




Every person who maliciously 
cuts, defaces, breaks or injures 
any book, map, chart, picture, 
engraving, statue, coin, model, 
apparatus, or other v\/ork of lit- 
erature, art, mechanics or ob- 
ject of curiosity, deposited in 
any public library, gallery, 
museum or collection is guilty 
of a misdemeanor. 

Penal Code of California, 
1915, Section 623. 

313139 
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Elegance. Away of life with Henredon. 
Elegance is refinement, <1 quality ciKvays evident in the fine wood and upholstered 

furniture rr)ade by Henredon. It is reflec ted here in a luxurious multi-pillowed sofa covered 

in one of Henredon's distinctive Clarence House prints. Notice how the character of this colorful fabric 

is enhanced by the skillful pattern placement and equality of tailoring. Henredon Upholstered 

and Occasional Furniture brochures are available by sending $3.00 to 

Henredon, Dept. G-78, Morganton, NC 28655. 

Henredon 



HE ONLY THING WE ADD TO OUR ALLCOTTOl a COLOi 'K. 

Pure cotton means uh-blended. - 1 o this pure per ^ecvmjm aw 
Un-tampered with. Un- ■improved': nothing but our rich colors. Aii or them 

In a towel, it also means maximuni vibrant. Aii of them lusctoiB 
softness and absorbenoy. The Luxor''- fowel. 100 v. pu' e. 

THE LUXOR TOWEL BY MARTE 
AT FINE STORES. 
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Wear Summertan cream or frosted. 
In lir>cf,ri< nnil onnmpi nnci in Super Lustrous Lip Gloss. REVLON :i 



The KitchenAid 
Compactor. 

¥)u'll say it's worth it 
10 times aday. 

Once you've enjoyed the conven- 
ience of a rugged KitchenAid trash 
compactor, you'll never want to be 
without it 

It squeezes a week's trash into 
one small load 

And it has exclusive convenience 
features that'll prove their worth 
many times a day. 

Only the KitchenAid compactor 
has a Litter Bin® door for quick 
throwaways, an activated charcoal 
filter that eliminates odors, and a 
Tilt-Away basket that can be used 
with or without trash bags 

The KitchenAid trash compactor 
makes things so :onvenient, you'll 
say it's worth it 10 times a day, 
7 days a week. 
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24 great ways to live your summer. By Catherine Ettlinger 
News: The energy tub 
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Concealed adjustable headrests. 

irddual povvof 
d sport mirrors. 

Standard sport whool. 

Standard multi-position cushion 
and reclining backs. 

Standard inside dock roloa.so. 

Standard adjustable 
lumbar supports 



.-Aws 

[ndard tilt steering column. 

Standard forced air 
ventilation. Optional 

air conditioning. 

Optional AM-FM radio 
with cassette. 

ms^s^. 

.Standard 5-speed transmission 
(Automatic shown, optional). 

IF* estimates based on Sapporo's 1 6 litre engineand manual transmission Your actual mileage may differ depending on 
our driving tiabits, your cars condition, and its optional equipment California mileage lower 

Introducing 
sheer pleasure. 

It's called Sapporo. And you've 
never seen anything quite like it 
before. It's an intriguing concept, so 
you decide to explore it further. 

You like Sapporo's sophisticated 
styling. If looks were everything ... 
you'd be sold. But you're pragmatic 
enough to ask: How does it feel? How 
does it go? 

When you pop open the hood, you 
find Chrysler's exclusive Silent Shaft 
engine, one of the smoothest and 
quietest 4-cYlinder engines available 
anywhere. And you learn about 
innovations like Sapporo's new 
MCA Jet System ... an air 
injection system that gives you great 
mileage and great performance. 

Okay, so you're /if\MPQ   OQMPG 
almost convinced. ^UHWY   ^^CITY-^ 

But you're going to spend a lot of 
time in your car. And if it doesn't feel 
right, it's just not going to be your car. 

As you settle in behind the wheel, 
you appreciate Sapporo's reclining 
buckets with adjustable lumbar 
supports and concealed adjustable 
headrests. After all, you shouldn't 
have to adjust to a car, it should 
adjust to you. 

There are other niceties like full 
instrumentation, forced air venti- 
lation, the convenience and security 
of an inside deck release, and an 
overhead console with digital clock. 

Sapporo . . . from Plymouth. It 
feels good. It looks good. And it goes. 
Oh, how it goes. 

Now there's just one more thing 
you need. You need some open road. 
'Cause there's no way to    i ^  
appreciate sheer pleasure  ^^  
when it's standing still.      ^Vlymoulfi 
Buy or Lease at your 
Chrysler-Plymouth Dealer's.     I  

A PRODUCT OF 
CHRYSLER 

CORPORATION 

lie sophisticated new car from Plymouth. 
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It's (Mie third of your life. Live a little. 

'V 

r 
Now. The Calvin Klein bed. 

Good news! Life is just a bed of roses. Indulge yourself in Wamsutta sheets. 
Calvin Klein has designed "Checkered Rose" just for the occasion. 

Crisp tattersall combined with a touch of femininity make this the freshest look for a bed today. 
The feeling is rich. Because these sheets are a soft no-iron blend of cotton and Fortrel" polyester 

nd the quality is distinctly Wamsutta. But then it's to be expected. Over 130 years of crafting bed linens has taught us a thing or two. 
Besides, we're involved in one third of your life. 

We want it to be sensational 

Jiv. M. Lowenstein & Sons, 111 West 40th St., N .S&msutM 



Oregano to 90 

othing but an actual taste will do when it comes 
to describing herbal flavors. Oregano. for example, 
can really only be described in terms of itself, 
aside from noting its similarity to marjoram. 
Some are attractive as pot plants, though many of 
their fiavorsome cousins arc about as visually 
appealing as crabgrass on a putting green. Perhaps 

the most attractive oregano is Dittany of Crete (Origanum Dictamnus). 
A plant of shrubby growth and thick silver-woolly leaves, it is a tender 
perennial capable of becoming the centerpiece of your indoor herb garden. 
Being very frost-sensitive, it can only be grown seasonally outdoors. 
Perched on your windowsill, however, it will grow for d.:cades. And by 
watching where you pinch as you cook, you can train the plant into a 
picturesque bonsai. Oregano needs good light and potting soil that contains at 
least half sphagnum moss with a tablespoon of lime chips mixed into a 
4-inch pot. Water well, RK H.^RD LANGI;R 

Uaico/vu 

<M>Mwv cn&iipjunn 

The names of many varieties of oregano 

are used inconsistently, so use your 

nose as your guide to your kitchen garden 

A bit Of instant history 
Artist Rosemary Naegele 
makes a gift that grows 
more interesting with time- 
a personalized scrapbook 
that works like a time cap- 
sule. This one is for a baby 
and begins "On the day I 

j^ was born . ..." and follows 
with headlines: weather, radio/TV listings, 
what was at the movies, theatre, concerts, 
ballet, price listings from supermarkets, 
travel ads, concert tickets. The book works 
just as well for weddings, a housewarming, 
anything. Make one with a blank-page 
scrapbook, press-on letters, and Pritt glue, 
or Mrs. Naegele will do one to order, $75. 
Write Rosemary Naegele, 285 Central Park 
West, New York, N.Y. 10024. OLEKSAK 

headings come from newspapers, 

".From the Melon Collection," watercolor 

by Christopher Hewat, 4 by 6, 1977, 25( 

lt*s in the cards 
Original art for 25f.' That's 
Th»:y're postcards made from 4 
inch paintings, collages, drawings 
watercolors by famous American ; 
commissioned by a group called A 
Postcards, "it's a very dcmocrati 
form," says Joan Davidson, fouiul 
the nonprofit organization, "even 1 
than multiples, because these woi k 
accessible to everyone." The ori 
collection will travel nationally li' 
n;xt two years under the aegis o 
.Smithsonian Institution. Order t'ui 
$11 postpaid from Artists" Posic 
2 E. 34th .St.. New York. N.Y., K 

Halfway house to health 
One of England's more 
thoughtful contributions 
to the field of mental 
health is the halfway 
house, where people re- 
covering from break- 
downs and other stresses 
stay while they adjust to 
going into the world 
again. The Richmond 
Fellowship, founded in 
England, is one such 
institution reaching out 
in America with nine 
houses: one in New York, 
three in Maryland, two in 
Washington, D.C., one in 

New Jersey, and two 
in Rhode Island. "We 
treat our residents as 
adults," says Deputy 
Director Diane O'Keefe. 
"We show them alterna- 
tives, and expect them to 
respond." The staff is 
specially trained to help 
residents pick up the 
strings of normal working 
and social life. American 
funding efforts have also 
been concentrated on 
group homes for children 
and the mentally retard- 
ed. To encourage interest 

in its work, the New 
York branch has just 
instituted the "Friends of 
the Fellowship," so that 
vo:unteers can help with 
time, skills, and money^ 
to continue the 
Fellow- 
ship's 
work. 
If you 
would like to learn more 
about a house near you, 
write the Richmond        -i 
Fellowship, 25 Riverside 
Drive, N.Y., N.Y. 10023. 

Caroline Seebohm 
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Now. 
Ifs a satisfying 

decision. 
Like many people you may recently 

have switched to a lower tar cigarette, with 
milder flavor 

But as your tastes have changed, you 
may have found yourself reaching for a 
cigarette even lower in tar An ultra-low tar 
alternative that satisfies your new tastes 
in smoking. 

Then the decision is Now. 
Now has only 2 mg. tan And bear this 

in mind: todays Now has the most satisfying 
taste in any cigarette 
so low in tan 

Now 
A'^' 

NOW 

Only 2 mg tar. Significantly lower than 98% of all cigarettes sold. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

FILTER, MENTHOL: 2 mg. "tar", .2 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC method. 



Helping cars see 
Thousands of volunteers have given voice to 
the words of poets and scholars for blind 
students, who now can listen to their required 
readings _^^^^^pn tapes provided by Re- 

ijng for the Blind, Inc. 
that cover everything 
ifrom The Great Gats- 

i)y to the latest in 
"computer science. But when 

assignments call for a book that hasn't 
been taped, RFB locates a volunteer with a 
knowledge of the subject to record the book. 

"Everything from the table of contents to 
the footnotes, including all the graphs, must 
be translated into an oral picture," says 
Frances Levine, head of the New York taping 
center. 

"Blind students, like students in general, 
are becoming more career oriented and the 
books they need are more practical and 
technical." 

If you would like to share your voice, your 
knowledge, and your time at one of RFB's 
29 recording studios, write Recording for 
the Blind, Inc., 215 E. 58th St., New York, 
N.Y.  10022. 

The well-mannered pet 

ou want to teach 
your puppy good 

manners. When can 
you take him to 

school? Group classes 
usually don't accept a 

dog younger than 6 
months, but many trainers are leaning 
toward private at-home training, 
which can begin sooner. Two new 
approaches are those of Dick Mailer 
and Ed Bcckman, both professional 
trainers. 21 Days to a Trained Dog 
(Simon and Schuster, $6.95) by Dick 
Mailer and Jeffrey Feinman describes 
Mailer's method of ""operant condi- 
tioning"—waiting for the dog to do 
what you want and then praising 
him for it. The dog learns through 
constant repetition, and in 3 weeks 
should be familiar with basic 
obedience exercises (to sit, lie down, 
heel, stay, come). Beckman, in a 
book to be published by Coward. 
McCann & Geoghegan called Love. 
Praise, and Reward—The New Way 
to Teach Your Dog, offers a program 

© BOOTH 

that is adapted to the dog's 
capabilities and begins the moment 
you bring it home. The method is 
based on understanding your dog, 
not disciplining it. Through praise, 
food rewards, and a bit of patience, 
Beckman's approach allows you to 
teach without the use of a leash 
or collar, CLAIRE SCHOEN 

NEEDLEPOINT TO DO IN A HURRY 
If you're like so many women who always have a piece of needle- 
point in the works yet never seem to have time enough to complete 
it, try "Quickpoint. " It's big—5 stitches to the inch—needlepoint 
worked on rug canvas with thick, inexpensive wool you can get at al- 
most any variety store. Two busy young Maryland designers, Susan 
Iglehart and Barbara Schweizer, have just published The Quick- 
point Book. The subject covers every step from tracing and painting 
your designs onto canvas to blocking, sewing, and finishing your 
work. There are also forty projects to do and instructions for putting 
together a Quickpoint kit for presents. Look for it—Quickpoint Book 
(Holt, Rinehart & Winston), $5.95 paperback. 

Mending china 
"Sometimes   a 
loved and trea- 
Mired   piece   of 
china    breaks, 
through no par- 
ticular  fault  of 
anyone. When it 
happens, there 
are two avenues 

of action open:  If the piece 
has antique value, take it to a 
professional restorer, who can 
put it back together for you 
with great skill; or if the piece 
has sentimental value, repair 
it yourself by following these 
steps carefully," says Barbara 

[Barbara Charton, top; 

taping pieces; applying 

resin; filling in fragments; 

retaping to set 

Charton, an associate at The 
Art Restoration Technical In- 
stitute in New York, an ac- 
credited school specializing in 
advanced repairs and curato- 
rial caretaking services. 
• Collect all the pieces no 
matter how small and wrap 
them separately in lintless tis- 
sue. This prevents one piece 
from rubbing away the dis- 
tinctive  outlines  of  another. 
• Assemble your repairs kit. 
A box half-filled with sand to 
act as your working "sup- 
port"; epoxy resin and hard- 
ener;   acetone;   single-edged 

razor blades or an X-Acto 
knife; disposable paper pal- 
ettes (bonbon papers); cotton 
swabs; flat toothpicks; and 
masking tape. Practice on an 
expendable piece. 
• Assemble all the fragments 
smoothly with the tape. Mix 
and apply the resin to one 
fragment at a time, fitting each 
into place so that no resin 
shows. Wipe away excess with 
an acetone-moistened swab. 
Resin sets in a few minutes, 
cures overnight. Support the 
work in the sand while it sets, 
then trim away excess resin 

with the knife. Fill in any gaps 
with resin mixed with a whit 
ener such as titanium oxide 
powder. 
About glazes: 
• Wash with warm water and 
mild detergent in an uncrowd- 
ed dishpan or terry cloth-lined 
sink. 
• Do not use a scrub brush 
for grime that doesn't wash 
off. Use cotton swabs moist- 
qiied with acetone instead. 

Mrs. Charton recommends 
the "'Master Mending Kit" by 
Atlas ESB Corporation, $15 
at art supplies stores. 

I? 



I Handle vvdthT&nCare. 
The afler tanning lotion 

by Coppertone. 
It took a lot of sun to make your tan beautiful. Keep it beautiful longer with Tan ^f 

Its special after tanning formula moisturizes to help prevent the flaking 
id peeling that cause fading. Beautiful tans should be handled with Tan Care every c* 

T-jt-i.?: ..9.f 



**P-n**—a new building style 

Nigerian elder carving 

a natural gourd tray 

Hcres a safari thafs a journey into tiie imag- 
ination of Africa. The American Crafts 
Council and Art Safari, Inc., are organizing 
a tour of four West African countries August 
3-26. The tour offers a chance to learn first- 
hand from artisans and craftsmen of Sene- 
gal, Ghanaj_^^|^^ Togo, and Nigeria, the 

sources of artistic in- 
^spiration that have con- 

tributed so much to 
modern Western art. 

'Workshops on weaving, wood sculp- 
ture, batik dyeing, goldsmithing, and dance 
are being conducted in such sites as cloth 
markets, slave fortresses, and sacred forests. 
James Grosse of Art Safari and Eleanor 
Dickinson, artist and wife of America's for- 
mer ambassador to Togo will lead the group. 
The 3-week all-inclusive tour runs $2,750. 
Write the American Crafts Council, 44 W. 
55th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. 

Quick-change screen 

Here's a 3-panel 
screen with snap-in 
center panels you can 

change with the seasons 
or change from room to 

room. Using stock lumber, 
have your lumber store cut 6 
lengths of 1 by 2 by 81 
Inches high and 6 lengths of 

1 by 2 by 18 Inches. With finishing nails build 3 
frames 7 by IV2 feet. Place mending bars 
diagonally across each corner and join the 
frames with double-swing hinges at 1-foot 
Intervals. Lacquer if you wish. For inset frames: 
Cut 6 lengths 1 by 2 by 15 Inches and 6 of 1 by 
2 by 78 Inches. Build frames the same way. To 
cover frames use Syards of chintz or lightweight 
sail cloth, 45-48 inches wide. Cut 3 pieces 
21/2 yards by half the width. Lay over panels 
and match pattern before stapling. Tack fabric 
to frames leaving 2-inch 
overlap, then staple to wrong 
side of frame, stretching 
fabric taut. Work from the 
middle toward corners, cut 
away excess, pleat and fold 
so fabric lies flat, staple. 
Place small fabric-covered 
frame inside larger 
lacquered frame. These 
directions are from Calico 
Corners, a fabric store with 
outlets across America. 

Now that our eyes have 
been educated to under- 
stand "modern architec- 
ture." along comes a new 
style, "post modern," to 
enrich our environment. 
What is the new architec- 
ture all about? Robert 
Stern, F'rofessor of Archi- 
tecture at Columbia Uni- 
versity, has defined three 
qualities which describe 
"post modern" building: 
contextualism, allusion- 
ism, and ornamentalism. 
In practice this means 
that a building should 
"belong" to its surround- 
ings. Post-modernists be- 
lieve in making historical 
references in their de- 
signs, imlikc modernists 
who prefer to make bold, 
new, contemporary state- 
ments. And they believe 
in enriching surfaces with 
decoration, in contrast to 
the Mies van der Rohc 
modern dictum that "less 
is  more."   You  can  see 

"post-modernism" in re- 
ality in the add-on that 
architect Ed Groder de- 
signed for Ernest and 
Diane Kovacs to their 
1923 suburban house on 
Long Island. The new 
wing with family room 
and kitchen downstairs, 
two bedrooms and baths 
above, is built "in con- 
text" so that it takes an 
experienced 
eye to spot 
the new 
work from 
the street. 
To avoid 
architectur- 
al "shock," 
it is even 
clad in the 
original 
stucco pat- 
tern of the 
existing 
house. 
From the 
garden side, 
however, 

the changes can b 
ily .seen. New glas| 
open onto an exf 
deck. "Before the 
tion, the back ( 
house was a leftove 
plains Groder. "Ni 
indoors and outdoc' 
like one. The deck 
to tie it all togetl 
literally feels like a 
new house." 

New from old is hard to tell — 

glass doors lead to a family 

room, steps lead to kitchen 

LONG LIFE FOR SUMMER FLOWERS 
^M     simple way to preserve 

^^^     the short-lived abun- 
/ ^M     dance of summer flowers 
/   ^M     is to dry them. The most 

^ ^M     natural way is to tie them 
/ ^1    in bunches and hang 

/ _^B__ them upside down to dry 
in a cool, dark, well-ventilated place. A 
cellar or garden shed is ideal, where 
the circulating air is plentiful. Achillea, 
Acroclinium, Astilbe, Delphinium, 
Helichrysum, Statice, and Chinese 
Lanterns respond very well to this 
method, as do grasses, rushes, 
and ferns, which would comple- 
mentanydisp!ay. Fleshy-headed 
or   delicately   petaled   flowers 
need a drying agent such as borax 
or silica gel to help them retain their 
shape and colors. Daisies, mari- 
golds,   geraniums,   pansies,   pop- 
pies,   and   rhododendrons   need 
this special treatment. Pour an 
inch or so of the borax or silica 
into a cardboard box, p'ace the 
flowers  face-side  down  on   the 
surface and gently cover them 
with more agent.  Put a lid on the 
box and store them in a warm 
place. Smaller flowers can be re- 
moved in a day or two, but larger va- 
rieties may need to be stored for two 
weeks. Plan ahead to make wonderful 
holiday  presents from the summer's 
rich colors and textures, DAVID WICKERS 

lanterns dry best upside down 

Ill 



Three of the reasons so many people 
are buying Ford Fairmont. 

Most room for the money of 
any car or wagon. 
Based on official government EPA interior 
volume index and sticker prices. 

"Our family is getting 
bigger, not smaller" 

Highest mileage rating of any mid-size car. 
EPA estimates-33 mpg hwy, 23 city. With 2.3 litre engine 
and 4 speed manual transmission. Your actual mileage may 
vary according to fiow and^ 
where you drive, your 
car's condition and 
optional equipment. 
Calif, ratings 
lower. 

"These days, the higher 
the better." 

Lowest sticker price 
of any mid-size car. 
2 door sticker prices start at $3,589. 
Model shown is 
$3,757 excluding 
title, taxes and 
destination 
charges. 

"We'd love it even 
without the low price." 

At Ford, the better ideas keep coming.  FO R D 

FAIRMONT 
FORD DIVISION 



N-M always 
stirs up some- 

thing special at 
Christmas. Sample 

our formula for easy shopping 
by mail with the Neiman-Marcus 
Christmas Book of great gifts. For 
your 1978 copy send 2.00 plus 

name and address for each book 
tO: Neiman-Marcus, Dept. 23, PO. 

Box 2968, Dallas, Texas 75221. 

j^tim-Jl''* 

rejuvenate! 
Your surroundings need a beauty 
treatment now and then. If it's now, 
start by reading DECORATING: 
A House&Garden Guide 
It's full of ideas for 
simplified summer 
decorating 

tk. ^hj 

SUMMER 1978 \^^'^ 

mNG 
A HOUSE&GARDEN GUIDE 

$2.00 at newsstands everywhere 

If your dealer's sold out, send a 
check or money order for $2.75 
(includes postage and handling) 
payable to DECORATING: A HOUSE 
& GARDEN GUIDE, to the following 
address: 
House & Garden, Dept. D-SUM '78 
P.O. Box 1910 Grand Central Station, 
New York, N.Y 10017 

■ QUESTIONS 
d ANSWERS 

ANTIQUES 
BY LOUISE ADE BOGl 

Pistol handles 

About when were pistol handles first 
used and how o!d are my pewter knives 
and forks? Is it unusual for the blade to 
be stamped? Also, a couple of my knives 
have come apart. Can 1 be doing some- 
thing wrong with them? 

E.B.—New York, N.Y. 

The pistol-handle knife was introduced 
in English silver about 1700. Your pew- 
ter llalware was made in England about 

1 790. It was a common practice to stamp 
blades; however, most of them are 
stamped Birmingham. The stamp has 
frequently worn away through use. The 
shaft of your knife was set in rosin and 
no knife of this construction should soak 
in dishwater as it dissolves the adhesive. 
This probably happened to your knives. 

Cigar box 
opener 

We bought this piece of 
silver at a church fair and 
can't figure out what it was 
used for. Can you help us? 

K.R.—Princeton, N.J. 

Your practical novelty is a 
cigar box opener and prob- 
ably dates about 1900. I 
have added the letters to 
your drawing to explain 
how it was used. "A" is the 
sharp edge to break the seal 
on the box and pry open 
the lid. "B," a V-shaped D 
notch, is used to remove the nail. "C" is 

a small hammer to nail the lid do>| 
again to keep the cigars fresh. "D," 
opening to insert the cigar end, and "\ 
is used to cut it. 

Staffordshii 
pottei 

WOO DYSONS 

This is the mark on my plates. Can yc 
tell me who made them and about when 

R.G.F.—Mankato, Mini 

The English Staffordshire potters Wool 
& Sons, who started the Trent and Ne'j 
Wharf  Potteries  at  Burslem  in   186J 
made your plates from about  1907 
1910, when Ltd. was added to the marf 

Carnival glass 

I've been told that my butter dish is of ; 
type called carnival glass. Is it true, and 
if so, why is it called this? 

L.A.H.—Vacherie, La 

Yes, this iridescent pressed glassware is 
now called carnival glass. This inexpen-. 
sive art glass occupied a definite place in'l| 
American life from about 1900 to 1930 '' 
It's name derives from the fact that n 
was given to prizewinners at games   >! 
chance and shooting galleries, at canii 
vals and church bazaars. It is importanti 
to understand that the luster finish at- 
tained by use of a metallic oxide "secret 
formula" was applied only to the surface. 
It can be washed away or seriously faded 
by the effects of sunlight. 

Continued on page 22 
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Sears National 
Home Lighting Sale. 

Save 10% to 30% July 2 - 29,1978. 

WAS $54.99   NOW $42.99  ■ WAS $17.99   NOW $13.99 

#4i:'S^f f 

iMitfttMiiMi^ 
Fluorescent ■ 

WAS $33.99  NOW $25.99  ■  WAS $59.99   NOW $42.99 

■      '*^    Fluorescent 
WAS $119.99 NOW $79.99   ■  WAS $9.99       NOW $8.99 

You can save money now on every kind 
of lighting at Sears Lighting Boutique. 
Chandeliers, swag lamps, fluorescents, 
even utility fixtures are reduced during 
this great sale. Check the values like 
the ones pictured here, available now at 
most Sears retail stores. Prices and 
dates may vary in Alaska and Hawaii. 

^iffhtini 
•oufique 

© Sears, Roebuck and Co   197R 



Announcing 
The Official State Flowers 

Bell Collection 



• For the first time ... 50 exquisite little bone china bells 
portray all of America's official state flowers. 

• Each bell will be decorated with a specially commissioned 
original painting and hand-decorated with 24 Kt. gold. 

• A uniquely designed unit to display the complete collection 
will be provided at no additional cost. 

• Final order deadline: July 31, 1978. 

America the Beautiful is blessed with 
nagnificent flowers. A carpet of color and 
"ragrance that stretches from sea to shining 
.ea — reminding us of the bounty that nature 
las bestowed upon our nation. And of all the 
ovely flowers that flourish on our native soil, 
he very favorites have been named the 
)fficiai flowers of the 50 states. 

Now, at last, all 50 of these official state 
lowers will be faithfully portrayed on ex- 
quisite little bells of fine bone china — an 
inprecedented artistic tribute to our 50 states 
.. a joyous celebration of our love for the 
and we live in. 

Fine Bone Cliina — The Perfect Art 
Medium for TMs Unprecedented 

Collection 
The special qualities of imported fine bone 

:hina are perfect for portraying these beau- 
iful flowers. Bone china is renowned for its 
3ure ivory-white color and remarkable 
Tanslucence — qualities which enhance the 
/ivid colors of each flower. Fine bone china is 
dso famous for its light weight and delicate 
ippearance — qualities which perfectly 
:orrespond with the delicacy of the flowers 
:hemselves. 

Very few china makers in the entire world 
lave mastered the necessary skills to produce 
3one china. This is why bone china is found 
)nly in a few countries —and why it is treas- 
ured by collectors on every continent. It is 
"are to find an exclusive, privately commis- 
sioned bell collection in fine bone china — 
and rarer still to find a collection consisting of 
ifty exquisite little bone china bells. 

Original Paintings by One of America's 
Most Distinguished Nature Artists 

To create the original art that appears on 
each of these bells, a special commission was 
awarded to the prominent American nature 
artist, Jo Polseno, whose work has been 
shown in leading galleries and has appeared 
in Audubon Magazine. Working in fields, 
plains, and mountains across America, Pol- 
seno has created a striking series of original 
floral watercolors expressly and exclusively 
for this collection. These paintings have 
never been seen before — and will never ap- 
pear again in any form. 

The flowers include the sweetly scented 
Massachusetts Mayflower, beloved of the 
Pilgrims . .. the Mississippi Magnolia, fabled 
flower of the Deep South . .. the vibrant 
California   Poppy .. . the   lovely   pink  and 

Contimicd on next p.ij^f i 
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yellow wild rose of Iowa. In all, 50 lovely 
flowers . . . authentic down to the most mi- 
nute detail... vibrant in all their natural 
colors. 

Each Bell a Handcrafted Work of Art 
To create a bell collection worthy of our 

official state flowers and the fine bone china, a 
specially designed bell shape was created. To 
produce this unique shape, each bell will be 
individually cast by hand. Then the original 
Polseno watercolors will be transferred to 
each bell using techniques involving many 

separate colors. As a crowning touch of lu: 
ury, each bell will be hand decorated wii, 
precious 24 Kt. gold applied to both tlj 
handle and base. Each bell will also bear tf 
name of the state and its official flower, i 
well as the Danbury Mint hallmark. 

Display Accessory at No Additional Co: 
A custom designed display unit will 1:! 

furnished at no additional charge. Th 
beautiful unit may be placed on a table ( 
book shelf (as shown below) or hung on a wa 
— to display all 50 bells to best advantage. 



Bells shown actual size. 

A Strictly Limited Edition 
The Official State Flowers Bell Collection 

m\\ be available only directly from the Dan- 
pury Mint by advance reservation. Reserva- 
tions for this limited edition offering must be 
postmarked by July 31, 1978. 

it within 30 days for replacement or refund. 
Naturally, you may cancel your subscription 
at any time. 

Prompt Action Needed 
Remember, subscriptions for this offering 

must be postmarked by July 31, 1978. Please 
act promptly. 

North Carolina 

(Bell's reverse side) 

Convenient Acquisition Plan — 
"" Guaranteed Satisfaction 

To reserve your subscription to The 
Official State Flowers Bell Collection simply 
complete the Reservation Application and 
mail it to the Danbury Mint by July 31,1978. 

jYou need send no money now. You will be 
billed for each of your bells prior to 

I shipment. 
The Official State Flowers Bell Collection 

consists of 50 individual bells to be issued at 
the rate of two bells per month. Subscribers 

.are guaranteed the same, low original issue 
■price of just $9.00 each for every bell 
ithroughout the entire collection. 

Should you receive any bell that you are 
I not completely satisfied with, you may return 

Reservation Application 

The Danbury Mint 
47 Richards Avenue 
Norwalk, Conn. 06856 

FHG 

Must be 
postmarked 

by July 31, 1978 

Please accept my reservation to The Official State 
Flowers Bell Collection. I understand there will be 50 
bone china bells in this limited edition series and that the 
bells will be issued at the rate of 2 new bells every month at 
the guaranteed price of $18.00 per monthly shipment (plus 
$1.50 for shipping and handling costs). 

I need send no money now. I will be billed for the first 2 
bells prior to shipment and invoiced for subsequent bells 
on a monthly basis. I may cancel this subscription at any 
time and any shipment may be returned for a full refund if 
upon receipt I am not completely satisfied. 

Name  

Address 

City  

State Zip 

Signature 

Q Check here if you want your bells charged, as they are 
shipped, to your: 

Q Bank Americard/Visa        Q MasterCharge 

Credit Card Number Expiration Date 



Aatiqiics 
continued from page 16 

Victorian 
pier mirror 

1 know my large Amer- 
ican }>ilt-\v(M>d mirn»r is 
called a pier mirror. 
Where does this term 
come from? Originally 
my mirror rested on a 
marhle-top stand, sup- 
ported on six legs. 
(.'.N.H.—Shreveport, la. 

Jl 

In a proper sense, the pier mirror de- 
rives its name from the architectural 
term for that part of a wall which is be- 
tween the windows of a room, the mirror 
being designed to stand in that position. 
Below the pier mirror is a pier table— 
frequently with a marble top—designed 
to accord with the mirror. A larqe mirror 

such as yours was a favorite piece of 
furniture in the fashionable Victorian 
drawing room. The stand is the last ves- 
tige or visible sign of the pier table. 

English side chair 

From the pho- 
tograph and 
my drawing of 
the mark on 
m> chairs, can 
>on tell me 
what country 
they're from? 
.\bout when 
were t h e > 
made? B.E.S. 
—little Rock, 

Ark. 

According   to   the   dia- 
mond-shaped     registra- 
tion device, the English 
manufacturer   regis- 
tered  the  design  of 
your chair at the Brit- 
ish   Patent   Office   on 
October   13,   1880.  This 
class of splat back side chair, 
which is in the classical tradi 
tion, was very popular in that period. 

Tailor riding 
goat 

For the name of the store nearest you write Woodard. ')17 Elm Street, Owosso, Michigan 48867 

22 

Can you give me any information about 
who designed my figurine and where it| 
conies from?     F,.M.—Palm Beach, Fla 

Your figure has been copied from the 
Tailor Riding Goat, which was modeled 
by Johann Kaendler (1706-1775) and 
made at Meissen, November, 1740. The 
Tailors Wife Riding Goat was modeled 
by J.F. Eberlein and also made at Meis- 
sen in 1740. Both figures enjoy enduring 
popularity. 

Art Nouveau tile 

My tiles are marked "H & R. J." Can I 
you tell me where they were made and in 
what style?      D.G.B.—Owensboro, Ky. 

A marked tendency to verticalism and 
the stylized floral and leafage swirls of 
your "Tulip"' tile are in the spirit of 
English Art Nouveau as propagated by 
the Glasgow architect and designer 
Charles Rennie Mackintosh (1868 
1928). The Stafi'ordshire potters and 
makers of your tiles. H and R Johnson, 
operated tilj works at Cobridge and 
Tunstall, from 1902 to 1920. 

Antiqueries 

Copies of Louise Ade Soger's book, 
House <& Garden's Antiques: Questions 
& Answers, containing more than 900 
items chosen from past columns, all con- 
veniently arranged by category for easy 
reference, can be purchased for $11.95 
a copy, plus 45«' to cover cost of postage 
and handling. To order a copy, please 
write: Conde Nast Books, Post Office 
Box 3308, Grand Central Station, New 
York, N.Y. 10017, enclosing your re- 
mittance and correct mailing address. 

House  &  Garden 



Whiripool 
Factory Authorize 
Suimna* Savii^. 

For a limited time, you can really save on 
the major home appliances you've always 
wanted. Quality appliances from Whirlpool. 

Refrigerators. Save up to $100 on our 
Serva-Door^^-^*^ model. Get a reduced price on 
our Tilt-Ice models. Look for special savings 
on selected models with the ice maker kit. 

Ranges. Save up to $40 on the RFE3600 
range, or get special savings on any one of 
three introductory sale-price models (RFE3160, 
RFE340P, RFE380P). 

Laundry. Save up to $40 on the limited edi- 
tion LFA7600 washer (compared to LFA7700). 

Dishwashers. Save up to $30 on model 
SDF5000. Undercounter version SDU5001 
also available. 

Microwave Ovens. Save up to $50 on the 
special 12-piece accessory group when you 
buy any Whirlpool microwave oven. 

Savings are based on Whirlpool suggested 
retail prices. See your participating Whirlpool 
dealer for his savings, prices and models. 

AiVhirlpool 
Home M. Appliances 

We believe quality can be beautiful. 



DEAR 
HOUSE & 
GARDEN... 
Answers to your questions. 
Here we share some interest- 
ing letters from our readers 

BY MARGARET MORSE 
Tips on^trunks 
I'm interested in renovating an old trunk. 
Could you recommend a source for in- 
structions? \\here can I buy fabric or 
paper for relining it? 

—K.H.H., El Paso, Tex. 
Tips from trunk restorer Dean Cherring- 
ton of Scotch Plains, N.J. can be found 
in House & Garden, February, 1978. The 
small-scale Victorian-inspired print wall- 
papers and fabrics designed by Laura 
Ashley, as seen in our September, 1977 
issue, would make splendid trunk linings. 
Swatches and ordering information are 
available for $3 ppd. from Laura Ash- 
ley, 714 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 
10021. 

Mr. Cherrington suggests that if your 
lid has the manufactiuer's decorative 
picture pasted over the lining (which 
would   add   value  to  the  trunk),  you 

should leave the lid as is. Or, at least, cut 
out the new lining before you paste it 
down so that all the picture shows. Use 
water-soluble white glue such as Elmer's. 
Line sides first, with mitered overlap at 
corners. Then line front, back, bottom, 
and lid top with pieces cut exactly to fit 
(this covers overlap from sides). 

Incidentally, a mail-order source for 
reproduction brass-plated steel trunk 
hardware, steel rollers, and leather han- 
dles is the Antique Trunk Co., 3706 W. 
169th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44111. Its 
illustrated price list is free. 

Clean slate 

The .slate top of the coffee table in my 
den looks very dull and grayish, not 
black as it was when I bought it 10 years 
ago. What can 1 do to help restore it? 

—J.G.V., Cope, S.C. 
We referred your question to Stephen 
Taran of the Fair Haven Slate Corpora- 
tion (York Street Extension, Poultney, 
Vt. 05764). He says you're probably see- 
ing the effect of oxidation, which tends 
to whiten slate. However, there are so 
many different stones that can look like 
slate that an expert would have to see the 
table—or a sample of the same stone in 
the same condition—to advise you. Even 
the stone's geographic origin makes a 
difference. To locate an expert, Mr. 
Taran suggests you check the Yellow 
Pages of nearby cities under "Slate." 
Some companies may not do restoration 

HowtoiBved 
er: 

dniwersdry 
.oirthddYdnyddY 

Tell them you'd love sterling. 
Sterling is the perfect gift from anyone 

It won't chip, break, tear or go out of 
style. And no colors, sizes and those other 
mysterious'whats' to worry about. Just tell 
them the pattern. 

You could receive the first four piece 
settings for your birthday, another for 
your anniversary, and so on. 

You've waited long enough 
for your sterling. Tell them. 
They'll understand. 

Sterling Silversmiths Guild of Americo 
1111 Eos( Pi/tnam Avenue, Riverside, Conn. 06878 says it all. 

or may charge a consultation fee. If Ih 
oxidation isn't extensive, an expert raal 
be able to remove it with dilute muriati 
acid (not a do-it-yourself job!). If ih| 
slate has a honed surface, re-honing mai 
be thi answer. 

After the table has been cleaned, yoi 
can help prevent discoloration from n 
occurring   by   applying   a   slate   sealei 
(This will darken the slate slightly.) Fail 
Haven sells its own indoor-outdoor slatj 
sealer that gives a matte finish: A qua 
is  $4.50  plus shipping   (2  lbs.).  Ve; 
monters add 3 percent sales tax. If you'i 
prefer a glossy finish, clear paste wa 
or boiled  linseed oil will  help prote^ 
indoor slate like yours. To clean routim 
soil on any slate, the Building Stone I 
stitute (420 Lexington Ave., New Yor 
N.Y.   10017)   suggests   mopping   will' 
Murphy's Oil Soap. 

Shine over the range 

My husband has just made a beautifu 
copper hood for the stove. What do yoilj 
suggest we put on it to retard tarnishingl 

—P.C.S., South Bristol, Mel 
We referred your question to Joseplf 
Pantatello of PM Range Hoods Corp. o| 
Farmingdale, N.Y., manufacturers oj 
custom range hoods in copper, brass! 
stainless steel, and painted finishes. Hi 
suggests this semi-permanent treatmenj 
that you can apply even if your rangd 
hood is already in place: Clean all hoocj 
surfaces with Noxon metal polish, thetf 
immediately and evenly apply a coat oi 
paste car wax such as Simonize. (Dq 
open windows first and turn ofi' any ga^ 
pilot light until the wax odors dissipate.^ 
Periodically wipe away the wax anc 
tarnish with Noxon polish and reappi) 
the wax. 

Lacquer is too volatile to be appliec 
safely in the kitchen. In any case, it will 
yellow unevenly—faster over the hotter!| 
more central parts of the hood. More-i 
over, lacquer, needs professional strip-' 
ping and respraying every 2 or 3 years- 
a big bother and expense with a large'| 
bolted-in piece such as a range hood. 

Dramatic arts 
Do you know any sources for theatre! 
posters?       —B.G.L., Roswell, N.Mex.J 
Two stores that carry new and old pos- 
ters depicting the performing arts exclu-J 
sively (and the theatre primarily) are:l 

Front Row Center, 8127 W. Third,J 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90048. Posters,] 
books, calendars, programs, sheet musicj 
and recordings—many out of print. Nol 
catalogue, but inquiries accompanied by ] 
a self-addres-sed, stamped envelopes are' 
invited. 

Triton Gallery, 323 W. 45th St., Newj| 
York, N.Y.  10036. Posters exclusively. 
Catalogue   of   mint-condition   posters, j 
ISd- ppd. When inquiring about old col-l 
L'Ctor's-item posters, please enclose self- 
addressed, stamped envelope. 

Continued on page 68 
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J REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO 

;te why 
^ em Lights is the largest 
Uing low tar menthol 
garette. 

,^ore and more smokers 
{refer the mellow flavor, 
boling menthol, and 
ital satisfaction. 

"^^ '""^d^ '^&i4 

'^AR, 
NIC, 

OTINF 

"^^lem^o^ 
'l£iA 

CI 
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TA(^, 
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;A/arning: The Surgeon General Has Deiermined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. LIGHTS: 11 mg: "tar", 0.8 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette. FTC Report AUG,'77: 

LIGHT lOO's: 11 mg. "tar", 0.9 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette, by FTC method. 



I GOOD LOOKS 8, 
GOOD HEALTH •"JUkj^ 

THE STRESS RELIEVER' 
"Swimming is the only exercise that works 
out every muscle m your body," says Jack 
Nelson, head coach of the 1976 Women's 
Olympic Swim Team. 'It also stimulates the 
whole cardiovascular system and is 
psychologically very relaxing." Coach Nelson 
recommends starting out by swimming— 
any stroke is good—1 pool length (about 25 
yards) each minute for 10 lengths, working 
up to 40 lengths, one each 45 seconds 

DIANA NYAD, 
lARATHON SWIMMER 

^'The big reward 
in swimming 
is in your heart, 
your head" 

ROLL IT UR 
TAKE IT EVERYWHERE 
You can use Giorgio Sant'Angelo's new exercise 
mat to exercise at home, or you can roll it up and 
take it outdoors to lie on (it has a pillow-like head- 
rest built right in). The noted fashion designer, 
who's recently branched out into furniture, is mak 
ing this mat—it's I^^^BBH^BBi^^ 
30-by-70 inches of 1-inch 
thick polyurethane foam 
covered with cotton duck 
—in 7 different colors. 
It's available in coffee, 
toast, maize, natural, 
cactus, cinnamon, and 
canyon-red. About $70 at 
Macy's, New York and 
San Francisco; John 
Wanamaker, Philadel- 
phia; Joske's, Houston. 

24great ways to 
live your summer' 

Summer, more than any other season, is 
the time to treat yourself with special 
care. It's the time to head outdoors—to 
beaches or tennis courts—wherever the 
sun shines brightly; it's the time for 
beina fit and looking fit. Here's how you 
can get the most out of your summer, 
with tips from pros who tell you how to 
keep your hair and skin healthy no mat- 
ter how long you're in the sun; how to 
keep yourself fit with proper exercise 
and diet; and how to quench tho.se 
unquenchable summer thirsts. 
SUNTANNING FOR EVERYONE 
If you have skin that's sensitive to the 
iun's burning rays, you can still have a 
tan—without ever being in the sun. 
"Vbu can use bronzers or artificial tan- 
ning preparations," says Linda Allen 
Schoen, consultant to the Ncutrogcna 
Corporation, a former research associ- 
ate for the American Medical Associa- 
tion's Committee on Cutaneous Health 
and Cosmetics, and editor of The AM A 
Book of Skin and Hair Care. 

Bron/ers give temporary color and arc 
best used on the face; artificial tanning 
preparations contain a chemical (dehy- 
droxide acitone) that's deposited into 
the skin for a more permanent colora- 
tion that won't rub off on clothes. "If 
used correctly, bronzers and ATPs can 
give a deep tan that looks as natural as if 
you'd just been out in the sun," says Ms. 
Schoen. "You can use ATPs on your 
face and body, or a bronzer on your face 
and an ATP everywhere else." Just be 
careful to apply them evenly over rough 
or bony areas and be sure to wash your 

IBI^^^^^H^l^^H hands thorough- 
ly afterwards to 
avoid excess 
staining. 

Another way 
to give sun-sen- 
sitive skin a 
healthy tan is by 
acclimatizing it 
to the sun gradu- 
ally: First use a 

,<-<-'^"' ■ 

By Catherine Ettln 
suntan lotions each with varying degree 
of protection. A good product line to I 
is by Alo-Sun: If you burn easily, star] 
with its opaque Sun Block; after a fe\| 
days switch to Sun Milk with PAB/ 
then to Fashion Tan, and, finally, wf 
your skin's got a light sun glow, to Supe| 
Rich Tan. 

SUNSCREEN NEWS 
This summer, you can take the guess 
work out of how long you can be in th 
sun without burning. The Federal Foo 
and Drug Administration's Advisor 
Panel on Topical Analgesics (inciudin 
sunscreens) has recommended that sun 
screens be labeled from 2 to 15 so th 
consumer can tell at a glance exactly ho 
much protection a particular produc 
affords. (A product with a 15 gives th 
maximum amount of protection, lettin 
you stay in the sun without your ski 
reddening 15 times longer than if you ha 
no protection.) Although these guid( 
lines are not mandatory—they haven', 
been published as regulations in Th 
Federal Register—most sunscreens ar 
already wearing the recommended la 

The panel established 
5 categories that corre- 
spond to the Sun Protcc 
tion Factor (SPF) values: 
minimal, from 2to under 
4; moderate, from 4 to 
under 6; extra, from 6 to 
under 8; maximal, from 
8 to under 15; and ultra, 
15 and higher. As yet, the 
only product that gives 
"ultra" protection is 
Coppertone's Improved 
Formula Super Shade 15. 

Even though you can 
gauge your suntanning 
time more accurately 
now, you should still fol- 
low all the old rules for 
sunbathing. 
• Always use some sunscreen prepar 
ation, even if it has a low sun protec 

0 > 
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Above A pa IJ 
of 100 percei 
cotton socks j 
great for lonij 
hot summer;! 
See "Give feq 
a breather" 
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Why the 
,.   Metropolitan 

Museum 
reproductions 
make superb 

^   presents 

Decause our reproductions can be macie directly from the original works 
of art under Museum supervision, and because the craftsmanship is of 

the highest quality, every copy is remarkably faithful to the spirit of the 
original. 

f^ These reproductions are the only copies of the Museum's collections 
made by and for the Metropolitan Museum itself. 

t^ The selection is surprisingly wide: ancient jewelry in gold and silver; 
Oriental and European porcelain; early American glass in crystal and 

rare colors; bronze from Egypt, Greece, China, and the medieval world; 
silver, pewter, brass, and pottery from Colonial America. 

f/ff Every few months the Museum publishes full-color catalogues an- 
nouncing new reproductions and art books of particular interest. The 

next of these, the 116-page 1978 Christmas Catalogue, will be issued on 
September 1. 

f/S To put yourself on the mailing list (most of the reproductions can 
be bought only by mail or at the Museum itself), send the coupon below 
with $1.00 to cover mailing. 

^ Above: Egyptian Queen. Limestone relief, Ptolemaic Period, 332-30 B.C. 
Height 7I4". $15.00, shipping $2.00. Add state and local taxes for delivery 
within N.Y. State. 

THE  METROPOLITAN  MUSEUM  OF ART 
255 Grade Station, New York 10028 ICGS 

Please send me all advance catalogues of new objects to be issued by the 
Museum during the next year. $1.00 to cover mailing is enclosed. 

NAME. 

ADDRESS. 

Ways to live your summer 
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• Use your skin coloring as aguide for timin 
sun exposure. Dark-skinned, dark-haire( 
brown-eyed people are more resistant t 
sunburning than blondes and redheads wit' 
blue and green eyes. 
• Acquire your tan gradually—15 to 2 
minutes' exposure the first day, 'A moi 
each day after. 
• Consider the time of day. 
Burning rays are most intense between 
A.M. and 2 P.M. 
• Don't be fooled by hazy, foggy, or ove 
cast days. These atmospheric conditioi 
scatter the sun's ultraviolet rays and mi 
cause severe burning without your eve 
being aware of it. 
• Don't depend solely on an umbrella or 
wide-brimmed hat to prevent burning froi 
above because the sun's rays are reflecte 
by sand and water from below. 
• It's not a good idea to wear perfume i 
intense sunlight. Many perfumes contai 
substances that cause photochemical ski 
reactions. 
• After a day in the sun, keep your skin we 
lubricated with creams to counteract {\ 
sun's drying effect. 

HOW TO TREAT A SUNBURN 
Should you get a sunburn, Ms. Schoen saj 
that ointments, wet compresses, soothin 
lotions, a bland cold cream, or a long soa 
in a tepid tub with a few generous tablt 
spoons of baking soda thrown in can hel 
relieve sunburn pain. If blistering occurs c 
if pain is excessive, she urges you to consu 
a doctor. 
PROTECTION FOR YOUR LIPS 
One great way to protect your lips fror 
sunburn pain is by keeping them thoroughl 
coated with Alo-Sun Lip Shield whenevt 
you're in the sun. A creamy, colorless lip 
stick made from aloe vera, beeswax, am 
mineral oil, it keeps lips moist and help 
protect them from sun and wind. $1.35 a 
drugstores everywhere. ' 
HOW TO CAMOUFLAGE A RED, 
RED NOSE 
Don't get one in the first place: Wheneve 
you're sailing or picnicking, cover your nos 
with a sunscreen. Coppertone's special Nose 
kote is a good one, because it's transparen 
and lets your nose tan without burning. 

If you do get a red nose, use a sunblocl 
whenever you're outdoors; and when yoi 
want to make yourself up at night, use ; 
dark face makeup on your nose and inten 
sify your cheek color with rouge or a face 
coloring pencil to draw attention away fron 
your nose. These tips, from makeup artis 
Emily Pattner of the LancSme Institut d( 
Beauteat Bioomingdale'sin New York City 
YOUR SKIN AND THE WATER 
When you're in the water, your skin is hy 
drating, or absorbing water. The momen 
you step out, it begins dehydrating, or ios 
ing water through evaporation. To preven 
yours from drying out, try rubbing Neutro 
gena's Sesame Seed Body Oil all over yoiii 
body as soon as you've finished bathing oi 
swimminP    Ifs  no,  .re.w .nd  emnkifiP,. 



Piinst 
Perhaps you've noticed how 

many of your favorite products have 
been miraculously "improved" lately. 
They've been lemon-freshened, hyped-up 
with ingredients to make them last longer, 
changed into exotic shapes and colors. Purity and 
quality, those old-fashioned absolutes, have 
become harder and harder to find. 

Take heart. There are a few stubborn purists 
still around. And when it comes to sensitive 
skin care, count us among them. 

Neutrogena doesn't add new ingre- 
dients just to keep reviving your interest. 
And ever since the first bar of Neutrogena* 
was made by us, we have consistently bought 
the finest ingredients on the market to put in it. 
For example, our natural ingredients, like beef 
tallow, castor and coconut oils, bear the 
USDA Food Grade designation. And there are 
no artificial hardeners, coloring, or free alkali in 
our soap to cause possible skin irritation. 

We don't crank out Neutrogena by the 
usual mass production methods, either. 
We make our soap the way you'd make 
a gourmet dinner because we're just as finicky 
about quality as you are. Individual batches are 
carefully controlled and 
"cooked" for six hours. 
During that time they're 
checked time and time 
again by our chemists. 

N(i/tm//m jsjeutroaena. 
dry-skin soap    ^ . . 

' the unique transparent soap 

All in all there are at least 20 separate 
tests for quality and purity during 
manufacture. And independent laboratories, 
adhering to strict FDA standards, have also 
tested Neutrogena eight different ways to make 
sure it's as careful with your face as it should be. 

That's why so many doctors recommend 
Neutrogena. It cleans your skin thoroughly, 
but not drastically, leaving it immaculately fresh, 
but not dry. 

We don't promise you mirzicles 
or magical ingredients or exotic fragrances. 
We don't make claims we can't live up to. All you 
get from us is a safe, pure, allergy-tested soap 
that has been so carefully screened and tested, 
it won't irritate sensitive skin if used properly. 

Which Neutrogena for you? If your skin 
is sensitive, but otherwise normal, try original 
Neutrogena. If you're especially sensitive to per- 
fumes, try Neutrogena Unscented. If your skin 
is dry and sensitive, try Neutrogena Dry-Skin Soap. 

So if you've gotten a little skeptical of 
change for change's sake, consider The Purist. 

Neutrogena. We 
promise you, your 
skin will enjoy our old- 
fashioned approach 
to purity and quality. 



Why do 
so many people 

replace their dishwashers 
with KitchenAid? 

Ways to live your summer 
continued from page 2S 

It's hard to appreciate how good a 
value a KitchenAid dishwasher is. 

Until  you ve owned one. 
And KitchenAid 

owners just about swear 
by them. 

They say things like, 
"I can load it any way I 
like and everything 
comes out clean." 

"I dont have to hand 
wash anything, even 
dirty pans come clean."" 

"Has hardly ever 
needed repairs." ',|i;;' ' 

"It runs so quietly, uses less hot 
water; saves on electricity. It's so de- 
pendable."" 

"It's really built well. 
Its lasted so long."" 

"Best appliance weve 
ever owned."' 

These are just some of 
the reasons why, over the 
years, so many people 
have replaced their dish- 
washers with KitchenAid. 

I And good reasons to 
buy KitchenAid to begin 

m: with. 

KitchenAid. Because it^s worth it* 
Hobart Corporation, Troy. Ohio 45374 
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with water to help lock in moisture. Avail 
ble scented or unscented in 8-ounce shatte 
proof bottles that are great tor trips to t' 
beach. $6.50. 
SUMMER HAIR 
Did you know your hair, like your skin, ciij 
be sunburned? Fortunately, the roots th 
control hair growth are not affected, but tl 
sun makes the visible part, the hair shaft, d1 
and brittle, even discolored. \ 

To prevent your hair from being su'j 
burned, Gil Ferrer suggests wearing a hat >i 
a scarf whenever you're in the sun for lot 
periods of time. Also, he cautions that bat" 
ing in saltwater or chlorinated pools mi 
have a drying effect on your hair and recor 
mends rinsing your hair thoroughly aft' 
each swim. 

You can also use Hair In the Sun, a brai 
new sunscreen made especially for the h 
by Vidal Sa.ssoon. A transparent formula 
contains PABA, emollients and lubricants 
coconut oil, avocado oil, sesame oil—as w( 
as Vitamins A, D, and E for conditionini 
I bur-ounce tube, $6. 

If your hair is already sunburned, a geni 
brushing with a soft, natural-bristled brui 
morning and evening can help distrib 
scalp oils. Or, apply an oily hair emolliej 
and brush evenly through your hair out 
the .strands' tips. 
BEAUTY WITH A POINT 
If your summer schedule doesn't leave y( 
much time for a complete makeup, or if yc 
don't want to carry a bag full of cosmetics 
the beach or the tennis club to make repaii 
you don't have to go completely bareface 
Emily Pattner of the Lancomc Institut 
Beaute suggests you use a face-coloring pe 
cil—one shade for everything: eyes, cheek 
and lips. Lancome's Misty Amber loo 
great with a tan. Add a smidgen of masca: 
—and go! 
WATERSIDE EXERCISES 
Here are some suggestions from the fitne 
staff at The Golden Door in Escondido, Calj 
for exercising in water—poolside, lakcsid 
or seaside—without even trying. 
• Strike up a game of volleyball. It lets yc! 
stretch, jump, bend, and yell—great e.xerci; 
for the lungs! Or, play Frisbee: To workoi 
your arm muscles, fling your arms hai 
when you toss the Frisbee. 
• Run in thigh-height water letting it gi\ 
you a massage as you go. 
• Jump rope on hard wet .sand and when yo 
land, curl your toes to flex your feet an 
ankle muscles. 
GIVE YOUR FEET A BREATHER 
Almost everyone's feet perspire during t 
hot weather months. If yours do, try Ak; 
iene, a soothing, nonsticky cream th; 
retards perspiration all day long. $5 postpaij 
from Jane Sebeyran, 29 E. 61st St., Nei] 
York, N.Y. 10021...and if you're wearin] 
socks this summer (have you noticed th 
bobbysocks are back?) Dr. Stephen Kurtii 
professor of dermatology at Mount Sin; 
School of Medicine suggests cottor 

Continued on page > 
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lActionproof. 
Automatic Cream-On Shadow. 
Work hard. Play hard. Automatic Cream-On Shadow stays fresh all day. 
It's Actionproof. Wateiproof, Greaseproof, too. Soft matte and frosty 
colors tliat keep you looking great through 
10 action-packed hours. That's Actionproof. 

Stays fresh for 10 action-packed hours. 

'E)1978MAYBELLINECO 

I'inc inukc-up/scnsibly piiccd 



Ways to live your summer 
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"Cotton really breathes and will allow per- 
spiration to evaporate through the sock 
material." A good place to find cotton socks 
is in the 5&10. 
HI-ENERGY, LOW-CALORIE SUMMER 
SALADS FROM MASTER COOK 
MAURICE MOORE-BETTY 
"Set aside a time for lunch every day, al 
least Vi an hour." That's Mr. Moore-Betty's 
fundamental rule  for a healthy summer 
diet. "People tend to eat lunch on the run— 
which probably means snacks instead of a 
balanced meal," he says. Here are two of 
his favorite summer salads, with which he 
serves fresh fruit and cheese. 

Green Bean and Meat Salad 

INGREDIENTS 
1'. tablespoons red wine vinegar 
6 tablespoons oil. preferably olive 
2 tablespoons lemon juice 
4 tablespoons sour cream 
2 tablespoons Dijon mustard 
Freshly ground pepper to taste 
V/2 pounds green beans, cooked al dente 

in boiling salted water and well drained 
2 pounds lamb, beef, veal, or lean pork, 

cooked and julienned (if lamb or beef is 
used, see ttiat it is properly pink) 

Lettuce 
3-4 good tomatoes, quartered 
Parsley, finely chopped 

METHOD 
._ Mix vinegar, oil, lemon )uice, sour cream, 
mustard, and pepper thoroughly in a screw- 
top )ar Combine the beans and meat with 
enough dressing to coat generously. Pile into 
a salad bowl lined with lettuce leaves. Sprin- 
kle with chopped parsley and garnish with 
tomato quarters 

Italian Salad 

INGREDIENTS 
'/? cup tarragon vinegar 
'/? cup oil, salad or olive 
1 clove garlic crushed with 1 teaspoon 

salt, preferably kosher 
A good pinch of pepper 
1 U303 can chick peas, drained 
V2 cup pimiento-stuffed olives, sliced 
V: pound Genoa salami, julienned 
Lettuce leaves 
V? cup scallions, sliced 
2-3 tomatoes, peeled and quartered 

PREPARE A GRAND ENTRANCE FOR YOUR GUESTS. 

Select the Carolina Mirror style that perfectly enhances your foyer. With over 130 to choose 
from, you'll find one that reflects your taste exactly; and presents a grand image whenever 
guests arrive. Send us your name and $ 1 .,50 to receive our 36-page color catalog, and the 
name of your nearest Carnlina Minor dealer. T iK'ethei. w i can work decorating wonders. 

CAROLINA MIRROR CORPORATION 
Noilh Wilkesboro.N.C. 28659 

METHOD 
MIX vinegar, oil, garlic, and pepper in a 

bowl Add chick peas, olives, and salami. Mix 
With lettuce leaves. Sprinkle with scallions 
and garnish with tomato quarters. 

Mr. Moore-Betty, who doesn't like to 
drink a lot of fluids with his meals— 
"maybe just a glass of white wine"—loves 
vegetable broth as an in-between-meal 
thirst quencher. 
VEGETABLE BROTH 
Save carrot peelings, lettuce leaves that are 
not quite perfect enough for a salad, toma- 

toes that are a little overripe, celery tops, 
parsley stems, and a few cabbage leaves, 
preferably green. Cover vegetables with co 
water to a depth of 3 inches in a large stair 
less steel or enamel pot Bring to a boil anc 
simmer 5 minutes, no longer Allow to cool 
and strain. Season with vegetable salt, a 
little celery salt, and pepper Add fresh 
lemon )uice and enough good tomato luice t 
make it rich Serve icy cold. 
HIGH TEA: HIGH VITAMINS AND FLAVOR 
The next time you fill your thermos this 
summer, fill it with an iced herbal tea. 
Deborah Mazzanti of The Golden Door 
lakes her thermosful everywhere. She 
brews the teas, cools them overnight, anc 
before she's ready to leave, adds the rest 
of the ingredients. Then she pours the tea 
into a chilled thermos and she's off. Here 
are some of her favorite concoctions. 

Red Clover-Hibiscus Tea 
(35 calories a glass) 
2 cups red clover tea, brewed 
1 cup hiDiscus tea, brewed 
1 cup pear juice 
Honey to taste 

Pink Lemon Tea 
(20 calories a glassj 
3 cups pink lemon tea, brewed 
1 cup strawberry )uice (or any other berrv 

|uice) 
Honey to taste 

Tropical Tea 
(25 calories a glass) 
3 cups pink mint tea, brewed 
1 cup coconut milk 
A few drops banana extract 

Pink Mint Tea 
(45 calories a glass) 
3 cups pink mint tea, brewed 
1 cup unsweetened grape juice 
Honey to taste 

Cranberry Herb Tea 
(41 calories a glass) 
3 cups camomile tea, brewed 
1 cup unsweetened cranberry juice 
Honey to taste 

Sometimes for early afternoon cocktails, 
Ms. Mazzanti will mix up a batch of fresh 
fruit champagne cocktails: equal parts 
apple or grape juice and club soda. She 
serves it in icy-cold champagne glasses with 
a garnish of fresh mint. 

Or, try mixing one part Hero's black cur- 
rant or raspberry syrup with 4 parts Perrier 
water. Hero's fruit syrups are available at 
fine gourmet stores across the country. ■ 

Beauty and health 
products new this month 
in the stores 

11 

Professional skin care specialists often 
recommend different skin cleansing rou- 
tines for their clients according to the 
changing seasons. It seems that the 
skin's natural tendency to produce 
sebum increases with the summer 

Continued on page 34 
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1978 R, J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. 

«^ton lights 
The l^^^t's cigarette thats 
' ill Winston 

II Taste. 

LIGHTS: 12 mg."tar".0.9 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report AUG.'77; 
LIGHT 100's: 13 mg."tar",1.0 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC method. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
Thai Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

t 



New in the stores 
continued from page 32 

months, and wanes with the approach of 
fall and winter. Many women maintain, 
however, that they can just barely tell 
the difference, especially women who 
have dry skin year-round. So here's new 
help on the intensive side for dry skin 
and it's called Cafalyste. It's a program 
designed to work with your skin's nat- 
ural 28-day growth and renewal cycle. 
The group consists of 5 products that 
should be used together for the maxi- 
mum benefit to the skin: Cleansing 
Sequence (cream) and Equalizing Se- 
quence (lotion) are the first steps for 
keeping sensitive, dry skin protected 
during washing. Day Sequence is for 
daily moisturizing, worn alone or under 
makeup, and Night Sequence is for eve- 
ning, at bedtime. A special intensifying 
oil called Synergistic Sequence goes over 
Evening Sequence on those occasions 
when skin seems especially tender or 
taut. An introductory starter kit is avail- 
able for 532.50 and Catalyste counters 
at selected department stores will accept 
telephone calls for their customers' ques- 
tions about dry skin and proper use of 
the new products. Look for Catalyste by 
Princess Marcello Borghese at Lord & 
Taylor, New York; Neiman-Marcus, 
Dallas; L Magnin, San Francisco. 

Three new treats for your tub that 
smell delightfully fresh and are good for 
your skin while it's in the water; Batha 
comes in 3 formulas—one with vitamin 
E added, one with aloe vera, and a third 
with balsam peru. All contain coconut 
oil for extra softening and they're great 
for children's skin, too. $6.50 for a gen- 
erous 16-ounce bottle. Batha by Batha 
will be at drugstores everywhere. 

Protein is the name of the game, in- 
side and out. It's a great restorer for 
damaged hair, too. Gil Ferrer's new 
Extra Body Nutrifier #3 is a protein 
cream conditioner for extremely dam- 
aged hair—hair that has been over- 
colored, overdried, overpermed . . . you 
name it. Use it with a plastic cap over 
your hair for 10 minutes under a drier, 
or leave it on after every shampoo for 
only 3 minutes for great single-applica- 
tion results. New life, new body, sheen, 
and most important, manageability. The 
conditioner comes in a box with 6 paper- 
wrapped applications, $14 ppd. from Gil 
Ferrer Salon, 21 East 74th St., New 
York, N.Y. 10021. 

More protein helpers, this time in 
shampoo formulas from L'Oreal, all 
color-coded so you can grab the right 
one for you; Protein Shampoo for 
Tinted or Bleached Hair in amber, Pro- 
tein Shampoo for Dry Hair in a golden 
topaz, Protein Shampoo for Normal 
Hair in aquamarine, and Protein Sham- 
poo for Oily Hair in emerald. They come 
in 8-ounce plastic bottles for $1.79 each 
at drugstores and supermarkets. 

Sportstick is a new lip gloss that has 
-.^ Continued on page 68 

Sale dales 
may vary 

Here are some of the 
stores where you can 
save during the 
Ridgeway Annual Sale. 

ALABAMA 
Arab     Gullion Furniture Co. 
Birmingham — Havedy s 
Birmingham — House o( Clocks 
Birmingham — Peck & Hills Furniture 
Florence - Posey Furniture Co 
Gadsden — Ross-Grambling Furniture Co. 
Huntsville — Bragg Furniture Co , Inc. 
Russellville — Royal Furniture Co 
Tuscaloosa — Haverly s 
ARIZONA 
Phoenix  - Clocks, Inc 
Tucson - Mitchell Furniture 
ARKANSAS 
Benton - Ferguson Furniture 
Conway — Hambuchen Supply 
Fayetteville — Polks Furniture House 
Hot Springs — Brandon Furniture 
Little Rock - Brandon Furniture 
Little Rock  ~ The Fireplace Shop 
Little Rock — Havenys 
Little Rock — Maltingly Furniture Co. 
Little Rock - Will Rogers Royal Clock 
Magnolia — Polks Furniture City 
PineBlufl — Brandon Furniture 
Springdale — McClain s Furniture 
Van Buren -  Thomas Love Clock Co. 
CALIFORNIA 
Bakersfield — Casa Moore Jewelry 
Burlingame — William Penn Distributors 
Carmichael — Becks Furniture Barn 
Concord — H DeCovenick & Son 
ConcCrd - Wooden Horse 
Dinuba     Mathis&Bolinger 
E;Cernto- H C Capwells 
Escondido -- H Johnson Furniture 
Fremont — H C Capwells 
Fresno - Slater Furniture Co. 
Havward — H C Capwells 
La Mesa — La Mesa Furniture 
Long Beach — California Time Service 
Long Beach — Carl's Furniture 
LosAltos     MohrClock Imports 
Modesto - - Clockwise 
Modesto  - Phillips Electric Co. 
Modesto - Roberts Furniture 
Monrovia -- Sells Furniture 
Monterey — Union Furniture Co. 
Nevada City — The Nevada Clockery 
Oakland —H'C Capwells 
Oakland — The Timepeace 
Oceanside — Jones Furniture Co. 
Redding ~ The Clockery 
Richmond —H C Capwells 
San Jose — Traditional Era Clocks 
San Luis Obispo — Oliver's Furniture 
San Rafael — Clocks Plus 
Santa Barbara — Olivers Furniture 
Santa Fe Springs — Santa Fe Furniture 
Santa Rosa — Time Square 
Tulare — Mathis & Bolinger 
Turlock — Souza's Furniture 
Van Nuys — Van Gorder Furniture 
Ventura — Alberts Jewelers 
Walnut Creek — H C Capwells 
Walnut Creek — Pendulum Galleries 
Winton — Hansen's Furniture 
FLORIDA 
Fort Lauderdale — Clock Hospital 
Fort Lauderdale — Kraft Clock Service 
Largo   - Sofa City, Inc 
Panama City — The Clock And Gift Shop 
GEORGIA 
Amerlcus — Summer Furniture Co 
Atlanta — Haverty's Piedmont-Peachtree 
Atlanta — House of Clocks 
Atlanta — Southern Clock 
Augusta —J 8 White & Co 
Augusta — T R Maxwell Furniture 
Collins — Joseph Evans Store 
Columbus — Raymond Rowe Furniture 
Flowery Branch — Wayne Bros Furniture 
Madison - - Maxwell Home Furnishings 
Savannah -Haverty's 
Summervil   —Duffs 
Tifton — Turne    Furniture Co 
Valdosta — Turner Furniture Co. 
Warner Robbins — Self Furniture Co. 
OKLAHOMA 
Bethany — Jamestown Home Furniture 

Bethany — Keener s Ye Old American Shoppe 
Enid — New Castle Clocks 
Lawlon - Christopher's Home Furnishings 
Lawton — Southwestern Furniture 
Muskogee — McClam s Furniture 
Oklahoma City — Bruno s Furniture 
Oklahoma City — Crossmote Greens Gilts 
Oklahoma City- Evans Furniture 
Oklahoma City — Will Rogers Royal Clocks 
Satonga-M C BallJewele; 
Tulsa - Evan s Furniture 
Tulsa —Fisher s 
Tulsa — Will Rogers Royal Clocks 
OREGON 
Corvallls — Blackledge Furniture 
Eugene- M Jacobs Fine Furniture 
Eugene — Rubensleins Furniture 
Portland— Director's 
Portland — Olde Time Shop 
Salem — Hogg Brothers Furniture 
Salem — Rubenstems Furniture 
Tigard — Ripleys Maple Shops 
MISSISSIPPI 
Hattiesburg — Pioneer Furniture Co 
Laurel -   Aycock & Roberts Furniture 
Southhaven — Eubanks Furniture Co. 
Tupelo —Kirksey Brothers Furniture Co 
West Point — Doughty Furniture Co 
NEVADA 
Carson City - Carson Furniture 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Asheville-   Pearlmons 
Charlotte — Belk 
Charlotte — Carriage House Furniture 
Charlotte — Haverty Furniture Co. 
Concord — K-Town Furniture 
Durham — Slylecraft Furniture 
Fayetteville   - Bloom Furniture Co 
Fayetteville     Clock Boutique 
Fayetteville     Smilhboro Furniture Co. 
Fayetteville — Swam Furniture Co 
Gastonia- Craig Furniture Co 
Greenville  - Boslic-Sugg Furn Co 
Havelock — Rose Bros Furn 
High Point — Boyles Furniture Sales 
Jacksonville — Furniture Fair 
Jacksonville — Lumpkin Furn. Co. 
Jacksonville — Rose Bros Furn. 
Kannapolis — K-Town Furniture 
Raleigh — Carnage House Furniture 
Raleigh — Hudson-Belk Co 
Raleigh —Stylecraft Furniture Co. 
Salisbury — KTown Furniture 
Sanford — Dossenbachs Fine Furniture 
Wilmington — Furniture City 
Winston-Salem — Old Town Clock Shop 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
Charleston     Carriage House Furniture 
Columbia —J B White & Co 
Greenville - Belk-SimpsonCo 
Greenville — Carriage House Furniture 
TENNESSEE 
Bristol   - Hayes & Reynolds 
Chattanooga ~ Fowler Brothers Furniture Co. 
Cleveland- Stampers Furniture 
Hixson     Fowler Brothers Furniture Co. 
Johnson City — Zak s 
Knoxville — Beacon Furniture 
Knoxville  - Woodruff's 
Maryville — Maryville Furniture Co 
Memphis — Brookhaven Lumber Co 
Memphis — Goldsmiths 
Memphis — Haverty Furniture Co 
Nashville — Payne Furniture Co 
Rogersville — Otis Home Center 
Union City — Sterling Furniture Co. 
TEXAS 
Austin — McGuires Clocks 
Baytown — Wilkenfield Furniture 
Beaumont— Georgetown Manor 
Brownsville - Edelsteins Town & Country Furniture 
Corpus Christi ~ Braslau Furniture 
Dallas — Catherines Collections 
Dallas — Homestead Clocks & Recliners 
Ft. Worth — Lighting Supply Co 
Ft. Worth — Sams Furniture & Appliance 
Galveston — Schreiber & Miller Furniture 
Harlingen — The Lighthouse 
Houston — Chappell Jordan Clocks 
Houston —Clocks, Inc 
Houston — Georgetown Manor 
Houston — f^oyal Clocks 
Longview - Ken's Furniture Co 
Lubbock —W D Wilkins 
McKinney— Howell's Furniture Co 
Mt. Vernon — Lowrys 
Port Arthur — Hampton's Furniture Co 
San Antonio — Charlotte's Antiques 
San Antonio     Denison Furniture Co 
San Antonio — Georgetown Manor 
Wichita Falls — Huff Galleries 
WASHINGTON 
Atierdeen — Goldberg's 
Auburn — Ken Schoenfeld Furniture 
Hoquiam — Ken Schoenfeld Furniture 
Lynden — Alsum & Bode 
Lynnwood — Ken Schoenfeld Furniture 
Olympia — Goldberg's 
Richland — Richland Bell Furniture 
Seattle — Olsens Furniture 
Spokane — Bell Furniture 
Spokane — Burgans Furniture 
Spokane — Larsen Clock Center 
Tacoma — Ken Schoenfeld Furniture 
Tacoma — Meiers House of Clocks 
West Kelso — United Furniture 



Now is the time to save up to $300 on 
a Ridgeway Grandfather Clock. 

Here's your once-a-year 
chance to save from $60 to 
$300* on an heirloom quality 
Ridgeway Grandfather Clock. 
Over 40 magnificent styles are 
on sale now through July 31. 
All with beautiful cabinetry 
handcrafted in Virginia, precision 
West German movements, and 
lovely Westminster chimes. 

See the Ridgeway Gallery at 
your local participating dealer. 
Some of those dealers in your area 
are listed on the opposite page 

for your convenience. 
Styles not carried by your dealer 
are available through his catalog. 
Stop by. You'll be delighted 
at the fabulous values available. 
'Based on Mfg. Sugg. Retjil Price 

FREE: CLOCK STYLE HANDBOOK 
Helps you select the clock that 
best complements your decor. 
Illustrates 56 styles of floor, 
wall and mantel clocks in color. 
Includes priceranges, dealer 
listing and information on 
brass ownership plate. Write 
Ridgeway ClocKs, Division of 
Gravely Furniture Company, In 
Dept. HG-781, Ridgeway, 
Virginia 24148. 

VISIT THE RIDGEWAY GALLERY. 



(( We bring the children to Bermuda 
and we feel at peace with ourselves. 

It's a great escape!' 
' Doug and Gail Coupe on the Coupes' 

fourth visit to Bermuda. 

"We visited the old print shop on Featherbed 
Alley in St. George's. It's a town that gives 

you a feeling of history. Of things past." 

"We get on the motorbikes and just 
let the free spirit in us take over. 
For us, the bikes are Bermuda." 

Bermuda 
Unspoiled. Unhurried. Uncommon. 

See youf travel agenl ot write Bermuda. Dept  234 
630 Fifth Avenue N Y   N Y 10020 or Suite 1010, 44 School St , buMon, Mass. 02; 

or Suite 1422, 401 N Michigan Ave . Chicago. Ill 60611      - m 



American families have been warming 
up to Sinoer furnacesior 78 vears 

And Singer air conditioning has been cooling them down 
for24years.. .Singer'sexpertise in producing climate 

control products goes back to the turn of the century when it 
was known as the American Furnace Company. 
■Today, the Singer name can be found on every- 

thing from heat pumps, to furnaces, to central air 
conditioning systems. We call them our Comfort- 
maker line. ■ As you might 
expect, we direct the same 
amount of care and attention 
to developing and making 
these heating and cooling 
units as we do to our sewing 
machines. We've earned a 
reputation for innovation and 
quality in our field. For exam- 

ple, as far as we know. Singer is the only company that pre- 
tests each and every unit before it leaves the factory. And 
when you're looking for an air conditioning system, remem- 

ber Singer quality. Singer's high efficiency models 
assure you of lower, year-round operating costs at 
a price your family can afford. ■ For the Singer 
dealer nearest you, check the Yellow Pages under 
"air conditioning" or "furnaces". Because, as 78 
years of climate control experience has proved ... 

There's More To Singer Than Sewing 

SINGER 
CLIMATE CONTROL PRODUCTS 

The Singer Company, 1300 Federal Blvd., 
Carteret, hew Jersey 07008 

I 
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■ MONEY 
MATTERS IDEAS TO BEAT 

INFLATION 
A game plan for savings and spending      BY PAUL GROSU 

As great as he was. Ben Franklin was 
wrong. A penny saved is not a penny 
earned. It's worth more because the 
money you save is not gouged by taxes. 
So, if you're in, say, the 50 percent 
bracket, you have to figure that every 
penny you save is actually worth 2 cents. 
After all, you"d have to earn 2 cents to 
keep 1 after taxes. By the way, when you 
include state and local taxes, more peo- 
ple are in a 50 percent tax bracket or 
close to it than they may realize. 

Lest that seem insignificant to you, 
consider some of the mathematics. A 
dollar saved is worth $2, a hundred 
saved becomes $200, and every $1,000 
you save is worth $2,000. Moreover, 
Franklin's little saying didn't take in- 
flation into account. And as everybody 
knows, inflation can take almost as big 
a bite out of your earnings as taxes. 

What's worse, our graduated tax sys- 
tem combines into a 1-2 punch that can 
have devastating effect on your personal 
finance. For one thing, each time your 
income rises to keep up with inflation, 
you will be thrown into an even higher 
tax bracket. Hence your earnings are 
sliced into ever more deeply by taxes as 
well as inflation. Then consider what 
happens to your investments. Let's say 
you're in the 50 percent bracket and put 
$1,000 into a savings account that earns 
51/2 percent interest. Assume further that 
the rate of inflation is 8 percent a year. 
Here's how it all works out. You're mak- 
ing 2% percent interest on your savings 

1f\ INFLATION- 
A\J FIGHTING 

SAVINGS   TIPS 
1. List your monthly expenses, fixed 
and flexible. Trim the flexible. 
2. Think rationally about purchases. 
Never buy before comparing prices. 
3. Ask friends about bargain sources. 
4. Keep a score card of your savings 
each month, to encourage you to do 
better. 
5. Log the times of store sales each 
year so you remember to shop in 
those periods. 
6. Take advantage of discounts for 
quantity purchase. 
7. Exchange services. Give your tal- 
ents free in return for expert help you 
need from someone else. 
8. Keeping a running total of tax de- 
ductions. 
9. Switch to tax-free investments. 
10. Share stocks with your spouse to 
take advantage of dividend allow- 
ances. 
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account after taxes have been paid. Now, 
inflation at 8 percent wipes out what 
little you've made and leaves you with a 
loss of 5'4 percent. So, in essence, you're 
losing money instead of making it. 

Scary? You bet! But it's far from 
hopeless. The Chinese probably under- 
stand this best; it's built into their very 
language. The Chinese ideogram (char- 
acter) for crisis is a combination of the 
character representing danger and the 
character signifying opportunity. And 
that's the way it is with inflation, bad as 
it is. As long as you know it's there, and 
will be for some time, you can protect 
yourself against it. What's more, it's 
easier than you might think. All you 
have to do is keep inflation and taxes in 
mind while shopping around for goods 
as well as investments. You'll save a 
bundle and come out way ahead. 

Ah, but you say you're living close to 
bare bones and can't .see any way of sav- 
ing. Well, if that gives you some comfort 
and consolation, you can maintain that 
belief and keep on feeling sorry for your- 
self. The way inflation is rising, you'll 
have plenty to keep you occupied. Or, 
you can do something about it. Truth be 
told, doing something about it is not only 
more effective, it's also more fun. Keep 
score, if you like. You'll be a winner. 

Start by finding out how your money 
is now being spent. If you've never done 
this before, chances are that you'll be 
amazed at what you'll learn. Your best 
bet is to list all your expenses for a 
month. Be as specific and inclusive as 
possible. For example, list what you 
spend on toiletries, bus fares, lunches at 
work, dinners out, and even what you 
spend on alcohol and cigarettes. Now 
break the list into 2 sections: One for 
absolutely inflexible expenses, such as 
rent or mortgage payments, taxes, tui- 
tion, and so on; the other list should con- 
tain all the items that can be trimmed a 
little. You know, dinners out on the 
town, taxis, and that seemingly endless 
list of luxuries that we all tend to in- 
dulge in. When you go over the list, 
identify those that would be easiest to 
trim first. The idea is to make this as 
pleasant and rewarding as possible. If 
you don't, you don't stand a chance of 
succeeding unless martyrdom is some- 
thing that turns you on. A strict budget, 
like a severe diet, is seldom followed for 
long. You can make the entire program 
even more fun by logging how well 
you're doing. Keep score, and then try 
to beat each past month's score as you 
go along. But whatever you do, don't 
become upset if you slip a bit from time 
to time. 

Tightening your purse strings is jus m 
the first step. There are other ways tc |i 
save that will free up a lot of money that 
would have otherwise been spent. Basil 
cally, there are four major areas in 
which you can save money: purchases 
investments, borrowing, and taxes. 

How to save when 
shopping 
Most of us don't save as much as w< 
could on what we buy, because we don' 
think it's worth all the time and efforl 
What a pity! For one thing, the saving' 
aren't all that penny ante. For another 
it doesn't really take all that much tinn 
and effort—especially when you con 
sider the rewards. 

Actually, it's quite easy to save oi 
purchases. All you have to do is thini 
rationally about what you want to bu; 
and then comparison shop to get the bes 
price possible. Thinking rationally abou 
what you want to buy will help yoi 
avoid making impul.se purchases, sucl 
as buying a shirt or a book on the spu 
of the moment. You will tend to bu 
only what you want and need, instead 
being sold something. Moreover, a r; 
tional approach will help you focus oi 
exactly what you want and need. Thai 
in turn, will help you avoid being lure( 
by a glittering array of options. The ide| 
is to decide on what you want and thei 
focus on which options or features wil 
be useful and necessary and which woul 
be used only occasionally. 

Are you in the market for some ai 
ditionai   life   insurance,   for   instana 
After doing a little homework, you wii 
find that term insurance is significahtlj 
cheaper    than    whole-life    insurana 
(Term is pure life insurance; it pays onl 
if   the   policyholder   dies.   Whole 
straight life also has a savings eleme; 
called the cash value buildup that yoi 
can borrow against.) Now let's assum| 
that you determine that you really don' 
need the savings element and hence o| 
for the term insurance, because it's si 
much cheaper. The next step is to dc 
termine the kind of term insurance yoi 
want: renewable, nonrenewable, or de' 
creasing term. Each offers its own ad 
vantages and pricing structure. Let's saj 
you decide that you really feel that n 
newable term is your best bet. The onl; 
thing you have to do is shop for a polic; 
—with the help of an insurance agen; 
Is all this worthwhile'? You had bett( 
believe it. Term insurance is dramati 
cally cheaper than life. The costs bej 
twcen  term  policies  sold  by  differei^ 

Continued on page 4> 



The spirit of the Czar lives on. 

^. 

w 

ji 

It was the Golden Age of Russia. 
ifet in this time when legends 
lived, tile Czar stood like a giant 
among men. 

He could bend an iron bar 
on his bare knee. Crush a silver 
ruble with his fist. And had a 
thirst for life like no other man 
alive. 

And his drink was Genuine 
Vodka. Wolfschmidt Vodka. 
Made by special appointment to 
his Majesty the Czar. And the 
Royal Romanov Court. 

It's been 120 years since then. 
And while life has changed since 
the days of the Czar, his Vodka 
remains the same. 

Wolfschmidt Genuine Vodka. 
The spirit of the Czar lives on. 

do proof • Wolfschmidt. Relay, ^W. 

M'- 
.    M>^ ^ _-   -^H 

WOLFSCHMIDI 

MmCmf      -^■' j^ GENUINE)^ 1 
i^ SKrM^"''' ■%'-   :# wm^m 

Wolfschmidt ^ 
Genuine Vodka 



Ideas to beat inflation 
continued from page 38 

companies can also vary significantly. If 
you shopped around astutely, you could 
save as much as 60 percent or more. 

If you're making a purchase, once you 
have a handle on the goods and options 
you want, you can start comparison 
shopping for the best price. And that, 
too, is much easier than you might have 
imagined. Make sure you already know 
the specifics of a purchase, such as the 
model, its number (if any), then simply 
call up various stores and ask them how 
much they're selling it for. Chances are 
that you'll hear an astounding range of 
prices. I recently went through this ex- 
ercise with an electric typewriter that 
lists for $330. Four telephone calls later, 
I found a store that would sell it to me 
for $210, a savings of $120. Put another 
way, it was a 33 percent return on in- 
vestment before tax considerations. Get- 
ting that kind of return in as short a time 
in the stock or bond market would have 
been about as easy as teaching a snake 
to shak^ hands. 

Friends, business associates, and 
members of your family are also a store- 
house of shopping information. Almost 
all of us luck into bargains at various 
times. And anybody who does is so proud 
of the accomplishment that she'll be 
more than willing to share it with you. 
If you look long enough, you'll find a 
place  that  regularly  sells  what  you're 

looking for at a discount. Another tip: 
Find out when things go on sale. Ask 
the people at various stores if whatever 
you're looking for will go on sale in the 
near future. Better yet, keep a log of 
when various types of goods go on sale 
in your area. You'll find that certain 
types of items are marked down for sales 
at set times of the year. For example, 
white goods generally go on sale in 
January and cars usually are sold at a 
mark down towards the end of the year. 

Don't overlook small ticket items, 
either. As anybody who has gone to a 
supermarket lately knows, the cost of 
food is rising dramatically. Now most of 
us tend to react to rising food prices by 
(1 ) complaining and (2) trying to find 
a way of getting more money to keep up 
with rising costs. Either we take on an- 
other job or we try to get a raise. The 
irony of that is that you can do far bet- 
ter by shopping carefully. (Again, a 
penny saved is worth much more than a 
penny earned because of taxes.) Most 
stores now list unit prices so you can 
more easily compare prices. Moreover, 
many places will give you a substantial 
discount if you buy in quantity. For ex- 
ample, you can get a 10 to 20 percent 
discount if you buy soup by the case or 
cereal by the carton. Most liquor stores 
will give you a 10 to 15 percent discount 
if you buy wine or hard spirits by the 
case. Sure, doing that means tying up 
some money in food and some space in 
storage.   However,   the   amount   you'll  ' 

save will more than make up for the in- 
convenience and lack of liquidity. 

But don't take my word for it. Take 
a look at how the numbers might work 
out. Let's say you put $500 in canned 
goods that you know you'll dip into 
regularly. Assume further that you can 
get a 1 5 percent discount by buying in 
quantity. That means you would have 
had to spend $575 on those goods if youj 
bought them individually. Now let's see 
what it would take to make $75 with a 
$500 investment. If you bought stocks, 
the shares would have to rise by ap- 
preciably more than 15 percent to give 
you a $75 return on your investment. 
For a start, taxes would eat into what- 
ever you make. Moreover, the commis- 
sions you'd have to pay your broker 
would take a slice of the profit. If you 
put the money into a savings account at 
5'/2 percent interest, it would take years 
for you to get a net return of $75. 

You can also, believe it or not, save 
a substantial amount on services—one of 
the fastest rising costs. The trick here 
is to barter: Exchange services. For ex- 
ample, if you're an accountant or a 
lawyer, you could exchange your pro- 
fessional services with those of a plumb-, 
er, a surgeon, an orthodontist, or 
whomever. The beauty of exchanging 
services is that you save money as well as 
taxes. If instead of bartering services you 
paid for someone else's services, you 
would have to pay the prevailing fee. 

Continued on page 42 

I New COM Power XE 
beats the others coM 

It's a new kind of 
Cold Power—a Cold Power 
that cleans tough, ground 
in dirt better than ever. We 
call it new Cold Power XE. 
XE for extra energy. We 
added a lot more cleaning 
power to the best cold 
water brightening system 
you can buy. So with 
new Cold Power XE your 
cold water washes come 
out looking brighter than 
with any leading detergent. 
You owe it to your clothes to 
try a box. 

•.r 

^3        ./'i. 

The best cold water detergent you can buy. 
61978. Colgate-Palmolive Company. 



Our1]reat! 
Be our guest for a free issue. 

Great meals begin with great 
ideas. So we'd like to send you 
afreecopy of an incomparable 
magazine of ideas. Bon Appetit' 

Every issue of Bon Appetit 
abounds in delicious ideas — 
about unusual dishes and drinks 
from every part of Europe, Asia, 
'South America and our own 
continent. And exciting new 
ways to entertain. 

Our recipes will take you 
around the world, from one 
memorable taste to the next. 
From Caribbean Red Snapper 
to French Duckling Citrique, 
Shrimp Foo Chow, Spaghetti 
alia Greco, Flan a la Mandarine. 

They're all set down in plain- 
as-day English -and far easier 
to prepare than you can possibly 

imagine' Best of all, you can use 
ingredients sold in most food 
stores. 

Whether you're planning a 
picnic lunch, a champagne 
brunch or an elegant dinner 
party, Bon Appetit will enhance 
it. Its articles on wine are 
indispensable Its unique drink 
ideas, delectable. With Bon 
Appetit to help you, you'll feel 
like a guest at your own party 

Bon Appetit can add so 
much to your life. Yet it costs so 
little. Return the coupon and 
we'll send you a free issue and 
enter your subscription for just 
$8.95. If you're not delighted, 
simply write "cancel" on the bill 
and keep the gift issue with our 
compliments. Fair enough? 

Mail the coupon today 
Bon Appetit 
PO Box 2427 Boulder, Colorado 80322 

Yes' Please send me a FREE issue of Son 
Appetit and enter my subscription at the rate of 
iust $8 95 for 13 issues Thiat s a full year, 12 
issues, plus my free issue Ttiis amounts to a 
saving of $2 45 off the regular newsstand price 
I understand that I must be completely delighted, 
or I will write cancel" across your bill, return it 
and that will end the matter In either case, the 
free issue is mine to keep 

Send no money New subscnbers only Please. 
allow 6 weeks for mailing of free issue. 

Name  
(please print) 6195 

Address- 

City  

State. -Zip. 

Bon Appetit 
Where your next meal should be coming (rom 
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SilitrCheitfrom theHarlooinColUclioTi./lboutSJSO. 

irloom. 
To see more pieces from the 

American Drew collections of fine 
wood furniture, send this coupon 
for your fee" Catalog Catalog.' 

Slime 

Address 

Citv 

Slate Z'P 

AMERICAN JL DREW, INC 

L. 
■"I. >l\'x ■IS9..\or!h liiikc>lvn'.\CJS('39 

A Sperry and Hutebtuion Company 
_S-MJ 

live! 
Ease up. Unwind. Enjoy the good 
life In your own vacation home. 
BUILDING: A House & Garden 
Guide has ideas, even house 
plans you can order— 
for a variety of 
hideaways. 

SUMMER 1978 

BUILDING 
A HOUSE & GARDEN 
QUARTERLY GUIDE 

$2.00 at newsstands everywhere 

If your dealer's sold out, send a cfieck 
or money order for $2 75 (includes 
postage and handling) payable to 
BUILDING: A House & Garden Guide 
to the following address: 
House & Garden, Dept  B-G '78 
P O Box 1910 Grand Central Station, 
New York, NY 10017 
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Ideas to beat iiitlation 
coniinucd from page 40 

And if you sold your service to make 
extra money, you would, of course, have 
to pay a tax on whatever you made. 
Barter docs away with both. 

How to save on taxes 

The best way to lower your taxes is to 
plan for them. That's how the very rich 
pare their tax bills to the bare minimum. 
And while they can take advantage of 
more techniques than people who made 
less, planning opportunities still abound. 
Here are some ways to boost the deduc- 
tions you can legally take: 

How much you'll be able to raise the 
amount you can deduct depends largely 
on the accuracy and quality of the rec- 
ords you keep. For one thing you must 
be able to prove any deductions you take 
with receipts and bills. For another, 
keeping a running total of your deduc- 
tions will give you a handle on your tax 
situation at all times. That, in turn, will 
let you plan your taxes more effectively. 
It will also help avoid overlooking po- 
tential deductions. And finally, good 
records could save you a bundle if you 
have someone figure your taxes for you. 
Most accountants charge between $50 
and $100 an hour—a hefty price to pay 
for clerical work 

An easy way to keep tax records is to 
mark a T for taxes on every check stub 
you write for a deductible expense. 
Then, when you reconcile your bank 
statement, you'll be able to sort the 
canceled checks into appropriate tax 
categories, such as interest payments, 
medical expenses, charitable gifts, state 
and local taxes, and so on. 

Here are some ways to increase your 
tax deductions: 

Find out if you can get a casualty de- 
duction for weather-related damages. 
For instance, if a bad storm destroyed 
$300 worth of shrubs and your insurance 
won't pay for it, you may be able to 
take a $200 deduction from your in- 
come. (The first $100 of a casualty loss 
isn't deductible.) Tip: Get an estimate of 
the damage before you replace your 
shrubs. It's also a good idea to take be- 
fore and after pictures to protect your- 
self if the IRS decides to question it. 

Don't lose out on any medical deduc- 
tions by failing to record exactly how 
much you spend on medicine. Either 
keep a list or ask your drugstore to send 
you a monthly total. 

Planning can also help boost your 
medical deductions by helping you over 
the 3 and 1 percent hurdle. According to 
the tax code, you can only deduct medi- 
cal expenses in excess of 3 percent of 
your adjusted gross income. So, if you 
have an adjusted gross income of $25,- 
000, you can only deduct medical ex- 
penses in excess of $750 (3 percent of 
$25,000). If you had medical costs of 
$400, vou'd onlv get a $40 deduction. 

That hurdle is easier to jump than yo 
may realize. All you have to do is bunc 
your medical expenses. For example, 
you know your children need extensiv 
dental work, have as much of it as po! 
sible done in one year. By the sam 
token, schedule your family's annui| 
physical examinations toward the begirl 
ning of the year and then again at th| 
end of the same year. You would all the I 
have a physical in January and thei 
again in December—stacking two physl 
cals into one year. The year after, tryti 
avoid spending any money on medic; 
expenses so that you can bunch them u 
again in the year after that. 

Keep careful records of business er 
tertainment and travel expenses. A sin 
pie diary that has room to put down di 
tails, such as when, why, what, and wh 
you entertained, is all you really neec 

Consider taking advantage of a Keog 
retirement plan (for the self-employed 
or an Individual Retirement Accour 
(for corporate employees who are n( 
covered by a company plan). "You ca 
contribute up to $7,500 or 1 5 percent c 
your earned income to a Keogh plan- 
whichever is lower. With an IRA, yo 
can contribute on dividends and interes 

Consider investments that let you d( 
fer income into 1979. For example, 
you bought a 9-month Treasury bill nov 
the income on it wouldn't be taxable ui 
til next year when the T-bill mature 
Reason: A T-bill as well as certain othc 
government securities are sold at a di 
count. The difference between the pric 
you pay and the bill's full face value 
the interest or your return on investmen 
And when you buy a security at discour 
that matures in less than a year, the n 
turn is taxable only when it matures. 

Wherever possible, switch from ii 
vestments that generate taxable incon 
to those that are tax-free. For exampi 
you might take money out of a savins 
account, where the interest is taxabli 
and put it into a tax-free municipal bon 
fund or municipal unit-trust. 

Make sure you take full advantage / 
the $200 dividend exclusion that you ca 
take with your spouse if you file jointi; 
The trick is to make sure you each ow 
dividend paying stocks. If you own a 
the stock, you'll only be able to excliid 
$100 of dividends. However, if you eac 
own stock paying at least $100 in div 
dends, you'll be able to exclude $200 t 
dividends from taxes. 

Consider making voluntary contribi 
tions to your employer's profit-sharin 
or thrift plans. While you have to us 
after-tax earnings to make contribution; 
what you contribute will accumulate ta 
free. This means that your earnings wi 
grow faster than they otherwise woul 
have if they had been taxed. What 
more, you can dip into your vokmtar 
contributions at will, tax free, if an emei 
gency arises, providing your pensio 
plan allows emergency withdrawals. D 
note this should only be used as a la; 
resort. Once you have withdrawn you 
contributions you can't put them back. I; 



"THE BEST REASON FOR BUYING 
A NEW GE REFRIGERATOR 
IS AN OLD GE REFRIGERATOR!' The Steele Family. 

P' Jane Steele 
Verona, New Jersey 

GE refrigerators are really built to last. And 
my old "Monitor" is lasting proof! 

Talk about a great investment! I got it in 
1957, when it was 23 years old. And it still works 
like a charm. 

Of course, it doesn't have all the improve- 
ments and innovations General Electric's added 
over the years. But it shows how dependable GE 
refrigerators are. As I told my daughter Mary 
Ellen, they just can't be beat! 

Great Aunt Agnes Spina 
West Orange, New Jersey 

I've spent nearly half a century depending on 
GE refrigerators. 

We bought one of these in the mid-fifties, after 
giving away the faithful "Monitor" Jane has now. 

What a workhorse! Soda was always cold, ice 
cream was hard, and it never needed any service. 

So naturally when we modernized again five 
years ago, we went right back to GE for a big, 
beautiful side-by-side. 

General Electric refrigerators really hold up. 
We've had enough of them to know! 

Mary Ellen Steele Burns 
Totowa, New Jersey 

General Electric is a name you 
grow up with. You know it's 
dependable. 

So we felt confident that our 
lower-priced GE refrigerator would 
give us the same quality and reli- 
ability as the most expensive model. 

My mother told me GE refrig- 
erators were the best kind, and of 
course we did a lot of shopping 
around. 

No other brand had the features 
GE did for the same money. Or was 
as nice-looking, inside and out. 

Suzanne Steele Walsh 
Morristown, New Jersey 

Having had GE refrigerators in the family for 
so long impressed me more than any brochure or 
sales talk. 

So when we buy our new refrigerator, it won't 
be a question of "whether GE," but of "which GE." 

And I think I know which —this gorgeous 
dream of a side-by-side! 

It has plenty of space, important with our five 
children. And adjustable glass shelves, great for 
cleaning up spills. 

Separate temperature control for the meat pan. 
Automatic defrosting. And the GE dispenser that 
gives you chilled water, ice cubes, even crushed 
ice. I love the "New Naturals"™colors, too—so soft! 

The reliability General Electric's been building 
into their refrigerators since Great Aunt Agnes 
bought hers makes me feel really confident. 

Maybe some day my GE refrigerator will 
become a family heirloom too! 

THt APPlMNaS AMERKA COMES HOME TO. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 



■ AUTO 
SUGGESTIONS 

BUYING AND DRIVING 
A CAR IN EUROPE 
How to save between $500 and $5,000 on a new car, 
with the plus of free transportation on your vacation 

BY  RICHARD  AND 
JEAN TAYLOR] 

Generally speaking, you can expect to 
save between 1 2 and 18 percent of the 
U.S. purchase price when you buy a 
new car in Europe. It goes without say- 
ing that the difference between buying a 
Renault Le Car for S3.165* in Paris and 
$3,583 in New York isn't going to pay 
for much of a vacation. But a Mercedes- 
Benz 6.9 sedan that costs $44,724 in Los 
Angeles can be had in Stuttgart for 
$37,850, which is a tidy savings indeed. 
At the very least, whatever you buy in 
Europe, you'll have free transportation. 
At the most, you can actually sell your 
"used" car in America for a few dollars 
more than you paid for it new in Europe, 
shipping and other expenses included. 
Thousands of Americans buy cars this 
way each year, so the procedures are well 
established. 

You can take advantage of the pur- 
chase price savings even if you have no 
desire to drive around Europe. We have 
a cousin who is an absolute fanatic for 
vacations by steamship. Every Septem- 
ber, she takes a long cruise from New 
York to Sweden on a Scandinavian ship, 
which wanders in and out of the Scandi- 
navian fjords and eventually stops in 
Goteborg, Sweden. She takes the free 
limousine to the Volvo factory, drives 
her new Volvo around the parking lot, 
signs a special form from the U.S. con- 
sulate that proves she was actually in 
Sweden, takes the limousine back to the 
ship and continues her voyage. U.S. cus- 
toms charges 3 percent duty on the now 
■"used" car compared to the 12 percent 
duty included in the purchase price of all 
new imported cars sold  in  the States. 

Her Volvo is waiting for her at the dock 
when she disembarks in New York. She 
figures she saves about $500 on the price 
of her annual new car this way. 

The best way to purchase your foreign 
car is at factory headquarters. Plan on 
picking up a Mercedes at Stuttgart, a 
Volvo or Saab at Goteborg. a Renault in 
Paris, to receive the full benefit of the 
Tourist Delivery Plan. With this special 
plan, the manufacturer takes care of the 
paper work, proving to the U.S. govern- 
ment that your car meets all Federal re- 
quirements concerning seat belts, head- 
lights, bumpers, and exhaust emissions. 
The Stuttgart tourist delivery office han- 
dles over 5.000 Mercedes for American 
customers each summer, for example, 
compared to the Mercedes office in 
Rome, which might deliver two. The em- 
ployees in Stuttgart arc obviously more 
familiar with how the export system 
works, therefore they're more likely to 
get everything done correctly and effi- 
ciently. 

If you do want to drive your car 
around Europe, you will collect it at the 
factory with its European "unconverted" 
engine. There are no catalyst converters 
and no unleaded gas over there. Since 
it's illegal to import a car into this coun- 
try without this conversion, the manu- 
facturer will ask you to drive the car 
back to the factory and get it refitted and 
tuned up before having it shipped back. 
All manufacturers who offer a plan are 
equipped to do this. 

To arrange a car for European deliv- 
ery  is actually easier than buying the 

Above: Fiat's 128 sedan can be 
picked up in Milan or Turin. 
Ri^'lil. above: Saab's GL 
hatchback costs $350 less 
when purchased in Goteborg. 
Below: Mercede.s-Benz sedan at 
the factory in Stuttgart. 

same car in America. It's handled 
through your local dealer here, and all 
you have to do is leave a small deposit 
and choose your car and options. Before 
you leave for your trip, you can ask your 
local dealer to accept your old car as a 
trade-in on a new one delivered in Eu- 
rope. He'll give you the same service and 
warranty coverage, as if you'd bought 
the car in this country. The manufac- 
turer's tourist delivery office here will 
make all the arrangements for shipping, 
customs, insurance (at least $500 on the 
smallest car), while the European office 
orders your car and arranges for regis- 
tration, driving insurance, and pick-up. 
Most manufacturers will also collect you 
at the airport nearest to the factory, and 
many even provide discount hotel rooms, 
meals, and entertainment while you're in 
their care. 

You can buy almost any European car 
through a Tourist Delivery Plan, though 
some manufacturers are more enthusias- 
tic than others. British manufacturers 
can't make enough cars to keep their 
American dealers supplied, so there are 
currently no tourist delivery cars avail- 
able in England. It is possible to buy an 
American specification car in England 
and have the catalytic converter replaced 
after your trip abroad, but you'll have to 
handle all the details yourself. The cost 
of doing this makes the price of the car 
in the States lower than the total cost of 
purchase in Britain, though of course 
you still save on transportation in Europe 
if you are touring around by car. Unless 
you're prepared to spend days of your 
vacation badgering British mechanics, 
shippers, and customs officials, it's easier 
all around to buy your Jaguar or Aston 
Martin once you get home. 

German cars 

"All   prices   ore   subject 
fluctuolion. 

to   chonge   due   to   do I to 

MERCEDES-BENZ. Over 10 percent of 
the Mercedes purchased by Americans 
each year are delivered in Stuttgart. The 
cheapest Mercedes, the 240 Diesel, sells 
for $13,710 plus local taxes in New 
York. $11,121 in Stuttgart. In addition, 
add $560 for shipping. $231 for marine 
insurance, and $260 customs duty. One 
month of insurance for driving in Europe 
is $177. Because Diesel fuel is the same 
anywhere, there's no need for a catalytic 
converter or factory retuning. Mer- 

Cotttinned on page 46 
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YOU CAN COUNT ON GENERAL ELEaRIC 
FOR GREAT IDEAS IN COOKING. 

HE GENERAL ELECTRIC MICROWAVE COOKING CENTER. 

General Electric, we know 
lat makes America cook, 
you can see from all the 

'oking versatility we've 
lilt into one superb appli- 
ice. The Microwave Cook- 
g Center combines the 
eed and convenience of 
icrowaving with the tradi- 

1 :»nal benefits of conven- 
lonal cooking, and fits 
• )mfortably in your current 
tchen space. 

eneral Electric's "Microwave Guide and 
Dokbook" that comes with the Cooking 
enter is much more than a recipe book. It's 
complete how-to guide that takes the mys- 
ry out of microwave cooking with simple 
ep-by-step lessons, recipes and 450 color 
aotographs. 

The upper microwave oven features 
the General Electric Micro- 
Thermometer™ control. Just insert 
and set the desired temperature 'nd 
the oven shuts off automatically when 
it's done. It also has digital time con- 
trol and gives you the cooking flexi- 
bility of multiple power levels. 

The surface units are engineered to 
give you an infinite choice of heat 
settings. The range is also available 
with ceramic glasstop cooking sur- 
face. The controls are conveniently 
placed at eye level next to the upper 
oven. 

The conventional oven not only gives 
you the convenience of General 
Electric's P-7'* self-cleaning system, 
but an automatic oven timer. There 
are also settings for bake, time bake, 
broil, and clean, in addition to tem- 
perature control. 

THE APPLIANCES AMERICA COMES HOME TO. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 



Buying car in Europe 
continued from page 44 

cedes's most expensive model, the 6.9 
sedan, costs $44,523 in New York, 
$37,850 in Stuttgart. Comparable sav- 
ings are available on intermediate Mer- 
cedes models. The company offers a leas- 
ing plan that covers not only the cost of 
the car, but also the round-trip airfare to 
Germany. You can also buy or lease 
a corporate vehicle for delivery in 
Europe. Two months' notice is needed 
between the day that you place the 
order  with   your  dealer  and   the  day 

that >ou pick up your car in Stuttgart. 
BMW. BMW offers the 320i, 530i, 630i, 
and 733i for tourist delivery. They run 
on regular or unleaded gas and don't use 
catalytic converters, so they need no fac- 
tory changes. The 320i costs $9,315 in 
New York. $8,345 in Munich. The 530i 
costs $14,840 in New York, $13,280 in 
Munich. BMW ships from Bremerhaven, 
but you can leave the car almost any- 
where else for a fee. It also has a special 
pool of cars available for last-minute 
buying decisions. If you can't get to Ger- 
many while in Europe, there's a Direct 
Shipment Plan. Just visit the local U.S. 

How to 
^t an even tam. 

WidiRifDye. 
Whether you're using Rit Tan or Rit Tangerine, you want a 
beautiful, even color every time you dye. Since dyes often 
accentuate stains in fabrics, it's important to take the time 
to get spots out. The sensational results are really worth it! 
These RIT TIPS will help you get the great color you want: 

Do's 
1. Wash item thoroughly. 
2. Remove spots by soaking 
overnight in powdered oxygen 
bleach, a heavy-duty liquid 
detergent or grease remover. 
3. Use Rit® Color Remover for 
stubborn stains. 

Don'ts 
1. Don't expect dyeing to 
cover stains. (Only dark 
dyes can hide most stains.) 
2. Don't dye fabric that has 
been scorched with a hot 
iron. Scorch marks always 
show. 

i' i 

If you have a question about dyeing, just write us a 
note at Rit, Dept. T, 1437 West Morris St., 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206. We'll have an      ^^^ 
answer off to you in 48 hours. ^'"'.   . 

\      « 

Rit.Y>u're going to love the results! 

consulate where you are staying, h 
him sign a certificate stating you w 
there. This enables you to purchase a 
without actually .seeing the car until; 
return home. BMW needs 3 months 
tween the time of your order and d 
of pick-up. 
PORSCHE AND AUDI. The sister make 
Porsche and Audi are handled from I 
different factories: Porsches from Sti 
gart. Audis from Ingolstadt. The po 
lar Porsche 91 ISC sells for $19,50C 
America and $17,610 in Stuttgart, p 
$970 in insurance and shipping and $'■ 
for  customs.  The  base  Audi  5OO0 
$8,323 in Ingolstadt, plus $857 in co 
Porsches and Audis are shipped b; 
from Emden, where the factory keep 
special depot to install catalytic convi 
ers. All the details are handled at 
American end and you will be cal 
when the car is ready to be picked 
Order 2 months in advance. 
VOLKSWAGEN. VW sells two of the ni 
popular cars for European delivery, 
Rabbit  and Campmobile.  .Some 2,.' 
Americans buy these cars on tourist pi 
each summer. In either case, you sho 
figure on visiting the factory in Wo 
burg and shipping your car home fr 
Emden. Volkswagen will put it on one 
its own ships and send it to Wilmingt 
Del. A Rabbit costs $4,234 in Wolfsbi) 
plus $30 for registration and $57 fora 
month's insurance. Shipping and brokl 
age  fees are  $379  plus $123  custo 
duty. Total $4,823 compared to the N 
York price of $4,699. The Campmol 
is a better deal. This is a Volkswagen v 
fitted with four beds, sink, stove, iceb 
and a top that pops up to give stand' 
headroom.  Camping in  Europe is . 
tremely convenient,  and you can f, 
campgrounds remarkably close to m 
European city centers. The CampmoL 
costs $8,350 in Wolfsburg, plus $125' 
insurance  and  $505  in  shipping  fe' 
With $267 duty, the total is $9,249, c(\ 
pared to the same camper in New Y( 
for $9,295. But not only have you say 
on car rental costs, but hotels and ^( 
taurants  too.  Some  people  would 
you'd be missing the best part of Euro^ 
but the Campmobile gives you an attrr 
live option. Volkswagen needs 6 wee 
advance notice in the summer, but or 
10 days off-season. Everything is hi 
died through your dealer. 

Swedish cars 

SAAB. Savings run about $500 when y 
buy a 99GL for $6,698 instead 
$7,198, and the same when you bu) 
Turbo for $9,498 instead of $9,998. 1 
Swedish car companies are making a ( 
termined effort to lure customers to th 
tourist delivery plans, so Saab takes c; 
of shipping, customs fee, and insurar 
with no cost to you. The car is delivei 
to one of three East Coast ports or th) 
West Coast ports, cleared through c 

Continued on page 
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Once 
a week 
is not 

enough 
f you have dry skin, 

/oLi probably think the ultimate treatment 
or it is a long soak in a tub with bath oil. 
But your busy schedule may only permit that 
iixury once a week. And that's not enough. 

Dry skin needs help every day. 
Every time you bathe or shower. Or it gets 
itchier, scalier, harder to live with. And that's 
why Neutrogena® Body Oil was developed. 

Neutrogena Body Oil is a new 
concept in dry skin treatment, 
for women who don't have time to 
soak in a tub. It's a pure, light, natural 
sesame oil formula that gives you the 
"soaking-in" benefits of bath oil, 
but in a non-greasy form, so it can be 
put directly on your skin. 

Doesn't it feel greasy? No. 
Unlike ordinary bath oils which are 
made from mineral oil, the unusual 

[ ©Neutrogena Corp. 1978 

sesame oil formula of Neutrogena Body Oil is 
quickly absorbed by your wet skin. You apply 
it right after you shower or bathe. No waste. 
No staining your clothes. 

Safe and mild. Medical tests have shown 
that no other oil tested is less irritating. That's 

why dermatologists can 
recommend it. 

It's more expensive to put 
sesame oil in our formula, but 
the results are well worth it to 
your dry skin. Try it today. And 
tomorrow. You'll want to use it 
every day. Because nothing will 
make your dry skin feel better. 

Neutrogena 
Body Oil 
THE DRY SKIN TREATMENT 
YOU CAN USE EVERY DAY 

July,   1978 47 



Bii\ing car in Hiiiopc 
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toms, stored for 5 days insured. They 
will even ship your car to Chicago or 
MinneapoUs free. In Europe they equip 
you with maps, manuals, and a demon- 
stration ride. Your only added expense 
is compulsory insurance for driving in 
Europe which runs to SI28. Preferably, 
give them 2 months' notice, but the fac- 
tory does keep a pool of cars for last- 
minute decisions. 
VOLVO. A Volvo sedan that costs $7,527 
in America is $6,290 in Goteborg, plus 
$545 shipping expenses and $ 150 for one 
month's insurance in Europe. The total 
savings with customs duty is $542. Volvo 
has a tourist delivery center in Goteborg, 
complete with children's nursery, a bou- 
tique, and free refreshments. They pro- 
vide free transportation to pick up your 
car, discount hotel, plus a package of 
travel materials to take with you when 
you leave, [f you plan to drive the new 
Volvo in Europe, it should be returned 
to Goteborg for free installation of the 
catalytic converter. Volvo needs 2 
months' lead time to build your car. 

French cars 
RENAULT. The most popular out of the 
40 models that Renault makes is the little 
Le Car which costs $3,583 in New York. 
Delivered in Paris it's $3,165 plus $127 
for a month's insurance in Europe and 

$125 for registration and preparation. 
Shipping and insurance cost $475 and 
customs will want another $90. Buying 
a Renault and shipping it home will cost 
about $399 more than buying the same 
car in the States. On the other hand, you 
save on rental car fees in France. Orders 
are handled through your Renault deal- 
er, who needs 6 weeks' advance notice. 
PEUGEOT. The economical 504 Diesel 
costs $8,790 in New York and $7,570 in 
Paris, plus $14 for one month's insur- 
ance and $784 for shipping, insurance, 
and customs. The luxurious Peugeot 604 
costs $10,900 in New York and $9,951 
in Paris. Shipping to Newark, Baltimore, 
or Portsmouth, Va., insurance, and cus- 
toms will bring the price to $62 more 
than in New York. Everything is han- 
dled for you through your Peugeot 
dealer. 

Italian cars 
FIAT. A 128 sedan costs $2,915 in Eu- 
rope, but extras add on over $600, mak- 
ing the total about $220 more than in 
New York. Likewise, the 124 Spider 
costs $5,640 in Turin, but you must add 
over $800 in costs, bringing the total to 
about $50 more than the same car in 
New York. The usual place to pick up 
your car is in Turin or Milan, though 
cars are available in Rome, Naples, and 
Paris at no extra charge. Fiat needs 3 
weeks" advance notice to prepare your 
car. It handles everything up to the time 

of delivery. After that, you're on you 
own, though it does recommend an ex 
perienced shipper. 
ALFA ROMEO. A 2000 Spider Veloc. 
costs about $8,130 in Italy compared t< 
$9,195 in New York. But you must adt 
$450 for shipping, $150 for one month 
insurance, $264 for customs duty. The 
do not install the catalytic converter am 
ask you to do it for an extra charge o 
$200 at the Alfa dealer in the States. Thi 
cars are delivered in Milan or Rome or 
2 months' notice. 

Independent 
car suppliers 

^M There are a number of indepen- 
^^ dent agencies handling European 
cars on the Tourist Delivery Plan. 
Europe by Car, 45 Rockefeller Plaza, 
New York, N.Y. 10020 functions the 
same way a travel agency does. You 
order your car, options, and so forth 
as you would purchase an air travel 
ticket. It also offers a number of other 
benefits, like free traveler's checks, 
maps and travel guides, discount ho- 
tel reservations, and sightseeing tick- 
ets throughout Europe. The firm also 
handles car rentals, lease-buy back 
schemes. Volvo, Saab, Volkswagen, 
Audi, BMW, Peugeot, and Porsche ' 
cars are delivered at the same factory 
service centers and shipped under the 
same arrangements as if you dealt di- 
rectly with the factory. ■ 

1,400 custom colors plus great advice. No wonder 

Ace is the Paintin' Place. 
It's true. Your Helpful Hardv^are Man 

can mix over 1,400 custom colors from 
Ace's complete line of paints. So you're 
sure to find exactly whiat you want in 
his big paint department. 

You'll see marvelous decorator 
and accent colors, plus a full 

He can answer all your decorating 
questions when you shop at Ace's 
Paintin' Place near you.., today! 

ACE 
, HARDWARE 

"Ace is the Place with the Helpful 
Hardware Man."'" 

line of tools and supplies. And 
everything is quality-made. 

Well help select paint that fits 
each job best-from a hardworking 
closet to a showcase living room. 
Our finest Ace-Plus 7-star Latex Flat 
Enamel covers your most important 
surfaces in one scrubbable coat, 
lasts up to eight years. It's also spot- 
resistant, non-yellowing, and color 
fast. Spreads smoothly and easily 

And don't forget the sound 
advice of the Helpful Hardware Man. 
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^^Tliirning a home into 
a learning center is a nice 
thing to do for children." 

That's why I'm 
jjroud to be a World Booker. 
eing a World Book representa- 
ve gives me a good feeling about 
y work. 
The world is becoming increas- 
g!y complex...there's so much 

. know! No wonder it's impor- 

.nt for children to develop the 
ibit of "looking it up." 
World Book is written to 

,imulate your children's 
nagination, encourage 
lem to get more 
ivolved. By using World 
ook, they gain confi- 
ence in their ability to 
et the facts, solve 
roblems, learn inde- 
endentlv. Patterns 

ike these are developed in the home. 
In fact, educators say the home is a 
critical influence in developing this 
love of books and learning. 

That's why I feel most families 
today reallv need the oa.sy-to- 

understand World Book. There's no 
finer encyclopedia at any price. 

With World Book, the home itself 
can become a learning center, with 

benefits for the whole family, for 
years to come. 

World Book is a good product 
that does good things for your 

children. It gives me a good 
feeling to help make that 
happen. 

The 22-volume World 
Book in the lu.xurious 
Renaissance binding, 

just $364 {)lus tax. 
delivered. 

World Hook—C'hilderaft International, Inc. 
.\k'rch;m<li.st' Mart Plaza 
WO. B().\ ;i.5tJ5, Chicaj^o, 111. GOBM 

would like to be contacted with more 
information about The World Book 
Encyclopedia. 

would like to know how I can become a 
World Booker myself. 

Name  

.Adilrcss 

City/Stale/Zip 

Phone Number M1226L 



■ ON THE 
ELECTRONIC 
CIRCUIT 

SEWING MACHINE 
THE COMPUTER 

BREAKTHROUGH BY DAVIL 
LACHENBRUa 

Q • What are the advantages of an elec- 
tronic sewing machine? 

A» The electronic sewing machines are 
hound to he more durahic than those that 
rely on mechanical parts to produce dif- 
ferent stitches, hecaiise such parts arc 
suhject to wear with constant use. With 
the new machines, making a buttonhole 
or doing a specific stitch is. in effect, a 
programmed activity controlled by a 
micro-computer. When the fust electron- 
ic sewing machine was introduced three 
years ago by Singer, it had 14 stitch pat- 
terns programmed into a memory bank. 
By simply touching the "electronic stitch 
panel" at the front, you change from 
stitch to stitch. Each stitch is identified 
by a picture below its touch button. 
Singer replaced 145 mechanical parts 
with solid-state electronic circuits in this 
machine, making for quiet, smooth, and 
more efficient operation. 

ELECTRONIC 

iBUTTOWHOLtR 
STAND 
CtEftRi 

© BOOTK >fl 

As the advantages of electronics are 
experienced, more of these miracle sew- 
ing machines will be seen on the market. 
One new line by Elna, for example, offers 
electronic power to govern both sewing 
speed and needle penetration. It has six 
basic utility stitches, but by using special 
discs supplied with the machine, it can 
b; programmed for 18 other stitches. In 
addition. 62 stitch discs are available as 
optional equipment. More will be avail- 
able as new stitches are developed. So 
obviously, variety is a tremendous ad- 
vantage with these new machines as well. 

Q. '• I wou'd like to learn how (o operate 
a Citizens Band radio to keep ine in 
touch with other people and perhaps 
help others. Ho\> tan I learn fo be a CB 
radio operator and what will it cost? 

Plus how to operate a CB 
radio, tips on fixing your TV 

set, and facts about 
microwave radiation 

^» It will take a few minutes and won't 
cost a penny. No special training is re- 
quired. To operate a CB you must have 
a government license, but even that is 
simple and requires no waiting or ex- 
pense. When you buy your CB radio, 
you can go on the air immediately by 
simply filling out and keeping the tem- 
porary permit form that is packed with 
the set. Also with the equipment is an 
application for a regular CB operator's 
license, good for five years. As the result 
of a Supreme Court decision, a license 
fee is no longer required—so no matter 
what the application form says (it may 
be an old one). send no money. Just mail 
it off to the Federal Communications 
Commission and you'll be assigned your 
own call letters. Any United States resi- 
dent 18 or over is eligible for a CB li- 
cense, and anyone in your immediate 
family, or connected with your business, 
may use your equipment (and license 
number) with your permission. 

The CB is a combination transmitter 
and receiver, a sort of radio party-line 
phone. Simple rules for operating are 
packaged with the set. You should re- 
member: (I) Always to identify your- 
self by your call sign. If you want to use 
a "handle" or nickname, you must also 
give your license number. (For example 
I use the handle "Captain Video." but I 
always give my call sign, which is 
KGH612().) 
(2) You may talk for a period of only 
five minutes at a time, and you must wait 
for at least one minute before making 
another call. 
(3) You are not allowed to broadcast 
music, or other sound eflects, practice 
deliberate interference, or use vile lan- 
guage. 
(4) It's illegal to make modifications to 
your radio or increase its power. 

Of the 40 channels on Citizens Band 
Radio, two are specialized. Channel 19 
is informally, but not officially, desig- 
nated as a highway calling channel. That 
is, CB-equippcd vehicles usually tune to 
Channel 19 to receive messages about 
highway conditions or to make contact 
with other CBers on the road, often 
switching to other, less congested chan- 
nels to continue their conversations. 
Channel 9  is ofiicialiv set  aside as the 

emergency channel and may not Icgall 
be used for any other purpose. If yo 
want to participate in the Highwa 
Emergency Location Patrol (H.E.L.P. 
which reports any Channel 9 S.O.S. mcs 
sages to the proper authorities, contat 
your local CB organization or cliil- 
You'll find out by radio, of course, ho\ 
to get involved. 

When buying your CB. remember it' 
now illegal lor anyone to sell the old 2} 
channel CBs. So steer clear of this type 
however  attractive  the  price.  The 23 
channel sets were manufactured unde 
old rules and are much more likely t 
cause  radio interference than the nc) 
40-channel units. If you already own 
2.^-channcI  set.  unless  yours was pin 
chased under a specific guarantee to "re 
manufacture," the best advice is to usl ■ 
and enjoy it as it is. It will tune the 2l i 
channels plus 17 more. When you ever 
tually buy a new set, it will have all 4 
channels. 

Vr» I feel there are some TV set troubh 
I   might   be  able  to   fix   myself.   Whf 
should I cheek before calling the repaii    . 
man? ' 

r\» Whether you're technically minde*i j 
or  not,  you  should  never remove th*; i 
back of the TV unless you're an expei'  « 
You can get a severe electrical shoe 
even  with  the set turned oft" and w 
plugged as a result of the storage of dec 
trical charges in a defective set. But thci 
are   safe   and   simple   checks   cveryoij 
shoLild make to determine if a service ca 
is really necessary. Follow this chccklis 
1. Make sure the power cord is pluggc 
into the electrical outlet properly. 
2. Check the antenna lead-in wires- 
both pair, VHF and UHF. They shoui 
be securely fastened to the termin; 
screws or cable connectors located at th 
back of the set. Be sure that there are n 
strands of bare wire touching one ai 
other. Disconnected or shorted antenn 
leads can degrade or eliminate the pic 
ture entirely. 
?i. If there is no sound or picture, pus 
the red circuit-breaker button at the bac 
of the set. If you can't locate it, consu 
the instruction book which came wit 
the TV. 
4. If the sound is normal but there's ii 
picture, turn up the brightness just I 
make sure you don't have the adjus 
ments wrong. If this doesn't do the jol 
try another channel. The trouble may h 
at the station. Similarly, if there's a pic | 
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New National Smoker, Study: 
*3^w^--v:sa% 

Switdr 
Research concludes MERIT taste makes move from 
high tar to low tar smoking unexpectedly easy 

Every smoker knows it's tough to find a low tar 
cigarette with enough gcx>d taste to switch to — 
and stick with. 

Does MERIT with Enriched Flavor™ tobacco 
deliver enough taste to make the switch to low 
tar easy.' 

For new evidence —sc:)lid evidence —read the 
results of a new national smoker stuciy conducted 
with MERIT smc^kers. 

Results Endorse MERIT Breakthrough 

Confirmed: 85% of MERIT smokers say it was 
an "easy switch " from high tar brands. 

Confirmed: Overwhelming majority o{ MERIT 
smokers say their former high tar brands weren't 
missed' 

Confirmed: ^^ out o( 10 MERIT smokers not 

Kings: 8 mg"tar','0.6 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report Aug'77 
100's:11 mg"tar;'0,8mg nicotineav.percigarettebyFTCMethod. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
Thai Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

considering other brands. 
And in extensive taste tests against leading high 

tar cigarettes — 
Co/i//r/nec/; Majority of high tar smokers rate 

MERIT taste equal to —or better than —high tar 
cigarettes tested! Cigarettes having up to twice the tar. 

Confirmed: Majorny of high tar smokers con- 
firm taste satisfaction of low tar MERIT 

First Major Alternative lb High Tar Smoking 

MERIT has proven conclusively that it not only 
delivers the flavor of high tar brands —but continues 
to satisfy! 

This ability to satisfy over long perit^ds of time 
could be the most important evidence to date th^t. 
MERIT is what it claims to be: the first major 
alternative to high tar smoking. 

© IMiilip Morris Inc.  1978 

MERIT 
Kings &100's 

u 



Celebrate absolutely nothing, 
absolutely anytime. 

Let the unique clarity and sparkle of cristal 
d'Arques add a touch of romance to your table, 
wherever you set it. 

And this extravagant full 24% lead crystal stemware 
is sensibly priced. So you now can afford complete 
settings, from water goblet to cordials, in the pattern of 
your choice. 

It's no wonder that throughout France, from 
Deauville to Marseilles, the French word for crystal is 
cristal dArques. 

cristal d'Arques -i* 
Fine French crystal you can really live with, by J. G .Durand 

In all better gift and department stores. Selection of patterns starting at $5 a stem. 

Catalogue on request. Imported by J. G. Durand International Dept N, Millville, N.J. 08332. 

The electronic circuit 
continued from page 50 

til re but no sound, try another channel 
The problem might be .someone trippiiv 
over a sound cable at the television sta 
tion. 
5. Suppose you get a black-and-whib 
picture on your color set. Carefully re 
adjust the color and fine-tuning control' 
just in case. Again change channels ti 
check. It might be a black-and-whit 
show. 
6. If faces are green, purple, or other 
wise ofT-color, it's usually a sign the sc 
isn't properly adjusted. See if you cai 
correct it by using the tint control. 1! 
none of these checks work, call your re- 
pairman, with the knowledge that you've 
done all you can. 

Q. '•Does   radiation   from 
ovens post a health hazard? 

microwave 

^•The United States Food and Dru^ 
Administration says there have been no 
documented cases of radiation injury 
connected with microwave ovens used 
according to manufacturers' instruc 
tions. Microwave oven users are pro- 
tected by government safety standards: 
which apply to all ovens manufactured 
after October 6, 1971. These standards! 
specify maximum levels of permitted 
radiation and require that ovens bel 
equipped with at least two independently 
operating safety locks to shut them off 
when the doors are opened. Every oven 
made since 1971 is required to carry a 
label certifying that it complies with] 
"Title 42, Part 78" of the Code of Fed- 
eral Regulations. 

Microwave radiation is a form of elec- 
tromagnetic energy which occupies the 
frequencies between radio waves and 
infrared waves. It is not an "ionizing' 
type of radiation, which means it doesn't 
make things radioactive as x-rays do. 
Microwave energy is absorbed by many^ 
materials, causing a rise in temperature, 
and this is what makes quick cooking 
possible. 

As with all electronic appliances, there 
are a few precautions, which will assure 
safe operation. Before use, read the in- 
struction manual carefully and follow 
the recommended operation. Never in- 
sert anything through the door grill or 
around the door seal. Do not tamper 
with the safety interlocks. Never operate 
an oven with nothing in it. Clean the in- 
side of the oven often and prevent grease 
buildup on the door or seals by washing 
them with water and a mild detergent. 
Do not use scouring pads, steel wool or 
any other abrasives. ■ 
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Note: Questions from readers about any 
electronic products are welcome, and 
answers to those which are of general 
interest will be printed in this column as 
space permits. 
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Call un)linic Saturday or OLiniig our other 60% discount periods, and you can say 
"I love you" to someone 670 miles away for just 20C plus tax. And if you want to elaborate, each 

minute after the first costs just 14C plus tax. Learn more about how to save on interstate 
dial-direct calls from the chart below. Night or day, whenever you get the urge, 

Long Distance is the next best thing to being there. 

Sa^e 60% on Long Distance all (% Satun%. 
LONG DISTANCE INTERSTATE RATES 

(except Alaska and Hawaii)* 
DIAL-OIRECT OPERATOR-ASSISTED 

WEEKOW 
Mon-Fri 

tam-5pm 
FULL RATE 

EVENING 
Sun-Fn 

5pm-11pffi 
35% DISCOUffT 

Each 
First    Addl 

Minute Minute' 

NIGHTdl 
iWE 
Alid< 
lo5n 

First 
Minute 

pm-8am) 
EKENO 
ySal 

nSun 
5C0UNT 

Slalion-to 
Slalion 

Full Rate 
All Days, 
All Hours 

Person-to- 
Person 

Full Rate 
All Days. 
All Hours 

MILEAGE First 
Minute 

Each 
Addl 

Minute' 

Each 
Add'l 

Minute' 
First 3 

Minutes' 
First 3. 

Minutes* 
MO $19 J.D9 $.12 $06 $.07 $04 $  45 $145 

1M6 23 12 14 08 09 05 60 160 
17-22 .27 14 17 10 10 .06 80 180 
23-30 .31 IS 20 .12 .12 08 too 2 00 
31-40 .35 21 .22 14 14 09 1.10 210 
41-55 .39 25 25 .17 .15 to 135 2 35 
56-70 .41 27 26 18 16 .11 160 2 60 

71-124 .43 29 H .19 .17 .12 175 275 
125-196 44 30 .28 20 17 .12 185 285 
197-292 46 32 .29 21 .18 13 195 295 
293-430 48 34 .31 23 .19 .14 200 3.05 
431-925 .50 34 .32 .23 .20 ,14 2 05 315 

926-1910 52 36 M 24 20 .15 2.15 3.30 
,    1911-3000 54 38 JS 25 21 16 2.25 355 L CLIP A NO SAVE 

n 

11 £ « J 2|2 2 oc E *■? ; 

Bell System 



■ PLANTS AROUND 
THE HOUSE 

TWO BEAUTY TREATMENTS FOR PLANTS: 

AIR LAYERING 
AND PRUNING 

I 

^M It's the time of year when the plants 
^^ are growing at their best. The sum- 
mer sun and warmth have the chloro- 
phyll factories working overtime, and 
new sprouts and flowers arc bursting 
forth all over—but mostly up. That's 
th: way plants grow naturally, even if 
it's not always the way wc want, particu- 
larly if the lower greenery is beginning 
to look sparse as the plants grow up. 
Every gardener is bothered at one time 
or another with a flagpole, one of those 
tall, lanky specimens with a crown of 
healthy leaves at the top and nothing be- 
low but a bare trunk going all the way 
down to the pot. 

At first the naked stem in question 
may be h'dden behind smaller, fuller 
plants so that only the lush top is visible. 
But eventualK this ruse wears thin. Then 
what? Get rid of ihc plant? If only it 
wjrj possible to dispose of the lower part 
and keep the top—lower the flag and 
throw out the pole, as it were. Well, it is 
possible, through a process best known 
as air layering, less known as gootee, 
marcottagc. or Chinese layering. It's a 
simple process and one that with the ma- 
terials available today takes little time, 
although until recently it required much 
patience. In fact, the name Chinese lay- 
ering came from the fact that only the 
Chinese were reputed to have the en- 
durance to implement it. 

The key to air layering is moisture, 
and that is what made the method until 
recently so laborious. A specimen—or a 
branch, since air layering was also used 
for propagating plants—was first girdled. 
That is to say, a strip of bark was cut 
away all around the stem or branch to 
be layered. Then a ball of clay and moss 
was wrapped around the wound. Above 
this was fastened a large bucket with a 
hole in it. Water was allowed to drip 
slowly onto the bail, keeping it constant- 
ly moist wh le roots grew slowly out 
from the wound. It took months, not 
only requiring a vigilant eye on the water 
bucket, but also causing rather a mess 
unless one had a greenhouse in which 
to work. 

Enter modern plastics, specifi- 
cally  polyethylene film  which has 
two qualities suiting it admirably to 
air layering.  First, it transmits no 
water vapor to speak of. If you wet 
your ball of moss and then wrap your 
bundle in polyethylene, sealing the edges 
tightly with tape, it will remain moist 
until  you   re- (Conriniwd on  page 56) 
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The coljee trees with woody stems, along the 
wall, right, are perfect candidates for 
air-layering. Soft-stemmed African violets 
ranged helow trees are propagated hy 
cuttings. Architect Myron Gold finger. 

A PINCH IN TIME 
Now that you've air layered 
your plant, remember to 
keep it beautiful by regular 
pruning. Pruning affects the 
hormonal flow within a 
plant, altering its growth 
habit. The plant growth hor- 
mone auxin, discovered in 
the 1930s, is well known for 
its effect. Exactly how it 
works IS not yet estab- 
lished. But essentially either 
too little or too much auxin 
in some part of a plant will 
cause growth. 

Auxin ap- 

pears to be produced at the 
tips of plants. Removing the 
tips of a growing shoot, 
then, will lower the auxin 
level in the remaining part 
of the shoot, encouraging 
new growth. And if you nip 
off the new shoots, still 
more buds develop. The 
more you pinch back, the 
more growth you encour- 
age. It's as if every time you 
thwart a new branch, the 
plant decides to send out 
two or three others, hoping 
one  of them will  get  past 

your shears. 
Not  all   plants  can 

pruned. Some,  like bri 
laids and palms, for e> 
pie, grow from a singl; 
sette, so cutting back wo 
cut off their only life sour 
Since these plants don't j 
come leggy,  you shouf 
have to  prune —but 
plants that do,  rememt Jm 
Don't be timid. During 
growing   season,   you   ( 
cut back as much as t 
the plant, and be rewarc |i 
with a lusher, fuller one 

'0 i>6 

'I 

Here's how to air layer your spindly dracaeiui 
I. Slit main stem where yon would like the «(> 
roots to grow. 2. Insert wooden stick to keep 
wound from liealing over. 3. Stuff damp sphav 
into and around the cut, wrap with double la\< 
of plastic. 4. Watch for roots. When they 
appear, cut stem just helow tlie roots. 5. Set 
in new pot. 6. Prune tlie hare stem tinil's 
left. You now have two healthy, lunidsome plai.i 
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iCoppMtonel 

FOR FAIR SKIN 
COPPERTONE SHADE. 
Don't burn. Shade lets 
you stay in the sun 6 
times longer than with 
no protection. So you 
tan sure and easy Start 
your tan with Shade, 
then go to Lotion, 

FOR NORMAL SKIN 
COPPERTONE LOTION. 
Tan rich and beautiful 
fast. Use Lotion and you 
can enjoy the sun 4 
times longer than with 
no protection. Once you 
get a good sun base, 
you can switch to Oil. 

-^>1 

FOR DARK SKIN 
COPPERTONE OIL. 
Tan deeper and darker 
very fast. Use Oil and 
you can bask 2 times 
longer than with no pro- 
tection. Whatever your 
skin type, get America's 
favorite, Coppertone'* 

Choose YiDur Coppertonet 
A/hoever you are, you'll get a beautiful tan and beautiful skin. jV^*^ 
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Now 
ou can 
ill wasps 

and hornets 
in their nests 
from... 

Air layering and pruning 
continued jrom page 54 

move the bandage. However, 
the moss would probably rot 
from lack of air circulation 
were it not for this plastic's 
second unusual quality: 
Polyethylene is permeable to 
gases such as carbon dioxide 
and oxygen. So an air-lay- 
ered wound wrapped in poly- 
ethylene not only remains 
moist, but receives a reason- 
able amount of air circula- 
tion as well. 

Air layering is almost al- 
ways successful, so don't be 
nervous about giving it a try. 
Its one limitation is that it 
can be used only on what's 
generally known as a woody 
plant, that is, one with a 
hard, well-defined trunk. 
This doesn't mean it is lim- 
ited to obvious candidates 
such as the crotons or the 
rubber tree family. General- 
ly, any plant that can be 
rooted by taking cuttings 
can be air layered. Even soft- 
stemmed plants such as co- 
leus, whose trunks may not 
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seem "woody" can be air 
layered, although in the case 
of these types of plants it is 
easier to simply cut the top 
off and root it separately, 
leaving new shoots to come 
out from the base of the old 
plant. 

Let's take a look at some- 
thing like a 5-foot dracaena. 
A dracaena of that height is 
apt to be ready for air layer- 
ing in a spot or two. One 
used to adorn my fireplace 
with a mop at the top, a mop 
at the bottom, and nothing 
in between. In the case of a 
plant like that, bringing the 
feather duster top down to 
earth would make a much 
more attractive, though 
smaller, specimen. It would 
also give you two plants, 
since the lower leaf mass on 
its own trunk would keep 
growing. 

To air layer such a plant, 
first you deliberately injure 
the plant where you want 
the new soil hvel to be. A 

sharp knife is thrust through 
the center of the stem and 
twisted. Then a short piece 
of wood about l^-inch thick 
is inserted to keep the wound 
open. Following this step, 
some of the bark on each 
side of the wound is scraped 
away, exposing the inner 
wood, and then the open 
area can be brushed lightly 
with powdered rooting hor- 
mone. 

Now some well-dampened 
sphagnum moss is pushed 
into the wound. More sphag- 
num is wrapped around it to 
form a fist-sized ball. The 
moss should be moist, but 
not sopping wet. A double 
layer of polyethylene is 
wrapped around the ball and 
held snugly in place with 
florist's ties, Twist-'Ems, or 
tape. That's all there is to it 
—except waiting. The only 
thing you have to do while 
waiting is to occasionally 
check that the moss is still 
moist and that the plant is 
warm enough, in a spot pref- 
erably about 75 degrees. 

After anywhere from 3 
weeks to half a year, depend- 
ing on the plant and its tem- 

perament, you'll sec root 
among the moss. Once th 
roots have formed, genti 
unwrap the plastic and cii 
the stem just below the low 
est root sprout. (If you'n 
keeping the old bottom hal 
of the plant as well, cut oi 
the extra length of flagpol; 
on it, too, down to the higf 
est leafy spot.) Removing a 
much moss as possible bt 
fore planting will minimiz 
the possibility of air pocket, 
forming around the tende 
young roots when you s(, 
them into the soil. It's not 
necessity, however, and ii 
you're worried about daiT 
aging the new roots, leave' 
bit of the moss in place. 

Pot up the "new" plar 
like the old one, but mist 
often during its first fc 
weeks on its own; it reall 
hasn't enough roots yet t 
pull up all the water fror 
the soil that it was used t 
when it had its old trunk an 
large root system. Apai 
from needing that bit of e> 
tra care, your foreshortene 
plant should be every inch i 
sturdy and healthy as its fo 
mer self. ■ 

? ..12 ft. away! 
Raid Wasp & Hornet Killer has a long- 
distance spray-nozzle to keep you at 

a good distance. You spray it 
directly on the nest It kills on 

contact and saturates the nest 
to kill late-coming or returning 

insects. Use it once and the. 
job is done. 

ESl iljohnson 
luax 

1978 S C Johnson i Son. In-- 
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)ur Maytag Washer and Dryer are so great 
^e naturally got a Maytag Dishwasher^ too^ 
ays Mrs. Shapiro. 

'hat washer has seen 
lotofivork in IV/2 

ears, hut it has 
ildom seen the 
dpairman. 

J. C. 6, holding Suzi; Andy, 9V2; Mrs. Marion Shapiro; Mr. Paul Shapiro; Steachi, 13; J. J., 15. 

"My mother-in-law had a Maytag 
Washer for umpteen years; be- 
cause of her satisfaction, we 
ftought ours," writes Mrs. Marion 
Shapiro, Rockaway, New Jersey. 

Iiy2 years have convinced 
her Maytag Washers are built to 
last longer and need fewer re- 
pairs. "Living in suburban New 
Jersey, my boys get quite dirty 

I this time of year they're covered 
with mud and I wash sneakers 
daily (," she states. 

"I do between 2 and 5 loads 
a day, every day." But nothing 
seems to faze that washer, accord- 
ing to Mrs. Shapiro; and she adds 
that her Maytag Dryer has also 
proved to be a faithful helper. 

/,   1978 

"When the time came to buy 
a dishwasher, we never even 
shopped," says Mrs. Shapiro. She 
and her husband went straight to 
a Maytag dealer and ordered a 
Maytag Dishwasher. That was 
three years ago and it has been a 
joy right along, she concludes. 

Naturally, we don't say all 
Maytags will match that record. 
But long life with few repairs is 
what we try to build into every 
Maytag Washer, Dryer, Dish- 
washer, and Disposer. 

It's no fun being 
lonely, Mrs. Shapiro. 

I just put in the dishes and I know 
they're going to come out clean, 
says Mrs. Shapiro. That's what I 
like best about my Maytag Dish- 
washer. Also, it's quiet. 

^^B^^^^^ 
MAYTAG 
THE    DEPENDABILITY   PEOPLE 
THE  MAYTAG  COMPANY.   NEWTON.   IOWA  50208 
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The Performer from K marl 

The Performer. Our colorful exterior paint with a label 
worth comparing. Because we've got a durability promise     9i 
that covers washing, fading, blistering, yellowing, mildew an( ^A 
more. The Performer goes on so easily and gives you a tough JC 
latex finish in over 50 imaginative colors. And K mart's 
Performer carries a K mart price. 

Next time, mal<e your exterior paint our exterior paint. 
The Performer. A durable paint at a K mart price. Available at 
over 1,200 K mart stores across the U.S.A. 

A Dremium oaint at a KmartDricii 

T^yfic Exterior 
];ATEX FLAT 
gOySE PAINT 

- «*SON PHOTECTK 



p colorful choices. One tough paint 
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The Saving Place 
Copyright 1978      K mart Corporation       Troy, Michigan 48084 
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The 
NuTone 
Food Processor. 
The power unit tor the NuTone Food 
Processor is built into your kitchen 
counter. Features infinite-speed selec- 
tion—something no other Processor 
has. And honed and hardened stainless 
steel blades that give you razor sharp 
cutting edges for fast, efficient food 
preparation. Powerful motor does the 
work in seconds. 

Part of the NuTone 
Food Center System! 
Nine, lightweight, cordless appliances 
that interchange on the same built-in 
motor—that's the Food Center System. 
Built-in makes it better because 
appliances don't clutter counter-top, 
won't "walk" when you use them and 
take less space to store. 

Please send FREE information about the 
NuTone Food Processor. 

Name 

Street 

City County 

State Zip 

Phone 

Nulbne 
Scouill 

Dept. H(j-7. Madison and Red Bank Roads 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227. 

4656 Printed in U.S.A. 

■ HOME 

IMPROVEMENT ^.-^-^  —-■-^ 

FOR THE 
HOUSE FIXE iii 

NUTS AND BOLTS ABOUT 
HANGING ANYTHING 

f 
Hanging a shelf, mirror, or bookcase 
successfully depends on the kind of wall 
you have. Construction dictates how you 
approach the problem. The hollow wall 
is supported by vertical structural 2-by- 
4's called studs. Then lath, made of 
either wood or metal mesh is nailed to 
studs and plaster frosted over. Since 
building costs have escalated, this 
method has been replaced with dry wall 
construction—sheets of plasterboard, 
nailed to the studs. The solid wall is com- 
posed of masonry such as brick, cement, 
cinder block, etc. 

To find out what kind of wall you 
have, knock every few inches with your 
fist, working across the surface. Does the 
sound seem to change from a hollow to 
a more high-pitched tone? If so, you 
have a dry wall. The change in tone oc- 
curs about every 16 inches when you hit 
the stud. When the pitch does not 
change, the wall is most likely lath and 
plaster (if an inside wall), or masonry 
if it is an outstide wall. 
Dry wall fasteners 
Once studs are located, it is easy to hang 
something on a dry wall. Simply use 
screws to install the item, attaching it to 
the studs. What if the studs are not in the 
desired spot? You will need to use a 
drive-in expansion anchor or "molly." 
Use a hammer to drive the anchor into 
the plasterboard, screw in the bolt. (This 
opens up the anchor.) Withdraw the 
bolt, put up the fixture, reinsert, and se- 
cure the bolt. 
Plaster wall fasteners 
To hang things on a plaster wall, you 
will need an electric drill. For lightweight 
items, a soap dish, for example, use a 
plastic anchor or plug. Drill a hole the 
diameter of the fastener, insert the plug. 
Use a sheet metal screw 14-inch longer 
than the anchor to secure the fixture. For 
heavier fixtures, shelves, bookcases, or 
to hang plants from the ceiling, use a 
sturdier expansion anchor. 

For extra weighty objects, like hang- 
ing cabinets, you will need toggle holts. 
The toggle bolt is a long bolt with 
■"wings" attached to it. Drill a hole large 
enough for bolt and wings. When the 
fastener is pushed in the wings will pop 
open on the opposite side of the plaster 
wall. Use a screwdriver to tighten the 
bolt. 
Masonry wall fasteners 
For thick masonry walls, use a carbide 
tip masonry drill bit to make a hole at 

BY DEANNE RAi 
least Vi-inch longer than the fas 
A lead or plastic anchor can be uss 
the job. Tap the plug into the drille(| 
with a hammer. Then use a sheet i 
screw V^-inch longer than the pi; 
secure the fixture to the surface. 

Here's how 
anchors work 
behind walls 

expansion 
anchor 

,p^j^     drive-in       . 
L>'7*      expansion     fW-. 

j^l      anchor \f:^:M 

toggle bolt 
plastic 
anchor 

^*, 

lead anchor 
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Talented tools 

Having  hand  tools in many sizt r 
types  is  costly,  space  demandin f. 
adjustable Crescent wrench repli ' 
fixed-size wrenches; the 8-inch w ii 
$7.15, fits any nut or bolt under   ' 
diameter. A miniature screwdrivd* 
nut-driver  set   with   extension  hi >.i 
Xcelite, $15.65, handles most ne ': 
4-In-Hand file with fiat and half 
rasp and file surfaces, Nicholson, 
does the job of 4 files. A "Nest of    • 
with handle and 3  blades is $7. 
Nicholson. And a new Lufkin stei 
is marked in both feet and met£ 
hardware stores. 

More House Fixer, 1 



window 
his easy 
to wash 

Only Pella windows are equipped 
with a hinging system that allows 
the sash to crank out a full 90° 
lo the center ol the frame. You get 
lots of elbow roonn to clean outside 
glass — even reach the farthest 
corners — quickly and easily from 
inside your home. As a matter of 
fact, every ventilating window Pella 
makes — casement, double-hung, 
and awning — is engineered to be 
the easiest window you ever 
washed. 

13/16* 
insulating space 

Others •  Very little elbow room 

Pella saves energy with more insulation for less money. 
Pella's Double Glass Insulation System has a full 13/16" air space between 

the panes. And the greater the space between panes, the greater the insulation 
value. As a result, Pella's Double Glass System actually outperforms welded 

insulating glass, yet costs less per window. Pella's wood construction and 
modern weatherstripping combine to make Pella windows truly "Energy-Tight". 

la Rolscreen® 
is hidden. Easily pulls down Latches firmly. Only Pella makes a 

disappearing screen. The 
Pella Rolscreen'' is a screen 
that works like a window shade. 
It rolls up and out of sight to 
give you a crystal clear view and 

let in 20%  more light. Then, 
when you need it, the screen 

>ipulls down and latches firmly 
'^ into position. An interesting 

option to the standard inside 
screen on our Clad Casement. 

Pella's aluminum exterior 
needs no painting. Peiia wood 
windows give you the best of both 
worlds:   aluminum   cladding   in 

Pella Double Glass Ordinary 
Insulation insulating glass 

Unprotecied 
windows 

require regular 
mainlenance 

attractive colors outside —all-wood construction inside. We think that's impor- 
tant. Some wood windows that offer clad protection wrap the exterior finish all 
the way around the sash so you see it on the inside, which can cause decorating 
problems. But with Pella, all you see inside is rich, warm wood. 

Adjusts at the touch 
of a dial to control 

heat and light 

olscreen Co. 1978 

1978 

Pella's Slimshade' ... 
the energy saver. 
The Slimshade is a narrow- 
slat blind that fits between 
the panes of Pella's Double 
Glass Insulation System 
Besides providing privacy 
when closed, the Slimshade 
can lower heat loss by 62% 
and solar heat gain by 82% 
when compared to a single 
pane, unshaded window. 

i| A practical energy saver. 

FREE. 16-page "Window & Door Ideas" book for 
traditional and contemporary homes. Tells you 
everything you need to know about window types 
and how each works, window treatment in various 
architectural styles, and important considerations 
in window placement and selection. After you've 
read this book, visit your Pella Planning Center for 
further assistance. It's in the Yellow Pages, under 
"windows". 

Please send me a copy of "Vl/indow & Door Ideas", 
n  I  plan to build,    n  I plan to remodel.    D I would like an 
appointment at the Pella Planning Center nearest me, have some- 
one contact me. 

w 

TELEPHONE 

Mail to: Pella Windows & Doors, Dept. C03G8 100 Main Pti 
I    50219. Also available throughout Canada. Coupon answered within 24 hours.   . 

6! 
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CelolexTiai! 
They look a little bet 

Some of the most becaitiful ceilings you car 
buy come under the name of Tiara by Celote>: 

There are eight different Tiara patterns an( 
textures. Each is nchly embossed and appean. 
most seamless when installed. Four are Hush-Tc 
acoustical products. 

And Tiara 12" x 12" tiles are particularly eaj 



dling Tiles. 
Iliey 90 up a little easier. 

stall They go up quickly using our concealed 
system or by stapling them directly to furring 

s. Tiles are made of mineral fiber to assure 
client quality and a nchly-designed pattern. 
\it up a Tiara ceiling this ^^g     i 
kend You'll feel beautiful ||>lQl»y® 
iday morning. ^SESSSS^ 

BUILDING PRODUCTS 
7heCelolp«Corpor.ilion T,-impa Hnnrja 33622 

a Jim (x^alter company 



House fixer 
coniimted from page 60 

The convenience ot a nLiiu-in wall radio- 
intercom is available with this portable 
speaker and an electric wall outlet. In- 
stall the wall receptacle, plug the por- 
tablj speaker into it (NuTone model 
ISA-46 shown) and you can talk or lis- 
ten to other rooms or the front door via 
the house radio-intercom system. Useful 
for garage, basement, outdoor terrace, a 
sick room, the portable 3-inch-high, 8- 
inch-deep, 6'/s-inch-wide speaker can be 
moved at will. With volume and "off 
control and an 8-foot cord, speaker is 
$50. Wall outlet, .$5. NuTone Div., 
.Scovill. Madison & Red Bank Roads, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227. 

Electrifying ceiling 
Gypsum board panels that incorporate 
radiant heating with embedded electric 
cables can be applied to ceilings of new 
or old houses. Providing both heating 
and the ceiling in a single product and 
operation, the Panelectric radiant heat 
panel warms walls, floors, furnishings, 
people evenly from overhead like the 
sun; heat is just above body temperature. 
The %-inch-thick gypsum panels (rang- 
ing from 4 by 6 feet to 4 by 12 feet) are 
installed like any dry wallboard, can be 
painted or papered, too. Each has an 18- 
foot electric lead to connect to the house 
electrical system, and the other panels, 
for room-wide heating; panels are 
thermostat controlled. Gold Bond Build- 
ing Products Div., National Gypsum 
Co., 325 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, N.Y. 
14202. 

Space savers 

Wall-hung storage! 
shelves and baskets fori 
closets, kitchen, pantry,! 
bathroom, laundry, ga-l 
rage, cellar, save space. 
With rust-proof, white,I 
coated steel frames, theyl 
are open for ventilation,! 
can be easily installed. 
Baskets, in 12-, 18-, orl 
24-inch widths, are sup-[ 
ported by metal straps) 
you fasten to a flush sur- 
face with screws or adhesive pads; the 
baskets snap onto them. Shelves, 9, 12, 
16, or 20 inches deep, with brackets and 
back clips to support them in lengths of 
2, 4, 5, 6, 10 feet. Approximate prices 
for baskets range from $6.50 to $8.50; 
shelves, $5.50, $10, and up in home cen- 
ters. StoreEase, 2900 N. Dixie Highway, 
Oakland Park, Fla. 33334. 

Two ways to save energy: 
the kind you pay for and your own. 

DAP Acrylic Latex Caulk seals 
cracks and joints around window 
and door frames, inside and out- 
side your home. Saves energy costs; 
keeps heat in and cold air out. 
Dries fast for painting in just 2 
hours. Makes paint jobs last longer. 

Kwik-Sear Tub & Tile Caulk 
makes a neat, watertight seal around 
tubs, sinks and showers. Resets 
tile. Caulks interior window and 
door frames. Fast and easy to apply. 
Stays bright white, mildew-resistant 
and flexible. 

DAP is a registered trademark 
of DAP Inc. 
DAP Inc . General Offices: 
Dayton. Ohro 45401 
Subsidiary of Plough  Inc 

Depend on fix-up products 

DAPoeates 
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Sun block 
To cut air-conditioning costs in summer, 
a new transparent film, "Scotchtint," can 
be applied to windows. In sheets, pale 
silver or bronze, it shuts out 75 percent 
of sun heat, reducing indoor tempera- 
ture, and eliminates up to 82 percent of 
sun glare, it is claimed. It gives glass a 
mirror-like look on the outside—an aid 
to privacy—but is transparent indoors. 
Fading of carpets, draperies, upholstery 
is also reduced. Available in sheets 30 
by 48 inches ($10-$16), 36 by 78 inches 
($20-$26), 48 by 78 inches ($26-$32) 
at home centers, hardware and depart- 
ment stores, it can be applied by skillful 
do-it-yourselfers. 3M Co., Household & 
Hardware Div., 3M Center, St. Paul, 
Minn. 55101. 



BECAUSE THE SOCK DISAPPEARS, 
SO DOES THE DIRT. 

forces the detergent into solution and even 
helps push the clothes down under the 
water to loosen dirt. 

So take a look at a Frigidaire Jet Cone 
washer. 

It'll not only knock your socks off. 
If 11 get them clean. 
*Tested in accordance with AHAM's Standard HLW-1 Soil Removal Test 
using a 15-lb. dry weight mixed cotton test load. 

FRIGIDAIREe 
WHY SETTLE roR LESS? 

Before you buy a washer, take off your socks. 
Throw one into a Frigidaire washer, 

the other into the best selling brand's best 
washer. Start the machines, and watch 
what happens. 

See how quickly the Frigidaire sock 
is sucked beneath the suds. And see how long 
the other sock just hangs around the top. 

What you are seeing is our special Jet 
Cone agitator at work. 

It goes up and down instead of back 
and forth like other washers. It pulls the 
clothes down to the bottom of the tub. And 
that's where the best cleaning action 
takes place. 

In fact, independent laboratory tests 
have proven that our Jet Cone washing 
action circulates the wash load three times 
more often per regular wash cycle. And 
gets clothes cleaner than the best selling 
brand's best washer.* 

But our quest for clean didn't stop there. f 
Only Frigidaire washers have the Jet 

Circle Spray action. It shoots water into the 
tub from not one but twelve outlets around 
the top of all 1-18 lb. washer tubs. This 
Look for our Jet Cone washers and easyto-load wide mouth dryers, just part of the complete line of Frigidaire appliances at your local Frigidaire dealer. 



celebrate! 
Spring is reason enough— 
and WINE & FOOD; A 
House & Garden Guide is 
all the help you need. The 
newest Guide is a hand- 
book of tips, hints, recipes, 
entertaining ideas. It 
elevates simple food to 
party fare, takes the in- 
timidation out of haute 
cuisine. Nutrition, delicious 
flavors, and presentation 
are emphasized, whether 
you're dining solo, "en 
famille," or with guests. 
Look for WINE & FOOD at 
your favorite newsstand 
beginning May 15; 
depend on it from     ^^ 
then on. 

SPRING-SUMMER 1978 

WINE&FOOD 
A HOUSE&GARDEN GUIDE 

$2.00 at newsstands everywhere 

If your dealer's sold out, send a 
check or money order for $2.75 
(includes postage and handling) 
payable to WINE & FOOD: A 
HOUSE & GARDEN GUIDE, to 
the following address: 

House & Garden, Dept. WF-SS 
'78 P.O. Box 1910 Grand Central 
Station, New York, N.Y. 10017 

HERBS 
FOR ALL     
SEASONINGS 
How to prune, gather, 
and dry herbs for 
year-round flavorings 

BY MARYBETH  WESTON 

Whether you grow your herbs on a sunny 
window sill, under fluorescent lights, or 
Ml an outdoor garden, you will find these 
plants are generous. A few plants will 
provide you with enough leaves to keep 
for future use, even if you use fresh herbs 
often. Just pruning the plants for their 
own health and shapeliness will keep 
you in good supply. When you cut back 
perennial chives, for instance, you will 
have green shoots to spare. When you 
pinch back basil to keep it from flower- 
ing (and as an annual going to seed and 
dying), you will have sprigs and leaves. 
All herbs, including perennials, arc more 
flavorful before flowering, so crop them 
often. 

Preparing herbs 

Three ways to keep herbs are by air-dry- 
ing, oven-drying, and freezing. Which- 
ever method you choose, you will want to 
follow certain steps: 
1. Pick them fresh and process them 
quickly. Too much sun and too much 
heat soak up aromatic oils, so pick them 
early in the day. 
2. Wash herbs in cool water to remove 
dust. Wash curly-leaved herbs such as 
parsley .several times. 
3. Drain herbs in a colander and pat dry 
between paper towels or tea towels. 
4. Sort herbs carefully, removing any 
yellow or unattractive leaves. Discard 
most stems. 
5. In sorting, create your own mixtures 
of fines herhes. Mix minced chervil, 
chives, parsley, tarragon, or other com- 
binations to package as one. 
6. Bunch some sprigs to dry as bouquet 
garni. One or two sprigs each of basil, 
bay, marjoram, parsley, sage, thyme, 
combine well. These can be dried, then 
tied into cheesecloth squares with white 
string to be used in cooking. 

Air-drying 

Old herbal books suggest that after 
gathering, washing, and sorting herbs, 
you hang them on hooks or on a line 
stretched in a kitchen, attic, or other dry 
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Herbs in pots, outdoors for siiinnier 

place. A newer suggestion, helpful if you 
have a dusty attic or toolshed or garage, 
is to put the herbs, quite dry, into paper 
sacks for dust protection but punched 
with holes for ventilation and further 
drying. Large decorative herbs such as 
artemisias can be bundled just with rub- 
ber bands so that the bands will contract 
as the stems shrink when they are hung 
upside down to dry. Rubber bands can 
also be easily hooked to a clothes hanger 
with paper clips—an easy way to dry 
some summer flowers as well as herbs. 

Oven-drying 

Modern-day growers in small quarters 
may find it pretty to hang herbs in a 
kitchen but more practical to dry them in 
the kitchen oven. Pat dry and spread 
them thin on a cookie sheet. Place in ;i 
low oven, preset for 100 to 150 degrees 
and leave the oven door partially open 
Remove herbs when they are crisp but 
not burnt dry. This can be 15 minutes or 
less for small-leaved herbs such as thyme, 
up to 1 hour for thick or curly leaves. 
Anyone with a microwave oven can dry 
herbs in 20 to 30 seconds. , 

Put dried herbs immediately into 
sterile glass containers with secure lids. 
Be sure the herbs are absolutely dry be- 
fore packaging. If any moisture mists the 
glass, open and redry at once. Keep con- 
tainers out of the sun and in a closed 
cupboard. ( 

Freezing lierbs 

This is another very easy modern-day 
method. Put washed and pat-dried herbs 
into plastic bags or recycled food-store 
containers, and freeze. Pack family-sized 
or individual servings in separate bags 
because once thawed, herbs should not 
be refrozen. Many herbs are much better 
frozen than dried. Chopped chives, pars- 
ley, and whole mint and basil leaves, for 
instance, keep their fresh color and taste. 
Put small portions in well-marked large 
containers, or color-code the Twistems 
or string you use to tie bags. Heat-sealers 
arc helpful if you use plastic bags. ■ 

House  &   Garden 
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THE SEAGRAM'S GIN 
WIMBLEDON WHISTLE' 
Seagrams Gin and Sdiweppes BitterLemon...AGreat Match! 

Pour IV2 oz. Seagram's Extra Dry Gin 
over cubes, fill with Schweppes Bitter Lemon,gamish 

with orange slice, and you're ready to serve an ace. 

Seagrams Extra Dry.The Perfect Martini Gin. Perfect all ways. 
For an authentic British Bobby's whistle with chain, send checi< for S2.50, name and address to Wimbledon Whistle Offer, P.O. Box 11558, Newington.CT Odlll. 
Conn, residents add 7%tax.Offer good while supply lasts.Void where prohibited. Seagram Distillers Co., N.Y.C.80 proof. Distilled dry gin. Distilled from grain. 
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New III the stores 
continued from page 34 

a special controlled p-.oisture-release 
emollient core inside each one—even 
doubles as a sunscreen. Comes in 8 
shades for $3.50. And if you're one who 
loves a bare face for summer. Tinted 
Moisturizer in a tube could be your 
special solution—also in 3 shades; also 
with the healthy dollop of sunscreen, 
$5.50. You get the sun-kissed look with- 
out the problems. Both Sportslick and 
Tinted Moisturizer in a handy tube are 
b> Moondrops. at department stores and 
drugstores everywhere. 

P.\Ul.A RICE JACKSON 

Y'oiir fragrance and 
herbal almanac 
The sign: Cancer 
CircarJune 22-July 22 

Plants that flower by moonlight, such as 
Night-blooming jasmine and the ex- 
quisite cereus belong to the sign of 
Cancer. The leaves of clary, of the 
sage clan, contain oils used as fixatives. 
Shalimar by Guerlain is a favorite 
of the sentimental, affectionate Moon- 
child. Memorable Calandre by Paco 
Rabane has the jasmine scent to stir. For 
the Cancerian male, Geoffrey Beene has 
a winner in chic Grey Flannel. 

MARIA REACHI 

Dear House & Garden 
continued from page 24 

Some houses 
were never meant to be painted. 

v.. Idaho John Anior 

The most beautiful thing you can do for your home is to preserve 
and protect it against sun, rain and harsh climates with Olympic Stain. 

Olympic's penetrating protection lets your wood breathe. So, we 
guarantee if against cracking, peeling and blistering. Your home receives 
lasting protection no ma'fter how wet or how dry the weather 
gets. That's why architects specify Olympic more than any 
other stain. 

Available in 66 beautiful semi-transparent and solid 
colors. Please follow easy label directions. For more infor- 
mation, consult the Yellow Pages for your Olympic dealer or 
write: Olympic. 2233 112th Avenue N.E., Bellevue WA 98004. 

Those quick-change 
placemats ... 

Where can I find the clear plastic, foam- 
backed, envelope placemats mentioned 
on page 137 of the March, 1978 issue? I 
haven't been able to find them locally. 

—J.J.B., Baltimore, Md. 
These 11-by-1 7-inch "envelope" place- 
mats, each with a pocket in back through 
which you can insert your own wallpa- 
per, fabric, or drawing, are available by 
mail for $2.50 each plus 75^ per mat for 
Ist-class shipping, from Russell's Wall- 
coverings, Ltd., 1046 Madison Ave., 
York, N.Y. 10021. New York residents 
please add your local sales tax. 

... And those $20 durries 

In your March, 1978 issue on page 136, 
you say durrie rugs as inexpensive as $20 
for a 3'/2-by-6-fool rug are available. 
Please tell me where. 

—F.A.H., Harrington, III. 
Striped cotton durrie rugs 3'/2 by 6 feet 
in size are available by mail for $20 each 
plus shipping from Design Research In- 
ternational, 53 East 57th St., New York, 
N.Y. 10022. (New York, Massachusetts, 
and California residents please add sales 
tax as well.) The rugs are handwoven in 
India and have charming crenulated and 
X-O-X patterns woven into the stripes. 
There's no mail-order catalogue, and the 
stock tends to change from week to week, 
so you can never be sure just what color 
combination you'll get. Most rugs are in 
earth tones or in vibrant Mexican-style 
colors. If you'll tell Design Research the 
predominant colors in your room, the 
store will look over its stock for the week 
and pick the rug most likely to harmon- 
ize with your color scheme. Since orders, 
including shipping, must be prepaid, an 
easy way to order is with your American 
Express. Master Charge, or VISA card. 

Hot tips on freezing 

I'd like to freeze supermarket sour cream 
so I cou!d have it on hand at all times. Is 
this advisable, and, if so, how long is it 
safe to keep sour cream frozen? 

—P.H., New London, Conn. 
Sour cream and related foods—cream 
pastry fillings, soft frostings, and cus- 
tards—are poor candidates for freezing, 
as they will separate into liquid and 
lumps when defrosted. For freezing do's 
and don't's, including a table of maxi- 
mum recommended O'F freezer storage 
times, see the Ball Blue Book: The Guide 
to Home Canning and Freezing, now in 
its 30th edition. A copy is available for 
$2.50 ppd. from Ball Corporation, Box 
2005, Dept. Hg, Muncie, Ind. 47302. 
One postscript: Sour cream will keep 
about a month in the refrigerator—many 
times longer than heavy cream. ■ 
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You ^HOUt-D  CALL 

iw PARI 5 

(     -TO ^^efi^R I 

—-^/J 

BE GOOD TO THE FOLKS IN EUROPE FOR 
0NLY$6.750R LESS.(TIIArS NOTBADJ 

It's only $6.75 (plus tax) for a station-to-station call to most West European countries. 
That's for 3 minutes. Add $2.25 for every additional minute. 

Many countries have nighttime and Sunday rates that are less. 
Money aside, a letter can't make you (or your relatives) feel good the way talking 

together can. 
They don't live in Europe? Well, it's only $9.00 or less for three minutes to Japan, Israel, 

Australia, or Brazil. 

(^ Bell System 



Local Tom Sawyers 
compete to paint fences 
in Hannibal. Missour' 

Of 

ig places, 
finding things... 

CHARLES  HARBUTT, 
MAGNUM 

An English castle 
with an American story 
One ot ihc most romantic castles any- 
where was built a thousand years ago on 
an island in the center of a small lake sur- 
rounded by a lyric piece of English coun- 
tryside in what is now Kent. Today, Leeds 
Castle is open to the public for the first 
time in its history. From the time she 
bought it in 1926, restoring Leeds was the 
life work of the Hon. Olive, Lady Baillie, 
the daughter of Lord Queenborough and 
his American wife Pauline Whitney. When 
Lady Baillie died 4 years ago, the castle 
was left in trust to be used as a castle 
museum and as a center for internation- 
al conferences. Many Americans have 
followed Lady Baillie's interest in Leeds 
Castle and three are trustees of the foun- 

Leeds Castle was known as a "Ladies Castle" 
because the kings of England who owned it 
often made Leeds a present to their wives. 
MOMAN  8, PETTITT 

dation that runs it now: Mrs. 
Albert D. Lasker, William S. 
Paley, Mrs. Alice Fordyce. 
John Hay Whitney, Lady 
Baillie's cousin, is honorary 
president. But there's more of 
America linked with Leeds 
Castle. After 300 years of ^^^^B 

royal ownership, Henry VIII 
—its most famous and last royal owner, 
who enlarged it and stayed there often 
with a succession of wives—gave it to 
Anthony St. Leger. In the turbulent period 
that followed, owner succeeded owner un- 
til Leeds was bought by Lord Culpeper. 
He was the same man to whom Charles II 
gave over 5 million acres in what's now 
Virginia and Maryland. By marrying Cul- 
peper's granddaughter, the fifth Lord Fair- 
fax inherited Leeds plus all the land in the 
New World. The sixth Lord Fairfax even 
emigrated to America. There he befriend- 
ed young George Washington, who helped 
survey his enormous holdings. 

This year, you can visit Leeds Castle on 
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, and 
Sundays from 1 until 5, through October 
29. When you go, look for beautiful En- 
glish Gothic furniture, Gothic stairways 
carved in wood, Brussels and Flemish tap- 
estries. Henry VIlI's huge banqueting hall, 
plus many famous 19th- and 20th-century 
French paintings and Lady Baillie's collec- 
tion of exotic birds. Four hundred acres 
of   park   and   wood   surround   the   lake. 

Hannibal, the little 
town on the Missis- 
sippi where Tom 
Sawyer and Huck Finn 
got a start in Mark 
Twain's imagination, 
offers all sorts of 
fence-painting 
shenanigans this 
summer. On July 1st, 
bring your children 
for: a Huck Finn raft 
race, a Tom-Boy Saw- 
yer contest for girls. 
(There's a separate 
fence painting con- 
test; no girls allowed.) 
Later in the week, 
watch a wheat-thrash- 
ing contest, or a 
checkers game be- 
tween local champi- 
ons, plus a parade. 
On the 4th, enter a 
frog in the frog-jump- 
ing contest, dance to 
several dance bands 
until the sun goes 
down, watch the fire- 
works. Call (314) 
221-1101 for 
information. 

In northern Michi- 
gan, summer means 
a huge cherry crop. 
For a week beginning 

July 9, Traverse City 
(on Lake Michigan), 
holds a city-wide 
festival. Choose 
from cherry-pie 
eating and baking 
contests, cherry pan- 
cake breakfasts, a 
contest for the best 
new cherry dessert 
recipe (you have to 
bring a sample), 
canoe races, parades, 
band competitions, 
boat races for boats 
made from milk 
cartons. Many activi- 
ties for children as 
young as 3, over 75 
events for the whole 
family that cost 
nothing. Call 
(616) 947-4230 or 
write Cherry Festival 
Committee, Box 141, 
Traverse City, Mich. 
49684, to find out 
more. 

The house where 
Ernest Hemingway 
grew up is a blocker 
so away from Frank 
Lloyd Wright's house 
in Oak Park, III., a 
Chicago (Continued 
on page 74) 

Visitors are welcome to picnic and to have 
refreshments in the castle's tearoom. For 
further information, write the British 
Tourist Authority, 680 Fifth Avenue, New 
York, N.Y. 10020. N.R. 

Summer 
night 
smiling 
in Sweden 

By Henry Hewes 

In Sweden, as every 
filmgoer knows, sum- 
mer nights are for 
smiling. Smiling, for 
instance, at how late 
the light lingers in 
the northern sky in 
most of Sweden, or, 
in the northernmost 
part, at enjoying sun- 
shine at midnight. 
Con tinned   page   72 

Nightly performances of 
a famous passion opera 
are given on Gotland. 



style luith Somsonitc Cortiuheels" luggage. 
UJith Corttjuheels unique tilt 'n pull design, 
you con corry Q fully pocked suitcose with- 
out even breothing hord. 

find you hove your choice of Cortuheels 
styles: clossic Silhouette^ soft, contempo- 
rary Sonord" ond neoi, high-volue Concord?* 

Pick up Q Cortuuheels ^^^ cr-.*^.-rN«!».«'- 
ond get moving. ©SamSOnite 

SomsofiileV gol your bog. 



IT8WA1MHH3 
per person 
double occupancy 
single S12S. 

At the brightest new 
beach hotel under 
the golden sun! 

Wonderfully low rate includes: Deluxe air 
conditioned suite with ocean view terrace • 
Welcome cocktail • Fruit basket • Daily 
breakfast • Round trip transfers between hotel 
& airport • Waive of cover charge at La 
Nouvelle disc • Bellman & Chamber maid 
gratuities • Yacht Cruise, free cocktails^ 
Rates effective May 1 to December 15. 1978 

CALL YOUR TRAVEL AGENT 
or write for brochure HOTEL LA PALAPA 
PO Box 48858. Los Angeles CA 90048 

PROJECT 

Departmenc fl, UJ- 

Well find you an island 
big enough for t wa 
It will be called Saba, Abaco or Carriacou 
It will have hidden coves and pink sand 
beaches where you swim and 
laugh and love. 
At night, we will cover you with a 
Caribbean sky. Teeming with little 
bits of stars. Suddenly, the throb 
of steel drums. Limbo. Reggae. 
Or tender moments in quiet 
corners of majestic schooners. 
A Windjammer adventure. 
6 days and 6 nights. $295. 
For 'Great Adventure' 
booklet write or call 
toll free 1-800-327-2600. 

Slimmer night in Sweden 
continued from page 70 

You may also smile because you are 
able to book a table at Operakallaren, 
(across the street from the Grand Hotel, 
where you might stay, and overlooking 
thj harbor), one of the world's great res- 
taurants, whose regular clients are away 
on vacation. Operakallaren, as the name 
implies, began as a cellar imder Stock- 
holm's Royal Opera House in 1787 and 
soon became the discussion center for 
people who cared about art and litera- 
tiue. When the old opera house was re- 
placed in 1 892, the cellar surfaced and 
became the present handsome two-story 
rotunda, adjacent to the new Royal 
Opera House. Inside, its oak-paneled 
main dining room has a relaxed elegance 
and the food is impeccable. 

On an enormous center table is laid 
out an assortment of delicacies that give 
that too indiscriminately used word, 
smorgasbord, tresh meaning. The way to 
attack such a feast is section by section. 
First the cold sea food: Greenland 
shrimp, salmon fin, and so many difl'cr- 
ent herring dishes that you need a her- 
ring aid. Take a plate of this back to your 
table, and when you finish have a mouth- 
ful or two of beer or aquavit. Then go 
back, pick up a fresh plate, and .select 
from the eggs and salad section. Further 
forays may be made to the meat dish sec- 
tion, the hot section, and finally to pick 
up some fresh fruit salad and/or pastry. 
The most popular item is an anchovy 
dish called Jansson's Temptation. 

The smorgasbord luncheon is priced 
at $16 ($8 for children), but in Sweden 
where the basic cost of food is double 
what it is in the U.S., you might as well 
cat the very best. The regular menu is 
international and includes such exotic 
items as eel baked on hay and roast rein- 
deer. You can also ask for "husmans- 
kost" (home cooking) and they will 
bring you a delicious meat concoction 
that is a kind of super-hash (the entrees 
run from $5 to $12). Most of the same 
menu is served at the Bakfickan (The 
Hip Pocket), a small counter restaurant 
with a separate entrance from the street 
which caters to customers in a hurry. 

Another advantage of going to Sweden 
in the summertime is that June, July, 
August, and September are the only 
months during which there are perfor- 
mances—oh certain evenings—of 18th- 
century operas at Drottningholm. Locat- 
ed on the grounds of the old summer 
palace, this unique, intimate opera the- 
atre is virtually unchanged from 1756, 
when King Gustav III and his courtiers 
enjoyed gala evenings in it. The inge- 
nious original stage machinery, still op- 
erates and half the fun of going there 
now is watching the old-fashioned 
scenery change before your eyes. Aston- 
ishingly, the old system of eight painted 
"wing" units that slide in floor grooves 
at each side of the stage works so 
smoothly that the audience is unaware 

of the changing. At one moment we arc 
in a palace. The next we are in a forest. 
What we do notice is the famous chariot 
of the gods, an actor-carrying platform 
lowered from above whenever divine in- 
tercession is required to bring a long 
opera to a quick conclusion. It is also a 
treat on other nights to hear some of 
Sweden's best singers performing 18th- 
century French and Italian operas in an 
intimate style for an audience of 240 
people. And the charm is further en- 
hanced by the use of special tiny lights 
that move slightly to give the effect of 
flickering candlelight. Tickets to these 
performances are in demand and should 
be bought well in advance through a 
travel agent or at a special booth in NK, 
Stockholm's largest department store. 

The tiny theatre also houses a superb 
theatre museimi (the commedia deU'arle 
paintings and prints are incomparable), 
and during the day there are guided tours 
of the palace, the theatre, and the thea- 
tre museum. If you're lucky you may 
also catch part of a rehearsal of one of 
the four operas or ballets. Drottning- 
holm is only an hour from Stockholm, 
and the pleasantest way to go is by boat. 

Also only an hour from Stockholm, 
but this time by plane, is the island of 
Gotland, where from mid-July through 
mid-August the famous Swedish opera, 
Petrus de Dacia, is performed every oth- 
er night in the ruins of the 13th-century 
St. Nicholaus church. This magnificent 
Dominican structure makes an ideal set- 
ting for the story of Petrus, a Dominican 
friar who in 1286 was elected Prior of 
St. Nicholaus here. The libretto tells of 
Petrus's love for Christina, a miracle- 
working young nun he meets in Ger- 
many. Although he does his damnedest 
to keep his feelings above-belt, Petrus 
has middle-of-the-night moments of con- 
cern that his love may be subconsciously 
sinful, and therefore considers himself 
unworthy to be prior until the Virgin 
Mary appears in a vision to give him her 
O.K. This passion opera by Friedrich 
Mehler and Josef Lundahl has been per- 
formed every summer since 1929, and 
has featured a number of promising 
young singers who went on to distin- 
guished careers. 

Gotland with its sunny climate and 
medieval atmosphere is the favorite va- 
cationing place for Swedes. The town of 
Visby with its untouched encircling 13th- 
century wall, its open harbor, and its 
charming narrow lanes, recalls a mys- 
terious past that goes back to 5000 B.C. 
when the island was first inhabited. In 
the excellent Gotland Historical Muse- 
um are relics of the different civilizations 
this island has experienced. (It's located 
only 93 miles from Russia.) For in- 
stance, in the museum, there is a huge 
neck ornament that could only have been 
worn by a god or a giant. And in the 
countryside you can still find skeppssatt- 
ning, or stones laid out in the shape of a 
boat around a grave, which go back to 

Continued on page 74 
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New Plymouth Horizon. People are taking it every- 
where. On any kind of road, in any kind of weather, 
on every kind of trip. Front-wheel drive is one reason 
why. It gives Horizon great stability and it gives you a 
great feeling of confidence. 

And people are taking it because Horizon can 
take a lot of people. Four big adults can ride in 

comfort. And there's plenty of room to take all the 
things that people need. 

Horizon gives you a lot of unexpected 
standard features, like front bucket seats,    Vlijmoutri 
AM radio, whitewall radial tires, rack and 
pinion steering and front disc brakes. 

And at $3881, it's easy to take. 
A PRODUCT OF 

CHRYSLER 
CORPORATION 

WHEN YOU WANT TO GO ANYWHERE IN COMFORT AND CONFIDENCE. 

REIAX. PIYMOUTH HORIZDN CAN HANDIE n: 
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Summer night in Sweden 
continued from page 72 

900 B.C. Later, about 1 100 A.D.. Got- 
land was Christianized by the Vikings 
from Norway. And it was not until 1645 
that Gotland came permanently under 
Swedish control. It has a well-organized 
tourist bureau which somehow manages 
to find accommodations for visitors, but 
if you can't get a private bath in July or 
August, you should be prepared to smile 
and bear it. 
HOW TO GET THERE 
SAS flies to Stockholm from N.Y., Se- 
attle, Chicago, Los Angeles, and Anchor- 
age. Airfares vary considerably, depend- 
ing on how far in advance you book, but 
Apex (45 days advance booking—stay 
at least 14 and not more than 45 days) 
is one of the lowest. Sample fares: round- 
trip Apex from N.Y., $525; from Seat- 
tle. $635. SAS also offers several tours 
to Scandinavia that include a visit to 
Stockholm (see the travel booklets at 
right). ■ 

Fun in the Midwest 
continued from page 70 

suburb. From July 22-30, Oak Park will 
be organizing tours and lectures on 
Wright's own house plus others he built 
nearby while he was developing his 
"prairie style." A panel of Hemingway's 
boyhood friends and teachers will discuss 
Hemingway's life in Oak Park, and 
afterward you can visit the house he 
lived in until he was 17, which is now 
open to the public for the first time. 
Tours are not available year-round, since 
most of the houses are private homes, so 
if you want to see Oak Park from the in- 
side, go the last week in July. Write 
the Oak Park Festival, 655 Lake Street, 
Oak Park, III. 60301 or call (312)524- 
2050 for reservations and schedule. ■ 

Hotel guides to send for 

Going some place and need the name of 
the best hotels in town? The directories 
put out by quality hotel associations are 
one answer to your need. These guides 
are usually best known to travel agents, 
and provide pictures of hotels that be- 
long to the as.sociation, give room prices, 
describe hotel dining, tell you if there's 
parking for your car, a swimming pool, 
telex, the total number of rooms in the 
hotel—all the details you need to make 
your own choice. Hotel Representatives 
Inc., is one of these associations that has 
hotels like the Ritz in Paris, the Grande 
Bretagne in Athens, the New Stanley in 
Nairobi, the Mayfair House in New 
York. By calling (800) 223-6800—New 
York State and Canada residents call 
collect (212) 838-3110—you can book 
a room at any of the HRl Hotels in any 
country where they exist. 

A smaller, though very famous, asso- 
ciation    of   small    country    hotels    is 
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France's Relais and Chateaux group. 
Until recently, two competing associa- 
tions, each made up of small hotels that 
prided themselves on personal service 
and an atmosphere like a beautifully run 
country house, the Relais de Campagne 
and the Chateaux Hotels joined in 1974 
and have put out a new guide that rates 
all their hotels by category (from mod- 

est to deluxe) to help you make up your 
mind. With this guide, it's almost im- 
possible to get stuck on a driving tour of 
France without an excellent hotel every 
single night. The Relais wants you to 
call or write directly to its hotels for 
reservations. Both hotel guides are avail- 
able by filling out the travel booklet 
coupon below. 

BOOKLETS 
TO HELP YOU PLAN A TRIP 

To plan better vacations, here are some 
booklets that give you information about 
where to go and how to get there. Just 
fill out the coupon below and return it. 
1. 52 Museums—all in Stockholm. 
Complete list—from the Tobacco Mu- 
seum to the Royal Palace—including 
•entrance fees and hours. 
2. Scandinavia: Travel Facts 1978 pro- 
vides information on Finland, Norway, 
Iceland, Sweden, and Denmark. Tips on 
climate, currency, customs, where to see 
the midnight sim. plus tours and cruises. 
3. Holidays in Norway: pictures from 
all over the coimtry, information on how 
to get there by rail, sea, and air, plus a 
complete map of Norway. 
4. Finnair's OfF-Season Europe is a 15- 
page booklet in color that describes six 
tours to Finland, USSR, eastern and 
northern Europe. Take a reindeer safari 
in Finland or visit seven European 
capitals. 
5. WonderFul Copenhagen $498. Six 
nights in Denmark's capital, including 
airfare, hotel, sightseeing tour, and more. 
6. SAS's Colorful Scandinavia has 16 
tours, including a day visit from Stock- 
holm to historic Visby, a village on the 
island of Gotland. 
7. HRI's 1978 Directory of the Leading 
Hotels of the World has listings of hotels 
in a range that includes Topnotch in 
Stowe. Vermont and the Mandarin in 
Hong Kong. All you need to know for 
over 100 deluxe hotels in 23 countries. 
8. Relais et Chateaux 1978 is a trilin- 
gual guide of French country hotels plus 
others in Europe, Great Britain, Jamaica, 
Haiti, and the U.S. There are color pic- 
tures of each hotel and its setting. In- 
cluded: names of proprietors, addresses, 
phone numbers, room prices, services. 

9. The U.S.A. Railpass is good for 14, 
21, or 30 days and entitles you to travel 
on all Amtrak routes and Southern Rail- 
ways with as many stopovers as you like. 
10. Amtrak services every major city in 
the country, and offers family rates and 
special tours. For complete timetables, 
sample fares, information on baggage, 
and more, consult its National Time- 
table. 
11. Live royally on a specially planned 
vacation in an Irish castle; or relax in an 
Irish cottage. Aer Lingus's Ireland and 
Great Britain: Vacations 1978 tells more. 
12. There are a number of reasons why 
people are Retiring to Ireland. Learn 
more about taxation, buying property, 
health services, and useful addresses. 
13. American Express 1978 Europe 
Tour Digest has 84 toius this year. Spend 
$449 for 9 days on your own in Spain 
or visit 7 countries in 22 days with a 
guide. 
14. Information: Vienna provides all 
that's needed to get to know this city: 
facts on historic buildings, theatres, mu- 
seums, churches, parks, and fountains, 
and an introduction to the history of 
Vienna. Also: sightseeing tours. 
15. Buy a Eurailpass for $270 and get 
one month of limitless first-class train 
travel throughout Europe. If you're un- 
der 26 you can get a Eurail Youthpass . 
for $250, which allows two months of 
second-class travel. Further details, plus 
a map of railways in Europe, are includ- 
ed in Eurailpass Eurail Youthpass. 
16. For 23 days, experience the "Sights 
and Sounds of South Africa and Kenya." 
Stay in Durban. Cape Town. Zululand, 
and more. Thirteen other tours of south- 
ern Africa given in South African Air- 
ways's Africa 1978: Tour Sales Guide. 

Circle the number of each booklet you want. Add 50(* for postage and 
handling. Do not send stamps. Allow up to 4 weeks for delivery. Mail to: 
HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. 7A, Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New 
York, N.Y. 10017. 
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IT COULD TAKE 
ONE WHOLE WEEK 

OF SUNNY AFTERNOONS 
TO GIVE YOU AS MUCH TAN 

AS YOU CAN GET 
IN JUST ONE 

SUNNY AFTERNOON 
WITH 

QT SUNTAN LOTION. 

QT is the suntan lotion with extra tanning power. It tans with the sun. And it tans on its own. 
So you can tan much faster than you usually do, without burning. 

Even lets you tan indoors. Get the rich, dark tan you've always wanted. In just one sunny afternoon 

QT by Coppertone*, Like a whole week of sunshine. Only faster. 



The Many Moods of Royal Family 

Mood. It's a whim of the 
moment or a strong conviction. 
Pt^^f IHijf<iAlL^t»T* #»ruKi!4<llv»l% J.L4V^I 

love of beauty. Royal Family 
I ri Km I ■ 11 Wi AVJ I' \!^m* ■ « C« \A 
and bath ensembles that run 
the gamut from geometries to 
gentle flowers, from tradi- 
tional to contemporary 
patterns. 

Mood. It's a certain feel- 
ing for luxury, for quality. 
Royal Family has it with soft 
plush towels in a virtual rain- 
bow of colors. Royal Family 
also offers extra luxury in 
exclusive new Comfortcale™ 
the very cotton sheet, avail- 
able in selected patterns. 

Mood. It's designers 
like an Oscar de la Renta, 
constantly seeking the new 
and different for Cannon, 
anticipating fashion trends so 
you always have the last word 
in bed and bath decor. 

Mood. Elusive, profu- 
sive—a very personal matter. 
And the beauty of it all is, no 
matter what your mood. 
Royal Family has the mood to 
match it. 
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Health- 
power 
at home 
Being healthy means more than being well-fed, 
well-exercised, bright-eyed, fit. It's a state of 
mind—upbeat, enthusiastic, brimming with self- 
confidence. You can tell when people are at the 
peak of condition—they radiate well-being. 
And if you ask them why, you might get some 
surprising answers. Starting here, an issue full 
of surprising answers we 've found, plus ideas to 
give you, your family, and your house a whole 
new experience of the power of health. 

Take a deep breath 
Athletes have been practicing controlled breathing for years—it 
reduces the pulse rate, strengthens the heart, exercises 
respiratory muscles, even increases self-confidence. Begin by 
sitting cross-legged, shoulders relaxed. Inhale slowly through 
your nose, starting from your abdomen. Feel the diaphragm 
contract as your lungs begin to fill; let your chest expand, ribs 
rise. Exhale slowly through your mouth, doing everything in 
reverse order. Practice for a few minutes every day, exag- 
gerating the motions until the ins and outs of proper breathing 
are second nature. 

Discover the energy tub 
Take a look at the bath that's a pool, the pool that's a bath. It's 
the new hot tub, soak tub, or swirl pool—the small-space, small 
budget, energy-saving answer to a pool, indoors or out. You 
might have yours in a bedroom-exercise room like the one on 
page 85, so you can rev up with tub exercises in the morning, 
and at night, just sink in and relax. 

Decorating 
for health 
It's no secret that a room 
you like to look at makes 
you feel lively, feel good. 
So why not fill your rooms 
with sure-fire energizers for 
you? It might be color— 
delicious reds and pinks, or 
refreshing blue and white. 
It might be plants —a 
cascade of greenery at the 
window, or a group of 
miniature roses under a 
lamp. Or combine color 
and flowers in wonderful 
fabrics, as Mme. Porthault 
does in her own house in 
France (page 100), because, 
as she says, surrounding 
yourself with beautiful 
things can't help but make 
you feel beautiful. 

I'll 
dessert 
Next time dessert's on you, 
arrive with a portable 
frozen dessert maker like 
Waring's Ice Cream Par- 
lor, plus all the fixings for 
a healthful sugar-free fruit 
ice. At home, puree 3 pints 
of fresh strawberries (the 
riper the better) with a cup 
of orange juice and 4 
tablespoons of honey, and 
pack in the dessert maker. 
After dinner, surround 
with ice cubes and table 
salt according to machine 
directions, and watch as a 
half-gallon of dessert ap- 
pears beneath the see- 
through plastic top. 
Recipe, Fran Sherwood, 
Waring's "Super Chef." 

High 
vitali-tea 
Brew up some rose hip tea, 
add an equal part of 
natural unsweetened apple 
juice and a dash of cin- 
namon for a 58-calorie 
pepper-upper, hot or iced. 
More teas from Deborah 
Mazzanti, page 26. 

Kite-flying 
inHzO 
Water gives you resistance, 
so your leg muscles get a 
good workout. Water- 
kiting is also good for stret- 
ching, firming, improving 
flexibility. Exercises from 
The Golden Door, page 26. 

Does your 
exercise woric? 
We all have different metabolic rates, 
stress and endurance limits, oxygen in- 
takes, fat distributions, hormone 
levels. An exercise physiologist (your 
physician can recommend one) tests 
all yours, then designs an exercise pro- 
gram exclusively for you, so you can 
be sure the exercise you do will do 
some good. 

Stride right 
Olympic gold-metal marathon man 
Frank Shorter tells us the key to good 
exercise is moderation. "I'm prudent 
and I'm strict about the amount of ef- 
fort I put into a project, because I 
want to get the maximum return for it. 
I try to be constantly observant, con- 
stantly in touch with my body and my 
thoughts, and constantly attentive to 
what I want to accomplish." 

Cooicing in 
heaithware 
Unglazed clay cookware keeps in 
nutrients and natural flavor, and 
eliminates the need for added fats. Try 
roasting a chicken in a clay Tandoor 
cooker (Amnion makes one) with a 
tight-fitting lid to which is attached a 
skewer and platform that keeps the 
bird out of its renderings, hence lower 
in calories. 
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Health 
power 
at home 

JL"^ It's 0 new 
maxi-tub or 
mini-pool that 
can invigorate 
or relax you. 
It's a terrific way 
to exercise, and 
a friendly, fun 
place to be. It's 
a hot tub, soak 
tub, or swirl 
pool—and it's 

^ giving us a new 
way of water, 
a new way of 
health at home 

Tub for two: Actress Sissy Spaced 
{Carrie, Three Women) and her 
art-director husband Jack Fisk 
warm up in their redwood tub on 
the deck before supper outdoor: 
Below, the Fisks and Heidi, who 
thinks the water's just fine 

issy Spacek: "You charge up in V 
warm morning tub, relax at night in a hot whirling one, 

and step into the eoql air totally refreshed" ™ 
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On a hillside: David and Christine Hamm and Mark Fernquest 
like to sprint from the Hamms' 110" Pacific Hotbath tub into 
cold shower in the latticed pavilion. For in-tub refreshment, 
there's a built-in push-button cold water spray jet. Afterwards, 
everyone sits on the hexagonal step-ledge to dry off in the sun. 

In a greenhouse: Painter photographer Nancy Ellison floats in 
her free-form slate-rimmed cement hot pool, set at 102". Maj 
Hagman designed the pool with custom sitting niches for Nancy 
and her husband, producer Jerry Hellman (Coming Home), who 
like to soak and chat in the evening by candlelight. 

ELYSE 

he energy tub — revitalizes you after sports, gives you a fresh 
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At work: Producer Tony Bill {The Sting and upcoming The 
Ransom of Red Chief) takes a break in his private hot tub at his 
office. Designer Casey Szukalski installed specially aimed 
Jjcuzzi jets in the tiled tub and put it in a setting of cedar planks 
and exposed brick Vv^ails. Shower and sauna are a step away. 

By the pool: Cheryl Ladd, one of "Charlie's Angels," tops off a 
nightly cold plunge in the swimming pool with 15 minutes in her 
brick and tile hot pool. Water temperature is kept at 115° 
(hottest of all the tubs on these pages) for total relaxation. 
"The colder it is outside, the better I like it," she says. KAREN RADKAI 

lerspective after work, a quick pick-me-up anytime at all 



HEALTHPOWER AT HOME 

Why energy tubs are 
the new wave of 
health across America 
By Coroline Seebohm 

Suddenly everyone is discovering the energy 
tub—a form of bathing that takes bathtubs 
and swimming pools into the 21st century. 

Until now, we've washed ourselves in the 
bathtub and swum in the swimming pool. 
And yet the best part has gone largely un- 
recognized—the wonderful feeling produced 
simply hy soaking in refreshing, relaxing, in- 
vigorating water. 

Doctors have always known about the 
health aspects of water. Millions of water 
treatments are administered yearly. The three 
elements that make water such a boon to the 
human body are heat—which increases blood 
tlow and also has analgesic and sedative 
elTects; buoyancy—which makes it easy for 
people to exercise in water because of the 
static lift force created by the displaced vol- 
ume of water: and massage—moving water 
to manipulate muscles and joints. Hospitals 
and spas have practiced these forms of ther- 
apy for years. And you can apply them at 
home in an energy tub that takes up a small 
space, is easy to install, and economical to 
run. — 

Redwood tubs, fi- 
berglass tubs, tile 
tubs, Jacuzzi whirl- 
pool tubs, tubs on the 
lawn, on the deck, in 
the basement, on the 
roof, in the living 
room—people are 
finding all sorts of 
ways to bring the wa- 
ter home. Actor Sam 
Chew Jr., for in- 
stance, has a blue tile 
pool set into his 
wooden deck: Filmex 
film festival presi- 
dent Wendy Gold- 
berg (Continued on 
page 140) 

On the deck: When 
Filmex president 
Wendy Goldberg 
exercises in her 
outdoor mini-pool, 
the only thing be- 
tween her and the 
beach are tall glass 
shields that break 
the wind. The 5-by- 
10-foot tiled pool 
is built into a deck 
outside the living 
room. Wendyand her 
husband, producer 
Leonard Goldberg, 
keep the water at 
70°, turn it up to 
105° at soak time. 

KAREN  RADKAI 



he energy tub—makes exercise more fun, 
more efficient, and water in motion 

gives you an invigorating massage 
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On a terrace: Eleven-year-old Bizzy Griffiths catches her breath 
after dunking for pennies in the 102° family hot tub. Her 
parents, Ann and John, like to soak with friends—there's room 
for eight—after a game of paddle tennis on the backyard court, 
and her sister Susan unwinds in the 9-foot tub after work. 

■i^W0 

In a garden: Tiiin produi.er Bill Aldrich (Someone is Killing the 
Great Chefs of Europe will be out this fall) and his wife Susan 
enjoy "an incredible sleeping potion" every night—a 15-minute 
dip in their tile-rimmed tub, set in brick, edged with flowers. An 
air hose in the tub shoots sparkling bubbles through the water. 

ELYSE 
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ie deck: When actor Sam Chew, Jr. entertains, the center of 
:tion is his blue-tiled whirl pool with a view of Beverly Hills. 
3 great way to start conversations," says Chew, talking 
w'th Deanna Gushing. Water temperature is kept at a 
90°-95°. Chew stars this fall in NBC's Coasf to Coast. 

In a bedroom: Adrienne Horwich frolics with her daughter Cece 
in their charcoal-tiled tub after a workout in the adjoining 
exercise room. Before bed, Mrs. Horwich relaxes in the tub with 
her husband, Elliott, and they often entertain guests in the 100° 
water. Lhasa apso Willy Woo prefers dryland. Shopping, page 143 KAPEM   PADKAI 



Energy. 
aynamics 
Exciting breaicthroughs 
in science are 
bringing us closer 

I to the source of our 
own mind-power 

By Beverly Russell 
All living forms are complex aggregates of 
energy systems, receiving, interacting, and 
transmitting energy. In human terms, you 
know how you feel someone else's vibration, 
positive or negative, up or down. Psychologists 
have noted that when they listen to a patient's 
problem, often the person walks away whis- 
tling and it takes a strong doctor to resist the 
negative energy left around in the office after- 
wards. Scientists are currently trying to under- 
stand more about the invisible, multifrequency 
channels of energy that surround our physical 
bodies. They believe that clues will come when 
we can better experience the intuitive mode 
of thinking. It's no secret that our brains 
are divided into two halves, each with a dif- 
ferent function. The left side is predominantly 
involved with analytic, linear thinking. The 
right side is involved in more holistic, spiritual 
thinking. Physicist Robert Oppenheimer 
describes the two ways of thinking as "the way 
of time and history and the way of eternity and 
timelessness!' In certain situations, we employ 
both modes of thinking to get the result we 
want. To give a simple example, \\\t design o^Si 
house is a function of right side creativity. The 
construction and building requires left side 
logic. Psychologist Robert Ornstein stresses 
that in our Western society emphasis is placed 
on analytical thinking. We insist on working 
everything out logically to such an extent that 
many basic questions in life have been ignored. 
How do yogis stop their heartbeats, for ex- 
ample? What's at the bottom of ESP? What 
triggers our senses? 

To try to answer some of these questions, 
scientists have developed a method of radiation 
photography (Kirlian photography named 
after its Russian inventors), which has been 
able to pick up invisible vibrations around peo- 
ple and plants. The camera has even recorded 
different colored "auras" according to mood 
and emotion.  Not  only that,  but energy 

frequency varies according to mood. Fear, 
anxiety, anger, or rage are identified as low- 
frequency energies. Wisdom, good will, opti- 
mism, creativity, and love are among high- 
frequency energies. In all, there are thought to 
be 49 frequency bands of energy. And the 
higher frequency you surround yourself with 
the better you will feel. (This is why, for exam- 
ple, doctors now believe in getting patients out 
of bed as soon as possible. Contact with events 
and people helps them shake off low-frequency 
energy and move into higher-frequency orbits.) 

In Maps of Consciousness (Macmillan), psy- 
chologist Ralph Metzner introduced the idea 
that what psychiatry calls a "complex" is an 
undigested emotional experience that clogs up 
the energy frequency bands, creating a barrier 
to higher levels of energy. In psychiatry, efforts 
are made to remove these blocks through talk- 
ing. Another method of dispersing negative 
energy is visualization. A doctor asks you to 
"see" yourself in the desired situation and pro- 
duce more and more pictures of how you 
would like to be. According to biologist Rene 
Duhos: "Believe and it will come about." By 

Continued on page 164 

Rest means recharge—here in an airy roomful of 
plants and flower-scattered sheets. Bedroom 
designed by Philip Haight. "Vanessa" sheets by 
Geoffrey Beene for Fieldcrest. Shopping, page 143. 
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Brain 
food 

Amazing discoveries 
about brain nutrition 
from researchers 
who have found iinics 
between what you eat 
and how you think 

By Dr. Mory Cothenne Tyson 
Everything you eat affects your brain 
and its capacity to think, feel, remem- 
ber, and help you function properly in 
daily activity. In biological terms, the 
brain presents one of the highest levels 
of organismic organizations. It contains 
100 billion cells. Each nerve cell receives 
an a\erage of 100,000 connections from 
other brain cells. An astronomical num- 
ber of elements keep it operating in a 
way that guarantees our sense of iden- 
tity, awareness of life, and recognition of 
the world. This remarkable mechanism 
is fed and nourished by three substances 
—glucose, vitamins, and proteins. 
GLUCOSE FOR BRAIN FUEL: Regu 
lar balanced meals are particularly 
necessary to keep an even supply of glu- 
cose flowing to the brain, as this is its 
chief fuel. The normal digestive process 
converts all carbohydrates (sugars and 
starches), and 35 percent of all protein 
food into glucose. When meals are 
skipped, blood sugar goes down and 
there is a direct reaction in the brain. 
Feelings of uneasiness, with weakness 
and mild nausea are commonly experi- 
enced. Such symptoms are quickly re- 
versed by drinking fruit juice, because its 
glucose content is absorbed most readily 
into the bloodstream. In severe cases, 
when the brain doesn't get enough glu- 
cose, anxiety and even blackouts occur. 
(This happens with very acute hypogly- 
cemia when the individual has a low 
blood sugar condition aggravated by 
sugar. Then the pancreas over-produces 
insulin, pulling the blood sugar down.) 
VITAMINS ARE VITAL: Aside from 
glucose, the brain relies on vitamins for 
healthy growth and development. The 
word  vitamin  was coined  in   1912 by 

C asimir lunk, a Polish biochemist who 
did important research work in France, 
England, and America through the 
1920s. In that period, many vitamins 
were isolated and their properties under- 
stood. A vitamin by medical definition is 
anything that is necessary for the growth 
and function of the body. Many have 
been found essential to the brain. Vita- 
min A, for example, is vital in child- 
hood. It helps the bone growth of the 
skull and allows the developing brain to 
expand. X'itamin C is needed throughout 
life. It assists in the metabolism of all 
cells including the brain. The B complex 
Mtamins nourish brain tissue. They 
include thiamine (BI), riboflavin (B2), 
niacin or nicotinic acid (B3), pantothe- 
nic acid, biotin, folic acid, pyridoxine 
(B6) and vitamin B12. The so-called 
vitamin B15—currently under investiga- 
tion by the F.D.A.—docs not belong in 
the B-complex list because it is not a sub- 
stance necessary for the growth and 
development of the body. This medica- 
tion produced from an apricot pit is 
made by the same company that manu- 
factures Laetrile. (Laetrile was originally 
called Vitamin B17 until the F.D.A. 
imposed a ban on this description.) 

Of course, we all know that serious 
conditions occur from severe lack of vi- 
tamins, but what is generally not as com- 
monk understood is that the first sign of 
deficiency may be fatigue and listless- 

Contitilled on page 142 

Healthful, delicious soup that's easy to 
make and beautiful to see: clear, 
subtle broth (made with dried bonita 
flakes and seaweed) garnished simply 
with a strip of scallion, a mushroom 
slice, a radish flower, and tiny enok 
mushrooms. This and other recipes 
from Chieko Kobashi, page 123. 

.he art of healthy eating- 
food for thought, beauty, and pleasure 
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The pleasure of being 

strong 
Doctors and athletes ^^^ Doctors and athletes 
tell how you can 
expand your physical 
limits and be 
truly strong from 
the inside out 

By Podo Rice Jockson 
Take it from the pros. The pleasure 
of feeling strong is one of the great 
experiences of life. Body-building 
champion Arnold Schwarzenegger, 
riglir, has his own special way of ex- 
pressing it. "There is no limit to what 
the human body can achieve. I've de- 
cided that it's all very much a matter 
of 'want power,' " he says. "Mine's 
built in. I've never accepted any 
boundaries or limitations—don't be- 
lieve in them." It seems that science 
is bearing out his assertion. "What 
we're finding out right now and every- 
day," says Dr. Fritz Hagerman, a 
member of the United States Olympic 
Committee's Sports research staff 
and Professor of Zoology and Micro- 
biology at the Ohio University 
Medical School, "is that there's no 
such thing as 'ultimate' when it con- 
cerns the human body. Records are 
being set on the track and in pools in 
winning times that were considered 
impossible even ten years ago. Rec- 
ords are being broken so often that 
we can even plot the pattern of bro- 
ken records themselves." 

Three important factors contribute 
to our knowledge of the body's ca- 
pabilities: physiology—the body's 
chemistry; biomechanics—the 
body's engineering; nutrition—the 
body's fuel. Mr. Schwarzenegger 
would suggest a fourth—the power of 
mind: "Physical follows mental. To 
win, to achieve, to change, you must 
expand the mental scope of your vi- 
sion. The body will follow through. 
It happens every time 1 close my eyes 
before I lift a heavy weight. I imagine 
it. I do it." 

Runners and joggers speak of the 
presence   of   mind   they   experience 
during their daily runs. Dr. George 

90 Shechan,   a  cardiologist   from   New 

Jersey and one of the great spokes- 
men for the runner's life (his book 
Riinnin<,> and Bcinf> was published 
this spring by Simon and Schuster) 
says, "It's all a matter of raising your 
goals. Building endurance is a process 
of subjecting the body to stress, then 
allowing for a period of recovery, 
stressing it again, and allowing it to 
recover. This is the way to learn what 
your body's capacity is and its poten- 
tial for expansion." 

Part of the pleasure of feeling 
strong is a result of the chemical 
changes produced by exercise. "One 
such change." says Dr. Irving Dardik, 
Chairman of The United States Olym- 
pic Committee's Sports Medicine De- 
partment, "is the effect of exercise on 
the body's production of insulin, since 
insulin is a crucial factor in the body's 
metabolizing of blood sugar. We 
think exercise decreases production 
of insulin, which means steadier blood 
sugar levels for longer-lasting energy, 
and possibly decreased appetite." 

Another aspect of exercise has to 
do with lowering cholesterol levels. 
Gary Newpert, an exercise physiolo- 
gist at New York's Cardiometrics In- 
stitute, a professional stress-testing 
center where many cardiac patients 
are sent to rebuild their stamina, says 
that tests monitoring blood samples 
have shown lowered triglycerides 
(fatty-acid esters), and increased 
high-density lipoproteins (proteins 
which contain quickly burning fats), 
for patients who have started regular 
exercise programs. He points out that 
overweight can in many cases be 
eliminated by concentrating on cal- 
oric combustion, a polite way of say- 
ing that if you do more you can some- 
times get away with eating more. 

Dr. Dardik points out the impor- 
tant distinction between "looking 
strong and being strong." Taking care 
of your cardio-vascular system, he 
feels, is the internal way of being 

Continued on page 142 

Arnold Schwarzenegger, Mr. Universe 
seven times and star of Pumping Iron, 
on the boardwalk after lunch at Robert's, 
the restaurant in Venice, California, 
where skaters and sunlovers gather for 
fresh, healthful food. 

KAREN   RADIf/^ 
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^ mold Schwarzenegger: "Your body is a perfect 
machine. It tells you when you've had enough exercise, 

enough food, enough sleep. If you're sensitive 
to its signals, you'll stay healthy" 
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flowers 
Exuberant color, 
fresh fragrance 

in a garden 
atmosphere that 

makes you 
feel alive 
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"I thrive on flowers," says Brooke 
Pattengill, who not only lives with 
them, but paints them, too (she's 
already had five one-woman shows 
at The Staircase in Beverly Hills). 
"They are my greatest inspiration 
and my only addiction—just hav- 
ing them around makes me feel 
wonderful and full of energy." In 
fact, the main reason she bought 
this Beverly Hills house last year 
was because of its flower garden. 
'T wasn't even thinking of moving, 
but when I saw this garden, it was 
love at first sight—and who can 
resist that?" In the living room, a 
wall of sliding glass doors opens 
right onto the garden, "so I can 
partake of it even when I'm in- 
doors." Ms. Pattengill grows most 
of her own flowers, but adds to the 
harvest with wild flowers she gath- 
ers during her daily walks in the 
hills behind her house; and when- 
ever she visits the Los Angeles 
plant market, she brings home 
some special love—an orchid, or 
maybe a lily. She fixes her own 
arrangements and always uses 
them as models for her still liies. 
"The only way I can portray posi- 
tive energy is to feel it myself." 
And the way she revs up her own 
energy is by taking very good care 
of herself. She exercises every 
morning in her kitchen and eats 
plenty of fruits and vegetables, 
plus a handful of vitamins every 
morning. The routine works: Her 
patrons say they feel better just by 
looking at her work—high praise 
for any artist, but especially one 
who believes that a contented 
heart is the greatest beautifier. 
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oil know when you've arrived at Brooke Patteiv^iU's house, 

above: A double row oj cjieraria. cyclinien, tulips, pinsies, 
and alyssi^iu usher you right up to the old Dutch door. Instead 

of a welcome mat, a pot oj chrys'J.nlliemums husks under a knocker 
that's a sun. "I ike to mix flowers, mmy kinds and colors 

in a single pot." says Ms. Paltengill, opporite page, who 
almost always dreses in her favorite flower colors. She 

uses all sorts of pots for her a-rangements and 
even phn.s fiov;ers right in buskets, like the 

colorful Mexican ones, left. Flowers 
heco/ne garnislies for food, too; right. Here, 

a chrysantheiuiini for strawberry 
ice-cream roses. 

ELYSE  LEWIINI 
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c ooking is one of Ms. Pattengill's greatest 
pleasures. She creates most of her own 
recipes and always takes care to make them 
look as pretty as they taste delicious. 

"I think it's important for food to look appetizing," says 
the artist in her. For lunch, she fills artichokes, left, with 
dollops of lightly curried egg salad and turns celery into 
bamboo stalks. One dinner, above, begins with pear 
halves filled with creamed blue cheese studded with white 
grape jewels. For a tablecloth, one of a collection of old 

quilts here matched up with hot pink napkins—' 'my favorite coloi 
and a terrific energizer" (she always wears hot 

pink leotards to exercise, right and far right, 
at her kitchen-sink "barre"). 

94 
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^^^ jter she jinislies her iiioiniiig exercises in the kitchen, 
m    m Ms. PattengiU goes to her garden, above, where she paints until 
K/My iniclajternoon. "I have my most creative moments out here early in 

the morning," she says. The garden is also a place to enjoy 
with friends, especially in the late afternoon "when the sun is soft, hut 

clear and bright." She found the pink canvas for all the cushions in a 
marine store. The pink paper parasol is a recent acquisition bought for $3 

at a house sale down the road. Indoors, her bedroom, 
right, is her personal domain. Here, she practices the 
guitar, a new hobby, and surrounds herself with 
treasures: her grandfather's bentwood chair, a shawl 
she bought on a special trip to Mexico, another quilt from 
her collection, and lots of pillows, including five cats—one 
the patchwork cat she needlepointed herself. 
Ms. PattengiU, left, with her paintings. 
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Living your convictions takes more 
than courage; it takes discipline, too, 
especially if they have to do with ab- 
stractions like wanting a house that's 
elemental but evocative—"a house 
with Zen." Simone Swan, a woman who 
believes strongly in energy conserva- 
tion, has what her convictions demand, 
and her house on Long Island is tangi- 
ble proof. "For me, feeUng good means 
coming to terms with my environment, 
my body, and my emotions.'" How to 
do that? "You have to perceive exactly 
what you want, what's really right for 
you. But that's not as easy as it sounds, 
as I learned with this house." It took 
three designers and four different plans 
before she and architect Charles Moore 
arrived at what she wanted—a house 
with a feeling of spaciousness, a great 
big country kitchen, and a bedroom 
that opens to the east, so she could rise 
with the sun. Friends have labeled it 
variously "International Farmhouse," 
"Kansas Gothic," "Japanese Tudor," 
and "Venus Mantrap." "And it has the 
kind of peasant qualities—all the white 
walls and old beams—that everyone 
identifies with. It's universal in time 
and space." But, most important, the 
house is perfectly suited to Ms. Swan. 
It's energy efficient, letting her shrink 
it in winter to V3 its size, and plans are 
now underway to install a solar heating 
system and a hot-water storage tank. 
"I don't believe I'm solving the world's 
energy problems—I just derive a per- 
sonal satisfaction from conserving en- 
ergy." And she gets the same pleasure 
from regulating her own energy. She's 
a devout vegetarian, who eats beans 
and soya for protein, and lots of fresh 
vegetables she grows herself. It's disci- 
pline, though, that keeps her fit: "I 
only feel good after I jog." But, she 
loves yoga for relaxation, and in sum- 
mer her greatest joy is swimming— 
which she does three times a day in the 
sound that washes up to the beach be- 
low her house. 

BEADLE 
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-*      eating her 2H-joot-high living room, above, /.$■ "too costly and too great a waste of 
#       energy," says Ms. Swan, opposite page, right—50 she completely closes it off during 
m/^ >/^e cold-weather months. What she does, a plan contrived by project architect 
W m  Mark Simon, is dismantle the stacks of foam rubber blocks that make the sofa, right, 
§    l^ (here, it's covered with handwoven African Kente cloths that also float between 

ceiling beams); then she stuffs the foam into the openings on eillicr side cj the fire- 
place. One leads into the kitchen, the other up to the master bedroom and 

work area (you can still get upstairs via the kitchen stairs). The work 
area, far right, which overlooks the living room, can be .sealed off by closing 

its door to the master bedroom—it's the door off a barn Ms. Swan bough 1 
for beams and exterior walls. Above Ms. Swan, one of three skylights— 

there's another over the living room stairwell and one in her bed-bathroom. 
Guest rooms are separated from the main house—you can see them 

on the left of the main house, opposite page, top left. 
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w \hen the living room i.s sealed oil, the living-cliiuni;-kitchi'n 
area, above and below, right, becomes the true liectrt ol the 
house—hut, in spirit at least, it remains so all year long. 
Partly because it's such a jrienclly room, with handmade Greek 

iH)ttery and hand-blown Egyptian glasses in lull view on open shelves 
I  I like to use handmade things whenever they're available," says Ms. Swan). 
And partly because, no matter what the time oj year, everyone does a lot 

of cooking and eating here, and "we all wash the dishes 
together," she says. "The house might look austere from the ^ 

outside, [left], hut inside it's a very warm fun place to he, a |P 
house for people." Behuul the banquette, covered in horse 

blankets woven by New Mexican Indians, is a mound oj 
comfortable floor cushions and another fireplace. 



~m^\ y^ s. Swan's bedroom, above, is a private apartineni. It and her work 
^^^g (ifcii take up the whole second floor, and since it's in the hack of 
m    m    t      ilie Itoiise, it's always quiet. Furniture is spare and what 
K    K    m/ color there is nearly disappears into the woodwork.' 7 lo ve 
peaceful rooms where you—not objects—provide your own stinnilus," 
A ^  says Ms. Swan. The platform 

bed has built-in storage underneath. More 
storage is in closets, left and far left, 

with African cotton prints for doors. The 
skylight has mirrored reveals to reflect 
the view and the window below it has a 

roll-up shade for privacy. The folding chair 
on the kilini rug washed up on the 

beach one day. And that's Ms. Swan, right. 
kicking up her heels. 
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Feeling beautiful, like feeling happy, 
is a state of mind that can change 
as fast as the things around you. 
"But if you surround yourself with 
beautiful things, you can feel beau- 
tiful all the time," says Madeleine 
F\>rthault, who, for more than 50 
years, has created luxurious bed- 
clothes and table linens that cannot 
help but make her clients feel beau- 
tiful (and let anyone who doubts 
the pleasure of awakening in a Port- 
hault bed just try it once). It all 
started in 1926 when Daniel Port 
hault began making exquisiteh 
hand-embroidered white sheets. 
Then he married and his wife con- 
\inced him to branch into color— 
and, later, by request of Wallis 
.Simpson for Edward VIII of En- 
gland, into patterns. (His Majesty's 
were printed on pure silk.) Through 
the years, the Porthault standard of 
excellence has never wavered, 
thanks to Mme. Porthault's firm 
guiding hand, rewarded this spring 
with the French Government's Prix 
d'Excellence. Today, the Porthault 
line, which includes bath towels and 
robes, hand-painted baskets, chil- 
dren's clothes, even china and crys- 
tal, is still handmade. The sheets are 
available in 650 styles in 4 different 
color combinations (that's right, 
2,600 designs) in linen, cotton, or 
an easy-care mix of cotton and poly- 
ester. Mme. Porthault credits her 
success—professional and personal 
—to "discipline"; one might add 
"an obvious zest for life." At 75, she 
is healthy and fit. Three times a 
week she does calisthenics; twice 
she walks 3 miles. On weekends she 
relaxes with her children and grand- 
children at their country house. 
There, relaxation means a 6-mile 
hike and a swim, usually alone, "be- 
cause the pool is too cold for my 
family." 

DAVID MASSEY 
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indoor 

M/g/g t^iC- Porthauli, opposite page right, watches 
mf  mf  m    ^^f diet very carefully, eating only two meals 

m    m    l^   a day, lots of fresh fruits and vegetables and, when 
hunting days are bountiful, fresh quail or pheasant. All her 

wear Porthault linens, which change with every meal. For a formal 
luncheon, above, garlands of Beauvais-embroidered lemons circle 

the table and look almost as real as the 
fresh lemons and lemon leaves scattered 
in porcelain vases and eggcups. Sometimes 
Mme. Porthault gets a little help from her grandchildren, 
Diane and younger sister Edwige, left and opposite page 
top, who wear Porthault sundresses of the 
same cotton print as the place mats. 
Summer breakfasts are in the rose garden, right, 
on a bed of clover on table and china. 
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J 'iroughoiit his life. Monsieur Port haul t collected antique French 
m   .irmoires—ancl his wife put each one to imaginative use. 

m    All the doors in their country house are covered, front and hack, 
1/  with arnioire doors, and every room has at least one working armoire. 

Mine. Forthault turned the 1833 armoire (it belonged to her grandmother) 
in her own bedroom, above, into a linen closet and lined it with the same 
blue carnation pattern used lavishly in the rest of the room (Mme. Porthault 

confesses that this is one of her favorite prints). For her bathroom, 
left, she chose a pink wash of flowers and used it in the Porthault tradition 

she made famous: Everything matches—down to the hangers 
and tissue box. The painting of flowers was done by a friend. 



■I *" 

mmc. Porthaiilt's bedroom, above, hasn't changed 
in 20 years—it hasn't had to: The blue carnations 
look as fresh as if she picked them this morning. Quilted, 
they're used to cover the Louis XV-style headboard, the box 

spring, and the valance that continues around the room like a cornice molding. 
They also slipcover the armless chair and curtain the window (under- 
 curtains are white linen, ruffled and trimmed with blue 

ncrcale). For the bed and breakfast tray, Mme. Porthault 
uses different patterns—.w similar in color and feeling 
\<)u hardly notice the change. The matching china on the 
breakfast tray was introduced 5 years ago and is also 
ivailable in the clover pattern, left, and the blue spray 

pattern, right. You can find beauties by Porthault in 
New York, San Francisco, Beverly Hills, Dallas, and 
Chicago. Shopping information, page 143. 

\ 
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They are young, they are brilliant, 
I hey are healthy, and out of 8,079 
applicants, they are the first six 
women to be chosen by the National 
Aeronautics and Space Adminis- 
tration as astronauts. Dr. Robert A. 
Frosch, NASA administrator, in an- 
nouncing the 35 chosen candidates, 
said, "We have selected an out- 
standing group of women and men, 
who represent the most competent, 
talented, and experienced people 
available to us today." 

All the women will be Mission 
Specialists (as opposed to Pilots). 
Their job involves working on the 

first space shuttles, or, in NASA's 
more grandiloquent language. 
Space Transportation System. The 
shuttles, due to start operating in 
1979, will be carrying "payloads" 
of scientific equipment for experi- 
ments in space. They will place satel- 
lites in space, to help learn more 
about the weather, land masses, 
water resources, pollution, and, of 
course, communications. Anyone 
can apply for an experiment to be 
conducted by the astronauts on the 
shuttles, and many individuals, or- 
ganizations, commercial and indus- 
trieil corporations, and institutions 
have already done so. In fact, NASA 
reports that its first flights are 
almost completely booked. Writer- 
director Stephen Spielberg, for in- 
stance, who made Close Encounters 
of the Third Kind, has signed up for 
a flight, presumably to gather new 
ideas for another inspiring space- 
age film experience. (Mr. Spielberg 
is keeping mum, except to say the 
trip was a gift from Close Encoun- 
ters 'icoproducer, Michael Phillips.) 

Up to four crew members will ac- 
company the payloads on their trip 

into space, and this is where the ^ 
sion Specialists come in—they 
be responsible for the operalio; 
the payload systems, which mt 
understanding the type of ex) 
ment, the equipment, and 
research data involved. They 
also be expected to walk in spai 
necessary, either to fix equipmei 
conduct experiments. 

Some of the possible mission; 
which the women will be emplo 
include experiments to do with 
origin and future of matter, 
nature of the universe, the life c; 
of the sun and stars, and the evi 
tion of solar systems. Such exci' 
prospects demand the highest qi' 
fications. Dr. Carolyn L. Hunt' 
was one of the Mission Specif 
panelists assigned to pick the cai 
dates (the only woman on a pane 
eight). "We looked for the si 
qualifications in the women as 
men," she says. "They arcgoin 
have to compete together, so t 
were handled equally. What we v 
looking for was, first of all, a str 
academic background. But we 
looked for people who had ta 
that background and done so 
thing with it. We wanted pe( 
who had an interest in broader 
their horizons. For instance, on^ 
our candidates was a chemistry 
jor and then went to medical scb 
She had diversified. In other wo 
we wanted someone technic 
competent, with an advani 
degree, and yet could still learn k\ 
things." 

Astronaut 
Dr. Anna 
Fisher, 
specialist 
in emergency 
medicine, 
enjoys keep- 
ing in shape 
and taking flying 
lessons. Top: 
NASA's space shuttle 

PAMELA BARKENTIN 
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space 
By Caroline Seebohni 

America's first women astronauts- 
liow they were chosen, plus the health 
and fitness program that will help them 
feel at home in the stars 

There was no age limit for appli- 
cation (the women range from 26 to 
35), and no specific physical re- 
quirements, except good health. 
(NASA cunningly gave applicants 
no time to get into shape between 
the time they notified them that they 
had qualified for an interview and 
the date of the interview itself.) The 
candidates endured a rigorous phys- 
ical examination when they arrived 
at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space 
Center m Houston, Texas, for their 
interviews, including cardiovascu- 
lar stress tests, electrocardiograms, 
and electroencephalograms. "They 
looked at everything," one candi- 
date reports. Seven out of the 19 
women finalists failed the physical 
examination—most, according to 
Dr. Huntoon, because of visual 
inadequacy. 

One crucial question was, of 
course, how the women would han- 
dle working with men. And yet, this 
was hardly an issue. All the women 
had consistently worked with men 
throughout their academic careers. 
One of those chosen, a surgeon, 
even said that it was women she was 
unsure about working with, never 
having done so! "We live in a day 
and age where women have been 
competing with men throughout 
their careers," says Dr. Huntoon. 
"With such highly qualified women, 
it is inevitable." 

Once chosen, the women now un- 
dergo a 2-year training program at 
the Johnson Space Center, before 
making their first shuttle flight. 
During that time they will be ex- 
pected to eat a regular diet, and will 
also be given tests, such as allergy 
tests. "It would be unfortunate if it 
turned out an astronaut was allergic 
to a motion sickness pill that she 
took when up in space," Dr. Hun- 

Continued on page 168 

MARGARET R. SEDDON 

Margaret Seddon Is 30 years old and single. She holds a 
physiology degree from the University of California at 
Berkeley and an M.D. from the University of Tennessee 

College of Medicine. She was Resident Physician, Department of 
Surgery, at the City of Memphis Hospital before taking up her post as 
Mission Specialist. 

Qualifications. "I am a surgeon, with a special interest in 'sur- ^i 
gical nutrition'—feeding people by vein. This is a brand new field of 
medicine and I think this specialization made me interesting to 
the space program. Also anyone who has an M.D. has a wide scienti- 
fic background." 

Fitness. "I am not particularly athletic, but 1 play tennis and jog, and 
have a private pilot's license. I've never had any health problems." 

Comments. "I notice that the women chosen are all very successful in 
their field without being militant women's libbers or overly masculine. 
Wfe're ladylike—well-mannered if you like. My only worry is that we do 
not yet know the radiation risks, and as I do not have a family yet, that 
might be a problem. People say what we are going to do takes courage, 
but NASA protects us very well." 

SHANNON W. LUCID 

I Shannon Lucid is 35 years old. She holds degrees in ||f 
I chemistry and biochemistry from the University of Okia- ^ 

1 homa, and was a Postdoctoral Fellow at the Oklahoma gj 
Medical Research Foundation in Oklahoma before taking up her post as# 
Mission Specialist. She is married to Michael F Lucid, also a chemist, * 
and they have three children. $ 

Qualifications. "I have a strong scientific background in chemistry, 
and am doing advanced research in biochemistry. In addition, I've 
always been interested in space, ever since grade school, and know 
something of the work involved." 

Fitness. "I keep in good physical shape and my health has always been ' 
good. I also have a private pilot's license and enjoy flying." 

Comments. "This is really a thrilling thing for me. I was determined to 
have a go. Of course I discussed it with my husband, and he was willing 
to move to Texas and find another job. Having children didn't make a 
difference—they knew I wanted to do it and they are just as excited as 
I am about having a mother who is an astronaut!" 

..^^dL 
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bsrn rejuvenated for the 
iiiuf family lite. ' 

Opposite page: the main room, 
Crisscrossed with lofts and bridges, 
extends like the chimney up to the 
roof./4/!joi/e, Children fly kites off 
the added on sun deck silo 



BA€KTOn«BAIlM 
H[ore's a reconstructed barn that thrives 

'on pleasure: entertaining, guests for 
the weekend, casual family suppers, 

and pranks and games for the kids. Al- 
though architect Graham Gund gave the 
inside of the barn a fresh interpretation—a 
heart-of-the-house room (living-dining and 
a loft-kitchen) accessible by sight and 
sound from each level—he recreated an 
old-barn exterior. Instead of wrapping a ter- 
race around the fagade, which would make 
it look like a house, he built a silo with ver- 
tical boards banded by steel hoops, and 
placed the sun deck on top. Inside the barn, 
a progression of lofts, circulated by stairs 
and bridges, zigzags up through the cool, 
dark rise of the ceiling (see plan below). 
The lofts, cut on a diagonal, float free from 
the walls. Even though each of the three 
lofts (for sleeping, sitting, kitchen, and 
bath) drifts off on a private level, their low 
partitions ensure contact with the rest of the 
barn. "The lofts descend in scales of grad- 
uated intimacy,"' explains the owner. "The 
coziness of the bedroom tucked under the 
caves contrasts with the airiness of the 
ground floor." Although much of the in- 
terior of the barn is new, wherever possible 
the 18th-century beam, wall, and roof 
structures remain. 

Top right: In the main room, lighting 
dramatizes the crisscross of beams, 
joined together Early-American style with 
wooden pegs, which race back and forth to 
support the lofts, For indoor farm rhythms, 
the pale flow of cedar against the dark 
march of brick, which occasionally breaks 
into a diamond formation that repeats the 
shape of the loft or the void overhead. 
Top left: Since furniture is scarce, the 
double-faced fireplace, workable with off- 
centered flue, dominates the ground floor 
space. Shooting its way through the roof, 
the chimney drops off a fireplace at the 
sitting-area loft en route. 
Bottom left: The kitchen hangs like a 
balcony over the living-dining area. Light 
floods through the windows, whose frames 
are hidden in the structure. 
Center left: From the kitchen onto sun- 
decked silo for play or cocktails and view. 
Bottom right: Front of barn, with ribbon 
of windows under the eaves. 











m BARM IDEA 
rhc friendly open spaces of this 

barn-like house play into the 
naliirc around it. Designed for 

Tifortabie country living, the house 
:rywhcre suggests rural awareness: 
; barn-shaped structure with its 
lin lines and pitched shingle roof 
ts a sharp silhouette against the sky; 
; weathered gray cypress foils the 
vcs of grass that splash onto its 
;k. Inside, the homey appeal of a 
nple layout: The double-height liv- 
; area opens on both sides to lower 
3nis, each topped with loft-bed- 
)nis nestled under the slant of the 
of. Wood everywhere—oak for 
ors, hay-colored cypress for walls, 
lings, and exposed rafters, which in 
; main room stretch barnlike across 
; sprawling space, 

eft center: Scattered with plants and 
rt objects from the owner's travels— 
/ood carvings from the Solomon 
BJands, Early American decoys—the 
ving area is muraled with the terrace 
lew that brings nature through 
16 glass doors. 
op right: A travertine fireplace, 
/illow chairs, and natural cotton 
ilant earthy tones throughout, while 
ne grouping of Spanish pitchforks 
ransforms the utilitarian into art. 
ieljw: In the dining kitchen, the slick 
f 'aminate and lacquer with the 
attice-work cypress doors, which slide 
)ack and forth to screen out the sun. 
iecause much time is spent in this 
oom (the owner's hobby is cooking), 
he windows are set low to focus the 
iew when dining (see preceding page). 
Jottom left: The house, circled with 
OSes, daffodils, and apple trees. 
lottom right: Parallel to the kitchen, 
)n the other side of the living area, 
I downstairs bedroom where color and 
exture—aqua 19th-century bed, wool 
v/loroccan rugs, straw hats, and 
inglish oak burl—combine with the 
loney-goid glow of the cypress walls 
ind ceiling. 
.eft top: The terrace side of the house, 
'eathered with meadow greens. 

MICHAEL DUNNE 



GETTING 
DOWN TO 

BASEMENTS 

Gardening, sewing, 
woodworking, music, and' 
other family pursuits-all in an 
ingeniously worked-out space the 
used to be just down-the-cellar. 





Miniature weather vanes and 
Marjorie playing her guitar. 

GETTING DOWN 
TO BASEMENTS 
With grace, gusto, and a strong sense of order, 
one energetic woman has performed an under- 
ground miracle—turned a lowly cellar and coal 
bin into three bright, workable rooms that 
gather together the family's vast interests and 
many collections. "We needed more storage 
and more space, and 'down' seemed to be the 
only way to go," says Mrs. Frank H. Weller of 
Monkton, Md. "So we decided to raise our 
basement's standard of living. Now all of us— 
my husband Frank, Peter, 18, Marjorie, 17, 
and Potsie. 1 1—are happy just being there, 
doing our thing." Her first step was to convert 
the outside cellar steps into a greenhouse. 
"That was easy, and we had chives in our 
omelets all winter." She put plexiglass doors 
on top to let in the light, and plant lights on 
the side to help. Pots of flowers, plants, and 
herbs bloom forth to brighten winter, while 
brackets screwed into long l'/2-by-5"s hold the 
greenery of hanging baskets. "For more space, 
hang your baskets at different lengths. Some- 
times I hang basket from basket." With con- 
tractor Ed Nace. who also built a wing onto 
the house (see House & Garden, April, 1976), 
Mrs. Weller invented "double agents"—the 
screen doors at the foot of the greenhouse can 
be replaced by storm doors for winter. All 
cabinet doors in the basement are paneled with 
aluminum radiator grillwork: "It's rust-resis- 
tant, gives ventilation, and never has to be 
painted." 

IOnce a coal bin, now a research library. 
Long overhead lights, a ladder that folds 

flat, and yards of years of books. Each shelf is 
labeled for every age reader. Back wall (to the 
right) is made of open shelves for light, air, 
and communication with the next room. 
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2   In summer, when plants are away on porches, the greenhouse steps serve' 
as an entrance, an outside light showing the way, as well as benches for     * 

teen-age parties. To right of steps, a "growing wall" for tired plants, new cut- 
tings, with cupboards below to hold gliding trays for flower-arranging supplies. 

3 In the sewing center, a sliding table gives fabric space; 
ribbon and trim are handy in transparent boxes, thread 

on shelves and in a spool-deep drawer. Between sewing and 
plant walls, tall doors hide sports equipment and games. 



4   The centerpiece of Mrs. Waller's work room is a table 6 feet 
long, 40 inches high, 40 wide, made from old bridge boards 

and gate posts. Here, furniture is repaired, flowers arranged, 
tablecloths ironed. In the corner, a tool bench and board. 

When it came to putting her 
space to good use, Mrs. Welier 
didn't miss a trick. "I knew our 
needs for the areas, and just had 
to figure out how best to fit them 
all in. The plan must have been 
drawn at least ten times before I 
had it right. Next came color: I 
always try to carry one or two 
colors from one area into the 
next. For me this harmony is 
necessary to create a sense of 
tlow. The Mint Green and Sun 
Yellow (all are House & Garden 
Colors) came down from an up- 
stairs porch, and I added Real 
Red for accent. Most of the 
shelves are wood—except on the 
grow wall and the soda bar for 
the children. Anywhere you'd put 
a wet pot or a wet glass, we used 
yellow plastic laminate. In my 
work area I repeated the red and 

green in cabinets and table." 
Here, when Mrs. Welier cuts pat- 
terns, the high table is covered 
with stretchable terry cloth, made 
like contour sheet. When she 
works with wood, the fir table 
top is protected by a plastic cover. 
i put casters on the legs, so any- 

one can move the table easily." 
The table holds the slide projec- 
tor, too, high enough to project 
over the audience, which sits in 
the other room, facing a screen 
in front of the sewing center. To 
the table's left, is the laundry. 
"In my work area I also keep all 
my equipment for painted deco- 
ration—feathers, sponges, tubes 
of paint. In a minute's notice you 
can put your finger on anything 
you need. We never thought go- 
ing down the cellar could give us 
such a lift." 

5   The energetic Mrs. Welier at work with her drill. 
Behind her, the radial saw that helped build the 

new rooms, plus well-organized, carefully labeled shelves 
of eauipment for a host of other family projects. 

2 Plants 

Basement plan showing 
flow of space between 
work, gardening, 
and sewing areas, plus 
private study area 
in former coal bin. 

Plan's with    P^binet 
gro-light spotlights 

(^   ^Hangers 
^for skis 

P Sewing 
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CAREFREE 
SIDEWALK 
GARDENS 
With old-fashioned 
flower borders 

What will bloom summer after 
summer without replanting? 
What will survive seashore gales, 
cold winters, even years of aban- 
donment? The perennial and self- 
seeding flowers in these borders, 
and even the shrubs (yew and 
privet), are living proof of their 
own endurance and a tribute to 
the choice of the original owners 
and to a young renter's care and 
imaginative redesigning when he 
found them—overgrown, but 
hanging on. The renter was Eric 
Van Horn of Van Horn and 
Roberge, florists in Montreal. 
The long-time owners were the 
great painter Hans Hofmann, 
who celebrated life in canvases 
of exuberant color, and his wife, 
Miz, who tended the flowers at 
the house that they shared so 
many years in Cape Cod's Prov- 
incetown. 

1. In high summer a front fence is 
banked with roses, old-fashioned 
daylilies {Hemerocallis fulva), and 
self-seeding larkspur (Consolida 
orientalis). 
2. The path to the front gates is 
bordered by larkspur, hollyhocks 
(Alcea rosea), spring-blooming 
iris, and late-summer phlox. 
3. Peering through the fence: roses 
and daylilies Mr. Van Horn found 
clustered in the backyard and re- 
planted in front. 
4. The handsome fan-light doorway 
is framed by hollyhocks, wild white 
fleabane, and daisies. The well- 
drained sandy beds were revived 
with peatmoss, 5-10-5 fertilizer, 
woodchip mulch to hold moisture in. 
5. Side steps splashed with orange 
daylilies and red roses lead to cool 
ivy and a gate arched with privet, 
left unsheared to flower, and inter- 
twined with ivy and honeysuckle. 
6. Old-time single hollyhocks with- 
stand salt gales but require occa- 
sional spraying to foil banqueting 
Japanese beetles. 
7. Along a brick path near the clap- 
board house, blue bellflowers 
(Campanula) at your feet and the 
blue bay beyond. 
8. Path of perennials that merely 
needed dividing to flourish. 



•t. 
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MEAL IN 
MINUTES 

MENU 

Spinach with sesame seeds 
Broiled chicken with 

coriander-tomato sauce 
Honeydew-water melon 

A quick summer menu for four or more — 
a light meat, delicately sauced, plus fresh 
vegetables and a fruit dessert. Peter 
Buckley's book Ear It Raw iDodd, Mead) 
provides the fruit, vegetable, and sauce 
recipes, all so adaptable you just add 
' J-pound spinach, another tomato, a bit 
more fruit if extra people arrive for dinner 

Only the chicken needs cooking—the 
rest of the meal is preparation, chopping 
and mixing ingredients —so you'll spend 
less than 60 minutes in the kitchen. Begin 
with dessert — cut up the melon and ginger 
and marinate an hour —you will be at the 
table part of that time. Next, put chicken 
skin-side down under preheated broiler 
for 13 minutes. Wash. stem, and dry spin- 
ach and prepare coriander-tomato sauce. 
Turn chicken for last 10 minutes, complete 
final steps for the spinach, wait 2 minutes, 
stir, serve —the chicken will be ready, too. 

Spinach with sesame seeds 

INGREDIENTS 
i'.> pounds spinach 
y? teaspoon toasted sesame oil 
1 teaspoon salt 
4 teaspoons lemon juice 
4 tablespoons sesame seeds 

METHOD 
U Wash spinach in ice water, remove thick 
stems and dry. Put in a large bowl, add oil, 
mix very well. 
D Add salt, lemon juice, and sesame seeds;- 
mix very well. Allow to rest 2 minutes, mix 
again, serve immediately. Sesame oil is 
very pungent; a little goes a long, long way' 
You must mix this a lot to make the oil do 
Its job. Be careful not to use more than the 
y? teaspoon oil. You may find you want to 
use even less. 

Coriander-tomato sauce 

INGREDIENTS 
5 cups tomatoes, peeled 
1 cup coriander, chopped 
1 tablespoon red onion, chopped 
VA teaspoon hot peppers, chopped 
'/? teaspoon salt   Conliniiecl on page 132 

Opposite page: A harvest of summer's 
freshest, lightest food to serve as is for 
snacks, with dips to begin supper, or in 
a pita bread to tote on a picnic: miniature 
cauliflower and carrots, blanched aspara- 
gus, julienned endive, young onions, arti- 
chokes, small tomatoes accented by 
sweet, crisp peppers, olives, beans, a straw 
nest of hard-boiled eggs. Story, page 124. 



GOOD 
FOOD FOR 

GOOD 
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and the healthy'^ 
* summer life 
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Get a %0 
icemaker at 
no extra cost 

Thirsty kids? Company coming? Never run short of 
ice again with a JCPenney icemaicer. And right now 
we'll include one worth $60 at no extra cost to you* 
when you buy one of our most popular refrigerators. 

Choose from top-mount, bottom-mount, side-by- 
side and 3-door models. From 14 to 20 cu. ft. 
capacity. All with great features Mice Power 
Economizer that can help cut operating costs.' 
*Water line and hook-up provided at extra cost. 

You can depend on JCPenney Product Service. 
When you buy it from us we keep it working. And for 
additional service ask about our Assured 
Performance Plan. Unlimited service by trained 
technicians for one low yearly charge. At JCPenney 
stores with major appliance departments! 
Use our convenient Time Payment Plan. 
Prices slightly tiigher in Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. 
Not all refrigerators available in all colors shown. 

in 9 popular 
JCPenney 
refrigerators 

— ^^^^|. ^^^H 

Model #0614 Model #0216 Model #0616 
Imperial 14 cu. ft.   Custom 16 cu. ft.   Imperial 16 cu. ft. 
top-mount top-mount top-mount 

Model #0818 Model #0119 
17.6cu.ft. 18.6cu.ft. 
bottom-mount        side-by-side 

Model #0719 
19cu. ft. 3-door 
side-by-side 

Model #0618 Model #0220 Model #0620 
Imperial 18 cu. ft.   Custom 20 cu. ft.   Imperial 20 cu. ft. 
top-mount top-mount top-mount 

$50offthis10cu.ft. 
compact chest freezer. 
The freezer you want at the savings you 
want. With foam insulation, spring loaded 
hinges and a woodgrain vinyl top. 
Model #6910 Reg. 269.95. Sale 219.95 
Sale prices effective 
June 16 through July 15. 

This 
is\. 

01978 JCPanncy Co., Inc. 



lis month in Wine & Food: Clear soups as pretty as a picture; summer seafood with crisp 
igetahles and I'resh Iruit; a generous buffet with some surprising new twists; the latest 
ays to dress up a tabic; and delicious roses for picnic or party 

\iarden in the soup bowl 
leautiful beginnings for 
summermeal, 
apanese soups that 
relight delicious,and 
ake only moments to make 
)up preparation takes only minutes 
Kc the basic ingredients are on hand. 
's theme and variation, beginning with 
/o incredibly simple soup stocks (8 
iniites cooking time—see below for 
cipes) and a variety of garnishes— 
nong them: shredded or sliced scallion. 
inly sliced carrot rounds cut into petal 
apes, rose-cut radishes, one perfectly 
lokcd shrimp or clam, sliced mush- 
oms, cubes of poached chicken, one 
atchstick of ginger, thin shreds of 
men zest, or a dime-sized piece of lime 
:st—that do triple duty: perfume the 
■oth, provide the "eating" part of the 
mp, and treat the eye and palate to a 
;lightful composition of texture and 
)lor. Chieko Kobashi, who gives cook- 
g classes in New York (307 East 44th 
reet, New York, N.Y. 10017) created 
le soups here and on page 89. She sug- 
;sts that the soup be served in tradi- 
Dnai, covered lacquer bowls, so people 
tn delight in opening their own. 

»'asf c soup stocks 1 and 2 
hi hail Daslii  II) i.s used for clear soups 
ul Nihaii Dushi l2) is used for iniso soups 
id cook in ij. 
IGREDIENTS FOR CLEAR SOUP STOCK 
4-mcli square Konbu seaweed 
cups water 
cup Katsuobushi (dried bonito flakes) 
IGREDIENTS FOR MISO SOUP STOCK 
cups water 
^aweed and bonito flakes Irom 
soup stock 1 

lETHOD FOR CLEAR SOUP STOCK 
Wipe Konbu with a wet cloth or rinse 

;hily under running water to remove any 
ind. Put in a pot with the 6 
Jps water and bring to 
boil, 
I Just   before   water 
Jils,  remove  and   re- 
trve the seaweed. Turn ' 
sat to low and add the! 
3h flakes. When water 
^turns to a boil, remove 

from heat and immediately strain the 
stock through a strainer dr cheesecloth 
into another pan. Reserve fish flakes. 
n It is very important that this stock not 
boil as it will become fishy very quickly. 
METHOD FOR MISO SOUP STOCK 
n Put the 6 cups water and reserved 
seaweed and fish flakes into a pan. Bring 
to a boil and simmer 8 minutes. Strain 
through a strainer or cheesecloth into a 
bowl or saucepan. This stock is used for 
miso soups. Miso absorbs the stronger 
fish flavor of the stock. 

Chicken and cellophane 
noodle soup 
INGREDIENTS 
V2 chicken breast, skinned and boned 
Salt 
Cornstarch 
Handful cellophane noodles (harusame) 
1 teaspoon soy sauce 
5 cups clear soup stock 
6 small sprigs watercress 
6 pieces lime or lemon zest 

METHOD 
G Cut chicken into Va-inch pieces. Sprin- 
kle with salt and allow to stand 5-10 min- 
utes. Dry with paper towels. Pour some 
cornstarch onto a small plate and roll 
chicken pieces until they are lightly coat- 
ed. Bring a small pan of water to a boil. 
Cook chicken in the boiling water 1 
minute and drain, reserving water. The 
pieces will be white outside and still very 
tender. Place 2-3 pieces in each of 6 in- 
dividual lacquer soup bowls, 
n Put cellophane noodles into reserved 
hot water and let stand 5 minutes, or, if 
in a hurry, boil noodles 2-3 minutes. Put a 
few strands in each bowl with the chicken. 
□ Put soy sauce, 2 teaspoons salt, and 
soup stock in a saucepan and boil 1 sec- 
ond. Immediately pour the soup in the 
bowls over the chicken and noodles. 
n Garnish with a sprig of watercress and 
lime or lemon zest. Serves 6. You can do 
the chicken and noodles an hour ahead 
of time, put them in the bowls with the 

watercress and zest, and just pour over 
the stock at serving time. 

Fried bean curd and 
tofu soup 

Enokitake, or enok 
—•tiny Japanese 
mushrooms that 
float in the soups 
shown. You can 

so saute them 
or toss a 

handful   in 
salads. 

5 cups miso soup stock 
5 tablespoons red miso (soy bean; 
About 1 teaspoon salt 
Scallion tops, thinly sliced 

METHOD 
n Cut the fried bean curd into thin strips. 
They will look like circles since the cake 
is hollow in the center. Cut fresh tofu into 
V4-inch cubes. 
n Put the circles of fried bean curd into 
a saucepan with the miso soup stock, 
bring to boil, and cook 4-5 minutes. Add 
miso by pushing it through a strainer, 
stir well, and add salt to taste. 
n Add tofu and bring to a boil. Immedi- 
ately remove from heat. Serve in lacquer 
bowls garnished with sliced scallion tops. 
Serves 6. 

Mf SO soup with nameko 
and tofu 
INGREDIENTS 
'y'2 pound tofu (fresh bean curd) 
5 tablespoons white miso (soy bean 

paste) 
5 cups miso soup stock 
1 7-ounce can nameko mushrooms 
Scallion tops, thinly sliced 

INGREDIENTS 
2 cakes fried bean curd (aburage) 

V2 pound fresh tofu (fresh bean curd) 

METHOD 
n Cut bean curd into Vi-inch dice. Re- 
serve. Add miso paste to miso soup stock 
by forcing through a strainer. Add bean 
curd, nameko mushrooms and the liquid 
from the can to the stock and bring to a 
boil. The mushrooms have a jellied tex- 

Continued on pcif^e 140 



Healthy summer life 

The 
offbeat butfet 
Including vegetable sandwiches 
and marmalade chicken 
^■'i delight in cooking alone in the kitchen late at night. It rc- 
^^laxes me," says Marika Hanbiiry Tenison. a whirlwind per- 
son with purpose. Besides her columns for The Spectator and 
Sunday Telegraph and her much-acclaimed cooking seminar, 
she is at work on four new cookbooks all to be completed in 
1978. She has already published ten in England, plus two books 
about her travels with explorer-husband, Robin. The Hanbury 
Tenison stock farm lies deep in the moorland of Cornwall, but 
guests materialize from all continents knowing they'll find 
nourishment for both mind and bod\'. "F use vegetables to ac- 

Left: Marika Hanbury 
Tenison barbecues sates. 
Surprise-stuffed pita— 
meats and vegetables. 
Rupert offers pitas on a 
tray. Above; Kitchen 
table spread for a 
summer feast. Below: 
Sliced salmon loaf in 
pastry crust. Opposite 
page, clockwise from top 
left: Fish pate layered 
with herbs, and tomato 
and basil tartlets. Three- 
bean salad and saffron 
eggs. Chicken and ham 
raised pie. Cold chicken 
with rosemary and 
marmalade. Spinach 
and bacon salad; feta, 
tomato and cress with 
vinaigrette; avocado and* 
fish mousse. Marika 
rolls out pita dough. 

BUFFET FOR   HUNGRY CROWDS^ 

cent meat rather than the other way around," says Marika, "and 
I like to handcraft menus to suit my audience." In summer she 
has at least 3 solutions: a large expanding buffet spread in the 
kitchen with dishes 
made from many home- 
grown ingredients (local 
produce, especially fish, 
is plentiful). Her choice 
is wide and the presen- 
tation so appealing that 
there are rarely left- 
overs. The salad-and- 
cold-cut-stuffed pita 
sandwiches make lunch 
an independent affair— 
as easy as filling a pock- 
et. A third summer en- 
tertainment idea: A bar- 
becue she tends herself 
under the trees in a far 
corner of the garden. 
She serves with it a 
bountiful basket of cru- 
dites. Recipes, page 134. 

Strawberry soup 
Fish pate 

Three bean salad 
Tomato and basil tartlets 

Saffron eggs 
Chicken with 

rosemary and marmalade 
Salmon loaf 

Chicken and ham raised pie 
Tomato, cress, 

and feta cheese salad 
Spinach and bacon mimosa salad 

Avocado and fish mousse 

Columbine 
Orange flummery 
Wild strawberries 

Black grapes 
in white wine jelly 





^\ 
Healthy summer life 

ii 
The 
ideal 

warm- 
weather 

meal 
Crudites, fish, and fruit 
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Crudites 
Bagno caldo 

Cold red snapper with dill 
mayonnaise and cucumbers 

Ciierry tomatoes 
in basil dressing 

Herbed potato salad 
Sancerre 1976 

^M ""We are very fond of fish and cook a lot 
of it in summer. The crudites, cold 

poached snapper, and fresh fruit are, for us, 
the perfect meal—very light, yet it has va- 
riety in texture and subtle flavors,"" says Vir- 
ginia Yates, who lives with her film director/ 
producer husband, Peter (The Deep, and 
now. Bambino) and their two children, 
Miranda, 12, and Toby, 15, in a newly ren- 
ovated house in New England. "We entertain 
often for Saturday and .Sunday lunch in warm 
weather. I set out platters of cold dishes, with 
perhaps one hot dish on the table in the kitch- 
en, so guests and endless streams of children 
can help themselves, then go out to sit on the 
terrace or by the pool."" Popular repeat men- 
us include a Greek barbecue with shish ke- 
babs, the appropriate salads, and pita bread, 
and barbecued shrimp to serve with rice 
salad. Mrs. Yates slits jumbo shrimp open 
but leaves the shells on, marinates them, then 
grills,  pouring lots of marinade over them 

while they cook so "they get quite black, but 
the meat inside stays very juicy.'" 

Wine and spirits play an important part in 
the menus as well—aperitifs include fresh 
grapefruit juice spiked with just enough 
Campari to give color and taste. Another is 
kirsch and tonic garnished with lime. Their 
favorite version of sangria substitutes cham- 
pagne or sparkling wine for the usual club 
soda. Summer desserts tend to be simple 
fresh fruits from a local farm with a dash of 
liqueur perhaps. "Menus might get more am- 
bitious, since Miranda, who baked the little 
madeleines, is becoming quite a good baker,'" 
says Mrs. Yates, who goes on location with 
her favorite cookbooks and pans—"even 
black peppercorns, you never know!" 

She planned the renovated kitchen herself. 
"I lined up all my china, glass, and equipment 
and measured to figure out how much stor- 
age space I needed. I made sure there would 
be   two   narrow   (Coiuiniiecl  on  page   132) 

Fresh raspberries with whipped 
cream, brown sugar, 

and Amaretto 
Madeleines 

Perrier Jouet Champagne 

Opposite page: Top left, 
Miranda Yates holds a 
heaping compote of rasp- 
berries. From top, an 
abundant basket of 
crudites to serve with a 
warm (!) bagno caldo 
redolent with garlic and 
anchovies. Fresh poached 
red snapper to serve with 
homemade dill mayon- 
naise, cucumbers, and 
tomato salad. Dessert: 
raspberries with 
Amaretto, freshly 
baked madeleines. 
This page: Top, in the 
kitchen, the cu.stoni hood, 
masquerading as sculp- 
ture, zips out cooking 
odors. Bottom, china 
and wine storage flank 
the informal dining area. 
Above. Mrs. Yates cooks, 
Mr. lates does what 
comes naturallv—directs. 



Serving 
I       up 
summer 

Finds to make you 
tables moreinvitin 

1 What's new under the sun? 
Four square Gere Kavanaugh 
umbrellas making a cool can 
opy over a sun deck brunch 
table bright with fabric and 
flowers. "Super B" tablecloth, 
"Giant Basket" pillowcovers, 
"Petit Fleur" napkins by Gere 
Kavanaugh for Geraldine Fab 
rics. Umbrella from Terra Fur- 
niture. 
2 Bread and board on a coun- 
try picnic table. Plates, mugs, 
and bowls handmade by Joseph 
Detwiler and Lorene Nickel. 
Dinner utensils by Wilton Arme- 
tale. Everything available at The 
Silo. 
3 Bright triangles stacked 
point-by-point on stackable 
hard porcelain. "Prism" by 
Block China. 
4 Serve it with flowers: Pink 
and red geraniums on a sea of 
polka dots. Placemats and nap- 
kins by Barbara de Wolfe. 
5 Everything's coming up but- 
tercups. Handpainted ceramic 
by Creed Studio at Accents & 
Images. 
6 Mix or match sand, sky, and 
sunset colors of "Kaleidoscope" 
dinnerware by Franciscan. 
7 Summer service: sleek 
"Oblique" stainless steel by Bob 
Van Allen for Stanley Roberts 
8 Check it out! Extra absorbent 
cotton dishtowels. Scaindia. 
9 Earthy brown blooms on 
cream ironstone. "Oriental Gar- 
den" by Johnson Brothers. 
China and fabric design by 
Laura Ashley. 
10 Buffet plate and octagonal 
bowl. "Ramses Shoulder" by 
Fitz & Floyd. 
11 Try trays for a movable 
summer feast. Some naturals 
here: wicker tray with handles, 
wooden salt and pepper, French 
china stenciled with blue blos- 
soms. All at Conran's. 
12 Cool, clear Plexiglas buffet 
servers and molds. By Pauline 
Trigere for Grainware. Shop 
ping information, page 143. 
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In praise of rose 
A refreshing wine to enjoy with summer's meals. By B, J. Cutler 
Quite simply, rose is the perfect summer 
wine. It is clean and refreshing, and 
when its salmon-pini< color reflects sun- 
light from a chilled glass, it is indeed a 
pretty sight. It is the wine of outdoor 
living, or barbecues, cookouts, picnics, 
garden parties, and patio buffets. It not 
only goes with anything, it goes better 
than other colors with difTicult dishes to 
select wines for, such as cold soups. 
omelettes, salads (without vinegar), and 
desserts. A good rose has enough power 
to stand up to the backyard chefs ham- 
burgers, steaks, and barbecued chicken. 
And nobody who has visited the French 
Riviera is likely to forget the local pink 
wine accompanying fish grilled with 
herbs of Provence. Any wine that can do 
so much shouldn't be compared with 
nobler wines that are meant for other 
purposes: it should be appreciated for its 
own qualities. 

Picnic feast—sonic fruit, cheese, a loaf of 
crusty bread, and chilled rose 

Of all the world's fine wines, none has 
been subjected to so much unjustified 
criticism as rose. Just why this versatile 
and pleasant wine should be such a tar- 
get isn't easy to understand. The answer 
probably lies in the snobbish view held 
by self-styled experts in Europe and here 
at home that if many people like a wine 
it can't be very good. 

When Americans started vacationing 
in mass numbers in Europe after World 
War 11, most of them were not used to 
drinking wine with their meals. To avoid 
the problem of when to order white wine 
or red, they accepted the accurate advice 
of wine stewards that rose goes with 
everything. After a while, restaurant 
help, somewhat condescendingly, began 
calling rose "the Americans' wine," and 
many wine drinkers, unsure of their own 
taste, started to avoid it for fear of being 
thought gauche. 

L   PRICES  APPROXIMATE.   MAY  VARY  ACROSS   THE, 
TjriTPY. 

It is of course unfair to put down rose 
as the wine of untutored Americans. The 
practice of making a pink wine from 
red-wine grapes goes back centuries. 
Roses are produced in almost every 
country that makes wine, including 
France, Italy, Switzerland, Spain, Portu- 
gal. Algeria, Israel. South Africa. Argen- 
tina. Chile, Australia, and many parts of 
the United States. The current price list 
of Nicholas, France's largest chain of 
wineshop.s, offers no fewer than 14 dif- 
ferent roses, ranging in price from a 
house brand at 80^ to a pink cham- 
pagne at $12. Since Nicholas supplies 
5,040 stores in France, it's obvious that 
a vast number of knowledgeable custom- 
ers arc drinking the firm's roses. 

A handicap rose faces in this country 
is a statement wine writers have picked 
up from each other—that it is an "in- 
complete wine." They get this idea from 
the way rose is made. The juice of red- 
wine grapes is separated from the skins 
after a day or two, when the fermenting 
wine has achieved the pink color the 
ccllarmaster wants. Red wines are left in 
contact with their skins for a much long- 
er time, giving them their deeper color, 
sturdier body, and the tannin that per- 
mits them to "live" for many years. Wine 
writers are right when they say roses 
lack the character and distinction of a 
great red from Bordeaux or Burgundy. 
But who with any sense of proportion 
would serve a Chateau Latour at an in- 
formal luncheon or a Chambertin at a 
picnic? And those are the occasions, 
among many others, when roses come 
into their own. 

Interestingly, Americans are ignoring 
both wine cultists and critics and are 
boosting the sales rate of roses even fast- 
er than that of white wines, which are 
in a well-publicized boom. And Ameri- 
cans are lucky, for they have available 
to them roses from many parts of the 
world, in various price ranges, and a 
growing domestic production that is be- 
coming better-made and sophisticated 
by the year. 

France, which sets high wine stan- 
dards for the rest of the world, not sur- 
prisingly exports some of the best roses. 
Its most famous rose is Tavel, from the 
village of that name near Avignon in the 
Rhone Valley. Tavel and its sister wine 
Lirac are made from the grenache grape, 
which produces a pink-orange wine of 
charm and power. Unlortunately, the 
better estate-boltlcd "Favcls are expen- 
sive, at around S.*^  , and the lesser vci- 

sions often have a bitter aftertaste. Mov- 
ing south from Tavel, one is in the region 
of Rose de Provence, where there is an 
enormous production of pleasant round 
wines. They are cheaper than Tavel and 
good value when young and fresh. From 
the Loire Valley come Rose d'Anjou, 
widely available here and a good wine 
for beginners, as it is sweet, and Caber- 
net d'Anjou. a drier, firmer wine made 
from the Cabernet grape of Bordeaux 
fame. 

The two best roses of France are rare- 
ly seen here, since the canny French pre- 
fer to drink them themselves. One is 
Rose de Marsannay, made from Burgun- 
dy's classic Pinot Noir grape at a village 
just south of Dijon. The other is Rose de 
Sancerre, also made from Pinot Noir in 
the Loire River town of Sancerre. wide- 
ly known for its dry white wines. Both 
roses occasionally get to our better wine- 
.shops in large cities. When they are, 
spotted and if they aren't too old—a rose 
loses its freshness and charm after about 
two years—they should be tried by any- 
one who wants to see how good a pink 
wine can be. 

Portugal sends far more rose than 
France does to America. The leading 
brands are Lancer's, a carbonated or 
"crackling" wine sold in brown crocks, 
and Mateus, a pleasant still pink wine. 
Italy grows sound roses around Lake 
Garda in the north. They come to mar- 
ket labeled Chiaretto and Chiarcllo and 
are inexpensive, lighter versions of 
Veronese wines. A brand name to look 
for is Folonari. Not to be outdone, Yugo- 
slavia sends a rose from Opolo as part of 
its Adriatica line of wines. A nice thing 
about it is its price; $1.65. 

Continued on page 132 
Roses on the move 



KRAFT SALAD 
DAYS ARE HERE 
Celebrate the smooth, 

mellow flavor of golden ripe 
DOLE K Bananas, tossed 
together with other fresh 
fruit and the marvelous 
flavor of MIRACLE WHIP 
Salad Dressing from Kraft. 
It's a fruit-filled fantasy your 
family will really enjoy. 
CELEBRATE DOLE 
BANANAS WITH 
DREAMY 
AMBROSIA 
FRUIT 
SALAD. 
V2CUP MIRACLE 

WHIP Salad Dressing 
V4 cup powdered sugar 
1 tablespoon orange juice 
V4 teaspoon grated 

orange rind 
¥2 cup heavy 

cream, 
whipped 

3 DOLE 
Bananas, shced 
V2 inch thick 

2 cups orange 
slices 

1 cup papaya or 
cantaloupe 
balls 

1 cup strawberry halves 
Lettuce 
V2 cup shredded coconut 

Combine Miracle Whip, 
sugar, orange juice and rind; 
fold in whipped cream. Chill. 
Combine bananas, oranges, 
papaya and strawberries; 
toss lightly. Spoon fruit 
onto lettuce-covered platter. 
Sprinkle with coconut. 
Serve with dressing. Garnish 
with additional grated 

orange rind, if desired. 
8 servings 
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In praise of rose 
continued from page J30 

Though imports are widely available, 
they are becoming less necessary as rose 
wincmaking expands in America. It is 
spreading from its traditional areas in 
California and New York State to Wash- 
ington State, Oregon, Maryland, Vir- 
ginia, Michigan, Ohio, and even sandy 
Long Island. New grape varieties are 
being used, new techniques tried, and it 
is just a matter of time before roses reach 
the quality levels of the best American 
whites and reds. 

At the bottom of the price scale, E. & 
J. Gallo, the country's largest winemak- 
er, sells its Pink Chablis for around 
$2.50 a magnum and $4.40 a full gallon. 
A well-made wine for its price. Pink 
Chablis is the answer to an economical 
picnic wine. Rather sweet, it is most pop- 
ular with new drinkers. Other large 
wineries, such as Italian Swiss Colony 
and Paul Masson, produce roses that 
compete with Gallo's. Which to buy is 
simply a matter of taste. 

Almaden was the first to produce a 
commercial rose in California, and its 
Grenache Rose, made from the grape 
used in France's Tavel, is pleasant at 
around $2.10 the bottle. An excellent 
buy in the next-to-thc-bottom price class 
is C. K. Mondavi's Vin Rose. At $3.50 a 
half gallon, it might be California's best 
jug rose. 

Another branch of the Mondavi wine- 
making family, Robert Mondavi, pro- 
duces at Oakville, Calif., one of the 
country's best new pink wines. This is his 
Napa Valley Gamay Rose, made from 
the Gamay grape. Darker in color than 
the average rose, it is a delicious wine 
that can accompany almost any food. 
And at $3 a bottle it's a genuine bargain. 

.Several years ago a glut of grapes for 
big red wines developed in California 
and winemakers began to experiment to 
see if they could make successful roses. 
The results have been happy and prom- 
ise much for the future when, after more 
work, grape variety, soil, climate, and 
ccllarmen's skills will come together to 
produce outstanding wines. 

Already Inglenook is producing a 
Cabernet Rose that is dry and fresh and 
good value at $2.50. Simi has an excel- 
lent example for $3.75. The Zinfandel 
grape is noted for yielding a big, power- 
ful California red. Now Concannon and 
Pedroncelli are turning out delightful 
Zinfandel roses. Heitz Cellars has tamed 
the robust Grignolino grape from Italy 
to make an unusual rose, and both 
Souverain and Johnson's Alexander 
Valley are turning Burgundy's Pinot 
Noir grape into elegant roses for under 
$3. 

What else can one do with a rose oth- 
er than to enjoy it as a table wine? Well, 
if you're having cocktails and want to go 
easy on alcohol you can make a Rose 
Spritzer. Put ice cubes in a tall highball 
glass, add 2 ounces of rose wine, and fill 

the glass with club soda. It's a refreshing 
drink that you can nurse a long time. 

Also my cookbook-writing wife Carol 
Cutler has worked out the following 
recipe based on rose. Note that the alco- 
hol is burned otf during the cooking, 
little sugar is used and so it's a low-cal- 
orie end to a meal. 

Rose Jelly 
INGREDIENTS 
3'/2 cups rose wine 
1-2 tablespoons sugar, depending on taste 

and sweetness of wine 
VA teaspoon nutmeg 
2 tablespoons gelatin 
3 tablespoons kirsch 
3 tablespoons water 
Garnisli: strawberries and butter cookies 

METHOD 
n Pour the rose into an enameled or tin- 
lined pot; add the sugar and nutmeg and 
bring to a boil. Reduce the heat and sim- 
mer gently, uncovered, for 1 minute. 
Meanwhile pour the gelatin in a small bowl 
and sprinkle with the kirsch and water; 
stir to soften the gelatin. Remove the pot 
from the fire and stir in the gelatin to dis- 
solve it. Cool. 
n Pour the rose into a dish measuring 
approximately 8 by 12 inches; the liquid 
should not be deeper than % inch. Chill. 
n Cut the Rose Jelly into %-inch cubes 
and place in individual saucers or bowls; 
glass bowls are the prettiest. Place the 
bowl on a saucer and arrange 3 or 4 ripe 
strawberries and a single butter cookie on 
the saucer. Serves 6. ■ 

Meal in minutes 
continued from page 120 

METHOD 
D Chop tomatoes, reserve juice. 
D Put tomatoes and juice  in  bowl, add 
coriander, onion, peppers, and salt and stir 
gently 

Honeydew-watermelon 

INGREDIENTS 
3 cups watermelon 
3 cups honeydew 
3 teaspoons lemon juice 
VA cup orange juice 
IV2 teaspoons brown sugar 
Vi, cup fresh ginger, sliced or substitute 

crystallized ginger 

METHOD 
D Cut melons into bite-sized pieces, put 
in bowl, add  lemon juice,  orange juice, 
sugar, and stir gently. 
D Peel ginger and cut into thick slices; 
stab the slices with a fork. 
D Add ginger to the mixture, stir, marinate 
1 hour in refrigerator. 
D Remove fresh  ginger  before serving; 
crystallized may be left in. You may wartt 
to omit the ginger You can use Va teaspoon 
salt instead of sugar if you wish. ■ 
Reprmled by permission ol Dodd, Meod and Compony. Inc. from Eol It 
Raw by Peter Buckley topyrlghi © 1978 by Peler Buckley 

Warm weather meal 
continued from page 127 

cabinets for trays and baking sheets, and 
a couple of long, narrow drawers for 
spoons, skewers, and such." The butcher- 
block island, center of cooking action, is 
V/i inches lower than the rest of the 
counters, a good working height for 5- 
foot-5-inch Mrs. Yates. "We chose Por- 
tuguese tile for the walls and Mexican 
tile for the floor for practical reasons— 
they are so easy to clean—but most of 
all because I love the way they look The 
blue high-gloss ceiling echoes the blue in 
the tiles. The same blue appears inside 
the glass-fronted cabinets and on the 
little bentwood chairs. "I meant them 
only as a stopgap measure, but now I am 
too fond of the chairs to replace them." 
Building facts, page 165. 

Bagno caldo 
Adapted from the bagno caldo served at 
tlie San Lorenzo restaurant in London 

INGREDIENTS 
V2 cup olive oil 
1 cup butter 
24 cloves garlic, sliced 

(the faint-hearted may simmer the 
garlic briefly in milk before 
proceeding, if they wish) 

2 2-ounce cans anchovy fillets, chopped 
VA cup heavy cream 
Freshly ground white pepper to taste 
% cup walnuts 
Raw vegetables 
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METHOD 
n Heat the oil and butter in a saucepan 
and add the garlic and anchovies. Cook, 
barely simmering, about 1 hour. The gar- 
lic and anchovies must literally "melt" 
into the oil and butter. Add cream and 
heat through. Season to taste with pepper, 
n Just before serving, add the walnuts. 
This sauce must be kept just barely hot 
over a warmer of some kind. Makes about 
2 cups sauce. 
G Serve with the freshest, smallest raw 
vegetables you can find: carrots; mush- 
rooms; cauliflowerettes; zucchini slices; 
blanched, slivered sweet peppers; slivered 
fennel; and endive, which is the best, be- 
cause you can pick up the walnuts with it. 

Cold red snapper 
INGREDIENTS 
2 3-pound red snapper 
10 cups water 
2 cups Bulmer's hard cider 
V2 cup tarragon vinegar 
2 onions, sliced 
2 carrots, sliced 
1 bouquet garni 
12 black peppercorns 
Pinch mace 
Lemon slices 
Dill mayonnaise (recipe below) 

Continued on page 134 
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Uncork the finest. 
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When people say, "It was a very good year," perhaps they are speaking of fine moments like this. 
The fine cheese is Cracker Barrel natural cheddar, a very good reason America spells cheese KRAFT. 

Our pride. Ybur joy. 
Bringing good food and families together for 75 years. 



W.irm w:ath:r meal 
continued from pcii>e 132 

METHOD 
□ Have the fish market clean the fish, 
but leave on the heads and tails. Bring the 
remaining ingredients except for the 
mayonnaise to a boil in a large fish poach- 
er and simmer 45 minutes. 
n Add the fish to the court bouillon one 
at a time. Poach each very gently allowing 
15 minutes per pound. The liquid should 
cover the fish. When cooked, drain and 
chill in the refrigerator, 
n Strain the stock and freeze for future 
use. Garnish fish with lemon slices and 
serve with dill mayonnaise. Serves 6. 

Dill mayonnaise 

This recipe is uelapled from the Hot Water 
Mayonnaise recipe in The Constance Spry 
Cookery Book, tiy Constance Spry and 
Rosemary Hume IJ. M. Dent & Sons). 

The hot water slii^htly cooks the e^>s yolks, 
helping the mixture to thicken. It is a god- 
send in hot, sticky weather when one most 
wants mayonnaise, and when it is, of 
course, most difjicult to make. 

INGREDIENTS 
2 egg yolks 
Salt, pepper to taste 
1 Vz teaspoons Dijon mustard 
1 tablespoon boiling water 

1 cup olive oil 
2 tablespoons wine vinegar 
A good handlul dill, chopped 

METHOD 
n Put the egg yolks, salt, pepper, and 
mustard in a blender or food processor 
and blend briefly. 
n Keep the machine running and add the 
boiling water, then immediately begin to 
pour in the oil in a slow, steady stream. 
Add vinegar and blend. Add dill to taste. 
Makes about 1 cup. 

Cherry tomatoes in basil 
dressing 
INGREDIENTS 
V4 cup olive oil 
VA cup French walnut oil 
2 tablespoons white wine vinegar 
1 teaspoon Dijon mustard 
Salt 
Freshly ground black pepper 
% cup fresh basil, 

chopped and bruised 
5 cups cherry tomatoes 

METHOD 
□ Mix together the oils, vinegar, mus- 
tard, salt, and pepper in a serving bowl. 
Add basil. Add tomatoes and toss in the 
mixture from time to time for about 1 hour 
before serving. Do not chill or you will ruin 
the flavor. Serves 6. ■ 

Offbeat buffet 
continued from page 124 

Aioli 
(A garlicky mayonnaise) 
INGREDIENTS 
4 cloves garlic, peeled 
1 teaspoon Dijon mustard 
2 egg yolks 
1 cup olive or sunflower oil 
1 tablespoon lemon juice or white 

wine vinegar 
Salt, freshly ground black pepper 

METHOD 
n Crush the garlic well with a fork in a 
small bowl and mix to a smooth paste with 
the mustard. Add egg yolks and beat well. 
Very slowly add oil, drop by drop, while 
beating until mixture has emulsified and 
all the oil has been used up. Beat in the 
lemon juice or vinegar (add a little more 
for a sharper flavor), and season with salt 
and pepper. Makes about 1 cup aioli. 

Mango and curry sauce 
INGREDIENTS 
1 tablespoon curry powder 
1 teaspoon lemon juice 
1 tablespoon water 
4 tablespoons sweet mango chutney 

Free recipe booklet write: CheriSuisse Recipes, PO. lb4,S, FDR Sta ,N.YC lOOklZ 
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METHOD 
n Combine the curry powder, lemon 
juice, and water in a small saucepan over 
low heat and stir until curry powder is 
well incorporated. 
□ Chop the chutney very fine and add 
the curry mixture. Mix well and chill. 
Makes VA cup. 

A fiery red sauce 
INGREDIENTS 
2 tablespoons red pepper, finely 

chopped 
2 tomatoes, peeled, cored, seeded, 

and chopped 
1 tablespoon shallot or onion, finely 

chopped 
1 tablespoon tomato ketchup 
¥2 teaspoon Tabasco sauce 

METHOD 
n Combine   all   ingredients   in   a   smal 
bowl. Makes about V2 cup sauce. 

Sour cream, chive, and 
cucumber sauce 
INGREDIENTS 
Vz cucumber 
Salt, white pepper 
Heaping VA cup sour cream 
1 tablespoon chives, finely chopped 

METHOD 
□ Peel and coarsely grate the cucumber.; 
Sprinkle with salt and leave to drain in a; 
sieve 20 minutes.  Rinse, drain, and dry 
on paper towels. (Continued on page 136) 
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mtroducing 
Caramel Morsel Bars 

The delicious 
summertime treat 
witiiout a lot 
of iiaklng. 
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CARAMEL MORSEL BARS 
49 (14-oz. bag) KRAFT Caramels 

3 tablespoons water 
5 cups crisp rice cereal or toasted oat cereal 
1 cup peanuts 

One 6-oz pkg (1 cup) NESTL§» Semi-Sweet 
Real Chocolate Morsels 

One 6-oz. pkg. (1 cup) NESTL§» Butterscotch 
Flavored Morsels 

Melt Caramels with water in saucepan over 
low heat. Stir frequently until sauce Is 
smooth. Pour over cereal and nutS; toss until 
well coated. With greased fingers, press mix- 
ture into greased 15 x 9-inch baking pan. 
Sprinkle morsels on top; place in 200°F. oven 
for 5 minutes, or until morsels soften. Spread 
softened morsels until blended to form a 
frosting. Cool; cut into bars. 

Why not treat your fairilly to a 
batch of caramel iviorsei Bars. 

They're a delicious com- 
^ . binatlon of NESTLE* 

^        Semi-Sweet Real 
Chocolate Morsels. NESTLg" 
Butterscotch flavored 
Morsels and creamy 
KRAFT caramels. KRAFT 

Caramels guve the recipe 
5!^%    chewihess and body. 

NESTiS Morsiiradd the rich taste of real chocolate 
and the exciting flavor of butterscotch. 

caramel Morsel Bars are easy to make Just 
combine the six basic Ik ■rsr^TJLi'^ 
ingrediehts and bake for       |\|uC||Oi 
only five minutes lli>^^VIv^ 
It's a great idea when 
you don't feel like 
spending a iot of time        '^ 
In a hot Kitchen. :®itn»;nf>^6^[y ".'xfrf..,. 

KRAFT 
©1978:Ne»fl« 



Offbeat butkt 
continued from page 134 

n Add the cucumbar to the sour cream 
with the chives in a small bowl. Season 
with salt and pepper and mix well. Serve 
chilled. Makes about Vz cup. 

Pink mayonnaise 

INGREDIENTS 
',2 cup homemade mayonnaise 
2 tablespoons homemade tomato paste 
Salt, freshly ground black pepper 
1 teaspoon lemon juice 
1V2 tablespoons green pepper, diced 

METHOD 
□ Combine the mayonnaise with the to- 
mato paste in a small bowl. Season with 
salt and pepper and mix well. Add lemon 
juice and green pepper, stir, and chill. 
Makes a generous V2 cup. 

Pita bread 
INGREDIENTS 
V2 package dried yeast 
VA teaspoon sugar 
Lukewarm water 
12 ounces (2V2 cups plus 2 tablespoons 

Hecker's unbleached) all-purpose flour 
1 teaspoon salt 

METHOD 
□ Dissolve the yeast and sugar in 3 table- 
spoons lukewarm water in a cup and mix 
to a smooth paste. Leave in a warm place 
until spongy, about 10 minutes. Add the 
yeast mixture to the flour in a bowl with 
the salt and work in enough additional 
tepid water to make a stiff dough, about 
¥2 cup. 

Knead the dough until it is smooth and 
elastic, place in a bowl brushed with oil, 
cover with a cloth, and leave in a warm 
place for about 1 hour until dough has 
doubled in bulk. Punch dough down and 
divide it into 6 balls. 
n Roll out each ball into an oval shape 
about ^^-inch thick, place on a greased 
baking sheet, cover with a cloth, and leave 
to rise 20 minutes in a warm place. 
n Bake in a preheated 425° oven until 
pitas are lightly browned and sound hol- 
low when tapped, about 10 minutes, 
n To serve the bread, cut through one 
side using a sharp pointed knife, gently 
easing the knife through the bread until 
you form a pocket. The bread should be 
eaten the day it is made, or it can be 
frozen. Makes 6 breads. 

Fish pate 
INGREDIENTS 
1 pound white fish fillets such 

as cod 
2 eggs 
3 ounces fresh bread crumbs 
2 teaspoons green peppercorns 
6 tablespoons heavy cream 
Salt 
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' 2 pound salmon 
1 large bunch parsley 
10 sorrel leaves 
3 scallions, white and green parts 
2 ounces butter 
Fresh tarragon 

METHOD 
□ Remove any skin and bones from the 
white fish fillets and puree the fish with 
the eggs, bread crumbs, peppercorns, and 
heavy cream until the mixture is smooth. 
Season to taste with salt. 
D Cut the salmon into strips V4-inch wide. 
Plunge the parsley, sorrel, and scallions 
into a saucepan of boiling water and cook 
5 minutes or until just tender. Drain well, 
and puree. Add the butter to the herbs. 
n Pack half the fish puree into a buttered 
1-quart terrine, cover with half the herb 
mixture. Lay the salmon strips on the 
herb puree, cover with the remaining herb 
puree and then the remaining white fish 
mixture. Cover with foil, place the terrine 
in a larger baking pan and fill with boiling 
water to come halfway up the sides of the 
terrine. Cook 45 minutes in a preheated 
350° oven. Cool, chill in a refrigerator for 
at least 4 hours, unmold, and serve in thin 
slices. Garnish with fresh tarragon. Serve 
with hot toast or hot French bread, if 
desired. 

Tomato and basil tartlets 

INGREDIENTS 
8 ounces unsweetened plain pastry 
1 15-ounce can tomatoes 
2 tablespoons oil 
1 onion, finely chopped 
1 clove garlic, crushed 
1 red pepper, diced 
1 tablespoon fresh basil, finely chopped 
1 teaspoon sugar 
1 teaspoon lemon juice 
1 tablespoon tomato paste 
2 bay leaves 
Salt, freshly ground black pepper 
8 basil leaves 

METHOD 
□ Roll the pastry out as thinly as pos- 
sible and fit into 8 2V'2-inch tartlet tins. 
Line with foil, fill with dried beans, and 
bake in a 425° oven about 12 minutes. 
Cool on a rack, then remove pastry shells. 
n Chop the tomatoes and reserve the 
juice. Heat the oil in a saucepan and add 
the onion and garlic and cook over low 
heat, stirring now and then, until the onion 
is soft and transparent. Add the red pep- 
per and cook for 3 minutes. Add the to- 
matoes, their juice, chopped basil, sugar, 
lemon juice, tomato paste, and bay leaves. 
Season to taste with salt and pepper and 
bring to the boil. Cover and simmer over 
low heat 30 minutes. Uncover, return to 
boil, cook over high heat, stirring to pre- 
vent sticking, until sauce is thick. Cool. 

Remove bay leaves, fill the pastry shells 
with the sauce and decorate the top of 
each one with a basil leaf. Serve 1-2 to 
each person. 

Continued on page 138 

enjoy tea 
with the icy juice of grapes 

... and a hint of mint 

(serves six) 

1V2 cups water 
6 Bigelow Plantation Mint' tea bags 
(or 6 tsp. Plantation Mint instant tea) 
5 cups unsweetened grape juice 
2 cups unsweetened apple juice 
To prepare Plantation Mint tea base: 
Tea bags: Place Plantation Mint tea bags in 

warmed teapot. Pour in 1 '/z cups freshly 
boiled water. Cover. Steep 7 minutes. 
Discard tea bags. Stir. Let stand at room 
temperature to cool. 

Instant tea: Dissolve Plantation Mint 
instant tea in 1 '/2 cups cold water. 

Pour Plantation Mint tea base into 3 qt. 
pitcher. Add chilled grape and apple juices to 
tea base. Stir. Pour into ice-filled glasses. 
Optional garnish: 12 purple grapes, 

1 eggwhite, 1 Tbsp. water, VJ cup sugar, 
6 cocktail skewers. 

Beat eggwhite and water until soft peaks form 
Dip grapes into eggwhite mixture, then into 
sugar. Let grapes dry one hour before piercin] 
with cocktail skewer. 
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Superb summer drinks start with 

IIGELOVT TEAS 

ere's something special for your summer- 
time enjoyment. We've taken four of our teas 
and created 12 super sununer recipes that are 
delightful, refi'eslting, and easy to prepare. 
They include punches, desserts, coolers, and 
tasty low-calorie treats. 

Try the recipe for our Purple Siuiset on the 
adjacent page and see for yourself. I guarantee 
you will be a big hit with family and firiends 
when you serve any one of the deliciously 
different drinks in our free recipe booklet. 
Send for yours today. 

PRESIDENT, R C BIGKLOW INC 

Bigelow teas are available in tea bags, loose tea, instants and mixes at fine 
food stores everywhere. 

"4»ti,. -- 

FREE BIGELOW RECIPE BOOK 
Bigelow Tea Co., P.O. Box 793 
Dept. 43, Norwalk, CT 06856 
Please send me my free recipe booklet. 

Name    

Address 

City. . State. -Zip. 
Offer expires 10/1/7S. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. 



Offbeat biitlet 
continued from page 136 

Saffron eggs 
INGREDIENTS 
4 tablespoons vegetable oil 
4 onions, thinly sliced, separated 

into rings 
2 cloves garlic, crushed 
1-inch piece fresh ginger, minced 
l'/2 tablespoons ground coriander 
Vz tablespoon ground cumin 
V2 teaspoon ground turmeric 
V2 cup canned tomatoes, chopped 
Salt, pepper 
Pinch cayenne 
Chicken stock 
V2 teaspoon powdered saffron 
1 tablespoon vjarm milk 
3 tablespoons yogurt 
8 hard-boiled eggs 
Parsley 

METHOD 
n Heat the oil in a heavy frying pan, add 
the onions, garlic, and ginger and cook 
over \o\N heat, stirring every now and then, 
until onions are soft and transparent. Add 
the coriander, cumin, turmeric, and stir. 
Add the tomatoes, season with salt, pep- 
per, and a pinch of cayenne and cook over 
low heat, stirring occasionally, for 30 
minutes. If the mixture begins to get dry, 
add a little chicken stock—it should be the 
consistency of a thick sauce. 
n Mix the saffron into the milk and stir 
until the saffron is dissolved (or infuse 
strand saffron in the milk 10 minutes and 
drain). Add the saffron milk and the yogurt 
to the onion mixture, mix well, and re- 
move from heat. 
n Halve the hard-boiled eggs and ar- 
range them, cut side down, in a shallow 
serving dish. Pour over the curry sauce 
and chill for at least 3 hours before serv- 
ing. Garnish with parsley. Serves 6. 

Avocado and fish mousse 
A light, refresliiiiu first toiirse or an attrac- 
tive main course for a summer lunch party. 
Fill the center with mustard cress dressed 
with vinaigrette, or with peeled, seeded, and 
chopped tomatoes with freshly chopped 
herbs and vinaigrette. 

INGREDIENTS 
5 ripe avocados 
Juice of 1 lemon 
4 scallions, white and green 

parts, finely chopped 
Few drops Tabasco sauce 
Salt and white peppjr 
1 pound white fish fillets 
1 '/2 tablespoons gelatin 
3 tablespoons hot water 
1 cup heavy cream 
2 egg whites 

the avocado puree and season with salt 
and pepper. 
n Steam the fish until tender, remove 
any skin and bones, and cool. Flake the 
fish, and fold it into the avocado mixture. 
□ Soften the gelatin in the water and stir 
until dissolved. Beat the cream in a bowl 
until thick. Mix the gelatin into the avoca- 
do mixture and lightly fold in the cream. 
n Whip the egg whites in another bowl 
until stiff, fold them lightly into the 
mousse and turn the mixture into a damp 
ring mold. Chill until set and unmold to 
serve. Serves 6-8. 

Roast chicken with 
rosemary and marmalade 

METHOD 
n Peel the avocados, combine them with 
the lemon juice, and puree. Transfer to a 
bowl. Add scallions and Tabasco sauce to 
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INGREDIENTS 
2 teaspoons crushed rosemary 
4 ounces butter 
2 tablespoons orange marmalade 
Salt, freshly ground pepper 
1 3V2-pound roasting chicken 

METHOD 
n Crush the rosemary with a pestle and 
mortar. Combine the rosemary, butter, 
marmalade, and salt and pepper in a 
blender or food processor and blend to a 
soft, smooth paste. 
n Gently pry the chicken skin away from 
the whole of the breast meat with your 
fingers, trying not to tear it. Spread V2 the 
butter mixture under the skin and press 
it evenly over the breast. Rub the outside 
of the bird with the remaining mixture, 
n Roast the bird in a preheated 400° 
oven 20 minutes, then reduce heat to 
350° for 1 hour or until the bird is tender, 
basting frequently with the juices from 
the pan. Remove from oven and continue 
to baste every now and then as it cools. 
Carve the cold chicken and garnish with 
fresh sprigs of rosemary. Serve with de- 
fatted pan juices, mayonnaise, and pink 
mayonnaise. Serves 6. 

Chicken and ham 
raised pie 
INGREDIENTS 
1 large chicken 
1 onion, unpeeled and quartered 
2 carrots, peeled and roughly 

chopped 
1 stalk celery, roughly chopped 
8 black peppercorns 
1 chicken stock cube 
Salt, freshly ground black pepper 
1 bouquet garni 
1 pound sausage meat 
1 tablespoon brandy 
1 teaspoon parsley, finely chopped 
1 teaspoon sage, finely chopped 
1 teaspoon thyme, finely chopped 
2 cloves garlic, crushed 
V2 pound ham 
% pound bacon 
24 ounces pate brisee (plain pastry 

using 5 cups all-purpose flour) 
1 egg, beaten 
1 tablespoon plain gelatin 

METHOD 
n Remove the skin from the chicken and 
cut the meat off the bones. Mince or grind 
the meat from the chicken wings and legs 
and cut the breast meat into thin strips. 
Combine the chicken carcass, p!us any 
trimmings, skin, and chicken fat in a large 
saucepan with the onion, carrots, and 
celery. Add the peppercorns and stock 
cube, season with a little salt, add the 
bouquet garni and cover with cold water. 
Bring to a boil, mix well, cover, and sim- 
mer 2 hours. Strain off the stock, let cool, 
and remove fat from the surface. Reserve, 
n Combine the sausage meat with the 
brandy, parsley, sage, and thyme, in a 
bowl and season with salt and pepper and 
mix well. Add garlic and mix well again, 
n Mince ham and bacon. Combine the 
ham and bacon with the minced chicken 
in another bowl and season with salt and 
pepper. 
n Line a metal, hinged, iy2-quart pate 
pan with % of the pastry. Press in V2 the 
sausage mixture. Cover with V2 the minced 
chicken mixture and top with strips of 
chicken breast. Cover with the remaining 
minced chicken, then sausage. Roll out 
remaining pastry, cover the meat mixture 
with it. Dampen the edges and press firm- 
ly together. 
n Flute edges of the pastry with the back 
of a fork, decorate the top with pastry 
scraps cut in decorative shapes. Cut an 
air vent in the center of pastry and brush 
with beaten egg. 
n Bake the pie in a preheated 400° oven' 
30 minutes, then cover the top with a 
piece of buttered wax paper and continue 
to bake at 325° for 2 hours. Let cool. 
n Warm 1^2 cups reserved chicken stock 
in a small saucepan. Add a little stock to 
the gelatin in a cup and stir until gelatin 
has dissolved. Pour back into stock and 
stir. 
n Place a small funnel in the air vent on 
the top of the pie and carefully pour in as 
much of the stock mixture as the pie will 
absorb. Chill well, unmold, and cut in' 
slices to serve. Serves 8-10. 

Columbine 
INGREDIENTS 
4 pieces preserved ginger in syrup 

(available in gourmet shops) 
4 tablespoons creme de cassis 
2 teaspoons lemon juice 
4 tablespoons water 
V2 pound black cherries 
1 pint strawberries 

METHOD 
n Combine   1   tablespoon   ginger  syrup 
with the cassis, lemon juice, and water in 
a small saucepan and simmer 5 minutes;! 
cool. 
n Remove pits from black cherries; slice 
strawberries; finely chop the ginger. 
n Combine cherries, strawberries, and' 
ginger in 4 glass goblets, pour over the; 

chill well before serving.- 
(Continued on page I40)i 
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Smoke any other cigarette and you're 
smoking up to 25% tobacco by-products: 
chopped-up tobacco main stems 
and/or reconstituted tobacco. 
L&M Lights are different. 

LIGGETT GROUP INC., 19 

L&M Lights use only 100% virgin tobacco. 
Then we "filet" the tobacco by removing ^ 
the main stems, leaving only the most   M"^ 
flavorful part of the leaf. That's all v/e 
use. That's all you smoke! 

sP*'" 

TASTE L&M LIGHTS. 
ONLYSMG/TAR." 

t 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

'^^^'^^■■TA, 

Flavor Lights; 8 mg. "tar", 
0.6 mg. nicotine; av. per cigarette, FTC Report (Aug.77|. 
Long Lights; 8 mg. "tar", 0.6 mg. nicotine; av. per cigarette, by FTC Method. 



Offbeat buffet 
continued from page 138 

Salmon loaf 
INGREDIENTS 
% pound salmon 
Small bunch fresh dill 
Salt, freshly ground black pepper 
IV2 pounds puff pastry, homemade or 

ready made frozen puff pastry 
2 eggs, beaten 
3 tablespoons heavy cream 
% pound long-grain rice, cool<ed 
4 hard-boiled eggs, peeled 
Melted butter 

METHOD 
□ Cut the piece of salmon in half length- 
wise (the bone should be removed if 
necessary). Place the dill in the center of 
the salmon, sprinkle the whole of the fish 
generously with salt and freshly ground 
black pepper, sandwich the two halves to- 
gether and weight them down with a heavy 
board. Leave the salmon in a cool place for 
6 hours. Remove the dill and cut the sal- 
mon into V2-inch-thick diagonal slices. 
n Divide the pastry into 2 pieces, one a 
little larger than the other. Roll out small- 
er piece on a floured board into a rec- 
tangle about V2-inch thick. 
n Reserve 1 tablespoon of the beaten 
eggs and beat the rest with the cream in 
a bowl. Add the rice and mix well. Place 
V2 the rice mixture on the pastry, leaving 
a 1-inch margin around the edges. Top 
with salmon, then the hard-boiled eggs in 
a line down the center and cover with the 
rest of the rice mixture forming it into a 
neat loaf. Pour over Wz ounces melted 
butter. 
n Roll out remaining pastry, cover the 
pie, dampen the edges, and crimp them 
firmly together. Cut an air vent in the top 
and brush the pastry with the reserved 
beaten egg. Bake the pie in a preheated 
450° oven, 30 minutes, until puffed and 
golden brown. 
D Cool about 10 minutes before cutting 
into slices and serve with extra melted 
butter, or leave to cool and serve as a 
picnic or buffet dish. Serves 8-10. ■ 

Garden in soup bowl 
continued from page 123 

ture as does the liquid in the can; if not 
particularly fond of that texture, drain 
the mushrooms before adding to soup. 
n As soon as soup boils, remove immedi- 
ately from heat and serve in individual 
lacquer bowls garnished with sliced seal- 
lion tops. Serves 6. 

Shrimp clear soup 
INGREDIENTS 
6 large shrimp 
2 teaspoons salt 

.1 teaspoon soy sauce 
Vz teaspoon f\/ISG (optional) 
6 cups clear soup stock 
Scallion tops, thinly sliced 
Lemon zest 

METHOD 
n Shell shrimp except the tail and cut 
the body into 4 thin strips lengthwise, 
leaving them all connected to the tail 
section. 
n Bring a pot of water to the boil and 
add the shrimp. Remove them as soon as 
water returns to the boil and shrimp have 
turned pink. Put 1 shrimp in each of 6 
individual lacquer bowls. 
D Add salt, soy sauce, and MSG to soup 
stock in a saucepan and bring to a boil. 
Immediately remove from heat and pour 
over shrimp in the bowls. Garnish with 
scallion tops and a piece of lemon zest. 
Serves 6. 

Clam clear soup 
INGREDIENTS 
1 dozen small clams 
2 scallions 
7 cups water 
1 teaspoon salt 
V2 teaspoon soy sauce 
6 slices or dime-sized rounds lemon 

or lime zest 
7 Japanese spices, Shichimi (a common 

Japanese condiment to use just like 
pepper—a blend of chili, pepper, 
seaweeds, white and black sesame 
seeds, and orange zest.) 

METHOD 
n Wash clams very well under running 
water. Cut scallions including green tops 
into 2-inch lengths, and then cut length- 
wise into shreds. Bring the 7 cups water 
to a boil in a pot and add clams. Cook 
just until shells open. Remove clams one 
by one as soon as they open or they will 
toughen. Remove clams from shells, then 
swish clams quickly in the cooking liquid 
to remove all the sand. Reserve a few 
shells to garnish finished soup. 
D Discard the foam from the top of the 
cooking liquid and strain through several 
layers of cheesecloth to catch the sand. 
Measure 5 cups of the broth and put it in 
a saucepan. If there is not enough broth, 
add water to make 5 cups. Add salt and 
soy sauce to broth and bring to a boil. 
n Arrange 2 clams in each of 6 individ- 
ual Japanese soup bowls, with shredded 
scallions, lemon zest, and 1-2 clam shells, 
if desired. 
n Pour hot broth over, cover with soup 
bowl lids. Serve with Shichimi. Serves 6. 

Clear soup 

INGREDIENTS 
6 red radisfies or small white turnips 
1 bag fresh Enokitake (Japanese 

mushrooms) or 1 can 
2 fresh mushrooms 
1 scallion, green part only 
5 cups clear soup stock 
1 teaspoon salt 
1 teaspoon soy sauce 

METHOD 
□ Wash  radishes and cut off the tops 
and bottoms to make them stand up. Cut 

5-6 incisions from the top, but not cut- 
ting through entirely. Turn radish 90 de- 
grees and cut the same way again to look 
like a checkerboard. After cutting, put 
radishes into a bowl of ice cold water for 
at least 30 minutes. 
G Wash Enokitake briefly and cut off the 
bottom 1-2 inches and separate them. 
Slice fresh mushrooms very thin. Cut scal- 
lion green into very fine long strips. 
n Bring a pot of water to a boil and 
blanch radishes with a little salt 5-10 
minutes. Take out very carefully and put in 
each of 6 individual lacquered soup bowls. 
Put a few Enokitake in each bowl. 
D Heat soup stock in a pot and add salt 
and soy sauce. Bring to a boil and immedi- 
ately pour the soup very carefully over 
the radishes and Enokitake. Garnish with 
a slice of mushroom and a scallion strip. 
Cover with bowl top, serve. Serves 5. ■ 

Water power 
continued from page 82 

also has hers set in an outdoor deck 
(see the pictures on page 82). Interior 
designer Robert Miller's tub is in the 
garden, surrounded by trees and a bam- 
boo fence. Leon Elder, author of Hot 
Tubs (Vintage), a guide to building and 
maintaining your own hot tub, has an 
old wine vat for a tub. ("We sit in it and 
ferment," he says happily.) Dress de- 
signer Adri Stcckling has installed a 
fiberglass pool in her eleventh floor loft. 
("At first I thought they were for old 
people," she says. "Now I've tried it, I 
realize they're fun, and very refresh- 
ing.") 

Recently, hot tubs have been making 
news headlines. Here are some interest- 
ing statistics from the IVali Street Jour- 
nal. The newly formed American Hot 
Tub Association estimates hot tub in- 
dustry sales last year at 1 5,000 units, up 
from only 5,000 in 1976. More than 
30,000 are expected this year. 

There are all sorts of ways to enjoy 
water-health, with whirlpool jets, cold 
shower sprays, and warm water simply 
to exercise in. It's like having a pool, 
only you don't swim lengths. "The chil- 
dren love it," says Thomas Williams, 
who originally bought his tub to use 
after jogging. "They can play in it for 
hours. Then I jump in after work and 
put the temperature up for quick relax- 
ing." Some people like to immerse them- 
selves up to the neck in water as hot as 
I 10 degrees. A cold shower or spray jet 
soon sets the muscles tingling and they 
are ready to face the world again. 

"When you talk about bathing in our 
culture today, you are talking about 
learning to relax," says Elizabeth Free- 
man, who works for IVET Magazine, 
"the magazine of gourmet bathing." 
(WET was started as a newsletter two 
years ago by photographer Leonard 
Koren, who has made a name for him- 
self by photographing unusual bath en- 
vironments.) "The tub is a lovely social 

Continued on page 142 



Haw Anne Ibivey 
got Slender and stayed Slender. 

Anne Towey is a long-legged, 
statuesque brunette — almost 5'9" 
tall. Her eyes are remarkably large 
and violet-colored. She's soft- 
spoken but she laughs more often 
now. Ever since she lost 93 pounds 
with the help of Slender" diet food. 
It took almost a year for Anne to 
go from 243 to 150 pounds but she 
had Slender and that quiet Aries 
determination. 

"I'd been heavy since grade 
school'," Anne says. "Just look at 
that picture I sent you. I always 
wore a sweater even in the summer, 
even over a short-sleeved dress! 

"Before I started on Slender I 
ate constantly. I would eat my 
three meals a day but that wasn't 
what put the weight on. It was the 
constant in-between-meal snacks 
and I do mean constant... the 10 
o'clock coffee break wasn't a cof- 
fee break; it was a buttered roll or 
bagel or a piece of cake. The two 
o'clock break was a package of 
cookies or a candy bar and a soda. 
The before-bedtime snack was ice 
cream with chocolate sauce or 
maybe a pizza. 

"Well, one day I went shopping 
and I saw Slender and I thought, 
gee, if I take one for lunch maybe 
that will help. So I started with 
just lunch and in about 2 weeks I 
had lost 8 pounds! So I thought, 
my goodness, what if I had Slender 

Ask your doctor before starling any program of weigtit (i du 
<E) Carnation Company 1978 

for dinner what would it do? Be- 
fore I knew it I was on three cans 
a day and sometimes I took the 
fourth can at night if I was hungry. 
When I went back to solid foods 
I ate mainly meat, vegetables, 
salads, that sort of thing. But what 
amazed me was when I was on 
Slender —and even though I'm a 
fanatic for sweets, for chocolate, 
ice cream, everything — as long as 
I stuck with the Slender I was all 
right. I didn't have that craving. 
It was gone and I no longer have it'.' 

Anne, who went from a size 
22'/2 to a size 14, has maintained 
her new weight for 2 years. She 
admits she backslides. 

'If I gain 4 or 5 pounds',' she 
says, "I go right back to Slender 
twice a day — breakfast and lunch 
and then I eat dinner." 

Slender, it seems, changed more 
than Anne's figure. "I feel more 
confident now',' she says, "and I 
think that reflects in a person's job 
performance. I'm a little more "se- 
cure. Before, I would never cross 
anybody about anything — or ques - 
tion anybody about why they were 
doing something because I didn't 
have the self-confidence and I 
didn't want to draw attention to 
myself. Now I'm kind of my own 
person and I do what / feel is right. 

"Look',' she continues, "I tried 
them all. I tried Weight Watchers. 

I tried Metrecal. I tried grapefruit 
and Stillman's but Slender worked 
for me'.' 

Anne Towey is yet another 
Slender success story. And it all 
started when she reached out for 
Slender at her market. Slender 
liquid, Instant Slender and new 
Slender Diet Meal Bars are all so 
delicious, they're a diet Anne 
Towey was able to stay with — and 
so can you. Just get Slender and 
get started. 

And know what? We'd sure like 
to hear from you. 

Slender" diet food for weigfit control from Carnation 
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Water power 
continued jroni page 140 

occasion," she explains. "People are 
niucii more open and friendly together. 
It's informal. You can't be inhibited. It's 
too much fun." 

You may not have thought of the tub 
as a social event, but that is what's hap- 
pening. Besides your own private thera- 
peutic experience, more and more people 
are finding that soaking in the tub is a 
pleasure to share with others. "People 
may be nervous if it's their first time in, 
but soon it becomes the most natural 
thing in the world." says Leon Elder. 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Williams agree. 
"At the end of the day, we all sit around 
in the water to talk and exchange om^ 
thoughts of the day. It's a fine family 
experience." 

People are now becoming experts at 
giving a tub party—the new way to en- 
tertain. A good host sees that the water is 
properly chlorinated before guests ar- 
rive, so they can plunge right in. It is 
generally considered bad taste to per- 
fume the water, say the connoisseurs— 
but it's quite all right to use eucalyptus 
oil or rosemary, both of which have a 
pleasant natiual smell and are also 
thought to h:lp reduce bacteria in the 
water. Another imaginative touch is de- 
scribed by Elizabeth Freeman: "I went 
to a party where the host provided 
mineral water in a beautiful pitcher by 
the tub for his guests." She also suggests 
"watery fruits, such as melon wedges, 

grapes, or orange slices on a floating tray 
or in a wooden bowl. Your guests will 
really appreciate that. " A thoughtful 
gesture on the part of a guest, when ar- 
riving to enjoy a friend's tub or soaking 
pool, is to shower first—be clean before 
you bathe, which is the Japanese custom. 

First-time tubbers still ask the one big 
question: Do you wear clothes at a tub 
party or is it strictly down to basics? 
There seems to be no clear answer to 
this. As far as can be gathered from re- 
search, it is up to the individual owner, 
host, or guest—though it is probable that 
the principle of group uniformity applies. 
In other words, you might feel a little 
exposed wearing the only birthday suit 
in a tubful of swimming costumes. True 
friendship, however, and the agreeable- 
ness of the occasion, usually overcome 
such hurdles by the end of the water- 
party. 

If you are thinking of installing your 
own energy tub in your garden, bas3- 
ment, house, loft, or rooftop, you can 
find hot tub and whirlpool bath manu- 
facturers in your Yellow Pages. There 
arc also all sorts of kits available, costing 
around $300 up, or you can have one 
professionally installed. You will need a 
heater, filter, pump, pipe, fittings, and 
water—and a small space, for the aver- 
age tub is about 6 feet wide and 4 feet 
deep. Some people are using solar energy 
to heat their tubs. However you do it, 

you'll find that the water at your finger- 
tips will be a constant lefresher and 
energiz:r. 

Sixty-five percent of our body weight 
is water; and according to Elaine Morgan 
in her book. The Descent oj Woman, the 
human race was in fact once an aquatic 
species—so perhaps we are all once 
again rediscovering our water-sense, and 
will b; able to move through life making 
a happier, healthier splash,  ■ 

Pleasure of being strong 
continued from page 90 

strong. "We take for granted that the 
heart is a muscle, but we should under- 
stand that our blood vessels contain mus- 
cle, too. Aerobic exercises and good 
breathing techniques strengthen the 
heart, diaphragm, and abdominal mus- 
cles and help the spine take its proper 
alignment. With exercise the heart and 
vessels get oxygen and nourishment to 
the cells more easily. Preventive medi- 
cine's best tools are exercise and good 
nutrition." Here are two things Dr. 
Dardik suggests you do to get started on 
a pleasure-giving program: 
1. Determine yoiu' body's specific exer- 
cise needs and goals by having a stress- 
test at any one of the new centers pop- 
ping up all over the country. Your intern- 
ist may help you find one. 
2. Find the sport that best suits your 
temperament, outlook, and, yes, pleasure 
—and keep with it. Running and jogging 
are nut the only solutions. Knowing your 
needs and finding the right fitness pro- 
gram can improve metabolism and de- 
velop internal as well as external 
strength. 

The more complex an organism, the 
more necessary movement becomes. Ac- 
tion keeps you young and vital; good 
muscle tone means fewer wrinkles. Be- 
ing in better shape means feeling good, 
and that's a pleasure.  ■ 

Brain food 
continued from page 88 

ness, for example, from a lack of vitamin C, 
and loss of appetite from too little thiamine 
Bl. It is important to realize the richest 
sources of these substances. Vitamin Bl, 
thiamine, is best obtained from pork, liver, 
yeast, and whole-grain cereals. Vitamin B2, 
riboflavin, is found in milk, egg white, 
kidney, heart, or liver, green vegetables, and 
germinated seeds. Niacin or nictonic acid is 
best obtained through wheat germ, liver, 
heart, kidneys, and brewer's yeast. The 
richest sources of vitamin C are fruits, 
especially citrus, vegetables, and liver. High 
levels of pantothenic acid are found in liver, 
kidney, yeast, egg yolk, and vegetables. 
Biotin is best gained through egg yolk, li\er, 
and yeast. Folic acid is in all vegetables, 
fruit, liver, and yea.st. The richest source of 
vitamin A is liver in animals and fish. 

I 
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with vitamins A and C are essential to brain 
function, excessive amounts, known as 
inegavitamin therapy, will not improve 
mental disposition, except in rare metabolic 
diseases in which vitafnins are poorly ab- 
sorbed or utilized. Ideally, all vitamins 
should be obtained simply through good 
nutrition. With our style of life, this is not 
always possible. We are victims of "fast 
food" habits. Also, some of our food may 
lake lime to get from farm to table. Or it 
may be overcooked. Whatever the reason,' 
vitamin content may be decreased. Today,. 
for good health, doctors and nutritionists; 
recommend vitamin supplements. Infants 
and children need them particularly to help 
proper brain development. Elderly people,! 
who absorb vitamins poorly, will benefit 
with additional intake. Nutritionists advise 
taking three or four limes the minimum 
daily requirement of B complex and C. 
(MDR is always clearly labeled on the 
vitamin bottle.) With these water-soluble 
vitamins, the body simply excretes anyj- 
excess. So there is no danger of toxic 
amounts buildinc in cell tissue. 
THE POWER OF PROTEINS: In the pro- 
cess of using vitamins to grow and function 
normally, the brain also produces some fas-' 
einating proteins, formed from the break- 
down products of protein food we eat—for 
example, meat, fish, poultry, eggs, and| 
dairy products. These are resynthesized intoj 
substances that affect the mind. The first* 
indication of protein affecting mental con-l 
dition was discovered some years ago, when 
it was found there were protein particles irt 
the blood of sleeping animals. Injections of* 
these particles or peptides caused sleep in 
active animals. At that time, it was no: 
known that this chemical was actually ere-! 
ated in the brain. Only recently in 1975,] 
when Dr. Hans Kosterlit/ of the University 
of Aberdeen in Scotland published a report, 
was it understood that these peptides are- 
produced to a large extent by the brain's' 
pituitary gland. Two of these proteins, 
endorphin and enkepalin have now beeif 
isolated and synthesized. A sheep brain' 
protein, betaendorphin was synthesized by^ 
Nobel prizewinners Bloom and Guelmin at 
the Salk Institute in 1976. Studies done sq 
far indicate that injections of the.se sub- 
stances act as a major tranquilizer and paini 
killer, with an effect that is longer lastingl 
ihan morphine. They offer a very dramatic' 
hope that eventually a natural product of 
the body will replace artificial chemical 
medications such as morphine, sleeping, 
pills, and tranquilizers. 

Other brain proteins have been foundj 
effective in increasing memory and learn-( 
ing. Recent experiments at the Salk Institute 
have found that a hormone protein extractl 
of the pituitary gland called MSH (melanin 
stimulating hormone)—the same hormone 
that stimulates the pigment of the skin- 
can improve memory. Injections of it have, 
enabled people to concentrate and leart> 
better and have decreased their anxiely. 

In other studies, done by Richard Wurt- 
man.  Professor of Endocrinology and 

Continued on page 164 
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SHOPPING 
IN FORM A TION 

PRICES APPROXIMATE, state and local taxes additional.  'Consult your interior designer or 
department store decorating service. 

COVER 
Sofa: 85" x 40" x 35" h. $1,210 COM. By 
Heritage. Armless chair: 26" x 22 Vi" x 
281/2"^h. $253 COM. Baker's rack: 40" x 
16" \ 73" h. Pewter finish wrought iron. 
Two tiled shelves. Two smoked glass 
shelves. Brass finials and supports. $599. 
From the Chartv\cll collection. Both by 
Drexel. 
"Pajaros" cotton fabric: 54" wide. 36" re- 
peat. About $14.50 a \d. Companion wall- 
paper available. From Schumacher.'■' 
Weldwood Hometown Southern Pine tex- 
tured plywood siding: Unfinished panels. 
4' X 8' X i''.iL'". $22 each. By Champion 
Building Products. ,At building materials 
dealers. 
"Decorator" nrethane beams: 6 18' long. 
About $1.50 a lineal foot. By Barclay In- 
dustries. At building suppliers and lumber 
yards. 
"Wool Delight" custom flat weave wool 
area rug: From Stark Carpet*, NYC 10022. 
Arched wicker coffee table: 20" x 46'2" x 
17" h. By Larry Peabody for Diversified 
Design Industrie's. $309. At W & J Sloane, 
NYC 10018. 
Drop-front wicker trunk: 34" x 18" x 17'/2" 
h. Natural finish. Brass fittings. At Walters 
Wicker Wonderland, NYC 1^0022. 
lent-shade pharmacy lamp: Brass finish. 
Adjustable height. $161. By Koch & Lowy. 
English Spode platters. Lacquered apple 
box. Tole tray. All from .iohn Rossclli An- 
tiques*. NYc'10021. 
Pottery crocks: Chicken pecking corn de- 
sign: 101/2" d. x 101/2" h. $185. Crock with 
leaf-decorated lid: 8" d. x lO^i" h. $100. 
Striped basket and top: 20" d. x 16" h. $65. 
All at America Hurrah Antiques. NYC 
10021. 
Marquetry checkerboard wooden box: 16" 
X 9'4" X 6'2" h. $285. Antique striped 
wool blanket: 68" x 78". $245. Both at 
Thos. K. Woodard American .Antiques & 
Quilts, NYC 10021. 
Polished brass rosette pulls (on loiivered 
door): IM" d. $32 a pr. At William Hun- 
rath. NYC 10022. 
Paint: "Ful-Shield" latex fiat enamel (on 
walls). $12.50 a gallon. Floor and Deck 
Enamel (on floor). Both by Fuller-O'Brien. 

THE ENERGY TUB 
Pages 80-81 
Hamni: Pacific Holbath, 814 San Antonio 
Rd,. Palo Alto, Calif. 94303 
Hellman: Majlar Corp., 23730 Malibu Col- 
ony. Malibu, Calif. 90265 
Ladd:  A & R Construction,   1537  Amalfi 
Dr., Pacific Palisades, Calif. 90272 
Pages 84-85 
Griffiths: The California Hot lub Co., 
3551 Haven Ave.. Menlo Park, Calif. 94025 
Aldrich: Malibu Spa & Pool, 22333 West 
Pacific Coast Hwy.. Malibu, Calif. 90265 
Horwich: "Gibraltar Two" by Riviera Spa, 
11735 Sheldon St., Sun Valley, Calif. 91352 
Pages 80-85 
Towels beside  Hanim, Bill, and  Horwich 

Jill/.   1978 

spas: "Royal Classic" cotton terry towels: 
Bath size, about $6. By Cannon. At Rich's, 
Atlanta 30302. 
Towels beside Hanun and Chew spas: "Gen- 
try" buttercup colion/polycsier towels: 
Bath size about $7.50. By Burlington Do- 
mestics. 

ENERGY DYNAMICS 
Pages 86-87 
"Vanessa" cotton/polyester sheets: Full, 
about $12. Pillowcases, about $8.50 a pr. 
Ruffled shams, aboiu $22 ea. Full com- 
forter, about $80. By Geoffrey Beene for 
Fieldcrest. 
Rug: "Cross" quill, c. 1900. $1 10. At Thos. 
K. Woodard American Antiques & Quilts, 
NYC 10021. 
.Stacking plastic boxes on casters: 15" sq. x 
191,2" h. $44 a pr. From Bevlerian*, NYC 
10021. 
Swivel-base television: 12" black and while. 
#XB 2457VY. $125. By General Electric. 
Red lacquered Chinese table: 12" x 10" x 
18" h. $550. Octagonal red lacquered table: 
21" X 24" h. $705. Glazed ceramic vase: 
101/2" h. $285. All from Paul M. Jones*, 
NYC 10022. 
"Maiden" silver frame: 5" x 7". $12.50. 
By Aiicello Silver. At Bloomingdale's, NYC 
10022. 
Pharmacy floor lamp: 36"-48 ' h. Polished 
chrome or brass. $55. By Alsy. 
Nested red lacquered tables: 16"-20" wide. 
19"-2r' h. About $350. By Roe Kasian. At 
Bullock's, L.A. 90055: Lord & Taylor, NYC 
10018; Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, 
DC 20013. Handmade plaid pottery plate: 
$20. At Diane Love, NYC 1002L 
Pink rayon chemise: From a collection of 
antique lingerie. $35-$85. At Henri Bendel, 
NYC 10019. 
F"rench jelly glass: 14 oz. $1.25. By Faroy 
Sales. At Hubert des Forges, NYC 10028; 
The Silo, New Milford, Conn. 06776; Vil- 
lage   Hallmark   Shop.   Chicago  60657. 

GARDENS FOR LIVING 
Page  100, upper left and page  101  lower 
left 
"Les  Legumes"  cotton  children's  dresses: 
2-12 yr. sizes. $75-$90. "Les Legumes" cot- 
ton placcmats: 15" d. $10 ea. Green cotton 
tablecloth:   72"   round.   Wavy   edge.   $90. 
Red napkins: 16" sq., $8.50 ea. 
Page 101, top 
"Les Citrones" hand Beauvais embroidered 
white linen tablecloth: 96" round. Ten 20"- 
sq. napkins. Set, $2,500. Yellow porcelain 
bud vase: $16. 
Page 102, top 
Lining in arnioire: "Blue Carnation" cot- 
ton: 94" wide. $46 a yd. Heart-shaped 
.sachet: Lavender filled. $19. Bath sheets: 
48" X 60". $72 Bath towels: $39. Hand 
towels: $15. Washcloths: $10.50 Cotton 
percale guest towels: $17. 
Page 102, lower left 
Cotton fabric on walls: Pattern #5434C. 
$46 a yd. Matching bath towel: Scalloped 

edge. $43. Carry-all bag: 12. Hanger: 
$11.50. Ruffled wicker basket: $35. Cov- 
ered tissue box: $14. Wastebasket with foot 
pedal: $50. Quilted terry floor covering: 
$99 a sq. yd. "Des-habille" polyester satin 
bathrobe: Satin trim. Sizes 38-44. $170. 
Page 103, top 
"Blue Carnation" quilted valances: 14" 
drop. $135 a yd. "Blue Carnation" quilted 
panel curtains: 68" wide by 108" long. 
$535 a panel. "Pompidou" queen flat sheet: 
$136. Pillowcase: $69 White queen fitted 
sheet: $35. "Shell" pillowcase: $76. Green 
heart-shaped pillowcase: $46. Dacron- 
fllled heart-shaped pillow: $12. White 
goosedown comforter: Square tufted. Satin 
cotton cover. $540. Wooden tray on stand: 
"Double Blue Polka Dot" lining. $150. 
"Double Blue Polka Dot" bone china: 5 pc. 
place setting. $63. 
Page 103, lower left and page 101, lower 
right 
"Lucky" cotton tablecloth: 72" sq. Wavy 
edge. $73. Napkins: 16" or 20" sq. $9.50 
ea. "Lucky" bone china: 5 pc. place set- 
ling. $63. Quilted tea cozy: $68. Covered 
toast ba.sket: Metal divider. $70. Lined 
wicker basket: $35. 
Page 103, lower right 
"Blue Veronique" cotton tablecloth: 72" x 
90". Wavy edge. $140. Scalloped placeniats: 
15" d. $16 ea. Napkins: 16" sq. $16. "Blue 
Veronique" bone china: 5-pc. place setting, 
$63. All by Porthault. At Porthault, NYC 
10022; Shaxted, Chicago 60611; The Stair- 
case, Beverly Hills 9f)210, The Gingham 
Garden, Dallas 75205; l.enore Linens, San 
Francisco 94111. 

SERVING UP SUMMER 
Pages 128-129 
1. White canvas umbrella: 7-foot sq. 
Wood structure. $200. By Gere Kavanaugh/ 
Designs. From Terra Furniture. At May- 
hew, NYC 10022: Bullock's, S. Calif. & 
Arizona. Cotton fabrics: Tablecloth: "Super 
B". Pillows: "Giant Basket". Napkins: "Pe- 
tit Fleur". All. 54" wide. About $27 a yd. 
Geraldine Fabrics by Gere Kavanaugh/ 
Designs. From Jack Denst Designs*. Chi- 
cago 60654; Thomas Nevins Associates*. 
San Francisco 94111. 2. Footed cutting 
board: 111/2" sq. $16. Cotton napkins: 18" 
sq. $2 ea. Zanger rosewood-handled knives: 
Bread. $9. Butter, $5. "Columbia" stain- 
less .steel flatware: 5-pc. place setting, $35. 
Butter plate: $5. Both by Wilton Arme- 
tale. Carved napkin rings: $1 ea. French 
jelly glass: 14 oz. $1.25. Wicker placemat: 
$2. Handmade ovenproof porcelain: Dinner 
plate, $18. 3-qt. polka-dot bowl, $20. 8-oz. 
mug, $7.50. By Joseph Dctw iler and Lorene 
Nickel. Pottery jug with brown top: 3-qt. 
capacity. $15. By Cornwall Bridge Pot- 
tery. Enameled coffeepot: IVi-ql. capacity. 
$14.50. Wooden mustard pot with spoon: 
$3.50. Peugot salt and pepper grinders: $9 
ea. Wood salad utensils: $3 a pr. All at The 
Silo, New Milford, ( onn. 06776. 3. "Prism" 

Coittintied on page 164 
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OVER 25 YEARS OF 
SERVICE & EXCELLENCE 

DO-IT-YOURSELF 
FINE GRANDFATHER CLOCK KITS 

STARTING UNDER 

^200 
(including West 
German movemenl) 

• Heirloom quality 
• Solid V/ hard- 

woods  black wal- 
nut, cherry, ma- 
hogany, oak 

• Easy to assemble, 
parts pre-cut 

• Solid brass West 
German chiming 
movements 

• Money back 
guarantee 

• Factory direct 
prices 

• Prompt shipment 
MASTEH CHAMOE •!>«   ■ANKAWEDICARO'VISA 

Write lor FREE color catalog ACCCPTW 

EMPEROR 
CIXKK COMPANY 
WOaiO-S LARCCST MANUFACTUMR 

OF GKANOFATHC* CLOCKS 
Dept 614 Emperor Industrial Park 

Fairhope. Alabama 36532 

Butcher 
Bloci 

ork   table 
$1<I2.00 

48"   X    24".    S158.00 
60"   X    30".    8194.00 
or choose  30" dlnlnff 

height table at 
same prices. 

Locking ShephertI 
Casters. 

S:lODO .iddltlonal 

Two-inch thick maple butcher block 
top, durable bench-construction 
frame Sent express collect. In Illi- 
nois, add applicable taxes. Send 
check or money order, no C.O.D.'s 
please. 
For complete catalog of exciting 
butcher block furniture, send 50t to: 

butcher block ft more 
The Schoenhell Company 

Dept.   HG-78A,   1600  S.   Clinton,  Chitago 60616 
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BEMWOOI)   KOCKKH 
Imported directly from Europe. The true 
Bentwood Rocker, fashioned from steam-bent 
Boechwood in lustrous walnut finish, with 
natural hand woven cane seat and back. 22" 
wide.   41     hiKh. 

Send 50< for complete 
Danish Furniture  Catalog. 

No C.  O.   D.s t-7n 95 

Shipping   rko».    rollerl. °'^'-^        ' "' 

RED.  BLACK.  OR WHITE FINISH $89.95 

GFNAD.4  IMPORTS 
Depl.   J7 

P.O. Box 204. Teaneck. N.J. 07666 
N.J. residents add 5%   tax. 

urn 
mwma 

For   Personalized   Stationery 
Makes expensive looking raised letter 
impressions of any 3 line name & ad- 
dress on your PAPER & ENVELOPES 
(reversible). No inks, service or main 
tenance required. For home, office, 
clubs, etc. Print clearly, maximum 24 
characters per line. (For 
4 lines add $1.50.) 
Desk Model (not shown) $13.95 
Pi. res. add 6% • Catalog 25« 

POSTAMATIC 
Dept.   HG-778,   Lafayette   Hill, 

$11.95 
Add   $1.25 
shipping 
eacti   item 

CO. 
Pa.   19444 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 

WITH AUDREY NICHOLS 

Order merchandise by writing directly to shops, 
enclose check or money order Add sales tax where 
applicable. Any unused item (not personalized) may 
be returned by insured mail for refund. Allow four \ 
weeks for delivery. 

FRENCH  FLAIR 
Super look for summer evenings. Exclusive 
French design in cool 100% pure cotton 
with intricate scroll and stylized floral em- 
broidery. Very full wrap skirt, matching 
halter and waist blouse. S, M, L, XL. French 
blue with white, brown or black with gold, 
white with white, green or red embroidery. 
Skirt, $26; blouse, $12, halter, $6 Ppd. 
Free    Brochure. / 
St. Trop 
Boutique 
HG7, 
Philips- 
burg, 
St Maarten, 
Netherlands 
Antilles 

COOL 
Efficient energy-saving ceiling 
fan. Light-weight, strong. Woodgrain 
blades in walnut or oak finish, 
yellow or white. Full 44" blade span; 
12" drop from ceiling, $59.95; 
with light globe, $74.90. Add $7 post. 
Call toll free: 800/824-7866 Op. 92-D. 
(Calif. 800/852-7757) Georgetown Fan 
Co.. HG7, Box 2128, Denver, CO 80201. 

RARE  FIND 
Museum quality 
handchased coin 
silver service. The 
10-cup coffee pot, 
8-cup teapot by 
famous Gale & 
Hayden, c. 1849; 
matching creamer, 
sugar bowl, W. Gale 
& Son c. 1855. 
Subject to prior sale, 
$2,000 ppd. Julius 
Goodman & Son, 
Box 3195, Memphis, 
TN 38103. 



UNIQUE 

MAYAN  HAMMOCK 
Blissful leisure indoors or outdoors. Handsome hammock in finest 
cotton twine uniquely woven by skilled native craftsmen molds to 
body countour, provides utmost support. Large 78" by 140". Blue 
and wtiite or green and white. $59.95 plus $2 post. Brochure, 250. 
House of Hammocks, HG7, Box 613, Falmouth, MA 02540. 

MARINE  FANTASY 
Collector's delight. Two 
shells in case, $15.75. 
Philippine trumpet shell 
on tripod stand, $42, 
Geode polished half, $15, 
scorpion spider shell, $4, 
fossil buffalo horn, $60 
Ppd. Catalogue, shells, 
fossils, minerals, natural 
jewelry, Indian artifacts, 
color portfolio of shells, 
mmerals, $2. Dover 
Scientific, HG7, Box 
6011, Long Island City, 
NY 11106. 

iPECIAL 
authoritative 
nagazine    on 
American   art 
nd   antiques, 
ieautifully il- 
jstrated articles on decora 
ive and fine arts, furnishings 
irchitecture.  Exhibitions 
nuseum accessions, an- 
ique show calendar in ev- 
sry issue. Introducto 
ate,   new   subscribers 
i24. (Add $3.50 outside 
J.S.A.). Free book with 
>rder.   The  Magazine 
\ntiques,   HG7,   551     ' 
■ifth Ave.,  NY, NY     ~^ 
(0017. 

TABLE  FASHION   NEWS -^   J ' 
Patchwork topcloth in autumn leaf colors is 60" sq., pieced 4" 
blocks, muslin lined, $45. Round bottom cloth, unbleached 
muslin, 6" ruffle, ecru lace insert: 72" dia., $26; 90", $30; 
96", $32; 104", $40. Washable. Add $2 post per order. Free 
catalogue, Country Curtains, HG/2, StocKbridge, MA 01262. 

ACCESSORIES 
A   COORS BEER MIRROR 

Natural walnut frame. 
Color design mirror 9"x 12" 
$16.95 plus 1.50 postage.      /^ 

B   COORS ASHTRAY 
Natural white porcelain. 
6" dia. Colorful logo. 
$2.95 plus .50 postage. 

FOOT of ALE GLASS 
holds 12 oz. 
12" Walnut finished stand 
$19.95 plus 1.50 postage. 

Vi YD. Of ALE GLASS 
fiolds 24 OZ. 
18'.' Walnut finished stand 
$24.95 plus 2.00 postage. 

K A R P I N S K I 
ENTERPRISES 

Illinois residents add 5% tax. 
P.O. BOX 146—FRANKLIN PARK, IL 60131 

NO DOG SHOULD LEAVE 
HOME WITHOUT IT! 

CUSTOM BEDSPREADS 
Our service is to custom-quilt your 
fabric and make it into a finished 
bedspread and, or valance in the 
style you select, using the measure 
ments you send us (Your material 
can also be made into unquilted 
matching draperies ) We also quilt 
your fabric so you can make your 
own treasures tablecloths, dusters, 
jackets, skirts, evening wear. ' ,, 
etc. Send $1 for color bro '^ „ ,■ 
chure and price information, ''^i^^^' 

Box 19lDcpin(;-78 Sou  Pin<!S. NC 28387 

TRt^EL 
BONE^ 

Personal Luggage lor 
fetsi Now' Go anywtiere 
wilfi your pet-auto, stiip, 
train, plane—overnigtit or 
lusl visiting—and carry 
every grooming and feed- 
ing need witti you' 
TRAVEL BONE'" is your 
pel s own personal 
luggage Good look- 
ing, virtually inde- 
structible Of soft, 
crushed washable 

red vinyl that will 
stand up to the 
longest, hardest 
trips and come 

back lor more, 
year alter year 

Hand-sewn seams, 
zippered lor easy ac- 

cess   Your pet s ID card on Iront 380 cubic inch 
capacity provides plenty ol room lor dish, tood, toys, 
treats, brush, comb, leash, collar, every travelling 
need Weighs less than 6 02    Dealer Inquiries Invited 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 
Your pel must love TRAVEL BONE'" or you can return it 
lor a lull refund This, indeed, is the definitive   doggie 
bag    Agrealgitl' No dog should leave home wilhout it' 

THE SMALL DOG SHOP, Dept.   20 
920 N   Michigan Ave  Suite 505. Chicago, III  60611 

GIANT TRORCAL CflASS PLUMES 
adored fay decorators 

Plump, feathery and five feet tall. You 
may have seen these natural earth-tone 
beauties elsewhere but not at this 
price. Bundle of fifteen Is $10 plus S2 
post., or twenty five fur $14.95 plus 
$3 post. Custom dyeing ■ add $4 & 
color(s). Tropical Plant Institute, Box 
21496, Dept K, Ft. Laud. FL 33335 

Memories ore 
made from this. 

A pleasing gift for a loved one, a 
friend or yourself. In spite of all 
the modern stereo equipment, 
nothing is more effective than 
the gentle tones of a music box 
for carrying a message to the 
heart. 

Send $1   for catalog  (refundable) 

412 Mam St Oept HG  Avon. N.J 07717 
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yVE WILL SESD ORIENTAL RUGS i  SHOPPING AROUN 
ON APPROVAL FOR 
EXAMINATION IN 
YOUR OWN HOME 

• NO OBLIGATION TO BUY ' 

• NO DEPOSIT OR EXPENSE^ 
TO YOO 

• ONLY GENUINE HAND- 
MADE ORIENTAL RUGS 
FOR OVER 50 YEARS 

SEND   FOR   FREE   DESCRIPTIVE   LISTS,   COLORED   PLATES,   and 
KODACHROMES to help you select rugs you wish sent on APPROVAL. 

'Laricst Retail Stock 

> Dirert Importations Reinlarlr 

\ Moderate Prlcea 

/Small Hata to Giant Carpeta 

/The No Risk Way 
to Bar Oriental Rari 

"Oriental Rues - A Complete Guide" by 
Col. Charles W. Jaeobsen. First and most 
comprehensive Oriental rug encyclopedia 
ever published. 480 pages with 250 plates, 
38 in full color - <;22.50 

CHAS.W.JACOBSENJnc. 
401 S. SALINA ST., DEPT. G 
SYRACUSE. N.Y. 13201 
315^71-6522 

A REDWOOD EXPANDABLE 

The tricky trivet that 
grows to fit your pot. 
platter or plant. 
Closed 2"x8" Expands to 6"xl8" 
To protect your table from heal or 
scratches Made of select Califor 
nia Redwood 

$4.95 Each 
Plus 50C Post  & Hdig 

Calif residents add 6% saies lax 
Satisfaction guaranteed 

Send check or M 0   lo 

BROOKLINE 
P 0   Box 6279 

San Rafael. CA 94903 

Showcase Y^ur 
Photo Memories. 
Frameless Frames turns your borderles-. 
snapshots into sensational display 
pieces. The exclusiveT-easel back 
allows an array of design possibilities, 
from desk top to imaginative wall 
hanging arrangements. Your photos 
are hand mounted on hard hoard and 
protected with a high quality, gloss 
finish. Send 35mm, 110, or 126 bor- 
derless snapshots and $4.75 each to 
Frameless Frames, P. O. Box 
52728, Atlanta, Georgia 30355. 

Dramatic Mahogany 
wood grain enhances beauty 

of any plant. Perfect for home 
or office. Use with or without 

liner. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

18in.    $17 12in.   $11 

14 in.   $13 8in.   $ 7 
Inc shipping NO res add sales tax 

Send check or money order to: 

Latin American Imports   "^ 
47 Windsor Rd. Asheville, NC 28804 

ARAN TOGGLE 
Hooded duffle update 
of a classic from the 
sweater-famous 
islands: hand-framed 
wool in authentic 
patterns. Yoke with 
textured stitch, front 
toggle closure, roll 
cuff sleeves and hem, 
nice big pockets. 
Luxury to withstand 
breezes and fashion's 
flight. Ecru. Sizes 34, 
36, 38, 40. $75 plus $2 
post. Free fall 
catalogue of women s 
and men's fashions. 
Brown's of Bermuda, 
HG7, Box 106-G, 
Bridge St., Colebrook, 
NH 03576. 

EYELET ELEGANCE 
Washable polyester/avril in 
solid pink, blue, green, yellov 
■vith white eyelet embroidery. 
Quilted spread: twin $50: full j 
$60; queen $70; king $80. Shar^ 
$14. Curtains 88" w to pair:     • 
54", 63" $30; 72", 81", 90" $36' 
Add $2 post. Matching cover- 
lets, canopies, deep dust 
ruffles, tiers, tablecloths in fre*. 
color catalogue. Colonial Male 
Curtains, Dept. Gd7, Lawn Ter 
race, Mamaroneck, NY 10543. 

NOW YOU SEE THEM 
Revolving file holds up to 500 
index cards or recipe clippings 
in transparent protective 
envelopes on a sturdy wooden 
base. Turning knobs and metal 
frame, 3V2" by 5" envelopes 
for 160 recipes. Comes with 
20 colored index cards for 
cooking categories. $16.95 
plus $1.75 post. The Ferry 
House, Dept. G7, Briarcliff 
Manor, NY 10510. 

House & Gal 



FIGURES 
it bronze, weathered 
een) finish, to make 
faucets ornamental. 
Quail, Wren, Parakeet 
Squirrel, Dragonfly. 

)arrow. Swallow. 
1.50 plus Si .50 
alogue, $1.50. Erkins 
HG7. 14 E. 
NY, NY 10017.       < 

HANDY HELPER 
Ceramic cat and ball of 
string provide a charming 
place to keep a real ball 
of string, and scissors, 
right where you want them 
with no hunting. Gleaming 
white, 4" tall. #F7746. $11 
plus $1.40 post. Trifles, 
Dept. #40306, P.O. Box 
44432, Dallas, TX 75234. 

THEY SWIVEL 
'""tefc^^^SBf    Fi3**3n bar stools have 

^^"ijHSI^ ^- handwoven seats and 
backs, strong rattan legs 
with rattan wrapping for 
extra strength. Ideal 
for family eating 

1    counter. 24"H $54.95; 
29"H $59.95. Add $5 

V*    post. Catalogue 250. 
"^    ""ran's Basket House, 

HG7, Route 10, 
Succasunna, NJ 

07876. 

\i 
IE MOONLIGHT 
;ape illumination for 
arden or a special tree 
)y professionals for 
iting effects in finest 
IS. Fix- 
;ome 
ssembied, 
; lamp 
cessories, 
nstalling 
;tions. 
io includ- 
sign 
>, equip- 
lescrip- 
B2. Land- 
lllumina- 

!G7E, 
-ake Jack 
'.. IVIanas- 
A 22110. 

Christmas by Mail 
Do all your 31ft shoppins at home 
the easy way You'll find the 
best of everythms on the pases 
of our holiday catalosues, from 
imasinative stockins stuffers to 
once in a lifetime luxuries For your 
FREE holiday catalosues, call 
TOLL-FREE 800-527-4535 (in Texas, 
call TOLL-FREE 800-492-5270, in 
Dallas, 233-1007) or mail this cou- 
pon tO: The Horchow Collection, 
PO Box 34257, Dept 40304, 
Dallas, Texas 75234. 
Name 

Address 

City  

State/Zip 

THE HORCHOM/CDIlEaiON 

I 
3 
I 

PROFESSIONAL COPPERWARE 
Heavy weight copper, hot dipped heavy 
duty nickel lining, solid brass cast 
handles  .   .   . 

1J 
Copper double boiler, slightly imper- 
fect (small scratches and dents) but a 
French gourmet's delight. Was $60.00 
now only $29.95 + $3.50 post. 

56 p. catalog, $2 (ltd. quantity) 
Tea Kettle—2 qt. "as is" —denis, whistler, 
$9.95; med. wt. colonial, $12.95; 1st Qual- 
ity   Heavy,   $28.00.   Plus   $1.50   postage. 

HG7,  668 6tli Ave .   New York,   N.Y.   10010 
212-243-6660-MC,   Visa  accepted. 

l\'v 

DAVEWILLIAMb^ 
4345AME5CT, 
DENVER, COLO/ 

27&607? / 

Nowhere else have you seen this enchanting 
planter, copy of a fine old Italian piece Turtle 
with cornucopia, m terracotta or cast stone 32" 
long, 23" high. $150 (25 00 crating) Cornucopia 
alone, $50 00 (10 00 crating) Both sent freight 
collect   Send for catalog. $1 or free with order 

on the Green at the isoar's Headp 
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901 

Joao Isabel: 
It's the 
only    I 
name 

you 
want 
the best. 

PET IDENTIFICATION TAG 
Don't worry about your dog or 
cat getting lost. This stainless 
steel lifetime identification tag 
displays all necessary informa- 
tion for his safe return—pet's 
name, your name, address, 
phone number—all engraved 
free. Hook for easy attachment 
to collar. $1.25 

Holiday Gifts 
Dept.  307.8B.  Wlipat  Ridge. Colo. 80036 

RUSH 
FULL-COLOR CATALOG 

Enclosed is S3 lor your catalog 
on the understanding it s refundnble 

wvitri my purct-iase 

Joto Isabel, Inc. 
Designers h Craftsmen in Brass 
120 East 32nd Street. Dept.H 

New York. NY 10016 
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WICKER  WONDERLAND 
Match-    Tor- 

Sizes      stick      toise 

24"«72" $ 5.50 $ 7.50 

30"x72'     6.50     9.50 
36"i72' 
42"«72" 
48"i72" 
60"»72" 
72"i72" 
84"«72" 

Bamlrao Shad«s 

Bamboo roll up 
shades in natural 
Matchstick or Tor 
toise shell (burned 
V?" wide bamboo 
slats) Perenially 
popular: handmade 
in Taiwan with 
heavy cord locking 
device. Add $1.50 
postage per shade 

Handwoven 
of     natural 
willow   for 
indoors    or 
out. 

CHAIR - 38" X 
25" X  16" high, 
$54.95. 
ROCKER - (not 
shown). $64.95. 
SOFA-48" wide 
X 38" X 16" 
high. $94.95. 
COFFEE TABLE- 
35" X 23" X 21" 

high, $59.95. 
END  TABLE-24"   x   17"  x 
24"   high,   $39.95. 

Seat   and   Back   Cushions —Polyfoam 
i yf      witfi zippered covers in floral gold pattern or solid 

- colors in gold, black, red, tangerine, applegreen or royal blue. 
Sofa $34.95. Chair $16.95. Exp. Chgs. Coll   Painted White add 

25%. 

WILLOW 

FERN STAND 

Proudly display your 
plants and greenery in 
this handwoven plante 
10"  dia.   X  8"   deep  x 
26"  high,   $18.95 plus 
$3.00 postage. 

NEW DECORATOR AREA RUGS 

From     China,     durable     intricately 
handwoven   of    natural    maize   and 

f-""—^   rush   in   butterfly  pattern. 

' 1 •?:,«„•. BASKET Hoase 
«]   Route  10, Dept. HG7,  Succasunna. N.J, 07I 

4 ft. $22.95 plus $2.00 postage. 
6 ft. $37.95 plus $4 00 postage. 
9 ft. $79 95 plus $6 00 postage. 

SEND 2SC 
FOR 72 

PACE CATALOG 

Mrs.  K.  1 
8 Beach A' 

ucno, Calif 
1 3 1 

ADDRESS   LABELS 

WITH   NICE   DESIGNS 
Any initial in Old English or Script, 
Pine, U.S. Flag, Gull, Palm, Roie, 
Sogucro, Any Zodiac Sign, Hoppy 
Face or Horse, Roadrunner, Palette, 
Spruce, Treble Clef. To 20 letters 
per line, 4 lines. Printed in black 
ink on 500 white or 250 gold 
gummed labels. Two sizes . . . 
1 'A" X VJ" for $2.50 or Deluxe size 
1V«" X Ve" for $3.50 + 35< post, 
via Isl or 25< via 3rd class. Specify 
design, size and color. Useful 96-P 
Gift Cotolog, 50«. Bruce Bolind, 
27-1 Bolind BIdg., Boulder, CO 
80302. (Since 1956, thonks to youl) 

DOCTORS 
LAWYERS 

Hand wrought copper waste baskets 14", 
$25.00; matching letter baskets 5", 
$12.00; also bookends, $28.00. Avail- 
able with Cadeuceus, Scales of Justice, 
Club Emblem, College Seal with 3 ini- 
tials under the symbol. 

Snid rhrrk nr  MO. 

GREGORY E.  HENTZI 
59  Brown  St.,  Dept.  HG  21 

Waltham,  Mass. 02154 
Write for Free Brochure of Copper and 

Leather Goods. 

ADJUSTABLE 

TV POLE 
Hold your portable 
TV right where you 
want it without ta- 

bles or stands. 
Takes    any 
width,   up  to 
14" deep, 17" 
high.    Brass 
tone  finish 
pole     has 
spring tension 
to   adjust   to 

_ to 8V2 ft. ceil- 
ing heights. Can be 
set Hi or Low. Real 
space saver! 
Prompt Shipment 
Extension for higher 
ceiling, add $2.00. 

*14.99 
Plus $1.00 postage 

Writt for FREE eataloc 

Dept. 307-8A, Wheat Ridge, CO 80036 

SHOPPING AROUND 

BEAUTIFY YOUR LAWfJ 
Care for lawn and garden with 
aerator/mulcher tiller to build. 
Doesn't use gasoline engine. Pre- 
pares lawn prior to seeding, aer- 
ates after mowing to provide oxy- 
gen, moisture. May attach to self- 
propelled lawn mower. Building 
plans, $2. Curtis Engineering, HG7, 
Box 3084, Chattanooga. TN 37404. 

LUXURY SUNFLOAT 
Unique extra soft floating mate 
conforms to body. Virtually in' 
structible, won't absorb water e' 
if punctured. 70"l. by 26"w.^ 
2"d. No inflating: In zippered Cc. 
White, aqua, yellow, or green. \ 
ppd. Free literature. Doving Ge 
Ltd., HG7, Box 7666, Naples, 
33941. 

FLORENTINE DESIGN 
Classic lantern in heavy Rogers 
gold-plated castings rests on a 
base of Italian marble with multi- 
color stained glass effect. Height is 
29V2"- For an elaborate decorator 
look. $59.95. Shpg. chgs. coll. 250 
for catalogue. Luigi Crystal, Dept. 
HG7, 7332 Frankford Ave., Phila- 
delphia,  PA 19136. 

SPRAY SHADES CLEAN 
Dirty fabric lamp shades get r 
life from spray-on cleaner. Pe 
trating ion action lifts dust, 
without wiping. Dries to spoti* 
finish —invisible coating protS 
fabric, repels dirt. 8 oz. $3.98 [S 
850 post. Anthony Enterpris 
HG7, 67 Second St., San F|; 
Cisco, CA 94105. 
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AIURAL DECORATOR ACCENTS 

'All *jl see here and much, much, more! 

Ar>-.urfbellevable collection, with shells 

measuring 4", 5" and even 6" long, from 

around the world. $12.95 plus $3 P&H or 

250 shell collection $19.95 plus $4 P&H. 

Tropical Shell Institute, P.O. Box 21490 

Dept (H) Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33335. 

Portfolio on other shells/$1 

Stop Fleas Safely 
and Naturally! 

FLEA-TABS ..finally.an 
answer to the flea _  i^^ 
problem that works 
without the use of 
chemicals found in flea 
collars, powders, 
sprays, etc. 

FLEA-TABS      com- 
pletely safe and natural. 

FLEA-TABS... adminis- 
tered orally, everyday, will cause your 
pets' skin to emit an odor that only fie 
can smell. 

Most pets readily accept FLEA-TAt 
as a treat. A 100-tablet bottle lasts 2-a 
months for the average size pet. 

Fully Guaranteed. Send $4.95 to: 
FLEA-TABS, Box 33-B, Bowling Greet 
Ohio 43402. PPD. Ohio residents add 
sales tax. 

Master Charge and Visa accepted. 

House &  Gorid 



SHOPPING AROUND 

iTERYEAR CHARM 
Jtstool is an authentic reproduc- 
1 of an antique. Solid walnut, 
id rubbed satin finish. Padded 
ipin top can easily be covered 
h fabric of your choice or your 
n needlef)oint. 16" I. by 10%" 
by 61/2" h. $39 plus $2 post, 

■bara's Collection, Dept. 9E, Box 
73, La Jolla, CA 92038. 

TAILORED SOFTNESS 
Noiron cotton-andpolyester mus- 
lin curtains in white or natural. 
Machine-wash/dry. 84" w. per pr. 
24", 30", 36" I. $8 pr; 40", 45" I. 
$9.50 pr; 54", 63" I. $11.50 pr. 
Valance. $4, plus $2 post. Free 
color catalogue. Colonial Maid Cur- 
tains, Dept. G7T, Lawn Terrace, 
Mamaroneck, NY 10543. 

TIK  PRINTS 
ur butterflies, wings spread in 
irious colors, sip nectar of the 
jndant flowers. Finely grained 
by 12" art paper, to mount as 
frame or decoupage. Ideal for 

/ room, little gift. All four in set 
plus 50^ post. Write to Cad- 

's, HGP7, 8146 N. 23rd Ave., 
oenix, AZ 85021. 

EXTRA SEATING 
Folding chair in butcher block style 
is of solid beech wood in natural 
or walnut finish. Handy for bridge 
chairs. Folds flat for easy storage. 
32" h., 18" w. Seat 16" h., 14" w. 
$15.95 each. Set of 4, $60. Shpg. 
chg. collect. Catalogue, 500. Gena- 
da Imports, HG7, Box 204, Tea- 
neck, NJ 07666. 

*    occlu/ion 
/uit 

linatcs Wrappini in Mtstic 
U-Q Octlution hitt 

) tpplr i 
I bc<J)f occluiive dre ,   
erotd cream preicfibed by four 
nitoiogiit Uti complicjted 
1 pOlyelMene dim to the trunk 

eitremitiet Clittie at all 
ninit Used 41 Duke Unratmly 
iKtl Clinie and min)f othtrt 
> Sm 2^29 M«d 30 34 
3') 39 IL iO W UL 44 » 

K ^95 PP. \ 
R. B. WILUAMS CO.. MC. 

Dept.  HG-7     P.O.  Box  1280 
St. Petersburg,  FL 33701 

ICE CREAM FLOWER MOLDS 
Now you can mold ice cream in ex- 
quisite flower shapes, just the right 
size for individual servings. Just fill 
molds with ice cream, pop into 
freezer. When ready to serve, ice 
cream slips out easily, reproducing 
every detail of zinnia, rose, daisy. 
dogwood, pansy, and blackeyed 
Susan. Ideal, too. for gelatin des- 
serts and salads. Set of six, alt dif- 
ferent. $3.50 plus 90* PosUge. 

Tex. rei. add 5% Sales Tax. 

Sand For Free Gift Cataloc 

ARTISAN   GALLERIES 
2100 B-7 No.  Haskell.  Dallas, TX 7S204 

REMOVE HAIR 
PERMANENTLY 

y, 1978 

Perma Tweez® is a simple 
electrolysis ifistrument that 
PERMANENTLY removes unde- 
sirable hair from all areas of the 
face—such as the chin, upper 
lip, eyebrows. Embarrassing 
body hair can now be removed 
forever at home in total privacy. 
Arms and legs can be forever 
free of the inconvenience of con- 
stant hair removal. An exclusive 
U.S. patented safety feature 
allows you to do this without 
puncturing the skin. 

AN EXPERT'S APPROVAL 

Perma Tweez has been clini- 
cally tested by a university pro- 
fessor of dermatology and proven 
to be safe and effective. One of 
his patients had previously been 
tweezing hairs from her chin 
every day for 15 years. After 
treating herself with Perma Tweez, 
she has eliminated this time 
consuming chore for the rest of 
her life! Over 15 thousand instru- 
ments in use by doctors—over 
one million sold to people like 
yourself. 

Easy instructions make you ex- 
pert in a few minutes. Save hun 
dreds of dollars on salon elec- 
trolysis by doing it yourself. 

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

^lO.yj'^ Advertised 
Elsewhere  At $19.95 

Send A> "^ ,y. 

Check or I ^Good Housekeeping • 
Money        \% PROMISES ^-^y 

Order ^^f/VfOR ftEfuNO (IJ^l^^^ 

Cal.  residents odd 6%   sales tax 

' GENERAL MEDICAL CO. HG-156 
] 1935 Armacost Ave- 
(West Los Angeles, Ca. 90025 

iQ   I   enclose   $16.95   in   full   payment. 

I n   I    enclose   $4.00   deposit   and   will 
poy   bolance   COD   plus   extro   COD I 
charges. 

I D   BankAmericard/Masler  Charge 

# Exp.                1 

1 
Nnm*»                                                                                       1 

1 
1 

City                                                                                           1 

Stntp 7}n                   • 

Mfr   of Prof. & Home Electrolysis Equip. | 

* I »/8 CtNEHAt MEOICM CO, 
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w The brand new, 
old-fashioned 

ceiling fan. 
$59.95 A 

m 
We took $100 off the price. 
The wonderful old ceiling fan has re- 
turned. At a fraction of the cost. And 
with new innovations. The 60 RPM 
speed provides increased efficiency 
of heating in winter, and cooling in sum 
mer Rus improved air circulation 
for your treasured house plants, 
with the gentle 
air movement The 
result: efficiency without 
distraction. \. 
Light-weight, strong 
2md beautihil. 
The Georgetown Ceiling Fan is authen- 
tically crafted of durable — yet surpris- 
ingly light —resin materials, for both 
beauty and strength You won't have to 
worry about mounting it on heavy sup- 
port beams. The rich wood-grain blades 
span a full 44" in diameter Drop from 
ceiling to bottom of fan is 12" with lon- 
ger lengths available on request. 

Add a light globe, too. 
For only $14 95 more, you can have 

your Georgetown Fan with a distinc- 
tive 6-inch light globe, to add even 

' more function and beauty. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

The Georgetown Ceiling Fan is 
completely guaran 
teed. If not satisfied, 
return for full re- 

fund, within 14 days, 
y Order by phone. 

Your fan comes to you complete and 
ready to install, as easily as any light fix 
ture Specify Walnut or Oak finish for 
woodgrain blades Or solid decorator 
colors: Yellow or White Call toll-free, or 
send check or money order for $59.95 
for each fan: $74.90 with light globe. 
Add $7 shipping and handling Or 
charge to your Master Charge or Bank- 
Americard (include account number 
and expiration date.) 

Box 2128-HG7, Denver, Colorado 80201 
Call toll-free: (800) 824-7866 Operator 92-D. In Calif. (800) 852-7757 Operator 92-D. 

Allow   4   Wt (ks   For   Ot-hvcry 

LEATHER CHAIR & OTTOMAN 
The elegance of leather, the excellence 
of supurb craftsmanship! Solid Brass 
nail head trim. Available in over ."JO 
colors of Premium Top Grain Leather. 
CHAIR: H33 W31 D34 $429.50 
OTTOMAN:        H18 W27 D20 $184.50 

shipping charges extra. No. C.O.D. 
send SI.00 for brochure 

Dept HG-46 
Hickory,  N.C. 

P.O. Box 5023 
28601  (704-322-4478) 

Hilp nic to rcnicntbir that nothing is 
Qoing to happen to me today that you and 
I together can't handle. Inspirational, 
and lovely words on a 8" x 6" wooden 
plaque. Artful full color English garden 
scroll border, enhances the quiet serene 
message. Laminated for permanence, 
ready to hang on a favorite wall at home 
or otiicr.   Ideal  hostess  gift. 

Only $1.98 each plus .50^ pp. hdlg. 

CADLYITS D.P. H07 
V     «>46 N. 23rd Ave., Phoenii.  AZ tS021 J 

SAFETY is for KEEPS with the patented 
WEYCO'SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVER. It will 
support children and adults in any emergency. 
It's  an  all-year-round  safety   swimm.ng  pool 

The MEYCO'SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVER au- 
tomatic anchoring system with stainless steel 
tension springs that lock it m place allow the 
pool to be covered or uncovered m two min- 
utes. Leaves and debris cannot get in Saves 
on heat and chlorine and discourages algae. 
It's custom made to fit any size or shape pool 
and it carries a ^ve year warranty. 

«io not mot'- covers for ahovr-ground 
il<iT pools. Srnfl for complete informn- 

m and free booklet on "How to Have a 
farefrrr, I'wl." 

MEYCO SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVERS 
225 Park Avf., Hicksvillf, U t. IHOI 

(516)-«5J1»00      •Palfnt  r2 »5e «72 Est. UM 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

k 

WONDER TRAP 
Specially treated to draw dirt, 
mud, snow from shoes like mag- 
net! Place Wonda Mat" inside door 
and rugs, floors stay clean of dam- 
aging grit. Machine washable, 24" 
by 18", non-skid ribbed foam. 
Never needs retreating. $3.98 ppd. 
Walter Drake, HG80 Drake BIdg., 
Colorado Springs, CO 80940. 

STAND-UP GOLF BAG 
Stands upright when spike i 
pushed into ground. Holds 
clubs; only 2 lbs. Pockets for ( 
balls, card,/tee, garment. Was 
able vinyl: black, blue, browf 
green, red, or yellow. $29.95. Ac 
$2 post. Free brochure. Chuck-i 
Roo", HG7, Box 173, 1466 Nt 
Holland Pike, Lancaster, PA 1760j 

CONTACTS' HIDEAWAY 
Distinctive personalized brass case 
keeps lenses and lens solution in 
one place for wearer's conve- 
nience. Contains mirror, two lens 
pockets, bottle for lens liquid. 2" 
by 2" by Vz". With initials only, 
$6.95; 3 line address, $7.95. Post. 
350. Bruce Bolind, HG7, Bolind 
BIdg., Boulder, CO 80302. 

CREATIVELY YOURS 
There's a variety of stimulatin 
ideas featuring maple hardwood 
as country-style dining table 
work tables, mobile carts, sheh 
ing, benches, counter tops. All a. 
shown in a 44-page catalogue 50 i 
From Butcher Block & More, HG) 
1600 So. Clinton, Chicago, 
60616. 

flK.niLM   3 .AT^ 

JN 8949 

GROOM THE BATH 
There is no need to have ugly 
cracks and openings around your 
tub, sink or basin. Seal them up 
with self-sticking tape. Merely 
press tape on clean, dry surface, 
11 foot roll, $2.98 plus 600 post- 
age. Order from Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG7, 67 Second St., San 
Francisco,  CA 94105. 

FOR THE SPORT OF  IT 
Wouldn't you "rather be golfing,! 
". . . skiing," ". . . boating," 
fishing," ".  .  . hunting"? Licens'l 
frames   let the  world   know  yoi 
preference. Colorful chrome-plate 
metal   attaches   easily   to   licensi 
plate. Specify choice from abov<| 
$3.39  each,   ppd.   Miles   Kimball 
100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wl 5490(1 

House & Gordel 



bMOKKINti   AKUUND 

VARDING PROJECT 
emble an elegant ISthcentury 
er tray table. Kit: solid 3/i" 
■ry table, apron, drop leaves, 
enings, tiardware. Precut and 
loth-sanded both sides to fit 
ectly. Assembled models also, 
furniture kit brochure $1, write 

t. FS, Emperor Clocl< Co., 
Ihope, AL 36532. 

ENDURING GREENERY 
Lasting beauty of preserved Boston 
fern will grace your home indefi- 
nitely. Chemically treated plant 
needs no water or light. Lush 
fronds spread to 3'. White pot, 
detachable hanger. $14.95. Plus 
$3 post. Catalogue $1. Bloomin' 
Attic, Inc., Dept. HG7, 418 So. 
Washington, Royal Oak, Ml 48067. 

viMER THONG 
It on your feet thong is smartly 
;atile to blend with all resort 
r. Colors: green, pink, red, 
e/cocoa, bright blue, yellow, 
te, black, gold, silver. Man- 
de leather-look vinyl. Sizes 5-10 
:ept 91/2)■ $6.50 plus $1 post.; 
$14 ppd. Resorters Unlimited, 

78, Box 6, Bay Head, NJ 08742. 

HANDY HANG-DRYER 
For travel or home use, a sturdy 
dryer to hold all your washables is 
a great help. Hooks onto any show- 
erhead, notched shaft holds 11 
hangers. Steel construction, rust- 
proof vinyl finish. $3.25; two $6. 
Add 500 post. American Century, 
HG78, P. O. Box 36277, Los An- 
geles, CA 90036. 

((((Hi, 
"xaMjil 

PYLIC BEAUTY 
lection of personalized acrylics 
you, your home, gifts. Over 70 
ns, most personalized. Cover 
tures elegant bud vase, 6"h. by 
V by l"d.; circle monogram 
own) or engraved (up to 7 let- 
1). $11.50 ppd. Free catalogue, 
ylic Gallery, HG7. 1405 Main 
Sarasota, FL 33577. 

f.   1978 

SILVER PROTECTION 
Tarnish-proof Pacific Cloth drawer 
pads made by Gorham. Prevent 
tarnish and scratching! ll^/i" by 
15" by 2V2" holds 100 pieces, 
$9.95; 171/2" by 13%" by 2V2" 
holds 125 pieces, $10.95. Add 
$1.25 post. each. Barrington Spe- 
cialties, HG-7, Box 154-G, Barring- 
ton, Rl 02806. 

SHEERS 8. SEMI-SHEERS BEDSPREADS PRISCIUAS 

During our 
between-seasonlull 
3 kinds of discount 

savings 
for people of 

different speeds 

DISCOUNT 
IF YOU ORDER 
BEFORE SEP. 30 

DISCOUNT 
IF YOU ORDER 
BEFORE 0CT.15 

DISCOUNT 
IF YOU ORDER 
BEFORE 0CT.31 

SWAGS & JABOTS 

is 

y 
RUFFLED ENSEMBLES 

I 

Normally, buying direct from 
Ronnie, you'd save up to 40% 
on Bedspreads and Draperies. 
Right now — is our between- 
season lull and our workrooms 
are at their slowest pace. By 
actinjr now you can save an 
additional 33'/j %. Procrastinate 
a fortnight—when we start to 
Ret busy — and you earn only 
20%. Stall for a whole month 
and you pick up a mere 15% 
savings. Be quick, be alert. Get 
that coupon in the mail now! 

TEXTURES/PATTERNS 

Send for FREE Catalog.Order before Sept.30-save a full 33'/3% 
Ronnie Drapery Corp., Dept.   4K4,    14.5 Broad Ave., Fairview, N.J.07022 

RONNIE DRAPERY CORP., Dept. ' 

Please rush me, absolutely FREE, 
the Ronnie Bedspread-Drapery 

Catalog that offers me additional 

discounts of 33V3%, 20%&157o 
during your between-season lull. 

NAME 

IK4,   145 broad 

until 
SEPT. 30th 

33y3% 
Discount 

ave., fairview 

until 
OCT. 15th 

20% 
Discount 

, n.j. 07022 I 

until         1 
OCT. 31st 1 

15% i 
Discount     ] 

1 

ADDRESS                                                                                                                                           I 

CITY STATE ZIP                { 
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NEWI SUN PROTECTION FOR BEACH. 
POOLSIDE — OR ANYWHERE! 

Our ingenious shade- 
malier provides 

dramatic good 
looks, strength, 

and portability. 
Vibrant yellow 
canopy is 
coated nylon 
taffeta with 
orange trim. 

Frame is sec- 
tioned tubular 
aluminum. 
Fast to set up, 

easy to transport, 
made to last. 

Shields four people 
comfortably. 

$60 prepaid. 
MasterChargc, VISA. Check, 

Write for tree brochure 

floving geroy itci. 
P O. BOX 7666, (HG),NAPLES, FLORIDA 33941 

% W    \ 

HUARACHES 
for 111   the   f.imily 

Real leather relaxes tired feet as nothtiiK 
vise can. Uppers are woven of supple leather 
thones In never repeated patterns. Sturdv 
leather soles wear like :i shoe. This Is the 
orierlnal "air conditioned" sandal, the linest 
made.    Natural   be lire   only. 
.Send shoe size or fool outline. We ETuarantee 
the tit. All sizes for men. women, children. 
IMMEDIATE   OCLIVCRY   Ppd. 

.Sizes  for 

Ihe 
$11 's Pr. 

children 

QLD jtyjEXBCO ^HOP 
.M.    87501 

FAMILY CREST RINGS 

Ring #11, 16xl4mm top, 
solid 14k gold     $210.00 
sterling silver $95.00 

WE WORK IN THREE BASIC WAYS 
1. If you do have a coat of arms, juit stnd 

us a photostat or picture of it and that 
is what we engrave. 

2. If you do not have a coat of arms send 
us your nama and we'll look it up for 
you at no extra cost, or you may check 
it against our list (sea below). 

3. If you wish you may design your own 
coat of arms. 

SEND FOB OUR FREE COLOR CATALOGUE 
If, in addition to our free catalogue you 
wish to get our booklet containing over 
20,000 names for which we have records 
of coats of arms and for which this jewelry 
is available, plus instructions on "how to 
design your own coat of arms". SEND US 
Jl.OO (deductible from first order/ 

Remember, this jewelry is also availabia 
with any coat of arms, or any other em- 
blem or design you may send us. 
HERALDICA IMPORTS, INC., Oept. HG7 

21 WEST 46th ST. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

NEED HELP GETTING UP? 
Cushion-Lift® chairs are helping 

thousands of people maintain their 
indepen(jence, by eliminating the 
painful Struggle of getting in and out 
of a chair. 

Write today for more information 
and a free brochure, or call toll free: 
1-800-558-2151. 

FREEHOMETRIAL 

Ask about MEDICARE coverage 

ORTHO-KINETICS, INC. 
P.O. Box 2000-FJ-8 

Waukesha, Wl 53186 
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DESIGNER TOUCH 
Treasured fabrics beautifully en- 
hanced with quilting design. Ele- 
gance for the bedroom with a bed- 
spread made to exact measure- 
ments from your material, quilted 
in attractive "Promethean" de- 
sign. Kit, color brochure, $1. Caro- 
lina Studios, Dept. EHG-78, Box 
191,  Southern  Pines,   NC  28387. 

WARNING 
PROTECTIO  BY 

FLECTRONIC 
ALARM SYSTEM 

WHO'S TO KNOW 
Burglars or other would-be male- 
factors will bypass premises hav- 
ing a warning decal advertising an 
alarm system. Self-adhesive vinyl 
stickers are bright yellow and 
green. Set of four. $1.98 plus 350 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG7, 
67 Second St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

BACK-UP ALARM 
Perfect for any vehicle. Sounds 
a distracting bird-chirp alarm as 
you look behind before backing 
up. Waterproof, solid state, easy 
installation. Bracket attaches un- 
der body, out of sight. 3l^" by 
21/2" by 2%"- $19.95 ppd. C&J 
Lee Company, HG7, 55 Sutter St., 
#304,  San Francisco, CA 94104. 

ALWAYS  FRESH 

Use the Brew-A-Cup to savor r' 
coffee brewed fresh whenever 
want it. Just add regular-grind ci 
fee to Brew-A-Cup to make one 1 
at a time. No paper filter. Polyp' 
pylene; dishwasher safe. $3. 
plus 400 post. June's Corner, IE^ 
6333 Belair Rd., Baltimore, 
21206 

CHIMNEY INITIAL 
Big bold chimney initial adds ; 
elegant touch to your home. A, 
great under gable, on the gara, 
door; indoors on fireplace, or reci 
ation room wall. Satin black bak 
enamel; rustproof. Specify initi 
24" $31.95; 16" $14.95. Add 
post. Bruce Bolind, HG7, Boli 
BIdg., Boulder, CO 80302. 

\' 

^E PRINT 
(HYTHING 

WILD, WACKY SLOGANS 
Choose any message up to 30 I 
ters—it's printed on cotton swe 
shirt or T-shirt. Machine washab 
non-fading printing. Navy or po 
der blue. S, M, L, XL. Sweatshi 
$7.99, T-shirt, $5.99 ppd. $2 ext 
for printing both sides. Free ca 
logue. Holiday Gifts, Dept. 307-8 
Wheat Ridge, CO 80036. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

RM RACKET GRIP 
bsorb perspiration from hand 
Ith unique stretch tennis handle 
Dver. Grip-It"^" quickly slips on or 
ff racket grip. Washable, reusable, 
on't twist, protects leather. For 
II racket sports. White, blue or 
rown. Two, $3.99 ppd. F & H 
porting Goods Co., HG7. Box 
l065 H, No. Brunswick, NJ 08902. 

WHO'S THE FAIREST 
Regency mirror looks attractive in 
any type of room decor—creates 
an impression of spaciousness. 
Handwoven of natural rattan, rec- 
tangular mirror is 20" w. by 23" 
h. $29.95 plus $4 post. Painted 
white add $5. Catalogue, 250. 
Fran's Basket House, Dept. HG7, 
Rte. 10, Succasunna, NJ 07876. 

vRECA  PALM 
hemically preserved to remain 
greenhouse" fresh with no water, 
ght or care. Palm comes In pa- 
iier mache container that can be 
et in any basket or planter. 3i/> 
t., $34.95; 51/2 ft., $49.95; SVz 
I. $59.95. Add $3.50 post for 
ach. Casual Designs, 325 S. Wash- 
igton. Royal Oak, Ml 48067. 

NAVAJO REPLICA 
Harmonious blend of ivory ground 
with rust, gold and brown accents. 
2' by 3' $19.95; 3' by 5' $34.95; 
4' by 6' $49.95; 6' by 9' $89.95 
Ppd. Other designs, also Oriental 
and Scandinavian rya rugs in full 
color catalogue $1. Peerless Im- 
ported Rugs, GE78, 3028 No. 
Lincoln Ave.,  Chicago,   IL 60657. 

\IEVER TO RETURN 
'or the female who has unwanted 
lair on face, arms, legs, we pro- 
)cse Perma Tweez. Battery oper- 
ited device removes hair perma- 
lently and with professional re- 
iults, does not puncture skin. 
tl6.95 ppd. General Medical Co., 
HGE80, 1935 Armacost Ave., W. 
-OS Angeles, CA 90025. 
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THE BEST IN BRASS 
Deluxe handcrafted brass bed with 
unique rounded top, white ceramic 
knob trim reflects late 19th cen- 
tury French influence. Heavy wall 
brass tubing, castings. Custom 
frame system available. Send $3 
for catalogue (refundable with or- 
dert. Joao Isabel, HG7. 120 East 
32na St.. New York, NY 10016. 

COLONIAL CTWAID CURTAINS 
S.nc» 1*17   \ 

No Iron Muslin       til^ 
Charming reproduction 
from Provincetown, Cape Cod 
PIxtra full 3" French headed 
ruffles. Extra wide 80" to the 
pair with attached valance, 
,'5,5% cotton, 65% polyester, in 
natural or white. Machine 
wash/dry, no iron 

Tiers 
24", 30", or 36" Ig. 
With Tiebacks 
45", 54", or 63" Ig. 
72", 8 I ".or 90" Ig. 
Extra Val. I I" x 72 
' Salisiaction unconditionally guaranteed 
Add $200 post/hdlg   Send check. MO, 
Master Charge, Bank Amencard, or Visa 
N Y res add tax 

Send for Free Color Catalog. 
COLONIAL CTMAID CURTAINS 
Depi 27,   Lawn Terrace. 
Mamaroneck Village, N Y 10.S4:-! 

8.50 pr. 

12.50 pr. 
15.50 pr. 
' 4.50 ea. 

^^^^ 

Cellulite is not 
ordinary fat! 

If you have fat that just won't go away, no matter how 
much you diet or exercise, you probably have Celluli ite. 

8 out of 10 women have it. 
At some time between childhood and womanhood, 8 out of 10 

women are bothered by Cellulite — those unattractive lumps, 
bumps, and bulges that keep you from looking your best. 

What causes it? 
Cellulite forms when your body's circulatory 

and waste systems don't function at top effi- 
ciency Wastes and toxins are trapped inside 

your body Your daily intake of food addi- 
tives, preservatives, cigarette smoke, the pill, 

and other chemials maltes the problem worse. 
You can help correct it with 

AuNaturei:" 
You can help rid yourself of this annoying 

figure problem with Au Naturel — a 100% 
■ natural formula of vitamins, minerals, and 

herbs, specially formulated to help eliminate 
Cellulite. Au Naturel effectively nelps break 

down and free trapped wastes and 
toxins, removing them from your body So 

you'll fook better, and feel better. 
24-page book inclucied 

Remember, you can't lose Cellulite through 
ordinary dieting or exercise. So rush your 

' order for Au Naturel now. We'll include a free 
24-page book that tells how to get rid of 
CeOulite, and keep it from coming back. 

No-risk money-back guarantee 
If you are not satisfied in every way with 

Au Naturel, we will immediately refund your 
full purchase price Au Naturel is not avail- 
able in stores. If you want to start looking 

■      ■  better and feeling better, mail the coupon now. 
Save time! Order Toll-Free! 

U» Call now! 1-800-327-1109 Ext. 23    In Florida all 1-800-432-4893 Ext. 23 

Herbal Concepts, Inc., P.O. Box 8, Easton, Mass. 02334 
Please send me a supply of Au Naturel, with money-back guarantee. For lull and 
continued results, we recommend a 90-(Jay program. 
D 90 days (360 tablets) $I9.9S (You save $3.90)        D 30 days (120 tablets) $7.95 
Add 75* postage & handling (Canada $1.50). Mass. residents add 5% sales tax. 

Name  
Address  
Cit . State. uty Mate op  
U Payment enc. D BankAmericard/Visa D Master Charge Bank No. . 
Credit Card No.  Expires. 
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PROTECT YOUR FAMILY 
All-metal chain ladder becomes 
a stairway to safety... 
a fire escape for loved ones. 

Simply hook over windowsill... in 
seconds. Chain and rungs drop 
instantly and support over 1000 lbs. A 
smoke alarm may give you warning but 
your ladder can save lives. For family 
peace of mind (and yours) order today. 

15 ft. (2-story) — $29.95 
(Plus $3.00 shipping) 

25 ft. (3-story) — $39.95 
(Plus $3.00 shipping) 

Money back guarantee. 
Made In U.S.A. 

-c^a- 
YOURCOMPUrtlY 
aSSEMBCEOPOBTABlt 
DHUXF FIRE ESCAPE 
LAOOEfl FOLDS  FOR 
CONVENIENT STORAGE 
IN THIS ATTRACTIVE 
BOX   lir«  16"» 4 1 

StandS'inC' 
Dept. H-7 

425 Wagaraw Rd., Fair Lawn, N.J. 07410 

SHOPPING AROUND 

SHELDON 
THE SHELF PLANTER 

Sweet Sheldon dangles his feet oft 
the edge of your shelf or window 
sill to show your favorite plant. 
S'/i" *■ ■*". Soft shades of beige 
and brown stoneware. 

$6.95 each or 7 for $11.95 
Add SKOO each  for posfoge & handling 

The Art of Giving 
18  Vonderbuill  Parkwoy 
Commock,   N.Y.   11725 

Natural Treasures 

Get an eyeful of all the Natural 
Beauties that can add to your 
collection or decorating schemes. 
Explore our fascinating illustrated 
catalog of Shells, Fossils, Minerals, 
Indian Artifacts, Display Stands and 
Books 50c. 
Beautiful Color Portfolio of Shells 
and Minerals with catalog $2.00. 

Dover Scientific 
Box6011T Long IslandCity N.Y. 11106 

54 

TOWEL-IN-THE-ROUND 
Clever, circular towel has center tab 
tt)at fastens into a loop, to drape softly 
into a circle Hangs onto range, refrig- 
erator, kitchen cabinet—anywhere you 
need it. Absorbent, quick-drying terry 
with a bright herbal design. 
$2.98 each; 2 for $5.75. Add 75< post. 

FERRY    HOUSE 
Dept. G-77K. Bnanlifl Manor, N.Y. 10510 

The 
SAFE 
2-Way 

PET 
DOOR 

\i iK'h ifiifer than anu 
■ l<d   hinged    type 

■'"I door. Your pet 
rompletely   pro- 

' • U'd. lie cannot be 
'i>ped   or    choked 

or    hate    hi9    tail 
sheared  off. 

FlexPort 
Why be o doorman for your pet? Flex- 
Port ends scratched doors ond whining. 
Keeps out flies, wind, roin. Gives you 
and pet complete freedom. Soft plostic 
triangles close gently and tightly. Easily 
installed. Send for free 
folder. Or phone (6031- 
448-1641. 

TUREN, INC. 
Dept.  HG7 
Etna Road 

Lebanon,N.H,03766 

I 

ENTRANCE MAT 
Scrape shoe soles clean on metal 
multi-purpose matting. High-grade 
steel wire with heavy duty gal- 
vanized coating. "Numat" is rust 
resistant, dries quickly. Long 
lasting, it never needs cleaning. 
16" by 28". $9.95 plus 95?! post. 
Century Gifts, HG778, Center Hill 
Rd.,Copake, NY 12516. 

F{^fff !?»'-'•-"f- 

PLANT DOLLY « 
Heavy plants can be easily moveC|| 
on dolly that holds up to 120 Ibsi « 
Natural wood platform is supportecj 
by three sturdy swivel casters. Rol; 
plant to sink for watering, to sur* 
for light. Rotate positioning. 12" 
dia. $6.95; 14" dia. $9.95. Add $lt 
post. Cadlyn's, HG7, 8146 N. 23rc 
Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85021. 

61 
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RUFFLED TABS 
Pretty tab curtains of polyester/ 
cotton blend. White or eggshell, 
80" wide; lengths: 36", 40", $19; 
45", 54", $20; 63", 72", $23; 
84", 90", $27. Add $2 post. You 
may also choose from fabrics in 
sample set, $3. Free color cata- 
logue. Constance Carol Inc., HG7, 
Box 899, Plymouth, MA 02360. 

AS GOOD AS GOLD 
Favorite snapshot permanently re-! 
produced on gold tone metal 
mounted on rich walnut grain 
plaque. Send b&w or color photo, up; 
to 5" X 7" (returned unharmed).j 
$9.95. Photo on Metalphoto" key 
chain, $4.95. Add 750 post each.. 
A-J Photographies, HG7, 14 W.' 
Caton Ave., Alexandria, VA 22301.J 

SOLAR HOUSE PLANS 
Conservative in dollars and energy 
usage, also charming. Panelized, 
in kit form to be easily erected 
Book of floor plans, illustrations, 
price list. $1.75 ppd. House pic 
tured cost only $249 to heat dur 
ing Vermont winter '76-'77. Green 
Mountain Homes, Inc., HG7, C-35, 
Royalton, VT 05068. 

WIND IN THE DAISIES 
Windchime brightens kitchen or 
patio while you enjoy pleasant 
tinkling sounds. White daisies, 
23/i" dia., yellow centers, of highly 
glazed sturdy ceramic hang on 
nylon threads. Overall, 13" 
$13.95, post., $1.65. Artisan Gal- 
leries, HG7, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., 
Dallas, TX 75204. 

House  &  Garden 
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HIS OR HERS 
Unique 4 piece belt set includes 
three web straps, 1%" w., and 
one gold-tone clip-on buckle which 
can easily be Interchanged to 
coordinate outfits. Tan, navy and 
red. Specify waist size. $4.95 plus 
$1 post. Creative Specialties, 
HG7, Box 196, Middle Village, NY 
11379. 

COOK'S CHARM 
Ward off evil spirits that make 
pots boil over, foods born. Nor- 
wegian Kitchen Witch rides her 
broom bringing good luck to your 
kitchen! Red, black, green or blue; 
hangs from a string; IS'/i"'- over- 
all. $6.99 plus $1.50 post. Kitch- 
en Kapers, Dept. HG7. 532 Cherry 
Hill  Mall, Cherry Hill,  NJ 08002. 

ENGLISH WINE TABLE 
Handcrafted of mahogany with 
soft, detailed leathery top. Authen- 
tic reproduction of a fine antique, 
c. 1784. Table is 20"h., 13" dia. 
$22 ppd. MC, BA/Visa. Color cata- 
logue, $1. Write or phone: 504/ 
891-4405. The Bombay Company, 
HG7, Box 52332, 5256 Magazine 
St., New Orleans, LA 70152, 

COOLING DECOR 
Carib ceilingfanfor cooling breezes 
to cut down on air conditioning, 
save heating costs by recirculatkig 
air. 5-speed control adjusts circu- 
lation. 48" in white, copper, yel- 
low: $119.95. Light kit, $14.95, 
Ppd. Floridian Designs, Inc., 
12550 N.W. 39th St., Coral 
Springs,  FL 33065. 

CREWEL LUXURY 
Hand-embroidered wool crewel on 
natural cotton, made in Kashmir 
by skilled native weavers. Multi- 
tone designs are inspiring for up- 
holstering furniture, making dra- 
peries and bedspreads. 54"W. Yard 
$13 ppd. Brochure and swatch 
50*. Gill Imports, HG778, Box 
73, Ridgefield, CT 06877. 
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SLIMLINE STORAGE 
Unbreakable plastic bottles fit on 
refrigerator door shelves. Easy to 
grip and pour. Store milk, juice, 
etc. U.S./metric measurements. 
Dishwasher safe, 1, 2, and 3 qt. in 
set, $4.29, plus 500 post. Colonial 
Garden Kitchens, Dept. HGGE-2, 
270 W. Merrick Rd., Valley Stream, 
NY 11582. 

ENJOY SOUND SLEEP AGAIN 
I.«ck out the clisturhiriK noise . . . 
even snoring . . tliat keeps you 
awake all night and robs you of re- 
freshing sleep. Ear Drum Silencers 
are .soft, pliable, with an easy-to-grasp 
safety flange. Slip them in every night 
and you'll sleep like a kitten. 
No. 124—Ear Drum Silencers $2.98 

Mailing 35< 

PLANT "NURSEMAIDS" 
Feed plants while away on vacation. 
Amazing wicks feed moisture to 
thirsty plants for up to 8 weeks. In- 
sert one end of wick in soil, other end 
in jar or glass of water. Will not rot 
or mildew Set of 4. 
No. 200—Plant Nursemaids $2.98 

Mailing 40* 

■Uf^ 
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END SHIRT COLLAR "SQUEEZE" 
Collar-Extender button "loosens" 
tight shirt collars. Ends all-day "tug- 
ging." Expands collar up to '4 size 
larger for that "just right" feeling. 
Invisible behind tie. Can be trans- 
ferred from shirt to shirt in seconds. 
No.  114-Collar-Eze (Set of 2) $1.29 

Mailing 35* 

SPLAHER GUARD 
No more grease splatter around your 
skillet. Three panels fold open around 
even the largest skillets. Protects 
stove and wall from greasy stains and 
splatters. Made of easy-to-clean alu- 
minum. Folds flat for storage. Each 
panel is 9V)' long x 8Vi " high. 
No. 400-Splitter Guard $3.98 

Mailing 90* Each 

GET RID OF UNWANTED HAIR 
Amazing f,enios I'crmagon destroys 
hair roots almost instjintly—one by 
one. No wire connections. Uses tiny 
batteries (included). Home use elec- 
troylsis method is the same system 
experts use to remove hair pennanent- 
Iv from face, arms, legs and borlv. 
No. 108—Lemos Permagon $14.98 

Mailing $1.00 

WIPE AWAY BURNT-ON GREASE 
Miracle cleaner for aluminum, chrome, 
stainless steel, cast iron, porcelain 
enamel, solid copper and brass. Re- 
moves baked-on grease and encrusted 
build-up from trypans, waffle bakers, 
barbecue grills, burner wells and rings. 
7 oz. can. 
No. 104—Carbon Cleaner $3.98 

Mailing 80* Each 

SNORE NO MORE 
Anti-snore mask insures sound, silent 
sleep, helps break the snoring habit. 
Washable nylon mask fits over chin, 
keeps the jaws closed and prevents 
snoring by encouraging proper breath- 
ing. Adjustable elastic bands for a 
snug fit. For men or women. 
No. 113-Anti-Snore Mask $4.98 

Mailing 60* 

DRY CLOTHES-RAIN OR SHINE 
"Drip-Dri Bar" hooks over shower 
rod and locks in place. Attaches in 
.seconds. No screws, no adhesive. 
Can't mar wall. Adjustable 25"-31". 
Fits any standard bathtub. Holds full- 
length garments. Water drips into tub, 
not on the floor. 
No. 131-Drip-Dri Bar   $4.98 

Mailing 95* Each 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 

Anthony Enterprises e? secondsf."s« KSncLo, c« 94105 
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mm YOUE OffH JlHERICiH CHifiJCTER 
Unusual is not the word to describe this early american collection series. 

Brighten your home with these characters hand painted by 
you. The carvings are made of polyurethane 
and are wood-like in appearance, weight and 
texture. 

Send for your set consisting of one charac- 
ter plus non toxic paint in six colors and paint 
brush with complete set of instructions. 

Mail only $8.95 plus .50 for shipping and 
handling to: 

Michaels Corp. 
P.O. Box 698 
Baltic, Conn. 06330 

^# 

For other characters in "The Early American 
Series", send 25t for a full color brochure 

•      ^lil after 

Solid Mahoganv 
oval table,  with 

Italian marble top 

magic of 
Bermuda every 
season. Send 
for your free 

copy. 

The Brown's of 
Bermuda Fall 

catalog features 32 
full color pages of 
the finest imported 

clothing and 
accessories for men 

and women. 
Clothing of 

impeccable styling 
and outstanding 

tailoring in 
cashmere, velvet, 

woolens, silk, 
Shetlands, camel 

hair and much 
more. Gifts and 

accessories for you, 
and your home. 

Name  

$69.9S 
holding,  carved 
Victorian rocktr 

^gmantic^ictorian 
New way to save on authentic copies of 
"yesteryeor" furniture. Shipped direct from 
factory to yoo, ot cut prices. Vest choice of 
sofas, chairs, tobies, clocks, dining & bed- 
room accessories. Also huge Eastloke OAK 
collection. Send $1 for our 80-page catalog 
which Is TWICE the sire of any other pub- 
lished. Masterchorge, Visa, BankAmericord. 
(allow 10 to 12 wks.) Phone (404) 256-4747. 
Scmt SI.00 for CATALOG G-7S and free fabrics. 
Wo  will   rrfiirif)  with  S2 off on your  first  purchase. 

MAGNOLIA   HALL 

Brown's of Bermuda, Inc. P.O. Box 106H 
Bridge Street  Colebrook, N.H. 03576 
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The Classic 
$39.95EA 

NOTE 
WATERFALL 

^^  FRONT 
EDGE 

] You have seen 
this cicissic 
chair before. 
II looks 
expensive 

doesn't it? This 
classic Bruer chair 

comes in natural or walnut finish. 
The base is chrome with a hand 
woven cane seat and non-scuff 
glides. The side chair is 39.95 
shipped 4 to a canon and the arm 
chair (not pictured) shipped 2 to a 
canon 49.95 EA Naturally your 
satisfaction guaranteed. To 
expedite your order phone lis or 
send check or money order or 
charge MC/BA. Please include your 
expiration date. 

LIFESTYLE DESIGNS. 
P O BOX 58371, DA1J_AS. TX. 75258, 
TEI_ 214/747 2188 

SHOPPING AROUND 

WOVEN WICKER CADC'i 
Carries water in metal liners, 6" 
dia., to insure freshness of just-cut 
flowers. Water repellent stain pre- 
vents weathering. 22" overall: 
large cone, 12"h; smaller, 9"h. 
$25 plus $2.50 post. Catalogue, $1 
(free with order). The Very Thing 
Shop, HG7, Rt .1, Box 549, Crozet, 
VA 22932. 

t 
lis 

SANDAL DRESS UP 

Kraus slide for anytime. Ultra-sol' 
vinyl,   tricot   lining,   wood-graine 
polyurethane sole. 2%" heel. Fu 
sizes   6 12N,   5-12M.   Lilac,   reef' 
camel, bone; $16. In shiny paten' * 
look:   white,   black,   gold,   silvei' 
$17. Add $1.75 post. Vickl Wayn«' 
Dept.  H7G, 600 S. Country Clutf" 
Tucson, AZ 85716. 

lilt 

ta 

c » 

PRETTY RUFFLES 
Charming dotted Swiss for your 
windows. Wide ^Vi" ruffles fin- 
ished with fine picot edging. White, 
100% polyester. Width per pair, 
96". Lengths: 45", 54", 63". 
$16.50 pr.; 72", 81", 90", $18.50 
pr. Add $2 post, per order. Free 
catalogue. Country Curtains, HG7, 
Stockbridge, MA 01262. 

COMFORT AND BEAUTY 
Love Lady chair has reversiblf' 
zippered cushions, lined skiH 
28V2" w., 29" h.; seat 21 "/z" <* 
From $207 depending on fabrii* 
yours, $161 (71/2 yds.. 54" w.' 
ship. chgs. extra. $2 for catalogue! 
request form for free swatche* 
Hunt Gallenes, Inc., HG787, Bcf 
2324, Hickory, NC 28601. 

CUSTOM CANOPY 
Hand-tied fishnet canopy. Double 
thread, preshrunk, white or cream, 
four traditional patterns. Standard 
87'/2" by 56V2" tester $125; give 
exact size for queen $150 or king 
$190. Fringed cream spread, 94" 
or 82" w.. 112" I., $120. Ppd. Bro- 
chure 250. Virginia Goodwin, HG7, 
Dilworth Sta., Charlotte, NC 28203. 

KITTY RETIRING ROOM 
Vinyl commode gives cat privac 
and prevents litter spill as i 
confines odor and hides waste 
Comfort station is a non-breakabi 
enclosure, is completely washabi 
and collapses for easy travel. Fit 
any size cat. $17.95 plus $2.5 
post. Write to Turen, Inc., HG7 
Lebanon, NH 03766. 

House &  Garde 



SHOPPING AROUND 

NCHANTING APPLIQUES 

Vinsome owl or strawberries on 
uilted hot mats that could also 
le used as pocket or patch. Owl, 
Tamed by moon, Is on calico, 
'erky gingham is background for 
trawberries. Charming hostess 
;ift. 7" by 9". $4.50 each, ppd. 
'uckihuddle Products Ltd., HG7, 
3ox EOS, Oliverea, NY 12462. 

II'     ,- 

HANGING ARRANGEMENT 
Plants get best light exposure 
when you can swivel them 360 de- 
grees from ceiling mounted Green 
Irak. Six plant hooks (remova- 
ble), white baked enamel; mount- 
ing hardware Included. 36" unit, 
$9. post. $1. 3 units, $25 ppd. 
Stands, Inc., Dept. BE 78, 425 
Wagaraw Rd., Fair Lawn, NJ 07410. 

ILEVATING CHAIR 
>eat and arms elevate, help you 
ill the way to standing position. 
Adjustable seat height, posture- 
iupport back adjusts height and 
ingle. Ask about Medicare cover- 
ige and free home trial. Varied 
ityles, colors. Color catalogue/ 
jrice list free. Burke, Inc., HG7, 
3ox 1064. Mission, KS 66202. 

FIX-IT  KIT 
Oh, those miserable moments 
when eyeglass frames part com- 
pany! To cope, a clever kit that 
helps get it all together: profes- 
sional optical screwdriver and an 
assortment of tiny frame screws. 
$2.29 plus 350 post. Anthony En- 
terprises, HG7, 67 Second St., 
San Francisco, CA 94105. 

<iiOI.I»E.\' 
OPPOUTIMTY 

to stock up on a supply of ele- 
gant name and address labels 
The set includes 250 black on 
gold 11/2 "x 1/2" script initial ad- 
dress labels [To 20 letters per 
line, 4 lines] and 125 matching 
gold initial 1x1" envelope seals 
We use them to personalize ev- '^. 
erything—stationery, checks, to'W* 
identify   books,   $3.50   -\-   post,/ ,.,, 
450   1st   Class,   250   3rd   Class ,     /   -^f/? A„    "' 
96P gift catalog, 500. Bruce Bo-^^r^v'^ .'« p; , 
lind.   27   Bolind   BIdg.,   p---i-^-- JBBiB**"^-    """"' 
Colo. 80302. (Since 1956, Thanks 
To You!) 

'^yuTi, ;. 

Sun Off  Car   Shade 
Lets you enjoy driving without annoy- 
ing glare from sun, water, snow or ice 
while It reduces solar heat by 70%. 
Just hook It over the top of either side 
window. 17x20" shade is tear-proof 
polyester sheeting that pulls down and 
IS held by a vinyl suction cup, 
1520-6- Car Shade $9 49 

Write For New Free Gitt Catalog' 

Miles Kimball 
289   Bond   St ,   Oshkosh.   Wl   54906 

uly,  1978 

COUNTRY CURTAINS 
Ruffled Permanent Press 

TIERS 
25",30",36".40"   8.00 pr. 

TIEBACKS 
45", 54", 63"      11 50 pr. 
72", 81", 90"      13.50 pr. 

VALANCE 
10" X 70", 3.75 ea. 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

Country Curtains are a tradition . . . years of old-fashioned quality and 
con.scientious service to thrifty homemakers. 2" ruffles in the finest blend 
(35% cotton/65% r>olyester) . . . reminiscent of muslin . . . true country 
simplicity. Creamy epeshell or sparkling white. 78" wide/pr. 
Please specijy eggshell or white. Send check, money order, or use Master- 
charge or liankAmericard. Sorry no COD's. Postage and handling: orders 
under $10 add $1.10. $10 and over add $2.00. Mass. res. add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

COUNTRY CURTAINS 
ArTkERtDLisNiNN ^ 

Depl.   72.   Slockbridge.   Mass.   01262 

Greener, Fuller, 
Healthier Evergreens 
After Just One 
Application of 

/-EVERGREEN-^ 
GROWTH 

ACTIVATOR" 
New, 100% Organic Cytozyme® 
Evergreen Growth Activator^" 
Stimulates Lush New Growth, 
Prevents Summer Browning. 

Greens More Than 20 Evergreens 
With a Single 16 oz. Bottle. 

CRESTLINE 
INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 

P. 0. Box 27491 
Cleveland. Ohio 44127 

You Bet I Want Greener Evergreens! 
Enclosed  Is My Check For   Bottles 
of Evergreen Growth Activator @ 
$6.95 ea. Add $.50 Postage/Handling 

SHIP TO: 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 

Unconditional Money Back Guarantee 
HG 7 

Who says the shortest distance 

between two points 

has to be a straight line? 

Install your own 
spiral stairs! 

Handsome and dramatic. 
Space-saving and rugged. 

Complete Instructions included. 
No special skills or tools needed. 

Stock kits cost as little as 

$29500 
Send for brochure; 

zJWy/e^ Industries 
650 S Washington Street 
Peekskill, New York 10566 

(914) 739-8486 
(212) 585-6767 

Showroom: Daily 9-5, Thur. 'til 9, Sat. 'til 2. 

Recognized leader in spiral and 
stringer stairs for over twenty years 

Design services available 
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^ullrothSaby^Basbt 

Hand Made 

Clask form, natural imterials. durable con- 
struction C^Q 95 This channing bassinciie. 
handwoven ^^^»      from natural palm reeds, is 

Tooo^ 
RETURN 

ADDRESS 
LABELS 

(appr. 3r-L x 2rW 
19"H) make it perfect for travel or even ouidc 
use. The fully natural I '''  ""■   "'"- 

For babies from birtb lo 

dibly strong and rcsi- 
''"-'-.etaremcludcd.) 

nlhsoU. 

..oC.O.D,Ntfor29,95 
.. , . ^.any   Dcpt HG-7, 

P.O  Box 4IW, New Orleans. U   70178 

Pkasc print your name, addrvss. & /ip code on u 
card. UPS shipping chrgs collect Return vhiihin 30 
...., * r. _j if displeased 

1000 gummed economy labels printed in black 
with any name, address and zip code up to 4 
lines. Older S717 Economy Labels, box of 1000, 
$1.00. Add 20C pei set for 
postage & handling. OCfl 

SELF 
STICK 

'5'd GOLD FOIL 
LABELS 

$198 
Gleaming gold foil labels stick to any clean, 
dry surface-no moistening. Handsome black 
printing and classic border. 1" x 1^4". Order 
P6I28 Gold Foil Labels, Set of 250, just 
$1.98. Add 20( per set for | Satisfaction 
postage and handling. I   Guaranteed 

Walter Drake 
a027 Drake Building 

Colorado Springs, CO 80940 

SOLID PINE DUCK KITS 
A TRUE EARLY AMERICAN FOLK ART 

Sfiare in tfie revival of ttiis art by cre- 
ating your own fiandsome decoys. Add 
a distinctive wildlife accent to sfielf or 
mantel. Made easy for you with kits of 
carved and sanded white pine body, 
head, glass eyes, sandpaper, finishing 
instructions. Mallard hen or drake, 
approx. 12"L. $14.95 each, the pair 
$28.00. plus $1.00 shipping. Color 
catalog 500. 
BAY   COUNTRY   WOODCRAFTS,   HG-78 

OAK   HALL,   VIRGINIA   23416 

Unusual Accent Pieces 
Done Unusually Well. 
Solid mahogany Queen Anne table and 
matching lap desk Warm brown tone hand 
rubbed finish Solid brass pull 
Table No 7611-03 $125 00 

24 H     16'D    14"W 
Lap Desk No 7611-03D $3000 

11'/. "W    13'/r'D     3'/i'H 
Shipped prepaid upon receipt of ctieck 
Prices include stiipping . , ^ 
Ottiers to choose from ,    v^i^C* 
Send i1 00 for catalog Xp\ 

PO BoxbJB Collinsville. Virginia 24078 

Yes,   you   can   have   a 
FULL     COLOR     POSTER 
blown up from your color 

photo or slide at a frac- 
tion of the price. All 

|vji color posters printed 
■—-*. on Kodak paper. Great 

gift ■'f""'      M B I  ^ 

into a FULL COLOR POSTER 
at Unbelievable low Cost! 

LOW COST FULL COLOR POSTERS 
20"x24-   only    $9.50 
I4'xl7-   only    $6.50 
24'x36'   only $14.50 

BLACK & WHITE BLOWUPS TOOl 
2 tf. X 3 ft. $4.50   Umlnited Pottart 
I ft. X11/, ft.   $2.50 jf'sL"-,,';' "• 
11/, ft. X 2 «.     $3.50   M-OO""''. 
3 ft. X 4 ft. $8.00   '■'»«• R«tuni«d. 

ror every e«lor Mttcf er4*rcd. add fta.OO and 
Ktablaca & whila aam* am. Black and White 

iplicaUa 90*/* off. Add so« each Item, han« 
dling. Par prompt d*l>w«ry put nam* & addraaa 
on back of photo. Send ch*ch, eaah or M.O. 
M.v. raaidanta add appropriate aalaa tea. If 
yo-u aand al<da or na^att^r* add St OO far aacti 
aiaa.   Shippad   U.P.S.   tl.tO  P9r  Item. 

D«pt HG-68.  Congtn, NY. 10920 

NEW SYSTEM 

KEEPS 
YARDS 
FREE OF 
DOG WASTE:^ 

Everything you need lo 
protect children, family, 
guests from messy, 
unsanitary, insect- 
breeding dog droppings 
New. improved Doggie 
Dooley galvenized 
steel "mini-septic lank 
(1«v."xnv.") installs 
easily in ground. Built-in 
overflow device lets 
treated, liquified stools 
seep into 12" deep hole below unit Heavy, 
precise fitting top has folding safely han- 
dle System includes one-hand-operated, 
spring loaded scooper for easy stool pick- 
up and carry and 6 mos. supply of stool 
digester Simply pick-up stools with 
scooper. drop into unit, add water and 
the harmless, live bacteria digester. 
Thousands in use. $19.95 plus ^^^ 
S2 50 shipping. Extra 12 months ^TsU^ 
of digester $3 95 plus S0« postage.     (G'^^t) 
HURON PRODUCTS CO. Oepi >„     ^w'/j 
555 Mooie Awe   Bellevue Ohio 4481. 

^'f^-)^ 

^^ 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

CHARMING PAIR 
Mafiogany chairs, hand tufting fin- 
ger mould carving, scroll arms, 
cabriole legs. His, 27" w. by 34" 
d. by 41'/," h. Hers, 28" w. by 
32" d. by 39" h. Each $219.95 
exp. coll. Catalogue. Victorian re- 
productions, $1. Martha M. House, 
HG 7, 1022 S. Decatur St., tVlont- 
gomery, AL 36104. 

MORE SPACE 
Double the hanging space in your 
closet with  steel  bar that hang( Oa 
from   existing   rod   In   closet.   Nc 
tools required. Expands from 15': pie 
to  28"   In  length,  adjusts  up  o; fa 
down on 36" chains. Helps kee(l 1?1 
clothing orderly.   $4.99  plus  75f 
post. Holiday Gifts, Dept. 307-80^Fii 
Wheat Ridge, CO 80036. 

ELEGANCE 
"Orleans" eyelet curtains. Eggshell 
or white; Perma-Press 65% poly., 
35% cot. 66" wide. 24", 30", 36" 
I., $7.50; valance, 54" by 12", 
$4.50; swag, split in center, 76" by 
38", $8.50. $2 post per order. 
Catalogue, fabric samples. 250. 
Curtain Corner, EG7, Paradise 
Green, Stratford, CT 06497. 

HANDSOME ACCESSORY 
Handcrafted virgin copper waste 
basket is appreciated by the eques^ 
trian and animal lover alike. 14'^ 
high. Copper is antiqued, jeweler"' 
lacquer is applied to protect sur 
face. Three initials with horse': 
head. $25 ppd. Free catalogue 
Gregory E. Hentzi, HG7, 59 Brown 
St., Waltham, MA 02154. 

BLISSFUL COMFORT 
Butter-soft hand rubbed dark 
brown kid, camel calfskin. Hand- 
made, flexible leather soles; foam 
linings; IVi" heel. AAAAA7-12; 
AAAA, AAA6-12; AA, A5-12; B4-12; 
C4-11; D5-11; E5 10. Half sizes 
incl. $39, post $1. Free catalogue. 
Maxwell Shoe Co. HG7, 310 Legion 
Ave., Annapolis, MD 21401. 

MORE ROOM FOR PLANTS 
All-aluminum, minlmum-malnte 
nance greenhouse will "open up' 
any room In your home to sun 
shine and flowers. Over 100 lean 
to and free-standing models fl 
any site, every budget. Write fo 
free 48-pg. full color catalogue 
Janco Greenhouses, Dept. Y-7E 
9390 Davis Ave., Laurel, MD 20810 

House & Garder 



SHOPPING AROUND 

FURNITURE BUYS 
Classic sleeper #475, from a col- 
lection of finely made upholstered 
pieces by National. Color catalogue 
(fabrics by yd. available) $2. Also 
178-page catalogue of prestigious 
furniture, $5, refundable. National 
Furniture and Fabric Sales, Inc., 
HG7, Box 2314, High Point, NC 
27261. 

PET PERCH 
Carpeted 12" by 20" platform for 
kitty to preen, nap, watch the world 
go by. If unoccupied by pet, use it 
for plants. Attaches to window sill, 
removes easily. Beige, gold, rust, 
green. $12.95 ppd. Charge order 
toll free: 1-800-521-2276. Haugen 
Pet Products, HG7, Box 1986, Ann 
Arbor, Ml 48106. 

^SV<^ 
w. 

SCALED FOR ROOM PLANS 
Miniature polystyrene pieces are 
one half inch to one foot scale to 
help plan your room arrangements 
easily, come in kit with graph 
board, walls, windows, doors, and 
instructions. Furniture includes va- 
riety plus fireplace, piano. $9.50 
ppd. Write to Plan-It-Kit, HG7, Box 
429, Westport, CT 06880. 

iS^oing to mi 
one \s>(i&k 

from 

Todaxi/ 
fraudiiscs jlivailabU' 

THERE'S STILL HOPE 
Depending on interpretation, the 
pessimist or optimist wins out. 
Whimsical, comical tongue-in- 
cheek wood plaque, 6" by 9", 
ready to hang. Hand lettering in 
black, with blue on ivory colored 
art stock. $1.98 plus 500 post. 
Cadlyn's, Dept HW7, 8146 N. 23rd 
Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85021. 

HANDSOME LOUNGE 
Gentleman's leather chair with su- 
perb construction is available in 
over 50 colors of top grain leather. 
Solid brass nailhead trim. 35"h. by 
35"w. by 39"d. $464.50 exp. coll. 
Brochure of fine leather furniture, 
$1. Carolina Leather House, Dept. 
HG45, Box 5023, Hickory, NC 
28601. 

July,   1978 

GINGHAM CHECKS 
Vinyl shower curtain in red, gold, 
blue, green, pink, orchid, black. 
6' by 6'; tieback window curtains, 
54" I. by 68" w; or cafe curtains 
with valance. $9.50 a set plus 
$1.50 post. Curtain alone $4.95 
plus $1 post. Catalogue, swatches, 
$1. Mather's, HG7, 31 E. Main St., 
Westminster, MD 21157. 

i 
TAB CURTAINS i 

The simple elegance of tab curtains J 
makes them as right for the finest Con- F 
temporary homes as they are for the most ] 
authentic ColoniaJ homes. They are as t 
functional as they are beautiful, sliding ' 
easily on simple rods. They do not re- I 
quire expensive and complex drapery * 
hardware. Custom sizes available. ] 

PLYMOUTH: 
327 Court Stftel (Rt-   3A| 

LEXINGTON: 
7 Merwm Strict 

WILLIAMSBURG, 
VA.: 

4 miles West on Rt«. 60 
Shoppes on Wylhc Grccn 

PHILADELPHIA, 
PA.: 

Cheslngl Hill 
8139 Gemanlown Ave. (Rte, 422) 

• 
Showrooms Open 

Tuesday — Saturday 10-5 RUFFLE PILGRIM STRIPE 

Natural: Prcshrunk muslin 
White: Polyester/cotton blend 
Eggshell: Polyester/cotton blend About 80" wide 
TAB CURTAINS LENGTH 40"   45''    54"    63"    72" 
Pilgrim Stripe (Wine, Navy. Moss Green, Soft 
Gold or Brown on Natural, White or Eggshell $23    $25    $25    $29    $29 
RUFFLED CURTAINS 
Eggshell or White (5" ruffle) 
(Both are Polyester/cotton blend) $14   $14    $17    $17 
WOODEN RODS AND BRACKETS per set $5 BRACKETS ONLY: $4 
Set includes two brackets made from birch, four nails and a 36" or 48"(specify) utooden rod, 
diameter 3/4" 
COLOR CATALOG FREE FABRIC SAMPLES $3 

Master Charge BankAmericard/VISA 

Telephone (617) 746-6116 Monday - Friday Only. 
For delivery in Mass., Va.. and Pa. add sales tax. 

Add $2.00 for shipping and handling. Send check or money order to: 

Cofi^ltcmce Ganxd 
Dept 37A P.O. Box 899, Plymouth, Massachusetts 02360 

61"  TUXEDO LOVE SEAT 
(availaljle in 72'. 88" sofas) 
Elegant and comfortable, this 
love seat is a joy to own. Seat 
and back cushjons zippered 
and reversible: arm protectors 
included. 
Priced from $366 each de- 
pending on type fabric you 
select; $318 each in your fabric 
—send 13 yds. 54". Shipping 
charges are extra. 

W///// (0ff//fm: U//r. 
P.O. Box 2324, HG787, Hickory, N.C. 2860) 

No CO D. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send $2 for Cata- 
logue and Request Form for free, liand- 
selected  decorator  fabrics. 

FROM FACTORY TO YOU^ 

THE VIKING CHAIR 
Height-31" 

Seal 18"x 15" 
Height of Seal— 

^7V2" 

Native 
Hardwood 

Curved Bockrest 
Fibre Rush Seat 

—Woven by 
Hand 

Sanded Ready-to-Finlsh $18.95 

Maple, Walnut, Pine $21.95 

Matching Arm  Chair—Add  $3.00 to 

above.  Minimum  order  two  pieces. 

Send Check or Money Order for Chain 
Express Collect 

Catalog 50< 

MARION  TRAVIS 
P.O.   Box  292,   Statesville,   N. C.   26677 

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS 
at a price he can afford 

Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from 
one of America's well known dia- 
mond cutters. Pay only actual mar- 
ket price. We refund all monies 
unless your own appraisal shows 
value i/i to 1/2 higher. 
Over 5,000 styles $100 to $100,000 

Send for FREE 92-PAGE CATALOG. 
EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP., Dept. 12 

Empire State Bld9., New York, N.Y. 10001 

NAME     

ADDRESS   

ZIP 
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Fresh as dew curtains of 

LEATHER TUB CHAIR   SEERSUCKER 
Comfortable and a charmer for anv 
room!  Top Grain  leather only,  over 
40 colors. Add $10 for swivel. It has 
unseen casters. H 27 W 28 D 29 
Imperial Leather $406.95 
Vinyl available. 

Shipping charges extra. No C.O.D. 
Send $1 for catalogue 

Bryan Robeson 
Dept. HG-189 

Route 10, Box 793, Hickory, NX. 28601 

Quality white Priscillas have a lovely sheen 
and are carefree no-iron 50% Kodel Poly- 
ester, 50% Avril Rayon, txtra wide 100" 
per pr. with 6" ruffles. 45"L $17, 54" 
$18.25, 63" $19 50, 72" $20 50, 81" $22, 
90" $23. Also; Tier, Frame or Tailored 
curtains, Spreads, Canopies, Vanity and 
Fabric Add $1 75 post & handl Md res. 
add 5%  tax   No CODs please 

FREE  BROCHURE  ON  REQUEST,  BUT  SEND 
$1   FOR   FULL  CATALOG  WITH   SO  SWATCHES 

MATHER'S 
31  E. Moin St., G7-8, Westminster, Md.  21157 

Preserved Bosbn Fern 

Catalog Available - $l.O0 

Once a living (em. it has been 
preseiA-ed to last indefinitely and 
remain beautifully green with ab- 
solutely no care—no water—no 
light. Fern has 3 foot spread and 
is "potted" in a white plastic pot 
with removable hanger. Send 
$14 r.5 and $3.00 postage by 
check, money order. Master- 
charge or Bankamericard 'in- 
clude expiration date t   to: 

BLOOMIN'ATTIC 
HG 7,    418 S. Washington St. 

Royal Oak, Michigan 48067 

BUY WHOLESALE 

r4S3  SOFA 
Outside:   L86"   D34"   H32" 
Inside:   L64"   D21"   H16" 
Arm  Height  26" 
(=452  Loveseat Available) 

"The World is Our Market" 
"You can get what you have 
been looking for . . . value 
hjrability, comfort and quality." 

Send $2.00 for catalog of pieces 
we manufacture at wholesale 
prices. Also, available 178 page 
catalog of all types of fine furni- 
ture at discount prices. Send 
$5.00 refundable with first pur- 
chase. Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

P.O.   Box  2314 

National Furniture   ^^ZSnTw,' 
and Fabric Sales      ^SiSLa'z'JSei 

RAGAMUFFIN 
BELT 

Surprise a child with this creative belt 
and buckle. Gold tone metal buckle, 
rainbow colored belt to co-ordinate 
with all outfits casual or dress, adjust- 
able to fit all sizes (toddler to teen). 
Send $3.50 plus .75< postage and 
handling each. 
Pleose send check or money order fo 

Creative Specialties 
P.O.   Box   196 

(Middle Village.  N.Y.   11379 
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Dancing 
Doll 

Gold     Silve,*l0 

Glove-soft genuine leather with 
foam padding for a light step, Elas- 
ticized throat, adj. buckle strap, 
leather sole and lU" heel. YEL- 
LOW, LT BLUE. PINK, WHITE, 
BONE or BLACK. Comb, sizes 
6-10' 2 N, 5-10' 2 M. 

Dept. H7W / 
600 S. Country Club, Tucson, AZ 85716 

S.nilSIJiDi'ui luteal h'uiliiini l.iilaliigue 

SHOPPING AROUND 

I 
YOUR FAMILY CREST 
Handsome hand-engraved rings. 
Choice of sterling silver, $95, 14K 
gold, $210. Ppd. Send coatofarms 
or have it researched. A splendid 
gift idea bound to become a prized 
l<eepsake. Free color catalogue. Or- 
der from Heraldica Imports, Inc., 
HG7, 21 W. 46th St., New York, 
NY 10036. 

7 ■•4kl      1   H 

?k.   # 

FLORAL STRIPES 
All-cotton tab curtain has blue and 
coral print on camel. With tiebacks. 
"Fiorello" 80"W pair. 45"L $22: 
54" $24; 63" $28; 72" $30. 
White petticoat curtain 45" by 12" 
$7. Add $2 post, per order. Cata- 
logue free; fabric samples $3. Con- 
stance Carol, HG7, Box 899, 
Plymouth, MA 02360. 

GOURMET CUTLERY 
Surgical stainless steel blades, 
tempered hollowed ground. Carved 
Permawood handles with stainless 
steel rivets. 10V2" roast slicer, 9" 
French cook's, 8" carving, 6" util- 
ity, 3" paring, chef's fork. Set 6 
pes. $24.95 ppd. Brochure free. 
E J. Mines, HGE, Box 219, Pros- 
pect Heights, IL 60070. 

ACCENT A WALL 
Symmetrical metal-bamboo coa: 
rack is an attractive as well a 
convenient accessory for hail o) 
foyer. Attaches easily to wallsi 
Handy towel rack, too- Specifj 
Koch brass or nickel plate finish' 
28"w. by 41/2"d. by 10"h. Ordel 
SWC-28. $19.80 ppd. St. Nicholaj 
Boutiques, Santa Claus, IN 47579, 

CLASSIC INSPIRATION 
Quotes to the rescue with thought/ 
to influence one's thinking. En" 
graved on 2" by 3" brass plati| 
mounted on walnut base. Uniqui 
gift. Order quote pictured or sen(' 
for brochure listing more. Or prin' 
your own (up to 60 letters). %lf 
ppd. Thoughts, HG7, Box 451 
Quitman, GA 31643. 

Mrs    f'iali)*.   M    Hotr.s 
7213   Oak   Cfcic   Dr.r 

Bueno , Caiito-n.o   VJ/08 1 
PRESS-ON LABELS 
Identify possessions and corre 
spondence. Any message up to 2( 
letters per line, up to 4 lines. \^/^' 
by 1/2"- Black ink on yellow, blue 
pink, white, gold or silver. All alike 
225 $3, plus 350 post.; 450 $5 
1000 $10. 96-page catalogue 500' 
Bruce Bolind, HG7, Bolind BIdg,- 
Boulder, CO 80302. 

House & Gordei 



bMUKHINU   AKOUND 

CUSTOM   MADE 
Butcher block any size you specify 
for cutting, counters, tables. Maple 
IV2" thick: rectangles $8 sq. ft.; 
round, $10 sq. ft. Base $45. In- 
verted "T" base, $40 (specify 
hgt.) Post. $2.50. Over 24" by 
36", freight coll. Catalogue, $2. 
Bazar Francais II, Dept. G, 668 
Sixth Ave.,  New York,  NY 10010. 

FOOD STORAGE TRAYS 
Covered trays perfect for picnics or 
trips. Tight fitting lid insures fresh- 
ness, prevents spillage. Good for 
freezer storage: microw/ave oven 
safe; dishwasher safe. 11" by 9". 
Set of two, $3.98 plus 500 post. 
Colonial Garden Kitchens. Dept. 
HGGE-1, 270 W. Merrick Rd., Val- 
ley Stream, NY 11582. 

RESIST-ALL CUSHIONS 
Outdoor chair and chaise cushions 
of vinyl-clad nylon mesh. Resist 
mildew, fading, rotting. Chair pad, 
3"xl7"xl9" $9.95; chaise pad, 
4"x22"x72"L. $44.95. Lemon, 
emerald, brown, white, navy, 
orange. Others in free catalogue. 
Beeline Outdoor Products, HG7. 
Box  256,   Bensenville,   IL 60106. 

NON-SKID PROTECTION 
These foam rubber pads adhere to 
glass frames. Savvy solution to 
glasses that slide down on the 
nose. The pads also relieve pres- 
sure of frames on sensitive skin. 
$1.98 for 12 pads plus 350 post. 
Write to Anthony Enterprises, 
HG7, 67 Second St., San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94105. 

PiT OPORS 
AHP srms 

Removed Forever! 

Completely remove pet odor and stain 
from carpets, drapes, upholstery. For 
all pet accidents! Two 8 oz. spray 
bottles per kit (16 ozs. total). Specify 
]A' Kit (stains): 'B' Kit (odor): or 
A & B' combo Kit. Must work to your 

complete satlsfactior) or money back! 
$6.50 ea. Kit + $1 post.2/$12.99ppd. 

American Century 
135 So. LA BREA Ave., Dept. 1078 
Box 36277, LOS ANGELES, CA. 90036 

PERSONALIZED 

POSEY  PINS 
Getting acquainted is easier 
when you wear this perky pin. 
Sparkling white porcelain is 
graced wiih pretty colorful 
garden flowers and your name 
in 22k gold. The gold finished 
setting is I'A" round. POSEY 
PINS are a cheerful and 
thoughtful gift; nice for indi- 
viduals, groups and clubs. 
$3.95 each, postpaid. 

VALLEY HOUSE Designers 
Box 838, Dept. HG7 

Buckingham, PA 18912 

Printed 1978 

We are looking for 

booksellers in USA 

Yearbook 
of German 
Interior Architecture 
m   English, French, German 

On 208 large art paper page^. 

GERMAN HOME 
gives you 350 coloured ptiotograptis of interiors 
Irom all sptieres of living 

All photograpfis have been taken by recogni- 
zed German interior architects and represent the 
present German Interior design. 

Whoever knows the high rank of German inte- 
rior architecture and German inte'ior design 
knows the importance of GERI^AN HOME 

These are 350 new and fresh suggestions for 
the design of new living rooms, bedrooms, kit- 

chens, bathrooms, etc 
GERMAN HOME does not only supply sugges- 

tions, it likewise establisties contacts for imports 
from the most jmportantGerman manufacturers. 

For our new book INTERNATIONAL HOME we 
are looking for free lancers from all over the world 

WOHNZIRKEL, P O Box 732      D-4930 Detmold (West-Germany) 

n Please send me a copy of GERMAN HOME. 

please print 

Address: 

City:   

State: __ Zip: 

I enclose Cheque for DM 68.-  U.S. $34.00 
If I am not satisfied, I may return the book within 10 days for a complete refund. 

□ I would like to participate in your new book 
INTERNATIONAL HOME and send information 

July,   1978 

CnrtaiD 
Classic Colonial Gingham 

r   Tfiese are the same autrienlic gingfiams as featured 
Din our store Our customers love tiie extra fullness 

(78" wide) and the perky 3" ruffles Available in red/ 
e while, blue/white, yellow/white, green/while, pinki 
white. Of brown/while Polyester and cotton Perma 
P Press The checks are''4 " 

ORDERS SHIPPED PROfvlPTLY' 

COLONIAL CLASSIC CATALOG .^^ 
with fabric samples f'^-'*' 

CURTAIN CORNER 
Paradise Green. Dept, G7, Stratford, CT 06497 

24 ...     7 00 
30- . ,    8.00 
36" ...    9 00 
45' ,,   .  10,50 
54" ,,,,  11,50 
63" , ,,   12 50 
72" 13.50 
Val 54«n   4.75 
Ties ,pr      1'00 
Check, M 0   or 
Master Charge Of 
Visa Add $2 ship 
f inq  Money Back 
Ciuaranteed' 

! 

GIANT 
TOTE BAG 

Made of naturol colored linen with o saddle col- 

ored trim, sturdy handles and removable shoulder 

strap, it can be used at work, carrying school- 

books, or at the beach. The Giant Tote Bog Is 

■ Very European" in style and the 15"xl3" bag 

is  olso waterproof.   Available for $10.98 from 

Dan Mar Products 

FAN 
FOR ALL SEASONS 

Standard of Excellence Since 1886 

They really move the air . . . make 

air conditioning more effective . . . 

dispel cigarette smoke . . . repel 

bugs . . . are life savers for plants. 

All  fans  have a 5-year warranty. 

52" fan with wood blades, $239 

52" fan with exclusive Adaptair, $279 

36" fan with wood blades, $169 

Light adapter kit, $16 

visa  &  rvlastercharee  Accepted 

Send SOf for brochure. 

The Ceiling Fan Gallery 
351   Berryman  PI.,  Orange,  N,J,  07050      '   '  '"'''"'" ""'" '■°"'' "^■^- P"»ni«- N.Y. 11958 
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TAG YOURSELF 

LUCITE 

with 

TIRETTA 
TIRETTA removes hair right trom the deep roots As 
this IS the latest collodion gum treament there is NO 
UNPLEASANT SMELL — NO PAINFUL EFFORT — 
NO WAITING — NO ELECTRICITY — NO 
COMPLICATED DEVICE - IMMEDIATE EFFECT. 
Tiretta IS Ideal for all parts ot the body including legs, 
arms, etc , and is completely sate to use, it's deep 
action reaches right down to the hair roots, and its 
effect is immediate and lasting Follow instructions 
carefully when applying to (ace. 

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE 
1 Razor Cut 
2 Ordinary Hair Remover 
3 Right down to the roots 

with Tiretta. 

OUR UNDERTAKING 
IF WITHIN 30 DAYS. AFTER USING OUR 
PRODUCT, ONE SINGLE HAIR GROWS AGAIN, 
WE WILL TOTALLY REFUND YOUR MONEY. 

Send for this amazing discovery. 

TIRETTA $4,95 plus 55C postage & handling, 
GIANT   TIRETTA  $8.95  plus  55c   postage 
& handling, 

TO: BELGRAVE PRODUCTS LTO,. Dept. A-52 
40 Grand Boulevard, Brentwood, New York,NY. 11717 

YOUR NAME 
100 MAIN STREET 
HOMETOWN USA. 

A must for businessmen, stu- 
dents and travellers. Sturdy set 
of 3 clear lucite luggage tags 
engraved with your name and 
address by Two's Company. 
$10.00 Postpaid. Specify white 
or brown print. 3 line maximum 
and 15 letters per line (includ- 
ing spaces) per tag. 

SOUNDVIEW PHARM. 
Shore   Road Dept.   HG 7 

Port  Washington,   N. Y.   11050 

FREE-Burpcc 
Fall Bulb and Gift 

Ideas Catalog 
—with dozens of 
Christmas and holi- 
day gift ideas for 
gardeners. 

Burpee's 1978 Fall Bulb 
and Gift Ideas Catalog hasj 
64 big colorful pages of: 
finest quality bulbs that 
produce large beautiful 
blooms — grapes — 
berries — fruit trees — 
flowering shrubs — 
trees — house plants — harvest 
and garden aids. 

Send for your free Burpee Catalog today 
and get your entry form for Burpee's Second 
Garden Party Drawing. Grand Prize: Trip for 2 
to the famous gardens of Holland and England 
- the kind of vacation that most gardeners 
dream about, and very few ever experience. 
Hundreds of other prizes. (No purchase 
necessary to win.) 

For your free Burpee Catalog mail coupon be- 
low today. Burpee's Garden Party Drawing ends 
Dec, 31, 1978. Void where prohibited by law. 

© Burpee Seed Co. 1978 

7118 Burpee Building, Warminster, PA 18974 
Clinton, lA 52732, Riverside, CA 92502 

(Please mail to nearest address.) 
Please send a free copy of Burpee's 1978 Fall 
Bulb and Gift Ideas Catalog - including an entry 
form for Burpee's Garden Party Drawing to: 

Name   
(Please print) 

Address 

state Zip. 

AT  LAST . . . 
A Cover That Really Makes Sense!!! 

New vinyl clad mesh material allows 
rain to flow thru and dry in minutes in 
the hot summer sun. Fibres made of 
nylon for incredible strength and 
durability. 
Fits any Hairpin, or Butterfly Chair. 
Available in Lemon Twist, Emerald 
Green, Hot Chocolate, White w/Brown 
Two Tone Stripes and Lemon w/Orange 
and Lime Stripe. Trimmed in handsome 
White edging. 
^BL-69 Hairpin Cover , . . .$15.95 
Send Check or Money Order to: 

BEELINE OUTDOOR PRODUCTS 
P.O. Box 256 

Bensenville, Illinois 60106 

USE 

ZIP 

CODES 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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INDISPENSABLE 
Engraved dispenser puts stamps 
at your finger tips and looks at- 
tractive on desk or table top. 
Can be engraved witti three initials 
(specify). Holds a roll of stamps 
and is brass-plated to feed stamps 
easily 2" dia. $5.95 ppd. Posta- 
matic Co.. HG778, Lafayette Hill, 
PA  19444, 

TODAY'S FASHION 
Create your own special fasfiion 
look with smartly styled 14K gold 
initial stick pin. Nice gift idea, 
too. Attractive script initial to wear 
on lapels, scarfs, collars, hats. 
Please specify initial. $19.50 plus 
500 post. J, B. Sales Co., HG7, 
7516 Bergenline Ave., North 
Bergen, N.J. 07047. 

SHUT EYE 
Sleep Is king night or day when you 
don the mask; shuts out any flick- 
er of light that could disturb the 
psyche, the body's rest. Flexible 
foil and elastic bands so con- 
structed that it fits any cranium. 
$3.98 plus 400 post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG7, 67 Second St., 
San Francisco, CA 94105. 

At! t It no" 

About 

BUilHCSi 

YOUR OWN TO CHOOSE 
Any subject title imprinted oi' * 
er of this book plus whomeve ''i 
choose as author. All 200 = * 
in the 5V4" by 8" book are ^^ 
Letter limit of 20 character-' 
spaces for title. $4.95; two, Jf'S 
three, $14.25; 250 post 
Bruce Bolind, HG7, Bolind # 
Boulder. CO 80302. I 

* 

*i 
AMERICAN ROCKER 
Hardwood rocker with woven' 
seat and back is perfect in ir 
plicity. 41" h. overall. Sea 
by 19". At the fireside, on | 
terrace or deck it offers easf 
ished in maple, pine or w 
$34.95; unfinished, $29.95.- 
for shpg. chgs. Marion 1* 
HG7, Statesville, NC 28677. ' 

DEEP EYELET RUFFLE 
A high fourposter merits an 
dust ruffle. 50% Avril, 50% 
ester in natural or white, 
lengths, 14", 18", 22". Mc 
wash; no iron. Twin or full, 
queen, $37.50, king, $39. A( 
post. Free color catalogue. Cc 
Maid Curtains, G7D, Lawn Te 
Mamaroneck, NY 10543. 

House & S. 



SHOPPING AROUND 

IMITABLE ANNE 

leen A ine style armchair of fine 
jhogany finish in medium brown 
ie. Flowing curves, vase shape 
lat back. 40"h., 22"w., 23"d. 
ur fabric, ours, $214.45. Side 
airs, $203.45. Shpg. chg. extra, 
talogue, $1. Bryan Robeson, 
•pt. HG-214, Rt. 10, Box 793, 
ckory,  NC 28601. 

ROOF SAVIOR 

Armorlike coating is an anti- 
oxidant that stops and prevents 
roof leaks, is resistant to weather 
and temperature. Brush Supercote 
on any roof surface; it dries in four 
hours with positive adhesion. 5 
gal. can, $49.95 ppd. Supercote, 
EHG-2, 1930 New Highway, Farm- 
ingdale, NY 11735. 

ON FOUNTAIN 

ithentic copy of Old English lava- 
I for outdoors or inside. Self-con- 
ned, with pump. No plumbing, 
ngonwall,fill with water, plug into 
sctrical outlet. Cast aluminum. 32 
s. 32" h. by 19" w. by 12" d. 
ack, white; nine antique finishes. 
84 ppd. Moultrie Mfg. Co., Draw- 
1179,  Moultrie, GA 31768. 

PLANS  BOOK 

One of 185 designs on multi-level 
homes. Others include 230 designs 
for IV2. 2-story homes: 185 de- 
signs for 1-story homes over 2,000 
sq ft.; 250 of Istory under 2,000 
sq. ft.; 223 vacation homes. Each 
$2.50; all five books, $8.95 Ppd. 
Home Planners, HGE87. 16310 
Grand River, Detroit, Ml 48227. 

RUGS and TAPESTRIES 
\i coUfCtion of fine ru^ «nd Upestnes are 
rfrct with any decor, tor wall or rioor In- 

null.  Navajos. Scan- 
'      ind E. 

luded   ar*  love'ly   6  
ivian Ryas, ColomaJs Jtnavian Ryas  Colonials, and European 

Lapeitnei for Naming, wail hancinc 
needlework, etc 

French Ganlfii Sceiu- No. 
715G lO-xlO" JG.it.x 20'x 
20" $9.9.5 Shipped Prepaid 

So tisfac tion 
Guaranteed 

.Send $100 for our 
New Color Catalog 
Wide ranir of itylrs. 

41/es. and price* 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 
RUGS 
FSTABLIIHCO 1911 

.•J028 N. Lincoln Ave.  • ChlcaKO. IL 60657 
Dcpt.   HG  78 (.'112)   472.484S 

West   coast   showroom:   73-890   EI   Paseo. 
Palm   Desert.   CA   92260   (714)   ,^^6.2430 

a,.,,! 
* ^'-'' -    .3 

* 'l>':; 

* * L' '^'^ a,^'. r 
».'Vi' , 1 ' 

.^f:\ p»^ ■ •»'"»/.,: 
\^ p^ ■ ^-^ 

Will Towel Tree 
"Planter Tree 

PLENTY HANGING/LITTLE SPACE 

Attractive—Popular—Versatile 

Turn arm up for spacious towel holder; arms 
down for cluster of hanging planters. Five 
movable arms. SWTT-24 overall size 23 H x 
18 W X 3" D . . . 119.75. Shipped prepaid upon 
receipt of check. Specify: KOCH brass plate 
or Contemporary nickel plate. Easily attached 
to wall, screws furnished. Accessories not 
included. 

SANTA   CLAUS,   INDIANA     47579   ^ 

i 
Fantastic Value 

ever needs ironing 
Easy Care 
Frame Ruffled i 

Cape Cod Curtains^ 
Tiers (including lie backsi 

24" long x 60" w\de 3.99 

30" long x 60" wiide 4.49 

36" long x 60" witJe 4.99 
Curtains (including tie backsi 

45" long x 60" wide 7.99 

54" long x 60" wide 8.49 

63" long x 60" wide 9.99 

Valance 3.49 

Polyester/Avril fabric is completely shrinkcontrolled. Machine washable, 

permanent press.wash...dry. .hang Full 60" (5 ft.) wide to the pair. The best 

selling curtain In our store for over 10 years. White. Peach, Natural. Yellow. 

Burgundy.   Hunter Green. Rust, Brown, Blue, Gold, Red & Navy. 

Money Back Guarantee: vou must be satisfied 

Fabric Land 
i§  Ufpi   HG-1 

i 

i 

i 

^ 855 Route 22. 
^  Norrh Plainfteld. N J  07060 

Send check or money order,..use BAC. VISA, or MC with c.ird a & 
expiration dale   Add -1 50 handling charge. Pledbf specitv tolor &w^ 
size  NJ  residenis add 5% sales tax. ®^ 

'^^mi^^^mMM^Mmw^mmmm^?jm^^^>!if::"^' ^^ 

GARAGE PARKING 
PROBLEM SOLVED 

Put your car in the 
same exact spot every 
time you drive into your 
garage Stop bumping'fie 
wall! Same exact spot, no 
matter wtio drives Stops 
family arguments 

You can be certain tfiat 
the front and the back of 
thecarareclear Nomore 
getting back into the car 
to move it Park it and 
forget it 

Will not damage car 
Easy to install Adjust for 
diff. model cars Money- 
back guarantee $695 
each (2) for $11 95 in- 
cludes postage-handling. 
Ohio residents add 4'/:% 
sales tax to order 

GINNY" 
GARAGE GUIDE 

Dept.HG?   P.O. Box 602 

Mentor. Ohio 44060 

y,   1978 

If you shouldn't ^^ 
climb stairs ^' * 
INSTALL A 
StairLIFF 

ELEIJMT LAMPS 
Hand cut crystal blocks and pendants em- 
bellish imported marble base and hand 
crafted Rogers gold castings to create a 
richness unbelievable at this price. Com- 
pletely electrified. 18" high Pair, only 
$44.95. Shipping Chgs. Coll. Sorry no 
COD'S. BankAmericard or Master Charge 
welcome. 

/*<!. res. add G% • Send 254 for catalog 

LUIGI   CRYSTAL 
7332 Frankford Ave.. G7-8. Phila.. Pa.  19136 

This new, 
safe, 
low-cost 
passenger 
lift Installs 
on either 
side of the stairs. Plugs into any llOV, 
15 amp outlet and folds against the 
wall when not in use. Tax deductible 
when recommended by a doctor. 
SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE 
Fully describes and illustrates StairLIFT. 
Also,   "Elevette",   the   modern   home 
elevator 

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA 
2283 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa. 17105 

In business for over 50 years 

i  INTERIOR  „ 
|DECORATION% 
For a Satisfying Hobby or Rewarding Career 
Famous HOME STUDY course. Individual 
program prepared and supervised by pro- 
minent N.Y, designers. Lessons cover 
Textiles;Furnishings;Room Arrangement; 
Color Harmony; Period and Modern 
Furniture; Antiques; Rugs and Floor 
Coverings; Wall Treatments; Wall Papers; 
Draperies; Lighting; Pottery; Porcelain; 
Glass; Accessories. Details on how to set 
up your own business. Illustrated lessons, 
complete with samples of (abrics, colors, 
etc. Certificate awarded. 

NEW YORK SCHOOL 
OF INTERIOR DESIGN 

155 East 56th St., New York 10022 

New York School of Interior Design 
155 East 56th St., New York 10022 
Please send me (no obligation) 
Catalog C21 

address 
city  
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Add Color And Excitement 
To Your New Spring Garden 

Things of beauty . . . joys {orcver. Now 
the pleasures and rewards of gardening 
are as close as your copy of Wayside 
Gardens' lovely, all-color Fall Catalog. 
The finest quality shrubs, perennials 
and bulbs are offered, along with 
complete growing instructions and 
Wayside's famous, no nonsense 
guarantee 

I    Please rush me vour Fall Catalog Enclosed IS $100   I 
deposit which will be deducted from first order. 

NAME (Pleaw Prmll 

STREET BOX NO 

STATE ZIP 

THE WAYSIDE GARDENS CO 
71 Garden Lane, Hodges. S C 29695 

^^P^^ LILIES 
^^B               ^^ HUNDREDS OF WORLD 
W^^^- -■       ' ^ J FAMOUS  GARDEN 

ILI f ifvB VARIETIES. 
Send    10c   for   68   Page 

^^H .'^L. ^H Catalog. 
^^^^K^L^^^^^H^^^^I 8o«   774-B 

1 REX BULB FARMS Port Townsend.  WA.  9S36S 

Let's keep 
Scouting going 
stronger than 

ever. 

Call or write: Boy Scouts of America, 
North Brunswick, N.J. 08902 

Stark Bros Fruit Trees and 
Garden Catalog FREE! 

Dwarf Fruit Trees, shade and nut trees, 
shrubs, berries, vines, bulbs, award- 
winning roses, and ornamentals. 
stark Bro s Nurseries & Orchards Co. 
Box A 2 3 5 7 8 
Louisiana  Missouri 63353 

[stark Bros. Box A 2357 B, Louisiana, Mo 63353   | 
i[ ; Rush Color Catalog FREE' I 

(Please Print) I 
I Mr 

Mrs 
Miss  

I Address- 

|c.ty  
[State  Zip- 

Brain food 
continued from page 142 

Metabolism at M.I.T., another le,ss costly 
protein has been used in experiments on 
memory. This is choline, an amino acid de- 
rivative found in many protein foods (egg 
white is a particularly rich source) and a pre- 
cursor of the neurotransmitter chemical 
acetylcholine. It has proved effective on a 
group of test students and more investiga- 
tions are being conducted with it by psy- 
chiatrists of Stanford University. They are 
monitoring its use with people over 65 at the 
Palo Alto Veterans Hospital. 

If experiments now under way prove valid, 
and if dosages arc properly determined, the 
advantage of choline is that it can be taken 
orally in the form of its precursor lecithin. 
(Synthetic compounds of lecithin have been 
available for thirty-five years.) 

Surely there can be no more important 
research than unraveling the chemical 
secrets of the brain. And no better reason to 
become more educated about nutrition 
than feeding the mind properly. Maintain- 
ing optimum efficiency of the brain requires 
meals at regular intervals, chosen from as 
wide a variety of fresh foods as possible. 
The phrase "eat intelligently" really does 
mean just that. 

Energy dynamics 
continued from page 86 

constantly rehearsing these images, the 
mind learns to transmit positive vibrations 
and, generally, positive things begin to hap- 
pen in the person's life. He or she generally 
"sees the light." 

This analogy to light has great meaning 
to students of Russell Paul Schofield, a 
California psychologist and teacher, who 
after thirty years in private practice and 
much study of energy frequencies has intro- 
duced a method of expanding brain consci- 
ousness by light energy. As in yoga, where 
the goal is enlightenment or expanded state 
of consciousness through training the mind. 
Dr. Schofield's goal is to extend experience 
by fine-tuning the under-utilized right side 
of the brain. He calls his method Actual- 
ism, because you actualize your potential to 
expand perception. Students learn how to 
tap into 15 different invisible energies "like 
radio waves." One is to bring uplift after a 
low depression. One is to nourish the nerve 
systems to aid communication. One is for 
healing. One is to attract creative thought. 
One is for problem solving. One is for har- 
mony and unity. You learn how to recognize 
and feel these energies in yourself—and 
others—and how to employ the desirable 
frequency for the appropriate situation. A 
student with a job as a secretary said she 
used the love and good will frequency to fill 
the office of a difficult boss. "It worked. 
He stopped being grumpy. People couldn't 
get over the change." 

Just as you can develop physical strength 
through exercise, so you can develop the 
invisible energy field with training, says 
Dr. Schofield. A person's field can vary 
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between 12 and 30 feet "which determines 
the sensitivity response index. High level 
sensitives may walk into a room and deter- 
mine the frequency rate, whether it is a 
happy, loving room, or a sad, heavy room, 
and all the shades of vibration between the 
two extremes." 

In the 1950s, philosopher Bertrand Rus- 
sell stated that it was the job of science to 
discover the structural properties of the 
physical world, but he felt there were 
"instrinsic properties"—intuition, the 
existence of the soul, for example—that 
were undiscoverable. Today, scientists like 
neurophysicist Karl Pribram of Stamford 
University believe otherwise. The so-called 
"undiscoverables," says Dr. Pribram, are at 
the fundamental basis of the working of the 
universe. In the last twenty-five years, 
psychology has changed. And philosophers 
and scientists are learning how to inter- 
change ideas so that they can unlock what 
Schopenhauer called the "world knot" of 
the brain-mind puzzle. Our minds must be 
stretched to fathom all the unexplained 
phenomena. It's a fact that we use only 10 
percent of our mental capacity. "Our pres- 
ent state of consciousness is just one tip of 
the mental iceberg," says Dr Walter B, 
Weimer of the University of Pennsylvania 
in Consciousness and the Brain. He and 
other leading brain researchers have no 
doubt that we can reach the uncharted 
bounds of consciousness, just as we reached 
out and conquered the mysteries of space. 

Shopping information 
continued from page 143 

stackable porcelain: 20-pc. set for 4, $132. 
By Block. At Creative Specialties, Balti- 
more 21208. 4. "Geranium" polyester and 
cotton placemats and 19" sq. napkins: $4 
each. By Barbara de Wolfe. At Saks Fifth 
Avenue, NYC 10022 and area branches 
only. C.arfinckel's Washington, D.C. 20004. 
5. "Buttercup" ovenproof ceramic dinner- 
ware: By Creed Studio. 5-pc. place setting, 
$48.50. Quilted cotton/polyester oval 
placemat: $7. Cotton/polyester cocktail 
napkins: $1. All at Accents & Images, NYC 
10022. 6. "Kaleidoscope" dinnerware: 4-pc. 
place setting, $18.50. By Franciscan. At 
Bloomingdale's, NYC 10022. 7. "Oblique" 
stainless steel Hatware: 25-pc. service for 
4, $35. By Bob Van Allen for Stanley Rob- 
erts. At Bullock's, Los Angeles 90055; 
Macy's, NYC 10001; Crowley's, Detroit 
48226. 8. Cotton dishtowels: 18" x 26". 
$1.35 ea. By Scaindia. At Seabon, NYC 
10022. 9. "Oriental Garden" ironstone: 20- 
pc. set for 4, $50. By Laura Ashley for 
Johnson Brothers. At Bloomingdale's, NYC 
10022. Matching fabric: #RI93. 48" wide. 
8" repeat. $5.50 a yd., ppd. Cotton napkins: 
14" X 16". Set of 4, $6. Both at Laura 
Ashley, NYC 10021; Boston 02116, San 
Francisco 94123. 10. "Ram.ses" porcelain: 
Buflfet/chop plate: \2VA" d., $34. Octagonal 
bowl: 9VA" d., $33. By Fitz & Floyd. At Bul- 
lock's, Los Angeles 90055; Saks Fifth Ave- 
nue, NYC 10022; D.H. Holmes, New Or- 
leans 70160. 11. Wicker tray with handles: 
$8. Blue linen napkin: $1.70. "Vapo" sten- 
ciled French china: Dinner plate, $2.50. Sal- 
ad plate, $1.95. Natural wood pepper grind- 
er:   $5.25.   Natural   wood   salt   dispenser: : 
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$3.75. Winegla.ss: Set of 6, $6.75. All at Con- 
ran s, NYC 10022. 12. (from top left) "La 
Coquille" tray: 8" x 14 ". $12. "La Coquille" 
server: 8 " sq. $8.50. "The Chicken Buffet 
Platter": 16" .\ 24". $.^7.50. "Le Quiche" 
tray: 19" x 15" $30. "The Frying Pan": 11" 
d. $20. "Le Quiche" tray/server: 17" d. $25. 
"Le Quiche" tray/server: 14" d. $20. "La 
Tortue" serving tray/hors d'oeuvre platter: 
21" X 16". $35. "La Brioche" server: 61/2" 
d. $7. "The Big Fish": 26" x 11" x IVi". 
$30. "Fhite Oval" bowl/server: SVi" x 12". 
$10. "Le Quiche" tray: 14" d. $20. "La 
Brioche" salad bowh 9" d. $11. "La Bri- 
oche" server: 4" d. $5. "La Madeleine Buf- 
fet Platter": 16" x 15". $24. Signature Tur- 
tle bowl/server: $9. Turtle glass/wine 
coasters: $8 ea. All by Pauline Trigere for 
Grainware. At Kaufmann's, Pittsburgh 
15219; Marshall Field, Chicago 60690; 
.Saks Fifth Avenue, NYC 10022 and area 
branches only. 

BUILDING 
FACTS 

Materials and equipment used in the kitchen 
on pages 126-127 

MATERIALS 
Tiled floor and walls: From Country Floors, 
Westport, Conn. 06880. 
Countertops: Butcher block yew 
Class-fronted   oak   cabinets:   By   William 
Kohler, Fairfield, Conn. 06430. 
Grooved  yew   cabinets:   From   Marsillio's 
Kitchen  Design   Center,   Fairfield,  Conn. 
06430. 

EQUIPMENT 
Double oven by Amana Refrigeration. 
Stainless steel gas cooktop by Caloric. 
Dishwasher  by  Frigidaire.  Stainless  steel 
triple sink by Elkay. Stainless steel range 
hood by  PM   Range  Hood,  Farmingdale, 
NY 11735. 

COMING 
NEXT MONTH: 
KITCHENS THAT LET 
YOU COOK LIKE A 
PRO • LIVELY 
NEW IDEAS FOR 
APARTMENT LIVING 
• EASY FOOD FOR 
KITCHEN BUFFETS 

LOOK FOR AUGUST 
HOUSE & GARDEN 
ON YOUR 
NEWSSTAND 

July,   1978 

^-iiu  
Grow 
Enchanted with 
Park's New and Uniisual 
Spring Flowering Bulbs! 

Park guarantees 
every bulb to bloom! 

Geo. W. PARK SEED Co., Inc. 
2 Cokesbury Rd. 

Greenwood, S.C.   29647 

Please send Park's 
Free Catalog 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY  

STATE. ZIP 

I have trouble 
fiii«liii^ your offiiee 
if you ivorked here: 

It's an old post office in Concord, 
NH that has been restored and 
renovated as an office building. 
Just another prime example of the 
economic viability in adaptive uses 
of old structures. Don't let your 
city go to Avaste. 
Write: National Trust for 
Historic Preservation, 
Department 0604, 
740 Jackson Place, NW, 
Washington, DC 20006. 
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BEST IN 
BOOKLETS 
^ Marvelous ideas to help you plan and 
" shop are in the booklets below, and 
they're yours for the asking. You can order 
them directly from House & Garden—send 
for the ones you want today. Just fill out 
and return the order coupon, circling the 
number of each booklet desired. Enclose 
50C for postage and handling, plus any 
additional charge as indicated next to the 
booklet number, and we'll see to it that 
your booklet requests are filled as quickly 
as possible. Do not send stamps. Coins, 
check, or money order may be used. 

Building and Remodeling 
1.   ". . . BEAUTIFUL BY NATURE." A 20 
page booklet illustrating every available 
type of easy-care, decorative hardwood 
floor—from unusual plank and parquet 
patterns to old-time favorites such as oak 
strip and block. Many of the floors may 
be applied directly over concrete. Bruce 
Hardwood Floors. $1 

2. "IT'S YOUR HOUSE, YOUR LIFE 
STYLE" and you've put a lot of thought 
and effort into it. This catalogue from 
Elkay allows you to put the same care into 
your choice of a sink. This important fix- 
ture has joined the ranks of luxury appli- 
ances, offering time-saving features and a 
multitude of styles. 25C 

3. TIME AND MONEY-SAVING APPLI- 
ANCES. Brochure details Energy Saver 
dishwashers that conserve water and en- 
ergy, and waste disposers with Quick 
Click mount that cuts installation time. 
Also, trash compactors, hot-water dis- 
pensers, mixers, coffee mills. KitchenAid 
Division, Hobart Corporation. 

Decorating 
4. BECOME A COLLECTOR OF FINE FUR- 
NITURE manufactured by the Councill 
Craftsmen of North Carolina. These skilled 
cabinetmakers take great pride in making 
pieces of furniture as beautifully as they 
were done 200 years ago. This booklet 
details the fine points in cabinetmaking, 
as well as the complete line of Councill 
Craftsmen furniture. $1 

5. THE RUGGEDNESS OF THE AMERI- 
CAN FRONTIER is captured in every piece 
of the Rustic Oak collection from Harrison 
Furniture. Its 12-page, full-color brochure 
displays this rich, deep brown-finished 
furniture in a variety of room settings. $1 

6. MODERN    FURNITURE   COLLECTION 
begins with an architectural modular sys- 
tem that can function in any living area 
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with complementary furniture, which will 
relate to the system or stand alone. Fine 
veneers combine with stainless steel and 
glass for a modern ambiance throughout 
the living, dining, and bedroom pieces. 
Baker Furniture. $4 

7. ORIENTAL RUB DESIGN MASTER 
PIECES. Couristan's newest collection, 
"Gem," can now be seen in a deluxe 24- 
page color catalogue. Portrayed are 19 
magnificent design/colorations, recreated 
from famous antique rugs and rare tapes- 
tries, many exhibited in renowned mu 
seums and galleries throughout the world. 
Couristan.  $2 

8. INFORMAL   FRENCH   FURNITURE. 
Henredon's Four Centuries. Distinctive. 
Elegantly informal. An ultimately livable 
collection of dining room, bedroom, occa- 
sional, and upholstered furniture in the 
French country style of the 17th and 18th 
centuries.  $1 

Eating and Entertaining 
9. SUPERB SUMMER COOLERS start 
with Bigelow teas. To add extra excite 
ment to your summertime refreshment, 
here are 12 super recipes. They are truly 
different, most refreshing, and easy to 
prepare. Included in the group are 
punches, desserts, coolers, and tasty low- 
calorie treats. From R.C. Bigelow, Inc., 
blenders of a variety of extra-special teas 
for three generations. 

10. FINE GRAPES, FINE WINES. In rec- 
ognition of the increasing desire by wine 
consumers for more information on fine 
wines, Almaden Vineyards is offering a 
new brochure entitled "The Grapes and 
Wines of Almaden." This 16-page, full- 
color brochure contains photographs and 
descriptions of ten of the classic grapes 
that Almaden uses to make its wines, 
plus useful suggestions on serving, stor- 
ing, and aging wines. 

Potpourri 
11. "A WELL BALANCED APPROACH TO 
BIRTH CONTROL." No one method of 
birth control is ideal for every couple, 
because each has special birth control 
needs. Safety, effectiveness, and conve- 
nience are all factors. Whether you're con- 
sidering Emko Contraceptive Foam as a 
regular method or as additional protec- 
tion, this booklet can help you find a well- 
balanced approach. 

12. "THE ULTIMATE IN OUTDOOR 
GOOD TASTE." Brochure displays the full 
line of Warm Morning Broilmaster Gas 
Grills. Models feature multi-position cook- 
ing grids; permanent "Flower Rock" coals, 
which save the expense of charcoal but 
still give that barbecue flavor; separate 
burner controls; and many more. Locke 
Stove Company. 

13. "A SOAP OPERA FOR THE WASH- 
BORED"—a 16page illustrated booklet 
sure to relieve washday woes and yawns. 
This laundry guide from Speed Queen 
stars an assortment of colorful charac- 
ters caught up in exciting episodes that 
uncover the solution to problems of life 
m the laundry room. 35C 

14. WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW ABOUT 
YOUR CAR COULD HURT YOU physically 
and financially. Fram Corporation has pre- 
pared a useful booklet, which, along with 
your owner's manual, will help you know 
your car better. Your glove compartment 
is a good place to keep both booklet and 
manual—easily available if you should 
find yourself in trouble and need some 
answers.  50C 

15. WHAT TO DO IN TIME OF BEREAVE- 
MENT is explained in a 32-page booklet, 
"My Duty," from Clark Grave Vault, with 
letters of sympathy, poems, and other 
suggestions of things you can do when 
others turn to you in time of grief. 

r" Order coupon for booklets 
July  1978 

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money or- 
der, or currency in amount indicated for these requiring payment. Add 50<?^ 
for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery. 

MAIL TO:  HOUSE & GARDEN,  Dept.  7 

Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017 

9 

I enclose: $. 

225« 

10 
3 
11 

4$ I 

i; 

5$i 6*4 
1335tf 

7$2 
1450«! 

8$i 

15 

-50^ for postage and handling of my request for booklets 
-for booklets circled requiring payment 
-is my total remittance 

MR. 

Name MRS._ 

MISS 

Address  
City  

(Please Print) 

.State- -Zip #- 
Offer expires 10/16/78 

House & Garden 



NEW...200 ideas from 
master designers to make any 
room spring to life with plants. 

The most exciting trend in decorating 
from House & Garden ... 
The natural look... indoors! 

144 Pages 
8x11", $12.95 

Inspiration for the talented plant 
lover or beginner, this bountiful 
book displays the best ideas of 
master designers for the natural 
look indoors. 

Discover how experts create quiet 
comfort and harmony with graceful 
indoor trees . . . the almost-musical 
delight of growing flowers and 
vines in the kitchen, dining area, 
bathroom . . . the color-excitement 
of floral accents in any room set- 
ting . . . the magic of subtly chang- 

ing patterns of light and shadows 
. . . the tranquility of the woodlands 
and freshness of the meadows, 
brought indoors. 

Illustrated with full - color photos 
throughout 144 pages. Photos 
clearly captioned for identification 
of the plants, plus easy care tips. 
Order DECORATING WITH 
PLANTS now at the introductory 
first - edition price of $12.95, plus 
$.65 for postage and handling. 
Mail your coupon today. 

Exciting new 
designer concepts for storage. 

A unique collection — in color — of remarkable and 
practical ideas from House & Garden. 

144 Pages 
8x11", $12.95 

How do you solve storage prob- 
lems? By sticking things in a 
crowded closet or attic or base- 
ment? Can you ever find them 
again? 

Today, storage has come out of the 
closet to become a beautiful part 
of modern design. Now, some of 
the world's most respected design- 
ers — people like John Saladino, 
Paul Rudolph and Gene Aulenti — 
have contributed to a unique col- 
lection of creative interior designs 
featuring storage. 
Here, in full color so striking you'll 

feel you're right in a model room, 
are 200 fresh, new room design 
ideas. From basic, versatile shelves 
and stacking cubes to racks and 
hanging hooks. Chests, modular 
systems, dividers, pegboards —200 
fascinating and original ways to 
make storage a beautiful part of 
your room decor. All for only $12.95. 

Mail your coupon today. If you don't 
get dozens of exciting new storage 
ideas for your home, simply return 
the book within 10 days for a re- 
fund. Supplies are limited. Return 
coupon TODAY! 

G  DECORATING WITH PLANTS: 
YES, send me the hard cover copy of Decorating 

With Plants for only $12.95 (plus 650 postage and 
handling) total; $13.60. If I am not delighted, I 
may return the book v\/ithin 10 days for a refund. 

n  STORAGE: 
YES, send me the hard cover copy of Storage 
for only $12.95 (plus 650 postage and handling) 
total: $13.60. If I am not delighted, I may return 
the book within 10 days for a refund. 

CONDE NAST BOOKS, P.O. Box 3308 
Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017 
Please make check payable to CONDE'NAST BOOKS. 
Enclosed is my: □ Check D Money Order for $  
Name:  

Address: 

City:  State: Zip: 
Please bill my: n American Express 

n Visa D Master Charge 

Card Number: 

Signature:   

Expires: 
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Shaping up for space 
continued from page 105 

toon points out. 
They will also be expected to keep fit: 

"We arc working on the possibility of 
organizing aerobic exercises, particular- 
ly involving oxygen to the heart, and 
strength toning and maintenance," says 
Dr. Mike Berry, who is attached to the 
Flight Medicine Clinic. "For instance, 
we contemplate some weight lifting, 
which, surprisingly, is good exercise for 
women. It improves their strength with- 
out building up muscles." The reason for 
this. Dr. Berry explains, is that men have 
the hormone, androgen, and when the 
androgen level rises during hard mus- 
cular exercise, it causes the growth of 
single muscle cells, making the muscle 
larger in size. Without this hormone, the 
strength of the muscle cell increases, but 
not the size. '"Women, therefore, can do 
a certain amount of hard muscular exer- 
cise, such as weight lifting or bicycling, 
without enlarging the muscle. We 
wouldn't want them to look like Arnold 
Whats-his-namc." (A woman in Olym- 
pic training, will, of course, also enlarge 
the muscle to a certain extent, but that 
kind of training is not envisaged for the 
astronauts.) 

The main fitness problem for astro- 
nauts, according to Dr. Berry, is keeping 
toned up in weightlessness, particularly 
with respect to the heart, which doesn't 
have to pump so hard against gravity 
when in space. "So we shall institute 
treadmill and bicycle exercises for them 
in space, and stretching calisthenics for 
muscle tone." 

The six women will also be learning 
new academic skills in order to prepare 
them for the varied scientific work on 
board the shuttle. That is why the key 
word for the panelists choosing the can- 
didates was potential, and when you look 
at their qualifications, you will see how 
diversified their talents are. 

To be the first women astronauts— 
could this be a form of consciousness- 
raising on the part of the Space author- 
ities? No, say the candidates, who are a 
down-to-earth, sensible, clear-eyed group 
of women. "I think NASA realized the 
value of having women on board," says 
one. "To see how women fare in space, 
for possible space colonies and so forth." 
"I think if any of us had felt our qualifi- 
cations were not adequate, we would 
have withdrawn. We were given the op- 
portunity to do so," says another. "In 
fact, we were all perfectly well qualified 
for the job." This attitude of healthy 
self-confidence is a characteristic of all 
six women. They are all easygoing, get 
on well with people, and are eager to 
learn. Having achieved highly advanced 
degrees, they have proved they can set 
a goal for themselves and stick to it. 
They express great admiration for each 
other's skills, and speak with enthusiasm 
about working together as a new team of 
women and men in space. 

KATHRYN   D.  SULLIVAN 

Kathryn Sullivan is at 26 the youngest 
astronaut. She has a degree in Earth 
Sciences from the University of Cal- 
ifornia. Santa Cruz, and a Ph.D. in Ge- 
ology from the University of Dalhousic. 
Halifax, Nova Scotia. She was working 
as a postgraduate student at the National 
Research Council, Dalhousie University, 
before taking up her new post as Mis- 
sion Specialist. 
Qualifications 
"1 imagine NASA wanted one represen- 
tative from the Earth Sciences. My field 
is marine geophysics, but I have pur- 
posely tried to maintain a broad scientific 
background. Also. I have had experi- 
ence on board ship working on experi- 
ments, which I imagine is not imlike the 
space shuttle—working at close quarters 
with people, in isolation, continuously 
having to revise decisions." 
Fitness 
"1 have no special program, but am 
pretty athletic and basically healthy. I 
run. play racquet ball, enjoy competitive 
sailing, and generally stay in motion as 
much as possible." 
Comments 
"The part I am really looking forward to 
is the EVA (Extra Vehicular Activity) 
—walking in space. Since I am an Earth 
.Scientist, the idea of being able to look 
back at earth in orbit is truly exciting to 
me. I'd also love to do more space ex- 
ploration." 

SALLY  K.   RIDE 

.Sally Ride is 27 years old and single. 
She holds degrees in physics and English 
from Stanford University, and was a re- 
search assistant in the Physics Depart- 
ment of Stanford University before tak- 
ing up her new job as Mission Specialist. 
Qualifications 
"I'm in astrophysics, and I assume that 
I will be mainly flying with the astro- 
physics experiments. My English degree 
(in Renaissance England) may have 
shown them that I could learn other 
things." 
Fitness 
"I've always been interested in athletics. 
I run a couple of miles or play tennis 
every day, and I played tennis profes- 
sionally at the national level while I was 
an undergraduate." 
Comments 
"I'd never thought of being an astronaut 
before I applied—I somehow thought 
astronauts were ordained! I was worried 
at first that NASA might be setting out 
to choose a token woman. But out of the 
35 chosen, 6 were women. That's not 
tokenism. I believe that one-third of the 
scientists at NASA are women." 

ANNA  L.   FISHER 

Anna Fisher will be 29 in August. She 
has a degree in chemistry from the Uni- 
versity of California, Los Angeles, and 
an M.D. from the University of Califor- 
nia. Los Angeles, School of Medicine. 
She was a physician in the emergency 
room of the Los Angeles Hospital until 
taking up her new job as Mission Spe- 
cialist. She recently married another doc- 
tor. William F. Fisher, who also works 
in emergency medicine. 
Qualifications 
"I have a background in chemistry with 
}> publications in chemistry to my credit. 
1 am specializing in emergency medicine 
—a new field. It involves working a 24- 
hour shift, and being able to deal with 
an enormously wide range of problems." 
Fitness 
"I jog regularly. I love skiing and scuba 
diving. But most of all I love flying and 
am currently working to get my pilot's 
license. My husband and I also like to 
go backpacking together." 
Comments 
"I've always wanted to be on the space 
program—it's something I've always 
dreamed about. My husband also ap- 
plied, but I think he was not chosen, be- 
cause he does not have such a strong 
scientific background. In Texas, we shall 
continue to practice emergency medicine 
and my husband is also going to go to 
engineering school. We think of having 
a family too, but my commitment now 
is to the space program. Maybe in 4 or 
5 years ..." 

JUDITH  A.   RESNIK 

Judith Resnik is 29 and single. She holds , 
a degree in electrical engineering from 
Carnegie Mellon University and a Ph.D. 
in electrical engineering from the Uni- 
versity of Maryland. She was one of the 
engineering staff in the product develop- 
ment department of Xerox Corporation 
at El Segundo, California, before taking 
up her post as Mission Specialist. 
Qualifications 
"I've been working in design engineer- 
ing, and I also have a background in bio- ; 
medical research." 
Fitness 
"I jog every day, that's all. Also, I'm get- ; 
ting a private pilot's license. I'm very 
interested in flying." 
Comments 
"For me, this is a good continuation of 
my professional career. Everything about 
it excites me, but sciencewise, what ex- 
cites me most is the possibility of work- 
ing on a number of projects using the 
newest technology. I shall really be able 
to diversify, using all the new technologi- 
cal tools at our disposal." 



Back then, the working woiiuvi could enter the field of her choice. 

YouVe come a long way baby. 

VIRGINIA 
SLIMS 

Slimmer than the fat cigarettes meti smoke. 

16mg"tar!' 0.9 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC ReportAug!77 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
Thai Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

VIRGINIA 
SLIMS 
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For nearest dealer write to World Carpets, World Plaza, Dalton, Georgia 30720. 
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Armstrong Designer Solariari with the richness of Inlaid Colon™ 
As different from other no-wax floors as an oil painting is from a prir 

No matler how fine a print is, it's still |ust a 
()rint-a reproduction of the original. An oil 
pamiing is built up layer on layer, shade on 
shade, creating depth and realism. 

Armstrong's exclusive Inlaid Color process 
:Mves Designer Solarian the same richness- 
(l.'pth of color, and realism of design as a 
painting . . . thai quality of "an original" thai 
no print can hope to achieve. 

And because of its Mirabond®wear surface, 
Solarian keeps its sunny shine without wax- 
ing far longer than ordinary vinyl floors. 
The cleaner you keep it, the brighter it shines, 
lusl   sp(jnse-moo   with   flpt<^r«^.nt    jn,^(   rint,. 

The sunny floors that 
^hinp \A'itKoi rt \Arivino" 

Ihoroughly; or ask your retailer lor our new 
Once 'n Done' No-Rinse Floor Cleaner li 
heavy-traffic areas eventually show some ic 
(luction in gloss, Armstrong Suncoaf" tlooi 
linish can be applied occasionally as neeticd u 
help maintain the shine 

For free color brochure and names of retail- 
ers, write Armstrong, Dept 88FHG Lancaster 
Pa. 17604. 

Armstrong       Ij 
CREATORS OF THE INDOOR WORLD* 



Armstrong Answers: 

'What should I know 
before I buy 

a no-wax floor?" 
First of all, you should know that all 

no-wax floors are not alike. There are 
major differences in the meaning of the 
term "no-wax" as it is used in the floor- 
ing industry today. To aid you in under- 
standing these differences, here are an- 
swers to several of the questions you 
may have as you consider today's "no- 
wax flooring" options. 
1. What IS a no-wax floor? What 

most women want and have the right 
to expect of a product called no-wax 
is a ffoor that has a gleaming shine 
when you buy it...and keeps its sunnij 
shine without waxing far longer than 
ordinary vinyl floors. Unless a floor 
meets both of these requirements, by 
Armstrong's definition, it's just not a 
no-wax floor. 

2. Aren't all vinyl floors no-wax? 
No! Ordinary vinyl floors—including 
many on the market today that are 
said to be no-wax—simply will not 
perform as described above. While 
some may have a high gloss when 
neiv, the natural abrasion of soil, grit, 
and everyday foot traffic in the home 
causes tiny scratches in the vinyl 
wear layer. This dulls the floor sur- 
face, and in a relatively short period of 
time, regular waxing or finishing will 
be required to restore the shine and 
protect the surface from scratching. 

3. What makes Armstrong no-wax 
floors different? A unique specially 
formulated wear surface called Mira- 
bond'' makes the difference between 
Armstrong no-wax floors and ordi- 
nary vinyls. Mirabond has superior 
resistance to the scuffing and 
scratching that dull ordinary vinyl, 
giving Armstrong no-wax floors a 
sunny built-in shine. Available only 
on Armstrong Solarian* and Sundial'" 
floors, Mirabond is your assurance of 
'•ing-lasting no-wax performance. 

'»w do I take care of an Arm- 
ng no-wax floor? By eliminat- 
the   waxing   chore,    Mirabond 
i Solarian and Sundial the eas- 

oi all Armstrong floors to care for. 
. course, the cleaner you keep them. 
e brighter they shine. .Just sponge- 
op with detergent; and be sure to 
iise thoroughly, or a detergent film 
ay   form   to   hide   the   shine    If 
-avy-traffic  areas  eventually  show 

some reduction in gloss, your retailer 
'an supply Armstrong Suncoat'" floor 
finish,  which  can  be  applied occa- 
s-jnally in those areas to help main- 

n the shine. 

■nstrong 
Dt. 88JHG 

Lancaster, PA 17604 
"   ise send me your free brochures showing 

(oior and design selection in Armstrong Solar- 
ian and Sundial no-wax floors and names of 

nearest retailers. 

-Apt.#- 

-Zip_ 

Five reasons 
why you should 
shop for your floor 
at an Armstrong 
Floor Fashion Center! 

IFull selection of 
Armstrong floors. 

Every pattern and color of Armstrong Designer 
Solarian" is on full view at every Armstrong Floor 
Fashion Center store. You'll find hundreds of 
other Armstrong floors as well. Floors to suit every 
scheme and dream  Cushioned floors. No-wax 
floors. Natural-look floors. Over 250 colors and 
patterns in all  So you're sure to find just 
the right floor...at just the right price. 

2Easy-to-see, 
easy-to-handle samples. 

In most stores, samples of each floor 
are showcased in specially designed 
display units. So you can easily see 
the entire collection at a glance. And 
just as easily, pick up the big 18" x 24" 
samples...for a really close view of 

color, texture, and construc- 
tion. And put them down on 

the floor.for the long view. 

3 Professional 
installation. 

Our installers are professionals, 
trained by Armstrong in the latest 
installation techniques. Ask for the 
details of both our own guaranteed 
installation service and Armstrong's 
guarantee of the flooring materials. 

■T Free literature. 
You'll be able to pick 
up full-color booklets 
filled with information 
on all of the 
Armstrong floors and 
the easiest ways to 
take care of them. 

Decorating 
assistance. 

There are specially prepared 
decorating aids for each 

sample of Designer Solarian 
as well as other Armstrong 
floors. So you'll be able to 

see how each of these floors 
looks in a full-color room 

setting as well as designer- 
suggested colors for paints, 

appliances, and wallcoverings. 

(Armstrong 
floor fashion o 

The Armstrong 
Floor Fashion 
Center store. 

It's the beautiful market to be in when 
you're in the market for a beautiful floor. 

For names of the Armstrong Floor 
Fashion Center dealers nearest you, 

look in the Yellow Pages under "Floor 

Materials," or 
call this toll-free 
number, any- 

time: 800-447-4700  (in Illinois, 800- 
322-4400)  Look for ttiis sign. It 
identifies the home of your autho- 
rized Armstrong Floor Fashion Cen- 
ter dealer. 
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That memorahlelhomasville look. 
That masterfunhomasville touch. 

"Golden Era." The romance and charm of Victorian. Memorable. Masterful. 
Also available for bedroom and dining room. 

For the name of the Golden Era retailer nearest you, 
call this special toll-free number anytime: 1-800-447-4700 (in Illinois, 1-800-322-4400). 

For our colorful new 200-page "Good Ideas for Furnishing Your Home'/ send $5 to 
Thomasuille Furniture, Dept. 88THG,Thomasuille, N.C. 27360. 

FROM  THE INDOOR WORLD ' OF  Armstrong 



The First Danbury Mint 
Gold-On-Crystal Bell 

• The first gold-on-crystal bell ever 
issued by the Danbury Mint. 

• Individually hand cut from the finest 
full lead crystal. 

• Richly hand decorated with precious 
18kt. gold. 

• Each   bell   individually   serially 
numbered. 

• Issued in a strictly limited edition. 
Not available in stores. 

• Priced at only $27.50. 

Gold and Crystal! These very words evoke 
special emotions among connoisseurs of the 
rare and beautiful. For Full Lead Crystal 
is universally treasured for its flawless 
purity, transparent brilliance, timeless 
beauty, and great rarity. No wonder, then, 
that Full Lead Crystal has found favor as 
a fine art medium with discriminating col- 
lectors on every continent. And, what better 
way to complement the flawless quality of 
the crystal than the addition of the most 
precious of all the precious metals — Gold! 

Each bell will be individually hand cut, 
thus making your bell unlike any other in 
the world. Then, each bell will be decorated 
by hand with three solid bands of precious 
18kt. gold. Finally, a clapper of hand cut 
crystal will be fitted into each bell, thus 
allowing you to ring the bell and enjoy a 
sound as pure and as beautiful as the crystal 
itself. 

This First Danbury Mint Gold-On- 
Crystal Bell will be issued in a strictly lim- 
ited edition. In the United States, this edition 
IS limited to the number of reservations post- 
marked by August 31, 1978, and then the edi- 
tion will close forever At just $27.50, this bell 
would be an elegant addition to any home. 
August,   1978 

Bell shown smaller than actual size ot 

The Danbury Mini 
47 Richards Avenue 
Norwalk, Conn. 06856 

Must be 
Postmarked by 
August 31,1978 

Please enter my order for The First Danbury Mint Gold-On-Crystal 
Bell. 

I have enclosed my remittance for the following: 

 Gold-On-Crystal Bell(s) c $27.50 each $  
quamily 

Postage and Handling fe' $1.50$  

Total Amount Enclosed* $  

Name. 

Address- 

City/ State/Zip .  
Please make check or money order payable to: Danbury Mint 
Allow 6 to 10 weeks after order deadline for shipment. 
* Connecticut residents please add $2.03 per bell for sales tax. HG 



The more 
you know about 

dishwashers, the better 
KitchenAid looks. 

People w ho have had experience 
with dishwashers don't just think 
KitchenAid is best. 

They buy it 
People say things like, "Built solid, 

very reliable.' 
"Gets everything clean without 

hand rinsing, even dirty pans" 
"Needs few repairs." "Lasts a 

long time 
"Uses less hot water " "Saves on 

electricity '" 
"The adjustable racks make it 

so easy to load.' 
These are just some of the reasons 

why, o\er the years, so many people 
have replaced their dishwashers with 
KitchenAid. 

And that's something to think 
about when you re thinking about 
buying a dishwasher. 

KitdienAid. 
Because it's worth it. 

Hobart Corporation, Troy, Ohio 45374 
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Some people set their sights higher than others. 
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Every quarter hour 
you will enjoy the 
sound of 
$3300. 

AUGUST,   1978 

This 
is no or- 
dinary clock. The resonant 
eloquence of its chimes is 
an extraordinary experi- 
ence. Chimes are played on 
finely tuned chromium- 
plated tubular bells. All 
superbly housed in an ele- 
gant cherry case 87" tall 
and accented with rare 
Carpathian elm burl 
veneers. This is set off by 

a solid 
brass moon phase 

dial with silver accents, 
depicting two 18th Century 
scenes. Meanwhile, a 
great lyre pendulum swings 
away the minutes. Until 
it's time to enjoy the 
sound of excellence again. 
Ask for the Connoisseur 
by Howard Miller. Yours 
will be engraved with your 
name in solid brass. 

Howard Miller Clock Co. 
\Jf Zeeland Michigan 4946'' 
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Dazzlingspace efficiency... 

"What...Americans prize most: ride and comfort." 
CAR§DRIVER 

"DRIVING HORIZON CAN BE DESCMBED IN ONE WORD.. .FUN." 
i^: Seattle Post-Intelligencer 

"First popular price front wheel drive car 
tobebuiltinthens:' 

TIME 

"European handling and fuel economy 
. with American ride and room/' 

Popular Science 

'eeeOne of Detroits most significant designs-even' 
^ ^    mmmoi 

"The sticker price is right, too? 

"NIFTY, FRUGAL, LOW COST.:! 
CARBIZ 

'A gasoline miserrr 
^^ Che Seanle tTmes Che Seanie Gmes 

WHAT MORE CAN WE SAY. 

$3976 AS SHOWN; 41 MPG HWY /27 MPG CITY- 
'Base slicker price excluding taxes and destinatinn charges   ' 'EPA eslimales based on manual transmission, without air conditioning ana 

power steering. Your actual mileage may differ, depending on your driving habits, the condition of your car and its optional equipment, 
California mileage lower. 

NEW COMFORT NEW CONFIDENCE   A NEW KIND OF CAR FOR THE AMERICAN ROAD 

NEW POnWOUTH HORIZON. 
Vlymoulfi 

V PRODUCT OF 
CHRYSLLH 

COHPOMATlON 

August,  1978 



This month; Robots that talk, what painters love to cook, 
TV for your health,  
build-it-yourself storage, 
and splendors of Dresden LIVING 

Dresden 
comes to 
Washington 
The Nalional Ciallcrv ol Art 
in Washingioii. D.C. is cele- 
brating the opening of the 
Gallery's new East Building, 
designed by I.M. Pei, with 
si\ exhibits that are as niira- 
ciiloiis as ilu'v are speetacu- 

Crunach 's "Hcinncli ihe/^ioiis.' 

lar. In particular, the West 
German government has lent 
the Gallery some of the ex- 
traordinary art treasures oi 
Dresden. "The Splendor ol 
Dresden; Five Centuries of 
Art Collecting" will run 
through September 4. I he 
Green Vaults, the medieval 

treasure-trove of the Elec- 
tors of Saxony begun in the 
mid-16(X)s, and pieces from 
the Porcelain Museum, 
which houses priceless anti- 
ques from China, Japan, 
and the Meissen factory in 
German> are here for the 
first lime. The show goes to 
the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art in the fall and San 
Francisco's de Young 
Musetirn in c;irl\ spring. 

A touch of tarragon 
lor many people, tarragon 
(Ancniisia (Irucunciiliis) 
ranks as the king of herbs. 

Without it there would be no 
sauce bearnaise or tarragon 
vinegar, the salad elixir that 
makes its unllavored coun- 
terpart seem bland. 

larragon vinegar is simple 

to make, .lust steep some 
fresh, young tarragon shoots 
in while wine vinegar and 
you lune it—assuming that 
you have iVesh larragon. 

Growing your own tarra- 
gon is also simple. Your in- 
door tarragon patch is best 
started from cuttings or by 
purchasing plants. Cuttings 
started in August will last 

throughout the winter, ihey 
will develop slowly in a rela- 

tively poor soil, say equal 
parts of sharp sand, sphag- 
num moss, and a potting soil 
with the addition of a tea- 
spoon of lime chips per 
5-inch pot. Water well, fer- 
tilize rarely, and provide 
maximum light. Tarragon 
doesn't   seem   to  remember 

Tarruiion —horn -iiiiciin planl 

that it's a perenmal. Once 
the plant fades, cut the stems 
to within an inch of the soil. 

Then stick the pots in the 
refrigerator for 3 weeks of 
frost. Once they are back in 
the sun. new growth should 
emerue. KK H VKD I VM.I K 

itamin rich 
parsley 

jAVhen was 
the last time 

[you actually 
ate the small 
sprigs of 

parsley that 
decoratively 
garnish plat- 
ters of food? 
It seems that 

parslev is ollen more nutri- 
tionally valuable than the 
lood it embellishes. If Pop- 
eye had switched to parsley, 
he'd have eaten 5 times more 
iron per ounce than spinach. 
It is rich in magnesium, has 
at least 3 times the vitamin C 
of oranges, and 20 the 
vitamin A of carrots. Few 
foods can claim all this and 
be as easy to grow. Though 
slow to germinate, soaking 
the seed overnight speeds up 
the process. Sow it in a tlai 
of rich soil and enclose it in 
plastic until sprouting. In K 
weeks, the first nibble is 
ready to taste,   IM MM  \I I \N 

Not for children only 
Slur Wars's mini-robot 
R2D2 has had the field to 
himself until now. inventor 
Dr. Michael Freeman has 
created a wonderful new 
teaching toy called 2-XL. It 
will joke, laugh, ask ques- 
tions on topics from sports 

to science fiction, and some- 
times cry if you get a wrong 
answer. The robot operates 
on pre-programmed tapes 
which pose questions; a per- 
son "talks" to 2-XL by 
pushing buttons. By Mego 
$50-$60 at toy stores. 

riw "Kfui/K/iair 

IS (Icsiiinc'd by 
liurhro Kiilvik- 
Siliuvoun ol 

I-inland. 

Hiker's chair 
Here's a find from the 
scores of new designs at this 
spring's Scandinavian Fur- 
niture Fair held in Denmark. 
It's called a "Knapehair," 
and it's the perfect solution 
for extra seating no matter 
where. Great to take along 
on family picnics or hikes. 
The lightweight aluminum 
fold-up chair and nylon 
webbing make carrying and 
seating all-in-one. 



-'       ? ALBERT E.PENSIS U„» 
."Bucks Qxinty, PcnnsyK'ania is the peiiect New Yc^rk l^idoa\YnyThc people who rcno\'ated 

this okl Kim wanted a aistic feel with some sophistieation.Tlie rit^ht fabrics helped acconiplish that^'^ 
1 designed the lixing room to reflect an Orientiil influence. Something unexpected, but it still works well 
as an cuitdoorsykx)K updated wntU color" , 

We are pleased that Mr. Pensis, Senior Vice-President of W&J Slotme, Inc.. chose Century 
Furnirui-e, inckiaiiig-pie coffee tablefrom our Chui Hua G)llection, kifa and wing chair, and Parsons' 
st^'le bcniches. If yow \yould like to see more Gentiiiy flunitiire in beautiful homes throughout Ameiioi, 
send for our booklet Enclose '^l witliname^iiid address to: Ccntuiy Furnirurc Co., P.O. Box 3427, ' ■ 
Dcpt. L4, Hickory N G :28®J. ^ ■.    ^\ /^E NJ'T|  IPV^"' Furniture of Distinction 



LIVING 

^^sp— 
Films about pet care 

1Z2Z^ 

There are some excellent 
short films you can buy or 
rent about raising and train- 
ing a healthy, happy pet. 
The Family Chooses a Pet 
and How To Raise a Puppy 
and Live Happily Ever 
After rent for S20 and $30 

respectively from AIMS. 
686 Justin Ave., Glendale, 
Calif. 91201. A handy refer- 
ence manual: Films for 
Humane Education, $3.75 
ppd. Argus Archives, 228 
E. 49th St.. New York. N.Y. 
10017. 

For indoor 
gardeners 
Where do you find space 
for all your indoor garden- 
ing gear? Gardener and 
free-lance writer Penual 
Allan remodeled the inside 
of an old ironing closet in 
her kitchen. Her ideas could 
be adapted to any closet 
corner you can clear. Hcr's 
measured 15 by 54 by 21 
inches deep into which she 
put three Formica-covered 
shelves. Or you could add 
tracks to the side walls of 
the closet on which the 
shelves could slide. If you 
prefer sliding shelves, be sure 
that the front of each shelf 
has a slightly narrowed lip. 
Bottom: large containers of 
potting soil, vcrmiculite; 
watering can, stepladder. 
Jst shelf: pots, baskets, 
cachepots, shards. 
2nd shelf: insecticides, ferti- 
lizers, rooting hormone. 

Top shelf: gardening books, 
magazines, straw baskets. 
Closet door: lined with peg- 
board and himg with 50 feci 
of skinny watering tubing, 
magnifying glass, clippers, 
fork, pan, brooms, gloves. 

EOWARO OLEKSAK 

Departure points:   Mountain greenery West Virginia style 

I 
The Greenbriar at White 
Sulphur Springs, W. Va. is 
one of America's eight 
"five-star" resort hotels. 
What makes the Greenbriar 
different is the staff's cheer- 
ful reverence not only for 
the guests, but for the min- 
eral spa itself, which in 
1978, will be 200 years old. 
If you are interested in de- 
sign, the $11.8 million pro- 
ject   to   redecorate  Green- 

briar in 1948 carried out by 
Dorothy Draper, will be 
endlessly fascinating to you. 
Despite its 650 guest rooms 
—no two decorated alike— 
and its 100 plus public 
rooms, the Greenbriar still 
has an intimate, personal 
scale. Dorothy Draper ad- 
vocated pure, bright colors 
and used a rhodedendron 
motif of white, bright 
green, pale blue, pink, and 
red throughout the hotel. 
The Greenbriar is spread 
over 6,500 acres of a West 

Virginia mountain top. 
There are 3 golf courses, 20 
tennis courts (five indoors,) 
2 Olympic pools, 250 miles 
of riding trails, and a diag- 
nostic health clinic which 
combines a three-day phys- 
ical examination with a 
prescribed sports program. 
The Greenbriar also has a 
culinary training program 
for guests taught by some of 
America's top professional 
chefs, among them Julie 
Dannenbaum. 
How to get there: By Am- 

trak's regular service or 
Piedmont's nonstop flights 
from New York and At- 
lanta. IVhat to bring: Golf, 
tennis, hiking, and riding 
gear, and evening clothes 
for dinner. What it costs: 
$50 to $80 per person per 
day. Write John S. Lana- 
han, Pres., The Greenbriar, 
White Sulphur Springs, W. 
Va., 24986    RK HXKD i WIOK 

7:jftA^:.i 

Greenbriar's 
mountain: resident 
artists /craftsmen gallery, 
tennis, backgammon 



Now 
Ifs a satisfying 

decision. 
Like many people you may recently 

have switched to a lower tar cigarette, with 
milder flavor. 

But as your tastes have changed, you 
may have found yourself reaching for a 
cigarette even lower in tar. An ultra-low tar 
alternative that satisfies your new tastes 
in smoking. 

Then the decision is Now. 
Now has only 2 mg. tar And bear this 

in mind: todays Now has the most satisfying 
j^^'      taste in any cigarette 

^     ^"^  .^' so low in tar. 

^ 

Now 
4 

1 
m 

9i!. 
NOW 

sa?wqw^WMww»i»itw^ 

Only 2 mg tar. Significantly lower than 98% of all cigarettes sold. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

FILTER. MENTHOL 2 mg. "tar", 1 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC method- 



LIVING 
Artists' 
palates 
The subject IS tood and the 
authors arc painters and the 
result is a wonderful new 
cookbook of recipes from 
o\er 140 of America's most 
lamous artists. Pak'lle lo 
Palate, out midsuminer. 
offers specialties of the 
house from working artists 
who love to eat. Who's ui 
It? Warhol, de Kooning, 
Brooks, Johns, to name a 
few. Guild Hall, a museum 
and summer theatre in Fast 
Hampton, N.Y., has put it 
together. Discover the crea- 
tor of "Smashed Eggs with 
Semi Cola." Guild Hall 
Museum Shop. East Hamp- 
ton. N.Y. 11937, $16.30 ppd. 

AFFICHF 

In praise of posters 
In l^ins, where posters have 
flourished for centuries, 
there's a new museum dedi- 
cated just to them. The 
Muse'e de I'Affiche. on the 
Rue de F'aradis (where 
else?), opened last February 

in what was once a ware- 
house for faience. The first 
exhibit—"Three Centuries 
of French Posters" is a 
savory slice of French life. 
Open daily, noon to 6. c\- 
cepl on luesdays. 

Build a new counter from oak flooring 
Photographer Edward 
Olcksak loves to cook and 
loves to give dinner parties 
frequently. What he doesn't 
like is to be removed from 
the fun while he prepares 
dinner. So he removed the 
apartment wall that separ- 
ated kitchen from friends 
and built a work space/ 
counterlop of oak flooring. 

(The price of butcher block 
was prohibitive.) He sug- 
gests allowing a full week- 
end for the project. 
Materials. 2-by-4's cut long 
enough to make a frame 
around your stove; 3/4-in. 
plywood for the counter 
"bed," and 3/4-in. nails 
and 3/4- to 7/8-in. cement 
nails; 2 unfinished chests of 

\-\\*vV- 

drawers; electric blade saw; 
level; electric sander. 
Method: Build a frame 
around your stove and chest 
of drawers. Lay 3/4-in. ply- 
wood over the top of the 
frame to act as a bed for the 
oak flooring. Cut the ply- 
wood for the stove top 
before laying the bed. Lay 
flooring over the bed, sort- 
ing for color and grain, and 
fill cracks with water-sol- 
uble putty. Build the height 
of the counter to a com- 
fortable work level. Sand 
smooth, a process you may 
want to do 2 or 3 times, and 
apply 3 coats of Verathene 
allowing 12 hours' drying 
time for each coat. Use 
2'/:-by-Vi-inch fir or pine 
for a gently rounded rim for 
the counter edges, outside 
and around the stove. 

Television 
For health 
"Ihe programs have im- 
mense value, are infor- 
mative, and they're a big 
morale booster." That's 
just one patient's response 
to Massachusetts General 
Hospital's closed-circuit TV 
programming, one of many 
new projects used in hospi- 
tals to educate patients 
about their illness, its im- 
pact and treatment. "Nearly 
half of our patients able to 
waich TV tune into our pa- 
tient programs on Channel 
12." sa\s Stephen Kaufl- 
man. MGH Director of Ad- 
ininistrative Services and 
chairman of the subcom- 
mittee that developed the 
TV operation. MGH has 59 
programs covering 29 sub- 
lects from loot care lo heart 
disease. 

",\ patient is likely to 
look for\^aid lo many pro- 
grams." says Mr. Kauff- 
man. If lime contlicts, no 
need to worry, lor reruns 
are a fact of TV life. 

The programs, most of 
which are bought from local 
TV stations, public broad- 
castmg systems, and medi- 
cal education groups are 
selected by the MGH Pa- 
tient hducation Subcom- 
mittee—delegates from 
within the hospital. 

Dr. Henry J. Mankin, 
Chief of Orthopedic Sur- 
geiv and chairman of the 
MCiH Committee on Teach- 
ing and Education, says 
MGH IS only 4 or 5 years 
awav Irc^m implementing a 
system whereby patients can 
dial into a computer to ask 
questions. Nationally, pa- 
tient education via TV is 
growing. In New England 
alone, some 77 hospitals 
have patient programs. 

tATHI KINl  I Til INC.l k 

EOWASO OlEtCSAK 
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The spirit of the Czar lives on. 

It was the Qdlden ^EPF Russia. 
Yet in this time when legenlis 
lived, the Czar stood like a giant 
among men. 

}je could bend an Iron bar 
oni his bare knee. Crush a silver! 
ruble with his fist. And had a    | 
thirst for life'like no other man 
alive.       r 

And his drink was Genuine 
Vodka. Wolf Schmidt Vodka. 
Made by special appointment to 
his Majesty the Czar. And the 
Royal Romanov Court. 

It's been 120 years since then: 
And while life has, changed since 
the days of the Czar^ his Vo<;lka 
remains the same. 

Wolfschmidt Genuine Vodka. 
The spirit of the Czar lives ojri., v^v 

JOLFSCHMIDJI 

fiVODKA^ 

■T)te\MiW^'§iMirf^^atiO0 proof • Wolfschmidt, Relay, Md. 

Wolfschmidt 
Genuine Vodka 



Our new lamp chose our new phone. 
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A lot oi people are extending their phone that's sure to make an impres- And enough choices of shapes, col 

decorating to include decorative exten- sion, you want a phone that's sure to ors and styles so you can get a phone 
sion phones. make a cill. that's genuinely you. 

And they're finding the best choice With Bell you have a variety of And still get a phone that's genu- 
is Bell. Becaui^e besides wanting a customized services to choose from. ine Bell. 

Bell System 

BE CHOOSEY 



By Louise Ade Boger 

ANTIQUES 
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

PENNSYLVANIA DESK 
Q. Please tell /lie whatever you can 
about my antique desk. 

T.R.—Wiilianisport, Pa. 

A. Your box desk on pedestals is of 
American country manufacture, perhaps 
Pennsylvania, and probably dates about 
the 1850s. Its rectangular form is in the 
classical tradition. 

GERMAN EARTHENWARE 
Q. / am enclosing a pencil rubbing 
and photographs of my old earthen- 
ware piece, which is said to be German 
and was salvaged from walls left stand- 
ing during the bondiings of the war. 
What can you tell me about it? 

D.W.—Dodge City, Kans. 

A. The initials W S & S found on 
earthenwares, 1820-1860, were used by 
the Bohemian firm of W. .Schiller & Son 
of Bodenbach and by Wilhelm Sattler & 
Son of Aschach, North Bavaria. The 
castle of Chillon, at the foot of pre- 
cipitous mountains on the shores of the 
Lake of Geneva, facing the Alps of 
Savoy, was built in the second half of the 
13th century by Count Peter of Savoy, 

August,  1978 

popularly known as "the little Charle- 
magne." For nearly 200 years, Chillon 
was the favorite residence of the counts 
and dukes of .Savoy. In the 1 6th century. 
Bonivard, the prior of St. Victor's in 
Geneva, was imprisoned at Chillon. His 
misfortunes inspired Byron's famous 
poem "The Prisoner of Chillon." 

CONNECTICUT SILVER 
Q. From the unusual mark that I've 
sketched, can you tell me where my 
silver baskets were made and when? 

S.H.—Valparaiso, Fla. 

A. Your plated silver baskets with 
bail handles were made by the Barbour 
Silver Co., organized in 1892 at Hart- 
ford, Conn. It was one of the original 
companies to become part of The Inter- 
national Silver Co. in 1898. 

•7/'r^ EARLY 
AMERICAN 
CLOCK 
Q. Our Early 
American 
grandfather 
clock has the 
name L. & A. 
Hutchins on 
the brass face. 
What can you 
tell me about 
him?     L.W. Charvet—Alameda, Calif. 

A. The American clockmaker Abel 
Hutchins (1763-1853) was apprenticed 
in 1783 to Simon Willard (1753-1848) 
of Roxbury, Mass., inventor and leading 
clockmaker of his time. From 1788 to 
1821, Abel Hutchins was working at 
Concord, N.H. with his brother Levi. 
Brooks Palmer in The Book of Ameri- 
can Clocks writes of this partnership that 
they made "fine tall clocks." Some tall 
clocks are marked "Levi & Abel Hutch- 
ins. Possibly they are the earliest." 

Continued on next page 

BERGDORF GOODMAN 

CHRISTMAS BOOK 

fills gift giving 

with fun, fashion, fantasy. 

Receive your copy 

plus a year's worth 

of Bergdorf Fashion Books 

for 3.00 

Mail to 754 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, N.Y.   10019 

Name  

Address  

City  

State. Zip. 

BtRGDORF 
GOODMAN 

N-M always 
stirs up some- 

thing special at 
Chnstmas, Sample 

our formula for easy shopping 
by mail with the Neiman-Marcus 
Christmas Book of great gifts. For 
your 1978 copy send 2.00 plus 

name and address for each book 
tO: Neiman-Marcus, Dept. 24, PO 

Box 2968, Dallas, Texas 75221. 

|MiWt|((W«i 



Antiques 
continued jrom preceding page 

BAVARIAN MARK 

Q. I've made a rough sketch of the 
mark on niy pitcher. From it, can you 
tell where and when it was made? 

S.G.C.—Arlington, Minn. 

A. Your pitcher was made at a porce- 
lain factory started in 1901 by Johann 
Scltniann at Vohenstraub, Bavaria, Ger- 
many. It chiefly made tablewares and 
tea and coffee services. 

ENGLISH  TEA SET 

Q. Can you possibly identify the 
place of origin of my tea set and the 
period in which it was made? 

C.K.S.—Fort Lauderdale, Ha. 

A. Your English pink luster tea set 
dating about the 1 830s or 40s could be 
the work of a number of Staffordshire 
potters. It was probably made for the 
U.S., where Victorian porcelain and pot- 
tery were appreciated and found a re- 
munerative market. Round and bulbous 
llutcd bodies of the holloware and hori- 
zontal handles of the covered sugar bowl 
are features of the Empire style. 

QUEEN ANNE 
STYLE CUP 

Q. Our pewter chal- 
ice is stamped "Leon- 
ard Reed and Bar- 
ton." Who were these 
people and what can 
you tell me about the 
cup?   J.T.—Columbus, Ohio 

A. Leonard, Reed and Barton of 
Taunton, Mass., was active only from 
1837 to 1840, when Henry Reed and 
Charles Barton purchased Gustavus 
Leonard's interest, and they became the 
well-known Reed and Barton. Possibly 
the marks of both companies were used 
from 1840 to 1847. The simplicity of 
line of your standing or stemmed cup is 
in the Queen Anne-style tradition. 

r n 

Cure For 
The Common 

Fbye^SO^ 
Ceramic tile can transform an 

ordinary roomintosomethmgvery 
much out of the ordinary. 

And our new hook will give 
you all kinds of idecLs for using it. In 
ei'cry room of your house. 

Ceramic tile. It can turn your 
foyer into a grand entrance. 

Sarnt' AJclr. 

Cm State Z,/> 

L. 
16 

CeramicliIeldeaBook 
Ti/c Council ofAmenca, Inc., PO Box 2222. Room 8 5 3, Princeton, New Jersey 08540. 

_J 

STAFFORDSHIRE  ^,..^- 
PLATE ~ 

Q. From the mark and photograph 
Fve sent, can you tell who made my 
plate and about how old it is? 

H.A.K.—Decatur, III. 

A. The Staffordshire potters William 
Brownfield & Sons, who made your 
plate, were active at Cobridge 1 850 to 
1891. After 1876 "& Sons" was added 
to the printed mark. "Wisconsin" is the 
pattern name. 

AMERICAN CHEST 

Q. Mv friends say my pine chest 
dates to the 1600s. Can this be true? 
Do you know where it was made? 

C.S.S.—St. Petersburg, Fla. 

A. Originally your pine chest—pos- 
sibly a dower chest—was painted. It is 
of American provenance, probably dat- 
ing about 1750. ^ 

•^f 

r^ 
ANTIQUES SHOW 
A model of the U.S. Frigate Savannah, 
which was Commodore John Drake 
Sloat's flagship at the capture of Mon- 
terey, July 7, 1 846. will be part of a loan 
exhibit of artifacts featured in the Mon- 
terey History and Art Association's 2nd 
Annual Antiques Show, Sept. 1-3, at the 
Monterey Conference Center, Del 
Monte at Alvardo, Monterey, Calif.; 
93940. ■ 

Hoi.i^e  &  Garden 



HOME DECORATING PROBLEMS: 

DREXEL HERITAGE HELPS YOU 
SOLVE THEM WITH STYLE. 

I 

DREXEL HERITAGE 
HERITAGE DREXEL 



NEW PARTNERS 

oure 
about to furnish your first home together, but you want 

lasting style and usefulness for years to come. Here's Drexels solution: 

.^'i^'V^»L 

I 

Y . A. . 

Invest in a few good pieces first, starting with living 
area seating and functional occasional items. Cfioose 
furniture with clean, classic lines. This sofa with match- 
ing love seat, for example, can be dressed up or down 
and goes with many style periods. Fabric shown is an 
imported linen/cotton blend—smart combination of 
the dramatic and the practical. A pair of deeply tufted 
velvet chairs completes the setting. 

Select designs that are light in scale, such as this 
glass-top table. Storage units can be beautiful, too. This 
well-proportioned china cabinet provides an elegant 
display for now and future treasures. 

Use warm, restful tones for walls and carpeting. 
Accent the scene with lively, eclectic accessories. Above 
all, relax and enjoy yourselves. 
And visit your Drexel Heritage dealer soon. 
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Drexel ^ '0 

From the Traditional Classics Upholstery Collection by Drexel 



CASUAL LIVING 

on't 
just dream about the casual life, live it! 

In comfortable, rustic, romantic style. Drexel shows you how: 

Freedom is the keynote here. Freedom to create your 
own lively harmony of styles. Choose furniture that 
expresses your free spirit. Like the imaginative blend of 
English manor and country casual styles you see here. 

Mix the room's moods: notice how the beautifully 
finished pecan solids and oak veneers provide elegant 
counterpoints to the rustic beams and ceiling. 

Bring nature in. The easiest way is with flowers, be 
they gathered in a fresh bouquet or scattered gaily 
through a printed fabric. 

Wall treatments? Try stained paneling or grass- 
cloth. For floors, you can't beat wall-to-wall carpeting 
for minimal upkeep and go-with-anything style. 

Think comfortable, natural, carefree. 
And visit your Drexel Heritage dealer soon. 

hmi.' 
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Drexel 

rem the Chartwell Collection of Bedroom, Dining I^oom and Occasional Furniture by Drexel" 



FORMAL ELEGANCE 

OW 

can you, who love gracious traditions and classic style, live with 
space-age intrusions like TV and stereo equipment? Heritage has the answe 

Hide them. In appropriately designed fine furniture. 
The Dynasty home entertainment center pictured is a 
good example. The exterior displays exquisite chinois- 
erie over gleaming fruitwood veneers. The interior 
features reinforced, adjustable shelves, swivel TV shell, 
special cable access rear panels. 

When purchasing television and home music sys- 
tems, avoid bulky console units. Then you can custom- 
fit components. And you don't pay for furniture you 
don't want. 

Whether buying new or using existing equipment, 
measure carefully before selecting furniture for it. 
Several Heritage collections include elegant, period- 
style pieces that accommodate speakers, as well. 

Plan, measure carefully, select with an eye to the 
total setting, including important upholstery pieces. 
And visit your Drexel Heritage dealer soon. 

© Drexel Heritage Furiiishint'S Inc   197 From the Dynasty CoUection of Occasional and Dining Room Furniture by Heritage® 

These ideas were inspired by our exciting new book. Lifestyles By Drexel Heritage. For your copy send $7.50 to Drexel Heritage Furnishings Inc., Dept 
15-8-78,    Drexel, N.C. 28619. Or get a reduced price at participating Lifestyles Drexel Heritage dealers. For nearest dealer and/or Lifestyles dealer, call 



GROUP III 

A 

DIRECT MARKETING 
711 High Street 

August.  1978 

Jackson. MS  39202 Phone 601/354-3549 

SETS GROUP 1 GROUP II GROUP III 
Pl.ACh SIZE Re-K.      40% 0« Ri-g.       40*. Off Reg.        40"/i Off 

Price         Price Price           Price Price          Price 
l2.Pc. Sit $1280.00    $768.W $1456.00     $873.60 $1672.00   $1003.20 
24 Monthly Payments $32.00 $36.40 $41.80 

6.Pc. Hostess Set #1 $401.00   $240.60 $448.25    $268.95 $511.50    $306.90 
24 Monthly Payments $10.03 $11.21 $12.79 

6-Pt. Hostess Set #2 $225.2S     $135.15 $252.25     $151.35 $288.00     $172.80 
24 Monthly Payments $5.62 $6.31 $7.20 

A c\)[nplete open sI(.K:k sal * price available on request. 

Drdor direct front Carter's, one tif America's largest and mtiM respected silver dealers. 

V'our money returned if you are not completely satisfied. Save 40'Xi on 32-piecc sets for 

H, (8 teaspoons, knives, forks and salad forks) and receive a Towle Chafing dish FREE, 

($ 1 50.00 retail value). Also 40% off 6.picce Hostess Set # 1; (Butter Knife, Cold Meat 
Fork, Gravy Ladle, Sugar Spoon, Tablespoon, Pierced Tablespoon). Hostess Set #2; 

(Nut Spoon, Cheese Knife, Cream Ladle, Jelly Server, Pickle Fork, and Cake or Pie 
Knife). All open stock 33''VXi off regular prices. 

WL PAY shipping costs. NO SALES TAX unless you are a Mississippi resident. 

Over 300 patterns 30% to 60% off suggested retail prices, (all major lines). Write us 
and we'll quote prices on the pattern you desire. 

24 MONTHS TO PAY 
Without finance charges. 
You can buy your Towle Sterling on our Silver Club Plan. Nothing down. 
24-equal monthly payments ($5 min.). The deferred payment is the same as 
the cash price. The cost of credit is included in the price quoted for the goods 
and services. 

f RCllSlTowle 
2'Quart Chafing Dish 
Fine Silverplate^ 

^X3U value ♦ 

WITH THE PURCHASE OF 
A 32-SERVICE FOR 8. 

Has alcohol burner and would be 
a great addition for entertaining. 

Cwdtc^^    DIRECT MARKETING 
nPut me on 

your mailing list, 
no purchase necessary. 

Phone 601/354-3549 
Attn: Ms. Jane Lee       R O. Box 125 
711 High Street (ackson. MS  39205 

Please ship me the following TOWLE STERLING using the payment plan indicated. 

Pattern Name   
No. of Pes. Name of Piece Unit Price Total Price 

32-Pc.Setfor8 

6-Pc. Hostess Set # 1 

6-Pc. Hostess Set #2 @ 

_each $ 

-each $ 
-each $ . 

Name  

Address _ 

City. -State- JZip- 

n Check enclosed for the full amount, (Miss, residents add 5% sales tax) or choose one of 

the following methods of payment. 

LJ Charge my account number —. ■  
D Master Charge No Exp. Date _  

D \aSA No  Exp- D»" ■ 
D American Express No. Exp. Date- 

n I wish to pay on the Silver Club Plan 
(Fill in the following information only if you are using Silver Club Plan) 

Credit References —  

Offer good through September 23, 1978. 
We pay shipping costs (No sales tax, unless a Miss, resident.) 
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money returned. 



GOOD LOOKS & 
GOOD HEALTH 
The lazy way 
to excercise \A Exercises from expert Barbara 
Pearlman that turn your 
recliner into Fitness Furniture 

By Paula Rice Jackson 

Can turniiiirc affect your health'.' Studies 
called "ergonomics'"—the science that 
looks at your physical comfort in terms 
of environmental design—indicate that 
furniture can have (and ought to have) 
more of a contributing influence on how 
you feel. (See page 108 for more about 
this fascinating research.) A recliner, for 
example, has the built-in flexibility to al- 
low you to shift the body's weight and 
evenly distribute its pressures. Here is a 
series of movements to do on yours. This 
recliner is La-Z-Boy's "Reclina-Rocker" 
covered in a white Haitian cotton. 

arms and pectorals, clasp hands behind hack while sitting 
cross-legged. Roll forward, raising arms up high behind; re- 
lease and bend hack, arching spine, rolling head back. 3 Roisc 
recliner to a slant. Stretch lower spine, calves, and lengthen heel 
chord by raising hands overhead, stretching through rih cage, bend- 
ing forward and grasping toes, flex heel forward. 4 Lower recliner full 
length and lie on side with weight on hip. head resting on palm. 

-^ 

1 Warm up by sitting in the chair 
with the foot rest down, hack up. 
Clasp haiuls behind head, arch back 
forward and down, stretching spine. 
Repeat as you wish for each exercise. 
2 Lower recliner full-length; sit on 
edge of seat. To strengthen upper 

P 

To lone thighs < 
improve halanc 
kick leg high ar 
lower slowly. 7 
over. 5 With hi 
at footrest, lift 
grasp ankle; 

flex heel chord: altentatc legs, g Stretch-out with amis overhead: 
bend forward and drop as close to knees as possible: release. "J On your 
stomach stretch out. Separate knees and slowly lift upw/url one at a time. 
8 Lying on stomach, lift one leg straight, kick, kick again a hit higher. Alternate 
legs and repeat as long as it's comfortable. On stomach raise torso supported 
with hands and forearms. Stretch out legs straight, elongate spine 
hy pulling chest and sternum before you, pulling chin up and back. 

For new at the stores, see page 
SUSAN WOOD 
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Availoble through interior designers and at Barker Bros.. Bloomingdole's, Burdine's, Famous-Borr. 
Higbee's, D.H. Holmes, Shillito's, Stewart Dry Goods. Strawbridge & Clothier and other fine stores. 

The delightful designs of the all cotton prints in this 
colorful collection hove been artistically reproduced 
to retain the handcrafted lool< of the unique originals. 

There are sixteen to choose from—each in a variety of 
contemporary coiorways, with companion wallcoverings, 
that offer dramatic new directions in decorating. The 
"Hacienda" collection from Schumacher—the source of 
fine fabrics, carpets and wallcoverings. 

SCHUMACHER 
939 THIRD AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022 



If you have dry lips or sore 
lips, you need Blistex, the 
medicated ointment in the 
tube. Blistex soothes and 
softens cracked, chapped 
lips, no matter what makes 
your lips that way! It's also 
great to help heal fever 
blisters  and  cold  sores. 

Mistsx- 
The lip soother 

Beauty and health 
products new 
this month in 
the stores  
A late summer discovery comes from 
one of the most original influences in the 
world of fashion—Madame Gres. Her 
new scent, Quiproquo (which everyone 
is calling "QPQ" for short) appeals to 
men and women and is worn by both. 
The scent is neither sharply masculine 
nor very floral, but is instead tart, crisp, 
and replete with long-lasting overtones 
of herbs, spices, mosses, and buds. If you 
like to try new fragrances in small, trial 
sizes, there is a single ounce of Eau de 
Toilette for $7.50; a 2-ounce Eau de Toi- 
lette, $10: an 8-ounce at $21! Look for 
it at Bonwit Teller, all stores. 

August brings with it a shopper's bas- 
ketful of small, marvelous helpers that 
get you to the end of summer feeling re- 
laxed and fit, get you ready for the up- 
swing season of fall. For your hair: a 
one-step replenisher called Hair Repair 
Shampoo that's first-aid treatment for 
dry, fine, and overexposed-to-the-sun- 
and-wind hair. It's pH balanced, loaded 
with conditioners, and still mild enough 
for you to use everyday. Hair Repair 
Shampoo is by Ogilvie, 8 ounces for 
$3.25 at drugstores everywhere. 

For your skin: This one smells divine- 
ly because it's a deep-cleansing team of 
ground almond meal and peach-scented 
lotion. Holly Flor at Glemhy has put to- 
gether this skin cleansing combination 
that's right for every skin type. Mix a 
quarter-teaspoon of the almond meal 
with a few drops of activating lotion 
and water to make a light paste. Gently 
rub on forehead, jawline, nose, chin, and 
cheekbones to nudge away surface im- 
purities and dryness. Use it once a week 
or every day, depending on your skin's 
natural quantity of oil. Deep Cleansing 
Almond duo, $11.50 at Bergdorf Good- 
man and Glemby Salons across the 
country. 

For your body: It's all on tape. Mar- 
jorie Craig's 21-Day Shape-Up Program 
for Men and Women is a 60-minute cas- 
sette tape of her exercises adapted from 
her best-selling book of the same name, 
published by Random House. The tape 
is made for both stereo and monaural, 
no need to specify. Order it by mail from 
Elizabeth Arden Salon, 691 Fifth Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10022, $14 ppd. 

For your nails: nine new colors in an 
all-in-one formula from Frances Den- 
ney. Frances Denney Nail Colors are 
new to the treatment and makeup group, 
the colors soft and berry-hued, and each 
formula includes base-coat, vibrant col- 
or, and top-coat built in. Three shades 
are especially good-looking on tanned 
hands—Nutmeg, Pimento, and Mulber- 
ry. They're $4 each available at fine de- 
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partment stores throughout the country. 
Another nail product represents a 

breakthrough in reducing the harsh ef- 
fects of acetone in polish removers: 
Lotion Polish Remover is just that, a 
pearly-thick lotion packed with three 
times the amount of moisturizing in- 
gredients in contemporary removers. It's 
worth it to take a bit longer to take the 
polish off, too. Remember always to 
wash your hand with soap and water to 
thoroughly neutralize the acetone. Lo- 
tion Polish Remover is by Vaseline In- 
tensive Care Brands. 3 ounces, $1.15; 5 
ounces, $1.50—and the citrus scent is 
delightful! It will be at drugstores ev- 
erywhere late summer. 

Have you encountered the problem of 
trying to cleanse sunburned skin? How 
about skin that's chapped or wind- 
burned? Purpose is a new translucent 
soap from Johnson <& Johnson made for 
super sensitive skin, whether it happens 
to be affected by overdoses of weather 
or not. Almost anyone with a dry skin 
will find it mild enough to use for both 
face and body. With its own soap dish, 
$1.20; a dry skin cream has been de- 
veloped, too—Purpose Dry Skin Cream, 
which is lightly scented. $2.75. Both will 
be at drugstores ever>'where. 

For country-fiowers fragrance lovers, 
exciting news—Penhaligon's, the famed 
London perfumer, has opened a small 
shop at Bergdorf Goodman, New York. 
The specialty here is flower fragrances 
and they are still being made from Wal- 
ter Penhaligon's original notebooks, 
when he was court barber to Prince Al- 
bert. The eau de colognes are very spe- 
cial and include Lily of the Valley, Gar- 
denia, Night Scented Stock, Orange 
Blossom, Violetta, and Esprit de Lavan- 
de; from $17 to $80 in crystal apothe- 
cary's stoppered bottles. Write Penhali- 
gon's at Bergdorf Goodman, 754 Fifth 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019 for a free 
price list and fragrance catalogue. 

A modified collagen protein you ap- 
ply to your nails with a small sponge- 
applicator is a new treatment called Pro 
Nail by Andrea. The formula comes in 
a slim vial that drops into any makeup 
kit or purse—spillproof, too. $3 at drug- 
stores. ■ PAUl A RICE JACKSON 

Your fragrance and 
herbal almanac 
The sign: Leo 
Circa: July 23-August 22 
Ascribed to Leo are the valuable saffron 
crocus and flavorful angelica. Four thou- 
sand flowers are required to make a sin- 
gle ounce of saffron, used to flavor rice, 
soups, and dressings. The seeds of an- 
gelica flavor Chartreuse and Benedic- 
tine; the entire plant can be used for 
food. Spice orange fragrances, like those 
in Nina Ricci's Bigarade, appeal to Leo 
and the vital lioness will love unusual 
Cristalle by Chanel. Cool in summer and 
regal to the Leo male is Polo by Ralph 
Lauren. MARIA REACHI 

House  &  Garden 
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The Many Moods of Royal Family 

Mood. It's a whim of me 
moment or a strong conviction. 
It embraces a sense of style, a 
love of beauty. Royal Family 
has it in a wide array of bed 
and bath ensembles that run 
the gamut from geometries to 
gentie flowers, from tradi- 
tional to contemporary 
patterns. 

Mood. It's a certain feel- 
ing for luxury, for quality. 
Royal Family has it with soft^ 
plush towels in a virtual rain- 
bow of colors. Royal Family 
also offers extra luxury in 
exclusive new Comfortcaler 
the very cotton sheet, avail- 
able in selected patterns. 

Mood. It's designers 
like an Oscar de la Renta, 
constantiy seeking the new 
and different for Cannon, 
anticipating fashion trends so 
you always have the last word 
in bed and bath decor. 

Mood. Elusive, profu- 
sive—a very personal matter. 
And the beauty of it all is, no 
matter what your mood. 
Royal Family has the mood to 
match it. 

i^Caimoii 
Cannon Mills, Inc., 1271 Avenue of the Amencas, 
New York, N.Y. 10020 ^--=r^ 



MONEY 
MATTERS By Paul Gross 

Money and the 
single breadwinner 
How to plan wisely for the 
future when you're 
making it on your own 

What a time to be alive! Never before 
have single people, especially single 
women, had so many opportunities to 
get ahead financially and professionally. 

A career is key in the single person's 
lifestyle, but remember it's almost worth- 
less unless you take some steps to insure 
your own financial well-being. The rea- 
sons are quite simple. First, your com- 
pany, as generous as it might be, prob- 
ably isn't saving or investing money lor 
you. Building a nest egg is your respon- 
sibility, and chances arc that your com- 
pany's group insurance policies are not 
as adequate as they should be cither. 
Very few of them are. Moreover, no 
company will help you establish or keep 
a good credit rating. And (inally, com- 
panies rarely provide housing for their 
employees. 

The saving game 
Your first step is to set aside some money 
for a rational savings and investment 
plan. That's more important than ever— 
given the current sad state of the econ- 
omy. (If a savage rate of inflation and 
the threat of recession doesn't motivate 
you, I don't know what will.) What's 
more, a regular savings program, even a 
modest one that's invested wisely, tends 
to snowball impressively. Second, the 
money you accumulate will help you get 
credit to finance the future. 

Now, if you're like the rest of us, 
you'll probably be quick to respond that 
you're living close to the line now and 
can't possibly spare a sou for savings. 
That's a nice rationalization, not reality. 
Anybody, and I do mean anybody, can 
save. As a matter of fact, people who 
live close to the poverty line usually 
manage to save a greater percentage of 
their income than people with high in- 
comes and exotic lifestyles. There are no 
pat formulas. However, once you start, 
make the amount a regular goal that 
can't be slackened up on. Later, when 
you've gained some confidence in your 
savings program and an increase in in- 
come, you can shoot for a higher goal. 
By the way, it really helps to write down 
your goals—it will reinforce your will to 
save regularly. First, it will help you 
make projections that will dramatically 
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show you just how much a little saved 
each week or month can add up to over 
the long run. Second, it will help you 
monitor your progress. Finally, realize 
from the outset that you will have to give 
up something to get something later. The 
rewards will usually far outweigh any 
sacrifice you have to make. As psycholo- 
gists are fond of saying: "'Some present 
pain for future gain." 

Credit lines 
Ironic as it may sound, bankers are more 
willing to give you credit if you already 
have money. That's important because 
it's generally harder for a single person 
to get credit than it is for someone who's 
married. It's an attitude that's based 
partly on fact, partly on prejudice. The 
fact of the matter is that married people 
do tend to plan more for the future and 
hence accumulate more tangible assets 
than do singles. The prejudice is that sin- 
gles aren't as stable as married people. 
(That's a prejudice that singles also have 
to face in the job market.) 

Under the Equal Credit Opportunity 
Act, women have all the credit rights of 
men. Whether you get credit or not de- 
pends on your ability to pay back the 
amount you borrow. While your income 
and credit rating can be taken into ac- 
count, your biology cannot. In the past, 
lenders tended to ignore the income of 
women because they felt it could easily 
be disrupted by pregnancy. Without 
credit, precious few of us would be able 
to buy furniture, a car, clothes, or a 
house. And as it stands now, a growing 
number of single women are buying all 
of these thing.s—even houses. 

House owning 
It's perfectly true, a decade ago sin- 
gle people rarely bought houses. Now 
20 percent of all homebuyers are single 
people who have the wherewithal, cred- 
it, and desire to buy a house. That's a 
wise move. For one thing, owning a 
home gives you some substantial tax 
shelter because you can deduct interest 
payments and property taxes. People 
who rent pay enough a month to help 
their landlords pay these expenses but 
don't get to deduct them. And in addi- 
tion to being a tax shelter, houses are 
al.so a dandy hedge against inflation. As 
anyone who's been looking for a house 
or cooperative or condominium can tell 
you, prices have been soaring for some 
years now. In fact, most financial ad- 
visors think that housing is one of the 
best investments anybody can make. 

Do note, however, that it doesn't make 

sense to buy a house with a group oi 
friends—as tempting as that might seem 
From a legal point of view, it's horriblj 
complicated. Just consider some of th( 
complexities. Who owns what? Who get! 
to deduct interest and property taxesl 
Who's responsible for the mortgage pay^ 
ments? What happens if one of the join! 
owners dies; how would his or her estate! 
be settled? And what happens to you in 
the meantime? Married couples don't 
face these problems because they are re- 
lated and recognized as a legal entity. 
True, most of these problems could be 
solved by forming a partnership or some 
other legally recognized form of joint 
ownership. But that in itself is compli- 
cated. Furthermore, just one good fighl 
could dissolve the friendship as well as 
the partnership. Then you could face 
some income tax and financial problems 
if the house was sold at a profit. Finally, 
all of this assumes that you would be 
able to get a mortgage. The chances of 
that happening are fairly slim—given | 
the basically conservative nature of most j 
bankers. You may be fired up with en- j 
thusiasm for the idea, but they'll prob-1 
ably be disappointingly cautious. j 

Payoff investments 
Whatever else you do, keep in mind that 
a savings plan is a means to an end, not 
an end in itself. It will help you develop 
the discipline you need to get ahead, 
provide some money if an emergency 
crops up, and help you build up a "nut" 
with which to invest. It will not do any 
more for you. You need some good pay- 
off investments for that. The reason is 
quite simple. As attractive as the inter-* 
est rate on a savings accoimt may seem, 
you're still losing money on every dollar 
tied up in a savings account. For one 
thing, savings accoimt interest rates are 
lower than the rate of inflation. For an- 
other, income taxes will whittle down 
what you're making even further. So the 
money you have locked up in savings 
accounts is actually shrinking—not 
growing. Still it's probably the best way 
to set aside some money until you have 
enough to invest with. How you invest 
your money is up to you, of course. (This 
column will soon start covering the var- 
ious investments open to you.) How- 
ever, there arc some points to keep in 
mind. 

Always play the economy as it lays. 
To paraphrase the writer of Ecclesicistes, 
there is a time to play the stock market, 
and a time to switch to something else. 
Learn before you get burned. While ig- 

Continued on page 28 
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Baker Furniture Collector's Edition 

During 
the past century 
Baker Furniture 

Company has continuously 
searched the world for the 
best antiques and drawings 
from history's finest furniture 
designers and craftsmen. Ed- 
ited from this research, our Collector's Edition 
is a selection of the most enduring French, 
English, European, American and Far East 
reproductions. 

You are invited to see all the Baker collec- 
tions through your interior designer, architect 
or furniture retailer in Baker, Knapp & Tubbs 
showrooms listed below. 

For more information on the rich legacy 
of fine furniture, please send $5.00 to Baker 
Furniture, Department 942, 10 Milling Road, 

Holland, Michigan 49423 for "The 
Baker Guide to Fine Furniture." 

Distinguished manufacturer and distributor with 
showrooms in Atlanta, Chicago, Cleveland. Dallas, 
Grand Rapids, High Point, Houston, Los Angeles, 

Miami, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco. 
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Why the 
Metropolitan Museum reproductions 

mai<e superb presents 

Decause our reproductions can be made directly from the original works 
of art under Museum supervision, and because the craftsmanship is of 
the highest quality, every copy is remarkably faithful to the spirit of the 
original. 

t€ These reproductions are the only copies of the Museum's collections 
made by and for the Metropolitan Museum itself. 

tS The selection is surprisingly wide: ancient jewelry in gold and silver; 
Oriental and European porcelain; early American glass in crystal and 
rare colors; bronze from Egypt, Greece, China, and the medieval world; 
silver, pewter, brass, and pottery from Colonial America. 

tS Every few months the Museum publishes full-color catalogues an- 
nouncing new reproductions and art books of particular interest. The 
next of these, the 116-page 1978 Christmas Catalogue, will be issued on 
September 1. 

tS To put yourself on the mailing list (most of the reproductions can 
be bought only by mail or at the Museum itself), send the coupon below 
with $1.00 to cover mailing. 

f^ Above: Egyptian Cats, bronze. Right: Ptolemaic period, 332-30 B.C. Height 
4'/4". $75.00. Left: Late Dynastic period, 664-332 B.C. Height 3H". $45.00. 
Shipping $2.00. Add state and local taxes for delivery within N.Y. State. 

THE   METROPOLITAN   MUSEUM   OF ART 
255 Gracie Station, New York 10028 ICH8 

Please send me all advance catalogues of new objects to be issued by the 
Museum during the next year. $1.00 to cover mailing is enclosed. 

ADDRESS- 

Money matters 
continued from page 26 
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norance may be bliss, it's also one of the 
surest ways to lose a lot of money. Learn 
as much as you can about whatever 
you're thinking of investing in before 
you commit your money to it. If you're 
interested in the stock market, find out 
how it works. To win in the market, you 
have to know what makes it, as well as 
individual stocks, move. Once you think 
you understand the stock market, play it 
on paper for a while. Pick some stocks 
and pretend that you have bought them. 
Then track them for a while to see if you 
have made a wise investment. This will 
help you learn some of the lessons all in- 
vestors have to learn without the pain of 
losing money. Then when you're confi- 
dent that you know what you're doing, 
you can invest real dollars in the market. 

Be flexible and willing to admit mis- 
takes. Those who engrave their theories 
in stone and follow them blindly carve 
their own epitaphs. Almost every type of 
investment field is littered with the tomb- 
stones of people who were right—dead 
right. Don't be blinded by the numbers, 
even if they're dazzling. As one invest- 
ment advisor puts it: "The numbers will 
always add up, even if the assumptions 
don't." For example, someone may try 
to lure you into a real-estate deal by 
promising a 10 percent a year return on 
your money, a substantial capital gain 
down the road, and some terrific tax 
breaks for the first 15 years or so. 
Chances are that it will all be laid out for 
you in an impressive looking document. 
The numbers will add up—mathemati- 
cally—but the assumptions behind those 
numbers may not make any sense at all. 
The building may be in an area that's 
going downhill rapidly or in a bad mar- 
ket area. Chances are that these factors 
will not be spelled out. That's for you to 
determine. 

Finally, always set goals for yourself 
—regardless of what you invest in. With- 
out goals or investment perimeters, you 
will be adrift and hence at the mercy of 
whatever tides affect the investment 
you've put your money in. For example, 
if you are thinking of investing in the 
stock market, figure out when you will 
sell a stock—whether it rises or falls. If 
you're interested in a stock that is now 
selling at $30 a share, you might decide 
that you will sell it when it reaches $40 
or if it falls to $27. Be reasonable when 
setting the goals, otherwise they won't 
work. As an old investment maxim puts 
it: "Bears make money and bulls make 
money. But pigs never do." 

Insurance protection 
As you begin to get ahead, you should 
definitely consider buying enough insur- 
ance to protect yourself if worst came to 
worst. After all, as a single person you 
have more at stake. You should have a 

Continued on page 32 
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FREE...this handy, walnut-finished BOOK RACK 
when you preview the revolutionary 

BritonnicQ 3 
How to get this 
MAGNIFICENT 
BOOkCASE- 
3 $59.0 value- 
FREE with 
Britannica 3. 
Get your FREE book rack 
just for previewing 
Britannica 3. Then, if you 
decide to acquire The New 
Britannica 3, you'll also 
receive this magnificent 
pecan-finished bookcase— 
a $59.50 value—absolutely 
FREE! 

For over two hundred years, 
the old idea of the 
encyclopaedia remained the 
same. But now, to meet the 
demands of our changing 
world with its vast amounts 
of information... now, there 
is Britannica 3. This is a 
completely redesigned 
encyclopaedia. It is written 
in clear, readable language 
... the language of today... so 
that even the most complex 
subjects become much easier 
for your children to 
understand. 

What makes Britannica 3 
unique? 
New Britannica 3 is more 
than an encyclopaedia. It s a 
revolutionary new Home Learnmg 
Center... America's only 
encyclopaedia arranged into three 
distinct parts. 

1. The 10-Volume Ready Reference lets 
you get at facts, quickly and easily. Ideal 
for homework. 

2. The 19-Volume Knowledge in Depth for 
readers who want to explore entire fields 
of learning. 

3. The One-Volume Outline of Knowledge 
—your guide to the entire encyclopaedia 
... permits you to plan your own course of 
study on any subject under the sun. 

Britannica 3 covers more subjects more 
completely. It is more responsive to the 
current needs of your family. And when 
you judge by its 43 million words, 
Britannica 3 delivers more value per 

' ^^iZis 
Get this handsome walnut- 
finished book rack free—perfect 
for keeping your favorite 
books handy—when you 
preview The New Britannica 3. 

dollar 
than any 
other accepted 
reference work. So 
if you want more up-to- 
date facts, about more subjects 
than you'll find in any other single 
source, you want The New Britannica 3. 

Preview Britannica 3 FREE 
New Britannica 3 is like no other encyclopaedia 
you have ever seen. Indeed, it's the first new idea ii 
encyclopaedias in 200 years. That's why we've 
created a special full-color Preview Booklet which 
pictures and describes this achievement in detail. 
This Preview is yours free... no obligation,    so 
please send for it today. 

140-B 

Itcardhai been 
removed, write to 

kncyclopaedta Britannica, 
Dept, 110-J, 425 N. Michigan 
Ave., Chiccigo, Illinois W)6I 1 

Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc.—also publishers of Great Books of the Western World. 

Mail card above for your FREE PREVIEW and BOOK RACK 
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(orrectol' 
VJ the 

gentle laxative 
so many women 
are using today. 

Today, more than ever, there's 
something special about being a 
woman. You give so niucli and 
you do so much. Yet, some days, 
you don't feel your best because 
of irreQ-ularitv. 

Then, like so many women 
today, you take Conectol. the 
modern, gentle laxative. 

Correctol's special formula 
combines a mild laxative with 
a softening agent. Its gentle, 
overnight action helps you feel 
like yourself again. Read and 
follow label directions. And 
next time, try Correctol. The 
modern, gentle laxative. 

Money matters 
iontiuuc'd jroin page 28 

good health insurance pol'cy, a policy 
that will give you a steady income if you 
were to be disabled, and life insurance. 
Yes, even single people should have 
some life insurance. 

Health insurance is an absolute must, 
as anybody who has recently visited a 
doctor or has been hospitalized can tell 
you. To put it bluntly, some operations 
are starting to cost as much as houses did 
a decade ago. Get as much health insur- 
ance as you can afford. And whatever 
else you do, don't let a group health in- 
surance policy that's offered by your em- 
ployer lull you into a false sense of se- 
curity. Even good group health policies 
aren't as good as they might seem at first. 
The stated amount that most of these 
plans reimburse for hospital room and 
board costs hasn't kept up with soaring 
hospital fees. The amount they'll pay for 
surgery is usually even worse. Hence, 
you would be wise to consider buying an 
excess major medical policy. It will pick 
up where a major medical policy leaves 
off. In fact, the deductible on an excess 
major medical policy is usually tied to 
the policy limit of your major medical 
policy. For example, if your major med- 
ical policy covers you for up to $30,000, 
the deductible on your excess major 
medical would probably be $.10,000. 

Like health insurance, disability in- 
surance is an absolute must. Sure the 
risks of being totally and permanently 
disabled are relatively slim. Even so, it's 
not worth taking any chances. And 
granted, you would probably get some 
income from Social Security and a group 
disability insurance policy, if you have 
one. However, that won't give you 
enough money to meet your needs, un- 
less you're independently wealthy. More- 
over, many group policies will stop pay- 
ing benefits after only two years, pos- 
sibly sooner. Hence, you would be wise 
to seriously consider picking up an indi- 
vidual disability insurance policy. Most 
will give you 60 percent of your current 
gross income up to a limit of $3,500 or 
so a month. If that seems low to you, 
keep in mind that the income from dis- 
ability insurance is tax free. There are 
two major points to check out on a dis- 
ability insurance policy. It should define 
disability as an inability to function at 
your regular work. That will let you col- 
lect full benefits even if you become fit 
enough to take on a job that is less de- 
manding than the one you had. For ex- 

ample, if \ou were a salesman when you 
were disablsd, a clause like this would 
let you collect disability checks even irf 
you became well enough to work as a.! 
part-time  consultant.   Also  make  sure'i 
that  the policy  is  noncancclable. That 
means that the premiums can't be raised 
and the policy can't be canceled—unless, 
of course, you stop paying the premium.s. 

Now for life insurance. Most singles 
are absolutely amazed when they're told 
that they should have a life insurance 
policy. "What for?" they ask. "I have no 
heirs or family to worry about." While 
that may be true now, you never really 
do know what will happen in the future. 
If marriage did, you'd probably want to 
protect your partner by being adequate- 
ly insured. The problem is that you may 
not be all that healthy or as insurable 
then  as  you  are  now.   Moreover,  the 
longer you wait to pick up a policy, the 
more it will cost. That's reasonable since 
the insurance company's risk rises with 
your age.  But even  if you  ab.solutely 
know in your heart of hearts that you'll 
never ever get married, you still should 
have some life insurance. At the very 
least,  you'll  probably want to provide 
some money for funeral and estate set- 
tlement expenses. And the chances are ■ 
that you'll want to provide some money; \ 
for your loved ones—either friends or:r 
members  of your  family.  If that sur- 
prised you, you'll probably also be sur- 
prised to hear that you should have a 
will. While you may not think that you 
have enough  property to worry about 
disposing, the odds are that you have a 
fairly  sizable  estate.   Most  people  do." 
Count your blessings. Consider the value 
of your car, furniture, house (if you own ' 
one), stocks or other securities, life in-j 
surance policies, and the survivors bene-1;-- 
fits  of  your  pension  or  profit-sharing;!.. 
plans. All in all, it probably comes to a ' 
sizable   amount.   Now   consider   what 
would happen if you died without a will. 
The state will step in to do what you' 
failed to do. A court will decide who gets 
what. And in the process, it will take ^ 
whatever it can in fees and taxes. Per- 
sonally I resent the high taxes I have to 
pay while I am alive and hence hate the 
thought of having to pay more after I've 
died. Sure, I can't take it with me. But 
who says they can take more from me? 

Note: Paul Gross wrote about the fi- 
nances of divorce, including the tax sit- 
uation for men and the allowances for 
mothers with dependent children, in No- 
vember, 1976 of House & Garden. 

Manuscripts 

House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited 
manuscripts, photographs, drawings, house plans, or 

uncommissioned material. Material submitted must be accompanied 
by return postage or a self-addressed, stamped envelope. 
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SIANLEY 
MTRODUCES FURHITURE 
FORMiVIRlGI ALLEH 

I feel like Stanley knows us! Because rheir new Timbermlsr is so much like rhe woy '"'<<^'', 
we fee! obour rhings. Irs relaxed ond kind of casual, bur wirh o lor of sryie. And ir's honesr furnlrure... 

procricol ond srurdy, wirh oodles of sroroge and o sofr finish rhor shows reel respecr for rhe wood. 
Dur Timbermisr is fun, roo. I love rhe mop drawer look and rombour doors. The neor 

occenrs of bross kick plares ond pegged rable rops. And rhe way ir coordinores our living, 
dining, ond bedrooms. Timbermisr is o norurol for us.. .mode ro losr, comforroble ro live wirh, and 

really reasonobly priced. My husband and I have been osl'^ing for furnirure like rhis. And Sronley heard us. 

V\anufQcrurer's suggesred reroil price for rhe 
iroroge heodboord grouping shown is under $1,300. 
-or o free brochure on Timbermisr. wrire 
jronley Furnirure, Depr. H 3. Sronleyrown. Vo  24168 QmBodCorrpory 



WHAT5 COOKING 
IN WASHINGTON 
Recipes for a Vice President— 
from the Mondales party 
on page 86 

Dinner for the Cabinet 

Philippine egg rolls 
Cream of mushroom soup 

Crabmeat stuffed rockfish fillets 
with herbed cherry tomatoes 

Wild rice. 
green beans in carrot rings 

Rolls, salad, cheeses 
Chateau Montelena Chardonnay 

1975 

Fresh fruit 
Oatmeal lace cookies 

Pecan and lemon curd tartlets 
Alinaden champagne 

Lumpia 
(Philippine egg rolls) 

These are much lighter and smaller than 
Chinese egg rolls. The cooks at the Vice 
President's house make their ovivi "doilies," 
.TO they are extremely thin and delicate. 
They are also difficult for the novice. The 
Filipino cooks brush the batter onto a 
hot grill with a large paintbrush into the 
shape of a 6-inch circle. It is easier to do 
this in a 6-inch crepe pan, pouring in the 
hatter. The alternative to making doilies is 
to buy the doilies for Mo-Shu pork in an 
Oriental market. They are not quite as 
thin, however. 

INGREDIENTS  FOR   DOILIES 
3 cups flour 
5 cups water, less 2 tablespoons 
Salt to taste 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  FILLING 
% pound ground pork or beef 
5 ounces raw shrimp, chiopped 

ELLIOTT  ERWITT 

1 small onion, chopped 
1 8- or 8V2-ounce can water chestnuts, 

drained and finely chopped 
Vz 8- or 8V2-ounce can bamboo shoots, 

drained and finely chopped 
1V2 stalks celery, finely chopped 
3 cloves garlic, finely chopped 
1 small carrot, cleaned and finely chopped 
V2 pound fresh bean sprouts or 1 1 pound 

can, drained 
V2 cup raisins, chopped 
Salt, pepper to taste 
Egg white, beaten lightly 
Corn oil 

The Vice President in the kitchen 
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METHOD FOR  DOILIES 
n Combine flour, water, and salt to taste 
and mix thoroughly with wire whisk to re- 
move lumps. Batter should be about the 
consistency of a crepe batter. Add a little 
water if it is too thick. If the batter thick- 
ens as it sits, you may have to add more 
water. 
n Heat a 6-inch crepe pan and wipe out 
with lightly oiled wax paper. Pour on batter 
quickly to cover bottom; pour off excess. 
Allow to cook over low heat until the edges 
begin to curl and pull away from sides of 
pan. Remove and place on clean, dry sur- 
face; repeat, oiling pan each time. Do not 
stack doilies on top of each other until 
each has cooled. Before filling, cut off ex- 
cess batter to make perfect circle. 

METHOD  FOR  FILLING 
n Cook pork or beef in a large skillet un- 
til pinkness is gone. Drain off grease. Add 
shrimp, onions, water chestnuts, bamboo 
shoots, celery, garlic, and carrot and cook 
until carrot is almost tender, 
n Stir in remaining ingredients except 
egg white and oil, and mix well. Cook until 
bean sprouts are limp. Pour mixture into 
strainer and cool, allowing as much liquid 
as possible to drain off before filling rolls. 
D Use about 1 heaping teaspoon for each 
doily. Place filling near one side. Roll 
doily over filling a couple of times and then 
fold in sides and roll up tightly. Seal flap 
with a little egg white. 
n Deep fry in corn oil heated to about 
375°, until rolls are golden. Drain thor- 
oughly on paper towels and serve with 
sauce (recipe below). Makes about 45. 
Note: If rolls are filled ahead of time, cover 
and refrigerate until it is time to serve. Re- 
turn to room temperature and fry. 

Lumpia sauce 
INGREDIENTS 
2 cups pineapple juice 
1 cup catsup 

\^\ 

Recipe handwritten by the host 

1V2 teaspoons vinegar 
1 tablespoon brown sugar 
Dash hot pepper sauce 
Vs-inch cube crushed ginger 
VA teaspoon salt 
1 tablespoon cornstarch 

METHOD 
G Combine all ingredients but the corn- 
starch and heat. Meanwhile mix the corn- 
starch with enough of the pineapple juice 
mixture to make a smooth paste. Return 
cornstarch mixture to pot and simmer 
until mixture is thick. Makes about 3 cups. 

Cream of mushroom soup '■ 
INGREDIENTS 
1 pound mushrooms 
7 tablespoons butter 
V4 cup onions, minced 
3 tablespoons flour 
6 cups chicken stock or broth, boiling 
Salt, pepper to taste 
1 teaspoon lemon juice 
2 egg yolks 
VA cup heavy cream 
3 tablespoons parsley, minced 

METHOD 
G Remove stems from mushrooms; chop' 
and reserve. Slice caps and reserve. 
G Melt 3 tablespoons butter in heavy pot. 
Add onions and cook slowly until they are 
tender but not browned. Stir in the flour 
and cook, stirring, over medium heat for 
2-3 minutes. Do not brown. Remove from 
heat and pour in boiling chicken stock, 
stirring. Season with salt and pepper and 
add mushroom stems. Simmer gently for 
20-25 minutes, skimming as needed. 
Strain, return soup to pot. 
G Melt 2 tablespoons butter in another 
pot. Add sliced mushroom caps, salt, and 
lemon juice. Cover and cook slowly 5 
minutes. Pour mushroom mixture into 
soup and simmer 10 minutes. 
G At this point the soup may be set aside 
and the remaining steps completed just 
before serving. If soup is set aside, cover. 
Then reheat just to a simmer. Beat yolks 
with cream in large bowl. Then gradually 
beat in some of hot soup. Return mixture 
to soup in pot; adjust seasonings and 1 
heat for 1-2 minutes, but do not allow 

Continued on page 36 



YOU CAN COUNT ON GENERAL ELECTRIC 
FOR GREAT IDEAS IN COOKING. 

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC MICROWAVE COOKING CENTER. 

At General Electric we know what makes 
America cook, as you can see from all the 
cooking versatility we've built into one su- 
perb appliance. The Microwave Cooking 
Center combines the speed and conve- 
nience of microwaving with the traditional 
benefits of conventional cooking, and fits 
comfortably in your current kitchen space. 

-:s::^ 
-J^x^J 

General Electric's "Microwave Guide and 
Cooicbook" that comes with the "Cooking 
Center" is much more than a recipe book. It's 
a complete how-to guide that takes the mys- 
tery out of microwave cooking with simple 
step-by-step lessons, recipes and 450 color 
photographs. 

The upper microwave oven 
features the General Electric 
Micro-Thermometer™ control. 
Just insert and set the desired 
temperature. The oven shuts 
off automatically when foods 
are cooked. It also has digital 
time control and gives you the 
cooking flexibility of multiple 
power levels. 

The easy-to-clean ceramic glasstop cooking surface gives 
you an infinite choice of heat settings. The cooktop is also 
available with calrod units. The controls are conveniently 
placed at eye level next to the upper oven. 

The conventional oven not 
only gives you the conve 
nience of General Electric's 
P-7*self-cleaning system, but 
an automatic oven timer. There 
are also settings for bake, time I 
bake, broil, and clean, in addi-J, 
tion to temperature control.       -^ 

THE APPLIANCES AMERICA COMES HOME TO. 

GENERAL iiELECTRIC 



Cooking in Washington 
continued from page 34 

soup to simmer. Remove from heat; stir in 
remaining 2 tablespoons butter and pour 
into individual soup bowls or tureen. Deco- 
rate with parsley and serve. Serves 6-8. 

Rockfish stuffed 
with crab meat 
INGRtDIENTS 
'/^ cup plus 2 tablespoons celery, chopped 
6 tablespoons seal lions, white part plus 

about 1 inch of green, chopped 
% cup onion, chopped 
2 tablespoons parsley, minced 
% teaspoon turmeric 
Salt, pepper to taste 
2 pounds crab meat 
6 rockfish fillets (I'A-lVz pounds each) 
15 strips bacon 
Butter 
1V2 tablespoons water 
V4 cup soy sauce 
1 tablespoon dry sherry 
Juice of 1V2 lemons 

METHOD 
D Combine celery, scallions, onion, pars- 
ley, turmeric, salt and pepper to taste in a 
bowl. Add crab meat and mix lightly, 
n Wash and dry fillets with paper towels. 
Divide crab mixture equally among three 
of fillets; spread on each one. Top with 
remaining fillets. Place the stuffed fillets in 
a shallow buttered baking pan; do not 
crowd fish. Wrap 3 strips of bacon cross- 
wise around each stuffed fish at equal in- 
tervals. Cut 3 more strips of bacon in half, 
crosswise, and place around ends of fillets 
to hold filling in. Cut remaining strips in 
half lengthwise and use to cover filling ex- 
posed on sides. Divide 3 tablespoons but- 
ter into thirds and use to dot fish between 
bacon strips. 
n Combine water, soy sauce, sherry, Vi 
pound butter, lemon juice, and salt and 
pepper to taste in a small pot. Heat until 
butter is melted and use to baste fish. 
Bake fish in a preheated 325° oven for 35- 
40 minutes or until fish is no longer 
opaque and flesh flakes easily with fork. 
Baste with sauce every 15 minutes, doing 
a final basting just before serving. Serves 
9-12. 

Herbed cherry tomatoes 
INGREDIENTS 
IV2 pints cherry tomatoes 
6 tablespoons onion, finely minced 
6 tablespoons parsley, finely minced 
1 large clove garlic, finely minced 
Vz teaspoon dried thyme 
V2 cup bread crumbs 
Salt, freshly ground black pepper to taste 
6 tablespoons olive oil 

METHOD 
G Wash tomatoes and stem. Combine re- 
maining ingredients thoroughly in a small 
bowl. Arrange the tomatoes in a single 
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Table set for ( ahinct dinner—Caslleton 
china. Gorliani flatware, Lenox crystal. 
Porthault   paisley   print   for   Wainsutta 

layer in a lightly greased, shallow, oven- 
proof dish. Sprinkle herb mixture over top. 
Bake at 425° for 6-8 minutes or until to- 
matoes have softened but are not wrinkled 
and collapsed. 
n Dish may be prepared ahead up to the 
point of baking. If refrigerated, return to 
room temperature before baking. Serves 6. 

IVi'/d rice 
INGREDIENTS 
1 cup wild rice 
4 cups chicken stock, boiling 
1 medium onion, chopped 
2 tablespoons butter 
Salt, pepper to taste 

METHOD 
n Rinse the wild rice in cold water. Place 
in bowl and cover with boiling water. Al- 
low to sit for 30 minutes. Drain, and cover 
wild rice once again with boiling water. 
n When water cools, drain, and place 
wild rice in a pot with the boiling chicken 
stock. Stir, and simmer, uncovered, for 
about 40 minutes, until all of liquid is ab- 
sorbed and rice is tender. 
□ While rice is cooking, saute the 
chopped onion in a skillet with the butter 
until golden. When rice is cooked, stir 
onions and butter into wild rice; season to 
taste with salt and pepper. Serves 4-6. 

Green beans in 
carrot rings 

It's easier to buy the in^iredients for tliis 
recipe by the piece rather tlian hy the pound. 
Allow 3 carrot "rings" and 12 green beans 
per person. 

INGREDIENTS 
8 large carrots, scraped 
70 young fresh green beans 
Boiling chicken stock 
Salt, pepper to taste 

METHOD 
n Slice off a piece from the carrots %- 

inch thick, and, depending on the diam- 
eter of the carrots at the top, slice off 1 or 
2 more %-inch pieces. Using a melon 
bailer or a slim vegetable peeler, remove 
the center of the carrot piece. Make the 
hole as large as possible without breaking 
the ring. Make 18 carrot "rings." Cook 
them in boiling salted water in a large pot 
for 2-3 minutes; drain. 
n Meanwhile, wash and cut off tips of 
green beans. When carrot rings have been 
parboiled, fill the center of each with four 
green beans. Cook these green bean pack- 
ages in boiling chicken stock to cover (par- 
tially covered with lid). Reduce heat and 
simmer until green beans are tender, 
about 15 minutes, depending on size and 
maturity of beans. Season with salt and 
pepper and serve. Serves 6. 

Oatmeal lace cookies 
INGREDIENTS 
'/2 cup flour 
V4 teaspoon baking powder 
V2 cup sugar 
V2 cup quick-cooking oats 
2 tablespoons heavy cream 
V3 cup butter, melted 
1 tablespoon vanilla 
2 tablespoons white corn syrup 

METHOD 
n Sift  together  into a  bowl  the  flour, 
baking powder, and sugar. Add the oats, 
cream,  butter,  vanilla,  and corn syrup. 
Mix until well blended. 
n Drop rounded V^ teaspoons of batter 
onto ungreased baking sheets allowing 4 
inches between them. Bake in a preheated 
375° oven for about 4-6 minutes (check 
after 4 minutes), until lightly browned. Let 
stand 30 seconds before removing from 
pan. 
n If cookies become too hard to remove, 
return to oven briefly to soften—just for a 
few seconds. 
n Cookies  freeze well.   Makes about 4 
dozen. 

Pecan tarts in cream 
cheese pastry 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  PASTRY 
3 ounces cream cheese, softened 
¥2 cup butter, softened 
1 cup flour 
V4 teaspoon salt 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  FILLING 
1 tablespoon butter 
% cup dark brown sugar, packed 
1 egg, lightly beaten 
1 teaspoon vanilla 
Dash salt 
24 pecan halves 

METHOD FOR  PASTRY 
n Combine ingredients in a bowl and 
blend thoroughly. Refrigerate for 3-4 
hours or overnight. Divide dough into 24 
balls. Press balls into bottom and sides of 
24 miniature muffin tins. 

Continued on page 48 
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"THIS 1937 GE REFRIGERATOR'S 
THE ONLY ONE MOM'S EVER OWNED. 
TO MEJHAT'S MONEY WEIL SPENT." 

- Elouise Prater 

Jane Prater, Tyler, Texas 

This General Electric 'Monitor Top" looks kind 
of funny today. But back when I bought it in 1937. 
it was real elegant. 

And you know, it was one of the best buys anyone 
could make. 

It's the only electric refrigerator I've ever owned, 
and it's sitting in my kitchen this very day, working 
away like it's always done. Still keeps the milk nice 
and cold, and the lettuce crisp. 

It never needed any service, either, aside from 
replacing the gasket on the door. 

My family teases me about it, but I simply can't 
replace this faithful friend. 

The salesman who sold it to me still lives here in 
Tyler. I saw him the other day and I shook his hand. 
"Mr. Atwood," I said, "it's still working." 

Elouise Prater, Temple, Texas 

My mother-in-law's old 'Monitor' really 
influenced our choice. And I grew up with my own 
mother's GE refrigerator. She had it 30 years. 

We've had so many GE appliances that have 
lasted and given great service, well, to me, the name 
General Electric means dependability. 

So even though I looked at some others, I knew 
this beautiful GE side-by-side was the only refrigerator 
I wanted. I like getting ice cubes and crushed ice and 
chilled water without opening the door. 

Inside, there's lots of room. And adjustable glass 
shelves that are easy to clean. Automatic defrosting, 
of course. Even a separate temperature control for my 
meat bin. 

I expect it will last and last, like that 'Monitor' 
of Jane's. I can't imagine a better value. 

THE APPtlANCES AMERICA COMES HOME TO. 

GENERAL^ELECTRIC 



THE SIERRA CLUB PROUDLY PRESENTS ITS FIRST PORCELAIN PLATE COLLECTION 

cFm owers 0 mencan "Wifl erness 
Twelve collector's plates by the world-famous artist Jeanne Holgate. 

Crafted of fine porcelain and individually bordered in pure 24 karat gold. 

Plate shown smaller than actual 7'/»" size 



-e^s>- 

■is is the first collection of its 
?ver issued by the Sierra Club, 
it is available in exceptiorially 
d edition—by subscription only, 

he subscription deadline is 
Aui^ust 31, 1978. 

 Q^5  

wers of the American wilderness are 
the   most   beautiful  of  our  natural 

OS.   DeUcate,   graceful   and   vibrant, 
ave  the  power  to  stir  the  heart  as 
; the senses.  Yet so elusive is their 
that it is a rare artist indeed who can 

> it with accuracy and realism. 
.low, the Sierra Club, America's fore- 
:onservation   organization,   has   com- 
^ed one of the most gifted artists of 
le—Jeanne Holgate—to do exactly that. 
■ery first collection of porcelain plates. 
icclaimed artist whose style combines 
promising accuracy with a mastery of 
ind color, Jeanne Holgate works di- 
from the living flower. Thus, she is 

» depict each wildflower exactly as it 
ature. So completely true to life that 
ly creatures she so joyfully portrays 
ching her flowers are never a surprise 
viewer.  For this is where the bum- 
and the grasshopper truly beloiig. 
result   is   a   collection   of   beautiful 

on porcelain—so lifelike that each is 
with the inner beauty of the flowers 

;lves. A collection that will bring the 
• of our country's wildflowers into the 
where it can be enjoyed—year after 

oy every member of the family. 

The delicate size enhances 
each original design 

will be twelve porcelain plates in this 
c Sierra Club collection. Each will 
re 7%" in diameter, a size chosen 
ally to enhance the delicate beauty of 
>ject. And every design will delight the 
th its clear and uncomplicated beauty. 

T of the twelve plate designs will por- 
ne loveliest wildflowers of a different 

of our country, from the enchanting 
: Slipper Orchid of the New England 
■ to the California Poppy that grows in 
iion along Pacific shores . . . and from 
larming Forget-me-not that brightens 
laskan plains to the graceful Water 
>lory of the Florida Everglades. 

Thus, together, the complete collection 
will portray America's most distinctive and 
beautiful wildflowers—in a form destined to 
remain forever fresh and fascinating. 

Crafted of the finest porcelain 

Each plate in the Sierra Club collection will 
be individually crafted of fine Bavarian por- 
celain, prized throughout the world for its 
whiteness, its translucence and its enduring 
strength. And every plate in the collection 
will be individually decorated witJi a ricli 
border of pure 24 karat gold. 

The Sierra Club has appointed Franklin 
Porcelain, a division of The Franklin Mint, 
as the sole issuing authority for this, its first 
collection of porcelain plates. And only those 
plates which meet the most demanding qual- 
ity standards will be accepted for issuance. 

Limiting the edition of fine porcelain plates 

By order of the Sierra Club, Flowers of the 
American Wilderness will be produced and 
issued only by direct subscription. The total 
number of plates to be issued will be sharply 
and permanently restricted in the manner 
long ago established to assure the rarity of 
the finest porcelain plates. Thus, there is an 
absolute limit of just one subscription per 
person, and the total edition of the collection 
will be forever limited to the exact number of 
subscriptions entered by the official deadline. 

As a subscriber, you will receive your 
plates at the convenient and systematic rate 
of one each month for a year. The issue price 

loi Ciuh fine porcelain plate is just $39, and 
a display stand will accompany each plate. 

A legacy of beauty 

As fine porcelain to display in your home 
... as a collection of original works by a 
world-renowned floral artist . . . and as the 
first collection of porcelain plates ever issued 
by the Sierra Club, this will be a most re- 
warding acquisition. 

And, because a truly worthwhile posses- 
sion retains its appeal forever, this collection 
will also be far, far more. A legacy from 
you, to be passed along from parent to child, 
down the generations. A legacy that will- 
again and again—inspire a love of beauty and 
an appreciation of America's proud natural 
heritage in all who come to possess it. 

But please keep in mind that the Sierra 
Club's Flowers of the American Wilderness 
plate collection is available for only a limited 
time. To subscribe, complete the application 
below and mail it by August 31, 1978. 

There is no need to send any payment 
now. But please be sure your Subscription 
Application is postmarked no later than 
August 31st. 

JEANNE HOLGATE's work is a permanent 
part of the great floral art collections of the 
world—including those of the Carnegie-Mel- 
lon University's Hunt Botanical Library, the 
British Museum, and the personal collection 
of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, the Queen 
Mother of Great Britain. She is the only 
artist ever awarded successive gold medals 
by the Royal Horticultural Society. 

■ SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION - 
THE SIERRA CLUB'S 

cflowers of the ^American wildi 
PORCELAIN PLATE COLLECTION 

Franklin Porcelain 
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091 

Please enter my subscription for Flowers 
of the American Wilderness, consisting 
of twelve collector's plates crafted of fine 
Bavarian porcelain, each bearing an origi- 
nal work of art by Jeanne Holgate. The 
plates are to be shipped to me at the rate 
of one every month. 
I need send no money now. I will be 
billed $39.* for each plate, in advance of 
its shipment. •p/u; my state sales tax 

emess 

Valid only if postmarked by August 31,1978. 
Limit: One subscription per person. 

Mr. 
Mrs. 
Miss  

Address. 

City. 

Signature. State. -Zip_ 



ANTQUES 

Mary Lmnicrliiii; cMiniininw im- 
nitiirc ill America Hurrah Aii- 
liqiics—a  rich  hiinliiii;   {.'round. 

Quill «.v i;raphic: 
pieced "Barn Raising," 
c. 1885; overhead 
chandelier, after an 
antique Shaker desii;n. 

ON A SHOESTRING 
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How to have the collection you 
want without spending a fortune 

For most people, "antiques" is synono- 
nioiis with "expensive." So how do you 
start \oiir own collection when you're 
working within a hiidget? First, a lot 
has to do with what you call "antique." 
Mary Fmnicrling. a passionate and 
practical collector (see her apartment 
on pages 88-').^) prefers to use the U.S. 
Customs definition that "anything ccr- 
tiliahly over 100 years old is antique," 
hut if she likes something enough, its 
age is not a crucial concern. During Mrs. 
I jnnierling"s 8-year span of collecting, 
she has heen interested in English and 
Irench antiques, American oak, and 
now, .American primitive. The recent 
shift to American primitive came with 
the country's celchration of the Bicen- 
tennial, which, as it did for many people, 
changed and enlarged her appreciation 
of Americana. 

Mrs. Emmcrling uses a collecting 
technique called "trading up," which 
means simply to huy small and low, and 
then resell and comhine funds to pur- 
chase increasingly hetter pieces. She de- 
scrihes it: "At the heginning think small 
and huy notliiiii; for show. Start with a 
quilt, a basket, a piece of crockery, or a 
wooden bowl. Condition is not crucial. 
If the bowl is split, or the crockery 
cracked, no matter—$5 is not an unrea- 
sonable price lor a Hawed piece. It's how 
you use it that coimts. Since there is ob- 
viously a limited number of pieces a per- 
son has room to own, you should look 
for the unusual, buy only what has deep 
appeal to you, and hold out for those 
special finds when everything else is 
looking bland. Mend or repair the piece, 
or change the way it's used, and then 
sell it. I don't mean that you open up a 
shop, I mean that you trade it, or sell it 
to a friend. Friends always want pieces 
I've found and kept for a while. It's 
a great compliment. Gradually your 
friends will get to know the types you're 
looking for, put you onto tips and leads, 
and send others your way, who have 
things they want to sell. Small affordable 
things fit anywhere and American prim- 
itive seems to work with almost any de- 
sign scheme. 

"The overriding concern I have when 
I buy an object, any object, is that it be 
useful. For example, I think that finding 
accessories that arc right, really r/'.i,'/;/. 
is the hardest part of decorating. There's 
also a "natural nosiness" I have that al- 
ways makes me interested in how others 
have solved the same design problems— 
historically and right now." 

k-APFM    PAniTAI 

The way Mrs. Fmmerling looks at it, 
if you can find three ways to use a piece 
you're thinking about buying, you'll 
probably be happy with the purchase. 
For example, a blanket storage chest— 
in the den you'll use it tor books, camera 
equipment, magazines, extra blankets; in 
the children's room, lor storing toys, 
puzzles, games; in your bedroom, for 
storing sweaters, quilts, odd fabric 
swatches, your needlework. Another ex- 
ample, a dry sink—in the living room, 
it's a bar; in the den, it's magazine stor- 
age, or lined with plastic, a planter. The 
point is that the most versatile things 
you own will continue to serve and de- 
light you as they move from room to 
room while you slowly acquire better 
and better pieces. 

"Since we can't aflord to have some of 
the truly exquisite classical pieces of 
primitive, such as portraits and mirrors, 
I'll use a wreath of laurel, or a heart of 
pine cones, or painted red-and-black or 
yellow-and-black checkerboards on the 
walls instead. In place of an expensive 
piece of crockery filled with flowers, I'll 
lay 5-dozen daisies on a large white 
stoneware platter and put it in the mid- 
dle of the coffee table. The cfTect is the 
same. I'm not seeking perfection as much 
as flavor and character. 

"I began by buying oak. Oak is a light, 
young color for wood, and eight years 
ago was still a bargain. I loved living with 
the pieces—a pedestal dining table, a 
hutch, some chairs, some bedsteads. 
When my husband and I decided to col- 
lect American primitives, we sold every 
piece of oak we had in only two days. 
It's hard today to find the bargains I was 
stumbling on then. That's why knowing 
what you need is so important. It justifies 
whatever expense you're required to 
make. And values are incrsasing, espe- 
cially in the years since the Bicentennial. 
You'll eventually find yourself with a 
houseful of old, treasured things you'll 

An 1820s pine hutch 
painted "Old f>reeti" 
stores everything; 
plates, mixing howls. 

love living with."  PAUI.A RICE .I.ACKSON   place mats, candles. 



Pour r/2oz. Seagrams Extra Dry Gin 
over cubes, fill with Schweppes Bitter Lemon^gamish 

with orange shce,and you're ready to serve an ace. 

Seagrams Extra Dry.The Perfect Martini Gin. Perfect all ways. 
For an authentic British Bobby's whistle with chain, send check for $2.50, name and address to Wimbledon Whistle Offer, P. O. Box 11558, Newington, CT 06111. 
Conn, residents add 7% tax.Offer good while supply lasts.Void where prohibited. Seagram Distillers Co., N.Y.C.80 proof. Distilled dry gin. Distilled from grain. 
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SALADS FROM 
A CHINESE GARDEN 
Easy and delicious main- 
dish salads from May 
Wong Trent's kitchen and 
garden. See page 114 

Chinese seafood salad 
INGREDIENTS 
1 pound scallops, cut into 'A-inch 

slices 
1 pound shrimps, shelled and deveined 
4 ribs celery, cut into thin strips, 

2 inches long 
12 scallions, cut into 2-inch pieces 
4 tablespoons vegetable oil 
3 tablespoons white vinegar 
1 teaspoon fresh ginger, grated 
3 tablespoons fish sauce, or light 

soy sauce 
2 teaspoons sugar 
White pepper, salt 
3 cups Chinese mustard greens, cut 

into 2-Inch pieces 

METHOD 
n Cook scallops and shrimps separately 

in a pot of boiling water until just done, 
about 2-3 minutes. Drain and cool, 
n Combine the scallops, shrimps, celery, 
and scallions in a large bowl, 
n Mix 3 tablespoons oil, vinegar, ginger, 
fish sauce, sugar, and salt and pepper to 
taste in a small bowl and add to the sea- 
food to marinate. 
n Meanwhile, bring a pot of salted water 
to a boil, add 1 tablespoon vegetable oil, 
and parboil the mustard greens in it for 
30 seconds. Drain and cool, 
n Line a large platter with the mustard 
greens and arrange the seafood on top. 
Serves 4. 

TrenVs chicken salad 
with snow peas 
INGREDIENTS 
2 cups cooked chicken, shredded 
1 cup bamboo shoots, shredded 
V4 cup scallions, cut into thin rings 
4 tablespoons light soy sauce 
4 tablespoons white vinegar 
4 tablespoons vegetable oil 
1 tablespoon toasted sesame oil 

Henredon 

The impeccable workman.ship long identified with classic Oriental tradition 
is evident m Henredon s Pan Asian Collection. This chow cocktail table, 

for instance, features framed olive ash burl veneer top and intricately chased 
brass corner mounts. Such attention to authentic detail is found throughout this 

bedroom and occasional selection which can be seen by sending $1 (X) for brochure to 
Henredon, Dept.G-88, Morganton, N.C. 28655. 

Sugar to taste 
Salt to taste 
2 cups fresh snow psa pods 

METHOD 
n Place the chicken, bamboo shoots, and 
scallions in a large bowl. Mix soy sauce, 
vinegar, 3 tablespoons vegetable oil, 
sesame oil, sugar, and salt in a small bowl. 
Add to the chicken mixture and toss well. 
□ Parboil snow peas for 20 seconds in 
salted boiling water with 1 tablespoon 
vegetable oil. Drain and cool. 
n Arrange the chicken salad and snow 
peas on a large platter. Serves 2. 

Vietnamese pork and 
rice noodle salad 
INGREDIENTS 
2 ounces rice noodles 
2 eggs 
4 cups fresh bean sprouts 
2 cups Chinese roast pork, shredded, or 
boiled ham, leftover roast turkey or pork 

or beef (with any of the substitutes, 
use more soy sauce to taste) 

V2 cup light soy sauce or fish sauce 
2 teaspoons fresh ginger, grated 
2 cloves garlic, minced 
1 teaspoon ground chili powder 
3 tablespoons lemon or lime juice 
1 tablespoon sugar 
V4 cup water 
1 cup chives, cut into 2-inch pieces 
1 cup fresh mint leaves 
10 lettuce leaves, Boston or Bibb 
Scallion greens wilted in boiling water 
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METHOD 
□ Cook rice noodles in boiling water ac- ^ 
cording to package directions. Drain, cool. 
n Beat eggs in a small bowl. Heat a flat- 
bottomed pan, grease it, and pour in eggs. 
They should cover the bottom in a thin 
layer. Cook until set and turn out into a 
cutting board to cool. Cut omelet into thin 
shreds. 
n Place bean sprouts in a colander and 
pour boiling water over them to make them 
wilt. Drain and cool. 
n Put the pork, egg shreds, and bean 
sprouts in a mixing bowl. Mix soy sauce, 
ginger, garlic, chili powder, lemon or lime 
juice, sugar, and water in a small bowl. 
Add V2 of dressing to pork mixture and 
mix well. 
n Arrange the pork salad in a neat pile 
on a large platter. Surround this with sepa- 
rate piles of noodles, chives, mint leaves, 
and lettuce leaves. Serve the remaining 
salad dressing in a small bowl on the side. 

Continued on page 47 
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 17 mg "tar," 1.1 mg nicotine 

av. per cigarette, FTC Report Aug. 77. 



ncS? 
seewhot . 

mokes one corpepi 
worth moie ^^^ 

~ n onofher. 
Soil resistant 
Easy cleaning 
Protection lasts 

SCOTCHGARD' Bran 
CARPET PROTECTI 

-^, 

Until 
you look 

Our label makes all the differen( 
'in the world. Because the invisible 

JlDfotection of "Scotchgard" Brand 
Pkrpet Protector holds dirt loose, near 

surface. So vacuuming's more 
effective. Spills come up with simple spot 

cleaning. Carpets stay cleaner two to three tin 
■iW   "^'^9®''' ^^'^ *^® protection lasts, even after 
-^several "steam" or extraction cleanings. 

Today, more and more carpets have "Scotchgard" 
.^ rotector built in So make sure your next carpet has the 

label that means protection: "Scotchgard" Carpet Protec 
c,, 3M Company 1978 Scotchgard' is a reg. T.M of 3M Co 



alads from Chinese garden 
oiiliniied from page 44 

] To serve, take a lettuce leaf and in it 
ilace small amounts of all the ingredients. 
i,]ther loosely and tie with a wilted seal- 
on, if desired. Dip package in dressing to 
,it. Serves 4. 

You can also serve everything in in- 
lividual plates and let the guests wrap 
heir own from their plates. 

Oriental boiled 
beef salad 

NGREDIENTS 
? ounces cellophane noodles 
I cups cucumbers, peeled and cut 

into 1-inch wedges 
4 cups lettuce, shredded 
About 1 pound flank steak, thinly sliced 
1 cup mint leaves 
1 cup Chinese parsley (coriander 

leaves) 
Juice of 1 lime 
4 tablespoons light soy sauce 

'a cup water 
2 tablespoons vegetable oil 
Sugar to taste 
Salt to taste 

ng 
METHOD 
□ Cook the cellophane noodles in bo 
water for 2 minutes. Drain and cool. 
n Arrange the noodles on one side of a 
platter, and next to them the cucumber 
wedges. Arrange a bed of lettuce on the 
o^her side. 
G Cook the beef slices in boiling water 
briefly, drain, arrange on the lettuce and 
sprinkle mint and parsley leaves on top. 
Mix lime juice, soy sauce, water, oil, sugar, 
and salt in a small bowl, then pour over 
beef. Serves 4. 

Thai squid and 
pepper salad 

INGREDIENTS 
1 pound fresh squid, cleaned and 

cut into 2-inch pieces 
1 cup onion, cut into thin strips 
1 cucumber, cut into thin strips 
1 cup sweet peppers, seeded and 

shredded 
V4 cup green or red chili peppers, 

seeded and finely shredded 
V2 cup fresh basil leaves, chopped 
Juice of 1 lime 
3 tablespoons light soy sauce 
3 tablespoons vegetable oil 
Red chili oil to taste 
Sugar to taste 
Salt, white pepper to taste 

METHOD 
n Cook the squid in boiling water for 2 
minutes or until curled. Drain. 
n Mix squid, onion, cucumber, sweet 
peppers, and chili peppers in a bowl. Mix 
remaining ingredients in a bowl and toss 
with squid. Serves 2. 
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Indonesian vegetable 
salad with peanut 
dressing 

INGREDIENTS 
2 cups green beans, cut into 

2-inch pieces 
2 carrots, cut into thin strips 
2 cups cabbage, shredded 
2 tomatoes, cut into thin wedges 
4 eggs, hard-boiled, shelled and cut 

into wedges 
V4 cup shallots cut into rings, browned 

in oil and drained 
V2 cup onions, chopped fine 
4 tablespoons vegetable oil 
1 teaspoon ground chili powder 
V2'cup peanut butter 
1 cup water 
Juice of 1 lemon 
Sugar to taste 
Salt to taste 

METHOD 
□ Parboil green beans, carrots, and cab- 
bage separately in boiling salted water for 
a few minutes. Drain and cool. 
□ Arrange beans, carrots, cabbage, to- 
matoes, and eggs attractively on a platter. 
Sprinkle shallot rings on top. 
n Make the peanut dressing in a skillet. 
Cook the onions in the oil until limp. Add 
the rest of the ingredients and simmer 1 
minute. Cool. Spoon the dressing on top 
of the salad and serve. Serves 4. 

Mussel and spinach salad 
with sesame seeds 

INGREDIENTS 
1 cup radishes, thinly shredded 
1 cup cucumber, thinly shredded 
4 tablespoons white vinegar 
Sugar to taste 
Salt to taste 
1 4-ounce can smoked mussels, drained 
1 pound spinach 
2 tablespoons Japanese soy sauce 
2 tablespoons white vinegar 
Dash sweet sake or sherry 
2 tablespoons white sesame seeds 

METHOD 
n Mix together the radishes, cucumber, 
vinegar, sugar, and salt in a bowl and let 
stand about an hour. 
n Drain and arrange on one side of a 
platter. Arrange smoked mussels on top. 
n  Parboil the spinach for 1 minute in lots 
of boiling water. Drain. Take a handful of 
spinach at a time,  squeeze out excess 
water gently, and use a knife to cut into 
1-inch bundles. Arrange on the other side 
of the salad platter. 
D Mix together the soy sauce, vinegar, 1 
tablespoon sugar, salt to taste, and sake 
in a small bowl. Dribble dressing over th^^ 
spinach. 
□ Toast sesame seeds in a dry skillet, 
until lightly browned and sprinkle over the 
salad. Serves 2. ■ 

Window 
and Door 

Idea 
Book 

R>r traditional 
and contemporary j 
. _ _ _liomes. —Ij 

Pella Idea Book. 16 pages in full 
color packed with interesting ex- 
amples of how the right windows 
can add beauty and livability to 
your home. Tells how Pella Wood 
Windows make washing easier, 
cut energy costs and need no 
painting. Contains a helpful guide 
to different window types, and 
how each works. Describes the 
important things to consider in 
proper placement of windows. In 
short, it contains everything you 
need to know to make an intel- 
ligent decision about windows. 
And it's yours free! 

Please send me a 
free copy of "Pella Window and Door Ideas.' 

Name. 

Address. 

City. 

State. -ZIP. 

Telephone.  

Mail to: Pella Windows & Doors, Dept. 
CO3H810O Main St.. Pella. Iowa 50219. 

Also available throughout Canada. 
This coupon answered within 24 hours. 
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Cooking in Wasliington 
continued from page 36 

METHOD FOR FILLING AND ASSEMBLY 
n Blend butter with brown sugar in a 
bowl and add egg, vanilla, and salt. Mix 
ttioroughly. 
n Fill pastry with filling. Top with pecan 
half and bake in a preheated 325° oven 
about 25 minutes or until crust begins to 
turn golden. Remove from oven and quick- 
ly run a sharp knife around edges to loosen 
any filling which might stick to muffin tin. 
Cool and remove from tins. Makes 24. 

Fettucine ala pimiento 
Mon dal e 

This is a specialty the Vice President likes 
tu make for family dinners. ! 

INGREDIENTS 
1'4 pound whipped butter, at room n 

temperature < 
V4 cup heavy cream 
Imported Parmesan cheese, freshly grated 
1 clove garlic, finely chopped 
2 tablespoons parsley, finely chopped 
1 tablespoon pimiento, finely cut 
6-8 quarts water 
1 tablespoon salt, pepper 
1 pound fettucine noodles 
1 canned white truffle, sliced very thin 

or finely chopped (optional) 

METHOD 
n Cream the butter by beating it vigor^ 
ously against the sides of a heavy bowl 
with a wooden spoon, until it is light and 
fluffy. Beat in the cream, a little at a time, 
and then beat in Vi cup grated cheese, a 
few tablespoons at a time. Add the garlic, 
parsley, and pimiento. Cover the bowl and 
set aside in the refrigerator if the sauce 
is not to be used at once. If you do refrig- 
erate the sauce, be sure to bring it to room 
temperature before tossing it with the fet- 
tucine. 
D Set a large serving bowl or casserole 
in a 250° oven to heat while you cook the 
fettucine. Bring the water and salt to a 
bubbling boil in a large soup pot or kettle. 
Drop in the fettucine and stir gently with 
a wooden fork for a few moments to pre- 
vent strands from sticking to one another 
or to the bottom of the pot. 
D Boil over high heat, stirring occasion- 
ally, for 5-8 minutes, or until pasta is ten- 
der. (Test by tasting: It should be soft but 
al dente—that is, slightly resistent to the 
bite.) Immediately drain the fettucine into 
a colander and lift the strands with 2 forks 
to make sure it is thoroughly drained. 
Transfer at once to the hot serving bowl. 
D Add the creamed butter-cheese mix 
ture and toss with the fettucine until every 
strand is well coated. Season generously 
with salt and pepper. Stir in the truffle. 
Serve at once. Pass extra grated cheese in 
a separate bowl. Serves 4. ■ 
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Announcina... 
anew 
who 

magazine forthe woman 
hasn't stopped growing. 

From the publishers of Vogue, 
Glamour and iV\ademoiselle 

It's SELF. A publication dedicated to 
total health and fitness for your body, 
spirit and mind. 

SELF will be full of "how-to" guides to 
help you increase your energy, vitality, joy 
in living, develop a new sense of pfiysical 
and emotional well-being. 

Realistic shape-up ideas. How to exer- 
cise even if the word gives you chills. How 
to diet at McDonald's, Chinese take-outs, 
French and Italian restaurants. How to find 
a sport you'll stick to because it's in tune 
with your personality. How simple walking 
can keep you fit. 

Natural, "do-able" self-care how-to's. 
A skin-care routine that will pay off now and 
10, 20, 30 years from now. A nutrition 
checklist that can make you feel and look 
tops. How to be your own medical diagnos- 
tician. How to choose a contraceptive that's 
right for you em.otionally. How to make 
your wardrobe reflect your personality. 

Dynamic self-expansion possibilities. 
Where to learn yoga or photography in a 
weekend. Vacations that teach you to use 
your talents, start your own business, sur- 
vive in the wilderness or learn a new sport. 
Mew ways to fulfillment through transcen- 
dental sex. Understanding men—why he 
tells you about other women; what he sees 
in Playboy centerfolds. Mew breakthroughs 

in science and medicine. What's new and 
exciting in books, films, theater, art. 

Ways to be self-reliant, self-suffi- 
cient, to cope. Experts, celebrities, 
ordinary people inspire you with how-to's 
on handling your own finances, realizing 
career goals, developing self-confidence, 
dealing with difficulties—divorce, a job 
change, a relocation. 

Be among the first to see SELF with 
a Charter Subscription that saves you 47% 
off newsstand price. 12 issues for just 
$7.97, not only this year, but if you renew. 
Return the Charter Card or Coupon. You 
risk nothing. You send no money. And if 
the first issue we send you doesn't delight 
you, write "cancel" on the bill and return it 
and the matter will be closed. 

When you 
have it 
you have 
eveiything. 

Charter Subscription Coupon 
Save $7.03 

Mail to: SELF, P.O. Box 5267, Boulder, Colo. 80321 

Please enroll the undersigned as a Charter Subscriber to SELF at the 
special rate of 12 issues for just 47.97—a saving of 47% off the 
newsstand price of ^15. Also, please record that this low rate is 
guaranteed for another year if the subscription is renewed. 

n 

4H8B 

address 

city. . state zip. 

SEIMD NO MONEY! We will bill you later. If you are not delighted with 
the first issue, you may write "cancel" on your bill and the matter will be 

'^'osed. Publication date slated for January. 1979. 
For Canada and Mexico add 53 for extra postage,   i 



By Richard and Jean Taylor 

AUTO 
SUGGESTIONS 
The new 
fuel-efficient 
sportswagons 
Station wagons are staging a 
comeback with gas-saving engines 
and peppy handling 

Today's new sportswagons with small 
etficicnt engines return gas mileage av- 
eraging 25 mpg that would have been 
impossible a few years ago. They are 
designed in response to changing tastes. 
People are looking tor energy economy, 
but they also want a vehicle that's peppy 
and tun to drive. Once upon a time, the 
station wagon performed as a strictly 
utilitarian piece of transportation. Ft was 
handy for traveling with children, lug- 
gage, and dogs, rather clunky to look at, ; 
and hopelessly dull to drive. The new 
sportswagon with its four- or five-speed 
stick shift and bucket seats offers a 
breezy combination of American-style 
luxury and European size and handling. 

These new American down-size wag- 
ons are now available anywhere from 
800 to 1.500 pounds lighter than their 
old-fashioned predecessors, even though 
they have nearly the same cargo capaci- 
ty. To accomplish this magic, the bodies 
are boxier than before, but with clean 
aerodynamic styling, sloping grilles, inte- 
grated bumpers, and a minimum of 
wind-catching trim that enable them to 
return high gas mileage. By 1985, cars 
of this size will be the largest that you 
can buy, and now that models have been 
introduced, it's safe to say that most of 
them will be in production for years to 
come. This means they'll have a good 
resale value, which makes a down-size 
wagon an attractive buy. 

What's particularly appealing, too, is 
that, for another $80 or so, all these 
sportwagons are available with a special 
trailer-towing package for heavy duty 
use. This package provides a bigger 
radiator for better cooling, a transmis- 
sion oil cooler, and a heavy duty electri- 
cal system, with a double-size battery 
and larger alternator plus power con- 
nector line and built-on tow bar. Along 
with the new four-wheel drive vehicles 
(see House & Garden, June, 1978), these 
are the only other cars that you can now 
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get with such a heavy-duty package, en- 
abling you to tow a boat, trailer, or 
camper when and where you want. 

Regardless of manufacturer, these 
new wagons are surprisingly similar in 
size, power, and options. AMC's Con- 
cord is about a foot shorter than the rest, 
but otherwise, they are all between 194 
and 202 inches long. Ford's Fairmont 
and Mercury's Zephyr are available with 
a small 4-cylinder engine as well as a 
Six or V-8. But otherwise, the manufac- 
turers generally match each other engine 
for engine, with optional 6-cylinder and 
V-8 engines of moderate size. Since all 
these wagons have the same dimensions, 
the interior cargo capacity with the rear 
seat folded down is within a few cubic 
feet on each, too, and the cargo area is 
generally around 6.5 feet long by 4 feet 
wide. Where these cars differ greatly is 
in ride, handling, and styling. Ford's 
Fairmont wagon was admittedly in- 
spired by Volvo's successful 245 station 
wagon, and it is more European in feel 
than any other American car, with a taut 
suspension and lightweight chassis. At 
the opposite end of the range, as far as 
handling goes, comes Chrysler's Lc- 
Baron Town and Country, which has the 
luxury and smooth quiet ride you would 
expect from a full-size American sedan. 
The rest of the wagons fall somewhere in 
between. 
AMC CONCORD WAGON 
Choose the optional 258-cubic-inch Six 
engine with automatic transmission for 
the best combination of economy, relia- 
bility, and performance. The Concord 
base price is $100 less than any other 
sportswagon, so you can easily afford 
the luxurious "D/L" package with soft 
bucket seats, convenient map pocket. 

Base price $3,999. Length: 15.25 feet. 
Cargo volume: 59.4 cubic feet. Seats: 5. 
Base engine: Inline-6, 90 hp. 16 mpg 
city, 23 mpg highway. Warranty: 12 
months/12,000 miles.'Dealers: 2,100. 
BUICK CENTURY WAGON 
Buick builds luxury cars, so even the 
down-size Century comes with automat- 
ic transmission, power brakes, and radial 
tires as standard. If you choose the Cen- 
tury Special, you get power accessories, 
air-conditioning, and the big 350-cubic- 
inch V-8. 

Base  price:   $4,976.   Length:   16.33 
feet.  Cargo  volume:   71.8  cubic  feet. 
Seats: 5. Base engine: V-6, 105 hp, 19 

Continued on page 54 

^   in Herculorf 
Furniture by 

At these fine stores: 
CALIFORNIA 
Arcadia Frank Fe 
Monrovia Valley 
Orange. Higgins F 
San Juan Richard Sea 

Santa Fe Springs 
Torrance  

. . . Frank Ferris, I 

.... Valley Interi( 

. . Higgins Furnit; 

.Richard Scarneccl 
Interior Desi^ 

. . . .United Interii 
Rolling Hills lnteri( 

FLORIDA 
Orlando . 

GEORGIA 
Rome. . . 

Forbes Furniture Compa 

Rome Bill Fric 
Furniture Compa 

NORTH CAROLINA ' 
Denver . . .Howard Furniture & Hardw. 
Durham 

Havelock 

High Point . 

High Point  . 

Kernersville. 
Kinston . . . 
Laurinburg . 
Mocksville . 
Siler City . . 
Thomasville- 

OKLAHOMA 
Muskogee . . . . 

Oklahoma City 
Tulsa  

TENNESSEE 
Jonesboro . . . . 

TEXAS 
Abilene  
San Angelo . . . 

. . High Point Furniti 
Showro< 

. . High Point Furnitt 
of HaveIc 

..... Annex Furniti 
Caller 

 Boyles Furniti| 
Sales, IS' 

. . . .Hutchins Furniti*'' 

. . . Highland Furnit' 
-Coughenhour Furniti'" 
. . .Hendricks Furniti 
 Hart Furnitt 
.... Tysinger Furnit 

Hoi 

 Musko] 
Furniture Compa 
 Heena 
 Mayo's Furniti 

Boones Creek Furniti 

.    . .Andrews Furniti 
 Phase I Furniti 

Pearson Co. 
P.O. Box 2838 

High Point, N.C. 27261 
(919) 882-8135 



^    in Herculon 
"Hercules registered trademark for its olefin fiber. Furniture by Pearson 

Lcx)k for the lasting beauty of high-styled upholstery 
fabrics of stain-resistant Herculon at better stores everywhere. 



Auto suggestions 
continued from page 52 

mpg citv, 27 mpg highway. Warranty: 
1 2 months/ 12.000 mifes. Dealers: 3.000. 
CHEVROLET MALIBU STATION WAGON 
For a really sporty wagon, order the 
Malibu with optional 305-cubic-inch 
V-8, 4-speed transmission, special in- 
strumentation package, performance 
rear axle, positraction, and wide radial 
tires on Rally Wheels. 

Base price: $4,764. Length: 16.08 
feet. Cargo volume: 72.4 cubic feet. 
Seats: 5. Base engine: V-6, 95 hp, 21 
mpg city, 29 mpg highway. Warranty: 
12 months/ 12,000 miles. Dealers: 6.030. 
CHRYSLER LEBARON TOWN AND 
COUNTRY 
The Town and Country has a solt. bil- 
lowy "big car ride"" and just about all the 
options possible, including a power tail- 
gate release and a radio that tunes itself 
automaticallv.  Recommended:  the dur- 

Down-size  wagon  with  "big car" feel. 
LeBaron Town & Country by Chrysler. 

able 318-cubic-inch V-8 and automatic 
transmission. 

Base price: $5,672. Length: 16.90 feet. 
Cargo volume: 72.7 cubic feet. Seats: 5. 
Base engine: Inline-6, 110 hp, 17 mpg 
city. 25 mpg highway. Warranty: 12 
months/12.000 niiles. Dealers: 4,829. 
DODGE ASPEN WAGON 
The Aspen combines a low base price 
with trim levels to fit any taste. Pick the 
31 8-cubic-inch V-8 and automatic trans- 
mission. Also order Goodyear's aramid- 
belted GT Radial tires. 

Base price: $4,207. Length: 16.75 feet. 
Cargo volume: 73.1 cubic feet. Seats: 5. 
Base engine: Inline-6. 110 hp, 17 mpg 
city, 25 mpg highway. Warranty: 12 
months/12,000 miles. Dealers 3,100. 
DODGE DIPLOMAT STATION WAGON 
The Diplomat conies with a variety of 
clever options and gives a wonderfully 
smooth ride. Power steering and brakes 
are standard. Choose the reliable 318- 
cubic-inch V-8 and either automatic 
transmission or Dodge's economical 4- 
speed overdrive transmission. 

Base price: $5,486. Length: 16.90 feet. 
Cargo volume: 72.7 cubic feet. Scats: 5. 
Base engine: Inline-6, 110 hp, 17 mpg 
city, 25 mpg highway. Warranty: 12 
months/12.000 miles. Dealers: 3,100. 
FORD FAIRMONT WAGON 
Big on the inside, but small, lightweight, 
and trim on the outside, the Fairmont 
offers a variety of engine choices and 
trim levels. Order at least the optional 
Six. or the 302-cubic-inch V-8 and auto- 

The 
English 

Wine Table 

Our English wine table (c. 1784) 
fine old English antique, hand craft 
leathery top. A traditional favorite 

Priced directly from our factory at 
Please add $3 each for shipping and 
13" diameter. Naturally your satis 

your order, telephone us or send 

is an authentic reproduction of a 
ed of mahogany with soft, detailed 
in England for over 200 years, 
an astonishing $19. $38 for two. 
handling. Dimensions: 20" high, 
faction is guaranteed. To expedite 
check or money order or charge 

MC/BA-VISA. Please incl. yourexp. date. Send $2 for our full color 
product publication. 

The Bombay Company 
P.O. Box 53323-Depl. HGR 

5256 Magazine St., New Orleans. La. 70152 
Telephone: 504/891-4405 

matic transmission with lightweight cast 
aluminum wheels and radial tires. 

Base price: $4.031. Length: 16.15 feet. 
Cargo volume: 79.5 cubic feet. Seats: 5. 
Base engine: Inline-4, 88 hp, 19 mp^ 
city, 29 mpg highway. Warranty: 12 
months/12,000 miles. Dealers: 5,572. 
MERCURY ZEPHYR STATION WAGON ' 
The European-style MacPherson Strut 
front suspension, rack and pinion steer-' 
ing, and excellent balance give the 
Zephyr superb handling and thin wall de-, 
sign gives it a surprisingly large interior 
for its size. Recommended: the optional 
V-8, automatic transmission, roof rack,i 
and swivel rally lamp. 

Base price: $4.1 84. Length: 16.15 feet. 
Cargo volume: 79.5 cubic feet. Seats: 5. 
Base engine: lnline-4, 88 hp, 19 mpg 
city, 29 mpg highway. Warranty: 12 
months/12,000 miles. Dealers: 2,966. 
OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS CRUISER 
The Cutlass offers a 231-cubic-inch V-6 
or 260 V-8 with a 5-speed overdrive 
transmission, either of which would be 
a wonderfully economical combination, 
for commuting long distances. Select 
front bucket seats to go with the floor- 
mounted shift lever and Rally Wheelsj 

Base price: $5,287. Length: 16.38 feet. 
Cargo volume: 71.8 cubic feet. Seats: 5. 
Base engine: V-6, 105 hp, 19 mpg city, 
27 mpg highway. Warranty: 12 months/ 
12,000 miles. Dealers: 3,300. 
PLYMOUTH VOLARE STATION WAGON 
The Volare's 318-cubic-inch V-8 has an 
unparalleled reputation for reliability. Il 
can be ordered with either new auto- 
matic transmission that has a lock-up 
torque converter for better efficiency oi 
the 4-speed overdrive transmission.       - 

Base price: $4,195. Length: 16.76 feet. 
Cargo volume: 73.1 cubic feet. Seats: 5. 
Base engine: Inline-6, 110 hp, 18 mpg 
city, 28 mpg highway. Warranty: 12 
months/12,000 miles. Dealers: 2,643. 
PONTIAC LEMANS SAFARI 
The LeMans comes with a V-6, auto- 
matic transmission, and power brakes a^ 
standard. But to create a car with plenty 
of power, order the 350-cubic-inch V-8, 
with Pontiac's excellent Radial Tuned 
Suspension handling package and Rally 
Wheels. 

Base price: $4,936. Length: 16.48 feet. 
Cargo Volume: 72.4 cubic feet. Seats: 5. 
Base engine: V-6, 105 hp, 19 mpg city, 
27 mpg highway. Warranty: 12 months/ 
12,000 miles. Dealers: 3,241. ■ 

TAYLOR/CONSTANT iNE 
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European-Style sportswagon  with trim, 
boxy   exterior.   Zephyr   by   Mercury. \ 
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VEGETABLES 
TO GROW IN CONTAINERS 
including peas in 
hanging baskets 

By N. E. Rubanov 
With so many new dwarf plants, no space 
is too small tor a vegetable garden. 

For fresh, crimchy cucumbers in a 
hanging basket, try Patio Pik. Hybrid— 
4-to-6-inch fruit, mature in only 51 days, 
and perfect for pickling: or Pot Luck, 
dwarf 18-inch vines loaded with 8-to- 
12-inch cuciunbers. Perfect for contain- 
ers is the Bush Whopper cucumber, pro- 
ducing 6-to-8-inch fruit on dwarf 
mound-shaped plants. Burpee's Space- 
master is disease-resistant, with 8-inch 
cucumbers. 

A large pot or tub provides space for 
melons. Kengarden watermelon is com- 
pact, bears 1 to 3 f2-pound fruit. 
Burpee's Sugar Bush, given 80 days in a 
2-by-3-foot space, will bear 2 to 4 mel- 
ons, 6 to 8 pounds apiece. Short "N Sweet 
cantaloupe bears in only 75 days. Short 
vined and prolific, it is resistant to heat, 
drought, and even powdery mildew, 
which makes it suited to moist climates. 
Park's Bushwhopper cantaloupe is only 
21/2 feet wide, and each bush yields 3 to 
4 delicious melons. Minnesota Midget 
cantaloupes are only 4 inches across, and 
*ake 60 days from planting to harvest. 
For honeydew lovers, Oliver's Pearl 
Cluster measures 2 leafy feet across, 
with fruit 4 to 5 inches, needing 110 days 
to mature. 

Squash, one of the easiest of all vege- 
tables to grow, is well-suited to contain- 
ers, because each plant is so prolific. It 
also matures quickly, and the more har- 
vested, the more produced. Park's 
Creamy Yellow Squash bears 6-to-8- 
inch fruit, spreads 18 inches across, and 
matures in 55 days. Two new winter 
squash have been developed: Table Ace, 
an acorn squash, produces 4-to-5-inch 
fruit in 75 days on a compact semi-bush, 
and Burpee's Butterbush grows 3-to-4- 
foot vines with about 5 squashes, nearly 
2 pounds apiece. 

For something that's fun. Spirit Hy- 
brid, Funny Face, and Cinderella are 
small pumpkins, 10 to 12 inches in diam- 
eter, and they need only about 6 square 
feet of growing space. All three produce 
pumpkins for Halloween carving and 
Thanksgiving eating. 

The sight of bright red tomatoes on 
heavily laden branches is beautiful any- 
where. Sweet 100 Hybrid is a 3-foot up- 
right plant producing about 100 I-inch 
tomatoes on each branch. Small Fry, an 
All-America winner considered the 
tastiest of the container tomatoes, has 
nearly 300 I-inch tomatoes on one 24- 
to-30-inch plant. For 2-inch fruit. Patio 
is productive—stake the 24-inch vines. 

For string bean lovers: Blue take is 

18 inches high and only 16 inches wide, 
with 5-inch pods. Roma, a flat Italian 
bean, bears 4-inch pods on sturdy plants 
that need no support. 

Eggplants are beautiful with green 
foliage, lavender flowers, and deep pur- 
ple fruit. Only 2 feet high, 4 plants pro- 
duce about 12 full-sized eggplants—any 
regular garden variety will suit a con- 
tainer. 

The fruits and vegetables listed above, 
except for the eggplant, are all dwar) 
plants with full-sized crops. For truly 
midget crops, try 4-inch heads of Dwarf 
Morden cabbage, 3-inch I iny Sweet car- 
rots, tennis-ball-size Tom Thumb lettuce, 
4-inch Golden Midget corn, or Mighty 
Midget 3-inch pea pods on 6-inch vines 
—perfect in a hanging basket. 

SOURCES 
Burpee Seed Co., Warminster, Pa. 
18991; Geo. W. Park Seed Co., P.O. Box 
31, Greenwood, S.C. 29647; Henry 
Field Seed & Nursery Co., Shenandoah, 
Iowa 51601. ■ 

SWEDISH PRODUCTS 

TO LAST FOREVER. 
THIS ONE WON'T LAST 

A MINUTE. 
Those crafty Swedes have 
created a product 
that turns the simplest % 
snack into a spe- 
cial occasion. 

Wasa Crisp 
Bread—athin, 
delicious, cnspy, 
textured bread is 
the Swedish staff 
of life; the 
national bread 
of Sweden. 
You simply 
garnish a 
Wasa Crisp 
Bread with 
just about anything 
that tastes good — 
meat, cheese, salad 
—even a little jam. 

The result is a 
concoction that 
isn't just everyday 
good —it's Yumpin' 
Yimminy good. 

And 
Wasa Crisp 

Bread is one 
of the few 

scrumptious 
things that's 

good for you. 
What's more, 

our Crisp 
Bread is 100% 

natural-there's 
nothing artificial. 

For instance, 
our rye varieties 

are made from 
whole grain rye. 
And Wasa Crisp 

Bread is prob- 
ably higher in 

natural bran fiber 
and lower in calories 

than the bread 
you're eating_ now. 

Wasa Crisp 
Bread: the Swedish product that's 
made not to last. 

aUSP BREAD 

rrSONDTNiaURAL. 
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PLANTS 
AROUND THE HOUSE 
New plants 
for free 
How to propagate with 
leaf cuttings, stem cuttings, 
and offsets 

By Richard Longer 

One of the most pleasant aspects of 
raising house plants is the propagation 
of new ones. It's more than a pleasure. 
Propagation somehow satisfies the crea- 
tive urge and at the same time stimulates 
the mind to consider the workings of 
nature. Take a begonia leaf, for instance, 
a Rex begonia leaf. Slice it into arrow- 
head pieces (see drawing) with the 
points toward the stem. Stick an arrow- 
head into a loose potting soil mixture 
suitable for propagation (say half pot- 
ting soil and half vermiculitc), keep the 
soil and atmosphere moist, and the ar- 
rowhead will send out a new plant. Each 
arrowhead you stick into the soil will 
reproduce, so you can get a half a dozen 
new plants from a leaf. 

Go one step further. Take a whole leaf, 
make half-a-dozen slits through the 
largest veins, using a razor blade. Then 
poke the leaf stem into a pot of moist 
sand, pin the edges of the leaf to the 
sand so the leaf stays in contact with its 
bed. Cover the whole affair with trans- 
parent plastic. In a few weeks, new 
young plants will develop at the slits. 

Begonia leaf cut- 
lings: above, 
rooting pieces; be- 

low, whole leaf 

SUSAN MCNEILL 
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Children are fascinated by a project like 
this. Then again, after a dozen rounds, 
I'm still fascinated. 

Vegetative reproduction, that is, a new 
plant developing from part of another 
"parent" plant, is as old as the green 
world itself. While the majority of plant 
species growing throughout  the world 
today are of the flowering variety, and 
reproduce sexually, that form of propa- 
gation is relatively recent in botanical 
evolution.   The  primitive  plants  all 
multiplied vegetatively. Many of the 
more complex plants still retain this 
ability as a backup system. And it is the 
easiest   way   to   multiply   your   house 
plants. There are three ways to do it. You 
can propagate by taking a leaf 
cutting, as described with the 
begonia above, or by separating 
offsets from the parent plant, 
or by taking a stem cutting or slip. 

An important factor in a stem 
cutting's ability to root is the nutri- 
tional status of the parent plant. If you 
take your cutting from a healthy speci- 
men in vigorous growth, its chances are 
much greater than if you take one from 
a stunted plant in dormancy. The key to 
a success—be it in water, soil, or any 
other medium—is to take the slip when 
the parent plant is literally bursting out 
all over. Cuttings gleaned in the morn- 
ing will do better than those taken later 

Spider plant runners rooted in a sinal 
pot. and on ledge making a leafy screci 

in the day, when the stomata are full) 
open and the slip is more susceptible tt 
wilting. Also, note that a cutting's ability 

Continued on page St 

Rooting plants in a box or a poly bag 
If you use a propagation box—and be- 
sides the professional model, this might 
be anything from a bread box to a shoe 
storage box, to a refrigerator crisper, as 
long as it's transparent—you must use a 
sterile growing medium, and use it only 
once. Also since there will be no drain- 
age from the box, the degree to which 
you initially moisten the mix becomes 
crucial. Pour in about 2 inches of ver- 
miculitc. Then keep spraying it with 
water until the liquid starts collecting in 
puddles on the bottom: pick up the pan 
and check it from underneath. Tip it in 
all directions till the water comes close 
to spilling out. Once you're sure it's 
thoroughly wet, drain off the excess. Stick 
your cuttings about an inch deep into the 
rooting medium. For best rooting results, 
put the propagation box in a bright, but 
not too sunny spot where the tempera- 
ture hovers around 75 degrees. Pull the 
slips up gently in about a week and check 
for roots. If they're less than an inch 
long, wriggle the stems back in. Vermic- 
ulitc is so light that the plant roots won't 
incur any damage. 

An even simpler way to utilize a prop- 
agation box is to use a JifTy-7 for each 
individual cutting. JifTy-7s are wafers of 

compressed peat that expand into pellets 
several times as thick as the original 
when wet. Soak one, squeeze the pellet to 
remove excess water, poke a hole with a 
pencil, and insert a cutting. Sterile and 
easy to use, the expanded pellet gives 
each cutting its own minipot that is set 
into the full-size pot once growth is un- 
derway, eliminating transplant shock. 

A handy individual propagation box 
for each cutting in a Jiffy-7 pellet can be 
made from a plastic bag; blow it up to 
add a little carbon dioxide, twirl and fold 
the top. seal with a wire twist. You have 
a self-supporting mini-greenhouse. 
Note: Jiffy-7 peat pellets and other prop- 
agating materials are available from the 
House Plant Corner Ltd., Box 5000, 
Cambridge, Md 21613. Catalogue is 250. 

Peat pellet soaked, planted, set in bag 



of clean. 

When people think about getting clothes clean, 
Whirlpool washers and dryers have become a 
tradition ... a standard for those who want their 
clothes really clean. 

We believe people think of us because for years 
we've been thinking of them . . . and better ways to 
get clothes clean. 

We knew laundry was becoming more complicated. 
New fabrics. Different temperature settings. It almost 
took a computer to figure it all out. With this in mind, 
we designed the Whirlpool Solid State Touch 
Control Washer. 

When it comes time to wash, you simply 
what to do by lightly touching a few places on the 
control panel. The washer does it all from there. It 
gives you the exact wash, rinse and spin at the precise 
time and temperature settings needed to 
treat different fabrics the way they are 
meant to be treated . . . and get them 
really clean in the Whirlpool tradition. 

It's the new look of clean. The quality 
of Whirlpool washers. The reliability of 
solid state. They go together just 
beautifully to get clothes really clean. 

Usige capacity agitator. 
Its flexing and rollover 
action cares for your 
clothes beautifully. 

Whirlpool 
Home JL Appliances 

We believe quality can be beautiful, 



Yard Guardls Circle of Protection 
kills bugs now. 

Plants around the house 
continued from page 56 

to root well is affected by its 
previous location on the donor 
plant. Lateral shoots, those 
branching off a growing stem, 
tend to take better than a ter- 
minal one or the growing stem 
itself. Vegetative shoots do 
better than flowering ones. 
And those that snap off crisp- 
ly will set better roots than 
their more flexible siblings. All 
these aspects are related to the 
hormonal and nutritional flow 
within the plant itself. For ex- 
ample, a crisp stem indicates a 
higher concentration of car- 
bohydrates, which means the 
cutting has more self-con- 
tained nourishment and can 
thus devote more of its ener- 
gies to rooting rather than to 
simply staying alive. 

What such factors mean to 
you and your plant propaga- 
tion is that if you flo all the 
right things, your chances of 
success are probably about 
nine out of ten. To be abso- 
lutely certain, take two cut- 
tings of everything. 
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How to take 
a cutting 
Choose a healthy shoot with 
good growth—one that is de- 
veloping well but not yet fully 
matured is a good choice. Cut 
it off 4 to 5 inches from the tip 
and just below a node or joint. 
Ideally, the cut should be 
made with a sterile knife; scis- 
sors tend to pinch the stem 
closed when you are dealing 
with soft plants. No one has 
ever accused my pocketknife 
of being sterile. Sharp, yes. 
However, sterilizing is an ex- 
tra precaution you might want 
to take. Dipping the knife in 
alcohol is totally ineffective; if 
you are going to do it at all, 
the blade must be flame steril- 
ized. 

Drying out is one of the few 
things that can go wrong with 
rooting slips. That's why 
grandma rooted hers in a glass 
of water. Lately her technique 
has fallen out of favor because 
when water-rooted plants are 

transferred to soil, after 
they've developed half-a-doz- 
en roots an inch or so long, 
they take a while to find their 
new footing. Supposedly this 
is because roots developing in 
water arc more delicate than 
those sprouting in soil. Still, 
it's a very successful method 
of rooting for some plants and 
well worth a try. Begonia, 
grape ivy and other cissus, 
coleus, jade plant, gardenia, 
ivy, iresine, philodendron, 
■Swedish ivy, scindapsus, syn- 
gonium, and pickaback are a 
few of the many house plants 
that will readily root in water. 

Rooting media 
Since the cutting is without 
roots, its water loss or tran- 
spiration will be greater than 
its water absorption. To put it 
in balance, if you decide to 
root in a medium rather than 
water, remove the lowest pair 
of leaves to reduce transpira- 
tion. This will also keep the 
leaves away from the damp 
rooting medium, where they 
might rot. A medium must 
provide moisture and oxygen 
to the young plantlet. Sterility 
is an advantage. Sharp build- 
er's sand is probably the oldest 

I 

and still most common rootin 
medium. It provides excellei 
aeration and drainage. Hov 
ever, its moisture-retainin 
quality is poor. Cuttings roo 
ed in sand need more frequer 
watering than those rooted i 
other media. To counterat 
this, 30 to 50 percent mille 
sphagnum moss is often adde 
to the sand to act as a spong( 

The easiest rooting medi 
to use are probably perlite am 
vermieulite. Both hold wat€ 
in sufficient quantity to ensur 
rooting. Both are adequate! 
sterile, and both are readili 
available. On the other hana 
as with anything else horticui 
tural, it doesn't hurt to try dc 
ing things differently. I tend ti 
root a lot of herbaceous cut. 
tings directly into small pot; 
of soil. When I do that, I fimi 
placing a slip close to the pot'; 
edge, rather than in the mid 
die, seems to give root growtl 
a boost. Probably this is due t* 
freer flow of oxygen at pot' 
perimeter, at least if you're uS) 
ing a clay pot which breathes: 

Under cover 
technique 
You can keep your slips fron 
wilting by putting them in 

Keeps them away 
for hours. 

Raid Yard Guard kills bugs up to 20 
feet away, with a powerful bug-killing 

fog that penetrates the foliage. 
It creates a circle of protection 

i±|ohnson 
uiax 

)1978 S. C, Johnson i Son. Inc. 

that lasts for hours. OUTDOOR F0G6LH 1 



;lcar plastic box with a lid. 1 here are, in 
act, inexpensive, special propagation 
loxes with ventilators on top. Since stale, 
Tiold-lostering air is the major problem 
A'ith propagation enclosures, the ventila- 
.ors can be a big help. Another way of 
liding circulation is to remove the top 
for a few minutes morning and evening. 

Whether you use a multifamily prop- 
igation box or a smaller, single-occu- 
pancy poly bag (see l)(>.\) to develop 
new plants, be sure not to place them in 
direct sun for more than a few minutes 
a day, or you will have steamed vege- 
tables instead of thriving greenery. 
Fluorescent lighting is ideal for rooting 
cuttings. It produces enough light with- 
out heat for good development, if the 
cuttings are placed only a few inches be- 
low the tubes. Remember, young plant- 
lets that have been coddled within high- 
humidity propagation boxes or poly bags 
do not take well to being thrust suddenly 
into the more hostile environment of 
your home. What they need is an accli- 
mation period. If they don't get it, usual- 
ly they will keel over and die the first day 
they are removed from their protected 
surroundings. Like a diver coming up 
slowly from the depths to avoid the 
bends, a plantlet should be removed 
from a covered situation in stages. I usu- 
ally put the top on crooked for a day, 
leaving a crack an eighth to a quarter of 
an inch. The second day, I make the 
chink half an inch or so; the third, a full 
inch; the fifth day, I take the new plants 
out and pot them up properly. 

Propagating 
from offsets 
Some plants that develop crowns have 
the ability to send out aerial stems from 
the leaf axis at base. The aerial stems are 
called runners, and they produce plant- 
lets. The most familiar and tasty repre- 
sentative of this phenomenon is the 
strawberry. Several common house 
plants have the same characteristic, 
which makes their propagation very sim- 
ple. You can cut the young plants off and 
root them the same way you would cut- 
tings. Or you can let nature take its 
course. Put a pot under the plantlet and 
anchor the plantlet down lightly with a 
hairpin. Leave the runner attached until 
the new roots are well established. Then, 
cut the runner close to the plantlet. 
Chlorophytum comosum, the spider 
plant, saxifragan stolonifera, the straw- 
berry geranium, and assorted episcias 
are examples of house plants easily and 
commonly propagated from runners. 

Offsets, also known as suckers, ra- 
toons, and crown divisions, are more or 
less the same thing as runners, except 
that the young plantlets don't travel as 
far from the mother and are usually at- 
tached underground. Some crop up right 
at the base of the original plant, forming, 
as in the case of the African violet, mul- 
tiple crowns. Common house plants that 
can be propagated by offsets are agavCj 
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aloe, fibrous begonias, haworthia, screw 
pine, staghorn fern, sempervivum, and 
many bulbs such as amaryllis hybrids, 
climbing onion, and sea onion. Bromeli- 
ads also offset, although in their case it's 
not so much a matter of propagation as 
of survival, since the pups, as they are 
often called, don't form till after the 
parent plant has tlowered, and after 
flowering, the parent dies. 

The preferred method to remove off- 
sets is to free them with a sharp knife or 
a pair of shears. If they are well rooted— 
the best stage for separation—pot the 
offshoots as you would a regular plant. 

If not, root them like cuttings in an open 
propagation box. 

To remove an offset bulb, scrape away 
the soil from around it. Then gently turn 
the bulblet, first one way, then the other, 
until it is detached. Usually there are no 
roots, or they are too short to be tangled 
with the much lower ones of the mother 
plant. But if you must cut off some roots 
to free the bulblet, cut those of the ma- 
ture bulb. The new plant will usually 
grow into a better specimen. Besides, 
there's plenty more where that one came 
from. Once you begin to multiply your 
plants there's no telling where the end is. 

Stain over paint? 

Now you can give your home the beauty of Olympic Slain, no matter 
how many times you've painted it before. 

Olympic Acrylic Latex Stain hides paint beautifully with soft, solid color. 
It gives your home a rich mellow look, along with a tough acrylic finish that 
lasts for years. Cleans up easily with soap and water, too. 

Olympic Latex Stain is also perfect for redoing any solid, 
color stain. Available in 30 colors. Just follow easy label 
directions. For more information, see the Yellow Pages for 
your Olympic dealer, or write: Olympic, 2233 1 12th Ave. 
N.E., Bellevue, WA 98004. 
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The 
NuTone 
Central 
Cleaning 
System 

Powerful Built-in 
Motor installed away 

from living area 
• Outlets where 

V      you want them 
• No motor to 

drag or push 

Plug into quiet, 
powerful vacuuming 

Please send FREE information about the 
NuTone Central Cleaning System. 

Name 

Street 

City 

County 

State Zip 

Nillbne 
Scovill 

Dept.  HG 8.  Madison and Red Bank Roads 
Cincinnati.   Ohio 45227. 

Form  4657 Primed in U.S.A. 
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How to work out 
closet hangups 
Four easy steps to 
efficient storage 

By Deanne Raffel 
A 6-foot closet typically consists of a 
shelf, a long metal bar, and a door that 
closes on a lot of dead space. But the 
case for closet design is not that open 
and shut. You can make the closet you 
have cflicient for your storage needs with 
a little creative carpentry. By dividing 
the closet in half with a wood partition, 
the possibilities for arranging shelves and 
bars are instantly multiplied. For exam- 
ple, you can triple your hanging space 
by installing two bars, one above the 
other, for short items while retaining a 
high bar for dresses, suits, etc., on the 
other side of the partition. A shelf on the 
bottom of your closet doubles floor space 
so shoes won't be lost in the shuflle. and 
you can store items within easy reach. 
Also, you still have room for the high 
shelf traditional in most closets. 
Step t The basis of your remodeled clos- 
et is a Va-inch plywood partition which 
should measure VA inch less than the 
ceiling height and 2 less than the closet 
depth, front to back. Two 2-by-3s, one 
for the floor and the other for the ceiling, 
will serve as supports for the partition. 
Nail 3-inch-wide side of the support to 
the floor and attach ceiling support with 
toggle bolts. They can be positioned at 
the midpoint of your closet, or wherever 
the partition would be most cflicient. Nail 
the partition firmly to the 2-inch side of 
both supports. 
Step 2 Now that your closet has been 
halved, your space-e.xpanding shelves 
are ready to be installed. For an 8-foot- 
high closet, 18 inches down from ceiling 
is a good height for high shelf, and 10 
from the floor works well for the low 
shelf. Of course, you will want to posi- 
tion the shelves according to the specific 
dimensions of your closet and what you 
have to store in it. 

.Shelves longer than 24 inches will 
need to be supported on three sides, 
while shorter ones will be sturdy with 
only two. Uses l-by-2s for supports, ex- 
cept for high shelves where a bar is to be 
installed below. In that case, use l-by-4s 
for greater width to allow space to screw 
the bracket for the bars. Use l'/2-inch 
casing or finishing nails to attach support 
to plywood divider. On the side wall of 
the closet, locate the studs. You may be 

Totes and 
purses 

Dresses and 
coats 

Blouses and 
shirts 

Skirts and 
pants 

^ 

Shoes 

t 

able to find only one stud, in which case 
use toggle bolts to attach the support 
firmly. Insert the toggles into the support 
and the wall, and then nail the other end 
of the support. On the back wall yqu 
should be able to find the studs easily 
and will not need toggle bolts. 
Step 3 Now you're ready to hang the 
high clothing bar. A l-'^H-inch wood pole 
works well. Simply screw pole brack- 
ets into the two l-by-4 supports beneath 
the shelf. Slip the bar into the brackets. 

If you arc hanging two bars, one above 
the other, install two l-by-4 supports on 
the side wall of the closet at the desired 
height for the bars. The brackets can be 
attached to the plywood partition with-) 
out supports. For an 8-foot-high closet, 
the bars can be placed at points 5 inches 
and 45 inches below the ceiling. 
Step 4 To finish the closet, seal all the 
wood with shellac mixed with an equal 
amount of alcohol. Sand lightly and 
dust. Coat with another layer of shellac 
or paint. 

Safe, blow in 
insulation 
In existing houses, insulation to cut heat- 
ing bills is usually installed only by blow- 
ing loose fill into sealed outside walls. 
Here's a fiberglass material, "Insul-Safe," 
that offers some new attributes for this 
kind of loose-fill insulation. It is noncom- 
bustiblc and not a fire hazard, won't ab- 
sorb moisture, rot or decay, won't cor- 
rode wire, electrical installations or 
pipes, it is claimed. Blown in with ma- 
chine by experienced contractors, it can 
retard heat flow like 3'/i-inches of 

Coiitiiuied on page 62 



ISYOUR SALAMI GETTING OLD 
BEFORE ITSTIME? 

^i.:-,yiMr,;x^..i::/. 

Salami after 5 days 
in a Frost-PicM)f refrigerator. 

After a few days in your refrig- 
erator, does your juicy roast become 
nothing to boast about? 

Can your custard still cut the 
mustard? 

Does your chocolate mousse 
start getting mousey? 

Maybe it's about time you took 
a look at Frigidaire's Elite Line of 
refrigerators. 

Because aside from features like 
solid-state ice makersf Electri-Saver 

switches, and 
tempered-glass 
shelves, two 
models 
also have a 
Food-Life 
Preserver. It's 

a special section that not only has a 
vegetable Hydrator and a seven-day 
Meat Tender, but also an Unwrapped 
Food drawer The drawer helps keep 

unwrapped food 
fresh for days by 
sealing air out and 
moisture in. 

And it makes 
the storing of 
hard-to-wrap foods, 
like a piece of cake, 
a piece of cake. 

So throw your 
food a life preserver 
and get a Frigidaire 
refrigerator. 

Because with today's prices, 
losing an expensive cut of meat is 
the unkindest cut of all. 

FRIGIDAIRE O 
WHYSETTLE FOR LESS? 

Salami after 5 days 
in our Food-Life Preserver. 

'Available at extra charge Look for our complete line of refrigerators and other Frigidaire appliances at your local Frigidaire dealer. 
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insulation in exterior walls, 6 inches in 
attic floors. CertainTeed Corp., Vaile\ 
Forge, Pa. 19482. 

Sliding security 

$3.30. Also available, matching lock for 
sliding windows, $1.70. Kwikset Sales & 
Service Co., Emhart Industries, Inc., 
Anaheim, Calif. 92803. 

A lock for sliding glass doors has a solid 
steel deadbolt that locks into the door- 
jamb. Fitting most aluminum sliding 
doors, it prevents them being jimmied 
open. Installed at top or bottom, lock al- 
lows door to be left partly open for vcn- 
lation while still being locked. But the 
locks won't fit sliding doors with inside 
screens. Locks with keys, $6.40; without. 

Fireplace finesse 
New fireplace grate directs heat into the 
room rather than up the chimney. A 
welded steel grate holds logs on two 
levels—a big log on the bottom with 
small logs in front, a smaller log—or logs 
—above on  an  adjustable  upper grate 

Finish off problem rust in one coat. 
Derusto Minute Finish Spray stops 
and prevents rust with one quick- 
drying, high gloss coat. A special 
rust-inhibitive primer is built into 
every color. Makes rusted lawn 
furniture, bikes, wrought iron look 
like new. 

Derusto Protective Coating is 
a heavy duty, semi-gloss rust 
preventive finish. A built-in primer 
assures rust prevention with one 
coat. Ideal for mowers, metal 
garden sheds and other metal, 
wood and masonry surfaces. 

Derusto is a registered 
trademark of DAP Inc 
DAP Inc , General Offices 
Dayton. Ohio 45401 
Subsidiary of Plough, Inc 

__    Depend on paint-up products 

Derustoo^aates 
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level. The arrangement creates a cavity, 
furnace-like space at the front, where 
burning logs radiate heat outward. News- 
papers ignite them, no kindling is need- 
ed, use split or unsplit logs. Standard 
fireplace model, 25 inches wide, 15 deep, 
$39.95; small model, 17 inches wide, 13 
deep, $34.95. Three other sizes $39.95 
to $79.95. Add 10 percent for shipping. 
Texas Fireframe Co., P.O. Box 3435, 
Austin, Tex. 78764. 

Jet action 
circular tub 

A redwood tub for whirlpi^i, li.iliu 
ma.ssage bathing, hot or cool, indoors or 
out, can be freestanding or recessed in 
a deck. Four feet deep, it is made in two 
sizes, 5 or 6 feet wide with a seat. Small- 
er tub holds 525 gallons, has a 1 H.P. 
whirlpool inlet pump; the larger holds 
750 gallons with a I Vi H.P. pump. Each 
has 4 whirlpool inlets, a suction fitting. 
Both include a V2 H.P. filter/heater 
pump, a cartridge filter, an electric or 
gas heater. The tub is a prccut package 
for assembling but needs professional 
plumbing and electrical installation. 
Jacuzzi Whirlpool Bath, Inc., 298 N. 
Wiget Lane, P.O. Drawer J, Walnut 
Creek, Calif. 94596. 

Triple-clean water 
A major need in most cities today is 
clean, safe drinking water. Here's a three- 
process unit with (1 ) a filter to screen 
silt, rust, and dirt, (2) a filter to remove 
algae and spores, (3) a cartridge that 
takes out unwanted tastes, color, odor- 
causing agents. Installed under kitchen 
or bathroom sink, cold water enters the 
Aqualux Water Processor through a 
brass fitting, exits clear and odor-free 
through its own 
brass spigot located 
on the sink. The 
unit contains fail- 
safe features to 
warn of filter clog- 
ging or cartridge 
depletion. $329, 
plus about $25 for 
installation. Aqua- 
lux Water Process- 
ing Co., 1040 Bay- 
view Drive, Ft. 
Lauderdale, Fla. 
33304. ■ 
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COMPARE ANY CIGARETTE TO L&M LIGHTS. 
BRAND 

(ALL FORMS) 
CONTAINS 
TOBACCO 

LEFTOVERS? 

BRAND 
(ALL FORMS) 

CONTAINS     1 
TOBACCO 

LEFTOVERS'' 

L&M LIGHTS NO 
NOW YES 

PALL MALL FILTERS YES 
BENSON & HEDGES YES PARLIAMENT YES 

BENSON & HEDGES LIGHTS YES RALEIGH YES 
CAMEL FILTERS YES RALEIGH LIGHTS YES 
CAMEL LIGHTS YES REAL YES 

CARLTON YES SALEM YES 
DORAL YES SALEM LIGHTS YES 
KENT YES TAREYTON YES 

KENT GOLDEN LIGHTS YES TAREYTON LIGHTS YES 
KOOL YES TRUE YES 

KOOL SUPER LIGHTS YES VANTAGE YES 
LUCKY STRIKE YES VICEROY YES 

MARLBORO YES VICEROY EXTRA MILDS YES 
MARLBORO LIGHTS YES VIRGINIA SLIMS YES 

MERIT YES WINSTON YES 
NEWPORT YES WINSTON LIGHTS YES 

NEWPORT LIGHTS YES ALLw.:;^..-^ YES 

Every other cigarette made 
contains up to 25% tobacco 
leftovers: chopped-up tobacco 
main stems and/or reconstituted 
tobacco. Only L&M Lights are 
made with just the "filet" 
of 100% virgin tobacco. 

TASTE L&M UGHT& ONLY 8 MC^TAR." 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Oeiermined 
That Cigareiie Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. Flavor Lights; 8 mg. "tar", 0.6 mg. nicotine,- av. per cigarette, FTC Report (Aug.'77). 

Long Lights; 8 mg. "tar", 0.6 mg. nicotine; av. per cigarette, by FTC Method. 



GOING PLACES 
FINDING THINGS 

Railriding into 
Canada... 
Biking USA... 
Mini-getaways 
near home 

A cruise on wheels 
from Montreal 
to Vancouver 
By Caroline Seebohm 

There's still a romantic, !>cenic, get- 
away-from-it-all vacation that's almost 
like a cruise, takes less time, and can be 
split in two parts if you like. It's the 
cross-Canada train trip from Montreal 
to Vancouver, which my husband and I 
took last August. However, you can go 
any time of the year—every day, in fact, 
starting from Montreal or starting from 
Vancouver. (One of the advantages of 
the east-west route is that you gain an 
hour every day as you pass through the 
different time zones.) 

The newly merged Canadian Nation- 
al and Canadian Pacific Railways, now 
called Via Rail Canada, offers two routes 
from coast-to-coast. We took the north- 
ern route because of the dramatic moun- 
tain scenery in the more northerly 
stretches of the Rockies. Our train leaves 
Montreal daily at 9:20 P.M., snakes 
through the lake and mountain-covered 
continent, and arrives in Vancouver at 
7:50 A.M., four days later. We decide to 

Mount Edith Cavell, Icjt. in Jasper 
Naiional Park, is a high sight on the 
northerly route of Canadian Via Rail. 
Vancouver, top. and Montreal are the 
start-cities /or a leisurely see-Canada 
train trip. See city-sights on either end. 

break the trip in the middle (having 
specified this choice when buying a tick- 
et) and get off for two days in Jasper, 
Alberta. ^ 

Being on a train for more than a day 
is like being on a boat—the same bliss- 
ful feeling of suspension. No phones, no 
appointments, no domestic duties. You 
aren't responsible for anything except 
eating, sleeping, and feeling rcla,xcd. The 
train is smaller, of course, than a cruise 
ship, but that's its own fun. We had a 
cozy bedroom, with two large bunk beds. 

Continued on page 68 

INDIAN DANCING, HOTELS 
WITH TENNIS COURTS, 
OVERNIGHT SAILING LESSONS 

Indian festivals, one marvelous form of 
summertime Americana, usually occur 
between [he Fourtfi and Labor Day. If you'd 
liketofinda i      v      i 
tribal ceremonial 
in your part of tfie 
country, write tfie 
Superintendent 
of Documents, 
U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C. 
20402, send 
$2.25, and ask 
for the calendar 
of events for 
Indian Affairs 

KOCII/PHOIO  RESEARCHERS 

Many tribal ceremonials 
go on this month. To 
find one near you, write 
for a schedule. 

#024-002-00062-4. Tfiey also fiave a 
map of Indian reservations for $1. Some 
festivals last several days and are a 
country fair of Indian arts and skills. 
Tfiough the Western and Southwestern      '^' 
Indian powwows are the most famous, 
these fests go on country-wide. One of the 
most all-out celebrations: the Inter-Tribal 

Continued on page 70 

Super bike trail in Wisconsin 
By David Butwin 

When I peered over my handlebars at 
the gaping black tunnel that loomed just 
ahead. I knew I was in for a rare biking 
experience. Leave it to Wisconsin to ffnd 
new ways of enjoying the scenery with- 
out marring it. The state now specializes 
in converting old, abandoned railroad 
rights-of-way into wonderfully unclut- 
tered country bike trails. 

In the past decade, Wisconsin has led 
the country in purchasing railroad lines, 
ripping out the ties and tracks, and lay- 
ing down a cushion of crushed rock just 
for the pleasure of bikers, hikers, and 

other wayfarers. By far the most popular 
route is the onetime Chicago & North- 
western spur between Elroy and Sparta 
in western Wisconsin, a 32-mile cyclist's 
paradise. What stamps the trail is not 
only the scenery—rolling green dairy- 
land, bizarre rock formations, cozy vil- 
lages—but the presence of three long, 
mysterious railroad tunnels. 

Strange as it sounds, the converted 
railroad line is the new wave in Amer- 
ican biking, especially since the Interior 
Department put aside $5 million this 
spring to install a number of such trails 
around the country, beginning in 1979. 
The idea makes perfect sense to week- 
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ENTER THE 

Sweepstakes 
GRAND PRIZE: A TRIP FOR 4 TO CLUB MED'S     ^-^ 

FAMILY STYLE RESORT AT FORT ROYAL, GUADELOUPE. 

Cily_ 

Win a sun-drenched week for 4 at Club Med's family style 
Fort Royal resort, with all expenses paid, compi iments of Ajax 
to our grand prize winner. 

100 Second Prizes: Utility Travel Kits from Dynamic 
Classics Ltd. Handsome, compact and practical. The orga- 
nizer for anyone on the go. Enter today. Ajax can make life 
easier in your home, and take you on a spectacular vacation in 
our sweepstakes, too! 
SWEEPSTAKES RULES: How to Enter: 
1. To enter, complete the official entry form 2. Eacti entry must include the FLUID OUNCE or NET WEIGHT 
marl(ing Irom any size A|ax Cleanser or A]ax AllPurpose cleaner or a 3" x 5" piece of paper on which you 
have printed the words "A|ax Cleanser" or "A)ax All-Purpose Cleaner" in plain block letters To be eligi- 
ble, entries must be post marked no later than August 25, 1978 and received by September 1, 1978 
3. (jrand Prize trip is valid for one year from date of drawing, subiect to available space (excluding holidays) 
Trips are not translerrable and are non-relundable Trip valid from winners home town to destination 
4. Winners will be determined in a random drawing, Irom all entries received, conducted by an independent 
judging organization whose decisions will be final Taxes, it any, are the sole responsibility of winners Only 
one prize per family The odds of winning are determined by the number of entries received 

All prizes will be awarded For a list of winners, send a separate stamped, self addressed envelope to 
AJAX FUN IN THE SUN SWEEPSTAKES, PO Box 1430, Radio City Station, New York, NY 10019 

Sweepstakes open only lo resident, jf the United States Employees and their families of Colgate-Palmolive 
lis advertising agencies and alliliates, and Blackman & RaPer Ltd are not eliqible Void in Missouri or 
wherever else prohibited by law NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM 
Fill out and mail to: Ajax "Fun in the Sun Sweepstakes 
P.O. Box 1437, Radio City Station, New York, NY. 10019 
Yes, enter me in the A|ax Club IVIed "Fun in the Sun" Sweepstakes I enclose a FLUID OUNCE or NET 
WEIGHT marking Irom A|ax Cleanser or Ajax All-Purpose Cleaner or a 3 " x 5 " piece of paper on which I have 
printed "A|ax Cleanser" or "A|ax All-Purpose Cleaner" In plain block letters 

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO., 300 Park Avenue, New York, NY. 10022 

for'more, information on Club Med, MH B00-f)28-313ror'see vuiiT'trauBl aijBnl 
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^teromberg's 
123 North 20th Street 

Birmingham, Alabama 35203 

Celebrating our 142nd year. 

24 MONTHS TO PAY 
WITHOUT FINANCE CHARGE 
Buy your sterling on Bromberg's Silver 
Club Plan with 10% down and the balance 
in 24 equal monthly payments ($5 mini- 
mum). The cost of credit is included in 
price quoted for goods and services. 

Prices subject to change due to silver bullion price fluctuation. 
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SAVE4(KS50^ 
32-Piece 
STERLING SETS 

All active patterns by these famous brands included. Write 
for free brochures showing additional patterns 

Service for 8's 
(8 teaspoons, 8 knives, 
8 forks, 8 salad forks) _,.—-—"^. irAG 

^romberg's 
123 North Twentieth Street 

Birmingham, Alabama 35203    205/252-0221 

tMease ship me the following sterling using the payment plan indicated 

Brand Pattern  

Name — 

Spouse - 

Address- 

City  -State. -Zip. 

Fill in the following information only if you are using Silver Club Plan and 
f^nclose 10% down payment. 

Credit References . —— 

BfTiployer's hame, Address- 

G Cash-check enclosed for full amount (Alabama residents add 6% sales 
tax.) 

D Master Charge fSo  

D BankAmericard (Visa) No  

G Brombergs Silver Club Plan 

OFFER EXPIRES SF.PT 30, 1978    HG 8 78 
 1 
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Super bike trail 
con tin tied front page 64 

end cyclists like myself, who are looking 
for something more challenging and less 
crowded than city bikeways, but don't 
exactly relish the auto traflic, high winds, 
and demanding hills of the open road. 

Not that the Elroy-Sparta line is 
child's play. It's a good day's work, and 
indeed you need a full day to take in all 
there is to see and do. You could even 
break it into a couple of days' journey. 
Bikers can pick up the trail at any point 
between Elroy and Sparta, but my 
traveling friend Per-Olav and I made 
our headquarters at the Tunnel Trail 
Campground just otT Wisconsin #71 
near one of the tunnels. If you're com- 
ing from afar, as we were, both Min- 
neapolis and Madison are good pushoff 
points. Wes Westra, his wife Barbara, 
and their three children have fashioned a 
handsome campground and biker's oasis 
in a birch grove on the very edge of the 
trail. They not only rent bikes (depend- 
able 3- and lO-spced Raleighs), but also 
have fifty camping sites complete with 
electric hookups, showers, a miniature 
golf course, and swimming pool. With 
your car, a site costs $5.50: with just 
your bike and backpack, it's only $2. For 
reservations, contact Tunnel Trail Camp- 
ground, Route 1, Wilton, Wis. 54670; 
phone (608) 385-6829. For nearby in- 
door lodging, there are motels in Wilton, 
Elroy, and Sparta. 

Per and I set off on a bright, warm 
summer morning, heading for the first of 
three tunnels. One moment we were ped- 
aling merrily through aspen and birch, 
fiowering daisies and black-eyed Su- 
sans, the next moment we were groping 
through the cool blackness, hoping our 
tiny headlights would see the way. They 
did, and soon we were back in the sun- 
light, tooling down the elevated bikeway 
like locomotives at full throttle. 

With no cars to fear, we were free to 
train our senses on the passing land- 
scape. Per spotted chipmunks beside the 
trail. Crossing a wood bridge over a 
stream, I looked down to see a black 
snake taking a sunlit dip. We dropped 
our bikes and clambered down the 
banks. Presently my friend the reptile 
lover was posing for a photo with his 
new friend, the (non-venomous) snake. 
The woods and meadows also hold rab- 
bits, deer, mink, fox, raccoons. 

At midmorning. we stopped for a 
cold soda at the Mid Trail Diner in Wil- 
ton, one of three farm hamlets on the 
bikeway. A sign on the diner's bulletin 
board advertised "Dairyland Auction"— 
28 head of cattle, a neck yoke, saddles, 
household items and antiques such as 
hayknives and grain cradles. Further on, 
we halted for lunch at the Norwalk Trail 
Inn. Here a sign offered the sale or rental 
of a Holstein bull for stud services. 

We ordered ham and cheese sand- 
wiches—and why not in this richest of 

dairy belts? Bikers, in fact, are encour- 
aged to tour the Norwalk Cheese Co- 
operative, whose back door literally 
opens onto the bike trail. There you can 
buy the staples of a picnic—chunks of 
curd or slabs of white cheddar-—pick up 
the rest of the fixings in a grocery and 
dine beneath a spreading oak or maple. 
Don't even bother to buy strawberries or 
raspberries in late summer: You can 
pick them beside the trail. 

By late afternoon, having conquered 
tunnel No. 3 near Sparta, you may be 
too weary to make the long trip back. If 
you ask, Wes Westra may come and 
fetch you (for a small fee) in his pickup 
truck on Route 71 which parallels the 
trail. Or you can arrange with someone 
to have a car waiting at trail's end. 

Another tip: As of this summer, cy- 
clists on Wisconsin's railway routes and 
other state trails will have to buy bike 
stickers—75 cents a day or $2.50 per 
season for Wisconsinites; $ 1 a day, $3.50 
a season for out-of-staters; those under 
1 8, free. You can pick up stickers at spots 
along the trail, including the Elroy- 
Sparta headquarters in the old Kendall 
train depot, which also has maps, tire- 
patching equipment, and rented bikes. 
For a free state bikeway brochure, write 
the Wisconsin Division of Tourism, P.O. 
Box 7606, Madison. Wis. 53707. 

Two other Wisconsin railroad routes 
worth exploring are the 15-mile Ahnapee 
State Trail in Door County and the 23- 
mile Sugar River State Trail just south 
of Madison that runs through the heart 
of Wisconsin's "Swiss cheese" country. ■ 

Cruise on wheels 
continued from page 64 

which fold into the wall during the day; 
a wash basin and our own w.c. A stew- 
ard came in every morning and evening 
to do the beds and produce or hide our 
two armchairs. He also brought us ice 
for our drinks and told us what was 
going on generally during the trip. 

Via Rail Canada's Supercontinental 
.is a very long train with cars given 
names like "Edgley" and "Erinview," so 
you don't get lost. At the back, there is 
a lounge car where you can get some- 
thing to drink and play games. Each day 
certain cars on the train are changed— 
the dining and breakfast cars, and the 
dome car, which is attached on the third 
day when the scenery is outstanding. 

The chefs also change, which made 
for variety at mealtime. One night's fare: 
a delicious British Columbia salmon. 
Amazingly, at dinner we never managed 
to spend more than $10 for two! The 
wine was Canadian (except for the odd 
Beaujolais or Liebfraumilch), $2.50 for 
a half bottle. Dinner is organized into 
several seatings with children usually 
dining earliest. For most meals, we 
shared a table and my husband in par- 
ticular enjoyed meeting other travelers 
in this way. 
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The train deliberately caters to fami- 
lies, so prices are geared to thrifty pock- 
ets. The one-way fare for two—in the 
summer—with bedroom, is $404. And 
there were a lot of children on board, 
but they seemed to stay in the lounge 
car playing cards and board games pro- 
vided by the train staff". 

We broke our journey at Jasper, the 
beautiful mountain park in the Rockies, 
and rejoined the train two days later. 
Jasper has only a few hotels (it's wise to 
book in advance), the most famous 
being the Jasper Park Lodge, a spectac- 
ular place with lakes, horses, hikes. 
There are also cabins to rent, which we 
thought would be fun another year. 

In Jasper, we visited the Columbia Ice 
Fields, walked along the Maligne River 
Canyon with some of the most spectac- 
ular green water-filled gorges I've ever 
seen (one plunging to 153 feet), and 
saw deer and even a moose at the foot of 
the great Rocky Mountains. The air was 
deliciously bracing, and we enjoyed the 
physical activity. 

Back on the train, we were also able 
to do some sightseeing, when the train 
stopped once or twice a day. On such a 
break, we got a taste of Edmonton, cap- 
ital of Alberta, a rapidly expanding oil- 
rich city full of fascinating architecture, 
such as a cantilevered glass building that 
houses a complex of theatres and restau- 
rants, and glassed-in walkways that re- 
minded me of Minneapolis. After Ed- 
monton comes the first real view of the^ 
Rockies, so we rushed back to bag seats 
in the dome car for the show. 

The view throughout the trip was 
breath-taking. We saw lakes, mountains, 
pine forests, and tiny towns with Indian 
names that were full of bungalows with 
white fences and mobile homes in every 
backyard. In these towns, the train 
stopped for a half a minute to drop mail 
and supplies, and you knew that the 
daily visit of the railroad was that town's 
main lifeline to civilization. As we came 
to the Rockies, we saw peak after peak 
of snow-capped, jagged mountains, often 
shrouded in clouds, their colors ranging 
from purple and green to granite gray, 
and occasionally an unearthly translu- 
cent greeny-blue, like the glacier water 
of the lakes and rivers. 

As the train gets near Vancouver, the 
landscape changes—from stark moun- 
tains and glacier lakes to a more domes- 
tic outlook, with meadows and cows. It 
was sad to know that the journey was 
nearly over. I had gotten used to our 
little bedroom and the slow, dreamlike 
pace of the days and the rhythm of the 
train wheels as we sped through the 
countryside. I'd enjoyed the luxury of 
several days with no worries, no packing 
or unpacking, breath-taking views, and 
a very reasonable bill at the end. We 
went in August and loved it, but some 
say the autumn is most beautiful, when 
the leaves are red and gold: others prefer 

Continued on page 70 
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Two unique personal cars in two sizes and two prices. 

HE LEGENDARY THUNDERBIRD$S^896L.o.. 
he first of Ford's personal cars was ^5/49BSr price 
'hunderbird. Unique in all the world. 
V legend in style and personal luxury. 
\nd now lightning strikes x,,.^--, . '-^»>,._x*-'v«*. 
again...   ^-w^    '/ 

THE DRAMATIC NEW FUTURA $4^341^ 

Ford's newest^jbersonal carT^j'V'«^*ckefpnce 
Fairmont Futura, is here! A dramatic combination 

of style and technology. Thunderbird and Futura. 
\^J" Two unique personal cars in two sizes 
—  _ and two prices. 

Aiy 

'■i<™'''^«L"'""'^'^'^:-"-"-- 

Excitement you can find only at Ford Dealers. 
¥ftwrettie better Ideas keep coming. 
tSticker prices excluding title, taxes and destination ctiarges. 

FORD (C^ 
FORD DIVISION 
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Cruise on wheels 
continued from page 68 

the spring. Still others apparently travel 
happily in midwinter, for the train is 
full, they told us, even when it is 50 be- 
low zero outside. 

Tips for 
train travelers 
1. Pack what you need for the train sep- 
arately. There is room in a bedroom to 
hang 4 things (per couple), so choose 
easy-fitting, crumpleless clothes; no need 
to be smart, although it's nice to change 
for dinner. 
2. Wear flat shoes in the daytime for 
negotiating corridors and swaying cars. 
3. On long stops, get off the train and 
walk briskly on the platform. 
4. Take a map of your journey—it's 
fun identifying the countryside. 
5. Take a project to do en route, such 
as sewing, writing, list-making, reading. 

How to 
buy tickets 
To make reservations for the ride across 
Canada, contact your nearest Amtrak 
agent or call Via Rail Canada at (800) 
966-4380 (toll free). The price of a one- 
way ticket is $120; after September 15 
there is a round-trip excursion fare of 
$159. Group discounts and family rates 
are available, and accommodations range 
from $24 for a day-night seat to $246 
for a drawing room that sleeps three. Via 
Rail also offers special train passes from 
8 to 30 days that allow you limitless rail 
travel on its system. ■ 

Indian dancing 
continued from page 64 

Ceremonial, Gallup, New Mexico. Morn- 
ings reserved for craft demonstrations: 
rug weaving, basket making, pottery glaz- 
ing, totem pole carving. Newly made 
crafts for sale as well as old baskets, old 
blankets, and "pawn" jewelry. Indian 
dance contests, moccasin races, wild cow- 
milking contests, plus parades with 
marchers wearing full regalia. Many 
smaller tribal gatherings are geared more 
toward the Indian community and are 
held without much advance warning. 
Rain dances, corn dances, harvest dances 
(often in late summer or early fall) are 
put on when tribal elders figure the time 
is right. Unobtrusive non-Indian visitors 
welcome. So if you get wind of one, 
don't hesitate to go. 

If you're constantly in need of a ten- 
nis court when on vacation, send for 
Curtis Casewit's Guide to Tennis Re- 
sorts, Pilot Books, 347 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, N.Y. 10016, $2.50 postpaid. 
This slim paperback lists hotels in 37 
states plus Canada and Puerto Rico and 
tells how many courts and what type, if 
they're lit at night, if there's a pro, ball 
machine, pro shop. Also check remarks 
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about the comfort of the resort hotel 
itself. 

Day-sailers who'd like to practice 
overnight or several-day cruising should 
sign up for a flotilla cruise with the Off- 
shore Sailing School, 820 Second Ave- 
nue, New York, NY. 10017. Through 
September 9 these four boat cruises (new 
Columbia 9.6 yachts) set out every Sun- 
day for a supervised week's cruise of 
New York and Connecticut waters. The 
lead boat takes six "students" plus an ex- 
perienced staff who help you to learn by 
doing. This teacher-crew arranges the 
itinerary and meals, and steps in when 
do-it-yourself sailing founders. Cost per 
person based on six people; $249. in- 
cluding all meals and most incidental 
expenses, N.R. ■ 

Booklets to help 
you plan your trip 
To plan better vacations, here are some 
booklets that give you information about 
where to go and how to get there. Just 
fill out the coupon below and return it. 
1. You can fish all over British Colum- 
bia, go to the ballet in Winnipeg, sight- 
see in Toronto, or dig for clams in New 
Brunswick—Canada: So much to go for. 
2. If you're traveling to Canada by car 
this summer, take along the Canada 
Highway Map. All major routes and 
cities, plus distance measurements. 
3. Travelers to eastern Canada should 
take the Eastern Highway Map for a de- 
tailed guide to the roads of Quebec. New- 
foundland, and New Brunswick. 
4. Montreal's Hotel Bonaventure has 
400 rooms, convention facilities for 
1,500, plus a rooftop garden that in- 
cludes a year-round swimming pool, 
seasonal skating rink, terrace, and a 
marvelous view of Montreal. 
5. Visitors to Canada: a concise, bilin- 
gual guide to customs regulations for 
travelers to Canada. Information on 
what you can bring with you, plus use- 
ful addresses. 
6. Air Canada's Yes, Canada! '78 Tours 
lists fly/drive tours, motorhome and city 
tours, great outdoor experiences, and 
more. Take advantage of the "Canada- 
pass" and get a car with unlimited mile- 
age plus guaranteed rooms without res- 
ervations in 57 cities across Canada. 

7. Canada '78 Ask Mr. Foster tours 
are short vacations in cities across Can- 
ada. Visit Montreal for 2 nights/3 days 
for $44, or see Vancouver 4 nights/5 
days from $103. 
8. Visit the Canadian west—Banff, Lake 
Louise. Jasper. Victoria, and Vancouver, 
or explore the eastern capitals of Que- 
bec. Montreal. Ottawa, and Toronto— 
Cartan's 8 Escorted Vacations, led b>l 
professional tour guides, through Sep- 
tember. 
9. Fishing and Hunting in Ontario/Can- 
ada 1978: 36 pages on what to expect 
how to get there, where to stay, fishing 
and hunting regulations, and general in- 
formation for the sportsman vacationing 
in Ontario. 
10. Camping Ontario 78/79: a guide tc 
all of Ontario's parks and campgrounds 
(over 1,000) plus canoe outfitters, trails 
with maps, general information. 
11. Newfoundland: The original part oi 
Atlantic Canada describes the ideal place 
for camping, hiking, and exploring Ok 
World charm in cities like St. John's 
which is the closest North American cit> 
to Europe. 
12. Canadian Pacific Railways can take| 
you on a 7'/2 day/8 night cruise through 
the waters off Alaska and British Colum- 
bia, aboard its ship the Princess Patricia 
13. The    American    Indian    Calendaii 
1978 is a complete guide to ceremonials 
dances, and Indian celebrations acrossi 
the U.S., $2.25. 
14. Curtis Casewit's Guide to Tennis 
Resorts includes listings for tennis fa 
cilities in 39 states, Canada, and Puerto 
Rico, $2.50. 
15. HRI's 1978 Directory of the Leadi 
ing Hotels of the World has listings o 
hotels in a range that includes Topnotcf 
in Stowe, Vt. and the Mandarin in Hong 
Kong. All you need to know for ovei 
100 deluxe hotels in 23 countries, $1 
16. The U.S.A. Railpass is good for 14 
21, or 30 days and entitles you to trave 
on all Amtrak routes and Southern Rail' 
ways with as many stopovers as you like 
17. Amtrak services every major city ir 
America, and offers family rates and 
special tours. For complete timetables 
sample fares, information on baggage 
and much more, consult its National' 
Timetable. 
18. Very Special Places is a guide to the 
most romantic inns, resorts, hotels, and 
hideaways in the U.S., $4.95. 

Circle the number of each booklet you want. Add 50c- for postage and 
handling. Do not send stamps. Allow up to 4 weeks for delivery. Mail to: 
HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. 8A, Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New 
York, N.Y. 10017. 
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y<3U SHOVLO CALL 

BEGOODTOTHE FOIKSIN EUROPE FOR 
0II1Y$6.750R LESS.(THAT'S NOT BAD.) 

It's only $6.75 (plus tax) for a station-to-station call to most West European countries. 
That's for 3 minutes. Add $2.25 for every additional minute. 

Many countries have nighttime and Sunday rates that are less. 
Money aside, a letter can't make you (or your relatives) feel good the way talking 

together can. 
They don't live in Europe? Well, it's only $9.00 or less for three minutes to Japan, Israel, 

Australia, or Brazil. 

Bell System 



Ill 19US, \tioni! Ictt aniUiii't undcr^taiui icln/ ntoiv 
uvnicn didn't sncnk cignrcttcs in the Emperor's dock 

A moment later it struck her. 

K 

you've come a long v«y, baby. 

^- -> 
>^' 

VIRGINIA 
SUMS 

Slimmer than the fat a^rettes men smoke. 

■■-4 

^^tffi           MMtt 

VIR 
1 

..( 
VIRGINIA 
SUMS 
F^LIEft 

'»"""»"---"" 

?: *; 

Y 16mg"tar;' 0.9 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC ReportMav'78 1 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
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JHEERSKM 
^OTCHENS 
le way to a house's 
(art is through its 
tchen. As the nourish- 
ent center, it's eager- 
patronised by the 

hole family, and a 
ell-equipped kitchen 
in quicken the pulse off 
dedicated cook. But 
» matter how far tech- 
>logy has brought the 
tchen, what endears it 
its friendly, lean- 
|ainst-the-doorway 
»spitality. And now 
tchens have taken 
»spitality one more 
ep —by evolving into 
I exciting all-in-one 
lace where cooking, 
ning, living, and 
itertaining share the 
ime convivial heart- 
f-the-house room, 
's such an appealing 
l>proach to living that 
's even changing the 
ay architects look at 
lose design. Starting 
ire, good ideas for 
>art-of-the-house 
»oms, new kitchens 
ou'll see more of both 

I this issue), and the 
itchen you have right 
iw. Help yourself. 

New slant on 
floors 
If your kitchen is long and 
narrow, lay the flooring on the 
diagonal—oblique planking or 
rows of tile broaden the room, 
visually, give the whole 
space fresh interest. 

Looking up 
To add height to a room, hang 
narrow graphic fabrics along 
one wall; or display platters 
and trays almost at the ceiling. 
In a two-story room, invite 
attention upwards with a huge 
basket or a quilt hung well 
above eye level. 

The invisible 
game room 
With a single piece of equip- 
ment, you can turn one end of 
a living-dining-kitchen into a 
theatre, TV, or game room. A 
screen three times the size of a 
25-inch TV (it takes not a tleck 
more tloor space) plays home 
movies, video cassettes, and 
electronic games. Use collap- 
sible chairs that hang on the 
wall when you want the game 
room to disappear. Widescreen 
KXX) Home Television Theater 
bv General Electric. 

The inseparable 
kitchen 
Even in a separate apartment 
kitchen, you can have the 
look, the feel, of one big 
living-dining-cooking space. 
Continue living-area pales and 
naturals with wood tones and 
baskets in the kitchen. If blue 
and white covers sofas and 
dining chairs, let it cover kit- 
chen cabinets and walls, too. 
Or, easiest of all, paint all walls 
and ceilings one color, freshen 
with shiny white trim for a 
tailored all-of-a-piece look. 

Decorate a salad 
Next time you juice an orange, 
grapefruit, leinon, or lime, 
take time to zest it—and do it 
right: Slice just the outermost 
peel in the skinniest shreds, 
blanch, poach in sugar syrup. 
Zest keeps well in the refriger- 
ator, garnishes salads and 
desserts, llavors ice cream or 
yogurt, makes great snacks. 

Action underfoot 
One big cooking-dining-living 
center (like the ones in this 
issue) can be united—and 
divided—by color on the tloor. 
Idea: Keep walls and furniture 
neutral, and lay a rug of a 
different color in each action 
area. Or you could paint 
multi-colored area rugs right 
on the floor. 

Small-space 
buffet 
Think your kitchen is too 
small for a kitchen buffet? 
Look again. You could serve 
hot dishes straight from the 
stove, and, if you need more 
space, lay a long slab of 
butcher block across the sink. 
Arrange bread, cheese, and 
salad on top—and buffet away. 

New in the 
kitchen garden 
A rosemary topiary niii.sl be 
pruned to keep it in shape— 
so you'll remember to garnish 
roasts with it (terrific roasted 
in a paste of crushed rosemary 
and a little oil: a baby rack of 
lamb). Keep pots of herbs in a 
muffin tin; water with the 
faucet-spray attachment. 

Movable walls 
Screens make versatile room 
dividers for spaces big enough 
for multipurpose living. Screen 
off a desk area in a big kitchen, 
for instance. Or conceal a 
project-in-progress behind a 
screen. Giorgio Sant'Angelo 
stretched-canvas screens (.see 
October, 1977) are now avail- 
able in department stores. 
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JThe kitchen buffi^-new party i' 
ires one in New York caterer 

.cjruce White's new kitchen: Vegietables 
''Chinoise with a veal roast stuffed with 
anchovies: hot cheese beignets.„ham and 
kidney pie beside a boat of MadnJRTsauce; 
an earthen crock of chilled wi/w?For mo' 
on kitchen buffets, see Wine & food. ' 



f t» FOOD,  -haven't you noticed 
the change? It's more varied, more 

y. adventurous, more important to us than 
ever before. Whatever we do, good food 
is always part of our good times. That's 
why we're so involved in our kitchens 

JjrJ. 

newest way to 
entertain. Kitchens are even moving 

ing room, creating an 
exciting phenomenon we call the 
heart-of-the-house room—a new 
living - cooking -dining - entertaining 
center that makes cooking part of the 
party. Starting here, a special report on 
cooking, kitchens, heart-of-the-house 
rooms, and the people who enjoy theiii. 
Because more and more, you'll find food 

HERE THE 
ACTION E 
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THE HEART-OF-THE-HOUSE ROOM 

diiiag—country si^l^v;   li''^' 

J^Ki-        *>»-■ 1^ ^.Cf- ..'>. .Jiii 

^„, «^' rf' 

■■■*■«■ 
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One space for living, dining, and cook 
ing—it makes good practical sense foi 
a young active family. "If we were all 
going to be home, we wanted to be to- 
gether," say Linda and Brian Grade 
who decided their 1780 house needed a 
heart. With architect Kenneth Langc. 
they added a wing^—largely of glass— 
onto the original kitchen, whose back 
wall was replaced by an eating counter 
behind sink. The new space is in keep- 
ing with the rest of the house with hand- 
hewn barn beams to contour pitched 
roof, small panes in windows, and an- 
tiques—the ancestor portrait over the 
fireplace, the English pine table with 
ladderback chairs—the Grades collect 
for business and pleasure. 
^mmmLeft: The new living-dining area. 
Above: The made-over kitchen area, 
with skylight, angled counters. For 
building facts, see page 141. 
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THE HEART-OF-THE-HOUSE ROOM 
Sleek new living wing with 
step-up cooking and dining 

':wS^ 

\ CI >thing \ciii need, right at hand: 
convenient when >OLI live alone, and 
terrific for entertaining. That was 
what bachelor Martin Greenberg had 
in mind when he asked architect Ed- 
ward Hicks to design a living-dining- 
cooking room for his riverside house. 
He wanted the three areas "separate 
but not isolated,"" so Mr. Hicks built 
a dining-cooking platform one step 
above the living area and gave the 
kitchen a wrap-around eating-serving 
counter that turns into a cozy nook of 
Its own. Since the space was to be 
"spare but friendly," it remained rug- 
less and only a minimum of furniture 
was brought in—"just the things 1 
really loved:"' a trestle table; up- 
holstered furniture "discovered" in 
New York; and steel planters rescued 
I lom a junkyard. 
^mmmaAbove: The living area, with a 

tained-glass window. 
Opposite page, top: The kitchen—eave 
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COOKING CHEZ GUERARP^. 
The personal heart-oMhe-house roo 
of one of the greatest French chefs 
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Because cooking is at least iialf the 
fun of entertaining for Michel Giie- 
rard and his wife Christine, the tra- 
ditional kitchen, dining, and living 
areas that make up their heart-of- 
the-house room, left, are almost— 
but not quite—one. A see-through 
wall separates cooking sounds and 
smells from dining area (but guests 
are always in the kitchen), and the 
door allows for grand entrances at 
serving time. Living area is off to 
the left. Tonight the dining table is 
set for a buffet, with plates that once 
belonged to an English ambassador 
lo Peru, Louis XVI crystal found at 
Les Puces, the Paris flea market, 
and rococo silverware handed down 
through generations of Guerards. 
Crystal decanters are part of a col- 
lection. Chairs are Chippendale- 
style, marbelized, given leather cush- 
ions. In front of lattice-paneled win- 
dow, 18th-century blackamoor. 

^mim Right: M. Guerard tastes- 
enough caviar for the scrambled eggs? 
Apron belongs to a friend. 
; AVID MASSEY 



COOKING CHEIGUERARP 
"There's a certain friendliness about 
a buffet—it's not a meal you impose on 
your guests, but one they can sample 
and explore, and eat just what they like" 

/F ITS 
APPLE SEASON 
don't hesitate to 
make two or three apple 
desserts. It's        1^. -/" 
interesting to see     ^/ 
the different things 
you can do with a 
single kind of fruit r ,* 

'yo'^-* 

\' 

t •m^i^^^ 
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AK APRICOT 
PUREE SAUCE 
to serve with 
apple charlotte 
can be a fine 
glaze for apple 
tarts. Make it 
with 12 fresh 
apricots (or 
a l6-oiince can 
of imsweetened 
apricot halves) 
simmered with 
-g- cup water, 
a vanilla 
bean, and sugar 
to taste 

^URTHE 
STRAWBERRIES 
on puff pastry dessert,' 
try substituting rice 
flour for regular flour 
m the pastry cream—- 
It'll give the 
cream a lighter taste 
and texture 

■■^■lA meal at the Guerards' is always a 
special occasion, partly because they're 
happiest cooking for friends, partly 
because the menu is usually unexpected 
—even, to a point, for the cooks. "Our 
menus are planned according to the 
mood of the moment, and what's in 
season. We're very spontaneous and 
we love surprises." Here a dessert table 
for what the maestro calls "a casual 
kitchen buffet," (see recipes, page 132) 
with choices arranged on an 18th- 
century credenza across from the 
smoked glass kitchen wall. From left: 
apple charlotte, an apple compote in a 
crust of homemade bread, to be served 
with a pureed apricot sauce; fresh 
poached pear tart; apple pinwheels on 
puff pastry; strawberries on a pastry- 
and-cream sandwich; and the French 
version of a lemon meringue pie. 
Among them, pillars of brioches. 
"There's usually something chocolate 
too," says M. Guerard. "Everyone adores 
chocolate." 

83 
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COOKING CHEZ GUERARD 

While Paris may be the city of lights 
for some, it is a special hideaway for 
Michel and Christine Guerard. "Our 
apartment is just a pied-a-terre," says 
M. Guerard. "But we always look 
forward to stopping here on our way 
to or from Eugenie-les-Bains [where 
they have their spa and restaurant. 
Les Pres et les Sources d'Eugenie, 
open from April to November]. It 
is in an old building near Notre Dame 
cathedral, which we love, and our 
view is wonderful—lots of tile roofs 
and charming little gardens stretching 
every which way. So, while it's right 
in Paris, the apartment gives the im- 
pression of being in the coimtry, far 
away from all the city noise. 

"We have also done it in an un- 
orthodox way. Upstairs are the bed- 
rooms and bathrooms. Downstairs, 
are the kitchen, dining room, and liv- 
ing room all in one big space." The 
Guerards" heart-of-the-house room is 
truly a room with heart: "We wanted 

a place where we could relax private- 
ly—together or with friends. It's a 
room without protocol, where friends 
feel comfortable sitting around the fire 
or wandering through the dining room 
into the kitchen to see what we're do- 
ing." Actually the whole space was 
conceived because of the small kitch- 
en. "I love the idea of a big friendly 
kitchen where everyone loves to 
gather," says M. Guerard. "But 
since this apartment only had a small 
kitchen—it's only about 4 by 6 feet— 
we decided to open it up to the rooms 
around it." In fact, the kitchen and 
dining room look, at first glance, like 
one space: but they're really two, 
divided by a smoked glass wall and a 
white lacquered door. And just be- 
yond a structural pillar at one end of 
the dining area is the living room. 
"We don't mind that the kitchen it- 
self is so small, because you don't 
need a lot of space for cooking." 

What is important for people so 
involved with food and cooking— 
look for M. Guerard's new cookbook. 
La Cuisine Goiirmandc, to be pub- 
lished by William Morrow next year 
—is function. And functional it is (if 
you need proof, just turn back a 
page). "In a minimal amount of 
space, we tried to put in a maxi- 
mum number of fimctional things." 
Through sheer planning ingenuity— 
"Christine's mostly, since she's the 
hostess"—the tiny space was fitted 
with all the conveniences they 
needed: dishwasher, full-size refrig- 
erator-freezer, double stainless steel 

sink, two ovens, a two-speed stove 
hood camouflaged as an eave, and gas 
and electric burners. "I like to use 
electricity to simmer stews or stocks 
for hours and gas, because it is a ner- 
vous, controllable heat, to cook a 
delicate blanquette or to lightly saute 
vegetables." There's also plenty of 
counter space, including marble slabs 
for pastry making, and amplj storage 
with open shelves to display special 
treasures: ceramic barrels for mint 
and brandy: coffee mills; and jars of 
vegetables, pickles, and conserves 
made by the Guerards and their gar- 
dener's wife in Eugenie-les-Bains. 
"We make a point of only having 
essentials," says M. Guerard. "One 
forgets about things when they're too 
numerous." 

To the cooks, the kitchen never 
seems cramped because of its view of 
the dining room through the glass 
wall. "We wanted a see-through wall 
because, while it joins the two spaces, 
it also lets us make a ceremony of 
bringing the food from the kitchen to 
the table or buffet. We never take any- 
thing directly from the oven to the 
table, but always arrange it in the 
kitchen first. It's a matter of respect— 
for the food and for your guests." 
Main-course platters go on the Eng- 
lish pine chest against glass wall; des- 
serts on credenza across the room. 
The table is almost always set for 8, so 
whenever the Guerards arrive "we in- 
stantly have the cozy feeling the house 
is lived in, ready for a meal—as if 
someone's waiting for us." 

LJV/NGAREA 
left, is just behind 
the dining room-kitchen ' 
(see plan, left). The 
sofa, one of three, is 
covered in natural wool, 
the same color as the 
stairway carpeting that 
ushers you up to the 
bedi*ooms. Beamed ceiling 
incorporates track 
lighting with amber- 
colored bulbs for a 
soft night light. 
Above left: The Guerards 
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house should reflect the way 
u live in it: If you like 
cook and entertain, why not 
ve informal all-in-one 
ing spaces, so friends can 
il comfortable everywhere^' 

space, above, is 
divided in two by 
the dishwasher that 
juts out between 
washing and cooking 
areas. Edging the 
shelves and counters, 
ceramic tile the 
Guerards imported from 
Eugenie-les-Bains, 
along with the terra- 
cotta tiles used to 
pave the whole heart- 

of-the-house room. 
The two tile panels 
on the wall illustrate 
two of the four sea- 
sons (the others are 
on the left-hand side 
of the sink). On the 
stove hood, a line- 
up of silver cups 
that once belonged to 
M. Guerard*s grand- 
mother and are now 
used to hold small 
bouquets on the 
dining room table. 



inner with t 
Mondale 
A visit to the 
Vice President 
new house and 
delicious look 

at how Washington entertain - 
By Marian Burros 
The Vice President of the United 
States walked into the kitchen as 
he does ahnost every day after 
work to shoot the breeze and 
nibble a cookie or two. "What's 
for dinner?" he asked, by way of 
greeting to the five stewards, as 
he picked up an ice cube and 
tossed it into a basket across the 
room. "Fish," someone said. 
"Whose idea was that?" 'Fritz' 
Mondale asked in mock dismay. 
Then he turned to Chief Navy 
Mess Specialist PMias 'Rod' Rod- 

riguez, and 
teased: "If 
voii can get 

fish oft the menu, you'll becom 
a lieutenant commander. Othei 
wise, it's seaman." The steward 
are Navy mess specialists wh 
vo!unteer for duty in the Vic 
Presidential residence. 

Rockfish stuffed with craf 
meat, both dalicacies of the neai 
by Chesapeake Bay, were o 
the menu for the dinner Vic 
President and Mrs. Walter Mor 
da'e were giving that evenin 
in honor of the Cabinet. A dir 
ner, because the Vice Presider 
wanted to get the Cabinet t( 
gether informally. 

Asked what he would hav' 
preferred    had    he   chosen    th' 

^n 
Y ^ 

^^ 



iienu, Monda'e, who bolli 
atches and cook^ fish, said. 
Beef," but he added, "I'm reaSly 
urned on to Italian." To prove 
t, he produced his own recipe 
ile, packed to overflowing with 

(Continued on page 137) 

Dinner for the Cabinet 

Philippine egg rolls 
Cream of mushroom soup 

Crahmeat stuffed rockfish fillets 
with herbed cherry tomatoes 

Wild rice, green beans 
in carrot rings 

Rolls, salad, cheeses 
Chateau Montelena Chardonnay 

1975 

Fresh fruit 
Oatmeal lace cookies 

Pecan and lemon curd tartlets 
Almaden champagne 

Vice President Walter Mondale. 
Admiral's House, the Vice Presidential 
iidence. 3. The Vice President visits 
'.'Stewards, from left to right: Manuel 
pinoso, Romeo Cruz, An^el Paraoan, 
nilio Edora, and Elias Rodrif>uez. 4. Fresh 
dts. cookies, and hite-size pecan 
d lemon tarts. 5. Rockfish latticed 
th bacon and i;iven a head of cav- 
" spread on a layer of cream cheese 
d fjills of blanched almonds. 
Wild rice surrounded by 
ten beans in carrot rin{;s. 7. "Horn 
c to the Square: Glow" an acry- 

■ by Josef A Ibers hanf^s over 
asert plates and fiower-fill- 
' finficr bowls on sideboard. 
On the dininu tables, Port- 
uilt sheets for Wamsutta, of- 
ial Gorham "Strasbourg" 
rer flatware, Vice Pres- / 
cntial Castleton blue- 
ordered plates, and Lenox 
ystal etched willi ofji- 
'JI seal. Baskets 
flowers from The 
ewer Designer in 
ushinuton. 9. Cabinet 
embers and wives f^alh- 
m the liviuf; room. 

(. Mrs. Mondale checks 
'Inih    Rrrin,'<^    n,,a,t   id 
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MNG-A NEW HIGH 
Country 
cottage 

10 floors up 

/ 

■. iiii; room with its 
deep country character 
is actually in a hub-of- 
the-city apartment. John 
and Mary Emmerling, 
opposite page with their 
children, are collectors 
of the American primitive 
furniture that gives the 
whole apartment its 
personality, yet, they 
say, "always looks sur- 
prisingly modern when it 
has a neutral background. 
Left top: In a basic 
shell of white walls and 
lurniture and bare floors, 
in exuberance of Ameri- 

I rin bowls, quilted pillows, 
.ynd a wreath of twigs. 
Left bottom: An antique 
quilt's mustard color "just 
happened to match" the 
lining of the 1800s 
cupboard. Shopping 
information, page 141. 

^ 
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c ountry cottage 10 floors up 

"The antiques 
give the 
rooms their 
flavor and 
spontaneity — 
everything is 
used and,most 
important, 
enjoyed" 

John and Mary Emmerling 
have been collecting antiques 
for about eight years. Quite 
simply, it is Mrs. Emmerling's 
joy and unabashed passion to 
find old, beautiful things that 
have been cared for and loved. 
The combination of her inter- 
est in American primitive fur- 
niture and her concern for the 
comfort of her family has re- 
sulted in an apartment in 
which everything is used re- 
sourcefully, and every room 
is delightfully varied. A col- 
lector's strategy called "trad- 
ing up," which Mrs. Emmer- 
ling has employed over the 
years, has paid in slowly ac- 
quiring better and better 
pieces. For more about the 
strategy, see page 42. Her en- 
thusiasm has been caught by 
her husband and children and 
now they all set out to country 
flea markets, auctions, fairs. 

Mrs. Emmerling, who in 
her professional life is Design 
Editor of Maclenwiselle mag- 
azine, insists that no piece in 
the apartment be so valuable, 
precious, or fragile that it can- 

not be played with or enjoyed 
by a child. "Most of the things 
we have are not expensive; 
they're things we've found at 
fairs, through a few dealers, 
at auctions, and through oc- 
casional special contacts I 
have in my work. It is possible 
to create an apartment like 
this with randomly bought 
things like the quilt and the 
corner cupboard in the living 
room because of underlying 
design consistencies of the 
period. It's a lot like today's 
'separates' dressing." 

How inexpensive is "not 
expensive?" The living room 
CO0CC tahle. $80 (legs trimmed 
to knee height): a hasket-on- 
li'^s, used as a planter. $95; a 
bench used for standing potted 
plants; $20; cluiiulelier in the 
dining room, made by a con- 
temporary Pennsylvania 
craftsman after a Shaker de- 
sign, $35; quilts, used as art 
or bedcoverings, from $30 to 
$200; oversized nuintel from 
the 1800s, $250. And these 
are only a few examples of the 
bargains still to be foimd in the 

market today. It's the details 
that give the rooms their sense 
of hospitality and comfort— 
crockery filled with dried flow- 
ers, open bowls of potpourri, 
whimsies, checkerboards used 
on the walls like modern 
graphics, a laurel wreath or a 
heart of pine cones. 
Opposite page, top: The din- 
ing-family room is one of the 
Emmerlings' favorite spots. 
The roimd table was found at 
a North Carolina market, the 
plate rack in New Hampshire, 
and the blanket chest in Ver- 
mont. From an aged bolt of 
mattress ticking came both 
the fabric for the placemats 
on the table and the uphol- 
stery for the sofa that fits, 
with a TV, comfortably 
against one wall. 
Right bottom: In the bedroom, 
where fresh air blue and white 
are accented with ginger and 
vegetable green, windows are 
curtained with pure white 
Irish linen. Her chaise ("my 
dream is for a place to read" ). 
also linen, is plumped wiih 
needlepoint pillows. 

AT HOME: Weekends are together time. In winter, they're often spent in 
st<i country, so fresh foods are picked up by Samantha and her mother at 
a Korean vegetable market, fop, and packed for the country house. 
Above, from left: Weekends at home mean Daddy makes sour cream 
pancakes for everyone after a romp in bed to announce the weekend's 
arrival; the Emmerlings have friends for dinner, but "never nearly enough"; 
Samantha and her mom exercise in the morning. Mrs. Emmerling at 
American Hurrah Antiques in New York, a favorite antiquing ground. 
AT WORK, left: Design Editor Mrs. Emmerling and assistant Donna Ferrari 
plan as many as three features at once for Mademoiselle. 
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"Our kitchen 
is where the 
family really 
lives. Th» 
old woods and 
soft, aged 
colors add a 
character and 
friendliness 
all their own" 
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APARTMENT I \VN3-A NFW HIC^ 

Diiferenf levels for 
different functions— 
that's how designer 
Joseph Lembo, using 
light textures and 
furniture he designed 
to double as storage, 
made this 15-by-20- 
foot space so flexible. 
Left and far right: 
Owners Mr. and Mrs. 
Sasha Muniak relax or 
work around the fire, 
sleep on a platform, 
entertain at top level, 
above. Shopping, 141. 



'^' MJ. ^^ 

The incredible 
do-everything 

one-room apartment 



jL^o-everything 
one-room 

apartment 
Seating that's 
storage, 
levels that 
change the 
space, tables 
that do 
more than 
you'd expect 

WORK/SITTING AREA ol tins 
inulti-action room is at ground 
evel, left, the opposite end 
of the room from the window. 
A plain white wall serves as 
3 projection screen for the 
research Joanna Cottrell 
Muniak does in connection with 
ler public relations work. 
She and her husband, who is 
in real estate, watch the 
screening sitting on the soft, 
low chairs, which are up- 
holstered in linen and straw. 
The fireplace to the left was 
stripped down to its original 
wood. Column sculpture is 
by llya Bolotowsky from the 
Borgenicht Gallery. 

at the highest level of this 
multi-level room, above. This 
is the dining/entertaining 
area, with a big city view. 
White laminate table tops, 
resting on inexpensive res- 
taurant bases, can be used 
separately or together. Here 
they provide a buffet. 
To the left, a wall of 
adjustable erector shelving; 
to the right, a dining 
banquette that doubles as 
storage fsee opposite page). 
The floor and platform are 
covered with hard- 
wearing sisal. For shopping 
information, turn to page 141. 

'4 
aj 

FULL LENGTH  VIEW of triis flexible 15-by-20-foot space, above, shows 
how neutral colors and interesting textures come to life in natural light 
African straw rug can be rolled up, laid down anywhere—movable, like a 
few key pieces of furniture. Plan, right, shows how room is divided into 
work, play, sleep, party areas, delineated by simple-to-build platforms. 
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LUNCH FOR FOUR brings the tables together 
at the banquette, with two Breuer-style chairs 
facing it, below. White enamel-painted walls 
reflect the light from the window, which has, 
instead of curtains, sleek Levolor blinds. 
Fresh fruits and vegetables are the lunch 
menu, for both the Muniaks are strict 
vegetarians. Painting by llya Bolotowsky 
from the Borgenicht Gallery. 

STORAGE INGENUITY is one of the clues to the 
success of this apartment. Here, below, is 
the dark beige canvas-covered dining banquette 
in its other role as 10 feet of storage for 
large scale items such as unhung prints and 
skiing equipment. "The storage solutions 
reflect the needs of the owners," explains 
designer Joseph Lembo. "In a small space 
like this, everything has to be functional." 

MULTI-USE  FURNITURE must for 
small spaces. The white laminate 
coffee table cube, below, designed by 

r. Lembo, contains storage for the 
Muniaks' bed linens and pillows. The 
simple but flexible white architect's 
amp can be used for reading and work- 
ng, or indirectly to wash walls or floor. 

THE SLEEPING AREA, 
above, doubles as a place 
to relax or entertain: 
On its raised platform, the 
mattress is covered in 
heavy-duty quilted can- 
vas during the day. An 
architect's lamp works 
as a bedside light. "I 
like to wear pale colors 
and textures," says Mrs. 
Muniak, "and that has 
been translated into the 
pale colors and textures 
of the apartment." Mr. 
Lembo adds: "Neutrals open 
space and enhance the 
people in it." 

A TINY OFFICE, right, was 
created in the space 
between the entrance and 
the kitchen. The desk is 
a white laminate top 
resting on two white file 
cabinets. The white 
phalanx of drawers holds 
almost everything—"There 
were no drawers anywhere,' 
says Mr. Muniak. Through 
the door you can see low- 
cost, flexible erector 
shelves for kitchen stor- 
age. Collage by Angelo 
Ippolito from the Borge- 
nicht Gallery. Shopping 
information, page 141. 

u.'.#'«^ 
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Declaration for 
5 PACE-SETTING 
INDEPENDENTS 

Father on 
weekends, 

Martin Greenberg 
with his teen-age 
daughter who 
helps him cook 
Sunday brunch. 
See nnoreof his 
house on page 78. 

On the road, 
single working 

mother Gill Redfern 
copes with flat tire 
emergency, shows 
how women alone 
oan function 
mechanically. 
Daughter Jasmine 
gives an assist. 

Part-time parent, 
Rex Hearn takes a 

hand in shopping for 
his son Christopher's 
clothes. Divorce for 
him is no excuse to 
opt out of parental 
responsibilities. 

Dedicated to 
her job, 

Rebecca Greer 
puts in long 
hours at the 
office. She 
doesn't believe 
many women 
can juggle 
career, husband, 
plus a family 
successfully. 

ever-married 
bachelor John 

Rockwell likes to work 
■ rom home, a large, 
comfortable loft in 
New York's Soho. 

ROGER BESTER 

ELLIOTT ERV(/ITT 

ALAN  KLEINBERG 
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A merica is experiencing a social evolution. 
13 bullion heads of household are happily unmarriea 
One in six is a single parent, with full or part-time 
responsibility for children. They reflect thegroiuing 
status of singleness. BY BEVERLY RUSSELL 

i 

In 1971, anthropologists Lionel Tiger 
and Robin Fox determined that human 
beings had a greater propensity than 
other primates to create a "pair bond." 
While loners always existed within hu- 
man groups, they explained in The 
Imperial Animal, the long period of 
child dependence caused most people to 
seek the stability of a structured enve- 
lope for the mother-child relationship. 
Curiously, at around the time Tiger and 
Fox established a unique need for paired 
partnerships the pattern of such relation- 
ships came under closer scrutiny in this 
country. Research from Harvard's Dr. 
Erik Erikson noted men and women ex- 
perience various stages of growth. At 
midlife, around 40, there is an urge to 
break out and establish a stronger iden- 
tity. Inevitably, such a desire may weak- 
en ties with relationships made in a 
younger phase. Gail Shechy's book Pas- 
sages reflected the changing mood in 
America. Close to 4 million copies sold 
in paperback revealed that lots of people 
identified with the "passages" in life. And 
a new wave of self-help books told how 
to "do your own thing" "don't be 
'trapped' by family responsibility," 
"you've got to let go to experience some- 
thing better." 

In 1978, we reap the result that single- 
hood has gained status. Once represent- 
ing a minute portion of American homes, 
the single-person household now num- 
bers 15 million, a 40 percent increase 
since 1970. Today a fifth of all house- 
holds are run by single persons and they 
cut across the total age spectrum from 
the 20s to over 65. They represent the 
unmarried, the divorced, as well as the 
widowed. New book titles emphasize 
the social trend. Margaret Adams pro- 
duced Single Blessedness for example, 
as "a generous and unapologetic cele- 
bration of unmarried life in a married 
society." As a social worker, Ms. Adams 
saw her objective to treat the theme of 
singleness from a different vantage point. 
"Instead of regarding it as a temporary 
antecedent to the more common condi- 
tion of marriage," she conceptualizes, 
"it is a social status or situation com- 
plete in its own right." Single people are 
a vast and mostly untapped national re- 
source, declare Buff Bradley. Jan Ber- 
man. Murray Suid. and Roberta Suid, 
the four authors of Single. Living Your 
Own Way. And a resource that ought to 

be viewed more seriously and more posi 
tively, they add. "They [singles] have 
much to tell and teach about what it 
means to live on one's own. Until we 
come to terms with the self alone, we 
can't ever really know who we are. 

Business has taken note of the singles 
market. The industry includes singles 
apartment complexes, singles bars, sin- 
gles travel agencies, and, of course, sin- 
gles dating services. Real-estate people 
know the value of singles group rentals. 
High prices are paid by friends who 
choose to live in an extended family 
situation for summer weekends by the 
shore or winter ski fun in the moun- 
tains. Business has opened up credit 
lines, too. With women totaling 42 per 
cent of the labor force, the single work- 
ing woman with a determination to hold 
down a career cannot possibly be coo- 
sidered a bad risk for a mortgage. What 
money lenders have learned also in the 
course of revising credit lines is that 
women are good borrowers. "They're 
generally better at handling their finan- 
cial responsibilities than men," reports 
an officer at a New York bank. 
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'It IS sometimes less 
difficult to woke up ond * 
feel thot i om olone 
when I reolly om thon to 
woke up with someone 
else ond be lonely" 

LIV ULLMANN IN CHANGING 

For single parents (one in six of 
American households), the booming, 
nonprofit national organization Parents 
Without Partners acts in educational 
and social capacity, helping children 
of divorce with psychological hangups, 
and providing a common meeting ground 
for parents who, while going it alone, 
are in need of supportive companions. 
Those who may went to develop such 
companionships further turn to Jane 
Adams's recent book Sex and the Single 
Parent for hints about how to conduct 
their emotional lives. They learn that 
juggling  children   and   lovers   is  never 
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sy. "The first time I had sex with a 
an who was not my husband was a 

1st," says Ms. Adams, a divorced wife 
id mother. "As a woman I passed: As 
single parent I did not." While Parents 
'ithoiit Partners offers a program 
;ared to self-expression and self-help, 
ost of its 75,000-odd members, says 
e Manhattan Chapter President Marie 
erardi, don't expect this independent 
:istence to be permanent. "Most hope 
remarry," she says firmly. "I'd like to 

yself," she added. "But finding the right 
:rson for me is another story. Mean- 
hile I've learned to enjoy life." 

The single working mother 

long with an increased desire to ex- 
ress individuality (as Jill Clayburgh 
Jt it in the movie An Unmarried 
'oman: "I'm tired of being Martin-and- 
rica, I want to be me."), discrimination 
a second factor that keeps intelligent 

omen like Marie Berardi single. After 
le unhappy marriage, why get married 
»r the sake of being married? Espe- 
ally when you have job security. "I 
3n't want to be miserable again, go 
trough the stress of divorce again," re- 
larked Gill Redfern, an independent 
lergetic graphic designer with a 
retty and happily adjusted daughter of 
0. She has "gone it alone" since the 
lild was 18 months. "I feel I have to 
loose very carefully in another perma- 
ent relationship." Not atypical of a 
ivorced wife, she receives no alimony 
r child support payments from her ex- 
usband who has since remarried. Thus, 
ith a small, one-bedroom apartment 
all she can afford) she has never been 
ble to have the security of a live-in sit- 
;r. When her daughter was younger, 
ie faced the trauma of the after-school 
risis when the sitter failed to turn up 
nd an anguished phone call at her office 
)ld her that a tearful child was waiting 
) be collected. Today, at 10, Jasmine is 
s used to this situation as her mother, 
he has her own key and can walk her- 
;lf home. For this working mother, of 
ourse, there's a second "hat" to wear 
t the end of the day. When she leaves 
ivon's Manhattan offices, it's a dash to 
et home, cook, help with homework, 
ew new clothes ("It's the cheapest way 
3 dress Jasmine"), or put up some new 
ookshelves and generally maintain her 
ome and daughter. Social life? "It 
omes after my job and Jasmine." 

rhe never married bachelor 

f women have asserted their independ- 
nce on the job market, men have devel- 
ped their talents on the domestic scene, 
/lany bachelors like pianist Mordecai 
hehori can take care of themselves per- 
ectly well single-handedly. "I can cook, 
lean, and have even learned to sew." 

he disclosed proudly. There's not much 
hope for any woman who falls under his 
spell if she can't produce a perfect souf- 
fle. There are times when he sighs with 
relief, he adds, when he comes home to 
the quiet seclusion of his apartment, and 
then others when he fights loneliness by 
practicing the piano until .3 A.M. He'd 
like to be close to someone, but that 
woman would have to be supportive and 
maybe "live vicariously" through his 
musical career. 

Music critic John Rockwell, 37. is not 
dissatisfied with his single life, but speaks 
rather mournfully of the lack of "old- 
fashioned girls. I find I tend to be at- 
tracted to a somewhat more conventional 
and vulnerable type of woman," he re- 
marked. "I was brought up in Berkeley 
in the 60s with Vietnam and revolution 
and I've probably reacted against all 
that." Women's lib has led him into an 
intellectual dilemma. "I'm also attracted 
to intelligent women with careers but to 
have a woman that I am romantically 
involved with cooking or cleaning or do- 
ing domestic tasks would bother me." he 
admits. At the same time, he wants some- 
body to perform these tasks. The con- 
flict is resolved by paying a student danc- 
er. Holly, to come in half-days and clean, 
shop, water the plants, and feed the cat. 
With a large, well-furnished loft, Rock- 
well likes to entertain anywhere from 
10 to 200 people. Holly may help cook 
and serve a simple roast, or he'll call up 
the neighborhood Italian restaurant to 
provide the meal. 

The independent 
career woman 

But as well as credits on the single life 
side, there are obviously debits. Writer 
John Leonard, an astringent observer of 
human communication, has often dis- 
cussed in his Private Lives column in 
The New York Times the frustration ex- 
perienced by the woman who becomes 
emotionally attached to the uncommitted 
man. Singlehood must and does create 
a mode of self-indulgence. Perhaps, 
without really realizing it, single people 
limit themselves to a self-oriented rou- 
tine that provokes too much self-indul- 
gence and not enough sharing and car- 
ing. Caring, wrote philosopher Milton 
Mayeroff, is the way in which the indi- 
vidual really feels at home in the world. 
"He [or she] is not at home through 
dominating or explaining or appreciat- 
ing but through caring and being cared 
for." The most successful and satisfied 
singles perceive the danger of selfishness 
and create opportunities for give and 
take. "Sure I like having nice clothes. 
And the very idea that I would spend 
$75 on a sweater really upset one man 
I was dating," said career woman Re- 
becca Greer, author of Why Isn't a Nice 

Girl lAkc You Married? "But I think my 
mothering and sharing instincts are very 
well taken care of with my 14 nieces and 
nephews and 8 grandnieces and neph- 
ews." She put one child through college 
and spends most holidays with members 
of the family. She doesn't believe that 
too many women can properly handle a 
husband, children, and a job. She chose 
a job and freedom "to eat cookies at 

Continued on page 138 

quick tips from 
independent people 
that can make life 
easier for anybody 
1. MONEY MATTERS. Take a course in 
financial management to protect yourself 
from problems. Extra advice for the single 
breadwinner, page 26. 
2. BE GENEROUS when entertaining. Make 
larger quantities than you need, so you 
can eat leftovers on other nights and 
save on cooking and shopping. 
3. QUICK FIX-UP for floors-buy a handy, 
lightweight, mini carpet sweeper to zip over 
a room in a jiffy 
4. ESTABLISH CONTINGENCY DAY, an 
annual event in which you review your 
financial situation and consider 
what should be done if you are disabled. 
5. CUT DOWN the cost of 
baby-sitting with a live-in student, 
who exchanges room and board 
for looking after youngsters. 
6. BE FRIENDS with a restaurant, shop, or 
catering firm, so you can count on help 
for that last minute dinner party 
when there is nothing in the refrigerator 
and no time to shop. 
7. SCOUT RELATIVES for reliable help. 
Professional handymen can cost up 
to $14 an hour A young nephew 
or friend of the family may be 
anxious to earn extra money Aside 
from saving on expenses, you will benefit 
from having a helper who is perfectly 
trustworthy 
8. GET TO KNOW NEIGHBORS. How well do 
you know people in your neighborhood or 
apartment building? Often you can make 
trade-offs with other families in 
child care, shopping, pickups from school, 
or deliveries from stores. 
9. WORK OUT the cost benefit of doing 
something yourself, such as sewing. 
Continued on page 140 





jil^armhousefeelin, 
-'^'   in a modern 

heart-of- 
the-house room 

ehinc) af-if.ade of 
pure tradition, 
indoors the farm- 
house IS surprisingly 
modern. Right away 
you're greeted by 
two skylights and 

then by a sweeping family space 
with floor-to-ceiling glass that 
opens up the whole back of the 
house. To show how spacious the 
heart-of-the-house can look. 
left and opposite page, bottom. 
designer Mario Buatta had it all 
painted white "for unity" and he 
had the hardwood floor by Bruce 
laid diagonally to visually widen 
the long room. To give the kitchen 
a sense of separation, its slanting 
ceiling was edged with platters 
that continue around the corner 
— but stop short of the living 
area. The dinmg table extends to 
seat 12 and the table behind the 
sofa (both from Ethan Allen) 
flips open for buffets. Danish 
Wildflowers fabric by Waverly. 
Above Scholz farmhouse with 
vinyl siding by Bird & Sons. 
Andersen windows. Right: Plans, 
2.821 square feet. 
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A house of your ideas 
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two new ideas in this - 
farmhouse are its craft- 
room, left and below lei 
and its studio, far left- 
both planned so you caii 
layout a project and 
finish It at leisure  "Wh( 

you're working with rooms like 
these, you outfit them, you don't 
decorate them." says Mr Buatta, 
who outfitted the crafts room wi 
everything you need for sewing: 
EIna sewing machme. a loom by 
School Products, and baskets fu 
of fabrics and yarn To make 
clean-up simple, the floor istiledj 
and countertops are laminated 
plastic. Sliding doors to front 
porch have snap-out panes for e. 
cleaning. Wood cabinets were 
stained gray "to camouflage fingf 
prints " and to match Georgia- 
Pacific's weathered "Barnplank" 
paneling. Upstairs, in the private 
studio, the same durable tile tloo 
Sam Flax art supplies, Hitachi 
clock-radio. The kitchen, top ngh 
and ngfit, was outfitted with 
appliances by Whirlpool and a 
Jenn-Air grill on an island with 
storage underneath Next to the 
sland and opposite the ovens, a 
built-in desk, tar/e/r, with Alencc 
greenhouse window above it. 
Ethan Allen Windsor chair. 
Shopping information, page 141.' 
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Plants, 
flower colors, 
and patterns- 

nature 
inside and out 
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ONE PRINT, SUNSHINE PAINT 

Sunshine and flowers 
were the inspiration 
for decorating the 
bedrooms. "I wanted 
each one to be a gar- 
den in the sea of 

green that surrounds the house 
outside'.' says Mr. Buatta. The sun 
shines right into the downstairs 
master bedroom, left, and its 
sitting room with (an optional) 
Heatilator fireplace Mr Buatta 
had the walls painted yellow, the 
floor carpeted yellow, and he let a 
cheerful print float over the Ethan 
Allen bed, upholster the armchair, 
and curtain the window fitted with 
Kirsch blinds. William Tillyer 
prints from Bernard Jacobson 
gallery. The garden continues all 
the way into the bathroom, 
opposite page, bottom left and 
rigfit. in leafy green stencils by 
Adele Bishop and plants in a 
copper-lined planter behind the 
Eljer Japanese soak tub with 
whirlpool. J.P. Stevens towels. 
American Olean tile. Upstairs, 
there are two more baths and 
three bedrooms —shown here, a 
girls' room, right, and a boys' 
bedroom, left Tru-Test paint by 
Cotter Above: Optional redwood- 
slatted deck with Brown Jordan 
furniture. Shopping information, 
page 141. 
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Join the trend toward comfort where it counts 
a special report on the new health-conscious 
furniture designed to give your back a break 

SUSAN WOOD 

i« 

.'71 

AboveI Good for the back, good for exercising, 
La-Z-Boy's rocker recliner. More on Barbara 
:Pearlman|s. exercises in Good Looks & Good Health 

It is hard to pinpoint exactly when pub- 
lic attention first focused on the need 
for greater comfort in furniture. Per- 
haps it was when President Kennedy, 
who suffered from back pain, became 
wedded to his rocking chair. Or when 
Bobby Fischer insisted that a favorite 
armchair designed by Charles Eamcs 
be flown to Iceland for his celebrated 
chess match with Boris Spassky. For 
the estimated 7 million Americans who 
live with the miseries of back ailments, 
the lack of body support in furnishings 
becomes painfully acute at the first 
twinge of discomfort. 

In the past few years, furniture de- 
signers have become increasingly in- 
volved in developing seating and bed- 
ding that not only looks good, but feels 
good. The study of health and comfort 
in relation to design is called ergonom- 
ics—a British term, which, simply 
stated, means the study of the relation- 
ship between man and his environment. 
Ergonomics, or human engineering as 
it is also called, may have begun when 
primitive man discovered that a bed of 
loose straw and twigs was more com- 
fortable than the cold ground. It be- 
came a full-blown science, however, 
only in this century. Since World War 
II, when the military sought to cope 
with technical machinery, ergonomics 
has progressed in this country to in- 

Left: Five lumbar vertebrae 
at the small of the back are 
ones that cause problems 

■I 

dustry, health care, transportation, and 
the office. In other countries, especial- 
ly Western Europe and Japan, user 
comfort has long been a concern in 
work environments, as well as the 
home. 

A noted industrial designer, Archie 
Kaplan, attributes the growth of ergo- 
nomics to the immensely impersonal 
scientific/industrial age wc are expe- 
riencing today. "Before the Industrial 
Revolution," he explains, "when life 
was rather simple and limited to a nar- 
row locale, products and tools were 
fashioned by hand with particular users 
in mind. The pitchfork designer knew 
who he was making the pitchfork for, 
so he could design it with that particu- 
lar man's physical properties in mind. 
With mass production, any such per- 
sonal input was eliminated. Ergonom- 
ics today is simply an attempt to put 
back what was lost in mechanization. 
Its resurgence is as natural as our 
nostalgia for roots, and our reverence 
for handcrafts." Of course, it's not pos- 
sible for mass-produced furniture to 
cater to the comfort of every individ- 
ual. We are too different in size and 
shape. But by analyzing man's anat- 
omy, designers have determined how 
to satisfy a majority of physical needs. 
The most obvious arena for the ergo- 
nomics designers has been seating. In 
this field, the research doesn't stop with 
measurements. Comfort is judged not 
only by how we're built, but by how we 
sit—how we fidget and wriggle and 
move within the chair. The resulting 
knowledge has enabled the ergonomics 
designers to work from a range of opti- 
mum dimensions and measurements. 
What's more, their findings reveal a 
great deal about sitting technique and 
the effect of sitting on our bodies. In 
the words of Niels Diffrient, a leading 
industrial designer and architect of the 
seating on American Airlines: "Sitting 
is an athletic event. To do it properly, 
you have to be trained." For the mil- 
lions of seat sufferers, the results may 
be well worth the effort. 
CAN FURNITURE AFFECT 
OUR  HEALTH? 
Back pain is the most common chronic 
complaint in America. The National 
Center for Health Statistics has report- 



in t;he ne\A/s 
By Ruth Miller Fitxgibbons 

cd that in 1975 back problems account- 
ed for almost 1 7 million visits to physi- 
cians. Dr. Leon Root, a back specialist 
at New York's Hospital for Special 
vSiirgery, says there are many causes 
and degrees of back pain, most of 
which are not attributable to poorly 
designed chairs. In his book Oh. My 
Aching Back. Dr. Root describes the 
back as a "complex framework from 
which every other part of the body is 
otherwise supported or suspended." 
The spine, its principal structure, is a 
most vulnerable body system. A weak- 
ness in the spine can result from faulty 
posture. Dr. Root says. And poor pos- 
ture is aggravated by sitting improperly 
in a poorly designed chair. 

There are other unhealthy conditions 
related to improper sitting. Thrombo- 
phlebitis, or the presence of blood clots 
in the veins, is a consequence of re- 
stricted blood flow. In an article called 
"Sitting—The Chair Disease", Dr. 
Alton Ochsner of Tulane University 
School of Medicine, warns of the 
hazards of this problem for anyone 
who spends a lot of time sitting. When 
legs are cramped or left to dangle from 
a too-high seat, the blood from the low- 
er legs has a difficult time returning to 
the heart. Obviously, in a person prone 
to clotting (Dr. Ochsner estimates there 
are 400,000 Americans who are), this 
slow blood movement can be danger- 
ous. Further, chairs with high backs or 
deep, low seats with little back support 
can cradle the upper body in an un- 
natural forward thrust, restricting 
breathing and causing undue strain on 
the neck muscles. Happily, our bodies 
have  built-in  defense mechanisms to 

light such situations. A healthy person 
will react to potential dangers by 
signaling discomfort. When we rock 
from side to side in a chair, we are at- 
tempting to take pressure off our be- 
hinds. When we cross and imcross our 
legs, we seek relief for the undersides 
of our thighs. As a last resort, we may 
stand and stretch, freeing our bodies 
from the uncomfortable constraints of 
confinement. 
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WE SIT? 
When we are seated, the weight of the 
body is borne by bony protrusions un- 
derneath the pelvis, and to a partial de- 
gree by the back and the undersides of 
the thighs. The thighs are not really 
designed to bear up well under body 
pressure. When the soft outer layers are 
compressed, circulation is restricted. 
The strain is also felt by the muscles 
and most particularly by the muscle 
nerves. Pressure on these nerves is what 
causes your legs or feet to "go to sleep." 
Fortunately, the buttocks is better 
equipped for the task. But it withstands 
the body's weight only when that 
weight is evenly distributed. When we 
sit in an upright position, leaning 
against the chair back, there is less pres- 
sure on the buttocks and thighs. In ad- 
dition, if the chair back is well de- 
signed, the lower spine—traditionally 
prone to back pain—is given support it 
needs to maintain the natural S-curve 
of the spine. 

Most of us can't sit still for long. 
This is a fact that was illuminated by 
studies in time-lapse photography con- 
ducted by the University of Wisconsin 
professor William Stumpf, who de- 
signed a family of "Ergon" office chairs 

Above; Swivel office chairs by 
Knoll for comfortable dining in 
aj?chitect Fred Bookhardt's loft 
Below; Bnilio Ambasz and the 
flexible Vertebra Operational 
Chair he designed with Giancarlo 
Piretti for Kreuger. For more de- 
tails, see shopping infoimation 

Decorator Robert Denning and his electrically-operated 
hospital bed set into a Victorian antique bed frame 

manufactured by Herman Miller, as a 
result of his research. Professor Stumpf 
observed office workers through the 
course of their day to discover the posi- 
tions they assumed in their chairs. He 
found that there were three universal 
responses; work/intensive, when we're 
totally absorbed and relatively unaware 
of how we're sitting; conversation/re- 
flective, a posture we assume when 
telephoning, reading, or talking; and 
relaxation/stretching, a position we use 
to free ourselves from the strain of 
sitting. 

When buying seating, these positions 
should be considered. For instance, a 
dining chair needs to be supportive, for 
sitting upright for relatively long 
periods of time. An easy chair should 
offer a large padded seat for distribut- 
ing body weight, or maybe the ability 
to tilt back in a semireclining position. 
Designer Ward Bennett, whose prize- 
winning chairs are seen in countless 
public places, says that the perfect chair 
would be made to order. In the forth- 
coming book Chair, to be published 
this   fall.   (Continued   on   page   140) 
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good 
looking 
good 
cooking 
ideas 

i^^^w Welcome to the kitchen of 
Cecile Rivel, teacher, mother of two 
cooking sons, owner of The Culinary 
Arts kitchen shop in Wilton, Conn, 
(itself a paradise for dedicated cooks), 
and master organizer of the cooking- 
living-dining complex that's the center 
of her life. With the help of architect 
Roland Scharfspitz and decorator Rodica 
Brecher, she designed her kitchen for 
maximum workability: It's open to break- 
fast, family, living, and dining rooms, 
but dividers—each with its special work 

and storage function—maintain neatness 
and privacy. 1. The breakfast area, 
separated from the central space by an 
angled extension of the long main counter 
(2). 3. The cooktop's drawers provide 
enough space for future acquisitions; a 
tilted rack keeps spices easy to reach, 
dust-free. 4. Desk for office work and 
room for 200 cookbooks divides kitchen 
from family room. 5. Natural light and 
greenery warm up every part of the kitch- 
en, through big windows over the sink area 
and in the breakfast room, and a 
skylight over the cooktop. 6. The baking 
area, with wall of clear labeled canisters 
supported by the counter; below, 
more drawer space for baking utensils. 

Nonstop storage 



^^amam Fom Long wanted "an extraordi 
nary kitchen": elegant, functional, and 
modern. So the owner of New Orleans's 
famous gourmet and cookware shop, La 
Cuisine Classique, covered floor and coun- 
tertops with white Italian marble (5), and 
mirrored just about every other surface- 
cabinets, refrigerators, and dishwasher 
doors, wall sections, even part of the ceil- 
ing—doing all the work himself. White 
Levolor blinds cover three floor-to-ceiling 
windows; when they're drawn, as here, 
he wall becomes a blue shimmer (4); 

when they're open, stretches of glass 
and copper pots reflect a blaze of sun. 
The extraordinary result? "When I give a 
party, everybody stays in the kitchen." 

^-« 
^ 

Streamlined design 

ilVlany can cook and more can eat 
—with space to spare—in the sleek, 
trim kitchen architect Melvin Dwork 
made out of a plain square room. For 
openness and an architectural sweep, he 
pushed out walls and raised the ceiling 
to the rafters (6), then glossed cabi- 
netry with brown lacquer, floor and 
countertops with taupe quarry tile (7). 
"Now it's an inviting room," says Mr. 
Dwork, "great for impromptu parties." 
The center island, with eight burners 
(convertible to grills), has deep stor- 
age underneath; a long butler's pantry 
in back provides more. Roll-up shades 
give diners privacy but let the sun in. 
BEADLE I I 3 
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Flowering cab 

tippp&site page: In the slejiped garden 
behind Mr. and Mrs. Peter Trent's 
house, rows of Chinese and American 
vegetables grow, the tomatoes and 
snow peas propped on chicken-wire 
fences. Above: Christopher, 5, helps 
his mQther harvest mustard greens. 
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New Zest for 
•ummer Salads 
risp, cool salads: snow peas and 
rips   of   julienned   chicken. 
irimp and scallops with  miis- 
id greens, or cucumbers with 
lie juice and the tang of cori- 
ider—all     with    easy-to-grow 
nierican vegetahies and a few 
ricntal ones added for a new 
vist.  May  Wong Trent,  cook, 
irdener, cooking teacher,  and 
lokbook  author   {Eighty  Pre- 
■ous Chinese Recipes and Ori- 
•ilal    Barbecues,    Macmillan) 
rows vegetables in a terraced 
arden much like the ones she 
new as a child in Hong Kong. 
1 Short Hills, N.J., railroad ties 
nd chicken wire supports make 
icat beds, simple to weed and 
'ater. She starts in early spring, 
lanting   greens,   onions,   snow 
eas, then in summer fills in with 
iclons and squashes (set outside 
ic garden where they can really 

sprawl),   tomatoes,   beans,   pep- 
pers, and cucinnbcrs. 

lor light main courses with an 
Oriental touch, Mrs. Trent trans- 
lates basics—simimer vegetables, 
meat, and seafood—with lime 
juice, soy sauce, and ginger— 
into salads from China, Thai- 
land, and Vietnam. Preparation 
time is minimal: Small slices of 
meat, shrimp and scallops cook 
quickly, and the Oriental vege- 
tables are merely blanched to en- 
hance color, flavor. Ingredients 
arc then cooled and combined 
with fresh vegetables—cucum- 
bers, radishes, onions, peppers. 
A sprinkling of simple dressing, 
often with some chopped herbs 
(chives, basil, mint), and the 
salad is ready to serve. Another 
Trent family favorite is snow pea 
shoots—the young sprouts, 2 or 
3 inches high, sauteed with crab- 
meat and white sauce. For more, 
see pages 44 and 174. 

Opposite page: Do-it-yourself 
finger salad with pork, rice 

noodles, chopped herbs, 
assembled by Mrs. Trent, top 

left, neat lettuce 
packages, bottom, tied with 

wilted scallions and served in 
shiny lacquered bowls. 

Far left: Mustard greens 
from the garden. 

This page, fop: Shrimp and 
scallops with mustard greens; 

erf with cellophane noodles and 
tubers on a lacquered rectangle. 

.\bu> e left: J liai salad on an 
I mart plate; a basket of smoked 
mussels and fresh vegetables 
with sesame seeds. 
Above right: Chicken with 
snow peas. 
Left: Salad for two beside a 
screen Mrs. Trent brought front 
Hong Kong. Interior design 
by Lynn Levenherg. 



MEAL IN 
MINUTES 

MENU 
Grilled fish with Provengal herbs 

(Poisson grille aux herbes 
de Provence) 
Green salad 

Peaches in Muscat wine 
(Peches au Muscat) 

Whole grilled fish, crisp greens, and 
summer fruit in wine—no-fuss party 
fare that means at most 45 minutes in 
the kitchen, so the cook enjoys the eve- 
ning, too. The Provencal menu is from 
Ann Clark, director of La Bonne Cuisine 
cooking school in Austin, Texas. 

For tish on the grill, light the charcoal 
early enough so the coals will be gray, 
not red-hot, about 45 minutes before you 
want to cook, or preheat broiler 10 min- 
utes. If your fish is cleaned and scaled 
ahead of time, you can stir up the mari- 
nade in less than 5 minutes, baste the 
fish with it, and place over the coals or 
4 inches from broiler. 

While it cooks—a 3-pound fish takes 
30 minutes—wash salad greens and 
slice peaches for dessert. After 10-15 
minutes, when you'll be turning the fish, 
fill champagne glasses with the fruit, 
pour the wine over, and place glasses in 
the refrigerator to chill. Assemble salad 
and heat bread, if you wish. By now the 
lish will be done. 

For lunch or dinner, this fish is also 
excellent cold; the menu stays the same. 
Cook fish the night before or early in the 
day, wrap it, refrigerate. 

Grilled fish with 
Proyenqal herbs 

I 

INGREDIENTS 
3 pound whole red snapper, ponnpano, 

redfish, sea bass, whiting, cleaned 
and scaled 

Juice of 1 small lemon 
3-4 tablespoons Provengal olive oil 
1V2 teaspoons sea salt 
'A teaspoon black pepper, freshly ground 
l'l'/2 teaspoons Soleillou's Provence 

Herbs for Fish or 1 tablespoon crushed 
fennel seeds 

METHOD 
□ Wipe fish with damp paper towel and 
score on both sides with 3 large X's. 

Continued on page 1371 

Opposite page: To cook or not to cook- 
real and pottery eggplants filled with an 
eggplant mixture to serve as a salad, or 
topped with bread crumbs to bake. Pottery 
eggplants from Bailey/Huebner. Recipes 
from Glorious Food, page 130. Shopping 
information, page 141. « 
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This month in Wine & Food: Microwaving to keep pace with your garden; buffet dinners 
n two new kitchens built for pleasure: plus tips to make you a master barman 

D, reserving in minutes 
The microwave oven is a natural to 
help speed up making preserves, 

ams, and jellies as well as preparing 
ruits and vegetables for freezing. The 

.]uick cooking helps retain color and the 
resh taste of the ingredients. With the 

ill-over heat distribution, sugar mixtures 
tvill not scorch and need little stirring. 
And since the oven does small batches so 
conveniently and quickly, you can have 
fresh jam all the time and pop leftovers 
into the freezer. 

Once the preserves are-prepared and 
poured into sterilized glasses, finish pro- 
cessing in a water bath canner or pres- 
sure canner. The oven will not keep the 
temperature high enough to efTectively 
'kill all the organisms for safe preserving. 

TO PROCESS OR 
NOT TO PROCESS: 
The general rule is that open kettle can- 
ning—boiling ingredients, ladling into 
jars, and sealing with no further process- 
■ng—is safe only for jellies with their 
high sugar content. Use water bath can- 
ning for jams, and preserves, and pres- 
sure canning for low-acid foods. To 
answer just about any home canning 
question you have, open The Ball Blue 
Book ($2.50 at stores where canning 
equipment is sold or from Ball Corpora- 
tion, Consumer Products Division, Con- 
sumer Service, Muncie, Ind. 47302). 
It is full of tips, recipes, charts for pro- 
cessing times and altitude differences. 

MICROWAVE TIPS 
FOR  FOOD  PRESERVATION 
Use high power on all recipes. Once the 
mixture boils, lower power only if mix- 
ture will continue to simmer. Experiment 
to see how your oven works best. 

Add pectin gradually to fruit mixtures, 
stirring very well. Fruit juices do not 
evaporate during cooking as with tradi- 
tional open kettle boiling, so you need 
the pectin as a thickener. 

Always lift lids away from you to 
avoid steam burns. 

Melt paraffin in a double boiler over 
slowly simmering water and not in a 
microwave oven, so you can be sure it 
does not get too hot. Like most petro- 
leum products, it tends to be volatile. 
From Roz Namacher, home enconomist 
with Masonware Corporation. 

Peel peaches and tomatoes by heating 
10-20 seconds (depending on the num- 
ber and size of the fruits). Allow to stand 
10 minutes and peel. If tomatoes over- 

August, 1978 

Magic in the 
microwave 

oven 

Space age cooking—oven by Sharp. Shop- 
ping information, page 178. 

heat, package for sauces and soups. 
Microwave lemons, oranges, limes, 

and grapefruits 15-20 seconds before 
squeezing, to get more juice. Allow to 
stand 3 minutes before squeezing. 

Rehydrate dried fruits by covering 
them with water or another liquid. 
Microwave on high 5-6 minutes. Allow 
to stand 3-5 minutes. Soften raisins and 
dried fruits by adding a tablespoon of 
water or other liquid. Cover and micro- 
wave on high 15-30 seconds. Let stand 
2-3 minutes, drain, and use. Plump dried 
fruit for recipes in the amount of liquid 
called for (rum, brandy, etc.) by micro- 
waving on high 5 minutes in a covered 
container. From Judi Everts Cranmer, a 
home economist currently working on 
a food preservation book to be published 
by Nitty Gritty. 

If your microwave cooking power lev- 
el is between 600-700 watts, it takes 
about IVz -3 minutes to bring 1 cup liquid 
to a boil. So when preparing recipes with 
liquid, you can approximate the heating 
time. 

When you prepare smaller batches of 
jam, they are usually easier to manage. 
Use a bowl with a handle, so that the 
handle will stay cool and be certain the 
material of the bowl can handle the high 
boiling temperature. 

While jam is cooking, prepare canning 
jars by conventional sterilization meth- 
ods. From Thelma Pressman, who runs 
the Microwave Cooking Center in En- 
cino, Calif. 

DRYING   HERBS 
IN  THE   MICROWAVE 
From Jiuli L verts Cruiinwr 

Most fruits and vegetables will cook in 
a microwave before they dry, but herbs 
can be dried successfully. 

Wash herbs and pat semidry with 
paper towel. Separate leaves from stems. 
Place a paper towel on a piece of card- 
board. Spread a thin layer of leaves on 
the paper towel and cover with another 
paper towel. Place in microwave and 
microwave on high for 30 seconds. 

Test to see if leaves are dry. Stir. 
Microwave an additional 30 seconds if 
necessary. Let stand 10 minutes. Test. 
Herbs should be brittle. If not dry, micro- 
wave a few seconds more. (Depending 
on amount dried and moisture content, 
time may vary up to 3 minutes total.) 

Store in airtight container. Check 
within 24 hours. If moisture is present, 
microwave for a few more seconds. 

Dry stems by spreading out as the 
leaves. Microwave 25-30 seconds. Cool. 
Place stems in blender and blend V2-I 
minute. This coarse powder can be used 
to flavor casseroles, soups, or sauces 
(strain before serving). 

MICROWAVE  BLANCHING  OF 
VEGETABLES  FOR   FREEZING 
From Judi Everts Cranmer 

Prepare vegetables: Wash, trim, and cut 
into uniform size pieces. Weigh vege- 
tables—a 1-pound batch is usually con- 
sidered maximum for best results. 

Arrange vegetables evenly in a cas- 
serole, add water, and cover. Use 
V4-V2 cup water except for greens, pep- 
pers, onions, and tomatoes, which re- 
quire no additional water. 

Variations in blanching time can oc- 
cur due to differences in texture, fresh- 
ness, and the shape of each vegetable. 
As a rule of thumb, vegetables should 
be blanched between and of the 
regular microwave cooking time. Micro- 
wave on high 2-3 minutes per pound. 

Stir vegetables halfway through the 
cooking time and at the end of blanch- 
ing. Check the vegetables at the mini- 
mum blanching time—they should be 
bright colored, translucent and evenly 
blanched. 

Plunge vegetables into ice water or 
under cold running water to stop addi- 
tional cooking. Place on paper towels 
and blot dry. Package for freezing. 

Continued on page 134 
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The kitchen buffet 

Supper 

from the 
stove 
When a professional cook uses his new 
kitchen for entertaining his friends as 
well as for work, very special things can 
happen. Maurice Moore-Betty, above, 
who runs one of the best cooking schools 
in New York, makes certain each dish 
combines good taste with the unex- 
pected: A traditional English savory— 
fresh pears stuffed with a blend of Stilton 
and butter—is used as a first course. The 
.sweet and sharp contrast sets the palate 
up for rice spiked with mushrooms and 
sausage and chicken Marengo. An as- 
sortment of julienned vegetables sits on 
a bed of subtly flavored tomato sauce 
(there's more in a sauceboat to go over 
the top). And two desserts—a molded 
rhubarb fool garnished with fresh straw- 
berries, and floating island—one celestial 
island of meringue floating in a light 
custard sauce to cut and serve like a 
cake. The old kitchen worked well, but 
felt a bit cramped due to a wall dividing 
the kitchen space and a narrow hall. The 
simplest solution—remove it. Which is 
just what Mr. Moore-Betty did with the 
help of Berg & Brown. He filled the space 
with six all-in-a-line Wolf Husky restau- 
rant burners (no pilot lights) and a 
two-part butcher-block counter. The 
counterleaf flips up, supported by brack- 
ets and underneath are ingenious cubby- 
holes for miscellaneous storage and 
student paraphernalia. Not only did Mr. 
Moore-Betty get more elbow room for 
his students, he achieved a natural enter- 
taining kitchen—the counters make a 
wonderful buffet and hot dishes stay 
right on the burners over low heat for 
guests to serve (Continued on page 128) 

MENU 

Pears stuffed witfi Stilton 
Chicken Marengo 
Risotto Carnavale 

Vegetables witfi tomato sauce 
Molded rf)ubarb tool with clotted cream 

Floating island 
Dry red and white wines 
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The kitchen buffet 

Dinner takes 

When you produce gala parties for deniaiiding clients all week, 
how do you nnally relax? Plan a party of your own, if you're 
Donald Bruce White, one of the busiest and most innovative 
caterers in New York. "Chopping parsley is the greatest ther- 
apy in the world—1 love to cook for 6 or 8. but my parties have 
to seem effortless." Solution: a tempting menu with make- 
ahead desserts like meit-in-thc-mouth pear ice. butter walnut 
cookies, and a creamy lemon Bavarois. A pungent anchovy- 
seasoned veal roast can be stulfed and browned as early as the 
day before, then put in the oven with a ham and kidney pie just 
as friends arrive. Everyone gathers in the kitchen for aperitifs 
and samples the endive with cream cheese and caviar and the 
plump golden cheese beignets that Mr. White creates on the 
spot. By day. the double-duty kitchen with its whitewash-and- 
copper country charm serves as a professional "cold kitchen" 
for Mr. White's hors d"oeuvre and dessert cooks. Working with 
consulting designer Charles Mount. Mr. White has transformeil 
a dreary ground floor of oflices into three airy kitchens. A 
space so conducive to easy entertaining was a major goal for 
Mr. White, who advises his clients: "Make your guests instantly 
comfortable. After all, thc\ Ve the secret of a successful party." 

MENU 

Endive with cream cheese and caviar 
Cheese beignets 

Rully Clos St. Jacques 
Ham and kidney pie 

Stuffed veal roast, l\Aadeira sauce 
Vegetables Chinoise 

Dione Lucas' lemon Bavarois 
Pear ice, Butter walnut cookies 

Inglenook Zinfandel '73 

Wooden chesi lo 
store spices 

Refrigerator 

Cabinets 

""*] Shallow    ^ 
stacking storage 

Idrawers 

Refrigerator 

Dishwasher 

1 Freezer 

1 Donald Bruce 
White and his buf- 
fet for 5—or more. 
2 Grapes top mold- 
ed pear Ice. 3 An- 
tiques and paint- 
ings collected for 
years blend with 
up-to-date equip- 
ment, give the pro- 
fessional kitchen a 
warm glow. 4 Din- 
ner waits on an an- 
tique table that 
doubles as a work 
counter —portable 
equipment even 
goes to parties. 
5 Lemon Bavarois, 
ringed with lime 
slices and strewn 
with citrus zest. In 
back, butter wal- 
nut cookies. Reci- 
pes, page 135. 





The home bar 
Where to put it, 

how to stock it, what to serve ^ ^ 
By Henry McNulty 

Everyone likes to be entertained in a re- 
laxed way. Host and guest alike should 
feel comfortably at ease. About the only 
way you can achieve this detente is to be 
lavishly well prepared in advance. Know 
the secret of handling drink orders with 
the least possible fuss, and you will be 
able to stop and celebrate at your own 
fiestas with a drink in your hand—pref- 
erably an easy one to make. 

There are as many ways to set up a 
bar as there are amateur barmen. A 
friend of mine keeps his bar in a 
great antique French provincial v/ard- 
robe. I used to hide my bottle supply in 
a cupboard under a bookcase, but that 
changed radically when a practical lady 
decorator suggested, and quite right, too, 
that it was a bore to have to lug them 
out and put them away everytime I felt 
like having a drink. She lightened my 
burden immeasurably by pointing out 
that 1 had a spare tabletop next to the 
living-room door. Why not use that? And 
indeed that has been my "open air" bar 
ever since, for all to use, just right for my 
Rule Number One: Make life easy for 
yourself. Although I like to be free to 
drink anywhere 1 want to, moving from 
room to room or into the garden, it is 
only practical to keep liquor supplies, 
glasses, and bar equipment all in one 
place or near each other. I like to see my 
ingredients on a large tray; they look very 
inviting right out in the open, on a shelf, 
or in a piece of furniture that fits in with 
the rest of the room's personality, un- 
obtrusive but handy to get at. 

Furniture manufacturers have long 
applied their American ingenuity to 
dreaming up just-thc-right-thing to use 
as a bar, from tall, carved cabinets to 
simple trolleys, which are wonderful 
things to have since you can roll your 
bar to the party, in or out. And all the 
new, flexible wall systems have sections 
good for bars. 

Glasses. My simple Rule Number 
Two: Use a minimum of types of drink- 
ing glasses. 

You really need only three kinds: a 
wineglass, Old-Fashioned glass, a tall 
glass. The British drink whiskey from a 
wineglass, a sensible, generous, 8-ounce. 
This has advantages: It's not too big; it 
has a stem; you can hold it without your 
fingers freezing; because your warm 
hand is not in direct contact with the 
glass, the drink stays cooler longer. 
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This same glass can, of course, be 
used for wines of all kinds. If the glass is 
fine, use it for sherry and brandy as well. 
This may sound like heresy, but all you 
need do is fill the glass to diH'ercnt levels 
for different types of beverage. For wine 
only three-quarters full, for sherry half 
full. For spirits like brandy or fine whis- 
key, covering the bottom to a finger's 
breadth will be enough and will allow 
you to enjoy the liquor's aroma. 

For white wines and champagne, I 
sometimes weaken and use a tulip- 
shaped glass because its form is distin- 
guished and the bubbles in sparkling 
wines show up better in a taller shape. 

An Old-Fashioned glass can also be 
used for whiskey. The .same is true of 
a taller glass, which, if I use it at all, is 
mainly for long drinks. 

Gadgets. Rule Number Three: Be 
prepared, like scouts. To handle a batch 
of guests at one time, you really need to 
stock a few bar tools. A good corkscrew 
is essential. A gadget useful for opening 
all kinds of stuck-together bottle tops, 
and for getting difficult corks out of their 
bottlenecks (not just champagne ones) 
is a pair of champagne pliers—another 
excellent French invention. 

You should also have a mixing cup, 
with a lip, for making Martinis and other 
stirred drinks. .Some people like a pro- 
fessional bar shaker, with a separate 
strainer. This is much easier to use than 
those with a built-in strainer. But I pre- 
fer to stir everything, or to whirl the 
drinks in a blender if I want froth. 

A cutting board and a sharp knife 
should be handy for slicing fruit. Useful, 
too, are a long-handled mixing spoon and 
a lemon squeezer. An ice bucket is a 
must. Make it one large enough to han- 
dle two trays of ice at least. 

The Host's Job. On the principle eluci- 
dated at the start. Rule Number Four: 
Keep drink handling simple. Straight 
drinks are quick, and in most cases I let 
my guests serve themselves after (if I'm 
in a good mood), perhaps, making them 
the first one myself. Cocktails should be 
made fresh, and take time. There is one 
exception: I, for one, believe that a 
Martini actually improves with age. 
Make a quantity up without ice. Keep 
this basic supply in the refrigerator. Add 
ice just before serving. 

To help simplify things further, your 
bar should be ready to supply cold white 

Efficient bar 
built into a walll 
with special 
nooks for wine, I 
plenty of shelveJ 
and counter spuo 

WILLIAM  P.  STEELE 

wine and cold dry sherry. The wine can 
be drunk as is, or mixed with cassis to 
become a Kir. White or red wine with a 
splash of soda water is another light, 
easy first drink. A really dry sherry such 
as Tio Pepe or La Ina on the rocks is a 
favorite of mine. A Ricard or Pernod oi 
Ouzo is just a matter of pouring one ol 
them into a glass, adding ice and water, 
and sipping. And just as easy as plain 
wine, though infinitely more glamorous, 
is champagne. Vodka on the rocks could 
hardly be simpler to make. Vodka, gin, 
or rum and tonic, pink gin, gin and lime 
are all a cinch. Even that old standby^ 
whiskey and soda is just as good as an 
aperitif as for after-dinner drinking. 

Pour spirits into the container before 
putting in ice because it is difiicult to 
measure quantities over ice. If you do 
use a measure, the double-ended kind is 
good for making sure you pour 1 ounce, 
or 1 Vi  ounces, exactly. 

Here let me insert a caveat. One of 
the things I hate having done to me is to 
be clobbered by a powerful drink when 
I am an innocent guest. So my Rule 
Number Five: Serve reasonably strong 
drinks, not alcoholic whoppers. 

Stocking tbe Bar: Rule Number Six: 
Keep at least one bottle of any drink you 
know will be required. A basic list of 
these would include a bottle each of the 
following: Scotch, Bourbon, rye, blended 
and Canadian whiskey, vermouth (dry 
and sweet), gin, vodka, tequila, rum, dry 
red and white wines, sherry (dry and 
medium), brandy and liqueurs (a choice, 
such as Cointreau, Grand Marnier, An- 
isette, kirsch, etc.), cassis, bitters, tomato 
juice, Worcestershire sauce. Tabasco 
sauce—and, for special tastes, cham- 
pagne, malt whiskey. Port, Campari, 
Punt e Mes, Dubonnet, Pernod or 
Ricard. 

For a party, you would have to de- 
cide what you want to serve, and stock 
up on the ingredients for that. 

One useful bar aid to keep is a sugar 
syrup  for mixed drinks.  It is easy to 
make and can save you a lot of time if;_ 

Continued on page J28 ■■ 
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Fresh as a bright new morning! 
You get that kind of freshness every 
day of the year in KRAFT cheddars 
and colbys. With Kraft, freshness 
means flavor and goodness, whether 
this fine cheese is melted into a 
golden omelet, or tossed into a cool, 
fresh salad. KRAFT cheddars and 
colbys pack their fresh flavor into 
many shapes and forms, mild to 
extra sharp, in clear wrappers or the 
traditional wax-dipped packages. 
Look for the wagon symbol of 
freshness on the label. 

11978 Kraft. Inc. 

America spells cheese KRAFT. 



The home bar 
continued from page 126 

it is at hand when there is a call for a 
sweet drink. Just splash in a teaspoonful 
of sugar syrup, made by boiling 3 cups 
of sugar in one of water for a couple of 
minutes. Cooled and bottled it will keep 
almost forever. 

Drink recipes, by the way, often call 
for a "dash" of something, usually of 
bitters. Technically speaking, a dash is 
one-sixth of a teaspoonful. Put bitters in 
the glass first, when mixing. 

For teetotalers and the Bloody Mary 
enthusiasts, you should have tomato 
juice handy, bottled waters both still and 
sparkling, tonic and soda waters as well 
as fruit juices. 

An ice crusher is handy as many cock- 
tail recipes call for crushed or shaved 
ice. You will also need a few olives, 
pickled onions, plus a lemon and a lime 
for the peel or a section, and a sharp 
knife. In some cases you will also need 
an egg—for fluffing up a Bloody Mary, 
for example, or making a White Lady. 
And the yolk is useful in a Nashville 
Eggnog, or in cheese straws. 

Whatever entertainment you have in 
mind, here is Rule Number Seven: Ex- 
pect any and all eventualities. Remem- 
ber that there is no greater compliment 
you can give guests than to offer them 
what you know they especially like.B 

Supper from the stove 
(ontinia'ci from page 122 

themselves. His years of cooking expe- 
rience added important insights; The 
roll-about butcher block in the cooking 
area transports heavy equipment like the 
4-foot fish poacher from burners or 
oven to sink and counters as well as being 
the chopping center. He installed two 
Thermador warming drawers in front of 
the counter. "You never have enough of 
them—you can store plates, warm food, 
and they are perfect for making me- 
ringue!" 

Pears and Stilton 
INGREDIENTS 
4 ripe pears 
Lemon juice 
V2 pound Stilton cheese, 

room temperature 
4 ounces unsalted butter, 

room temperature 
Salt and pepper 
8 walnut halves 
Lettuce leaves or shredded lettuce 

for garnish (optional) 

METHOD 
G Peel, core, and halve pears. Brush with 
lemon juice to keep from discoloring, 
n Blend Stilton and butter In a small 
bowl, mashing with a fork to a soft paste. 
Season with salt and pepper to taste. Pile 
mixture on pear half or fit a pastry bag 
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with a star tip and pipe mixture into cavi- 
ties; place walnut half on top. Arrange on 
lettuce leaf, or shredded lettuce, if you 
wish. Serves 6-8. 

Risotto carnavale 
INGREDIENTS 
2 tablespoons olive oil 
1 medium onion, diced 
V2 cup Italian rice 
V2 ounces imported dried mushrooms, 

soaked in ¥2 cup boiling water for 
30 minutes 

I'A cups chicken stock 
V2 cup dry red wine 
4 links cotechino sausages, lightly 

browned and cut into 1-inch pieces, 
or use any good, small, garlicky sausage 

Salt and pepper to taste 
1 tablespoon butter 

METHOD 
n Heat oil in a heavy 2-quart pan with a 
lid. Add onion and rice and cook over me- 
dium heat stirring, until onion is melted 
and rice is well coated and translucent. 
n Squeeze soaked mushrooms dry and 
reserve liquid. Chop mushrooms and stir 
into rice and onion mixture. Put stock, 
wine, mushroom juice in a small pan, heat 
to boiling point, stir into rice and onion 
mixture. Bring mixture to boil. Stir once, 
cover pan with lid, reduce heat to very low. 
Cook without removing lid 15 minutes. 
n Add sausages to pan, cover, and cook 
until all the liquid has been absorbed. Sea- 
son with salt and pepper. Stir in butter 
and serve hot. Serves 6. 

Chicken Marengo 
INGREDIENTS 
3 tablespoons oil 
1 SVz-pound chicken cut into 

serving pieces 
1 medium onion, peeled and chopped 
V2 cup tomato puree 
1 tablespoon potato flour 
About 2 cups chicken or veal stock 
1 cup dry white wine 
1 clove garlic, crushed with 

1 teaspoon salt 
2 bay leaves 
1 teaspoon dried thyme 
Salt and pepper to taste 
12 small white onions 
VA pound mushrooms 
3 tomatoes 
Black, pitted olives 
Finely chopped parsley 

METHOD 
n Heat the oil in a heavy casserole with 
a cover. Add chicken and brown evenly all 
over. Add onion to chicken and cook 3 
minutes. 
n Stir in the tomato puree and potato 
flour and mix thoroughly. Gradually pour 
in 2 cups stock and white wine. Add the 
garlic, bay leaves, thyme, salt and pepper. 
Cover the casserole, and place in a pre- 
heated 350° oven for 15 minutes. 

n Slip onions out of their skins. To do 
this easily, put them in boiling water for 
2 minutes. They slip out between finger 
and thumb. Cook the onions in a saucepan 
until tender in enough reserve stock toj 
cover, and add to the casserole. " 
n Wipe  the   mushrooms   clean   with  a 
damp cloth and slice. Peel the tomatoesj 
and cut into quarters. Add mushrooms and! 
tomatoes to the casserole and cook, cov 
ered,  another 30  minutes,  or until  the I 
chicken is tender. Timing will depend on j 
quality of the chicken. 
n Just before serving, add the olives, and 
sprinkle the surface with parsley. Serves 6 

Vegetables and tomato 
sauce 
INGREDIENTS 
'/2 pound snow peas 
2 large carrots 
2 medium sized zucchini 
1 large turnip 
Salt 
Tomato sauce (recipe below) 
1 -2 tablespoons butter 

METHOD 
□ String snow peas by breaking off end: 
and pulling along the seam. Choose young 
crisp snow peas. Scrape and trim carrot 
and cut into 2- to 3-inch pieces. Cut eac 
piece, standing on end, into thin slices 
then pile up slices and cut into match 
sticks. Use the same method for the zur 
chini, but do not peel it. Cut a thin slice ofi 
top and bottom of turnip and peel. CuB 
vertically into thin slices, pile them up 
then  cut  into  matchsticks.   Reserve  a 
vegetables in bowls of ice water, 
n Bring a large pot of water to a boil wit 
a handful of salt. Cook the vegetables, on 
at a time, for just a few minutes e^K I 
until crisp-tender. Drain, and immedi.'^ 
refresh in ice water. When ready to sc 
heat tomato sauce in a pan; heat a serv 
ing platter; and melt butter in a skillet 
Saute vegetables quickly in butter unti 
heated through. Pour a shallow layer o 
tomato sauce into serving dish and ar 
range vegetables on top. Serve with extn 
tomato sauce. Serves 6. 

Tomato sauce 
INGREDIENTS 
2 tablespoons olive oil 
1 large onion, diced 
1 large can (2 pounds 2 ounces) Italian 

plum tomatoes with basil leaf 
V2 cup dry white wine 
Sugar, to taste 
Salt and pepper to taste 

METHOD 
n Heat the oil in a heavy pan and saut^j 
the onion until golden. 
□ Add the tomatoes and wine and cook^ 
over medium heat, uncovered, until thick,^ 
about 30 minutes, stirring mixture fromj 
time-to-time. Strain and reheat. 
G Season to taste with sugar, salt, artdj 
pepper. Makes about 2 cups sauce. 

Continued on page 130^ 



What a cherrySdoes for a sundae, 
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iiStoufe^ Sick C)ishesdo for dinner. 
Stouffer s Cauliflower au Gratin and Asparagus Souffle are 

just two of the 13 side dishes Stouffer s makes.Toliven^g^j^ 
up a simple meal. Or do justice to a special one. 

Out'of'the-ordinary dishes. Made with 
uncommon care. To be uncommonly good. 
That's why they're the great mealtime accessories."   , 

_   StDufer's Side Dishes!; 
The great mealtinie accessories. 



Supper Irom the stove 
continued from page J28 

Making a fool 
of rhubarb 
INGREDIENTS 
3 pounds rhubarb 
1 Vz cups sugar 
1 teaspoon ground ginger 
2 envelopes unfiavored gelatin 
1 cup heavy cream 
Stravi/berries 
Mint sprigs 
Clotted cream (optional, recipe below) 

METHOD 
n Line a  12-by-3V2-by-3V2-inch  loaf pan 
with wax paper. 
n Prepare rhubarb by removing leafy top 
and trim bottom. Cut it into 1-inch pieces. 
Mix with sugar and ginger and bake in a 
preheated 350° oven Va hour or until 
softened. Drain and reserve juice. 
D Soften gelatin in a small saucepan with 
V2 cup of the juice. Whip cream in a large 
bowl until soft peaks form. Dissolve soft- 
ened gelatin over gentle heat and whisk 
into cream, chill. As soon as mixture be- 
gins to set, stir in drained rhubarb. Spoon 
mixture into prepared pan and refrigerate 
until set, about 2 hours. 
□ To unmold, turn pan upside down on 
platter and shake; it will fall out of pan. 
Remove paper and garnish with strawber- 
ries and mint sprigs. Serve with clotted 
cream, if desired. Serves 8. 

Clotted Cream 
INGREDIENTS 
2 cups milk 
1 cup heavy cream 

METHOD 
n Pour milk and cream into a heavy pan 
and place over the lowest possible heat 
for 5-6 hours (sometimes the gas pilot 
light will be enough). 
n When the cream has surfaced, skim it 
off and set it aside to cool in a bowl. Re- 
frigerate. Makes about PA cups cream. 
Serve with rhubarb and other desserts. 

Float'mg island 
INGREDIENTS FOR ISLANDS 
3 egg whites 
Pinch salt 
4 ounces confectioners sugar, sifted 
VA teaspoon atmond extract 
INGREDIENTS FOR CREME ANGLAISE 
4 large egg yolks 
2 cups milk, hot 
VA cup sugar 
V4 cup Grand Marnier (optional) 
INGREDIENTS FOR CARAMEL 
V2 cup sugar 
2-3 tablespoons water, boiling 

METHODS FOR ISLANDS 
n Beat the egg whites in a large bowl un- 
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til they hold soft peaks. Add salt and beat. 
Add sugar gradually and continue beating 
for 5-6 minutes. Beat in extract. Butter 
a 1-quart souffle dish and dust lightly with 
sugar. 
n Fill dish with meringue and stand in 
a roasting pan with enough hot water to 
come V2 way up the dish. Bake in a pre- 
heated 325° oven for 25-35 minutes. Cool 
upside down on a rack and unmold. (At 
this stage it may be frozen or refrigerated.) 

METHOD FOR CREME ANGLAISE 
n Beat eggs in top of a double boiler and 
add hot milk and sugar. Cook, stirring 
over hot water until the back of a wooden 
spoon is generously coated. On no account 
allow it to boil or the custard will curdle. 
Remove from heat and stir until cool. 
When cool, stir in Grand Marnier. The 
sauce can also be made a day ahead. 
n When ready to serve, pour the creme 
Anglaise into a deep platter or wide bowl 
and arrange the meringue on top. 

METHOD FOR CARAMEL 
n Dissolve sugar in boiling water in a 
small saucepan over low heat. Raise heat 
and cook without stirring until dark amber. 
Carefully and quickly pour over islands. 
D The dish may be refrigerated for 3-4 
hours, but no longer. Serves 8. ■ 

Eggplants 
continued from page J19 

Cook-and-serve containers for the abun- 
dance of late summer gardens are white 
pottery eggplants from Bailey/Hucbner 
or in a handsome, natural purple brown 
courtesy of Mother Nature. Christopher 
Idone and Sean Driscoll, the adventur- 
ous owners of Glorious Food, one of 
New York's top catering firms, fell in 
love with the eggplants at first sight and 
created the recipes below which taste 
equally good when made in pottery or 
natural skin. To make your own eggplant 
shell: Cut ofi the top under the green 
cap and reserve. Cut a thin slice ofl" the 
bottom, just so the eggplant will stand up 
straight. Then with a long, sharp knife, 
cut around the inside of the eggplant 
leaving a '/i-inch-thick shell. Remove 
the central flesh and cut it into cubes. 
Smooth the inside by digging it out with 
a spoon. Sprinkle the shell inside with 
salt, invert, and let drain at least V2 hour. 
Then pat dry. Once stuffed, the shell can 
be baked or simply used as a serving con- 
tainer. Use the reserved top as a lid. 

Eggplant  salad 
INGREDIENTS 
6 medium-sized eggplants 
Salt, freshly ground pepper to taste 
Olive oil 
5 medium-small zucchini, cut into 

V4-inch cubes 
1 large yellow onion, finely chopped 
2 cloves garlic, minced 
4 large red or green sweet peppers, 

peeled, and coarsely choppad (peel 
by roasting over an open flame until 
black all over. Place in a brown 
paper bag and seal to facilitate 
peeling. Peel when cool.) 

2 pounds very ripe tomatoes, peeled 
and chopped coarsely 

2 tablespoons fresh basil, minced, or 
use pesto 

1 sprig fresh thyme, leaves removed 
and lightly bruised 

1 stem fresh rosemary, chopped (optional) 
¥2 cup Italian parsley, chopped 
V2 cup or more vinaigrette made with 

fresh lemon juice and good 
virgin olive oil 

METHOD 
n Make eggplant shells according to the 
method outlined in the introduction, 
above. Place eggplant cubes in a colander, 
sprinkle liberally with salt, weight down, 
and let drain V2 hour. Dry well on paper 
towels. Do the same for zucchini, 
D Heat enough olive oil to cover the bot- 
tom of a large nonstick skillet over mod- 
erately high heat and cook eggplant cubes 
in batches, until tender but not brown, 
about 5 minutes, tossing and shaking the 
pan constantly. Remove cubes and drain 
on paper towel. Add more olive oil as nec- 
essary. Continue with the zucchini but 
cook for only 1-2 minutes, 
n Place eggplant and zucchini in a large 
mixing bowl with the onion, garlic, and 
peppers. Add the tomatoes, basil, thyme, 
rosemary, parsley, and salt and pepper to- 
taste. Add vinaigrette and toss vigorously. 
Chill a few hours. Pile mixture back into 
eggplant shells that have been rinsed and 
dried, or pack into the pottery eggplants. 
Serves 6, 1 per person. 

Poor Man's caviar 

INGREDIENTS 
2 large eggplants 
Olive oil 
1 cup yellow onion, chopped 
6 cloves garlic, finely chopped 
1 large red, green, or yellow pepper, 

peeled and diced 
VA cup wine vinegar 
Salt, freshly ground black pepper 

to taste 

METHOD 
n Prick eggplants with a fork as you 
would a piecrust shell. Then rub liberally 
with olive oil. Bake in a preheated 400° 
oven for 1 hour. 
n Saute onions in a heavy pan until they 
become opaque, add garlic and diced pep- 
per and continue cooking until soft. Re- 
serve. 
n Remove and scrape pulp from skin of 
eggplant. Puree in a food processor with 
the onion mixture. Add vinegar, salt, and 
ground pepper to taste. Store and chill in 
eggplant crock overnight. Serve with dark 
bread or pita bread. Will keep 3 days. 
Makes about 2 cups. < 

Continued on page 132 \ 
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AMANA RECOMMENDS 
SARAN WRAP BECAUSE IT 

GOES BOTH WAYS. 
It's one thing for us to suggest that 

you use Saran Wrap * brand plastic film 

in your microwave oven. But that sugges- 
tion carries more weight coming from the 
makers of a leading brand o{ microwave 
ovens. Amana: 

Amana recommends the use 
of Saran Wrap in its Radarange* 
microwave oven. Because it provides 
fast, even cooking without spattering. 
And because 

it traps in freshness and moisture so 
your food comes out with better taste 
and texture. 

But Amana doesn't stop there. 
Amana also recommends Saran 

Wrap for use in its freezers. To help 
keep out air, seal in moisture and seal 
out the flavor of other foods. 

So Amana goes all the way from 
the freezer to the microwave oven and 
back again with Saran Wrap. 

Seldom does a product recommend- 
ation go to such extremes. 

Note: SARAN WRAP is not to be used in a conven- 
tional oven or with the browning element in microwave ovens. 

* Amana and Radarange are registered trademarks of 
Amana Refrigeration, Inc. for microwave ovens. 

**Trademark of the Dow Chemical Cc^mpany. 

SARAN WRAP. 
RECOiyiMENDED BY AMANA. 



Eggplants 
coiitimied from page 130 

Eggplant  in a  crock 

INGREDIENTS 
Eggplant salad ingredients minus 

the vinaigrette 
2 cloves garlic, minced 
VA cup olive oil 
4-6 bay leaves 
V2 cup bread crumbs, finely ground, 

seasoned with V2 cup parsley, finely 
chopped, 4 tablespoons Parmesan 
cheese, 1 clove garlic, minced 

METHOD 
n Assemble all ingredients for eggplant 
salad; don't saute eggplant and zucchini. 
n Saute the onions and 4 cloves garlic 
in the olive oil over moderate heat until 
wilted in a large pot. Add eggplant and 
cook until tender, about 10 minutes. Add 
zucchini, tomatoes, herbs, salt and pep- 
per. Cover and cook over low heat V2 hour. 
n Stuff eggplant shells or pottery crocks 
with the mixture, add a bay leaf to each. 
G Mix bread crumbs with parsley, Parme- 
san, garlic and dust tops of eggplant mix- 
ture with it. Bake eggplants on oiled pan 
in preheated 400° oven 45 minutes, 
n Place pottery eggplants in a deep pan 
and add enough boiling water to come V2 
way up the molds. Bake in a preheated 
400° oven 45 minutes. Serves 6 or more. 
Enough for 4 pottery crocks. ■ 

Cooking chez Guerard 
continued Irani page 85 

MENU FOR 8 

Scrambled eggs with caviar 
Fresh foie gras with pepper 

Freshwater crawfish 
Bass in casserole with seaweed 

Leek tart 
Chicken roast with parsley 

Black truffle salad 
Bordeaux St. Julien Gruaux La Rose '73 

Apple Charlotte, 
6 hot apple tarts, Velvet pear tart, 

Lemon meringue pie, 
Strawberries in puff pastry, 

Brioche, Fruits 
Champagne Guerard 

Leek tart 
INGREDIENTS 
1 tablespoon butter 
BVz ounces very lean salt pork, 

blanched, and dried on paper towels 
cut into 'A-inch pieces, or lean bacon 

8V2 ounces small mushrooms, cut into 
V4-inch pieces 

6 leeks, well washed and sliced thinly 
2 whole eggs 
2 egg yolks 
1 cup milk 
1 cup light cream 
Salt, pepper 
Nutmeg, freshly grated 
Unsweetened pastry for 9-inch tart 

METHOD 
n Heat butter in a skillet over low heat, 
add salt pork or bacon, and cook very 
slowly until rendered of fat and crisp. Re- 
move and reserve meat and drain on paper 
towel. Pour off all but 2 tablespoons fat 
from the pan. 
n Add mushrooms and leeks. Continue to 
cook, covered, over low heat 15 minutes 
until mixture is very soft and thick. 
D Put eggs and yolks in a bowl and beat 
lightly. Add milk, cream, salt and peppar 
to taste, and a few gratings of nutmeg. 
Mix well and stir in leek mixture. 
G  Line tart  pan with the dough,  cover- 
with wax paper, and weight down with 
beans to prevent inflating. Bake in a pre- 
heated 400°  oven   15 minutes or until 
brown. Remove beans and paper for last 
5 minutes of baking. 
G When shell is cooked, fill with leek cus- 
tard. Place back in a 300° oven and bake 
1 hour. Serve piping hot. Serves 6-8. 

Apple Charlotte 
INGREDIENTS 
5-6 thin slices homemade bread 
% cup butter 
Generous 2 pounds tart apples 
Generous V2 cup granulated sugar 
1 vanilla bean 
Zest of 1 lemon 
Apricot puree (recipe below) or vanilla 

sauce (Creme Anglaise) 
Confectioners sugar 

Continued on page 134 

New CoM Power XE 
ibeats the othefs coM. 

♦ 

It's a new kind of 
Cold Power—a Cold Power 
that cleans toug-h, ground 
in dirt better than ever. We 
call it new Cold Power XE. 
XE for extra energy. We 
added a lot more cleaning 
power to the best cold 
water brightening system 
you can buy. So with 
new Cold Power XE your 
cold water washes come 
out looking brighter than 
with any leading detergent. 
You owe it to your clothes to 
try a box. 

4 
^ 

The best cold water detergent you can buy. 
ei978. Colgat«-Palmolive Company. 



^■Vff ana Jpjffiji/^^ _ ENERGY SAVING 
REFRIGERATORS 

It mokes sense to buy on 
Energy Soving Kef rigerotor todoy 

thot you con of ford to operote tomorrow. 
The cost of electric service is expected to increase at a 
rapid rate... so you can expect to pay much more in the 
future than you're paying today. 
Unless you do something to reduce 
the amount of electricity you use. 
The Amana 2 PLUS I'A Refrigerator 
can save as much as the original 
price of the refrigerator, over the 
next 15 years! 
And that's based on today's energy costs' 
Savings will go up as energy costs go up. 

For example, the Amana ESR-14B [which requires 
occasional manual defrosting of the freezer section only) 
uses 51 KWH of electricity per month with Energy Saver 
Control set on 'LO ' Other refrigerators of similar size 
and type use from 80 to 109 KWH per month. This 
represents a savings of 29 to 58 KWH per month [based 
on the June 1977 AHAM Directory]. 

In New York City, where millions and millions of people 
pay very high electric rates of 10.37(1; per KWH, the Amana 
ESR-14B will save from $36 to $72 per year-that's $540 
to $1080 over 15 years-the average useful life of a 
refrigerator. 

Here's why the Amana 2 PLUS 2/2 uses less electricity! 
Amana locks out heat with thick insulation. Heat leaking 
into the refrigerator and freezer sections costs you money. 
Because the refrigerator has to "run" quite often to keep 
the temperatures you select' 

Read how Amana 2 PLUS 2/2 Insulation pays off! 
When the room temperature is 80°F, it is 80° warmer 
than the 0°F freezer section, 2J4" of foam wall insulation 
[about %" more than typical models} minimizes the 
leakage of 80° room temperature into the freezer section 
so effectively that the compressor runs less often while 
still maintaining the 0° freezer temperature. 

The refrigerator at 38°F is only 42° colder than room 
temperature, so less insulation is required. Regardless, Amana 
uses 2" foam wall insulation-about %" more than typical models 

The 2" plus 2/2" of foam wall insulation adds up to worthwhile 
savings, because the refrigerator doesn't have to  run" 
as often as conventionally insulated models. 

Amana engineered-in other proven energy 
savers! 
• Seamless, one-piece Insuliner™ to further 

reduce heat leakage, 
• A combination of superior foam and 

fiberglass door insulation, 
• Magna-Seal™ door gaskets to seal heat out 

and cold in, 

• 3-Position Energy Saver Control 
Adjusts your refrigerator to the humidity in 
your home. Under most conditions, you 
would set the Energy Saver Control on "LO " 
position -which shuts it completely off to 
provide maximum savings. "HI" is for high 
humidity, and uses less electricity than "EX.HI' 
which is for extremely hot, steamy conditions. 

^■V!ff iana 

Energy Saving... Plus Proven Features! 
Amana 2 PLUS 2/? Refrigerators are available 
in several models-m 12. 14 and 16 cubic foot 
sizes. And with the kind of features you ve come 
to expect from Amana. Two Free-O'-Frost 
models include the Amana 
Refrigerator-within-a- 

refrigerator" meat keeper 
that keeps meat fresh longer 
than ordinary meat pans, 
and adjustable cantilever 
shelves that you can easily 
arrange to meet changing 
storage needs. These 
models are available with an 
optional automatic ice maker 
you can add now or later, at 
extra cost. Point is-you can 
save significant amounts of 
energy-without giving up 
the luxury and convenience 
features you like most. 

Ask your Amana Retailer to show you how much an Amana 
2 PLUS 2>2 Refrigerator will save in your area. 

BACKED BY A CENTURY-OLD TRADITION OF FINE CRAFTSMANSHIP 
Amana Refrigeration, Inc, Dept   711   Amana, Iowa 52204     f A Raytheon Company! 
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Cooking chez Giierard 
continued from page 132 

METHOD 
n Trim crusts and butter 1 side of bread. 
Toast tine buttered side in the oven or on 
a griddle. Cut the slices into rectangles 
3 by IVs inches. 
D Line a buttered 3-cup mold with the 
bread slices, overlapping them slightly, 
with toasted sides against the mold. Warm 
the mold to 450° by putting in the oven 
while it preheats. 
n Meanwhile, peel and core apples and 
cut into pieces. Place in a saucepan and 
add the sugar and vanilla bean. Add the 
lemon zest if the apples are not tart 
enough. Cook covered, over low heat just 
until apples are soft, about 15-20 minutes, 
being careful not to burn the bottom of 
the mixture. 
n Fill the prepared mold with the cooked 
apples. Bake in a preheated 450° oven for 
10 minutes, then lower heat to 425° for 
another 15 minutes. 
n Chill, unmold, and top the Charlotte 
with apricot puree or vanilla sauce. 
Sprinkle confectioners sugar over all. 
Serves 6-8. 

Apricot puree sauce 
INGREDIENTS 
12 ripe fresh apricots, rinsed, halved, and 

pitted, or 1 16-ounce can unsweetened 
apricot halves, drained 

-/2 cup water 
1 vanilla bean 
3 tablespoons granulated sugar or to taste 

METHOD 
n Simmer all the ingredients together in 
a heavy saucepan for 10-15 minutes, or 
until mixture is reduced by about Va, to 
make a moderately thick "marmalade." 
n Remove vanilla bean, puree the apri- 
cots in an electric blender, and store the 
sauce, covered, in the refrigerator until 
cold. 
Apricot puree sauce from Michel Guerard's 
Cuisine Minceur. Eni>lish translation copy- 
right © 1976 by William Morrow. 

Strawberries in puff 
pastry 
INGREDIENTS  FOR   FILLING 
13 ounces puff pastry, homemade, frozen, 

or roll out i% 10-ounce boxes Pep- 
peridge Farm patty shells 

1 cup heavy cream 
Scant 1 tablespoon kirsch 
1-2 cups pastry cream (Use a classic 

recipe like Julia Child's from 
Mastering the Art of French Cooking, 
Vol. I) 

Scant 4 cups strawberries 

INGREDIENTS  FOR  STRAWBERRY 
PUREE 
3V2 ounces syrup : AVs cups water, 

SVA cups sugar 
V2 cup strawberries 
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METHOD  FOR  FILLING 
n Roll out pastry dough on a lightly 
floured cool surface to a rectangle IPA by 
AV2 inches. Transfer to a baking sheet and 
bake in a preheated 425° oven 10-12 min- 
utes; lower heat to 400° and bake 8 min- 
utes more until it is nut brown and fully 
puffed. Cool. 
n Cut the pastry in half horizontally with 
a sharp knife. 
D Beat heavy cream in a chilled bowl 
just until it holds a soft shape. Fold in the 
kirsch. 
n Spread the lower half of the pastry with 
the whipped cream. Spread pastry cream 
on the upper half. Put the two halves to- 
gether. Arrange the strawberries in rows 
on top of the pastry cream. Glaze them by 
brushing with a bit of the strawberry 
puree. Serves 6-8. 

METHOD FOR STRAWBERRY PUREE 
n Bring water and sugar to a boil; boil 
for 5 minutes, cool. Pur6e strawberries 
through a food mill into a bowl and com- 
bine with 3V2 ounces syrup. (Keep remain- 
der in a glass jar in refrigerator.) ■ 

Preserving in minutes 
continued from page 121 

Year-round fresli 
tomato re/fsfi 

From Rozalind Namachcr 
INGREDIENTS 
1 tablespoon prepared mustard 
1 tablespoon brown sugar, packed 
2 teaspoons white vinegar 
V2 teaspoon seasoned salt 
2 cups tomato, finely chopped 
V2 cup celery, finely chopped 
V2 cup green pepper, finely chopped 
V4 cup green onion, finely chopped 

METHOD 
n stir together mustard, brown sugar, vin- 
egar, and salt in a lV2-quart casserole. 
Cook for 1 minute. 
D Add tomato, celery, green pepper, and 
onion. Cook uncovered for 2 minutes. Stir 
well and refrigerate at least 1 hour before 
serving to let flavors blend. Store in refrig- 
erator. Makes about 3 cups. 

Fres/i peacli jam 
From Rozalind Namachcr 
INGREDIENTS 
4 cups peaches, peeled, pitted, 

and finely chopped 
2 tablespoons lemon juice 
1 box (IVa ounces) powdered 

fruit pectin 
5% cups sugar 

METHOD 
n Place peaches, lemon juice, and pectin 
in a 3-quart casserole. Stir well and cover. 
Cook 8-10 minutes, or until mixture 
reaches a full, rolling boil. Stir, 
n Add sugar to boiling mixture, stirring 
well. Cook uncovered 7-9 minutes, stirring 

after 4 minutes, until mixture reaches a 
full, rolling boil. Let boil 1 more minute, 
n Skim off foam and stir jam about 5 
minutes before ladling into prepared glass- 
es. Seal. Makes about 7 cups. 

Cherry preserves 
From Ball Consumer Products 
INGREDIENTS 
3 cups red cherries, pitted 
2 teaspoons lemon juice 
1 cup water : 
V4 cup powdered fruit pectin 
3 cups sugar 
V2 teaspoon almond extract 

METHOD 
n Combine cherries, lemon juice, water,' 
and pectin in a 3-quart covered glass bowl 
Cover and bring to a boil. 
□ Remove from oven and add the sugar^ 
and almond extract. Stir and return to" 
oven. 
n Cover and bring preserves to a boil' 
again. Stir and cook uncovered 3 minutes 
or until preserves sheet from a spoon. 
□ Skim foam from preserves and pour in- 
to hot jars, leaving Vi-inch head space. 
Adjust caps. Process 10 minutes in water- 
bath canner. Makes about 3 8-ounce jars.' 

Strawberry jam 
From Ball Consumer Products 
INGREDIENTS 
4 cups strawberries, washed and crushed 
% cup powdered fruit pectin 
3 cups sugar 
1 tablespoon lemon juice 
V2 teaspoon ground coriander 

METHOD 
n Combine strawberries and pectin in 6 
3-quart glass bowl. Cover and bring to £ 
boil. 
n Remove from oven and stir. Return tc 
oven and cook 3 minutes. 
n Add sugar, lemon juice, and coriander; 
and stir well.  Cook uncovered 2 minute£( 
or until jam sheets from a spoon. 
n Skim foam from jam and pour into hot 
jars, leaving y4-inch head space. Adjusf 
caps. Process 10 minutes in water-bath 
canner. Makes about 4 8-ounce jars. 

Lemon zested strawberry 
and blueberry preserves 
From Abby Mandel. "An almost uncooked 
preserve which retains the wonderful fresh- 
ness of the fruit." 
INGREDIENTS 
Zesf of 2 lemons, grated 
5% cups sugar 
4 cups strawberries, hulled, sliced 
1 cup blueberries 
5 tablespoons fresh lemon juice 
1 bottle fruit pectin (8 tablespoons) 

METHOD 
n Mix lemon zest with 'A cup of the sugafl 
in a bowl. Add the sliced strawberries and^ 
3% cups sugar, mix well, and let stand IC 
minutes. 

House  &  Gorden 
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71 Meanwhile, mix blueberries and IV-^ 
;ups sugar in a microwave dish. Cook 3 
Tiinutes. Mix together 3 tablespoons each 
•emon juice and pectin, then combine with 
not blueberries, stirring occasionally for 
3 minutes so pectin does not lump. Skim 
f necessary. 
I] Mix 2 tablespoons lemon juice and 5 
iablespoons pectin together and combine 
A^ith strawberries. Mix occasionally for 3 
minutes, then combine strawberries with 
prepared blueberries. Pour preserves into 
prepared airtight jars or containers. Allow 
to stand at room temperature about 24 
hours. Store in refrigerator up to 3 weeks 
or freeze for longer storage. Makes 5 cups. 

Cantaloupe chutney 
hroin Abhy Mandel 
INGREDIENTS 
1 clove garlic, peeled and minced 
] large onion, peeled and minced 
1 large apple, peeled, cored, and coarsely 

chopped 
2 medium cantaloupes, diced into 

Vz-inch pieces 
V2 cup golden raisins 
2 teaspoons red chili powder 
1 tablespoon mustard seed 
V2 teaspoon dry mustard 
V2 teaspoon ginger 
V2 teaspoon ground cloves 
1 teaspoon salt 
% cup dark brown sugar, firmly packed 
V2 cup cider vinegar 
1 tablespoon lemon juice 

K^ETHOD 
D Put garlic, onion, and apple in a large 
2-quart microwave dish. Add cantaloupe. 
n Whisk remaining ingredients together in 
a bowl, combine with fruits. Cook uncov- 
ered 25 minutes, stirring twice during the 
cooking. Ladle into sterilized jars or freeze 
in airtight containers. Makes 4 cups. ■ 

Dinner takes center stage 
continued from page 124 

Endive and caviar 
hors d^oeuvre 
INGREDIENTS 
2 large heads fresh endive 
4 ounces cream cheese, room temperature 
1 tablespoon butter 
V3 teaspoon lemon juice 
4 drops Tabasco 
Red caviar 

METHOD 
n Trim endive, separate leaves. 
n Mix cream cheese, butter, lemon juice, 
and Tabasco together in a bowl. 
n Pipe  mixture onto each endive  leaf. 
Garnish top with several eggs of caviar. 
Serves 6. 

Cheese beignets 
INGREDIENTS 
4 tablespoons ('/2 stick) butter, cut in 
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small pieces 
% cup water 
% cup flour 
3 large eggs (not extra large or jumbo) 
1 teaspoon salt 
2 teaspoons prepared mustard, preferably 

Dijon-type 
V2 teaspoon dry mustard 
V2 cup Switzerland cheese, preferably 

Gruyere, coarsely grated 
V2 cup imported Parmesan cheese, grated 
Vegetable oil or shortening 

METHOD 
n Combine the butter and water in a 1-2- 
quart enamel or stainless steel saucepan. 

Bring the water to a turbulent boil over 
high heat, stirring constantly until the but- 
ter is completely melted, 
n Remove the pan from the heat and 
immediately dump in the % cup flour all 
at once. Stir vigorously with a large wood- 
en spoon until the flour is absorbed and 
the mixture comes away from the sides 
of the pan in a dense mass. 
n Make a small well in the center of the 
paste with the spoon and drop in the first 
egg. Stir vigorously. The mixture will 
spread into moist ribbons, then come to- 
gether solidly again. Add the second egg 
and beat as before, and then finally the 

Continued on next page 
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Peaches preserved in ordinary canning syrup for 12 hours. 

Fkuit-Fkvshllbu need it for 
canning, freexins, and fresii fruit. 

If you want all the fruit you serve to look and taste its freshest, 
what you really need is Fruit-Fresh. Because Fruit-Fresh contains 
a special ingredient that locks in the natural, "just-picked" color 
and flavor. Which means no more brown, mushy-looking peaches. 

Fruit-Fresh is economical, too. A 5-oz. can will preserve up to 
75 lbs. of peaches. Here's how: For Canning: simply add Fruit-Fresh 
to the regular syrup. For Freezing: add iiiiiiii . 
Fruit-Fresh to the syrup or dry sugar. For 
Fresh Fruit: sprinkle Fruit-Fresh on your 
just-sliced fruit before 
refrigerating. Sound good? 
It tastes delicious. .-. 

Keeps fruit looking 
and tasting fresher. 

Free Offer: For free Fruit-Fresh dessert recipe booklet, send self-;iddressed stamped envelope to: 
Fruit-Fresh Recipe Offer, Beechani Products. Depl. FF7«. Box 14fi7, Pitlsburfih, Pu. 15230. 

*•* nUBM^riivS) '•" 
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Dinner takes center stage 
continued from preceding page 

third egg, continuing to beat until the 
paste is shiny, smooth, and thicl<. Beat in 
the salt, mustards, Switzerland cheese, 
and V2 the Parmesan cheese. 
n Heat at least 3 inches of oil or fat in 
a deep fryer until it reaches 375° on a 
deep-frying thermometer. Do not let it boil. 
Drop the paste, a heaping teaspoonful at 
a time, into the pan, pushing it off the 
spoon with another spoon or with the tip 
of your finger. 
n Fry 6 or 8 beignets at a time until they 
are brown on all sides and turn over by 
themselves, about 2 minutes. Don't under- 
cook them or the centers will be gummy. 
As the bsignets finish cooking, transfer 
them to a pan lined with paper towels and 
keep warm in the oven. Sprinkle with re- 
served Parmesan cheese before serving. 
Makes 100. 

Ham and kidney pie 

INGREDIENTS 
1 ham steak, about 1 pound 
1 pound veal kidneys 
VA pound mushrooms, quartered and 

chopped 
1 medium onion, chopped 
Madeira 
Flour 
2 cups veal or chicken stock 
Heavy cream 
Pate brisee (unsweetened pastry dough 

with 2 cups flour) 

METHOD 
n Trim ham and cube. Wash, trim, and 
cube veal kidneys. Reserve fat. 
n Render ham steak and veal kidney fat 
by cooking in a heavy skillet over low heat 
for 10 minutes. Quickly saute kidneys un- 
til blood seeps by a droplet. Remove kid- 
neys from pan and reserve. Saute mush- 
rooms in rendered fat, set aside. Saute 
the onion in the same pan, set aside, then 
saute the cubed ham, set aside, and sear 
the kidneys last. 
D Deglaze pan with Madeira. Sprinkle 2 
tablespoons flour in pan and stir. Add 
stock and stir well, picking up brown bits. 
Pour into 2-quart casserole, add kidney 
and ham mixture, Madeira, and heavy 
cream to fill the casserole and mix well, 
n Cover casserole with pate brisee and 
bake at 325° until crust is done. Serves 6. 

Stuffed veal roast 

INGREDIENTS  FOR   MEAT 
V2 2-ounce can anchovies in oil, or to taste 
4 cloves garlic 
7 tablespoons butter, room temperature 
2 tablespoons lemon zest 
4 tablespoons mixed parsley, tarragon, 

minced (if dried, use less) 
Black pepper, freshly ground 
4 medium onions, sliced 
10-12 carrots, sliced 
2 tablespoons olive oil 
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5-pound roast of veal from the shoulder 
Cooking oil 
1 cup veal or chicken stock 
Vegetables Chinoise (recipe below) 

INGREDIENTS  FOR  SAUCE 
¥2 cup Madeira 
2 cups veal or beef stock 
Butter 

METHOD  FOR  MEAT 
n Mince anchovies and garlic and beat in 
butter by the tablespoon in a food proces- 
sor or in a small bowl with a wooden 
spoon. When blended, add lemon zest, 
herbs, and pepper (do not add salt, as 
anchovies themselves are very salty.) Re- 
frigerate until firm. 
n Brown onions and carrots in 2 table- 
spoons olive oil, adding more if necessary, 
in a heavy skillet until softened slightly. 
Remove from pan, set aside, 
n Trim meat and spread out. With a 
sharp knife pointing straight downward, 
cut 4 long slits in the meat. Stuff meat 
with the anchovy and herb filling and tie 
it into a loaf shape. 
n Heat a few tablespoons cooking oil in 
a heavy skillet and brown meat on all sides 
to seal in juices. Remove and place vege- 
tables in bottom of roasting pan and put 
meat on top. Roast in preheated 375° 
oven for iy2 hours or to an internal tem- 
perature of 175° for well-done meat. 
Baste with stock as needed. Season to 
taste. When cooked, transfer meat to a 
serving platter and keep warm. Garnish 
with the vegetables Chinoise. Serves 10-12. 

METHOD  FOR  SAUCE 
n Strain liquid in roasting pan into a 
saucepan. Discard vegetables. Deglaze 
roasting pan with Madeira, simmer a few 
minutes, and add with the stock to the 
saucepan. Simmer until hot and strain into 
a sauceboat. Swirl in a pat of butter if 
desired. Makes 2 cups sauce. 
□ The veal roast is also excellent cold. 
Serve with tarragon mayonnaise. Recipe 
adapted from Simone Beck. 

Vegetables 
Chinoise 

INGREDIENTS 
Va pound carrots, cut in IVi-inch lengths 
VA pound leeks, cut in quarters and sliced 

into strips almost to the base of each 
piece to create a fan or feather 

VA pound Chinese pea pods 
Soy sauce 
Pepper and salt 

METHOD 
n Blanch vegetables 1-2 minutes each in 
boiling, salted water. Drain well and re- 
fresh under cold running water. Drain 
again. 
n Saute in butter in a large skillet until 
tender-crisp. Sprinkle with soy sauce, 
season to taste with pepper and very little 
salt. Arrange vegetables around meat on 
platter and serve immediately. 

Butter walnut cookies 
INGREDIENTS 
V2 pound sweet butter, softened 
Vz cup sugar 
1 cup walnuts, finely ground 
1 teaspoon vanilla 
2 cups flour 

METHOD 
n Cream together butter and sugar in>' 
a bowl. Stir in nuts and vanilla, 
n Add flour; blend well to mix thorough#l' 
ly, and form mixture into %-inch diameter 
balls. Place on greased cookie sheet and! 
flatten, using the bottom of a glass tum-r; 
bier covered with a damp cloth to prevents 
dough sticking, to form a cookie about 1'/?' 
inches in d'ameter. 
n Bake in a preheated 350° oven fon 
15-20 minutes, or until cookies are just, 
lightly brown around the edges. Makes 75.' 

Pear ice 
INGREDIENTS 
4 cups water 
IVacups sugar 
4 pears, peeled, cored, poached just to 

soften, about V2 hour, in water, sugar, 
lemon juice, V2 teaspoon vanilla 

V2 cup pear brandy 

METHOD 
n Bring sugar and water to a boil and 
keep at the boil for 5 minutes. Cool toi 
room temperature. ^.^ 
n Puree poached pears, place in a bowl, 
add pear brandy and 3 ounces cooled 
syrup. {Keep rest of syrup in glass jar In: 
refrigerator for other uses.) Place pean 
mixture in a IVi-quart mold or foil con- 
tainer and freeze. ' 
n When almost frozen, place in food 
processor with steel blade and puree.i 
Place back in mold and refreeze. Dip mold' 
briefly in warm water to unmold. Makes 
about IV2 quarts. ' 
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Dione Lucas's [ 
lemon Bavarois 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  SPONGE CAKE 
4 eggs 
% cup sugar 
% cup flour 
Pinch salt 
1 teaspoon vanilla 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  BAVARIAN  CREAM 
6 egg yolks 
9 tablespoons superfine sugar 
Tiny pinch salt 
2 tablespoons gelatin, softened in 

VA cup water 
IV2 cups light cream 
Grated zest of 3 lemons 
1 cup fresh lemon juice 
6 egg whites 
1 cup heavy cream, whipped 
INGREDIENTS FOR  LEMON CURD 
FILLING 
3 eggs, well beaten 
16 tablespoons sweet butter (V2 pound), 

cut into small pieces 

House  &  Garden 



cup granulated sugar 
Irated zest and juice of 2 lemons 
^inch salt 

INGREDIENTS  FOR  GARNISH 
'.est and skinned sections of 1 lime 
'.est and skinned sections of 1 lemon 

VIETHOD  FOR  SPONGE  CAKE 
H Beat eggs and sugar until lemon color, 
'old in flour and salt, add vanilla. Pour 
nto well-greased jelly roll pan lined with 
muttered wax paper to overhang each 
idge. Bake at 350° 15 minutes. 
^ Turn out on a sugared towel immedi- 
ately. Peel off paper, trim crusts if any, 
and, using the towel to help you, roll the 
:ake lengthwise into a long roll. (Don't 
-oil towel into cake!) At this point the cake 
nay be wrapped and frozen or refrigerated 
3 day or two until needed. 

METHOD  FOR  BAVARIAN  CREAM 
Z2 Beat, the egg yolks, sugar, and salt in 
a bowl with an electric mixer until very 
'ight and fluffy. Reduce the speed and add 
the gelatin. Bring the light cream to a 
boil over low heat, then slowly pour it 
into the egg yolk mixture, beating it all 
the time. Transfer the mixture into a 
saucepan and stir over low heat until it 
coats the back of a metal spoon. 
n Off heat, stir in the lemon zest and 
juice. Cover the saucepan with foil and 
set it in the refrigerator to cool a little. 
n Beat the egg whites to soft peaks and 
fold them smoothly into the cooled cus- 
tard, using a rubber scraper. Then fold in 
the whipped cream. Pour the mixture into 
a large shallow glass serving bowl and 
leave it in the refrigerator at least 2 hours, 
preferably longer, to set. 

METHOD FOR LEMON CURD FILLING 
D In the top of a double boiler, over hot 
water, combine the beaten eggs, the but- 
ter, granulated sugar, lemon juice and 
zest, and salt. Stir the mixture and cook 
over medium heat until it thickly coats the 
back of a wooden spoon, 
n Pour this lemon curd into a shallow 
dish or layer pan and set it in the freezer 
for at least 30 minutes. Then remove it, 
work it over with a spatula until it is 
smooth, and spread on unrolled sponge 
cake. Roll up cake, wrap in foil, and set 
in freezer until ready to use. 

METHOD  FOR  FINAL ASSEMBLY 
D Cut the lemon curd sponge roll into 
'A-inch slices and set them in rows around 
the top of the Bavarian cream starting at 
the outside edge. The roll will probably 
cover the top, but it doesn't matter if the 
center is open. 
n Mr. White simply garnishes his Bavarois 
with lime slices and scatters strips of lime 
and lemon zest across the top of the fin- 
ished dish. You can also pipe on whipped 
cream that has been sweetened with con- 
fectioners sugar and flavored with kirsch. 
n You can arrange a flower in the center, 
using skinned lemon and lime sections 
alternately for the petals and the orange 
peel for the stem. Can be chilled for an 
hour or two. Serves 10. ■ 

Meal in minutes 
continued from page 118 

n Combine remaining ingredients to 
make marinade. Baste fish well on both 
sides. 
n Place fish in an oiled hinged grill (al- 
lows easy turning during cooking) about 
3 inches from gray coals. Or place on oiled 
piece of foil and grill under a broiler 4 
inches from heat. Turn once and baste if 
cooking fish in oven; turn twice if cooking 
on a grill. Grill for 30 minutes, or 10 min- 
utes per pound. The fish will have a milky 
color and be flaky when done. Brush with 
olive oil before serving. Serves 4. 

Peaches in Muscat wine 
INGREDIENTS 
4 peaches or nectarines 
4 tablespoons sugar, or to taste 
1 cup Muscat, a light sweet wine—for 

example, a Provengal Muscat de 
Beaumes de Venise or a California 
Muscat de Frontignan by Beaulieu 

Dash lemon juice 

METHOD 
n Peel and slice peaches, sprinkle with 
sugar, place in wine or champagne 
glasses. Add cold sweet Muscat and just a 
dash of lemon juice. Serves 4. ■ 

Dinner at the Mondales 
continued from page 87 

bits and pieces of paper containing his 
favorites: several versions of fettucine, 
one bearing his name with an Italian 
accent—Mon dat e—some meatballs in 
tomato sauce, ravioli, plus a number for 
wild game. 

Mondale also does a fair share of 
barbecuing on the spacious lawns of the 
Vice President's House. It's his relaxa- 
tion when he is in town "away from the 
phones and the office," and at a hide- 
away in the Shenandoah, called Camp 
Hoover. Mondale says "It's better than 
Camp David (the Presidential retreat in 
Maryland), because it's farther away, 
quiet, and peaceful." 

Speaking of Camp Hoover reminded 
the Vice President to go over the grocery 
list with one of the stewards for the food 
the Mondales would take with them that 
weekend. The Vice President is the cook 
in the family. 

He kidded with them about the after- 
noon his fish fry caught fire on the grill. 
When he looked around for help, he 
said, "all of you were over on the other 
side of the lawn." 

A telephone call interrupted his 
bantering. It was the Secretary of State, 
Cyrus Vance, saying he and his wife, 
Grace, would not be able to stay for 
dinner that evening but would be by for 
cocktails. 

There was some quick shuffling of 
chairs upstairs at two of the three round 
tables which had replaced the 5-by-l 1 VA - 

loot mahogany table donated by the 
previous Vice President, Nelson Rocke- 
feller. 

The stewards had been preparing for 
the dinner since 9 A.M., while Sherley 
Kotcen, a special assistant for projects 
in the Vice President's office, was seeing 
to the table arrangements, the flowers 
throughout the house, the last-minute 
purchase of fresh fruits and salad ingre- 
dients. It is she who, with Mrs. Mondale 
and Chief Rodriguez, plans the menus 
for the dozens of functions that take 
place every month, some of which are 
spur-of-the-moment events. The day the 
first of the Panama Canal treaties was 
passed by the Senate, the Vice President 
decided at 4 o'clock to have an im- 
promptu little get-together at 6:30. 
There were 80 guests! 

There was no official home for the 
Vice President until 1974, when the 
residence of the Chief of Naval Opera- 
tions, known as Admiral's House, was 
designated as such. The high Victorian 
mansion, built in 1891, is informal. The 
kitchen is the core. It is where members 
of the family spend a lot of time. The 
house, white with black shutters, looks 
enormous, partly because of its wide 
sweeping south-side porch, its turrets, 
and towers. But it is really the setting, 
one of the finest in town, atop Observa- 
tory Hill, far above the elegant tree-lined 
Massachusetts Avenue, which makes the 
house seem so much larger than it is. 
Sunlight streaming in through the floor- 
to-ceiling windows also gives a feeling 
of spaciousness, but the rooms for en- 
tertaining are not particularly large as 
official Washington goes. The dining 
room can accommodate no more than 
40. 

The natural colors inside the house— 
off-white walls, ivory curtains, creamy 
carpets with brown borders on dark 
wood floors—are a perfect background 
for art. The present collection by Amer- 
ican artists, drawn from twenty-two 
Southwest museums, was selected by 
Joan Mondale with the help of Harry 
Parker and Robert Murdock of The 
Dallas Museum of Fine Arts. It will be 
hung through April, 1979. when a new 
exhibit will be installed. 

The food served at the Vice Presi- 
dent's house is a blend of many cultures. 
The Cabinet members were served the 
small, delicate Philippine egg rolls, called 
lumpia, with the cocktails. The first 
course was a classic French cream of 
mushroom soup. The crabmeat-stuffed 
rockfish fillets were surrounded by baked 
cherry tomatoes and lemon slices. The 
wild rice from the Mondales" home state 
of Minnesota was garnished by green 
beans in carrot rings. The rolls, served 
with the cheese and salad, were made by 
one of the stewards, Emilio Edora. The 
cheese assortment included Brie Su- 
preme, an Italian Pinna Ricotta, and a 
fine American cheese, Maytag Blue from 
Newton, Iowa. The wines were Ameri- 
can: Chateau Montelena Chardonnay 

Continued on the next page 



Dinner at the Mondales 
continued from preceding page 

"75 with dinner and Almaden champagne 
lor toasting and dessert. 

By the time the Vice President had 
paid his afternoon visit to the kitchen, 
everything that could be readied, with 
the exception ot the place cards, was. 
The cards, prepared by a calligraphcr in 
the Vice President's oHice, along with 
the seating chart, always arrive very late 
in the afternoon because there arc usu- 
ally last-minute changes on guest lists in 
Washington. 

Activity in the kitchen picked up 
around 6:30. Rodriguez has a time 
schedule which begins when the guests 
arc scheduled to arrive. By 7:30 the first 
guests arrived. As they sipped their 
drinks and nibbled on the lumpia. the 
soup was being warmed. It would be 
served at 8:15, and the lish at 8:40. The 
dessert was followed, as at all official and i 
semiofficial Washington dinners, with 
toasts, coffee, and liqueurs in the living 
room. By 11 o'clock, the guests had left. 
It's a rare Washington midweek party 
that goes on later than that. 

When the Vice President came down 
to the kitchen for his orange juice and 
coffee at 6:30 the next morning, every- 
thing, including his recipe file, was back 
in place. ■ 

Declaration for mdependents 
continued from page 99 

2 A.M., skip dinner altogether if I want, 
go skiing on an hour's notice. When you 
are married and living with somebody 
there's a routine that you're stuck in." 
she adds. 

The active widow 

Busy, independent women like Ms. 
Greer have no time to feel alone, but for 
other single women, who have been 
through divorce or the death of a part- 
ner and have not had the support of a 
job to give them a sense of fulfillment 
and identity, loneliness can be a hazard. 
Lynn Caine wrote Widow to help her 
through a crisis when her husband died 
of cancer after 14 years of marriage. 
And she found an exciting new career. 
Recently she published her second book 
Lifelines all about "learning to live alone 
without being lonely." Aside from writ- 
ing, she gives workshops, seminars, and 
lectures across the country to single 
women. With two teen-age children. 
Jon, 16, and Buffy, 12, it takes some 
organization and will power to do all 
this traveling. "I try not to make trips 
that keep me away from home overnight. 
Recently, 1 took BufTy with me on a 
three-day engagement in California." 
While writing gives her creative satisfac- 
tion, it's the public speaking that really 
enriches her life, she says. 'A lot of peo- 
ple still believe in the values that I was 
brought up to believe in—that women 
should be married and part of a couple. 
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Toda\. I'm telling such women that it is 
not unfeminine to be ambitious or to 
achieve." Lynn Caine belongs to the 
same generation as actress Liv Ullmann. 
who agreed in her autobiography Cinin^- 
ing: "The woman is made to feel guilty 
if she wants or needs to work and let 
others look after her child. I have 
stopped accepting invitations where 
women are only seen as an appendage 
of a man and I am nothing because I 
am single. There are women who would 
certainly be happier if they lived alone, 
but they have the feeling that they must 
own somebody and through this show 
they have value." 

Both Lynn and Liv arc thoughtful 
mothers of daughters who will most 
likely not inherit any reticence about 
achievement. And this in turn may lead 
them to their own singlehood. For many 
men. the success of a woman partner is 
too much to cope with. They fear the 
element of competitiveness. "It takes a 
strong man—or a gigolo—to appreciate 
a strong woman." admitted Rex Hearn. 
a once-married literary agent and com- 
munications man. now in his fourth year 
of bachelorhood. 

The divorced father 

Today because of a strong effort to estab- 
lish Father's Rights, custody of a child 
in divorce is no longer automatically 
awarded to the mother. Minneapolis 
businessman John Hutchens is one fa- 
ther who won out. He enjoys caring for 
his 13-year-old son. though the boy com- 
plains his father resembles Felix in TV's 
The Odd Couple. "I'm old maidish, al- 
ways going around picking up things." 
says Hutchens. who finds living in a two- 
bedroom apartment tough after 21 years 
in a spacious house. The father and son 
enjoy cooking, shopping, and cleaning 
together. "But cooking's the hardest. All 
the recipes are for larger numbers than 
two and we're always swamped with left- 
overs." 

Father of two daughters. Porter Bibb 
fought for custody of his children but 
lost. "I was very prepared to take charge 
and raise them and I think a lot of men 
are, now. In the end I realized it would 
break their mother's heart and I didn't 
want to do that." He now sees the girls 
for vacations. Since the divorce. 12 years 
ago, his former wife has happily remar- 
mied, but he has remained alone. "I've 
had plenty of opportunities to become 
unsingle, but haven't done it, so I'll prob- 
ably end up a single." Being an incredi- 
bly active publisher, he keeps a pent- 
house studio as a base ("small so I 
can look after it my.self and could be 
out of here tomorrow"), where the fur- 
niture chosen by decorator friend Liza 
Lerner is comfortable but minimal. "Not 
even a television set here. I have two in 
the office and a Betamax so I don't feel 
the need. To some extent singles 
like Porter Bibb, involved in the major 
expense of educating children privately, 
do have to trade possessions for freedom. 

This can be tough for some, but tor Bibb 
it's no sacrifice. "1 don't make a big deal 
out of my living. I never liked the ma- 
terialistic aspect of marriage, the social 
need to acquire things. But education 
certainly costs a heck of a lot more than 
it did. By the year 2000, it's been esti- 
mated four years of college will cost 
$80,000." Still he accepts this responsi- 
bility happily and contents himself with 
the fact that singledom gives him the] 
chance to enjoy the "most important cul 
tural revolution in the 20th century—j 
what's happened to women. The really 
fantastic thing I've found about being 
40 is that I am challenged, then stimu- 
lated and excited by women of any age.- 
I'm just as thrilled to meet a 50-year- 
old woman as a 20-year-old, if she's ex- 
citing and interesting and alive and full 
of vitality. I'm definitely a women's, 
libber and I want my daughters to be 
totally independent whether they're mar- 
ried or single. 

Bibb reflects the Spartan lifestyle of 
some single parents. But other single 
men without such financial burdens as 
his show that they can easily defy the 
stereotype idea that it's a woman who 
makes a home a home. Enterprising, 
realtor Martin Greenberg, whose house 
is shown on page 78, revels in his space! 
and the privacy of life. "When I divorced'' 
seven years ago. I determined I wasn't 
going to spend time with anybody I 
didn't want to be with anymore. And 
I've found that this is most people/'. 
With his own boat, he can set sail 
for lone crui.ses that give him the con- 
tact with nature and the feeling of free- 
dom he needs. Totally self-sustaining, 
he took time to plan and furnish the 
house. "I like a cleared out look." His 
teen-age daughter has her own room 
and comes to visit for weekends and va- 
cations. When the winter forces him to 
abandon sailing from his back door, he' 
takes off for the mountains to ski. If it 
sounds exhilarating, life is not all a bed, 
of roses. When a child is divided be- 
tween two households, there are inevita- 
ble tensions. And for a man like Green- 
berg, who admits that he's basically 
pro-marriage, and commitment and 
sharing, there are guilt feelings about a 
family split. Fortunately psychiatric re- 
searchers like Armand Nicholi at Har- 
vard give him reassurance about his 
situation. The divorced father who is 
there participating in the child's life, 
says Nicholi, can be doing a better job 
than a father who's actually at home 
but too wrapped up in his job or profes- 
sion to give the children very much of 
time or attention. 

One of the newest TV commercials 
shows an  attractive blonde phoning a 
man  and asking him over for drinks. 
(She is advertising sherry.) It comes as 
a jolt between the customary scenes of 
housewives boosting cleaners, represent- 
ing  conventional  pairdom.  The  social | 
message, though, is clear. It seems that a? [ 
we grow into a new age of self-expres* ( 

Continued on page 140 



Will your newbathroom fixtures be 
beautifully matched-or mis-matched? 
Sears will helpyou get the job done right. 
Ve've made an art of The Co-ordinated 
lathroom. 
;ecause we've seen to it that our bath- 
Dom fixtures and accessories go together 
If blend together beautifully. 

cine cabinets that nnatch your vanities, 
and made sure you'll find faucets, sinks, 
towel racks and other accessories that 
harmonize perfectly with your decorating 
scheme. 
Sears even has co-ordinated wallcover- 
ings, toweling and shower curtains. 
It's all according to plan. 
A Sears design expert can plan your bath- 
room and recommend the kind and style 

Sears has a fantastic selection of some of 
he finest fixtures we think you'll find any- 
where for the money. From high fashion 
canities with built-in storage drawers —to 
acrylic fiber glass bathtubs-to water- 
saving toilets. With styling you'll take pride 
in and with the durability you expect from 
Sears products. 
We've got the look you want. 
Your remodeled bathroom will look 
its best when everything in it looks 
right together. Sears can help. 
Our style co-ordinators have 
made sure you'll find medi- 

of fixtures to go in it. We'll even help you 
choose all the co-ordinating accessories. 
And Sears Planning Service puts you 

under no obli- 
gation at all. 
There's one 
more way we 
won't let you 
go wrong. We'll 

take on any or all of the installation job, by 
arranging for professional Sears Author- 
ized Installers to do what's needed. And 
you can buy both the materials and labor 
on Sears Modernizing Credit Plan. 
Sears and your bathroom. That's the per- 
fect match for you. Come to Sears Batfi 
Remodeling Shop, and ask us for a free 
estimate or advice. 
The service described in this advertisement is 
readily available in the greater Atlanta area, 
Athens, Gainesville and Rome, Ga.: in the 
greater Milwaukee area including Racine, 
Kenosha, Burlington and West Bend, Wise : 
and in these California counties: San Diego, 
San Bernardino, Imperial and Riverside. 

\bucan 
trust your 
house to 

© Sears, Roebuck and Co. 1978 
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MS READ-a-thon- 
a simple way to 

start youngsters reading 
The MS READ-a-thon is a nationwide reading program 

for boys and girls 6 to 14. That alone is a commendable project, 
yet it has another purpose, too: to raise money to help find a cure 
for multiple sclerosis. 

How does it work? Young 
people who register are called 
''Mystery Sleuths" — enrolled in the 
search to solve the mystery of MS. 
Mystery Sleuths read books for their    mm P Wlujl)^*'^^^^^^^^^ 
own pleasure. At the same time they ^mjfujfi^m^^m  JK ^^S 
ask relatives and friends to give them^HBv   U^^i^*^"^^^^^^L^ 
a donation —ten cents, a quarter, a      ■^BC^^^^^      r^PiSB^ 
dollar or more — for every book they     ^B9B^4s9 ^STfeltll^ 
read, which provides funding for MS   ^^^B^K^-^K^ w^ rt ilU 
research and patient services. 

To date, over 4 million children have participated. More 
than 11 million books have been read, which has produced over 
11 million dollars for the MScause. The youngsters themselves 
get two important rewards — the enjoyment of reading, and the 
satisfaction that comes from helping others. 

Originated and developed by the National Multiple 
Sclerosis Society, the MS READ-a-thon is supervised by local 
MS chapters in conjunction with local schools. It has the support 
of the U. S. Office of Education and the International Reading 
Association who consider the program to have unusual educa- 
tional and social value. 

If you're a parent or educator and would like to help, you 
can start an MS READ-a-thon for youngsters in your area. Just 
call your school or local MS chapter, or call toll-free (800) 
243-6000. 

Kids can help, too! 
National Multiple Sclerosis Society, 205 East 42nd St.,N.Y.,N.Y. 10017 < 



The E.P.T™ In-Home Early 
Pregnoncy Test is o private 
little revolution ony woman 
con easily buy at her drugstore. 

It is highly accurate. 
Millions of wonnen today in 
10 European countries use this 
testing method. Novv' its high 
accuracy rote has been verified 
here in Americo by doctors 
who clinically confirmed the 
results of tests performed by 
women themselves in their 
own homes. 

That meons you con confi- 
dently do this eosy pregnancy 
test yourself— privately— right 
at home without waiting for 
appointments or delays. That 
simple difference is the result of 
mony yeors of costly research. 
And it's worth every penny. 

At lost, early knowledge of 
pregnoncy belongs easily ond 
occurately to us all. It's simple. 
Fast. And there is no risk, no 
physicol danger whatever, in 
doing it because a sample of 
your first morning urine is oil 
that's needed for the test. 

As soon OS you become 
pregnont, your body storfs to 
produce a special hormone — 
HCG. Starting on the 9th day 
after the dote you expected 
your menstrual period to begin, 
there should be sufficient con- 
centration of HCG in your urine 
to give an accurate reoding of 
pregnoncy. And that's oil there 
is to it. Follow the test directions 
with core, and three drops of 
urine con tell you quickly ond 
easily what you want to know. 

If you get o positive read- 

ing, you con assume you ore 
pregnant. Such positive preg- 
noncy readings in our clinical 
tests proved to be 97% accu- 
rate. If your reading is negotive, 
your overdue period should 
begin soon. If o week passes 
and you still hove not started 
menstruating, you should take 
o second E.P.T. test because 
there may not hove been suffi- 
cient HCG in your urine of the 
time of the first test, or you may 
hove miscalculated your 
period. Negotive readings 
on o first test ore about 80% 
occurote; on repeat testing 
one week loter they ore 91% 
accurate, if your second test 
result is still negative and your 
period has not begun, we 
urge you to consult your doctor 
OS soon as possible. 

E.P.T. is very simple to do, 
but it is importont that you fol- 
low the instructions carefully to 
insure on occurote reoding. 

E.P.T. Eorly Pregnancy Test 

<-"^ 
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■^H^Bg^^^ jlfl 

^S 
►di urm 
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gives women o new power, the 
power of time to help control 
the quality of their pregnancies. 

The first 60 days ore critical 
in fetal development. Improper 
nutrition, cigarettes, alcohol, 
even commonly used house- 
hold medications con be 
harmful in these crucial first 
60 days before most women 
even know for sure thot they 
ore pregnant. Now with E.P.T. 
you con know. Now, when you 
coll your doctor, you hove the 
results of your test to report. 
And time is on your side at lost. 

1. Put three drops o< 
urine into the test 
tube. 

2. Add contents of 
the plastic vial, 
shake and place test 
tube In holder. It mus* 
remain undisturbed 
for two hours. 

3. After two hours if 
a dark brown ring is 
visible in tfie mirror, 
that indicates an 
active pregnancy. 

Ctplt irvhome 
early pregnancy test 

i f :-^i 

At last, an accurafe 
■nearly pregnancy test 

that women can do at homi 
quickly, safely and very easily. 



ueciaration ror inaepenaents 
continued from page 138 

sion, singledom is going to be an ever- 
morc-popiilar way of life. "No one will 
sacrifice his honor for love," says Ibsen's 
Helmer in A Doll's House. "Millions of 
women have," his wife Nora replies. 
Love may continue to provoke many 
women to give up a profession for a 
continuing relationship and that is well 
and good. Others, like Liv Ullmann. 
hope "that two people can grow together 
side by side without one having to be 
crushed so that the other may stay 
strong." If that absolutely ideal balance 
turns out to be as rare as flamingos in 
Alaska, living alone is now a perfectly 
acceptable social alternative, with its own 
network of manners and customs, habits 
and expressions. It can be a very satisfy- 
ing and fulfilling way to live. 

Quick tips continued jrom page 99 

carpentry, washing your own hair, doing 
the laundry. If you can make more mon- 
ey in the same time from your profes- 
sional talents, it pays you to hire help. 
10. NEVER SKIP MEALS or threaten 
your health with poor quality eating. 
Don't neglect vitamin supplements if 
your doctor recommends them for you. 
Proper nutrition saves on medical and 
dental bills. 
11. BEAT LONELINESS by venturing 
away from the TV set. Go to church, 
volunteer, join a group of people with a 
mutual interest. The next step is easier. 
Ask one to join you for coftee. Don't ex- 
pect people to discover how wonderful 
you are. Take steps to let them know. 
12. LEARN BY DOING. There's a text or 
crafts book that will help you master any 
project. Read up on techniques, then 
practice your skills. 
13. KEEP AN EVEN TEMPER with a prop- 
erly balanced day. Doctors recommend 
7 essentials: 1. Being with people. 2. 
Playing—anything from a game of 
bridge to doing a crossword puzzle. 3. 
Having quiet moments for reflecting or 
daydreaming. 4. Improving your mind, 
reading, going to a lecture or movie or 
museum show. 5. Doing something crea- 
tive, not necessarily arts and crafts. 
Could be writing a letter. 6. Helping 
others, listening to a problem, donating 
something to a good cause. 7. Physical 
exercise. 
14. TAKE YOURSELF ON A DATE at home 
when you're alone. Cook something for 
yourself that you love, put on some mu- 
sic—and dance! 
15. CHECK YOUR EMOTIONAL WELL- 
BEING by looking around your home. 
Are linens folded neatly, things in their 
place? They'll tell you whether you're 
together. ■ 

Doay lurniture 
continued from page 109 

CORRECTION 
The photography of the house on page 
100, June, House & Garden should have 
been credited to Norman McGrath. 

Bennett facetiously suggests "we could 
have figure casts made, then analyze the 
various body dimensions." While this is 
too impractical, there are means of 
achieving at least a degree of custom 
comfort. Many of the ergonomic office 
chairs come in a family of sizes and 
shapes. Thus it is possible to "try on" a 
chair the way you would a good pair of 
shoes. Most of us do test furniture when 
shopping, but like that pair of shoes that 
feels good in the store but rubs blisters 
its first day out, the 90-second sit test is 
often deceiving. And let's face it, as with 
shoes, we tend to choose chairs chiefly 
for their looks. 

WHAT  BODY   FURNITURE 
CAN  WE  BUY? 
As ot yet, there are no real solutions. The 
seating that comes closest to satisfying 
ergonomic criteria may not be the kind 
of furniture you'd love to live with. Most 
of the healthiest designs have been de- 
developed for oflicer workers or hospital 
patients. There are some people, though, 
who because of a back problem, or sim- 
ply a penchant for the unexpected in de- 
sign, have chosen office chairs or hospital 
furnishings for their personal surround- 
ings. Fred Bookhardt, an architect in 
New York City, has secretarial chairs in 
the dining area of his loft. He likes them 
because they are comfortable for long 
periods of time, they tilt back so he can 
put his feet up, and they roll around on 
casters. He can swiftly glide from his 
extensive record collection to his turn- 
table and back to the table without ever 
getting up. "I'm the type of person who 
simply lives around the dining table," he 
explains. Bookhardt's oflice chairs are 
smoothly rounded oak-framed designs 
from Knoll International upholstered in 
violet-colored velour. Other oflice furni- 
ture companies have developed seating 
with ergonomics in mind, too. The 
"Vertebrae" chair, designed by the form- 
er Curator of Design at the Museum of 
Modern Art, Emilio Ambasz, with a col- 
league in Italy, Giancarlo Piretti, is ex- 
tremely comfortable because it tilts and 
slides as you move in different sitting 
positions. There are several versions in- 
cluding one with rubber bellowed arms 
that make it somewhat novel looking. In 
the right context, "Vertebrae" could be 
right at home. It is distributed by 
Krueger Metal Products. 

A British orthopedist. Dr. Bernard C. 
Watkin, designed a chair called "Spine 
Design," distributed in the U.S. by 
Arenson International, which has recent- 
ly been made available with a sled base 
and a matching ottoman for use in the 
home. Its foam contours are considered 
to be medically supportive of the spine. 
John Cangelosi, president of Arenson, 
reports that many people who order the 
chair for their oflRces return to buy an- 
other   for   their   house   or   apartment. 

Kocking chairs are soothmg to some 
people who sufl'er from low back pain 
because they allow you to find your most 
comfortable position, or what is called 
"pitch." Recliners, too, have been rec- 
ommended by doctors for the flexibility 
they allow in shifting pressures from one 
area of the body to another. 

A brand-new product that may well 
replace the insides of seating and mat- 
tresses alike has just been developed 
by an industrial design firm, Robert 
Zeidman Associates in Greenwich, 
Conn. The new padding is a network of 
plastic levers, configured according to 
mathematic calculations governing pres- 
sure distribution, which takes the place 
of box springs. Its advantage is that it 
equalizes body pressure when com- 
pressed, so it conforms to the shape of 
your body, while still giving it firm sup- 
port. The product, called "Prequal," was 
first conceived as an answer for hospital 
patients confined to bed, but now is be- 
ing tested in everything from mattresses 
to shoes to football helmets. Several lead- 
ing mattress companies are testing 
"Prequal" now—some have gone on 
record as saying it will "revolutionize" 
the bedding business. Chair companies 
like Thonet International, a division of 
Simmons Co.. also sec great potential 
for "Prequal" in seating. 

Ordinary hospital beds are favored by 
some people for use at home, if not for 
their back support, for their ability to be 
raised and lowered at the head and foot. 
Robert Denning, of the interior design^ 
firm Denning and Fourcade. sleeps in an 
electric one. The machinery and the mat- 
tress are "housed" in an extraordinary 
Victorian antique bed frame which was 
specially adapted for the purpose. The 
hospital bed was a gift from a client, he 
says," who believes in comfort." 

Generally, bedding has played an im- 
portant role in health. Dr. Charles Heck, 
executive director of the American 
Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons ad- 
vises a healthy person to choose a mat- 
tress merely by what feels comfortable 
to him or her. People with back prob- 
lems are usually advised by their physi- 
cians to choose a firm mattress with a bed 
board for extra support, but according 
to Dr. Heck, a bed board is only benefi- 
cial underneath a well-made mattress 
that is in good condition. 

Richard Erie, a long-time sufferer of 
back pain, found a bed board unsatis- 
factory. By chance, he happened upon a 
bed made in Switzerland while on vaca- 
tion one year, which turned out to be the 
cure for his nighttime misery. Instead of 
box springs, the bed has a foam mattress 
atop a series of nine-ply laminated wood 
slats, secured by rubber discs, which 
allow the frame to gently conform to the 
body. Erie became so enamored with 
the sleeping surface that he ordered one 
to be shipped to his home in the United 
States. He later took on the U.S. dis- 
tributorship for these Lattoflex products, 
and has been selling them to fellow back 
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sufferers ever since. The line includes not 
only standard-size beds, but daybeds, 
sofas, sofabeds, and even a bed that folds 
in a cabinet. 

Perhaps other areas of the home will 
soon come under closer scrutiny of the 
ergonomics designers. A Swedish spe- 
cialist, Erik Bcrglund, has conducted 
thorough investigations of tables, to dis- 
cover optimum dimensions for avoiding 
such things as bruised knees and torn 
stockings. In this country, studies have 
been made of the bathroom and the 
kitchen, to determine the most efficient 
way to organize and lay out these highly 
functional spaces. But the fact remains 
that we put up with a lot of discomfort 
in the name of style. And we always 
have. Some chairs, including many fine 
antiques, seem to actually defy sitting. 
What the growth of ergonomics may 
mean is that in future, homefurnishings 
will provide a finer sensitivity to physical 
needs as well as visual ones. It will take a 
consciousness raising on our part, too— 
to know what to look for in design. But 
style and comfort, and certainly good 
health, need never be traded one for the 
other—not if the ergonomics bandwagon 
keeps rolling along. ■ 

SHOPPING 
INFORMATION 

PRICES APPROXIMATE 
State and local taxes additional. 
''Consult your interior designer 

or department store decorating service. 
COVER 
Cotton fabrics: Slipcovers: "Thalia." Cur- 
tains: 'Broumaire." Both, 53" wide. 36" re- 
peat. Pillows: "Candy Stripe": 48" wide. 12" 
repeat. All from Woodson Wallpapers", 
NYC 10022. 
Cocktail table: 38" sq. .\ 16" h. Bisque plas- 
tic laminate finish. $355. Rattan tray tables: 
22" X 19" X 22V2" h. Removable tray tops. 
Folding bases. Natural finish. $175. Both at 
Lord & Taylor, NYC 10018. 
"Templeborder" cotton durrie rug: 6' x 9'. 
$69. At Conran's, NYC 10022. 
Painting over mantel: Untitled oil on can- 
vas: 44" X 50". By Tom Stokes, 1976. 
$2,000. Painting near doors: Untitled acrylic 
on canvas: 5" by 12". By Calvert Cogge- 
shall. 1977. $2,000. Both at Betty Parsons 
Gallery, NYC 10019. 
Porcelains on mantel: Meissen cabbage tu- 
reens: 7" d. X 51/2" h.. c.1780. $2,400 a pr. 
Longton Hall covered melons: 4'/2" d. x 5" 
h., c.1750. $7,500 a pr. On cocktail table: 
Faience asparagus tureen with tray (not 
shown): 9" x 6" x 5" h. $525. Chelsea dish: 
8" d., c.1760. $375. On tray table: Chelsea 
lettuce box: 5"/2" x 4'/2". $1,800. At Fred- 
erick P. Victoria & Son, NYC 10022. 
Antique baskets holding peonies: American 
covered willow basket: 12" x 15'/2" x 11" h. 
$70. Holding potpourri: Betel nut basket: 
8'/2" X 4'/)" x 5" h. $60. Field Flower Bou- 
quet Potpourri: 3 oz., $8.50 ppd. On tray 
table: Majolica ceramic plate: 8',-4" d. c. 
1800. $20. All at Cherchez!, 864 Lexington 
Ave., NYC 10021. 
COUNTRY COTTAGE 
Pages 88-89, Living room 

Upholstered love seat: 70" \ 38" x 31" h. 
$605 C OM. Upholstered armless chair: 29" 
X 38" \ 31" h. $297 COM. Both by Direc- 
tional. 
"Riviera" blinds. By Lcvolor. "Heartflowcr" 
variation American applique quilt (on wall): 
c. 1890. Penn.sylvania woven striped rag 
rug: C.1895. Both at America Hurrah An- 
tiques. NYC  10021. 
Striped pine mantel: c.l80(). One of a kind. 
$400-$600. At Vito Giallo Antiques, NYC 
10021. 
Quilt remnant pillows: l4"-22" sq. $25 $^0. 
At  The   Museum  Shop,  The   Museum  of 
American Folk Art, NYC 10019. 
Page 91, Dining room 
"Barn Raising/Log Cabin" variegated cot- 
ton  applique  quilt  (on   wall):   c.1885.  At 
America Hurrah Antiques, NYC  10021. 
"Caughley" pottery: $28 per 5-pc. setting. 
By Stangl. At Tiffany. NYC 10022. 
Page 91, Bedroom 
"Log Cabin" cotton quilt (on bed). Woven 
Striped rag rug. Both at Kelter-Malce, NYC 
10014. 
Pieced cotton calico quilt (on wall): At 
America Hurrah Antiques, NYC 10021. 
"Riviera" blinds: By Levolor. 
Curtain fabric: "Pembroke" linen: 45" 
wide. About $10.50 a yd. By Moygashel- 
Hamilton Adams. 
Pages 92-93, Kitchen 
Kitchen design and installations: Florence 
Perchuk, SVP Kitchen & Bath Designs, 
NYC 10022. 
Floors: White ceramic mosaic tile. 2" sq. By 
American Glean Tile. 
Cabinets, surfaces: "Corian" by DuPont. 
"Riviera" blinds: By Levolor. 
Industrial   lighting   domes:   Porcelain-fin- 
ished metal. At City Knickerbocker. NYC 
10036. 
Chair  pad  fabric:  "Williamsburg  Check" 
linen and cotton: 48" wide. About $33 a yd. 
From Schumacher*, NYC 10022. 
ONE-ROOM APARTMENT 
Pages 94-97 
"Rice" sisal matting: About $6.50 a sq. yd. 
From Karl Mann*, NYC 10022. 
Fabric on bed, pilIow.s, banquette cushions: 
"Linen" 18 oz. canvas. 35" wide. $4.50 a yd. 
At Jensen-Lewis, NYC 10011. 
Fabric on arm chairs: "Natural Linen." 54" 
wide. About $12 a yd. "Coarse Madagascar 
Cloth" straw cloth. 48" wide. About $16 a 
yd. Both from Hinson*. NYC 10022. 
Restaurant table bases and laminated top: 
36"  X 291/2"  h.  From L & B  Products*, 
Bronx, N.Y. 10469. 
Laminated cube table: 30" sq. x 16" h. $150. 
Custom made by Wood for Good, Middle 
Village, N.Y. 11379. 
Erecta zinc-coated steel wire shelving: Up- 
rights.  18" X 72". $16 ea. Shelves.   18" x 
36". $16 ea. By Metropolitan Wire. At Man- 
hattan Ad Hoc Housewares, NYC 10021. 
Bedding: "Three Lines" cotton and poly- 
ester sheets: Queen flat, $110. Queen fitted, 
$68.   Pillowcase,   $36.   Queen   size   wool 
blanket: $180. All at Pratesi, NYC 10021. 
Art: "Eight Foot Trylon" acrylic on wood 
column: 8' h. 1977. "Pale Yellow and Blue 
Horizontal" acrylic: 40" x 60". 1977. Both 
by  Ilya  Bolotowsky. "An  American  Col- 
lage": 16" X 20". 1976. By Angelo Ippolito. 
All at Borgenicht Gallery, NYC 10021. 
BODY FURNITURE 
Page 108 
"Contemporary Reclina-Rocker": 35" x 
36'/2" X 37'/2" h. Fully upholstered. Adjust- 
able pillowed back. 3-position footrest. 
Rolled arms. Side pockets. About $249. By 

La-Z-Boy. 
Page 109 
Top 
"Stephens" swivel armchair: 23'/2" x 23'/-i" 
X 30'/K" h. Foam-cushioned molded plastic 
shell laminated with curved oak or walnut 
veneer edging, covered with fabric, leather, 
vinyl, or COM. Metal pedestal base on cast- 
ers. About $400. From Knoll Interna- 
tional*. NYC 10022. 
Center 
"Vertebra Operational" plastic chair with 
optional upholstery: 19'/H" X I7'/2" X 28'/2- 
31" h. l6i/2"-19" seat height. Fpoxy-finish 
pedestal or disc base. Arm rests, casters, 
glides optional. About $320. By Fmilio 
Ambasz and Giancarlo Piretti for Krue- 
ger*, NYC 10022. 
HOUSE OF YOUR IDEAS 
pages 100-107 
For further information on the house, see 
page 142. 
Pages 100-101, living room 
Flip-top table: 72" x 20" x 301/2" h. 
Upholstered sofa: 91" x 36" x 30" h. 
Upholstered banquette: 87" x 35" x 30" h. 
Upholstered club chairs: 32" x 35" x 26" h. 
Upholstered armless chairs: 261/2" x 34" x 
30" h. 
Ottoman: 26" sq. x 17" h. 
"Brazilia" natural  white fur rugs:  8'3"  x 
11-6". 
Swing-arm brass finish wall lamps. 
Tent-shade pharmacy lamp:Distressed brass 
finish. 
All by Ethan Allen. At Ethan Allen Gal- 
leries. 
Printed  upholstery  fabric:  "Danish  Wild- 
flowers"   cotton.   54"   wide.    11"   repeat. 
Scotchgard finish. About $9 a yd. By Waver- 
ly. At Ethan Allen Galleries. 
"Garden 11" acrylic on canvas: 69" x 115". 
By Ed Baynard, 1977. At Alexander F. Mil- 
liken Inc.. NYC 10012. 
Octagonal  Moorish table with mother of 
peari mlay: 21 U" x 20'/2" h. $900. From 
Mario Buatta*. NYC 10021. 
Red lacquered melon-shaped box: llVi" x 
5'/2". $650. Black and gold lacquered back- 
gammon   board:    16%"   x    16'2".   $375. 
Stacking Japanese tray tables: 10-14" sq., 7" 
h. Set of 4, $875. All  at Joseph Rondina 
Antiques. NYC 10021. 
English bleached wood rocking horse: 3 I" x 
9" x 26" h. Spode porcelain platter. Both, 
19th c. From John Rosselli Antiques*, NYC 
10021. 
Cast iron andirons: 17'/2" x ^Vi". 17th cen- 
tury American. $1,500. Antique tongs and 
shovel: Each, 36" long. $650 a pr. Both at 
Edwin Jackson, NYC 10021. 
Handwoven striped rag rug (on ottoman): 
At Alison Webb Designs. NYC 10028. 
Page 102, living area 
Glass-topped cocktail table: 40" sq. x 18" h. 
By Ethan Allen. Blue and white china, 
baskets, and bra.ss-finish acces.sories: All at 
Ethan Alien Galleries, unless otherwise 
noted. 
Footed circular straw basket with hevagonal 
base (holding lilies I: 16" x 7'2" h. Glazed 
Chinese tripod footed bowls: 7'/2" d. Blue 
and white porcelain platters. Ail from John 
Rosselli Antiques*. NYC 10021. 
Straw and wood baby chair: From the is- 
land of Orkney. $450. Wooden duck boxes: 
Black and gold painted. $250 a pr. Hand- 
carved wood pumpkin: 14" x MVi" h. Blue 
and white painted. $1,200. All from Mario 
Buatta*. NYC 10021. 
Floral ceramic dish:  12'/2" d. $350. From 
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BUILDING 
Materials and equipment for the house 

on pages 100 to 107 

One way to get a built-to-order house 
faster than the time individual home 
building often takes is the "package" 
house. This is a house "shell" whose 
major structural parts are factory fabri- 
cated, trucked to the site as a "package" 
and assembled in a matter of days. A 
local builder completes the house. 

This is the method by which the 
"House of Your Ideas" on pages 100-107 
was built. It is the "Greenfield" model 
manufactured by Scholz Homes, Inc., 
3103 Executive Pkway, Toledo, Ohio 
43606. It was designed by Robert H. 
Wahl of the company, built by contrac- 
tors Alvah B. Kellogg & Sons, Wilton, 
Conn., landscaped by Youngs Nurseries 
(plantings in front of house) and Frank 
Mattera (lawns, driveway, walkways, 
stone walls). The Scholz "package" con- 
sists of standard wood-frame construc- 
tion: (1) Exterior walls—wall panels 
with sills, studs, plates, and wood sheath- 
ing. Also the exterior wood trim. (2) 
Roofs—the wood beams, rafters, and 
wood sheathing.  (3)   Windows—wood 

142 

double-hung windows with insulating 
glass and frame installed in wall panels 
at the factory. Also wood shutters. (4) 
Doors—wood-frame sliding glass doors 
with insulating glass. Exterior and in- 
terior wood doors hung on frames with 
hardware attached. Electronic-control 
garage door. (5) Kitchen and bathroom 
wood cabinets. (6) Kitchen appliances. 

In addition to the "package," there are 
optional materials and equipment avail- 
able from Scholz Homes. 

The builders who can put up and offer 
this house for sale are Scholz Homes 
franchise dealer representatives. They 
build the house foundations, the masonry 
chimney; they supply and install the in- 
sulation, heating and air conditioning, 
plumbing and plumbing fixtures, wiring 
and electrical work, lighting fixtures, in- 
terior wall-board and paneling, flooring, 
painting, and finishes. As we go to press 
twelve Scholz franchise builders are 
erecting this "Greenfield" model in vari- 
ous cities at prices from $135,000 and 
up, not including land. They are: 
Audrain Construction, Borger, Tex.; 
Crow-Schuster Co., Englewood, Colo.; 
Chambers Corp., Fort St. Lucie, Fla.; 
Kenwood Corp., Charleston, S. C.; Coun- 
tryside   Development,   Shelby,   N.   C; 

Robert Negrelli, builder. Chagrin Falls, 
Ohio; Shroyer Builders, Troy, Ohio; 
Dean Homes, Vincennes, Ind.; Rick 
Thompson and Sons, Princeton, 111.; 
Maryland Line, Parkston. Md.; P.T.L. 
Builders, Yorktown, Va.; and Alvah B. 
Kellogg, Wilton, Conn., builder of mod- 
el house shown on pages 100-105. These 
houses will be open to the public. 

What makes this house 
work well? 
The r ew materials and equipment in the 
"Greenfield" model reduce maintenance, 
conserve energy, make it a more con- 
venient, comfortable, and easier house 
to run. Here are some of the major 
products: 
1. Paneled front door is steel with a 
wood thermal barrier and polyurethane 
core insulation. A magnetic gasket forms 
a weatherstrip for door and a steel se- 
curity plate reinforces the jamb. Therma- 
Tru door by Lake Shore Industries, Inc. 
Hardware by Weiser Co. Yellow paint, 
Janovic/Plaza. 
2. Exterior wall siding has clapboard 
look but is solid white polyvinyl chloride 
that won't rot, need paint, corrode, blis- 
ter. "Smooth Double 4-inch" width in 
12Vi-foot-long panels. Bird & Son. 
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In walls and roofs, Fiberglas batt in- 
sulation by Owens-Corning Fiberglas. 
3. Asphalt roofing shingles in dark Eb- 
ony-wood, have double thickness with 
random edges, fire resistant ceramic 
granules. These "Architect 70" shingles 
strips are 3 feet long, 12 inches wide, 
Bird & Son, Inc. 
4. Greenhouse window in kitchen is a 
complete pre-assembled unit with bronze 
finish aluminum frame, glass panes that 
include side vents for air circulation. 
Alenco Division, Redman Building Prod- 
ucts. Rear Wall of house has panels of 
"Texture 1-11" cedar plywood siding in 
grooved, vertical pattern stained gray. 
Georgia-Pacific. 
5. Sliding glass doors, with frame and 
sash, are sheathed in white vinyl, never 
need painting. Double-pane insulating 
glass keeps the heat indoors in winter, 
outside in summer. Andersen Perma- 
Shield Gliding Windows. 
6. Wood floors in living-dining-kitchen 
and halls are "Jamestown Plank" solid 
oak in 3-, 5-, and 7-inch-wide boards of 
random lengths, prefinished Rustic 
Brown and laid diagonally. Bruce Hard- 
wood Floors. 
7. Two skylights of acrylic plastic illumi- 
nate the 27-foot-high entrance stair hall. 

August,  1978 

Naturalite, Inc. Noguchi lantern at 
George Kovacs. 
8. Fireplace, in parents' sitting room, 
has a concealed "Heatilator," a factory- 
made metal fireplace form with chimney, 
air ducts, and grills to circulate heat 
from hearth into the room. Heatilator 
Fireplace. 
9. Wall paneling in crafts room is "Barn- 
plank" plywood with a Ponderosa Pine 
face veneer in Weathered Gray finish. 
Georgia-Pacific. Other interior walls and 
ceilings—"Sheetrock" gypsum board by 
U.S. Gypsum. Paint, "Tru-Test" by Cot- 
ter. Interior doors, in traditional six- 
panel design, are faced in hardboard by 
Masonite. White ceramic tile on floor is 
"Tuscany Cloud," 414-inch square. It is 
also the floor tile for the studio, and 
girl's bathroom. American Olean Tile. 
10. Heating and cooling system, de- 
signed for energy conservation by Enco- 
Trane, circulates warm or cool air 
through the ductwork winter and sum- 
mer. Zoned, so upper and lower floor 
temperature can be controlled separate- 
ly, the system has an electronic air clean- 
er, automatic humidification of air. 
Trane Co. Thermostats by Honeywell. 
Installation by Environmental Air Con- 
ditioning Co. 
Hot-water heater, electric, has 80-gallon 
tank. A. O. Smith Corp. 
11. Counter lavatory in girl's bathroom 
is enameled cast iron in Cocoa with 
chrome faucets. "Carousel" fixture, and 
other lavatories, by Eljer Plumbingware. 
Counter cabinet is oak painted white 
with ceramic knob hardware. Wilson 
Cabinet Co., Port Clinton, Ohio. 
12. Soaking tub in master bathroom is 
reinforced fiberglass in Natural color. 
Recessed unit is 4-foot square with circu- 
lar tub 32V8 inches deep. Eljer Plumb- 
ingware. Installation has Jacuzzi whirl- 
pool adjustable jets for hydromassage 
bathing. "Crystalline" and "Bright" 
glazed ceramic tile. American Olean 
Tile. 
13. Electric wall ovens include 30-inch- 
wide oven with baking, broiling, preheat- 
ing, self-cleaning controls, and micro- 
wave oven with automatic Mealtimer, 
Meal Minder, and Meal Sensor controls 
turn ovens off automatically. Whirlpool. 
14. Convertible cooktop, in kitchen 
counter, has two plug-in white glass- 
ceramic electric elements. One lifts to 
insert a broiler grill. Center vents raise 
to take out cooking fumes, Jenn-Air. 
15. Undercounter dishwasher has auto- 
matic washing and rinsing cycles, energy 
saving features, sound absorbing insula- 
tion, easy-to-load racks. Whirlpool Corp. 
Undercounter trash masher automatical- 
ly compacts refuse (cans, papers, trash) 
into a small, removable bag. It is steel 
with a rust resistant finish, is easily 
cleaned, and includes an air freshener. 
Whirlpool Corp. Wood cabinets by Wil- 
son Cabinet Co. White countertops by 
Formica Corp. "Hi-Low" Denim Blue 
kitchen sink, "Ultima" fittings, all by 
Eljer. 

STOP TAKING 
IRRITANT 

LAXATIVES 
It's easy to get back 

''Natural" 
Regularity 

in2to5days 
with this gentle 
"stool softener" 

Even people whoVe relied 
on laxatives for years get 
back "natural" regularity in 
2 to 5 days. Thousands of 
doctors are recommending 
the effective stool softener 
(dioctyl sodium sulfosucci- 
nate) in Regutol" Tablets. 

' Regutol is different from 
irritant laxatives. It's a "stool 
softener." It helps your colon's 
natural moisture soften hard, 
dry waste to prevent consti- 
pation and maintain regular- 
ity. Read and follow label 
directions. Take one tablet 
twice daily until regularity 
returns. It may take a few 
days longer for some people. 
But it's worth it. No more 
laxatives! 

Get Regutol Tablets today! 

STOOL 
SOFTENER 

© 197(1. Ptoush. Inc. 
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Send Me-Free.». 
The new 196-page, all color 
Miles Kimball gift catalog with 
hundreds of new, unusual 
Gifts, Gadgets and Toys, many 
under $5. Available Aug. 28. 
The 40-page, Miles Kimball spe- 
cial color Catalog of unique, per- 
sonal Christmas card designs 
. . Available now. 

Mail this coupon to: 
Miles Kimball, 197 Bond St., 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901 

Name. 

Address. 

City     

State   _ Zip 

j 

World's Largest Selection 

FURNITURE 
Hand carved ol 
sotid Honduras 
mahogany Table 
tops of Italian 
marble. Shipped 
fri. collect from 
Montgomery 
Large choice ol 
covers & finishes 
Master Charge 
BankAmericard 

Tabour«tt* 
$34.95 

Send $1 for catalog and certificate 
worth $2 on your first order. 

9   1022SO. DECATUR ST. DEPT.G8-78 
^     MONTGOMERY. ALABAMA 36104 

Telephone (205) 2643556 

with 
Thwart that fly 
with style and 

proudly display your 
new weapon! Wood 

handle and 
rugged leather 

llyswatter. 23K gold 
monogram. S.95 ppd. 

Sfod cfeck 0' Money Ofder lo 
FUEUiK lUTHED Peadlef s Village Lanaska Pa  16931 
Pa nes adas%lai 

Shipto   
Sifeet  
Ciiy  Slate 
BA  AE   MC Card   s   

MONOGRAM 

_E>p  Dale 

14 •Tuellei' 

PEDDLER S VILLAGE, 
LAHASKA  PA   18931 

LEATHER 
FASHION 

^ SHOPPING 
'     AROUND 

WITH AUDREY NICHOLS 

Order merchandise by writing directly to shops, 
enclose check or money order. Add sales tax where 
applicable. Any unused item (not personalized) may 
be returned by insured mail for refund. Allow four 
weeks for delivery. 

SPANISH PALM ... dried and preserved 
to last indefinitely in its supple, natural- 
ly delicate form. Stays greenhouse fresh 
with no watering, no light, no care. Avail- 
able in two colors; natural fresh green 
or contemporary sun bleached leaves. 
The beautiful sepia brown, hand turned 
ceramic urn (pictured) is included! Each 
plant has a giant 3 foot spread; $17.95 + 
$3 post. / two for $29.95 + S5 post. 
Tropical Plant Institute, Inc., Box 21496, 
Dept. 28, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33335 
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PERSONALIZED BELT 
14K Gold Plated frame with match- 
ing initials and tortoise shell back- 
ground. Belt made of genuine bond- 
ed leather with sueded backing. Black. 
Brown and Tan. Men's Belt 1'/2" 
wide, Women's Belt 1" wide. Specify 
2 initials and waist measurement. 

$16.50  VALUE 
NOW  ONLY   $6.95  ea. 

I   $1   Post.  Sc  Hdl8. 
New Yori( Res.  Add Salis Tax 

ELITE   SALES   CO. 
p.  O.  Box  33.   Dept.   A81 
Brooklyn,  N. Y.   11219 

NATURAL COOLER 
Old fashioned wood paddle blade ceiling fans. 52" fan, $239; 
with exclusive Adaptair to adjust blade angles, $279. 
36" fan, $169. Light Adaptor kit, $16. Brochure, 500. 
Two speeds. 5 yr. guarantee. Master Charge or Visa. Ceiling 
Fan Gallery, HG8, Indian Neck Lane, Peconic, NY 11958. 

PRUNER 
"Rachet-Action" made by 
tine U.S. tool maker. Cuts twigs, 
up to ^A" branches easily. 
Doesn't require strong grip, only 
gentle pressure. Teflon carbon steel 
blade, lightweight nylon fiberglas handle. 
Vinyl pouch. $10.95 ppd. Landstand, Inc. HG8 
P.O. Box 736, East Hampton, NY 11937. 

ACRYLIC  BEAUTY 
Elegant buffet caddy for for- 
mal, Informal occasions Is the 
organized way to set out your 
silverware and napkins. 8" I. 
by 8" h. (with handle) by 6" d. 
Engraved with up to 16 letters 
(Incl. spaces) $19.50 plus $1.75. 
Acrylic Gallery, HG8, 1405 
Main St., Sarasota, FL 33577. 



YOUTH COVER-UP 
Sporty hooded robeshirt, 
ideal for lounging, bath- 
robe, sleeper. Great for 
beach, pool. Zipper front, 
drawstring hood, pouch 
pocket. Powder blue or 
scarlet. Youth sizes; S(6-8), 
M(10-12), L(14-16) $12.95 
ppd. Up to 8 letters im- 
printed, add $1.50. Pensic 
Corp., HG8, Box 1448, 3141 
Monroe Ave., Rochester, 
NY 14618. 

HIC SERVER 
e water bottle handy for 
ble or bar. White porce- 
in air-tight stopper. 8-col- 
serigraph design. Egizia 
Italy import. 12V2" h. 36 

I. $6.98 plus $1.15 post. 
Mian Vernon, G8E, 510 S. 
jiton   Ave.,   Mt.   Vernon, 
Y 10550. 

INDOOR GARDEN 
All aluminum, minimum-main- 
tenance greenhouse. Lean-to 
models open up any room to 
flowers, sunshine. Free standing 
greenhouses add beauty to lawn. 
Fit any site, budget. Over 100 
models. Free 48 page color 
catalogue, Janco Greenhouse, 
Dept. Y-8E, 9390 Davis Ave., 
Laurel, MD 20810. 

INTERIOR  DESIGNS 
Yearbook of German Interior 
Architecture. 350 new ideas, 
color photos: designs for living 
rooms, bedrooms, kitchens, 
baths. Establishes contacts for 
important German manufactur- 
ers, in English, French, German. 
$34 ppd. Wohnzirkel, Box 732, 
D-4930 Detmold, West Germany. 

a catalog 
that's unique? 
yes, mine is! 

I'm Lillian Vernon, here to tell you what "unique" means to me. 
It means a collection that's truly beautiful, at prices 
that are truly affordable. That's unique today! It means my own 
personal shopping selections, not a hodgepodge gleaned from 
a crew of buyers. That gives my catalog its distinct personality. 
It means an exciting potpourri of decor, jewelry, gourmet needs, 
bath and beauty aids, gifts for everyone of every age. 
It means lots of the personalized things I love (and we do all 
our own custom engraving). It means my own superb European 
imports, many with famous names, many exclusively ours. Finally, 
it means my 27-year-old tradition of quality, service 
and guaranteed satisfaction. But see for yourself. Send your name 
and address for our latest issue—it's "unique" at its peaki 

i fi> 

ii 
UUIAN WAW Dept.G83. Box LV 

510 S. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY lOSSO 

Name 

I   Address 
I 

City state .Zip 

3-way 
switch 

the Walll 
Swinger 
a sleek swing arm 
at the fantastic 
price of      ^10-jJ;> 

Plus $2 shipping 
Pa, res. add 6% 

Extends a full 2 feet to put 
the light just where you 
want it, XlVz" dia, white 
knubbed shade. Specify 
polished brass or old 
distressed  brass finish, 

ROBIilLIER 
BOX   183.  HGS-S 

VILLANOVA, PA 19085 

witfi 

luxe 
cord 
cover 

Joao Isabel: 
It's the 
only    I 
name 

you 
want 
the best. 

RUSH 
FULL-COLOR CATALOG 

Enclosed is S3 lor your catalog 
on the understanding it s retundnbie 

wittn my purctiase 

Joio Isabel. Inc. 
Designers h Craftsmen in Brass 
120 East 32nd Street. Oept.H 

New York. N,Y 10016 

Our Aran 
Toggle Sweater. 
Hand-framed of 
100% wool in 
authentic Aran pat- 
terns, our duffle 
sweater has two am- 
ple patch pockets and 
a graceful hood. Tex- 
tured stitch across the 
yoke, front toggle 
closure, roll cuff 
sleeves and hem. 
Ecru. Sizes 34, 36, 38 
or 40. $75. Please 
add $2.00 for ship- 
ping and handling. 
Check, M/O, A/E, 
M/C. VISA or Diner's 
accepted; include 
card number and ex- 
piration date. Order 
by mail or phone. 

Please send 
for your free 
copy of our Fall 
catalog.       ^    i 

^  Brown's of B< f Bermuda. Inc. Bridge Street 
Colebrook. h H  03575 (603)237 8311 
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tVE WILL SE\D ORIENTAL RUGS 
ON APPROVAL FOR 
EXAMINATION IN 
YOUR OWN HOME 

• NO OBUGATION TO BUT 

• NO DEPOSIT OR EXPENSE \ 
TO YOU 

• ONLY GENUINE HAND- 
MADE ORIENTAL RUGS 

_ FOR OVER 50 YEARS 

SEND   FOR   FREE   DESCRIPTIVE   LISTS.   COLORED   PLATES,   and 
KODACHROMES to help you select rugs you wish sent on APPROVAL, 

'Larieit R«UU Stock 

L Direct Importatlona R«(aUrlT 

\ Moderate Prices 

) Small Mote to GUnt Ckrpeti 

/The No RIak Waj 
to Bur Oriental Bagi 

'Oriental Rues - A Complete Guide" by 
Col. Charles W. Jacobsen. First and most 
comprehensive Oriental rug encyclopedia 
ever published. 480 pages with 250 plates. 
38 in full color - S22.50 

CHAS.W. JACOBSEN, Inc. 
401 S. SALINA ST.. DEPT. G 
SYRACUSE. N.Y. 13201 
315-471-6522 

CHERRY  BLOCKFRONT CHEST 
In your living room, dining room, or hall- 
way,   this solid cherry  reproduction  will 
be your pride and joy. It is a true block- 
front, with Queen Anne base, four dove- 
tailed   drawers   with   beaded  edges,   and 
locks. All have antiqued brass pulls and 
escutcheons.    LJghtlv   distressed   cherry  i 
finish. W 3OV2 D 17 H 28^ 2". $279.00    ; 
Ship. chgs. extra.   (Allow 3-6 mos.)   No j 
C.O.D. Matching mirror shown in catalog, 
plus details on  shipping. j 

Send $1.00 for catalog of reproductions.      1 
Dept. 604,  Box 266. Concord, N. C. 28025 

tphyaim Mars It 

PROFESSIONAL COPPERWARE 
Heavy weight copper, hot dipped heavy 
duty nickel lining, solid brass cast 
handles  .  .   . 

-1l¥ 
Copper  double boiler, slightly  imper- 

fect but a French gourmet's delight. Was 

$60.00 now only $39.95 + $3.50 post. 

NEW   PERFORATED   INSERTS 
to convert double boiler or 2 qt. sauce pan 
to o steamer. 7'A" toll ceromic inserts 
$30.00—6"   toll   copper  inserts  $39.50. 

Plus J3.50 postoge 
56 p.  catalog,  $2 

J'aa^a/ic//uin^aU IT 
HG8,  668 6th Ave.. New York, N.Y.  10010 

212-243-6660—MC,   Visa  accepted 
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Butcher 
Bioci 

34' littfli   work   table 
:iO" X   24",    S142.00 
48" X   24".   sisa.oo 
oo" X  ."(o"".  *ig4.oo 
or ctioose 30"' dtnlnff 

tielBtit  table  at 
ttame  prices. 

Locking Stiepherd 
rast4>r9, 

.$:><),on .-Kidltlonal 

Two-inch thick ^aple butcher block 
top, durable bench-construction 
frame. Sent express collect. In Illi- 
nois, add applicable taxes. Send 
check or money order, no C.O.D.'s 
please. 
For complete catelog of exciting 
butcher block furniture, send 50< to: 

butcher block ft more 
TiM Seho«nh«lt Company 

Dtpt.  HG-((A,  1600 S.  Clinton,  Chicogo 6061* 

Dramatic Mahogany 
wood grain enhances beauty 

of any plant. Perfect for home 
or office. Use with or without 

liner. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

18in.    $17 12in.   $11 

14 in.   $13 Sin.   $ 7 
Inc. shipping NO res add sales tax 

Send check or money order to: 
Latin American Imports   "^ 

47 Windsor Rd. Asheville, NC 28804 

SHOPPING AROUND 

I 

COSMETICS TOTE 
Organize grooming aids in a camel 
suede cloth cosmetic case. At- 
tractive tote has leather handles; 
comes with 10 glass tattles, jars, 
labels, filler system, brass name- 
plate. 14" by 7" by 2V2"- $32 
ppd. Add $3 for 3 engraved ini- 
tials. Dezmar Cases, HG8, Box 
386A, Danielson, CT 06239. 

BECKONING BENCH 
Just like the real thing! Park bench' i 
is right at home In yard, on porch' 
or  patio.   Made of  Southern  pine   : 
and heavy 1" by '^" steel. Bench  J 
is 47"l. by 23"w. by 30"h.; comes.J^ 
unassembled.  Unpainted,  $52.95; 
green,   $57.95.   Add   $1.50   post.'i 
Bruce Bolind,  HG8,   Bolind BIdg.,' 
Boulder, CO 80302. 

CLASSIC TABS 
Curtains in natural or white no-iron 
muslin (poly/cotton). Pair, 84"w. 
Lengths; 30", 36". $10.50; 40", 
45", $14.50; 54", 63", 72", 
$17.50 pr. Tiebacks, $1.25 pr.; 
valance, $7.50 ea. Add $2.50 post. 
Free color catalogue. Colonial 
Maid Curtains, GST, Lawn Terrace, 
Mamaroneck,   NY 10543. 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
Ceiling fan circulates air with 
woodgrain blades in walnut, oak or, 
yellow and white. 44" blade span; 
extends 12" from ceiling. $59.95; 
with light globe, $74.90. Add $7 
post. Call toll free: 800/824-7866, 
Op. 92-D. (Calif.. 800/852-7757.) 
Geoigetown Fan Co., HG8, Box 
2128, Denver, CO 80201. 

lie 

« 

is: 

SAFE RETURN 
Anyone will know where Fido or 
Felix belongs when his ID tag tells 
all: name, address and telephone 
number (specify), all permanently 
engraved on a stainless steel disc. 
A reassuring "insurance"! $1.25 
ppd. Free catalogue. Write to Holi- 
day Gifts, Dept. 308-8B, Wheat 
Ridge, CO 80036. 

ICE CREAM  FLOWERS 
Rose,    daisy,     zinnia,     dogwood,' 
pansy,   and   blackeyed   Susan  arei 
Individual serving size molds. For' 
ice   cream,   gelatins,   salads.   De-: 
sign,  approx.  3^/4"  dia.  Set of 6* 
plastic molds, all different, $3.50. 
Plus 900   post.  Artisan  Galleries, 
HG8, 2100 N. Haskell Ave., Dallas, 
TX 75204. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

INIQUE WALL RACK 
Ireate an interesting wait effect 
/ith this useful handcrafted solid 
attan ornament. It provides six 
trong rattan hooks for towels, 
lothing, anything. 16"w. by 17'"h. 
)nly $7.95 plus $1.50 for post. 
;atalogue, 250. Fran's Basket 
House, Dept. HG8, Route 10, 
juccasunna, NJ 07876. 

SMASHING PAIR 
Tuxedo front white shirt in poly- 
silk with black and white striped 
tie looks terrific with these black 
poly-crepe straight leg pants. Wash- 
able. Sizes 616. Shirt, tie, $35. 
<Pants, $30. Add $2 post. Free color 
brochure. Carol Robbins Designs, 
The Copley Plaza Hotel, Dept. 48, 
Boston, MA 02116. 

SHUT EYE 
Sleep is king night or day when you 
don the mask; shuts out any flick- 
er of light that could disturb the 
psyche, the body's rest. Flexible 
foil and elastic bands so con- 
structed that it fits any cranium. 
$3.98 plus 400 post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG8, 67 Second St., 
San Francisco, CA 94105. 

August, 1978 

CUSTOM WALLPAPERS 
Handsome collection of wallpapers 
printed to order on finest stock, 
any color or ground. (6 roll min.) 
Matching design on white Dacron 
or percale. Great opportunity for 
coordination of room design. Send 
$3 for set of samples. Anna-Belle 
Designs, Inc., HG8, Box 687, Glen 
Echo, MD 20768. 

IMPROVE TAP WATER 
The H20K® water treatment unit is 
effective in removing bacteria, or- 
ganic material, chlorine from drink- 
ing water. Pour water through 
filter to cleanse and improve taste. 
Only 14 oz. so it's eood for travel- 
ing, camping. $19.95 ppd. Chesa- 
peake House, Dept. HG, Box 6557, 
Portsmouth, VA 23703. 

SUITCASE SUSPENDERS 
Engraved solid brass tags and 
rugged elastic webbing to keep 
luggage closed, make it easy to 
spot. Red/white/blue stripes or 
beifee/brown. Set of 3 (28", 36", 
and 42"l.). Fit any bag. Print ini- 
tials. $4.98 plus 500 post. Lillian 
Vernon, G8E, 510 S. Fulton Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

REMOVE HAIR 
PERMANENTLY 
Perma Tweez® is a simple 

electrolysis instrument that 
PERMANENTLY removes unde- 
sirable hair from all areas of the 
face—such as the chin, upper 
lip, eyebrows. Embarrassing 
body hair can now be removed 
forever at home in total privacy. 
Arms and legs can be forever 
free of the inconvenience of con- 
stant hair removal. An exclusive 
U.S. patented safety feature 
allows you to do this without 
puncturing the skin. 

AN EXPERT'S APPROVAL 

Perma Tweez has been clini- 
cally tested by a university pro- 
fessor of dermatology and proven 
to be safe and effective. One of 
his patients had previously been 
tweezing hairs from her chin 
every day for 15 years. After 
treating herself with Perma Tweez, 
she has eliminated this time 
consuming chore for the rest of 
her life! Over 15 thousand instru- 
ments in use by doctors—over 
one million sold to people like 
yourself. 

Easy instructions make you ex- 
pert in a few minutes. Save hun- 
dreds of dollars on salon elec- 
trolysis by doing it yourself. 

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

^lQ,y^'^ Advertised 

Elsewhere At $19.95 

Send 

^^;J^^^»P^^ 
Check or I ^'Good Housekeeping 
Money "^ 
Order 

iP\ 

~^^ PROMISES ^^<^/ 

"^S^r OR REFUND \fO^''  ' 

Cal.  residents add 6%   sales tox 

' GENERAL MEDICAL CO. HG-157 
1935 Armacost Ave. 
West Los Angeles, Ca. 90025 
□   I   enclose   $16.95   in   full   pavmenl. 

n I enclose $4.00 deposit and will 
pay balance COD plus extra COD 
charges. 

□   BankAmericord/Mosler   Charge 

#  
Exp. 

-date- 

Name- 

Address- 

City  

State. -Zip- 
Mfr. of Prof. & Home Electrolysis Equip. | 

8 GENEHAL MEDICAl 
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■ ... '' -'^VJTvl^ '^'^ ''^  -•i**^«-ll'*^           SEND   2St 
'4llk. <>S?*V'^'»^'»M^*   *'*^fn^                 FOR   NEW 

ijSr.iJfi'j' INFANT    BASKET "l:..M.lui:;    with   liaby    Ul   (-nchant- 
■'-<'UU^ l"K-    IlKtuwiiKliI.   fjsy   to   cairv   hiindwovun   palm   leaf 

'"3^ basket,    makes   both   you   and   baby   feel   secure.   De- 
leaf 

basket, makes both "you and'baby feel secure. De- 
penrtably struiie. 39" L x 1«" W it 18" H. $27.85 plu,s 
.■S.5.0(» postaire. Baby soft, two piece reversible, yel- 
low anil white checked irlnu'ham, Kortel I'olyester 
hlk-cl   liner and coverlet.   S1.').00. 

^rnri'f  BASKET HOUSE    Su°"casunna, H.i. 07876 

SHOPPING AROUND 

TAG YOURSELF 

LUCITE 
\ 

\ 
YOUR NAME 

100 MAIN STREET 
HOMETOWN USA 

/ 

A must for businessmen, stu- 
dents and travellers. Sturdy set 
of 3 clear lucite luggage tags 
engraved with your name and 
address by Two's Company. 
$10.00 Postpaid. Specify white 
or brown print. 3 line maximum 
and 15 letters per line (includ- 
ing spaces) per tag. 

SOUNDVIEW PHARM. 
Shore   Road Dept.    HG8 

Port   Washington.   N. Y.   IIOSO 

fRO/A FACTORY TO YOU- 
COLONIAL 

LADDERBACK 
Native 

Hardwood 
Height 42" 

Seat UVi" X 14" 
Weight 10 lbs. 

Mafchifig Arm Chair 
aiJd $3.00 to prices 
below. 
Fiber Rush Seat. All 
Wovefi by Hand- 
Old Fashioned? 
Sure! Economical? 
You Bel. 

Sanded-Ready to finlsh-S16.95 
Wolnut—Maple—Pine 
V^ood finish-$19.95 

Minimum Ordar. 2 Pieces 
Send check or money order. No C.O.D. 

U.P.S. Collecl-SOi lor Calohgue 

MARION TRAVIS 
P 0   Box 292   HGS   Statcsville.  N.C. 28677 

PLANS  BOOK 
One of 185 designs on multilevel 
homes. Others include 230 designs 
for 11/2. 2story homes: 185 de- 
signs for 1 story homes over 2,000 
sq ft.; 250 of Istory under 2,000 
sq. ft.; 223 vacation homes. Each 
$2.50; all five books, $8.95 Ppd. 
Home Planners, HGE88, 16310 
Grand River, Detroit, Ml 48227. 

USEFUL CONVERTER 
Eliminate guesswork when altering 
recipes to suit desired number o! 
servings. Great help in the kitchen 
Easy to read windows show exact 
ly how much to alter each ingre' 
dient for accurate increases o 
decreases. $3.98 ppd. Dan Ma 
Products, HG8, 351 Berryman PI. 
Orange, NJ 07050. 

i 

ENDURING GREENERY 
Preserved Boston fern will grace 
your home indefinitely. Chemically 
treated plant needs no water or 
light. Lush fronds spread to 3'. 
White pot, detachable hanger. 
Large, $14.95; med. $12.95. Plus 
$3 post. Catalogue $1. Bloomin' 
Attic, Inc., Dept. HGS. 418 So. 
Washington, Royal Oak, Ml 48067. 

LOVING TOUCH 

Serene and tranquil sculpture* 
called "Devotion", is from an or-* 
iginal by Brower. Stands 13" high! 
Wood finish is made of a composi-i 
tion, stone-like material; with felP 
bottom. $9.98 plus $1.50 post; or^ 
2 for $21 ppd. American Con-I 
sumer, Dept. DEV2, Caroline Rd 
Philadelphia, PA 19176. 

\ 

CUSTOM BEDSPREADS 
Our service is to custom quilt your 
fabric and make it into a finished 
bedspread and or valance m the 
style you select, using the measure 
ments you send us (Your material 
can also be made into unquilted 
matching draperies ) We also quilt 
your fabric so you can make your 
own treasures tablecloths, dusters, 
jackets, skirts, evening wear. ",-■,(, 
etc. Send $1 for color bro f; ,. ;| 
chure and price information   ''X ■_,' 

Box 191 Dept HG-88SOU Pines. NC 28387 
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Openly Oriental 
Favorite periodicals are neatly stored 
(and easy to find) in a magazine rack 
with bamboo styling. Of sturdy metal. 
17WxlODxI5"H with distinctive arched 
center divider and tote handle. Order 
SBMR-17 . . . specify Koch brass or Con- 
temporary nickel plate . . . only $49.75. 
Shipped prepaid upon receipt of check. 

SPRAY SHADES CLEAN 
Dirty fabric lamp shades get new 
life from spray-on cleaner. Pene- 
trating ion action lifts dust, dirt 
without wiping. Dries to spotless 
finish —invisible coating protects 
fabric, repels dirt. 8 oz. $3.98 plus 
850 post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG8, 67 Second St., San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94105. 

HELP AT LAST 
Right where you need it, a big 10" 
by 13" magnetic chart to place on 
refrigerator door. Lists calories 
and carbohydrate count for many 
basic foods. Helps weight control. 
Two color combinations: black 
type with gold or green accents. 
$1.95 ppd. Grange Gifts, HGS, Box 
933, Madison, CT 06443. 

House &  Garden 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

REAT STRETCH 
ivet expands from easy-to-store 
' by 8", to an accommodating 6" 
' 18". Handmade from redwood, 
le wax finish. Protects furniture 
Dm heat, scratches, condensa- 
)n. Ideal for hot dishes, cooling 
ck, plant trivet. $4.95 plus 500 
•St. Brookline, HG8, Box 6279, 
in Rafael, CA 94903. 

HANDY HANG-DRYER 
For travel or home use, a sturdy 
dryer to hold all your washables is 
a great help. Hooks onto any show- 
erhead, notched shaft holds U 
hangers. Steel construction, rust- 
proof vinyl finish. $3.25; two $6. 
Add 500 post. American Century, 
HG88, P. O. Box 36277, Los An- 
geles, CA 90036. 

DUR FAMILY CREST 
andsome hand-engraved rings, 
loice of sterling silver, $95, 14K 
>ld, $210. Ppd. Send coatofarms 

have it researched. A splendid 
t idea bound to become a prized 
epsake. Free color catalogue. Or- 
r from Heraldica Imports, Inc., 

G8, 21 W. 46th St., New York, 
i 10036. 

BEAUTY IN A JAR 
Sweeten the air with a lifetime ar- 
rangement of miniature roses. Dis- 
played in 5" glass decanter it's 
ideal for any room, gifts. Fragrance 
guaranteed 3 years. Yellow, red, 
pink, lavender, white, blue, or 
orange. $5.88 ea., 3 for $15. Ppd. 
Letz Enterprise, HG88, 705 War- 
wood Ave., Wheeling, WV 26003. 

IIENTAL ELEGANCE 
ineless style makes the Peking 
y^ seat suitable for any decor, 
irk teak or fruitwood finish, 
'"h., 65"l., 34"d. (86"l, avail- 
Jle). $549.95 in your fabric: 
115.95 in ours. Shpg. chg. extra. 
Italogue, $1. Bryan Robeson, 
K>t. HG-216, Rt. 10, Box 793, 
Kkory,  NC  28601. 

'jgjst,  1978 

WATCH CASE FOR PILLS 
Ingenious 1%" brass case resem- 
bles an old fashioned watch. Slip 
it into your pocket or handbag and 
no ont will know it holds health or 
life-saving pills. Pretend to peek 
at the time as you slip out a pill. $6 
plus 800 post. Write to Postamatic 
Co. Inc., HG878, Lafayette Hill, 
PA 19444. 

SHEERS & SEMI-SHEERS BEDSPREADS PRISCILLAS 

During our 
between-season lull 
3 kinds of discount 

savings 
for people of 

different speeds 

DISCOUNT 991/ 
IF YOU  ORDER     |||i|/* 
BEFORESEP.30     ""'! 

DISCOUNT 
IF YOU ORDER 
BEFORE 0CT.15 

DISCOUNT 
IF YOU  ORDER 
BEFORE 0CT.31 

20 
13 

RUFFLED ENSEMBLES 

Normally, buying direct from 
Ronnie, you'd save up to 40% 
on Bedspreads and Draperies. 
Right now — is our between- 
season lull and our workrooms 
are at their slowest pace. By 
acting now you can save an 
additional 33'/j %. Procrastinate 
a fortnight—when we start to 
get busy — and you earn only 
20%. Stall for a whole month 
and you pick up a mere 15% 
savings. Be quick, be alert. Get 
that coupon in the mail now! 

TEXTURES/PATTERNS 

Send for FREE Catalog.Order before Sept.30-save a full 331/3% 
Ronnie Drapery Corp.,Dept.     4K,S,   145 Broad Ave., Fairview, N.J.07022 

1 RONNIE DRAPERY CORP., Dept. 
[ Please rush me, absolutely FREE, 
1 the Ronnie Bedspread-Drapery 
1 Catalog that offers me additional 
1 discounts of 33'/3%, 20%&15% 
1 during your between-season lull. 

I   NAME 

4K5, 145 broad 

until 
SEPT. 30th 

3373% 
Discount 

ave., fairview 

until 
OCT. 15th 

20% 
Discount 

,"n.]."o'7022 

until         1 
OCT. 31st ! 

15% 1 
Discount     ] 

1                                                                                                             1 

1    ADDRESS                                                                                                                                                     1 

!    CITY STATE _ZIP 1 
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The  HobbJt  Jigsaw 
A double challenge to your puzzling 
skill and patience. It's a 500-piece, 
two-sided jigsaw from the works of 
J.R.R. Tolkien. One side depicts 
Bilbo coming to the huts of the Raft- 
elves; the other, a map of Bilbo's 
journey through Eriador and Rho- 
vanion. Both 15x21", assembled. 
4834-6-Hobbit Jigsaw $6.50 

Name  Necklace 
Eliminates the need for awkward in- 
troductions. Flattering necklace has 
your first name in gleaming goldtone 
letters, each %" high and mounted 
on a solid goldtone bar that's sus- 
pended from a delicate 12" chain. 
Print desired name plainly, please. 
XE437 6-Up to Five Letters, $5.00 
XE438-6-Six to Nine Letters, $6.49 

Egg  Rings 
Give your morning cackleberries that 
firm, round, appetizing look. Just 
break eggs into these stainless steel 
rings and fry or poach as usual. They 
stay perfectly round for Eggs 
Benedict and other tasty dishes. Set 
of three, each 3 Vi" across. 
7077 6-Egg Rings .... 1 set, $2.50 

No-Glare Visor  Extender 
Helps block out the glare of sun on 
wet pavement or brilliant snow. The 
414x11'/? " extension clips onto your 
existing visor, breaks down dan- 
gerous, blinding glare patterns, 
reduces uncomfortable eyestrain. 
It's optically clear green plastic. 
1393-6-Visor Extender $2.19 

^'^jo^ S^^^^ ^e. HMi Kifi^C^U M/^ 

Beverage Can  Dispenser 
Handy for the soda-pop crowd. It 
corrals ten 5", 12-oz. beverage cans 
and dispenses them so that, when 
you reach in, you always get the 
coldest can. Rustproof, vinyl-coated 
rack is 5/4x5'/2x15"; loads at the 
top; cans roll forward on bottom. 
7635-6 —Can Dispenser    $2.89 

NFL Pencil  Set 
Guaranteed to bring stars to the 
eyes of any young football fan. The 
set contains 28 quality eraser-topped 
lead pencils, each bearing the name 
of one of the 28 teams in the 
National Football League. Each is in 
that team's official colors, too. 
2519-6-NFL Pencil Set $2.59 

Stay  Put  Cutting  Board 
It really does stay put! Nonskid rub- 
ber feet keep this decorative helper 
in place on your counter during food 
preparation tasks. The sanitary plas- 
tic board won't harbor bacteria and 
is odor-free, sports a lively lemon or 
strawberry design. 
7771-6-Lemon, lOVixIA" .... $4.95 
7772-6-Lemon, 13x17" $6,59 
7773-6-Strawberry,  IO'/JXM", $4.95 
7774-6-Strawberry, 13x17" . . $6.59 

Miles Kimball Companij 
285 BOND STREET - OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN 54906 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 

AT MILES KIMBALL 

PLAY-0-ALLS 
Oshkosh B'Gosh work togs have 
been copied as play togs for 
children, made of the same tough, 
sanforized hickory-striped cotton 
denim. Stout stitching, full bibs, 
roomy pockets, rustproof hardware. 
Sizes: 1,2,3,4,5,6,8. $12.49 ppd. 
Miles Kimball, 285 Bond St., 
Oshkosh, Wl 54906. 

THE 

BASEBA 
TRIVIA Q 

BOOK 

■^ 

QUIZ  BOOK 
Baseball trivia: 
who wore first 
baseball glove? 
Who batted 5 
homers in one 
day? History, 
rules, players. 174 
page soft-cover. 
$1.75 ppd. Miles 
Kimball, 285 Bond 
Street, Oshkosh, 
Wl 54906. 

OLD TIME CANISTER SET 
Decorative tin boxes from Britain. 
Nested set of three includes three 
lb. flour, two lb. sugar, one lb. coff6 
canister; golden interiors, hinged 

lids. In muted tones to blend with latest country kitchens. 
Set of 3, $18.98 ppd. Miles Kimball, 285 Bond St., 
Oshkosh, Wl 54906. 
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BIBLE STAND 
Beautifully grained, smoothly 
finished wooden stand 
displays treasured 
family Bible. Encour- 
ages use. Top and 
base crafted of pine, turned 
pedestal of hardwood. Top sur- 
face, 11'A" by 14V2", to hold 
largest of Bibles. Also, good for 
dictionary. $19.95 ppd. Miles 
Kimball, 285 Bond St., 
Oshkosh,Wi 54906. 

House i 



OCOLATE CUPS 
ve after dinner liqueurs or fancy desserts in 
e cups of smooth), ricfi cfiocoiate to nibble 
;r dessert or 
leur is gone. 

< of 12 ^^P-.     ^.p' 
jeur cups    /6-^KJHIA^iA^^^^^^^flrilfe 
95. Box      i:lL«W^^P*^^rl«   ^ 
5 dessert 
}lls with 
tty gold 
3er doilies, -   • 
49. Ppd. Miles Kimball, 285 Bond 
Osfikosfi, Wl 54906. 

EARRING  CADDY 
Personalized brusfi 
gold-tone metal caddy 
to stow away precious 
dainty earrings. Eighit 
'A" by Vs" compartments in lift- 

out tray, concealed storage 
space beneath Rhinestone 
l<nob. VU" by 2'/2" by 4". 

With full name, (print). 
$4.98 ppd. Miles 
Kimball, 285 Bond St., 
Oshkosh, Wl 54906. 

ACRYLIC CLIPBOARD 
Distinctive and gifted molded acrylic clipboard, Vs" thick, 
unbreakable, crystal clear. At top, strong spring holds 
papers. 10" by 14" writing space. At bottom, 2 or 3 initials 
in 1" h. letters. (Print). $9.98 ppd. Miles Kimball, 
285 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wl 54906. 

VATERPROOF  KNAPSACK 
right red, rubber-lined duck pack is perfect for school books 
r camping gear. Has double strap closure flap for tying on 
anteen. Adjustable shoulder straps, outer, inner pockets plus 

4" by 5" outer pocket. Generous size: 
V4" by 12" by 5". Plain $5.98 

Personalized in black with 
first or last name. (Print) 
$6.98 Ppd. Miles Kimball, 

285 Bond St., 
Oshkosh, Wl 
54906. 

Sports Card  Locker 
Provides a neat home for your 
youngster's collection. It's plastic, 
holds 1400 cards in 26 separate com- 
partments for fast, easy location. 
Team stickers for all professional 
baseball, football, basketball, and 
hockey teams are included, plus a 
numerical index for quick reference. 
2593-6-Locker (3x8x15")   ...$8.98 

Cotton  Ball  Dispenser 
Provides easy pickings for dabs or 
puffs of your favorite cotton. The 3" 
cube is molded of sturdy polysty- 
rene. Its snug-fitting cover makes 
for quick refilling, while the 2" 
circular top opening provides easy 
access. By Cosmepak." 
6952-6-Clear Dispenser .... $1.98 
6953-6 —Tortoise Dispenser . . $1.98 

Self-Stick Name-Address Labels 
Your name and address in sharp 
black on lustrous gold, silver or 
white labels. Just press into place. 
They're self-adhesive, identify books 
and albums as well as correspon- 
dence. They're *ex2", have up to 
four lines of type, 26 letters and 
spaces per line. Print; state coloi. 
RP101-6-Packof 225 $3.19 
RP102-6-Packof 450 $5.00 
RP103-6-Packof 1000   .... $10.00 

Stack 'n' Store Freezer Baskets 
Best organizers around for all those 
crowded frozen food packages. 
They let you find just what you're 
after without risking frostbitten fin- 
gers. Heavy steel rod baskets are 
5'/4x9'/2x19'/2", coated with rust- 
proof white vinyl, have braces for 
stacking one atop another. 
7564-6 —Freezer Baskets, ea., $4.49 

Personalized  Balloons 
Imagine how thrilled your guest of 
honor will be to see colorful balloons 
bearing his or her first name. Each 
round balloon says, "Happy Birth- 
day, Donna," or "Merry Christmas, 
Billy" in black letters. Print name 
plainly: allow2-4 weeks. Pack of 10. 
RF726-6-Birthday . . 1 pack, $1.69 
RF727-6-Christmas,    1 pack, $1.69 

Free Catalog .. . 
n Check here to receive our new full color 
Fall catalog with 196 pages of fresh and ex- 
citing gifts, toys and housewares - each one 
fairly priced and guaranteed to please' 

-X s 

ITEM NO. QUAN. NAME OF ITEM PRICE 

Items on these 2 pages slipped postpaid.         Total Amount Enclosed 

Name 

Address 

City                                                        Slate                                  Zip 

Miles Kimball Company 
\ 285 BOND STREET - OSHKOSH. WISCONSIN 54906 
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chei^s tools every kitchen needs! 
Giant Forks lift and turn 
heavy roasts. Fine steel, 
wood handles. 12" long, 
leather hangers. Set of 2. 
8118 Forks.   1 Set $1.69 
Wooden Tools for mixing, 
folding, draining, getting 
in corners! Natural wood, 
10V4-12V2" long. Set of 5. 
6077 Tools.    1 Set $1.79 
Whisks for fabulous omelets, 
sauces, batters. Tinned 
piano-style hoops. Set of 
3—8", 10". 12". 
8148 Wtiisks. 1 Set $1.29 
Earthenware Pitcher. Clas- 
sic two-tone brown glaze. 
6" high, holds 1 quart. 
9344 Pitcher.   $2.98 

THE WORKS! AM three tool sets plus the pitcher! Our 
own version of the traditional European bridal gift— 
charming for a shower or for your own kitchen. 
Beat-all buy that's ours alone because we import 
them at special prices, pass the saving on to you! 
9345    The Works-everything shown!    1 Set $6.98 

Add $1.25 posfoge & handling. NY residents add taxes 

SHOPPING AROUND 

c}^ The Country Gourmet Dept. G81. 512 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

USS^ 
Revolutionary New Ratchet-Ac- 
tion Pruner matje by the finest 
U.S. toolmaker, has 5 times 
more power than conventional 
pruning shears, will cut any- 
thing from a twig to Vt" branch 
without any effort. Gentle pres- 
sure for clean cut makes prun- 
ing itjeal specially for those who 
can not grip strongly, because 
"Ratchet" multiplies power. 

Hardened carbon steel blade 
is Teflon coated to reduce fric- 
tion, prevent rusting. Feather- 
weight nylon-fiberglas handles, 
strong as steel. Vinyl pouch Incl. 
(fits belt). 15 days trial, money- 
back guarantee. 

Only $9.95 plus $1 for post, 
and handl., send check or M.O. 

Undstand Inc. 
-65 Montauk Highway 

P.O. Box 736 
-East Hampton, N.Y. 

11937 

For   Personoiized   Stationery 
Makes expensive looking raised letter 
impressions of any 3 line name & ad- 
dress on your PAPER & ENVELOPES 
(reversible). No inks, service or main 
tenance required. For home, office, 
clut)s, etc. Print clearly, maximum 24 
characters per line. (For $i i 95 
4 lines add $1.50.) IJ-'— 
Desk Model (not shown) $13.95      ^^.^ »»-2s 
Pi. res  add 60/0 • Catalog 25<      Mch uem 

POSTAMATIC   CO. 
Oept.   HG-878,   Lafayette   Hill,   Pa.   19444 

OLD-TIME COLLECTION! 
26 different stamps from SO to 
100 years old. Scarce 1874 classic, 
Belgium "Never on Sunday.'" an- 
cient Egyptian Sphinx, Ottoman 
Empire, Balkan Assassination, 
Great Famine, Bosnia, Newfound- 
land, Victoria, many others. Worth 
$2.00 at catalog prices. All only 
lOtf. Also, other bargain stamps 
for free examination, returnable 
without purchases, cancel service 
anytime. 

Send  10c — TODAY! 
FALCON STAMP COMPANY 

088GH, Falconer, New York 14733 
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GROOM THE BATH 
There is no need to have ugly 
cracks and openings around your 
tub, sink or basin. Seal them up 
with self-sticking tape. Merely 
press tape on clean, dry surface, 
11 foot roll, $2.98 plus 600 post- 
age. Order from Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG8, 67 Second St., San 
Francisco,  CA 94105. 

ELEGANT DROP-LEAF 
Assemble a coffee table in so, 
3/i" cherry. Kit includes prec, 
smooth-sanded pieces, hardwa, 
instructions. Need no special toe 
$139.50. Or assembled, antiq 
cherry finish. $249.50. Shpg. clji, 
coll. Furniture kit catalogue. 
The Emperor Clock Co., Dept 
Fairhope, AL 36532. 

^ lii 

HANDI-GRO 
Redwood frame, corrugated fiber- 
glass acrylic greenhouse to attach 
to home, garage. Strong, bolt- 
together easy assembly. 8'w. by 
4'd. $134.95. F.O.B. Other mod 
els to $699.95. Free color cata- 
logue. Peter Reimuller—The Green- 
houseman, Dept. IIHP, 980 17th 
Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95062. 

PEP UP PACKA9ES 
No mistaking who's the giver wl [ 
you embellish your gifts this Chr, j 
mas   with   press-on   labels,   1- 
dia. Also good to use as Christi1:J 
card envelope seals.  Limit of 
letters and spaces. 150 labels 
alike), $3.75 plus 350 post. Brd 
Bolind, HG8, Bolind BIdg., BoulcJ 
CO 80302. 

DANISH .STYLE 
FLLL SIZE LOUNGE CHAIR 

Kurcipean Imported solid hardwood rramo. 
walnut  finish with  authentic!   curved  Dan- 
ish arm.   281/2" wide.   29" high.  Thicli 4" 
polyurethane   foam   seat   cushion.    22"   X 
22".   :>"  thiclt   back  cushion.   17"  x  22". 
Your  choice   of expandable   supported  vi- 
nyl,   or   hea\'V   tweed   fabric.   Olive.   Tan- 
irerlne.    Black.    Blue   or   Tan.   Or   furnish 
tw<i   yards,   54"   wide,   your fabric.   Cush- 
ions zippered. fully welted reversible. 

Send 154 for aample swatches and 
cumplete Danish living room catalrig 

Shipped unassembled, 
easily set up  In  10 minutes 

No con.9 Ail a AE 
shipping charges collect,  ^f 7*79 
Send check or money order. ^^ 

GENADA  IMPORTS 
Depl. JS, P.O. Bsi 204, Teoneck, NJ 076i6 

N..I.   Itesidents  add S%   tat. 

Stop Fleas Safely 
and Naturally! 

FLEA-TABS... finally, an 
answer to the flea /i 
problem that works .-■'^v^' 
without the use of    ''!-'    | 
chemicals found in flea 
collars, powders, 
sprays, etc. 

FLEA-TABS    . com- 
pletely safe and natural. 

FLEA-TABS ... adminis- 
tered orally, everyday, will cause yoi 
pets' skin to emit an odor that only f 
can smell. 

Most pets readily accept FLEA-T/i 
as a treat. A 100-tablet bottle lasts 2 
months for the average size pet. 

Fully Guaranteed. Send $4.95 to: 
FLEA-TABS, Box 33-B, Bowling Grei 
Ohio 43402. PPD. Ohio residents ad' 
sales tax. 

Master Charge and Visa accepted. 

House  &  Gar 



SHOPPING AROUND 

SHIRT THAT SAVES 
;ar this shirt while proceeds from 
help save lives of stray, injured 
imals. $6.95 plus 750 post, 
ivy or gold. Adult Sizes, S,M,L, 

Or become a Tree House mem- 
r, get shirt free. $10 supporting; 
5 family. Tree House Animal 
undation, Inc., Box 11174-HGE, 
icago, IL 60611. 

DEEP DROP RUFFLES 
Natural or white dust ruffles in 14", 
18" or 22" lengths. Of noiron 
muslin (poly/cotton). For twin or 
double bed, $18; queen, $20; king, 
$22. Coverlet: twin, double, $35; 
queen, king, $50. Plus $2.50 post. 
Free color catalogue. Colonial Maid 
Curtains, G8D, Lawn Terrace, Ma- 
maroneck. NY 10543. 

-ASSIC AR,V,CMAiR 
'P grain leather chair in over 50 
lors. Down filled loose seat cush- 
1, semi-attached back. Solid ma- 
•gany carved legs; solid brass 
ii head trim. 43"h., 31"w., 
-"d. $434.50. Shpg. chg. extra, 
ochure, $1. Carolina Leather 
>use. Inc., Dept. HG47, Box 
23,  Hickory, NC 28601. 

PRACTICAL LABELS 
Avoid clothing mix-ups, assure re- 
turn of misplaced school gear. 
Permanently attach pre-cut cloth 
labels with heat from iron. Or sew 
on. 2" by s/g"- 50, Mine, $2.50: 
50, 3-line name/address, $3. Plus 
250 post. The Lighthouse, Dept. 
HE8, 2783 Glorietta Circle, Santa 
Clara, CA 95051. 

THE   GRATE   ONES 
My brother and I searched 
all over fo bring you these 
decorative and useful "Kitch- 
en  Tested"   Grater/Grinders 
Eoslly Identified, creatively de- 
signed, for coffee, cheese and 
nuts. Sparkling clear glass with 
high impact plastic lops. Dish- 
washer corrosion-proof, nonelec- 
tric, perfect for kitchen octivi- 
ties. Grate or grind only the 
amount  needed. 

Send  $11.95  +  $1.95  post. 
N.J. res. odd 5% soles tax 

H   &   H   Imports 
P.O. Box 1 105, Dept. HG8 

Montclair, NJ 07042 
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KENYA Division, 
Day ft Frick, Inc. 
1760 N. Howard Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19122 
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Start your 
collection of 
magnificent silver- 
plated stemware at 
these remarkable low 
prices. You really can't \, 
find a better value \ 
anywhere. A set of four 
goblets (normally $50.00) 
Is just $35.95. Each Goblet is 
beautifully engraved with 
your own initial. Available in 
both elegant wine chalice (6" 
high with a 7 oz. capacity) 
and a majestic water goblet 
<7" high with a 10 oz. capacity) 
For the perfect table setting, 
order both. If not delighted 
with these International Silver 
Goblets, return in 30 days for 
a full refund. Just mail 
coupon below. Credit card 
holders may call toil free 
800-243-3755 (in 
Connecticut, call 
235-6383). 

The 
Great Silver 
Goblet by 

International 
Silver 

ONLY 
$099 

©Each 
When You Order A 

Set Of Four 

REGULAR PRICE 
WITH MONOGRAM 

$12.50 EACH 

©INTERNATIONAL 
SILVER CO. 

Crown Castle Ltd.. Dept. WG61 
51 Bank Street. Siamford, Conn. 06901 

Please send me the silverplated International Silver Goblets I have ordered 
below. If I am not absolutely delighted I may return within 30 days for full 
refund. (Please add 50c postage & handling for each goblet ordered) 
Enclosed is %  

Charge My: DAmerican Express   DDiners Club   OBankAmericard (Visa)   DMasier Charge 
<^ard No F«p  Date  
Signature  

Cliecit Style & Quantity Desired 

nOnc—S9.95 (@ $12.50 value) 

DTwo—$18.95 (@ $25.00 value) 

DFour—$35.95 (@ $50.00 value) 

DEiglit—$67.95 (@ $100.00 value) 

7 O/. Wine 
Got>leis 

10 Oi. Waler 
Goltlels 

MONOGRAM 
THIS INITIAL 

NAME _ 

ADDRESS 

CITY     

Prim clearly. Leave 
blank if you wish your 

goblelswithout monogram. 

-STATE. -ZIP- 

. Conn. Residents Add 1% Sales Tax , 
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PLEASE TELL ME 
Do you know where I can buy discontinued silver patterns? 
I recently inherited some silver and wonder if I might add to 
the set. I do not know the name of my pattern. 
Jean's Silversmith's Inc. carries hundreds of old and discontinued Sterling 
Patterns. Just send a snap shot, tissue rubbing, or Xerox®, with a descrip- 
tion of any identifying marks. Jean's can identify any pattern from any 
of the above. 
Jean's has the largest stock of old and new flatware 

IF IT'S SILVER YOU WANT 
"-* SILVERSMITHS INC. JEANS 

Jean's Also Bays 
Silver, Jcweliy, 

and Estates. 

16 W 45th St., N.Y. 36 N.Y. - 575-0723 

Press-Not Priscillas 
These lovely full cut curtains (ovailable up 
to 240" wide) with deep 5" ruffles give 
that real Country Look. Sporkling fresh of 
permanent press 50% polyester, 50% cot- 
ton broadcloth, white or eggshell, tie backs 
incl. 86" wide per pair. 45" L $14, 54" 
$15, 63" $16, 72" $17. 81" $17.50, 84" 
$18, 90" $19. Valance $3. Add $1.75 post. 
& handl. Md. res, add 5% tax. 
FREE BROCHURE ON REQUEST, BUT SEND 
SI FOR FULL CATALOG WITH 50 SWATCHES 

Quality and Satiifaction Sinc9  1890 
MATHER'S 

31 E. Main St.. G8-S. Westminster. Md. 2IIS7 

A pleasing gift for a loved one. a 
friend or yourself. In spite of all 
the modern stereo equipment, 
nothing is more effective than 
the gentle tones of a music box 
for carrying a message to the 
heart. 

Send $1   for catalog  frefundable) 

412Main St DeptHG Avon. N.J 07717 

NAIURAl DtC ORATOR ACCENTS 
All "u see here and much, much, more' 
An unbelrevable collection, with shells 
measuring 4', 5" and even 6" long, ftom 
around the world S12 95 plus S3 P&H or 
250 shell collection S19 95 pius S4 P&H 
Tropical Shell Insiitule. PO Box 21490 
Oepi IH) Fori Lauderdale   Florida 33335 

Porifolio on other shells / SI 
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$6».*S 
Folding,  carved 
Victorian rocker 

J^mantic^ctorian 
New way to >ave on authentic copies of 
"yesteryear" furniture. Shipped direct from 
factory to you, at cut prices. Vast choice of 
sofas, chairs, tables, clocks, dining & bed- 
room accessories. Also huge Eostloke OAK 
collection. Send $1 for our 80-page catalog 
which is TWICE the size of ony other pub- 
lished. Masterchorge, Viso, BankAmericard. 

Phone  (4041  256-4747. 

MAGNOLIA  HALL 

SHOPPING AROUND 

BRIGHT AND CHEERFUL 

Make any day festive with multi- 
striped hand loomed party napkins 
in assorted colors. For cocktails, 
hostess gift. Of 100% thick cotton 
with white fringe borders. Hand 
washable and color fast. One dozen 
5" by 5" napkins. $7 ppd. Orleans 
Company, Dept. HG8, Box 4190, 
New Orleans, LA 70178. 

CREATIVELY YOURS 

There's   a   variety  of   stimula^*" 
ideas featuring maple hardwc 
as    country-style    dining    tat 
work tables,  mobile carts,  sh|« 
ing, benches, counter tops. All 
shown in a 44-page catalogue Sjliown, 
From Butcher Block & More, H 
1600   So.   Clinton,   Chicago, 
60616. tp, 

M] 

CORRECT POSTURE 

Sagging shoulders get support 
from PiPeer Shoulder Brace.* 
Lightweight, ventilated 3-ply ma- 
terial is invisible under clothing. 
Padded arm bands. Men measure 
around chest, women below bust. 
$6.95 plus 75^ post. Piper Brace, 
Dept. HG-88SH, 811 Wyandotte, 
Kansas City, MO 64105. 

CUSTOM  OUILTING 

Multi-needle quilting is the pe' 
display for three letter monog 
creweled in your choice of ysl' 
For a decorator look, match c*" 
eries and quilted valances to 
bedspread. Kit and color broch' 
$1. Carolina  Studios,  Dept. I 
88, Box 191, Southern Pines,' 
28387. 

REVOLUTIONARY  NEW 
TO   REMOVE   HAIR—SO 

WAT" 
EAJ 

Fdey 

ei(t 

ms, 

«tir 
•iSllI 

58 p 

on, D 

k 

CHARLES   MILLOT, 

HANG'UM 

FACIAL   VELVATIZE! 
Velvatize is a new, clean odorless 
of removing superfluous hairs. It h 
a delilatory or a wax. No muss, no fi 
no bother. Nothing to heat dry or 
Facial Type—For chins and upper 

and cheeks. 
Special Type—For arms and  leg*>*' 
$^^r^r\     quick,   easy   and  'F'ti 
3""     nomlcal way of rerf* 

ing unwanted hair.'Li,, 
6421  Pembroke Rd., Hollywood,  Fla.  33< "!*« 

    BPIO 

^/ BY  THE STEM 

SHOW OFF your beautiful ste, 
glasses & mugs PLUS gain ne 
storage space, GLASS TRAX® a 
plastic strips that hold any si:, 
stem glass or mug — (its anywhe, 
— installs in seconds. Ones, 
holds 3-5 glasses. 

1 or more sets ... $1.25 per s" 
5 or more sets ... $1,15 perja i",j 

10 or more sets ... $1.00 pel<si 
Add 5Qt post./hdig. per orit 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE, Set 
Check or MO, to: 

THE IDEA CENTER, Dept. NGl|«|j^ 
373 Perron Drive 

San Mateo, Ca, MMZ 

House & Go   'N^j 

iiij, 

h ) 

I kite 

* SI 

til 
'imiii 
"«fti 
'%> 
t*0 



SHOPPING AROUND 

ID AND WARM 

,3Ctive sweater jacket of acrylic 
has   matched   plaid   design 

:'s  angled   on   patch   pockets. 
rons   to   collar,   side   slashed 

. Machine washable. Natural 
irown, or tan w/blue. S,M,L,XL. 
> plus $1.75 post. Vicki Wayne, 
:. H8J, 600 S.  Country Club, 
son, AZ 58716. 

LA LAMPE-PIGEON 

Unique brass lamp used in rural 
France before days of electricity. 
Now, in limited quantities and us- 
ing same handcrafted techniques 
of a century ago. Shield embossed 
in base proves authenticity. Uses 
oil or kerosene. $38, post $2.50. 
Plates, Ltd., RS-20T, 380 Madison 
Ave.,   New York,   NY  10017. 

^WBERRY  DELIGHT 

Foley pitcher in Victorian motif 
,) elegantly embellished  mold. 

earthenware   has   design   of 
>soms,   leaves,   berries  on  an- 
i white glaze.  From  England. 
washer-safe. 71/2"^., 1 qt. 

-.98   plus   $1.35   post.   Lillian 
ion, Dept. G8E, 510 S. Fulton 
, Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

SCALED FOR ROOM PLANS 

Miniature polystyrene pieces are 
one half Inch to one foot scale to 
help plan your room arrangements 
easily. Come in kit with graph 
board, walls, windows, doors, and 
instructions. Furniture includes va- 
riety plus fireplace, piano. $9.50 
ppd. Write to Planlt-Kit, HG8, Box 
429, Westport, CT 06880. 

,VSYSTEM 

:EPS 
iRDS 
lEE OF 
)G WASTE 

jfthing you need to 
set children, family, 
its from messy, 
anilary. insecl- 
ding dog droppings, 

improved Doggie 
ley galvenized 
I "mini-septic" tank 
• "«1 )'/•") installs 
Y in ground. Built-in 
How device lets 
led. liquified stools ~ • ■^■■ 
I into M" deep hole below unit. Heavy, 
ise titling lop has folding safely han- 
System includes one-hand-operated. 

ig loaded scooper lor easy stool pick- 
ind carry and S mos. supply of stool 
ster. Simply pick-up stools with 
iper. drop into unit, add water and 

harmless, live bacteria digester, 
jsands in use. $22.95 plus ^^ 
3 shipping. Extra 12 months ^T^ih 
igesler S3.95 plus SOi poslHge.    (L'^'y 

ON PRODUCTS CO. Dept. HG "    - *- ' 
VI wp Ave   BfllpiuP Ohio 448; 1 

Enhance Your 
Landscape 

with these classics 

Handcarved. Italian stone POODLE and designer- 
styled MASTER CHAIR of endurint Burma Teak. 
Botli wonderful additions to your favorite garden 
spots. P000LE-28>/4H . inci base S387.00 

Freijht and spec pack }3S 00 add 
MASTER CHAIR-easily assembled S432 00 

3i</4H . 33 L. \tVi'0. Fr. t spec, pack $25 00 add. 

NT residents, add Sales Ta< Catalotue $1 SO 

Imported garden statuary available. 
Come visit our studio. 

Importers 
since 1910 

STUDIOS 
14 E. 41st St. New York 10017 HG8 

ft, 1978 

ENJOY SOUND SLEEP AGAIN! 
Lock out the disturbing noise . . . 
even .snoring . . . that keeps you 
awake all night and robs you of re- 
freshing sleep. Ear Drum Silencers 
are soft, pliable, with an ea.sy-to-grasp 
safety flange. Slip them in every night 
and you'll sleep like a kitten. 
No. 124-Ear Drum Silanctrs $2.98 

Mailing 35t 

PLANT "NURSEMAIDS" 
Feed plants while away on vacation. 
Amazing wicks feed moisture to 
thirsty plants for up to 8 weeks. In- 
.sert one end of wick in soil, other end 
in jar or glass of water. Will not rot 
or mildew Set of 4. 
No. 200-Plant Nurs«maids $2.98 

Mailing 40« 

'^ 

r- '^'. 

\j V 

END SHIRT COLLAR "SQUEEZE" 
Collar-Extender button "loosens" 
tight shirt collars. Ends all-day "tug- 
ging." Expands collar up to V-i size 
larger for that "just right" feeling. 
Invisible behind tie. Can be trans- 
ferred from shirt to shirt in .seconds. 
No.  114-Collar-Eze (Set of 2) $1.29 

Mailing 3S« 

SPLAHER GUARD 
No more grease splatter around your 
skillet. Three fianels fold open around 
even the largest .skillets. Protects 
stove and wall from greasy stains anfi 
splatters. Made of easy-to-clean alu- 
minum. Folds flat for storage. Each 
[lanel is 9V2 ' long x 8'i" high. 
No. 400-Splatter Guard $3.98 

Mailing 90« Each 

GET RID OF UNWANTED HAIR 
Amazing Lemos Permagon destroys 
hair roots almost instantly—one by 
one. No wire connections. Uses tiny 
batteries (included). Home use elec- 
troylsis method is tiie same .system 
experts use to remove hair permanent- 
ly from face, arms, legs and body. 
No. 108-L«mos Ptrmagon $14.98 

Mailing $1.00 

WIPE AWAY BURNT-ON GREASE 
Miracle cleaner for aluminum, chrome, 
stainless steel, cast iron, porcelain 
enamel, solid copper and brass. Re- 
moves baked-on grease and encrusted 
build-up from trypans, waffle bakers, 
barbecue grills, burner wells and rings. 
7 oz. can. 
No. 104-Cariion Cleaner $3.98 

Mailing 80f Each 

^^■^ 

SNORE NO MORE 
Anti-snore mask insures sound, silent 
sleep, helps break the snoring habit. 
Washable nylon mask fits over chin, 
keeps the jaws closed an<l prevents 
snoring by encouraging proper breath- 
ing. Adjustable elastic bands for a 
snug fit. For men or women. 
No. 113-Anti-Snora Mask $4.98 

Mailing 60f 

1-^1-i 

DRY CLOTHES-RAIN OR SHINE 
"Drip-Dri Bar" hooks over shower 
rod and locks in place. Attaches in 
seconds. No screws, no adhesive. 
Can't mar wall. Adjustable 25"-.'Jr'. 
Fits any standard bathtub. Holds full- 
length garments. Water drips into tub, 
not on the floor. 
No. 131-Drip-Dri Bar $4.98 

Mailing 95f Each 

No COD'S or BUling Add 6% Sales Tax in California 

Anthony Enterprises s? s.cond«°IVn FSSCO, CA94105 
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Sp)ort this becoming jumper 
from Cottage Tailor in mid- 
wale corduroy. Set-in \yaist 
with button-on half belt. All 
cotton. Dry dean. Blue, Cork 
Brown. Sizes 6-16. $58. 
Dress up the jumper with the 
rounded collar tattersall shirt 
from Gordon of Philadelphia in 
machine-washable cotton. 
White/blue/green or white/ 
tan/rust. Sizes 6-16. $32. 
Add $2.25 for postage. Order 
by mail, or phone 617-749-7830. 
Master Charge, Visa or 
American Express accepted. 

^~ |e>lk>cts 
Dept YL, Hingham, Mass. 02043. 
Massachusetts: Hingham, Acton, 
Duxbury, Lenox, Osterville, South Hamilton Connecticut: Avon and Hamdcn 

SHOPPING AROUND 

PRESS ON ADDRESS LABELS 
Identify possessions, correspon- 
dence too. Black ink on white, 
blue, pink, yellow, silver or gold 
labels. 1^/i" x '/2". Any message 
up to 26 letters per line, up to 4 
lines, 450 for $5; 1,000 for $10; 
-\- postage of 500. Please specify 
color. Useful 96P. Gift Catalog, 
500. Bruce Bolind, 28-P Bolind 
BIdg., Boulder, CO 80302. 

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS 
at a price he can afford 

Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from 
one of America's well known dia- 
mond cutters. Pay only actual mar- 
ket price. We refund all monies 
unless your own appraisal shows 
value '^ to Vi higher. 
Over 5,000 styles $100 to $100,000 

Send for FREE 92-PAGE CATALOG. 
EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP., Dept. 12 

Empire State BIdg., New York, N.Y. 10001 

NAME     

ADDRESS  »  

  ZIP   
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s,     ADJUSTABLE 

TV POLE 

Hold your portable 
TV right where you 
want it without ta- 

bles or stands. 
Takes    any 
width,   up  to 
14" deep, 17" 
high.   Brass 
tone  finish 
pole     has 
spring tension 

rod   to   adjust   to 
yi/z to 8«/2 ft. ceil- 
ing heights. Can be 
set Hi or Low. Real 
space saver! 

Prompt Shipment 
Extension for higher 
ceiling, add $2.00. 

'14.99 
Plus $1.00 postage 
Writ* lor FREE catalog 

Dept. 308 8A, Wheal Ridge, CO 80036 

STYLISH WEDGE 

Those hard-to-find sizes discover 
this attractive leather "Scoop" is 
just right for fall. Black/tan, 
brown/camel, navy/red, or black/ 
gray. AAAAA(7-12), AAAA(6-12), 
AA & 8(101/212). $41.95 plus $2 
post. Free Fall/Winter catalogue. 
Nierman's, HG8, 17 N. State St., 
Chicago,  IL 60602. 

I 

FOR  DAIRY  PRODUCTS 

Goodbye to ugly cartons at yo 
table. Stainless steel contain 
hide cartons, provide storage. 8-0 
oleo tub, $7.98. 8oz. cotta> 
cheese, whipped Ijutter or crea 
cheese tub, $8.98. Add 500 po 
each. Colonial Garden Kitcher 
Dept. HGHE, 270 W. Merrick R^ 
Valley Stream, NY 11582. 

WARNING 
PfiOMCfiO  BY 

PLECTRONIC 
ALARM SYSTEM 

WHO'S TO KNOW 

Burglars or other would-be male- 
factors will bypass premises hav- 
ing a warning decal advertising an 
alarm system. Self-adhesive vinyl 
stickers are bright yellow and 
green. Set of four, $1.98 plus 350 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 
67 Second St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

POSEY  PINS 

Easy to get acquainted when we 
ing a pretty personalized pin. WhBm 
porcelain with colorful flowa Jij 
name in 22k gold. Gold finish 
setting, 1%" dia. Great gift 
individuals, groups, clubs. $3.i 
each, ppd. Valley House Designe 
Dept. HG8, Box 838, Buckingha 
PA 18912. 

t'ji 

t'! 

I«, 

Sterling for Sterling 
Use your old sterling silverv^ore 
to purchase a new current pat- 
tern of silver from us. We're even 
interested in incomplete sets. 
And our allowances are very 
liberal. You may also apply 
diamonds and jewelry toward 
your purchase. 

We will also purchase diamonds, 
jewelry and silver for cash. 

Julius Goodman & Son 
113 Madison Ave • P.O. BOX 3195 

(901)526-8528 -Memphis, TN 38103 

GARAGE PARKING 
PROBLEM SOLVED 

Put your car in thi 
same exact spot ever 
time you drive into yoi } 
garage Stopbumpingth 1 
wall! Same exact spot, n 
matter who drives Stop 
family arguments 

You can be certain thj 
the front and the bacl< c 
thecarareclear Nomori 
getting back into the ca 
to move it Park it an- 
forget it. 

Will not damage cai 
Easy to install Adiust. fo 
diff. model cars Money 
back guaraiitee. $6.91 
each (2) for $11.95 ir 
eludes postage-handlitie 
Ohio residents add A%1 
sales tax to order. 

GINNY™ 
GARAGE GUIDE 

Dept.HG-SP.O.BoxS' 
Mentor. Ohio 44060 

House  &  Gore 

f 



SHOPPING AROUND 

UTDOORS OR  IN 
itio tables of genuine redwood 

:e just the thing to have on hand 
ir outdoor entertaining. Versatile 
I'Cugh to use indoors as plant 
!and, TV table, you name it. Top 
leasures ISVz" by l^Vz"- $4.95 
'cU, plus $1 post. Crown Castle, 
d., Dept. RW-504, 51 Bank St., 

■ amford, CT 06901. 

TROPICAL ATMOSPHERE 
Victorian ceiling fan with its old 
fashioned appeal and filigree pat- 
tern creates a cool feeling. Hand 
woven rattan fan hangs by a hook 
from ceiling. Blades are mobile, 
not motorized. 59" w. $49.95 plus 
$5 post. Catalogue, 250. Fran's 
Basket House, Dept. HG8, Rte. 10, 
Succasunna, NJ 07876. 

HIMSICAL PLANTER 
ho's ever heard of a planter with 

:Bt? Sheldon dangles his from 
ge of shelf or window sill while 
Iding a favorite plant. 3'/^" by 

' stoneware pot, soft shades of 
ige and brown. $6.95 ea., 2 for 

: 1.95. Add $1 post. The Art of 
*/ing, HG8, 18 Vanderbilt PU.wy-. 
immack, NY 11725. 

ELEGANCE 
"Orleans" eyelet curtains. Eggshell 
or white; Perma-Press 65% poly^ 
35% cot. 66" wide. 24", 30", 36" 
I., $7.50; valance, 54" by 12", 
$4.50; swag, split in center, 76" by 
38", $8.50. $2 post per order. 
Catalogue, fabric samples, 250. 
Curtain Corner, EG8, Paradise 
Green, Stratford. CT 06497. 

PERSONALIZED NAME "\ 

tlArPYBIRIIIMY 
lAUAMt 

iVIake a big hit at any birthday 
arty These bright, colorful 
estive balloons, with any first 
■ame printed on each one. will 
ive parties that extra special 
Diich They re wonderful as table 
lecorations and take-home 
avors The balloons inflate to 

iibout 27 inches around, and 
:olors are assorted State first 
lame one name to a set of 10 

SI 50 
I       pei sel 

iiiijs ?0c shipping 
I iiaige for any 
size order 

4^        W«TOO*.Y 
^   ./. VlftOUCA 

HOLIDAY HOUSE 
appy Lane, Santa Claus, Ind 47579 

DOUBLE-HANDLE SPOON HOLDER 
Our elegant spoon holder, in pressed glass, 
is an eiact copy of those produced over 100 
years ago, with the same eiquisite panel 
thistle design. In the old days it held spoons, 
today it acts as an uncommonly handsome 
celery holder or unusual flower vase. Cer- 
tainly, It's a prized collector's find and an 
antique lover's delight! y/t" tall. 

$9-95 
Plus $1.3S p»sta9e 

SEND FOR FREE 
GIFT CATALOG 

m 
2100 >-l No. Haskell •  Dallas, Teiai 7J204 

August,  1978 

^vooden shado^box 
To show off all your tiny treasures, 
36 individual nicties in random sizes 
for every kind of mini-collectible! 
Fully assembled, with hanging hooks. 

Natural   wood   finish,  an   impressive 
133/4x163/4x2" deep. Niches IVs" to 
2%"  wide,   13/8"  to 4"  high. 
9367    Shadowbox     $11.98 

Add $1.50 posf. & hdlg. NY residenfs add applicable /axes 

UliiAN WAQH Dept. G82 
510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

SHORT TUFTED SOFA 
Authentic     reproduction!     Topf 
Grain leather used. Hand-tufted. 
Over 40 colors. H 28 L 68 D 34. 
Vinyl available. 

Imperial leather $813.95 
Shp. chg. exfro. No C.O.O. 

Send $1   tor catalogue 

Bryan Robeson 
Dept. HG-191,  Route  10.  Box 793 

Hickory,  N.C.  28601 

Christmas by Mail 
Do all your sift shopping at home 
the easy way You'll find the 
best of everything on the pages 
of our holiday catalogues, from 
imaginative stocking stuffers to 
once in a lifetime luxuries. For your 
FREE holiday catalogues, call 
TOLL-FREE 800-527-4535 (in Texas, 
call TOLL-FREE 800-492-5270; in 
Dallas, 233-1007) or mail this cou- 
pon to. The Horchow Collection, 
PO Box 34257, Dept 40305, 
Dallas, Texas 75234. 
Name 

Address  

City  

State/Zip 

THE HORCHOI4^<DMaiON 
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ROLLERWALL^^    '^'/mm^^^'* 
Paints wallpaper patterns directly on 

walls, furniture, fabric, anything! 

Enjoy ihc warm, rich look of wallpaper for 
tlie price of ordinary paint. No peeling. No 
seams. No steaming off old paper. Snap rub- 
ber design roller into applicator and roll. 
Pattern automatically transfers to walls or 
other flat surfaces. Goes on in minutes—wash- 
able—lasts for years. Remove simply by re- 
painting. Use with any color, any paint. This 
sensational new crafts tool is fun and easy to 
use. We guarantee Jelighlful results! 

& 
i'!jl'; 

rirciL-   iloiCT 

Name  

Address^ 

Zip_ 
) Rollerwall with  1 design $14.90 
) Rollerwall with 2 designs (save $1.00) . . $20.85 
) Rollerwall with ,1 designs (save $3.00) $24.SO 
) Rollerwall with 4 designs (save $6.95)   .   $2S.«0 

Postage $ 1.50 
) Charge it        (     ) Check enclosed 
) Master Charge    (    ) VISA    Total    $  

Exp. Date- Card #   

ROLLERWALL, INC., P.O. Box 757, Dept. HG8 
 Silver Spring. MP 20901  

>J#X#>^i? 
# 

I 
I 

W.VJLL STEi\CIL KIT 
Stencil these outhentic wall designs tn your 
home ond shore m the revivol of on Americon 
Oft with an easy no-brush method ond reody 
to use durable stencils Kit mcl 5 Eorly 
American designs pre cut on 11 " X 12' deor 
vinyl 6 period color points m shodes of blue 
green red yellow brown ond block 6 velour 
applicators plus instructions & decoroting 
ideas Money bock guarantee $26 plus $2 
post STF\('ILSMITII Leominster Rood 
HG1. Shirley. Ma 0U64 
Brochure of additional stencil designs 25< 

DO-IT-YOURSELF 
FINE GRANDFATHER CLOCK KITS 

STARTING UNDER 

$200 
(including West 
German movement) 

• Heirloom quality 
• Solid V." hard- 

woods: black wal- 
nut, cherry, ma- 
hogany, oak 

• Easy to assemble, 
parts pre-cut 

• Solid brass West 
German chiming 
movements 

• Money back 
guarantee 

• Factory direct 
prices 

• Prompt shipment 
HAtTt* CHAHOf UK   tANKAMf KICAKO/VltA 

Writ* (Of FREE color catalog *cc«PTro 

EMPEROR 
CIXKK COMI'.XNY 
(•OttUXS LAUGCST tUNUFACTUDf * 

or OKANOf ATHUI CLOCKt 

Dept 615 Emperor Industrial Park 
Fairhope, Alabama 36532 

'    i   SAVE HUNDREDS OF S$$ 
WITH SEW-YOUROWN 

CUSTOM DRAPERY PATTERNS! 

After 25 years In the custom 
drapery business, we're offering 
easy-lo-use patterns for sewing 
your own professionally styled 
French pleated draperies. 

Full-size length and width pat- 
tern pieces, yardage requirements, 
fully illustrated instructions in- 
cluded. 

Specify pair or one-way panel 
and finished width: 48, 60, 85, 96, 
108 or 120 Inch. All widths adjust- 

able to any 
length. 

P.O. Box 16771 
Irvine. CA 92713 

THE PILLOW BOOK $3.00 
Get started in quilting and patch- 

work with a small investment by 
making several pillows tor yourself 
and gifts. Learn quilting skills and 
techniques to use in large quilts. 10 
patterns, actual size pieces, yardage 
estimates, new "quilt - as - you - go' 
method included 

CONTEMPORARY QUILTS, 3466 Summer, 
Dept. HG-28, Memphis, TN. 38122 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 

FOR NEEDLECRAFTS 
AND HANDICRAFTS 

ENCHANTMENT 
Applique "Waterlily 
Quartet" for quilted 
elegance to transform your 
bedroom. In two sfiades of 
pink withi green leaves, or 
wfiatever colors go with your 
decor. Pattern and 
instructions, witfi yardage 
estimates for double, queen 
and king size beds $3 ppd. 
Contemporary Quilts, HG-29, 
3466 Summer Ave., 
Mempfiis.TN 38122. 
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SUMPTUOUS LOOK 
Sculptured needlepoint stitchery for 
pillows about 14"  square.  Kits include 
taped French canvas, natural unbleached 
Paternayan wools, steel needles, instructions. 
L to R: Saraband, Lyric, Pavanne. Each 
$29.95; two $54.50; three $75. Ppd. (if one 
address). Ella Projansky's Needleworks, Inc., 
G88, Box 423, White Plains, NY 10602. 

MEDIEVAL ART 
Needlepoint inspired by 
old tapestries. Hand- 
painted #14 imported 
mono canvas, 
Paternayan Persian yarn. 
Navy grounds. Yellow, 
red, blue, orange, white 
flowers; green foliage. 
Duck13"x13' $60; 
unicorn (give initials) 
10V2"x17" $65; millefleur 
12"x16"$65. Add$1.50 
post. each. Catalogue $2 
(refunded with order). 
Franley Studios. HG8, 
5 Main St., Cold Spring 



TALE  IN  CREWEL 
Characters from the original Peter 
Rabbit books by Beatrix Potter, 
interpreted by Erica Wilson, make 
delightful nursery friends. Design 
stamped on linen, Persian-type 
yarns, needle, easy instructions. 
Wail hanging 10" by 32". Kit $11 
ppd. Nursery Classics, HG-8, Box 
309, Redding Ridge, CT 06876. 

FUN  TO  BUILD 
"House For a Growing Family" 
just shows what you can do with 
basic dollhouse kits: clapboards, 
shingles, pre-fabricated door, 
windows that open. All scaled 1" 
to 1'. New 64-page catalogue of 
dollhouses, miniature furniture and 
accessories $2. The Enchanted 
Doll House, 115 Deermeadow, 
Manchester Center, VT 05255. 

ALL NEW 

NEEDLEPOINT DESIGN 
CATALOG «3 

(refundable with purcfiase) 

■needlepoint 
Dept. 204, 443 E. Paces Ferry Rd. N.E., Atlanta, Ga. 30305 

nnJHi 

QUEEN  ANNE STYLE 
Handpainted tulip (left) and 
peony pillows on #14 (or #12' 
canvas, 18" sq. Scarlet/pinks/ 
golds/navy/lavenders/aquas/ 
leaf greens; hunter green 
ground. Paternayan yarn, 
needle. $92; pair $175. Rug, 
36"x56", on #10 canvas $504. 
Ppd. (Chair seat: send size for 
quote.) Catalogue $3 (refund- 
able). Needleworks 
Needlepoint, HG8, Box 12427, 
Atlanta, GA 30355. 

EASY TO  PAINT 
Early American characters to 
paint. Polyurethane carvings, 
wood-like in looks, texture, 
weight. Set: figure, six non- 
toxic paint colors, brush. 
$8.95 plus 500 post. Brochure 
250. Michaels Corp., HG8, 

INIATURE 
OLLECTOR 

A fascinating new magazine 
for collectors of 1/12 and odd 
scale dollhouses, shadow box 
rooms, furniture, accessories, 
tiny everything. You get step- 
by-step help in making your 
own miniatures and in locating 
hard-to-find items at the lowest 

prices. You can order 1 yr. (6 
issues) at the charter rate of 
only $9.97 - $5.03 off regular 
cover value - if you cut out and 
mail this coupon with your 
name and address. Take no 
risk - send no money. Examine 
your first copy and satisfy 
yourself it's all we say. If 
pleased, honor our bill. If not, 
cancel and pay nothing. Keep 
the issue received free. 

Miniature Collector 
170 Fifth Ave., Dept. HG8, 

New York, NY 10010 

BEADED BELL ORNAMENT KITS. Kit #1 
makes 4 bells—one each color; Red, 
Green, Blue, Golden Topaz (oil 4 with 
pearl trim) —$3.75 per kit. Kit #2 
mokes 4 bells—2 pearl ond 2 crystol (oil 
4 with gold trim) —$4.50 per kit. Cata- 
log of beods, buttons and findings GA- 
LORE: 50c (refundable). Orders under 
$8.00  add   $1.00 shipping   &   handling. 

ENTERPRISE  ART CENTER 
Dept.   HG   878, 

Box   1041.   Largo,   FL  33540 

Honor a Doctor with MAGIC NEEDLE'S 
unique Career Series design. Designs in the 
same format ore also available for on At- 
torney, Salesman, Dentist, Accountont, Do- 
mestic Engineer (Homemaker), Pharmacist 
and Realtor. Each design is beautifully 
hand painted on the finest 14 count mono 
canvas. Each design, approximotely 12" x 
12", comes completely kitted with a needle, 
Paternayan persian yarn and instructions. 
Price is $45.00 for each kit plus $1.00 for 
postage and handling (III. residents pleose 
add 5% tax). Send now for our new 16 
page color cotolog —$3.00 eoch, deductible 
from  your  first  purchase. 

MAGIC  NEEDLE 
2200 Waukegan Rd. 

Gienview, Illinois 60025 

DONA/N COMFORTS 
^.^^Ti^^ RE-COVERED 
. in   ■xquitif*   down-preef   salini,   taffetas, 

tVoe/ comforit recovered, loo. And OLD 

FEATHERBEDS converted into cloud-toft, feather- 

fluff, heirloom comforts by ALDEN secret proc- 

;    ess. ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 

Mail  Order Only.  No salesman  will  call! 

ALDEN COMFORT MILLS HGR*Box 55, Piano, TX 75074 

Write -p., samples of coverings, leslimenials, and 
lor.. '■'*" descriptive folder lodoy. No obligation. 

PLEASE TURN  PAGE FOR  MORE 159 



Beatrix Potter Latch-a-Rug Kit 
27" <liariu-trr 

Peter Rabbit, one of a series based 
on   illustrations   from   Ttie   Original 
Peter Rabbit Books by Beatrix Potter 
as interpreted by Erica Wilson. 

Full-color design on 4-mesti cot- 
ton rug canvas; acrylic pre-cut rug 
and rya yarn; cotton rug binding (or 
finishing; instructions, $30 ppd, 

Dept. HG8 
P.O. Box 309 
Redding Ridge 
CT. 06876 

i|ui^ri| 
c|assics 

Dt'sign shouTi IS Compton, h> Hsa 
U'll/iams inspired hy the fmcst trcuiitional 

iTfucI cmlmndcrHs 

^y\\e. new 
Elsa Williams catalog 
offers you the best in 
NeedleArt from every 

era, including our own. 
The rich hcritaf;c o\ Needle An has 

(jiven us many styles.designs,and tech- 
niques With Elsa Williams new collection 
you can recreate this heritage, along with 
the newest in NeedleArt 

The finest materials add to the beauty 
and heirltx)m value of each design In all, 
there are more than 3t?0 crewel and 
canvas designs, offering you the best in 
NeedleArt, past and presi-nt 

c 
Enclosed is my check for $ I Please 
send me the new 1978 edition of the 
Elsa Williarr^s NeedleAn Catalog, along 
with the name of the dealer nearest me. 

Name  

WEST TOWNSEND, MASS 01474 

60 

CREATIVE   CANING 
KITS OF PRE-WOVEN CANE 

Save money —do it yourielf—with natural 
cane for grooved chair leatt, screens, 
stereo speakers, door panels, headboards, 
lampshades, room dividers. Decorative 
cone kits include easy instructions and 
necessary materials. Cone in 3 sizes: 
12"x12" $8.00; 18"xl8" $11.50; 
24"x24" $16.75; ppd, ICal 
add 6% tax). Slate size 
check/m.o.   to: 

T. I. E., g 
P.O.  Box   1121, 
2615  El  Camlno 

San Mateo, Calif. 94403 
Send 25< for CATALOGUE. Larger 
sheets of cane, hand-coning kit, and 
other   cane   materials   available. 

residents 
ond    tend 

WONDERFUL WORLD 
OF MINIATURES 

A fantastic 80 page catalog 
of miniatures, doll homes 
and dolls. Something for 
every pocketbook and 
every taste. 

$1.00 ($1.50 first class mail) 

THE 
DOLL'S HOUSE 

OF WESTCHESTER 
Dept, HG 3, 24 Main Street 

Haslings-on-Hudson, N.Y. 10706 

NEEDLEPOINT 

&5,^;f«STUDioss: I 
A NEW CATALOGUE witt- an extraordi- 
nary variety of designs and prices is 
available from a leading designer who 
has been featured in the nations finest 
stores. 
All meticulously handpainted, on im- 
poned canvas, Paterayan Persian yarn. 
Catalog-$2 refunded with first order. 

FRANLEY STUDIOS 
5 Mam Slreel Cold Spring Harbor NY  11724 

SHOPPING AROUn 
FOR NEEDLECRAFTS 
AND HANDICRAFTS 

\#>\ 

X 

STENCIL ART 
Traditional wall beau 
with easy no-brush 
method. Kit includes fi i 

authentic Early American       ; 
designs pre-cut on 11" by 12' f 
durable clear vinyl, six periocli 
color paints, six velour 
applicators, instructions, 
decorating ideas. $26 plus S2 i 
post. Stencilsmith, Leominsti.' 
Rd,, HG8, Shirley, MA 01464  I 

SEWING  MAGNIFIi 
See every stitch, thread witf\#"«i' 
ease. Magnifier fits any mode 
adjusts easily, leaves hands f, 
Snaps out for all home magn 
ing chores. Mounts on shade 
adjustable arm lamp. $11.95 [ij 3 
Magnistitch, HG8, 351-24th s|2li 
Box 2424 Birmingham, AL 351 

*ii 

Needlepoint the cover for a very special guest book. White 
leatherette, 7" by 10" with #14 canvas insert, yellow back- 
ground, multi-colored butterflies, 5'/2" by 8'/2", Persian yarn, 
needles, instructions. $37.25 ppd. Color catalogue $3 (deduct- 
ible with purchase). Papillon, HG8, 443 E. Paces Ferry Rd., 
N.E.. Atlanta. GA 30305. 



SHOPPING AROUND 

NDCRAFTED CHAIR 

ly American style adds charm 
kitchen, dinette, playroom, 

rdy native hardwood, hand- 
yen rush seat or the newest of 
old cane. Seat is 17" by 14", 

'h. Unfinished, $15.95; walnut, 
pie or pine finish, $19.95. 
.S. coll. Marion Travis, HG8, 

<  292,  Statesville,   NC  28677. 

TELEVISION STAND 

Beautifully plated bamboo-look 
metal is sturdily welded. Arms ad- 
just from 22" to 36" to hold large 
table-model TV for easy viewing. 
Overall: 35"h. by 15"w., 22" to 
36"l. Specify Koch brass (B), or 
nickel (N). Order STVT-38, $109.80 
ppd. St. Nicholas Boutiques, HG8, 
Santa Claus, IN 47579. 

ALICO CHARMERS 

•d, gold, green, blue, or brown 
3und on no-iron cotton blend. 
"W. a pair, 2V2" ruffle; 24", $6 
"I., $7; 36", $8; 45", $9; 54" 
0; 63", $11; 72", $12. Valance 
; tiebacks, $1; post. $1.75 
DChure/swatches, $1. Mather's, 
i8, 31 Main St., Westminster 
D 21157. 

CHIMNEY INITIAL 

Big bold chimney initial adds an 
elegant touch to your home. Also 
great under gable, on the garage 
door; indoors on fireplace, or recre- 
ation room wall. Satin black baked 
enamel; rustproof. Specify initial. 
24" $31.95; 16" $14.95. Add $1 
post. Bruce Bolind, HG8, Bolind 
BIdg., Boulder, CO 80302. 

GENUINE  GOLD 
NUGGETS 

Jparkling natural gold from 

California's Mother Lode in 
I beautiful locket. A unique 
liece of jewelry. Send $39.00 

FAFCO 
2614 N. Clark St. 

Dept. HGl, Chicago, III. 60614 

L:-t    1778 

1000^ 
RETURN 

ADDRESS 
LABELS 

1000 gummed economy labels printed in black 
with any name, address and zip code up to 4 
lines. Order S717 Economy Labels, box of 1000, 
$1.00. Add 20c per set for 
postage & handling. OCO 

SELF 
STICK 

GOLD FOIL 
LABELS 

$198 
Gleaming gold foil labels stick to any clean, 
dry surface-no moistening. Handsome black 
printing and classic border. 1" x lK". Order 
P6128 Gold Foil Labels, Set of 250, just 
SI.9b. Add 20c per set for I Satisfaction 
postage and handling. I   Guaranteed 

Walter Drake 
3028 Drake Building 

Colorado Springs, CO 80940 

The brand new, 
old-fashioned 

ceiling fan. 
$59.95 

^ 

^ 

im- 

We took $ 100 off the price. 
The wondei^l old ceiling fan has re 
turned. At a fraction of the cost. And 
with new innovations. The 60 RPM 
speed provides inaeased efficiency 
of heating in winter, and cooling in sum 
mer. Plus improved air circulation 
for your treasured house plants, 
with the gentle 
air movement. The 
result efficiency without     ,.^^      , 
distraction. V.^ 
Light-weight, strong 
and beautiful. 
The Georgetown Ceiling Fan is authen- 
tically crafted of durable — yet surpris- 
ingly light —resin materials, for both 
beauty and strength. You won't have to 
worry about mounting it on heavy sup- 
port beams. The rich wood-grain blades 
span a full 44" in diameter. Drop from 
ceiling to bottom of fan is 12" with lon- 
ger lengths available on request. 

Add a light globe, too. 
For only $14.95 more, you can have 

your Georgetown Fan with a distinc- 
tive 6-inch light globe, to add even 

more function and beauty. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

The Georgetown Ceiling Fan is 
completely guaran- 
teed. If not satisfied, 
return for full re- 

fund, within 14 days. 
Order by phone. 

Your fan comes to you complete and 
ready to install, as easily as any light fix- 
ture. Specify Walnut or Oak finish for 
woodgrain blades. Or solid decorator 
colors: Yellow or White Call toll-free, or 
send check or money order for $59.95 
for each fan; $74.90 with light globe. 
Add $7 shipping and handling. Or 
charge to your Master Charge or Bank- 
Americard (include account number 
and expiration date) 

Box 2128-HG8, Denver, Colorado 80201 
Call toll-free: (800) 824-7866 Operator 92-D. In Calif. (800) 852-7757 Operator 92-D. 

Allow 4  Weeks For  Delivery 

So much beauty for $1.00 
Wonderful Irish Ciyslal portravfd if* lavish colour; 
see the craft of Aran Handknit Sweaters, the 
elegance ol pure Insh Linen  Admire the beauty 
and symbolism of Claddagh Jewellerv- Savour the 
finest of Bone China That England can produce. 
Delight in the figunne ranges from Spain and 
Britain. Relish the idea of having these lovely 
products for your ow/n at our so affordable prices. 

Send $1.00 today for our catalogui 

(lEl Stephen Faller (Exports) Ltd 
DEPT.HG8C  INDUSTRIAL ESTATE. MERVUE, GALWAY. IRELAND 

14k Italian Solid Gold Chains 
Elegant 'flat S" serpentine chains at mail order prices Two layer design 
Superior clasp and workmanship Compare at fine jewelry stores with 

chains costing much more Money back guarantee. Gift boxed. Not 
available in stores. Send check or money order to 

5121 

PLEASE SEND ME 
— 15"CHAIN(S) @tl9,95eA   

^I6"CMA1N(S) @»20 93EA   

~  18" CMAIN(S) @ $22 95 EA   

— 7"  BRACEIEKS) @ J12 95 EA    

— PIERCED EARRINGS   @ JI6 93 PR   

_9"ANKIET(S) @ $14.93 EA   

Tfxas residents odd 5".. sales lax  
SHIPPING, MANDUNG $1 50 

.Allow 2<S weeks deliuery TOTAL  

SEMORiNc 
PO   BOX 1697 
725 S  CENIRAl EXP 
SUITE B I 
RICHARDSON  TX 7'>08O 

Mostef Chorge Visa occepled  Sond 
occouni number enpirotion dole 
ond signorure- Texos residents add 
5% soles to. 
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COLONIAL CTWAID CURTAINS 
s.ivt I'M?   \^ 

No Iron Muslin 
Charming reproduction 
from Provincetown, Cape Cod 
Extra full 3   French headed 
ruffles. Extra wide SO" to the 
pair with attached valance 
35% cotton, 65'?) polyester, in 
natural or white. Machine 
wash/dry. no iron 
Tiers 
24", 30", or 36" Ig.    8.50 pr. 
With Tiebacks 
45", 54", or 63" ig. 12.50 pr. 
72", 81", or 90" Ig. 15.50 pr. 
Extra Val. I I" x 72" 4.50 ea. 

Satisfaction unconditionally guaranteed 
Add $2.50 post /hdlg   Send check. MO. 
Master Charge. Bank Amencard, or Visa, 
NY res add tax 

Send for Free Color Catalog. 

COLONIAL CTMAID CURTAINS 

Dept 28.    Lawn Terrace. 
Mamaroneck Village. NY 10543 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

The Dutchess chair (without artm) is 
III iced from S8S each dependintj on fabric 
yoH select; $78 in your fabric—itend 
^'Vi ydn. 5-',': W.  19'. Scat D.  IG^/z". 

The Duke (with arms) is 22' wide toith 
Scat D.  n\hr—priced from SI05 each 
di pending on fabric you choose; 
$88   each   in  your  fabric—send 
J yds.  J-i*. 

Hoth chairs are cojnpleteijf up- 
holntcred over sturdy hardwood 
frame. 

Shipping charges are extra 
No C.O.D.   Sallsfaction Kimr- 
anieed.  St'iul $2 for cataloKUf 
ami request form for free, hand- 
srle<-te(l  decniator swatches. 

HUNT GALLERIES, INC. P.O. Boi 2324, HG788 
Hickory, N. C. 28601 

fi^Mind? 

CARPETS RUINED 
BY PET STAINS? 

NO LONGER! Two chemical miracles 

PERMANENTLY REMOVE pet stains 

OR odors from carpets safely . . . for 

pennies compared to carpet re- 

placement. ORDER: ( = 1. URINE- 

OUT . . . removes even years old oii- 

dized pet stains ONLY $6.95). OR: 

for odors only, (=2. KILODR, also 

ONLY $6.95) Add $1.50 for handling. 

SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK. 

SHIPPED BY UNITED PARCEL. 

CLEANCRAFT.  Dept. K 8 

127 Church St. Peru. III. «1 354 

YOUR FAVORITE 
PHOTO BECOMES 
A WORK OF ART! 

All color 
|j^]|^>       enlargements 

^J^si printed on 
Kodak paper 

Full color photographic enlargements 
at Unbelievable (otv Cost! 

^» ^ -ic 90 nn ^^A Mounted and Framed is 14 « 16 $8.00 ppd. Jostle ,„e p,|ce ,„ vval 
20x24     12.00 nut. Chrome ot Gold 
20x30    15.00   "       lone Add J4 UPS 
24x36    18 00   "       insured on framed 

enlargements. 

laminating up lo 2'> 3'    S4 00 

18 X 24 $4.00 
BLACK & WHITE 
BLOWUPS TOO! 

2 It. X 3 II. 
311. X 4 It. 

S.OO 
10.00 

•i^; laeu '€olox<£ali 
Dept. HG88 Congers, NY. 10920 

Mrs.  R.  I,. 
878 Beach A- 
Bueno, ralif 
'14 13 1 

ADDRESS  LABELS 
WITH   NICE  DESIGNS 

Any initiol in Old English or Script, 
Pine, U.S. Flog, Gull, Palm, Rose, 
Soguoro, Any Zodiac Sign, Happy 
Foce or Horse, Roadrunner, Palette, 
Spruce, Treble Clef. To 20 letters 
per line, 4 lines. Printed in black 
ink on 500 white or 250 gold 
gummed labels. Two sizes . . . 
I'A" X 'A" for $2.50 or Deluxe size 
1%" X Vs" for $3.50 + 50« post, 
via 1st or 40< via 3rd class. Specify 
design, size and color. Useful 96-P 
Gift Catalog, 50<. Bruce Bolind, 
28-L Bolind BIdg., Boulder, CO 
80302. (Since 1956, thanks to yool) 

EYE-CATCHING GLITTER 
Some say there's a pot of gold at 
the end of the rainbow. Well, this 
pendant is just as good! Quaint 
bottle filled with 1 oz. gold overlay 
filings that look like gold dust. 
Chain, 16"l. is included. $4.95 
plus 350 post. The Springfield 
Mint, Dept. RS-21Y, 380 Madison 
Ave.,  New York.  NY  10017. 

COOK'S FAVORITE 
Multipurpose, heavy weight steam- 
er can also be used as a colander 
and a stockpot. 6qt. copper, 
$99.95; 6qt. aluminum, $32.95; 
8-qt. stainless steel, $84.95. Add 
$3.50 post. 56 page catalogue, $2, 
MCBA/Visa. Phone: 212/243- 
6660. Bazar Francais II, HG8, 668 
Sixth Ave., New York, NY 10010 

to 

VERSATILE LAMPS 
Woven bamboo shades cast in- 
triguing shadows. 8"h. glass hurri- 
cane lamps rest on 30"h. bamboo 
stakes in garden, or flat pine bases 
on table. Pair: lamps, shades, 
stakes, bases, votive candles. $20. 
Add $3.90 post. #2462SA. The 
Horchow Collection, HG8, Box 
34257, Dallas, TX 75234. 

WIND IN THE DAISIES 
Windchime brightens kitchen or 
patio while you enjoy pleasant 
tinkling sounds. White daisies, •> 
2y^" dia., yellow centers, of highly 
glazed sturdy ceramic hang on 
nylon threads. Overall, 13" I. 
$13.95, post., $1.65. Artisan Gal- 
leries, HG8, 2100 N. Haskell Ave., 
Dallas, TX 75204. 

FIX-IT KIT 
Oh, those miserable moments 
when eyeglass frames part com- 
pany! To cope, a clever kit that 
helps get it all together: profes- 
sional optical screwdriver and an 
assortment of tiny frame screws. 
$2.29 plus 350 post. Anthony En- 
terprises, HG8, 67 Second St., 
San Francisco, CA 94105. 

BETTER FOR BUTTER 
Crystal-clear Lucite server locks ln| 
flavor, looks elegant. Slides open? 
to expose just what's needed,"; 
closes tightly. A glance shows how 
much is left. 5%" by 25/8" by 
2%" high, fits all quarter pound 
sticks. $7.98 plus 600 post. Coun- 
try Gourmet, Dept. G8E, 512 S. 
Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

House  &  Gorden 



SHOPPING AROUND 

JST FOR YOU 

atch draperies to your quilted 
!dspread with the beautiful quilt- 
ig design of your choice on your 
brie. This custom designed ele- 
3nce and grace adds just the 
|ht touch for a bedroom. Send 
>t color brochure and kit, only $1. 
arolina Studios, Dept. ET-88, Box 
91, Southern Pines, NC 28387. 

GOURMET'S DELIGHT 

Extensive selection of food pre- 
paration and serving products in 
an exciting catalogue. For creative 
cooking, entertaining, and home- 
making. Food processors, copper 
cookware, utensils, serving pieces. 
Send 250 to Colonial Garden Kitch- 
ens, HGHC, 270 W. Merrick Rd., 
Valley Stream, NY 11582. 

■^n "m irj 

S i4. 
ESIST-ALL CUSHIONS 

)utdoor chair and chaise cushions 
f vinyl-clad nylon mesh. Resist 
iildew, fading, rotting. Chair pad, 
;"xl7"xl9" $9.95; chaise pad, 
"x22"x72"L. $44.95. Lemon, 
merald, brown, white, navy, 
range. Others in free catalogue, 
leeline Outdoor Products, HG8, 
«ox 256,   Bensenville,   IL 60106. 

CLOSET EXPANDER 

Make closets do double duty with 
closet space expanders. Hang an 
expand-a-bar from existing rod (no 
installation, no tools). It expands 
from 16" to 28", adjusts to de- 
sired length. $4.95; two, $9.50. 
Add 750 post. each. Write to Bruce 
Bolind, HG8, Bolind BIdg., Boul- 
der, CO 80302. 

RUGS and TAPESTRIES 
* "* French Garden Scene No. Our collection of fine rugj and Upestrn 

perfect with any decor, ror w»U or floor in- ,   ^   , .„   , ,,„   »^ „-    nw 
eluded  are lovely  Orientals   Navajos   Scan- '•   1 ' ^'"     ^"'■■^■K   20 X 
dinaviu) Ryas, Colonials, and European 50" $r..05 Shiliper] Prepai'.l 
upestriei for framinK, wall hanging 
needlework, etc „        , 

"^^ Satisfaction 
Guaranteed 

Send $1.00 for our 
New Color Catalog 
Wide range of styles. 

iiiti, and prices 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 
RUGS 
CSTABLISHCD I95S 

■tO-iR N. Lincoln Ave. • Chicago. IL 60657 
Oi'pt.   HG  88 (.312)   472.4848 
West   coast   showroom:   73-890   El   Paseo. 
Palm   Desert.   CA   02260   (714)   346-2430 

Sweep With Water 
The Water Broom produces amazing 
pressure from your garden hose using 
80% less water. Cleans driveways, 
patios, tennis courts, poolside. Moves 
hard-to-get dirt and debris. Also for 
misting, watering & many other uses. 

Bmerican   TM   $24.95 Postpaid 
JaterBroom   ,099u.,e»Dr..H.B. 

Atlanta, Ga 30324 
(404)266-1000 

\   \ 

FREE 
OFFER! 

'To introduce you to I 
'Tiretta we are making i 

'this special offer: Send \ 
('today and we'll include a \ 
FREEsupply of Genevieve \ 

Mussi'screme special no. 1 
with your order. II, within 
30 days, one hair grows back 
again, return the Tiretta pack- 
age for you money back—the 
creme is yours to keep regardless 

European Secret m^ 
Of Lovely Skin...KGIIIOVOS 

Embarrassing 
Hair Forever! 

Tiretta by Genevieve Mussi of Monte Carlo gives you soft, 
hairless, beautiful to touch skin almost instantly—without pain- 

ful, stinging shaves...without ugly stubble...without hot 
wax, harsh or messy creams...without expensive 

electrolysis—thanks to an incredible beauty discovery! 

tVIONTE CARLO — IT'S TRUE! Now you can remove embarrassing hair from legs and 
arms...feel confident and glamorous when you wear a bikini...enioy sleeveless 

dresses and lovely evening gowns... get as close to hirn as you want — with- 
out one trace of unwanted hair! Tiretta, by Genvieve Mussi, is causing quite 

a sensation all over Europe where it was first introduced, t^ow for the 
first hme, women are discovering that they en|oy the new bare fashions 

without displaying unwanted hair. And without the pain and problems 
of old-fashioned hair removal methods. With Tiretta they experience no un- 

pleasant smell, no pain, no hours of effort, no harsh abrasion ol delicate skin, 
no stubble visible lust under the skin. The secret is liretta's special ability to 

remove hair, right down to the roots. Thanks to a revolutionary collodion 
gum. Tiretta gives you the clean look ol expensive salon electrolysis or 
waxing — without the cost, pain and ellort! Iiretta reaches below the 
skin's surface to keep away new hair for weeks. When hair finally does 
grow back, it's soft and feminine — not rough and stubby, the way it is 

when you shave. Tiretta is completely sate lor all parts of the 
body. It leaves your skin smooth — lovelier than you dreamed 

possible! Find out what thousands of European women are raving 
about! Order on our incredible money back terms today! 

Microscopic Examination Proves Tiretta Superior 

1. Razor Cut 
2. Ordinary Hair Remover; 
3. Tiretta Removes Hair 

Right Down to the Roots! 

MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY! 

1 2 3 

PRINT 
NAME- 

BELGRAVE PRODUCTS LTD., Dept. C-32 • 40 Grand Blvd., Brentwood, N.Y. 11717 

YES! I'll try Tiretta on your money back terms! 

D One Tiretta (enough for both arms & legs) for 
lust $4.95 plus 55t postage & handling — plus 
you get FREE supply ofcreme special no. 1 

n Two Tirettas for just $8.95 plus 55C p&h (you 
save $150) — plus you get a double supply 

Lof creme special no. 1. 

N Y, res add tax  

ADDRESS. 

CITY  

STATE- ZIP. 

BUY WHOLESALE 

#453  SOFA 
Outside:   L86"  D34"  H32" 
Inside:  L64"   D21"   H16" 
Arm  Height  2G" 
(#452 Loveseat Available) 

"The World is Our Market" 
"You can get what you have 
been looking for . . . value 
durability, comfort and quality." 
Send $2.00 for catalog of pieces 
we manufacture at wholesale 
prices. Also, available 178 page 

_^ catalog of all types of fine furni- 
ture at discount prices. Send 
$5.00 refundable with first pur- 
chase. Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

P.O.   Box  2314 

National Furniture 
and Fabric Sales 

ivianufacturing 
Division, Hlffh 
Point,   North 
Carolina 27261 

August,  1978 

GIANT GRASS   //■ 
PLUMES & URNS /, 

Plump, feathery, and /^'/^ 
five feet tall arrange- <' '^ 
ment. You may have   '^\ 
seen these giant, color-  ,  •^ 
ful bouquets before but .    ^ 
not at this price. Bundle ,     7 
of 25 plumes in browns,        // /•, 
ivory and gold Is $14.95 'f/ 
-f^ $3 post.; 35 plumes $18.95    ^ 
-I- $4 post. For custom dyeing / 
add $4 and colors. HAND TURNED / 
CERAMIC URNS available in your 
choice of ivory or earth gold color: 
#105 (10'high) $ 6.95 +S2 post. 
li'106(12"high)$ 8.95+ $3 post. 
#111 (15" high) $19.95+$4 post. 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 
Tropical Plant Institute, Inc. Box 
21496, Dept. 11, Ft. Laud. FL 33335 
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PILGRIM STRIPE 

In White or Eggshell 
poly/cotton with 
Wine, Navy, Moss 
Green. Soft Gold, or 
Brown trim. 36", 40". 
$24. 45", 54". $26. 
63". 72", $30. 84", 
90". $35. 

•THE FINEST TAB CURTAINS- 
TO ORDER BY MAIL: 

Master Charge BankAmericard/VISA 
Telephone (617) 746-6116 Monday-Friday Only 
Add sales tax for MA (5%). PA (6%), VA (4%). 

Add $2 00 for shipping and handling. 
Send check or money order to: 

P O. Box 899. Plymouth. Massachusetts 02360 

Color Catalog Free Fabric Samples $3 
Custom sizes. 

Showrooms Open Tuesday-Saturday 10-5 
Order "In Person" at; 

WILLIAMSBURG. VA: 
4 miles West on Rte 60 

Shoppes on Wythe Green 
327 

PLYMOUTH 
Court Street (Rte3A) 

LEXINGTON; 
7 Mcriam Street 

PHILADELPHIA. PA ; 
Chestnut Hill 

8139Germantown Ave  (Rtc 422) J 
A 26-PAGE BOOK THAT SAVES YOU MONEY 

ON  CARPET AND  VINYL  FLOOR  CARE! 
Advice from professionals on how to care for 
your carpeting and no-v^rax vinyl flooring. Tips 
on shampooing, proper vacuuming methods: 
how to remove pet stains, cigarette burns, mil- 
dew, static electricity, and much more. And . . . 
a Stain Removal Chart for easy on-the-spot ad- 
vice! Satisfaction guaranteed. Send for your 
26-page book today! S2.00 postpaid. 

Floor Care 
P.O. Box 132-HG8, Oakland, Maine 04963 

r*7 

DOCTORS 
L>\WYf RS 

Hand wrought copper waste baskets 14", 
$25 00; matching letter baskets 5". 
$12.00; also bookends. $28.00. Avail- 
able with Cadeuceus, Scales of Justice, 
Club Emblem, College Seal with 3 ini- 
tials under the symbol. 

Xini check M MO 

GREGORY E.  HENTZI 
S9  Brown  St., Oept.  HG  22 

Waltham,  Mass. 02154 
Write (or  Free Brochure of Copper and 

Leather Goods. 

FREE Catalog 
Fall and Winter Fashions 1978 

38 pages in full color, featuring 
clothing for women (and men) at 
reasonable prices. Fashions galore 
in dresses, pantsuits, separates, 
coats (sizes 8-20; 14'/7-24y2)--Plus 
footwear, sweaters, and accessories. 

JOHNNY APPLESEED'S 
Box 708,  50 Dodge St..  Beverly,  MA 01915 

lOVER 1,000 TRADITIONAL & EARLY AMERICAN 
FURNISHINGS & GIFTS o,.^., 

SF.M) 50c FOR C ATALOG Year 

NEW ENLARGED version of famous catalog includes vast & 
unusual selection of gifts and decorating items Handcrafted 
lurniture. rare prints, lamps, gourmet needs, linens, glassware, 
clocks, pewter, collector's pieces, figurines, china, jewelry, 
crafts. Early American reproductions Over One Tr>ousand 
Choices All items tinest quality, well priced, distinctive —most 
not available elsewhere Absolute guarantee Major credit 
cards accepted. Mail order layaway Send 50c, Name, 
Address, Zip Code. Catalog sent by return mail 

3pf !JMii)(;i x\im5 mms^j^ 
539 Brimfield Turnpike, Sturbndge, Mass. 01566 J 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 

IN NEW ENGLAND 

NEW  LOOK 
All-wool Shetland 
sweater features 
contrast-color band at 
crew-neck and wrists. 
Lime/hot pink, yellow/ 
lime, kelly/navy, navy/ 
kelly, hot pink/navy, 
white/navy, beige/browi 
heather gray/charcoal, 
heather blue/white. By 
Robert Scott. Sizes 34- 
40. $28; monogram to 
match trim (underline 
last-name initial) $4.50. 
Add $2 post. MC, 
BA/Visa, AE. Monogran' 
brochure is free. Mayar 
Shop, HG1. Watch Hill, 
Rl 02891, 

PROUD  DECORATION 
Mount an Early American eagle with flag on your barn or garage, 
over the mantel or bar. Made of cast aluminum with a three- 
dimensional effect. Antiqued gold and black finish. An impressive 
42 " long. Ready to hang. $34.95 plus $3.50 post. Turen, Inc., 
Dept. HG-88, Box 270, Lebanon, NH 03766. 

AUTHENTIC COPY 
Martha Ann quilt rack 
reproduced from one found 
in mid-19th century 
homestead. Tidy way to 
display quilt, bedspread, 
afghan. Pine and hardwood; 
30"h by 23V2"w by 15V2"d. 
Antique finish $34.95; or 
in kit form $24.95. Add 
$3 post. each. Yield House, 
G88X, North Conway, NH 
03860. 
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LACY  RUFFLES 
Tab curtains edged with 2" 
crochet-type lace. Carefree 
polyester-cotton blend in 
eggstiell or white; or in 
natural muslin. 80" wide to 
pr. 45", 54" $27; 63", 72" 
$32; 84", 90" $37; ruffled 
tiebacks, pr. $3. Add $2 
post. Catalogue is free. 
Fabric samples are $3. 
Constance Carol, HG8, Box 
899, Plymouth, MA 02360. 

GRACEFUL 
Elefsis horse crafted in 
solid brass. Equine image 
has origins in antiquity. 
Funereal vases, from 
about 900 B.C., had such 
figures painted on them. 

VI7" by 10V2". $32.25 
ppd. Color cata- 

logue, 500. 
Shopping Interna- 

tional, 107 Shopping 
Intl. Bldg., Norwich, 

VT 05055. 

COACH  LANTERN 
Finely crafted solid brass 
reproduction of an antique. 
Handsome complement for 
any home style, suitable 
for indoor or outdoor use. 
Has a rich antique brass 
finish with a polished 
brass reflector. Mount it 
on wall. Complete with 
hardware. 9" tall. $19 plus 
$1 post. The Harbor Light, 
Inc., HG8, U.S. Route 1, 
Har --ton Falls, NH 03844. 

COLONIAL CRAFT 
Stencil your walls with 11 exciting designs In "Sea Captain's 
House" kit. Adele Bishop presents them on seven clear 13" by 
15" mylar sheets plus her three 1" brushes, six Presto-Dri™ 
japan paint colors, instructions. $46.95 ppd. Color brochure of 
complete line $1. Adele Bishop, Box HG78W, Dorset, VT 05251. 

j0tuL 

The Ultimate 
In Wood Stoves 

For woodburner's guide, send $1 to: 
No. 1 Combifire 

@   KKI^TIA   A$^60IAT«$ 
343 Forest Avenue, P.O. Box HIS (HG8|, Portland, ME 04104 
Western Office, 213 S.V^. Ash Street  |HG8|, Suite 209, Portland, OR 97204 

SOLID BRASS 
CLAM SHELL 

One of our finest pieces 3V2 " x 
5" X 1", $15. ppd. Maine res. 
add 5% sales tax. Each Old 
Port Brass Works casting is 
carefully cleaned, polished, 
buffed by hand and has its own 
unique character. Each piece is 
solid brass with the irresistible 
appeal of its smooth elegant 
finish and its impressive weight. 
For  catalog,  please  send  500. 

OLD PORT BRASS WORKS 
345  Fore Street 

Portland, Maine 04111 

Fb« STAOB STOP 

Lifetime Business Card 
Paperweight 

A regular business card approxi- 
mately 2Ve" x 3V2" can now be per- 
manently etched in brass finished 
metal, then mounted on Italian mar- 
ble. Any business person would be 
happy to receive this distinctive 
paperweight for his desk. Just send 
a business card with order. Cards 
printed in light pastel colors will not 
reproduce. $4.98 plus 75c shipping 
Mass. residents add 5% sales tax. 
Send 25c for full color catalog. 

THE  STAGE  STOP 
440 Great Road, HG8, Acton, MA 01720 

When It comes to good looks plus 
easy-care, soft ana gentle Qiana* 
jersey is the naturalchoice for 
this sensational three piece en- 
semble by Carol Robbms. Elegant 
for glamourous evenings, yet prac- 
tlcalfor daytime too. And it's 
wrinkle free, completely washable. 
The ecru blouse and skirt trimmed 
with lace come with elasticized 
waistband. Peach vest has side ties 
and ecru lace trim. Sizes 8 to 16. 
The price. $65. 
Please add $2 for postage. Order 
by mail or phone 617-536-5099. 
Charge to Master Charge, Visa or 
American Express. 

Send for free brochure. 

.file. 
^ CAROL > 
ROBBINS 

vDESIGNSv 

TheCopley Plaza Hotel, Dept.8, 
Copley Square, Boston, MA02116 

PLEASE TURN PAGE FOR  MORE 
SHOPPING AROUND IN  NEW ENGLAND 
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COUNTRY CURTAINS 
Ball Fringe on Permanent Press 

TIERS 
20" or 25"  
30", 36" or 40" 

,7.00pr. 
8.00 pi. 

TIEBACKS 
45". 54" or 63" 11.00 pr. 
72", 81" or 90" 13.00 pr. 

VALANCE 
10" X 80" 3.50ea. 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

Country Curtains are a tradition . . . years of old-fashioned quality and 
conscientious service to thrifty homemakers. Sturdy, sj)ecially-made ball 
fringe is carefully stitched onto our 50% cotton/50?;, polyester blend 
like real muslin but truly carefree. Natural or while. 90" wide per pair! 
Please specify natural or white. Send check, monev order, or use Master- 
charge or Visa. Sorry no COD's. Postage and handling: orders under 
$10 add $1.10. $10 and over add $2.00. Mass. res. add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

COUNTRY CURTAINS 
ATIIIEBEDLIININN iff 

Dopt. 82,  Slockbridee, Mass. 01262 

HEIRLOOM STENCILS 

by AdeU SuA<yfi 

These clegani, exclusive Adele Bishop designs 
mike today's project, lomorrow's heirloom. 
First complete siencilers' catalog for mjjor 
home decorjtir^ proiects includes kits with 
the most comprehensive stenciling course ever 
offered, her ov^n Urge professional brushes, 
Presto-Ori ' MP'" paints, only avaiUblc from 
Adele Bishop Caulog deKri^es the definitive 
stenciling book - Jh^ Art of Dec oralive Sten- 
i. iling Send SI 00 for full color catalog. 

Adele Bishop, Inc Dept  HG. Dorset, Vt  052S1 

'•L.L.Beah^ 
( hitJonr Sporting SpcilullHs 

FREE 
Fall 

Catalog 
136 fully illustrated 
pages featuMngqu^ll^ 
outdoor apparel ar' 
footwear for men ans; 
women Winter sports 
equipment, hunting 
and camping gear Many items of our own manu- 
facture All guaranteed to be 100% satisfactory 
or your money back Our 66th year of providing 
dependable high-grade sporting specialties 

SEND FREE FAU 1978 CATALOG 

Name 

Address 

Cit> 

State 7lD 

L. L. Bean, Inc. 
^541 Cedar St., Freeport. ME 04033 _j 

Burglar/Fire 
Alarm 

Double-Duty Alert gives you 24 hr. pro- 
tection ot home, office or owoy. Wire- 
less, permonent, porloble, odiustoble 
slide brocket fits over door top and can't 
be detected from the outside. This new 
bottery-powered protection device does 
three  things; 
1. Warns occuponts of intruders 
2. Frightens away  vandals 
3. Alerts occupants  of fire danger 
Alarm  can  be  octjvofed  when desired 

ond remoins ocfivoted wifhout resettiryg. 
With batteries,  ready-lo-operote: 

w. 
$13.95 ppd. 

P. Brad Enterprises 
p.   O.   Box   426. 

Wilbraham,  Massachusetts 01095 

DISTINCTIVr: CLSTOM  I.IGHTINC 
A fine selection of over 50 classic dcsifi^^ 
for indoor and outdoor IJKhtini; that will 
lend warmth and charm to both the con- 
trmporary a/id traditional decoratinj^ 
iccnti. Every light is of the highest quality, 

* individually cut, assembled and fined 
in brass, copper or pewter. Your 

selection will be owned with pride 
by future generations. Send $2.00 
for 4B page caiak>g. 

'^HERITAGE 

SHOPPING AROUNl 
IN NEW ENGLAND 

SILKY SOFT SET 
Overblouse has crystal pleated neckline 
yoke, to tie or not to tie. All draping 
gently to tied waist, flattering full sleeves. 
Straight-leg pants have elasticized waist. 
Both in washable Silesta,® 1007o poly 
jersey. Ivory or turquoise. 8-16. 
Set $70 plus $2 posttolor brochure 
free. Carol Robtjins Designs, Dept. 68, 
The Copley Plaza Hotel, 
Boston, MA 02116. 

HANDY  HANG-UP 
Decorative pot pantry hangs in the 
open on a linked chain. Wrought iron 
with a black matte finish. Rack is 
12 "D by 18"W. has 11 hooks for your 
pots and pans. $10.95 plus $2.35 post. 
Color catalogue 500. Sturbridge 
Yankee Workshop, HG8, 538 Brimfield 
T'pike, Sturbridge, MA 01566. 
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FOR OFFICE 
Copper baskets hand-embossed 
with three initials (print) 
and emblem for doctors (caduceus) 
or lawyers (scales of justice). 
Also for dentists, veterinarians and 
pharmacists; or seRf*. your college, 
club or business seal to be 
engraved. Waste basket 14"H $25; 
letter basket 5"H $12. Ppd. Free 
catalogue copper, leather gifts. 
Gregory E. Hentzi, HG8, 59 Brown 
St., Waltham, MA 02154 



IR OUTLOOK 
oy the view more when you frame 
ir windows with 4" ruffles of 
e on easy-care curtains 
ilyester 657o and cotton 35%). 
gshell or white, 90' wide to pair. 
■,54", 63" long $25; 72", 81 "90" 
g $30: 10" by 80" valance $8. 
d $2 post, per order. Free 
alogue of other styles sent on 
|: est. Country Curtains, Dept. 
if 1   Stockbridge, MA 01262. 

NO-WEIGHT WARMTH 
Rebuff cold and wind with a Snowflake 
quilted nylon 34" topper. Has 5 ounces 
polyester fiberfill between its two nylon 
layers. Machine washable. For town or 

country. Oyster, navy, chocolate, red. 
S(10-12), M(14-16), L(18), XL(20-22). 
$40 ppd. Johnny Appleseed's, HG8, 
Beverly, MA 01915. 

DELIGHTED 
Let your guests know how glad 
you are to see them. 
Lamplighter design and your 
names (print) on unique sign for 
inside or outdoors. Six colors 
hand-screened over antiqued 
pale blue background on 1" 
pine. 13" by 19". $19.98 plus 
$1.50 post. The Stage Stop, 
HG8, 440 Great Rd., Acton, MA 
01720. 

STARTS UP TO 
20 FIRES 

SOLID  FIRE  STARTER 
Kindle-All™ is made of wood fiber and 
paraffin, not volatile liquid. Safe and 
effective in fireplace or on hibachi. 
Fast, non-toxic. Doesn't affect food's 
taste, doesn't need big cleanup job 
If it spills. Large 28-oz. supply. 
For dealer and price write Kristia 
Associates, HG8, 343 Forest Ave., 
60x1118, Portland, ME 04104. 

J^^/^T£^ 

Name_ 

Street. 

City_ -State. _Zip_ 
Call 617-749-7830. Or write The Talbots, Dept. XQ , Hingham, MA 02043. 

Visit our stores in Hingham, Acton, Diixbiiry, Lenox, Osterville, 
So. Hamilton, Mass.; Avon and Hamden, Conn. 

Loomed 
by the 

Mountain 
Weavers 

fashioned 
Home Spun 
'^.ablecloths 

Real homespun tollon in a hosi of mar- 
velous sunny colors, these self-trmged 
Liblecloths are reversible for double 
wear, washable, never touch an iron. In 
gold. red. blue, olive, brown and sand. 

52" X 52"  ..$12.95    14" .Sq. Napkins. 
52" X 72"  ..   15.95 $3.95 pr. 
62" X 90" .. 22.95 12" x 18" Place Mats. 
62" X 108" .   25.95 $4.25 pr. 

72" Round Tablecloth $22.95 
All prices ppd. 

Depi   HG 88 
GREAT BARRINGTON. MASS. 01230 

f/[e eifchanted 
doll tjpuse 

iii» 
MINIATURE FANTASY 

A very special 64 page catalog 
A fine selection, mostly in 
color, of dollhouses, kits, 
miniature furniture, books 

and accessories 
for all — beginner to collector! 

Be on our 
Exclusive mailing list 

Send $2.00 to: 

11 Deer Meadow 
Manchester Center. Vt. 05255 

shop the world 
For our new Fall catalog we've travelled to ttie 
People's   Republic  of  China;   bringing   you 
some of her finest traditional handcrafted 
items. Our tour of the World's finest craft 
centers also includes fine antique repro- 
ductions, exciting fashions and a joyful 
representation of Christmas around the 
w/orld.   It   all   hap- 
pens within a mar- 
velous 48 pagecolor 
catalog   . . .   yours 
for 50c. 

slioppiiij^ international 
108 stropping international bidg., norwicti, Vermont 05055 

STORE ON RTE S. NORWICH. VERMONT Waacc.pl Bank Am.f>catd.M>sl.rCh>rg>tAm«tlc>nEapt.» 

M 
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Magazine Or- 
ganizers in sol- 
id northern pine 
for living room, 
office or recep- 
tion room: 
Below, A—Wall 
Rack for 20—25 
issues. 27y4"H 
25"W4'/2"D. Fin. 
Antique $29.95*. 
Easy Kit $19.95*. 
Use Order #704. 

Above, B—Mag- 
azine  Tree, for 
up to 60 issues. 
30"H12"W13"D. 
Finished Antique 
$29.95*. Easy Kit 
$19.95*. Use 
Order   #272. 

Send For Your 
FREE Catalog! 

Above, C—Magazine 
End Table, stores 100 
periodicals on 8 shelves. 
23"H16"W21"D. Fin. 
Antique $29.95*. Easy 
Kit $19.95*. Use Order 
#355. 
*Add $3 post. ea. item. 

^ield^ouse® 
Dept.G88.A, Box 1000 
N. Conway, N.H. 03860 

HOW COLD WAS rm 
Now you can know 

^gj*!^     how cold or hot it got 
over any specified' 
period of time. Maxi- 
minimum thermo- 
meter records the hi 
and lo temperatures 
and current readings in 
both Fahrenheit and 
Celsius. Simple mag-' 
net reset. Temperature 
range from —40° to 
-t-120°F Ideal for 

I,) town or country 
homes, greenhouses, 

gardens, storage areas, labora- 
tories. $14.95 

Please add 92c shipping Mass. 
residents add 5% tax 

Another find from 

Ticcisure 'Eovc 
.        P O  Box 176, Dept. HG-8       . 
V      Weston. Mass. 02193      y 

^JW  Tfecc^ 
SOLID BRASS 

"COACH LANTERN' 
The Harbor Light is pleased 
lo offer this ver^ fine, hand 
crafted, colonia/ siyfe wail 
lantern for a limited time at 
only 

19 00 

A fringe benefit 
for your home. 

lodfint' Mee   Intt-nors specializes in hnc 
reproductions of Colonial Curtains for 
todays house   In easy to care for fabrics, 
they are made especially for your trouble- 
some oversized windows, sliding glass 
doors, bow windows or your regular stan- 
dard windows- 

Pictured here are 50/50% cotton and 
polyester fabric with A" double knotted 
bedspread frinKecurtains, expertly applied 
and hand finished Width 

Length 90" 180" 270" 
20" 24" 36'        12 50        25 00        37 50 
45" 54 " 63"       16.00        32 00 48 00 
75" 81" 90"       19.50        39,00        58 50 

MATCHING VALANCE    12 X 90    6 00 
Send for free brochure. 

Joanne Mee Interiors 
]0 Water St    Mat tt. Ma   02739 

At This Price They Won I 
Last Long, So Wete 
Letting You Hear ihe 

Good News First. 

The 
XZsirbar 

lamps   •   Shades   •   il<jhllng Hxtures 

US  Routa 1 ~ Hampton Falli, N.H. 03844 
1603192S.<M0 

I 
Robert Scott Classic Shetland with 
a New Look!  S28, sizes 34 40 

lime/hof pink, yellow/lirne, kelly/navy, 
navy/kelly, white/navy, hot pink/navy, 
beige/brown, heather btue/wtiite, heather 
grey/charcoal 

Contrasting band of color of crew neck and 
wrists  can  be  matched  with  monogram, 
S4.50. 
We mail in 10 days!  Please add $2.00 for 
postage & handling, Free Brochure, Master 
Charge   - American Express   - Visa 

MAYAN SHOP, HGl 
Watch Hill, R.I. 02891 

IN NEW ENGLAND 

TOPS  IN  FASHION \ 
Blazer-jacket sweater by Marisa Christina in all wool, has notche 
collar, button front, two pockets. Navy or white. Sizes S{6-8), 
M(10-12), L(14) $54; long sleeve, round collar shirt by Ms. Sero in 
white, yellow, blue or pink cotton/polyester. Sizes 6 to 18. $21. 
Add $2 post, per order. MC, BA/Visa, AE. Free color catalogue. 
The Talbots, Dept. XJ, Hingham, MA 02043. 

BURGLARS BEGONE 
Portable, wireless alarm warns 
you, frightens away vandals, alerts 
you to fire danger. Double-Duty 
Alert has adjustable bracket to 
fit over door top; cant be detected 
from outside. With batteries, 
$13.95 ppd. W.P. Brad Enterprises, 
HG8, Box 426, 
Wilbraham, MA 01095, 

COZY CHAMOIS CLOTH 
Nifty pullover dress Narrow 
shoulders, deep armhoies, ful 
sleeves and banded neck. Sid( 
seam pockets, self tie belt. 
Below knee length. Cloud blue 
spruce green, pure red. Sizes 
S,M,L, $36.95; XL, $39.95 Ppd. 
J.Jill Ltd., HG8, Great 
Barrington, MA 01230. 

68 

EXPERT ADVICE 
A 26-page book that answers your 
questions on floor covering care. 
Tips on shampooing, vacuuming, 
removing pet stains, cigarette burns, 
mildew, much more. $2 ppd. Floor 
Care, HG8, Box 132, Oakland, ME 
04963. 

WHAT YOU MUST KNOW 
ABOUT.... 



SHOPPING AROUND 

GRACEFUL TABLE 
<ou'll find many uses for a drop 
eaf oval cocktail table. Looks wetl 
n front of sofa, window. Expertly 
:rafted solid American wild cherry. 
jlim look with leaves down. 46"w:. 
.7"h., 16"d.; leaves up, 30"d. 
jl61 plus shpg. chg. Catalogue, 
51. Ephraim Marsh Co., Dept. 605, 
3ox 266, Concord, NC 28025. 

CANISTERS IN WICKER 
Compatible with any decor, unique- 
ly styled glass canister set has re- 
movable rattan casings. Airtight 
cork tops make them ideal for 
storing flour, sugar. Easy to clean, 
odor free. Set of four, $14.95 plus 
$2 post. Catalogue, 250. Fran's 
Basket House, Dept. HG8, Rte. 10, 
Succasunna, NJ 07876. 

NEW! ALUMINUM 
FAN TRELLIS 

Sculptured look of 5 bladed es- 
palier. 6 ft. tall, 3 ft. arch. Solid 
tempered aluminum %" wide, 
■/s" thick. Maintenance free, stur- 
dy support. Ideal for climbing 
roses, vines, shrubs, fruit trees 
AND screening pool filters. 
5 Bladed Trellis $18.75 PPO. 
4 Bloded Trellis also avail.      $16.75 PPD. 

ADJUSTABLE ALUMINUM 

GARDEN STAKE.... 

GROWS" WITH YOUR PLANT 
long lasting durability. Unique 
telescopic construction allows ad- 
justment from 3 to 5 ft. in ground 
iy simply adjusting locking ring. 
Heal support for vegetables, 
flowers & young shrubs. Elim. 
I lates various size stakes. 
6 Slakes (Min.) $11.75 + $1.25 Post., 
Hondling 
' ' Stokes $20.00   +  $2.00 Post., Hondling 

SLIDERS & GLIDERS, INC. 
p. O. BOX 178 - HG 8 

E. Northport, N. Y. 11731 
y.S.  ItcK.  Add 8%   Tax. No €.0.1). 

Inner beauty 
The editors o{Architec- 
tural Digest present an 
overflowing cornucopia of 
interior design: the whys, 
the wherefores of incredi- 
ble interiors, from a villa 
in Beverly Hills to a Man- 
hattan farmhouse. All 
fully explained in text and 
lavish pictures. 

"Now there's a new book... 
that's like a banquet, page 
after page of color pictures 
rich with striking inte- 
riors filled with exciting 
accessories to enjoy, study, 
and learn from." 

—Houston Chronicle 

ARCHITECTURAI. 
DIGEST 
American 
Interiors 
A STUDIO BOOK 
More than 250 superb 
color illustrations   $35.00 
At your bookstore or direct from: 

^HE VI KING PRESS" 
Dept. ATE-HG 
625 Madison Avenue, 
New York, N.Y. 10022 
Please send me- _ copies 
ot American Interiors @ 
$35.00 ea. I enclose □ check 
D money order for $  
total. (Please add sales tax 
where applicable.) 

Name  

Address  
City- 

■ state. -Zip_ 

i,^^--jlJst   1978 

O 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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SAFETY is for KEEPS with fhe pctenfed MEYCO*SAFETY SWIM- 
POOL COVER. You con be assured of safe protection to children 
playing around your pool. It will support children and adults In any 
emergency. It's an oll-veor-round safety swimming pool cover. 
The MEYCO*SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVER automatic anchoring 
system with stainless steel tension springs that lock it in place allow 
the pool to be covered or uncovered in two minutes. Leoves and 
debris cannot get in and maintenance is cut to a minimum. Saves 
on heat and chlorine and discourages algae. It's custom made to 
fit   any   size   or   shape   pool   and   it   carries   a   five   year   warranty, 

H'c do ntit mitke corn it tot aiiorc-fliouvd cirriilar ponts. 
for complete informotion and free booklet on "How to Hfove a Carefree Pool." 

SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVERS HG 878 
225 Park Avenue, Hicksville, N.Y. II80I 

•Patent #2.»58.«72 
(516) 935-0900 

ESTABLISHCD    lS9t 
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Cellulite is not 
ordinary fat! 

if you have fat that just won't go away, no matter how 
much you diet or exercise, you probably have Cellulite. 

8 out of 10 women have it. 
At some time between childhood and womanhood, 8 out of 10 

women are bothered by Cellulite — those unattractive lumps, 
bumps, and bulges that keep you from looking your best. 

What causes it? 
Cellulite forms when your body's circulatory 

and waste systems don't function at top effi- 
ciency Wastes and toxins are trapped inside 

your body Your daily intake of^iood addi- 
tives, preservatives, cigarette smoke, the pill, 

and other chemials makes the problem worse. 
You can help correct it with 

Au Naturei:'' 
You an help rid yourself of this annoying 

figure problem with Au Naturel — a 100% 
natural formula of vitamins, minerals, and 

herbs, specially formulated to help eliminate 
Cellulite. Au Naturel effectively rielps break 

down and free trapped wastes and 
toxins, removing them from your body So 

you'll K)ok better, and feel better. 
l4-page book included 

Remember, you can't lose Cellulite through 
ordinary dieting or exercise. So rush your 

order for Au Nature now. We'll include a free 
24-page book that tells how to get rid of 
CeHuMte, and keep it from coming back. 

No-risk money-oack guarantee 
If you are not satisfied in every way with 

Au Naturel, we will immediately refund your 
full purchase price. Au Naturel is not avail- 
able in stores. If you want to start looking 

better and feeling better, mail the coupon now. 

Herbal Concepts. Inc., P.O. Box 8, Easton, Mass. 02334 
Please send me a supply of Au Naturel, with money-back guarantee. For full and 
continued results, we recommend a 90-day program. 
D 90 days (360 tablets) $19.95 (You save $3.90)        D 30 days (120 tablets) $7.95 
Add 75^ postage & handling (Canada $1.50). Mass, residents add S% sales tax. 
Name  
Address  
Citv . State - uty  Mate iip  
U Payment enc. D BankAmericard/Visa D Master Charge Bank No. . 
Credit Card No.  Expires, 

m 



THECAIAIOCPOR 
COOKSAND 
GOURMETS 

WEHAVETT4EIASTW0RDIN 
COOKWAREANDGOURMETGOOMES- 7<^ 
EVERYTHING FROM ARHCHOKE 
PIATES TO ZABAGUONE POTS! 
Send 25C for our colorful 104 page caljfog 

Colonial Card"!!  Kitchens 
Dcpt. HGHC. 270 W. Merrick Road 
Valley Stream.  N.Y.  11582 
Ple3se rush me mv new Gourmel Catalog 
I enclose 25C 

OVER 25 YEARS OF 
SERVICE&EXCELLENCE 

LEATHER   CHAIR 
AND   OTTOMAN 

There is nothing like leother! This chair 
and ottomon feature the finest quality 
and unbelievable comfort. Avoiloble in 
over 50 colors of Premium Top Groin 
Leather. 

CHAIR: H 35  W 35  0 39    $464 SO 
OTTOMAN:      H 20 W 28  D 21     $184.50 

Shippir^g charges extra.  No C.O.D. 
Send   $1.00  for   brochure 

CAROLINA LEATHER HOUSE, Inc. 
Depl.  HG-48 P.O.  Box  5023 

Hickory,   N.C.   28601 (704-322-44781 

NEW/ 
PERSOIMALIZED 

SPECIALTY 

CANDLES 

-from 
S7.9S 

For lasting memories, 
you can have an imprint 

. on a beautiful decorator 
/ candle of Wedding Invi- 

tations. Anniversary 
Cards. Birth Announce- 
ments, Congratulations, 
etc Write lor brochure. 

Fleur-de-lite 
Rt. 4, Box S3S 
Columbia, MO 

314/44S-B411 

>*CRyL/CS 
kRE BEAUTIFUL! 

And now you can hare (/)« 
world's first catalog devoted to 
personalized acrylics. FREE! 
Just send us your name and 
address and you will see over 70 
personalized acrylic Ideas lor 
you, your home, and gifts. 

ACRYLIC GALLERY 
A DIVISION OF GEUSTANCE 
1405 MAIN ST.     DEPT. HG8 
SARASOTA, FLA. 33577 
<13-366 1951 

Will you spend $5 to learn 
hoiv to live much happier? 

Feel more secure and more self-confident • and increase your earn- 
ing potential! Learn tiow to cope more easily and become more 
popular! Your brand-new self-help booklet • with a simple exercise 
containing vital information that will make your life easier and happier 
• is |ust being published for the first time. Special introductory 

price of $5 saves you 'A off ttie publisher's list price Mall 
$5 to; Behavioral Enlightenment, Inc., Dept. 
HG, 404 N. Union St., Kennett 8q., PA 19348. 

70 

SHOPPING AROUND 

GREEN PLANT SHOW OFFS 
What a fun way to display growing 
plants or saucy bunches of blooms! 
Natural rattan lined with styrofoam 
for water retention. 9" by 9" by 5" 
frog: 7" by 9" by 5" elephant. Set 
of two, $7.95 plus $1.50 post. 
Send 250 for catalogue. Fran's 
Basket House, HG8, Rte. 10, Sue- 
casunna, NJ 07876. 

ORNATE CHAIR 
Swirls, curlicues elaborately carv^ 
from solid wood on back, arm 
legs. Chair is 46"h., 29"w., 27" 
rviatching sofas, sectionals ava 
able. Variety of fabrics to choos 
$419.95; dely. chg. coll. 80 p 
catalogue, fabric samples, $ 
Magnolia Hall, HG8, 726 Andove* 
Atlanta, GA 30327. 

SPACE STRETCHER 
IVlake the most of what limited 
closet space you may have, or just 
organize it better. Space Hanger 
lets you hang twelve garments in 
the space of three. Shirts, dresses, 
blouses hang uncrowded and wrin- 
kle-free. $1.49 ppd. Write to Walter 
Drake, HG82 Drake BIdg., Colorado 
Springs, CO 80940. 

NEVER TO  PETUPtJ 
For the female who has unwant I 
hair on face, arms, legs, we im- 
pose Perma Tweez.  Battery op 
ated  device  removes  hair pern 
nently  and   with   professional 
suits,    does    not    puncture   skij 
$16.95 ppd. General Medical C|| 
HGE 80,   1935 Armacost Ave., 
Los Angeles, CA 90025. 

r Preserved Boston Fern 

Catalog Available - $1.00 

Once a living fern, it has been 
preserved to las. indefinitely and 
remain beautifully ^reen with 
absolutely no care—NO WATER 
NO LIGHT. It has a 3 ft. spread 
and is "potted" in white plastic 
pot with detachable hanger. Send 
$12,95 for meiium or $14.95 tor 
large (as pictureii plus $3.00 
sh'pping and hai'dling by check, 
money order. Master Charge. 
Bankamericard (include expira 
tion date I or call toU free 1-800- 
521-5093 

BLOOMIN' ATTIC 
HG 8, 418 S. Washington St. 

Royal Oak. Michigan 48067 / 

You're Special! 
And so is House & Garden's Shopping Around. Each month we bring .V' 
fabulous finds from the finest shops in the country. And we highlight spec 
areas of Interest such as Handicrafts and Needlecrafts and Collecto 
Watch House & Garden's Shopping Around special sections for the wt 
what, when and where to buy by mail. Need more Information? Write Hot 
&  Garden  Shopping  Around,  350 Madison  Ave.,  New  York,  N.Y.   100 

House   &   Gor 



SHOPPING AROUND 

■/■ 

1- -• •     —   '--''    ■ 
'HANDSOME BRASS 
Quality crafted solid brass makes 
his distinctive bed with its hand 
;arved decorattve pieces an heir- 
oom. Other brass beds, tables, 
jccessones shown in full color 
;atalogue, $3, from designers and 

iTaftsmen in brass. Joao Isabel, 
, nc, HG8, 120 East 32nd St., New 
rork, NY 10016. 

REVITALIZE HAIR 

Salon conditioner penetrates each 
strand of hair nourishing it with 
needed protein. In just 5-7 days 
it is possible to have thicker, long- 
er, more lustrous looking hair. 
4 oz. txittle has 60 day supply. 
$4.95 plus 500 post. Greenland 
Sales, Inc., Dept. HG8, 380 Madi- 
son Ave., New York, NY 10017. 

;ASY LIFT 
'leed help getting up? Cushion- 
-ift chairs and recliners have push 

Vutton control. Safely and slowly 
hey lift you in or out. For more 
nformation about home trial and 

" /ledicare coverage write or call toll 
ree: 1-800-558-2151. Ortho-Kinet- 

]:s,   HG8,   Box  2000,   Waukesha, 
"VI 53186. 

STOWAWAY 

Nothing like preparing now for next 
Christmas. Ornament chest holds 
92 ornaments of three sizes; space 
for eight sets of lights, tinsel and 
other tree-trimming paraphernalia. 
27" by 17" by Ig". Assembles 
easily. $10.50, two for $19.95; $1 
post. Write to Bruce Bolind, HG8, 
Boulder, CO 80302. 

Why suffer from 

BACKACHE 
.  when  you  can  get  instant  relief 

rem the minor aches and pains of 
'ack strain with PiPeer BACK-EASER"! 
his strong, form-fitting washable sup- 

■ott helps immobilize the sacroiliac 
rea . . . protects sore muscles and 

serves against additional painful strain 
. . and also makes you appear inches 

limmer. One-strap adiustment to exact 
nugness desired. Large foam rubber 
ack pad giues muscles extra support, 

■rescribed by doctors for botti men and 
'omen Requires no fitting, 

-^■■end hip measurement. $8 95 
:;|.'lus SI 45 postage. Satisfaction 

uaranteed or money back if 
elurned  postpaid  in 30 days. 

^l^-ER BRACE CO.        DEPT.HG88-BE 
ill Wyandotte St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105 

^uqust    I97R 

Kf3 anita beck cards 

KJ M       3409 W. 44th St,  HGA 
■ClflBfl      Minneapolis, Minn. 55410 

Send this note. 1 thank-you note, 1 
recipe card, and gift enclosure card 
with color catalog Including Christmas 
cards and gift wrappings to me. I en- 
close 25«. (Please Print) 

Name .  

City- -Zip- 

230 1'/.- & 2-STORY HOMES - Mansards, Gambrels. Tudors. Salt Boxes, Georqidns, t-,irmhousi 
.1(1.ipi.jt ions  Also Coniemporjries   3, 4, 5, 6 bedrooms, libraries, family rooms 

CHOOSE  YOUR  HO/Mf  DESIGN 
BY  EXACT  CATEGORY! 

— Richard B. Pollman, Designer 

B 
t85  ONE STORY   HOMES  -  Over  2000 
SQ Ft        Conj(pn»orarv.       Traditio 
Ranches.   L-shapil, Atriums,   Mud   roo 
Fdmily   rooms.   Separate dining   rooms 

180    MULTI LEVEL    HOMES    -     Spin 
Levels, Hillsides, Bi-Levels. Traditionals, 
Contemporaries ' Exposed tower levels 
Balcontes,    terraces     All   sizes. 

B 
250 ONE STORY  HOMES -  Under 2000 
S(] Fi All Styles, shapes, budgets. 
F.imilv looms, extra baths Brick venetr. 
hdme   Flat and sloping roofs 

IP^' 

B 
223    VACATION   HOMES A Fra 
Chalets. Hexagons. Angular Coil. 
"Cluster" designs. From 500 \c 1 
Sq     Fi      176   pages.   80    m   full   color. 

SAVE $35' 
Bet Cmjit' 
Coliect'O, - UK 
\m (iti,i 
2700 li.i>;ratiof 
912 Pj, 

in Hir; 'J V 
Kliclts," 1 

_L lome   planners, inc. 
[CHECK CATEGOIIIES DESIDED                    n (31 250 One Stoiy Homes $2 50 
I   ij 111 230 1  .& 2Stoiv Homes 52,60             O (4) 180 Multi Level Homes $2,50 

n (2) 185 One-Story Homes $2,60                  D (5) 223 Vacation Horns Pljns $2 60 
L|                                     DSEND ALL 5 CATEGORIES alS8 95 

NAME (pl«ise print)  
HGM88MN 

'I 
ADDRESS- 

HOME PLANNERS. INC. 
Oepl.BK    16310 Grand Bluer Avt. 
Oenoil, M.chigan <8227 

Tela! Afnttunt Enclosed 1$ 

Mich residents please add 4% latcs tax. 

Cnrtaio 
Classic Colonial Gingham 

These are ihe same authentic gmghams as featured 
m our stofe Ouf customers love the extra fullness 
(78 wide) and the perky 3 * ruffles Available in red/ 
white, blue'white. yellow/white, green/wnlle, pink/ 
while, or brownJwhite Polyester and cotton Perma 
Press The checks are V4 " 

ORDERS SHIPPED PROMPTLYi 

COLONIAL CLASSIC CATALOG i 
with fabric samples 25c 

CURTAIN CORNER 
V  Paradise Green, Dept G8. Stralford. CT 06497 

2A-     ., 700 
30" 800 
36" 900 
45" 1050 
54"   , 11,50 
63"     , 12,50 
72"     . 1350 
Val 54x11   4,75 
Ties, pr      1,00 
Check, MO   or 
Master Charge Of 
Visa Add J2 ship 
ping Money Back 
Guaranteed' 

INTERrOR 
gDECORATIOI 
For a Satisfyiiii Htbby ir Rewarliiii Career 
Famous HOME STUDY course. Individual 
program prepared and supervised by pro- 
minent N.Y. designers. Lessons cover 
Tex tiles; Furnishings; Room Arrangement; 
Color Harmony; Period and Modern 
Furniture: Antiques; Rugs and Floor 
Coverings; Wall Treatments; Walt Papers; 
Draperies; Lighting; Pottery; Porcelain; 
Glass; Accessories. Details on how to set 
up your own busmess. Illustrated lessons, 
complete with samples of fabrics, colors, 
etc. Certificate awarded. 

NEW YORK SCHOOL 
OF INTERIOR DESIBN 

155 East  5C111 St., New York  10022 

New York School of Interior Design 
155 East 56th St., New York 10022 
Please send me (no obligation) 
Catalog C21 

CAVAUER 
PANT BOOT 

plus$1.75P&H 

address 
city  -Jip. 

Handsomely crafted in 
genuine glove Leather. 
Smooth, no-seam vamp; adj. 
buckle strap. Resilient ribbed 
sole and 1" Heel, BROWN, 
BLACK, WHITE, NAVY, 
WINE, CARAMEL, BONE. 
Comb, sizes: 
6-IOV2 N,5-10V2 M, 5-IOV2 W. 

OLD PUEBLO TRADERS 
Dept. H8V 

600 S. Country Club, Tucson, AZ 85716 
S.iiil ,*t/ /(./ vin lah-^l l-inhion Catilhi.^li,' 

a 



King-Sized  Shower  Caddy 

A supersized rack that keeps 
showering and bathing needs 
within easy reach. 

Just hang the caddy over your 
shower head. It holds shampoo, 
soap, creme rinse, bath oils, 
shower cap, washcloth, bath 
brush and more. Bottles are held 
securely in deep wells; no more 
shower mishaps 

White cushion-coated steel 
frame is rustproof, 3%" deep, 
11" wide, 18'/2"high. It's a must 
for apartments short on bath- 
room storage space, and a real 
convenience for families with the 
"small bathroom blues." 

With soap-and-shampoo clut- 
ter   kept   to   a   minimum,   your 
bathroom   will   stay   beautifully 
organized. 
6958 6 - Shower Caddy        $4.98 

Wr/fe For New Free Gtti Catalog' 

MUes KimbaU 
217 Bond St.. Oshkosh, Wl 54906 

GOLDEX 
OPPOKTI.MTV 

to stock up on a supply of ele 
gant name and address labels. 
The set includes 250 black on 
gold l'/2"xV2" script initial ad- 
dress labels [To 20 letters per 
line, 4 lines] and 125 matching 
gold initial 1x1" envelope seals. 
We use them to personalize ev- 
erything—stationery, checks, to 
identify books, $3 50 -^ post., 
50e 1st class, A0( 3rd class 
96P gift catalog, SOi- Bruce Bo- 
lind. 28 Bolind BIdg., Boulder, 
Colo. 80302. (Since 1956, Thanks 
To You!) 

FAMILY CREST RINGS 

Ring #11, 16xl4mm top, 
solid 14K gold      $210.00 
sterling silver $95.00 

WE WORK IN THREE BASIC WAYS 
1. If you do have a coat of arms, juit sand 

us a photostat or picture of it and that 
IS what we engrave. 

2. If you do not have a coat of arms send 
us your name and we'll look it up for 
you at no extra cost, or you may check 
it against our list (see below). 

3. If you wish you may design your own 
coat ot arms. 

SEND FOR OUR FREE COLOR CATALOGUE 
If, in addition to our free catalogue you 
wish to get our booklet containing over 
20.000 names for which we have records 
of coats of arms and for which this jewelry 
is available, plus instructions on "how to 
design your own coat of arms". SEND US 
$1.00 (deductible from first orderj 

Remember, this jewelry is also available 
with any coat of arms, or any other em- 
blem or design you may send us. 
HERALDICA IMPORTS. INC., Dept. HG8 

21 WESI 46th ST. NEW YORK. N.Y. 10036 

Much safer than any 
solid hinged type 
itami door. Your pet 
is completelu pro- 
tected. He cannot be 
trapped or choked 
or have his tail 
sheared  off. 

FlexPort 
Why be a doormon for your pet? Flex- 
Port ends scrotched doors ond whining. 
Keeps out flies, wind, rain. Gives you 
end pet complete freedom. Soft plostic 
triangles close gently and tightly. Easily 
installed. Send for free 
folder. Or phone (603)- 
448-1641. 

TUREN,INC. 
Dept. HG8 
Etna Road 

Lebanon,N.H.03766 

•■SrAIHS 

Removed Forever! 
Stains and odors caused by pet accidents, 
even urine, removed completely and per- 
manently from your carpet. RESCUE KIT 
contains two 8-oz. scientific sprays (non 
aerosol) for all stain or odor problems; 
carpets, upholstery, litter boxes, etc. 
Specify "A" kit for stains; "B ' kit for 
odors; or "A" & "B' ' mixed kit. Must 
work safely and completely or your 
money back. Send Check or Money Order. 
1 kit $6.50 -t- $1 post. Save $2: Order 2 
kits for $12.99   (and we pay post.) 

American Century 
135 So. La Brea, Depl. 1088 

Box  36277.    Los Angelea, Calif. 90036 

ALL-WEATHER FUN FORT 

Sturdy real Cedar Wood fort, that 
will last for generations—used out- 
doors. It's a big 5' by 6' by 5' with 
swinging gate, firing platform, 
blockhouse and ladder. Also ideal 
as a tree house. $68.95 F.O.B. 
Camden, NJ. Write to Cedar Prod- 
ucts, HG8, Box 84, No. Baldwin, 
NY 11510. 

HEMSTITCHED RUFFLES 

Pretty, flouncy tieback curtain! 
dress your windows in white 100% 
polyester permanent press. A'/i' 
ruffles with hemstitched edges 
96" w. per pr. Lengths: 45", 54" 
63", $16.50; 72", 81", 90" 
$18.50. Add $2 post per order 
Free catalogue. Country Curtains 
HG8. Stockbridge, MA 01262. 

NAVAJO REPLICA 

Harmonious blend of ivory ground 
with rust, gold and brown accents. 
2' by 3' $19.95; 3' by 5' $34.95; 
4' by 6' $49.95: 6' by 9' $89.95 
Ppd. Other designs, also Oriental 
and Scandinavian rya rugs in full 
color catalogue $1. Peerless Im- 
ported Rugs, GE88. 3028 No. 
Lincoln  Ave.,  Chicago,  IL 60657. 

BLISSFUL LOUNGING 

Lazy Daze has reversible cushion; 
arm protectors, lined skirt. 60" I 
32"h. Seat 46"d. From $283 dl 
pending on fabric. $220 your fal 
ric (9V2 yds. 54"w.). Shpg. chj 
extra. Catalogue and request forr 
for free swatches, $2. Hunt Ga 
leries. Inc., HG788, Box 2324 
Hickory.  NC 28601. 

NON-SKID PROTECTION 

These foam rubl>er pads adhere to 
glass frames. Savvy solution to 
glasses that slide down on the 
nose. The pads also relieve pres- 
sure of frames on sensitive skin. 
$1.98 for 12 pads plus 350 post. 
Write to Anthony Enterprises, 
HG8, 67 Second St., San Fran- 
cisco, CA 941C5. 

ICE CRYSTALS 

Candlelight sparkles in heavy ha^i 
crafted faceted crystal holdeir 
3"h. by 4%"w. They come v^l 
candle, take l'/2" candlewarrD< 
refills. Level rims enable use t 
warmers. Gift boxed. $7.50 ea.; 
for $12.98. Add $1 post. Lillia 
Vernon, Dept. G8E, 510 So. Fultc 
Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

House & Garde 



CATALOGUE CHECKPOINT 
SHOPPING AROUND'S special mail-order 
service for you. We've gathered the latest 
catalogues with merchandise to suit your 
every need. Order directly from House & 
Garden. Just fill out and return the order 
coupon belov^, circling the number of each 
catalogue you want. Enclose 50C for post- 
age and handling, plus any additional 
charge as indicated on catalogue number. 
Do not send stamps. Coins, check or 
money order may be used. 

1. CUSTOM DESIGNED WALLPAPERS can 
be matched to Dacron" or percale fabrics 
to coordinate room decor. Set of samples 
shows geometries, butterfly patterns along 
with material to give an idea of what 
you can order from Anna-Belle Designs, 
Inc. $3. 

2. GRAND SELECTION TO CHOOSE 
FROM! Lots of Christmas gifts to make 
sure you're ready on time for that busy 
holiday. Catalogue features prized crystal 
collector's pieces, hostess gifts, household 
items, accessories. Artisan Galleries. Free. 

3. SPECIALTY KITCHENWARE FOR THE 
GOURMET cook who appreciates excellent 
quality. Catalogue has extensive variety of 
heavy gauge copperware, cutlery, pans, 
gadgets, molds, butcher block, pepper 
mills. All you need for Bon Appetit! Bazar 
Francais II. $2. 

4. SELF IMPROVEMENT COURSE teaches 
you "How to live 365 days a year happier 
than you ever did before." Eight page book- 
let guidss you through repetitive short 
daily sessions of self candor. Behavioral 
Enlightenment, Inc. $5. 

5. HANDSOME   BRITISH   SIDE   TABLES 
crafted in mahogany and finished in rich 
wood tones are all priced at remarkable 
savings. Color catalogue features butler's 
tables, also tray and tea tables, and more. 
Subdued antique patina glows from each 
of these 18th C. authentic replicas. The 
Bombay Company. $1. 

6. BERMUDA BUYS! Discriminating tastes 
delight in fine selection of traditional cloth- 
ing for men and women in fall color cata- 
logue. Cashmere, wools, twills, silks in 
dresses, coats, ties, sports clothes. Also, 
gifts and accessories. Brown's of Ber- 
muda. Free. 

7. SPECIAL GIFTS FOR SPECIAL PEOPLE. 
Collection offers excellent quality and ser- 
vice providing ideal answers for wedding, 
anniversary, birthday gifts. Booklei illus- 
trates diamond and gold jewelry, watches, 
flatware, crystal, dinnerware, engraved 
items. Carter's. 250- 

8. ORNAMENTS GALORE TO MAKE from 
kits that come complete with sparkling 
beads, ribbons, pretty trimmings. For 
Christmas, other holidays. Many shown in 
color in prize-winning catalogue. Also, 
beaded fruit, eggs, animals, wall decor. 
The Cracker Box. $1.95. 

9. CHARMING COLONIAL CLASSIC CUR- 
TAINS. Choose from wide assortment in 
catalogue collection. All are washable, 
Perma-Press, extra full. Some have 
spreads to match, dust ruffles. You'll re- 
ceive free fabric samples, too. Curtain 
Corner. 25C. 

10. APPEAL OF SHELLS is hard to resist 
especially when selection is as large as 
the one in Dover's catalogue. Extensive 
listing, illustrations of shells, fossils, min- 
erals, books. Plus color pages of natural 
jewelry, gifts. Dover Scientific Co. $2. 

11. UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS. SOFAS and 
occasional pieces shown to advantage 
singly and in beautiful settings in color 
catalogue. Fine quality and craftsmanship 
suitable for any decor. Includes form for 
free fabric swatches, price list with yard- 
age requirements. Hunt Galleries, Inc. $2. 

12. MORE BRILLIANT THAN A DIAMOND 
but much less expensive, The Kenya'^' 
Gem is so like a diamond, only an expert 
can tell the difference. Full color brochure 
of rings, earrings, pendants, cuff links, in 
exquisite 14K gold settings, Kenya. Free. 

13. MINIATURE ENTHUSIASTS will be 
fascinated with this unique publication. 
For collectors of doll houses, miniature 
soldiers, furniture, paintings. Six issues 
yearly with feature stories; also "how-to's," 

calendar of events, reports on shows, auc- 
tion reports. Miniature Collector. $9.97. 

14. SHOPPING FOR NEXT SEASON'S 
WARDROBE is a breeze with fabulous se- 
lection in a color catalogue of fall/winter 
fashions. Top name-brand, designer and 
imported clothes, shoes, jewelry, accesso 
ries. Many in half, large sizes. (Cost re- 
fundable with first purchase.) Old Pueblo 
Traders. $1. 

15. SOLID BRASS IN TRADITIONAL 
STYLE LAMPS makes the collection in this 
catalogue especially appealing. Featured 
are fine, classic table lamps, chandeliers, 
wall sconces, floor lamps, gifts. Exquisite 
for colonial or any decor. Robelier. 250- 

16. PLATING,  REPAIRS AND REFINISH- 
ING by expert craftsmen on silver, pewter, 
gold, copper and brass pieces. Booklet il- 
lustrates interesting step-by-step proced- 
ure, provides pictures along with scale 
prices to help you approximate cost of the 
service. Simmons Silver Plating Co., Inc. 
Free. 

17. GRAND AND VARIOUS SELECTION of 
classic and unusual items to delight the 
most discriminating tastes. Entertaining 
and gourmet items, clothing, jewelry. 
When shopping for that perfect gift, this 
catalogue should help you find it at The 
Very Thing! $1. 

18. MYSTIQUE  OF  THE   MUSIC  BOX  is 
timeless. Color catalogue shows a variety 
of these mechanical delights. Swiss made 
cylinder and disc movements in beautiful- 
ly crafted boxes. 150 traditional, classical 
or contemporary tunes. (Cost refundable 
with order.) World of Music Boxes. $1. 

r' Order Coupon for Catalogues 
August 1978 

n 
Circle number of each catalogue you want. Enclose check, money order or 
currency ( no stamps, please) for total cost of catalogues requested plus 50^* 
service charge. Make checks payable to House & Garden. Allow six weeks 
for delivery. 

MAIL TO; HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. 8-C 
P.O. Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10017 

1S5      2 3*2      4$5 5$i       6 725«      SS'-^s      92-V 

12 13S9.97      14$l      1525tf      16 17S> 

2 

10$2     11 $2 

Total Money enclosed (including 50<l' service charge) 

MR. 
Name MRS  

MISS 
Address  

18«i 

(Please Print) 

City- State- 

L. 

-Zip  
Offer expires 11/15/78 
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CLEANS AND 
DEODORIZES 
DOG STAINS 
• Removes Spots •  Saves Rugs 
• Restores Colors • Cleanses 
Other Floor Areas • Aids ■'House- 
breaking" • Moneyback Guarantee 

8oz, $1.10, Pt. $1.80, Qt. $2.75, 
Gal.   $8.80.    Add 60e  postage. 

Send   for   Helpfu I 
"Housebreaking"  Hints 

At finest stores or write us 

CONSOUOATED   CHEMICAL   COMPANY 
1719 S. Halsted, Chicago, III. 60608 

Stark Bros Fruit Trees and 
Garden Catalog FREE! 

Dwarf Fruit Trees shade and nut trees, 
shrubs, berries, vines, bulbs, award- 
winning roses, and ornamentals 
Slark Bros Nurseries & Orchards Co. 
Box   A23588 
Louisiana. Missouri 63353 

I Slark Bros. Box A23588 Louisiana Mo 63353   | 
RushColor Catalog FREE' | I 

I Mr 
Mrs 
MISS  

I Address- 

|citv  

[Stale  

(Please Pnnii 

I 

Zip- 

Pleose don't forget 
to me ntion 

HOUSE & GARDEN 
when writing to our advertisers 

Add Color And Excitement 
To Your New Spring Garden 

Things of beauty . . . joys forever. Now 
the pleasures and rewards of gardening 
arc as close as your copy of Wayside 
Gardens' lovely, all-color Fall Catalog. 
The finest quality shrubs, perennials 
and bulbs are offered, along with 
complete growing instructions and 
Wayside's famous, no nonsense 
guarantee. 

Please ru^h me ^our hull Colalos Em'loiedisSi iX) 
defyosil which wttt he deducted from first order. 

n 
NAME (Please Pnntl 

STREET BOX NO 

L 
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STATE ZIP 

THE WAYSIDE GARDENS CO 
47 r.arden lane, Hodges. S.( . 2969."; >.t . .ZVbV.s I 

GARDENERS 
NOTES ^%t^A> 

By James Fanning 

August 
experiments 
Raised beds for vegetables, 
hollyhock singles from doubles, 
supporting tomato stakes 

Vegetable chinoiserie 
Chinese vegetables like those in the 
Trents' garden, page 114, are varieties of 
vegetables grown everywhere in the 
United States. This means that they pose 
no particular problems for growers in 
this country. Chinese peas and beans are 
grown in the same way as our familiar 
varieties, and so are the numberless 
Chinese members of the cabbage family. 
However, the Chinese approach to the 
use of garden space is different from 
ours. Chinese vegetables are grown in 
raised beds or terraces, rather than in 
widely spaced single rows. The beds are 
usually about 4 feet wide, 6 or 8 inches 
higher than the surrounding area, and 
may be of any length. Paths between the 
beds are narrow—no wider than a 6-inch 
railroad tie, in the Trent garden—and it 
is only on this path that the gardener 
ever sets his foot. This means that the 
actual growing area is not subject to 
compaction, so rainwater penetrates 
quickly, weeds are easy to pull, and plant 
roots find ideal conditions of aeration, 
moisture, and nutriment. Raised beds 
don't stay soggy after a rainy spell, and 
irrigation water stays where it is wanted. 
The waste-not Chinese, of course, use 
every scrap of waste the household pro- 
duces to improve fertility in the garden. 
Most wastes are composted, some are 
worked directly into the planting beds. 
The raised bed system, too, makes it 
simple to replant after a crop has been 
harvested, so two or more crops a year 
may be grown. August is a good time for 

In  the  Trent  vegetable  garden. 
separated by railroad ties. 

beds   are 

starting a raised-bed garden. Soil is dry 
and easy to work, and it"s the ideal time 
for planting the kinds of Chinese vege- 
tables that grow best in cool autumn 
weather. A practical, thoroughgoing book 
is Better Vegetable Gardens the Chinese 
Way. by Peter Chan and Spencer Gill 
(Graphic Arts Center, $4.95 in paper- 
back). Order seeds of Chinese vegetables 
by mail from Tsang and Ma Interna- 
tional, 1556 Laurel St., San Carlos, 
Calif. 94070; and Sunrise Enterprises, 
P.O. Bo.\ 10058, Elmwood, Conn. 
061 10; catalogues, free. 

Bring back the 
hoopskirt! 
A great many people nowadays are try- 
ing to re-create the look and feel of old- 
fashioned gardens. This is an almost 
hopeless task, though, since hardly any 
old-time plants are available for present- 
day growing. For instance, the once- 
familiar single hollyhock has been re- 
placed by double-flowered varieties that 
look like nothing so much as stacked-up 
powder pulls. However, it is fairly easy 
for anyone with a bit of time and pa- 
tience to re-create the old singles by 
planting seed from double varieties. 
Save your own seed—hollyhocks are 
prolific in this respect—plant it and wait 
for the next crop of flowers to appear. 
A few plants of this generation will pro-^ 
duce single flowers. Save seed only from 
these; repeat the process until you're 
growing nothing but singles. Practically 
any plant can be dis-improved this way. 

String along tomatoes 
Now the annual problem arises: How to 
support those ever-lengthening tomato 
plants. Stakes, A-frames, trellises, and 
wire cylinders all have their advantages 
and their advocates. One point of gen- 
eral agreement is that the plant should' 
grow as a single stem, with side shoots 
removed as they appear. Mel Bartholo- 
mew, a tomato enthusiast who gardens 
on Long Island, N.Y., decided that the 
best way to support his single-stem plants 
was with strings hanging from a hori- 
zontal support about 6 feet above the 
ground. His method worked so well that 
he has undertaken to supply other gar- 
deners with the same pipe-frame support. 
Of heavy-gauge galvanized iron pipe, thfc 
support will last years and require only 
new string—and new tomato plants-:r 
every growing season. Order the kit from 
The Square Foot Gardener, Pheasant 
Run Farm, Old Field, N.Y. 11733, at 
$10.95, plus $1.90 for shipping. 

House &  Garden 
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Shopping information 
continued from pa^c 141 

Roundtree*, NYC 10021. 
Drop-leaf end table: 20" x 27" x 24" h. 
Cabriolet cane-back arnicliair: 22" x 21" x 
32" h. 
Pedestal extension table: 48" d. x 29" h. 
Two 15" leaves. 
Bowback Wind.sor armchair: llVi" x 27" x 
42" h. From the Royal Charter Collection. 
Upholstered fireside chairs: 28" x 32" x 46" 
h. All by Ethan Allen. At Hthan Allen Gal- 
leries. 
Moroccan bleached wood octagonal taboret: 
Mother-of-pearl inlay and incising. Woven 
twig basket (holding ficus): 27" d. x 20" h. 
Both from John Rosselli Antiques*. NYC 
10021. 
Glass battery jar with candle: 6" x 8" h. 
$10. At Henri Bendel. NYC  10019. 
Fabric for curtains: "Corsair Cloth" cotton: 
48" wide. About $6 a yd. By Waverly. At 
Ethan Allen Galleries. 
Page 103, exterior 
"Richmond Box" pine planters: 20" sq. 
$140 ea. By The Chattahoochee Makers Co. 
Write 517 E. Paces Ferry Rd. N.E., Atlanta, 
Georgia 30305 for nearest store. 
Tea Trade lanterns: 9" x 16" h. Pewter fin- 
ish. $100. By MarLe Co. Write 170 Sum- 
mer St., Stamford, Conn. 06901 for nearest 
store. 
Page 104, top, and lower right, craft room 
Ba.skets: At Ethan Allen Galleries. 
"Inca 90" 36" counterbalanced Canadian 
birch floor loom: 45" x 38" x 52'4" h. Un- 
assembled kit, $250. Canadian birch loom 
bench: 24"  x   12"   x IXVi" h.  Adjustable 
height. $46. Imported yams. Send for sam- 
ples and information. All from School Prod- 
ucts,  1201  Broadway, NYC  10001. 
"Super Model 68" air electronic portable 
sewing machine: $989. By Elna. Distributed 
by White Sewing Machine. 
Patterns: By Vogue Patterns. 
Work stools: 24-33" h. Wooden seat. Ad- 
justable tubular steel legs. $34.75. At Char- 
rette, NYC 10022. 
Lamp: $44.95. By Luxo. At Sam Flax, NYC 
10022. 
Page 104, lower left, artist's studio 
"Stow-Away" drafting table: 30" x 42". Ad- 
justable height and angle. Laminate top. 
$119. "Boby" plastic storage unit on casters: 
$259. "Alfino" fold-up trolley: 27" x 1934" 
X 30" h. $120. "Rembrandt" oak easel: 
261/2" X 19%" X 30" h. $370. Assorted art 
supplies. All at Sam Flax, NYC 10022. 
"For John Constable" lithograph: 17'/2" x 
22'4 ".Edition of 100. By Howard Hodgkin, 
1976. $240, framed. At Bernard Jacobson 
Ltd., NYC 10019. 
Electronic clock radio:  1 11/2" x 5VA" X 8" 
h. $79.95. By Hitachi. 
Page 105, top right, dining/kitchen 
Acces,sories and  ba.skets:   At  Ethan  Allen 
Galleries. 
Porcelain goose terrine: From John Rosselli 
Antiques*, NYC 10021, 
"Meal-Maker" toaster-oven: Pops up toast, 
bakes, broils, slow cooks. Non-stick broiler 
pan. $80. By Proctor-Silex. 
"Bell Timer" deluxe standing mixer: $120. 
By Hamilton Beach. 
"Town and Country" spatterware pottery: 
5 pc. place setting, $25. By StangI Pottery. 
"Old Westbury Satin" stainless steel flat- 
ware: 70 pc. set for 8, $80. By Oxford Hall 
Silversmiths. 
"Bourgogne" crystal all-purpose wineglass: 
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Grow 
Enchanted with 
Park's New and Unusual 
Spring Flowering Bulbs! 

Park guarantees 
every bulb to bloom! 

Geo. W. PARK SEED Co., Inc. 
278 Cokesbury Rd. 

Greenwood, S.C.   29647 

Please send Park's 
Free Catalog 

I    ADDRESS 

I    CITY  

STATE. ZIP 

Pacific  North  West 
Finest 

Since  1946 

Lilies 

HUNDREDS OF WORLD FAMOUS 
GARDEN VARIETIES 

Our New Catalog 
Send 100 for our Color Brochure 

and 68 page catalog 

REX BULB FARMS 
B0X-774-K       Port Townsend, Wasti. 98368 

20 oz. $23.50 ea. By Kosta Boda. 
Antique blue and white spongeware pitcher: 
9" h. $135. At Thos. K. Woodard American 
Antiques* Quilts, NYC 10021. 
Page H845, lower right, greenhouse/meal 
planning area 
Paper-wrapped pencil holder with 12 pen- 
cils: $13.75 ppd. Letter rack: $19.50 ppd. 
Both at The Mediterranean Shop, 876 Madi- 
son Ave., NYC 10021. 
Page 106, left, master bedroom 
Upholstered armchair: 32" x 32" x 31" h. 
Tea table: 30" x W/i" x 26" h. 
Queen-size poster bed with extra length rails. 
Upholstered tufted bench: 47" x 21" 17" h. 
Tilt-top tripod tea table: 34" x 22'/2" x 21" 
h., closed. 431/2" X IWi" x 17" h., open. 
Upholstered tufted loveseat: 64"  x 32"  x 
24" h. 
Cabriolet cane-backed armchair: 22" x 2 1" 
x 32" h. Bone White finish. 
Accessories and ba.skets. 
"Concord" carpeting: Lemon Ice color. All 
by Ethan Allen. At Ethan Allen Galleries. 

j   Fabric for bed hangings and curtains: "Os- 

terly"' glazed cotton chintz: 54" wide. 24" 
repeat. Scotchgard finish. $8.50 a yard. By 
Waverly Fabrics. At Ethan Allen Galleries. 
"Shasta" woven wood Roman shades: By 
Kirsch. 
Fabric on love.seat: "Shansi" cotton: 54" 
wide. About $20.50 a yd. From Schu- 
macher-, NYC 10022. 
"Bel Air" series lithographs: 44" x lAVi". 
Edition of 50. By William Tillyer, 1975. 
$680 each, framed. At Bernard Jacobson 
Ltd.. NYC 10019. 
AM/FM digital clock: IOi,i(," x 3'/2" x 
634" h. $39.95. By Hitachi. 
"Duche.ss Lace" cotton and polyester .sheets: 
Twin, about $6.49 ea. Pillowcases, about $6 
a pr. Tastemaker by J.P. Stevens. 
Coverlet: American antique coverlet with 
raised stringwork. $300. At Elinor Merrell. 
NYC 10021. 
Handwoven mohair throw: Custom made. 
$400, From Copper & Newham", Wood- 
stock, N.Y. 12498. 
Crackled ceramic lamps: 9" d. x 24'/2" h. 
Pongee color. $185 each. By Chapman. 
Paper-covered writing box:  14'/2" x 11%" 
X 4" h. $30.75 ppd. At The Mediterranean 
Shop, 876 Madison Ave., NYC 10021. 
Accessories and  baskets:  At   Ethan  Allen 
Galleries unless otherwise credited. 
Picture frame: Holds a 5" x 7" photograph. 
Paper- and fabric-covered.  $20. At Laura 
Ashley. NYC 10021. 
Page 107, lower left, master bath 
Stenciling:   By   Adele   Bishop.   Color   bro- 
chure   and  stenciling   kit   information,   $1 
ppd. from Adele Bishop, Box I 17 HG, Dor- 
set, Vt. 05251. 
"Grand Velour" cotton and polyester tow- 
els. Coral color. "Majesta" cotton towels: 
Apple Blossom color. Bath size, about $7. 

Continued on pane 17H 
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Manufacture's of fine furniture 

For a Dortfolio of tables and cabinets, send one dollar to 
Dept. HG-08,Gordon's. Inc., Johnson City, Tennessee 37601 

The worth of Woodard. The warmth of Hearthside. 
This game table from Woodard's       Absolutely outstanding comfort. 
Hearthside collection shows what      And the worth-more, hand 
good things happen when hand-        forged quality of Woodard. See it 

armrests. A casually elegant look.       fine dealers.   I W' 

For color brochures and the name of the store nt-.ir vu \^^^u^ \Ni»>A m'    ' 1 7 ilm st   (AV Mich 4<SM()7. 

BEST IN 
BOOKLETS 
^ Marvelous ideas to help you plan and 
" shop are in the booklets below, and 
they're yours for the asking. You can order 
them directly from House & Garden—send 
for the ones you want today. Just fill out 
and return the order coupon, circling the 
number of each booklet desired. Enclose 
50C for postage and handling, plus any 
additional charge as indicated next to the 
booklet number, and we'll see to it that 
your booklet requests are filled as quickly 
as possible. Do not send stamps. Coins, 
check, or money order may be used. 

Building and remodeling 

1. "IT'S YOUR HOUSE, YOUR LIFE- 
STYLE" and you've put a lot of thought 
and effort into it. This catalogue from Elkay 
allows you to put the same care into your 
choice of a sink. This important fixture 
has joined the ranks of luxury appliances, 
offering time-saving features and a multi- 
tude of styles. 25C 

■?- - 
Decorating 

2. WINDOWS BEAUTIFUL-VOLUME VI. A 
complete and authoritative book on win- 
dow treatments. Room-setting photos in 
color, examples of most popular types of 
treatments, styles suitable for various 
rooms, ideas for common and problem 
windows, how-to for measuring and sew- 
ing, basic treatments—everything you need 
to know about decorating window space— 
from Kirsch. $1.95 . 

3. ORIENTAL   FURNITURE - Henredon's 
Folio Eleven proves that the clean lines 
and simple forms of the Far East are to- 
tally relevant to the way we live today. 
This collection of bedroom, dining room, 
and occasional furniture mixes well with I 
r/th- and   18th-century  French and  En-'ii 
glish styles as well as contemporary. Hen-f' 
redon Furniture Ind. $1 

4. THE RUGGEDNESS OF THE AMERI 
CAN FRONTIER is captured in every piece ; 
of the Rustic Oak collection from Harrison ) 
Furniture. Its 12-page, full-color brochure] 
displays this rich, deep brown-finished i 
furniture in a variety of interesting room 
settings. $1 

5. PRESERVE THE AMERICAN PAST with 
Historic Charleston Reproductions. Illus- 
trated book displays, individually and in 
historic settings, Queen Anne, Federal, 
Chippendale, and Regency-Empire furn|- 
ture. Also featured are silver, crystal, pevt- 
ter, and china pieces reproduced from 
Historic Charleston. Baker Furniture. $4 

6. ORIENTAL RUG DESIGN MASTER- 
PIECES.   Couristan's   newest   collection, 



Gem, can now be seen in a deluxe 24-page 
color catalogue. Portrayed are 19 design/ 
colorations recreated from famous antique 
rugs and rare tapestries, many exhibited 
in renowned museums throughout the 
world. Couristan. $2 

Eating and Entertaining 
7. THE PRODUCT OF NATURE. THE LOVE 
OF FRANCE . . . Perrier mineral water. 
Brochure details the history of this nat- 
urally carbonated water first bottled by 
decree of Napoleon III. Learn the many, 
many ways in which Perrier is enjoyed. 
Great Waters of France. 

8. BE THE PERFECT HOST with these 
mixed drink recipes from Seagram's Gin. 
Contained are trusted standards, such as 
the Martini and Sour, plus exotic new ideas 
like the Coronation, Red. Baron, and Salty 
Dog. Seagram Distillers. 

9. HAVEABARIN2B0TTLES-with white 
rum & gold rum, the light rums of Puerto 
Rico. Use white rum in place of gin and 
vodka, gold where you'd use Scotch, Bour- 
bon, or Canadian. Full-color recipe booklet 
shows this marvelous interchangeability, 
along with several rum specialties. Rums 
of Puerto Rico. 

10. ALOHA. The luau recipes presented in 
this color booklet from Heublein have been 
developed with North American tastes in 
mind, but are derived from Oriental and 
Hawaiian traditions. From Roast Suckling 
Pig, Nanakuli Chicken, and Steak Kabobs, 
to delicious desserts like Pineapple Pud- 
ding and Coconut Cake, Heublein Pina 
Colada recipes accompany your feast. 

11.   HAVE A STEAK IN YOUR FUTURE 
and vegetables and seafoods, sauces and 
desserts, poultry and beef, all cooked out- 
doors on an Arkia Embermatic Gasgrill. 
Outdoor cooking is more than a mere fad. 

swept across the country years ago and 
isn't likely to flicker out.   Brochure lists 

features and specifications of ArkIa Indus- 
tries Gasgrills. 

12. "THE ULTIMATE IN OUTDOOR GOOD 
TASTE." Brochure displays the full line of 
Warm Morning Broilmaster Gas Grills. 
Models feature multiposition cooking 
grids; permanent "Flower Rock" coals, 
which save the expense of charcoal but 
still give that barbecue flavor; separate 
burner controls; and many more. Locke 
Stove Company. 

Potpourri 
13. HOW TO BE A COOL FRESHMAN. If 
you fit only one thing besides your blue 
jeans into your college footlocker, make 
it the "College Survival Kit." A booklet 
aimed at easing the extremely difficult 
transition from high school to college, it 
guides the student through all pitfalls and 
makes very productive suggestions. $2.25 

14. WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW ABOUT 
YOUR CAR COULD HURT YOU-physically 
and financially. Fram Corporation has pre- 
pared a useful booklet, which, along with 
your owner's manual, will help you know 
your car better. Your glove compartment 
is a good place to keep both booklet and 
manual—easily available if you should find 
yourself in trouble. 500 

15. STEAMBOATIN' ON THE MIGHTY 
MISSISSIPPI. Or the Beautiful Ohio. Re- 
turn to heartland America aboard the Delta 
Queen or the luxurious new Mississippi 
Queen. The romance and historical flavor 
of riverboat life is appealingly outlined in 
this 1978 cruise brochure from the Delta 
Queen Steamboat Co. Schedule and fares 
listed. 

16. WHAT TO DO IN TIME OF BEREAVE- 
MENT is explained in a 32-page booklet, 
"My Duty," from Clark Grave Vault, with 
letters of sympathy, poems, and other 
suggestions of things you can do when 
others turn to you in time of grief. 

-Order coupon for booklets- 
August, 1978 

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money or- 
der, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add 50(' 
for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery. 

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. 8 
Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y.  10017 

125(£ 

9 

I enclose $_ 

2SI.95 

10 

3$i 

11 

4$i 

12 

5$4 

] 3$2.25 \45()(t 

7 

15 

8 

16 

.50(l- for postage and handling of my request for booklets 
-for booklets circled requiring payment 
-is my total remittance 

MR. 

Name MRS.- 
MISS 

Address  
(Please Print) 

City. -State- -Zip #. 

I_. 
Offer expires 11/15/78 

FREE! 
Househunter's 

Guide! 

Looking for a home? You'll get lots 
of helpful advice in our free book- 
let "The Househunter's Guide." It 
tells you everything you need to 
know to become a househunting 
expert. 

It answers some questions, and 
poses others you'll want to ask 
about the home itself, the commu- 
nity, taxes, schools, shopping, 
transportation, and recreation. Fi- 
nancial questions, too, about loans, 
down payments, mortgages, closing 
costs, title protection. And more. 

With our booklet, and the help 
of real estate professionals, you're 
ready to shop for the largest sin- 
gle item you'll ever buy. Happy 
hunting! 

Free househunter's 
booklet. 
Please send me "The House- 
hunter's Guide." I under- 
stand I am under no obliga- 
tion. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State 

Approximate 
month 
I might buy  

Zip 

Chicago Htle 
Department HG8 

HI West Washington St. Chicago, Illinois 60602 
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Shopping information 
continued from page J 75 

Both from the Utica Fine Arts Collection 
for J.P. Stevens. 
Red lacquered Chinese box table: 25" x 17" 
X 12" h. $650. Antique wire birdcage: 20" x 
11'2"  X 42" h. $650. Both from Round- 
tree*. NYC 10021. 
Co,snietics: By Clinique. 
Soap dishes: "Saxon Flower" fluted porce- 
lain bowls: $28.50 each. 5 pc. place setting. 
$55. Special order. By Ring & Grondahl. 
Upholstered   vanity   stool:   Custom   made. 
$575. From Mario Buatta-. NYC 10021. 
Cotton cosmetic bag: $20. Roll-up sewing 
kit: $17. Both at Laura Ashley. NYC 10021. 
Accessories and  baskets:  At   Ethan  Allen 
Galleries. 
Page H847, right, deck 
Chai.se: 25" x 82" x 15" sh. $^06. Ottoman: 
22" X 25" X 15'/2" h. $63. Dining/lounge 
chair: 23" x 26" x 15" sh. $78. All. vinyl- 
coated polyester mesh sling seats. Tubular 
aluminum frames. From the Skipper collec- 
tion. Side table: 241/2" x 23 Vi" x 21" h. 
$109. Dining table: 46" d. x 25" h. $200. 
Both, tubular aluminum frames. Acry-tex 
acrylic ABS plastic tops. From the Nomad 
collection. All by Brown Jordan. 
"Chatham" pine benches: 72" x 42" h. $700 
ea. By The Chattahoochee Makers Co. 
Write 517 E. Paces Ferry Rd. N.E., Atlanta, 
Georgia 30305 for nearest store. 
Cotton beach umbrellas: $35 ea. Aluminum 
stands: $10 ea. .At Design Research. NYC 
10022. 
"Majesta" cotton bath towel: Buttercup col- 
or. About $7. From the Utica Fine Arts 
Collection for J.P. Stevens. 
"Town and Country" spatterware pottery: 
12 oz. coffee mug. $4.50. 8" bowl. $10. Salt 
& pepper shakers, $7 a pr. All by Stangl 
Pottery. 
"Old We.stbury Satin" stainless steel flat- 
ware: 70 pc. set for 8. $80. By Oxford Hall 
Silversmiths. 
Handkerchief print cotton napkins: 22" sq. 
$5 ea. By Frank Mcintosh. At Henri Ben- 
del. NYC 10019. 
Red tray: 15'/2" d. x 2" h. $10.75. At Sam 
Flax. NYC 10022. 
Antique spongeware pitcher: 9" h. $135. At 
Thos. K. Woodard American Antiques & 
Quilts. NYC 10021. 
Blue and white acces.sories and baskets: At 
Ethan Allen Galleries unless otherwise 
credited. 
Page 107, lower left, boys' bedroom 
Captain's   tnmdie   bed:   85 Vi"   x   44"   x 
37'/2" h. 
Roll-top desk: 41" x 21'/2" x 43'/a" h. 
Captain's chair: 25" x 21" x 291/2" h. 
Chippendale wing chair: 33" w. x 44" h. 
Swing-arm brass-finish wall lamp. 
Acces-sories. 
All by Ethan Allen. At Ethan Allen Gal- 
leries. 
"Rio Grande" 'A" tropical hardwood ve- 
neered plywood paneling. Cloud White. By 
Georgia-Pacific. 
Red vinyl tile flooring: By Eden Manufac- 
turing. 
"Shasta" woven wood Roman shades: By 
Kirsch. 
Fabric on chair: "Sturbridge Plaid" cotton 
and polyester:-48" wide. I'/i" repeat. Cher- 
ry color. About $8 a yd. By Waverly. At 
Ethan Allen Galleries. 
AM/FM radio: I2'/4" x IV4" x S'/s" h. 
Marine   and  public  service  bands.   3-way 

power. Earphone. $99.95. By Hitachi. 
"Leopard   Lovers"   cotton   and   polye.ster 
sheets:   Twin, about $4.99 ea. Pillowcases, 
about   $4.49  a  pr.   By Gant  Gaither for 
Tastemaker by J.P. Stevens. 
Hudson's Bay  Point virgin  wool  blanket: 
72" X 90",  $86. 90" x 100",  $109. From 
L.L. Bean. Frecport. Maine 04033. 
Toys: All at FAO Schwarz. NYC 10022. 
Red lamp with base: $67.45. By Luxo. At 
Sam Flax. NYC 10022. 
Page 107. lower right, girls' bedroom 
Poster  bed   with   curved  canopies:   66'/2" 
long. 3'3" or 4'6" tall. Alabaster finish. 
"Hampton" cypress green area rug. 
All by Ethan Allen. At Ethan Allen Galler- 
ies. 
"Homestead Plank" prefinished  %" solid 
oak flooring: Wire brushed finish. Old Eng- 
lish Mellow Brown color. Nail-down instal- 
lation. Random lengths. Alternating widths. 
By Bruce Hardwood Floors. 
Fabric for canopy and du.s1 ruffle: "Pucker" 
cotton and acetate: 45"  wide.  By Norbar 
Fabrics^. Deer Park, N.Y. 11729.' 
Fabric for curtains and chair seat: "Vanes- 
sa" glazed cotton chintz: 36" wide. 21%" 
repeat. About $6 a yd. By Cyrus Clark. At 
Macy"s. NYC   10001: Woodward & Loth- 
rop. Washington. DC 20013. 
"Country Lace" cotton and polyester sheets: 
Twin, about $8.50. Pillowcases, about $7.75 
a pr. By Suzanne  Pleshette for the Utica 
Fine Arts Collection for J.P. Stevens. 
White wicker bedside table: 271/2" x 29" h. 

I   $330. White wicker arm chair: 28'/2" x 25" 
X 36" h. $275. Patchwork pillows: 14" sq. 
$48 ea. All at I he Gazebo, NYC 10021. 
"Carolina  Lily"  cotton  patchwork   quilts: 
74" X 88" ea. c.1925. $895 a pr. At Thos. 
K. Woodard American Antiques & Quilts, 
NYC 10021. 
Toy.s: All at FAO Schwarz, NYC 10022. 
Shell-embossed ceramic lamp: 25" h. Pon- 
gee color. $185 ea. By Chapman. 
Antique Wedgwood lettuce leaf plate: 7V2" 
d.  $45.  Initialed  antique  needlepoint  pic- 
ture: 19%" X 16". $225. Both at J. Garvin 
Mecking. NYC  10021. 
Antique     English     needlepoint     sampler: 
21'4" X 26", C.1850. $280. At York House 
Antiques, NYC 10021. 
WINE & FOOD 
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Ovenproof pottery eggplant jar: 18 oz. $18. 
From the Bailey/Huebner Shop at Henri 
Bendel, NYC  10019. 
Cotton and linen napkin: 19" sq. $2.25. By 
Katja Designs for Wellman. At Macy's, 
NYC 10001. 
PRESERVING IN MINUTES 
Page H8Z 
"Carousel" turntable system microwave 
oven: 1.17 cubic ft. capacity. Automatic 
browning system. Two separate cooking 
programs with memory bank. Automatic 
start. Lighted digital time display/timer. 
Wood grain exterior. Stainless steel interior. 
About $640. By Sharp Electronics. 

BUILDING DATA 
Materials  and  equipment  for the  Gracie 

home on pages 76-77 

ARCHITECT: Kenneth Lange, Elder Angell & 
Lange 

MATERIALS 
Family room ffoor: Mexican terra-cotta tile. 
Kitchen floor: "Sundance" vinyl by Amtico. 

md 

Wall behind cooking area: Mexican terra 
cotta tile. 
Countertops:  Custom  butcher   block 
white Formica by Formica Corp. 
Cabinets: Custom-made of old barnwood 
Range hood: Custom-desicned by architect 
APPLIANCES 
Dishwasher by Maytag (custom paneled) 
Gas cooktop by Roper. 

Materials and equipment for the Rivel kitch- 
en on page 110 
ARCHITECT: Roland Scharfspitz 
DESIGNER: Rodica Brecher 
MATERIALS 
Floor: "Coronelle" vinyl Corlon by Arm- 
strong Cork. 
Countertops: Butcher block Formica by 
Formica Corp. 
Cabinets: Custom made, faced with "Text- 
olite" plastic laminate by General Electric. 
APPLIANCES 
Dishwasher by KitchenAid. Electric 6-burn- 
er cooktop: Custom made. Drop-in 2-burner 
electric cooktop/grill by Jenn-Air. Refriger- 
ator and freezer by Amana. Ovens by 
I hermador. 

Materials and equipment for the Elenson 
kitchen on page 111 
ARCHiTECi: Keith Kroeger 
MATERIALS 
Walls, shelves, countertops: Glazed 4" x 4" 
multi-colored tile from Elon Tile. 
Floor:   Unglazed  Mexican  terra-cotta  tile 
from Elon Tile. 
Cabinets: Custom made, Formica-faced 
Banquette: Custom made. 
APPLIANCES 
Refrigerator with Formica door panels by 
Sub  Zero.  Counter  cooktop  and  grill   by 
Jenn-Air. Ovens by Thermador. Dishwasher 
with Formica front panel by KitchenAid. 
Sink by Kohler. Microwave oven by Litton. 

Materials and equipment for the Mercer 
kitchen on page 112 
ARCHITECT: Alfredo De Vido 
MATERIALS 
Floor: White hexagonal Italian ceramic tile. 
Walls: Sheetrock by U.S. Gypsum. 
Countertops: Micarta by Westinghouse. 
Ceiling: Yellow tile by American Olean Tile. 
Lighting: From Harry Gitlin. 
Hardware: At Simon's Hardware. 
APPLIANCES 
Counter cooktop and stainless steel range 
hood by Thermador. Microwave Touch and 
Cook oven by Amana. Built-in oven by 
Frigidaire. Refrigerator by Whirlpool. Dish- 
washer and instant hot-water dispenser by 
KitchenAid. 

Materials and equipment for the Strauss 
kitchen on page 113 
DESIGNER/ARCHITECT: Melvin Dwork & As- 
sociates 
MATERIALS 
Floor and countertops: Glazed quarry tile 
by American Olean Tile Company. 
Cabinets: Custom made. Lacquered finish. 
APPLIANCES 
Cooktop, grills by Jenn-Air. Refrigerator by 
Sub  Zero.   Stainless  steel  double  sink   by 
Elkay. Dishwasher by KitchenAid. 
FURNISHINGS 
Breakfast table by Melvin Dwork. Light fix- 
ture over table by Noguchi for Akari As- 
sociates. Chairs from Harvey Probber. Cus- 
tom shades. 
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The Caloric Gas/Microw^re 
Cooking Center. 

4 ways to cook and 
save gaS/too. 

Gas Cooktop with 
Automatic Pilotless 
Ignition uses 30% less 
gas than a regular gas 
range. Special Thermo- 
Set® Burner-with-a-Bram 
adjusts flame automati- 
cally. Tilt-Top lifts up for 
easy cleaning. 

CALORIC 
A Raytheon Compan 

Caloric Corporation • Topion, PA 19562 

Ultra-Ray" Gas 
infra-red broils 

faster, uses less gas 
than regular gas broilers 
do. Sears meat faster, 
seals in juices, cuts 
shrinkage. Gives a 
delicious char-broiled    A 
flavor. iWKASS^^'S 
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_ Maybelline creates Ftesh LasH 

24-hour mascara that conditions,too! 

w •^ 

LV 

The never-before 
formula smooths 
on fresh. 

'X.. 

*x 

^v. 

MaybeUine brings you 
a new kind of long 
for your lashes. 
The 24-hour long. It's 
yours with Fresh Lash. 

Stays on all day. 
Stays on all night. 

^r- 

2- <\A ^'^ 

It's smearproof 
It's sleep-proof 

"resh 
asi X 
24 HOUR        % 
POLYMER         ". 

MASCARA    ^ m' 

Fine make-up /sensibly priced 

Nobody out-lashes 
Maybelline. 





ARE YOU A TOETOF INVENTION? 
What would vou pour into 

logendar\' Watorford crystal? 
When we took this picturv, we 

had our own ideas. 
But we suspected that Waterford 

people were poets of invention. 
So we asked them to submit 

their ideas. 
Came the deluj^e. Tens of 

thousands. 
When it pours, it reigns. 
The best of the submissions may 

acquire an amiable sort of immor- 
tality with the recent publication of 
"The incredible Waterford Content Book." 

Like the opening lines in Martha 
Eder's poem. 

"I iivuld fill it with $un<^hine 
oil cold winter dni/s. 
Reflections of Jii>hin}( 
mid .stoW'//;y hri^^ht li<^ht." 

Or mixologist Robert Lanza's lesson: 
"Casting an interesting drink 

requires the titiilation of the senses. 

not the least of which is sight.. .On 
a busy night, creating a Pousse Cafe 
is both a bartender's nightmare 
and his masterpiece. This stratified 
rainbow of sensual colors is only 
enhanced by a pristine lead crystal 
vessel..." 
Or Julie Beyrout>''s bit of verse: 

"My fi^uiv loas cliulin/, 
My le^s were quite stuhln/, 
Such features no artist uvuld ink; 
Till n goblet I filled 
With a liquid-first chilled, 
Gii'in^ class to a diet food drink." 

Or Dianne Maripolsky's ideas for 
Waterford; 

"Chocolate Mousse, 
Pate de Goose. 
Stui-^eon's t^^s 
and fro^;^ie's le^s..." 

It's all in "The Incredible Waterford 
Contest Book." A fascinating 144 pages 
of ideas, recipes, poetry, pictua-s, 
and stories telling how people all 

over America weave Waterford into 
their lives. Quite a unique volume by 
Portfolio Press. Colorful. Illustrated. 
Hard cover It could become a 
collector's item itself. 

When you give somebody a 
piece of Waterford Crystal, give the 
book as well. It tells what it's like to 
live with a legend. 

At china & glass departments. 
Or send $8.95 to: The Incredible 
Waterford Contest Book, Box 1159, 
Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067. 
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Pande 
Cameron 
experience 

Pande, Cameron & Co. of New York 
Dept. HG98, 200 Lexington Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 

I enclose $2. 
Please send me your new, full-color booklet, 
"The Pande Cameron Experience." 

NAME- 

ADDRESS. 

CITY_ -STATE_ _ZIP^ 

Send $2 for our brand-new, 
full-color showing of India carpets 

and exciting decorating ideas. 
Over 40 magnificent designs shown 
in glorious nill-color photographs! 
Never before have we offered such 
an extensive showing of our India 
handmade carpet collection! Here 
are ornate French Aubusson designs, - 
intricate Persian designs, dramatic 
Chinese designs, contemporary 
Caucasian decigns-and still more! 
Exciting decorating ideas! 
Full-color photographs show these 
spectacular carpets in imaginative 
settings- living rooms, dining rooms, 
bedrooms, hallways-decorating 
ideas for every room. 
Complete information on colors and 
sizes. Why, you can actually use this 
booklet to plan your purchases- 
right at home! 
Choose from a range of color ways: 
many carpets come in two, three or 
four gorgeous color combinations to 
fit into your decorating scheme. 
Choose from a range of sizes: from 
a 2'x3' area rug to a palatial 12'x20' 
carpet. Many in round, oval, runner 
sizes, too. 
See how these great carpets 
are made! Every one of these 
treasured carpets is made in India of 
the finest wool - hand-knotted and 
hand-carved. You'll see the making 
in step-by-step, full-color photo- 
graphs, taken in India. 
And much, much more! You'll 
learn what you should know before 
buying an oriental carpet: How can 
you be sure you're buying a truly 
fine oriental carpet? Will it fit into 
the decor of your home? What are 
the features that make a Pande 
Cameron carpet such a wise invest- 
ment? The answers to these , 
questions are included in this                < 
valuable booklet. 

^ Send for your copy today. And get 
ready for a decorating experience 
that s far more beautiful, far more 
romantic, infinitely more exciting 
than you've ever known before! 
MAIL THE ABOVE COUPON AND $2 
RIGHT NOW! 
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WHAT MAKES OUR LAMPS SO DIFFERENT ARE A FEW SMALL DETAILS. 

4' '1^1-' ■'"'''s^f'"       j-'«j"a 'wic !■.  *■' 
A Stittd l.iinp is cnittcd by hand. It is our attention to Sec th 
detail that makes possible the infinite beauty of CnPIOpCl 
\vi>rktnanship you see in every Stiffel lamp.  O 1 irrJ—il—< 

ee them today at better stores. )rocnurc. 
please send 50 (:ents to: The Stiffel Coanpany, 
701) N.  Kingsbury,  Chicago,  Illinois 60610. 



Other disposers 
carft compare 
toKitchenAid. 

KitchenAid disposers have a cast 
iron drain chamber to fight corrosion 

Other disposers don't. 
KitchenAid has a push-button 

Wham Jam Breaker to break up 
stubborn jams. 

Other disposers don't. 
KitchenAid has a powerful motor. 

Stronger start-up power than any 
other, to handle tough stuff like 
steak bones and corn husks. 

Which some disposers can't. 
In fact, when you make a point- 

by-fX)int comparison, it turns out 
there really isn't much comparison. 

And, perhaps, that's why so 
many people choose a new 
KitchenAid stainless steel disposer 
when it comes time to replace their 
worn out disposers. 

KitdietiAid. 
Because k*s worth it. 

Hobart Corporation, Troy, Ohio 45374 
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How to prepare your walls for painting. By Mary Cole 
Home Improvement ideas for the house fixer 
How to wallpaper a room. By llorna Calne 
Color for a lift 
House & Garden's exciting new palette for 1979 
Color for a change—how color In pattern and paint revived 

a Victorian house and made it young again 
Color for compact living—how to expand a one-room apartment 

with fabric, wallpaper, nonstop spacemaking Ideas 
Color for a mood—sensuous pales for living, 

rich color for dining 
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Color for a whole new look 
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Baker Furniture Upholstered Collections 

In kccpinj:^ wirh rhc dignity 
and elegance of the best of tradi- 
tional furniture, yet totally com- 
patible with the demands of 

modern living, the Baker collec- 
tion of upholstered furniture is 
drawn from basic principles of 

classic design. 

Baker upholstered  furniture 
September, 1978 

is made to an exacting standard 

of quality and craftsmanship. 

Upon examination, you will find 
evidence of the same skillful hand 
cutting, fitting and sewing that 
marks ciistinguished tailoring. Ex- 
clusive Baker fabrics, generous 

cushions and excellent spring sus- 
pensions all combine to produce 

furniture of lasting comfort and 
beauty. 

You are invited to send $4.00 
to Baker Furniture, Dept. 962, 
10 Milling Road, Holland, Mich- 

igan 49423 for the catalogue. 
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No artificial anything 

In a world of 
fast food mentalities and disposable 
utensils, sterling silver endures as a classic. 
This precious metal will be one of your most 
valued possessions, year after year. Without 
question, sterling is the elegant expression of 
a successful lifestyle. And unlike 
other fine purchases, it won't wear 
out. 

The tradition of silver extends to 
that era when craftsmanship was 

expected. . .the artisan, respected. 
It is the timelessness of quality 

that has made sterling a 
beautiful contemporary. 

Pure, unadulterated sterling 
silver. It makes anything else 

hard to swallow. 

SiBiiniy Silversmiths Guild o' Americo 

says IIM 
Riverside, Connecticut 06878 



Sculpture by Lenox 

.* [^ 

j^ 

The Lenox Crystal Gallery. Lenox artisans haiUnHId an extraordinary 
new collection of hand-blown lead crystal gifts of exceptional 

clarity and character. Fifteen pieces designed with a classic simplicity 
that fits into every lifestyle. Each is elegantly gift-boxed. 

LENOX CRYSTA 
TRENTON, N.J. 08605 



A SALUTE TO 
CKEAnVE 
DESIGN 
everything you wont to know about new 
furniture trends, home furnishings viewpoints 
is in the special home fashions advertising 
supplement coming up in 

OCTODEK 
HOUSE &GAKDEH 
don't miss this exciting issue, on newsstands 
September 19th 
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On the cover: "Walking into a 
room should be like discovering 
a garden in a forest—a surprise 
of color and feeling." That was 
the refreshment IVIario Buatta 
had in mind when he filled this 
living room with blooming pastels 
and the touches of romance. 
Ming Green walls and ceiling get 
a subtle echo in the blue-gray 
Coury rug and the fabric's leaves; 
pink pillows and ruffled cushions 
accent the flower pattern and 
live well with understated 
lacquer tables, lots of flowers. 
Furniture by Century; 
"Amaryllis" by Waverly, 
inspired by The New York 
Botanical Garden. Painting from 
the Susan Caldwell Gallery. 
Accessories available through 
Mario Buatta, Inc. See shopping 
information, page 180. 
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ur new lamp chose qyijiew phone 

A lot of people are extending their phone that's sure to make ati impres- And enough choices of shapes, col- 
decorating to include decorative exten- sion, you want a phone that's sure to ors and styles so you can get a phone 
sion phones. make a aill. that's genuinely you. 

And they're finding the best choice With Bell you have a variety of And still get a phone that's genu- 
is Bell. Because besides wanting a customized services to choose from. ine Bell. 

(§) Bell System 

BE CHOOSEY 



Its one third of your life. Live a little. 

Everything's coming up flowers. 
Jay Yang's exotic Water Flowers will turn your bed into a plush paradise. The fabric is a no-iron 

percale blending of cotton and Fortrel® polyester. The look is now. The feeling is rich. 
The quality is distinctly Wamsutta. But then, it is one third of your life. 

We want you to love every part of it. 

Div. M. Lowenstein & Sons, 111 West40th St., N ,^^^&isuM 
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This month: A guide to classical radio, what to grow this fall, 
■   ■^^■^.■^^ how to mend glass, 
I   I^^IIMfS books about health, folk art, 
■il ^m   Hl^l^^ living with pets and plants 

IcfjaHMiarli Grow 
geraniums in 

Frost closes the season on 
most flowers, but that 
doesnt have to mean the 
end of geraniums. They 
offer the unbeatable combi- 
nation of sturdiness. vari- 
ety, and beauty—plus year- 
round color. And unlike 
most of the flowering 

^ plants, geraniums seem to 
thrive on a carefree atti- 
tude from you, a lean diet, 
tight pot, and an occa- 
sional drink. 

For continuous blooms 
take cuttings in late sum- 
mer for winter flowering, 
February for summer flow- 
ering, and May for autumn 
color.   Rooted shoots will 

He I LA  CAMERA 

grow in any reasonably 
good soil—moist vermicu- 
lite is best for starting them 
and they like lots of fresh 
air and sunshine. Keep 
geraniums cool in the eve- 
ning; some will send out a 
few blo.ssoms even if the 
night drops to a chilly 45° 
When you water, do it in 
the mornings and avoid 
splashing the leaves. Nip 
out the tiny rolled stem tips 
to encourage branching. 
Two months before you 
want flowers, stop pinch- 
ing and your geraniums 
will reward you with a pot- 
ful of eye-catching color, 

PENUAI   ALLAN 

Your health 
For health and titness en- 
thusiasts everywhere, a new 
guide to achieving and 
maintaining your physical 
well-being—The House & 
Garden Book of Total 
Health. Some 50 national- 
ly and internationally fa- 
mous doctors, nutrition 
and exercise experts have 
contributed their knowl- 
edge on a wide range of 
subjects including the ba- 
sics of weight control, im- 
proving outlook, the engi- 
neering and biomechanics 
of the body, and just plain 
getting organized. It's filled 
with practical informative 
tips: SI 1.95 by Putnam at 
bookstores or write Conde 
Nast Books. Box 3308, 
Grand Central Station. 
New York, N.Y. 10017. 
(Add 60c for postage.) 

What's in a name? 
The subject is your first 
name . . . does it have a his- 
tory, an unusual meaning, 
or is it an acronym? Pub- 
lisher Jonathan David is 
updating a book called The 
Dictionary oj First Names 
and the public is invited to 

send him unique, idosyn- 
cratic names and it need 
not be the name of a well- 
recognized person. Write 
Jonathan David Publishers, 
68-22 Eliot Ave., Middle 
Village, N.Y. 11379. And. 
please, print legibly. 

Art & flowers 
During the mid-19th cen- 
tury "tree peddlers" wan- 
dered through villages with 
news of fruits and flowers. 
Charles Ravenswaay, 
former director of the Win- 
terthur Museum, has col- 
lected a series of the illus- 
trations these men carried 
under their arms. The book 
is an inspiration to folk- 
art lovers, gardeners, and 
romantics everywhere. A 
Mid-Nineteenth Century 
Garden, by Charles 
Ravenswaay ($5.95,J 
Universe 
Books). 

^^m Tis a puzzlement 
CHRIS REINHAPDT 

The toys and puzzles of 
William Accorsi have the 
visual activity of a circus. 
Even his studio is a toyshop 
laid out like a magic gallery. 
His  new  book,  Accorsi 

Puzzles, will be published 
early this fall and it's filL-d 
with his humorous and 
sometimes startlingly com- 
plex works of art. Mr. 
Accorsi's sense of color is 

one of his trademarks: "My 
colors come from Pennsyl- 
vania where I grew up. The 
colors we saw were the col- 
ors of work—hot molten 
steel, or, in the summer, the 
colors of fireworks and car- 
nivals. I've even named col- 
ors after towns where the 
color seemed to character- 
ize an aspect of life as it is 
lived there—like Freeport 
Green, where the Alleghe- 
ny flows or New Kensing- 
ton Red, where the vil- 
lagers have such quick 
tempers. There's a side to 
all this that's essentially 
playful, that appeals to the 
sense of fun in the psyche 
of everyone. Color is as 
good a means of reaching 
that funnybone as any oth- 
er.-'Accor.uPuzzles{%9.95, 
Simon and Schuster) at 
bookstores. 

POnpR  fiFSTFP 



GORHAMEmnEIZl 
Gorham Division of Textron Inc. 

Ilustrated is Kingsbury" in Gorham Fine China; shown with Chantilly" Sterling by Gorham, and ' Chantilly' in Gorham full-lead Crystal 
Gorham, Providence, Rhode Island 02907 
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LIVING 
DESIGN NEWSi 

Slim do^n 
chair 
It consists of two pieces: a 
simple armature of tubular 
metal and a zip-on piece of 
belt leather. A lower back 
support results from the in- 
genious stretch of leather 
between the frames. The 
"Cab" chair is designed by 
Mario Belini in black, red. 

or natural. 
$490. At 
Atelier Inter- 
national. 

Your cats vs. 
If your beloved cat chews 
your prized house plants, 
don't give up the cat—or 
the plants. While Swedish 
ivy, coleus, and African 
violets won't hurt your cat, 
according to Dr. Jean 
Holzworth of Boston's 
Angell Memorial Hospital, 
it's best not to grow poin- 
settia, dieffenbachia, cala- 
dium, English ivy, philo- 
dendron, or Jerusalem 
cherry. And at Christmas 

© SOOTH 1970 

your plants 
time, Dr. Holzworth ad- 
vises, forgo mistletoe en- 
tirely. 

If your feline is a deter- 
mined plant nibbler. pro- 
tect it from your plants and 
vice versa. Hang the flora 
or try spraying plants with 
a solution of white vinegar 
and water—it won't hurt 
them. You might also keep 
your house plants in old- 
fashioned birdcages—very 
effective! PATRICIA CURTIS 

[DER^RTURE POINTS 

"C'c.st incroyahle!" as Her- 
cule Poirot would say. We 
drove from Vermont to 
Ffance. Magic? No indeed. 
Montreal! While visiting 
our son, a New England 
pioneer, we all decided to 
go on a weekend toot. One 
night we were sleeping in 
a Vermont cabin, the next, 
lounging in the Montreal 
Ritz Carlton. Even in Can- 
ada, Montreal is a foreign 
country, the second largest 
French-speaking city in the 
world. Montreal in the fall 
was uncrowded. cozy, 
misty, and Vieux Montreal, 
especially, looked like a 
scene in an 

I'est Montreal, mon vieux 
Impressionist painting. 

There are more than 
4,000 restaurants in Mon- 
treal. We chose "La Ma- 
ree," a splendid 18th-centu- 
ry house for seafood, "'Les 
Filles du Roy," Quebecois 
cuisine such as smoked 
ham in maple syrup, and 
"Chez La Mere Michel," 
because we heard it was a 
must. Here table candles 
sparkle from within old tin 
cheese graters, and the 
food is superb. For sights 
unseen anywhere, explore 
the old quarter. Notre 
Dame Cathedral has a 
glorious sky-blue and gold- 
en-star ceiling that must 
look   like   heaven   to   a 

child. Visit the Musee des 
Beaux-Arts, which has re- 
cently been renovated and 
is now a wide-open muse- 
um. In the evening, you can 
attend the very modern 3- 
hall complex of the Places 
des Arts, symphony, ballet, 
theatre. Ride the Metro 
anywhere. It's clean, silent, 
and each station has been 
designed by a different art- 
ist. Shop for Eskimo sculp- 
ture, prints, and draw- 
ings at the Canadian Guild 
of Crafts. For addition- 
al information, write to 
the Quebec Tourist Office, 
17 West 50th St., New 

York, N.Y. 10020. 
DEE HARDIE 

Learning 
about blood 
pressure 
Do you know what your 
blood pressure is or how to 
take it? According to the 
Community Hypertension 
Evaluation Clinics, a group 
organized by Ciba Pharma- 
ceutical Company, 21 per- 
cent of the American adult 
population tested has high 
blood pressure. If you can 
read a thermometer you'll 
have no trouble with a 
sphygmomanometer, the 
gauge that measures car- 
diovascular pressure. 

Buy a stethoscope with 
a flat-surfaced diaphragm 
and a sphygmomanometer 
with an aneroid gauge. 
Find them both at hospital 
supply stores. 

Deflate the cufl' and wrap 
it around a bare arm keep- 
ing the lower edge of the 
cufl' an inch above the el- 
bow joint. Fasten snugly. 
Put the stethoscope in your 
ears and place the dia- 
phragm just below the arm 
crease on the inside of the 
forearm. Close the valve 
by turning it clockwise and 
pump until the gauge 
reaches 180. Immediately 
open the valve so the pres- 
sure begins to fall. Listen 
for pulse beats. The read- 
ing at the first beat you 
hear is the ""systolic pres- 
sure"—the highest pressure 
your heart creates inside 
the vessels. As the pressure 
continues to fall, 
notice the reading 
at which you cease 
to hear any pulse at 
all. That is the '"di- 
astolic pressure," 
the lowest pressure. 
The reading is re- 
ported as a fraction 
of high over low. 
These instructions 
are adapted from 
a new book How 
To Be Your Own 
Doctor (Sometimes) 
by Dr. Keith Sen- 
hert (Grosset 
& Dunlap, 
$4.95). 



JOHN MAT 
"When I designed this apartment on New York's Central Park South, I made it seem like a place 

in the country. Nothing trendy lust an easy comfortable atmosphere. Good, clean-lined oak. A wall of 
books. It's just the kind of straightforward environrnent my client, Norman Cousins, thrives in. And that's 
my design philosophy—to nme a person at home!' 

We at Century Furniture are very pleased that John May A.S.I.D., chose a coffee table from our 
Candlewood group. Ifyou would like to see more Century frimiture, including our upholstery send for 
our Century booklet. Enclose $1.00 with your name and address to: Century Rimiture Co., P.O. Box 
3427. Dept. HA, Hickory, NC 28601.    g^ ^r N ITI IDV® P'-"™'^^ ^^ Distinction. 

September   1978 
■'dc 
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LIVING 
Let there 
be music 
"Musica," Ben Jacobs's 
third guide to classical mu- 
sic radio stations across 
the country, has grown to 
include over 1000 AM and 
FM stations in all 50 states, 
Canada. Puerto Rico, the 
U.S. Virgin Islands, and 
Guam. It lists stations by 
state and city, call letters, 
and schedules. Musica. 
Box 1266 (G), Edison 
N.J. 08811; $4.50 ppd. 
© HART  PICTURE ARCHIVES  H  19/^ 

On the scent 
of woodruff 
Sweet woodruff is a pop- 
ular European herb whose 
annual arrival in May wine 
is greeted by imbibers with 
either love or hate. Sweet 

woodruff is also an excel- 
lent addition to potpourri, 

imparting a glorious new- 
mown hay fragrance 
to sachets. Unlike 
most herbs, sweet 

woodruff will grow 
without any direct 
sun. It prefers shade, 
growing naturally in 

the darker corners of 
woodland glens. Soil 

should be acid and light. 
Mix half sphagnum moss 
with half standard potting 

soil, and toss in a table- 
spoon of soggy tea 

leaves per pot. Be sure 
soil never dries out 
and stick potted plants 

.m a back porch or in an 
unheated garage in No- 
vember or December. A 
short freeze keeps it grow- 
ing as a perennial, also as- 
sures you of delicate white 
flowers the next year. As to 
May wine—add a few 
semidried leaves to white 
wine. RICHARD I.ANGF.R 

Barbara Chartoii, right: 
mixing resin and 
hardener; supporting 
"doughnut" of clay. 

^^. 

Be nice to ! 
your glass- 
ware; it's 
very unsta- 

  ble. Con- 
trary to all sensory evi- 
dence, glass is a liquid 
which becomes a solid 
through the slow process 
of crystallization. Repairs 
are most successful if the 
glass is opaque or, if the 
break occurred at a joint, 
say the stem of a goblet. 
Acrylate resin will glue 
glass  with  a   transparent, 

Ho^ to repai 
permanent bond that is 
both hot-liquid and dish- 
washer safe. 

Assemble the fragments 
and wrap them in lintless 
tissue. You'll notice the 
glass is slightly tinted blue 
or green. Resin yellows 
with age. so add a slight 
tint to it by adding a hint 
of glaze color. Use small 
quantities of resin and 
hardener, and, since curing 
takes only 8 minutes, speed 
is important. When work- 
ing on small areas, you'll 

I i: WARD OLEK5AK 

r your crystal 
need additional support; 
use modeling clay to make 
a "doughnut" and let the 
larger piece rest on it while 
the resin adheres. Glue 
fragments one at a time, 
doing only one or two 
pieces a day. Trim excess 
with an "X-Acto" knife or 
razor edge and burnish the 
mend with a cloth. Resin, 
hardener, and glaze color- 
ing are available in the 
Masters Mending Kit at 
art-supply stores across the 
country. BARBARA CHARTON 

Hartford: An cast-west tour 
of "born-again" neighbor- 
hoods, called At Home in 
Hartford. A factory ware- 
house turned luxury 
apartments: a row of 19th- 
century brownstones re- 
stored. Oct. 14-15. 
New York: At the Metro- 
politan Museum of Art, 
two dazzlers—the opening 
of the Temple of Dendur, 
Sept. 27, Avedon at the 
Met. a 30-year retrospec- 
tive of his photography. 
Sept, 14: Zuhin Mehta's re- 
turn as conductor of the 
N.Y. Philharmonic, Sept. 
4, on radio "Live from Lin- 
coln Center," Sept. 20; 
Stephen Spector's glamor- 
ous new restaurant, 
"Claude's." 
Baltimore: The Skipjack 
Races at Deal Island— 
North America's only pro- 
fessional working sailboat 
Iket. Sept. 4; The Bahi- 
more City Fair, at the 80- 
acres-large Inner Harbor. 
Sept. 10-15. 
Winston-Salem: The 15th 
annual Piedmont Crafts 
Fair, one of the U.S.'s ma- 
jor exhibits of pottery, 
weaving, batik. Nov. 3-5. 
Philadelphia: The Victo 
rian Society of America 
Symposium: special furni- 
ture seminars on Ohio, 
Louisiana, Minnesota, and 
Montana. Oct. 26-29. 
San Francisco: City Hall 
Dome, below, has been 
designated a historic dis- 
trict by the National Regis- 
ter, important protection in 
a constantly growing city: 
the new charcuterie and 
patisserie "La Bourgogne" 
for the best f "hand / 
homemades 1    in town. 

JAV  TUPNBULL/HERITAGE 



The spirit of the Czar lives on. 

\ 
\ 

VV-n, 
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It vyfas the Golden Age of Russia. 
^^ th(s time when legends 
Jn^ed, the Czar stood like a giant 
among men. 

He could bend an iron bar 
on his bare knee. Crush a silver 
ruble with his fist. And had a    g" 
thirst for life like no other man   "^ 
alive. 

And his drink was Ger uine 
Vodka. Wolfschmidt Vodka. 
Made by special appointment to 
his Majesty the Czar. And the 
Royal Romanov Court. 

It's been 120 years since then. 
And while life has changed since 
the days of the Czar, his Vo^ka 
remains the same. 

Wolfschmidt Genuine Vodka. 
The spirit of the Czar lives on. v» J 

1 

> 
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VODKA 

J^^^^l 
^^ 

M^ ^d'-'^'t W0LFSCHM1DI| 
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proof •Welfschmklt. Relay, Md. 

Wolfschmidt 
Genuine Vodka 



N-M always 
stirs up some- 

thins special at 
Christmas. Sample 

our formula for easy shoppins 
by mail with the Neiman-Marcus 
Christmas Book of sreat sifts. For 
your 1978 copy send 2.00 plus 

name and address for each book 
tO: Neiman-Marcus, Dept 25, PO 

Box 2968, Dallas, Texas 75221. 

mmiu 
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STEUBEN   CLASS 

Bell-shaped Bowl. One of 221 designs 
in crystal—bowls, vases, ornamental 
objects, jewelry, and major works. 

ANNOUNCING 
STEUBEN'S EXPANDED 

NEW CATALOGUE 
n 

Fifth Avenue at 56th St. 
New York, N.Y. 10022 • (212) 752-1441 

D I enclose $3.00 for the 1978-1979 
Catalogue, to be mailed early November. 

Name  

Address  

City— 

State- -Zip. 

By Louise Ade Boger 

ANTIQUES 
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

GOLDEN OAK ROCKER 
Q. Do you know anything at all 
about the background of my old rock- 
er, which I've photographed'.' 

B.J.A.—Seffner, Fla. 

A. Your rocking chair was widely pop- 
ular in our country about 1900-1915, 
the so-called Golden Oak era, and is a 
pleasing example of this class. The 1902 
edition of the Sears Roebuck Catalogue 
illustrates a nimiber of these chairs rang- 
ing in price from $1.50 to $4.35, and 
describes one example of them as "A 
most ornamental and durable addition to 
parloi' or library." 

# : 

■^^ 
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RUSSIAN  PLATE 
Q. My plate wa.s- made in Russia by 
the Kornilov Bros. Can you tell me 
about them? 

J.C. Mc.—Victoria, Canada 

A. Your dish was made at a porcelain 
factory started at St. Petersburg in 1835 
by Mikhail Savinovich Kornilov. Some 
of the finest 19th-century Russian wares 
were produced here. From 1 893 to 1917, 
the factory was under the name of the 
Kornilov Brothers. The kiln built in 
1 896 was the largest in Russia. 

i 

H 

GERMAN VASE 
Q. I've photographed my vase and its 
mark and would like to find out where 
and about when it was made. 

D.T.—Bradenton, Fla. 

A. According to the mark, your vase 
was made at a German porcelain factory 
started in 1926 by Heinz Schaubach at 
Wallendorf in the Thuringian forest, 
which, through the years, has been an 
important center of small industries. 
Glassware, earthenware, meerschaum- 
ware, iron castings, and toys are among 
its products. 

11 psniiP"'; 

ORGAN BANK 
Q. Can you tell me anything about 
the origin of my old bank? It has a 
monkey, cat, and dog on top. When 
you turn the crank, a chime of bells 
rings, the dancing figures on top re- 
volve, and the monkey doffs his hat 
and deposits the coin. 

P.R.—Santa Fe, N.M. 

A. Your mechanical bank, bearing the 
name "Organ Bank" on the front, was 
patented June 13, 1882, and was manu- 
factured by Louis Kyser and Alfred Re:x 
of Philadelphia. This bank is illustrated 
in the 1 895 Catalogue, No. 57, of Mont- 
gomery Ward; ". . . weight 3% lbs. 
Each $0.85. This bank is too heavy to 
go   by   mail."   Continued  on  page  22 

House  & Garde.n 



A CLASSIC IS ORIGINAL 
NO MATTER HOW OFTEN IT'S IMITATED. 

Like all genuine classics. Reed & Barton's 
Francis First sterling has been imitated many 
times, but never equalled. Designed in 
1907, it has remained unique because 
its designer had an ingenious con 
cept: to design Frands First as a 
single pattern with fifteen 
subtly different 
clusters of fruits and 
flowers which vary 
from piece to piece. 

We think Fran- i 
cis First is a beautiful \ 
example of what        \ 
"classic" really means.\ / 
For over 70 years, from r 
horse-and-buggy days 

to man-on-the-moon, people have responded 
in the same way to its sensuous decoration, 
its solid weight, its pure elegance. Frands First 
is not just another silver pattern, it's an inter- 
nationally acknowledged masterpiece of design. 

You choose a silver pattern only once in a 
lifetime. So make sure if s a great one, a classic 

that will grow 
more beautiful 
and more val- 

uable with 
time. And to 
find such a 

' pattern, you 
need only look 

for the Reed & 
Barton name. 

*lARTON 
The Classic American Silver 

For "The Classic American Silver" pattern brochure, write Dept.HG, Reed & Barton, Taunton, Mass. 02780 



THE SATURDAY EVENING POST ON THE OCCASION OF ITS 250TH ANNIVERSARY PRESENTS 

THE PARADE Of^ 
THE AMERICAN PBDPLE 

Pewter Sculpture Copfection 

a»^. 
FJ 



T/tP men and women of vuvh lU'vade of American life-from early Colonial daijH to the 1970N 

raptured in the inimitable style of The Saturday Evening Punt, in a unique collection of miniature pewter figures. 

Examine the first figure in your home 
without cost or obligation. 

Your order must be mailed by 
September 30, 1978. 

For 250 years, The Saturday Evening 
Post has been recording the American 
;cene with its remarlcable portrayals of 
Americans in every walk of life. Often 
atching us unaware. Revealing our 
trength. Our pride. Our follies and our 
bibles. All of the human qualities that 
go to make up the essence of the Ameri- 
:an character. 

Now, on the occasion of its 250th 
uiniversary. The Saturday Evening Post 
A'ill issue a collection of miniature pew- 
er sculptures that capture forever the 
ich and varied panorama of American 
ife—from the Post's unique viewpoint. 
And you can examine the first sculpture in 
he collection without cost or obligation. 

This collection, entitled The Parade of 
he American People, portrays the men 
mfi women of America through each of 
hose twenty-five memorable decades. 
3ur colonial ancestors, both pious and 
jompous. The courageous men and 
vomen who opened up the frontier—and 
hose who stayed at home. The way we 
idjusted to the changing scene—the com- 
ng of the railroads, votes for women, 
he jazz age, radio and television. All 
.-aptured with love, with faith—with the 
iniquc Saturday Evening Post touch—in 
hese miniature pewter sculptures. 

Each decade will be represented by 
wo figures: a man and a woman, cos- 
umed in the dress of that decade, and 
•)ortrayed in a manner reminiscent of 
hat time. The result is a collection that 
vill bring back the aura and atmosphere 
)f each fascinating era of American life. 

The people of America— 
in inimitable Post style 

Each of these miniature pewter figures 
;aptures the feeling of the time which 
t represents . . . 

The pompous Colonial merchant ad- 
usts his wig and smugly admires himself 
n the mirror. 

The Revolutionary War soldier pauses 
0 pray during the long and hard winter 
It Valley Forge. 

The pretty Southern belle, in an enor- 
nous hoop skirt, causes a minor furor 
■vhcn her frilly crinoline is upturned by 
1 mischievous puppy. 

A flapper of the Roaring Twenties 
sorrows her beau's prized Stutz Beaicat 
-only to wind up pumping a flat tire. 

The World War II G.I. "fights" the 
;nemy and a pile of unpeclcd potatoes! 

And  a  young  mother  of the   1950s 

frantically searches through her copy 
of "Dr. Speck" for the answer to her 
little one's sobs. 

Sculpted in meticulous detail 

Each of the fifty figures will be an origi- 
nal work of art, created exclusively for 
this series by Ronald Hinote, one of 
America's most distinguished sculptors 
of miniature figures. Hinote's work is 
widely admired for its artistic quality as 
well as its devotion to accuracy. 

Each article of clothing . . . each pose 
. . . each facial expression will be clearly 
portrayed—all the more remarkable con- 
sidering the size of each figure. And each 
figure will have a special style about it— 
a lightness of spirit or a moving and in- 
spiring quality—that has always typified 
the Post's approach to life. 

You'll actually be able to see the bou- 
quet of daisies held by the blushing young 
lad on his first date. The cartridge belt 
worn by the cowboy as he relaxes, se- 
cretly reading his favorite poetry. The 
frilly pantaloons worn by the Southern 
belle. Every detail will be captured with 
skill and artistry in these superb minia- 
ture figures. 

To make certain that the figures are 
crafted to the highest standards of qual- 
ity. The Saturday Evening Post has ap- 
pointed The Franklin Mint to produce 
them. Each figure will ht^ hand-finished to 
bring out every feature of the sculptor's 
work and the rich lustre of the metal. 

Lasting beauty and rarity 

Since The Parade of the American Peo- 
ple will be produced in a single strictly 
limited edition, it will have assured rarity. 
There is a limit of one subscription per 
person, and the total edition will be for- 
ever limited to the exact number of in- 
dividuals who subscribe by the deadline 
date of September 30, 1978. 

To add to its artistic value, each figure 
will bear the distinctive signature mark 
of the sculptor as well as the prized mint- 
mark of The Franklin Mint. 

As a subscriber, you will receive these 
handsome figures at the convenient rate 
of one each month. The price for each 
pewter sculpture is just $19.50, and you 
will also receive, without additional 
charge, a hardwood five-tiered cabinet- 
custom-designed to display the complete 
collection on the wall or on a tabletop. 
In addition, a fascinating commentary 
will be provided with each figure. And a 
special magnifier will also be sent for 
close-up examination of each figure. 

Examine the first figure without 
cost or obligation 

By special arrangement, The Franklin 
Mint will make the first pewter figure 
available for examination, on a strictly 

limited basis. If you wish to take ad- 
vantage of this unique opportunity, you 
must respond by September 30, 1978. 

The first figure—Co/o«/rt/ Pride—wiW 
be sent to you without any advance pay- 
ment and you may keep it in your home 
for 10 days. Only then need you send 
your payment for it—and subsequent 
figures will be issued at the rate of one 
per month. Should you decide not to 
keep the first figure, you may return it 
within 10 days. It will then be destroyed 
to protect the rarity of the collection. 

To examine the first figure, mail the 
form below to The Franklin Mint by 
September 30th. 

.4 handsome hiirdwood fne-tiered (.(ihiiit I ■! // '. 
provided for display oj ihe complete collet iioii of 
miniature pewter figures. 

■ORDER FORM- 

THE PARADE OF 
THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 

Pewter Sculpture Collection 

The Franklin Mini 
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091 
Please send me the first miniature figure in 
The Saturday Evening Post's Furude oj the 
American People Pewter Sculpture Collec- 
tion. I understand that 1 may examine it in 
my home for 10 days without cost or obli- 
gation. At the end of that time, I have the 
privilege of returning it and canceling my 
subscription if 1 wish. Or 1 will keep the 
figure and pay $19.50' for it and for each 
of the subsequent 49 pewter figures in the 
collection, as they are sent to me at the rate 
of one per month. 

• Plus my note sales lax 

Signature  

Mr. 
Mrs. 
Miss  

Address- 

C iiy  

Slate, Zip  

Limit; One <«(/fr«i«ri pfr Huhfrriber 
Musi he iiuHlmiirkfil by Sritlfmber 30. I97H 



ANTIQUES 

AMERICAN  LAMP 
Q. I'm seeking the origin of the lamp 
which was recently given to me. The 
shade is signed "Handel." Can you 
help me identify him? 

A.L.—Schenectady, N.Y. 

A. Philip J. Hancicl, who in 1885 estab- 
lished the Handel Co. in Mcridcn, Conn., 
and by 1900 had opened a branch fac- 
tory in New York City, made your table 
lamp with a solid glass shade decorated 
with reverse painting, about 1910. The 
floral designs have considerable depth 
and lovclv colorin". 

>^«i**ft*^ 

OLD CHELSEA MARK 
Q. From this mark, are you able to 
identify the maker and age of my 
dishes?       R.R.—Santa Monica, Calif. 

A. According to the markings, the 
Staffordshire potters, Furnivals, Ltd., 
registered your pattern "Old Chelsea" at 
the British Patent Office about 1911. 

BOSTON 
BEAKER 
Q. When and 
by whom was 
my silver cup 
made? The first 
initial on the 
marking is "H" 
but the second 
isn't clear—pos- 
sibly a "B" or 
"F." H.A.K.— 
Decatur, III. 

PARIS   LONDON   BRUSSELS   GENEVA   ROTTERDAM   VIENNA  BARCELONA  CANADA   USA 

probably the most exciting furniture store in this world 

ROCHE BOBOIS 

New York • Atlanta • Beverly Hills • Birmingham Mi • Boston • Columbia Mall • Coral Gables 

Ft. Lauderdale • Houston • Minneapolis • Montreal • Ottawa • Paramus • Quebec 

Roslyn Hts • Scarsdale • Scottsdale • Toronto • Westport • Winnetka • Winnipeg 

COLOR CATALOGUE- 148 COLOR PAGES. ALL STORES, OR MAIL $4 DEPT. H973, 200 MADISON AVE, NYC. 10016 

A. Your extremely simple and well- 
proportioned small beaker is perfectly 
in accord with the classical taste of the 
1790s, which is about the time it was 
made. The maker could be one of two 
Boston silversmiths—either Henry Far- 
nam working 1798-1816 or Henry 
Bailey working 1800. To be sure, the 
initial marks would have to be examined 
by an expert. 

CONNECTICUT CLOCK 
Q. 'The label on my clock says "Mas- 
cot—Mfg. by the E. Ingraham Co." 
Have you any further information 
about it? 

H.S.K.—Kennett Square, Pa. 

A. The E. Ingraham Co. of Bristol, 
Conn., manufactured "Mascot" about 
1885-1890. It was a premium or special 
order clock and was not included in the 
regular Ingraham line. Its price was 
about $5 when new. 

ANTIQUERIES 
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Copies of Louise Ade Boger's book. 
House & Garden's Antiques: Ques- 
tions & Answers, which contains more 
than 900 fascinating items chosen 
from past columns, all conveniently 
arranged by category for easy refer- 
ence, can be purchased for $11.95 a 
copy, plus 45«' to cover the cost of 
postage and handling. To order a 
copy, please write to: Conde Nast 
Books, Post Office Box 3308, Grand 
Central Station, New York, N.Y. 
10017. enclosing your remittance and 
correct mailing address. 
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From (op to bottom: 
Paul Revere bowl in silverplatc. 
Da Vinci 5-pc. place setting in stainless 
Two-light candelabra in silverplate. 

Act I hostess set in stainless. Bennington 4-pc. coffee service in silverplate. 
American Colonial carving set in stainless.      Applique serving spoon and fork in stainless. 
Shell serving dish in silverplate. Louisiana 4-pc. fruit spoon set in stainless. 

■■~4^ ■     ■ ■■■J^ Jj M 

At fine stores. ©Oneida Ltd., 1978, 

Showplace gifts by 

□ONEIDA 
Thfsilveicuhc Oursilversmilh^ m^rkofccellcncc. 
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GOOD LOOKSQ 
GOOD HEALTHX 
Exercise: Getting it 
off the ground 
Nicholas Kounovsky + kitchen 
stool   =   6  minutes  to fitness 

By Paula Rice Jackson 
"Many people think you have to have 
one special place to exercise." says Mr. 
Kounovsky. "Of course, it's lovely if 
you can go to a gym. or a spa. or a club, 
but I prefer to think that exercising is 
a state of mind and that you can do it 
effectively any- 
where—in a 
car. standing in 
a line, lying in 
bed,  seated  in 
JADE  ALBERT 

Above: Nicholas 
Kounovsky at the 
Kounovsky Physical 
Fitness Studio in 
New York explains 
stretching the lower 
hack to beauty editor 
Paula Rice Jackson, 
using the stool as 
a reference for both 
stability and level. 

/r 

an armchair, 
or at your office 

desk. It's one of the 
principles in my newest book 

Instant Fitness. Now, one of the 
places we all spend a lot of time 
in is the kitchen. This is the case 
for both men and women. I 
prefer not to stand in one place 

or in one position for any 
length of time, whether I'm 

cook- % ing. peeling vegetables, 
what- % ever. The most comfortable 
way for % me to work is to have a 
hip-high stool to sit on, so that the 
weight comes off the lower spine. When 
you are standing without moving, that 
small of the back is compressed and it 
sometimes results in fatigue stemming 
from the lack of movement and there- 
fore poor circulation.   A bar stool or a 

hip-height stcpladdcr wiih a hinged low- 
er step is all you need to turn your kitch- 
en or any room into a gym. Get a stool 
with a slightly padded seat and a footrest 
that connects with the stool's legs. Don't 
get a stool that feels wobbly or shimmies 
when you put your weight into it. 

"The six exercises to do on a stool are 
all movements that contain the six ele- 
ments of fitness I call "Sixomctrics': en- 
durance, suppleness, equilibrium, speed, 
strength, and coordination. These are the 
links of the "fitness chain" and every 
movement you make during the course of 
an exercise program should be calculated 
to develop them. (Continued on page 26) 
Editor's Note: For thirty years, Nicholas 
Kounovsky has been America's grand 
master of fitness. Three books, magazine 
articles, radio and TV appearances have 
made his work known to millions. 

& 

<>  ^ 

iVaist twist alternating knee/elbow. Knee stretch leaning forward. Torso stretch, bended knees. 

J' 

Knee lifts and extends, straight back. Thigh stretch, torso forward; lower back stretch. Waist stretch; hand supports body. 
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Our soap    , ., 
has nothing t^ "^ 

This is what a bar of Neutrogena® looks 
like. Nothing fancy. No decorator shapes, swirls 
of color, room-enveloping perfume, or mono- 
grams. Just an unadorned bar of pure amber, 
so clear you actually can see through it. 

But this soap can do more for your sensitive, 
dry, or touchy skin than the most elaborate 
cosmetic soaps on the market. 

Why? Because Neutrogena is 
painstakingly formulated to be kind to 
sensitive skin. 

Known irritants are screened out of our 
formula and its unique, mild, heavy-molecular 
structure is balanced to permit it to remove 
surface dirt and makeup without penetrating 
the skin's sub-layers and robbing them of 
oils and moisture. Unlike so-called "deep-pore" 
cleansers, it isn't made to de-fat the skin. 

When you first try Neutrogena, 
you'll notice that it dissolves more easily 
than any soap you've ever used. 

That's because it doesn't have hardening 
agents. And because its special formula 
makes it liquefy when it meets water so that 
it rinses off completely. This unique solubility is 
why we can promise that your face won't 
feel tight and dry after washing. When you 
wash with Neutrogena, 
there's no significant 
soap residue left 
on your skin. Your pH dry-skin Sf)ap     .^ .     '^       . fe»msc«nte<fsoap 

' lh« uni()ije irarifjpHfOfil soiip 

balance, then, returns to normal more quickly. 
Dermatologists, allergists and 

plastic surgeons recommend our allergy- 
tested soap because it does one thing 
and does it well. It cleans your skin effectively, 
yet mildly, and without irritation, when 
used properly. 

And in a number of medical cases, 
Neutrogena Soap has been used for cleansing 
where other soaps could not be tolerated. 

What's more, Neutrogena is carefully 
tested, undergoing many of the tests 
done for prescription drugs. Its natural 
ingredients, like beef tallow and coconut oil, 
meet USDA Food Grade standards. Even 
astronauts aboard Skylab in outer space used 
Neutrogena because of its mild, non-irritating 
qualities. (Imagine an astronaut with a skin 
rash and you see how important a soap can be.) 

Even if you're not an astronaut, whatever 
your skin condition, Neutrogena has a soap 
specifically formulated for you. For dry skin, 
Neutrogena Dry-Skin Soap. For normal sensitive 
skin, original Neutrogena Soap. For perfume- 
sensitive skin, Neutrogena Unscented Soap. 

In an era when you have a right to be 
suspicious about the claims products make, 

our soap has nothing 
to hide. Try it. Your 
skin will have nothing 
to hide, either. 

"i Nnit/ogPiiaCorp IM78 
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BERGDORF GOODMAN 

CHRISTMAS BOOK 

fills gift giving 

with fun, fashion, fantasy. 

Receive your copy 

plus a year's worth 

of Bergdorf Fashion Books 

for 3.00 

Mail to 754 Fifth Avenue, 

New York, N.Y.   10019 

Name  

Address  

City  

State. Zip. 

BtRGDORF 
GGDDMAN 

send for our 
Christmas 
Catalog for Cooks 

it's happily seasoned with innovative 
kitchenware. sprinkled with Chuck 
Williams recipes and liberally laced 
with exciting Holiday gift ideas for you 
and everyone on your shopping list. 

To subscribe, send one dollar and 
we'll send you our big Christmas 78 
issue and follow it with our next five 
catalogs. 

WILLIAMS-SONOMA 
GRANDE CUISINE 
Mail Order Dept  6585 

P.O. Box 3792 
San Francisco, CA 94119 

San Francisco ■ Palo Alto ■ Beverly Hills 
Costa Mesa ■ Dallas 

GOOD LOOKSy 
GOOD HEALTtiX 
continued from page 24 

Your well-being and esthetic sense of 
yourself depends on them. Physical fit- 
ness enhances your sense of balance, 
your degree of fitness often expresses 
itself through your moods, the truth is 
that there is really very little that doesn't 
find some way to tell you what kind of 
shape you're in—from your breathing 
to your ability to relax. Some would say 
that the health and fitness boom in 
America is in its infancy. I'm happy to 
say that I think it is in its pregnancy. 
There are enormous strides yet to be 
made for all of us toward finding indi- 
vidual fitness programs that give pleasure 
while they discipline the body." 

Kounovsky's Nak-stool 
Below is a sketch of the exercise stool 
Mr. Kounovsky is in the process of 
producing. You may be able to buy 
one next year. In the meantime, be 
sure that the stool you get has rubber 
tips on each leg to prevent skidding, 
has a footrest and also has a slightly 
padded seat to make movements on 
your stomach comfortable. 

NICHOLAS  KOUNOVSKY 

Beauty and health 
products nev/ 
this month in 
the stores 
Soft, pretty makeup for the new and 
narrow clothes this fall is based on wines, 
berries, and hues of polished wood. The 
idea is to get a look glowing from the 
subtle stains of nature. The Charles of 
the Ritz Group has created an especially 
lovely combination of wines, coppers, 
and violets it call* Country Cordovans, 
and other colors are paired into two 
overall looks: "Wine" and "Copper." 
Violet and blue-violet are used as neu- 
trals with the wine and copper shades— 
colors you probably already have in your 
makeup wardrobe. A new eye-makeup 
formula called Eye Shadow Ponimade 
comes in Boysenberry, the violet, and 
Inkberry, a deeper violet. The Pommade 
is slightly thicker than cream shadows 
and this one won't melt, crease, or lose 
its staying power. Since both colors are 
quite sophisticated, use them with a light 

Continued on page 28 

ffT^fiwriVfrnnra 
best with what 
I have, rd be 
letting myself down?' 

Dodie Nilsson is a f 
woman who has taken 
charge of her life. 

She's at that mar- 
velous age when, hav- 
ing learned and 
grown, she can say, "I 
have to make my own 
self-image and not 
rely on others." 

She believes that "you have to say to your- 
self, 'You are pretty. You are terrific. Keep 
going. Because no one's going to do it for 
you!' 

"You have to give yourself your own pats 
on the back." 

Dodie thinks that how you feel about your- 
self shows in how you look. And facial ex- 
pressions have a lot to do with it. For exam- 
ple, when you're happy, people see it on your 
face. And when you're fearful, people sec 
that, too. 

".. .1 wear my face every day of my life. 
So, it's more important than any stitch of 
clothing I can put on." 

Dodie's skincare regime includes Oil of 
Olay. The main thing she likes about it is that 
"it isn't greasy. 

"That's a really big plus because then my 
make-up doesn't look shiny. I've experi- 
mented with creams, but Oil of Olay is defi- 
nitely the best. It settles my make-up and it 
makes my face soft and smooth." 

In the end, she feels that with continued 
good care, her skin should have a kind of 
youthfulness to it. 

"If my skin is good now, I don't see why it 
shouldn't continue to be." 

Dodie Nilsson won't always be young. But 
she won't have to look back and wonder why 
she didn't take better care of her skin. 

Beauty tips 
M, For a better complexion, deep-clean your 
face once a week. Fill a bowl with boiling 
water. Put a towel over your head and place 
your head over the bowl for three minutes. 
You'll notice how much fresher your skin 
looks the very first time. When you're 
through, smooth Oil of Olay on your face. 

2 A must for great-looking skin: enough 
rest. If you find you don't get enough at 
night, try a half-hour nap sometime during 
your day. You'll be amazed at how much bet- 
ter you look and feel afterward. 

3 A tip we heard from a make-up expert: 
apply Oil of Olay every time you make up. It 
keeps make-up looking fresher. Prevents 
caking and streaking. Oil of Olay's special 
emollients soothe dryness, sink Into your 
skin. And leave no trace of greasiness. 

( AdvPTtisfrnpiit) 
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Does the 
liquid makeup 
you're wearin 

feel like 
a mask? 

Noyv, 
from Maybelline, 

a silky liquid 
makeup that 

really feels as 
good as it looks! 

Moisture Whip'^ Liquid Makeup 
has a delicate feel - doesn't feel 

'^^*\.        taut or dry. Continuous 
moisturizing action 

helps keep skin 
supple, protected, 

glowingly fresh. 
In 6 fresh shades. 

'Moisture wnip' 
Liquid Alakeup 

Fine make-up sensibly priced 

GOOD LOOKS Q 
GOOD HEALTliX 
continued from page 26 

touch lor an efTect that looks very new 
with your end-of-summer colors. And it 
you want a makeup that goes on in one- 
easy-swoop, lor your cheeks, forehead, 
chin, and mouth, try the new Ritz 
Cheek Sticks, which come in marvelous 
wines and coppers. Eye Shadow Pom- 
made. $5.50; Ritz Cheek Sticks. $5 
each: at fine department stores every- 
where. 

End-of-summer hair prescription: the 
tour new shampoos that carry one of the 
great names in hair care and restoration 
—Condition. C'lairol has developed four 
99 percent oil-free formulas that are 
protein-enriched, leave hair feeling light, 
clean, and revived. $1.90 for a whop- 
ping 16 ounces at drugstores and super- 
markets. 

Polished Performance is a new group 
of twelve liquid makeups that do more 
than give your skin an exquisitely fin- 
ished look. They contain a moisturizing 
protein complex that helps reduce dry- 
ness, a sunscreen to protect skin from 
normal, everyday sun exposure, and a 
new ingredient that helps skin retain 
oxygen from the surrounding air while it 
diminishes the effects of airborne pollut- 
ants. They've made a liquid mantle for 
vour face. Polished Performance Liquid 
Makeup by Eslee Lander. $ 17.50 a 1.75- 
ouncc bottle, at fine department stores 
across the country. 

Here's an end-of-summer bargain you 
ought not to miss: Mini-Travel Kits 
from Orlane. Each one is three products 
for cleansing or treatment, or toning in 
four skin types. For dry skin, Integrale; 
for maturing skin. B-21: for a no-fuss 
healthy-looking glow. Royale Gelee: and 
for a simple, clean morning makeup. 
Morning Beauty. The kits cost $7.50 
each—a great money-saving way to in- 
troduce yourself to one of the finest 
treatment house's products. At selected 
department stores,  PAULA RICE JACKSON 

Your fragrance and herbal almanac 
The sign: Virgo 
Circa: August 23- 
September 22 

Sweet marjoram was a favorite strewing 
herb on the floors of medieval houses. 
Crushed underfoot, the gray-green fo- 
liage released fragrant oils. Handfuls of 
marjoram rubbed on furniture cleaned 
and polished the dark woods in Tudor 
and Stuart times. Today rooms are scent- 
ed with candles instead—some come in 
wonderful ceramic pots—scents like Pot 
Pourri and Cypress by Rigaud. More 
aromatic herbs identified with Virgo are 
fennel and delicious tarragon. Clear 
fragrances for Virgo—new Coriandre 
from Jean Coutrier and For Men by 
Balenciaga. MARIA REACHI 

Does the 
cream makeup 
you're wearing 

feel like 
a mask? 

Now, 
from Maybelline, 

a soft cream 
makeup that 

really feels as 
good as it looks! 

'Moisture Whip* Creann Makeup, 
with continuous nnoisturizing 
action, helps hide tiny 
lines and flaws, keeps_^ 
your skin dewy-freshjj' 
So light, It blends 
smoothly with your 
natural skin tones, in 
natural-looking shades^ 

i 
'Moisture Whip' 
Crcaun Makeup 

28 

Fine make up sensibly priced ' 
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SIAMLEY 
IKinODUCES FURNITURE 
FORMRiMErsijEAm: 

You'd rhink Sronley hod read my mind. I meon, rheir Simpliclry collecrion is like o 
dream come true. Ir srorrs wirh o mlx-ond-morch wall sysrem rhor gives me oil rhe storage 

I've ever wonred. And you never hove ro fosren ir ro rhe v^oll... hidden levelers and 
clomps keep ir srroighr ond sreody. Along wirh rhese modules go marching robles and 

chairs, dressers, and chesrs for lovely dining, living, ond bedrooms. Bur besr of 
oil. Simplicity's real! All v^ood, wirh gorgeous elm veneers, and so reasonably priced. Irs 

rhe kind of furnirure I've always rolked obour. And Stanley heord me! 

Manufocrurer's suggested reroil price for rhe 
dresser shown is under $425. For a free brochure 
on Simpliciry, wrire ro Sronley Furniture, 
Depf. J 3, Stonleyfown, Vo. 24168. oTTbodConpory 



PLANTS 
AROUND THE HOUSE 
Post-summer house- 
plant checkup 
After summering outdoors, 
check plants for pests, prune, 
and help them readjust indoors 

By Richard Longer 

With autumn on its way, vacation time 
is over for house plants that have sum- 
mered outdoors—on the porch, beneath 
a tree, or in whatever other semisheUered 
location you found for them at the be- 
ginning of the season. Now, before 
there's any chance of frost, is the time 
to bring them indoors again. 

Relocating a plant means more than 
simply picking up the greenery and put- 
ting it back in its former indoor haunt. 
To do only that is to invite an invasion 
of pests. Check the pots over carefully 
for slugs and snails and their eggs. 
They're apt to be found hiding around 
the drainage holes. If you buried the 
pots in the summer garden to keep the 
plant roots cool, however, these pests 
might be anywhere in the crockery, par- 
ticularly along the inside rim. One way 
to make sure your pots harbor no strang- 
ers when they enter your house  is  to 

change them. Knock the plants out of 
their pots and slip them into fresh ones 
the same size as the old. Since you're 
not potting a size up—plants temporarily 
slow their growth almost to a standstill 
when brought indoors, so there's nothing 
to be gained by potting them up to larger 
containers—the repotting process takes 
only a minute or two. The emptied pots 
can then be sterilized and put away for 
springtime use again. 

Next, remove all the damaged foliage. 
Whether it's due to sun scald, a bit of 
dehydration, or insect damage, there are 
usually a few marred leaves on any pot 
plant that has spent the summer out- 
doors. No use bringing the damage in- 
doors. Any part of the plant that has 
suffered even slight injury will deteri- 
orate quickly inside, so prune it away. 
However, don't give your plants a heavy 
pruning back to shape them now. That's 
a springtime task. In fall, the plants 
are planning to take a rest from grow- 
ing, so they will not fill out empty spots 
left after severe pruning. For the same 
reason, cut back on fertilizing when you 
bring the plants indoors. You can safe- 
ly stop fertilizing altogether until Feb- 
ruary, except for those plants you're 
forcing into bloom for the holiday sea- 
sons ahead. 

Then  there's  the  question of earth- 

EASY TO BUILD 
HOUSE-PLANT 
GARDEN 

Below: Wooden frame planted 
with gravel for house plants 
summering outdoors. 

Above: House plant 
garden put to winter 

use as a cold frame 
for seedlings. 

worms. Per- 
sonally, I con- 
si der these 
wrigglers 
splendid crea- 
tures and en- 
courage their 
frolicking 
about my gar- 
den. However, 
some people 
feel they are in- 
appropriate in 
potted plants. 
Chances are 
they will ex- 
pire naturally a 
few weeks af- 
ter the potted plants are brought inside. 
But should you wish to make sure there 
are no incoming crawlers—and in gar- 
den-situated pots their presence is al- 
most inevitable as rich potting soil is 
as close to paradise as a worm can en- r 
vision—it's a simple matter to arrange 
for their evacuation. .Submerge the pots 
up to their rims in a bucket of water 
for six hours or so. Any worms, and 
most other insects residing in the soil, 
will swim for it. Another benefit of 
dunking is saturation of the porous clay 
pots (if that's the kind you use, and my 
own feeling is (Continued on page 32) 

Renny Reynolds' garden 
bedroom. Patino-Wolf 

If you didn't put your house plants out- 
side this summer because the cat or the 
dog or the wind always knocks them 
over, or you forget to water them when 
they're beneath the bushes (and you 

know a potted plant outside will 
often dry out almost overnight), 
well then, consider building a 

house-plant garden for next year. It 
will solve those problems, and garden- 
ing's quiet months of autumn and win- 
ter are a good time for the project. 
Also, by having it ready before spring, 
while it's still too cold to set out the 
house plants, you can double its use— 
fit a plexiglass cover over it and you 
have a cold frame for starting garden 
seedlings. 

Essentially   all   you   need   is   four 
boards,   which   you   nail   together  to 

"lake a rectangular form, and some 
'>-by-4s to extend down from the 
corners like table legs. A conve- 
nient size for a frame is 4 feet long 

by 2 feet wide by  I  foot deep. 
;- Paint all surfaces well with wood 
preservative to prevent rotting. 

Next   spring,   choose   a   somewhat 
sheltered spot (Continued on page 178) 
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STYLISH. 
ELEGANT. 
TASTEFUL. 

Fine Poicelain 
Dinncrwarc by 

Kdiser of Bavaria. 
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PORCELAIN 

B«¥aria 
West Ccrmany 

Since 1872 
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Company 
Importers of Fine China, Glassware and Giftware since 1886. 
1041 West Valley Road, Box 189, Devon, PA 19333 
Write for Kaiser dealer nearest to you. 
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PLANTS 
AROUND THE HOUSE 
(oniinucd jroiu p(ii>c 30 

Ihey're still the best choice for house 
plants). It's almost always drier inside 
the house than out. and a moistened pot 
will smooth the transition for a plant. 
Just be certain to drain the plant well 
after its soak. 

One batch of bugs to check for as- 
siduously, particularly after a dry Au- 
gust, is spider mites. Being almost micro- 
scopic, spider mites easily take a free 
ride inside unnoticed. Lay a piece of 
light-colored, preferably white, paper on 
the ground. Rap each pot sharply a few 
times to jar the plant. Sundry .specks 
will descend onto the paper. If some of 
these tiny specks begin crawling, you'll 
need to spray the plant for mites. Now 
I won't use insecticides except under ex- 
treme duress, particularly not on house 
plants. But spraying is the only way to 
eliminate these creatures. I've experi- 
mented with some mitecides, in despera- 
tion over a particular mango tree I sim- 
ply could not bear to dispose of; how- 
ever, I have found them ineffective in 
the long run. A surprisingly effective 
nonchemical insecticide spray can be 
made by adding half a cup &f flour to a 
gallon of water and stirring in a couple 
of tablespoons of Tabasco sauce and 
buttermilk. The drawback to this solu- 
tion is that it will sometimes clog spray- 
ers, particularly if it's not well mixed. 
By straining it through a couple of lay- 
ers of cheesecloth, however, this prob- 
lem can usually be minimized. 

An alternative remedy is to dissolve 
.some soap in tepid water and swirl the 
plant around in this until every nook and 
cranny has been covered. Set the plant 
aside for a day, then rinse it in tepid 
water. The process must be repeated at 
least once a week over the period of a 
month in order to completely break the 
spider mites' breeding cycle. Also you 
must make sure you're using a real soap, 
not a detergent. Plants often have an 
allergic reaction to strong detergents; 
the\ keel over and die on the spot. 

If this sounds like a lot of bother, 
perhaps the infested plant isn't worth 
saving. A harsh judgment. But I dread 
spider mites enough to be willing to dis- 
pose of anything short of a prized plant 
in order to make sure my other plants 
will not be infected with this plague. 

Bug inspection is the biggest hurdle 
on indoors-bound plants. Once they've 
passed that, there's little to packing them 
up for reentry into the house besides the 
cleaning and grooming. Try to acclimate 
them a bit when they arrive inside, how- 
ever. If they can be grown by an open 
window for a week or two. the nearly 
out-of-doors atmosphere will be consid- 
erably to their benefit, giving them a 
good footing for their future indoor en- 
vironment. ■ 

House &  Gorden 



A NEW FASHIONED FARMHOUSE 
^ 

Scholz and Ethan Allen create a classic 
setting for contemporary living. 

House & Garden magazine asked 
Scholz Homes and Ethan Allen 
Galleries to cooperate in 
redesigning the classic American 
farm home, updating it for 
contemporary lifestyles. The 
results can be seen here and in 12 
model city locations. 

This special section is appearing in the September 1978 issue of House & Garden, and House & Garden's 1978 
American Tradition Guide, Fall 1978 Decorating Guide and Winter 1978 Building Guide 



Bird & Son easy-care Roofing and Siding 
make this home a natural part of its 
relaxed environ. 

C'S.^^y^i' 

About Bird Solid Vinyl Siding 
Before specifying siding materi£ds 

for this House & Garden home, plan- 
ners carefully weighed alternatives. 

Conventional wood siding could be 
the expected answer to this traditional 
house. But the home wcis designed for 
contemporary lifestyles. And 
contemporary lifestyles usuailly don't 
include time for conventional wood 
siding upkeep. 

The solution was Bird & Son's 
Branded" Vinyl Siding in oyster white. 
The double 4-inch clapboard widths, 
with embossed woodgrain, feiithfully 
preserved the home's traditioneil 
appearance, yet were virtually 
meiintenance free. Unlike wood, Bird 
Vinyl won't rot, blister or peel. And the 
color goes eill the way through so the 
scratches don't show the way they can 
on other materials. Of course, it w^ 
never need painting. 

Bird Vinyl Siding provided the ideeJ 
balance between the owner's 
demands for design authenticity and 
low maintenance upkeep. 

About Bird Asphalt Roofing 
Roof design, once taken for granted 

by many architects and builders, 
received special attention in this home. 
The respect paid wcis justified when 
one considers the total impact a roof 
has on this or any home. 

Bird's Architect® 70 asphalt roofing 
shingles were selected because of their 
ability to create a subtle, textural 
statement in keeping with both the 
home design and the surrounding 
countryside. 

The Architect 70 series creates a 
rough-hewn, craftsmanlike appear- 
ance by laminating two pieces of 
heavyweight roofing into a random- 
edge pattern. The achievement is a fire 
and wind resistant Roofscape® with a 
sophisticated, custom style appearance. 

The selection of Bird Roofing and 
Siding helped meld this House & 
Garden home to its hillside. For more 
information, write Bird & Son, East 
Walpole, Massachusetts 02032. 

The best dressed homes wear Bird. 
Bird & Son, Inc., Box SH, E. Walpole, MA 02032 
Please send me your revised, 36-page booklet, 
"What you should know about roofing and siding 
before you build or remodel." I'm sending 500 in 
payment, and I'm planning to 
D build D remodel. 

Name 

Address 

County State 
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Ethan Allen creates new traditions for a new-J 
fashioned farmhouse. 

Take a good look at the breezy 
feeling Ethan Allen brings to this new- 
feishioned fannhouse. Bet you never 
imagined Ethan Allen's traditioned 
American designs could adapt so 
beautifully to a thoroughly contem- 
porary setting. It starts from the minute 
you set foot into the entry heJl. The 
furniture coukdn't be more classic—the 
feeKng couldn't be less stuffy. Our 
pairing of an aristocratic clock facing a 
simple, hand-stenciDed deacon's 
bench immediately makes you feel 
right at home. 

Feel it even more in the eury living/ 
dining room. Note the unusual and 
elegant combination of solid woods and 
selected veneers: oak sofa table, pine 
cocktail table and cherry side table. 
An unusual mix that goes perfectly 
in this contemporary environment. 

The traditional sofa fabric, sky blue 
and white Danish Wild Flowers, and 
imported accessories (from Ethan 
ADen) make the room gracious enough 
for entertaining. Informal enough for 
just the fcimily. 

It's all part of Ethan Allen's fresh way 
of interpreting the cleissics. For more 
new ideeis like this, stop in at your 
nearest GaDeiy. 

Ethan 
Allen 

Galleries 
Come on over to our house 

You'll find us in the Yellow Pages 
under "Furniture-Retail." 
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We're sticklers for craftsmanship, 
too. Like tfie detailed turnings on the 
balustrade leg of this coffee table 
(above left). The imported Brazilia 
wool rug is only one from a large 
collection of Ethein Allen area rugs and 
ccirpets. 

Ethan Allen is a stickler for the details 
that really make a room. For instance 
(above center) our hand-painted 
ceramic accessories. And this solid 
brass firewood holder with its hand- 
painted ceramic handle. 

Modem living means less clutter. So 
we've maximized space by using swing 
arm lamps in an antiqued brass finish 
(above right). 

-/ 
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Ethan Allen's easy-going dining room. Its 
chann is matched only by its practicality. 

Here's a perfect Ethan Allen 
example. The round pedestal table hi 
additional leaves and opens to serve: 

H      , '    /I    10. Around it we've placed our solid; 
■ T/^ ^}  (     oak bowback Windsor chairs. 

It's furniture that stands up to 52  ' 
weeks of family meals a year. Invitin; 
enough for a round of dinner parties 
This is one dining room arrangemen 
good enough to last a lifetime. And 
it's only one of many handsome, coi 
fortably priced dining rooms you'll 
see on your next visit to your Ethan 
Allen Gallery. 

Ethan 
Allen 

(jrallcries 
Come on over to our house 
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Bruce goes nature's best one better. 

There's nothing quite like genuine 
hardwood floors. Warm. Tasteful. Laid 
to last a lifetime. It's the one flooring 
material tliat is never out of vogue. 

Bruce hardwood floors' newest 
design, Jamestown Plank, was one of 
two Bruce floors chosen for the House 
& Garden home. Jamestown Plank in 
rustic brown oak was used in the 
home's foyer, living room, dining area 
and kitchen, as well as several bed- 
rooms. This solid oak plank features a 
finely sanded surface and the beauty 
of natural wood characteristics. 

Elsewhere in the home, Bruce's 
Homestead Plank was used. 
Homestead Plank has an unusual, wire 
brushed finish that displays an aged, 
mellow look. This Bruce hardwood 
flooring comes in random lengths 
and ciltemating widths. Perfect for a 
period setting. 

Both of these Bruce floors will retain 
their shade and finish for years because 
it's actually baked into the fibers of the 
wood. That means the Bruce floors in 
this home will be as easy to clean as 
they eire beautiful. 

Experienced planners know that 
Bruce is the easy-care hardwood floor 
that captures nature at its best. For 
more information, write Bruce 
hardwood floors, 4255 LBJ Freeway, 
Dallas, Texas 75234. 

Bruce 
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A Heatilator fireplace makes this place 
someplace special. 

The parents' retreat. A self-sustaim - 
suite for reading and relaxation. It's £ I 
concept that brings the amenities of I 
home down to a personed level. 

The area was made more inviting 
by the selection of a Heatilator heat 
circulating fireplace. The choice was 
a sensible one in terms of constructic 
efficiencies, energy and aesthetics. 

The use of the Heatilator system 
cJlowed the fireplace to be installed 
away fi^om the other fireplace stack, 
without duplicating expensive 
foundations and masonry work. Thei 
fluing and roof termination options 
available to the architect increased 
design flexibility and minimized seco 
level flue space requirements. 

The heat-circulating model 3138 
that was used also contributes to roo 
heating efficiency through a combine 
tion of direct radiant heat and ' 
reheated, circulating room air. 

The Heatilator unit helped make t 
concept of bedroom fireplaces practit 
and affordable again. For more 
information, write Heatilator Fireplac Ifl^ 
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa 52641. •^ 

^^•11   •[• 
AVtRICAS LEADING HRlPlACi SYSTEMS 

P* 

M 
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This is a bedroom for living. It was 
built as a sanctuary, a private retreat 
from the world. Ethan Allen pays off 
that idea beautifully with the most easy- 
to-live-with furnishings imaginable. 

The canopied four-poster bed is a 
refuge of pure luxury. Yet just a few 
feet away sits a practical, comfortable, 
tufted Chesterfield love seat. It's one of 
several pieces brought in to make this 
bedroom more than a bedroom. Like 
the tilt-top table and tea table, both 
in solid cherry, that function very 
nicely as night stands. 

The detailed craftsmanship on the 
11-drawer Bonnet Highboy is really 
something to see. We wish you could 
see every detail. And you can, of 
course, when you come into your 
Ethan Allen Gallery. Where you'll see 
rooms full of furniture that's as practical 
as it is beautiful. 

A quiet place to think, work, read, 
this sitting room is both functional and 
elegant. The desk chair is Duncan 
Phyfe inspired. The writing desk is 
from a Queen Anne design. Both are 
solid cherry. 



Ifs never too eciriy for a boy to learn 
the classics. 

A room to give your son a real 
feeling of history. The antiqued pine 
trundle bed is inspired by a time- 
honored nautical tradition. So is the 
sturdy captain's chair. 

The dresser in sunny Nutmeg finish 
comes alone or as part of a modular 
unit Which means you can add 
coordinated pieces over the years to 
make up a whole wall system. 

The bedside reading light is adapted 
from an Early American oil leimp. 

But most unique of eJl is Ethan 
Allen's adaptation of the classic roUtop 
desk, complete with porcelain knobs. 
This desk could go with your son all 
the way through college. 

Ethan Allen certainly knows how to 
capture a young man's farKy. 



Ethan Allen knows the way straight to a 
girl's heart 

What could be more pink and doubles as a perfect little desk. (Its 
mffled and perfect? A crisp, bright, Fonmica® top is durable and easy 
cheery girl's bedroom with furniture to clean.) 
painted a gleaming alabaster white. This is a room that's a real 

The rocker and farmhouse chair are investment, one that grows up with 
quaintly hand-stencilled. The sweet your daughter, 
canopied twin beds are ideal for an 
overnight guest. And the pretty vanity 

Ethan 
.. Allen 
Galleries 

Come on over to our house 
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Eljer replaces bold, brassy lcx)k with 
natural subtlety. I 

After a flirtation with harsh, inten t 
colors, American tastemakers appe i 
to be returning to subdued, natural I 
tones. 

The shift, evident throughout th( 
home, appears most dramatically ii 
the bathroom decor. Bjer fixtures, 
in Fashion Colors, were selected 
for use throughout the House 
& Garden home. 

The girl's bathroom, for examph; 
used Eljer fixtures in Cocoa to add i 
depth to a light tan and white coloi 
scheme. Cocoa, Eljer's newest col 
addition, was an instinctive choice i 
complement the home's releixed v< 

In the parents' retreat, planners 
combined twin Eljer lavatories in 
Daffodil with a natural-toned show 
enclosure and toilet. One of the ^ 
home's most unusual features is 
Hjer soaking tub (also in Natural) 
more than 32" deep to permit rel 
soaking by the owners. 

Predictably, the new Eljer natural 
tones will be easier to coordinate u 
decor changes as years pass and tz 
cheinge. For more information, wri 
Eljer Plumbingware, Three Gatew. 
Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
15222. 

'm 

ELJER WallaceM 
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Andersen® Windows keep out the cold, 
cruel world. 

■^ 

Winter in New England (like winter 
everywhere) can take its toll. Planners 
of this House & Garden home knew 
that the window treatments they 
specified had to do more thein just 
maintain architectural integrity. 

The windows had to be thermeilly 
efficient to help contain heating and 
cooling costs. They had to resist air 
infiltration. And the exterior surfaces 
had to withstand the unpredictable ele- 
ments with a minimum of maintenance. 

Only Andersen® windows and 
^ding doors were used in the home. 
The ^ding doors were used in the 
parents' retreat, family center and 
crcift room. Andersen Narroline® 
double-hung windows were used 
everywhere else. 

The Andersen windows and gliding 
doors have double-jjane insulating 
glass and a wood core frame with a 
long-life, low-maintenance exterior that 
won't rust, pit or corrode. So they 
won't need painting every few years. 
They're permanenSy weather-stripped, 
too. They offer traditjoned beauty 
without traditioncil bother. Andersen 
Windowcills® were the natural choice 
for this House & Garden home. 

And ersen 
WINOOWAUSO) 

^^ 
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12 cities where you can 
explore this home for 
yourself. 
Scholz builders and local Ethan Allen 
Galleries have re-created this House & 
Garden home in 12 cities where you'll find 
hundreds of building and decorating ideas. 
Call for exact location and hours. 

Negrelli Const. 
100 North Main 
Chagrin Falls, O. 
216-464-5687 
Sam Audrain A-1 
Bldr. 
206 Bois D'Arc 
Meadowlark Add. 
Borger, Texas 
806-857-2481 
Shroyer Bros. 
Broken Woods 
Subdiv. 
Troy, O. 
513-335-1752 
A. B. Kellogg & 
Sons 
167 Olmstead Hill 
Rd. 
Wilton, Conn. 
203-762-9288 
Menco Intematl., 
Inc. 
4 Edelweiss Way 
Parkton, Md. 
301-422-4433 
Chambers Corp. 
5604 Oleander Ave. 
Ft. Pierce, Ra. 
305-878-0215 

Bruce Harris, Sr. 
Countryside Devel 
RO. Box 1000 
Shelby, N. C 
919-227-5974 
PTL Builders 
Middle Plantation 
N. StockerCt. 
Williamsburg, Va. 
804-898-9260 
Kenwood Corp. 
at Shadowmoss 
Charleston, S.C. 
803-723-2521 
Offered by Norris 
Ent.. Built by 
Rick Thompson 
Const. 
Located in Bryant 
Woods 
Princeton, 111. 
815-872-4411 
Dean Homes 
119HendronHillsDr. 
Vincennes, Ind. 
812-882-2260 
Wellshire Co. 
4255 S. Bellaire Circ 
Cherry Dale 
Cherry Hills Vai., 
Colo. 
303-758-0439 

Send for the complete Scholz Homes 
Collection. 
Scholz Homes 
3103 EKCCutive Parkway 
Toledo, Ohio 43606 
O Please send the 114-page, spectacular, luxurious 

Custom Collection. $12.00 
D Please send the 128-page, distinctive, practical New 

Generation Collection $10 00 
D P\ease send the complete 2-volume Scholz Design 

CoDection. $20.00 

Phone 

State 

^^ Scholz Homes 
an Inland Steel company 

Zip 

It's on the house!. 
For your free copy of the Ethan Allen 

Treasury come on over to our house. 

^ 

I 

It's a classic itself, this Treasury of Ethan Allen 
Traditional Interiors. Its 392 pages give you 
endless ideas for decorating no matter what 
your style—farmhouse, townhouse, 
penthouse, ranch house, your house! 

Our Treasury is yours free at any Ethan Allen 
Gallery. No purchase required. Or you can mail 
a check or money order for $7.50 to Ethan 
Allen, Box 1066, Danbury. Connecticut 06810 
and we'll mail you a copy. 

H 

f^ 

Ethan 
Allen 

Galleries 
Come on over to our house 

You'll find us in the Yellow Pages under 
"Furniture-Retail." 

■ >^w.   ^'y.    ■   ^.^.^ 
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Waverly fabriGS-so nice to come home to 

w'i 
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The style leaders at Waverly have travelled the 
four corners of the globe to help fill your decorating 
needs—whether they be spirited and dramatic or 
classically traditional. 

Waverly fabrics bring to you a vast array of inno- 
vative designs for your home, with Scotchgard-Plus® 
protection, at an unpretentious price. 

Waverly believes your home is your castle— 
don't you? 

Pattern illustrated is Waverly's "Thais! 

'ncs 
SCHUMACHER 

"There 'a a material difference!' 

58 WEST 40th STREET* NEW YORK, NY. 10018 



HCW TO OUTFOX 
THE INFLATDN MACHINE 
Money-saving advice 
from energetic young 
inflation fighter 
Barry Bosworth 

By Caroline Seebohin 

We're going to hava to learn to live with 
inflation—but it may not be as bad as we 
think. That's the word from President 
Carter's inflation adviser, Barry Bos- 
worth, the 36-year-old director of the 
Council on Wage and Price Stability. 
There are ways of coping with it—and in 
fact, inflation is really a sign of ourmore 
humane, democratic times. So said Mr. 
Bosworth, inflation-fighting father of 
two, in a recent question and answer ses- 
sion in his Washington office with House 
& Garden. 

Q. What is going to happen to food 
prices? 
A.  Food prices went up at a very rapid 
rate in the first part of this year. That 
was mainly due to the weather. A very 
harsh winter pushed them up. In addi- 

tion, there have been major increases in 
meat prices, which date back to the grain 
crisis of '72 and '73. Grain prices then 
were pushed up to very high levels and 
so meat producers tried to push up the 
cost of meat accordingly. This caused the 
boycott at that time, you may remember, 
and gradually prices fell. 

Meat producers actually lost money at 
that time, and for several years they 
butchered off their cattle. So far this year, 
ther,e have been lower grain prices and 
an incentive to rebuild the herds. There- 
fore, since they have not been slaughter- 
ing so many cows there has been a reduc- 
tion in the quantity of beef coming to 
market, which pushes prices up. At the 
same time, inflation has pushed other 
meat prices up, so it has not been so easy 
to switch to alternatives, such as pork or 
chicken. 

Although food price inflation has been 
severe, I think the worst is over. I think 
that prices will remain stable or begin to 
come down. There is very little, unfor- 
tunately, that we can do about it—we 
can't legislate for the weather, or create 
more   cows!   (Coutituied   on   page   53) 

k"^' 

Bird watching by Gorham. 
Introducing Gorham's magnificent, life-like collection of "Gallery Birds." A 
major new wildlife series of over twenty subjects. Realistically captured in 
finest porcelain, with remarkable detail. Hand-pamted and mounted on fine 
wood stands. The spirited Cardinal Sculpture, 10" high. $85." Bird watching 
at finest gift and jewelry stores; giftware departments. Unmistakably from 
The Gift World of Gorham, P.O. Box 2823C. Providence, R.I, 02907. 

GORHAM EnniEia 
Gorham Division of Textron Inc. 

'Suggested retail price 

THOMAS JOYCE 
Barry Bosworth with his wife arid chil- 
dren in his inflation-fighting garden. 
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5   tips for 
fighting inflation 

1. Do your own work on your house 
or apartment. Having recently bought 
a home in Washington, we have ended 
up doing most of the remodeling 
work ourselves. We've built bath- 
rooms and fireplaces, and also done 
some landscaping in the garden. If 
you can do it yourself, your savings 
can be considerable. 
2. Grow your own fruits and vege- 
tables, if you can. Even in a small 
space, this can dramatically help cut 
down the cost of food. We have lim- 
ited space, but figure we are able to 
support ourselves entirely with home- 
grown food. Even a window box can 
provide you with herbs and salad 
vegetables. 
3. If the price of a food item is too 
high, switch to something else. Food 
prices are very responsive to con- 
sumer action, and if people were more 
alert to this, they could help keep 
prices down and at the same time 
save money. For instance, in the 
recent iceberg lettuce crisis, people 
switched to spinach. 
4. Get involved in local government. 
Many prices are determined by these 
governments, and citizen action can 
be very effective. Such things as hos- 
pital financing, sales and property 
taxes, and the increased costs of pub- 
lic services are all determined at the 
local level. Go to government meet- 
ings, write to your local representa- 
tive, study spending proposals, form 
citizen action committees, and make 
your views known. 
5. If you are a wage earner or busi- 
ness person, exert moderation. If ev- 
eryone would voluntarily agree to 
hold salary and price increases to be- 
low the level of the last two years or 
salary contract, rather than waiting 
for the next person to do so, inflation 
would be halted. 
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Wedgwood fribh Crysldl Irom Gdlwdy. O Mdlley 

Yesterday,  today and tomorrow. Kumm Cranc is a pamadarly heaunful examlAe of 
U'c'(;ii,'ii'f)oci" Fmc Bone China. AdalHcd }rom our own century-old l)atlern, its soft blending of colors makes it versatile as well as timeless. 

Kiitani Crane is steeped in tradition, and very distinctive indeed. 3-piece place setting is $5'^. 
For free hrochiire. write Wedgxvood. 4\ Madison Avenue. hlewYork lOOlO. 

Wedgwood 



The inllation machine 
continued jioni pa-ic 50 

Q. What is being done to keep down 
medical costs? 
A. For many consumers, the inllation in 
medical care shows up not directly in 
doctors' bills, but indirectly through their 
insurance premiums. That is one of the 
major reasons why we have the problem. 
Since insurance companies will pay 
claims, there is no real incentive to shop 
around, and no real pressure to hold 
down medical fees. It's unrealistic to ex- 
pect consumers to shop around for cheap 
doctors—anyway, few people know 
enough about medical care to be able to 
shop for bargains. 

Another reason for health-care infla- 
tion is that with insurance companies 
paying as they do, hospitals offer a lot of 
services to small groups of people, and 
buy very expensive technical equipment 
that may be utilized only 10 percent of 
the time. So the inflated price you pay for 
a simple procedure like having a baby, 
tor instance, contributes towards all 
these other activities. Furthermore, there 
are too many hospitals with too many 
empty beds. If we could find a way to 
utilize the beds all the time, we could 
keep costs down. 

The only way to regulate the way hos- 
pitals utilize their resources is through 
some form of government regulation; 
and that is what we are working on now. 
There is a bill before Congress, the Hos- 
pital Cost Containment Bill, that 1 hope 
may pass this year, under which the Fed- 
eral Government will set maximum rates 
hospitals can charge. This may force 
them to cover their costs by increasing 
the number of patients that they service, 
and sharing their facilities, rather than 
relying on insurance payments. 

Q, Will home prices continue to sky- 
rocket? 
A. A lot of housing price increases are 
strictly regional. People have the notion 
that home prices have risen much more 
rapidly than the rate of inflation. That's 
true in California, and in most metropol- 
itan areas, but it is not true in a lot of 
smaller cities, or in parts of the Midwest, 
for instance. Once you get away from 
the big metropolitan centers, the price 
increases are not as tremendous. 

Part of the problem is not the increase 
in the cost of materials or labor, but the 
restrictive practices many of the local 
areas put into effect before you can build 
a house. Years ago, if you wanted to put 
up new housing, you'd buy a tract of 
land, level it well, and so forth, and over 
the years people paid for paving the 
streets, building sewers, sidewalks and 
other services through their taxes. To- 
day, more and more local authorities re- 
quire that all these things be paid for up 
Iront, before they will allow new homes 
to be built. So instead of paying for 

Continued on puiic IH2 
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Why the 
Metropolitan Museum reproductions 
make superb presents 

Ihese reproductions are the only copies of the Museum's collections made 
exclusively by and for the Metropolitan Museum itself. 

^ Because they can be made directly from the original works of art under 
Museum supervision and because the craftsmanship is of the highest quality, 
every copy is remarkably faithful to the spirit of the original. 

^ The selection is surprisingly wide: ancient jewelry in gold and silver; 
Oriental and European porcelain; early American glass in crystal and rare 
colors; bronze from Egypt, Greece, China, and the medieval world; silver, 
pewter, brass, and pottery from Colonial America. 

^ The prices range from %j.'yO for a Greek fourth-century B.C. golden dol- 
phin to $520.00 for an eighteenth-century Chinese export porcelain tea service 
decorated in a bold floral design of twenty-seven colors. 

f/S New pieces are added constantly, and the Museum publishes special 
catalogues of these every few months; the 116-page full-color Christmas 
Catalogue is now being issued. In addition to the reproductions, this year's 
catalogue illustrates new Christmas cards, stained glass, art books of particular 
interest, prints of rare Chinese and Japanese paintings, snowflakes, stars, and 
bells in gold and silver, together with more than one hundred other unusual 
presents including the 1979 Calendar, A Treasury of Far Eastern Art. 

f^ To put yourself on the mailing list (most of the reproductions can be 
bought only by mail or at the Museum itself), send the coupon below with 
$1.00 to cover mailing. 

Kr Above: Egyptian Hippopotamus. Bright blue faience decorated with lotus 
flowers. Middle Kingdom, c. 1750 B.C. Length 8". $25.00, shipping $2.00. Add 
state and local taxes for delivery within N.Y. State. 

THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART 
255 Gracie Station, New York 10028 ICIH 

Please send me all advance catalogues of new objects to be issued by the 
Museum during the next year. $1.00 to cover mailing is enclosed. 

ADDRESS- 
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New Orleans' best 
walks, eats, buys 
By Bethany Ewald Bultman 

Much of what brings people to New 
Orleans can be seen on foot. The Preser- 
vation Resource Center, 823 Perdido St., 
is an association of historic neighbor- 
hoods, which can give you maps and 
information about the six most famous 
areas: By water, Bouligny, the Lx)wer 
Garden District, the Irish Channel, the 
Downtown Business District, and Car- 
rollton. It also sponsors the Building 
Watchers Tour, a 3-hour guided tour of 
19th-century architecture in all these 
areas. Having had a look at some of the 
old New Orleans houses, you can then 
go shopping for period architectural ele- 
ments to ship home. 

How to buy old doors, 
windows, fans, brass: 
Local pride in preserving the city's 
neighborhoods and their architecture has 
created a thriving renovation and res- 
toration industry. Not only do the locals 
support the antique shops in the French 
Quarter and on Magazine Street, but 
they have also nurtured the antique ar- 
chitectural building materials market. 
New Orleans Yellow Pages list antique 
shops. Below is a partial list of where to 
find architectural elements. 

Addco (2601 Chartres) is located in 
an 1850s church building. Its three floors 
are crammed full of everything from 
domestic and imported stained and bev- 
eled glass to antique louvered shutters 
fan 8-foot pair is about S90). It excels 
in using salvaged antique cypress for 
custom cabinetmaking. The Carrollton 
Lumber & Wrecking Yard (2938 Leoni- 
54 Continued on page 57 

By Dee Hardie 

Mexico City blooms with color all year 
round—color used with the innocence 
and joyful exuberance of children. A 
huge, handsome hotel has walls of bright 
red or shocking pink. A small gas station 
is painted completely in lavender. It's 
a gay, vibrant city that stimulates the 
eye, the mind, and the appetite. 

For most travelers, Mexico City is 
usually the first stop, but not a long 
stay. The hill towns and beaches beckon 
to those interested in a more casual 
tempo. In a day and a half, however, we 
saturated and satisfied ourselves com- 
pletely, and so can you. But you must 
plan a pattern and a pace—even before 
your plane lands. 

Choose a hotel that is conveniently 
located to your game plan, within walk- 
ing distance of what you want to do, and 
where taxis are easily available. Since 
most of our touring was within Chapul- 
tepec Park (called "Grasshopper Hill" 
by the Aztecs) we chose the Camino 
Real Hotel, a 10-minute walk to the 
National Museum of Anthropology. 

The Camino Real is an arena of space, 
an oasis in this crowded capital of 12 
million. One vast lobby holds a bold 
colossus of red metal by Alexander 
Calder, and broad steps give you the feel- 
ing of ascending an Aztec pyramid. Yet 
small pockets tuck you in everywhere for 

Continued on page 58 

ISlffiS^ Try a diner 
for regional food, 
grand tour France 
by air, plus more 
Diners, oyster bars, barbecue pits, lunch 
counters, tearooms, cafes, truck stops— 
these small-town eateries often serve 
first-rate American food. And for any- 
one who has to drive any distance, espe- 
cially with children, these "diners" fill a 
basic need to eat right, eat cheap, and 
eat regional. And now there's a guide, 
Jane and Michael Stern's Roadfood. 
which lists 400 of these restaurants, in 
almost every state and all within 10 miles 
of a major highway. The book jacket 
promises that "you'll never have to eat 
plastic food again." At your bookstore 
or through the mail from Random House 
/David Obst Books. 201 East 50th 
Street, New York. N.Y, 10022. $6.95; 
$7.70 ppd. 

If your idea of getting something out 
of a vacation is scouring a countryside 
in search of its architecture, food, and 
customs, you probably feel that 19th- 
century travelers had the right idea. 
Henry James, for instance, made some 
very thorough trips to France and even- 
tually wrote a book, A Little Tour in 
France, in which he gives the James to 
33 French towns. (You can buy it today 
from AMS Press, 56 East 13th Street, 
New York, N.Y. 10003, $10.80 ppd.) 
If, however, you have 19th-century 
travel ideas and a 1970s vacation sched- 
ule, you might like to try a little scheme 
from Hilton International and the 
French domestic airline. Air Inter. Three 
minutes from Orly Airport (where many 
Air Inter Flights connect) is the Orly 
Hilton. Make it your home base for a 
week- or 2-week tour of France, then 
fly somewhere different every morning 
and fly back to sleep at night. Air Inter 
flies to 32 towns in France, most of which 

Continued on page 226 
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Diners offer highway charm, good food 



Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
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Out-of-doors, people all decked out in ihei 
Even the occasional downpour makes for a 

nice moment. We recommend waiting j^ 
itoiitjvith a splasliof crystal-clear I 

Smirnoff and tonic or fresh grapefruit 
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ti;is) specializes in the painstai<ing de- 
molition of old houses and its yard is 
licapcd with scrollwork, beams, fancy 
framed windows, archways, ironwork, 
soft red Creole bricks, old footed tubs, 
slate (SO^/' a tile), and Spanish ridge tile 
($1.50 apiece). Its craftsmen will cus- 
tom make screen doors and shutters out 
of old cypress. The Strip Shop (2201 
Tchoupitoulas) has gained a reputation 
far beyond its expert paint-removing 
business. Its extensive stock of architec- 
tural building materials, woodwork, and 
mantels is well organized and the prices 
are clearly marked. It is the best place 
in town to buy old doors and brass, 
porcelain, glass and bronze doorknobs. 
Ricca Demolition Corporation (2645 
Toulouse) has a yard full of large ele- 
ments: staircases, flooring, light fixtures, 
beveled glass, columns, and railings. The 
Bank (5435 Magazine) has the South's 
largest supply of beveled and stained 
glass. It also has unique architectural 
building materials such as a 5-foot carved 
race track tout. The Fan People (1137 
Dante) is a good starting place when 
looking for ceiling fans. In the same 
neighborhood try the White Pillars Eni- 
poriiini (8234 Oak) for wrought iron 
and ornamental brass. The Brass Me- 
nagerie (524 St. Louis) has a good selec- 
tion of old and reproduction solid brass 
hardware. You'll find bell pull ends for 
needlepoint, Dutch door hardware, oak 
toilet seats, and French porcelain sinks. 
For chandeliers and fine French furni- 
ture, French Antiques (225 Royal) 
stands out. 

Shopping: local 
potpourri, Creole 
cookware, Antoine's 
French bread 
Neatly hidden on a side street (723 
Toulouse St.) in the French Quarter, in 
the city's second oldest building ( 1797), 
is Hove—New Orleans's oldest perfume 
manufacturer. It's the source of Creole 
scents like the fragrant Tea Olive or 
Magnolia, potpourris of local flowers 
and exotic blends from all types of rare, 
native ingredients. On Royal Street is 
Cuisine Classique. which has the city's 
finest Creole cooking equipment: French 
drip enamel pots (I litre, $13.50. Wi 
litre, $16.95), black iron skillets, pop- 
over pans, crab boil, file, and an exten- 
sive selection of Southern, Creole, and 
Cajun cookbooks. Near the open air 
vegetable stalls of the French Market is 
the tiny, "old world" Flavorworld. Its 
walls are lined with jars containing 
spices, teas, locally grown peppers, and 
over 250 herbs, many of which are 
grown in south Louisiana. 

Local coffee fans prefer coffee blends 
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like those at the French Market or at the 
Union Coffee. The Christian Women's 
Exchange Shop, next to the Herman 
Grima House, carries the best pralines, 
homemade jellies and preserves. Be 
sure to get plenty of hot pepper jelly. 
For French bread:  Stock vour freezer 
with    bread   from 
(1801 N. Rampart), 
for   Antoine's   and 
restaurants in town, 

A ngelo G cndusa's 
It makes the bread 
other big French 
so order a day in 

advance. For hot bread, straight from the 
oven, go before 11 A.M. "Gigitts," the 
10-inch loaf, 16^ apiece; "Cap Loaf," 8 
inches long and 6 wide. 58^'; "Poor Boy 
Loaf," 32 inches, 48^'; "Muffuletta," the 
round loaf, 48(^. 

For the largest selection of current 
books on New Orleans, as well as an ex- 
tensive collection of books and jazz 
records and silkscreen prints, visit the 
marvelous new emporium, the DeVille 
Bookshop, one-half block from Canal St. 

Where to eat 
Since 1902, Galatoire's has reigned 
supreme for lunch among locals. It has 
some of the city's finest shrimp remou- 
lade, trout amandine, broiled pompano, 
eggs Sardou. caramel custard, and New 
Orleans coft'ee. No reservations. Jackets 
required for men. Go after 1:30 to avoid 
a long wait. (Average meal, $9-$ 15.) 
Jonathan's Restaurant is wonderful down 
to the smallest detail: an Art Deco 
interior, authentic 1930s music, an 
intimate atmosphere, careful attentive 
service, and excellent local food. It is 
the only restaurant in the French Quarter 

with valet parking. Reservations arc 
necessary. (Complete dinner about $ 1 8, 
lunch $5.) For soul food, try Chez 
Helene (1540 N. Robertson Street). 
Order fried chicken, red beans, candied 
yams, greens, and fried onion rings 
doused in garlic. (Average meal, $5.) 
Don't be frightened away by the seedi- 
ness of Busier Holmes (721 Burgundy). 
He is nicknamed the "Red Bean King" 
by Quarterites, who pack the place for 
his fried oysters, fried chicken with gar- 
lic, gumbo, white beans, cornbread, and 
sausage accompanied by a beer or Barq's 
(a local version of root beer)—all for 
under $4. 

The New Orleans "Poor Boy" is 
another institution. Try Parasol's Bar 
(2533 Constance Street), "the true Heart 
of the Irish Channel" (the area between 
the Garden District and the river) for 
those loaves of French bread, sliced open 
and filled with roast beef, fried oysters, 
or hot sausage. For about $2, Jackson 
Square picnickers can buy a super sand- 
wich at the Central or Progress Groceries 
in the French Quarter on Decatur 
Street. It's made from a round loaf of 
Italian bread, sliced and piled high with 
provolone cheese, salami, Italian ham, 
minced garlic, and olive salad as a 
relish. While antiquing on Magazine 
Street, drop by Casamento's on the 
corner of Napoleon Avenue for delicious 
oysters—raw, fried, or served between 
two pieces of buttered pan bread. After 
an afternoon of walking in the French 
Quarter, stop by "the original" Angelo 

Continued on next page 

Aikansas is: 
Seeing An Ozark Craftsman Make 

Something Special From Nothing 
,,   In Particular. 

r'^V'/ 
Carving a duck out of sslmp wood 
is an art passed down'lw gener- 
ations. Same with handmade 
dulcimers, cornshuck dolls and 
white oak baskets. You'll find 
folk art reborn at our craft shows 
this fall. And you can find it all 
on a warm autumn day in the 
natural state . . . Arkansas. 

Arkansaiis a natur^ 
•*.« 

"1 Take A Toll Free Tour: 800-643-8256 
Or write for an Arkansas Fall Calendar li 
of Events: Department of Parks & | 
Tourism, 149 State Capitol, Little li 
Rock, Arkansas 72201. f 
same 

Address. 
City  
State. Zip. _ HG9-78    I 
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ihimiAM^^mamm 
The largest and most spacious cruiseship 
sailing to the Bahamas from Miami. 

lEMERALD SEAS 
3 NIGHT CRUISE TO NASSAU 
On Season S170 to S320 
Off Season S155 to S305 

4 NIGHT CRUISE TO 
NASSAU/FREEPORT 
On Season S210 to S390 
Off Season S190 to S370 
Sailing 3 45 PM every Friday and Monday. 
Rales based on per person, double occupancy 
and availability plus porl tax services 

LAND/SEA TOURS available 
We honor American Express 
Master Charge, BankAmericard and Diners Club 

See your Travel Agent -■ 

EASTERN STEAMSHIP LINESm 
General Sales Agents anO Operators 

PO Box 010882 • Miami, Fla, 33101 • (305) 373-7501 

The Aschaffenburgs' 
home has seventy-five 
bedrooms and a 
great kitchen. 

rlx^ Pontc hartrciin 
I lotol  
2031 St. Charles Avenue 
NewOrtears. LA 70140 (504) 524-0581 

E  Lysle Aschaffenburg. Chairman o( the Board 
Albert Aschaffenburg. President 
Jeffrey D  Schaffer.Vice President & General Manager 

Toll free number 1 800 323 7500 

MEMBER PREFERRED HOTELS ASSOCIATION 

Jhe second, 
hone/moon! 
Put the love back into your loving. 
Live your every fantasy at»oar(j deck 
of a magnificent scfiooner. 
Feel your txxly set aglow by the 
caress of a golden Caribtsean sun 
and your soul set afire by the 
throb of steel drums. 6 intimate 
days and tropical nights of 
feeling a little bit wicked 
and a lot of nice. From $295. 
An adventure for lovers. 
For Great Adventure'bool<let ,    ■ 
write or call toll free 
1-800-327-2600. 

UNndicimiiMilkMttfool 
n«v ^■>a rv.r.t IESI Mjamj Beach, Fla. 33139. 
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Brocato's (617 Ursiilines Avenue), small, 
plain, tile ice-cream parlor, where his 
family has been serving his special 
spumone, cassata, lemon ice, cannoli, 
and terrancino since 1905. 

A good nighttime music club in town 
is located in a renovated brick 1850s ex- 
brothel on Tchoupitoulas Street called 
Rosy's. The oyster bar is superb and the 
jazz is supposed to be the best in the 
South, and you can hear everyone from 
Gato Barbieri and Bobby Short to Allen 
Toussaint. 

For other local treats, try the Camelia 
Grill for a pecan waffle with cane syrup, 
or a Pimm's Cup under ceiling fans at 
the old Napoleon House, Sunday jazz 
brunch at Commander's Palace, coffee 
and beignets 24 hours a day at Cafe du 
Monde  near  the  St.   Louis  Cathedral. 

Where to stay 
It is impossible to walk into the Pont- 
chartrain Hotel without sensing that it 
is lovingly presided over by a New Or- 
leans family. The service in this 100- 
room hotel is excellent. Fifteen luxuri- 
ous suites are the hotel's prize—$100- 
$175; doubles $56-384; and singles 
$46-$64. The Maison de Ville is situated 
far from the 20th century, behind 
wrought-iron gates and semitropical 
plants in an 18th-century French Quarter 
mansion. Each of its 15 rooms and 7 
cottages is furnished with 18th- and 
19th-century antiques. Singles $45-$60; 
doubles $60-$75: suites $110; cottages 
S1 20. 

In the moderate price range is the 
Lamothe House, a 19th-century mansion 
now a guest house, which sits one block 
from the French Quarter on oak-lined 
Esplanade Avenue. Fourteen comfort- 
able bedrooms, each furnished in an- 
tiques. Breakfast is served family style 
on a magnificent mahogany dining table 
with rich, chicory coffee poured from an 
old Sheffield urn. Suite $41-$56; double 
$33; and twin $35. 

What to pack 
Temperatures range from about 70°-90° 
in September and October, with an av- 
erage humidity of 62 percent and sunny 
weather 7 out of 10 days. Dark cottons 
are perfect for this type of semitropical 
fall climate. Be sure to bring a sweater 
or shawl for the air-conditioning in- 
doors. Another must is rain gear—with 
a heavy downpour streets can get flooded 
in a matter of minutes. Espadrilles or 
crepe-soled shoes are best for walking 
on the quaint French Quarter sidewalks. 

How to get there 
New Orleans is accessible from virtually 
every major city in the U.S. Delta flies 
from 31 cities plus London and Vene- 
zuela; Eastern has daily flights from five 

major cities plus Mexico; and National 
flies daily from New "Vork, Miami, San 
Francisco, Los Angeles, Houston, and 
more. New Orleans is also serviced by 
Amtrak and Southern Railways. 

Editor's note: A native of Natchez and 
now, through marriage, a new (ten years) 
native of New Orleans. Bethany Bull- 
man writes often on the South and here 
shares with us her New Orleans note- 
hooks of finds and best bets. ■ 

Mexico City 
continued from page 54 

fun and comfort. And every morning 
they actually sweep the grass. 

We started at the National Museum of 
Anthropology, considered the finest in 
the world, and undoubtedly the only one 
with a cow in the garden. An outside 
exhibition of a Michoacan farmhouse 
features a big black-and-white Holstein, 
chewing contentedly as if in a meadow 
rather than a museum. An amazing 
building, this museum is built U-shaped 
around a large patio in the center, a 
gigantic 70-foot mushroom column sup- 
ports the roof. A circular waterfall cas- 
cades down from the top of the column, 
giving off a gentle spray. 

Spacious rooms surround the patio, 
six of them devoted to the major pre- 
Columbian civilizations of Mexico from 
Teotihuacan to Mayan. Monuments, 
models, and treasures of the past are on 
the first floor. The second floor shows 
how Mexico lives today. 

A 20-minute orientation show could 
start you off, but as it is completely in 
Spanish we skipped it. We also finessed 
the 50<!' English-speaking tour. Quite 
abbreviated, it only takes you into two 
halls. Instead we bought a 25?' guide- 
book in English and had a wonderful 2 
hours choosing our cultures and cos- 
tumes as we wished. Signs are in Span- 
ish, so just remember "1300 A.C." (or 
Ante-Christo) translates to 1300 B.C. 
in English. 

In every room there are show-stoppers, 
but in the Teotihuacan Hall, we were 
especially awed by a full-size replica of 
three tiers of the Temple of Quetzal- 
coatl, and a model of a pyramid in Cho- 
lula, an area near the town of Puebla. 

For visitors planning to go on to the 
southeast and Yucatan, the halls dealing 
with Oaxaca, the Mayans, and Olmecs 
should not be missed. The famous statue 
"The Wrestler" from the Olmec region is 
considered one of the greatest examples 
of art in motion. See if you don't think 
he looks Oriental! 

The Mexica or Aztec Hall is like an 
old friend, familiar. Here, spread with 
such beauty is a replica of the headdress 
of Montezuma made of blue and green 
feathers of the Quetzal bird. Here, too, 
is the Aztec Calendar Stone carved in 
1479 and buried when Cortes and his 
Conquistadores were destroying what is 
now Mexico City. 

On the .second floor, you enter the 
Continued on page 226 



Ihe 3000 mile'^Juess whatrtall. 
^^^ Olv (plustax). 

The small happenings in your life are big events to someone who misses you. 
Share them Long Distance, particularly on Saturday when everybody's home and our 60% interstate 

discount applies. You can call up to 3000 miles for 21C plus tax (only 16C plus lax for each 
minute after the first). For other times to save and details on dialing direct, clip out the chart below and 

put it in your wallet or by your phone. Keep the people you love tuned in to your life. 
Long Distance is the next best thing to being there. 

Save 60% on Long EHstance all day Saturday. 
r LONG DISTANCE INTERSTATE RATES 

(except Alaska and Hawaii)" 
OPERATOR-ASSISTED 

NIGHT |11pm-8am) Sliition-lo 
EVENING S WEEKEND Slalion 
Sgn-fri All day Sat Full Rale 

Spm-llpm toSpmSun All Days, 
35% DISCOUNT 60% OlSCpUNJ All Hours 

Eacd Eacti 
              ftfsl      AdiJI first      Addl Firsts 

Minute Mirnjte* Minute Minute* Mmute Minute* Minutes* 

12         .14         .08 09 

WEEKDAY 
Mon-Fri 

6am-5pm 
 FULL RATE 

Each 
MILEAGE     First      Addl 

Person-to- 
_Person  

Full Rale 
All Days. 
All Hours 

10     $19 

too 
1 10 

First 3 
Minutes*_ 

$1 45 ' 
" red 
It 
2.00 

■f|||-|ll 
CLIP AND SAVE ^U 
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Here in Saronno, we do it all 
for love. 

Just as we have been doing 
for over 450 years. Ever since 
Amaretto, the drink of love, was 
first created in our little town. 

To this very day, nobody 
makes love the way we do in 
Saronno. Here, we still make our 
beautiful Amaretto as we have 
for centuries. We allow the flavor 
to develop slowly, until it is 
elusive and mysterious. Until it 
is so soft and full, it brings 
neither a tear to the eye nor a 
bite to the throat. (Such is not 
love, can;.) 

You can taste our exquisite 
Amaretto di Saronno straight up, 
or on the rocks, or in an intriguing 
mixed drink. You will see that 
with love, anything goes. 

But please remember. 
Amaretto di Saronno is the one 
original drink of love. There are 
other amarettos you can buy. But 
why fool around with love? 

For free food and drink recipe hooks, wrire: 
Dept. 23, Foreign Vintages, Inc., 333 Jericho 
Turnpike, Jericho. New York 11753. I u|u,ni Shpr,.of  Irnporredliv Fun-itriVifiUKf., In.     |<-n. h.K New Y.,rk   © llJTS 
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Amaretto di Saronno: The Original 
From the Village oi Love. 

House  &  Garden 



three 
, test 
spots m 
Sun- 

Pinehurst 
Morth Carolina's and America's 
premier sports resort invites you to 
play all five of our championship golf 
courses. 

Our 24 court tennis complex offers 
clay-court play, proshop and superb 
instructional facilities. 

There's riding, archery, skeet and 
trap, swimming and boating and a 
complete healtn spa. 

Accommodations are first class, 
from the traditions found in our fine 
old hotel to the contemporary feeling 
of our golf and tennis lodges. 

Pinehurst. A great place to play. A 
great place to live. 

sandpiper cove 
Destin, Florida's beaches rank among 
the world's best and Sandpiper Cove 
is Destin's great resort. 

Sea-weathered villas look to the 
Gulf of Mexico where the fishing's su- 
per and the swimming's delightful. 

Use our Yacht Club and Marina, boat 
launch and protected area for your 
trailerable craft. 

There are tennis courts and a par 3 
golf course. 

The Yacht Club offers fine food and 
drink and nightly entertainment. 

Sandpiper Cove is the vacation spot 
along Florida's Gulf Coast. 

For complete information about 
one or all of these sunspots mail the 
coupon or call us collect 504/393- 
1500. 

Diamondhead 
Bay St. Louis, Mississippi is the home 
of our beautiful year-round residential/ 
resort community. 

There are 27 holes of great golf 
course, rolling and oak-bordered. 

Tennis World is exactly that. It's a 
superb eight-clay-court complex sur- 
rounding a fully equipped pro shop. 

The Country Club offers gourmet 
dining and-lively night life. The Yacht 
Club overlooks the Bay and the Ma- 
rina where there's enough room for 
your boat. There's a boat launch, too. 

Diamondhead, the good living com- 
munity, is just 58 miles from fabulous 
[New Orleans. 

I  
I'm interested in your Sunbelt Vacation. 
n Pinehurst. D Sandpiper Cove. 
[ ] Diamondhead. 

Mame  

Address. 

City   State Zip  

Mail to: Diamondhead Corporation 
4500 General DeGaulle Drive 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70114 

From Diamondhead Corporation 
...the good living Company. 
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FACETS 
BY SPIEGEL 

Christmas shopping at its best' An 
exciting new book of great gift ideas 
for yourself and others-from Spiegel, 
the famous catalog company Select 
from the beautiful, the useful, the art- 
ful, and the fanciful fine things to 
enhance your many-faceted lifestyle' 
Send for your FREE copy today! 

FACETS      1061W35THST 
CHICAGO. IL 60609 

Please send me a FREE copy of your new 
Facets gift catalog 

NAME_ 

ADDRESS. 

CITY  -STATE- -ZIP. 
5WW M89 

\bur children can see a 
Smithsonian exhibition... at school. 

Every year, school children travel 
thousands of miles to the Smithsonian 
Institution in Washington, D.C 

But the Smithsonian Institution 
Traveling Exhibition Service (SITES) can 
send exciting, informative exhibitions 
right to your own schools. 

SITES exhibitions are drawn from the 
vast resources of the Smithsonian Institu- 
tion and collections throughout the world. 

It's just another way the Smithsonian 
is helping Americans to know their world 
better. 

Write to SITES, Department PS, 
Washington, D.C 20560. SITES is a 
professional service of the 
Smithsonian Institution. 
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GOING PLACES, 
FINDING THINGS 
Booklets to 
help you plan 
your trip 
To help you plan a better vacation in the 
South, here are some booklets that give 
you information on places to visit, ho- 
tels and resorts, and what to do on your 
fall and winter holiday. Just fill out the 
coupon below and return it. 

PLACES  TO  VISIT 
1. Louisiana . . . for the fun of it! Visit 
a voodoo museum, sample some Cajun 
cooking, or stroll through a 4,700-acre 
"garden forest." 
2. Greater New Orleans for history, 
family fun, sports, cultural attractions, 
night life, shopping, and world-renowned 
festivals. 
3. Louisiana deTours' 7th annual tour 
guide lists 38 tours throughout the state. 
4. Shreveport-Bossier, Louisiana: Be 
our Guest. You can fish, boat, golf; at- 
tend the opera or symphony; visit the 
Branwell Garden and Art Center. Com- 
plete visitor's information,  street map. 
5. Virginia has something for everyone. 
There's history in Williamsburg and 
Jamestown, swimming at Virginia Beach, 
fishing and hiking in the mountains, and 
more. 
6. From the Ozark mountains to the his- 
toric plantations along the Mississippi 
River. .4rkansas—The Natural Destina- 
tion. 
7. The Deltona Corporation's Florida 
Guide Map is a detailed road map in- 
cluding points of interest, campsites, 
state parks, information centers. 

HOTELS  AND  RESORTS 
8. I rench food, French decor, and a 
concierge at your service are part of the 
elegance of the Saint Louis Hotel, in the 
heart of New Orleans's French Quarter. 
9. The Pontchartrain Hotel in New Or- 
leans offers 75 luxurious rooms. Try the 
Caribbean Room for dinner. 
10. Point Clear, Alabama: resort activ- 
ities on Mobile Bay, plus the charm of 
the 19th-century Grand Hotel. 

11. Since 1895, Pinehurst, N.C. has been 
one of America's prime golf resorts. To- 
day, it also offers tennis, swimming, 
horseback riding. 
12. Hilton Head Island in South Caro- 
lina has 12 miles of unspoiled beaches; 
260 species of wildlife; golf, tennis, 
and horseback riding. Accommodations 
available for families or groups. 
13. Kiawah Island is just minutes from 
Charleston, S. C, but you'd hardly know 
it. Take a jeep safari for a back-island 
tour of the wildlife, or relax on the beach. 
Golf, tennis, and other resort activities 
available. 
14. Myrtle Beach and South Carolina's 
Grand Strand—an extensive listing of 
beach accommodations with golf, tennis, 
shuflleboard. 
15. The Tides Inn, in Irvington, Va., has 
yacht cruises, tennis, golf, sailing, fish- 
ing, waterskiing, and a children's sum- 
mer program. 
16. Fripp Island, S. C. is a residential 
and a vacation resort. Tennis, swimming, 
golf, and more. 
17. Diamondhead, Miss.: A resort com- 
munity with plenty of outdoor activities 
for all. 
18. Sandpiper Cove is a leisure com- 
munity on the northwest coast of Florida. 

WHAT  TO  DO 
19. New Orleans Hilton Tours: Play un- 
limited tennis for a weekend or take a 
riverboat ride on the Mississippi—and 
stay at the Hilton. 
20. See America's Space Shuttle, the 
Enterprise; feel the sensations of weight- 
lessness; or experience a simulated space- 
flight—at the Alabama Space and Rock- 
et Center. 
21. Eastern Airlines has Southern tours 
for everyone. Sightsee in historic 
Charleston; play golf in North Carolina; 
or, take a Fly/Drive vacation in Florida. 
Choose a tour from 3 booklets—"The 
Real Walt Disney World and Central 
Florida," "Southern Luxury Vacations," 
and "The Real Florida." 
22. Windjammer Barefoot Cruises take 
you sailing through the Caribbean 
aboard remodeled schooners. Or, you 
can take a trip around the world aboard 
the "Yankee Trader"—ten months of ad- 
venture you'll never forget! 
23. Eastern Steamship's S/S Emerald 
Seas cruises regularly for 3 and 4 nights 
from Florida to the Bahamas. 

Circle the number of each booklet you want. Add $1 for postage and 
handling. Do not send stamps. Allow up to 4 weeks for delivery. Mail to: 
HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. 9A. Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New 
York, N.Y. 10017. 
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Address. 

City  .State. .Zip No._ 
Offer expires  12/15/78 
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Salem Lights. 
Americans largest selling 
low tar menthol cigarette. 
More and more smokers prefer 
the mellow flavor, 
cooling menthol and 
total satisfaction. 
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 

That Cigarette Snnoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. LIGHTS: 11 mg. "tar", 0.8 mg. nicotine av, per cigarette, FTC Report AUG. 11, 

LIGHT lOO's: 11 mg. "tar", 0.9 mg. nicotine av. per cigaratte by FTC method. 



ELECTRONIC 
CIRCUIT By David Lachenbruch 

Good ne^s in TV 
sound and ^de 
screen viewing 
plus facts about headsets 
and a new look 
in stereo equipment 

Q. I've heard there has recently been 
an important improvement in TV 
sound. When will we notice it at home? 
A. You can get the benefits of im- 
proved TV sound right away. Through a 
sophisticated process known as diplex- 
ing, AT&T (the telephone company 
whose nationwide long-distance network 
is used to interconnect television sta- 
tions) now folds the sound channel in 
with the picture to local stations. Previ- 
ously picture and sound traveled sepa- 
rately on difl'erent circuits, and the sound 
waves only carried about one-third of 
the frequencies which are required for 
high fidelity. You can take advantage of 
this improved  sound  by hooking your 

TV set up to your hi-fi system—provid- 
ing your TV has a provision for an ear- 
phone. Simply run an adaptor cable from 
the earphone jack to the "tape" or "aux" 
input jack of your stereo. You will get 
much better sound, though it will fall 
short of true hi-fi, because the sound is 
still being processed by the rather limited 
audio circuits of your TV. Another way 
to receive better sound is to buy a low- 
cost TV sound radio, and connect the 
earphone jack to your stereo system. 
The snag with these radios is that they 
can only time to the VHF channels (2 
through 13). If you really want to bring 
your sound right up-to-date, your other 
choice is to buy a new component called 
a TV sound tuner. This is designed with 
the same precision as a component FM 
tuner and has push-button tuning on the 
12 VHF channels and a click-type tuner 
for UHF. To use it, you tune your TV 
to the desired channel but turn down the 
sound. Then you set the tuner to the 
same channel and adjust the sound with 
the loudness and tone controls of your 
stereo system. The TV sound, of course, 
comes from your stereo speakers. Pio- 

neer has recently produced the first TV 
tuner of this type and it costs just under 
$250. If it strikes a responsive chord 
with consumers, you can expect to see 
other makes in the near future. Mean- 
while, of course, many TV manufactur- 
ers are developing better audio systems, 
which should be seen in improved sets 
within a year. 

Q. Would you recommend head- 
phones as an addition to a stereo sys- 
tem? 
A. There will always be some time 
when a member of the family wants to 
listen to music and the others don't. Un- 
less you have a soundproof listening 
room in your house, this can be accom- 
plished only with headphones. As an 
"addition," they're certainly worthwhile, 
but there's no substitute for a good loud- 
speaker system. When you first put head- 
phones on, the clarity of the music and' 
the directionality of the sound will seem 
extraordinary. This is because with most 
headsets, left-channel soimds are fed to 
the left car and right-channel sounds to 

C'ontiniu'cl on pat^e 6H 

To every woman who has noticed 
something odd about her draperies. 

It isn't just your imagination. 
Most draperies do look sort of odd and 

uneven. 
That's because ordinary pleats allow 

them to hang unevenly. 

PLEATS THAT ALL HANG ALIKE 
ARE WHAT MAKE US DIFFERENT. Spring 
Crest draperies hang uniformly in all positions. 

In fact, they can't hang any other way, 
thanks to a special hidden design in the famous 
Spring Crest pleat. 

So, if your draperies look more like those shown 
on the left than ours on the right, visit your nearest Spring Crest 
Drapery Center 

You'll find friendly, expert help and a storeful of fashionable 
window decorating ideas. 

FREE 1978 HOUSE AND GARDEN 
COLORS. Visit a participating Spring Crest 
Drapery Center and get a free ring of all the 
latest decorator colors while they last. 

Check the Yellow Pages or write Spring 
Crest for the location nearest you. 

Choice franchise areas still available. 

1 

SPRING CREST 
50.^1  W.  I.A.MBF.MT  Rl).,   DEPT.  SK).   BKF.A,   CA  y2621 

U.S.A.. Canada, 
.Japan, Australia orii.-- 

Draperies that hang like a picture. 



Sneak preview 
of a new magazine from the publishers 
of Vogue, Glamour and Mademoiselle 

No—we can't tell you exactly what will 
be in Issue One of the first new publica- 
tion from Cond^ Nast in nearly 40 years. 

That's still top secret. 
But we can tell you this: 
if you like the self-improvement articles 

in VOGGE, the self-help guides in 
GLAMOUR, the self-knowledge quizzes in 
AAADEMOISELLE... 

...You'll love SELF—a monthly 
"how-to" guide to help you develop 
total health and fitness of body, spirit 
and mind. 

SELF will be brimming with tips on 
new ways to higher energy, vitality, joy 
and an overall sense of physical and 
emotional well-being in your life. 

Self-shape-up. Here, at last, is a 
realistic magazine full of new ways to feel 
(and thus look and do) your best. New 
ways to get exercise even if the very word 
gives you chills. New ways to diet, even if 
you eat at McDonald's, Chinese, French 
and Italian restaurants. How to find a sport 
you'll love because it's in tune with your 
personality. How to walk to keep fit, 
calorie-proof your shopping list, and give 
a super-easy, low-calorie party. 

Self-care. You'll learn to make the 
most of your natural individual good 
looks. How an iron-rich diet can give you 
a healthy glow. How to make your clothes 
reflect your personality. A routine to 
preserve your skin's health and beauty for 

a lifetime. You'll learn how to tell if you 
need vitamins. How to be your own 
medical diagnostician. How to choose a 
contraceptive that's right for you 
emotionally. 

Self-expansion. SELF will tune you in 
on breakthroughs in science and 
medicine you'll want to know about and 
talk about. How leading medical 
researchers say we have more power than 
a physician to cure our own ills. How 
sexologists have found new ways to 
fulfillment in "transcendental sex." We'll 
tell you where to learn yoga, photography, 
or how to start a business. About relaxing 
mini-vacations that can also teach you to 
improve your sports ability, develop your 
own creative abilities, glide, sail, survive in 
the wilderness. 

Self-awareness. With guidance 
from experts, psychologists, therapists, 
SELF will help you explore your self- 
perceptions, needs, desires, talents and 
make the most of them. How to rate your 
body and mind self-image, make a poor 
self-image work for you. You'll learn from 
others how they and therefore you might 
cope with a bad marriage or job situation. 
From candid articles by celebrities you'll 
discover how people in the limelight deal 
with difficulties; for example, how Dick 
Cavett or Carol Burnett developed self- 
confidence. 

Self-reliance. SELF will help you with 
career and money matters. We'll guide 

you to such things as medical 
insurance, mortgages, investments. 
You'll come to understand the views of 
others. We'll explore with you how to work 
with and live with men—real men, not 
stereotypes; understand why he tells you 
about other women, or what he sees in 
centerfolds, and how to get him to be 
himself with you. 

There's even more to SELF. And in 
addition we'll share with you what's new 
and exciting in arts, movies, sports, travel. 
Give you excerpts from the latest best- 
sellers. Do some fascinating people- 
watching in Washington, Hollywood and 
on Broadway. 

Be among the first to see SELF. 
Here's your opportunity to become a 
Charter Subscriber to SELF, receive a 
copy from us before its January, 1979 
newsstand debut, and save 47% off the 
newsstand price the first year, and the 
second year if you decide to renew. The 
coupon below entitles you to 12 issues of 
SELF for just $7.97—that's $7.03 less 
than the single-copy cost 

Furthermore, you risk nothing. Do not 
send any money now. And if you're not 
intrigued and delighted with your first 
issue, simply write "cancel" on your bill 
and the matter will be closed. 

Mail the card or coupon below today. 
Let us help you to happier, healthier, 
more joyous living. That's what SELF is 
ail about. 

SELF...for the woman who 
hasn^t stopped growing. 
Order now for 47% 
Charter Subscription 
savings. 

Charter Subscription Offer 
Save 97.03 

Mail to: SELF, P.O. Box 5267, Boulder, Colo. 80321 

Please enroll the undersigned as a Charter Subscriber to SELF at 
the special rate of 12 issues for just $7.97—a saving of 47% off the 
newsstand price of $15. Also, please record that this low rate is 
guaranteed for another year if the subscription is renewed. 

address. 

city  state. zip- 

SEND MO MOHEY! We will bill you later. If you are not delighted 
with the first issue, you may write "cancel" on your bill and the 
matter will be closed. 
Publication date slated for January, 1979. 4H8D 
For Canada and Mexico add ^3 for extra postage. 



Discerning interpretation of 
classic design themes 

for modern day interiors 
is a hallmark of Henredon. 

This authentically inspired 
full-length mesh door china 
with elegant carved decoration-^ 
also available in 
antiqued ivory and gold — 

is ideal for displaying 
porcelain, antiques, objets d'art 

or a special collection. 
Such timeless style, 

careful workmanship 
and contemporary significance 
is found throughout 

the Four Centuries dining, 
living and bedroom collection 
which can be seen by 

sending $1.00 for brochure 
to Henredon, Depl. G-98, 

Morganton, NC 28655. 

Henredon 
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ELECTRONIC 
CIRCUIT  
contiiuied from page 64 

the light car. In "normal"' listening with- 
in a room, you don't hear that degree of 
separation. Music from both sound chan- 
nels goes into both ears. Some people 
I eel   too  isolated  when  wearing  head- 
phones,   others   dislike   the   weight.   A 
newer "open" type rests lightly on the 

ear and permits other outside 
noise to filter through, which 

minimizes both problems. 
One important thing to 

remember is that the 
sound should not be 
turned   up  too 
loud. Prolonged or 
repeated misuse 

- of   this   kind   may 
damage hearing. BOOTW '7» 

Q. What are the newest ideas in the 
look of stereo component equipment? 
A. Would you believe that thousands 
of people went to a recent New York 
Museum of Modern Art exhibition to 
look at hi-fi equipment without listening 
to a single note of music? The instru- 
ments were selected for their "visual ele- 
gance" and were all made by the Danish 
firm of Bang & Olufsen. Not one of the 
34 pieces on show was designed with a 
single knob in evidence. They are con- 
trolled with touch panels. Small lighted 
arrows and other symbols often take the 
place of words to signify what panel does 
what. This sleek, slim, and unobtrusive 
look presents an alternative to the "tech- 
nological" look. Some people like to fid- 
dle with lots of biittons and knobs. On 
the other hand, as Danish designer Jakob 
Jensen says: "It is not necessary to be a 
technician to play Beethoven." 

Q. We'd like to ^et a super-size TV 
for our recreation room, hut most of 
them take up too much space. Is there 
such a thing as a "compact" version? 
A. There's a new one which is only 24 
inches deep, protruding from the wall 
about the same amount as a 25-inch con- 
sole. It's the first home-projection tele- 
vision set built by a major American 
manufacturer (General Electric), as well 
as the first rear-projection set to be of- 
fered on the home market. (Rear-pro- 
jection simply means that the picture is 
beamed from the rear onto a translucent 
screen, rather than from the front onto 
a reflective one.) Called "Widescreen 
1000," it has a picture that covers 1,003 
square inches—about three times the 
size of a standard 25-inch direct-view set. 
The cabinet is about 50 inches high and 
70 inches wide. Cost is around $2,800. 
Several other new one-piece projection 
sets are quite compact. All front-projec- 
tion systems, they fold up to save space 
when not in use. Panasonic, Quasar, and 
Sony have models in this category. ■ 
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As a part of breakfast, V-8 Cocktail Vegetable Juice 
is a healthful blend of 8 vegetables that tastes 

terrific and is naturally low in calories. Only 
35 calories a 6-ounce serving. 

Remember, the time 
to think of havins^'V-r'b before 

-        yoiiVe had something else. 
V-S ' IS a ie3ist»r«<3 iiaH^mutt o) Campbett Soup Cofi^tny 
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DECORATE IT 
YOURSELF      _ 
How to prepare 
your ^alls 
for painting 

Strp  2.  Fill with steel wool or wadded 
newspaper. 

plus paints for special surfaces, 
painting over wallpaper, what a 
paint label can tell you, tips on 
storing paint, and a special note 
about painting walls and 
ceilings in older buildings. 

By Mary Cole 
II \our walls are in perfect condition 
you can consider yourself lucky. Most of 
the real work in painting is the prepara- 
tion of the surface to be painted—about 
SO percent of it, according to David 
Barton, president of the Murray Hill 
Painting Company. Here are his helpful 
guidelines to preparation for a successful 
paint job. 

Cover furniture and move it awa\ 
from the walls or out of the room. Re- 
move curtains, pictures, and picture 
hooks. 

Unscrew ceiling and wall fixtures. 
Remove switchplates and outlet plates. 
Any hardware that can't be removed 
(bookcase uprights attached to the wall, 
metal window locks and pulls, etc.) can 
be protected with a thin coat of petro- 
leum jelly. After you've painted, spat- 
ters will wipe away along with the pe- 
troleum jelly. 

Wash your walls. This isn't as hard as 
it sounds, if you tackle them in a spirited 
way. Wear rubber gloves. Use a big ab- 
sorbent sponge, and a no-rinse detergcni 
like Soilax or Spic & Span. Mildew 
should be removed with household 
bleach. 

Scrape or sand away any loose paint. 
Repair small cracks and flaws in walls 

and ceilings (see House Fixer, page 
86). 

For cracks at ceiling and wall junc- 
tures or at a window- or door-frame 
edge, follow these directions: 
Stpp 1. Stress out the edge of the crack 
or hole with a screwdriver. 

>/<•/> :i. Cover steel wool or newspaper 
with patching compound. 

Sirp   1.   I ay fiberglass wall  tape over 
Miipound. 

>f 

iW \ 
Step 5. Using your hand or a putty 
knife to secure the top of the tape, pull 
down the length of the tape with a trow- 
el, pressing hard to remove excess com- 
pound. (Continued on pcific 74) 

<EITH TRUMBO 
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Furniture by 

r/j^lv/J'/M^//!^^7j^^^ 
At these fine stores: 

CALIFORNIA 
Hawaiian Gardens  Lee's 

Traditional Galleries, 
Santa Monica Aaron Scott' 
LOUISIANA 
Metairie .... Taylor Furniture Co. 
MAINE 
Alfred Folsom's 
Bangor Bangor Furniture 
Hallowell Rollins Furniture 

Alfred Folsom's ^ 'i 
Bangor Bangor Furniture v\ 
Hallowell Rollins Furniture ( i 
MASSACHUSETTS -j 
Canton Connors Wayside )k 

Furniture Ifr 
Dennisport Whitney Wayside 
NEW HAMPSHIRE S 
Ossipee Green Mountain 
Rye Home Center q 
Suncook Suburban Furniture i " 
NEW MEXICO 
Albuquerque Eckert'sl 
NORTH CAROLINA I 

!^ 

High Point. . . . . .Annex Furniture 
OREGON 
Pendleton. . . . . Hiskey's Furniture 
Tigard ...... Ripley's Maple Shop 
RHODE ISLAND 
North Kingston McKay's 

Furniture 
TENNESSEE 
Goodlettsville  Hickory 

Galleries 
Memphis . . . Hermann's Furniture 
TEXAS 
Dallas  . . Hathaway Cottage 
WASHINGTON 
Anacortes. . .  Kempthorn 

Galleries 
Hoquiam . . . . . Quimby & Wilson 

Colonial Shop 
Olympia . . . . . . Keeton's Town & 

Country 
Spokane.... .Larsen & Associates 
Tacoma .... . . . . Cram's Interiors 
Yakima  .... . . . . . Sage Furniture 

Harden Furniture 
McConnellsville, N.Y. 13401 



Look for the lasting beauty of high-styled upholstery 
rics of stain-resistiint Herculon at better stores everyW 



GROWING GOURDS FOR COLOR AND SHADE 
By Sharon Graham 

Ornamental gourds are colorful to grow. 
First, the vines give you yellow trumpet- 
shaped blossoms and later varied, non- 
edible fruit—gourds—in yellows, greens, 
oranges, and milky white. 

Small gourds are fast growing and 
very easy to take care of. You can train 
them along a fence or on a trellis. If you 
put trellis around a porch or patio, the 
plants   will   provide  an   attractive  sun- 

screen that lets the breeze come through. 
Prepare the soil as you would to plant 

any garden seeds. Fork and turn the 
earth in a sunny spot 6 to 8 inches down. 
Mix in compost or peat moss if needed 
for lightness of texture, then rake 
smooth. No fertilizer is necessary imless 
you have extremely poor soil. 

Make a shallow row with a hoe and 
water the bottom of the row. This will 
help the seeds to germinate quickly. 
If you are in a hurry to see the plants 

SWEDISH PRODUCTS 
ARE BUILT 

TO LAST FOREVER. 
THIS ONE WOirr LAST 

A MINUTE. 
Those crafty Swedes have 
created a product 
that turns the simplest 
snack into a spe- 
cial occasion. 

Wasa Crisp 
Bread—a thin, 
delicious, crispy, 
textured bread is 
the Swedish staff 
of life; the 
national bread 
of Sweden. 
You simply 
garnish a    ffe 
Wasa Crisp 
Bread with 
just about anything 
that tastes good — 
meat, cheese, salad 
—even a little jam. 

The result is a 
concoction that 
isn't just everyday 
good —it's Yumpin' 
Yimminy good. 
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And 
Wasa Crisp 

Bread is one 
of the few 

scrumptious 
things that's 
good for you. 
What's more, 

our Crisp 
Bread is 100% 

natgral-there's 
nothing artificial. 

For instance, 
our rye varieties 

are made from 
whole grain rye. 
And Wasa Crisp 

Bread is prob- 
ably higher in 

natural bran fiber 
and lower in calories 

than the bread 
you're eating now, 

Wasa Crisp 
Bread: the Swedish product that's 
made not to last. 

atlSP BREAD 

irsoNiyNAniRAL. 

come up, speed things along a bit b\ 
soaking the seeds in warm water over- 
night. Be careful not to get water on the 
soil you'll be using to cover the seeds— 
damp soil bakes in the sun, forming a 
crust that makes it difficult for seedlings 
to break through the ground. Drop the 
seeds on the wet soil about 5 inches apart 
and cover with V2 inch of soil. When the 
young vines begin to develop tendrils, it 
is time to provide them with something 
to climb. An easy way to do this, if you're 
growing vines by the porch, is with 
string. Fasten one end of a piece of string 
to a small stake and stick it in the ground 
behind the gourd row. Fasten the other 
end of the string to the porch roof with 
a nail. Space the strings about a foot 
apart. Train the vines to climb up by 
winding them around the strings. 

When the fruit appears, let the gourds 
ripen fully before picking. Wait until the 
stem dries up. Be careful not to bruise 
them and place them in a warm airy spot. 
When dry, the seeds will rattle when you 
give the gourd a shake and it will be 
Hght. 

Gourds may be painted, lacquered or 
left natural. Gourds such as the dishrag.^ 
gourd or Luffa are useful for their inside 
fiber. All you have to do is soak Luffas 
in water until the skin softens and can be 
stripped off, and then sun-dry the 
spongelike core, for years of use in your 
sink or bathtub. ■ 

COMING 
NEXT MONTH: 
FABULOUS FALL 
DECORATING 
APARTMENTS AND 
THE ART OF 
SMALL-SPACE LIVING 
SMART IDEAS 
WITH COLOR 
AND FABRIC 
DELECTABLE 
CHOCOLATE- 
ON-CHOCOLATE 
DESSERTS 
DON'T MISS 
OCTOBER 
HOUSE & GARDEN 
ON YOUR NEWSSTAND 

House &  Garden , |  '1^ 
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Now 
Ifs a satisfying 

decision. 
Like many people you may recently 

have switched to a lower tar cigarette, with 
milder flavor. 

But as your tastes have changed, you 
may have found yourself reaching for a 
cigarette even lower in tar. An ultra-low tar 
alternative that satisfies your new tastes 
in smoking. 

Then the decision is Now. 
Now has only 2 mg tar. And bear this 

in mind: todays Now has the most satisfying 
^^^^ taste in any cigarette 

so low in tar. o<^ 

Now 
; '-'* 

■' A^..^^^mmm:■ 

NOW 

Only 2 mg tar. Significantly lower than 98% of all cigarettes sold. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

FILTER, MENTHOL: 2 mg. "tar", .2 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC methoti. 
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Step 6. Smooth any compound left on 
the uall avva\ from the edges of the tape 
with dampened fingers or a putty knife 
to blend the tape with the wall and pre- 
vent peeling. When compound and tape 
are dry, cover with a thin coat of spack- 
le, let dry, and sand smooth to the level 
of the wall. 

Tip:  Use a hand-held hair drier to 
speed-dry spackle or compound. 

If old moldings, baseboards, trim, or 
cabinets are removed from the wall, you 
can correct bare uneven wall .surfaces 
and outlines of excess paint using spackle 
and tape. 
Step 1. Using a putty knife, scrape 
away excess paint about a half inch on 
either side of the uneven surface. 

Step 2. Generously apply spackle 
down the strip of bare wall, using a putty 
knife and short diagonal crosshatched 
or feathered strokes. 

/ 

TED HARDIN 

t-ir ""^^.m. 

Step 3.  Apply  fiberglass  tape as  you, 
would  for cracks,  and  continue  as  in 
steps 4, 5, and 6, above. 

Always spot prime all patched areas to 
prevent "holidays"" or skipped areas from 
ruining your paint job. 

To patch large gaping holes, see House 
Fixer, page 86. 

Canvassing 
One of the finest ways to prepare walls 
and ceilings for paint is to cover them 
with lining canvas. In fact, some profes- 

Continned on page 76 
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DESIGNS 
FOR LIVING 

. . . house styles for every family, every region, every budget 
selected from The 1978-79 Encyclopedia Of Home Designs 

If you've visualized exactly the house you want, you may recognize 
the floor plans for it annong the popular top favorite styles in this port- 
folio. If you're still undecided about the house that will suit you best, 

these designs fronn Master Plan Service will surely help you nnake up your 
mind. Master Plan blueprints, available by mail, cover a variety of price ranges 

and every popular house style, contemporary and traditional. Some houses 
are planned so that they can be built in stages; some offer options; all offer 

building flexibility. No wonder Master Plan Service was a recent award winner 
for home design excellence in the Habitation Space international competition. 

Floor plan and description of the house shown above appear on the following page, as 
do instructions for ordering blueprints of this and the other five house designs shown. 

Master Plan Service - A Silver Hexagon International Award Winner 



Western ranch style 
set by long loggia, 
hand-split shake roof 
House No. 200 

SIZE: 1,830 square feet excluding garoge, porches and terroces 
OVER-ALL DIMENSIONS: 65' X 86' 

Here is a house in authentic ranch style with its long loggia, 
posts and braces, hand-split shake roof and cross-buck 
doors. Two wings sprawl at an angle on either side of a 
Texas-sized hexagonal living room. Directly across from 
the double-door entrance, this sunken living room is two 
steps lower and enclosed by two solid walls (one pierced by 
a fireplace), two 10 walls of almost solid glass (glass slid- 
ing doors), and two walls opened wide as entrances from 

foyer and to dining room. For outdoor living and dining,| 
porch bounds the room on three sides. Dining-room wit 
contains kitchen-family room, laundry, full bath and gil 
rage, in the sleeping wing, three of four bedrooms line thl 
rear elevation for privacy. Master suite includes its owl 
bath, dressing room and built-in vanity. A 10' counter wit| 
two lavatories wraps around the angled walls of the ha^ 
bath. The storage and closet space is abundant throughou I 

It's quick and easy to oDtain Diueprints 
Use the convenient order coupon below to obtain low cost professional 
blueprints for your new home. Here's all you do: 

1 . Print your nanne and address legibly on the indicated lines. 
2. Write in the plan nunnber of the home for which you want blueprints. 
3. Put the coupon in the mail with your check or money order for the 

total amount of your purchase. 

Master Plan Service pays for parcel post shipping of your blueprints. Please 
allow at least 2 to 3 weeks for delivery (3 to 4 weeks to Canada). For more 
immediate service see air mail rate on coupon. 

BLUEPRINT ORDER FORM NO. 1 

ONE SET FOR ONE HOUSE 

Additional sets for same house 

$75 

$15 

Please send me sets of plans No. 

D    5 set plan pxackage 
D send o'r mail (S6 outside U.S.A.) 5 sets 
n send C.O.D. (U.S.A. only) 
(Prices subject to change 6 months after 
publication date of this book.) 

NAME 
STREET 

CITY_ 

S105 
$2.00 
$1.75 

Total. 

STATE_ ZIP_ 

MASTER PLAN SERVICE, INC.. 

89 EAST JERICHO TURNPIKE 

DEPT. HG 

MINEOLA,N.Y. 11501 

BLUEPRINT ORDER FORM NO. 2 

ONE SET FOR ONE HOUSE 

Additional sets for same liouse 

Please send me sets of plans No. 

D    5 set plan package 
n send air mail ($6 outside U.S.A.) 5 sets 
D send C.O.D. (U.S.A. only) 
(Prices subject to change 6 months after 
publication date of this book.) 

$105 
S2.00 
$1.75, 

Total. 

NAME 

STREET 

CITY_ STATE. ZIP_ 

MASTER PLAN SERVICE, INC.. 

69 EAST JERICHO TURNPIKE 

DEPT. HG 

MINEOLA, N.Y.11501 



p/ft-ent/y design 
ffords extra space 
n living, entertaining 

LOWER  LEVEL 

SIZE: 1,879 squore feet on upper level, excluding decks 
1,509 square feef on lower level, excluding garage and porch 

^e split-entry design, basically a one-story ranch with a 

isement which has been raised out of the ground, offers 

>od use of space. Without actually adding a second story, 

is house provides the dual advantages of two floors of 

'ing area and larger windows on the lower floor. The en- 

y between upper and lower levels prevents unnecessary 

eps, channeling traffic to its proper destination. It has 

1 angled wall, a wrought-iron-railed balcony, a 90-degree- 

irned staircase, and a one-and-a-half-story ceiling. This 

dramatic entrance leads up to the main level where there 

are three bedrooms, a kitchen-breakfast room and open- 

planned living and dining rooms, separated by a circular- 

hooded, open fireplace. The semi-octagonal living room 

has a four-way view and a large surrounding deck. Down- 

stairs, the recreation room is built in the same shape as 

the living room, and has a fireplace and sunken porch. 

Storage on a large scale fills the crannies on this floor. 

And the two bedrooms bring the full complement to five. 



Gambrel-roofed 
Dutch Colonial 
has farmhouse look 
House No. 202 

o- 

first floor 

The traditional charm of American farmhouse style is found 
in a design which has the casual, "added-on" look so often a 
part of our architectural heritage. In plan, the main, two- 
story section of the house is angled away from a garage 
wing. Stylistic details include a gambrel roof, a deep and 
imposing f ieldstone chimney, a garage cupola (it ventilates 
the roof area), clapboard siding and barnlike, arched open- 
ings which form a small  entrance veranda and  continue 

SIZE: 1,156 square feet on first floor 
881 squore feet on the second floor 

OVER-ALL DIMENSIONS: 43' 4" X 68'  10" 

second floor! 

across garage doors. The interior plan is simple and direct. 
A foyer opens on one side to a pleasant living room with a 
large bowed window and, on the other, to a combination 
family-kitchen. A separate dining room lies between. A| 
curving staircase leads to a master suite with dressing area 
and bath and two other bedrooms and bath. Outdoor living 
is generously provided with a side porch off the living 
room and a rear terrace off the laundry and family area. 



(harming bungalow 
^in grow with 
i^eds and budget 
f- use No. 203 

PB^HI] 
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first fic ndfic second tloor 

,131 square feet first floor excluding garage and porch 
599 square feet second floor expansion 

HL DIMENSIONS: 64'1" x 33' 

re is an almost minimum home in one of the most pleas- 
t and familiar styles—Early American. It can be built 
stages, if desired, providing finished living room, 

M'ly-kitchen area, two bedrooms and bath on the first 
or. Then later, as time and budget permit, the upper 
3ry can be turned into two bedrooms and bath. From a 
rch with posts and graceful arches, a vestibule with coat 
}set opens from a main entrance at right angles to the 
pade, providing a measure of privacy for the living room. 

A stairway demarcates living room on the left, combina- 
tion family-kitchen area on the right. For families who 
like an informal life style, the latter more than makes up 
for the lack of a separate dining room. Over 17 feet long, 
it includes an L-shaped work area and a large dining corner 
near a big bay window. The two lower-floor bedrooms and 
the bath are accessible both from the family area and the 
living room. Two-car garage has side entry, door to liv- 
ing room. Garage wall provides privacy for rear terrace. 

=^^^^     .. . ...liihiiniP 



Mediterranean styling 
adapts to today's 
contemporary living 
House No. 204 

sizt: 1,048 square feet on first floor excluding porches and garage 
922 square feet on second floor excluding balconies 

ovER-At L DIMENSIONS:  47' 7" x 48' 8" 

The Mediterranean quality of this design stems from the 
massive stone facade, stucco walls, balconies and arched 
entranceway. Walking through the archway is like walking 
through a 4'-thick wall, an illusion created by the wrap- 
around design of the wall protecting a 12'xl8' covered 
entrance court. Inside the 5'-wide paneled entrance doors, 
the foyer affords direct access to a 25'-long living room 
and an almost 29'-long family room-kitchen, both of which 

first floor second floor 

open conveniently to the dining room. Living and diniiiii 
rooms have access to a porch; family room-kitchen to i 
terrace. Powder room and laundry are also included on t'dm 
first floor. Upstairs, master bedroom, off its own foy< I , 
has a beamed cathedral ceiling and 8'xl2' cathedral wiJll 
dow. Among its other luxurious touches are a fireplace, 
recessed sitting area, 14' wall of closets, private bath ai^ ''^ 
balcony. Two other bedrooms share a bath and balcor 



raditional details 
Id to charm 
^side and out 
wse No. 205 

SIZE; 1.843 square feet on first floor 
excluding porch and garage 
2,309 square feet on second floor 

ovER-Ai L DIMENSIONS: 59' 10" x 39' 2" first floor 

'tiis impressive house contains over 4,000 square feet on 
vo floors plus a third floor for storage or future expansion 
> a studio, with the addition of a rear dormer. The hand- 
>me exterior with its stone, brick, half-timber, stucco, 
irrets, bays, overhang and massive chimney is distinctive- 

English Tudor. Visual variety, so pleasing outside, is 
>ntinued indoors as well. A vestibule forms the primary 
itrance.   Flanked  by  a  turret-shaped  powder  room  and 

second floor 

walk-in guest closet, it opens to an octagonal foyer which 
directs traffic to all parts of the house. Sunken living room 
has a window seat and fireplace; library, in the shape of a 
large bay, has access to a garden; the family room opens 
to a recessed porch. Service entrance, laundry and a bath 
are adjacent to the kitchen, where a bay window offers a 
pleasant location for breakfast. Second floor contains five 
huge bedrooms and three baths, includes a master suite. 

f you'd like to see more designs before you decide... 
Advt. 



Yon won't havej^ook anywhere else 
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is right here in the new Encyelopedia 
My wife and I looked through scores of magazines on home 
designs but were never impressed — we felt we wanted 
something different — after all, we would be spending a 
good part of our lives in this new home of ours and we 
wanted to be sure it would be something that would satisfy 
the large investment we were making. Then we found the 
Encyclopedia of Home Designs and we stopped looking else- 
where. There were hundreds of Home Designs of every size 
and evdry style, plus information on how to choose a par- 
ticular design, building costs, plus a handy booklet on prod- 
ucts we can purchase for our new home. 

Now included in all plans — Free energy cost saving 
construction information for up to 70% savings. 

MASTER PLAN SERVICE, INC. DEPT HG 
89 East Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N.Y. 11501 

Please  send  me,  postpaid  copies of the Encyclopedia of 

Home Designs at $15.00 per copy. I enclose $ . 

n Check or money order enclosed. ($16.00 outside U.S.A.) 
□ Send Airmail (Postage $2 extra) (U.S. Only). 

This experience is typical. The Encyclo 
pedia, originally compiled for design and 
building professionals, has become for 
thousands of home-seeking families every 
year their complete guidebook. Beyond 
its authoritative information on many 
subjects, it offers the most comprehen- 
sive selections of home designs ever as- 
sembled in one source. 
• Over 400 house designs, from traditional 

to modern, 2 bedrooms to 5,1 to 4 baths. 
• Ranches,   Cape  Cods,  Colonial,  Split 

Level — every type. 
• 250 pages — 17 inches by W/i — over 

1,500 illustrations. 
• Six major sections of designs including 

vacation homes. 
Technical drawings for building cost 
estimating included for 60 of the most 
popular designs. 

The Encyclopedia is the most complete 
collection of home designs in one book 
available anywhere. 
Price $15.00 ($16. outside U.S.A.) 
Construction blueprints available on all 
designs. 

Order your Encyclopedia today. 

MASTER PLAN SERVICE INC. 
89 East Jericho Tpke., Mineola, N.Y. 11501 

* Recipient of International Design Award 



One great chair deserves anothen 
So our famous Wall-SaverVecliner now comes 

with a matching swivel rocker. 

Our innovative Wall-Stiver* recliner 

h.is est.il)lished a new standard ot excellence in 

this kind ot chair. Excellence in com- 

lorl, design .^nd a smoothly oper- «--A 

aling, patented mechanism that enal)les i\ \/TD 

you to position the recliner only -lA J—>i^_27 

inches from the wall. How could ^GLINE 

we improve on a chair that I       0 

seems to have .M^^t 

RECLINER   DIVISION  OF 

Lane^ 

everything going for it? By introducing 

its "Action-mate'" "^a swivel rocker that's an identical 

rn to the recliner. Same 

im profile styling with T-cushion 

/  II   M  I    ] seat, contoured back, semi-loose 

^'—^^-'^ and tufted back cushion. "Action- 

'"®'°'' °'' mates'" " by Lane. Like the two 
® - l'^ ^"^ ot you, they were meant 

L X V^ for each other. 

For your " ActionC hair" dealer, phone free (except Alaska and Hawaii): 
800-243-6000. In Conn., 1-800-882-6500. 
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DECORATE IT 
YOURSELF  
continued from page 74 

sional painters always canvas walls be- 
fore painting them, for a truly long-last- 
ing job. Lining canvas provides a 
smooth, even base over uneven or badly 
scarred wails that have been properly 
prepared, and helps hold together walls 
that tend to crack. Lining canvas is cloth, 
coated with a mixture of vinyl and white 
acrylic paint. Although it is thinner and 
lighter than ordinary wall covering, lin- 
ing canvas is applied in exactly the same 
way (see page 101), then primed and 
painted. Wall-Tex is one manufacturer 
that makes lining canvas. One 16-foot 
roll covers about 36 square feet, and 
costs about 50o a square foot. 

What paint where? 
For kitchens, bathrooms, and utility 
rooms: General!}, an alkyd paint to pre- 
vent puckering from humidity. A high or 
semigloss finish for washability. 
For painted woodwork and trim: David 
Barton recommends an alkyd paint for 
durability, even when using latex paint 
in the rest of the room. A semigloss or 
high gloss finish for washability. 
For wood floors: An alkyd or latex floor 
enamel made to withstand traffic. 

For concrete floors: A latex floor and 
deck enamel on a surface prepared in the 
same way as a masonry wall. 
For masonry walls (brick, cinder block, 
stucco, concrete): Latex paint lets ma- 
sonry "breathe" without peeling, fills 
rough pores, adheres well, and is resistant 
to the alkalis in masonry, which may 
cause alkyd or oil-base paints to deterio- 
rate. Preparation is especially important. 
To remove any efflorescence (white salty- 
looking deposits) and etch the surface, 
wash with a 10 percent solution of muri- 
atic acid in water, using a fiber brush. 
(Follow directions carefully and wear 
gloves—muriatic acid is highly caustic.) 
Let stand 10 minutes, then hose down 
thoroughly with clear water. When dry. 
fill all cracks with a masonry patching 
compound, latex concrete patch, or 
calking compound. If the surface is very 
porous, apply an alkali-resistant primer 
or block filler. 
For sinks, ceramic and metal tile, plastic 
laminate countertops, refrigerators, fi- 
berglass, and glass: Janovic/Plaza rec- 
ommends epoxy paint. First, wash off 
grease, dirt, oil, or soap: then wash again 
with washing soda. Sand or apply a 
bonding agent with a mohair roller. 
When dry, use a natural bristle brush to 
apply the epoxy paint, making sure that 
nothing is left uncovered, especially 
around drains, fixtures, and edges. Water 
can seep through even a pinhole in the 
finish and ruin your paint job. 

The American Horticultural 
; Society Invites you to send 
;   for FREE catalog. 
i    Dramatic and unusual plants to beautify your 
;    home. Hanging plants. Flowering plants. Exotic 
,    plants you've never seen before. Spectacular 
;    plants to fill a comer. Plants of fascinating shapes 

and colors. Plants that make splendid, Uving gifts. 
Plants for the hoiiday season. All selected for 
distinctive beauty and suoerlor quality. All of them 
exciting, and all guaranteed. Mail coupon now 
foryourfree copy. Or call toil-free: 800-523-7600. 
(In Pennsylvania call 1-800-662-5180.) 

The American Horticultural Society 
Mount Vernon, Virginia 22121 

Please send me the free 32-page color catalog 
of decorative plants for the home. 

Address 

City, Slate. Zip 

_i/ 

How to paint over 
wallpaper 
It's possible to paint over smooth wall- 
paper in good condition if the paper is 
stuck tight to the walls. First sand and 
spackle seams if they are rough. If the 
wallpaper has metallic inks, prime with 
an alcohol-based pigmented shellac 
which produces an adhesive surface and 
also serves as a sealer and stain killer. 
Over vinyl wallpaper, use a vinyl primer 
—paint adhesion may not be as good. 
Paper wallpapers take any primer—for 
best adhesion, choose an oil-based pri- 
mer or flat oil-base enamel undercoat. 

Most meticulous painters prefer to re- 
move wallpaper before they paint, using 
chemical paste softeners or steamers. 
Even with careful preparation, moisture 
may loosen the paper in the future and 
ruin your paint job. In addition, wallpa- 
per paste can only support a certain 
amount of weight, and the extra weight 
of paint may be just enough to tip the 
scales and pull the paper off the walls. 

Read the label! 
It can tell you: 
• the approximate coverage of the paint 
• the proper solvent for the paint 
• the drying time of the paint 
• what, if any, primer to use, and 
whether it should be pastel or white 
• if the paint should be stirred. If so, 
pour the paint into a larger bucket. Then 
stir thoroughly from the bottom up, 
much as you would fold egg whites into 
a cake batter, using a paint paddle. Drill- 
ing holes in the paddle will help to mix 
the paint. 

Storing paint 
Most leftover paint can be stored for 
several months or more by transferring 
it to tightly sealed jars. Fill the jars to the 
top so that air can't oxidize it and form 
a skin. Skins can take some of the drying 
agents out of paint, so if they do form, 
it's best to test the paint to see that it 
dries properly before using it again. You jT 
can remove paint skin wth a spatula or 
knife, and then strain the paint through 
cheesecloth, an old stocking, or fine wire 
mesh to remove any particles. To pre- 
vent a skin from forming on oil-ba.se 
paints, top up jars with a very thin layer 
of thinner before sealing. 

Alert for 
older buildings 
Walls and ceilings in old houses or. 
apartment buildings may have been coat-' 
ed with a water-soluble calcimine, white- 
wash, or glue-size. Oil-base primers and 
paints must be used to cover these sur- 
faces, as water-soluble latex primers and 
paints may act as removers. ■ 

House &  Garden 



So sensitive, so responsive, so advanced. 
Now there's a better way to sleep. 

Look into it.  The Serta Perfect Sleeper 
BleepMachine. Theri?'sa lot mpre tp it than the rici 

r you see. ins* 
,       iwake and working 

,==^£^luhile you sleep. Sensi- 
^^^ live Synchroflex coils 

. 11^^ ^respond to your every 
^C move while the exclu- 
s^ i^ve Sertaliner bands dis- 
r\ Iribute your weight 

Jy over the surface. 
you can sleep com- 
roly even to the edge 

bed. That's because Serta's Twin- 
Edge® design Stretches support border to border, 
edge to edge, giving you up to 20% more sleeping 
space! Serta's Perfect Sleeper keeps on working 
right down through its matching SertaLock foun- 
dation. A SpanLock top, OmniFIex coils and 
TorqueLock edge are integrated to add maximum 
support, comfort and durability. It all adds up to a 
totally advanced sleep system we call "The Sleep 
Machine"—finely tuned for maximum comfort, sup- 
port and sensitivity—for a better night's sleep. The 
Serta Perfect Sleeper. The Sleep Machine. It's a 
better way to sleep. Look into it. 

^B^^BK^-'- 

1    ^^nf 



Clayton iUarcus 

F'or the names of dealers in >iiui- /i|i IIMII- area and 
a full color BO-page book on decorating ideas for 
Traditional. Karly American, and fontem[x)rary decor, 
send S2.00 to Elaine Lawson. Clayton Marcus Co.. 
Hickorv. No. Carolina 28601. 

CO OQ > (TA rn rn 

-.(PC/) 01 

■n 

Learn 100 ways to use ceramic tile. 
In every room of your home. 
Discover all the wonderful ways you can update, decorate, innovate and color- 
coordinate with real cerannic tile. Send 251: to Amencan Olean and we 11 send you our 
colorlul book that shows you how to do it. 
American Olean Tile Company 2475 Cannon Avenue, Lansdale, Pa. 19446. 

Name. 

Address. 

City  

State. .Zip- 

American 
—i Olean 

L. 
7fi 

.J 

DEAR HOUSE 
&GARDEN 
Answers to your questions. 
Here we share some interest- 
ing letters from our readers 

By Margaret Morse 

Stay-away spray 

III your very interesting article "A Sum- 
mer Garden to Knjoy All Year" (May, 
1978, page 142), the Arthur D. Pink- 
hams mention their homemade spray 
that "discourages everything from aphids 
to rabbits." I'd love to have their recipe 
for my garden. 

—D.M., White Plains, N.Y. 
Mrs. Pinkham obliges: In an electric 
blender, put a whole head of garlic 
(stripped of outermost covering but with 
cloves iinpeeled), plus one large quar- 
tered onion, one heaping tablespoon 
cayenne pepper, and about 2'/2 cups 
water. Puree. Pour into large pail. (If 
your garden's as big as the Pinkhams', 
you'll need to make two batches—the 
standard blender won't take a double 
recipe.) Add 1 gallon water per batch. 
Mix and let stand overnight. Strain 
through several layers of damp cheese- 
cloth to remove debris that would clog 
your sprayer. Then mix in about half a 
tablespoon of Ivory soap flakes per gal- 
lon, to give the mixture sticking power. 
Apply with a mister or portable sprayer. 
Spray roses, flowers, and vegetables at 
the first sprouting. Repeat application 
after each heavy rain. As there's a taste 
residue, don't spray on the vegetables 
that you cook unpeeled (such as beans), 
especially if you plan to harvest them 
within 2 weeks. 

Green grow the posters 
Where can I get pretty botanical prints? 

—M.T.H., Pittsford, N.Y. 
The New York Botanical Garden's post- 
er collection includes larger-than-life 
flowers reproduced from rare books and 
plant ecology wall charts from paintings 
done for The British Museum, Each 
ecology poster illustrates over 35 species 
of plants, labeled with their common 
English and botanical names. All are 
relatively inexpensive and, a selection is 
shown in the fall-winter catalogue, which 
is available for 25<1' ppd. from The New 
York Botanical Garden's Gift Shop, 
Dept. M. Bronx, N.Y, 10458, 

The Colonial Williamsburg Founda- 
tion has reproduced fruit- and flower- 
of-the-month prints from 18th-century 
originals by Robert Furber, They're 
shown in the catalogue, which is avail- 
able for $4,95 ppd, from the Craft 
House, Box CH, Williamsburg, Va. 
23 1 85, {Coiuiinicd on page 80) 



As her Maytag nears 12, Mrs.lferyar 
writes a poem of sympathy to the 
lonely Maytag Repairman. 

Dear Maytag People 

The Kartag Repa tag Repairman must shed many tears 

I hope he has a hobby, something else to do 

•cause I seldom need him, Lm sure he's feelin- blue 

^e Maytag Washer's built to last, .irst in ,.ality 

^at little ole Repairman has ^  sympathy 

It does all my  wash for me T .  ^ 
"^ '"^' ^ ^«"d my love and kisses 

0". ^ love to ... ,ep.,„„, ^^^ ^^ ^^  ^^ ^^^  ^^^^^ 

Lapel,  Indiana 

Maytag Washers are built to last longer and 
need fewer repairs. Naturally, we don't say 
all Maytags will equal the record Mrs. Yeryar 
has enjoyed. But dependability is what we 
try to build into every Maytag Washer, Dry- 
er, Dishwasher, and Disposer. 

Thanks, Mrs. Yeryar. 
I can use all the sympathy 

I can get. 

^^^^^^B^® 

MAYTAG 
THE    DEPENDABILITY    PEOPLE 

The Maytag Company, Newton, Iowa 50208 

1^ 



SEARS 
LOWEST PRKE EVER! 

GLASS DOOR FIRESCREEN 
NOW JUST m 199 

Save$21 
... lowest price 
ever on this fully 
assembled antique 
brass finish fire- 
screen. Helps save 
heat too. 

Energy-efficient, shatter-resistant tempered glass 
doors (3/16 in. thick) help cut 
house heat loss after fire is 
out and damper is still open 
Optional mesh screen 
(pictured) only $12.99. 
Glass doors could save more ' 
than heat — they help protect 
against sparks jumping from fire- 
place onto floors and carpeting 

Thick (1-3/16 in)   / ' Black and brass Save$7 
insulated frame finish screen on tool set 
comes in seven sizes, also on sale at pictured Just 
easy to install |ust $98.99 $29.99. Wood 
Measure the Save $21. basket just 
height and width Unassembled $14.99. 
of fireplace glass door fire- 

opening before screens start as 
shopping low as $74.99. 

ON SALE SEPT. 3-23, 1978 
AT MOST SEARS STORES. 

THE 
FIRESIDE 
SHOP 

CO SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. t978 

Pnce$ and dates ma/ vary in Alaska and Hawaii. 
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DEAR HOUSE 
& GARDEN 
coiuiiuied from p<ii>c' 7<S 

Quarry tile quandary 

We've just installed unglazed, carthtoned 
quarry tile in our kitchen and dining 
room. But it looks a bit dull, and I worr> 
about spills. Is there a special quarry tile 
sealer? —S.L., Medomak, Me. 
According to Robert Kleinhans, Techni- 
cal Director of the Tile Council of 
America, located in Princeton. N.J., 
most penetrating sealers labeled suitable 
for stone, brick, concrete, or unglazed 
ceramic tile can be used on quarry tile. 
You can tell a penetrating sealer by di- 
rections such as "Apply sealer and let it 
set for such-and-such a time, then wipe 
off excess." Before sealing, be sure the 
whitish grout film on the tile has been 
removed. (The installer generally does 
this with mild acid once the grout has 
cured, a minimum of 10 days after in- 
stallation.) Sealing will give quarry tile 
a slight shine and may darken it slightly 
as well. Don't use a surface-type sealer 
such as wax or polyurethane on quarry 
tile—they'll be too slippery. 

If you leave your quarry tile unsealed- 
—perhaps impractical in a kitchen—it 
will acquire a satiny patina with age. It 
can also be machinc-bufTed to a shine 
with lamb's wool. Use colorless cleaners 
(test first in inconspicuous spot), either 
a dilute soapless-detergent solution, a 
ceramic-tile cleaner, or—for stubborn 
stains—scouring powder. Damp mop 
often, as with glazed quarry tile. 

With Shaker feeling 

Can you tell me where to find reproduc- 
tion Shaker furniture?—V.J., Leeds, Ala. 
You can order modern replicas of Shak- 
er furniture by mail from three special- 
ists in Shaker design: 
Brian  Considine  Cabinet  Maker,  Post 
Mills, Vt. 05058 (Catalogue, SOc' ppd.) 
Guild of Shaker Crafts,  Inc.. 401  W.   ^ 
Savidge St., Spring Lake, Mich. 49456   ' 
(Catalogue, $2.50 ppd.) 
Thos. Moser Cabinet Makers, 28 Cobb's 
Bridge Rd.. New Gloucester, Me. 04260 
(Catalogue, $2 ppd.) 

The Museum of American Folk Art 
(49 W. 53rd St., New York, N.Y. 10019) 
plans to publish a mail-order catalogue 
of Shaker reproductions this fall. If 
you send the museum a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope, it'll tell you the cata- 
logue price and when it's available. 

If you'd rather have your furniture 
ready-to-assemble than ready-made, kits 
are available from: < j 
Cohasset Colonials by Hagerty, 38 Park- ^1 
er Ave., Cohasset, Mass. 02025 (Cata- j 
logue, SOd;, showing Shaker and other ' 
styles); Shaker Workshops,  11   Monu- 
ment vSq., Concord, Mass. 01742 (Cata- 
logue, 50(? ppd.) 
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^ The Smart Set. 
For a kitchenf ul of great foods, 
not a kitchen full of aoDliances. 
Get smart with the Smart Set from 

Proctor-Silex. Save space, time, energy, 
money with these great multi-purpose 

appliances. 
The meal 

maker'" counter- 
top appliance is 
a pop-up toaster, 

"-———"—-—"■-— •""■' ~-^    full range oven, 
broiler and slow cooker too. Includes 
slow cook dish and a cover. 

The Beverage Brewer 
makes great coffee, hot and 
iced tea,quick hot 
water for instant 
soups and cocoa. 
Deluxe model has 
an exclusive charcoal 
water filter, "The Taste Improver" 

«S3^^^S> The PanHandler'^' 
mini-serving appliance is 
for eggs, burgers, omelets, 
bacon, hot dogs, 
crepes, grilled sand- 
wiches, even popcorn 
with the optional 
Corn Popper Topper 
attachment. 

They all make smart gifts for brides, 
graduates, or for that special person, 
yourself. Because with each of them, you 
make one appliance do the work of sev- 
eral appliances. And that's smart think- 
ing m anyone's language. 

SiCiM PROCTOR-S/LEX 
W ^^^      SCM   CORPORATION 

We're plugged into America. 
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Now you can make the rooms you love to 
live in-your eat-in kitchen, your family 
room, your dining area—look beautiful, 
wall-to-wall, without a single seam. 
Because Congoleum and only Congoleum 
offers you beautiful floorings from 6 to 15 
feet wide; so professional or do-it-yourself 
installations can be easier and seamless in 
most areas of your home. 

Beauty that lasts. And 
^^^^^^ Congoleum seamless beauty 
stays lovely longer, because our brilliant 
designs and colors are protected by a no- 
wax wear-layer so durable it resists stains 
and scuffs. With proper care, the 
Congoleum no-wax luster really lasts. 

More beautiful choices than any other. 
Come to Congoleum and select from over 
300 different designs and colors-more 

designs and more colors in more widths 
than any other vinyl flooring. You're sure 
to find just what you have in mind. 
Simple sponge mopping will usually Keep your floor 
looking fresh. Congoleum Vinyl Dressing will provide 
a higher shine should a reduction of gloss occur in 
areas of heavier use. For complete maintenance and 
warranty information, see your local Congoleum re- 
tailer or write to Congoleum Consumer Affairs. 195 
Belgrove Drive. Kearny. N.J. 07032. 

Design shown * 45057, available in 6  & 12' widths. 

Only Congoleum" gives you seamless flooring in rooms up to 15 feet wide. 
Seamless flooring that stays prettier, cleaner and newer looking. 



Whatever the style, location or condition of a house 
. . .if it's lived in, there's always room for improve 
ment. Families change. Interests develop. Hobbies 

spread out. And, more and more, homes across the nation 
are becoming the favorite restaurants, the favorite spas, the 

favorite vacation resorts of the people who live in them. 

The fall season is an ideal time to adjust your home to needed 
changes... to improve it with quality products made by the fine 

manufacturers whose company names are listed below. If your jobs 
are major, contact a contractor Council member in your community; 

he'll see that your jobs are done right. And for super 
home improvement ideas, read 

this issue of House&Garden 
very carefully. It's full 

of them.    National Home Improvement Council 

Atnana 
American Olean Tile Company 
Andersen Corporation 
Arrow Fastener Co., Inc. 
B & M Manufacturing Co. 
Beneke Corporation 

Magnolia Products 
Congoleum Industries, Inc. 
DAP, Inc. 

Frigidaire 
GAF Corporation 
Gas Appliance 

Manufacturers Association 
General Electric 
Inclinator Company of America 
Jenn-Air Corporation 
Joanna Western Mills Company 
KitchenAid/Hobart Corporation 

Nasco 
Nutone, Inc. 
Olympic Stain 
Pella Windows & Doors 
Red Devil 
St. Charles Fashion Kitchens 
Sub-Zero Freezers 
Tru-Test Paint/Cotter & Company 
Whirlpool Corporation 
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"THE NEW POTSCRUBBER M IS THE BEST 
DISHWASHER GE HAS EVER MADE. 
WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE!" 

IT WASHES DISHES CLEANER. The 
Potscrubber III dishwasher features the new 
exclusive Multi-Orbit™ Wash Arm that is 
uniquely engineered to direct a constantly 

changing pattern of water up through the 
dishes to wash them thoroughly from many 
angles. This arm, combined with a Power 
Shower on top and a Power Tower in the 
middle, gives a 3-level washing action that 
gets dishes and glasses cleaner than ever. 

And the Potscrubber III even washes 
the messy cooking utensils. Its special 
Power Scrub" cycle, while it may not do 
everything (such as remove burned-on 
soils), is designed to remove the heavy 
dried-on and baked-on foods from pots, 
pans and casseroles. 

IT SAVES WATER AND SAVES ENERGY. 
Almost 80% of the energy used in a dish- 
washer is in the hot water it consumes. The 
Potscrubber III dishwasher was specially 

HEATED ENERGY 
DRYING SAVER 

^ 
^^ k 

—Debbie Reynolds 

designed to use less hot water. In fact, you 
can save hundreds of gallons a year. 

And that's not all. With the Potscrub- 
ber III, you don't have to waste heat to dry 
your dishes if you don't need them right 
away. You just press 
the Energy Saver but- 
ton and the dishes will 
dry naturally. And you 
don't even have to run 
your Potscrubber III 
as often as other dishwashers, because the 
new Super Racks hold more dishes. 

AND IT RUNS QUIETLY,TOO. We created 
our own material for our dishwasher tub 
and door. It's called PermaTuf." And not 
only is it tougher (it won't chip, crack, peel 
or rust in normal use), but it's a sound damp- 
ening material, too. And we didn't stop 
there. We even surrounded the PermaTuf 
tub with a blanket of sound insulation. 

The Potscrubber III dishwasher from 
General Electric. Who could ask for 
anything more? 

THE APPLIANCES AMERICA COMES HOME TO. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
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J withNuTone 
Bath "Furniture" 

A3* 
\>«> 

Beautiful Vanities...9 Styles 
Plus 

Coordinated Bath Cabinets 
and Sidelights 

Please 
NuTone 

send FREE information 
Bath Products. 

about the 

Name 

Street 

City County 

state Zip 

Make your Bathroom 
just Right" 

Nulbne 
Dept. HG-9, Madison and Red Bank Roads 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227. 

•m 4658 Printed in U.S.A. 

HOUSE 
FIXER 

Home   ) 
improvement    i 

ideas   > 

Quick patching tips 
for walls and ceilings 

By Deanne Raffel 
Doing up an old hou.se or apartment you 
can face cracks and flaws in walls and 
ceilings. Plaster as it ages becomes dry 
and brittle. It cracks from structural 
strain, separates from the lath, sags and 
may fall out in chunks. Flaking is apt to 
occur especially on outside masonry 
walls, due to excessive moisture. Dam- 
age must be corrected before painting or 
wallpapering. Here's how to fill cracks: 
.Step 1. Scrape out all loose plaster. 
Open cracks with a can opener (the 
church-key type). Undercut both sides 
of the crack to give patch a good size 
area to hold onto. 
Step 2. With a mister or brush, using 
clear water, thoroughly dampen the 
crack and adjacent area. Mix plaster ac- 
cording to package directions. 
Slep 3. With a flexible putty knife or 
scraper, force the thick creamy plaster 
into the opening. Draw the blade over 
the crack to level the surface. Apply a 
second coat if required. Let dry and sand 
smooth, using fine grit abrasive paper 
around a block of wood. 
Step 4. Dust the patch and seal with cut 
shellac or primer, before either painting 
or wallpapering. 

To fill holes 
Method A, for wood lath 
Clear area of loose plaster. Shoot staples 
into area to prevent more plaster falling 
down. Mix plaster, dampen area, butter 
edges of the holes with plaster and work 
toward the center. Do not fill the open 
space completely up to the surface. Let 
the filler set (it does not have to be dry) 
and repeat plaster to level the hole. Use 
a strip of wood to remove the excess and 
provide a flush surface. If a third coat is 
necessary, use prepared joint compound 
(from hardware store). Note: For walls 
or ceilings with metal lath, use the same 
approach but omit staples. 
Method B, for holes where even the lath 
has gone 
Clear away loose plaster. Make a new 
lath backing with metal lath, hardware 
cloth, or screen (for small holes). Cut 
the mesh in a rectangle or square larger 
than the hole (see drawing). Thread a 4- 
to 5-inch length of heavy twine through 
the center of the mesh. Knot the ends to- 
gether. Slip the new lath patch into the 
hole. Hold the twine so that the patch 
stays in position. Insert a stick, pencil, or 
dowel through the twine to hold lath to 

MIMA- 

wall while you fill hole with plaster. 
Complete the plastering as in Method A. 
Snip twine once the plaster has set. Ap- 
ply second coat as before and smooth 
the surface level. i- 

Super sandpaper 
New sandpaper speeds up and improves 
efficiency in sanding by hand or machine. 
Sheets of fine grade, medium grit, or 
coarse sandpaper, % by 5'/4 inches, have 
an adhesive backing which adheres tight- 
ly to a sandblock for smoother operation. 
Kit of five sheets and sandblock, about 
$3.19. For vibrator sanders, there is a 
self-adhesive, vinyl conversion pad. At- 
tach it to the Sander, then apply the ad- 
hesive-back, 3%-by-7'/2-inch sandpaper. 
Pad and sheets, about $1.73. For circular 
disc sanders, insert the foam backup pad 
and press on the adhesive sandpaper 
discs; they stay flat, wear evenly. Kit of 
pad and 5 "Press N" Sand" discs is about 
$4.10. Products at hardware and dis- 
count stores. 3M Co. 
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S GAFSTAR 
Sheet Vinyl Flooring 

'm Cori Martin, Interior Designer. And I know 
if a floor can stand up to heavy use. then the room 
will maintain its good looks. That's why GAF 
introduces GAFSTAR® sheet vinyl with SVS.  

SVS—Super Vinyl Surface—for the beautiful, 
yet exceptionally durable floor 

GAFSTAR sheet vinyl with SVS resists some of 
the most difficult everyday stains. The no-wax,' 
high-gloss finish is easy to maintain. And SVS takes 
on the toughest treatment and still looks like new. 

Ask your flooring dealer about SVS in the new 
GAFSTAR 6700 series. Ifs the beautiful floor that 
can stand up to your active family. 

For a free full-color booklet, or the name of your 
nearby flooring dealer, call toll-free anytime, 
800-243-6000 (except Hawaii and Alaska) 
In Connecticut, 1-800-882-6500. Or write 
GAF Floor Products, Dept Z978 Box 1121, 
Radio City Station, NY 10019 

'If necessary, gloss can be restored in heavy traf- 
fic areas by application of GAF'fi Floor Finish 



HOUSE FIXER 
continued from page 86 

Sunshine collector 
Solar collector plates, applied to roof- 
tops to capture the sun for heating living 
quarters or household hot water are now 
more obtainable. This high efficiency flat 
plate collector, one component of a sys- 
tem, consists of a double-glazed cover 
panel, a black-coated absorber panel with 
copper tubing, and fiberglass insulation. 
The solar collector absorbs direct and 
diffused sunlight which passes through 
the tempered glass and is absorbed by 
the copper plates" black coating. Con- 
verted to heat energy and trapped by the 
glass plate, this heat is transferred to 
water in the copper tubes. It is then 
circulated to a heat storage tank. PPG 
Solar Systems, 1 Gateway Center, Pitts- 
burgh. Pa. 15222. 

Ceiling cover-up 
A textured finish for ceilings (you can 
apply it yourself) is "Easy Tex." With a 
paint roller, a light or heavy texture is 
possible by varying your pressure on the 
roller. The non-asbestos mi.xture pro- 
vides a white finish and the first coat 
doesn't have to dry before you roll on a 
second one. It doesn't need a final paint 
coat. A 10-pound package, approximate- 
ly $6 in home centers and paint stores, 
covers about 150 square feet mixed with 
water. Gold Bond Products Div., Na- 
tional Gypsum Co.. 2580 Walden Ave., 
Buffalo, N.Y. 14225. 

Patch cracks 
in walls fast. 

Panel walls easier. 
DAP Interior Spackling Compound DAP Panel and Dry Wall Adhesive 
is ready-mixed for easy filling of 
fine line cracks or deep fioles in 
walls and ceilings. Has a smootfi- 
spreading texture. Dries quickly. 
Sands to a feather edge and 
takes paint beautifully. Contains 
no asbestos. 

saves time and work in paneling a 
room. Reduces need for nailing. 
Simplifies panel alignment. Fastens 
paneling and wallboard to studding 
and furring with a tough, water- 
resistant bond. 

DAP Is a registered trademark  DeOenCl OR fJX-UD DFOClUCtS 
ofDAPInc —^^__ ^-fc^ni-*. .•^ J_ 
DAP Inc . General Offices: 
Dayton. Ofiio 45401 
Subsidiary of Plough. Inc. BiAPoeates 

A new fireplace damper is installed atop 
the chimney instead of above the firebox. 
With the damper closed, air in the chim- 
ney remains warm and when it is opened 
to light a fire, cold air doesn't push down 
to make the fire smoke. Heat loss up the 
chimney from the house heating system 
is reduced also and the chimney-top 
damper seals out weather, downdrafts, 
birds, and insects when closed. A hand 
pull cable and chain installed in the flue 
opens and closes it. In three sizes, 9 by 13 
inches, 13 by 13, 13 by 18 (sizes can 
vary 1 inch). Cast aluminum damper, 
stainless steel cable. Suggested price, 
$49.95; largest size, $62.50. Lyemance 
International, 141 Sherrin Ave., P.O. 
Box 6651, Louisville, Ky. 40206. 

Energy 
saver 
A tankless wa- 
ter heater, es- 
pecially suited 
to second 
houses, boats, 
recreational 
vehicles, sup- 
plies instant 

hot water. Since water is heated as used, 
energy isn't wasted storing hot water. 13 
by 11 9/ 16 by 5 7/16 inches, it can be 
installed for sink or shower, has a dial 
for continuous hot water (or warm or 
cold) from one faucet. Fueled by LP 
bottled or propane gas, pilot light is lit 
by ignition button, has protective safety 
device. $129.95; electric model, $119.95. 
Kiley Div., General Mail Corp., 25 'Val- 
ley Dr., Greenwich, Conn. 06830. 

News for remodelers 
House & Garden's Book of Remodel- 
ing has ideas on how to improve, 
make over, and add on to your house, 
or to rejuvenate, restore, or convert 
one. To be published in September by 
Viking Penguin. You can take advan- 
tage of our special price—$29.95 plus 
$1 for postage (regular retail price, 
$35). The all-color book has chapters 
on adding a room or wing; enlarging 
space; transforming a mill, school- 
house, firehouse, loft, barn, house and 
apartment, hopeless house and white 
elephant; preserving historic houses. 
To order, write Conde Nast Books, 
P.O. Box 3308, Grand Central Sta- 
tion, New York, N.Y. 10017. 
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ISYOUR SALAMI GETTING OLD 
BEFORE rrSTIME? 

Salami after 5 days 
I a Frosl-F'roof refrigerator. 

Salami after 5 tiays 
in our Food-Life Preserver. 

unwrapped food 
fresh for days by 
sealing air out and 
moisture in. 

And it makes 
the storing of 
hard-to-wrap foods, 
like a piece of cake, 
a piece of cake. 

So throw your 
food a life preserver 
and get a Frigidaire 

After a few days in your refrig- 
erator, does your juicy roast become 
nothing to boast about? 

Can your custard still cut the 
mustard? 

Does your chocolate mousse 
start getting mousey? 

Maybe it's about time you took 
a look at Frigidaire's Elite Line of 
refrigerators. 

Because aside from features like 
solid-state ice makersf Electri-Saver 

switches, and 
tempered-glass 
shelves, two 
models 
also have a 
Food-Life 
Preserver. It's 

a special section that not only has a 
vegetable Hydrator and a seven-day 
Meat Tender, but also an Unwrapped 
Food drawer The drawer helps keep 

refrigerator. 
Because with today's prices, 

losing an expensive cut of meat is 
the unkindest cut of all. 

FRIGIDAIRE O 
WHYSEHLE FOR LESS? 

•Available at extra charge Look for our complete line of refrigerators and other Frigidaire appliances at your local Frigidaire dealer. 
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Fill the tub t}efore you caulk. (Get 
in if you can. too J Then, when the 
tub is empty, it II rise slightly and 
squeeze the caulk Even a good 
flexible caulk (like Red Devil's) will 
serve you longer when the, 
filled weight IS not 
stretching it between 
the tub and wall 

InUMboflh. 
MUptfM     ^ 
cMmMy? 

Give your new bathroom 
ormosaicsa decorator 
look. Add a touch of 
color to the grout 
before you put it 
between the tiles 
Just mix acrylic 
paint tint (from 
wherever you buy 
paint) with Red 
Devil Instant Tile 
Grout and seethe 
exciting effect it 
creates. ^^' 

A putty knife is not a scraper. And 
vice versa. Putty knives (for speck- 
ling walls and puttying windows) 
have flexible blades to smooth-on 
the material Scraper blades are stiff, 
to keep the edge against the 
coating being removed.To 
do these jobs right, you 
need both tools (both 
from Red Devil, 
of course). 

Save money when you save energy. 
This new 72-page Energy-Saving 
Book has dozens of 
do-it-yourself energy- 
saving tips that can 
save you hundreds of 
dollars The cost is 
only $1 25 plus 50<i; 
postage and han- 
dling Send check or 
money order to: Save 
Energy, Dept. B2, ' 
Box 310, Maplewood, N.J. 07040. 

You don't cut glass 
with a glass cutter. 
You score it to release 
surface tension So 
don t press too hard or 
go over It a second 
time Hold your Red 
Devil cutter between 
the index and middle 
fingers as shown, (a 
drop of oil on the cutter 
helps, too) Then, 
you've got the score. 

Go easy on the paint with your pad 
painter. If you let the pad soak up too 
much paint, you won't get the best 
possible results That's why Red Devil 
has a patented metering tray 
designed especially for pad painters 
It puts on )ust the right amount of paint 
to cover smoothly 
evenly What 
could be 
easier? 

Red Devil has hundreds of things to make your home fix-up easier. 
Look for them wherever you shop for home-care products. And for best 

results, always follow directions on the package. 

ENERGY 
UPDATE 
7 ways to 
cut down on 
utility bills 
By Jim Morgan 
In more than twenty states now, 55 per- 
cent of the first $3,000 spent on insula- 
tion, solar heat collectors, or nighttime 
ventilation equipment is tax deductible. 
Check your state law to .see whether you 
qualify for tax benefits by making energy 
conserving improvements to your prop- 
erty. Recently, 1.000 energy enthusiasts 
gathered in Philadelphia to hear 200 pa- 
pers in a five-day conference sponsored 
by the Department of Energy and other 
organizations. Experts produced new 
ideas in insulation, window protection, 
heating, and gave a rundown on low- 
energy building techniques. Here are 
seven ideas to help you save energy. 

Air conditioning 
alternative 
If alternative energy sources continue to 
be installed at their present rate, says 
California State architect Sym Van der 
Ryn, California can support a doubling 
of population in the next fifty years, 
without using more fossil fuel. What's 
more, decentralization of energy produ.- 
tion will help create more jobs. A house 
that helps keep itself cool may use the 
thermal mass principle—a thick insulat- 
ing roof to absorb the sun's heat. Within 
the roof, which may be made with hol- 
low concrete planks, ventilation chan- 
nels draw cool night air through the 
thermal mass by means of a fan. The 
cool air reduces heat in the roof, so it 
can gain maximum sun absorption the 
following day.        Continued on page 94 
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How the leading maker of asphalt 
roofing can keep you from making a 

very expensive mistake. 
Buying asphalt shingles without knowing what 

to look for is playing "roofing roulette." Mistakes can 
he very costly. 

There are many different shingles available, but 
GAF can help you find out which one is best for you. 

First, check the weight. The heavier and thicker 
your shingles, the longer they're likely to last. 

Be sure that they're self-sealing. Top-quality 
asphalt shingles have a special adhesive that holds 
rhem down tight against the rampages of wind. 
(See illustration) 

suit every home. From GAF*Timberline* 
heavyweight shingles (pictured) with their deep, 
irregular shadow pattern, to the more traditional 
GAF'Standard "Self-Seals." 

And who installs your roof is as important as 
what's installed. For quality GAF* Roofing Materials, 
check the "Yellow Pages," or write GAF. Then get 
estimates from several contractors. And ask them for 
names of satisfied customers. 

Be sure to specify Timberline or other fine GAF 
asphalt shingles. You'll have a roof that will give your 
home great beauty and service for years to come. 

For more information send for our free booklet 
(coupon below). 

W. 
Select a color that you'll want to live with for a 

bng time. Because GAF shingles carry warranties'of 
from 15 to 25 years. 

Remember that GAF offers asphalt shingles to 

Roofing 
America's leading maker of asplialt roofing 

has it all over everyone else. 
* I.imitf^! W arrant 
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It gives you more ways to cook...vents away smoke and odors 
right at the rangetop to keep your kitchen cleaner, sweeter. 

Most ranges on the market 
today differ little from the 
ranges of 30 years ago. 
The Jenn-Air range dif 
fers a lot. It breathes. 

The range that 
breathes. It's the sim- 
plest way to explain 
how the extraordi- 
nary Jenn-Air range 
works. 

There's no hood. 
A powerful venti- 
lation system, built A_,^=:= 
into the oven and   ^"v^-^—* 
rangetop, breathes in 
air to whisk away smoke and 
odors, breathes out air to keep 
your kitchen cleaner, sweeter. 

And most important, Jenn- 
Air's built-in ventilation gives 
you more ways to cook— virtu- 
ally every method of cooking 
the world has ever known. 

You get more ways 
to cook, including 
5 ways conventional 
ranges don't offer. 
A Jenn-Air range can give you 
just the right temperature for all 
conventional cooking methods: 
boiling, braising, frying, baking, 
roasting, and broiling. But then, 
a Jenn-Air range gives you 
even more ways to cook, cook- 

ing methods that conventional 
ranges don't offer, cooking fla- 
vors you can't get any other way. 

Standard rangetop heating 
elements are re- 
movable and re- 
placeable in sec- 
onds with any of 5 
different Cooktop 
Convertible units 
that give you your 
choice of 5 more 
ways to cook. 

You can grill 
mdoors with a Jenn- 

Air range. Thick steaks, or 
heavy chops sputter and sizzle 
as they absorb a rich char- 
flavor. Smoke is whisked 
away into the rangetop venti- 
lator located just mches from 
the meat. 

You can spit roast buttery 
chickens, spicy barbecue ribs, 
succulent pork roasts, whole 
legs of lamb. The meat turns 
lazily on the electric spit, bast- 
ing itself in its own rich juices. 

You can griddle a breakfast 
of bacon and eggs for a whole 
family, short-order quick. 

You can shish kebab with 
4 spits turning at once, loaded ^ 
with beef, lamb, shrimp, sau- 
sage, vegetables, whole 
meals on a skewer. ^ 

And you can deep-fry f 



This oven not only 
stays cleaner, it 
has an'ACCELERATED 

Choose from 2 different   CLEANING "cycle, too. 

doughnuts, fritters, French fries, 
hush puppies, without filUng 
your kitchen with greasy 
smoke and odors. 

ways to roast and 
bake, including the way 
professional chefs use. 
The roast-and-bake oven of the 
Jenn-Air range is actually two 
ovens in one. First, it's a conven- 
tional electric oven and broiler 
that lets you cook all your pres- 
ent recipes without change. 
But then, just by flicking a switch, 
it becomes a professional type 
convected oven that roasts and 
bakes in a stream of power- 
driven air—quicker, at lower 
temperatures. 

Cooked in this swirling 
airstream, meats brown-up 
more quickly with a crust 
of delicious brown coating 
that traps the hot, 
seething juices inside. 
Beef roasts cook lushly 
pink and fork tender 
all the way through. 
Turkeys turn a rich, 
golden brown, bub- 
bling with rich juices, 
and they cook in less 
time. Chickens, hams, 
roasts of pork all come out filled 
to bursting with juice and flavor. 

Every time you use the Jenn-Air 
oven it works to keep itself 
cleaner. Greasy build-up is re- 
duced because this oven, like 
the rangetop, is fully vented — 
smoke and steam are ex- 
hausted direct to outdoors. 
Spattering is reduced because 

the Jenn-Air oven cooks cooler. 
The oven stays cleaner, too, 
because of a special surface 
that works to disintegrate 
deposits in normal oven heat. 

The Jenn-Air oven also has a 
special cleaning cycle. 

Just switch the oven 
selector knob to 
"ACCELERATED 
CLEANING" 
to remove accu- 
mulated deposits. 

Cook the way 
you want to 
in a cleaner, 

sweeter kitchen. 
If you're in the 
market for a range 

today, be sure to 
see the self-ventila- 
ting range with five 
Cooktop Convertible 
units that let you 
choose the way you 

want to cook. For the 
Jenn-Air dealer near- 
est you, see the Yellow 
Pages, call toll free 
800-428-1825, or write 

enn-Air Corporation, 
3035 Shadeland 
Avenue, Indian- 
apolis, Indiana 46226. 

Also available 
in Canada. 

The Jenn-Air Grill-Range. 
HHBS®A Magnificent Cooking Instrument 



Install an Indinetie 
It's the safe and easy way for 
tfie fiandicapped or elderly to 
go up and down stairs with 
just a push of the button. 

Many families prefer our 
"Elevette"-the modern, home 
elevator which can be custom 
built to the size best suited 
lor your needs and serve two 
or more floors of your home 

Both tax deductible when 
recommended by a doctor. 
Send for free literature and 

full information. 

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA 
2284 Paxton St., HarrisburK, Pa. 17105 

In business for over 50 years 

ENERGY 
UPDATE 
continued from page 90 

Heat-absorbing ceiling 
What energy alternatives ean you use liv- 
ing in an apartment? One idea by Dr. 
Maria Telivcs for a Massachusetts Insti- 
tute of Technology project involves heat- 
absorbing ceiling tiles. Tiles are filled 
with eutectic salt, which change from 
a solid to liquid state in high tempera- 
tures. Sun coming in through the win- 
dow is deflected up to the ceiling by 
narrow silver-bladed Levelor blinds, and 
the heat is retained in the tiles. Dr. Telkes 
has been experimenting with these 
■phase change" tiles as they are called 

since 1949 when she developed a solar 
house with architect Eleanor Raymond. 
While they are not immediately avail- 
able, interest in marketing them is high- 
er than ever. 

Heat mirror window 
Double or triple 
glazing is well 
worth the invest- 
ment in energy 
savings. Double 
glazing may be im- 
proved with a thin 
translucent sheet of 
plastic placed in the 
2- or 3-inch air 
space between the 
panes of glass. The 
sheet is coated with tiny metal particles 
and forms a "heat mirror." It may be 
used to help keep warm air inside the 
house, or deflect the sun from the out- 
side. For more energy-saving window 
ideas, get "Window Design Strategies to 
Conserve Energy," Pamphlet 104, $3.75 
from the Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C. 20402. 

Greenhouse additions 
Greenhouse additions for collecting solar 
heat not only help you save money on 
utility bills but provide a source of reve- 
nue, too. Flowers may be sold to local 
florists and fresh vegetables grown for 
nutritious family meals. Greenhouses 
bring humidity as well as warmth into 
the whole house during dry, cold winter 
months. Be sure to combine your green- 
house with a thick concrete or masonry 
floor which retains heat for nighttime 
radiation back into the room. 

Conlinited on page 96 

^supreme 

Fiberglass is the 
designer solution 

Joanna has the answer to a functional, 
good-looking stock or custom window 

-^        shade. Exlite Supreme is woven of 
Owens-Coming Fiberglas® yarns, making 

it a flame-resistant shade that will hang 
beaufifully for years without curling. 

' . Colors are inspired by nature, and are 
i available in a wide range from ivory to 
;    / /'   Ti    '■'"     rust to heather 

Like all Joanna Window Shades, Exlite 
• Supreme saves energy: up to 8% in 
j heating fuel costs and 21% in 

air-conditioning costs.* Exlite Supreme 
is a complete designer solution. 

Come window shopping with Joanna. 

FIBERGIAS »#' 
VDANNA 

'Based on a study by the Dllnois Institute of Technology 
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OIVE YOUR LIFE A COLOR Lfft 
Use the tools that Decorators use... 
The House & Garden Color pack contains 
everything you need to simplify your color de- 
cisions. In it you'll find: 

1HE1979 HOUSE 6 GARDEN COLORSl 
Now there are FIFTY... In the new larger size; 
3V2" X 4V2'' On the back of eacn: Manufacturers 
who match products to that color 

DECORATORS SPEAK ADOVr COUMI^ 
Dozens of hints and how-to s on choosing and 
using color in your house. 

EVERVTHING YISIDDT MCKA6ED 
in this new clear box. Color Cards can be removed 
... spread them out, discover new color ideas, 
new color combinations. Carry all the colors 
with you, or just take the ones you need „..-;^ 
for your current project. Turn each 
card over and see who makes 
what in each color 

PRODUa CAIEGORIES: 
Bath Equipment, Bath Accessories, Carpeting, 
Bed & Bath Linens, Dinnerware, Fabncs. 
Glassware, Housewares & Cookware, Lamps, 
Paint, Appliances, Tabletop Linens, Wallcovenngs, 
Resilient Flooring, Curtains & Draperies, 
Furniture Window Blinds. 
THE HOUSE C GARDEN COLOR MCK1979 
It will make your life so much easier!! 
SPECIAL ADVANCE OFFER: 
$5.00 (After January 1st: $7.50] 
ONLY AVAILABLE THROUGH THIS OFFER 

A CONUE NASI GROUP MAGAZINE 

O: House & Garden, Dept. CP 79, P.O. Box 1910, 
Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017 

TO: House & Garden, Dept. CP 79, PO. Box 1910, 
Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017 

nclosed is my check. .money order_ .For. 
louse & Garden Color Pack(s) w $5 00 each Contains. 
The 50 House & Garden Colors, listing manufacturers 
Tips on how to choose & use color in decorating your home 
Directory of products m House & Garden Colors 
Orders will be filled withm 4-6 weeks.) 

Enclosed is my check. .money order_ .For. 
House & Garden Color Pack(s) (« $5 00 each Contains 
• The 50 House & Garden Colors, listing manufacturers 
• Tips on how to choose & use color in decorating your home 
• Directory of products in House & Garden Colors. 
(Orders will be filled within 4-6 weeks.] 

klame  

^ddress. 

Name. 

Address. 

M 



KKchenAid 
BECAUSE mS WORTH m 

The more 
you know about 

dishwashers, the better 
KitchenAid looks. 

Most people who buy a KitchenAid 
have already owned a dishwasher. 

And they buy their new KitchenAid 
to replace their present 
machine. 

For a lot of good rea- 
sons. 

People say things like, 
"They're dependable. ' 
"Need few repairs. " 
"Last a long time." 

"The pot cleaning 
cycle gets dirty pans 
reallv clean." 

"It runs so quietly." 
"Uses less hot  water; saves on 
electricity." 
j^jjjl        "The adjustable racks 

■    W    make it so easy to load." 
1        "The first dishwasher 
I    we've ever had that lived 

up to my expectations." 
And   a   KitchenAid 

dishwasher  will   live  up 
j    to your expectations too. 
I        We build more quality 
!    into it, so you get more 

value out of it. 

KitchenAidl Because it^s worth it* 
HolDart (x)rporation, I roy, CJhio 45374 
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ENERGY 
UPDATE 
continued from page 94 

Energy-conserving 
window shades 
.Seventy-five percent of winter heat loss 
is through windows in the average house. 
Windows should he your target area 
especially if you do not have douhle 
glaze. Treat them to special protection. 
Quilted shades with a reflective plastic 
film vapor barrier are a new develop- 
ment. They have translucent fiberfill in- 
sulation to reduce heat leakage. Made by 
Appropriate Technology Corporation, 
P.O. Box 975, Brattleboro, Vt. 05.^01. 

Roll-up barriers called Thermo-Shades 
work on the principle of a thermos bot- 
tle, with reflective surface and still air 
space. Each segment of the shade has a 
sealed air space. The shade has a highly 
reflective white pigment imbedded into 
it. It may be used to keep sun out in sum- 
mer, or to prevent heat loss through glass 
in winter. Even if you have only a single- 
pane window, this thermos shade saves 
75 percent of ordinary heat loss. Write 
.Solar Energy Components. Inc., 212 
Welsh  Pool  Rd.,  l.ionville.  Pa.   19,^53. 

Window 
frame 

Another form of win- 
dow protection consists 
of a curtain of five 
paper-thin leaves of 
aluminum foil. As hot 
air accumulates in the 
room, leaves inflate, cre- 
ating a substantial air 
barrier in front of the 
window. Contact Ron 
Shore, Box 238, Snow- 
mass, Colo. 81654, for 
details of this invention. 

Today, energy saving 
is focusing on simple 
"passive" techniques 
rather than complicated mechanical de- 
vic;;s. And we can expect lots more ideas 
within the year. At last the Department 
of Energy is sponsoring a full-blown de- 
sign competition to attract energy-con- 
scious architects and designers. Natura| 
materials, earth, air, and water can go » 
long way, said Don Beattie, Assistant 
Secretary of the Department of Energy 
for Conservation and Solar Application, 
to give us the total comfort we need. 
For more enerf^y-savin!^' ideas and products, 
please turn to paf>e 196. ■ 



Pella 
wood 

windows 
offer 
more 

insulation 
for less 
money 

Pella offers more insulation 
for less money. 
Pella's Double Glass Insulation 
System, with its full 13/16" air 
space between panes, outperforms 
welded insulating glass — yet 
costs less per window. In addition, 
you get the natural insulating 
qualities of Pella's wood 
construction, plus the best 
weatherstripping available. It all 
adds up to real energy savings. 

Pella Double Glass 
Insulation 

Ordinary 
insulating glass 

Only Pella makes a wood window this easy to wash. 
Only Pella windows are equipped with a hinging system that allows 

the sash to crank out a full 90° to the center of the frame. You get lots of 
elbow room to clean outside glass — even reach the farthest corners — 

quickly and easily from inside your home. As a matter of fact, every 
ventilating window Pella makes — casement, double-hung, and awning — 

is engineered to be the easiest window you ever washed. 

Pella Rolscreen® 
is hidden. Easily pulls down. Latches firmly Only Pella makes a 

disappearing screen. The 
Pella Rolscreen® is a screen 
that works like a window shade. 
It rolls up and out of sight to 
give you a crystal clear view and 

let in 20% more light. Then, 
when you need it, the screen 
pulls down and latches firmly 

/jlr into position. An interesting 
option to the standard inside 

screen on our Clad Casement. 

Pella's aluminum exterior 
needs no painting. Peiia wood 
windows give you the best of both 
worlds:   aluminum   cladding   in 
attractive colors outside —all-wood construction inside. We think that's impor- 
tant. Some wood windows that offer clad protection wrap the exterior finish all 
the way around the sash so you see it on the inside, which can cause decorating 
problems. But with Pella, all you see inside is rich, warm wood. 

Unprolecled 
windows 

require regular 
maintenance 

Optional Pella 
Slimshade® opens 
to let in the view. 

Adjusts at the touch 
of a dial to control 

heat and light 

Pella's Slimshade*... 
the energy saver. 
Til.' Slimshade is a narrow- 
slat blind that fits between 
the panes of Pella's Double 
Glass Insulation System. 
Besides providing privacy 
when closed, the Slimshade 
can lower heat loss by 62% 
and solar heat gain by 82% 
when compared to a single 
pane, unshaded window. 
A practical energy saver. 

' i"^^""" FREE. 16-page "Window & Door Ideas" book for ' 
traditional and contemporary homes. Tells you 
everything you need to know about window types 
and how each works, window treatment in various 
architectural styles, and important considerations 
in window placement and selection. After you've 
read this book, visit your Pella Planning Center for 
further assistance. It's in the Yellow Pages, under 
"windows". 

Please send me a copy of "Window & Door Ideas". 
D I plan to build.    Q  I plan to remodel.    Q I would like an 
appointment at the Pella Planning Center nearest me, have some- 
one contact me. 

© Rolscreen Co. 1977 
Mail to: Pella Windows & Doors, Dept.C03l8, 100 tvlain St., Pella, Iowa 
50219. Also available throughout Canada. Coupon answered within 24 hours. 
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fti/kd^ 
ALABAMA 

Kitchen Designers, Inc. 
1806 Oxmoor Road 
Birmingham. AL 35209 
(205)871-7321 

ARIZONA 
Crowe's Custom Kitchens 
1445 East Indian School Road 
Phoenix, AZ 85014, (602)266-2429 
John Klassen & Company 
1940 East Winsell Street 
Tucson, AZ 85719, (602) 623-5891 

ARKANSAS 
See St Charles Custom Kitchens 

of Memphis 
CALIFORNIA 

Sheico Kitchens 
1650 H Street, Fresno. CA 93721 
(209) 233-3763 
SI. Charles of La Jolla 
7426Girard Street 
LaJolla, CA92037, (714) 454-9133 
St.Charlesof Southern California 
8660 Sunset Boulevard 
Los Angeles, CA 90069 
(213) 655-7812 
Home & Kitchen interiors 
4601 H St., Sacramento, CA 95819 
(916)452-6471 
St.Charles of San Francisco Inc. 
151 Union Street—The Ice House 
San Francisco. CA 94111 
(415) 421-4542 

CONNECTICUT 
Raymar Custom Kitchens Inc. 
287 Blake St .New Haven. CT06515 
(203) 389-9595 
Nassetta Bros. Inc. 
141 Shaw Street 
New London  CT 06320 
(203) 443-6375 
M. A. Peterson, Inc. 
607 New Park Avenue 
West Hartford. CT 06110 
(203) 232-4407 
(also see Pound Ridge. NY) 

COLORADO 
Jordan's Inc. 
121 EastBijou 
Colorado Springs, CO 80902 
(303) 634-6656 
Kitchens by Kline 
2640EastThird, Denver. CO 80206 
(303) 388-5738 

FLORIDA 
Kitchen Center 
5124 Biscayne Blvd. 
Miami. FL 33137. (305) 751-7411 
St. Charles of Palm Beach Inc. 
251 Royal Palm Way 
Palm Beach. FL 33480 
(305) 655-9254 

GEORGIA 
St. Charles Fashion Kitchens 

of Atlanta 
3487 Northside Parkway N,W 
Atlanta. GA 30327, (404) 231-0145 

IDAHO 
St. Charles Northwest 
510 Mam Street. Boise. ID 83702 
(208) 345-8123 

ILLINOIS 
Kitchen Distributors 
1440 E Eldorado 
Decatur. IL 62525. (217) 422-5533 
St. Charles Kitchens of 

Morton Grove 
5740 West Dempster Street 
Morton Grove. IL 60053 
(312) 967-5521 
St.Charles Kitchens of Oalc Broolc 
610 Enterprise Drive 
Oak Brook. IL 60521 
(312)654-4567 
Cohen Furniture Company 
336 S W Adams Street 
Peoria. IL61602. (309)673-0711 
St.Charles Kitchens of Rockford 
101 E. Riverside Boulevard 
Rockford. IL61111, (81 5) 654-0555 
St. Charles Kitchens 
1611 East Main Street 
St Charles. IL60174 
(312)584-3421 

DESIGNER/CONSULTANT SHOWROOMS 
IOWA 

St. Charles Kitchens by Friedl 
1013 Mt  Vernon Road 8 E 
Cedar Rapids. lA 52403 
(319) 366-7122 
NDS Company 
3839 Merle Hay Road 
Des Moines. lA 50310 
(515) 276-5500 
St.Charles Kitchens of Siouxland 
1916 Pierce Street 
Sioux City. lA 51101 
(712)252-4402 

KANSAS 
St. Charles Fashion Kitchens 

of Kansas City 
4920 Johnson Drive 
Mission. KS 66205. (913) 432-3636 
The Kitchen Place 
1634 East Central 
Wichita. KS67214. (316)263-2249 

KENTUCKY 
St. Charles of Louisville 
9200 Shelbyville Road 
Louisville. KY 40222 
(502) 425-3268 

MAINE 
Kitchens Inc. 
500 Woodford Street 
Portland. ME 04103 
(207) 773-3521 

MARYLAND 
Stuart Kitchens 
100 BIk, Ritchie Highway 
Glen Burnie. MD 21061 
(301) 761-5700 
Stuart Kitchens 
9151 Reisterstown Road 
Owing Mills. MD21117 
(301)363-2300 

MASSACHUSETTS 
New Design, Inc. 
92 North Street 
Mattapoisett. MA 02739 
(617) 758-3736 
St. Charles Kitchens of Boston 
473 Winter Street 
Waltham, MA 02154 
(617)890-2324 

MICHIGAN 
St. Charles Kitchens of Detroit 
2713 Woodward Avenue 
Bloomfield Hills. Ml 48013 
(313) 334-4771 
Grand Rapids Kustom 

Kitchens, Inc. 
811 OakdaleS.E 
Grand Rapids. Ml 49507 
(616) 241-3418 
Custom Kitchens Inc. 
724 E. Shiawassee Street 
Lansing. Ml 48912. (517) 484-5351 

MINNESOTA 
St. Charles Kitchens by 

Contardo 
926 East Fourth Street 
Duluth. MN 55805, (218)728-5171 
John L. Pierson Co., Inc. 
5221 Lakeland Avenue North 
Minneapolis. MN 55429 
(612)533-1696 

MISSISSIPPI 
See St, Charles Custom Kitchens 

of Memphis 

MISSOURI 
Gien Alspaugh Company 
9808 Clayton Road 
St, Louis. MO 63124 
(314) 993-6644 
(also see Mission. KS) 

NEBRASKA 
Nebraska Custom Kitchens 
4601 Dodge Street 
Omaha, NE 68132. (402) 556-1000 

NEVADA 
Appliance and Cabinet Center 
401 E, 4th St., Reno. NV 89512 
(702) 786-4711 

ST. CHARLES INTERNATIONAL, 610 Enterprise 

NEW JERSEY 
Rosners Custom Kitchens 
1700 W  Route 70 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 
(609)663-0200 
Van Beuzekom Inc. Kitchens 
301 LaFayette Avenue 
Hawthorne, NJ 07506 
(201)427-7111 
St. Charles Designer Kitchens 
66 River Road, Summit, NJ 07901 
(201) 273-8900 
Kitchens by A & B 
279 Franklin Avenue 
Wyckoff, NJ 07481 
(201) 891-0313 

NEW MEXICO 
Creative Kitchens Inc. 
503 Slate Avenue N W 
Albuquerque, NM 87101 
(505) 242-8474 

NEW YORK 
Kitchen Distributors, Inc. 
5 Interstate Avenue 
Albany, NY 12205 
(518)438-6677 
Bob Baker's Kitchens 
401 E State St , Ithaca, NY 14850 
(607) 273-0493 
North Shore Custom Kitchens, 

Inc. 
1536 Northern Boulevard 
Manhasset, L, I  NY 11030 
(516) 627-4366 
St. Charles Kitchens 

of New York City 
1 50 East 58th Street—8th Floor 
New York City, NY 10022 
(212) 838-2812 
St. Charles Kitchens by Girard 
Scotts Corners 
Pound Ridge, NY 10576 
(914)764-5728 
Addco Fashion Kitchens 
1757 Empire Blvd. 
Webster, NY 14580 
(716) 288-3220 

NORTH CAROLINA 
St. Charles Fashion Kitchens 

of Plnehursl 
P.O.Box911,Pinehurst,NC28374 
(919) 692-7191 

OHIO 
Flo Cut Custom Kitchens 
P. O. Box 476 Orchard St, 
Apple Creek, OH 44606 
(216)698-3481 
Cleveland Tile & Cabinet Co. 
131 Terminal Tower Arcade 
Cleveland, OH 44113 
(216) 241-6611 
Robert T. Eliis, Inc. 
1520 West First Avenue 
Columbus, OH 43212 
(614) 488-3114 
Dayton Showcase Company 
2601 Dorothy Lane 
Dayton, OH 45439, (513) 294-0321 
David Hahn's Kitchen Village 
2670 Woodville Road 
Toledo, OH 43619 
(419) 698-1523 

OKLAHOMA 
Kitchen Interiors 
2761 N Country Club Drive 
Oklahoma City, OK 731 16 
(405) 843-9363 
Imperial Kitchens 
3301 S  Harvard Avenue 
Tulsa, OK 74135, (91 8) 749-731 7 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Madsen Design Center 
2901 Springfield Road 
Broomall, PA 19008 
(215) 356-4800 
Arthur F. Schultz Company 
939 West 26th Street 
Erie, PA 16512 
(814) 454-8171 
Disco Sales & Service Inc. 
7 North Progress Avenue 
Harrisburg, PA 17109 
(717) 545-3711 

Drive, Oak Brook, IL 60521 (312) 654- 
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St. Charles Kitchens of Pittsburgh 
637 Washington Road 
Pittsburgh, PA 15228 
(412) 341-5030 
Stein's Custom Interiors 
3559 Bigelow Blvd 
Pittsburgh. PA 15213 
(4-12)683-0123 
Kitchen Center 
3005 E State St. Sharon. PA 16146 
(412) 347-5588 

RHODE ISLAND 
Ingalls Kitchens Inc. 
25 Carlsbad St.. Cranston. Rl 02920 
(401)944-2220 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
C. S. Pennewell 
P O  Box 1411 
Hilton Head Island. SC 29928 
(803) 785-2079 

TENNESSEE 
John Beretta Tile Company, Inc. 
2706 Sutherland Avenue 
Knoxville. TN 37919 
(615)523-0762 
St. Charles Custom Kitchens 

of Memphis 
1 725 Madison Avenue 
Memphis. TN 38104 
(901) 726-1960 
Hermitage Kitchen & Bath Gallery 
531 LaFayette Street 
Nashville. TN 37203 
(615)244-4167 , 

TEXAS 
Brad Pence Company 
4508 Lovers Lane 
Dallas, TX 75225, (214) 750-0271 
St. Charles Fashion Kitchens, Inc. 
6630 Harwin Drive-Suite 152 
Houston. TX 77036, (713) 783-7780 
St. Charles Custom Kitchens 
6539 San Pedro 
San Antonio TX 78216 
(512) 349-5418 

UTAH 
Millet's Kitchens 
1344 South 21st East 
Salt Lake City. UT 84108 
(801) 581-0066 

VIRGINIA 
Shenandoah Kitchens, Inc. 
Rt   1 Box213 B-1 
Bluemont. VA 22012 
(703) 955-3571 
Kitciien Towne 
2600 Hampton Blvd 
Norfolk. VA 23517. (804) 622-3800 
Custom Kitchens Inc. 
6412 Horsepen Road 
Richmond. VA 23226 
(804) 288-7247 
Carter's Cabinet Shop 
2132 Shenandoah Valley 

Avenue. N E 
Roanoke. VA 24012 
(703)362-0228 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Voell Custom Kitchens 
1 721 Connecticut Avenue N W 
Washington. DC 20009 
(202) 265-6192 
The Kitchen Guild 
5002 Connecticut Avenue N W, 
Washington, D C 20008 
(202) 362-7111 

WEST VIRGINIA 
Chandler's Plywood 

Products, Inc. 
3716 Waverly Road. P.O 9009 
Huntington. WV 25704 
(304) 429-1311 

WISCONSIN 
The Kitchen Center 
4060 N, 128th Street 
Brookfield, Wl 53005 
(414) 781-1131 
Green Bay Kitchen Mart 
31 10 Market Street 
Green Bay. Wl 54301 
M14) 499-0861 

4560 
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A St. Charles kitchen is the ultimate expression of your personality 
and lifestyle. Each custom creation is a masterpiece of planning and 
design. Find the "look" that is really you among the widest array of 
stylings from period traditional through today's contemporary. Select 
from materials such as furniture woods, decorative laminates and 
textured steel, all in latest designer colors and finishes. 

We invite you to come browse in your St. Charles dealer's 
showroom. Learn howourdesigner/consultantwill work with you in 
planning and creating a St. Charles fashion kitchen as unique as 
you yourself. 

Bring this coupon to the St. Charles dealer showroom nearest 
you and receive our 44-page Kitchen Ideas Book of latest designs as a 
free gift. Or mail coupon to us with $3.00. 

St. Charles Fashion Kitchens 
St, Charles, Illinois 60174 
Please send me your new fully illustrated 
44-page Kitchen Ideas Book of latest 
designs. I am enclosing $3.00. (Book is 
free if you take coupon to dealer.) 

Name 

Address 

City County 

State Zip 

(See listing on opposite page for the St. Charles designer/consultant nearest you.) 
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• •!§ 0 From start to finish, a g 
remodeling Job needs a g 
contractor 

•. • t • 

PickanNHiC 
member- 
and be sure. 

When you're starting a remodeling job, 
the last thing you want to worry about is 
the quality of the work. 

Choose a contractor who is a member 
of the National Home Improvement 
Council, and you can be sure you'll be 
getting workmanship of the highest 
quality. And you'll get a lot more, too. 
Because every NHIC member is pledged 
to a Code of Ethics, for your protection. 
And with their years of experience and 
knowledge, they can help you get the 
most value from your remodeling budget. 

Send for our free booklet "How to Start 
Your Home Improvement Project with the 
Help of a Reliable Contractor.' It's full of 
good tips and thoughtful suggestions. 
Send a stamped self-addressed 
envelope to: 
National Home Improvement Council 
11 East 44th St. 
New York, 
New York 10017 

National Home Improvement Council 
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HCWTO 
WALLPAPER A ROOM 

New easy-to-use wallcoverings 
and hanj>in}> instructions 
from Karen Nyman, 
who papered the one-room 
apartment on page 122 

By Lorna Caine 

Faced with an old house and a small 
luidget, Mrs. Nyman, a housewife with 
two children, decided to try papering a 
room. Armed with booklets from her 
local wallcovering store, she went to 
work. From there, she went on to paper 
the rest of the house and as her hus- 
band's job required a series of moves to 
different houses, she had plenty of prac- 
tice. Mrs. Nyman found papering so 
enjoyable that she decided to turn pro- 
fessional. When she asked advice at a 
local wallcovering supply store, the own- 
er was so impressed by her work that he 
offered her a job. From there, she 
launched out into her own business and 
has recently been asked, as the Paper 
Lady, to be the spokesperson for the 
Wallcovering Information Bureau. She 
finds paperhanging both relaxing and 
satisfying creatively, because, as she 
says, "You can see a change in the room 
i'limediately. I can set my own hours 
and work around the children's sched- 
ule." Mrs. Nyman has worked out many 
tips of her own and her instructions, be- 
low, are easy to follow. 

The wallcoverings she used are pre- 
trimmed, as are many wallcoverings to- 
day. However, if the one you have chos- 
en has an unprinted excess—selvage— 
this is what you do: 

First, cut your strip to wall height. 
Match the pattern with the next strip 
before cutting off the selvage. Place a 
5- or 6-foot metal straightedge (this 
looks like a long ruler) on the pattern 
side of the trim marks, making sure the 
paper is resting on a clean work table. 
Now mark the edge of the strip lightly 
at three points with a pencil. Line up 
your straightedge with the pencil marks 
and then, placing your razor knife up- 
right against the edge of the straight- 
edge, steadying it with your left hand, 
cut the paper firmly. Repeat with each 
strip. 

Many wallcoverings now come pre- 
pasted as well and only need to be 
soaked in water, according to the manu- 
facturer's instructions. If you do need 
to paste, you have a choice of adhesives 
for paper. There is wheat paste, which 
only needs to be measured, mixed with 
water and made smooth, like the con- 
sistency of gravy. Or there is premixed 
acrylic adhesive, which is ready to use 
and is very easy for the beginner. Vinyls 
need a vin>l adhesive of which there are 
three kinds—powder, liquid, and pre- 
mixed. Do check with your dealer or the 
manufacturer as to which is the best one 
for the vinyl you have chosen. 
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When you feel it is time to change 
the color or pattern of a room, this can 
be easily done, as there are now strip- 
pable wallcoverings. These are specially 
treated to come off easily and may be 
made of paper or vinyl backed with fab- 
ric or paper, or one of the new nonwoven 
synthetics. 

How much paper 
do you need? 
Measure the perimeter of your room and 
multiply it by the height of the ceiling. 
This gives you the total square footage of 
your area wall. The suggested rule of 

Conliiiiiecl on next page 

Some houses 
weie never meant to be painted. 

Archilfcl Archilecluiol Woikshnp- 

The most beautiful thing you can do for your home is to preserve 
and protect it against sun, rain and harsh climates with Olympic Stain. 

Olympic's penetrating protection lets your wood breathe. So, we 
guarantee it against cracking, peeling and blistering. Your home receives 
lasting protection no matter how wet or how dry the weather 
gets. That's why architects specify Olympic more than any 
other stain. 

Available in 66 beautiful semi-transparent and solid 
colors. Please follow easy label directions. For more infor- 
mation, consult the Yellow Pages for your Olympic dealer or 
write: Olympic. 2233 112fh Avenue N.E.. Bellevue WA 98004. 
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SAVE 
ENERGY 

CUT 
FUEL 

COSTS 
INSULATE... WEATHERSTRIP 
WITH A 
ONE HAND OPERATED 

T-50      .^ 
STAPLE GUN 
SHOOTS A STAPLE 
WHEREVER YOU'D DRIVE A NAIL! 
FASTER!   CHEAPER!   BETTER! 

You'll save up to 30% on fuel bills 
when you insulate and weatherstrip your 
house with an Arrow T-50 Staple Gun. 
You save your own energy, too — as 
well as labor costs! It's a breeze — 
one SQUEEZE and you've nailed it! 

AVAILABLE AT ALL THESE 
PARTICIPATING STORES: 

• Ace Hardware 
• Agway Stores 
• American Hardware Stores 
• Blue Grass Hdwe/Bldg Center 
• Carter Lumber 
• 84 Lumber 
• Grossman's 
• HWI Stores 
• K Marts 
• PRO Hardware Stores 
• PRO Mart Home Centers 
• Sentry Hardware Stores 
• Sutherland Lumber 
• True Value Hardware Stores 
• Trustworthy Stores 
• Western Auto Stores 
• Wickes Lumber 
• WooIco 

And at all Leading Hardware, Home Center 
& Discount Department Stores Everywhere. 

/Jnnoiv FRSTCNCR Conn^/mtY IMC 

271 Marhill SIreel. Saddle Srook. N. J. 07662      ^^ 
nada: 6S0S Melropolilan Blvd. East. Monlreal HIP 1X9 

The Standard of Excellence 
By Which All Others Are Judged 
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How to wallpaper 
continued from preceding page 

thumb is to divide the total square foot- 
age by 30, which will give you the num- 
ber of rolls to order. 

When you receive your order, ex- 
amine each roll for variation in color, 
and carefully read manufacturer's di- 
rections. 

Preparing your walls 
If the wallpaper on your wall is in ex- 
cellent condition and the seams and 
edges are tight, then you can paper over 
it. However, check with your dealer on 
the appropriate sizing or primer and 
sealer required. If it is in poor condition 
and if there are many layers, remove the 
old before you apply new wallpaper. If 
in doubt, remove. To remove wallpaper, 
you can use a steamer or a garden 
sprayer, which you can rent from your 
wallpaper dealer. Or if the existing wall- 
paper is a modern strippable one, it will 
come off easily, .lust pull it up at a 
corner or scam. Fabric-backed vinyl can 
also be removed in this way. Paper- 
backed vinyl peels oil", but leaves the 
paper behind. You can use this as a 
lining, or remove it. Scrub a well-soaked 
sponge over the surface and then scrape 
off paper with a scraper. Or use a steam- 
er. Paper can be applied over vinyl, but 
it just isn't a good idea to do, as vinyl can 
be so easily removed. Vinyl can be 
applied over paper in good condition by 
first sealing the paper with a bonding 
agent. Vinyl can also go over vinyl, as 
the vinyl adhesive will stick well. But as 
vinyl is so easy to peel off, you might as 
well remove it. Also, two layers of vinyl 
on the wall could be too heavy and might 
peel away. 

Once you've stripped and washed your 
walls, prepare and prime them just as 
you would for painting (see page 134). 

Setting up 
You need a large table. Two card tables 
pushed together or two sawhorses cov- 
ered with a sheet of plywood would do 
very well. Clear the wall area of furni- 
ture and put your stepladder into place. 
Put dropcloths on the floor to protect 
your rugs. 

Measuring, cutting, 
and pasting 
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1. Determine the width of the wall- 
covering; most are 27 inches wide. The 
best place to start, especially for a be- 
ginner, is to measure from a corner to a 

House & Garden 

point !4 -inch short of the width of paper. 
Drop a plumb line from that point to 
establish on which line to line up the first 
strip of wallpaper. Make dots along i 
length of plumb line. Connect the dots 
into a pencil line. This is then the true 
vertical. 

2. Measure height of wall. Add 2 
inches top and bottom to length of wall- 
paper when cutting. Match pattern for] 
second strip to first and cut. You can do 
this with four strips at a time, but be sure 
to recheck your wall height from time to 
time. Tip: If your cutting table is 
marked every 12 inches, your table can | 
be the ruler. 

EDWARD OLEK5AK 

^^ 

3. Put strips face-side down in order 
—first one on top. Fan out sheets so that 
any excess paste on top sheet will go onto 
second, and so on. Always lay paper so 
the top is to your left. Make certain that 
you use the type of adhesive recom- 
mended for your wallcovering. Cover 
the back of the wallpaper completely, 
smoothly and evenly. The Paper Lady 
applies paste with a paint roller (see page 
125). Paste in a good light so you don't 
miss any spots, as they can show up as ij 
blisters on the wall. Paste one half of 
the paper and fold the top of the strip i| 
over, allowing paste to rest against paste. 
Pull the remaining unpasted section onto' 
the table, paste the portion and then fold 
the bottom section up, so the top edge 
and the bottom edge meet—be careful 
not to crease the fold. These last two 
steps are called "booking." As many as 
four strips at one time can be pasted for 
hanging. 

Hanging the first strip 
4. Carry the folded wallcovering to 

the penciled plumb line. When you have 
climbed the ladder, open the top portion 
carefully, letting the rest fall. Allow 2 
inches to overlap at the ceiling or 
cornice line. Be sure one edge is aligned 
with the plumb line. You can use your 
hands to slide the paper into place. 

Continued on page 104 
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agreatrai^ 

We've always been proud of our ranges. But at Whirl- 
pool, we're always looking for ways to make our 
products even better. 

Hence this convenient Whirlpool Cook'N Counter^^^ 
range. We've covered the burners with a counter top 
made of tempered black glass that resists heat, 
scratches and breaks. It not only gives you extra 
counter space, but it gives your kitchen a beautiful 
clean look. When you're cooking, it folds up conve- 
niently out of your way. 

We've also designed this range with a self- 

cleaning oven. Just set the controls. A special high- 
heat oven cycle reduces most stubborn splatters to a 
light ash which is easily removed. 

We've also improved the oven door heat seal 
design. We added a custom control panel with easy- 
to-clean recessed dials. And a MealtimerT^^ clock. 

Then of course, we back every Whirlpool range 
with customer services that are designed to keep you 
satisfied for years to come. 

We do all of this because we think you deserve 
the best from Whirlpool. 

Whirlpool 
Home M. Appliances 

We believe quality can be beautiful. 



Enjoy the luxury of 
a steam bath 

without leaving 
your shower. 

Introducing Instant Spa: 
Instant Spa" is a new shower attachment that does something 

quite remarkable. In only seconds, it turns the hot water m your 
shower into a soothing, steam bath-like mist. 

Step into it and you'll enjoy the same terrific benefits you get 
out of a steam bath. 

Instant Spa relaxes tense, achy muscles. Opens pores to free 
your skin of blocked-in dirt. Increases your circulation. And sim- 
ply makes your whole body feel like a new person. 

Instant Spa can be installed in just minutes to any shower 
head. Stall or tub. What's more, it uses a fraction of the water 
needed for a shower, so it will do no more harm to walls than a 
shower And it won't interfere with everyday shower usage. 

If all this sounds too good to be true, here's one thing that's 
even better Instant Spa 
sells  for  a modest 
$42.50. 

So now you can 
have the luxury of a 
steam bath without get- 
ting your budget in hot 
water 

Think of it as 
a steam bath 

At home. 

us Patent Number 4,084.271 
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B & M Manuladuniig Co, 
PO Box 787, Richboro, Pa 18954 
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How to wallpaper 
continued from page 102 

5. Brush with a smoothing brush in 
downward and outward strokes. Smooth 
out bubbles and wrinkles with your fin- 
gers or lift the paper gently and brush 
firmly over that part. Make sure there 
are no air bubbles on the bottom section. 
Also make sure you have brushed firmly 
into the ceiling and baseboard. 

i 6. Trim along the ceiling and base- 
board, scoring with back of blade before 
cutting. Trim excess paper with a very 
sharp razor knife. Tip: Change razors 
very frequently. (Mrs. Nyman uses 15 
to 20 a day.) It makes the job much 
easier to have a sharp, new blade. 

7. Use a seam roller to flatten the 
edges. Dip a sponge in clean, warm 
water, squeeze thoroughly, and remove 
excess paste gently from wallpaper be- 
fore it dries. It will leave a glue-like' 
stain. 

Hanging the second strip 
Now that the first strip is up, the work 
will go much more easily. Next, look for 
the "'match" side of the wallpaper. Paste 
strip as before. Butt the edges as close 
to each other as possible without over- 
lapping. Try not to stretch the wallpaper, 
instead just gently slide into place. 
Smooth with your brush, as you did the 
first strip. Trim and sponge. Roll the 
seams firmly after each strip is com- 
pleted. Be sure to keep the seam roller 
clean. However, do not roll embossed 
or flocked paper seams. 

How to do corners 
8. It's a good idea to do some extra 

measuring when you come to an inside 
corner, as few rooms have plumb straight 

Continued on page 106 



Softasababy^ 

Tufted scat. In 8 colors. 
'■■™"'W^*'W«*«n.-. 

The beautiful touch. The softest, 
plushest seats by Magnolia. Of 
foam-filled leather grain vinyls. 
Tufted, as you see here or in 
regular soft. Plus, there are 
exciting embroidered designs. 
All are durable, totally hy- 
gienic. With color-matched 

top-mount hinges. Easy to in- 
stall. In colors for every dec- 
orating scheme. From Soft 
Black to Blue-for-baby. Come 
baby yourself. Look for the 
Magnolia sale price. At home 
centers, hardware, department, 
and other fine stores. 

Regular scat Iti l.'if olors, 
I Also in new elongated model.) 

P mbroidercd rnotifs. 
In Sdilfcrent designs. 

<MAGNPLIA 
«*-.c^^^*!^-^ produ( Soft Seats products 

Beneke Corporation/A Division of Beatrice Foods Co./Box 1367, Columbus, MS 39701 
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How to wallpaper 
continued from page 104 

corners. Measure from the edge of the 
preceding strip to the corner and at three 
heights—baseboard, ceiling, and the 
point midway between them. 

9. Next, cut a strip '2-inch wider tlian 
your widest measurement. (Keep the 
leftover piece of paper as you may use it 
to paper the adjacent side of the corner.) 

10. Butt (he strip to the preceding 
strip, taking care to brush the strip firmly 
into the corner. At the top and bottom of 
the corner, snip with scissors so that the 
paper will lie fiat. Using a straightedge, 
measure the width of the remaining piece 
of paper. Then on the adjacent wall, 
measure the same distance from the 
corner and make a plumb line at that 
point.   Depending on the direction you 

are going, position the correct edge of 
the wallpaper strip to the plumb line— 
the other edge will cover the V'2-inch 
overlap. (If your wallcovering is vinyl, 
use a vinyl-to-vinyl adhesive on the V2- 
inch overlap.) 

II. An outside corner is a little easier. 
You butt the last strip against the pre- 
vious strip, smoothing and brushing as 
much of the paper as you can around 
the corner, being careful not to buckle 
the paper at the top and bottom corners. 
Do be sure to brush all the air out of the 
corner, so that there are no bubbles. 
Again, snip with scissors into the corner 
at the ceiling and ba.seboard overlap at 
each corner, so that you can smooth the 
paper in place. 

For free booklet, "How to Hang Wall- 
coverings," write Wallcovering Informa- 
tion Bureau, Dept. HG, 66 Morris Ave., 
Springfield, N.J. 070X1. ■ 

6023 Copyntht iS And*r»»n Torp , Baypori. Minn   H76. 
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Built-in tefit^eration 
for homes of distinction 
Sub-Zero refrigerators are the 
only true built-in units designed 
exclusively for the home. They 
fit flush with standard base 
cabinets and can accept front 
and side panels to match any 
decor. You may choose from 
models 24 to 48 inches in width 
with capacities up to 32 cubic 
feet, the largest home unit 
manufactured. Choose from 
side-by-side, over-and-under 
(freezer on bottom), all refrig- 
erator, all freezer and under- 
counter models. Units have ice- 
makers and the luxury of 
completely adjustable storage 
to suit your needs. Every unit 
is factory tested for total 
performance before delivery. 

Send 25C for colorful brochure 
on unique kitchens. 
Available in Canada 

SUB-ZERO FREEZER CO. 
P.O. Box 4130 
Madison, WI 53711 



The Beautiful 
Brute ^«*/ to Clean! Super Durable! 

E-ZKABE 
Most paint starts 
out looking good. 
Tru-Test E-Z Kare 
keeps on looking 
good- 

KEEPS ON. 
Grease, grime, most stains cant 
readily penetrate E-Z Kare's enamel- 
hard finish. Wipes clean, no shine or 
need to repaint, even after scrubbing 

When it comes to resisting stains and standing up to scrubbing, Tru-Test E-Z Kare is more than 
iust "paint." It coats walls and woodwork with a beautiful brufe-strength finish. Makes your 
rooms virtually carefree. Yet the E-Z Kare soft, luxury look of latex lets you create the 
decorator styling you want. Choice of white, decorator colors and custom 
blend colors. Tru-Test E-Z Kare Latex Flat Enamel— 
the "wash n wear" paint. 

Tru-Test Paints are 
precision-formulated 
in three paint factories 
owned exclusively by 
over 5,000 True Value 
Hardware Stores. 

Jhuzl/aSm 
HARDWARE vSTORES 

Tru-Test Paints are sold exclusively by 
participating True Value Hardware Stores. 
Look under "Paint—Tru-Test" in the Yellow Pages. 
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iMivmr 
SPKIALBOCKLET OFFER 
There's room for improvement—anrf there's great help for you in making 
improvements you're planning for your home. Many of the advertisers whose 
messages appear in this special home improvement section produce 
booklets, brochures, catalogues and portfolios filled with information about 
their products and ideas for using them. Those described and pictured here 
can be ordered directly from House ft Garden. Just fill in and mail the 
coupon below. We'll fill your orders as promptly as possible. 

7.    "THE ULTIMATE COOKINf 
SYSTEM." Built-in and free sta 
ing electric ranges from Jenn Ai ■ 
feature exclusive built-in surface i 
ventilation to vent smoke and of 
outdoors, without a hood  New 
"convertible cooktop" models c yt 
vert from range to char-flavor ( 
seconds. Sixteen-page color I 
describes the various models ii^ 
tail, also shows line of convectj 
and microwave ovens. Jenn-) 

8.   BRILLIANT COLORS bursj 
these 36 pages showing the liv 
ness of Tru-Test Paints. Paint ( 
things for your rooms — blue < 
beautify, red can dramatize, grel 
can calm them. Includes popuj 
House B Garden Colors. Tru-Tel 
Paints are sold exclusively by | 
ticipating True Value Hardware} 
Stores. Cotter & Co. $1.50 

1.    SMART WINDOW PLANNING. 
Full-color 24-page folder gives infor- 
mation on different types of wood 
windows and gliding doors and on 
Perma-Shield windows and gliding 
doors which have sash and frame 
encased in a low-maintenance, rigid 
vinyl sheath. Helpful information for 
the home planner or the remodeler. 
Andersen Corp. 

2.    SO YOURE THINKING ABOUT 
ROOFING colorful, information- 
packed new t>ooklet on asphalt shin- 
gles is a must read for homeowners. 
Advice from America's largest shin- 
gle manufacturer on weights, cover- 
age, color, proper application, and 
finding a qualified roofer. Includes 
glossary of roofing terms. GAF, 

3.   TIME- AND MONEY-SAVING 
APPLIANCES  Brochure details 
Energy Saver dishwashers that con- 
■erve water and energy, and waste 
iisposers with Quick Click mount 

that cuts installation time. Also, 
trash compactors, hot-water dispen- 
sers, mixers, coffee mills. Kitchen- 
Aid Division, Hobart Corporation. 

4 
4.   FASHION KITCHENS. Beautiful- 
ly illustrated color booklet from the 
St. Charles Manufacturing Company 
offers you a preview of its versatile 
kitchens. Each kitchen, from color to 
cooktops, is custom treated to 
match the house and needs of the 
family living in it. $3 

5. "DECORATING IDEAS WITH 
CERAMIC TILE" - new 16-page 
color brochure shows ways to de- 
corate kitchens, baths, dining areas 
and family rooms — suggests color 
coordinations, how to build or re- 
model with ceramic tile. American 
Olean Tile Company. 25C 

6.    NEW IDEAS WITH WOOD WIN- 
DOWS. Pella Rolscreen windows 
and doors are as beautiful as they 
are easy to maintain. Colorful book- 
let illustrates how Pella designs add 
distinction to any house. 

ORDER COUPON FOR "THERE'S ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT" 
BOOKLETS, SEPTEMBER 1978 

Circle the number of each booklet that you want, and enclose check, money order or 
currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add $1 for postage and 
handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery 

MAIL TO: House & Garden, Dept. No. 91, Box 3579, Grand Central Station, 
New York, NY. 10017 

8$1.50 

I enclosed $_ 

$_ 

»S1 

3 

10 

i$3 r25C 

11 50C 12 25C 13 $1 75 

7 

14 

for postage and handling of my requests for booklets 

for booklets circled requiring payment 

my total remittance 

Offer expires 12/15/78 

Name  

Address 

City  

108 

(please prim) 

State_ Zip- 

In Hw bonk... 
WMpHK     , 
chkMteii? 11 

9 CREATIVE HOME PLANNIll 
GUIDE is designed to give uniqd 
ideas for remodeling or building! 
Well illustrated booklet accompa 
a Home Security Guide to help { 
protect your family and properl 
Planning Guide covers all areas] 
the home including lighting reed 
mendations. Nutone, Inc. $1 

10. COOKING WITH ELECTRICl 
— with Amana. Brochure illustrM 
a selection of ranges, cooktops, I 
ovens and cooking centers, eaclj 
with special features to make co 
ing easier. Includes size specifics 
tions and warranty details. Amaij 

11. "FOCUS ON FLOORS" - ai 
practical guide to decorating frorf 
the floor up. This 12-page full-col 
booklet features decorating tips " 
kitchens, family and living rooms| 
bedrooms, foyers and hobby roo 
Includes entire section on do-it-' 
self installation, a flooring glossa| 
plus information on cost and 
maintenance. From Congoleum.l 

12. BUILT-IN FREEZERS/REFRI 
GERATORS can add the glamoui 
ous look that a fully equipped kiti 
en needs. Easily and economicalll 
installed. Consider the wide choii 
of models and sizes for flexible ai 
rangements shown in this colorf 
booklet. Sub-Zero. 25C 

13 SAVE ENERGY, SAVE MONH 
with "In the Bank ... or up the f 
Chimney?" which will help you ci 
pute the cost of tightening up yol 
home and the savings which resif 
Hundreds of tips, step-by-step in]| 
structions in this 72page book ai 
piled by the U.S Government anil 
brought to you from Red Devil. $1 

14. CLIMATE CONTROL PROD- 
UCTS. A colorful 8-page brochiiil 
describing Singer's total comfort I 
conditioning systems, including I 
pumps, air conditioning, furnacp 
electronic air cleaners, and humi(j 
fiers. Singer Climate Control. 

House  & Garden 
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The new gas ranges 
can cut your energy bills by as much as 

200 meals every year.* 

They're up to 30% 
more efficient 

than models offered 
just 5 years ago. 

America's gas 
appliance manufac- 

turers have a new recipe 
for saving money and 

energy...the new breed 
of gas ranges. 

Improvements such as 
pilotless ignition, 

programmed cooking 
control and more 

efficient burners have 
made cooking with gas 

clean and easy. 
And they cost, on the 

average, far less to 
operate. 

'Based on the national aver- 
age that iamilies cook at least 

two meals at home per day. 

Compared to 
electricity, gas cooks 
2 meals to 1."^ 

Since gas is a direct 
energy, it will cook two 
meals with the same 
amount of primary 
energy it takes to cook 
one meal electrically. 
Plus, you get all the 
traditional advantages 
of cooking with gas: 
instant on and off, 
infinite temperature 
settings with precise 
control, smokeless, 
closed-door broiling and 
a clean, cool kitchen. 

'Comparisons of gas to 
electricity are based on 
widely-accepted studies from 
both industry and government 

The new gas appliances are good for your economy. 

ama 
:*fliBviiif '  - 

Gas Appliance Manufacturers Association 



hi 1902, in the midst of an Indian love call, Miss Sally 
surprised Mountie Boh by lighting up a cigarette 

ntntie Bob did not complete the call. 

X VbuVe come a long way, baby. 

V VIRGINIA 
\   SUMS 

Slimmer than th fat agiircttes men smoke. 

16mg"tar;'0.9 mg nicotine av. 
per cigarette, FTC ReponlVlav'78 

Warning; The Surgeon General Has Deter 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

,^ 

VIRGINIA 
SLIMS 
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itlor were just a surface event, it couldn't change our lives 
/ay it does. But, like the excitement of music or fragrance, 
r has impact. It reaches out from a living source —a mood, 
;mory, a unique message about the way you feel. (The 
;nt Chinese thought colors were emanations from the 
€ts, each bringing a different emotion and musical note to 
h.) When you decorate with color, you communicate some- 
l no one else can, something active and real that's as 
onal as the sound of your voice. Let your decorating speak 
■ language, with colors that make you feel good—and 
tell the world why. To limber your vocabulary, here's an 

■ full of inspiring ideas for living in color now. 

Painting with new 
color is still the quickest, 
easiest, least expensive way to 
give rooms allover freshness 
without remodeling, says deco- 
rator Arthur Smith. "And the new 
House & Garden Colors are full 
of personality. Buttercream to 
make everyone healthy-looking; 
Pink Blush sparked with a dash 
of red or green for light and flat- 
tery; Blue Blue for drama, espe- 
cially in an entrance hall; and 
serene Watercolor Blue on fabrics 
for a peaceful bed-sitting room." 

Reach for Raisin when 
you experiment with the new 
House & Garden Colors—it's one 
of the most flexible, says designer 
Bruce Gregga. "Raisin really be- 
longs to two families—the browns 
and the pinks—and works well 

with both groups. A room colored 
predominantly in Pink Blush and 
Raspberry Cream, with Raisin 
highlights in the fabric and furni- 
ture, would be delightful in any 
period style." 

Use color for real 
surprise and the punch you 
want your rooms to have. Albert 
Hadley of Parish-Hadley Inc. 
suggests a Daffodil library, for 
instance, or Blue Blue to line a 
seaside cabana. And the pretty 
pastels —like Watercolor Blue 
and Pink Blush — on the living 
room ceiling, for light and lift. 

Dynamic duos. Balance 
an unusual color with a familiar, 
comfortable one. Designer Rob- 
ert Currie says his most effective 
room this year has black-green 
walls, ceiling, and floor —a dra- 
matic shell for beige furniture. 
"It's a very exciting room: The 
two colors equalize each other 
naturally and together they create 
an atmosphere that's both warm 
and extraordinary!" 

Big color in a small 
space can give it all the deco- 
rating drama of a larger room. De- 
signer Mark Hampton suggests an 
alluring blue, like House & Gar- 

den's new Bistro Blue, for a nar- 
row hall or entrance foyer. Dress 
it with mirror and a tree or fern 
for a finished, graceful look. 

Color it healthy. Living 
with a variety of colors and 
heightening your color-awareness 
can improve your health and 
strength, says Dr. John Diamond, 
developer of a new Psycho-Aes- 
thetics program to boost energy, 
increase creativity, and reduce 
stress. He has found through 
muscle-testing that your color 
environment has an important 
effect on day-to-day emotional 
and biological patterns. "We need 
to surround ourselves with a wide 
range of nature-related colors, 
and learn to see and use them as 
artists do—to look at the sky and 
find hundreds of different tints 
making up the bluel" 

White looks whiter 
— andmuch moreexciting—when 
you make ihe floor of a white 
room a deep, rich colon Three 
excellent stains that come in a 
rainbow of colors, let the wood 
grain show through, and are good 
to your floors are Benwood .Stain 
(by Benjamin Moore), Minwax, 
and Duraseal. All available at 
Janovic/Plaza. New York. 
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Color is decorating now. Color for 
a change, for a charge, for a quick 
easy-to-do vitality boost —| 
for every room 
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for a 
choice 
Introducing 
House & Garden's 
exciting new palette 
for 1979 
The spectrum has seven colors, scientists 
say, but decorators know better—and so 
does House & Garden. Here, fifty great 
choices, twelve of them brand new, to in- 
spire your decorating this year. The news? 
Rich, mellow colors like Bistro Blue, Daffo- 
dil and Blue Blue: exciting offbeats like 
Raspberry Cream, Fink Blush, and Raisin; 
and a whole new selection of luminous 
pales: Caramel Cream and Buttercream. 
Greensilver and Pistachio Ice. Watercolor 
Blue and Ice Blue. And still on the rise are 
the versatile naturals, softened and subdued 
in an assortment we call Pearls and Shells 
(see them on page 138). To help you fill 
your house with color, here's a chart you 
can take with you to shop for everything 
from fabric to kitchen appliances. House & 
Garden's set of color chips lists the manu- 
facturers who make their designs available 
in House & Garden Colors all over the 
country. To order your own set, please turn 
to page 100. And to get you started, some 
top designers have chosen their new favor- 
ites and told how they'd use them. For more 
color tips, see page 111. 
William Hodgins: "The new colors reflect a 
softness, subtlety, and ease that I think peo- 
ple want in their home now—a little pret- 
tier, more romantic. Imagine a Daffodil 
bedroom with lots of white trim, filled with 
multicolored pastel fabrics, and held to- 
gether by a carpet in deep blue-green." 
John Saladino: "Ice Blue, Watercolor Blue, 
and Greensilver make gentle, reminiscent 
alternatives to white. They also lend them- 
selves to striping: In an odd-shaped room— 
a hexagonal breakfast room, for example 
—roll the colors right over the molding and 
woodwork in stripes. They'll make the room 
brand new." 
Whitney Chase: "I see three great combina- 
tions for a living room in an old-fashioned 
apartment with very high ceilings. With 
Buttercream on the walls, paint moldings 
Caramel Cream, floor and ceiling in Raisin 
—all in very high-gloss lacquer. Use a print 
for the upholstery, like batik. With Ice Blue 
on the walls, make your moldings Bistro 
Blue and cover the floor and ceiling with 
Blue Blue. Or Pink Blush walls, Raspberry 
Cream moldings, Raisin floor and ceiling. 
Used this way, the triads will make the big 
room younger and cozier." 
John Dickinson: "Use an ice cream palette 
of Ice Blue, Greensilver, Pink Blush, Rasp- 
berry Cream, to give a contemporary room 
soft, flattering atmosphere." 
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How sure 
strokes of color 
in pattern and 
paint revived 
a New Orleans 
Victorian — 
and made it 
young again 
Do it with color—give an old 
house a new vitality with fresh 
color indoors and out. You can 
do it with color in paint or color 
in pattern. Or use both, and 
double the impact as Van and 
Denise Provosty did in their 
typical New Orleans Victorian 
house. They wanted to retain 
the flavor of the old house— 
"as little remodeling as pos- 
sible"—but they wanted it to 
look young and up-to-date. In 
the livmg room, for example, a 
wonderful warm terra cotta 
covers the walls from the base- 
boards to the cornice moldings 
and gives the room an allover 
sense of coziness. One bold 
geometric print upholsters the 
armless chairs, the window seat, 
and the sofas, which designer 
Ann Dupuy placed with the 
chairs in a circular arrangement 
that emphasizes their rounded 
shapes. More pattern is used 
where you least expect it—and 
hardly notice in the shadow of 
so strong a geometric. In the 
hutch, the pink and green pat- 
tern looks like a brightened ver- 
sion of the wall color; and on 
the English armchair, there's 
another small print, nearly the 
same shade as the pillows. The 
white curtains are patterned 
with windowpanc checks in 
colors borrowed from the geo- 
metric. The Provostys were so 
happy with the way the room 
looked that they lightened the 
lerra-cotta wall color and used 
it outdoors (see page 113). 
(Did you notice the roof spikes 
that have kept generations of 
city pigeons from nesting under 
Its eaves?) 

^H^^^H Le/t: In the living 
room, the surprise of balloon 
shades among simple curtains. 
KAREN  RADKAI 
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^For 
the bedroom, 
calm color, 
quiet pattern, 
the natural 
warmth of 
wood" 
While color and pattern sound a 
strong note in the living room, 
the mood music in the master 
bedroom, left, is played by a 
palette of pale neutrals that cre- 
ate a calm, peaceful atmosphere. 
"Bedrooms should be restful," 
says Mrs. Provosty. "And they 
should appeal to the man as well 
as the woman." The House & 
Garden Lavender she and de- 
signer Ann Dupuy chose for the 
walls is soft and creates a back- 
ground that recedes right before 
\ our eyes. The fourposter bed, a 
modern version of the old-fash- 
oned tester bed you might expect 

to find in a Victorian house, is 
wearing a beige and white "faux 
animal" print that feels masculine 
—but looks delicate because of 
its fluid design. What color there 
is comes from baskets full of 
flowers and plants that change 
with the season: here, lavender 
cxacum to highlight the wall 
color: red wax begonias on the 
Moor; and, behind the sofa pur- 
posely angled across one corner, 
a palm tree. Everything else, in- 
cluding the batik pillows and the 
plaid throw rugs, fits so natural- 
ly into the luminous neutral spec- 
trum that the room looks almost 
like a monotone of color. 

B^H^B  In the dressing room 
through the door on the left-hand 
side of the French writing table, 
left, a lively gray and beige plaid 
wallpaper that picks up the pattern 
in the bedroom rugs. It's a tiny, 
dark room that needed some 
perking up—without the addition 
of new bold colors—and so 

s. Dupuy used an allover pattern 
that's not too much of a shock 
in a small room that's used mainly 
for storage. "Nobody spends 
much time in here," 
says Mrs. Provosty. "So it's 
really just a lively variation 
•n a very quiet theme." 

PEN  RADKAI 
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Color for a clian 
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"^Every room 
is anchored 
with one 
self-assured 
pattern. 
Colors follow 
naturally, but 
a tone or two 
deeper than 
you'd expect'' 
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KAREN  RADKAI 
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HHI^I Dining             1 
room, left, has 
the same terra-cotta- 
colored walls as the         : 
living room next door 
—and the same white      .^ 
woodwork (with newly 
added paneling below 
the chair rails) and 
tied-back curtains. 
But in the dining 
room, pattern is on           j 
the floor in an antique 
durrie rug that 
accentuates all the 
earth tones in the 
room. White linen 
skirts give life to the 
surprisingly dark 
English chairs. The 
chandelier was designed 
by Ms. Dupuy. 
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Kitchen 
wallpaper, 
r/grtf, continues all 
theway into the break 
fast room. The vinyl 
floor looks like Mex- 
ican terra-cotta tiles. 
House & Garden Swee 
Lime chairs. In the 
family room, atooi^e 
an6 opposite page top 
adurrie rug in House 
& Garden True Blue 
and white. For the 
sofa, House & Garden 
Buttercream—"You'd 
expect white—so I 
used a deeper tone 
instead," says Ms. 
Dupuy. On the porch, 
ficus trees with 
braided stems. 

Down.stairs, subtle varia- 
tions of the same colors 
and patterns turn up in 
every room. "I wanted the 
house to be relaxing," says 
Mrs. Provosty, who, with 
four small children, leads 
a very active life. If you 
wander from room to 
room, you're never jarred 
by another range of colors 
or shocked by a radically 
different pattern. In each, 
there's one major pattern— 
and everything else follows 
naturally. In the family 
room, a durrie rug inspired 
the bar-top tiles. And the 
kitchen wallpaper is so sim- 
ilar to the living-room fab- 
ric you might think them 
identical. 

m 
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compac 
living 
How to expand 
a one-room 
apartment—with 
fabric, wallpaper, 
and nonstop 
spacemaking 
ideas 
Color it big—that was the idea be- 
hind using Diane Von Furstenberg's 
new small-printed wallpaper and 
fabric in House & Garden Water- 
color Blue in this one-room apart- 
ment. It's a multipurpose room 
designed with a young woman in 
mind, someone like Marita Risse, 
Diane Von Furstenberg's assis- 
tant. On the walls, one tiny print 
smoothes out all the imperfections, 
helps open up the space, and creates 
a wonderful warm background for 
people and objects. On the furniture, 
another small print stands out to be- 
come little islands of pattern on a 
floor colored out by bleached co- 

''^ coa fiber rugs. To highlight the all- 
over blue, white cotton in long 
lloor-to-ceiling panels curtains the 
windows and, quilted, it upholsters 
the seating cushions. The built-in 

latform is the width of a single bed 
.ind the long cushion is really a 
mattress that's used for sleeping at 
night. (It has a whole wardrobe of 
blue and white bedclothes tucked in- 
o the drawers underneath it.) But, 
wearing white, and arranged with 
the corner cushion to make room 
for tabletop space, the mattress 
looks more like a living-room ban- 
quette than a bed on a storage plat- 
form. Opposite it, the sofa closes the 
conversation area with the chairs 
and ottoman around the coffee table. 
In back of a table that folds down 
to 8 inches or expands to seat 10. 

^■IH Left and opposite page, 
top left: The gray lacquer table (from 
Cy Mann) works for writing or dining. 

olding wood-and-canvas chairs by 
Gold Medal. "Coral Reef" wallpaper 
and "Daisy Fern" fabric treated with 
Scotchgard by Diane Von 
Furstenberg for Wall-Tex. 
Upholstered furniture by Century. 
Shopping information, page 180. 

KAREN  RADKAI 
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polar for compact living 

The banquette 
is a bed, 
a table, a 
storage chest; 
the gray 
writing table 
unfolds to 
seat 10 

lAbove: Marita 
Risse begins her day with 
breakfast in bed (on blue 
china, of course). Whether 
it's dressed in blue and 
white for night, or white 
quilted cotton for day, the 
bed-banquette contributes 
to the blue and white 
mood of the room. The 
laminate cocktail table has 
pull-out leaves on all four 
sides—so, bedside, it can 
become a night table. 
Glass bowl and saucer on 
the banquette's end table 
by Glassworks 
from Jack Lenor Larsen. 
"Sun Check" sheets by 
Springs Mills, 
Left, top and bottom: 
By placing the sofa 
across from the banquette 
in the middle of the room, 
a second area is created 
behind it for studying 
or dining. After work, 
Ms. Risse has a few 
friends over for fruit 
and wine. Shopping 
information, page 180. 
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How-to tips 
Karen Nyman, The Paper 
Lady, who wallpapered 
this room, suggests: 
1. Stirring paste with 
an ordinary wire whisk— 
it smoothes out lumps 
better than a wood 
stirrer. 
2. Spreading paste evenly 
with a paint roller. 
3. Trimming paper against 
a metal square; and 
using it to measure paper, 
too. 4. Wallpapering 
bookshelf         
standards 
to make 
them 
disappear 
right into 
the wall— 
and 
"to make 
shelves look 
like they're 
without any 
visible support at all." 
For more of The Paper Lady's 
ideas, see page 101. 

Opposite the banquette 
wall, a fireplace flanked 
by bookshelves filled 
with Ms. Risse's 
favorites. To make room 
for great big storage 
baskets, the shelves 
stop short of the floor 
(you can see one on 
the right-hand side of 
the fireplace). On 
the mantel, a pair of 
ginger jars from LCS. 
Above it, one of two 
prints from Bernard 
Jacobson Ltd. (the 
other one is on the wall 
behind the wicker- 
based ottoman). 
Elongating the windows 
are panels of white 
cotton curtains that 
pass the sill and reach 
all the way to the floor. 
Between them, one big 
palm tree—instead of 
lots of little plants 
that could clutter the 
room. Rugs by 
Import Specialists. 
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fora 
mood 
Sensuous pales 
f or liviugf fieh 
color for dining. 
An apartment 
where ingeniou^^ 
use of carjjetiflMrl? 
fabric, rnirro]^ ^ " 
and steel cre^es^ ^ J 
the inviting ' " 
atmosphe|s^j^^^_^ 
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In this refreshing apartment filled 
with naturals, carpeting in House & Garden Dove 
slides down the wall onto a banquette lit from 
beneath and plumped with buttery suede-cushions. 
For splashes of flower brilliance, interior 
designer John Saladino added raw silk pillows 
in Blue Flower, Sun Yellow. For the unexpected 
wicker chairs, an elm-burl coffee table and 
a strip of mirror to create the illusion 
that the windows continue on. 
NORNMN  McGRATH 
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I Color for a mood 
In the dining room, 

I upholstered walls, 
storage banquettes^ *-' 
and a brilliant red table 
that splits for cards 
or parties 



In a surprising color switch, the apart- 
ment moves from the soft shades 
(Dove, wheat, white) that turn the liv- 
ing room into a creamy envelope, to 
the rich, sparkling tones of the dining 
room. To ease the transition, interior 
designer John Saladino ran a Sultana- 
bad rug with hues from both rooms 
along the hall, below left, then wound 
a U-shaped fagade of stainless steel 
(enclosing entrance to bedroom and 
powder room) into each section. "Be- 
cause the dining room was originally 
small and cold," explains the designer, 
"we covered the walls and banquettes 
with House & Garden Sienna duck to 
make it look like a precious box." The 
tables—rubbed with analyne-finished 
paint so that the wood grain shows 
through the high-gloss thermal lacquer 
—can either lock together for formal 
dinner parties and poker games, or 
separate for buffet suppers. The ex- 
posed bulbs in the track lighting point 
up the white glossed ceiling. The bed- 
room, above right, fuses dining and 
living room with a Sienna lacquered 
wall in a sea of off-white. 

Iln dining room, left, 
tables come together for formal parties; 
banquettes are used to store china, 
stemware. Below: The uncluttered look of 
Lucite-based tables, here separated, play 
up the sweep of bare floors. Opposite 
page: Between dining and living rooms, 
a bar/stereo center. Above: Shutters 
hide an unwanted view, give the bedroom 
a country look. Opposite page, bottom: 
Plan of the apartment. 



fora 
shine 
In a terrific 
kitchen, a 
new laminate 
with a surface 
f real chrome _ 

■^■B Brushed chrome and cream 
on a new slant changed a dim kitchen- 
and-pantry in the Sanford Cohens' 
apartment mto this gleaming multi- 
purpose room, below |eft. To open the 
space, Barbara Ross and Barbara 
Schwartz of Dexter Design, Inc. built a 
step-up diagonal platform for the 
cookmg area, below right; the old 
pantry became a mirrored bar facing a 
wall of cabinets and a built-in wine 
rack, right A new high pressure 
laminate with a real chrome finish, by 
Formica, on all vertical surfaces, is 
warmed with soft naturals: Oyster 
White laminate countertops. Pongee 
ceramic flooring, and Copco cookware 
in Biscuit. Cabinets by Roseline. 
American Olean "Crystal" tile supplied 
by the Tile Council of America For the , 
complete remodeliog story, please 
turn to pag'gr74 
WILLIAM P. STEELE 
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One luscious 
red in a cleverly 
remodeled city 

I apartment 
ITO the rescue with 

color and space-making style 
came designer Valerian Rybar in 
an apartment full of problems. 
He carpeted floors and walls in 
deep red, and dropped a mirrored 
ceiling inset into the middle of 
the living room, right, covering 
beams and doubling the room. 
To give it architectural elegance, 
he resculpted an awkward window- 
wall with vertical polished-metal 
blinds on a curving 
track, and made the other end 
wall into a carpeted curve with a 
built-in bar, above left. To accent 
the red, dark brown Naugahyde 
lines the walls of the dining niche, 
above right. Print fabric from 
Hannett-Morrow; carpet by Bige- 
low. Cocktail table by Paul Evans 
for Directional. Blinds by 
LouverDrape. For shopping 
information, turn to page 180. 
WILLIAM P.  STEELE 
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BRUSH UP 
Nf^NT 
To help you decorate your rooms, an up-to-the-minute guide t( 
paints and painting—instructions for two decorator-designec 
wall fmishes, plus tips from experts to make the job a breeze 

134 

WHATS IN 
PAINT? 
Paint is: A vehicle that holds 
everything together, pigments that 
add color, coverage, and body, 
and thinners that bring the mix- 
ture to a spreading consistency. 
The amounts are adjusted, and 
additional ingredients added (col- 
ors, drying agents, extenders) to 
produce different kinds of paint. 

Latex is a generic term for 
paints thinned with water. Most 
contain as a vehicle either vinyl or 
acrylic resins. Latex paints are 
fast-drying, easy to spread, clean 
up easily with soap and water, 
retain color and gloss well, and 
are almost odorless. 

Alkyd and oil-base paints are 
thinned with solvents (turpentine 
or mineral spirits). Because alkyds 
(synthetic resins) provide a harder 
film and superior color retention, 
they are now used instead of oil as 
a vehicle in most solvent-thinned 
interior paints—but these are 
often still called oil-base. Alkyd 
paints are harder, more resistant 
to water, and penetrate better 
than latex paints. 

Epoxy paint contains durable 
epoxy resins as its primary vehi- 
cle. Unlike most paints, epoxy 
paints dry by a slow chemical 
reaction, rather than by oxida- 
tion. They must cure for five days 
before they are completely hard. 
Some epoxy paints are precat- 
alyzed, that is, premixed in one 
can instead of two. They are 
OLEKSAK 

thinned with a special epoxy sol- 
vent. They dry to a smooth, 
sparkling, tough finish; provide 
excellent resistance to abrasion, 
water, alcohol, and many stains. 

Glaze is a clear varnish-based 
coating used to achieve depth and 
effects not possible with opaque 
paint, it is slow-drying, and tint- 
able with oil color or paint. 

Lacquer-based coatings arc 
extremely fast-drying. Most are 
too difficult for the average user 
to handle; few are available for 
general use. The term is often 
misused to describe a shiny, hard- 
drying enamel or glaze finish. 

Fnamel traditionally refers to a 
high-gloss paint, but today, any 
paint with a smooth hard finish, 
regardless of sheen, is often called 
an enamel. High gloss enamels are 
often used on wood, plaster, 
fioors, decks, and metals. 

Texture paint (also called sand 
paint or stucco paint) is a thick, 
texturized substance that disguises 
wall imperfections and creates an 
interesting texture. Texture paint 
is brushed or rolled on; rough- 
ened with a trowel, whisk broom, 
sponge, texture brush, or textured 
roller cover. By nature, texture 
paints are difficult to clean. 

Interior stains are formulated 
to enhance new wood. Some can 
also be used over paint for a dif- 
ferent effect. Stains can be clear, 
semitransparent, or solid, and 
have a latex or oil base. 

How to paint with 
a roller 

"Cut in" along the edge of 
walls, ceiling, baseboard, and 
window and door frames with a 
brush or smooth pile spreader. 

Mentally divide the wall into 9- 
square-foot sections—each uses 
about a roller's worth of paint. 

Don't let the roller get too dry— 
you'll spread the paint too thin. 
—!\aii(>nal Di'voralinn Products Assn. 

The palazzo finish 
Interior designer Harrison Cultra 
has developed this finish to 
create mellow textured walls "like 
those you see in old Italian villas." 
It's easy to do, and good for rough 
imperfect walls. Apply wheat 
paste sparingly to wall, then 
stretch on theatrical gauze, 
muslin, or thin India cotton, dis- 
regarding any wrinkles or creases. 
These will only add to the finished 
texture. When dry, prime with an 
alkyd primer. 

The strie finish 
For walls with perspective and a 
dimensional tone that almost 
looks like watered silk, try dry- 
brushing—a classic, quick 
decorative technique. Harrison 
Cultra always uses flat finish 
paints—"they make the topcoat 
brush on more slowly; you work 
more carefully, and end up with a 
finer finish." 

Far right: Harrison Cultra dry- 
brushes pink paint over white 
walls. You can dry-brush 6 square 
feet in about five minutes, using 
just a quart of paint for an average 
9-by-12-foot room. 



How to paint with a roller. Let the roiier 
saturate in a half-full tray of paint for 3or 4 minutes. 
1. Eliminate excess paint and prevent tracks by 
drawing the roller up the slant of the pan and tilting 
it from side to side on its ends. 

KEITH  TRUMBO 

^ 

In each section, stroke up the center, then diagonally up left and right. 3. Two such patterns 
Duid fit into each section. 4. Fill in with short vertical strokes. Always start in an unpalnted area 
d work back to the previously painted area to prevent marks. Finish rolling in one direction. 

I 

ie palaZZO finish  5. Apply white semlgloss alkyd paint. 6. When dry, roll on a coat of colored glaze.* 
When the glaze gets tacky, wipe away with a dry roller, in swoops, arches, zigzags, and skids that help 

^ate texture. 8. Roller tracks and glaze caught in the creases of the fabric give a shadowy play of color. 

The Strie finish Brush primed 
walls with flat white alkyd paint. 
(A roller gives an unsuitable tex- 
ture.) 9. Using a 1-inch brush, spot 
the wall with a colored flat 
alkyd paint, thinned to the consistency of heavy cream. 10. Brush 
out the color in quick long vertical strokes until the brush is very dry. 
11. First coat will be light. 12. Apply a second coat to finish. 

CHRIS REINHAROT 
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What to paint first? 
Paint from top to bottom and, if 
you're right-handed, right to left: 

1. Ceiling and walls 
2. Doors and windows 
3. Trim'' 
4. Floor 
*If trim color is different 

from the wall, paint trim first. 
Here's why: A trim brush must 
run along the narrow edge of the 
casement, while a wall brush or 
painting pad can rest entirely on 
the wall and easily cut close to 
the trim. 

To 

EDWARD OLEKSAK 

Choosing your 
painting tools 

In general, top quality painting 
tools more than make up their 
extra cost by saving time and 
frustration. In fact, Neil Jano- 
vic of Janovic/Plaza paint store 
in New York says that you can 
get nice results with a less 
expensive paint if you choose a 
better applicator. On the other 
hand, if you have limited stor- 
age space, rarely paint, and are 
only tackling a small job, one 
of the newer disposable paint- 
ing tools may be just the thing 
for you. Here is a rundown of 
painting tools. 

Brushes come in all sizes; 
1- to 2-inch trim brushes or 

angled sash bruslies for edg- 
ings, windows, and hard-to- 
reach places; large brushes for 
cabinets, doors, walls, and ceil- 
ings. Natural bristles are recom- 
mended for oil or alkyd paints, 
synthetic bristles for latex. 
Bristles should be tapered and 
split ends arc desirable as each 
split, or tlag, carries paint. 

Rollers are speed demons, 
great for filling in large flat 
areas quickly. The roller handle 
should have a threaded socket 
for an extension pole. The 
rougher the surface to be 
painted the longer the nap of 
the roller cover should be. Use 
a mohair or polyurethane foam 
cover for high-gloss enamels 
and varnish. Lamb's wool 
covers are only used with oil- 
base or alkyd paints—they get 
soggy in latex paints. Syn- 
thetic-blend covers can be used 
with all types of paint. 

A smooth pile spreader is a 
synthetic short-bristle replace- 
able pad on a permanent angled 
handle. On smooth flat sur- 
faces,  many painters find it 

faster than a medium-size 
brush, and there's no splatter 
or "tlick-off," as there may be 
when using a brush or roller. A 
spreader generally leaves no lap 
marks. They come in several, 
widths and, with guide wheelsi 
or a guiding edge, help cut a: 
smooth line around ceilings,; 
corners, and trim. To use, dip 
spreader in paint and wipe it 
across the surface, always strok- 
ingin the same direction. Finish 
with long, light strokes. 

Throwaway applicalors are 
like brushes with foam pads, 
instead of bristles. They are 
very absorbent, leave no brush 
marks or hairs to mark your 
finish, but tend to drip. They 
arc inexpensive—usually lessj 
than a dollar—and come in 
standard brush widths. 

A painter's mitt is a large 
lamb's wool glove that fits over 
your hand and is dipped in the 
paint for covering odd, irreg- 
ular surfaces like radiators, 
pipes, and columns. 

take aim mth your hand-^ 
.:vV 
:- •••. 
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A dryer speed-dries spackle or primers on 
patched areas. Or to see how a paint is 
going to look, interior designer John 
Rieck paints a l8-by-24-inch illustration 
board, dries it quickly with a dryer. 

•;v. 
•   € « 
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What paint goes 
over what? 
in general, it's best to use paint 
with the same vehicle that was 
used before—alkyd over alkyd, 
latex over latex. Compatible 
vehicles adhere best. If you must 
switch, be sure that the present 
paint film is well aged, clean, 
and dulled, then prepare the sur- 
face with a primer that is com- 
patible with your new topcoat. 

How many coats of paint 
do I need 
for best results? 
The fewer the better. The rnore 
paint on the wall, the more likely 
it is to peel or crack. In general, 
for pastel colors, 1 coat primer 
and 1 finish coat. For deeper col- 
ors, 1 coat primer and 2-3 finish 
coats, depending on the color. 

Choose a 
paint two 
shades lighter 
than the shade 
you think you 
want. It's a 
common mistake 
to choose too 
dark a color. 
(Harrison Cultra)       f 

To judge the effect 
of paint color, move fur- 
nishings back into the room. 

X 

>- 

Painless (almost) ceiling painting 
1. Wear a hat. 2. Cut along the edge of the ceiling with a brush. 3. Fill in with a long-handled roller, 
painting back and forth in 3-foot strips across the shortest dimension of the room. 4. If you stop for a 
break, end at one side or the other, not in the middle, so you don't leave lap marks. 
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fo paint a window the easy way 

/Vash frames and moldings. Tape around each pane next 
o the frame. Coat the rest of the glass with an opaque 
;leaner like Glass Wax. Paint spatters will disappear 
vhen tape and cleaner are removed. 

Use a 1V2-inch angled sash brush. Paint inner frames 
irst, then outer trim, sill, and apron. 

Remove masking tape when paint is set but not com- 
3letely dry for a clean edge. As paint dries, move window 
jp and down a few times to prevent sticking. 

Paint finishes 
Flat finish paints contain more 
pigments than semigloss or high 
gloss paints. As flat paint dries, 
pigments protrude through the 
paint film, forming an invisible 
"nap," which scatters reflected 
light and produces a flat soft- 
looking finish. Small surface 
imperfections and brush marks 
are least apparent, and hiding is 
best. 

Semigloss, eggshell, or satin 
finish paints have a more bal- 
anced pigment/vehicle ratio, 
and produce a soft, pleasant 
low-to-medium gloss. They 
show surface imperfections a bit 
more readily than a flat finish 
does, but flow on easier. 

High-gloss paints contain 
more vehicle and less pigment 
than flat or semigloss paints. 
The more vehicle a paint con- 
tains, the harder and shinier the 
finish will be. The pigments in a 
glossy paint do not protrude 
from the surface, but remain 
under the paint film. High-gloss 
paints provide the least hiding 
and are most likely to show 
brush marks, but reflect the 
most light and are easy to wash. 

How can I tell 
what type of 
paint is on 
my walls now? 
Wet a wad of paper toweling 
and tape it to the wall. Leave on 
overnight and remove it the next 
day. If the paint has shriveled, 
it's probably latex. If not, it's 
probably alkyd or oil-base. It 
helps to keep a record of every 
paint you use. (Janovic/Plaza) 

''Careful wall preparation is 
80 percent of a successful paint job " 
—David Barton, president of the Murray Hill Painting Company 
(or preparation Icchniques and lips, and paints to use on special 
surlaccs, turn to pages 70 and 101. 

A word about hiding 
The amount and type of white 
hiding pigments (titanium is the 
major one today) in a paint deter- 
mines how well it will cover. 
Light-colored paints may cover 
better than dark-colored paints 
with less white hiding pigments 
in them. Likewise, a low-quality 
paint loaded with pigments may 
actually hide better than a 
higher quality paint that has 
inore vehicle and is more scrub 
and stain resistant. A well- 
balanced paint formula pro- 
vides all-around performance in 
as many areas as possible. 

Earth pigments like umber, 
titanium, and sienna cover bet- 
ter than chemical pigments like 
yellow, orange, and red, which 
are quite transparent. Yellow is 
one of the most difficult colors 
to use as a topcoat, owing to 
the transparent nature of the 
chemical pigments. Red is the 
most difficult to paint over 
because the pigments tend to 
bleed through. 

Undercoverage 
A primer is the foundation for a 
topcoat. An existing painted 
finish in good condition can 
usually serve as a primer. Some- 
times, an initial coat of new 
paint is recommended to serve 
as its own best primer. 

A sealer is used to fill porous 
surfaces like concrete and new 
wood, to minimize penetration 
of the topcoat. 

An enamel undercoater is 
applied to ur.painted surfaces 
and dries with a fiat surface that 
is "toothier" than the slight 
sheen of a primer or sealer, to 
provide the best adhesion under 
glossy enamel topcoats. 

Primers, sealers, and under- 
coaters can be latex-based: fa.st- 
drying and excellent for surfaces 
you wish to paint the same day, 
for instance, wallboard, plaster, 
and masonry. Or, alkyd or oil 
based: for extra adhesion and 
penetration, slow-drying, for 
surfaces that receive hard wear. 
Many products are formulated 
as both primer and sealer or all- 
in-one primer-sealer-under- 
coater. Check the label. 

Special meCal primers are for- 
mulated to protect and provide 
corrosion resistance and sound 
adhesion for topcoats. Some 
even cover badly rusted sur- 
faces, some can be applied over 
damp surfaces, and some clean 
up with soap and water. 

A deglosser prepares surfaces 
for refinishing by softening the 
paint film and "etching" it, 
removing the sheen, to enable a 
nev\ coating to bond freely. 

A bonding agent is a clear 
"sandwich" coat that forms an 
adhesive bond between coats. It 
can be used in place of sandpaper 
or deglosser, and on surfaces like 
glass, where they cannot be used. 

You'll need one of these pro- 
ducts 
on  unpainted or unfinished 

surfaces, 
over difficult-to-cover colors, 
over wood stains that tend to 

bleed through paint 
on patched surfaces, 
over a calcimine or cement- 

based paint, 
on metal surfaces, 
over wall-covering. 

PAINTING 
TIPS 
0 Cold weather may 
thicken paint stored 
in the garage or 
basetnent. Immerse the 
can in a pail of warm 
water to restore its 
nonnal consistency 
without using thinners. 
% Brushes and rol- 
lers will hold more 
paint if they're 
first daiipened with 
an appropriate thin- 
ner, then rolled or 
brushed out on a 
towel tintil quite 
diy, before painting. 
Clean-up is easier, too. 
0 Old dropcloths 
can be a fire hazard— 
use disposable 
plastic ones instead. 
%  Pick loose brist- 
les off a freshly 
painted surface by 
dabbing them with the 
tip of your brush. 
%  Shelves coated 
with flat latex 
paint should be 
finished, with poly- 
urethane to pro- 
tect the surface. 
# Take a break. 
Avoid nightly and 
betweer>-coat clean- 
ups by immersing 
brushes and rollers 
coated with oil- 
base paints in 
water just deep 
enough to cover 
the bristles or 
nap. To use them 
again, just shake 
them out, then roll 
or brush out on 
paper towels or a 
towel to remove water. 
% The deep freeze. 
For longer breaks, 
brushes and rollers 
coated with oil-base 
paints can be 
wrapped in foil, fro- 
zen for months, then 
"defrosted" before 
you resume painting. 



.   A   palette   of   Pearl   and   Shell   patterns   to   paper   yoiii 
alls. From left: papers hy'Lee/Jofa. Panache. Designfrientl 



#<;^ 
(f. Quilted  Dove and  Vanilla; stripes,  brush  strokes,  and 
Morals   in   Pearls  and  Shells;  Biscuit  stripes on   Vanilla; 

7.  Vanilla mugs with "iiiiti;!!"  handL-.  Ii\   Hci k 
shire   Stoneware.    Biscuit   cookware   by   ( opci 

13.   I iciu, cveri-hcaling eookware in Dove by Wilton Arnietale. 
Foi shopping information, please turn to page 180. 

WILLIAM P. STEELE 



Indoor gardens that keep 
the house full of summer 
all winter long 

Anything 
grows 

A porch 
designed for 
plants and 
people 

Here's a porch turned outside-in, 
with three sides of arched windows 
and a flower hedge of primroses 
grown from seed. The primroses are 
in pots that sit in built-in window 
boxes—wooden troughs, set above 
low radiators and lined with copper 
and a layer of pebbles to keep plants 
cool and well-drained. In these 9- 
inch-wide and 4'/2-inch-deep liners 
—ideal for hiding pots, easy to 
clean—Mrs. Hannah Wister grows 
three varieties of primrose. Primula 
malacoides and Primula obconica 
(German or poison primrose—wear 
rubber gloves) both originated in 
China, have broad leaves and a wide 
range of colors. Primula kewensis, 

i# ^ 

1 BHS,^^^ 
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a long-leaved buttercup-yellow vari- 
ety, was developed in the 19th cen- 
tury at the Royal Botanical Garden 
at Kew. To spark these annuals's 
soft pastels are, lejt to right, pots of 
geraniums, strap-leaved orange 
clivia, cyclamen, and streptocarpus. 
Geraniums and fuchsia hang from 
the ceiling, and neatly trinmied rose- 
mary, heliotrope, and Myrtus com- 
munis standards sit on the floor. 
Wicker chairs, a table for cards or 
tea, a sisal rug on a rough brick 
floor, and 16-by-22-foot ceiling 
"blue as the sky" make the porch a 
year-round room for plants and 
people. The only windowless wall 
has closets and a small sink, "a big 
help in cleaning up." Primroses, for 
whitefly, "are tempting as choco- 
late": To foil them, Mrs. Wister 
sprays with Pratts greenhouse 
whitefly spray every 3 weeks. Just 
before going out for the evening, she 
sprays, shuts the door linking the 
porch and living room, then airs the 
porch well next morning. In June, 
plants go outside to bloom again. 

Right: An indoor 
garden for flowers, 
full of bright wicker 
seats. A stepladder 
doubles as end table 
and plant stand. 
Top: Mrs. Hannah Wister 
potting up in a tiny 
lean-to just outside 
the porch. 
Opposite page below: 
Topiary rosemary, Myrtus 
communis and fragrant 
heliotropes grown as 
standards beneath an 
amaryllis. Beyond, a 
corner table set for tea. 
Left: Three different 
garden rooms—the porch 
on this page and two 
other ideas shown on 
the following pages. 

BEADLE 
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An energy- 
conscious plant 
stairwell that 
earns its keep 

Here's a plant tower that does a lot more 
than grow plants—it's a stairwell, a pas- 
sive solar collector, a three-climate green- 
house. The small house had a 3-story south 
wall with practically no windows, so 
energy-conscious designers Tom Ickovic 
and Annie Bliss of Southampton, Long Is- 
land, added a 26-foot-high wing with 
Thermopanc panels that gathers sun dur- 
ing the day, radiates it back to the house 
at night. The earth floor is protected from 
cold winters by a 4-foot foundation insu- 
lated on the outside with Styrofoam and 
vermiculite, so that the ground level stays 
a cool, moist 55 degrees that ferns love. 
The sunnier middle level off the living 
room is a comfortable 68 degrees. The 
skylighted top climate is warm, 75 or 80, 
perfect for tropical plants, and it helps to 
warm adjacent bedrooms through the 
night. Marine-supply nylon pulleys, oper- 
ated from the center landing, bring plants 
within easy reach for hosing or feeding. 
Walls are cedar lined; wooden stairs are 
protected with tung oil. A fish pond at 
the bottom and an industrial humidifier at 
the t(^p keep plants happy, people healthy. 

Ji 



1. Looking down the 16-by- 
lO-by-25-foot plant tower. 
2. Three-level greenhouse 
addition with stairway. 
3. At the top, plants on 
pulleys make tending easy. 
Humidifier below domed 
skylights is painted white. 
4. Middle level glassed- 
off from living room, 
with fire drum stove. 
5. Ground level with earth 
floor, small water garden. 
6. Front door, with verti- 
cal greenhouse on far left. 
7. Sliding glass doors to 
open to the breeze. 
8. Annie Bliss, husband 
Tom Ickovic, son Sam. 
Painting by Syd Solomon. 

A greenhouse oi 
a terrace for 
a parade of yea 

round flowers 

If plants are taking over the house, maybe 
they need a house of their own. This pre- 
fabricated greenhouse, 20 by 36 feet, was set 
right on top of a terrace to transform a front 
porch into a garden room. "With the green- 
house attached to the house I could keep 
track of the children while taking care of the 
flowers," says Mrs. Cary W. Jackson. With 
no other remodeling, it has given a new di- 
mension to this stone house in Maryland—a 
bright entryway, space for meals, entertain- 
ing, and all of the plants the Jacksons love. 
Her flowers bloom year round, changing with 
the outdoor seasons. In spring, the green- 
house is filled with geraniums, 35 varieties, all 
started from cuttings. In May, they are given 
to a local plant sale, "with one cutting re- 
served from each plant to start new gerani- 
ums for fall and winter." Summertime brings 
pots of annuals—snapdragons, daisies, petu- 
nias. For fall, chrysanthemums are grown 
from seed. Christmas is camellia time, fol- 
lowed by the brilliant blue of cinerarias to 
brighten winter days. As in the Ickovics' 
greenhouse, left, chameleons are year-round 
residents, keeping the indoor garden pest- 
and pesticide-free. Mrs. Jackson has them 
sent to her from Florida, or "if I go there, I 
catch them myself." Some of her favorite 
geraniums are Mme. Layal, Country Girl, 
hloliday, and a favorite source is Carobil 
Farm, Church Rd., R.D. 1, Brunswick, Me. 
04011. For some tips on growing geraniums 
from cuttings and how to keep them bloom- 
ing all winter, see Living, page 12. 

1. Janco greenhouse rising from the 
retaining wall surrounding the 
former terrace and front porch. 
2. Flower-filled garden room that 
brings new light to dark stone house. 
3. Geraniums—all sizes, shapes, colors. 
4. From the porch, greenhouse and 
Maryland countryside beyond. 
BEADLE 
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•This is a house 
totally wrapped up in 
nature. Its walls of blue, 
green, and terra cotta 
reflect the colors of the 
sky, foliage, and earth. 
Its rooms are purpose- 
fully organized to greet 
the sun as it arcs through 
the sky. Brilliantly, 
architect Michael Graves 
has interpreted the 
irregular, curving forms 
of clouds and trees in 
the complex exterior 
framework, to create a 
house that is both 
romantic and modern, 
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olor 
from the 
outside in 

Balconies,   doors,   stairways,   terraces   on 
three levels makes this house appear like 
a cluster of houses. And the illusion is en- 
tirely   intentional,   all   part   of   architect 
Michael  Graves' effort  to bring intimate 
scale to a house that had to be large. There 
are four children in the family. The owners 
like to entertain up to 100 guests. (Summer 
parties are held on the second-floor roof 
terrace.) The structure is humanized with 
layer  upon   layer  of  description,   like   a 
Proust novel. You have windows and glass 
doors giving on to balconies, from where 
you look through more "windows," created 
by   the   complex   network   of   columns, 
beams, and walls that veil the house proper. 
Like Proust, the description has a lot to 
say, beyond merely being decorative. Archi- 
tect Graves is manipulating the man-made 
concrete form to establish a rapport with 
nature  (some of the floating walls serve 
pragmatically as sun screens). Sun yellow, 
stone gray, earthy terra cotta, sky blue, and 
many shades of growing green travel in- 
doors.  Dark mauve is there,  too, allud- 
ing to vines and the wine served at table. 
The   ground   floor,   designed   as   a   com- 
plete  house  in   itself  with  living  spaces, 
kitchen, and master-bedroom suite, is or- 
ganized  to capture  the  sun  as  it  travels 
through the sky. TJie breakfast room faces 
east, living room south, bedroom west. A 
great 20-foot skylight over the central open 
stairway,  and  vasp expanses  of glass  in 
every direction create a feeling of being 
outdoors.  "People  ask  how  we  can  live 
without anything at the windows, but we 
don't feel in need of protection. We like 
being aware of the seasons," say the owners. 
The palette of colors creates the decoration. 
Furniture is spare and minimal, which adds 
to the lofty sense of spaciousness. An oc- 
casional antique gives a feeling of art and 
history.   Paintings   may   be   propped   up 
against a wall. "There is no need to deco- 
rate. The house is an entertainment itself." 

^^■■■1 This page top: South side of house 
shows private stairway from second-floor 
guest house. 
Center: Front of house sits on a slate plat- 
form. Main entrance is far left under pillars. 
A stairway up to the third-floor roof terrace 
makes a diagonal slice across the grid 
framework. 
Below: Back of house, glimpse of second-floor 
terrace. "Turret" is living-room chimney. 
Opposite page, top left: Plans of house. 
Top right: Floating walls surrounding the 
house provide practical shade from the sun. 
Center: Open to nature, the living area is 
part of one big flowing space on the first floor. 
Bottom left: Balcony next to guest suite. 
Bottom right: Central stairway. 
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Quick- 
knit 
throw 
With two yarns, 
three stitches, 
one big needle, 
you can make a 
versatile afg ha n 
from a kit 
Cozy, light, and very luxurious, this fluff 
of mohair and silk is knit in the softest 
shades of Velvet Brown, Dove, and 
Shell. It's made on a giant number 11 
circular needle and based on the basic 
garter stitch plus an openwork pattern 
formed by two easy-to-learn stitches, and 
it's a cinch to knit, even for a beginner. 
Once you've made one afghan, you'll 
probably want more to throw over every 
sofa, bed, and chaise—to keep handy 
any place that catches a breeze or where 
you might want to catch a nap. They can 
go out with you, too: Doubled over, the 
afghan becomes a shawl. It weighs only 
a pound and folds to almost nothing 
—the perfect traveling companion. 
Rusty and Charles Quaintance of Alice 
Maynard designed this 56-by-64-inch 
afghan which takes: I size #11 36-inch 
circular needle. Yarn: 4 37-gram skeins 
of Reynolds #1 mink mohair, 2 37-gram 
skeins of Reynolds #1 gray mohair, 3 
40-gram skeins of Galler beige mohair, 
2 40-gram skeins of Galler white mohair, 
and 1 skein of natural silk. It's all to- 
gether in a kit which you can order by 
sending $65 plus $1.50 to cover postage 
to: Alice Maynard, 133 East 65th Street, 
New York, N.Y. 10021. (N.Y. residents 
add sales tax.) Alice Maynard will sub- 
stitute colors in the kit at your request. 

Opposite page, top: The stitch that 
forms row one of the openwork pattern. 
Opposite page, bottom: Almost finished, 
Rusty Quaintance knits under cover. 
Left, top: Flung over a chair, the throw 
adds a dash of color and inviting texture. 
For complete instructions, see page 182. 
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Love 
andt 
Orient 
How a passion 
for Japanese 
design and 
crafts can 
transform a 
city apartment 

You don't have to live in Japan 
to have a Japanese farmhouse. 
Here's one that used to be an 
elaborate city apartment. But for 
Diane Love, whose passion for 
everything Japanese affects how 
she lives as well as where she 
lives, transforming it was a mat- 
ter of painting beams, coloring 
out the floor with sisal, and bring- 
ing in favoriteposessions (others 
like them are available in her 
New York shop). "Decorating a 
room is like painting a still life," 
says Ms. Love. "Every single 
thing in it has its own special 
place where it looks best." Yet in 
spite of the precise plannings the 
apartment looks surprisingly ca- 
sual. "That's part of the Japanese 
tradition—everything seems in- 
formal, but underneath the in- 
formality are very strict rules.' 
Right and below: A pair of 17th- 
century Japanese screens. 
Left: Kimono-clad Diane Love. 
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Love and the Orient 
"In Japan, one room may be a living room, a 
dining room, and a bedroom," says Ms. Love, 
who adopted the idea for herself. She had the 
entrance from the dining room to the kitchen 
closed off—"Formal dining rooms can only be 
formal dining rooms"—and let the small room 
become an extension to the living room. When 
she entertains, she sets up a buffet on the harvest 
table and guests spread out on the floor (Japa- 
nese style!) on great big cushions covered in 
quilts and Japanese futons (wax resists that were 
used to cover bedrolls). .She sleeps on a sofa 
that's really a bed, and pull-down slat blinds, 
like the ones that conceal poor window views, 
give her all the privacy she needs. "The whole 
room is very serene—Japanese things never in- 
trude on an environment." The calm also comes 
from the subtle interplay of textures, patterns, 
and styles, so similar in their Oriental flavor you 
hardly notice that the chest is English or the 
writing table. Bicdermeier. 

Far right and opposite page insert: Porcelain on 
Lucite brackets that don't interfere with the art. 
Below: Opposite the harvest table, Japanese 

reens zigzag along one wall to create an extra 
room dimension. In the hibachi, flowers. 
Right top: Sushi and sashimi on an Imari platter. 
Right center and bottom: Over the bed, Japanese 
baskets. English chest holds bedclothes. 
Top: Faux bois columns and beams. 



A respect for space inspires 
collecting without clutter 
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The goodness nature gives long grain 
rice is«n tlw'o'utside and most rice you 

buy has that goodness 
stru^ aw^. But Uncle lAldeBeiu; 
Bern Mud a way no one eonverted 

idsefouhd to seal that tmt 
goodness inside every 

grain. Beautiful, separate 
and naturally delicious, 
every time. And there's 

oi|ly one Uncle BenV 
Converted^Brand Rice, 

Broiled ShrimpC^Lenton Rice\^ 
Prepare UNCLE BEN'S* 

CONVERTED" Brand Ric© ac- 
cording to package directions. At 
end of cooking time, stir in one 

tbs. finely shredded fresh lemon 
peel. Meanwhile, broil shriitjip, 
brushing frequently with garlic 
butter; serve with lemon rice. 

MEAL IN 
MINUTES 

OUTDOOR  LUNCH 

Grilled mushroom-parsley 
flank steak 

Sliced beefsteak tomatoes with basil 
Strawberries 

with strawberry sauce 

Lightly grilled beef folded around 
mushrooms and crumbled bacon, ripe 
tomatoes accented with basil, and whole 
strawberries topped with a velvety fruit 
puree—a late-summer dinner just right 
for outdoor cooking—and dining. This 
menu for four comes from Janeen Sar- 
lin, an imaginative hostess and cooking- 
school teacher, and takes 35-40 minutes 
to prepare. 

While the steak marinates, about 15 
minutes, prepare the berries for dessert. 
They'll start chilling in the refrigerator, 
and you can saute the vegetables for the 
meat. As the beef roll cooks—turn it ev- 
ery 5 minutes or so for even browning— 
slice the tomatoes, arrange them on a_ 
platter, and sprinkle with fresh basil and 
a little oil and vinegar, if you like. A 
crisp ruffle of parsley to top the steak, 
and dinner's ready. 

Grilled mushroom-parsley 
flank steak 

INGREDIENTS 
1 2-3 pound flank steak 
^ cup oil 
^4 cup red wine 
6 slices bacon 
3 tablespoons butter 
4 shallots, chopped 
% pound fresh mushrooms, sliced 
3 tablespoons parsley, chopped 
Salt, black pepper 
Vt teaspoon marjoram 

METHOD 
n Trim fat from steak, then flatten and 
score on both sides. Mix oil and wine in a 
large baking pan and let steak marinate 
for 15 minutes. 
□ While steak marinates, fry the bacon 
in a skillet until crisp and drain on paper 
toweling. Crumble the bacon when cool. 
Melt butter in a skillet, saute shallots light- 
ly, add mushrooms, and cook until they are 
light brown. Remove pan from heat, and 
drain off any butter. Stir in the crumbled 
bacon, parsley, salt and pepper to taste. 

Continued on page 172 

Opposite page: A dessert plate of cool 
summer tastes: two sorbets, raspberry- 
strawberry and mango, and light avocado 
ice cream, frozen in 15 minutes in a 
new ice-cream maker. Chuck Williams 
garnishes them with slices of cantaloupe, 
kiwi fruit, avocado, and whole berries in 
a mango basket. More on page 158. 
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This month in Wine & Food: Men and machines triumph in the kitchen —bread in a 
see-through tube, a speedy ice-cream freezer, electric pasta machine, and a new 
jeramic baker; plus how beer gets its froth and how to use it in cooking 

SUSAN WOOD 

Bread 
in the round 

(ur delicious recipes specially created by Richard Nimmo to 
am up witti glass tubes ttiat let you watch the loaf bake 

ichard Nimmo, an associate of James 
;ard, specializes in bread and pastry, 
itii the help of Coming's new Bake-a- 
Dund (it's made of heat-resistant 
/rex), he turns out a cylinder of bread 
ith a sleek modern look—slice the loaf 
to thin party rounds or lengthwise for 
giant "hero" sandwich. 
If you've never tried bread-baking be- 

ire, or it's been a while since your last 
itch, here are a few tips for a success- 
il loaf: 
Most recipes direct: "Allow the yeast 
proof." You can tell when the mixture 
yeast, water, and sugar (or honey) is 

;ady to use because it will be foamy and 
ill have risen several inches in the cup. 
his usually takes about 10 minutes. 
To test if the dough has risen suffi- 

ently, "proof" it by making an indenta- 
on of about V2 inch on the top of the 
ough with your fingertip—if the mark 
:mains and the dough doesn't bounce 
ack, it has risen enough. 

Home economist Rose Levy, who 
often uses the Bake-a-Round, offers 
these tips for a perfectly browned, sym- 
metrical loaf in the tube: After the bread 
is placed in the tube, the bottom portion 
elongates faster than the top—to make 
rounded ends, level them by pushing 
against them gently before placing the 
bread in the oven. Rotate the tube 1 80 
degrees (so top becomes bottom) after 

the first 3 minutes of baking. Continue 
baking 3-5 minutes or until ends become 
level again, then rotate tube back to its 
original position, with the seam of the 
bread on the bottom. It will now have 
assumed its permanent shape. 

To prevent uneven baking and brown- 
ing of the crust, rotate the tube once or 
twice during the baking period. Recipes, 
page 176. 

'ichard Nimmo shows how to shape bread for the tube. 1. Roll dough into a rectangle 6 by 10 inches. 2. Starting with narrow 
nd. roll up dough like a jelly roll. Seal it every half turn. 3,4. Rolled dough ready to go into tube. 5. Butter the tube very well. 
,7. Extend a strip of wax paper In tube, use it to slide bread into tube. 8. Roll tube 180° to remove paper. 9. Press ends of dough 
iward center, butter ends. 10. Cover tube ends with foil, place in rack, let dough rise. bake. Shopping information, page 180. 
VREN   PATiKAl 



magnificent 
and tfieir 

cooi<ing macfiines 
Let three good cooks entice you to 
adventure in the kitchen as they 
demonstrate their favorite cooking 
machines. One, Alec Yuill- 
Thornton (turn the page), 
responded to a cooking student's 
query **Do you know any good 
food processor recipes?" with 
**Do you know any good knife 
recipes?'' Machines turn into basic 
equipment when properly put to 
use. They work fast, operate easi- 
ly, and make messy jobs a breeze. 
And the simpler preparation leaves 
the imagination free to create and 
attempt dishes which were 
previously out of range.' Think of 
them as extra bodies in the kitchen, 
servants always ready to help." 

INSTANT SORBETS 
and avocado ice cream from Chuck Williams and a 
great little ice-cream maker. 

I he Minigel is my absolute favorite piece of equipment. I 
am constantly experimenting with it," says Chuck Williams, 
the inspiration behind Williams-Sonoma, the fabulous San 
Francisco cookware shop and mail-order business. The re- 
sults of one such successful experiment—avocado ice cream. 
"The sugar gives the avocado a whole new taste. 1 used half 
and half and the ice cream had a wonderful rich texture." The 
Italian import has ice flowing in its vems—freon, actually— 
so it works like a home freezer but faster, turning out 1 quart 
of ice cream or sorbet in 15 minutes. Sorbets may break down 
with long storage in the freezer, so make them one or two 
hours ahead or right on the spot. "My sorbets use less sugar 
than classic French recipes, and all have lemon juice to pre- 
vent discoloration and for the taste." The Minigel washes out 
with the flip of a damp sponge. It is always right i/iere, ready 
to go. Shopping mformation, page 180. Recipes, page 166. 
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!. Chuck Williams: "It tastes 
best freshly made!" 
2. Minif^el plus fresh fruit 
equals . . . delicious! 
3. Four delights to taste, from 
left to right: chocolate ice 
cream, mango sorbet, 
raspberry-strawberry sorbet, 
and white peach sorbet. 
4. A simple lunch precedes the 
lasting. Cucumbers marinate 
' 2 hour in lemon vinegar and 
uigar. "Slightly sweet, aitd 
so good." 
5. Sieve berries to make a 
smooth, seedless puree. 
6. Mix all ingredients in a large 
measuring cup. 
7. Pour 4 cups of fruit mixture 
into precooled Minigel. 
8. In 15 minutes, sorbet has a 
perfect soft-frozen consistency. 
9. // you can resist straight- 
from-the-machine 
consumption, spoon sorbet 
into containers or howls. 

OUTDOOR  LUNCH 

Sliced cucumbers      Green beans 
Cold roast veal with cornichons 

Cottage loaf 
Villa Antinori Chianti Classico 

Tastes of 5 sorbets and ice creams 
Fresfi fruit      Almond tiles 

Joseph Phelps Johannisberg 
Riesling "Late Harvest" 



14-MINUTE FETTUCINE 
An easy-to-use electric pasta 
machine lets Alec Yuill-Thornton 
make posta fresh ond tost.  

Ready, set. go! Put a great big pot of 
salted water on to boil. Dump pasta in- 
gredients in a food processor; process. 
Quick—run dough through pasta machine 
a total of six times. The machine is elec- 
tric; both hands remain free to handle the 
dough. The water will be boiling; look at 
the clock. "We timed it to 14 minutes," 
says Alec Yuill-Thornton, an architect, 
artist, and cook with 35 years' experience. 
"I don't do card tricks," he teases, "so 
doing things like making pasta in front of 
my guests is the evening's entertainment." 
Mr. Yuill-Thornton cooks when invited 
out. "Sometimes I go out to dinner with 
the understanding that I will do the cook- 
ing and give a class at the same time. I al- 
ways carry a couple of knives in the car, 
because I am almost always asked to do 
something." He gives a virtuoso perfor- 
mance aided by his very sharp knives—"I 
sharpen them on a stone and then with a 
razor strop attached to a block." Shopping 
information, page 180. Recipes, page 166. 
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LUNCH  FOR TWO 

Bay shrimp in cucumber nests 
Fettucine with crearh and basil 

Robert Mondavi Gamay 

ELYSE  LEWIN 
^ 
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Strawberries a I'orange-Alec 
Madeleines 

Schramsberg Cremant 

r. 
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1. Alec Yuill-1 liunitun 
runs sheets of posta 
through the cutting blades 
for a fairly wide fettucine. 
2. The finished pasta with 
its sauce of cream and 
fresh chopped basil. 
3. Cut the ball of dough 
into three pieces to run 
through the smooth rollers 
of the pasta machine. 
4. The long, thin sheets of 
pasta dry stretched out on 
a board for a few minutes 
before going through the 
cutting blades. 
5. Cut the long sheets in 
half to facilitate going 
through cutting blades. 
6. Toss the al dente pasta 
quickly and thoroughly 
with cream and basil. 



BARBECUE IN POT 
Guy-Stefan Romano cooks 
strawberry lamb in his stoneware 
Tondoor oven.  

The quickest way to know someone is to 
know iiis food," says Guy-Stefan Romano, 
whose own food is an intriguing blend of 
old and new dishes from around the world. 
A writer, linguist, potter, chemist, and 
ceramic engineer, Mr. Romano combined 
these talents to produce Amnion, his line 
of stoneware with a "crackle" glaze that 
lets it breathe but won't absorb fat, and 
allows both wet and dry cooking. The 
marinated lamb, an ancient Polish recipe 
re-created by Mr. Romano, roasts only 45 
minutes in the Tandoor oven. Inspired by 
the classic Indian clay baker, this new 
cooking pot makes the most of a regular 
oven—a skewer in the top draws in the 
heat to cook meat quickly, save energy. 
Shopping information, page 180. For res- 
ipes, turn to page 1 70. 

1. Guy-Stefan Romano with Tandoor oven 
—for meats, chicken, harheciied spareribs. 
2. Amnion stoneware on the buffet table is 
a snap to clean. 

3. Tie up boned leg of lamb. 
4. Marinate in fruit liqueur 

and vinegar several days. 
5. Fit roast onto 

Tandoor oven skewer. 
6. Slice meat thinly and serv( 

at room temperature. 



Think about it. Crisp, clear, golden, 
topped with a mantle of creamy white. 
And the taste—clean, dry, redolent of 
grain fields and mountain springs, deli- 
ciously yeasty, with a refreshing bitter 
twinge of hops. Beer—always in motion, 
sparkling—a living thing. Nothing is bet- 
ter for solving a thirst; no drink is more 
convivial. 

An important element of human con- 
sumption for thousands of years, beer is 
based on a simple yet miraculous natural 
phenomenon; the conversion of barley 
into barley malt. Pearls of grain are 
germinated and sprouted, converting the 
barley into "green malt'" which is then 
dried by roasting. How long the malt is 
roasted determines the color and sweet- 
ness of the final brewed product. The 
longer the grain is heated, the darker it 
gets and the more its sugar is caramel- 
ized. 

Other cereal grains are added and, 
after a first fermentation, the young beer 
is combined with hops and then drained 
into a fermenting vat. 

Now the skillful choice of fermenting 
temperature and yeast will determine 
whether the end product will be beer or 
ale. Beer is made at cool temperatures 
and ale at warmer levels. 

The choice of yeast is the key to the 
distinctive individual flavor of each beer 
or ale. The brewmaster cherishes his 
yeast culture as if it were a precious jew- 
el. If kept stringently pure, the same cul- 
ture can be used for centuries, but the 
sudden demise of many a brewery has 
been caused by subtle changes or impuri- 
ties in the yeast. 

After a few days of fermenting, the 
young beer is put into cool storage vats 
where it is aged for two or three months 
(in some particularly fastidious Euro- 
pean breweries this can be stretched be- 
yond six months). This maturation pe- 
riod is called 'lagering." After it's over, 
the beer is carbonated and packaged. 

Brewing is no breeze; it's rigorous, ex- 
acting, and extremely costly. In 1940, 
there were 578 breweries operating in 
the United States; today there are but 46. 
Don't let this fact make you think that 
beer is losing popularity. Quite the con- 
trary is true. Last year almost 5 billion 
gallons of malt beverages were produced 
in the United States and 1978 is certain 
to exceed that amount. This translates 
into a robust consumption of over 22 
gallons for each man and woman of 
drinking age. Over 10 billion bottles and 
26 billion cans were needed to accommo- 
date last year's production. 

In ancient times the brewer and the 
baker were the same person because the 
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guide to a heady subjecil 
By Anthony Dias Blue I 

Brews to pair with 
almost any food or stir 

right into a recipe — 
the history and the news 

ingredients they use are virtually iden- 
tical and the processes arc quite similar 
for making bread and beer. Beer was 
known as "liquid bread," because both 
are made from grain, water, and yeast. 

When early Europeans thought about 
something to drink, they thought imme- 
diately about beer, so the word "beer" is 
very close to the Latin verb 'to drink," 
hihere. 

The word "ale" comes from the medi- 
eval English word "hael," the semantic 
ancestor of the modern word "hale," 
meaning "healthy." This came about be- 
cause people always heartily toasted each 
other's health when quaffing a foamy 
mug of brew. The Christmas wassail was 
gustily celebrated with flagons of spiced 
ale. Most celebrations in the Middle 
Ages were oiled by copious amounts of 
ale. Our word "bridal " is believed to de- 
rive from just such a celebration, the 
"bride-ale." 

Beer had a major impact on the New 
World. The Pilgrims landed at Plymouth, 
rather than Virginia as intended, be- 
cause: "We could not now take time for 
further search or considerations, our vic- 
tuals being spent, especially our beer." 

Label lexicon 
Sometimes it isn't difficult to imagine a 
bunch of brewers sitting around saying, 
"How can we confuse consumers with 
the terminology on our labels?" So, to 
set the record straight, here's what all 
those mysterious terms mean. 

The clear, light-bodied brew, which 
has become the most popular style of 
beer in the world, is called Lager Beer. 
The name comes from the step in the 
brewing process when the young beer is 
"lagered" (stored) for aging. 

The quite desirable old-world method 
of carbonating beer just before packag- 
ing by adding a small amount of beer 
that is still in the early stages of fermen- 
tation is called Krausening. The young 
beer causes a secondary fermentation 
that carbonates the whole product. Bud- 
weiser and several other American beers 
carbonate by krausening. 

About 15 percent of the beer manu- 
factured in the United States is sold as 

il 

Draught Beer. This product, put inl 
aluminum kegs, is usually consume 
within a week or two of packaging, so 
is noi pasteurized. This gives it a livel 
taste. The beer that goes into bottles an 
cans is Pasteurized, since beer package 
this way may have to travel long di 
tances and sit on store shelves, unrefrii 
erated, for several weeks. Pasteurizatio 
sterilizes the product, killing any stra 
yeast which could, over time, alter tl 
flavor of the beer. Nevertheless, even 
a beer is pasteurized it has a definite lil 
span. In cans it stays fresh for two 1 
three months, while in bottles it stays t 
the peak of flavor for three to fi^ 
months. 

As could be expected in our die 
conscious society. Light Beer is the fas 
est growing segment of the malt beverag 
market. Light beer is made by reducin 
the amoimt of grains used in brewin 
and by the addition of extra enzyme 
which eliminate more starch. The en 
result is a beer that has reduced calorie 
reduced alcohol, and lighter, less confi 
plex taste. 

When the term Pilsner Beer appeal' 
on bottles and cans, it refers to a partial 
lar siyle of beer rather than to a separal 
type. Denoting any lager beer of ver 
high quality, pilsner takes its name fror 
the great beer made in Pilsen, CzechC 
Slovakia—Pilsner Urquell. One of th 
best known beers in the United States t 
call itself pilsner is Coors. , 

Bock Beer is a traditional Germa 
beer made every year in the late wintea 
originally from solids removed from th 
fermenting vats during their annus 
cleaning. The beer is dark, syrupy, ani 
considerably sweeter than ordinary beei 
The arrival of bock beer in hierstubes al 
over Germany heralds the onset of sprin, 
and elicits some boisterous and rowd 
celebrating. Bock's growing popularit 
with American beer lovers has inducei 
several breweries to produce bock bee 
with great success, Schaefer amotij 
them. American bocks have the sam 
characteristics as the traditional product 
but are made with newly roasted malt 
to create the distinctive flavor. There an 
also a number of Dark Beers made in thi 
United States that derive their colo 
from malt that has spent extra time ii 
the roasting kiln. Dark beer can h 
brewed dry or slightly sweet, but is gen 
erally less sweet and syrupy than bock. 

Malt Liquor is a product that can vax; 
considerably   in   style   from   brand  p 
brand (some is even flavored with frui 
syrup). It is a beer whose essential dtf pf 
ference from ordinary brews is that i || 

Continued on page 16' 
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Ask your husband what he prefers 
here... 

Most men prefer Stove Top® stuffing 
instead of mashed potatoes. 

n a recent consumer test, over 
S29r of the husbands polled 
^referred Stove Top" Stuffing 
Mix to mashed potatoes with 
:heir chicken dinners. 
No wonder. Toasty bread 

:rumbs. real chicken flavor and 

the delicious lialarice of celery, 
onion, parsley and herbs make 
Stove Top irresistible. 

We bet your husband will 
also agree. 

©General Foods Corporation 1978. 
Stove Top is a registered trademark of the 
General Foods Corporation 

Stuffing i 



Beer—heady subject 
continued from page 162 

packs a high alcoholic wallop. (Regular 
beer can range anywhere from 3.2 per- 
cent alcohol to 4.9, ale averages around 
4.5, while malt liquor rings in at from 
4 to as much as 6.3 percent alcohol.) 

Higher in alcohol than beer and con- 
siderably more bitter is Ale, which is also 
made from a malt brew. In addition to 
being fermented at a warmer tempera- 
ture than beer, it is "top fermented," 
which means that the yeast does its work 
while floating on top of the liquid. Ale 
fermentation takes less time than that of 
beer—five days as opposed to ten. 

Another kind of ale is Stout, which is 
dark and syrupy and has a pronounced 
"hoppy"" bitterness as well as an under- 
lying sweetness. Dark, deeply roasted 
malt is used and the ale has a thick, al- 
most creamy head. The stout market is 
dominated by Guinness, which is made 
in Ireland. 

Set 'em up^ Joe 

Many people have a tendency to over- 
chill beer and ale, which causes them to 
go flat and lose flavor. The optiniimi 
serving temperature for beer is 45° and 
for ale it"s 50°. This means you can chill 
beer down to 40° and ale to 45°. Im- 
ported beers are best when served at 
48° to 50°, and English ale or Irish stout 

should be served at 55°. Unpasteurized 
beer or ale must be kept under constant 
refrigeration. 

One ellective way to keep malt bever- 
age temperatures from rising too fast 
after serving is to keep glasses and mugs 
in the refrigerator or freezer. 

Many purists think the best way to 
enjoy beer is to pour it straight into the 
bottom of the glass, in order to get the 
best foamy head; others prefer the no- 
head, dribble-it-down-the-side method. 
Whichever way you like, beer and ale go 
well with practically all types of food 
except desserts. When wine would be 
overpowered by highly flavored cuisines, 
beer is the answer. The spicy foods of 
Thailand, Indonesia, India, Mexico, Ja- 
pan, and China (especially the fiery foods 
of Szcchuan and Hunan provinces) are 
particularly well complemented by cool 
malt beverages. 

Calorie count 

A 12-ounce can or bottle of beer con- 
tains about 150 calories. A similar-sized 
container of "light" beer will have a little 
less than 100 calories. Ale, stout, bock 
beer, and malt liquor have a higher cal- 
oric content. 

Malt beverages are not exactly diet 
drinks, but they are not terribly high in 
calories, either. Like anything else, beer 
should present no dietary problems 
when used in moderation. And, with the 

Beer marinade for 
beef or pork 

INGREDIENTS 
1V2 cups beer 
4 tablespoons soy sauce 
1 tablespoon Dijon-style mustard 
1 teaspoon ground ginger 
2 tablespoons sugar 
3 cloves garlic, minced 
V2 teaspoon salt 
1 tablespoon lemon juice 
4 dashes Tabasco sauce 

METHOD 
n Combine all ingredients well in a bowl 
large enough to hold the meat. Place the 
meat in the bowl, spooning the liquid over 
it to coat well. Cover with plastic wrap and 
refrigerate 3-12 hours, turning the meat 
occasionally. Roast the meat on a grill or 
in a hot oven, basting frequently with the 
marinade, to desired degree of doneness. 

Stout-stewed 
squashy 

INGREDIENTS 
1 cup Stout 
4 cloves 
'A teaspoon ground cinnamon 
VA teaspoon mace 
'<} teaspoon salt 
Freshly ground pepper 
1 pound vi/inter squash, peeled and 

cut into 1-inch dice 

METHOD 
□ Place the stout, the spices, and sea- 
sonings into a medium-sized saucepan. 
Bring to the boil. Add the squash and sim- 
mer, covered, for 20-25 minutes or until 
tender. Turn heat to its lowest point, un- 
cover the saucepan, and simmer for 10 
minutes until the sauce has thickened into 
a glaze. This makes a delightful accom- 
paniment to pork or game. Serves about 3. 

Beer bread 

INGREDIENTS 
1 cup beer 
1 package dry yeast 
'/2 cup dark brown sugar 
1 cup whole-wheat flour, sifted 
2 cups all-purpose flour, silted 
V2 cup wheat germ 
1 teaspoon salt 
4 tablespoons butter, softened 

METHOD 
n Heat beer in a saucepan until warm 
(90°-110°). Sprinkle yeast over the warm 
beer and add Vz teaspoon of the sugar. Set 
aside and allow to proof. Meanwhile, com- 

Conlinued on pas^'c 176 
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Pick of the crop. 
A basket of fruit, a fine natural cheddar — this is 
our pick for a really fresh dessert. The fruit you 

pick could be grapes or apples or pears. The 
cheddar, of course, is Cracker Barrel 

from Kraft. America spells cheese KgApT. 

Cracker Barrel. Our pride.'ibur joy. 
KRAFT] 
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Instanl sorbets 
continued from page J58 

Raspberry / Strawberry 
sorbet 
INGREDIENTS 
IVa cups water 
1 cup sugar (if using frozen 

raspberries reduce sugar to VA cup) 
2 baskets raspberries (or 1 cup 

when pureed) 
1 basket strawberries, quartered 

(or 1 cup when pureed) 
Juice of half a lemon 
1 tablespoon kirsch 

METHOD 
n Heat water and sugar in a heavy sauce- 
pan. Bring to a boil and cook 5 minutes. 
Remove from heat and let cool to room 
temperature. Puree raspberries and stravi^- 
berries by pushing through a sieve to re- 
move seeds. 
n Add 2 cups fruit puree, lemon juice, 
and kirsch to syrup, stir, pour mixture into 
a 4-cup measure and chill until ready to 
freeze. 
n Switch Minigel on and let precool for 
about 10 minutes (no longer than 15 min- 
utes). Insert the agitator and pour in not 
more than 4 cups of mixture to be frozen. 
Freezing will take approximately 15 min- 
utes. Switch machine off when smooth 
frozen consistency is reached. Remove 
agitator. Take sorbet or ice cream out 
with a wooden spatula. Do not let machine 
run beyond smooth frozen consistency. 
The motor does have an overload cutoff, 
should the machine be left on, which stops 
the agitator when overheated. This should 
be avoided by proper operation of the ma- 
chine. Makes 1 quart sorbet, 
n The same mixture can be frozen in any 
ice-cream maker according to manufac- 
turer's instructions. If you do not have an 
ice-cream maker, freeze mixture in flat 
foil pans. When half frozen, remove and 
break into chunks. Blend in a food pro- 
cessor or with electric mixer until smooth. 
Repeat once or twice more for a good tex- 
ture. Remove sorbet from freezer 10 min- 
utes before serving to allow to soften. 

Mango sorbet 
INGREDIENTS 
P/a cups water 
1 cup sugar (if using canned mango, 

reduce sugar to % cup) 
2 cups mango, pureed (use very ripe, 

fresh mangos or a large can) 
Juice of half a lemon 
1 tablespoon kirsch or other essence 

(optional) 

METHOD 
□ Heat water and sugar to a boil in a 
heavy saucepan. Cook 5 minutes, remove 
from heat, and let cool to room tempera- 
ture. Add other ingredients, stir, and 
freeze according to instructions in first 
recipe. Makes 1 quart. 
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Italian chocolate 
ice cream 
INGREDIENTS 
5 ounces Bakers unsweetened chocolate, 

grated 
2V4 cups milk 
3 egg yolks 
% cup sugar 
Va cup rum 

METHOD 
n Dissolve chocolate slowly in V4 cup 
water in a glass placed in a saucepan of 
simmering water. Warm milk in a sauce- 
pan, add melted chocolate, and mix well, 
n Put yolks and sugar in a bowl and beat 
until light and thick. While continuing to 
beat, add the warm milk mixture. Pour 
mixture into a saucepan, add rum, and 
cook over moderate heat, stirring con- 
stantly, until thickened; do not let it boil. 
Cover with plastic wrap and cool in the 
refrigerator. Freeze according to instruc- 
tions. Makes about 1 quart. 

Avocado ice cream 
INGREDIENTS 
% cup sugar 
2 cups half and half (you may substitute 

all milk) 
2 large avocados, pureed through a sieve 
Juice of a small lemon 

METHOD 
n Combine sugar and half and half, stir- 
ring until sugar is dissolved. Add lemon 
juice to avocado puree and combine with 
Vs of milk mixture. Mix until smooth. Add 
remaining milk and stir until a smooth 
consistency. Freeze according to instruc- 
tions. Makes about 1 quart ice cream. 

White peach sorbet 
INGREDIENTS 
IV4 cups water 
1 cup sugar 
Juice of half a lemon 
4 white peaches (approximately 2 cups) 
1 tablespoon kirsch 

METHOD 
n Heat water and sugar to a boil in a 
heavy saucepan. Cook 5 minutes, remove 
from heat, and let cool to room tempera- 
ture. 
n Have ready VA cup of the syrup and the 
lemon juice in a bowl. Peel and quarter 
peaches and immediately put into the bowl 
and coat with the syrup mixture. Puree in 
food processor or blender. Combine with 
the rest of the syrup, add kirsch, and 
freeze at once to retain the pale color of 
the peaches. Makes 1 quart. 

Banana ice cream 
INGREDIENTS 
4 ripe bananas 
Juice of half a lemon 
1 cup sugar 

1 VA cups milk 
2-3 tablespoons kirsch or rum 

METHOD 
D Mash and whisk bananas with lemon, 
juice, add sugar to the mixture, and beatj 
until  it  is a creamy consistency.  Dilutell 
with the milk and stir in kirsch, mixing 
well. Freeze.  Makes  1  quart. ■ 

14-minute fettucine 
continued from page 160 

Bay shrimp in j 
cucumber nests 
with fenugreek dressing 
INGREDIENTS FOR SALAD J 
1 large cucumber, selected for firmness 

and straightness 
V2 basket cherry tomatoes 
¥2 bunch watercress, trimmed of stems 
VA cup bay shrimp, cooked and peeled, or 

use frozen or canned tiny shrimp 
INGREDIENTS FOR DRESSING 
1 egg 
Juice of V2 large lemon 
3 tablespoons olive oil 
White pepper, freshly ground 
Maldon sea salt 
V2 teaspoon powdered Wagner's fenugreek 

METHOD FOR SALAD 
n Peel cucumber and cut off tapered 
ends. Cut cucumber horizontally into 
3 even sections about 2-3 inches long. 
Holding a cucumber cylinder in your left 
hand and a sharp paring knife in your 
right, lay blade against length of cylinder 
and begin rotating it in your left hand, 
moving paring knife gently up and down 
in the same plane following rotation of the' 
curve, to cut off a long continuous piece. 
Keep cutting until seeds show. Discard 
core with seeds. 
D Cut the long pieces into sections about 
3-4 inches long and stack about 3-4 deep. 
Cut, crosswise, into fine julienne. Put 
strips in a bowl of iced water overnight in 
the refrigerator—they will become some- 
what crisp and quite translucent. 
n Skin cherry tomatoes by dipping in 
boiling water, refreshing in cold, and slip- 
ping them out of skins. Then quarter the 
tomatoes. 
METHOD FOR DRESSING 
n Beat together well egg and lemon juice 
in a bowl and then add olive oil beating un- 
til the mixture is the consistency of a thin 
mayonnaise. It will be yellow because of 
the egg yolk-to-oil ratio. Season with pep- 
per, salt, and the fenugreek. 
METHOD FOR ASSEMBLY 
n  Loosely form a cucumber julienne nest 
in the center of the salad plate, well withirp 
the edge. Then tuck the watercress undeP 
neath. 
n Mound P/2 tablespoons shrimp in the 
center of the plate and surround closely 
with tomato quarters. Dress shrimp with 
fenugreek dressing—it will seep through- 
do not overdress. Serves 2. 

Continued on page 170 



THE MAGNIFICENT MARGARITA: 
IT BRINGS YOU IMAGES OF 

CACTUS FLOWERS, AZTEC RUINS... 
AND THE THRUST OF THE MATADOR 

TRY IT... ALL THE TEQUILA'S IN IT. THE HEUBLEIN MARGARIIA. 
Heublein Margarita 42 Proof. ©1977 Heublein, Inc., Harlford.Conn. 06101. 
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Birds Eye Combinations will do almost anything 
to get your husband's attention. 

Does your husband think your vegetables are all as alike as peas in 
a pod? Even when you're not serving peas? Then you should be serving 
him Birds Eye® Combinations. 

Birds Eye® Combinations are mixed vegetables, glazed 
vegetables, vegetables in a cream sauce, vegetables with almonds, 
interesting, colorful, exciting vegetables. 

They're even vegetables in a tangy, 
brand-new cheese sauce: Broccoli with cheese 
sauce and Cauliflower with cheese sauce. 

In short, they are vegetables that 
your husband absolutely cannot ignore. That's 
because Birds Eye® Combinations will 
catch his passing fancy.. .the kind that makes 
him keep on asking you to pass the 
vegetables over to him. 

Birds Eye'Combinations. BIRDS EYE^ _ 
The first vegetables your husband might even notice. 

Above photographs are approx. 2 times actual size. 

©1977 General Foods Corporation 



14-minutc fcttiicine 
continued from page 166 

Fettucine with cream 
and basil 
INGREDIENTS FOR PASTA 
1 cup semolina (a hard wheat) flour 
legg 
1 tablespoon olive oil 
Vz teaspoon salt 
Water as needed 
INGREDIENTS FOR SAUCE 
V2 pint heavy cream 
V4 cup butter 
4 tablespoons Grana Parmesan cheese, 

freshly grated 
Nutmeg, freshly grated 
White pepper, freshly grated 
Salt 
V4-V3 cup fresh basil, chopped 

METHOD FOR PASTA 
n Blend all ingredients in the food pro- 
cessor until dough forms a ball. Cut dough 
into 3 pieces and run each through the 
pasta machine 3 times at the widest set- 
ting, #6, of the rolling unit. Work on a 
lightly floured surface and flour pasta 
lightly if it gets sticky. This is the kneading 
part; the narrower settings are equivalent 
to rolling out with a rolling pin. Cut strips 
in two crosswise, run through at #4 set- 
ting. Cut crosswise in two again, run 
through at the #2 setting. 
D Lay pasta sheets out flat on floured sur- 
face. Insert fettucine cutting head, y4-inch 
wide, into machine, run sheets through, 
and pile cut pasta from each sheet loosely 
on a floured surface—do not place subse- 
quent batches on top of each other. Sprin- 
kle each pile lightly with flour. Cover with 
a dishtowel until ready to cook, not more 
than 15 minutes. Or, you can leave the 
pasta out uncovered to dry for a day or 
two until brittle. Wrap airtight and store in 
a cool place up to a month. 
n To make the pasta by hand: Make a 
ring of flour on a wooden surface, place 
egg and oil in the center, and begin to 
knead the ingredients together. If the mix- 
ture seems dry, add a tablespoon or so of 
water. After 5 minutes of kneading, oil the 
palms of your hands to help elasticize the 
pasta and continue to knead for at least 
15 minutes. 
D Form the dough into a ball and begin 
to roll out. (Cut the ball in half if you are 
using an American rolling pin, which is 
shorter than the Italian.) Roll the pasta 
out until it is as thin as paper—sprinkle 
now and then with flour to help it spread. 
Place the sheets of pasta flat on a linen 
tablecloth or sheet and allow to dry for 
about 15 minutes. (If too dry, it will crum- 
ble when cut.) 
n To roll up each pasta sheet, fold over 
the narrower end 2 inches and continue 
rolling. Slice the roll crosswise into V^-inch 
strips. After about every 8 strips, stop, 
pick up the previous strips, shake them a 
little, and let fall in mounds or rosettes. 
Cook immediately or cover with a clean 
dishtowel until ready for boiling. 

METHOD   FOR  SAUCE 
n Blend together the cream, butter, and 
cheese in a saucepan and bring to a boil- 
cook down until the mixture is reduced by 
half. Add 1 grating of fresh nutmeg and 
fresh white pepper. Cheese should be suffi- 
ciently salty, but add more to taste if 
necessary. Pour sauce into chafing dish 
to keep warm. 
METHOD FOR FINAL ASSEMBLY 
D Bring 6 quarts water to a rolling boil 
with a large handful salt. Cook the fettu- 
cine just until it is al dente, about 1 min- 
ute when freshly made (as soon as the 
pasta comes to the top of the pot) or up 
to 7-10 minutes for fully dried homemade 
pasta. Immediately drain pasta in a col- 
ander. When drained, pile fettucine on 
the sauce, toss lightly but thoroughly to 
coat all strands of pasta. Sprinkle with 
fresh basil (never use dry), serve with 
cheese on the side. Serve immediately. 
Serves 2. 

Strawberries 
a rorange-Alec 
INGREDIENTS 
2 oranges, seedless 
V4 cup white wine 
1 tablespoon Calvados 
1 tablespoon Grand Marnier 
V3 cup water 
V2 teaspoon granulated sugar 
12 strawberries 
Confectioners sugar 

METHOD 
n Use a vegetable peeler to remove the 
zest of the oranges, being careful to peel 
off only the thin, colored zest. Layer the 
strips and cut into finest julienne, 
n Remove all the remaining pith from 
the oranges with a small, sharp paring 
knife—cut deeply to the flesh and trim 
off any white inner skin that is left. Slice 
the oranges into rounds Vs-inch thick and 
cut the slices in half. 
n Place the julienned zests, the wine, 
Calvados, Grand Marnier, water, and gran- 
ulated sugar together in a small sauce- 
pan. Bring to a boil and reduce by sim- 
mering gently to about VA cup liquid. Let 
cool. Separate the zests and sauce with a 
strainer. 
n Hull strawberries and place 1 in the 
center of each plate. Surround it with five 
more and lay slices of orange around them 
in a "wall" with the cut edges in. Garnish 
with the julienned zest and spoon on the 
sauce. Sprinkle with confectioners sugar 
and serve the strawberries with Made- 
leines. Serves 2, ■ 

Barbecue in pot 
continued from page J61 

Baked zucchini 
with orange juice 
INGREDIENTS 
1V2 pounds zucchini or summer squash 

(pattypan or cymlings) 

V4 cup fresh parsley, chopped 
VA teaspoon chervil 
4 tablespoons olive oil (or 2 oil and 

2 butter) 
Pinch nutmeg 
Salt, pepper to taste 
6 tablespoons frozen orange juice 

concentrate, defrosted 
Several long pimiento strips 
Thin orange slices, cut in half 

METHOD 
n Scrub zucchini under running water 
but do not peel. Cut off stem and flower 
ends and cut in half lengthwise. Cut each 
half in half again lengthwise to get long 
"fingers." 
D There are 3 methods to cook the zuc- 
chini: 
n Put zucchini, parsley, chervil, oil, nut- 
meg, and salt and pepper to taste in an 
Amnion poelon or recto baker. Toss well 
and cover with a double layer of foil. Bake 
in a 400° oven about 40 minutes (cook 
in the oven with the lamb to take full ad- 
vantage of your oven heat). Remove and 
toss with orange juice. Return to oven un- 
covered and bake another 10-15 minutes 
until tender but not mushy. Arrange a few 
fingers into a bundle and garnish with a 
pimiento strip to look like a tie. Garnish- 
top with half slices of orange. Serves 6-8. 
n You can also cook the zucchini on top 
of the stove in a heavy skillet. Toss with 
the herbs and butter a few minutes, add 
orange juice, and cover. Cook about 10 
minutes until tender. 
n The zucchini can also be cooked in the 
microwave oven. Soak an Amnion baking 
tile in water. Toss zucchini in a bowl with 
all the ingredients and form into bundles 
complete with pimiento ties. Arrange on 
soaked tile and cover with Saran Wrap. 
Cook on high power 7-9 minutes. Bring 
tile directly to the table. 

Strawberry lamb 
INGREDIENTS FOR  LAMB 
1 leg of lamb, boned, about 7 pounds 
1 cup de Kuyper's strawberry liqueur (not 

the fruit alcohol, but the sweet cordial) 
VA cup distilled white vinegar 
INGREDIENTS FOR SAUCE 
2 tablespoons butter 
1 cup heavy cream 
Salt, white pepper 
Lemon juice 
1 tablespoon arrowroot, dissolved in 2 

tablespoons water 
1 cup fresh strawberries, quartered 
Iceberg lettuce, shredded 
Whole strawberries, unhulled 

METHOD 
n Trim the lamb of the fell (the mem- 
brane beneath the skin) and every bit of 
fat. Mix the liqueur and the vinegar in a 
-bowl and, if you have an injecting type 
bulb baster, inject some of the marinade 
into several spots in the meat. Otherwise, 
prick the meat with a skewer all over so 
that there will be good penetration of the 
marinade. 



Some of otir finest wiiies happen to be sherries. 
It's true. Almaden Sherries are 

among Almaden's finest wines. And 
if you haven't tried them yet, you're 
missing a unique wine experience. 
You see, no matter what your taste 
in wine, you'll find a sherry to 
please you. 

Something light and bone dry? 
Taste our Flor Fino. Served ice 
cold, it's extremely appetizing. 

Or consider our Cocktail 
Sherry the perfect cocktail alterna- 
tive. Pale and dry, it's best chilled 
or over ice. 

Golden Sherr>' (above right). Serve 
it at room temperature or slightly 
chilled. And enjoy its soft, nutty 
taste after dinner—or anytime. 

Perhaps something rich and 
satisfying enough to go with —or in 
place of—dessert? That's our 
Cream Sherry (middle). It's the per- 
fect way to top off a meal. 

Try one. Or try them all. No 
matter which you prefer, youll en- 
joy a fine wine aged and blended 
according to the traditional Span- 
ish solera method. And you will 

our fine wines. 
To learn more about wine, 

send a postcard for a free copy of 
"The grapes and wines of Almaden" 
to: Almaden, P O. Box 24249HG, 
SanJose,CA 95154. 
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Barbecue in pot 
continued from page 170 

n Place meat in a Zip-loc bag with tine 
marinade and expel all the air. Let mari- 
nate in refrigerator, turning every day, for 
4-6 days. 
□ When ready to roast, drain the meat, 
reserving the marinade, and tie into a 
compact shape. Fit roast onto skewer of 
Tandoor oven, close pot, and put in a cold 
oven. Set heat to 400° and roast 45 min- 
utes or to an internal temperature of 150°. 
Let stand and cool to room temperature, 
n You can also put the rolled and tied 
roast in a regular roasting pan and cook in 
a preheated 350° oven to an internal tem- 
perature of 160°. It will take at least twice 
as long as in the Tandoor oven. Baste often 
with marinade. 
n Meanwhile, make the sauce. Melt the 
butter in a saucepan with the reserved 
marinade. Add the cream and salt and 
pepper to taste. If it tastes sweet, add 
enough lemon juice to make it correctly 
tart. When sauce has come to the boil, stir 
in the arrowroot and remove from fire as 
soon as it is thickened. Add the straw- 
berries. 
n Cover a large platter with the lettuce. 
Place overlapping thin slices of lamb on 
top of this. Spoon on some of the sauce. 
Decorate with whole strawberries with the 
leaves on. Serve extra sauce separately. 
The whole dish is served at room tempera- 
ture. Serves 8-10. 

Chocolate souffle 

INGREDIENTS 
Vegetable oil 
Va cup flour 
Vz cup sugar 
4 egg yolks 
6 ounces cream cheese, softened 
2 cups mill< 
1 teaspoon vanilla or 1 tablespoon orange 

zest, grated: 1 tablespoon frozen orange 
juice concentrate, defrosted; 
2 tablespoons orange liqueur 

4 ounces semisweet ctiocolate, chopped 
in coarse bits and melted 

6 egg whites 

METHOD 
iJ Lightly oil the interior of the 2-quart 
souffle baker with V2 teaspoon vegetable 
oil. Spread evenly, but use no more than 
specified. 
G Put the flour, sugar, and egg yolks in a 
saucepan and whisk together. Whisk in the 
cream cheese, milk, and vanilla (substi- 
tute orange flavors for vanilla, or try Ama- 
retto di Saronno, coffee, or kirsch). Place 
over high heat and continue whisking. 
G Add the chocolate. Whisk gently until 
it starts to boil. Remove from heat and let 
cool about 5 minutes. Lay a piece of plas- 
tic wrap directly on the surface, and no 
"skin" will form. 
G Meanwhile, beat the egg whites to 
satiny peaks. Fold them into the chocolate 
mixture and pour into souffle dish. If you 
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Cure For 
The Common 

Kitchen,50^ 
Ceramic tile can transform an 

ordinary room into something very 
much out of the ordinary. 

And our new hook will give 
j^   you all kinds of ideas for using it. In 

every room of your house. 
Ceramic tile. It can make your 

kitchen look good enough to eat. 

Name Address 

Gn State Zip 

CeramicTile IdeaBook 
Tilc Council 0/ America, IUL.P.O. B(;X 2222. Room 83.3, Princeton. Ncwkrsey 08540. 
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are not ready to bake,, refrigerate it, cov- 
ered, for up to 2 hours. 
G To bake, place in lower third of a cold 
oven and loosely observe the following 
schedule: at 350° for 1 hour for a thor- 
oughly cooked souffle or 45 minutes for a 
"French" style souffle; at 400° for 35 min- 
utes for a thoroughly cooked souffle or 25 
minutes for "French" style. For microwave 
ovens, cook at 50 percent power for 20-24 
minutes, turning y4-turn about every 5 
minutes. This is for a 650-watt oven. 
Serves 5-10. 
G For savory souffles, eliminate the sugar 
and flavoring items, use 5 egg yolks, V2 
cup flour, and 1 or IV2 cups of whatever 
you want—cooked vegetables, cheese, 
ham, etc. The basic chocolate mixture 
without the egg whites makes an excellent 
pastry cream for filling cakes, eclairs, or 
cream puffs. ■ 

Meal in mimitcs 
continued from page 154 
     ., 
G Remove the steak from the marinade   y 
and drain well. Season with pepper and 
marjoram.    Distribute    stuffing   mixture   ,| 
evenly over the steak. Roll up meat from 
the short side and secure with skewers or 
string. 
G Place meat on a hot grill (or on oiled 
broiler pan about 3-4 inches from heat) 
and cook about 20 minutes, rotating the 
roll every 5 minutes. Serves 4. 

Strawberries with 
strawberry sauce 

INGREDIENTS 
3 pints strawberries 
Va cup sugar 
Fresh mint 

METHOD 
G Wash and hull strawberries and let 
them drain. Keep the nicest ones whole 
and use approximately 2 cups for the 
sauce. 
G Place whole berries in glass bowl. 
Puree the rest in a food processor or 
blender with the sugar. Pour sauce over 
the whole berries and refrigerate. 
G Serve in champagne glasses with a 
sprig of fresh mint as a garnish. Serves 4. 
G A/ofe.- You may use a package of frozen 
raspberries in place of the 2 cups straw- 
berries for the sauce—thaw them in hot 
water 10 minutes, then puree. (Omit sugar 
if they are sweetened.) ■ 

Manuscripts 

House & Garden 
assumes no responsihdily for 

unsolicited manuscripts, 
photographs, drawings, house 

plans or uncommissioned material. 

Material submitted must be 
accompanied by return postage 

and self-addressed envelope. 

House  &  Garden 
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MICROWAVE^OVEN 

IT'S EVERYTHING YOU COULD EVER WANT IN 
A MICRO>pVE OVEN...AND MUCH, MUCH MORE. 

f.h- 

Amana, the household name for quality microwave ovens, brings you 
yet another first in microwave oven technology. 

The Amana Touchmatic II Radarange Microwave Oven. 
Amana Touchmatic II is so versatile ... so advanced ... so unbe- 

lievably automatic . . . yet as simple to use as 1-2-3. 
It cooks by time. It cooks by temperature—at the power level you 

select. It cooks by time and temperature in any combination—at any 
power level you select. 

It's the next generation ot" microwave ovens. 

The Amana Automatic Temperature 
Control "System." 
Amana Touchmatic II Radarange 
features the Amana Automatic 
Temperature Control System—a 
complete system of cooking by tem- 
perature that is so precise, a medium 
rare setting will give you a medium 
rare roast . . . every time. And that's 
just the beginning. 

Amana Automatic Temp Hold. 
Amana Touchmatic II includes Automatic Temp Hold, an 
important part of the "System" thai performs two amazmg 
functions. 
One, it will maintain an internal meat temperature and hold 

it for extended periods. It's perfect for holding all kinds of foods, 
casseroles and soups at serving temperature, too. 

Two, holding at exact temperature actually improves meats. Provides 
more even cooking and browning. Makes meats more moist and tender. 

Model RR-10 

Amana Touchmatic II . . . The Smartest, Most Automatic Microwave 
Oven. Amana Touchmatic II can be programmed to"re- 
mcmber," so you can cook foods using the best techniques 
for perfect results. 

Amana Touchmatic II is so automatic you can program it 
when you leave home to start later on and have your roast 

ready when you return. 

Cookmatic™ Power Levels put you in full control of every thing you cook 
... let you cook the way you're used to. They 
offer you a wide range of Cookmatic Levels or 
cooking speeds. You can even change speeds as 
you cook. Or, you can set cooking programs to 
change cooking speeds automatically. 

The Most Advanced Timer and Clock. 

Amana Touchmatic II displays a digital tempera- 
ture readout when cooking . . . when it finishes, a 
buzzer sounds and the time of day is displayed. 

PROVEN SAFETY After passing a series of torture tests, Amana 
became the only manufacturer of microwave ovens to be granted a 
U.S. Government exemption from the regulation requiring the display 
of a safety warning label. This applies to Amana models RR-10, 
RR-9, RR-8, RR-7 and RR-7D. 

See a demonstration at your Amana Retailer or write Ann MacGregor, 
for further information, at Amana Refrigeration, Inc., Dept. 703, 
Amana, Iowa 52204. 

If it doesn*t say >4yff a#f a. -it's not 2rp^^L<lcvrxi^nzji.,e^^ 
MICROWAVE/OVEN 

BACKED BY A CENTURY-OLD TRADITION OF FINE CRAFTSMANSHIP. 
Amana Refrigeration. Inc., Amana, Iowa 52204 ( A Raytheon Company 

September, 1978 73 



Chrome and cream kitchen 
continued from page 131 

How remodeling with a 
shiny finish gave an 
apartment kitchen new life 

A fantastic decorating tricic, a little phi- 
losophy, and lots of warm gleam trans- 
formed a dull 15-by-20-toot butler's 
pantry-and-kitchen into the one on page 
130, where Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Cohen 
now enjoy entertaining, cooking to- 
gether, family dining, and almost endless 
storage. The remodeling, mastermineded 
by Barbara Schwartz and Barbara Ross 
of Dexter Design, Inc., was a feat of 
spaccmaking. Cutting a diagonal straight 
through the space made it visually wider 
(see plan), but they did more; By rais- 
ing the cooking area into a platform and 
shortening the wall that divides it from 
the bar area, they gave the impression of 
a room within a room. "It was also an 
easy way to move plumbing," says Ms. 
Schwartz, since the Cohens wanted their 
sink relocated to the window wall. And 
the step-up kitchen lets Mrs. Cohen cook 
and be with guests who help themselves 
at the bar, without feeling cramped or 
"supervised." 

A technique  Ms. Schwartz and Ms. 

Ross call "scaping" not only opens space, 
but makes the people in it more comfort- 
able. "We find that carrying the eye 
horizontally around a room at a familiar, 
attractive height does wonders. It makes 
the space seem custom fit." explains Ms. 
Ross, "so we feel connected with it." 
The system works beautifully in a kitch- 
en, where countertops and ranges do the 
scaping: and in the Cohens" kitchen, be- 
cause of the platform, the areas have 
their horizontals at difl'erent heights, 
which adds to the room's sculpted, archi- 
tectural look. Another scaping device 
is the suspended shelf with incorporated 
lighting over the cooktop, where Mrs. 
Cohen hangs the Copco cookware (Mr. 
Cohen is president of Copco) she uses 
constantly. 

Finding a reflective surface that would 
be practical and look clean and calm, 
but not cold, was the next challenge, and 
Formica's new metallic-finish laminate 
met it perfectly. It's good on low-use 
vertical surfaces, easy to clean, and has 
a warm gray tone that's not icy. Ms. 
.Schwartz and Ms. Ross used it on dish- 
washer and refrigerator doors, on the 
Roseline cabinets that line the kitchen, 
and to face the suspended shelf: it also 

l.orj[)ON 

covers a cookbook shelf next to the re- 
frigerator. For more elegance in the bar 
area, they mirrored the corner to rellect 
the streamlined storage wall and the 
built-in wine rack, doubling the small 
space. Mirror around the bar doorway 
makes the entrance wider and more 
glamorous. A separate bar was one of 
the Cohens' requirements for their new 
kitchen: "Of course everyone comes in 
here now." says Mrs. Cohen, "but even 
when the kitchen is full of people it still" 
seems free and open. 

Continued on page 178 

A SCRUB 

A JAX TURNS YOUR, 
SPONGE INTO' 
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C1978. ColK»te-Patmolive Compuiy 

Jl. 

...POWERS OUT THE TOUGHEST GREASY 
FOOD STAINS FASTER THAN COMET. 

The Ajax Cleanser formula has 3 special bleaching and grease-cutting 
ingredients and powers out the toughest greasy food stains fast. 
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It's new Ziploc*' Sandwich Bags from Dow, 
with the unique zipper-like seal that locks 
tight to keep sandwiches as fresh and neat as 
they were when you made them. 

25< 
STORE COUPON 

NEW ZIPLOC SANDWICH BAGS 
^ 

SAVE 40C 

40« 

OtI 100-BAG PACKAGE 

jwmy PACK 

NEW ZIPLOC SANDWICH BAGS 

TO DEALER: This coupon will be ledeemed lot lace value 
plus 5t handling provided leims of oiler have been com- 
plied wiih Anyolherapplicalionconslilulestraud Invoices 
proving purchase ol suHicient stock to cover coupons 
presented (or redemption must be shown upon request Re- 
demption through outside agencies, brokers, etc will not be 
honored encept where specifically authorized in writing by 
The Dow Chemical Company Void il prohibited, taxed, or re- 
stricted Customer must pay anysalestax Mailallcoupons 
to The Dow Chemical Company PO BoxR70O7, ElPaso. 
Texas 79975 Oiler good only in U S A Cash redemption 
value 1 '20 ol 1 c 

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE 
Oflet Eiplres March 31,1979 

SAVE 25C 
ON 50-BAG PACKAGE 

40< 



Beer—heady subject 
continued from page 164 

bine the rest of the sugar, both flours, 
wheat germ, salt, and 2 tablespoons of the 
butter in a large bowl. Stir. Add the yeast 
mixture and stir to combine. Turn out onto 
a floured board and knead briefly, 
n Butter a bowl with 1 tablespoon of the 
remaining butter. Return dough to bowl, 
cover with a damp dishcloth and allow to 
rise until doubled in bulk, about 1 hour, 
n Turn out again and knead briefly. But- 
ter an 8-by-4-by-2V2-inch bread pan. Shape 
the dough into a loaf and place it in the 
pan. Brush the top of the dough with but- 
ter, then let it rise to the top of the pan. 
Bake in a preheated 375° oven for 1 hour 
or until the loaf is crisp and brown. 

Beer coleslaw 
INGREDIENTS 
1 2-pound cabbage, shredded 
3 medium carrots, shredded 
4 tablespoons onion, finely chopped 
V2 red bell pepper, seeded and cut into 

Va-inch dice 
1 cup mayonnaise 
1 tablespoon Dijon-style mustard 
1 teaspoon celery seed 
VA cup beer 
1 teaspoon salt 
Freshly ground black pepper 

METHOD 
n Combine cabbage, carrots, onion, and 
pepper in a bowl. 
n Combine the mayonnaise, mustard, 
celery seed, beer, salt and pepper in a 
small bowl. Blend well with a whisk, Pour 
the dressing over the cabbage mixture and 
toss, gently but thoroughly. Taste for sea- 
soning. Cover and refrigerate 1 hour be- 
fore serving. Serves 8. 

Shrimp in beer batter 
INGREDIENTS 
2 eggs, separated 
% cup beer 
1 tablespoon peanut or other cooking oil 
1 teaspoon salt 
VA teaspoon pepper, freshly ground 
2 cups all-purpose flour, sifted 
2 pounds medium-sized shrimp, 

shelled and deveined 
Oil for deep frying 

METHOD 
n Combine egg yolks, beer, peanut oil, 
salt, pepper, and 1 cup of flour in a bowl. 
Whisk until smooth. Beat the egg whites 
until firm and fold into batter mixture, 
n Holding the shrimp by their tails, dip 
each into the remaining flour, coating each 
lightly. Then dip them into the batter, 
coating well. 

Meanwhile, heat cooking oil to 375° in 
a heavy deep fryer or kettle. Fry the 
shrimp, a few at a time, until golden 
brown, about 4-5 minutes. Drain on paper 
towels. Serves 4-6. ■ 

Bread in the round 
continued from page 157 

Whole-wheat bread 
INGREDIENTS 
1 package active dry yeast 
1 cup warm water (100°-115°, 

approximately) 
1 tablespoon honey 
1 teaspoon salt 
1 cup all-purpose flour 
2 tablespoons honey, dissolved in 

2 tablespoons warm water 
1V2 tablespoons vegetable oil 
2 cups whole-wheat flour 

METHOD 
n Add the yeast to warm water in a bowl 
along with 1 tablespoon honey. Allow the 
yeast to proof. Add salt and all-purpose 
flour and stir vigorously until smooth. 
Cover bowl and let dough rise in a warm, 
draft-free spot for 30 minutes. Stir in 
honey dissolved in warm water, vegetable 
oil, and enough whole-wheat flour to make 
a firm dough. Turn out on a lightly floured 
board and knead dough until it is smooth 
and no longer sticky. Add more all-purpose 
flour while kneading if necessary—the 
amount will vary depending on the humid- 
ity of the day. 
D Butter a bowl and place the dough in it, 
turning to coat all sides. Cover and let 
dough rise in a warm, draft-free spot until 
doubled in bulk, about 45 minutes. 
G Punch dough down and place on a 
lightly floured board and pat or roll into a 
rectangle about 6 by 10 inches. Starting 
with narrow end, roll tightly, jelly-roll fash- 
ion, sealing dough about every V2 turn. 
Seal the ends very well. 
n Center dough in greased tube and but- 
ter the ends. Cover ends of tube with foil 
and place in rack. Let dough rise in a 
warm, draft-free spot until almost doubled, 
about 30-45 minutes. Do not allow dough 
to extend farther than 1 inch from ends of 
tube. Remove foil and place in a preheated 
350° oven on the lowest or next-to-lowest 
shelf for 50 minutes. Slide bread from 
tube onto rack to cool. Makes 1 loaf. 

Basic white bread 
INGREDIENTS 
1 package active dry yeast 
V2 cup warm water (100°-115° 

approximately) 
1 tablespoon granulated sugar 
V2 cup warm milk (100°-115°, 

approximately) 
3 tablespoons butter, softened 
IV4 teaspoons salt 
3 cups all-purpose flour 

METHOD 
n Add the yeast to warm water, along 
with the sugar, in a measuring cup or 
small container. Stir until the yeast is com- 
pletely dissolved. Allow the yeast to proof. 
n Place the milk, butter, and salt in a 
bowl. Stir until butter is melted. Add yeast 

mixture and IVi cups flour. Beat vigor- 
ously until smooth. Stir in most of the re- 
maining flour, then turn out on lightly 
floured board and knead dough until it is 
smooth, elastic, and no longer sticky— 
about 10 minutes. Add more flour while 
kneading if necessary, 
n Follow instructions in the first recipe, 
letting dough rise 30 minutes the first 
time, 45 minutes the second. Bake in a 
preheated 375° oven for 50 minutes. 

Dark rye bread 
INGREDIENTS 
1 package active dry yeast 
VA cup warm water (100°-115°, 

approximately) 
1 teaspoon granulated sugar 
VA cup lukewarm milk 
VA cup light or dark molasses 
1 tablespoon butter, melted 
1 teaspoon salt 
1 tablespoon caraway seeds (optional) 
1% cups all-purpose flour 
1 ¥2 cups rye flour 

II 

METHOD 
D Add the yeast to warm water, along with 
sugar, and stir until the yeast is complete- 
ly dissolved. Allow the yeast to proof. Place 
the milk, molasses, butter, salt, and car- 
away seeds in a bowl. Add the yeast mix- 
ture and 1 cup all-purpose flour, V2 cup at 
a time. Then stir in all of the rye flour, V2 
cup at a time. Beat vigorously until the 
flour is thoroughly incorporated and dough 
begins to develop elasticity. Stir in most of 
the remaining flour to make a stiff dough. 
Turn out on a lightly floured board and 
knead dough until it is no longer sticky— 
about 10 minutes. Add more flour while 
kneading if necessary. 
n Follow the remaining instructions in 
the first recipe, letting the dough rise iy2- 
2 hours the first time and 60-90 minutes 
the second. Bake in a preheated 350° 
oven for 45-50 minutes. 
n Note: This bread will make a some- 
what smaller loaf than the other recipes. 

Cinnamon nut bread 
INGREDIENTS 
J recipe for basic white bread 
2 tablespoons brown sugar 
1 teaspoon cinnamon 
2 tablespoons currants, or dark or 

golden raisins 
2 tablespoons walnuts, finely chopped 
Melted butter 

METHOD 
□ Follow basic white bread recipe. After 
rolling dough into a 6-by-18-inch rec- 
tangle, sprinkle with mixture of brown 
sugar, cinnamon, currants, and walnuts 
to within 1/2 inch from edge. Gently press 
nut mixture into dough with rolling pin. 
Continue as with other recipes. Let rise 45 
minutes and bake in a preheated 375° 
oven for 50 minutes. Brush with melted 
butter before cooling on rack. ■ 
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New National Smoker Study: 

"Wish rd 
Tried 

hcfw tar MERIT proven mcgor alternative 
for high tcir smokers-see results below 

Can low tar KiERlT packed xcith 'Ennchcd 
Flavor', tobacco measure up to the taste expecta- 
tions of current sn\okers of hi^h tar agarettes^ 

Read the results from a new, nationwide 
research effort involving smokers who actually 
tested MERIT against leadmg high tar brands. 

Results Confirm Breakthrough 
Confirmed: Majcmty of high tar smokers rate 

MERIT taste equal to —or better than —leaciing 
high tar cigarettes tested! Cigarettes having up 
to twice the tar 

Confirmed: Majority of high tar smokers con- 
firm taste satisfaction of low tar MERIT 

And in detailed interviews conducted among 
current MERIT smokers^ 

Confirmed: 85% of MERIT smokers say it was 

Kings:8mg"tar','0.6mg nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report Aug! 77 
100's:11 mg"tar;'0.8mg nicotineav.percigarettebyPTCMeihod. 

Warning; The Surgeon General Has Determined 
Thai Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

an "easy switch" from high tar brands. 
Con//rmec/.-Overwhelming majority of MERIT 

smc^kers say their former high tar brands 
weren't missed! 

Confirmed: 9 out o( 10 MERIT smokers not 
considering other brands. 

First Major Alternative To High Tar Smoking 
MERIT has proven conclusively that it not 

only delivers the flave^r of high tar brands —but 
continues to satisfy! 

This abiliry to satisfy twer long periods of 
time could be the most important evidence to 
date that MERIT is what it claims to be: 
The first real taste alternative for high 
tar smokers © I'Inlip Morris Inc   1978 

MERIT 
Kings &K)0's 
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Chrome and cream kitchen 
continued from page J 74 

Finally, an overall color had to be 
chosen for walls and countertops. A no- 
color was a good vote, "because the 
kitchen is often a chaotic place, and 
people, food, and appliances bring plenty 
of color of their own into a kitchen." 
But white seemed harsh with the mirror 
and brushed-chrome look. So Ms. 
Schwartz and Ms. Ross decided on a 
medley of soft, warm off-whites for the 
flooring, countertops, and wallcovering 
—Mrs. Cohen chose an almond range 
and Biscuit cookware and spice racks— 
that show off the pure design. "By com- 
bining the mirror and brushed chrome 
with cream colors we found a perfect 
balance of excitement and serenity that's 
inviting and always livable," they ex- 
plained. Two 4-foot Lightolier dome 
ceiling lights unify the light tone in the 
two areas with a warm, incandescent 
glow, and additional spots for down- 
lighting in the bar area can give it an 
evening character for parties. 

How docs the kitchen work? Mr. and 
Mrs. Cohen enjoy cooking together, so 
two ranges were installed—a Jenn Air 
grill with two burners and a Magic Chef 
gas range with four—in the platform 
area. There arc also two sinks, the 
kitchen basin and one for drink mixing. 
The Roseline cabinets have double- 
gourmet  pantry  shelves  that  store  all 

boxed and canned foods in the storage 
area; drawers, some with removable 
sections, hold utensils: there's ample 
counterspace for everyday-use equip- 
ment—toaster, coffeepot, Cuisinart— 
with lots to spare; a Thermador micro- 
wave oven is built into the wall over the 
Jenn Air: and a semicircular counter 
with stools that bridge the step-up di- 
agonal is the Cohens' breakfast and snack 
table. For building facts, please turn to 
page 181. ■ 

House-plant garden 
continued from page 30 

and dig four holes for the 2-by-4 posts. 
Ideally, these should extend down below 
the frost line in your area. The bottom 
rim of the frame itself should be buried 
an inch or two into the soil to keep 
grass from creeping in. 

Fill your plant frame with a 2- to 3- 
inch layer of coarse gravel for drainage. 
Rest the pots on this gravel bed. Then 
by surrounding them with peat moss or 
wood chips to their rims and watering 
it down well, you'll be able to leave your 
outdoors-vacationing house plants un- 
attended for a week or more next year. 
If you're planning to be away for a long- 
er period than that on your vacation, 
simply cover the plant garden with a 
plastic tent for further moisture reten- 
tion, making sure to leave some openings 
for air circulation. ■ 

The 
English 

Wine Table 

Our English wine table (c. 1784) 
fine old English antique, hand craft 
leathery top. A traditional favorite 
Priced directly from our factory at 

Please add $3 each for shipping and 
13" diameter. Naturally your satis 

your order, telephone us or send 

is an authentic reproduction of a 
ed of mahogany with soft, de tailed 
in England for over 200 years, 
an astonishing $19. $38 for two. 
handling. Dimensions: 20" high, 
faction is guaranteed. To expedite 
check or money order or charge 

MC/BA-VISA. Please incl. your exp. date. Send $2 for our full color 
product publication. 

The Bombay Company 
P.O. Box 53323 -Dept. HGR 

5256 Magazine St., New Orleans, La. 70152 
Telephone: 504/891-4405 
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OFFKIAL 
HEADQUARTERS 

HOUSE & 
GARDEN 
COLORS 
You will find here a selection of furni- 
ture, carpets, and decorative accessories 
in our 1979 Colors, and products or sim- 
ilar choices in House & Garden "Pearls 
& Shells" as seen on pages 138-139. 

Alabama 
Birmingham  Pizitz 
Brookwood  Pizitz 
Eastwood    Pizitz 
Five Points West Pizitz 
Gadsden  Pizitz 
Huntsville  Pizitz 
Montgomery  Pizitz 
Roebuck  Pizitz^ 
Alaska 
Anchorage    Nerland's 
Fairbanks  Nerland's 
Arizona 
Phoenix    Breuner's 
Scottsdale Breuner's 
California 
Bay Fair  Macy's 
Campbell   Breuner's 
Century City  The Broadway 
Daly City Breuner's 
Delano The Broadway 
Eastridge    Macy's 
Foxhill  The Broadway 
Fresno  Breuner's 
Hillsdale  Macy's 
Hilltop    Macy's 
La Jolla  The Broadway 
Los Angeles The Broadway 
Monterey    Macy's 
Newport The Broadway 
Oakridge  Macy's 
Pleasant Hill Breuner's 
Richmond    Breuner's 
Sacramento   Breuner's 
San Carlos  Breuner's 
Santa Rosa  Breuner's 
Serramonte Macy's 
Sherman Oaks The Broadway 
Stanford  Macy's 
San Francisco Macy's 
Stockton Breuner's 
Valley Fair  Macy's 
Vallejo   Breuner's 
Colorado 
Aurora  May D & F 
Colorado Springs May D & F 
Denver 

Bear Valley  May D & F 
North Valley  May D & F 
University Hills  May D & F 

Ft. Collins  MayD&F 
Lakewood    May D & F 

-^ 

\ 



onnecticut 
ilford  Wayside of Milford 
Delaware 
,ilmington Strawbridge & Clothier 
•fstr/ct of Columbia 
aslnington Woodward & Lothrop 
ifor/da 
Itamonte Springs  Burdine's 
radenton  iVlaas Bros. 
learwater   Burdine's 
adeland    Burdine's 
aytona Beach  Ivey's 
t. Lauderdale  Burdine's 
t. Myers  Maas Bros. 

I    ainesville  Maas Bros. 
I 'lollywood Burdine's 

3cksonville    Ivey's 
Orange Park  Ivey's 
Regency Square  ivey's 
Roosevelt Mall  Ivey's 

j akeland  Maas Bros. 
lerritt Island  : Ivey's 
liami  Burdine's 
/liami Beach  Burdine's 
Japles  Maas Bros. 
)rlando    Burdine's 
'inellas Park  Ivey's 
Plantation  Burdine's 
'ompano   Burdine's 
Jarasota  Burdine's 
it. Petersburg Maas Bros. 
Tampa  Maas Bros. 
Westland    Burdine's 
/A 3t Palm Beach The Pioneer Co. 
A/inter Haven Maas Bros. 
A'inter Park  Ivey's 
Georgia 
Atlanta Rich's 

Belvedere    Rich's 
(Cumberland Mall  Rich's 

Greenbriar  Rich's 
Lenox Sq Rich's 
Perimeter Mall Rich's 

^Cobb Center  Rich's 
Decatur  Rich's 

North DeKalb Rich's 
South DeKalb Rich's 

Savannah  Levy's 
tffaMraff 
Maui ...^ Nerland's 
Illinois 
Arlington Heights  John M. Smyth 
Aurora   John M. Smyth 
Calumet City  John M. Smyth 
Chicago 

Ford City  John M. Smyth 
Michigan Ave John M. Smyth 

Oakbrook  John M. Smyth 
Park Forest  John M. Smyth 
Skokie    John M. Smyth 
Springfield 

Bressmers    Stix, Baer & Fuller 
White Oaks  Stix, Baer & Fuller 

Vernon Hills John M. Smyth 
Yorkville Yorkville Appliance & 

Furniture Co. 
Indiana 
Fort Wayne  L. S. Ayres 
Indianapolis 

Glendale  L. S. .Ayres 
Greenwood   L. S. Ayres 
Lafayette L. S. Ayres 
Washington Square L. S. Ayres 

Muncie  L. S. Ayres 
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South Bend  L. S. Ayres 
Iowa 
Cedar Rapids  The Killian Co. 
Des Moines  J. L. Brandeis 
Iowa City The Killian Co. 
Spirit Lake  Carpenter Interiors 
Kentucky 
Florence     Shillito's 
Lexington  Shillito's 
Louisville   Shillito's 
Louisiana 
New Orleans  D. H. Holmes 

Canal Street  D. H. Holmes 
Lakeside  D. H. Holmes 
Oakwood    D. H. Holmes 

Maine 
South Portland  Jordan Marsh 
Maryland 
Annapolis  Woodward & Lothrop 
Baltimore 

Reisterstown Rd Stewart & Co. 
Westview & Golden Ring 
Mall   Stewart & Co. 
York Rd Stewart & Co. 

Chevy Chase  Woodward & Lothrop 
Columbia    Woodward & Lothrop 
Iverson Mall Woodward & Lothrop 
Landover Mall  Woodward & Lothrop 
Montgomery Mall Woodward & Lothrop 
Prince Georges  Woodward & Lothrop 
Timonium  Stewart & Co. 
Wheaton Plaza    Woodward & Lothrop 
Massachusetts 
Boston   Jordan Marsh 
Braintree   Jordan Marsh 
Brockton    Jordan Marsh 
Burlington    Jordan Marsh 
Cape Cod  Jordan Marsh 
Framingham    Jordan Marsh 
Lowell    Jordan Marsh 
Maiden  Jordan Marsh 
Methuen  Jordan Marsh 
Peabody  Jordan Marsh 
Worcester Jordan Marsh 
Michigan 
Ann Arbor  J. L. Hudson 
Dearborn   J. L. Hudson 
Detroit  J. L. Hudson 
Eastland  J- L. Hudson 
Fairlane  J. L. Hudson 
Flint  J. L. Hudson 
Grand Rapids J. L. Hudson 
Harper Woods  J. L. Hudson 
Lakeside    J. L. Hudson 
Livonia  Newton Furniture 
Northland    J. L. Hudson 
Novi  J. L. Hudson 
Oakland  J. L. Hudson 
Pontiac    J. L. Hudson 
Saginaw  J. L. Hudson 
Southland    J. L. Hudson 
Sterling Heights  Newton Furniture 
Taylor    J. L. Hudson 
Troy  J. L. Hudson 
Westland   J- L. Hudson 
Missouri 
Kansas City 

Independence  Stix, Baer & Fuller 
Oak Park Stix, Baer & Fuller 
Ward Parkway Stix, Baer & Fuller 

St. Louis 
Chesterfield Stix, Baer & Fuller 
Crestwood  Stix, Baer & Fuller 
Jamestown    Stix, Baer & Fuller 

Northwest Plaza  Stix, Baer & Fuller 
Riveroad  Stix, Baer & Fuller 
Westroads  Stix, Baer & Fuller 

Nebraska 
Columbus .". J. L. Brandeis 
Grand Island  Miller & Paine 
Lincoln    Miller & Paine 
Omaha 

Ames Plaza  J. L. Brandeis 
Bakers Square  J. L. Brandeis 
Crossroads  J. L. Brandeis 
North Shore  J. L. Brandeis 
Southroads J. L. Brandeis 
Westgate  J. L. Brandeis 
Westroads  J. L. Brandeis 

Nevada 
Reno    Macy's 
iVeiv Hampshire 
Bedford  Jordan Marsh 
New Jersey 
Bernardsville  Greenbaum 
Cherry Hill  Strawbridge & Clothier 
Echelon    Strawbridge & Clothier 
Lawrenceville   Convery's 
Mananalapan  Steinbach's 
Paramus Park Abraham & Straus 
Paterson   Greenbaum 
Pleasantville    Steinbach's 
Ridgewood B. Altman & Co. 
Seaview Square  Steinbach's 
Short Hills B. Altman & Co. 
Woodbridge Abraham & Straus 
New Mexico 
Albuquerque  American Furniture 
New York 
Albany  Mayfair 
Babylon    Abraham & Straus 
Brooklyn  Abraham & Straus 
Buffalo 

Amherst    Flanigan's 
Orchard Park Flanigan's 

Canandaigua   Flanigan's 
Elmhurst  Abraham & Straus 
Garden City Abraham & Straus 
Hempstead  Abraham & Straus 
Huntington   Abraham & Straus 
Lake Grove  Abraham & Straus 
Manhasset    B. Altman & Co. 
New York  B. Altman & Co. 
Clean Flanigan's 
Rochester 

Greece  Flanigan's 
Henrietta  Flanigan's 
Pittsford    Flanigan's 

Syosset    Caldwell's Interiors 
White Plains B. Altman & Co. 
North Carolina 
Dunn   Belk's 
Fayetteville    Belk's 
Greensboro    Belk's 
Laurinburg  Belk's 
Rockingham Belk's 
Winston-Salem  Belk's 
Ohio 
Akron    O'Neil's 
Beldon  Higbee's 
Canton    O'Neil's 
Chillicothe  Ebenhack & Son 
Cincinnati    Shillito's 

Beechmont Mall  Shillito's 
Kenwood Mall Shillito's 
Tri-County    Shillito's 
Western Woods  Shillito's 

Continued on next page 
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House & Garden Colors 
continued from preceding page 

Cleveland  Higbee's 
Beachwood    Higbee's 
Euclid    Higbee's 
Parmatown    Higbee's 
Randall    Higbee's 
Severance    Higbee's 
Westgate   Higbee's 

Columbus Lazarus 
Eastland    Lazarus 
Kingsdale    Lazarus 
Northland   Lazarus 
West land  Lazarus 

Coshocton   O'Neil's 
Dayton  Rike's 
Great Lakes Mall  Higbee's 
Kettering   Rike's 
Lima  Lazarus 
Mansfield    O'Neil's 
Midway Mall Higbee's 
Oxford   Shillito's 
Richland  Lazarus 
Salem Mall Rike's 
Springfield  Rike's 
Stow    O'Neil's 
Toledo J. L. Hudson 
Warren    Strouss 
Youngstown  Strouss 

Austintown Plaza  Strouss 
Eastwood Mall  Strouss 
Liberty Plaza  Strouss 
Southern Park Mall    Strouss 

Oklahoma 
Norman  Mister Robert, Inc. 
Pennsylvania 
Allentown    Schoen's 
Ardmore  Strawbridge & Clothier 
Bethlehem Furniture Hall 
Bradford    Flanigan's 
Exton   Strawbridge & Clothier 
Jenkintown  Strawbridge & Clothier 
Neshaminy  Strawbridge & Clothier 
New Castle    Strouss 
Philadelphia   Strawbridge & Clothier 
Plymouth Meeting..Strawbridge & Clothier 
St. David's B. Altman & Co. 
Sharon  Strouss 
Springfield   Strawbridge & Clothier 
Williamsport    Meelan's 
Rhode Island 
Warwick    Jordan Marsh 
South Carolina 
Columbia  Rich's 
Prosperity    Prosperity Furniture 
Texas 
Arlington 

Six Flags Mall  Sanger Harris 
Beaumont    Joske's 
Dallas    Sanger Harris 

Highland Park  Sanger Harris 
Plymouth Park  Sanger Harris 
Preston Center Sanger Harris 
Red Bird  Sanger Harris 
Town East   Sanger Harris 
Valley View  Sanger Harris 

Ft. Worth 
Hulen Mall  Sanger Harris 

Houston  Joske's 
Gulfgate  Joske's 
Northline   Joske's 
Post Oak    Joske's 
Town & Country  Joske's 
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Westwood    Joske's 
Utah 
Cottonwood  Z.C.M.I. 
Ogden  Z.C.M.I. 
Salt Lake City  Z.C.M.I. 
University  Z.C.M.I. 
Virginia 
Landmark   Woodward & Lothrop 
Seven Corners  Woodward & Lothrop 
Tysons Corner  Woodward & Lothrop 
Washington 
Bellevue    Frederick & Nelson 
Seattle  Frederick & Nelson 

Aurora Village  Frederick & Nelson 
Southcenter  Frederick & Nelson 

SHOPPING 
INFORMATION 

PRICES APPROXIMATE 
State and local taxes additional 

*Consiilt your interior designer 
or department store decorating service. 

COVER 
Upholstery fabric: 'Aniaryjlis' cotton: 
54" wide. 27" repeat. $9 a yd. From the 
Romantic Gardens Collection. By Waverly. 
At Lord & Taylor. NYC 10018; Woodward 
& Lothrop. Washington, DC ZOO!."?. 
Love .seat: 65" x 35" x 35" h. Wedge sec- 
tion: 72" X 40" X 35" h. $638. Armless 
chair: 27'/2" x 35" x 35" h. Loose seat 
cushion. $364. Armless chairs: 28" x 33" x 
32'/2" h. Attached seat cushion. $380 ea. 
All prices COM. From the Plaza Reflec- 
tions Collection by Century. 
Cotton durrie rug: 14'10" x 11'. $4,000. 
From Coury Rugs*, NYC 10022. 
Rice paper fan wall lamp: 23" d. x 29" h. 
$75. Lucite and chrome floor lamp: 43" h. 
$150. Both at George Kovacs, NYC 10021. 
"Sjortorp" oil on canvas: 66" sq. By Doug 
Ohlson, 1977. $3,800. At Susan Caldwell 
Gallery, NYC  10012. 
Agate-inlaid white lacquer jewelry box: 
9'/4" X 2'4" h. $240. At J. Garvin Mecking, 
NYC  10021. 
Japanese red lacquer stack tables: 13", 14", 
and 15" sq. x 10" h. $950 a set. Pink Wedg- 
wood shell-shaped plates: 12 " x 8" x 2" h. 
$375 ea. Both at Joseph Rondina Antiques, 
NYC  10021. 
Blue and white Chinese export porcelain 
plate: 17" d. x 2" h., c. 1720. $3,500. Green 
and pink Cantonese enameled fruit box: 
10" sq. X 51/2" h. $1,000. Both at Arne V. 
Schlesch and J.J. Garza Antiques, NYC 
10021. 
Antique blue and white porcelain lamp: 30" 
h. Red lacquer coffee table: 60" x 31" x 12" 
h. Glass vase: 12" d. x 12" h. Designed by 
Alvar Aalto. Black lacquer side table: 32" 
d. X 27'i" h. Porcelain cauliflower: 10" d. 
X 7'/2" h. Pink porcelain plate: 9" d. Yellow 
porcelain vase: 8'/2" h. China eggplant: 7" 
d. Chinese porcelain fruit: 4'/2" w. Pink 
tin enameled melon: 6" d. x 4'/2" h. Red 
lacquered box: 5" x 3". On stack tables: 
Yellow china apple box: 4" x 4". Mauve 
porcelain ginger jar: 9" x SVi" h. Pink 
porcelain leaf plate: 7'/2" d. x 6'/2" h. On 
sectional:   Assorted   pink   silk   and   multi- 

color rag woven pillow covers. All from 
Mario Buatta, Inc., NYC 1002L 
FOR COMPACT LIVING 
Page 112, and Pages 122-123 
Wallcovering: "Coral  Reef"  fabric-backed 
strippable   vinyl.    27"   wide.    18"   repeat. 
$16 a roll. Upholstery fabric: "Daisy Fern' 
cotton. 48"  wide.   18"  repeat.  Scotchgard 
finish. $10.50 a yd. Both by Diane Von Furs- 
tenberg  for   Wall-Tex.   Columbus   Coated, 
Fabrics, div. Borden Chemical. 
Round arm sofa: 85" x 34" x 28" h.   Five 
loose cushions.   Hxaggerated Lawson style. 
$851.    High   arm   pull-up   chair:   27"   x 
24'/2" X 29'/2" h. $299.   Rattan  base  otto- 
man: 30" sq. X 15" h. $272.  All by Century; 
Furniture. 
"Shenoi" bleached cocoa fiber rug: 9' x 12'. 
By Import Specialists. $129.95. At Crate & 
Barrel, Chicago and Wilmette. 
Laminate and chrome cocktail table: 38" 
sq. X 16" h. $550. By Design Institute 
America. At Bloomingdale's, NYC 10022. 
On cocktail table: Painted khaki-colored 
compartmented box with red and black 
trim, c. 1800, $95. At America Hurrah An- 
tiques, NYC 10021. Handblown glass dish: 
ll'/2"d. $308. From Jack Lenor Larsen, 
NYC 10022. 
"Quadrifoglio   Harvest"   lacquered   table: 
60" sq. X 29" h. x 8" wide when closed. 
Polyurethane   coating.   $2,150.   From   Cy 
Mann  Designs*,  NYC   10022. 
"Desert" folding hardwood armchair: 23" 
X   18"  X  34",2"  h. Canvas seat and back., 
$108. By Gold Medal. 
On dining table: Glass cylinder vase, $10. 
At   Design   Research,   NYC   10022.  Glass 
battery jars with white candles: 6" d. x 8" 
h. $10. At Bailey/Huebner at Henri Bendel, 
NYC   10019.  "Drabware" earthenware:  5 
pc.    place   setting,   $45.    By   Wedgwood. 
"Smithsonian" sterling flatware: 5 pc. place 
setting, $250. By Stieff. "Bourgogne" crys- 
tal winegla.ss: $23.50. "Octav" crystal car- . 
afe:  75  centiliter  capacity.   $26.   Both  by., 
Kosta  Boda. "Dots" cotton and polyester 
napkins:  20"sq.  $1.75 ea.   By  Diane  Von; 
Furstenberg for Leacock. 
Pages 124-125 
Springmaid "Suncheck" polyester and cot-. 
ton sheets. By Springs Mills. 
On mantel: Glazed ceramic ginger jars: 7" 
X 9" h. $150 ea.  By Paul Nelsen. From 
LCS*, NYC 10021. 
On banquette: Lacquered galleried tray: 15" 
X 19" X 2" h. Oxblood finish. $40. By Roe 
Kasian Designs. At Lord & Taylor, NYC 
10018. 
Handblown   glass:   Dish,   lOVi"   d,   $142. 
Saucer, 11" d., $158. Flared green contain- 
er: ll'/2" X 10" h. $325. All made in Italy 
for Glassworks, division of Wicker Works, 
From Jack Lenor Larsen*, NYC 10022. 
"Chocolate   Boxes"   lithographs:   30'/8"   x 
29%".   By   Richard   Smith.   At    Bernard 
Jacobson Ltd., NYC  10019. 
FOR A NEW LOOK 
Pages 132-133 
On floor and walls: "Regents Row" Antron 
carpeting.   12'  widths.   $18  a  sq.   yd.   By t 
Bigelow-Sanford. 
Print   fabric   on   furniture:   "Stux"   cotton 
and linen:  48"  wide.  19"  repeat. Custom : 
print and color. $22.50 a yd. From 
nett-Morrow*, NYC   10022. 
"Starlite"    reflective     aluminum    vertical 
blinds: By LouverDrape. ; 
On dining niche walls:  Naugahyde vinyl- 
coated   fabric.   Italian   Brown   color.   54" 
wide. By Uniroyal. 
Recessed lighting: By Lightolier. 
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Da.vbcd fabric: Schumacher-. NYC 10022. 
Desk: Custom made by Milaii Limited 
\ichitcctuial Woodworking, Long Island 
lay. N.Y. IlIOL 
Desk chair upholstery: Brown suede. From 
American Leather Mfg.'', Rahway, N.J. 
:)7065. 
Dining banquette: Custom made by Chair- 
masters*. Bronx  1()45L 
Dining chairs:  From  Designers  Furniture 
Center-, NYC 10022. 
COLOR FINDS 
Pages 138-139 
1. "Maize" earthenware: 4 pc. place setting, 
$18.50. By Roy Hamilton. At Tiffany. 
NVC 10022. Flatware: 18/10 stainless 
sicel. Rust colored Lexan handle decor. 16 
pes. on rack. $50. By Ingrid. At Carson, 
Pirie, Scott, Chicago 60603. 
2. "Diago" chair: 171/2" x \9VA" X 39'/2" 
li Laminated beechwood frame. Natural 
finish. $255. From Gibson International*. 
\VC  10016. 
4. Stationery: 20 cards and envelopes in a 
hamboo box. $15. Pencils: 18 in a bamboo 
box. $7.50. Handmade lace-trimmed sa- 
chet: 3" X 4". Crepe de chine scent. $10. 
All at Jenny B. Goode, NYC 10028. Hand- 
made bamboo and paper light sculpture: 
r' X 14". $29. By Noguchi. At George 
Kovacs, NYC 10021. "The Sentry" black 
and white television: I4%" x 9%" x 9%" 
1. Instant picture. $115. By Zenith. Shell 
night light: 7" h. $7.50. At Bloomingdale's. 
"^YC 10022. 5. "Sarabande" wallcovering 
printed on paper: 27" wide. 30" repeat. $48 
. oil. From Lee/Jofa*. NYC 10022. "Jade 
Dragon" hand screen printed washable vinyl 
wallcovering: 27" wide. 8" repeat. $21 a 
roll. Coordinating fabric available. From 
Panache*. NYC 10022. "Pinwheel" wall- 
paper: 27" wide. 6" repeat. $33 a roll. Co- 
ordinating custom-made fabric available. 
From Designfriends*, NYC 10010. 
ft. "Ribbonworks" quilted cotton and poly- 
ester: 44" wide. 6V2" repeat. Custom made. 
$42 a yd. From Craig Fabrics*. NYC 
10022. "Manta" cotton: 54" wide. 4'4" re- 
peat. $15 a yd. From Schumacher*. NYC 
10022. "Hydra" linen and cotton: 52" wide. 
i" repeat. From Quadrille. "The Living Sea 
Print" cotton: 48" wide. 24" repeat. $21.75 
a yd. From Scalamandre Silks, NYC 10022. 
'Ribbon Stripe" cotton: 54" wide. 2514" re- 
peat. $19 a yd. From China Seas*, NYC 
,10021. "One Cable Place" cotton: 48" wide. 
9" repeat. $27 a yd. From Browne/Metzger 
Handprints*, Pittsburgh 15217. 
7. Pottery alphabet mugs: 7'/2 oz. Oven, 
dishwasher, microwave safe. Available in 15 
letters. About $5. By Berkshire Stoneware. 
At Pottery Plus, NYC 10028: Strawbridge & 
Clothier, Philadelphia 19105: Sunshine 
Company, Westminster, Calif. 92683. Porce- 
lain enameled sheet steel tea kettle: 2'/2 qt. 
Wooden handle. $29. Porcelain enameled 
cast-iron cookware: Au gratin dish, 14" d.. 
$42. 3 qt. covered saucepan, $45. Omelette 
pan, 8'/2" d. $22. 5 qt. covered casserole. 
$58. All by Copco. 
8. "Tops and Bottoms" interchangeable 
chair system: 16 combinations with 4 tops. 
4 ba,ses. Chrome tubular frames. $168-$204. 

1 By Design Institute America. At Abraham 
and Straus, Brooklyn 11201. 

j 9. Polystyrene ring cachepots with remov- 
able drainage trays: AVA" d. x 3'/2" h., $2: 
6" x 5", $3; 6%" x 6", $4. By Ingrid. 
Write Ingrid, 5547 N. Ravenswood Ave.. 
Chicago   60640   for   nearest   store   "Mini 
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Hexagon" vinyl floor tiles. From Hden*. 
NYC   10022.   Ceramic   ridged   jug   lamp: 
$17.50 (shade separate). From the Laura 
Ashley Collection. At Bloomingdale's, NYC 
10022. "Rit/" porcelain cachcpot: 6" d. x 
6" h. $20. Jenny B. Cioode. NYC 10028. 
Plate under cachcpot: "Rondelet" porcelain: 
5 pc. place setting. $28. By Fitz & Floyd. At 
Marshall Field. Chicago 60690. 
10. Upholstered suede armchair: 26" x 29" 
x 33" h. $730. From the Contemporary 
Classics Collection by Drexel. 
11. "Parka Pillows": 12", 18", and 24" sq. 
Channel quilled nylon and cotton. $25. $30, 
$45. By Phillip Matthews for Capital Ideas. 
At Art el Industrie. NYC  10012. 
12. "Rondelle" vitreous china wash basin: 
21" \ 19". "Bravura" 24-karat gold elec- 
troplate satin finish fittings. Both by Kohler. 
"Royal Velvet" cotton and polyester bath 
towel: $10.  By Fieldcrest. 
13. Saucepan: 2'4 qt. $28. Lid. $9. Frying 
pan: 8'i" d. $22. Lid, $10. Omelette pan: 
73/4" d. $20. Frying pan: 10%" d. $25. Lid, 
$12. Round gratin casserole: 3 qt. $22. Lid, 
$11. All by Wilton Armetale. 
BREADS 
Page 157 
"Bake-a-Round" heat resistant Pyrex bread- 
baking tube: 3'/2" d. x 14" long. 1'/2 lb. 
capacity. $12. 
"Bake-a-Round" duo: Baking tube and 12" 
X 3" rack. $19.95. Both from the Culinaria 
Collection. By Corning. 
"Baseball Stripe" cotton and linen dish- 
towel: 18" \ 30". $2.25. By Katja Designs 
for Wellman. At Altman's, NYC 10016. 
MAGNIFICENT MEN AND THEIR 
COOKING MACHINES 
Pages 155/158-159 
"Minigel" electric ice-cream maker: I qt. 
capacity. Stainless steel tub. Plastic cover. 
$650. By Bialetti. Pagel60: Electric pasta 
machine: Plastic rollers. Kneading and 
cutting attachments. $129.50. Both from 
Italy. At Williams-Sonoma, San Francisco 
94102. 
Clay tandoor oven: II" or 14" h. Glazed 
interior. Dome cover. Bottom is microwave 
safe. Skewer assembly. $37.50 ppd. From 
Amnion Stoneware, 116 Carl St., San Fran- 
cisco, Calif. 94117. 

Materials and equipment for thp kitchen on 
pager, 130-131 

MATERIALS 
Floors: "Crystal" 6" tile. By American 
Olean Tile Company. 
Backsplash and countertops: Pumice col- 
ored Formica. By Formica. 
Wallcoverings: "Merit Flight Special #2." 
From Sonia's Place*, NYC 10022. 
Formica-faced cabinets: By Roseline Prod- 
ucts, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735 and NYC 
10022. 
EQUIPMENT 
Electric range with grill by Jenn-Air. Gas 
range by Magic Chef. Sink by Elkay. Dish- 
washer by Waste King. Refrigerator-freezer 
by Amana. Microwave oven by Thermador. 
Cookware by Copco. 

A WEDDUVG? 
Time to buy 

BRIDE'S. 
For yourself. 
For a friend. 

Because any bride, anwhere, 
knows it's the magazine that's 
must-reading before a great 
wedding day. 
And for good reasons. 
BRIDE'S sets the steps for 
brides-to-be. Gets it all 
together on the meaning of 
love and marriage. On sexual 
attitudes and hang-ups. It 
blooms with new ideas, mar- 
velous guidance on engage- 
ments, showers, fashions, 
beauty, gifts, honeymoons. 
On how-to's for setting up 
first homes, cooking, enter- 
taining. Plus much, much 
more —even to hints for 
grooms. 
BRIDE'S is where it all 
begins. You won't want to 
miss giving or getting a copy 
today. 
82.00, at newsstands ever\'- 
where. 
Dealer's copies sold out? Just 
send a 82.75 check or money 
order (postage and handling 
included) payable to: 
BRIDE'S, Dcpt. BC 
P.O. Box 3589, Grdiici Ccntrdl Station 
New York, NY. 10017 

BraoES 
riic Quality Bridal Magazine 

a ("ondc Nusi Pulilicuiion 



The inflation machine 
continued from paf>e 53 

streets, sidewalks, sewers, and amenities 
gradually over time through taxes, they 
are included in the price of the house at 
precisely the time most people find it 
ditTicult to pay. That is what is making 
prices rise. 

The most eflfective way to slow the 
rate of home price rises would be to find 
ways to build more homes. But with en- 
vironmental restrictions in so many 
places, this is not easy any more. The 
environmental pressures are often a good 
idea, but they are not free. Another fac- 
tor is the trend away from apartment 
building. People today want to live in 
single-family homes rather than apart- 
ment blocks, which adds to the strain on 
land development and that too drives up 
prices. So in these high-demand areas, 
I'm afraid I don't foresee any immediate 
slowdown in house prices. 

Q. How much more is it going to cost 
to educate our children? 
A. Education costs have gone up about 
in line with the overall inflation. They 
will continue to rise because education 
is a very service-intensive industry. It is 
not a question of productivity. We can't 
ask teachers to handle more students, or 
classes to get bigger. That's not very 
effective as an educational system. 

The biggest growth has not been in the 
number of classroom teachers, but in 
supervisory employees, people devoted 
to the development of special programs. 
In a way, the price of education has gone 
up because we've changed so much the 
type of education we have. We have 
more and more people employed outside 
the classroom—curriculum experts and 
so on—particularly in elementary and 
high schools. 

In many respects, college education is 
still a bargain, because almost half the 
costs are still paid for out of state tax 
revenues rather than through tuition. 
There's been no change really in that 
respect in the last decade. The dramatic 
increases in tuition have occurred in 
places like Harvard and Princeton. These 
universities know that they have a tre- 
mendous number of applicants relative 
to the number that they can accept, so 
they raise their tuition accordingly. In 
these cases, people are not buying an 
education so much as prestige. 

Q. fs buying antiques, art, or gold, a 
hedge against inflation? 
A. It depends. During a period of infla- 
tion, people are encouraged to put their 
money into what is described as "real" 
assets rather than financial assets. On 
average, it is true that the price of art- 
work rises. But if you buy the wrong 
piece of artwork, that does not work. 
The same applies to antiques or porce- 
lain. To get into a specialized field as a 
hedge against inflation can be dangerous. 
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If you do not have the expertise neces- 
sary, it will not be a hedge against infla- 
tion at all; you will lose your money. 
Also art objects are difficult to sell again 
—it takes time. They are not as market- 
able as a bond. 

As for gold, well, people have been 
buying gold for years as a hedge against 
inflation. For 40 of those years, nothing 
happened to the price of gold. If you 
bought gold in 1965 and sold it today, 
you made a good gain. But if you bought 
it in 1955 and sold it in 1965 you lost 
your shirt. If you bought it two years 
ago. today you would have lost heavily. 
This is exactly the same as investing in 
the stock market. If you are an expert. I 
guess you can make some money. If not. 
it's highly risky. 

Q. Does borrowing money work as a 
hedge against inflation? 
A. There is an attraction in taking out 
mortgage holdings as a hedge against in- 
flation, principally because of the tax ad- 
vantage. The interest is tax deductible, 
and if one is in a very high tax bracket, 
then the effect of the interest rate after 
tax is a lot lower. I think this is a reason- 
able argument in its favor for someone 
who asks. "Should I remodel?" If you 
were not willing to remodel because you 
didn't want to borrow money, then it 
makes sense to realize that the interest 
rate really isn't as high as it seems, and 
also that the addition you are building 
on to the house is an investment, since 
you expect the value of the house to go 
up. Therefore, in taking out the loan 
now you will benefit from future gains. 

Q. What's going to happen in the 
future? 
A. Inflation really means that people, 
to keep up with others, ask for larger and 
larger wage increases, and that, in turn, 
pushes up prices. It's not a problem 
unique to us; it is endemic to every dem- 
ocratic market economy in the world. 

One way to put it is that the world is 
not as competitive as it used to be. Peo- 
ple are not that frightened about losing 
their jobs if they ask too big a wage in- 
crease, or frightened about losing sales if 
they put up prices. Competition did 
work—the fear of losing your job cer- 
tainly holds down wages. But it was a 
cruel system, inhumane. Read the books 
of Upton Sinclair and see the way life 
was. Many of us found it unfair. 

So we changed the institutional sys- 
tems. We didn't like the way they 
worked, so we introduced an economic 
system that tries to reflect equity. We 
talk about findmg the fair way to treat 
everyone. But the price of making it 
more fair, which has many desirable 
aspects, is that people have a lot more 
discretion over their wages and prices, 
and if they can't learn to exercise that 
discretion with restraint, the inevitable 
outcome is inflation. 

Today every group thinks that it ought 

to have a little bit more, and the rest of 
us agree to give it to them—to the 
schoolteachers, the garbage collectors, 
policemen. You see it particularly at the 
local level. We say yes, because we do 
not want the conflict of facing up to the 
fact that if one person is getting more, 
somebody else is getting less. Who is 
willing to accept less? Nobody. So we 
promise everybody more and then peo- 
ple get irritated because they say inflation 
took away their gain. 

The problem about holding down 
wages and prices is that if you do it your- 
self and nobody else does, you lose. And 
today people have no confidence that 
others will follow if they practice re- 
straint, and this lack of confidence pre- 
vents anyone from doing it and so 
nothing happens. It's like a treadmill. 
Inflation is a product of our democratic 
system and an attempt to be fair. Our job 
now is to try to put pressure on people to 
limit their demands and to do it together. 
Then our society would really be fair— 
to everyone. ■ 

To make the knit throw 
as seen on page 148 

Materials: I size #11 36-inch circular 
needle. Yarn: 4 37-gram skeins of Reyn- 
olds # 1 mink mohair, 2 37-gram skeins 
of Reynolds # 1 gray mohair, 3 40-gram 
skeins of Galler beige mohair, 2 40-gram 
skeins of Galler white mohair, and I 
skein of natural silk. 
The entire afghan is worked in the plain 
garter stitch (g) and an openwork pat- 
tern stitch (ow) formed by the following 
two rows: Row I: Knit each stitch, wrap- 
ping the yarn around twice. Row 2: Knit 
each stitch dropping the extra loop. 
These rows together are called ow. 
Cast on 120 stitches. Mink: 12 rows g. 
Gray: 4 rows g. Silk (worked doubled 
throughout): 2 rows g. Gray: 2 rows g. 
Beige: 6 rows g. Mink: 1 row g, ow twice. 
Gray: 2 rows g. White: 2 rows g. Gray: 
2 rows g. Beige: ow once. Silk: 4 rows g. 
Mink: 2 rows g. White: ow twice. Mink: 
10 rows g. Beige: 4 rows g. Gray: 4 rows 
g. Silk: 4 rows g. Mink: ow twice. White: 
4 rows g. Mink: 2 rows g. Beige: 6 rows 
g. Silk: 4 rows g. Gray: 1 row g. ow once, 
1 row g. Mink: 12 rows g. Silk: 4 rows g. 
Mink: 2 rows g. Beige: ow once. White: 
2 rows g. Beige: ow once. Mink: 2 rows 
g. Gray: 8 rows g. Silk: 4 rows g. Mink: 
1 row g, ow twice. 1 row g. Gray: 2 rows 
g. White: 2 rows g. Gray: 2 rows g. 
Beige: 8 rows g. Silk: 2 rows g. Mink: 2 
rows g. White: ow twice. Mink: 10 rows 
g. Beige: 4 rows g. Gray: 2 rows g. Silk: 
4 rows g. Mink: 1 row g. ow once, 1 row 
g, ow once. White: 4 rows g. Mink: 2 
rows g. Beige: 6 rows g. Silk: 4 rows g. 
Gray: ow once. Mink: 12 rows g. To fin- 
ish, single crochet around edge with 1 
row gray and 4 rows beige, crocheting 
alternately on right side and wrong side 
of the throw, working 3 sc at corners. 
Be sure to keep all the edges flat. ■ 
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SHOPPING AROUND COLLECTION 
Welcome to a great shop-by-mail expedition in color. Share our excitement as you look through this folio of 
specially selected merchandise shown in full color. Now seeing is believing.. .the true beauty of attractive new 
items you can order by mail. Finds in fashions, in furnishings for the house and gifts to give you a head start on 
Christmas. The collection in color is a bright introduction to September Shopping Around pages that include 
features on fall and winter catalogues. 

1. S«rve up wildf lowers. Salad or 
dessert plates in fine china, TVi" 
dia. Each one is different, has its 
botanic name printed on the back. 
Exclusive design by Franci Young. 
A charming gift idea. Set of six, $25 
plus $2 50 post. Catalogue $1, The 
Very Thing I HG9, Rte. 1, Box 549, 
Crozet, VA 22932. 
2. We're excited about a new 
miraculous process that can etch 
pure gold into the beautiful relief of 
the old Morgan Silver Dollar. Cart- 
wheels. Inc., has cleverly fash- 
ioned these beautiful coins into 
stunning jewelry The necklace, 
shown, with 24" gold filled chain 

and frame is $89. The money clip is 
just $35. These eye catching 
pieces are available now by check 
or credit card. Credit card custo- 
mers can order toll free by dialing 
1 800 441-7666. Send $1 tor cata- 
logue. Cartwheels, Inc., HG9, 2500 
Grubb Rd , Wilmington, DE 19810. 
3. Understatement. A 48" octa- 
gonal rug to needlepoint. Exclusive 
design. Bold shells of apricot and 
oriental russets on seafoam green. 
Handpainted #10 canvas, Pater- 
nayan Persian yarns. $415 plus 
$4.15 post. Color catalogue $3 (re- 
fundable with order). Papillon, 
HG-205, 443 E Paces Ferry Rd., 
N.E., Atlanta, GA 30305. 
4. Natural color shells. Textile 
Cone, $1.75; a Scorpion Spider 

shell, $4; Strawberry Top shell, 
$1.25; a Green Tusk shell, 90e; 
Yellow Banded Snail, $2.25; and 
Orange Miter shell, $1.45. Add 50e 
post. each. Catalogue and color 
portfolio $2. Dover Scientific, HG9, 
Box 601 IT Long Island City NY 
11106. 
5. Her name Is Lisa. Handmade 
old-fashioned dress of printed 
lawn; polka-dot pinafore and bon- 
net with eyelet lace; white eyelet 
petticoat, pantaloon. Judy Rankine 
22 "doll. $67.50 ppd. Send $1 to be 
on catalogue mail list. The En- 
chanted Doll House, 215 Mountain 
Path, Manchester Center, VT 
05255. 
6. Fall 1978 Catalogue. Pages 
and pages of the truly timeless 

women's fashions for which The 
Talbots are noted. Dresses are 
softly feminine, separates and ac- 
cessories are always smart. 
Menswear too Request free new 
catalogue for every season. The 
Talbots, Dept. CE, 175 Beal St., 
Hingham, MA 02043. 
7. Beautiful acrylic. Elegantly tall 
bud vase is 6" high by 2" wide by 
1" deep. Engraved with lovely cir- 
cle monogram (underline last- 
name initial) or any name to seven 
letters (print). Comes attractively 
boxed for a very personal gift. 
$11.50 ppd. Acrylic Gallery, HG9, 
1405 Main St., Sarasota, FL 33577. 
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SHOPPING AROUND ]( 
COLLECTION 

1. Antiqued copper in handmade 
baskets finished with jewelers' lac- 
quer Hand-embossed silver wheat 
and pheasant designs, or doctors' 
and lawyers' emblems with initials. 
Wastebasket 14', $25; letter 
basket 5' is $12. Ppd. Free 
brochure of leather and copper 
gifts. Gregory E. Hentzi, HG13, 18 
E. Mam St, Warren, I^A 01083. 
2. Glitter birds. Ornament the 
tree or wall at Christmas time. 
Needlepoint design in color on #14 
canvas, about 4"; Persian wool; 
glitter yarn, felt, backing; direc- 
tions. Peacock, owl, partridge, 
cockatoo, cardinal, doves. Each kit 
$3.50; all six $18.95. Add 75$ post 
Harbour Gifts, HG9, 1070 Harbour 
Dr., Palmyra Harbour, NJ 08065. 
3. Coin collectors' coaster set 
has six different not-so-small 
change coins. Shiny 3" replicas of 
Indian head penny Liberty quarter, 
Twenty-dollar gold pc, Buffalo 
nickel, others. Sure talk starter— 
or paperweights. In "U.S. Mint 
Bag" $8.95 plus 50c post. Colonial 
Garden Kitchens, HG1, 270 W. 
Merrick Rd., Valley Stream, NY 
11582. 

4. Butler's coffee table. A hand- 
some adaptation in solid pine of a 
traditional serving table, as ver- 
satile and functional as it is 
beautiful. In front of your sofa it 
assumes the role of a sturdy coffee 
table. When you are entertaining it 
becomes a perfect tea or cocktail 
table. Any or all of the four hinged 
leaves can be lowered to give you a 
larger serving surface. 16" high; 
with leaves up: 19" wide by 32" 
long; leaves down: 27" wide by 39" 
long. A most impressive gift for a 
family for your favorite hosts. In a 
kit, easy to assemble $54.95; fin- 
ished antique $79.95. Add $3 post. 
Yield House, G89A, North Conway 
NH 03860. 
5. Write now color Is In! What 
could be a better way to express 
your colorful style than to send per- 
sonalized stationery to a friend or 
relative. Beautiful colors, papers, 
designs, type styles. Available with 
name, address printed on letters 
and envelopes. Free color cata- 
logue, actual samples. The Letter 
Box, HG98, Box 371. Woodbury 
NY 11797. 
6. Fireside couple. Set a warm 
mood for foyer or hearth with Mr. 
and Mrs. Claus. Skillfully hand- 
crafted with the appealing expres- 
sions that are Annalee's trademark. 
Felt/flannel/cotton and wicker 
basket for cards or greenery. 30" 
tall. $74 plus $2.50 post. Send for 
catalogue. Annalee's Workshop, 
Dept. HG9, Box 446, Meredith, NH 
03253. 
7. Oil lamp, circa 1800. Copy 
handcrafted of solid brass in anti- 
que finish. Pierced base, ornate 
collar. For lamp oil or kerosene. 
Chimney hand-blown to its unusual 
shape. 20" high. Complete with 
wick $24.50 plus $1.75 post. Cata- 
logue 500, free with order. Stur- 
bridge Yankee Workshop. HG9, 
544 Brimfield T'pike, Sturbridge, 
MA 01566. 
8. Heirloom quality. To locate a 
brass bed with the investment 
value of fine antiques turn to the 
Portuguese-born craftsman, Joao 
Isabel. Fully integrated all-brass 
frame system supports bedding, is 
far superior to a common "solid 
brass" label. $3 for the full-color 
catalogue. Joao Isabel, HG9, 120 
E. 32nd St., New York, NY 10016. 



COUNTRY CURTAINS ARE 
A NEW ENGLAND TRADITION 
For over twenty years Jack and Jane Fitzpatrick have provided old-fashioned quality and conscientious service to 
customers all over the United States. Their curtains are designed to go beautifully with antiques and traditional 
decorating... but their simplicity makes many of the styles just right with contemporary as well. 
Sendyour order to Country Curtains, Dept. 92, Stockbridge, MA 01262. Specify style, color, length and fabric choice Check, money order, Master- 
charge or Visa. Add $2 postage per order (Mass. res, add 5% ;ax). Send for free 52-page catalogue of curtains, bed ensembles, tablec.oths. 

1. Irish Lace Ruffles.Winsome 
ruffles of Cluny lace. This 2" ruffle 
is very sturdy, launders easily. 
Snowy white or natural permanent 
press (50% cotton 50% poly- 
ester). All pairs 90" wide. 45", 54", 
63" long, $17.50 pr; 72", 81", 90" 
long, $20.50 pr Valance, $6,75 each. 
2. Narrow Ruffle unbleached 
muslin with 2" ruffles. 100% cot- 
ton, 100% CountryCurtains. First 
curtain they introduced still a 
classic. Also in white. 80" wide 
per pair. 45", 54", 63" $11 pr; 
72", 81", 90" $13 pr; Valance, 
$3.25 each. Shorter lengths 
available. 
3. Federal floral, reminiscent of 
the 18th century, on cotton and 
polyester permanent press. 
Federal blue and rosy red; also 
gold, rust on soft natural 
background. 80" wide per pair, 
45", 54" $16 pr; 63", 72" $19 pr; 
81", 90" $22 pr. Valance, $5.50 
ea. Matching bed ensemble. 
4. Ball fringe specially-made Is 
stitched on by homesewers in the 
village. Unbleached or white cot- 
ton muslin or cotton/polyester 
permanent press in natural or 
white. 90" wide per pair. 20", 25" 
$7 pr; 30", 36", 40" $8 pr; 45", 
54", 63" $11 pr; 72" 81 "90", $13 
pr; Valance $3 50 each. 

5. Petite bell flowers. Lively 
scattering of soft blue flowers on 
care-free cotton/polyester. Also 
forest green, cherry red, nut 
brown on off-white. 78" wide per 
pair. 45", 54" $13 pr; 63", 72" 
$16.50 pr; 81", 90" $19.50 pr. 
Matching bed ensemble. 
6. Patchwork quilt. 4" squares 
of old-fashioned prints. Double 
thick polyester fiberfll. Twin size, 
$95; double, $105; queen, $125. 
Dust Ruffle, natural or white 
polyester/cotton, twin or double, 
15", 20", 25" drop, $18 ea; queen, 
15", 20° drop $20 ea.Quilted 
Muslin Sham, 3" ruffles, lace in- 
sert. Ecru or white. $12 each, 

7. Gingham classic. Red and 
white with 2" ruffles. Cotton/ 
polyester blend. The % " woven 
check also in light blue, pink, 
yellow or brown with white. All 
pairs 74" wide. 25", 30", 36", $8 
pr; 45", 54", $10.50 pr; 63",72", 
$12.50 pr. Val., $3.25 each. 
8. Bedspread fringe curtains in- 
spired by a colonial museum In 
Vermont. 4" knotted fringe. 50% 
cotton, 50% polyester. Natural or 
white. 90" wide per pair. 30", 36", 
40" $11 75 pr; 45", 54", 63" 
$17.50 pr; 72", 81", 90" $20.50 
pr Valance $6.25 each. 

9. Stockbridge Tab. Simple tab 
styling and charming fabric 
design make this print easy to use. 
Brick red, brown, gold or green on 
off-white background. Cot- 
ton/polyester. 80" wide per pair 
36", 40" $13 pr; 45", 54"$14pr; 
63", 72" $17 pr. Other tab curtains 
In catalogue. 
10. Brown Flowered Stripes 
Flocking, a very old textile techni- 
que, works beautifully on these 
unbleached muslin curtains. 70" 
wide per pair. 45" 54" $11 pr;63", 
72" $13 pr; Valance, $4 each. 
Shorter lengths in catalogue. 



Introducing 
The Fortune Telling 

Teacup Set 

'4' 

Produced in Fine China at a remarkaMe 
Now you can read your own tea leaves! Amaze your friends and 
relatives as you actually reveal the knowledge known only to the 
great tea-leaf readers throughout the ages. 

The Zarka Fortune Telling Set is beautifully produced with all 
the secret symbols and signs in the exact pattern sacred to this 
ancient rite. No need to be mystified by a tea-leaf reader's fore- 
casts any longer. The age-old veil has been parted and the 
meanings are now yours forever. 

Provided with each set is a comprehensive 24 pg. illustrated 
booklet including instructions on the correct method of "swirl- 
ing" the leaves, and interpreting the events based upon where 
they "falir All is finally explained. 

Although we suggest you treat your prophecies in an amusing 
manner, we do make this prediction: YOUR TEACUP SET WILL 
INSPIRE ENVY. Better order several for friends and relatives 
rather than risk losing your Zarka Fortune Telling Teacup Set! 

International Collector's Guild, Ltd. Dept  F-28 
9000 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90069 

Fortune Telling Teacup Sets at Please send me _ 
55.00 ea. ( 2 for S9.50 ). Also enclosed is 95C postage and 
insurance for each set for a total of 5    
Calif, residents please add 6% sales tax. 

□ My check or money order is enclosed. 

Name  

□ Please charge my credit card account number 
D BankAmericard/VISA ,1111111111,1 
D Master Charge               I I [ I I Mn TTTT 

Exp. Interbank     p 
Signature-, Date No. MC onlyL 

For Rapid Charge Service please call toi 
325-6400. In Missouri call (800) 342-6600 

SHOPPING AROUNC 
I 

1. Baby's own basket. Pick-up 
handles, easy to take anywhere. 
Handwoven natural palm leaf is 
lightweight, very sturdy. 30' long 
by 16* wide by 18" high. $29.95 
plus $5 post. Yellow-white gingham 
coverlet, Kodel polyester-filled 
liner $14.95. Fran's Basket House, 
HG9, Rte. 10 Succasunna, NJ 
07876. 
2. Crystal clear bobeches for 
your candle-lighted table. 3'/2" 
dia., each has eight prisms. Clear 
2V2' prisms, pr. $11.50; clear 
3'/2 *, pr. $12.50; with 2" prisms in 
green, amber, blue, red or 
amethyst, pr. $19.95 plus $1 post. 
Crystal Classics, Dept. HG-98, 17 
Orchard Farm Rd., Port Washington, 
NY 11050. 

Roger Bester 

3. Healthy, hardy tulips. Medium 
size (2'/4-3' circ.) planting stock 
bulbs. Assorted colors. Guar- 
anteed many blooms next spring, 
full bloom at least 5 years 
thereafter. 50 for $2; 100 only 
$3.50. Includes 6 crocus free. Add 
40c post. Michigan Bulb Co., Dept. 
R-70, 1950 Waldorf, Grand Rapids, 
Ml 49550. 
4. Elegant acrylic planter. Attrac- 
tive accent in your home. It's 9' 
square, rounded on the inside, is 
equally lovely as a flower vase. 
Clear acrylic, durable, washable, 
can be polished. $19.95 plus $1.50 
post.(Visa and MC accepted). 
Creative Products, HG9, Box 34, 
Lodi, NJ 07644. 
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CATALOGUE CHECKPOIN 
iHOPPING AROUND'S special mail-order 
ervice for you. We've gathered the latest 
•.atalogues with merchandise to suit your 
ivery need. Order directly from House & 
harden. Just fill out and return the order 
:oupon below, circling the number of each 
:atalogue you want. Enclose 50C for post- 
age and handling, plus any additional 
charge as indicated on catalogue number. 
Do not send stamps. Coins, check or 
money order may be used. 

1. NEW ORLEANS'  LEGENDARY JEWEL 
ERS presents precious gems in contempo 
rary design in 32 page color Jewelry Salon 
calalogue. Plus a 32 page Christmas gift 
collection with Georg Jensen sterling, 
Lalique and Baccarat crystal, Boehm por- 
celains, Steuben Glass. Adier's   Both, $2. 

2. THOSE   LOVABLE   ANNALEE   DOLLS 
with their impish, happy expressions are 
ready to bring a chuckle to your Christmas 
displays. Mr. and Mrs. Santa, ranging from 
7" to 4' accompanied by lively entourage 
of reindeers, gnomes, caroling mice and 
snowmen. Christmas 1978 catalogue in 
color. Annalee's Workshop. Free. 

3   CLASSIC FASHIONS AND FINE GIFTS 
just in time for holiday giving. 64 page 
color catalogue of sportswear for men and 
women, lots of unusual gift ideas. Orna- 
ments, figurines, toys, planters, glassware, 
more. Johnny Appleseed's. Free. 

4. FINE STATUARY for garden, house and 
terrace. Animals and birds, urns and 
benches, classic works of art. In terra cot- 
ta, lead, teak, hand carved Italian stone, 
bronze cast stone. Erkins Studios. $1.50. 

5. A MYRIAD OF BEAUTIFUL ITEMS for 
your many faceted lifestyle. Unique gifts 
and accessories, exciting fashions, fine 
home furnishings and higher priced elec- 
tronic items. All reflecting good taste and 
quality. Facets. Free. 

6. CURIOS,  COLLECTIBLES  AND  GIFTS 
presented for your shopping pleasure. 
Choose from hundreds of delightful items 
for everyone. Decorative finds, household 
aids. The Ferry House. 250- 

7. HAND WROUGHT COPPER fashioned 
into attractive desk accessories. Waste 
baskets, letter boxes, pipe holders, trays. 
Catalogue shows personalized designs 
incorporating your initials, plus law and 
physician symbols, ships, birds. Gregory 
E. Hentzi. 50C. 

8. HOW TO CONTROL CELLULITE is ex 
plained in a 24 page booklet describing 
the Au NatureT^' formula of vitamins, min- 
erals and 12 herbs that help curb those 
body lumps and bumps called Cellulite. 
Herbal Concepts, Inc. Free. 

September,  1978 

HOME PLANS DESIGN COLLECTION of 
contemporary, traditional and vacation 
dwellings. All with illustrations, floor plans. 
Blueprints at low cost. Home Planners. 
9. 230 1, 11/2, 2-story homes. $2.50, 
10. 185 1-story designs. $2.50. 
11. 250 1-story designs under 2000 sq. 

ft. $2.50. 
12. 180 multi-level homes. $2.50. 
13. All the above 4 books. $8.95, 
14. 223 vacation home designs. $2.50. 
15. 165 low cost homes. $1.75. 
16. 165 most popular homes. $2. 
17. 36 multiple family designs. $2.50. 

18   COUNTRY CHARM  AT  ITS  BEST  in 
old fashioned electric kitchen appliances. 
Cast iron and black enamel capture mood 
of early America. Electric range, wall oven, 
skillet, patio cooker, clocks. Color bro- 
chure from The House of Webster. 250- 

19. ENJOY OLD TIME TENNESSEE with 
items that have present day appeal. Color 
catalogue is big on Jack Daniels label- 
rugs, lamps, glassware, shades, buckles, 
clocks, food products, broom, toys. Lynch- 
burg Hardware & General Store. $1. 

20. ORIGINAL FINE ARTS PRINTS in lim 
ited editions each signed by the artist. 
Color lithographs, etchings, serigraphs by 
Renoir, Calder, Joan Miro, others. Color 
catalogue includes artists' biographies. 
Original Print Collectors Group, Ltd. $1. 

21. IF YOU LOVE THE UNIQUE, the beau 
tiful, and the best, this color catalogue 
should please you. The ultimate in origi- 
nality, usefulness and elegance in fashion 
accessories, specialties for the gourmet, 
the hostess, the collector of museum- 
quality objets d'art.  The  Portfolio'^".  $2. 

22. DAZZLING COLLECTION OF DIA- 
MOND-LIKE    man-made    stones.     Multi 

faceted, sparkling brilliance. Mounted in 
rings, pins, earrings, pendants, bracelets, 
for men and women. White and yellow 
gold.  Color catalogue.  Strongite.  250. 

23. EARLY AMERICAN TRADITION.  New 
version of famous catalogue—handcrafted 
furniture, rare prints, clocks, pewter, 
lamps, linens, crafts. Quality, Early Ameri- 
can reproductions. Well-priced. Sturbridge 
Yankee Workshop. 50C. 

24. MOONLIGHT ENCHANTMENT TO IL- 
LUMINATE garden through light fixtures, 
careful planning. Catalogue illustrations, 
slide kit, show how to custom design light- 
ing, accent focal points. Vernon Daniel 
Landscape Illumination. $2. 

25. STAINED GLASS HOBBY ENTHUSI- 
ASTS find every supply and tool they'll 
need in extensive catalogue. Make lamp 
shades, glass windows, terrariums. Plus 
pamphlet, "Getting Started in Stained 
Glass". Whittemore-Durgin Glass Co. 50C. 

26. EXQUISITE NEEDLE ART COLLEC- 
TION from Elsa Williams offers beauty in 
designs and materials of heritage value. 
Color catalogue features pillows, rugs, 
clocks, bell pulls, handbags for crewel em- 
broidery, needlepoint.  Elsa Williams. $1. 

27. PILLARS OF WOODGRAINED BEAUTY 
created by wrapping patented PP panel." 
around unsightly pipes and posts in fin- 
ished basement. Come flat, in 7' or 8' 
lengths. Free sample: specify 3", 3V2", or 
4" dia. The Workshop. $1, 

28 QUALITY PINE FURNITURE in early 
American and modular self-assembly styles 
at factory direct prices featured in color 
catalogue. Finished or unfinished. Also 
lamps, wooden bathroom accessories, lots 
of gift items. Yield House. Free. 

 Order Coupon for Catalogues  
September 1978 

Circle number of each catalogue yoii want. Enclose check, money order or 
currency (no stamps, please) for total cost of catalogues requested plus 50c 
service charge. Make checks payable to House & Garden. Allow six weeks 
for delivery. 

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. 9-C 
P.O. Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10017 

1$: 2 3 4$l-5t> 5 625'' 750r 
g 9$2.5() 10*2.50 11 $2.50 12$2.50 13$«.95 14$2.50 

15$ 1.75 ]6$2 ]7$2.50 1825<;- 19$1 20$' 21*2 
2225C 2350«' 24'52 255<'<- 26*1 27* i 28 

Total Money enclosed (including 50<- service charge) 

MR. 
Name MRS  

MISS (Please  Print) 

Address, 

City  -State. -Zip  
Offer expires 12/15/78 



COLONIAL cTVIAID CURTAINS 
Curtain and Bedspread Specialists since 1947 

i Giant Ball Fringe 
The yraciousness of the past Fluffy 1" Giant Ball 
fnnge. Superb with all decor 90" wide, no iron 
poly cotton blend. Natural or White. 

24",3()".:?6".4()"  8.50    Tiebacks 1.25 
45".54".M" 11.50    V.ilance n"x72"   4.50 
72".Kr'.')(r 15.00 

BeThrihv- 
Buy Quality 

3" Extra Full Ruffles^ 
Treat your windows to the finest, fullest, easycare 
A" ruffled no iron curtains made 80" wide, highest 
quality polyester cotton blend muslin, machine 

^ash dry 24". 30". 36"      8.50 
Natural or White. 45". 54". 63"    12.50 

72".M1".'K)"     15.50 

Order by phone (no collect caUs) 914/725-3843 
Satisfacnon guaranteed or your money back - add S2 50 post hdlg per order 
Nci C O D s Please send check, money order nr use your Master Charge or Visa 
"< N residents add sales la;^ Dependable Service for Over 30 Years 

LJ Send Free Color Catalog    My order lotaliny >_ lb enclosed 

COLONIALcTWAID CURTAINS 
X'pt 29. Lawn Teirace. Mamaroneck. N Y 10543 

14 K SOLID ^. 
GOLD 

PENDANT... 

HEIRLOOM STENCILS 

t^^gy^ 

LiejUtl L>\ tluanticnl losl v\a\ iiu'thtnl. 
Polishctl and unpolLshed areas of yollow 
>;old crcatf a lexturi- of simple t'le>»ann.'. 
Kichness of this unique desij»n is en- 
hanced by its weight. SI20.00 ppd. 
IS30.00 extra for \K>" I4K j^old chain.) 
Send for brochure showing; matching 
earring's, bracelet and other wax cast 
originals. 

1 I20e Leathervvood Dr., 
Keston, VA 220^1 

Va. residents add 4^0 sales lax. 

Thes« elegant, entlusive Adeic Bishop designs 
make today's protect, tomorrow's heirloom 
First complete stencilers' catalog for ma|or 
home decorating pro)ects includes kits with 
the most comprehensive stenciling course ever 
offered, her own large professional brushes, 
Presto-Dri ' lapan paints, only available from 
Adele Bishop Catalog describes the definitive 
stenciling book Ihe Art of Decorative Sfen 
ii/mg  Send $1 00 for full color catalog. 

Adele Bishop, tnc  Depi  HG, Dorset. Vt  05251 

THE EIDEDDOWN   (SHOP 
NATUnrt FINEST INSULATON-OOWN, 
AND IT LASTS A LIFETIMH 

Lower room temperatures to healthy, cost sav- 
ing levels. Our removable covers are available in 
attractive sheeting fabrics that allow a total de- 
corating concept of your choice. For further in- 
formation and brochure write: Eiderdown Shop, 
229 Berkeley Street, Boston, Ma. 02116. 

DISCOVER A NEW, HEALTHIER WAY OF SLEEmNQ. 

SHOPPINd 
Order merchandise hv writing directly to shops, enci 
check or money order. Add sales tax where applicable. A 
unused itei)'. (not personahzed) may he returned hy insuj^ 
mail for refund. Allow four weeks for delivery. 

THE  PETi!   i   uuL 

Decorative little stool that makes a 
fashion statement. It's completely 
upholstered, has a semi-attached top. 
Can slip under the side table when not 
in use. 18"l. by 12"w. by 18"h. From 
$65 ea. depending on fabric; $54 in 
your fabric (2'/2 yds. 54"w.). Shpg. chg. 
extra. Also in mini and maxi sizes. 
Send $2 for catalogue and request form 
for swatches. Hunt Galleries, Inc., 
Box 2324, HG789, Hickory, NC 28601. 

PRIZED  PAIR 
t\/lother and baby giraffe in 
affectionate pose will captivate any 
animal lover or collector of the 
unusual. Fine white bisque china 
with lifelike detail. A figurine to put 
on your Christmas list for both young and old. Stands 6V2' 
$16.95 plus $2.25 post. From Artisan Galleries, HG9, 2100 
North Haskell Ave . Dallas, TX 75204. 

high. 

INITIALLY YOURS 
Timely addition to your fall wardrobe. Crew neck pullover by 
Robert Scott with a round monogram design. Pure Shetland wool 
sizes 34 to 40. Available in yellow, red, pink, cream, navy and 
heather blue. $26; monogram in navy or white, $5. Add $2.25 post 1 
per order. Write for free catalogue. The Talbots, Dept. CH, 
Hingham. tVlA 02043. 

House  &  Garb 



SPIRAL   STAIR   KIT 

Decorative and practical 
solution to your need for 
a space-saving stairway. 
A graceful circle in steel 
serves as main stairs, as 
access to cellar or attic. 
Equally practical in- 
stalled outdoors. De- 
signed for easy assembly 
in less thian two hours. 
Instructions Included 
Send 250 for brochure 
with complete details. 
Mylen Industries, HG9, 
650 Washington St., 
Peekskill. NY 10566. 

S   TURTLE 

ght little pet 
esk or table 
o act as 
^rweight or simply be admired. 
uced by handcrafted sand 
ng, each has its own unique 
acter. It's 14 ounces of solid 
s 1V2" high by 3" long. $16 ppd. Send 500 for catalogue. 
Port Brass Works, HG9, P.O. Box 4503. Portland, ME 04112. 

HOLERS CHRISTMAS  STOCKING 

</ is the time to get that special stocking ready. 
olers design Is worked in most popular 
wel embroidery stitches. White linen, overall size, 11" by 17". 
ncludes all yarn and finishing materials, lining, cording, 
king. $16.50 plus $1 post. Color catalogue, $1. 
i Williams Inc., HG9, West Townsend, MA 01474. 

LEATHER  LUXURY 

Chair and ottoman In fine top 
grain leather with solid brass 

nallhead trim. Chair, 35"h, by 
35"w. by 39"d. $484.50; ottoman. 

20"h. by 28"w. by 21 "d. $189.50 
Prices subject to change). 

Shp. chg. extra. Send $1 for 
rochure. Carolina Leather 

House, Inc., Dept. HG-49, Box 
5023, Hickory, NC 28601. 

personalized 
garment hatfs! 
• custom embroidered monogram! 
• fine nylon—strong yet feather- 

light and water-repellent! 
• well made in the U.S.— 

3 sizes, 3 colors! 

Clothes go wrinkle-free to plane, 
train or car! Superbly made with 
long side zips, generous gussets. 
Holds 6 dresses or 3 suits or coats. 
Great at home for gowns—luxe gift! 
Specify bag color, PRINT initials. 

NAVY (red monogram) 
RED (black monogram) 
BLACK (gold monogram) 

9141-40" for suits $16.98 
9142-50" for coats 

or dresses $18.98 
9143-for formats $21.50 

Add SOif postage & handling 
New York residents add taxes. 

UlilAN WAQH Dept. G92, 510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

What your home could 
have in common with the Met, 

the Tate, and the Louvre. 

Jacques Pecn.trirs (  till.inl   I- jl l-'S. 

Beautiful, original works by artiste who arc rep- 
resented in the world's great museums and galleries 
can be yours for very reasonable prices. 

We offer original etchings, lithographs and seri 
graphs signed by Calder, Chagall, Dali, Delacroix, 
Renoir and other important artists. 

(Jacques Pecnard's colorful study, ColLnit Rose, is 
just one of the many fine prints we've recently made 
available.) 

Our expert advice and full money-back guaran- 
tee are your assurances that the art you buy will 
have lasting value and beauty. 

Send for our colorful, descriptive brochure, 
without obligation. y 

Original print collectors group. Ltd/ . 
120 East 56th Street, Dept. HG-1, New York, NY. 10022 ^ 

aPI.EASt SEND ME YOUR FREE COLOR BROCHURE 

Address 

Ciry_ State Zip 
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t^E WILL SEND ORIENTAL RUGS 
ON APPROVAL FOR 
EXAMINATION IN 
YOUR OWN HOME 

• NO OBLIGATION TO BUY 

• NO DEPOSIT OR EXPENSEl 
TO YOU 

• ONLY GENUINE HAND- 
MADE ORIENTAL RUGS 
FOR OVER 50 TEARS 

SEND   FOR   IRtL   DtSCRlPTlVE   LISTS.   COLORED  PLATES,  and 
KODACHROMES to help you select rups you wish sent on APPROVAL. 

'LarcMt KcUU Stock 

k Direct ImportKtloni RccnUriT 

\ Moderate Prieei 

) Small Mate to Giant Carpets 

'The No Rlik Way 
to BUT Oriental Ran 

"Oriental Rues - A Complete Guide" by 
Col. Charles W. Jacobsen. First and most 
comprehensive Oriental rug encyclonedia 
ever published. 480 pages with 250 plates. 
38 in full color - !!;22.50 

CHAS.W.JACOBSEN,Inc. 
401 S. SALINA ST., DEPT. G 
SYRACUSE. N.Y. 13201 
315-471-6522 

Butcher 
Bioci 

:)4 '   hit^ti   work   table 
38"    X   24".    *1'I2.00 
48"   X   24".   SlSe.OO 
90"   X   30".    Sie4.00 
or choose 30" dinlnff 

helKht  table  at 
same prices. 

Locklnc -Shepherd 
Casters. 

sno CIO .iddltlonal 

Two-inch thick Tnaple butcher block 
top. durable bench-construction 
frame Sent express collect. In Illi- 
nois, add applicable taxes. Send 
check or money order, no C.O.D.'s 
please. 
For complete catalog of exciting 
butcher block furniture, send 50# to: 

butcher blocK ft more 
The Schoenhelt Company 

Dept.   HG-98A,   1600  S.   Clinlon,  Chicago  60616 

Catnip Kitty 
Kids love this remarkable new toy be- 
cause the kitten is attached to Mama 
Cat's Velcro^ tongue and detaches easily 
for play. Just reattach when playtime's 
over. Handcrafted by Dakin of surface 
washable genuine plush, non-allergenic 
and safety-tested A guaranteed favorite 
or your money back. 
Specify Citnip Kitty. S10 00 -f SI 25 p & h. 

171 GRANGER ROAD 
MEDINA. OH 44256 
(216) 566-8085 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

DIAMOND INITIAL 
Wear your initial for fashion ele- 
gance. Jewelry is 14K gold-filled, 
set with a small genuine diamond. 
Pendant on 16" chain in golden 
box. $14.95, post $1. Matching 
earrings. $26.95. post $1. Specify 
initial. The Springfield Mint. Dept. 
RS 18N, 380 Madison Ave.. New 
York. NY 10017. 

CoNTKMPOItAKT QuiLTS 

RUFFLED SHAM 
Appealing pillow sham has quil 
top with one inch wide lace ins 
Available in ecru color, 100% i 
ton;   or   white,    cotton/polyes 
Measures 20"  by 26" with a 
ruffle.   Fits   standard   size   pill'.' 
$12 plus $2 post per order. F;   „ 
catalogue. Country Curtains, HG;   J' 
Stockbridge, MA 01262. 

iS 

lit 

For   Personalized   Stationery 
Makes expensive looking raised letter 
impressions of any 3 line name & ad- 
dress on your PAPER & ENVELOPES 
(reversible). No inks, service or main- 
tenance required. For home, office, 
clubs, etc. Print clearly, maximum 24 
characters per line. (For «i ■> 95 
4 lines add $1.50.) *.lJ.-_f 
Desk Model (not shown) $13.95      ^i"." »>-25 
Pi. res. add 6% . Catalog 25<      each'"i??m 

POSTAMATIC   CO. 
Dept.   HG-978,   Lafayette   Hill,   Pa.    19444 

SPECIAL 
\   OFFER!! 
»      A regular 
S    >3 ^0 valup 

I NOW 2i^^ 
|$i.oo "*-^ 
B      i.Kludiny 

QUILT PATTERNS 
Both the beginner and experienced 
quilter will find unique and unusual 
patterns they'll want to make. Col- 
or catalogue has 75 photos of new 
and antique quilts. Read at your 
leisure, then order patterns and 
supplies. $3. Contemporary Quilts, 
Dept. HG30, 3466 Summer Ave.. 
Memphis, TN 38122. 

TWO  BY TWO 
Socks stay together through f 
washing and drying process w! 
unique plastic rings that k^ 
them paired. An easy solution 
that dull hand sorting. Enou- 
sorters for 24 pairs. $1.98 pi' 
400 post. Anthony Enterpris* 
HG9. 67 Second St., San Fra 
Cisco, CA 94105. 

Solid Mahogany 

s 
postage 

and 
handling 

FREE 
Exclusive 

Holiday 
Catalog 

J*    Mini Glitter and Glisten 

1 CHRISTMAS S 
I ORNAMENT KIT | 
K • Random colors • ho limit S 
Jl • Kit makes three (3) 2' 8 
u| ornaments of a color        M 
B      HOLIDAY HANDICRAFTS   jS 
L P.O. Box 470R M 

Winsted. CT 06098 S 
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$69.95 
holdtno.   carved 
Victorian  rocker 

I^mantic^ctorian 
New way to save on authentic copies of 
"yesteryear" furniture. Shipped direct from 
factory to you, at cut prices. Vost choice of 
sofas, chairs, tables, clocks, dining & bed- 
room accessories. Also includes EastlakeOAK 
collection. Send $1 for our 80-page catolog 
which is TWICE the size of any other pub- 
lished. Mastercharge, Visa, BankAmericard. 

Phone  (404)  256-4747. 

MAGNOLIA   HALL 

SAUNA SUIT 
Holds in  Body  Heat 

To  Lose  Weight  Fasto* 
Whilf Doinp Yardworlj 
Housework or  ExcrcisJ 

Now From $4.95,' 
Men or Women 

Trim-Ez acts as a steam bath tf 
speed body conditioning as yoi 
work or exercise. Rubberized mir 
acle material is soft, lightweight' 
Endorsed by Major Leagues. 
Sizes: S 28-34, M 36-40, L 42-44 
XL 46-48, XXL 50-56. 
Sauna Blouse for chest, arms and 

abdomen 
Sauna Shorts for waist and thighs 
Sauna Pants for waist to ankles 
Complete Sauna Suit 

Stiin-Ez Suit f'o. 
157 6th A«e., NE, Dept. HG-9, 

St- Petersburg, Fla. 33701 

House  &  Gorde 



SHOPPING AROUND 

.AX MUSCLE TEfJSlON 
)thing comfort for those with 
iritis, rheumatism, or after mas- 
tomy. Slightly arched arm cush- 
s support shoulders, flex joints, 
ustable height, softness. $3.89 
, $7.59 pr. Zipper cover $3.29 
, $5.99 pr. Add 500 post. Bet- 
Sleep Inc., HG9, New Provl- 

ice, NJ 07974. 

PERSONALIZED LUXURY 
Protect eyeglasses in handsome 
English-crafted case of lush bur- 
gundy colored suede leather. Se- 
cure gold-finish closing; solid brass 
initials (please print). 71/2" by 4". 
Can hold two pairs. $5.98; two, 
$10.98. Add 500 post. Lillian 
Vernon, Dept. G9E, 510 So. Fulton 
Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

i^UDSOME ACCESSORY 
Isndcrafted virgin copper waste- 
: isket is appreciated by the eques- 
' an and animal lover alike. 14" 

gh. Copper is antiqued, jeweler's 
cquer is applied to protect sur- 
ce Three initials with horse's 
;ad. $25 ppd. Free catalogue. 
■egory E. Hentzi, HG9, 59 Brown 

, Waltham, MA 02154. 

FOOD  LABELS 
Self-adhesive labels for freezing or 
canning have room for date, con- 
tents. Yellow with brown ink, 2y2" 
by 1%". Personalized (up to 20 
letters, spaces): 125 for $4.95, 
250 for $9.45. Not personalized: 
125, $3.50; 250, $6.50. Add 500 
post. Bruce Bolind, HG9, Bolind 
BIdg., Boulder, CO 80302. 

ALARM 

PROTECTS   3   WAYS 
The DOUBLE DUTY ALERT is an elec- 
tronic alarm that protects you ogainst 
intrusion and fire. Wards off intruders 
and vandols with a penetrating siren 
type alarm that wails when door is 
opened. Portable or permanent installa- 
tion possible. Heat sensor triggers auto- 
matically when interior temperature 
reaches 135 F. Con remain octivated 
without resetting for round the clock 
protection. Installs in minutes on any 
inward or outward opening door. 
Weight three oz. Only $12.95 each, 

product   is   porticulorly   useful Th 
view of th© alarming   increase  in  intru- 
sions and  fires. 

MAIL   ORDER   MART 
11  Newbury St., Lawrence, Ma. 01840 

ANTIQUE  CAT KIT 
Now you can make a charming "tabby 
cot" from patterns adapted from orig- 
inals found in on old New England 
printwork factory. In cotor-printed mus- 
lin, marked for cutting and ready to 
sew to moke a 14" life-size cat. Stuff 
for pillow or fili with sand for clever 
doorstop. 

SEND FOR FREE 
GIFT CATALOG 

$3-95 
Plus $1.10 postage 

.   res.   add  r,':'c  stiles  'ax 

i 
2100 B-9 N. Haskell Dallas, TX 75204 

S-sptember, 1978 

REMOVE HAIR 
PERMANENTLY 
Perma Tweez® is a simple 

electrolysis instrument that 
PERMANENTLY removes unde- 
sirable hair from all areas of the 
face—such as the chin, upper 
lip, eyebrows. Embarrassing 
body hair can now be removed 
forever at home in total privacy, 
Arms and legs can be forever 
free of the inconvenience of con- 
stant hair removal. An exclusive 
U.S. patented safety feature 
allows you to do this without 
puncturing the skin. 

AN EXPERT'S APPROVAL 

Perma Tweez has been clini- 
cally tested by a university pro- 
fessor of dermatology and proven 
to be safe and effective. One of 
his patients had previously been 
tweezing hairs from her chin 
every day for 15 years. After 
treating herself with Perma Tweez, 
she has eliminated this time 
consuming chore for the rest of 
her life! Over 15 thousand instru- 
ments in use by doctors—over 
one million sold to people like 
yourself. 

Easy instructions make you ex- 
pert in a few minutes. Save hun- 
dreds of dollars on salon elec- 
trolysis by doing it yourself. 

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

Elsewhere  At  $19.95 

Send /^^^ W %' 
Checker (;, Good Housekeeping 
Money        \V PPDMISES <<^^ 

Order ^-^i^^^Ofi REFUND \(3^^^' 

Cal.  residents adcJ 6%  sales tax 

GENERAL MEDICAL CO., Dept. HG-158 
1935 Armacost Ave. 
West Los Angeles, Ca. 90025 

D   I  enclose $16,95 in full pnyment. 

D   Master  Charge     □   Visa 

#- Exp 
-date  

D COD requires $4.00 deposit. Bal- 
ance includes COD charges and 
$1.00   handling. 

Name_ 

Address- 

City- 

-Zip_. 
I Mfr, of Prof- & Home Electrolysis Equip. 

I MEDICAl CO. 
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Child s  Big  Name  Stationery 
Set has 25 quality SVixll" sheets 
with name across the top, plus 25 
plain envelopes and ten pencils with 
the same name in gold. Print it; one 
full name only on twenty-pencil set. 
RP108-6-Stationery Set $4.29 
RP109-6-Stationery Only ... $3.29 
XK740 6-Ten-Pencil Set. . .-. $1.19 
XK74l-6-Twenty-Pencil Set, $1.89 

Name-Address  Labels 
Your name and address on white or 
gold labels. Use them on letters and 
parcels, to identify books and 
albums. The gummed labels are Vg" 
long, carry up to four lines of type. 
White are in packs of 1000; gold in 
packs of 500 Print personalization. 
RR201-6-White Labels, 1 pk., $1.29 
RR212 6-Gold Labels,  1 pk., $2.00 

Tub  Toy  Rack 
It straddles all modern tubs and 
takes charge of Junior's armada of 
bathtub toys. Rack is 6 Vi x25", made 
of sturdy steel, coated with scratch- 
proof, rustproof vinyl, drains toys 
dry in a hurry, keeps them out from 
underfoot between baths. 
N6935-6-Tub Toy Rack   .... $2.98 

Musical  Mirror  Toy 
Encourages Baby to see what he can 
do. The 5" plastic triangle has three 
unbreakable mirrors that catch his 
attention, rocks gently whenever he 
touches his reflection. To add to the 
fun, musical chimes sound from 
within. Ages 3-13 months. 
2424-6-Musical Mirror Toy . . $6.98 

f^u^i^   S^r^-^i^ U.C  H^tei   Kify^^K. U^ 

^^l 
The Cricket 

Revered by the Chinese as a symbol 
of good luck, the cricket has been 
welcomed into American homes for 
the same purpose: "A cricket on the 
hearth for good luck and good 
health." He is black metal, 2'/2" 
long. Housewarming gift supreme. 
8293 6-The Cricket    $1.98 

Overdoor  Shoe  Racks 
Keep your closet neat and organ- 
ized, free floor space. They slip over 
door and hold 12, 18, or 21 pairs of 
shoes If closet has sliding doors, 
they can be wall-mounted. They're 
cadmium-plated metal with no-mar 
plastic tips. Crossbars fold back to 
make shelves. 23" wide x6" deep. 
XL200-6- 12-Pair, 36" long . . $10.59 
XL156-6-18-Pair, 66" long . . $15.39 
XL319-6-21-Pair, 66"long . . $16.59 

Miles Kimball Compamj 
302 BOND STREET - OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN 54906 

Bingo  Jewelry 
A bit of whimsy to present to your 
favorite Sunday night Bingo fan. 
Our eye-catching jewelry boasts a 
tiny 1x1\" Bingo card (your lucky 
one, maybe?) on an 18" goldtone 
chain and safety-lock key chain. 
0393-6- Bingo Pendant $2.59 
0398-6 - Bingo Key Chain   . . . $2.59 
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SHOPPING 
AROUNDAT 

MILES KIMBA 

STOW AWAY 
When holidays are 
over, you need a 
secure place for 
fragile ornaments. 
Provide safe storage 
in sturdy cardboard 
box, 12" by 16" by 
27". Dividers, trays, 
for glass balls, 
tinsel, lights. Side 
handles for carrying. 
Assembles easily. 
$7.49 ppd. 

CRYSTAL PINE 
Tempt family and guests 
by filling a pretty canister 
with special goodies- 
ribbon candies, nuts, mints. 
Or fill with colorful beads, 
buttons, marbles if you 
don't want too many sweets 
around! Top lifts off so 
it's easy to reach inside 
and help yourself. Pine 
tree is 10V2" tall. A 

special holiday touch 
anywhere in 

your home. 
I   $2.19 ppd. 

BUTTERFLY JEWELRY 
A butterfly is welcome wherever it goes! These are crafted 
of delicate see-through goldtone mesh. Pretty to wear on sheer 
fabrics. The pin is iVs" across. Comes as is, $3, or with 21" 
goldtone chain to wear as a pendant, $4. Matching 
earrings, $3, are Vs" across, have golden metal posts. Ppd. 



SHIMMERING  DELIGHT 
Commemorate the Christmas season with personalized 
or dated ornaments. S'A" dia. glass balls with name or 
date, or both. The red, blue, and green balls have silver glitter. 
Green glitter is on the gold balls. Specify color. Name or 
date only, $1.29; 3 for $3.39. Name & date, $1.49; 3 for $3.69. Ppd. 

TREASURED  BOX 
Scene on colorful 
metal box is a 
detail from stained 
glass window in 
English cathedral. 
Depicts journey 
of the Holy Family. 
Tight fitting lid. 

8V4" by 9V4" by S'A" d. 
Store stationery, collectibles, 

or use box to present holiday 
gifts of food $5.98 ppd. 

3 THAT BREAD 
kages for baked 
5. Personalized 
ad bag, 4V2" 
^" by 13V4":$4.19 
pack. Or, 
ery bag, 3^/4" by 
3y 11": $3.98. 
i. In packs of 12, 
ible waxed to 
d in freshness 
ing freezing. 
"it name plainly. 

FOREIGN  SING-ALONGS 
Christmas favorites for holiday 
tradition in six Old World languages. 
Includes lyric sheets in both the 
original and English. Italian, 
German, Spanish, Swedish, French, 
Norwegian. $7.98 each, ppd. 

YOUR  FAVORITE PIN-UP 
Photo of your choice on 79 spiral 
bound calendar, 10" by 20". Plus 
personalization (please print). Send 
b&w, color print, slide or negative 
(returned). Allow 2-4 weeks. $6.98 ppd. I JOHNNY 

Personalized  Lunch  Bags 
No more moppets with missing 
lunches when you use these. , .their 
names are boldly printed on the bags 
for all to see. Sturdy white paper 
bags are S'AxBxIOVi", have the 
name in mahogany letters. Packs of 
50 or 100. One full name only. Print. 
RP110-6-Small Pack    $3.49 
RP111 6    Large Pack    $5.39 

Old-Fashloned  Juicer 
A favorite with our customers Drop 
in half an orange, lemon or grape- 
fruit and press down on the handle. 
The juice comes out to the last drop, 
strained and seedless. It even wrings 
rich vitamin D from the oils of the 
rind. Juicer is cast aluminum with 
rubber feet, 5%x5y4x9y4". 
7753-6-Juicer $11.95 

Furry  Johnny  Set 
The last word in luxury for your 
bathroom. Two-piece Johnny set is 
made of warm, furry acrilan and cot- 
ton, cut and elasticized to fit stan- 
dard-size seat and lid. It's machine- 
washable, comes in a variety of col- 
ors to compliment any decor. 
Johnny Set     $7.29 
6897 6-Moss Green; 6903-6-Gold 
6905-6-White; 6916-6-Royal Blue 
6910-6-Hot Pink 6908-6-Red 

^ ^ 

«> *kiS^ 
Quilted  Vinyl  China  Cases 

Protect cherished pieces. Set of four 
has a 6 Vi " size for saucers, 7 Vi " for 
bread-butters; 9" for soup bowls, 
ll'/z" for plates. Each holds 12 
pieces, comes with liners. Cup case 
holds 12; platter case holds 4-6. 
7386-6-Four-Piece Set $9.39 
7392-6-Cup Case $4.19 
7393-6-Platter Case (12x17"), $5.19 

Tinkertoy Toy  Makers 
One of the finest toys you can give. 
Pieces are smooth birch and tough 
plastic that snap together to create a 
host of rugged little toys. When a tot 
tires of one, he just takes it apart and 
builds another. For ages 2-8. 
2662-6-Small Set (46 Pieces), $3.89 
2663-6 - Medium Set (92) . . . $6.59 
2664-6 - Large Set (119) $8.98 

For all merchandise shown write to Miles 

SiS=rs5£.  ^. 

Free Catalog . ♦ ♦ 
n Check here to receive our new full color 
Fall catalog with 196 pages of fresh and ex- 
citing gifts, toys and housewares - each one 
fairly priced and guaranteed to please' 

ITEM NO QUAN. NAME OF ITEM PRICE 

/ferns on these 2 pages shipped postpaid.          Total Amount Enclosed 

Name 

Address 

Cily                                                           Stale                                    Zip 

Miles Kimball Company 
302 BOND STREET   OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN 54906 / 
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CONVERT YOUR FIREPLACE NOW ! 

Hearthstove _ 
BY SIERRA 

Warm your hearth and home 
v/ith the Sierra Hearth stove—by 
SIERRA.    Gives you proven 
SIERRA efficiency with the relax- 
ing graciousness of a visible fire. 
SIERRA'S controlled draft, 
lirebrick-lmed heavy plate steel fire- 
box provides all-night, all-day 
warmth with a minimum of fuel. 
And a maximum of safe, clean com- 
fort.   VYCOR self-cleaning glass 
window by Corning is more stable 
at high temperatures than oven-glass 
and actually improves heat transfer 
to yout home.   Less than $450 at 
your dealers (or add $20 shipping 
from manufacturer/distributor). 

Send for free literature on the 
SIERRA line of stoves. 

^^^ ■■ I he hettfir • lie hetter stove 

Heats 
up to 
1600 
sq. ft. 

SIERRA Hearth stove features these 
exclusives: 
• Unique machine-fitted spark-free 

fuel door of solid cast iron as- 
sures airtight closure. 

• Non-skid pedestal base, with ash 
fender. 

• Deep-space inner dimensions 
with heat-retainer installation 
holds more fuel, takes 22" logs. 

• Front slope design and VYCOR 
window radiates more heat into 
room. 

• In black matte finish.   SIERRA 
Earth Brown or SIERRA Moun- 
tain Green colors available at 
slight additional cost. 

O. Box 346, Harrisonburg, VA  22801 
uch imitated, never surpassed." 

r-DISCOVER YOUR ROOTS! 

FULL COLOR COAT OF ARMS & BOOK 
Hi Kl nf rl- 

•^;n. Tridiu-d ri-s»-.iiflu-rs will hiind p.iii; 
.1 sklM^Ml 81 jxl 1' full color. riMdy to 
frame, mount or dfcoupni;e mnsterplece 
ot the family name you so proudb' 
bear, on <iuallty art stock. lnrlu<U-(l will 
be a four page report, (tesrrlptlon. rffc-r- 
eiiee source. hcr.iMlc definliions. r.adv 
to fill tn Family Tree Hlsi 
our 1 OO-paue Book "A 
Fortune In Your Ance.slry 
Ami How To Find It." 
KveryllilMK you will need 
lo dlseover your roots. 
Order   =CA249. -^   $1 pp. hdlg. 

'^.,,,1   rhtrk   or   M .O.   Satisforlion   Guar. 

$Q.98 '3 
Oept.  HG 9. 

Box  35249.  Phoenix.  AZ 85069 

PRINCESS 

MARGARET 

i     for any 

decor 

/ t' 1 ■        H.   441 2" I 
I        W.   31" ^ 
i      Seat O. 20"        "■ 

Priced from $221 each depending on 
type fabric you select; $173 each in your 
fabric—send 6'/2 yds. 54". Shipping 
Charges are extra. 
No C.O.D. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send 
52 for Catalogue and Request Form for 
hand-selected  decorator  fabrics. 

^^// ^^//fm: (^^ 
P.O. Box 2324. HC789 Hickory, N.C. 28601 
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PROFESSIONAL COPPERWARE 
Heavy weight copper, hot dipped heavy 
duty nickel lining, solid brass cast 
handles .  .   . 

^1 > 

Copper double boiler, slightly imper- 
fect but a French gourmet's delight. Was 
$60.00 now only $39.95 + $3.50 post. 

NEW   PERFORATED  INSERTS 
to convert double boiler or 2 qt.  souce pan 
to   o    steamer.    7V<"    tall    ceramic    inserts 
$30.00—6"   tall   copper  inserts  $39.50. 
Plus  $3.50 postage 56 p.  calolog,   $2. 

We  do   retinning 

HG9,  668 6th Ave ,   New York,  N.Y.   10010 
212-243-6660-MC.   Visa  accepted 

Save 50% on 
wallcoverings 
We buy in huge lots, pass the sav- 
ings along to you. Choose from 94 
patterns, including 47 actual 
samples we send to your home! 

Imagine' As little as 
99c a roll for wallpa- 
per. Only $1.95 for 
pre-pasted. Just $3.65 
for washable, strlppa- 
ble vinyls Less than 
$5,00 a roll for flocked 
You save up to 50% on 
stripes, solids, pat- 
terns, scenes, floral 
designs. 

GET OUR GIANT CATALOG of actual 
wallcoverings you can see and touch. 
Includes matching fabrics lor selected 
vinyls, sample room settings. Send 
25' for Catalog to: 

Robinson's Wallcoverings 
Oept  493       Titusvllle, Pa   15354 

SHOPPING AROUND 

iXr 

»—Y/fr^ 
f   "s' ] 

^® i                1 
i       1 

t. \    i           [l 

^ ̂ ^ i 

LINED SLACKS 
Tan polyester/cotton desert cloth 
or 100% brushed cotton blue 
jeans. Side, hip pockets, fly front, 
straight leg, belt loops. Plaid cot- 
ton flannel lining; machine wash- 
able. Men's 32-42 (specify length); 
women's 10-20. $30 pair ppd. 
Johnny Appleseed's, HG9, 50 
Dodge St., Beverly, MA 01915. 

\ FLEA PROBLEMS END 
Your pet will think Flea-Tabs art 
a treat. Administered orally every 
day, safe, natural tablets causf 
pet's skin to emit an odor thaS 
only fleas can smell. 100-table; 
bottle lasts 2-3 months for averagi 
size pet. $4.95 ppd. (MC/Visa ac 
cepted.) Flea-Tabs, HG9, Box 33 
Bowling Green, OH 43402. 

FIVE INCH RUFFLES 
No-iron polyester/cotton broad- 
cloth curtains. 86" w; tiebacks. 
45", $14; 54", $15; 63", $16; 
72", $17; 81", $17.50: 84", $18; 
90", $19. White or eggshell. Val- 
ance $3. Add $1.75 post. Spreads, 
dust ruffles, available. Catalogue/ 
swatches, $1. Mathers, HG9, 31 E. 
Main St., V^estminster, MD 21157. 

MPECCABLE ELEGANCE 
Stunning solid wild  cherry block 
front lowboy features brass platet 
pulls, valance apron, carved seal./ 
lop shell. Curving Queen Anne legsi I 
and two drawers.  Richly grained'/ 
30"w.,  18"d., 30"h. $254. Shpg'I 
chg extra. Catalogue, $1. Ephrain- I 
Marsh  Co.,   Dept.  613,   Box  266, 
Concord, NC 28025. 

STUDY 
INTERIOR 
DESIGN 

• B.F.A. Degree Program 
• 3 Yr. Diploma Course 
• 4 Mo. Certificate Course 
• 6Wk. Summer Session 

Classes start Sept., Feb. and July 
Approved by Bd. of Regents of the Univ. 
of the State of N.Y. Send for Catalog Rll 

HOME STUDY COURSE STARTS NOW. 
Catalog cn 

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF 
INTERIOR DESIGN 

]55East56tliSt., N.Y. 10022 

THE   ULTIMATE 
LIGHTING   FIXTURE 

riiiquy, gorgeous. attracUvc, liand-inadf, 
cloth on bamboo lighting fixture. Extreme- 
ly decorative as well as functional. Can 
be protninenlly tlispla.veiJ in the living or 
taiuily luuin. halronv. and |)atio. Easily 
tnlded avv;i\ tui sl<.raL;.\ 
Dimensions: IN" diainetci by 2'S" height. 
Available in: li white with di^anon 2) 
yt'llovv with dragon '.i) jilain white (i.e.' 
faUe away llie dia^ont ^ 

.>ifji(i check or money order for $l.>.(/0   ' 
each pliia $l.'J'i Joi postafje and liandling. 

MasA. rcHidents add 5%  sales tax. 

China Trade, Inc. 
P.O.  Box  222, HG9, B.U.  Station 

Boston, Mass.  02215 
Allotr !,'(> ivieks for delivery. 

House  &  Gorden 
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JLTI-USE CHESTS 
ndwoven of golden rattan with 
iss corner braces, handles and 
k. For sturdy seating, lamp or 
fee table, storage. Cube 16" 
9.95 plus $4 post.; the treasure 
3St 16" by 17" by 32" $79.95 
IS $8 post. Catalogue 250. 
in's Basket House, HG9, Route 

Succasunna, NJ 07876. 

PARADER 
PANT 
BOOT 

plus$175P&H 

ASSERTIVE PAIR 
Meaningful remark. "A woman's 
place is in the house and in the 
Senate." Navy letters on natural 
canvas tote 15" by 16", $10. 
French cut T-Shirt, pure cotton. 
S/M/L. White, black, brown, red, 
navy. $11. Add $1 post. each. 
Postique, HG4, 216 W. 89th St., 
New York, NY 10024. 

iSide zipped in select genuine 
iLeather with roomy toe & 
^cushioned insole. Smart plat- 
form sole and 2" covered 
heel. BRICK, BONE, WHITE, 
BLACK, CARAMEL, BROWN. 
Full & half sizes: 6-9, 10N: 5-9, 
10M&W. 

OLD PUEBLO TRADERS 
Dept. HG9PR 

600 S. Country Club, Tucson, AZ 85716 
\,?irl $l/,ir HUT lalr'.l Fa ihliin Cnlalogue 

{Jefuniliible wtlh firsl purrhnwl 

STOP STOOPlj^e, 
vitn amazing ^"w 

Shoulder ^^^ 
Brace 

^Jorrects posture  in-   I From this ... to this 
tantly. comfortably.   I in 20 seconds 
Scientific design 
irovides even distributed support for saK- 
?inK shoulders. Improves appearance, gives 

\ /ou a wonderful ney» feeling of confidence. 
Bf-autifies your husttine. naturally. Changes 

, your body profile . . . bring.s out charms you 
nr-ver knew you had . . . helps keep you from 
hidintr your femininity beneath poor posture. 
'ICxcellent pcsture corrector for men, too. 
Slip.s on in seconds. No fitting. Made of 
hiRht.st nuality ventilated-for-comfort :i-p!y 
ciishionetl material. Armbands softly padded 
f'T maximum comfort. Lightweight, cool. 

Can't be detected under 
light clothing. Give meas- 
urement around chest. Only 
.sb.9 5 plus 75c postage. 
Money-back guarantee 
if returned postpaid in :'0 
days, 

HIPER  riRA( E  CO. •     DRPT. HCiOHSIl 
&I1 Wyandotte    •     Kansas City. Mo. 64105 
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THE FAMILY HANG-UP 

% 

nff 
Personalized "Owl that gives a hoot" 
tile mounted on a 7 x 9 solid walnut 
plaque keeps your family organized 
and tells they they are special. Three 
porcelain knobs hold keys, jewelry, 
belts, potholders, etc. Family name 
in 22K gold, handcrafted by Valley 
House. $12.95 plus $1.50 postage. 
Personalized Gift Catalog 250. Valley 
House, Box 838, HG9, Buckingham, 
Pa. 18912. 

Wall Curio Cabinet. A graceful mirror-back 
glass enclosed curio bibelot cabinet carefully 
crafted with selected woods with antique 
fruitwood finish. Center door with curved 
glass sides and plate grooved shelves 
Measure 26" high, 20Vi" wide, SVi" deep. 
$115.00 ppd. plus $5.00 west of Miss. 

Send 25' for cataloi^. 

^ ^Depl. HG 98 
GREAT BARRINGTON. MASS. 01230 

Helper  Shelves by  Gr.iyline 

The fast, easy solution to kitchen 
storage space problems. Helper 
Shelves are heavy steel rods 
cushion-coated with rustproof 
white vinyl. The small is 
5/4x4y4x10y4", expands to 21". 
Large shelf is 5'/4x8xl6%", 
stretches to 32" long. Both 
straddle items in your cupboard 
to create instant organization. 
7903-6-Small Shelf $4.19 
7904-6-Large Shelf $6.29 

Cushion-Vinyl Shower Caddy 

Keeps everything at your finger- 
tips so you can shower in un- 
interrupted contentment. Caddy 
slips over the shower head and 
provides two bars for shower cap 
and washcloth, a section for bot- 
tles, and space for soap. The 
caddy is vinyl-cushioned steel, 
3y4x6%x17", comes in your 
choice of decorator colors. 
6817-6-White Caddy $2.98 
6818-6-Avocado Caddy . . $2.98 
6819-6-Sand-Beige Caddy, $2.98 

Wrife for New Free Gift Catalog! 

Miles Kimball 
219 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wl 54906 

3-way 
switch 

the WallTL 
Swinger 
a sleek swing arm 
at the fantastic 
price of       «19-»». 

Plus $2 shipping 
Pa. res. add 6% 

Extends a full 2 feet to put 
the light jujt where you 
want it. llVz" dia. white 
knubbed shade. Specify 
polished brass or old 
distressed brass finish. 

ROBELIER 
Box   183,  G9-S 

VILLANOVA, PA 19085 

*y 

'% 

ANTIQUE WOODEN 
BOBBINS! $3.98.«h 
Today's decor rage—real 19th cen- 
tury originals from the Yorkshire, 
England, textile mills. Collectors 
are paying twice the price, but we 
found a mill-full, cleaned them up 
a bit for you to treasure as Is or 
refinish. 9" hardwood bobbin, one 
end a metal spool, the other with 
Inlays—most with a maker's name. 
Included with each, historical data 
plus metal cup for your candle 
Or they can hold branches or dried 
flowers. Snap 'em up—when they're 
gone, they'll be gone forever! 
4896    Bobbin    Each $3.98 

Add $). for postage i fiondfing 
New york residents add taxes 

liliiAN HEUOH 
Dept. G94, 510 S. Fulton Ave. 

Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

i50^j«i±s^i^ 

NATURAL DECORATOR ACCENTS 
■All ^ff see here and much, much, more! 

Acv\;(itTbelievablB collection, with shells 
measuring 4", 5" and even 6" long, from 
around the world. $12.95 plus $3 P&H or 
250 shell collection $19.95 plus $4 P&H. 
Tropical Shell Institute, P.O. Box 21490 
Dept (H) Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33335. 

Portfolio on other shells/$1 
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s^ w With a 
Riteway furnace 

or boiler, you can 
burn wood, coal, gas 

-they switch autonnat- 
ically  from  one fuel  to 

another! 
Excellent fuel efficiencies yield 

costs! Riteway's 40 years in the in-' 
dustry means you get reliability, ef fi- ^ 

ciency and safety! We also offer a full line    \ 
of wood and coal heaters with unique acces-      \ 
sories! CHECK WITH US TODAY! FREE 16-PAGE CATALOG! 

S ■^  -^ 

Dept. HG, P. O. Box 153, Harrisonburg, VA. 22801 

"If there's a more efficient source 
of economical heat and comfori 
tfian a Tempwood . . . someone 
will fiave to prove it to me" 

/c/npu O'M/i>u nrr Oou9 Spat*   \ armttulhport   MA 

No wonder people speak of 
Tempwood in glowing terms. 

Once lit, this top loading down 
drafter gives immediate heat 
Secondary air is induced naturally 
-gases rising off fire are forced 
downward by thrust of air be 
tween two downdraft vents 
Wood burns simultaneously, 
evenly and completely . . . long 
into the night. 

Visit your nearest Tempwood 
dealer soon . . or send $1 for new 
"Wood Energy" booklet 

"The reliable healinq allernaliie" 

Manufactured by: 
' JA Mohawk Industries Inc. 

I I PO  Box 71  M 
Adams. MA 01220 
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Strike It Rich with the 

1829 
PROSPECTOR 
Wood Burning Stove 

The i9?o Pr"-:-?c.xof is '^O'^'o 
American made. This large 
wood burning stove will effic- 
iently heat 15,000 to 28,000 
cubic feet. 

Width: 19%". Height: 32'//' 
Length: w/blower 43%" 

Weight: 410 lbs 

The    1829 is guaranteed for 
hfe to the original purchaser. 

Dealer Inquiries Invited. 

Gentlemen. 
I am interested in further 

mformation on the 1829 
Prospector 

Enclosed is 25c for mailing 
and handling, 
□ Dealer        I   I Homeowner 

Name^__ 
Address. 
City  

State  .Zip_ 

The 
Send Inquiries to: 

F.P.C. 
INDUSTRIES 

2077 Jericho Tpk. 
CommacK, 

N.Y. 11725 

SHOPPING! 
AROUNDFOR 

ENERGY SAVERS 
BEDDING  DOWN 
Warm and cozy 
comforter in pure 
dovk^n, nature's finest 
insulator. Traps body 
heat, permits lower 
room temperatures. 
Light weight. Remov- 
able cover, attractive 
sheeting patterns or 
made to order in 
your choice of fabric. 
In all bed sizes. S85 
to $289. F.O.B. 
Free brochure. The 
Eiderdown Shop, HG9, 
229 Berkeley St.. 
Boston. MA 02117. 

HEATS AND COOKS 
Lumberjack stove, Jotul's 
#380, ideal for camp, house, 
lodge. Black, cast-iron, 
double wall construction. 
27.4" h, by 32.7" I. by 16.1" w. 
Woodburner's Resource 
Guide, $1, Homeowner's Resource 
Book on Art of Sweeping 
Chimneys, $2. Kristia Associates, 
HG9, 443 Forest Ave., Portland, 
ME 04104. 

WOOD OR  COAL  HEATER 
Fuel efficient heater, Model 37. 
rated at 73,000 BTUs per hour, 
has optional jackets that allow 
ducting into central heating 
systems for excellent heat 
distribution. Designed around 
complete combustion principle. 
Free 16 page catalogue. 
Phone: 703-434-7090 or write 
to: Riteway Mfg. Co., Dept H., 
Box 153, Harrisonburg, VA 22801. 

House  &  Gordetlrif 



TOP  LOAD  STOVE 
Sparks, hot coals, ashes won't 
spill out into room with Tempwood 
II stove. House stays clean. 
Neat, simple lines perfect for 
Cape Cod other country homes. 
Ashes need to be cleaned out 
infrequently. For further wood 
burning hints, send $1 for 
illustrated brochure. Mohawk 
Industries, HG9, 173 Howland 
Ave, Adams, MA 01220. 

THE'A<> 
BUKWING LOG 

, ,^YS  TO  KLu.    ..AivM 

iperb selection; fireplace 
luipment, wood stoves featuring 
ench De Dietrich and Norwegian 
tul, hand-forged fire tools, 
idirons and much more, 
italogue 250. The Burning 
■g, GE9, Box 438, 
ibanon, NH 03766. 

Only the veiy 
very rich can 
afford to live 
without one. 
Its elegant facade betrays 
its broader practical 
values: Its air-tight design 
and firebrick lining to 
ensure even, comfortable 
 ^th all night; the 
/ai 11 ling surface for fon- 

dues and tea hidden 
under the round top of 
the stove, and most 
importantly, the fact that 
used to supplement your 
central heating, Le Petit 
Godin can save 20%, 3056 
even 50% on the cost of 
heating a home. 

It may be fuel savings 
that makes it the most 
practical of luxuries. 

For most of us. 

Imported exclusively by 

Bow & Arrow Imports 
14 Arrow Street, 
Cambridge,/AA 02138. 

For a free color brochure 
and the name of the dealer 
nearest you, call toll-free, 
1-800-421-4688 Ext. Z-14. 
California residents call 
1-800-252-0207 Ext. Z-14. 

lEW  HEARTHSTOVE 

tove fits on fireplace hearth, heats up to 1600 sq. ft. of 
Duse, offers appeal of visible fire. Takes 22" logs. Will burn 
p to 12 hours. V4" steel plate construction. 2900- firebrick 
ning. Safe, air-tight cast iron fuel door. $450 plus $20 
ipg. chgs. Sierra, HG9, Box 346, Harrisonburg, VA 22801. 

IREPLACE  HEATER 
an pulls cool air from floor, forces it into stainless steel 
eating grate, out adjustable flues as continuous warm air. 
Jses407o less firewood. 21" h. by 21'A" w. by 16" d. 
/tensions when needed. $159.95 ppd. New England 
ireplace Heaters, Inc., HG9, Scotland Bridge Rd., 

'ork, ME 03909. 

'eptember, 1978 

Stove and Fireplace^Mittsi 
Made of INSULEATHER "^ 
These gloves are great for use 
with stoves, fireplaces and bar- 
becues You can handle hot 
coals, grills, damper controls 
and rearrange burning logs 
without burning your hands 

Insuleather gloves were origi- 
nally developed for use in indus- 
try where high temperatures are 
used and are of the same mate- 
rial used by steel mills and 
foundries to handle glowing hot 
materials SEND 25c FOR CATALOG 

ONLY 
»1595 

THE  'ijJffi BURNING   LOG 
OEPT, G-9  BOX 438, HANOVER ST . LEBANON  N H  03766 

■ I^^MhM  AND COLORADO Ht   ,i,''.'     A:        ,-,t   ,    -'   _^.___ 

No, 1 Combi-fire 

j0tuL 

The Ultimate 
In Wood Stoves 

For woodburner's guide, send $1 to: 

KRI$TIA   A$^OOIAT^$ 
343  Forest Avenue,  P,0.  Bo<  1118   |HG91,  Portland, ME 04104 
Western Office, 213 S,W, Ash  Street  (HG9|, Suite 209, Portland, OR 97204 
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THE MOST HEARD OF 

AT UNHEARD OF 

PRICES! 
StI J Cr A\^  l».>ll«Tn numb.'r    1^   IV |^   r*   T 
.indbook      ihrnCAlL TOLL    1.     R\M.^K^* 

800-631*9640 
in NJ. call 800-452-9103 

 BONUS!!!  
FREE DELIVERY TO VODR HOME o( anv SANITAS • HANDPRINTS 

VINVl S • FOILS . WALLPAPER . ETC! 
ALLFIRST QUALITY BANKAMERICARD 
DO   IT   NOW!      '^■'S'ei Charge accepted 

Call or M^iteToday. DEPT.b ORDER DEPT OPEN MON TO FRI 9 5 

RO. Box 396/Rt. lO/Ledgewood N.J. 07852 
MimOMJILllllllOLESIILE HIMLLCOVERIMG CO.IMC. 

/4 greut gift for Father, Son, and Friends 

DOG TIES 
Give them their own breed on a necktie. Over 70 
breeds available. Perfect reproductions, authentically 
woven in Suitzertand. Exclusively ours.     $15.00 

212-895^989   Mail Orders to. Shipping 
SI.50 

12 C Park Avenue, Manhasset, N.Y. 11030 

D Please send me my breed D Please send lor 
My breed is free color catalogue 

D Navy  D Burgundy    D Brown  □ Green 

OLD SOUTH NUT CRACKER 
Satin Black Finish 

XJO S10.95 

HANDY HANG UP COLONIAL 
HAT RACK 

21" X S" X 1/2" 
XB   $ 4.IS 

Send $1.00 
for catalog of Gift Items. 

Moultrie, Georgia 31768 -:- Ph. 912/9BS.1112 

slniwn 
Miniature Sthnju^cr, 

CUT 
SlS*TiiKW!iL*'"^ 

iv 

eWcient home M^^_^^, ,„<,,„. 
Th.c unique cotnoin' i^o<^' '" 

^,„.e.: cook •""",„ „,th no n" 
*9ht   installs in n..nu<    ^^^,, p,p, 
„'n,v3l«'»';°:,V;.''p,v,.o...«l   - 

"'^X^leHHCIuUies invited^ 

DO-IT-YOURSELF 
FINE GRANDFATHER CLOCK KITS 

STARTING UNDER 

<200 
(including West 
German movement) 

• Heirloom quality 
• Solid 3/4" hard- 

woods: black wal- 
nut, cherry, ma- 
hogany, oak 

• Easy to assemble, 
parts pre-cut 

• Solid brass West 
German chiming 
movements 

• Money back 
guarantee 

• Factory direct 
prices 

• Prompt shipment 
MASTtM CHARQE and   ■ANKAMEKICARO'VISA 

Write iot FREE color catalog ACCCPTID 

EMPEROR 
CIXX'K COMPANY 
WOKIO-S UWCCST MANUFUrrum* 

OF CRANDfATHC* CLOCKS 
Oept 616 Emperor Industrial Park 

Fairhope. Alabama 36532 

BUY WHOLESALE 

r4S3  SOFA 
Outside:   L86"   D34"  H32" 
lnsid.>:   L64"   D21"   H16" 
Arm  Height  26" 
(^432 Loveseat Available) 

"The World is Our Market" 
"You can get what you have 
been looking for . . . value 
durability, comfort and quality " 
Send $2.00 for catalog of pieces 
we manufacture at wholesale 
prices. Also, available 178 page 
catalog of all types of fine furni- 
ture at discount prices. Send 
$5.00 refundable with first pur- 
chase. Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

P.O.   Box   2314 

NationaJ Furniture   oX".!;i%\i'u 
and Fabric Sales 

My brother and I searched all 
over to bring you these decora- 
tive and useful "Kitchen Tested" 
Grater/Grinders 

Easily identified, creatively de- 
signed, for coffee, cheese end 
nuts. Sparkling clear glass with 
high impact plastic tops. Dish- 
wosher corrosion-proof, non-elec- 
tric, perfect for kitchen activi- 
ties. Grote or grind only the 
omount  needed. 

Send $1 1 .95 per set + $] .95 post. 
N.J.   res.   add  5%  sales tax 

H   &   H   Imports 
P.O.   Box   1105,  Dept.   HG9 

Monlclair, NJ 07042 

SHOPPING AROUND 

TIFFANY CLOCK KIT 
Create this unique clock from pre- 
cut stained glass and mirror. In- 
cludes Instructions, clock movement 
and all materials except soldering 
Iron. Specify green, canary or blue 
glass. Kit $37.95. Assembled $54.95 
plus $2.00 p&h. Brochure 250. 

SPECTRUM ENTERPRISES 
HG9, 506 Hazelwood Dr., 

Easton, Md. 21601 

MD residents add tax. 

DANISH CHAIR RENEWAL 

Replace rubber straps of chai{ i 
sofa. 3 style ends: metal clip, i 
al peg, loop to use with w 
dow^els; $3 ea. ppd. Specify st 
slot-to-slot distance. Rubber v 
bing to nail, $1 a ft., ppd. C» 
logue, fabric samples, 500. * 
Evans, HG9, 1523 Lincoln Bl' 
Box 988, Venice, CA 90291.     1 

TOMATO PRESS 

Squeezes whole tomatoes for 
feet puree Into 1/2 gal- bowl. 5J, 
arates seeds, peels. Suction b^ 
Red, white polypropylene; nyj 
steel mechanism. For coo 
fruits, vegetables. 91/2" h. $lj 
plus $1.30 post. The Country Gi 
met, Dept. G9E, 512 So. Ful 
Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550.  ' 
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KNIT VALET , 

Handy little comb strokes 
m^ts, pills and balls from nap| 
fabrics In seconds. Use It on s^i 
ers, shawls, any knit. May be u 
on fabrics of man-made fibi 
$2.29 plus 350 post. Order D-Fi 
It from Anthony Enterprises, H 
67 Second St., San Francisco, 
94105. 

House  & Gof' 



New Doctor's Program Featuring Crash-Burn Diet and Newly Developed 
I Capsule Forces Y6ur Body To Burn Away Fat As It... 

Neutralizes All The Calories 
In The Food You Eat! 
Meaning: After Each Time You Eat. Your Body Breaks Down 
Bulging Fat and Burns It Away — So You Grow Slimmer 
and Slimmer From Meal to Meal, (up to a lull size smaller 
in just 5 days) ... as you melt away botli fluid and fat at 
ttie incredible rate of as mucli as 

2 POUNDS GONE THE FIRST 24 HOURS 
6 POUNDS GONE THE FIRST 48 HOURS 

10 POUNDS GONE THE FIRST 7 DAYS 
BURN AWAY UP TO ANOTHER 30 - 40 - 50 POUNDS. OR EVEN MORE 
thanks to this Doctor s lantastic calorie neulralizer wonder- 
weapon! 

TURNS EVERY LAST BIT OF THE FOOD YOU EAT INTO BURNEOAWAY 
ENERGY INSTEAD OF STOREDUP FAT! 

Medical science tias proven conclusively ttiat m your body 
there exists a lat-burnmg system of natural chemical lat-de- 
stroyers so powerful, they are capable of NEUTRALIZING THE 
EFFECT OF ALL THE CALORIES IN THE FOOD YOU EAT. That once 
you discover how to unleash these lat-destroyer chemicals 
against clinging pockets of fat... you can actually compel your 
body to GROW SLIMMER. INSTEAD OF FATTER, AFTER EACH 
MEAL YOU EATi 

WORKS SO FAST - THE VERY FIRST WEEK ALONE 
YOU LOSE AN AVERAGE OF UP TO I'; POUNDS 

OF BOTH FLUID AND FAT EVERY 24 HOURS! 

Now from one of America s leading obesity specialists comes 
a thrilling crash-burn way to slimness ... that does away with 
all the torture ol rigorous diet ONCE AND FOR ALL - ends brutal 
exercise FOREVER' 

What this doctor has done is simply this Found a surefire way 
tor you to gently raise the level of your fat-burning metabolism 
... step up the flow of your body s own natural fat-burners 
so that every time you eat . your system automatically NEU- 
TRALIZES THE EFFECT OF ALL THE CALORIES IN THE FOOD YOU 
TAKE IN - AND YOUR BODY MELTS AWAY FAT LIKE HOT WATER 
MELTS DOWN ICE' 

Yes, with this doctor s thrilling ANTI-CALORIE PROGRAM and 
capsule, you rev up" your inner furnace - you neutralize all the 
calories coming in - so not one ounce of the food you eat can 
possibly turn to tat 

ACTUALLY SHRINKS YOUR BODY S FAT CELLS 
STARTING IN JUST HOURS! 

Yes. based on published repo'ts from professors at leading 
medical schools .. PLUS experimental fat-burning studies on 
U S Army officers. West Point Cadets and independent research 
tests ... with the food you eat on this doctors CAPSULE 
PROGRAM ... your body automatically neutralizes the eflect of 
all the calories you take in - automatically forces pounds and 
inches to vanish so FAST, that before you hardly know it, you, 

LOSE UP TO 4 TO 6 INCHES OFF YOUR WAISTLINE 
LOSE UP TO 2 TO 5 INCHES OFF YOUR HIPS 
LOSE UP TO 3 INCHES OFF YOUR THIGHS 
LOSE UP TO 4 INCHES OFF YOUR BUnOCKS 
LOSE UP TO 4 INCHES OFF YOUR STOMACH 

as you start to win the physique of a naturally skinny person 
those types who never seem to gam an ounce' 

YOUR TUMMY FEELS LIKE YOU FEASTED. BUT YOUR WAISTLINE 
LOOKS LIKE YOU FASTED! 

Just to give you an idea of how last this thrilling anti-lat 
wonder-weapon burns away excess fat and inches ... according 
to California University Medical School research on energy 
burn-off you can actually melt away more fat each 24 hours than 
if you ran 10 to 14 miles a day' - Lose more pounds each week 
than if you did 300 sit-ups each morning and 300 push-ups each 
night' LOSE as much as a FULL SIZE THE FIRST 5 DAYS 
ALONE     . 

VITAL NOTICE: Belore starling this program, consult witri your pliy- 
sician lo be sure you are in normal health and your only problem is 
excess weight Individuals with higti blood pressure, heart disease 
diabetes, or thyroid disease should use only as directed by a family 
physician and see il he doesnt agree that this Lifetime he id to 
Slimness including the lew minutes ol nightly toneup the doctor highly 
recommends is by tar one ol the most medically sound, fully sensible 
approaches to the problem of excess weight 

BEST OF ALL - YOU STAY SLIM FOR GOOD! BECAUSE AT LONG 
LAST. YOU HAVE IN YOUR HANDS A LIFETIME WEAPON TO DEFEND 

YOURSELF AGAINST FAT BUILD UP! 

Yes, when you arm yourself with this thrilling ANTI-CALORIE 
CRASH-BURN PROGRAM and doctors capsule ... you actually 
fortify yourself with the only thing you'll ever need for LIFETIME 
PROTECTION against excessive fat build-up That's because, 
medical science now offers you a proven way to neutralize all 
the calories in the food you eat - gently step up your me- 
tabolism ,,, stimulate and "target" your body s "fat-burner" 
chemicals to attack clinging pockets of fat, so you burn away 
excess flab meal to meal these 3 medically proven ways: 

ONE - BECAUSE YOU CONSTANTLY NEUTRALIZE THE EFFECT OF 
THE CALORIES IN THE FOOD YOU EAT, YOU BURN AWAY STORED UP 
FAT AND CONTINUE TO GROW SLIMMER AND SLIMMER FROM MEAL 
TO MEAL! Yes, when you launch yourself on this doctor s calo- 
rie-deticil crash-burn program you gently step up your inner 
furnace' So when food enters your body, instead of being stored 
as fat. It IS AUTOMATICALLY converted to burned-away energy 

TWO - YOU GRADUALLY ACCELERATE YOUR FAT BURNING ME 
TABOLISM by greater caloric burn-oft than intake Meaning your 
body, without you even feeling it. unleashes a steady surge of 
fat-burner chemicals directly into your system to attack 
stoted-up lat... automatically breaks down ... converts it into 
fluid .   . that drains right out ol your body' 

Just like a furnace grows hotter and hotter the more you 
stoke it... so your own body burns away fat faster and faster 
the more you step up your lat-burnmg metabolism 

THREE - YOU COMPLETELY DEFEAT THE GREATEST SINGLE 
CAUSE OF FAT BUILD-UP. runaway appetite and overeating 
Because the moment you take this doctor's CAPSULE, ravenous 
hunger disappears Gnawing appetite is switched off ,, you lose 
your craving for food for hours at a time 

More significant . . . when you do eat on this Doctors 
CRASH-LOSS diet and Lifetime-Slim maintenance program, 
since'your body completely NEUTRALIZES THE FAT-BUILDING 
EFFECT OF ALL THE CALORIES IN THE FOOD YOU EAT, excess fat 
simply cannot form... stored-up body fat burned off and melted 
away by the hour - and you continue to grow sllminer inslead of 
latter after each meal you eat! 

DOCTOR ADVISES: USE THIS CRASH BURN PROGRAM ONLY WHILE 
YOU'RE OVERWEIGHT ... OTHERWISE YOU MIGHT GROW TOO THIN! 

Of course, there is one thing you must keep in mind You 
cannot use this new CAPSULE CRASH-BURN PROGRAM indefi- 
nitely ..   otherwise, you might become overly thin 

Also, as long as you are on this ANTI-CALORIE Program you 
cannot stuff and gorge yourself silly on over-rich, high-lat foods 
There is a reasonable limit on )ust how fast medical science can 
help you safely burn away fat BUT - and here's the very heart 
ol this wondrous new development Because this thrilling ANTI- 
CALORIE concept not only helps you neutralize the effect of the 
calories in all the food you eat ... but ALSO puts gnawing 
appetite to sleep ... you simply lose that driving urge, that 
maddening craze to make fattening food the very center of your 
existence,. thanks lo this medically proven formula that contains 
the most powerful reducing aid ever approved lor release lo Ihe 
public by the United States Government! 

Now just think what this great ANTI-FAT weapon means to 
you. if all your life you've had to light off excess pounds, battle 
away inches' 

WHY   KILL   YOURSELF WITH BRUTAL DIET OR TORTUROUS 
EXERCISE? NOW - YOU CAN ENJOY A LIFETIME OF SLIMNESS 

WITHOUT RAVENOUS HUNGER! 

It means that from this day on , you simply start the 
ALL-OUT ASSAULT ON FAT by taking these medically proven 
CAPSULES ,,. called "Thera-Thin ", belore eating as part ol 
this incredible "CRASH-BURN' PROGRAM to help you NEU- 
TRALIZE ALL THE CALORIES IN THE FOOD YOU EAT' You gently 
raise the level ol your fat-burning metabolism "rev up that 
inner furnace ... unlock and activate the natural chemical 
fat-burners nature has placed in your body , . and BURN AWAY 
FAT. MELT AWAY INCHES as you start to grow slimmer and 
slimmer from meal to meal! 

REMEMBER You must see dramatic results in |ust 24 hours - 
results you can see on your 
scale with your own very own 

*«»^ '~r^~j~^gM eyes, the very first morning ,,. 
^^ftj.     NcfedBB      yes, you must 

LOSE up to 6 lbs, the first 48 
hours 
LOSE up to 10 lbs, the hrst 7 
days 
LOSE up lo 7 lbs. more the next 
7 days 

or Thera-Thin costs you nothing' Simply return within 10 days 
for full refund (except postage and handling, of course). Act now! 
Send NO-RISK TRIAL SUPPLY today' 

© 1978 American Consumer, Inc , Caroline Rd , Phila , PA 19176 

■■ MAIL NO RISK COUPON TODAY ■•• 

PEHN BIO PHARMACAIS, Dept JACB 41 
Caroline Roail, Pfiiadelpliia, PA 19176 
Yes, I want to burn away excess weight last and permanently with 
this doctor's crash-loss' ANTI-CALORIE CAPSULE-PROGRAI^I lea- 
turmg amazing new "THERA-THIN " Please rush me Ihe oiler I have 
checked below II not delighted, I may return it in 10 days lor refund 
(except postage & handling) ol course 
CHECK OFFER DESIRED: 
□ (S003) Full 21-day supply .. 

handling 
□ (»011) Full 42-day supply . 

plus 75t postage & handling 
n 1^029) Full 63-day supply . 

plus SI postage & handling 
Total amount enclosed S_ 
Check or money order, no COOs please. 

CHARGE IT: (check one) Exp Date 

□ Visa/BankAmericard 

□ Master Charge Bank Number _ 

Credit Card «   

Name     

Address   

only S6 95 plus SOC postage & 

. only $1195 (you save $2 00) 

, only $14 95 (you save $4 00) 

, PA residents add 6% sales tax. 

City_ 
5690 

  Apt   # _ 

State Zip_ 

Div ol American Consumer, inc i 
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Hideaway Aluminum  Shelves 

Have lots of additional storage 
space without calling in a 
carpenter.  Long-wearing 
textured aluminum shelves are 
ideal in the pantry,  in the 
bathroom, at Dad's workbench, 
along the basement stairs to 
keep cleaning fluids handy but 
out of children's reach. All 
expand from  12" to 21", are 
3*2" deep. Two-shelf unit is 
12" high, ideal under the 
kitchen or bathroom sink; four- 
shelf Is 26" high; five- 
shelf is 32".  They install easily, 
have adjustable shelf heights. 
Not designed for use on metal 
cabinet doors 
9167-6-Two-Shelf Unit ... $6.49 
9171-6-Four-Shelf Unit .. $12.39 
XL115-6-Five-Shelf Unit    . $14 49 

Write For New Free Citt Catalog' 

Miles KimbaU 
219 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wl 54906 

CATALOG' 

< 

n 

I'M RIDIN' HIGH 
Pets   love  to  ride  up  high!  This  special  Pet 
Cor   Seat   lets  your  pet   see  out,   protected 
during   sudden   stops   by   the   4-inch   depth. 
The  12" X 12"   bose Is   ideol  for most small 
pets.   Fabric and  masonite bottom easily re- 
moved for laundering.  Folds compoctly.  Fits 
oil   bench   type   cor   seats.   Satisfaction   as- 
suredl   (Larger sizes and  buckelseot  models 
available.)     $14.95 

(Plus $1.25 shippii 
yyUr?^ NfVVfSr THINGS  FOR PUP AND KITTYI Hundreds of hardtofind 
\*i_AV4\ fhis  full-color  catalog.   Only  25c.   Free   with order' 

OEPT.   2199,   P.O.   BOX  8850.   METAIRIE,   LOUISIANA  70011 .J 
SAVE 20% ON ENERGY BILLS 

Say goodbye to electricity waste on 10" 
electric burners with the EXTENO-A-BURNER 
cooking collar. Save energy by using the 
collar on your smoller burners ond still en- 
joy 100% even heot distribution on all 10" 
pans ond skillets. Also ovoiloble, the EX- 
TEND A-BURNER cooking mate griddle with 
the some electricity soving features ond 
100% even heat distribution guaranteed. 
Both   cast  aluminum. 

collar -  $12.95        griddle — $8.95 
collar ortd  griddle  set only  —  $19.95 

J/   VOHl,,,,. fA   rrs.   mid   lax 

EXTEND-A-BURNER 
2882 Weil Liberty Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 1S216 

FAN 
FOR ALL SEASONS 

Standard cf Excellence Since 1886 

They really move the air . . . moke 
air conditioning more effective . . . 
dispel cigarette smoke . . . repel 
bugs . . . are life savers for plants. 
All  fans  hove  a 5-year warranty. 

52" fan with wood blades, $239 

52" fan with exclusive Adoptalr, $279 

36" fan with wood blades, $169 

Light adapter kit, $16 
visa  &  (vlasterctiaree   Accepted 

Send 50< for brochure. 

The Ceiling Fan Gallery 
7  Indian Neck  Lane, HG-9, Peconic, N.Y.  1)958 

AN ANTIQUE REPRODUCTION 
Traditional symbols of carp and cloud are 
reproduced on this copy of a 19th-century 
Japanese Arifaware tile in the Museum of 
the American China Trade. Our replica 
has brass legs for use as a trivet. S'A" 
square. Price; $13.50 plus $.95 shipping. 
Please specify item number P03001 09; 
payment must accompany order. 

THE AMERICAN HERITAGE MUSEUM COLLECTION 
Dept. B273500.4 Marion, Ohio 43302 (Offer not valid outside the US) 

SHOPPING AROUND 

COLONIAL ART 
Stencil your walls with 11 exciting 
designs in "Sea Captain's House" 
kit. Presented on seven clear 13" 
by 15" mylar sheets plus three 1" 
brushes, six "Presto-Dri'■"" japan 
paint colors, instructions. $46.95 
ppd. Color brochure of complete 
line $1. Adele Bishop, Box HG98W, 
Dorset, VT 05251. 

EFFICIENT HEATING 
Petit Godin wood/coal stove  I 
its Old World charm saves m ' 
and energy. Two sizes: large t i 
several rooms. Porcelain enarr ; 
6 colors. Free color brochure, 
free:   1-800-421-4688  (ext. Z 
CA:   1 •800-252-0207   (ext.   Z 
Bow  &  Arrow   Imports,   HG9 
Arrow St., Cambridge, MA 02 s 

A bracelet for the woman who h 5| 
everything but 
her keys, insteadofdigji 

/ through   yr 
purse every time you can't find   '' 
keys, wear one of these A Port-S-t 
bracelet   It's  beautifully  handcra 
And best ot all, it keeps your ke\ 
your fingertips   To order yours, ; 
check or money order for $3 95   . 
75C postage and handling to TWW 
terpnses, Dept, HG 9-8 , PO Box    1 
Wilton, Ct , 06897 i 
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The 
SAFE 

2-Way 
PET 

DOOR 
Ma^li .^'iftr tluin any 
s'jlifl hinfjed type 
j>'.iui I dour, lour pet 
f\ conipUtely pro- 
tected. He cannot be 
tiiipped or choked 
or have his tail 
sheared   off. 

FlexPort 
Why be a doormon for your pet? Flex- 
Port ends scratched doors and whining. 
Keeps out flies, wind, rain. Gives you 
and pet complete freedom. Soft plastic 
triangles close gently and tight[y^. Easily 
installed. Send for free 
folder. Or phone (603) 
448-1641. 

TUREN, rNC. 
Etna Road 
Dept.  HG9 

Lebanon,N.H.03766 

DANS 
LIGHT 

'M 
#17 

Made in Denmark for todays 
ing. Use in any room of the ho 
indoors or out. 19" diame 
washable, complete with h. 
ware for easy installation. Sp 
fy—number, white, yellow, ora 
or beige, swag cord or cei 
fixture. UL approved for 100 
Send $39.95 plus $3.00 post 

for either style to 

Inter-Systems 
P.O. Box 1223 

Pompano Beach, Florida, 33C 
Send $1.00 for brochure 

You're Special! 
And so is House & Garden's Shopping Around.  Each  month we bring 

fabulous finds from the finest shops in the country. And we highlight spe] 

areas   of   interest   such   as   Handicrafts   and   Needlecrafis   and   Colleclj 

Watch  House  &  Garden's Shopping  Around  special  sections  for  the vi 

what, when and where to buy by moil. Need more information? Write He 

&  Garden  Shopping  Around,  350 Madison  Ave.,  New  York,  N.Y.   10( 

House &  Go 



HOPPING AROUND 

:FN ANNE  DESIGN 

role    legs,    scalloped    apron, 
s finish    hardware,    makes   a 

Yi"    Pennsylvania    cherry 
ode table perfect anywhere. 
yourself from kit of pre-cut, 
I pieces. Or, assembled, an- 
cherry.   Furniture   kit   color 
jue, $1. Emperor Clock Co., 
FS, Fairhope, AL 36532. 

»? 

R BETTER HEALTH 

rcising in Trim-Ez 2-piece suit 
safe and fast way to shape up, 

1 down. For men and women, 
nfortably lightweight, rubber- 
i material. Elastic wrists, waist- 
d. Traps body heat for "steam 
h" effect. S,M,L,XL. $10.95 
I. Slim-Ez Suit Co., Inc., HG9, 
; 1280, St. Petersburg, PL 33701. 

JASTAN RICHNESS 

quisite Oriental designs are wov- 
through the back of each rug to 
e long-lasting beauty. Red, 
ry, gold, avocado or blue back- 
)UPds. 3' by 5', $16.95; 4' by 6', 
3.95;6'by9', $59.95;9'by 12', 
19.95. Ppd. International Rug 
., HG9, 360 Amsterdam Ave., 
iwYork, NY 10024. 

ptember, 1978 

Read This! IC you want to BE A 

CLONE! 
Science May Hesitate 
But    WE    Duplicate! 

• Get set for the thrill of the century-the 21st cen- 
tury! Have another you as you are cloned into a color- 
ful 22" rag doll. • Join the top celebrities who !^ iv. 
given & received these fabulous creations. Vv ■ 
you love v»ill just love your originality. • TODA/ 

*"^^ SHOW & GOOD ti/IORNING 
AMERICA, PEOPLE & GLAM- 
OUR Magazines, & 100 ma- 
jor newspapers have fea- 
tured these fantastic dolls. 

ONLY $19.95 plus $2,45 ship- 
ping, handling ea. (NYcfS add 
sis tx.) Faces reproduced from 
your photos. Rainbow yarn 
hair,   fanciful   silk-screened 
overalls, as shown. TO ORDER: 
No need to write a letter. 
Just print name and address 
on back of photo(s) and in- 
clude check or Mastercharge 
or Visa  (number &  name). 

g Send  sharp,  well-exposed, 
~ front face, close-up photoCs), 
® with   face   Wt"  or   larger, 

color or bSw (relumed un- 
larmed).   Gift   Certificates 
available immediately- 

Be A Clone. Depl. HGA98C 
     99 Prince St., NYC 10012 

Satisfaction assured! One week money back guarantee. 

NEW SYSTEM 

KEEPS   Ti 
YARDS 
FREE OF ^ 
DOG WASTE 
Everything you need to 
protect children, family, 
guests from messy, 
unsanitary, insect- 
breeding dog droppings. 
New. improved Doggie 
Dooley' galvenized 
steel "minl-septic" tank 
(1»V."xir/.") Installs 
easily in ground. Built-in 
overflow device lets 
treated, liquified stools 
seep Into 12" deep hole below unit. Heavy, 
precise titling top has folding safety han- 
dle. System includes one-hand-operated, 
spring loaded scooper for easy stool pick- 
up and carry and 6 mos. supply of stool 
digester. Simply pick-up stools with 
scooper, drop Into unit, add water and 
the harmless, live bacteria digester. 
Thousands In use. $22.95 plus 
S2.50 shipping. Extra 12 months 
ol digester S3.9b plus 60<t postage. 

HURON PRODUCTS CO. oept HG 9 
555 Moore Ave   Belleiue Ohio 44811 

^^I^'-WT^ 

jm 

y 
NORTHEAST 

BEACIS^ FEATNERS, 
MACRAME CORCIS^ 
Hoops &RiNqSf 

jEWElRyFiNdJNqSf 
PATTERN Books 
ANd MANy MORE 

QUALITY 
CRAFT suppliES 

■—-/._- 
UJRITE or CALL TOOflV for your 

free catalog 
6oH 912, Depot. /I. 

Kennebunk. (TlQine. 04043 

Phone   207-985-3546 

THE WALL SCALE-Always Accurate 

IMd %2.0Q postage & handling, NY residents add taxes. 

c)^ The Country Gourmet 

Space-saving scale 
tal(es no room on 
counter, folds up 
cjust-free when not 
in use! Precise 
weigtits—Vi oz. to 
6 lbs. 10 oz., and 
metrics—10 grams 
to 3 kilos, so you 
are set for life 
wfien the changeover 
comes. Set for 
lifelong accuracy— 
a pendulum scale 
that's forever 
exact! Danish de- 
signed and crafted, 
recommended by 
James Beard, and 
guaranteed. Tough 
white ABS resin, 
easy to mount on 
wall or cabinet 
door—screws and 
instructions inc. 
81/2" pan lifts off 
for hand washing. 
Brightly gift boxed. 
9343     Precision 
Wall Scale $25.98 

Dept. G93 
512 S. Fulton Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

FAMILY CREST RiNGS 

Ring #11,  16xl4mm top, 
solid  14k gold      $210.00 
sterling   silver $95.00 

WE WORK IN THREE BASIC WAYS 
1. If you do have a coat of arms, just send 

us a photostat or picture of it and that 
is what we engrave. 

2. If you do not have a coat of arms send 
us your name and we'll look it up for 
you at no extra cost, or you may check 
it against our list (see below). 

3. If you wish you may design your own 
coat of arms. 

SEND FOR OUR FREE COLOR CATALOGUE 
If, in addition to our free catalogue you 
wish to get our booklet containing over 
20,000 names for which we have records 
of coats of arms and for which this jewelry 
is available, plus instructions on "how to 
design your own coat of arms". SEND US 
$1.00 (deductible from first order). 

Remember, this jewelry is also available 
with any coat of arms,  or any other em. 
blem or design you  may send us. 
HERALDICA IMPORTS,  INC.,  Dept.  HG9 

21 WEST 46th ST. NEW YORK. N.Y. 10036 

BUTCHER BLOCK 
ROUND DROP LEAFTABLF 
Sve Space with this genuine oak butcher 
block folding table. 1 '4" thick table top, 36" 
round, ht. 29". Construction features, face 
glued, edge grained with Loc Joints, out- 
side edges eased and natural hand rubbed 
oil finish. Solid oak base. Shipped 
unassembled. 

Shipg. Chgs. coi. only Jp X t> V» Vt!> 

Send 50<r for complete furniture catalog. 

GENADA  IMPORTS 
Dept J9.   P.O. Box 2Q4, Teaneck, NJ 07666 

N.J. residents add 5% sales tax 

GIANT GRASS A 
PLUMES & URNS -'^ 
Plump, feathery, 'A' 
five feet tall     _ . ^- ^ 
arrangement. Vou ' !   '^ 
may have seen these f      «. 
giant, colorful bouquets      '     ■   / 
before but not at .-^ 
this price. Bundle of '// 
15 plumes in browns, ivory ' ,> 
and gold is $10.95-I-$2 post.;       J 
25 plumes $14.95 + $3 post.;       - 
40 plumes $19.95 -i- $4 post,; 
For custom dyeing add $4 
and colors. HAND TURNED 
CERAMIC URNS available in your 
choice of ivory or earth gold color: 
#105 (10" high.) $ 6.95 + $2 post.; 
#106 (12" high) $ 8.95 + $3 post.; 
#111 (15" high) $19.95-I-$5 post.; 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 
Tropical Plant Institute, Inc. Box 
21496, Dept 20, Ft Laud., FL 33335 

Portfolio: Dried flowers & urtii $J: '■ 
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Blend texture with texture for 
a great fall lcK)k. Start with a 
deep, heavy wool knit cardigan 
accented by leather buttons. 
Vanilla in sizes S(6-8), M(10-12), 
L(14). $50. Add Ms. Sera's 
soft floral long sleeve shirt. 
Cotton/rayon in cream/blue/ 
multi. Sizes 6-18. $24. Finish 
with Cottage Tailor's slightly 
full cotton corduroy skirt 
featuring a leather belt, side 
pockets, full lining and back 
zipjser. Cork brown in sizes 
6-16. $46. 
Add $2,25 for postage. Order 
by mail, or phone 617-749-7830. 
Master Charge, Visa or 
American Express accepted. 

Name 

Address 

city 

State Zip 

f f J Jt <-? 
d i *, 

^4^V i 
'A rj': P r 1 

*    HI 

L f 
AA    • 

'• 
Dept. ZM, Hingham, Mass. 02043 

Stores in Hingham, Acton, 
Duxbury, Lenox, Osterville, 
So. Hamilton, Massachusetts; Avon, Hamden and Westport, Connecticut 

The  CHIPPENDALE 
CHAIRS 

(table not avoilable) 

For two genera- 
tions Hunt Galler- 
ies has been 
dedicated to con- 
structing the very 
finest in furniture 
and the Chippen- 
dale    choir    which 
features bross noil heod trim ond costers is just one exam- 
ple.   Handsome design  and easy  mobility  lends adaptation 
to   use   in   gome   or   dining   room.   Priced   from   $] 29  each 

depending  on   fabric  you   select;   $115  each   in  your  fobric—send  4V2   yds. 
54";   ship.   chgs.   extra.   No  C.O.D.;   satisfaction   guaranteed;   send   $2   for 
CO to log ue   and   request   form   for   ho nd-selected   deco rotor   swatches. 

HUNT GALLERIES.  INC.,  P.O. Box 2324, HG789.  Hickory, N.C. 28601 

NEKO BOX 
NEKO (Jopanese for cot) is our name 
for this reproduction of a 19th-centu(Y 
Japonese box in tfie Cooper-Hewitt Mu- 
seum, ftew York. Tfiis fiond-painted, in- 
dividuQllY tired replica makes a charming 
coche tor small items. 2'>" in diameter 
Price: S18, plus S2.55 shipping Please 
specify item number P02105 05; pay- 
ment must occompony order 

FREE' Write Ibf our colortui new catalogue o( 
fine iTwseum pieces in lepllca. 

The American Heritage 
Museum Collection, 

.  Dept. B273500.4 
Morion. Ohio 43302 

Cfiie* not «»id oulside me U S) 

SHOPPIN 
AROUNDFOR 

CATALOGUE!] 

TIFFANY  PRESENTS 
Wonderful things to be treasure' 
fill Tiffany's 216 page full-col' ■ 
Blue Book. Fascinating collec- 
tions by Tiffany designers of 
jewelry, sterling, cfiina, crystal, 
watches and much more. Cata- 
logue, $2 (available in October),^ 
Tiffany & Co., HG9, 727 Fifth 
Ave., New Yorl<, NY 10022. 

NEEDLEPOINT  EXCLUSIVES 
Papillon's second full polor catalogue of exquisite hand-paintec 
designs-Oriental motifs, florals, children's collectibles, Christ- 
mas ornaments Catalogue, $3 (refundable with order). Papillon 
Dept. 206. 443 E. Paces Ferry Rd., N.E. Atlanta, GA 30305. 

HEIRLOOM   IN   BRASS 
Hand-decorated ceramic vases and exclusive all-brass 
integrated frame system highlight this striking design. One of 
many brass beds, also tables, accessories in color 
catalogue $3. Joao Isabel, Inc., HG9, 120 E. 32nd. St., 
New York, NY 10016. 
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EAT COLLECTION 
Jooklover's delight. Beau- 
ifully illustrated books, 
anging from the best- 

■elling Gnomes to vclumes 
)n great artists, architec- 
ure, nature, and photog- 
aphy. New, large 80-page 
;atalogue with hand-tipped 
;olorplates lists 400 great 
ji*' ideas. $1. Harry N. 
^brams. Inc., l-iG9, 
no E. 59th St., 
\Jew York, NY 10022. 

DENIM  GOES 
TO  BED 
Shamus Carney 
designs bedspread 
ensemble, Sweet 
Jeans, in pre- 
washed, 14-oz. 
cotton denim 
complete with 
pockets. Twin 
spread, $78; full, 
$88.25; queen, 
$103.50; standard 
sham, $19; pillow, 
12"sq. $11.50 Ppd. 
Color catalogue, $1. 
Sakowitz, HG9, Box 
1431C, Houston, 
TX 77001. 

^^^3^ii^-^-^ 

..v.^^^^U 

FAMOUS  FIGURE 
Grasshopper letter 
opener. Gold-plated 
replica of Faneuil Hall 
weathervane, Boston 
symbol since 1742 
when it was placed 
atop the building. 
$20 plus $2.50 post. 
Christmas catalogue 
(available Oct.), $2. 
Shreve, Crump & Low, 
HG9, 330 Boylston 
St., Boston, MA 02116. 

jOP ART SCULPTURE 
igenious coffee table object made of basswood. 
ch piece of the not-for-eating taco is separate, 
you can use the sculpture for a simplified jackstraw 
me. A Horchow exclusive. 7" long. #1247X. $15 
js $1.10 post. Free Christmas catalogue, 
e Horchow Collection, Dept. 40307, Box 34257, 
illas, TX 75234. 

The New York Botanical Garden 

FALL-WINTER CATALOG 
all in full color 

A distinctive collection of posters, floral cards and notes, 
herbal cosmetics, books, calendars, tote bags, aprons and 
an exciting assortment of Christmas gifts. We are proud 
of our fine collection of Dutch Bulbs for indoors and out, 
plus hard to find garden- A. ing specialities. Make your 
selection of Christmas JSL wreaths and table decoi- 
ations that will be /|^|j^^ shipped directly to 
you from Maine. 

Please send 25it: to Dept E, New York Botanical Garden 
Bronx, New York 10458 

WieWtinmte 

Distinctive collection 
Gounmet 
Home 
Personal accessories 

Catalog: | 
$2.00 plus name and address 
to Box 322 I 
Sugar Loal, NewYorlc 10981 

f    POSTER     ^ 
ORiGinnis..:. 

Q24 Madi=.on Avenue New York 10U^1 

^D26ARTICHOKe. 
Green black white   36 x 23''? m 
'MO plus sales ra«  Si bOtoipostr^ 

^4. for new color catalogue. 

'-L.Ll.Bean^ 
Outdoor Sporhne SpctiallH- 

FREE 
Fall 

Catalog 

136 fully illustrated 
pages featuring quality 
outdoor apparel and 
footwear for men and 
worrier, Winter sports 
equipment,   hunting 
and camping gear Many items of out own manu 
facture All guaranteed to be 100% satisfactory 
or your money back Our 66tfi year of providing 
dependable tiigfigtade sporting specialties 

SEND FREE FALL 1978 CATALOG 

Name  _ 

Address. 

City  

State  Zip- 
L. L. Bean, Inc. 

551 Cedar St., Freeport, ME 04033 

this 
catalog's 
unique! 

f% 
I'm Lillian Vernon, tiere to tell you 
why: good taste at affordable 
prices—THAT'S unique today! Gifts 
for everyone, jewelry, decor, 
batti and beauty aids, collectibles, 
gourmet needs, many personalized 
items, many European exclusives. 
All my own stiopping selections, 
all backed by 27 years of service 
and guaranteed satisfaction. Send 
the coupon for my 108-page color 
catalog—it's unique, it's FREE! 

TiliiAN YEHON 
Dept. G91, Box LV, 510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10551 

Name  

Address. 

City  

State _ -Zip. :d 
PLEASE TURN  PAGE FOR  MORE CATALOGUES 203 



Happiness 
for you 
FROM THE MING DYNASTY 

^1^ Fu. the symbol of happiness, appears on the fore- 
A3 head of this ceramic cat. which served as a head- 
' ' rest 400 years ago. Today, you'll find it makes a 

handsome doorstop or bookend when weighted. (Just pour 
dry sand in the ear.) The original, now in the Museum of 
the American China Trade, was made of Tz'u-chou stone- 
ware in the typical buff color with iron brown spots. Our 
exclusive hand-painted reproduction is so skillfully ren- 
dered that experts have 
been known to sneak a look 
at the hallmark on the bot- 
tom before identifying it as 
a copy. 5'2" high. 10" long. 
Price: $65.00 plus $2.75 
shipping and handling. 

Please send me. -Ming cat headrest(s)(ro2701 07) at $65.00 
plus S2.75 shipping and handling. Payment enclosed: $_ 

Name 

Street 
(p/oase prinly 

Cilv State ZIP 

□ Send your FREE catalogue 
offering exclusive repro- 
ductions of fine museum 
pieces for the home when 
it comes off the presses in 
September. (X99902) 

Ollei noi valid ousiae U S 

AMERICAN HERITAGE 
MUSEUM COLLECTION 
Marion, Ohio 43302 

B273500 4 

PRESS ON ADDRESS LABELS 
Identify possessions, correspon- 
dence too. Black ink on white, 
blue, pink, yellow, silver or gold 
labels. W*" x V2". Any message 
up to 26 letters per line, up to 4 
lines. 450 for $5; 1,000 for $10; 
-\- postage of 500. Please specify 
color. Useful 29P. Gift Catalog, 
500. Bruce Bolind BIdg., Boul- 
der, CO 80302. 

Enhance Your 
Landscape 

with these classics 

SHOPPINGAROUND FOI 
  CATALOGUll 
NEAT  STORAGE 

Four glass canisters wrapped in 
wicker, with stoppers of natural 
cork. Store essentials in thiem, or 
use your imagination for creative 
home decorating. Sizes in set: 17 
oz., 24 oz., 44 oz., 62 oz. $14.95 plus 
$2 post. Send 250 for catalogue 
containing many 
unique and interest- 
ing items. Fran's 
Basket House, HG9, 
Route lO.Succasunna, 
NJ 07867. 

^^"'*^   -Nil 

Lifetime Business Card 
Paperweight 

A regular business card approx- 
imately 2VB" X 3V2" can now be 
permanently etched in brass fin- 
ished metal, then mounted on 
Italian marble. Any business per- 
son would be happy to receive 
this distinctive paperweight, for 
his desk. Just send a business 
card with order. $4.98 plus $1.00 
shipping. Mass. residents add 
5% Sales Tax. Send 250 for full 
color catalog. 

THE  STAGE   STOP 
440 Greo: Rood, HG9, Acton, MA 01720 
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Handcarved, Italian stone POODLE and designer- 
styled MASTER CHAIR of enduring Burma Teak. 
Botli wondertui additions to your favorite garden 
spots. P0ODLE-28'4H.. inci base $3S7.00 

Freight and spec pack. $]5 00 add. 
MASTER CHAIR-easily assembled $432 00 

38ViH , 33 L, 18V2 D. Fr. i spec pack $25 00 add. 

NY residents, add Sales Tax. Catalogue $1.50 

Imported garden statuary available. 
Come visit our studio. 

Importers 
, ., K~, ^ ^ , TKy  since 1910 
'^-^^nrifC^ STUDIOS 

14 E. 41slSt New York 10017 

DISTINCTIVE  ART 
Beautiful collection of original signed lithographs, serigraphs 
and etchings. Each Individually created, serially numbered In 
limited editions, with brief biography of artist. Shown: Pays 
de Neige by Andre Brasilier. Framed, 28V2" by 35V2", 
$275 ppd. Color catalogue $1. Original Print Collectors ; 
Group, Ltd., HG-1, 120 E. 56th St., New York. NY 10022. 

HOBBYIST GIFT 
Box full of fine quality Mair 
hardwood beads: four com^ 
patlble shapes In eight brli 
non-toxic colors. Plus 6' of 
waxed linen for stringing. It 
starter for jewelry-making 1 
macrame. $2.98 ppd. Free 
catalogue. Northeast Bead 
Trading Co., HG9, 12 Depot 
Kennebunk, ME 04043. 

SEW  YOUR  OWN 
Make decorator comforters and 
pillows, down-insulated clothing, 
sleeping bags, and more. Choice of 
over 100 complete kits with pre-cut 
parts, detailed Instructions. All that's 
needed Is an ordinary sewing 
machine. Free catalogue. Frostllne 
Kits, HG-098, Frostllne Circle, 
Denver. CO 80241 

11 
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PRETTY TIEBACKS 
Delicate crochet-type edging on curtains 
of easy-care cotton-and-polyester (50-50). 
Natural or white, 90" wide overall per pr. 
45", 54", 63" long $15; 72", 81", 90" 
$17; 10" by 80" valance $4.75 ea. Add $2 
post, per order. Free catalogue. Country 
Curtains, HG91, Stockbridge, MA 01262. 

PATTERN   PAINTING 
Use roller to paint wallpaper patterns 
on walls or ceilings, furniture or fabrics. 
Choice of 100 designs: Woodgrains, 
ornamentals, flowers, marble. Roller $7.95; 
applicator $7.95. Add $1.50 post. Free 
catalogue. Rollerwall, HG9, Box 757, 
Silver Spring, MD 20901. 

BLAZER  BUTTONS 
Fine quality, 24K gold-plated 
over brass, looped shank. 
Three Vs" dia. coat buttons, 
four Vs" sleeve buttons in set. 
Choice of designs: eagle, 
dollar, anchor, tennis, crest, 
golf, wreath, ski. Set $7.95; two 
sets $14.95. Ppd. Catalogue, 
84 pages of gifts, 250. 
Jenifer House, HG9, 
Great Barrington, MA 01230. 

CURIO  SHOWCASE 
Wall-hung cabinet has clear 
glass front, three shelves, 
mirror at back. Pediment top, 
scalloped apron. All wood 
construction in brown mahog- 
any finish or lighter fruitwood. 
20V2"w. by26"h. by 5V2"d. 
$99.95 plus $8 post. Send $1 for 
80-page catalogue of Yester- 
year Furniture, with fabric 
samples. Magnolia Hall, HG9, 
726 Andover, Atlanta, GA 30327. 

shop the world 
For our new Fall catalog we've travelled to the 
People's   Republic  of  China;   bringing   you 
some of her finest traditional handcrafted 
items. Our tour of the World's finest craft 
centers also includes fine antique repro- 
ductions, exciting fashions and a joyful 
representation of Christmas around the 
world.   It   all   hap- 
pens within a mar- 
velous 48 pagecolor 
catalog   . . .   yours 
for 50e. 

sliopijing: international 
114 shopping international bidg., norwicti, Vermont 05055 

STORE ONRTE 5, NORWICH, VERMONT We accepi Bank Amencard. Masler Charge (American Exprass 

t^^^K^ 
2  EXTRAORDINARY  CATALOGS 
of NATURAL PRODUCTS from 

THE FAR CORNERS OF THE WORLD 

A rare collection of toiletries based 
on essences of fierbs, fruits & flowers. 
A catalog of foods made by 19th cen- 
tury methods in the countryside of 
England and France. 
Send $1.00 and receive both. Refund 
able on first purchase. 

Crabtree & Evelyn 
Dept.   HG-1504 

Box  167, Woodstock,  CT.  06281 

An offer of 
pure honey 

in satin 
glass and black 

cherry. 

^*%av, ~' ■w 

Matural wild-flower honey from the 
woodlands of Morthern Michigan 
in a beautiful, 12 oz. Eye Winker 
Jar of satin glass. Sealed for fresh- 
ness with pure beeswax. Plus, a 16 
oz. jar for refills. 

With an old-fashioned 
wooden ]:ioney dipper 
hand-turned with care, 
from wild black cherry. 
A reminder of days 
gone by, but still the 
only practical way to 
handle honey. 

Wild-flower Honey Of- 
fer postpaid. Includes 
Forslund's full-color, 
100-page catalog ab- 
solutely free. 

HANDMADE CREWEL FABRIC 
Rich, multi-tone wool flowers, hand- 
embroidered on hand-loomed cotton. 
A centuries old aft from Kashmir. For 
upholstery, slip-covers, pillows, cur- 
tains, bed-spreads, table-cloths. 
Direct from the craftsmen! 
from $1 3.00 a yd. ppd. (50" wide) 
Finished Single $65 Queen $80 
Bedspreads       Double $75 King  $90 
(Satisfaction  guaranteed  or  money  back) 

GILL   IMPORTS 
Dept.  HG-978,  Box 73 

Ridgefield,  Conn. 06877 
( Order now or send 50e tor swatch 

and  color   brochure) 

$19.95 

Catalog 
only 

$3.00 

PLEASE TURN  PAGE 

Carl Forslund 
{Father and Three Sons) 
250 PEARL ST. NW HG 

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. 49503 

FOR MORE CATALOGUES 
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Our Bermuda Jacket. 
Inspired by British yachting traditio 
our hooded. 100% lightweight pure 
new wool jacket has found a home 
on land. Press stud front fasteners 
two chest and two side pockets, 
drawstring waist closure and 
elasticized cuffs. A casual jacket 
sure to be the envy of your 
friends. In red or navy, even sizes 
34-44 for men or women. $80 
plus S2.50 postage, handling and 
insurance. Cash. MO. M/C. A/E 
and VISA accepted. 

Please send me the f^all  1978 
catalog of exclusive 
apparel for men and women. 

Mame     
Address    
City   
State 

Brown's of Bermuda. Inc..     (603)23 
P O  Box 106 J.Bndyt Slreel. Colebrook. rH H. 03576 

Handwoven 
of natural 
rattan peel 
over wood- 
en frame 
with 2 draw- 
ers for per- 
sonal use. 
15" \V X 
18"Dx23" 
High. S90 
plus .$ 
postage. 

Route 10, Dept.  HG9, Succosunno, N.J. 07876 

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS 
at a price he can afford 

HALL 
TREE 

Reminiscent of 
our Grandparents' 
home! The Hall 
Tree was so use- 
ful it has made a 
comeback for 
those who enjoy 
using the best of 
the past. The back 
has a mirror and 
pegs for hats and 
coats. The lid lifts 
for storage. A 
touch of nostal- 
gia adds warmth to a modern 
home. Made of solid pine in a 
dark finish. H 75 W 28 D 16. 

Price: $154.95 
Shipping charges extra. No COD. 

Send $1   for catalogue 

^ryan Roieson 
Dept. HG-193 

Route 10, Box 793 
Hickory, N.C. 28601 

nsaunal 
Exercise Equipment 
Steam - Whirlpool 

Jacuzzi, Kohier, Hastings 

Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from 
one of America's well known dia- 
mond cutters. Pay only actual mar- 
ket price. We refund all monies 
unless your own appraisal shows 
value 1/4 to '/2 higher. 
Over 5,000 styles $100 to $100,000 

Send for FREE 92-PAGE CATALOG. 
EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP., Dept. 12 

Empire State BIdg., New York, N.Y. 10001 

NAME     

ADDRESS  _  

  ZIP   
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Baths International, Inc. 
101 Park Ave., Mezzanine 

New York, N.Y. 10017 
Please send for FREE literature 

or call collect 212-421-4727 

Name  

Address  

City  

State  .Zip. 

SHOPPING AROUND FOI: 
  CATALOGUE!! 

FAMILY  CRESTS 
Handsome hand-engraved rings, 
pendants, cuff links, tie tacks. 
Sterling or gold. Coat of arms wall 
decor. Send coat of arms or have it 
researched. Great gifts. Free 
color brochure. Heraldica Imports, 
HG9, 21 W. 46th St., New York, 
NY 10036. 

HG978 

FOUR-WAY ACTION !' 
Seamstress II gentle steari 
action presses open seam 
darts, removes wrinkles! 
Features full, half, concen- 
trated and wide steam actf 
Safe for all fabrics. UL 
approved. Durable plastic: 
11" by 5" w. $16.95ppd. Frj 
catalogue. Ramco Gifts, 
Dept. 1-SV9, 6Cindy Lane 
Wappingers Falls, NY 1259 

AMERICANA 
Authentic Martha 
Ann quilt rack copy 
in pine, hardwood. 
30" h, 23'/2" w, by 
15V2" d. Antique finish. 
$34.95; kit $24.95. $3 
post. Other fine furniture, 
self assembly. 
Lots of gift items: lamps, 
coat racks, wood bath 
accessories in 72-page 
free color catalogue. 
Yield House, Dept. 
G-89T, North Conway, 
NH 03860. 

AMUSING  ASSORTMENT 
Cat Klock is black and electric. 
Its eyes move and tail wags as 
it ticks. 4" by 15", $30 ppd. One of 
many fun items in full color catalogue. 
Marionettes to order and much more. 
Catalogue $1. Oh! For Heavens Sake! 
HG9, P.O. Box 2671, Grand Central 
Sta., NY, NY 10017. 

House i 

s 
Gardei 
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PAMPER  YOUR  PETS 

Hard to find accessories for your dog and kitty in new 
32 page full color catalogue and fiandbook. Shows latest 
pet wearing apparel, toys, treats, fancy collars. 
Practical training tips, grooming items. Special section 
for cats. Catalogue 250. Du-Say's, Dept. 3106, Box 
8850, Metairie, LA 70011. 

ICTORIAN  ERA 

Finest reproductions of Victorian southern heirloom 
furniture. Upholstered sofas, chairs. Skillfully 
carved mahogany, solid cherry. Marble top tables, 
consoles. Catalogue, 48 pages, with 16 in full color $1. 
Martha H. House, HG9, 1022 S. Decatur Street, 
Montgomery, AL 36104. 

CURTAIN  CLASSICS 

Tab curtains, the hallmark 
of classic colonial design, are 
a specialty with Constance 
Carol. These and others, 
in an almost infinite variety 
of standard, custom sizes and 
patterns. Fabric selections, 
ruffles, laces, special borders 
make this collection 
outstanding. Sample swatches 
including florals, textured 
solids, gingham checks, plaids, 
$3. Free catalogue. Constance 
Carol, HG9, P.O. Box 899, 
Plymouth, MA 02360. 

(>(»ti4&tee GoMl 

EYELET 
ENSEMBLE 

Washable polyester 
and avril in solid 
pink, blue, green, 
yellow with white 
eyelet embroidery. 
Quilted spread: twin 
$50; full $60; queen 
$70; king $80. 
Sham $14. Curtains. 
88" w. to pair: 54". 
63" $30; 72", 81", 
90" $36. Add $2.50 
post. Coverlets, deep 
drop ruffles, tiers. 
Canopies. Free cata- 
logue with color 
pages. Colonial Maid 
Curtains, Dept. GJ9. 
Lawn Terrace, 
Mamaroneck, NY 
10543. 

run 
Ju»t send (or Aldens new 704-pg. Fall 
and Winter Catalog and we'll include a 
$5 Merchandise Discount Certificate. 

Clip coupon, and see our large selection 
of brand-name items ... the latest Fall 
fashions . . . exciting home furnishings 
and more! You'll also get a $5 Merchandise 
Discount Certificate (good with your first 
order of $20 or more). Enclose $1 for 
postage and handling costs. 

r ~\ 

W?     RLDEHS 
ACT NOW! 

Quantities limited. 
Offer good for new 

customers only. 
Offer ends 

October 4,1978. 

Aldens, Box 6167, Chicago, III. 60680 

I've enclosed $1 to cover postage and handling costs. 

Address 

City State Zip 

'Cortain 
Classic Colonial Gingham 

These are the same authentic ginghams as lealured 
in our store Our customers love the extra fullness 
(78 wide) and the perky 3 ruffles Available in red/ 
white. blue/Ahiie, yellow/white, green/white, pinh/ 
white, or brown/white Polyester and cotton Perma 
Press  The checks are'/«' 

ORDERS SHIPPED PROMPTLY' 

COLONIAL CLASSIC CATALOG ^-^ 
with fabric samples'^^^^ 

CURTAIN CORNER 
Paradise Green. Dept. G9, Stratford. CT 06497 

24- ...    7.00 
30" ...    8 00 
36" .     .    9 0O 
45" ..   . 10.50 
54" .... 11.50 
63" .... 12.50 
72" .... 13.50 
Val. 54x11   4.75 
Ties .pr      100 
Check, MO.ot     1 
Master Charge or | 
Visa Add $2 ship 
pmq Money Back 
Guar anteed' 

J 

Catalog 
of comfy, 

cozy, cuddly 
DOWN QUILTS 
• European style, prime quality 
• Duck or goose down 
• Filled to your specilications 
• Unique bailie construction 
• Cotton or cotton blend fabrics 
• Decorator sheetcase covers 

and putty pillows 

Please send your name and 
address or call 

OVARM 
THINGS 

DEPTHG      36 FRONT STREET 
SAN RAFAEL CA 94901   415, 453-4262 
48 HR  SERVICE-I^C & BA ACCEPTED 

IMPORTED 
BAMBOO 
SCULPTURE 

From 
the wizardry 
of Mainland 
China's 
artisans . . . 
. . comes this extraordinary example 
of the ancient art of basketry. This 8" 
tall, table-size elephant is hand scul- 
Ctured from hand-stripped woven 

amboo. Ceramic liner — AVi" diam- 
eter, 4'//' deep — can be a planter, 
candy dish, center piece, or vase. 
Hand lacquered for richness and 
protection. 
$39.50 includesallihippingandhand- 
ling charges Check or money order 
only please Sorry, no COD's N. Y. 
res/dents add local sales lax. 

Merchant of the World 
Dept. HG9, 106 Montague Street 
Brooklyn, New York 11201 

PLEASE TURN  PAGE FOR  MORE CATALOGUES 207 



RUGS and TAPESTRIES 
Our   collection   of   fine   im- 
ported rugs are perfect with 
any decor, for floor or wail. 
Included     are     lovely 
Orientals, Navajos,    r' 
Scandinavian        Ryas, 
and  more!!! 

French Garden Scene No. 71.'i6 10" x 
10"   S6.95   20"   X   20"   $9.95   Shipped 
Prepaid 
Add a lovely  decorating touch to your home 
with fine woven tapestries from France, Italy 
and    Belgium—perfect    for    wall    hangings, 
framing, pillows, upholstery, etc. 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 
RUGS 
ISTABIISHKD 1938 

Oept   HG  98 

Wjde ransf '>1 
Sl/e\. and pr 

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed 
for over 39 years 

Order Direct by Mail 

3028 N   LINCOLN AVE. • CHICAGO. IL 60657  •  (312)472 4848 
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM-OPEN 7 DAYS A WEE! 

So much beauty for $1.00 

*f^^^\ 
WorwJerlul Irish CfyHal portrayed in taviih colour; 
se« the craft ol Af*n Handknit Sweaters. th» 
riegance ol pure Imh Lmen Admire the beauty 
ar>d symbotism ol Claddagh Jewellery. Savour the 
'melt o' Bone China that England can produce- 
Delight in the ligur'nc ranges from Spain ar>d 
Britain. Relish the idea of having these lovely 
products for your own at ouf SO affordable prices. 

Ser>d $1 00 today for our current catalogue. 

Stephen Faller (Exports) Ltd 
DEPT.HGSC   INDUSTRIAL ESTATE. MERVUE. GALWAY IRELAND 

Free <liiiiiervirare 
.; ~    & eookivare 

catalop{ 

'>   >^ 

If you're selective In 
bu>1rm f^ourmcl dinnerwarc 
and c<K)kwarc. youTl ajjpreclalc 
our catalo({. 

.\1I our Items (from our 
desl|{ner plates to our cr^-stal 
u1ne decanters) are as useful as 
they' arc beautiful. 

Iland-palntcd, hand- 
blou-n, and hand-made fl,\fti> 
that have never been seen 
before /\nd all have a lifetime 
f(uarantee. 

Send for our beautiful 
ne^^ catalo({ now. It's free. 

Better Uvlng 
5•^ 1 FlfUi .\venue; Dcpt. E 

New York, .\'Y  UK)17 

Sport Boots for Women 
Warm, dry, comfortablei Seamless, 
waterproof rubber boots are 12" high, 
have lace-up storm gusset, removable 
orthopedic insole, thermal lining, non- 
skid sole. Color choice: Yellow. Red, 
Green. Blue Whole sizes 6-11 $22.00 ppd. 

Send for Free Catalog 
JOHNNY APPLESEED'S 

Box 709. 50 Dodge St , Beverly, MA 01915 

Back to School with 
Canvas Totes & Backpacks 
Toles-SIO.OO 
Ruler 8" x 17" 
Pencil 8" X 20" 
Notebook 11" x 15" 
Sneaker 10" x 17" 

Backpacks—$12.00 
Bus 14" x 14" 
Crayon 11" x 14" 

To charge call (212) 490-1869 

Send $1.00 (or incredible 
gilt catalogue 
Oh! For Heaven's Sake 
Box 2671 Grand Central Sta 
NY.. NY. 10017 
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SHOPPING AROUND K» 
CATALOGUI1 

DECOY  CARVINGS 
Authentic solid wood waterfowl 
carvings, skillfully hand- 
painted, for all who love the 
beauty of nature. Finished or 
in easy-to-assemble kits, in a 
wide variety of species. Decoy 
paints, tools, books, bookends. 
tiles, more. Full-color catalogue 
500. Bay Country Woodcrafts. 
HG9, Oak Hall. VA 23416. 

BAY COUNTRY 
WOODCRAFTS 

GREAT  GIFTS 
Unique collection of gifts 
personally selected from all 
over. Jewelry, decor, bath 
and beauty aids, Christmas 
ornaments, collectibles, 
exclusive imports. Catalogue 
of 108 color pages free. 
Lillian Vernon, G9C, Box LV, 
510 So. Fulton Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10551. 

«• fr-r-^l 

€.-.• 

t 

BOUNTIFUL  GIFT   HARVEST 
Feast your eyes on assortments of plain and fancy pecans: 
candied, toasted, logs, fruit cakes. English walnuts, cashews, 
almonds, pistachios, Georgia peanuts. In pretty tins, boxes, 
bags, gift packs. New crop shipped about November 1. Color 
catalogue free. Sunnyland Farms, Rt. 1, Box 905, Albany, GA 31702 

THE  CUSTOM   LOOK 
Colonial reproductions made 
especially for unusual as well as 
standard windows. Shown: 4" 
double-knotted fringe, 
hand-finished, expertly applied 
on cotton-polyester. 90", 
180" or 270" wide; 20" to 90" 
long. Priced from $12.50 to 
$58.50. Free brochure with 
color swatches. Joanne Mee 
Interiors, HG9, 10 Water St., 
Mattapoisett, MA 02739. 
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SNOWFLAKE   EYELET 
Soft white Avril- rayon and polyester 
with eyelet ruffle. Washable, stays 
wrinl<ie-free. 30" $12.50; 36" $13.50; 
45" $14.50; 54" $17.50; 63" $19.50; 
54"x12" valance $6.50. With tiebacks. 
Add $2 post. Catalogue with swatches 
250. Curtain Corner, HG9, Paradise 
Green, Stratford, CT 06497. 

Steamer-poacher with 
perforated tray. About 19" 
long. Copper $244.95; 
stainless steel $119.95; 
aluminum $59.95; tin 
$69.95. Stockpot 6-qt. 
with steamer-colander: 
copper $99.95; aluminum 
$32.95; 8-qt. stainless 
steel $89.95. Add $3.50 
post. 56-page catalogue 
$2. Bazar Francais II, 
HG9, 668 Sixth Ave., 
New York, NY 10010. 

FALL-WINTER  PREVIEW 
Browse ihrough more than 40 pages of fashions, jewelry, 
shoes and accessories. Top-name brands, designer clothes, 
imports (many exclusive, some in half and large sizes). 
Catalogue $1 (refundable with order). Old Pueblo Traders, 
HG9LL, 600 So. Country Club Rd., Tucson. AZ 85716. 

OU> PUEBLO TMOERS 

PERSONAL  PRESENTS 
Distinctive beauty and 
comfort for the bedroom 
and bath. Dozens of 
decorative accessories, 
sleep fashions for women 
and men, soft luxury sheets 
of machine-washable 
acetate satin. Catalogue 
of 12 full-color pages 
is free. Sweet Dreams by 
Kenya, Suite HGS, 468 
Park Ave. So., New 
York, NY 10016. 

"1 

PILGRIM STRIPE 

In White or Eggshell 
poly/cotton with 
Wine, Navy. Moss 
Green. Soft Gold, or 
Brown trim. 36", 40". 
$24. 45", 54". $26. 
63", 72", $30. 84", 
90", $35. 

■THE FINEST TAB CURTAINS- 
TO ORDER BY MAIL: 

Master Charge BankAmericard/VISA 
Telephone (617) 746-6116 Monday-Friday Only 
Add sales lax for MA (5%), PA (6%). VA (4%), 

Add $2.00 for shipping and handling 
Send check or money order to 

Go^^^iioA^jce. GGAJOI 
P.O. Box 899, Plymouth   Massachusetts 02.360 

Color Catalog Free Fabric Samples $3 
Custom sizes. 

Showrooms Open Tuesday-Saturday 10-5 
Order "In Person" at: 

Dept 59b 

WILLIAMSBURG. VA : 
4 miles West on Rtc. 60 

Shoppes on Wythe Green 
327 

PLYMOUTH 
Court Street (Rte.SA) 

LEXINGTON 
7 Meriam Street 

PHILADELPHIA. PA : 
Chestnut Hill 

8139 Germantown Ave. (Rte  422) J 

If you haven't 
tried the KING- 
SIZE Co yet be- 
cause It's a mail 
orderoutfit. con- 
sider this What 
have you got 
to lose'' NOT 
TIME' You've 
probably wasted 
more time (and 
gas) running 
from store to 
store and com- 
ing homeempty- 
handed 
NOT MONEYi 
We Guarantee 
both fitandqual- 
ity or your money back In (act, we 
Guarantee our merchandise both 
Before and After Wearing. Washing 
or Dry Cleaning Or your Money 
Back You can shop from the 
world's largest selection of styles in 
those hard-to-find sizes Necks to 
22", sleeves to 38", waists to 60" 
and shoesto 16EEE Don't hesitate 
Send for your Free Catalog 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

My Telephone Number. 

Height. 

Name_ 

Area 

. tWeight Shoe Size. 

Cily- 

— ZiP- 

EKirilj^^IgBs Brockton MA 02407 

%<thy3 
roVDn»jl 

'>k. 

S*^/ 
/^ >* 

The Most Exciting 
Gift Food Catalog 
you have ever seen 

Yours FREE 
Over 120 beautifully illustrated full 
color pages ... 550 different, uniaue 
gift ideas unbelievably low priced! 

Gifts of Perfect Taste' Delicious 
cheeses, sausages, pastries, candies 
and more ... you can't buy anywhere 
else. Over 50 gifts for under $5.00 ... 
over 300 under $10 (X) All impressively 
gift wrapped 

• Save $13.50 with money-saving 
coupons FREE with each catalog. 

• You save even more on many "Early 
Bird Bargains"... up to $5.00 on 
some items if you order before 
December 5, 1978. 

JneSiuissColoni) 
Our 53rd year ^"^ 

1112 7th Ave., Monroe, Wise. 53566 

I I  Yes!   Please   send    FREE   Gift 
Food   Catalog    and  SM SO   in    Money- 
Saving Coupons to Dept   WN 

Address^ 

City_ 

State_ 

Z'P- 

PLEASE TURN  PAGE FOR  MORE CATALOGUES 
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Shop 

Shop^ 

Europe 

Shannon 
Our latest catalogue lists treasures Irom the 
lar corners of tlie world ... at dream-come- 
Itue prices 
ifisti, Swedish and English Handcut Crystals. 
English Fine Bone Chinas. German Beersleins 
and Porcelain Figurines. French Perfumes. 
Irish Fisherknits. Scots Cashmeres. Irish 
Linens. Italian Wood Carvings and much more 
Full colour illustrated catalogue AIRH/IAILEOto 
U S A or Canada lor $1 (deductible) 
We accept Bankamencard, Mastercharge, 
American Express and Barclaycard credit 
charges Money back guarantee. 

Write now 
SHANNON MAIL ORDER 0EPTW2 
SHANNON AIRPORT IRELAND 

Perfect as o birthday gift or for o new 
born baby! Old fashioned Balloon Girl or 
Sam in Overolls motifs. Colors: red, pink, 
yellow, green, blue, brown, pastel blue 
or pastel yellow. 100% polyester filling; 
polyester/cotton gingham and calico. 17 x 
18". Print name, birth dote. Specify color, 
style. 

$16.50   postpaid 
Sohi^ocfion  Guoronteed.   Send for 

free catalog of  unusual gifts. 

SUSAN'S ACCESSORIES 
Dept.   HG9> 

SOS Dorchester  Drive,  River Vole,  N.J. 0767S 

FIELD TESTER CAP 
This IS a comfortable sportmans billed 
cap  Black mesh (air cooled) and adjust- 
able to any size head, with an official 

Jack Daniel s Field Tester" patch on the 
front Guaranteed to shade your eyes and 
start a lot of conversations   My S5.25 
price includes postage and handling 
Send clieck, money order, or use Ameri- 
can Express. Visa or Master Charge, in- 
cluding all numbers and signature. 
(Tennessee residents add 6% sales lax ) 
For a color catalog lull of old Tennessee 

V    items, send SI 00 to above address.   ^ 

Indoors... 
Outdoort... 
wherever you're at leisure 
Handy pull tab and concealed 
elastic insert^ ease you Into this 
comfortable tricot-lined simu- 
lated Leather slipper Resilient 
crepe sole with low wedge. 
BONE. CAMEL, BLACK. Full 
sizes: 5-10M 

OLD PUEBLO TRADERS 
Dept. HG9AR 

600 S. Country Club, Tucson, AZ 85716 

Sfnd SJ for our Laiest Fashion Catalogut 
(rffundahie wilh first purchasf) 

DOLLY DOLL HOUSES 

MAHOGANY CHIPPENDALE CONSOLE 
Foryour foyer or living room,choose 
this fine console of African mahogany 
solids and veneers in rich, burnished 
brown mahogany. Bright brasses on 
the 3 drawers. Recessed front. Frets 
decorate the front, in true Chippen- 
dale style. W 54 D 16 H 27 inches. 
$234.00. ship, extra. 
S-ntl   SJ.fX,   for   200   pfigf   cntalfio  Mhoiiing  i-ntirr 

.Jlrrlio.K   „(./.   man,,   all,.,,. 

Dept.  612.  Box 266. Concord. N. 0. 28025 

Handictafled, lully assembled, sturdy all 
wood and hardwood construction with luan 
mahogany lloors. All houses are lifelike, 
authentically scaled one inch to the fool. 
14 Models to choose from and all bright- 
ly painted. Also lighted houses and some 
with six large rooms, individually wall- 
papered and red carpeted staircase. 
Furniture available for all rooms in scale. 
Prices range from $50. Shipped F.O.B. 
factory. For complete illustrated brochure 
please send  $1.00 

DOLLY DOLL HOUSES 
BOX 65 GLENVItLE STATION 
GREENWICH. CONN. 06830 

(Colonial style house as shown $125 00) 
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SHOPPING AROUND Foi 
CATALOGUES 

THE   MARY  LIGHT 
Save energy and enjoy the cozy warnr 
glow of a solid brass or copper oil 
lamp. 12"h. Oil (or electric). An 
example of many other heirloom- 
quality reproductions shown in the 
48-page catalogue including ship's 
lanterns, post lights, tavern lights, 
sconces; also chandeliers and table 
lamps. All handcrafted. Send $2 for 
catalogue. Heritage Lanterns, HG98, 
Sea Meadows Lane, Yarmouth, ME 040 

KOWLOON  GINGER  JAR 
Oriental elegance. Pristine white 
porcelain with richly colored 
garden of handpainted flowers 
accented with beautifully 
handcarved rosewood stand 
and lid. 4V2"dia. by 7V?"h. A 
piece to be treasured. $39.50 
ppd. Send 500 for the 48-page 
full color catalogue of items 
from around the world. 
Shopping International, Inc., 
120 Shopping International 
BIdg., Norwich, VT 05055. 

CUSTOM  QUILTING 
Enjoy the luxury of splendid 
custom quilting. You supply the 
fabric of your choice for 
elegant bedspreads made to 
your exact measurements, pillows and valances. Send 
$1 for kit and color brochure showing great variety of 
quilting designs and styles of bedspreads. Carolina 
Studios, Dept. EHG-98, Box 191, Southern Pines, NO 28387. 

I 
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CREWEL  FOR   INTERIOR   DESIGN 
The total look with hand-embroidered wool flowers on hand- 
woven cotton from India. Cover walls, ceilings, shades, sofa. 50" 
w. $14 yd. ppd. Also ready-made bedspreads, tablecloths. Send 
500 in stamps for color catalogue, swatches, Gurlan's, Dept. G98, 
276 Fifth Ave., NY, NY 10001. 

JUNGLE CAPTIVE 
Majestic tiger to 
needlepoint is featured 
on the cover of the brand 
new full color catalogue 
(no. 3). Sixteen pages 
of fascinating fresh 
designs handpainted on 
canvas complete with 
kits. Catalogue, $3 
(deductible from first 
purchase). Magic Needle. 
Inc., HG9, 2200 Waukegan 
Rd., Glenview, IL 60025. 

NATURAL  BEAUTY 
Dozens of great ideas 
for enhancing your home 
with handsome maple 
hardwood butcher block. 
Dining tables, work 
tables, shelving, carts, 
counter tops (custom- 
sizes available) are 
shown in a 22-page 
catalogue, 500. Butcher 
Block & More, HG9, 
1600 S. Clinton, 
Chicago, IL 60616. 

DIRECT  FROM   IRELAND 
Beautiful things at beautiful prices. Irish crystal, pure Irish 
linen, English bone china . . . collectibles in European 
figurines . . . Aran sweaters, Claddagh jewelry. 
Color catalogue $1 from Stephen Faller 
(Exports) Ltd. Dept. HG9, 
Industrial Estate, Mervue, 
Galway, Ireland. 

SAFETY Is for KEEPS with the patented MEYCO*SAFETY SWIM- 
POOL COVER. You can be assured of safe protection to children 
playing around your pool. It will support children and adults in any 
emergency. It's on all-yeor-round safety swimming pool cover. 
The MEYCO'SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVER automatic anchoring 
system with stainless steel tension springs that lock it in place allow 
the pool to be covered or uncovered in two minutes. Leaves and 
debris cannot get in and maintenance is cut to a minimum. Saves 
on heat and chlorine and discourages algae. It's custom made to 
fit  any  size  or  shape  pool   and  it  carries  a  five  year  warronty. 

M> flo not ninkr ri,re,s foi  ahore-tjioiliKl eirruti]} poaU. 
end for complete information and free booklet on "How to Hove a Carefree Pool." 

IAFETY SWIMPOOL COVERS HG-978 
22b Pork Avenue, Hicktville. N.Y. 11801 

•Patent #J,»5«,«72 
(516) 935-0900 
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You Can Make This 

STAINED GLASS SHADE 
and hundreds of other 

Beautiful Stained 
Glass Creations 

Send 500 for "Getting Started 
in Stained Glass" plus our big 
catalog. 
Visit our Stained Glass Super- 
markets at: 
(25 Morket St. (Rt. 139) Rockland, Mo. 02370 
107 Trumbull St., Eliiobelh, N.J. 07206 

Mon./Fri. 8:30-4:30—Sot. 8:30-12:00 
179 Boston Post Road, East Lyme, Conn. 06333 

(8:30-4:30 Mon./Sot.) 

Whittemore-Durgin 
Box 2065EL Hanover, Mass. 02339 

'MINIATURE WICKER 1 
FGRMrrURE 

1" to the foot. 
Everything in the world 

of miniatures! 
Send ^3.50 for catalog. 

(p^iz:a:^2ffd. 
1510 West 15th Street 

AmanHo, Texas 79102 

Create more beauty In your home with 
a Mason & Sullivan heirloom quality 
clock. Save up to 70^o on niagnificeni clocks 
you can build from plans or complete ready-lo- 
assemble kits lor all levels of skill Witli quality, 
hand-matched hardwoods, Va" thick m walnut, 
oak, cherry, or Honduras mahogany. Precision 
imported movements and chimes. Solid brass 
dials. Choose from Grandfather 
Grandmother, wall, desk, man- 
tle and more. 
A Mason & Sullivan clock. 
You'll be proud how beautiful 
it looks. 

O Please send me your new 
48 page catalog. 
Salibfdclion guaranteed. 
I enclose 50; for catalog. 

Name- 

Address— 

City/State- .Zlp- 

Mason & Sullivan Co. 
Dept. BCI        Osterville. MA02655 

2! I 



m 
r The brand new, ^ 

old -fashioned 
ceiling fan. . 

$59.95 ^ 
We took $100 off the price. 
The wonderful old ceiling fan has re- 
turned. At a fraction of the cost. And 
with new innovations. The 60 RPM 
speed provides inaeascd efficiency 
of heating in winter, and cooling in s 
mer Plus improved air circulation 
for your treasured house plants, 
with the gentle 
air movement. The 
result: efficiency u.ithout 
distraction. 
Light-weight, strong 
and beautiful. 
The Georgetown Ceiling Fan is authen- 
tically crafted of durable — yet surpris- 
ingly light —resin materials, for both 
beauty and strength. You won't have to 
worry about mounting it on heavy sup 
p)ort beams. TTie rich wood-grain blades 
span a full 44" in diameter Drop from 
ceiling to bottom of fan is 12" with Ion 
ger lengths available on request. 

m 
Add a light globe, too. 
For only $14.95 more, you can have 

your Georgetown Fan with a distinc- 
tive 6-inch light globe, to add even 

' more function and beauty. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

The Georgetown Ceiling Fan is 
completely guaran- 
teed. If not satisfied, 
return for full re- 

fund, within 14 days. 
,' Order by phone. 

Your fan comes to you complete and 
ready to install, as easily as any light fix 
ture. Specify Walnut or Oak finish for 
woodgrain blades Or solid decorator 
colors: Yellow or White Call toll-free, or 
send check or money order for $59.95 
for each fan; $74.90 with light globe. 
Add $7 shipping and handling Or 
charge to your Master Charge or Bank- 
Americard (include account number 
and expiration date.) 

Box 2128-HG9, Denver, Colorado 80201 
Call toll-free: (800) 824-7866 Operator 92-D. In Calif. (800) 852-7757 Operator 92-D. 

Allow  4   WtPhs  For  Delivery 

ADDRESS   LABELS 
WITH   NICE   DESIGNS 

Any inifiol in Old English or Script, 
Pine, U.S. Flog, Gull, Palm, Rose, 
Saguaro, Any Zodiac Sign, Happy 
Face or Horse, Roadrunner, Palette, 
Spruce, Treble Clef. To 20 letters 
per line, 4 lines. Printed in black 
in)< on 500 whUe or 250 gold 
gummed labels. Two sizes . . . 
1 Vi" X Vi" for $2.50 or Deluxe size 
IV4" X Ve" for $3.50 -^ 50« post. 
via 1st or 40< via 3rd class. Specify 
design, size and color. Useful 96-P 
Gift Catalog, 50«. Bruce Bolind, 
29-L Bolind BIdg., Boulder, CO 
80302. (Since 1956, thanks to youl) 

throw (^woy fxtro 

Pillows 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Enjoy new 
comtoil with your back, 
shoulders and head gently raised and 
cushioned on this light, buoyant Foam 
Slant. Provides an even, gradual 
slope for more restful, healthful 
sleep. Better than extra pillows. Head 
elevation comforts diaphram hernia 
hypertension, acid regurgitation 
breathing, bronchial and heart all 
ments. Leg elevation eases varicose 
circulatory and swelling leg discom 
forts. 27" long. 24" wide. Washable 
zipper cover. Order 4" high for 2-pil- 
low users $15.00; 7 Vi " high for 3-pil- 
low users $17.00; 10" at $20.00; or 
12'/2" high at $23.00. Extra covers 
$7.49 each Add $1.00 postage & han- 
dling. NJ residents add 5% tax. We 
ship promptly. 
Send Check or Money Order to —       t   MONEY BACK 

Box GB New Providence, NJ 07974 ■^^P SINCE 1951 

GENUINE  GOLD 
NUGGETS 

Sparkling natural gold from 
California's Mother Lode in 
a beautiful locket. A unique 
piece of jewelry. Send $39.00 
to: 

FAFCO 
2614 N. Clark St. 

Dept. HG2, Chicago, III. 60614 

^^,.^—-.^-4,— "tSr"! 

ELMER THE ELEPHANT 
Adorable needlepoint pillow 

shaped In the form of an elephant! 

Or can be framed and mounted. 

Handpainted, 12 count mono can- 

vas complete with Paternayan yarn, 

needle and instructions. 10" x 12" 

-$19.95 plus SI.55 postage and 

handling. 

Needle In A Haystack 
Dept. H-30 

555 Citizens Savings BIdg., 
Canton, Ohio 44702 

RENTAL-PURCHASE Program Available 
Your STAIR GLIDE' installs easily and in less 
than 2 hours. No marring walls or stairway No 
special wiring required Shipped directly Irom 
laclory within 4 days. STAIR-GLIOE" ... the 
nation's largest selling stairway lift'UL LISTED. 
USED BY THOUSANDS: CARDIAC PATIENTS, 
ARTHRITICS, SENIOR CITIZENS. RE- 
STRICTED PHYSICAL ACTIVITES. POST 
OPERATIVES .and household convenience 
(outdoor models avaiUible) 
WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE AND NAME 
OF   DEALER   NEAREST   YOU 

AMERICAN STAIR-GLIDE" CORP. 

IS YOUR FIREPLACE THROWING 
OFF MORE CHARM THAN HEAT? 

Did you know that up to 90% of the heal 
in your fireplace goes up the chimney? 

Now you can enjoy the charm of your 
fireplace and heat your home or camp with 
the same lire 

Insist on the NEW ENGLAND FIRE- 
PLACE HEATER with the original STAIN- 
LESS STEEL GRATE, adjustable flues, 
left or righl hand fan and extentions when 

Boynton Associates 
Scotland Bridge Road 
York, l\^aine 03909 

J 
Tel (207)363-3003 
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ELECTRIC SKILLET 
Cook's delight in a 12" dia., 2\ 
deep skillet with self-basting \i 
Detachable thermostat contr^ 
heat from warm to 475°F. Imme 
ibie for washing. Three legs w 
silicone rubber feet. Instructiot 
cookbook incl. $65.95 ppd. Ca 
logue, 250. The House of Webst 
Box HGE98, Rogers, AR 72756. 

FASHION TO BOOT 
Glove leather with 1" stacked hee 
and padded insoles. Side zippi 
Overall 71/2" high. Have "Gail"' 
black, navy, camel, white, brow 
Women's whole sizes 4-12; N< 
row/Medium/Wide. $27.95 pi', 
$1.85 post.; over-10 sizes add $ 
Sofwear Shoes, HG9, 1811 Si 
Jacinto, Houston, TX 77002. 

v.. 4 :■ V'ACKY SLOGANS 
Choose any message up to 30 let 
ters—it's printed on cotton sweet 
shirt or T-shirt. Machine washal^ 
non-fading printing. Navy or potf 
der blue. S, M, L, XL. Sweatshiflf 
$7.99, T-shirt, $5.99 ppd. $2 extr 
for printing both sides. Free catJi 
logue. Holiday Gifts, Dept. 309-8E 
Wheat Ridge, CO 80036. 

House  &  Gorde' efi : 



SHOPPING AROUND 

'OUR  DOG ON  A  BELT 

)ver 70 breeds available on a belt 
or him or her. Combination of fine 
oft leather with famous  "Schen- 

Ker" dogs on Swiss fabric. Waist 
.izes   22"   to   40".   $16.50   plus 
;i.50 post. Free color catalogue. 

_ 'hone: 212/895-4989. MC/Visa/ 
'HE accepted. David —Barrato, 12-C 

'aik Ave., Manhasset, NY 11030. 

ELEGANT ./AliiTr 

Vanity chair swivels smoothly and 
quietly. Metal "bamboo" finished 
in Koch brass-plate. Plush, 14" 
dia. vinyl-upholstered cushion 
comes in white, gold, lemon, sable 
brown, or light blue. Overall, 15"l. 
by 15"w. by 25"h. Order ?TSSSB- 

15. $87.80 ppd. St. Nicholas Bou- 
tiques. Santa Claus,  IN 47579. 

MORE ROOM FOR PLANTS 

All-aluminum, minimum-mainte- 
nance greenhouses "open up" any 
room to sunshine and flowers. Add 
beauty and value to your property. 
Over 100 lean-to and freestanding 
models fit any site, every budget. 
Kree 48 page color catalogue. 
Janco Greenhouses, Y-9E, 9390 
Davis Ave.,  Laurel,  MD 20810. 

September,  1978 

YOUR FAVORITE 
PHOTO BECOMES 
A WORK OF ART! 

Decorate a wall 
showing the good 
times of your 
life with photo 
murals. Can be 

made from your favorite photo, slide, 
magazine or any picture of a froction 
of  the  price.   Makes o  great gift. 

14 X 16 $6.50 
20 X 24 10.50 
20 X 30 12.50 
24 X 36 15.50 

Mac* * WMta «u*)K*i** Or.tf ■) 

Any fulor i)hot<t can he 
enlarged, mounted and 
tiamed in walnut for only 
t wU-f the price shown 
|plus$:..ni) UPS ShiM)inK, 

Laminating  up  to  2' 

BLACK & WHITE 
BLOWUPS TOO! 

Add   50C   3rd  Class   Delivery 

18  X  24 »3.50 
2 ft.  X 3 It.   4.50 
3 It.  X 4 ft.   9.50 

ll*m Sorir AO C O O'• 

Dept. HG98Congerj, N.Y. 10920 

lOA-LOVE   BIRDS   .    .    . 
STERLING SILVER pendant 
with a 15"linkchain $33.00 
lOD—OPEN   HEART   RING 
. .  .  IN STERLING SILVER 
(specificy ring size) $15.00 
Jewe/ry comes \n gift box, 

catalogs available $1.00 
(refundable) 

RAMCO 
6 Cindy Lane 

Wappingers Falls, N.Y. 12590 

HAND-EMBROIDERED CREWEL FABRIC BY 
THE YARD FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
That fabulous fabric from India you've 
always yearned for, sensationally priced, 
direct from the Importer! Multi-color 
wool flowers hand-embroidered on nat- 
ural handwoven cotton for draperies, 
upholstery, slipcovers! 

50" wide        $14.00       yard ppd. 
Ready-made   Twin  $70  •   FuH S80 
Bedspreads     Queen $90 • Kino SIOO 

Table- 
cloths 

yC  round   $50 
9(r  round   $60 

All  priceii  pontpaid.  Money  back  ouarantee. 
ScndriOc in HliimpH lor Kwatch and color raialog. 
niRIAN'Q     276 Fifth Ave.. Dept. G98 
uuninii O       ^gj, Y„r^, N.Y. lOOOl 

ENJOY SOUND SLEEP AGAIN 
IjOck out the disturbing noi.se . . . 
even .snorinp . . . that keeps you 
awake all night and robs you of re- 
freshing sleep. Ear Drum Silencers 
are soft, pliable, with an easy-to-grasp 
safety flange. Slip them in every night 
and you'll sleep like a kitten. 
No. 124—Ear Drum Silcnctrs $2.98 

Mailing 35^ 

PLANT "NURSEMAIDS" 
Fee<l plants while away on vacation. 
Amazing wdcks feed moisture to 
thirsty plants for up to 8 weeks. In- 
sert one end of wick in soil, other end 
in jar or glass of water. Will not rot 
or mildew Set of 4. 
No. 200-Plant Nursemaids $2.98 

Mailing 45^ 

END SHIRT COLLAR "SQUEEZE" 
Collar-Extender button "loosens" 
tight shirt collars. Ends all-day "tug- 
ging." Expands collar up to 'i size 
larger for that "just right" feeling. 
Invisible behind tie. Can be trans- 
ferred from shirt to shirt in .seconds. 
No. 114-Collar-Eze (Sat of 2) $1.29 

Mailing 45^ 

SPLAHER GUARD 
No more grease splatter around your 
skillet. Three panels fold open around 
even the largest skillets. Protects 
stove and wall from greasy stains and 
splatters. Made of easy-to-clean alu- 
minum. Folds flat for storage. Each 
panel is 9'/>" long x SV'/ high. 
No. 400-Splatter Guard    ' $3.98 

Mailing 900 Each 

GET RID OF UNWANTED HAIR 
Amazing Lemos i*ermagon destroys 
hair roots almost inst<intiy—one by 
one. No wire connections. Uses tiny 
batteries (included). Home use elec- 
troylsis method is the same system 
experts use to remove hair permanent- 
ly from face, arms, legs and bo<iy. 
No. 108—Ltmos Pcrmagon $14.98 

Mailing $1.00 

PAGE SIZE MAGNIFIER 
I'age Magnifier is handy for looking 
up telephone or map directory list- 
ings, stock market reports, etc. The 
whole page is magnified at one time. 
Wafer thin and measures 7' x 10". 
Magnifies four-times (4X). 
No. 204-Page Magnifier $3.98 

Mailing 600 

BOSOM MONEY HOLDER 
Bosom Money Cache is your best pro- 
tection against purse-snatchers. Snaps 
onto the bra or slip straps. Holds 
folding money or other valuables. 
Plastic-lined to keep contents dry. 
With a fold-over flap. Washable 
nylon. 
No.   141—Bosom Money Holder        $2.98 

Mailing 450 

COUNT COINS FAST 
Sort, count and wrap pennies, nickels, 
dimes, quarters in seconds. Simply 
slide coins into 4 channels. Shows the 
totals as you go. No more fumbling 
with the wrapper. Real time-saver for 
merchants, cashiers, clubs, collectors, 
etc. Measures 4^4" x 6'4 '. 
No. 102—Coin Counting Tray $3.98 

Mailing 600 

No COD'S or Billing 

Anthony Enterprises 
Add 6% Sales Tax in California 

Dept. HG-98 
67 Second St., San Francisco, CA 94105 
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Christmas is beckoning     |/ ; \ , 
...from the pages of Sakowitz' 1978 
Christmas book. Memorable gifts... 
to dazzle and delight. Available 
in October. Send 1.00 to be applied 
toward your first purchase. Sakowitz, 

P.O. Box 1431D. Houston, TX 77001. 

SAKOWITZ 
'v 

TAG YOURSELF 

LUCITE 
YOUR NAME 

100 MAIN STREET 
HOMETOWN USA 

A must for businessmen, stu- 
dents and travellers. Sturdy set 
of 3 clear lucite luggage tags 
engraved with your name and 
address by Two's Company. 
$10.00 Postpaid. Specify white 
or brown print. 3 line maximum 
and 15 letters per line (includ- 
ing spaces) per tag. 

SOUNDVIEW PHARM. 
Shore Road Dept. HG9 

Port  Washington.   N. Y.   11050 

YOUR INITIALS 
IN 14K GOLD 

Your choice of two or three in- 
itials in 14K yellow gold on a 
stick pin, pendant with 18" 
chain, or a collar, lapel or tie 
tack. Shown actual size. Gift 
boxed. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Beautiful gift for all occasions. 

In Block $24.95   In Script $29.95 
Add 50' postage b handling 

Introductory Otter 
BUY TWO ITEMS OF YOUR 

CHOICE, GET 2nd ITEM FOR 
y> PRICE. 

Send Check or Money Order 
SPECIFY INITIALS. ITEMS. AND 

BLOCK OR SCRIPT LETTERS 

GOLDCRAFT, INC. 
PO Box204«3 Dept HG 78 

Oklahoma City. OK 73156 

SHOPPING AROUND 

«.   *   * 

CALICO CURTAINS 
Noiron old fashioned Calico in choice of 
red, gold, blue, white, brown or green 
background. 70" wide per pair with ZVi" 
pre-shirred ruffle. 24" L $6, 30" $7, 36" 
$8. 45" $9. 54" $10, 63" $11. 72" $12. 
Valance $3, Tiebacks $1. Twin spread $28, 
Full $30. Twin Canopy $22, Full $24, Sham 
$8 44" fabric $2.50 yd Add $1.75 post. 
& handl. Md, res add 5% tax No COD's 
please 

FrM Brochur* on rtquest, but sand 
$1 for full Catalog with 50 swatches 

Qualily & Salislaction Since 1890 

MATHER'S 
31  E. fHain St.. G')-S. Westminster. Md. 21157 
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I^MRS^ 

REGAL REPOSE 
Needlepoint a yellow and saffron 
Cheetah in jungle of rusts, greens, 
yellow, blue. Kit: hand-painted itl2 
mono canvas, Paternayan wool 
yarn, instructions. Pillow, 10" by 
10". Backing not incl. $25.50 ppd. 
Color brochure, $2. Peacock Alley, 
HG9, 650 Croswell St., S.E., Grand 
Rapids, Ml 49506. 

SEAT OF LEARNING 
Show   your   school   spirit   with   a. 
handsome bathroom seat display- 
ing  college  insignia.   Permanently 
and durably laminated. Seat color 
complements school color. Easy to 
install. Just send name of college, 
we'll   do   the   rest.   $19.95   plus: 
$1.85 post. Treasure Trove, Dept. n 
HG9, Box 176, Weston, MA 02193. 

WATER  BROOM 
Quick, effective cleaning for drive- 
ways, patios. Connect garden hose 
and jet sprays boost pressure us- 
ing 80% less water. Moves ground- 
in dirt. For misting, watering. Of 
durable polymers. $24.95 ppd. 
The American Water Broom Co., 
HG9, Box 14224, 2099 Liddell Dr., 
N.E., Atlanta, GA 30324. 

FINNISH SLIPPER 
Warmth and comfort in men's su- 
perwide slipper. Soft, woolly blan- 
ket cloth in rust/brown plaid. 
Lightweight foam rubber sole. One 
width for EE-EEEEE, 5-13. State 
shoe size. $12 plus $1.75 post. 
Free catalogue of over 100 wide 
size styles. Hitchcock Shoes, Inc., 
Dept. 106S, Hingham, MA 02043. 

Joao Isabel: 
It's the 
only    I 
name 
if 
you 
want 
the best. 

|-i-ld4l 7.9S 
\A/ALL MURAL 

RUSH 
FULL-COLOR CATALOG 

Enclosed is S3 lor your Critalog 
on the underslanding il s relundJibie 

with my purchase 

Joio Isabel, Inc. 
Designers A Craftsmen in Brass 
120 East 32nd Street. Oepi.H 

NewYork. NY. 10016 

PAINT BY NUMBER KITS ASSURE 
YOU OF PROFESSIONAL RESULTS! 

-N- Send 35c for 32 page full color catalog 
with hundreds of dramatic patterns... 

* And   a   free   Cerlificale   for   any   $7.95 
murol when you order any S14.95 mural. 

* GREAT FOR VANS, CAMPERS, ETC. 

In a few hours anyone who has a blank 
wall can convert it into a prime showpiece. 
Subjects include; Tropical, Oriental, Afri- 
can, Spanish and Western scenes, wide 
panoramas, race cars, animals,Zodiacs, etc. 
Kits are complete: pattern, brushes, paints, 
instructions, and Money-Back Guarantee. 

c*J\lagic (*j>Iurals 
DEPT.   HG-809 P.O. BOX 8500 

FOUNTAIN V/ALLEY. CALIF. 92708 

House  &   Garden 



SHOPPING AROUND 

ijaaDLiii>iuiiiini>>iiiniiwBtm   ^ 

-.,-^" 

iTTLE INDY BED 

fEasy to build youth bed version of 
I the big 500 racers. Uses plywood 
iior body and wheels. Frame, 88"l. 
Vby 44"w. Mounted on casters to 
tmove   anywhere.   Plans,   material 
list, $4. Brochure on other build- 

ing projects, 250. Hammond Barns, 
. HG-B, Box 584, 3130 Hardacre Ct., 
New Castle, IN 47362. 

■lo*^: 

^ 

i 

ENCHANTING FELINES 

Cuckoobird Book of Cats to cut 
out and sew. The 8 screen-printed, 
ribbon-tied cotton "pages" have 
fronts, backs, 4-pawed bases for 
three 5V2"h. cats. Stuff for toys, 
fill with catnip, sachet herbs. 
English import. $8.98 plus $1 
post. Lillian Vernon, G9E, 510 So. 
Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

NEVER TO RETURN 

For the female who has unwanted 
hair on face, arms, legs, we pro 
pose Perma Tweez. Battery oper 
ated device removes hair perma 
nently and with professional re 
suits, does not puncture skin 
$16.95 ppd. General Medical Co., 
HGE82, 1935 Armacost Ave., W 
Los Angeles, CA 90025. 

September, 1978 

WEISS imPORTER 

Let's cook Hungorion! 
You don't have to be Hungarian to 
love l-iomemade goulash and 
dumplings and sifudel Hunganon 
Cool<ery is the most complete 
Hungarian cookbook published m 
English Over 1.000 authentic 
recipes! Hard cover S9 95, 3 for 
S28 , 6 for S50 ppd Catalog free 
with order MC Visa 

Paprikas Weiss Dept. HG 100 
1546 Second >tvenue NYC KK>28 

NAME PUZZLE 
What is more appealing to a child than 
his or her own name? NAME PUZZLES 
are custom made for each child with 
unique, stylized, upper case letters. Let- 
ters are about 2" high and made of fresh 
smelling and oiled pine. 

To order send the child's name, shipping 
address, and $1.50 per letter (ex. 
"ERROL" would be $7.50) postpaid. 

THE  TOY   FACTORY 
Dept. G9; 88878 Coast Hwy 101 

Florence, OR 97439 
To receive our Fall Catalog of 

toys, games, and books, sencf 750. 

OPEN TO 

SUNSHINE, FRIENDS 
AND GOD. 

No   S38 -6" X 12" 

THE KISS OF THE SUN FOR PARDON 

THE SONG OF THE Blf«>S FOR MIRTH 

ONE IS NEARER GOO'S HEART 

m A GARDEN* 

THAN ANYWHERE EI.SE ON EARTH 

NO. 510 • 9" K 14" 

ALUMINUIVI GARDEN PLAQUES 
Your   loveliest   flower   gardens   deserve 
this    crowning   touch    of    individuality. 
Finished    in    black    with    letters    hand 
painted   in   gold   or   white.  Stands 24" 
high $13.80 

Send $1.00 
for catalog of Gift Items. 

wum&'k'mC^m 
tmoultrie. Georgia 31768 ■:- Ph. 912/98S-1312 

DETACHABLE / Tv''J.) 
CAPLET          '^'liimt' ' 

British Sherlock Holmes Style 

SOFT PLUSH \AAO.)LG^E 
.           in fashion feJI colors 

i'4 **« iir 1 

Vy HIGH FASHION 

/11 

' 1 

li" 
vV\|i|Ui 1 

r ^iV                             Classically Tailored  Collar 
«k\^                                       and   Plocquel 
ySi;    N^                          Matching   Horn   Buttons 

-:.^yr^                       Colors:   CAMEL,  NAVY, 
^^    ^^                HUNTER,  BROWN,  BLACK, 
^^^f^^                             "UST,  GREY. 

\   \                                                 Sizes 
[          \   \                                        SMALL   (5 9) 
\         \   \                               MEDIUM  (10)3) 
\          \   \                               LARGE  (14-18) 

/ MW" I \           \   \                     Price: $39.00 plus 3.00 
\            \     \                      postage and   handling 

I '"" ' 
1             \     \          Send  check or  money order to: 
\           \     \                  POSTIQUE - H-G 8 
■            \     \                216 West  89th  St., 
\             \     \           New  York,   NY.   10024 
\              \      \        Saiisfoction  Guaranteed 
1               \       \             Master Charge & 

11               \        ^   BankAmericard  Accepted 

4 ̂«s#!»-«4L- rW^eJ;—              Midi Length 

Slip into something elegant 
this fall like this tunic sweater 
from Herman Geist. It has a 
finished shirttail and self tie, 
all in soft, touchable lamb's 
wool/Angora/nylon. White or 
camel in sizes S(6-8), M(10-12), 
L(14-16). $49. 
Add $2.25 for postage. Order 
by mail, or phone 617-749-7830. 
Master Charge, Visa or 
American Express accepted. 

Name 

Address 

city 

State 

Dept. ZL, Hingham, Mass. 02043 

Stores in Hingham, Acton, Duxbury, 
Lenox, Osferville, So. Hamilton, Mass. 
Avon, Hamden and Westport, Conn. 

JOYCE E. NICHOLS' 

SECRET OF 
PLAYING BY EAR 

WITHOUT READING NOTES: 
By Lesson 2. you (beginners as well oS 
advanced musicians) can play must 
Country Music and many Hymns, and... 

By the last Lesson, you can play ANY 
piece, transposing and improvising like 
a gifted performer. 

NOW you DONT have to come to Ari- 
zona to enroll in my famous and original 
Course of 17 Lessons at Phoenix 
College; I revised my book to coincide 
with my Course, complete with the 
same words and pictures (mostly 
pictures) 

'When I practice from your book, it is 
like having you instruct me in person." 
said John Nash of Scottsdale. 

My students are from all walks of life.. 
all ages .. with or without musical back- 
grounds .. They all have one thing in 
common: to learn the SECRET OF 
PUYING BY EAR. Margaret Miller, a 
college music teacher from Tempe, 
expressed my sentiments when she 
said upon completing my Course, 

"It IS the missing link to music!" 

JOYCE E. NICHOLS 
7625 E. Camelback Rd., G 
P.O. Box 2538 
Scottsdale, Arizona 85252 

D Enclosed is a check or money order 
in the amount of $9.95 for your 
SECRET OF PUYING BY EAR book 

D Visa/MC No  

Name  

Address 

(Money-back guarantee in 7 days) 
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COUNTRY CHARM 
THE ELEGANCE AND MOOD OF 

EARLY AMERICAN . .. THE MODERN 
CONVENIENCE OF TODAY 

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC RANGE.. 
. . . authentic CAST IRON reproduction 
from original patterns. Combined with 
the Early American charm of this hand- 
some antique is the convenience of 
fully automatic oven and burner con- 
trols, and an easy-care porcelain top 
Coffee mill uniquely houses clock, oven 
timer and minute minder. Fits modern 
range space. Prices start at $675.00, 
plus freight charges. 

CAST IRON WALL OVEN . . . 
. - . Front IS CAST IRON .Mth handsome 
scroll design. The 18" oven is fully in- 
sulated and porcelain lined. Hearth 
door conceals all controls, clock and 
timer. Available in right or left hand 
door models. Price $395.00. plus freight 
charges. ■    ' 
Quality Backed by 35 Years of Skilled Craftsmanship 

Made and Sold Only by 

THE HOUSE OF WEBSTER 

il)l)li(inces 

1 ,t!t-!u   ,«' 
Old Fashioned Gifts" 

BOX  HG98 ROGERS, ARK. 72756 

Send 25( for your 
"COUNTRY CHARHfl" 

Appliance Folder 
and Gift Catalog. 

INSULATE   YOUR   WINDOWS 
With Style and Ease 

Wind-N-Sun Shield" Thermal Drape-Motes form a borrier 
ot eoch window so your heater con loof instead of pont. 
The elegonlly-pleoted vinyl-backed shields increose your 
comfort and help you save on your energy bills. They will 
also stop sun fade—increose the life of dropery—deaden 
sound—improve acoustics—or darken a room for working, 
resting, or watching television or movies. 
EASE OF INSTALLATION. Simply remove your drapery from 
traverse rod. Slip drape's pinhooks through Wind-N-Sun 
Shield's grommets ond rehong both on traverse rod. 
VELCRO WEATHERSTRIP tabs are placed on side hems to 
seoi out unwanted hot or cold air. 

for pair of dropery 50 « 84 H" between pleats) $27. 
Free brochure,  swatches,  price  list.  Mastercharge.   Visa. 

WIND-N-SUN   SHIELD,   INC. 
Box  1434EG, Melbourne, Fla. 3293S 

Tooo^ 
RETURN 

ADDRESS 
LABELS 

1000 gummed economy labels printed in black 
with any name, address and ?ip code up to 4 
lines Otdei S717 Economy Labels, box of 1000, 
$1.00. Add 20C pet set for 
postage & handling. OCn 

SELF 
STICK 

GOLD FOIL 
LABELS 

$198 
Gleaming gold foil labels stick to any clean, 
dry surface-no moistening. Handsome black 
printing and classic border. 1" x l^/J". Oidet 
PE128 Gold Foil Labels, Set of 250, just 
$1.98. Add 20C per set lor I Satisfaction 
postage and handling. I   Guaranteed 

Walter Drake 
3029 Drake Building 

Colorado Springs, CO 80940 

Flatten Your Tuininy up to 4 inches 

TUMMY TRIM 
Conctntratts Slimmini Actiin 

•n TuMMv •■! Walit 
FAIUIOUS FUTUtU   Supparti Tirf d kchint iact 
• Off tr en m ■ fifty 

itri Slrtn|1h. titrt 
(retch, all tiaittc 
ifln«tr «tk 

• Fiathtr liKhl. 
ctmylatili waihakli 
• Sytcial "na rail" 

mit/yctian 
• Eitra (laltartni 

ailra tlattan.ni 
• AliHili ta 
tvtri mava 

lOOK   TAUIK  AND  SUMMM 
fusi iiip on your "Tummy Trim Srirl" an0 feel (ike a 
•whole \t\ ot f^cM )roun| "muiclei" are flaltcrtmi your 
jtomjch. slimming your witttline and art Civlnf firm 
gentle support to you' lower back The citra support ot 
diagonal stretch fabric reinforced Mith luper tlcubte 
stays concenlratei pressure just xrherc it is needed for 

fortabie  slimming  support  you have ever 
ipen need 

Waitt till 24 to U • tt.95; 36 to 44 • S7 95 plus 75< tlilp 
pttig chargoi !$tati waist tlzo in Inchtt) If COD tond SI 
dopotft, pay pottman tho batanca plui COD chargai 
10  Day  Free  Trial  order  rummy  Tnm  Pnat today 
Wear It for ]0 full days   If not 100% delighted   return 
for prompt refund of full  purchase  Pff 

Honor Hou'ia Dtpt    I73TD79.     Lynbrock. N.Y 11163 
^^N Y  State rendenit pieaie add appropriate Salel re»^"^ 

"DECORATE YOUR ROOM" 
A Truly Unique and decora- 
tive addition to any room. 
"The Cutty Sark" built in 
1868, was once the world's 
fastest clipper. Model features 
carved wood hull, cloth sails, 
tapered masts. Metal fittings 
include boats, figurehead, 
winch pumps, etc. Also brass 
pins, chain, nameplate and 
stand. Step by step instruc- 
tions. $1595 plus $1 post. 

I'nited Tradertt 
Dept. 19 

Box 69, Parsippany, NJ 07054 

ADJUSTABLE 

TV POLE 
Hold your portable 
TV right where you 
want It without ta- 

bles or stands. 
Takes    any 
width,   up  to 
14" deep, 17" 
high.   Brass 
tone   finish 
pole     has 
spring tension 
to   adjust   to 

to 8V2 ft. cell- 
ing heights. Can be 
set Hi or Low. Real 
space saver! 
Prompt Shipment 
Extension for hlgtier 
ceiling, add $2.00. 

$14.99 
Plus $1 00 postage 
Writt for FREE citilog 

Dept. 309-8A, Wheat Ridge. CO 80036 

SHOPPING AROUND 

A  GREAT  GIFT   IDEA! 

FOLDING  VICTORIAN 

ROCKER 
by Charisma 

$49.88 

"compare" ar  
$80.00 Value by FLEXSTEEL 
Rich authentic fruitwood finished 
frame: Handsome antique tapes- 
try design with padded seat and 
back; An extremely graceful, yet 
useful, accent chair Folds for 
easy storage Add $5 for delivery. 
Delivered Anywhere in USA. 
(except Hawaii & Alaska) within 
3 weeks of order receipt. 

J.R/s 
2420 11 St.. Dept. K 

Columbus, Nebr. 68601 
MAIL   or   PHONE   402/564-1478 

USE    BANKAfVtERICARO 
VISA 

MASTER   CHARGE 
(fiive   Acct.   NO.   &   Expiration   Date) 

FOR PRETTIER WALLS 

Save on home wallcovering 
Stripes, patterns, florals, scenic 
solids. Some wallpapers are on 
990 a roll. Strip and scrub vinyl; 
$3.65 a roll. Many with matchir 
fabrics. Swatchbook catalogue wit 
97 patterns, includes 47 sample: 
250. Robinson's Inc., Dept. 49; 
Titusville, PA 16354. 

FRINGED MOCCASINS 

Cushioned inner soled soft sued 
leather moccasins. Blue deniijj 
color, sand, dark brown. Size 
4-10 includes half sizes. Hardsole 
$11.95; softsole $10.95. Child'; 
7-3, full sizes. Softsole, $7.95 
hard, $9.95. Post., 750. Specif; 
size, color. Bruce Bolind, HG9 Bo 
ind BIdg., Boulder, CO 80302. 

SPANISH PALM'. .. dried and preserved 
to list Indtfipitelv in its supple, natural- 
ly delicate form. Stays greenhouse fresh 
with no watering, no light, no care. Avail- 
able in two colors; natural fresh green 
or contemporary sun bleached leaves. 
The beautiful sepia brown, hand turned 
ceramic urn (pictured) is included! Each 
plant has a giant 3 foot spread; S17.95 + 
$3 post. / two for $29.95 + $5 post. 
Tropical Plant Institute, Inc., Box 21496, 
Oept. 16, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33335 
Portfolio: Dried flowers S urns St 

NO DOUBT ITS YOURS 

Wear your initials on a beautifully 
styled solid pewter bracelet thatip 
approx. 1" wide. Hand engravefl 
with 3 initials of your choica 
Adjustable so it fits most sizeS; 
Perfect gift solution. $6.98 plus 
600 p)OSt. Full color catalogue, 
250. The Stage Stop. HG9, 440 
Great Rd., Acton, MA 01720. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

■'.'jCPAFTEr' ("HMP 
ilv American style adds charm 

kitchen, dinette, playroom. 
irdy native hardwood, hand- 
van rush seat or the newest of 
; old cane. Seat is 17" by 14", 
"h. Unfinished, $15.95; walnut, 
pie or pine finish, $19.95. 

=* S. coll. Marion Travis, HG9, 
X  292,   Statesville,   NC  28677. 

A CLONE 

en though science has hesitated, 
u can now be duplicated into a 

• l:ghtful 22" silk-screened rag 
II with rainbow yarn hair. Face is 
jnsferred from your sharp, close- 
I photo, color or b&w (returned 
iharmed). $19.95 plus $2.45 
'St Be A Doll, Inc., HGE-98C, 99 
ince St., NY, NY 10012. 

ET EFFECT 

Bveaters dry in a breeze on a fabu- 
us frame that lets air circulate 

irough the net. 24" by 24"; rein- 
rced corners fit over metal frame 
lat's hinged to fold flat. Ideal for 
lockings as well. $5.98 plus 950 
«t. Anthony Enterprises, HG9, 
■ Second St., San Francisco, CA 
•105. 

sptember, 1978 

ORIGINAL WALLPAPER 
DESIGNS 

Handsome wallpapers are printed to 
Older on finest stock, many colors, 
designs or grounds. Matching fabrics 
ot Dacron or percale. Great oppor- 
tunity for coordination of room de- 
sign. 

6 rolls minimum. 
Send $3 for set of samples. 

ANNA-BELLE DESIGNS, INC. 
P.O.  Box 687 

Glen  Echo,  Maryland 20768 

CUSTOM BEDSPREADS 
Our service is to custom quilt your 
fabric and make it into a finished 
bedspread and/or valance m the 
style you select, using the measure 
ments you send uS- (Your material 
can also be made into unquilted 
matching draperies.) We also quiit 
your fabric so you can make your 
own treasures tablecloths, dusters, 
jackets, skirts, evening wear, ^^iti!f. 
etc. Send $1 for color bro- ti^cM 
chure and price information. '^^^ 

Box 191 Depi HG 98 Sou Pines, N C.28387 

LEATHER 
FASHION 

PERSONALIZED BELT 
14K Gold Plated frame with match- 
ing initials and tortoise shell back- 
ground. Belt made of genuine bond- 
ed leather with sueded backing. Black, 
Brown and Tan. Men's Belt 1 Vi" 
wide, V^omen's Belt 1" wide. Specify 
2 initials and waist measurement. 

$16.50  VALUE 
NOW  ONLY  $6.95  ea. 

+ $1   Post.  &. Hdlj. 
New Yorli Res.  Add Sales Tax 

ELITE   SALES   CO. 
p. O. Box 33,  Dept. A»l 
Brooklyn, N. Y.  1121t 

At Last 
A Refrigerated 

Wine Cask 
Designed For 

The Home 

$139.95 
You've seen the Wine Cask in restaurants 
Pine restaurants have been using the 
larger capacity Wine Casks for years. 
Now we have reduced the size to H"w x 
I3"h X 14''d, a one gallon thermoelec- 
trically refrigerated Wine Cask for your 
home. Enjoy the convenience and sim- 
pUcity of serving perfectly chilled wine 
from this authentic reproduction of a 
17th Century Wine Cask, The exterior 
is molded of furniture grade rigid poly- 
urethane with a hand decorated antique 
oak finish. The interior tank and fittings 
are of stainless steel. 

Maintenance-free refrigeration 
Our exclusive thermoelectric refrigera- 
tion system was developed for use in the 
space industry. Highly efficient semi- 
conductors enable the tiny thermoelec- 
tric module to produce cold directly from 
electricity. Since there are no moving 
parts in the module, there is nothing to 
wear out—nothing to replace. 

Precise temperature control 
Keeping wine at the proper serving tem- 
perature can be a problem. If wine is 
too cold, the flavor is dulled—^too warm, 
the bouquet is loo strong. Adjust the 
Wine Cask's thermostat to your favorite 
temperature and enjoy perifectly chilled 
wine. 

Many uses 
Of course the Wine Cask is more than 
just a refrigerated wine dispenser. Use 
it for iced tea. kool-aid. water, milk, 
lemonaide. orange juice—^any beverage 
that needs chilling It's great for mar- 
tinis, manhattens. bloody mary's. mar- 
gueritas—any mixed drink—for your 
very intimate party or your casual social 
gathering. 

A very unique gift 
An ideal gift for birthday, anniversary, 
shower. wedding, retirement, house 
warming, Christmas. Father's Day, 
Mother's Dav. A great executive gift— 
the perfect premium and promotion item. 

Satisfaction guaranteed 
The Wine Cask comes with a written 
one year guarantee. And if you are not 
completely satisfied, return the Wine 
Ca^k within 14 days for a complete 
refund. 

Order by phone now 
Your Wine Cask comes complete—ready 
to use—just plug it into any convenient 
wall outlet. Call, or send your check for 
$139.95 plus S6 00 shipping and handling 
for each Wine Cask. Or charge to vour 
Master Charge or Visa credit card (in- 
clude account number and expiration 
date). 

fridge 
319 WALL ST., HG9, LAKE VILLA, ILL. 60046 

Call 312-395-2800 Allow 4 weeks for delivery 
Illinois residents add 5% sales tax 

2  CT.   STRONGITE   SALE  AT  $35. 
The famous Strongite Tiffany 
6-prong setting in 14K white or 
yellow gold. Mounted with the 
popular Strongite imitation 
diamond with an Unconditional 
Lifetime Guarantee. Order today, 
(include ring size) only $35 plus 
S1.00 for postage and handling. 

FREE color catalog. 
Dept.3T, 2 West 47th St., New York.NY 10036| ,T1ie STRONGITE Co. 

VICTORIAN 3-D VIEWER SETS 
Invented in 1859 by Oliver 

Wendell Holmes, our hand- 
crafted Stereoscope is a hand- 
some reproduction of hisfamous 
instrument. 

It is superbly made of solid 
wood, with a rich walnut finish. 
All fittings are solid brass and a 
silk screened design embellishes 
the velvet-edged brass hood. The 
Holmes Stereoscope makes a 
decorative addition to any home. 

This Victorian Masterpiece is 
your window on the past. You, 

your family and guests will enjoy 62 3-D pictures taken between 1859 
and 1920. See gold miners on the Chilkoot Pass, visit the Paris 
World's Fair, Times Square in 1859, see the Cardif Giant, the San 
Francisco earthquake, Buffalo Bill, peek at Victorian risque, and 
MUCH, MUCH MORE! 

Included in your set you get: {1)The Hand-crafted Stereoscope 
(2) 62 old-time 3-D views, and (3) The 20-page illustrated booklet, 
"The Story of the Stereoscope" all for one price $19.95 ( + $1.50 

pstg 8i hdig), odd applicable sales tax. You love it or your money back! 
P,S. If you already have a stereoscope, the 62 views and the booklet 
alone are only $6.95 (■^$1.00 postage & handling). 

STEREO CLASSICS STUDIOS INC. 
145 Algonquin Parkway-HG9 Whippany, New Jersey  07981 

We  buy  old  stereoscopes,  views and  stereo  cameras. 
Restoration parts available. 
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THECATAIOCFOR 
COOKSAND 
GOURMETS    r   > 

WE HAVE THE lAST WORD IN 
COOKWAREANDGOURMETGOODIES- 7^^ 
EVERYTHING FROM ARTICHOKE 
PLATIS TO ZABAGLIONE POTS! 
Sn-nj i'6C /w' ivw- ^•,.^-ff..i .'JJ *>«iye catalog 

Colonial  Garden  Kitchens 
Ocpt   HGIC   270 W.  Merrick Road 
Valley Stream. N.Y.  11582 
Please rus»i me my new Gourmet Catalog 
I enc-lnsp 25C 

WONDERFUL WORLD 
OF MINIATURES 

A fantastic 80 page catalog 
of miniatures, doll honnes 
and dolls. Something for 
every pocketbook and 
every taste. 

$1.00 ($1.50 Mrst class mail) 

THE 
DOLL'S HOUSE 

OF WESTCHESTER 
Dept. HC 4. 24 Main Street 

Haslings-on-Hudson, NY. 10706 

Strikingly elegant, this bamboo serv- 
ing cart is both functional and beau- 
tiful, with two crystal glass oval 
shelves, 24Lxl6"W. Cart is all metal, 
fully assembled with no bolts or 
screws to come loose. Rolls easily on 
hooded ball casters. Overall, TTALx 
16'/2V/x27'/2H, Order either Koch brass 
plate (B) or Contemporary nickel plate 
(N). SOBC-24, $139.75. Shipped pre- 
paid   upon   receipt   of   order. 

SANTA   CLAUS,   INDtANA    47579   ^ 

OVER 25 YEARS OF 
SERVICE&EXCELLENCE 

SHOPPING AROUND 

INDISPENSABLE 

Engraved dispenser puts stamps 
at your finger tips and looks at- 
tractive on desk or table top. 
Can be engraved with three initials 
(specify). Holds a roll of stamps 
and is brass-plated to feed stamps 
easily. 2" dia. $6.95 ppd. Posta- 
matic Co., HG978, Lafayette Hill, 
PA 19444. 

HOLIDAY HEADLINES 

LIBRARY CHAIR 

For classic good looks anywh 
in your home. Reproduction of 
English library chair is of the fin 
construction. 46"h., 32"w., 34 
Beautifully upholstered in top gr 
leather. $467.45. Shpg. chg. exi 
Catalogue, $1. Bryan Robes 
Dept. HG218, Rt. 10, Box 7 
Hickory, NC 28601. 

And Baby Makes Two 
Baby bear is held lirmly by Mamas Vel- 
cro'^ paws, detaches easily for child's 
play, reattaches when playtimes over 
Ten inches high overall, handcratted by 
Dakin ol genuine plush, nonallergenic. 
surlace washable and safety tested Tots 
love 'em. so do big kids' 

Sptclly Mama t Baby Btat. S10 DO + SI 2S 
postaga Naturally, wa guarania* satlilactlon 

171 GRANGER ROAD 
MEDINA, OH 442S6 
(216) 566-8085 

PET mas 
Am sjms 

Removed Forever! 

Completely remove pet odor and stain 
from carpets, drapes, upholstery. For 
all pet accidents! Two 8 oz. spray 
bottles per kit (16 ozs. total). Specify 
'A' Kit (stains): 'B' Kit (odor): or 
'A & B' combo Kit. Must work to your 
complete satisfaction or money t>ack! 
$6.50 ea. Kit + $1 post. 2/$12.99 ppd. 

American Century 
135 So. LA BREA Ave., Dept. 1098 
Box 36277, LOS ANGELES, CA. 90036 

TELL YOUR CHRISTMAS STORY 
. . with Christmas letters. Your frienc 
v/ill welcome your personally writte 
(or typed) holidoy message, featurin 
photos o( your family, home an 
events of the year. . . skillfully phot( 
lithographed on your choice of 3 
Christmas letterheads,cardsor FrencI 
fold styles. 1(X) greetings and ei 
velopes, $23; with photos, $28. Guo 
onteed. Send 25< for kit simple ii 
structions to Christmas Letters, 291 
Pearl, Boulder, Colo.  80302. 

tm.K 
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GREENHOUSES 
Send today for my FREE 

fact filled, informative 
COLOR CATALOG 

Full size, home gardener, quality 
California REDWOOD greenhouses 

FIlKI'.STANDINr. MODKI.S. 
I.FAN TO ANrj rX>MKS' Frni 

95 1134 

THK GUKI-.NHOUSEMAN® 
980 17th Ave.. Dept. 11-J, 
Santa Cruz, Calif 95062 

For Canadian Prices & Calalog. write 
Heimuller. Ud . 12I9I Vickern Way 

Kichmond. B C   V6V1J2 

HELP FOR YOUR 

TIRED ACHING FEET! 

Spenro (R) Orthopedic Insoles .ire 
completely new approach to foot rare 
comfort. An extra layer of protection 
cushion and absorb painful friction a 
damau^lnE shock to feet & leps. Patent* 
"Floating Air Cells" relieve bllsteH 
callouses, ulcers & hypersensitive fee^ 
Sanliary. decay resistant, ideal foi 
letes. runners, and especially recoi 
mended for patients with arthritis 
betes. Waf-hable. waterproof, will nev< 
flatten.   Lasts   for   years! 

Only $4.95 plus 500 post. (N.Y.S 
residents, add tax.) Specify Mai 
or Female, indicate shoe size. 

Valley Surgical Supplies, Inc. 
RD 2. Box 194-P 

Kingston, N.Y. 12401 
Send for our FREE catalog! 

reserved Boston Fern 

Catalog Available - $1.00 

Once  a  living   fern,   it  has  been " 
preserved to last indefinitely and j 
remain    beautifully    green    with ■ 
absolutely no  care—NO WATER, 
NO LIGHT. It has a 3 ft. spread 
and  is  "potted '  in white plastic 
pot with detachable hanger. Send 
$12.95 for medium or $14.95 for 
large   (as   pictured)   plus   $3.00 
shipping and handling by checlf, 
money    order.     Master    Chfrge; 
BankAmericard    I include   expira- 
tion date 1  or call toll free 1-800- 
S21-5093. Sony.  No CO D.s. 

BLOOMIN' ATTIC 

HG9, 418 S. Washington St. 

Royal Oak, Michigan 48067 

House & Garo 



LOVELIES 
ain   thimbles   decorated   by 
rimmed in gold. l"h. Three 

delft   blue,   red   cardinal, 
Dse.  Each  $1; three  $2.75. 

ji iD0 post, per order. Walnut- 
wood showcase,  8"  by 3" 

,r   1  thimbles  $2.98   plus  $1 
Write to Cadlyn's, HG9,  Box 

Phoenix, AZ 85069. 

anita beck cards 
l^einbccr ©outic 
3409 W. 44th St.HGSS 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55410 

I   this   note,   1   thank-you   note,   1 
>e  card,   and   gift   enclosure   card 
color catalog including Christmas 

^s and gift wrappings to  me   I  en- 
25«. (Please Print) 

9l;t_ 

_Zip_ 

<HAND-PAINTED 
'PERSONALIZED 

SCARVES 

SHOPPING AROUND 

PET SHIRTS 
Any breed dog/cat/horse printed. 
Adult: S/M/L/XL; children: S(6- 
8)/M/L/XL (1018). T-shirt in It. 
blue, gold, $6.95. White, $5.95. 
Cotton jersey natural/color sleeve: 
$7.95. Sweatshirt, white L-sleeve, 
$8.95. Add 750 post. All-breed 
Shirt Co., HG98, 400 First Ave., 
Minneapolis, MN 55401. 

llSTPPOlCflL 
COMPATIBILITY PRINTS 

Available for the first time. 
Custom designed for you 

and your partner. 

ONLY $3.98 ppd. 

(All Combinations Available) 

I'olyi-sli-r . . . 
Cashable. Voui 

I.. Satin Boidef*. 
in a distinctiVL' 

:e of: 
own on  Beige       Navy on  Light Blue 
acl( on Wiiite       Red/Navy on  White 

desired name &. color clearly. 
*> ''.;   «./ . .'  hi,i   Only .flO.Uj 

'I'l ..-,(} /'ml.  i IlmiH.  Each Hciiil 
K or M.O. to: 

K  &  A   DESIGNS 
Box 128, Huntington Sta., N.Y.  11746 

V.l.  IW.   A4il  HIIUH  Tax 

...makes it easy to be your 
own Interior Decorator! 
AVOID COSTLY DECORATING MISTAKES. Create 
miniature settings for every room in your 
house before spending a cent for a piece of 
furniture, a yard of fabric, a roll of wall- 
paper, or a bucket of paint. Thmk hovunuch 
you can save if you really plan before you 
buy. Over 150 different furniture combina- 
tions for every room. Sofas, chairs, sec- 
tionals, tables, chests, beds, piano, fireplace, 
etc. Decorate furniture, walls, windows, with 
your own fabric and paint samples. Includes; 
3-D miniature furniture of solid styrene. 
Grapti Board, Walls, Windows, Doors, all to 
exact Vi" scale. Design and instruction book 
included. Created by Adele E. Behar, ASID. 
Guaranteed. Only $9.98 (we pay postage). 

Plan-rt-Kit, hC 
Oept. HG9      Box 429, Westport, Ct. 06880 

" '     SA0trXAIUU5   ■ 

/v-<T<4**i»y *arA   'fAfrt  AI///U 

UO 

How often have you looked at Astrological charts, Horoscope readings 
and Zodiac prints about yourself and tried to relate your sign to some- 
one else's? How many times have you taken a print of one sign and 
tried to frame it with someone else's? Now you no longer have to use 
scissors and glue to be able to have a compatibility print. DACO SALES 
now offers you attractive individually prepared prints which link you 
and your partner's Zodiac signs together with a compatible description 
of your relationship. Already matted, these beige and rich brown prints 
can be hung as is or fits any 9"X12" frame. These also make a unique 
gift for your friends and relatives. Satisfaction guaranteed or your 
money refunded. 
-■■"■■■•"■■ MAIL NO RISK COUPON TODAY • — ■• — —« — . 
D I do not wish to order at this time. Please send me your FREE catalog of gift ideas. 

Birthdates: 
Month Date  
Month Date  
Name  

I wish to order (qty.)_ 
prints for $3.98 ea. Enclosed 
is my check or money order. 
If after receiving my order I'm 
not delighted, I may return it 
within 15 days and you will 
refund the full purchase price. 
Total amount enclosed $  
Please specify two birth dates 
far each print. Use blank 
paper for additonal orders. 

Address. 
City  .State. .Zip. 

Mall orders to: DACO SALES, Dept. HG 
10 Via La Paz - Greenbrae, Calif 94904 

•SHADOW" THE CAT 
Is a copy of a cast-iron 
bootscraper inade 
around 1890 and now 
in Tfie Museum of 
American Folk Art:. 
This exact reproduc- 
tion is cast-iron and 
has screw holes for 
solid mounting. 6" x 
18". Price: $29. plus 
$1.65 shipping. Please 
specify item number 
PO2350; payment must 
accompany order. 

FREE! 
Our colorful new  Museum Collection Catalogue- 

offering exact reproductions of outstanding 
museum pieces for your home. 

AMERICAN HERITAGE MUSELM COLLECTION 
Dept   273500.4    Marion. Ohio    43302 

¥Oi.n-A-WAY 
TRAVELEn 

A smart looking traveling bag which 
folds in seconds into its own match- 
ing carrying case. The traveler mea- 
sures 18" X 12" X 41/2"- The case is 
a compact 7" x 10". Both are made 
of waterproof natural linen, with 
brown trim and attractive red and 
green center stripe. 

only $]0.»» 
MD res. add tax 

TIIK   VII.LAliK   VEIVnORS 
37 Timber Rock Road 

Gaithersburg, MD 20760 

briber. 1978 

50 PERSONALIZED 
IRON-ON LABELS 

Identify clothes and prevent laundry 
mix-ups! Assure quick return of lost 
school gear! These individual, pre- 
cut 2" X %" Cloth Labels can be 
permanently attached just by the 
heat from an iron—or they may be 
sewn on. 1 name for each 50 labels. 
(Prompt shipment by 1st class mail) 

1-Line Name Labels: 50 each $2.50 
3-Line Name, Address: 50 each $3.00 

Add 250 handling charge. 

ORIGINAL HAND PAINTED 
NEEDLEPOINT RUG 

color combination—rust,   beice,  ffrey,   black, 
white,   brick. 

8"xl4"—   $55 
24"x40"—$215 

S/iecial   colon 
S^-ufl    $',    for 

28"x60"—$400 
48"x72" $700 

made   nizea   available 
full    color    catalogue. 

Itrfunilable   with   J'nst 
Master   Charge   and   BankAmerlcard   ac- 

THE LIGHTHOUSE 
Depl. HG7, 2763 Glorietta CI 

Sania Clara, Calif. 95051 
rcle,      I 

I 

L-epted or .';en(l check or money rcle 
P' tage   to 

House of Needlepoint 
8S9  Post Rd.,   Darien,   Ct.   0682O 

203-655-8843 
Conn, rea, add tax 
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CEILING 
MOUNT 

Hanging Garden 
QrCCn^^rak will amve as a 36" hanger (white baked 
ena'tnel finish on sturdy structural metal) with complete 
mounting hardware and instruc tions for using indoors or out. 

Then youll arrange your own hanging plant center. The 6 
chrome-plated 360° swivel hooks can slide sideways and be 
added or subtracted without removing track. Create your 
own design — order several. Money back guarantee. 
36" Unit $9.00 (plus $1 00 shipping) 
3 — 36" Units $25 (no ship'g charge) 
Made in U S A Pols nol included 

Stands, inc. G98 429 WAGARAW RD , FAIR LAWN, N J 07410 

Stop Fleas Safely 
and Naturally! 

FLEA-TABS,   finally, an 
answer to the flea 
problem that works   -_^V 
without the use of    •' 
chemicals found in flea 
collars, powders, 
sprays, etc. 

FLEA-TABS      com- 
pletely safe and natural. 

FLEA-TABS   .. adminis- 
tered orally, everyday, will cause your 
pets' skin to emit an odor that only fleas 
can smell. 

Most pets readily accept FLEA-TABS 
as a treat. A lOOtablet bottle lasts 2 3 
months for the average size pet. 

Fully Guaranteed. Send $4.95 to: 
FLEA-TABS, Box 33-B, Bowling Green, 
Ohio 43402. PPD. Ohio residents add 23« 
sales tax. 

Master Charge and Visa accepted. 

In the tradition of 
Josiah Wedgwood 

Fine British craftsmanship 

Available: 

Wedgwood Green flH AIM  sm 

Wedgwood  Blue ^V^^^V 

$4.95 eoch  plus  75< •■ ■ ■ 
postage &  handling diameter   7" 

3 (one each) for $13.95 it251 
We  pay  posloge. ^gh   |^p„^, 

Polystyrene 

hgt.-8" 
irl78 

diameter 

*:183 

Send  checit   or  money  order   to 

Classique Specialties, Inc. 
Oept. HG, P.O. Box 341659 

Coral Gables, Fla. 33134 
fla.   res.   add  4^/Q   soles  lox 

New Zealand 
LAMBSWOOL 
PRODUCTS 

•Floor Rugs 
•Car Seat 
Covers 

•Medical and 
Baby Rugs 

•Stroller 
Covers 

•Toys and 
Travel Rugs 

-^   ■ . ' ■-'■': [irodiK !^ il^■,l!li^bU/ hv rniii 
troi'^ thf ■ L^md of the Colder, hk'ece". 
Fx9TS/ item Ctirrics the world.rcnoa-ncd 
"Wodlnuirk" pins inonev-back yL,iit<nit('C 
WRITE FOR A FREE COLOR CATALOG 
TO        MILLER DIRECT .MARKETING, 

BOX 29164. CHRISTCIIURCH.     _ 
NEW ZEALAND > 

Men's Wide Shoes 
EE to EEEEEE • Sizes 5 to 13 

More than 100 styles for ever-y 
purpose Top quality Sensible 

prices Not sold m stores 
Send tor FREE CATALOG 

Send FREE color catalog 

HITCHCOCK SHOES, INC. 
Dept   106G, Hingham. MA 02043 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

I ■ -Miirj>, APPFAi 
Ligtit Will sparkle from an attrac- 
tive crystal tiurricane globe and 
solid brass candle tiolder. Authen- 
tic with candle, $19; or updated 
with electrified candelabra base 
socket (shown), on-off switch on 8' 
cord, $21. Ppd. Globe, 12"h., by 
5y2"w. Robelier, HG9, Box 183, 
Villanova, PA 19085. 

SEW YOUR OWN 

Easy-to-use patterns for Fi 
pleated custom draperies. Ful 
pattern pieces, yardage 
ments, instructions. Specify pi 
one-way panel, finished width: 
60", 85", 96", 108". or 
(adjustable to any length), 
plus $1.25 post. Sew Simple, 1 
Box 16771, Irvine, CA 92713 

H 

EIGHTH 
IN SERIES 

$00.50 ppd '32 
(111.  Res. 

add 5%  tax) 

t/Tielni 
Oept. KG 201W. 1st 
Diion. III. 61021 

Use Master Cliarge: 
BankAmericard 

BERTA HUMMEL CHRISTMAS PUli^ 
"HEAVENLY TRIO" 

Let ttiese adorable i 
gels bring tiapplness 
you and send ttiem 
someone you love. G' 
geous color, 7'/2", gi 
boxed. Order now! Cc 
tact Trein's for back 
sues. 

CALL TOLL FREE (Outside IllinI 
800/435-7746: III. Res. 815/284-8 

FREE: COLLECTORS PORTFO 

KITTI-POT 
World s BEST Enclosed Litter Box! 

1 Easy to Clean 
SfT^oott^Surtace 

2 2 pc Non-breakable 
Fleiible Plastic 

3 Calsize 7   Hole 
too small for 
dogs & ct^ildren 

4 Lotsol Private 
Room Inside  

5 Carefully Designed 
PatenledSealtHim 

Q Large. 6   Deep Tray 
Litter stays in' 

7  Your Choice of FIVE 

PPEE'Litter Scoop 

We Guarantee it 1 
• Confine odors  • Slop litters 
• Keep children  • Hide wastei 

^'^"gso"'       .Let your cd 
• Help keep enjoy potthj 

your home clean ^ 

./9    matt .11 
■( ritfnorfif ■fp ctejn. Ad 

eg«o( 

I ind odorti 
Ljrgp rnough loi itt, domtltiCl 
Sui   21   I . 16   W. 1!   H. i 

VISA   CALL   TOLL   FRE 
1-800-521-2276 

HAUGEN Pet Products, 
Dept  HG-98 PO  Box 1986 

Prelty.KitliColors—»Avocado, Blue, Brown, VtllOW, Beige 717 W  Huron St     Ann Arbor, 

HANG' 

i^/ BY   THE  STEM 

SHOW OFF your beautiful sta 
glasses & mugs PLUS gam na 
storage space GLASS TRAX'S'a 
plastic strips that tiold any sli 
stem glass or mug — fits anywhe 
— installs in seconds   One s^ 
fields 3-5 glasses. 

1 or more sets  .   . $1.25 per $ 
5 or more sets $1.15 per s 

10 or more sets $100 per s 
Add 50* post 'hdlg.  per orde 
IVIONEY BACK GUARANTEE Set 
clieck or Ik^ O to 

THE IDEA CENTER, Oept. HG! 
373 Parrot! Drive 

San Mateo, Ca. 94402 

Decoratli:e Ceili 
Polished brass, anti 

satin black finishes. Solid oak 

with adjustable pitch. Eight models. 

Simple installation. Quality        ■** 

reproductions at competitive print. 

'     714 540-5920 
L      laeOA Logan Ave. 

bmpany   Costa Mesa. Ca 926, 
Write f 

free brochu 

Housa & Go 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

^jj^# 

HER CLASSICS 
nitial belt with double brass 
!S, tapers to l"w. in back. 
,: cordovan, russet, burgundy, 
ice. (Specify initials, waist 
(M1716), $22 ppd. To carry 
a matching fob, brass ring, 
r 3 initials. (M3002), $6 ppd. 
r Leather, HG9, Peddler's 
3, Lahaska, PA 18931. 

INTRIGUING GIFTS 
Decorations, housewares, toys and 
lots of other unusual things are in 
a full color catalogue. Its 196 
pages showing 2000 Items should 
answer all your gift needs. Let 
your eyes do the browsing while 
you sit in the comfort of your 
home! Free from Miles Kimball, 
227 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wl 54901. 

'MiSH   PALM 
and preserved to last indefi- 

, plant has 3' spread. Needs 
ater, light or care. In natural 

or sun bleached leaves. In- 
s hand turned, brown ceramic 
$17.95 plus $3 post; 2 for 
)5 plus $5 post. Tropical 

Institute, Inc., HG9, Box 
6. Ft. Lauderdale. FL 33335. 

SPRAY SHADES CLEAN 
Dirty fabric lamp shades get new 
life from sprayon cleaner. Pene- 
trating ion action lifts dust, dirt 
without wiping. Dries to spotless 
finish —invisible coating protects 
fabric, repels dirt. 8 oz. $3.98 plus 
850 post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG9, 67 Second St., San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94105. 

.||ATHER SOFA 
XII lence in both style 
[workmanship! Avail- 

over 50 Colors 
lop Grain Leather. 
i d back with loose 
cushions. H 30 W 86 

^-*' 

IE $1074.50 
I :e Subject to Change) 

rlnufiis rrtr.i.   Sii  COD. 
I   > ;  '/'/   Im    hii.cliiiii 

OLINA  LEATHER  HOUSE,   Inc. 
Dept. HG-50, P.O. Box 5023 

knry, N.C. 28601 (704-322-4478) 

~'iy' 

OPPOHTI .MTV 
tock up on a supply of ele- 
t name and  address labels. 

set includes 250 black on 
I l'/2"x'/2" script initial ad 
is  labels   [To  20   letters   per 

4 lines] and 125 matching 
I initial 1x1" envelope seals « 
use them to personalize ev /, 
hing—stationery,   checks,   to', 
itify   books,   $3.50    i-   post , 

1st   Class,   40e   3rd   Class 
gift catalog, 50«:   Bruce Bo 

29 Bolind BIdg., Boulder, 
'. 80302. fSince 1956, Thanks 

lYou!) 

ember, 1978 

Replica of Mi(l-1800"s this jtunniii;; 
wall clock will bring grace and 
beauty of Early America into your 
home. Shows bolh hour and day of 
month. \\\ii}\ i|uality 8-day spring 
wound prndulurii. Hand craflerl 
from solid northern pine. .Measures 
29" high X l^V2" wide x 6%" deep. 
Fully guaranteed! Mark finish de- 
sired and send ck. or money order 
to Virginia Haas, Box 1.31, Eliza- 
beth, IL 61028. Ill cu.stomers add 
.S'%' sales tax. Also free catalog for 
asking. 

regular   finish. . . .,$179.95 
dark   finish $179.95 

plus  .?12.0()   for   handling  and   post. 

THE SILENT WOMAN LTD. 
a cottage industry      _ 

P 
E 
A 
K 
S 

L 
O 
V 
E 

Grandmother's or Mother's Love 
Shirt. . . All your children's names 
in balloons on the shirt. ... A 
purse that holds all their pic- 
tures—changeable. Shirt or purse 
$45.00 & $2.50 postage. Our 
"potpourri of creativity" catalog 
is for your asking. 

The Silent Woman Ltd. 
206 state Street 
Ripen, Wl 54971 

RINGS   O'   WREATHS 
Wreaths for decoration and, or color 
accent for walls of any room or of- 
fice; a cheerful door decoration: a 
unique gift item. 
10". 12" or 16" wreath made with 
rich, silk-tvpe flowers, dried nature 
flowers and other dried natural ma- 
terials, ribbon, and fashion bow ap- 
plied to straw wreath; complete with 
hanger. 
$10.95. $12.95 and $14.95 ppd., ac- 
cording to size. 
Specify . -Fall; . .Winter; . .Christmas 
Specify Size; Primary 
color for Fall or Winter if desired. 

Studio  I   Interiors 
P. O. Box 757, 

Park  Ridge.  Illinois 60068. 

One 
of 

Our Kits. 
Some 

of 
Your Time. 
These days, many people would 
rather spend time than money. 
Frostline Kits' give you the chance 
to invest a little of both and end up 
with something extra special. The 
Aztec Vest is only one of 120 kits 
now available From fashion to 
backpacking, we offer you the 
chance to add something of your- 
self to every project. Whether you 
are shopping for gift ideas or think- 
ing of treating yourself to some- 
thing unique, Frostline Kits is a 
good place to shop. If you've never 
seen our FREE color catalog,' 
chances are you'll be pleasantly 
surprised by all the things you can 
make. 

Send me my 
Free Catalog IOOK at Frostime 
Kits  120 ways to Quality 

Address. 

City  

Slate- -ZiP- 
Savetime Call us (303) 451-5600. 
Ext 900 

IVIail to 
FROSTLINE KITS 
Dept.HG098 
Frostime Circle. 
Denver Colorado 
80241 
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A little-known fact 
about nonprescription methods 

of birth control 

None are proven 
safer or more 

effective than Emko 
Contraceptive Foam 

Write for ^: frfc informative booklet 

Classified "/ligh/y ejject'we" b\) the 
U S Food & Drug Administration (FDA). 

EMKO 
CONTRACEPTIVE FOAM 

Birth Control You Control 
The Emko Co. (Dept. T) 

411 E. Gano • St. Louis. MO 63147 

Please don't forget 

to mention 

HOUSE & GARDEN 
when writing to our odvertisers. 

Lilies 
Since 1946 

HUNDREDS OF WORLD FAMOUS 
GARDEN VARIETIES 

Our New Catalog 
Send 10^ for our Color Brochure 

and 68 page catalog 

REX BULB FARMS 
Box-774-K        Port Townsend, Wash. 98368 

Stark Bro s Fruit Trees and 
Garden Catalog FREE! 

Dwarf Fruit Trees, shade and nut trees, 
shrubs, berries, vines, bulbs, award- 
winning roses, and ornamentals. 
stark Bro s Nurseries & Orchards Co. 
Box A23S98 
Louisiana Missouri 63353 

I Stark Bros. Bo< A23598 Louisiana. Mo. 63353   | 
I;   Rush Color Catalog FREE' ■ 

(Please Pnnti I 
I Mr 

Mrs 
Miss  

lAddresS- 

jCitv  
IStaJe  Zip- 
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GARDENER'S 
NOTES 

Fall tip-offs 
Plus how to grow primroses, 
unusual vegetables, getting 
plants ready for winter 

Great potted primroses 
The 3 kinds of primroses—botanically. 
Primula—-grown by Mrs. Hannah Wister 
(page 140) are among the most beauti- 
ful of all pot plants. They're easy to grow 
from seed, too, if you give the tiny seed- 
lings the care they need to get started. 
Begin with pots of finely sifted, sterilized 
soil; 6- or 8-inch bulb pans arc fine for 
this, and they should be filled to within 
Vz inch of the rim. Sprinkle the seed— 
it's very fine—on the surface of the soil 
and do noi try to cover it. Set the pots in 
a pan or bucket of water that comes 
about halfway up the sides and wait for 
moisture to appear on top of the soil 
where the seed has been scattered. Let 
the pots drain for a few minutes, cover 
with pieces of window glass or wrap in 
clear plastic, and set in a warm, light spot 
out of direct sunlight. Seedlings will ap- 
pear in 10 days or so, by which time the 
pots will need watering again. Follow 
the same procedure as before, but this 
time leave off the covering. The seedlings 
will need water more often with the cov- 
ering removed, and at this stage of the 
game they can dry out and die very 
quickly, so repeat the watering process 
whenever the soil shows signs of drying 
out. In about a month, the seedlings will 
be big enough to handle, and should be 
dug out of the pots and planted in indi- 
vidual small pots or spaced 2 to 3 inches 
apart in flats. Now you can begin water- 
ing from the top, and applying small 
amounts of fertilizer at one-week inter- 
vals. They can begin getting a couple of 
hours of direct sunshine a day at this 
time, too. Keep shifting the plants to big- 
ger pots as they grow—they're usually 
ready to bloom when they're big enough 
for 4- or 6-inch pots. Seed sown in late 
spring should produce flowering plants 
by late the following winter, just the time 
when they'll be most appreciated indoors. 
Primula ohconica makes the biggest 
plants and biggest flower heads of the 
three kinds grown by Mrs. Wister. P. 
malacoides has taller, more graceful 
flower spikes. Both come in white and 
several shades of pink, red, and mauve. 
P. kewensis has dense flower heads of 
striking mustard yellow, giving a won- 
derful sunshiny effect in the dull days of 
February. To grow well, primrose seed 
must be absolutely fresh. Reputable 
seedsmen, of course, always supply fresh 
QPPH     hiif   Hnn't   Ipt  it  sif   on   -J   chi^lf   fr»r 

months before planting. Once the piai 
start blooming, they go on for montl 
even years, although the best flowers a 
produced by young plants. White fly 
their most insidious enemy—follow M 
Wister's method and apply Pratt's Whi 
fly Spray at three-week intervals to elin 
nate the pest whenever it appears. T' 
following mail-order seed firms ha, 
these 3 primroses, as well as several oi 
door types. Their catalogues are free 

Thompson & Morgan, Inc., 
P. O. Box 100. 
Farmingdale, N. J. 07727 
Burpee Seed Co., 
300 Park Ave., 
Warminster, Pa. 18991 J 
Stokes Seeds, Inc.. i 
737 Main St., Box 548. 1 
Buffalo, N. Y. 14240 1 
 [ 

Corn salad and cowpea! 
There's enough time to start a crop 
salad greens to harvest before winter si 
in. Lettuce of all kinds will mature in t, 
cool days ahead, and the various kiiv 
of endive and chickory will also thri'. 
But it takes corn salad to carry the sal 
season right up to the time your gard 
is buried in snow. This little-known lea 
vegetable is only one of 79 described 
Unusual Vegetables, by Anne Mo\ 
Halpin and the editors of Orgai 
Gardening and Farming (Rodale Pre 
$12.95). Some of the plants on the I 
are not really unknown, but relativt. 
seldom grown in American gardei 
while others are practically unheard ( 
Mrs. Halpin gives complete botanic 
descriptions of each, with historical noi 
and instructions for growing and usi 
them, both in cooking and as medicir 
Cowpeas, for instance, are known in t 

l^'iiltor   r..^ii.h' ■■   \ ac,^i->t%la   ..priti 



By James Fanning 

Kith as black-eyed peas, are easy to 
ow anywhere, and the recipe for 
oppin' John will make everyone who 
ads it want to grow them. The book 
so includes sources of seeds or plants of 
/cry vegetable described. 

4ashville in October 

section of the herb garden at Cheekwood. 

he annual congress of the American 
ilorticultural Society has long been a 
j'iding event in the gardening year. This 
ear's will be the thirty-third. To give 
3ccial emphasis to the occasion, the 
97<S Congress will be held in Nashville, 
cnn., perhaps the most up-and-coming 
ity east of the Mississippi. The spanking 
ew Opryland Hotel will be the center 

l3i Convention activities, and several of 
u' fine nearby estates—including Presi- 
ent Andrew Jackson's Hermitage—will 
e visited by the group. Most notable is 

' heekwood, the Tennessee Botanical 
jardens and Fine Arts Center, where a 
pccial reception for members of the 
lorticulturai Congress will be held, 
heekwood, originally a private estate, is 
laintained by a small professional stafl 
nd supported by the efforts of the Swan 
iail committee and other enthusiastic 
t'lLinteers. Convention dates are Oct. 
-10, and application blanks and full in- 
ormation about the schedule are avail- 
hlc from Florence Bayliss, American 
horticultural Society, Mount Vernon. 
a. 22121. 

Autumn blooms 
he days are getting shorter, which 

iijans that chrysanthemums and other 
all-flowering plants are beginning to 
iliiom. It also means that shrubs and 
Ncrgreens are beginning to get ready for 
vnter by hardening up their new growth. 
ill this is the time to stop feeding out- 
loor plants. Forced late-season growth 
s too tender to stand the rigors of win- 
er, and azaleas, rhododendrons, i;nd 
lollies will suffer if they're given fertil- 
zcr late in the summer. Contrariwise, 
louse plants that have been spending the 
A'arm months outdoors will benefit from 
Xing fed right up to the time they move 
indoors. (More about this, page 30.) 

Dove of Peace 
-one of 4 designs 

From the new Christmas Collection 
of Better Homes and Gardens^... 

a set of 4 Exquisite 

.Hand-Etched 
Crystal Ornaments 

\ . (Limited Edition) 

One of the holiday season's best gifts could 
be on the tree instead of under it. Hang 4 

-^A' superblv hand-etched crvstal t>rnamenls on 
..^ i^,^ ^'f^ \our own tree, or gi\'e them as a gift And alter 
^^•fetr '^* the hoiidavs. they make year-rcnmd window deco- 
• •— rations of unusual beauty. In designs adapted I'rom 

charming quill patterns, each t)ne is diflerent—and all are dated and 
signed b\ the artist. Set of 4, white frosted crystal. V V in diameter. $2>. 

Better Hoines and Gardens" Christinas Collection From the 
editiirs. a stunning assortment t>l'unusual gifts. Crvstal candleholders. 
microwave cook ware, kitchen accessories, and more. We'll send \ou 
the free Christmas Gift Guide with your set of crystal ornaments. Or 
simpiv send for the free Christmas Gift Guide only. 

Please send me   sets of 4 crystal orna- 
ments (S $25 per set (add applicable sales tax; 
$2.50 for shipping and handling) and a copy 
of your free Christmas Gift Guide. 

D Check or money order enclosed 

D Charge m\ VISA  or Master Charge: 

Credit Card # ^_ 

Interbank No Exp. Date   

D Please send me a free copy of your 
Christmas Gift Guide. 

Belter Homes & Gardens" 
PO Box 10272. Des Moines. Iowa 503.16 

_^,p_ U-481 

Nasco... easy to use solvents 
for every household need. 

Nasco means over 40 quality household 
products such as turpentine, paint thinner, 
paint remover, sealers, cleaners, oils 
and stains. Look for the dependable 
Nasco brand in most paint departments. 

LOOK FOR THIS SYMBOL 
ON NASCO PRODUCTS * 

BIRDS, ANIMALS, TREES 
AND FLOWERS ARE DYING 
TO TELL US .. NO POLLU- 
TION PLEASE . . PROTECT 
OUR LAND. WATERS. OUR 
AIR . . . OUR FORESTS. 
TOWNS OR CITIES. 

** Thcs« products do noi contain 
.    pholochemically reactive 

solvents and comply with air 
pollution regulations 

MATIONAL SOLVENT CORP 
Medina. Ohio 44^56 



TAIIfin»ERSPECTIVE ON DINING. 

A Carolina Mirror can enlarge or open up your dining room. Hang one to double a beautiful 
table setting. And get a true reflection or your culinaiy abilities. For more ideas, send us 
$1.50. We'll send you our new 36-page color catalog of 130 minor styles. And the name of 
your nearest Carolina .Mirror dt-aler T lu'ither. \vc can \v( irk dco irating wonders. 

CAROUNA MIRROR CORPORATION 
North Wilkesboro.N.C. 28659 
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BEST IN 
BOOKLETS 
Marvelous ideas to help you plan an 
shop are in the booklets below, an 
they're yours for the asking. You can oi 
(ter them directly from House & Garde 
—send for the ones you want today. Ju. 
fill out and return the order coupoi 
circling the number of each bookh 
desired, enclose $1 for postage an 
handling, plus any additional charge d 
indicated next to the booklet numbe, 
and we'll see to it that your booklet n 
quests are filled as quickly as possibh 
Do not send stamps. Coins, check, c 
money order may be used. 

BUILDING  AND 
REMODELING 
1. ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HOME DESIGNS^ 
Features 1,500 illustrations by national: 
known artists in a 260-page book. Ove«/ 
400 houses (all with blueprints available.'! 
Split-level, ranch, iy2-story, raised-ranc 
styles, plus a special section of vacatic 
cottages. Technical drawings for buildf 
cost estimating shown on 60 represent' 
five designs. All from Master Plan Servio 
Inc. $15 

2. ". . . BEAUTIFUL BY NATURE." A 2i 
page booklet illustrating every availab 
type of easy-care, decorative hardwoc; 
floor—from unusual plank and parqur 
patterns to old-time favorites such as Oc 
strip and block. Many of the floors may tr 
applied directly over concrete. Bruc 
Hardwood floors. $1 

3. "THE ULTIMATE IN OUTDOOR GOO 
TASTE." Brochure displays the full line i 
Warm Morning Broilmaster Gas Grill' 
Models feature multiposition cookir 
grids; permanent "Flower Rock" coal 
which save the expense of charcoal bi 
still give that barbecue flavor; separai 
burner controls; and many more. Loci- 
Stove Company. 

DECORATING 
4. BEAUTIFULLY UPHOLSTERED FURN 
TURE—72 pages of color and black-an( 
white photographs illustrating sofas, lo\ 
seats, chairs, in a variety of styles. Sever  , 
sofa styles are available By-The-lnch. Hei I 
redon Furniture Ind. $1 i 

5. ORIENTAL RUG DESIGN MASTEI 
PIECES. Couristan's newest collectio 
"Gem," can now be seen in a deluxe 2 
page color catalogue. Portrayed are 19 d 
sign/colorations, recreated from famoi I 
antique rugs and rare tapestries, m|r ' 
exhibited in renowned museums and gf 
leries throughout the world. Couristan. 3  j 

6. THE   RUGGEDNESS  OF  THE  AMEF 
CAN FRONTIER is captured in every pie( 
of the Rustic Oak collection from Harris( >^ 

House &  Gord 



I iiiture. Its 12-page, full-color brochure 
( 3lays this rich, deep brown-finished 
1| niture in a variety of room settings. $1 

MODERN    FURNITURE   COLLECTION 
;ins with an architectural modular sys- 

t 1 that can function in any living area 
h complementary furniture, which will 
ate to the system or stand alone. Fine 
leers combine with stainless steel and 

I ss for a modern ambiance throughout 
! living, dining, and bedroom pieces, 
ker Furniture. $4 

COLLECTOR'S EDITIONS. This cata 
,ue is an assemblage of wall clock de- 
ns and antique reproductions for those 
0 appreciate excellence. Each clock 
ist be of collectable quality in design, 
icution, and the excellence of its move- 
nt in order to be included in this group, 
ward Miller Clocks. 

"PRIMER OF EARLY AMERICAN HOME 
CORATING."   An   80-page   hard-cover 
corating guide filled with practical sug- 

fitions.   Includes  a   room-planning   kit, 
'corating ideas galore, and illustrations 
[   the   Young   Republican   line   of   hard 
: :k  maple  living,  dining and  bedroom 
rniture. Plus over 200 lamps and deco- 
tive accessories.  Tell  City Chair Com- 

i ny. $3 

lATING  AND 
NTERTAINING 

11.   FINISH DINNER WITH A FLOURISH! 
pnedictine D.O.M., one of the oldest and 
lest liqueurs in the world, is still pro- 
iced in the centuries-old cellars in 
ance by the same secret formula as in 
e year 1510. Small booklet contains 
any   delightful   Benedictine   and   B&B 

tcipes. Julius Wile Sons & Co., Inc. 

.. SOMERSET SPIRITS RECIPES. Food 
id drink recipes from such fine products 
Johnnie Walker Red Label Scotch, Man- 

inne Napoleon Tangerine Liqueur, Aal- 
)rg Akvavit, and Pimm's. A nice collec- 
)n of very special recipes: flaming dishes, 

frosty and party spectaculars, artful appe 
tizers, hearty main courses, snacks with 
a generous Scotch tang, desserts, and in- 
teresting drinks. Somerset Importers, 

12. GALLIANO PRESENTS "THE ITALIAN 
CLASSICS" AND DOZENS OF DRINK 
RECIPES. 24 colorful pages of liqueur 
drinks and recipes made with the new 
Amaretto di Galliano, Sambuca di Galliano, 
and the venerable Liquore Galliano. Fine 
liqueurs and imaginative ways to use 
them. "21" Brands Inc. 

POTPOURRI 
13. WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW ABOUT 
YOUR CAR COULD HURT YOU physically 
and financially. Fram Corporation rias pre- 
pared a useful booklet, which, along with 
your owner's manual, will help you know 
your car better. Your glove compartment 
is a handy place to keep booklet and 
manual available for easy reference. 50C 

14. "A WELL-BALANCED APPROACH TO 
BIRTH CONTROL." No one method of 
birth control is ideal for every couple, be- 
cause each has special birth-control needs. 
Safety, effectiveness, and convenience 
are all factors. Whether you're consider- 
ing Emko Contraceptive Foam as a regu- 
lar method or as additional protection, 
this booklet can help you find a well- 
balanced approach. 

15. WHAT TO DO IN TIME OF BEREAVE- 
MENT is explained in a 32-page booklet, 
"My Duty," from Clark Grave Vault, with 
letters of sympathy, poems, and other sug- 
gestions of things you can do when others 
turn to you in time of grief. 

16. BUYING A HOME? SELLING YOUR 
HOME? The National Association of Real- 
tors has prepared this informative sheet 
for prospective home buyers and sellers. 
It lists the advantages of dealing with a 
member realtor. These realtors operate 
under a strict code of ethics, assuring the 
most competent, professional, and ethical 
performance available. 

 Order coupon for booklets 
September, 1978 

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money or- 
der, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add $1 
for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery. 

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dcpt. 9 
Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017 

]$i5 2*1 3 4$i 5$2 6$i 7$4     8 
9$3 ]o 11 J 2 13500        14 15 16 

I enclose; $ . .$1 for postage and handling of my request for booklets 

( 
$- .for booklets circled requiring payment 

-is my total remittance 

MR. 

Name MRS.. 

MISS 

Address  

(Please Print) 

I    City. _State- -Zip#- 
Offer expires 12/'15/78 

StartAIamilY 
Heirloom. 

To see more pieces from the 
American Drew collections of fine 
wood furniture, send this coupon 
for your free'Cata log Catalog'' 

Name 

Address 

Cily 

Slate Z.p 

AMERICAN JLDREW, INC. 
PO.Box489.Norih Wdkesboro.NC 28659 

-                    A Sperry and Hutchinson CoiJipjriy 
I ^.'^ 

Colonial 
beauty 
secrets 

in our free 16-page booklet 

MiNWAXco, mc 
Dept HG98 
Box 995 
Clifton, N J 070M 

Send FREE booklet, "Tips on Wood Finishing'. Also, 
color card and name of my nearest dealer ■ 

eptember, 1978 

WOOD FINISH 

QEEED 
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Mexico City 
continued from page 58 

world of today's Mexico. Color leaps 
out from the embroidered blouses. How 
the women even have time to thread a 
needle is a wonder, when you see the 
daily chores of rural Mexico. Life-size 
grass huts arc here, as well as exhibits 
showing what goes on behind the adobe 
walls, the religious decorations and festi- 
val accessories. 

Look again at the huge monolith at 
the museum entrance before you leave. 
This is a statue of Tlaloc, God of Rain. 
The day Tlaloc was hauled to town a 
heavv downpour ended a long drought. 
Museum hours: 10 A.M.-2 P.M. and 4-8, 
Tuesday through Saturday, and on Sun- 
day 10-6. If you want a snack, perky 
waitresses in Oaxaca costumes serve 
Mexican specialties as well as the uni- 
versal club sandwich in the museum's 
outdoor restaurant. 

The Museum of Modern Art is also in 
the park, but we opted for Chapultepec 
Castle. Carlota and Maximilian lived 
here in the 1860s. and from the hill you 
can see Mexico City softly filtered by 
tree tops. Carlota, they say, would sit 
in bed and watch Maximilian go to work, 
down the Paseo de la Reforma, his 
Champs Elysees. Special is the Malachite 
Room. Open 9 A.M.-6 P.M., except 
Tuesday. 

We took a taxi for tea at "Snob," at 
Oscar Wilde 29-31. an old-fashioned tea- 

It's time we stopped filling up 
every square inch of space in 
our cities with new construction 
and start preserving space. 
Space to walk. Room to be. 

Protect the human and 
environmental quality of your 
community by joining the 
National Trust for Historic 
Preservation. Historic 
preservation means more than 
saving old houses. Write: 
National Trust for Historic 
Preservation, Department 
0606, 740 Jackson Place, 
NW, Washington, DC 
20006. 

room, perfect for pausing. Not on the 
tourist trail, it is decorated throughout 
in blue and white from china to fabric 
walls. With your tea or cappuccino (a 
Mexican favorite and they do it well), 
order the cheese cake with sweet cream. 

After you've had such a full day, the 
altitude of Mexico City might get to you. 
Remember you are 7,300 feet above sea 
level. The Camino Real has a marvelous 
free service for reviving spirits. The bell 
captain can bring a small oxygen mask, 
and after breathing deeply for 15 min- 
utes we felt up to playing tennis on the 
roof! We watched the sun set while our 
tennis balls flew high. An amusing expe- 
rience, a spectacular skyscape. 

For your one evening, you can choose 
a late, leisurely dinner from an inter- 
national cluster of restaurants. (If you 
show your tourist card, 15 percent is de- 
ducted from the bill, and you can use 
that for the tip.) Suggested by long-time 
residents, both Mexican and American, 
were the Hacienda de Los Morales at 
Vazquez de Mclla 525 (try the walnut 
soup). Las Cazuelas, the best of Mexican 
food at Calle Colombia 69-A, and Bel- 
inghausen on Londres Street for grilled 
pompano. (Or try one of the above 
restaurants for lunch on your last half- 
day.) 

We went to Estoril at Geneva 75 on 
the advice of a knowledgeable friend, 
and also because it was only a few sub- 
way stops from the Ballet Folklorico at 
the Bellas Artes. The dinner was splen- 
did, especially a salmon mousse, and the 
ballet a glorious evening. Perfomiances 
only on Wednesday and Sunday, so book 
early. 

Another choice, and an important one 
but we had seen it before, is the light- 
and-sound performance at the Teotihua- 
can Pyramids, 35 miles north. Your hotel 
can arrange tickets. 

For shopping your last morning—two 
government stores, actually beautifully 
recycled colonial buildings, have done it 
all for you, handcrafts from all over 
Mexico. They are the National Museum 
of Popular Arts, Juarez 44, and Mex- 
ican Government Tourist Departments, 
Juarez 92. I came home with a miniature 
cupboard shelved with tiny ceramics and 
glass for $4, and a hand-carved lion, 
same price. For more sophisticated 
crafts of silver and weaving, a friend took 
me to Dupuis, Fuentes 180-B, Jardines 
del Pedregal. What I left behind and still 
covet was a big snail shell of silver, 
curved and fluted, for flowers or cooling 
champagne. 

How-to-get-there 
Mexico City is one city that's fairly easy 
to get to. The following airlines offer ser- 
vice: Aeromexico—daily nonstop flights 
from New York, Houston, L.A., Miami, 
and Montreal, Canada: Pan Am—daily 
nonstop from Houston: American—daily 
nonstop from Chicago and Dallas/Ft. 
Worth: Eastern—daily nonstop from 
New York, twice daily from Atlanta: and 

Mexicana—daily nonstop from Miami 
Chicago,  Kansas City,  St.  Louis,  anl 
Denver. 
Remeitiher: You wll need a valid touris 
card to enter Mexico. Get one free froi 
the airlines or your travel agent. Proof c 
citizenship required. ■ 

News 
continued from page 54 
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are under an hour's flight from Orl; 
You can lunch in the south of Franci 
dine in Lyon, sleep at the Hilton. Aj 
Inter offers this France Pass for a wee! 
$124, or 2 weeks, $189. It allows ui 
limited air travel and also entitles you 
a special room rate at the Orly Hilton- 
$37 single, $46 double. The concierge a 
the Hilton can make car rental arrange 
ments and restaurant reservations al 
over France. Both France Pass a 
Hilton room rates available throu 
October 31.   Call your travel agent. 

Everybody—children, teens, adults-J 
seems to enjoy amusement parks an 
fairs. Tim Onosko's Fun Land USA tell 
all about 100 of these parks in 35 states 
He lists ticket prices, the best day of tb 
week to go, bathroom locations, the ruld 
about pets and picnics, restaurants, ani 
where to stay overnight nearby. Balla 
tine Books, 201 East 50 Street, Ne' 
York, N.Y. 10022, $5.95. 

On the road from Phoenix to th 
Grand Canyon is a museum that's wortl 
a whole trip in itself. Flagstafl"s Museun 
of Northern Arizona is one of the bes 
places to find out all you wanted to knov 
about Southwest geology, about loca 
Hopi and Navajo history and crafts, am 
about the rich fossil finds in northen 
Arizona. Look for a dinosaur display,: 
room of Navajo blankets, a replica of . 
Hopi kiva (ceremonial room), a collecj 
tion of Hopi kachinas. The gift shoi 
sells good Indian antiques, authenticatec 
by the museum's stafl". There are severe! 
restaurants nearby: Cheese Aplenty fo 
picnic ingredients; the Spaghetti Statioi 
for Italian-Western specialties: the Bo 
hemian Restaurant, where everything i: 
cooked from scratch daily. 

Many people drive on to the Granc 
Canyon on their own, but one of thJ. 
nicest ways to go there is on a trip orgaj" 
nized by the MNA. Write the museum' 
Route 4, Box 720, Flagstafl", Ariz. 86001 
for information on the museum's spe 
cially guided tours of the Canyon. Th( 
museum also organizes 2- and 3-da) 
camping hikes on various weekend; 
throughout the year. Spectacular geol 
ogy and Indian ruins are the come-on 
In October and November, there arc 
trips to Verde Valley, Havasu Canyon 
and Canyon de Chelly. From Octobei 
6-14, there's a photographic field trip t( 
four places famous for Anasazi Indiar 
ruins. (The Anasazis are the ancestor 
of the Navajo and the Hopi.) Reserve 
by .September 15, $325. For further in 
formation about museum expeditions 
write Richard McCallum, Route 4, Bo) 
755, Flagstaff, Ariz. 86001.—N.R. ■ 
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"JUST PERFECT"... 
the carpet by Patcraft 

with the good ooks that last! 
It is made of 100% DuPont Antron "III Nylon.   and the color 
shown here is "Merit"...a soft blending, subtle and 
intriguing., and just one of the fifteen beautiful and unique 
heathered colorations to complement any setting in your home. 

DuPont TEFLON 
carpet protector 

It's "Just Perfect"    you'll agree I 
kill  I  C     Ikl/^ 

Box 1087 
MILLS INC. 

Dalton, Ga  30720 



Of All Brands Sold: Lowest lar: 0.5 mg."tar," 0.05 mg. nicotine; 
Kent Golden Lights: Kings Regular—8 mg.'tar."0.6 mg.nicotine; Kings Menthol- 
8 mg."tar," u 7 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette FTC Report, August 1977.100's Regular 
and Menthol—10 mg.'iar," 0.9 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC Method. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
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Henredon Upholstered Furniture- 



made especially for you, 
when fine quality is truly important 
— and, when decorative requirements 
are unusually precise. Think of 
Henredon. Every piece of Henredon 
upholstered furniture is custom 
made to suit individual taste and 
interior needs. You pick from a 
comprehensive selection of 
contemporary and traditional styles — 

sofas, loveseats and chairs SL 

those seen here — or you can specify a 
to-the-inch design for unique space 
or functional demands. Complement 
a decorating theme by choosing from 
a fabulous array of the newest fabrics. 
Then join with occasional designs 
from one of Henredon's wood 
furniture collections for an interior of 

warm individuality and unmistakable 
quality. For assistance in achieving 
the special look you want, talk to the 
competent professionals at the fine 
Henredon store near you. See 
the many ways Henredon can help 
you create a home that reflects your 
personality by sending $3.00 for 
Occasional and Upholstered Furniture 
brochures to Henredon, Dept. G-108, 
Morganton, NC 28655. 
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Waterford. blown by mouth, tl^ 
In the ancient Irish fiery lead crystal     ' 

city of Waterford, now shaped by the sheei 
as in centuries past, will of the artist, 
men struggle with all Every single fac^ 
their breath to capture i^u^u hanc^withi 
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heart, just the way 
museum pieces 
were created in the 
distant past. 

Allying legend, 
Waterford inspired 
this verse in the 
year 1790. 

The shop fs now 
completely stored 

With choicest glass 
from Waterjord— 

Decanters. Rummer. 
Drams and Masons. 

Flutes. Hob Nobs. Crofts 
and Finger Basons 

Proof Bottles. Goblets. 
Cans and Wines. 

Punch Juggs. Liqueun 
and Gardeuins 

Today we might 
add another couplet: 

Crystal Lamps and 
Chandeliers- 

Shining Lights that haue 
no peers 

An investment in 

art, Waterford lights 
up your life as you live 
with it. Yet grows more 
valuable with the 
passing years. 

Visit the Waterford 
Gallery at the important 
store in your area. 

Or write for free booklet 
Waterford Crystal 
225 Fifth Avenue, 
New York 10010 

Isn't it time you 
began to invest in 
signed works of art 
by Waterford? 

alerfac 
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The KitchenAid 
Compactor. 

YJVCU say it's worth it* 
10 times aday. 

Once you St enjoyed the conven- 
ience of a rugged KitchenAid trash 
compactor, you'll never want to be 
w ithout it 

It squeezes a week's trash into 
one small load 

And it has exclusive convenience 
features that'll prove their worth 
many times a day 

Only the KitchenAid compactor 
has a Litter Bin® door for quick 
throwaways, an activated charcoal 
fi'ter that eliminates odors, and a 
Filt-Away basket that can be used 
with or without trash bags 

The KitchenAid trash compactor 
makes things so convenient, you'll 
say it's worth it 10 times a day, 
7 days a week 

KitchenAid. 
Because it^s worth it. 

Hobarc Corooration, Troy, Ohio 45374 
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Energy update: Low tech building. By Jim Morgan 
Thinking machines for every room 
The woodstove comes back. By Amy Semmes 
Home improvement ideas for the house fixer 
Decorating—for the way you live 
Idea booklets 
Decorate it yourself; On the light track 

By Stephen and Mary Cole 
Decorating for small-space living 
How to live with the arts you love 
Living with art: The impact of books, paintings, sculpture 

in a modern environment 
Living with art: The graphic color of quilts in an all-white room 
Living with art: The drama of collectors' furniture in a city 
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Living with light—a terrific family house designed 

to catch the sun 
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for all these years, we've been quietly 
\A/Qiting for you to arrive. 

Bottled in Gafiada. Preferred throughout the world, 
Enjoy our quality in moderation. 

' Canadian whisky.;A blend ot GiniVdci'^ finest whiskies, b years old. 86.8 Prcxjf..Seagram Distillers Co., N.Y.C. 



How do you impress them with your sweet innocent skirf 



now that you're over 30? 

It was easy enough when you were sixteen or even 25. 
But now that you're neither, perhaps you need the 

C.H.R. Concentrates, for the freshness and endearing 
smoothness of young-looking skin. Because only the 

C.H.R. Concentrates contain the collagen/protein system with 
100% pure stabilized soluble collagen. Collagen is an 
ingredient of lovely young skin. What that means is 
something quite promising for your skin right now. 

The C.H.R. Concentrates 
Only from Ultima II - Charles Revson. 

C.H.R. Moisture Concentrate. C.H.R Moisture Creme Concentrate, C H R Night Creme Concentrate. 



This clock IS a work of moving 
sculpture. One that will become 
the focal point of any room you 
choose. 

The great lyre pendulum disk 
is suspended from alternating 
bars of chrome and brass 

The moving pendulum—and 
the gleaming ijrass weights- 
are reflected in a mirror. 

All, including the ivory porce- 

lain dial vwiih .to brass bezel, are 
enclosed in glass. 

Contrast is provided by the 
rich ebony case and polished 
chrome door frame. 

The cable wound eight-day 
movement strikes on the half 
hour and counts on the hour 

Ask your Howard Miller 
dealer for the Contemporary 
Regulator 

Howard Miller Clock Co. 
® X Zeelancl Michigan 49464 
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On the cover: An upbeat young 
bedroom full of pretty ideas, i 
Big bright squares handpainteij 
on the floor give it scale and 
surprise; rattan tables, a 
cane-framed mirror, and a 
basketful of firewood bring a 
breath of country in. 
"Water Flower" sheet colors 
bloom again in botanical plated 
streaks of ribbon on the .; 
curtains, and lots of zinnias. A * 
secret: The fireplace is hand-   I 
spackled with a sponge to mak* 
trompe I'oeil tile framed by the; 
white wooden mantel. Room 
design by William Hodgins of   ' 
Boston. Bed by Namaco 
industries; sheets by Jay Yang j 
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paint by Sherwin-Williams. 
Painting by David Salomon. 
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These classic Gorham Sterling Originals 
are the latest thing in dining. 

Many people donV know they were introdiieed over 60 years a^o. 
Many things have changed in the last 60 years. But 
one thing hasn't. An investment in a true work of art 
will always endure...like Gorham Sterling Originals. 
These are some of Gorham's oldest and most famous 
designs. They are true works of art in sterling whose 
timeless beauty has made them even more popular 
today than when they were first introduced. 

But timeless beauty is only one of the distinct qual- 
ities that will safeguard your investment in Gorham 
Sterling. Incomparable craftsmanship is another. Each 
Original is made of solid sterling silver, a precious 

metal that's becoming scarcer. Gorham uses this trea- 
sured silver to create a total design concept for each 
of its Originals. A concept with perfect balance be- 
tween ornamentation, shape, and function. Each curve, 
line, or flower of every Gorham Original is executed 
with the same painstaking attention to detail on the 
back as it is on the front. 
The Gorham Hallmark has represented the pride of 
the silversmith's art since 1831. It says your Sterling 
is the ultimate in beauty craftsmanship, and value. 

Isn't it time you owned a Gorham Original? 
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This month: Julia Child is back and cooking for company; 
bargain-hunting by computer; 
precious minerals in yourdiet| 
Christo's 'wrap" in Kansas Cil IVING 

Good news 
about crafts 
Professional craftsmen and 
impassioned collectors 
need up-to-date informa- 
tion about their field just 
like any executive, re- 
searcher, or artist. The 
closest thing to a national 
crafts calendar/publication 
available to the public is a 
newspaper called the 
Good fellow Review o] 
Crafts. Published six times 
a year, with a book pro- 
duced every other fall. The 
Goodfellow Catalogue of 
Wonderful Things, the pa- 
per offers a nationwide 
view of what's happening 
across the country from 
fairs and exhibits to book 
reviews and classified ads 
for craftsmen. Articles in 
the May-April 1978 is- 
sue featured subjects such 
as tax laws and studio 

workshops, show- 
manship at 
national 

fairs, the 
pros and cons 
of making 
your own 
tools, and the 
joys and chal- 
lenges of start- 
ing a school 

for pot- 
ters. S8 

for 

Goodfellow 
Beview 
°<Crahs 

SHEUEY WEISS 

six   issues   each 
year.   Christo- 
pher Wcills, left, 
says   that   The 
Goodfellow Cat- 
alogue grew out 
of   a   need   to 
make a perman- 
ent    reference 

book. Write The Goodfel- 
low Catalogue, Box 4520, 
Berkeley, Calif. 94704. 
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Inflation fight 
Everybody loves a sale. 
The fact that sales occur at 
regular intervals inspired a 
marketing research com- 
pany called Leuctra to do 
a two-year study into the 
discount patterns of some 
42 retail industries. The re- 
sult is this handy, 5'/i-inch 
"Bargain Calculator." It is 
designed to help you deter- 

er 
mine when the best time is 
to buy things, and the dis- 
counts you can profit from 
—18 to 60 percent. "Suc- 
cessful bargain hunting," 
says Marcella Somerville, 
president of Leuctra, "is a 
matter of knowing how to 
buy." $2.98 ppd. Leuctra 
Research, Box 252, Addi- 
son, III. 60101. 

GARDEN ART 
Thyme time 
Thyme   is   one   of   tho.se 
splendid all-purpose herbs. 
Once the symbol of brav- 
ery, used as incense and 
a disinfectant as well 
as in the culinary arts, 
today it is relegated pri- 
marily to occasional ser- 
vice as a flavoring for 
stuffing. Used spar- 
ingly in broths, chow- 
ders, pork or lamb dish- 
es,    particularly    roasts 
thereof, it adds a deep, 
earthy note to the gusta- 
tory ensemble of a dish. 

There are several varie- 
ties of thyme. Grown for 
the table, Thymus serphyl- 
lun^ is a creeping species 
that   makes   a   naturally 
fragrant    ground-covering SHEILA  CAMERA 

on sunny, gravelly slopes 
in the northeastern part of 
the   country.   It   can   be 
sprawly    indoors   when 
grown as a pot plant, but 
then, sometimes it's not. If 
you   know  someone  who'" 
has an unusually full pot of 

thyme,   ask   for  a 
cutting.   Or   try 

growing it in a hang- 
ing basket  where  its 

creeping habit can 
at least be put to 
good visual use. 

Thymus vulgar- 
is,  from  a  some- 

what    more   southerly 
habitat, grows shrub-like, 

does well in a sunny win- 
dow.  It  likes  rather lean 
soil with a touch of lime, 
maximum sunshine, good 
pot drainage and tempera- 
tures  on  the  cool  side. 

RICHARD LANCER 

Doing it 
by the book 
This fall, Public Broadcast- 
ing stations across the 
country will again be fea- 
turing famed chef and au- 
thor Julia Child. Shortly 
after her new show goes on 
the air, her new cookbook, 
Julia Child & Company, 
will be in the bookstores. 
It contains the menus and 
recipes she'll be demon- 
strating on her show. The 
cookbook concentrates 
primarily on menus for en- 
tertaining: a dinner party, 

a birthday party, a buffet, 
a picnic, and a cocktail 
party describe some of the 
subjects of the 13-part 
show. The book also in- 

cludes marketing lists and 
suggestions for equipment 
for doing big jobs. Oct. 7; 
book $15 cloth: $8.95 pa- 
perback (Knopf). 



Crafted in cherry by the hands of Harden. 

The John Goddard Chest, reproduced from the classic design of a great Rhode Island cabinetmaker. 
For our 160-page catalog and name of store near you send $5.00 to Harden Furniture, Dept. 34, McConnellsville, N.Y. 13401. 

Makers of fine furniture since 1865 

October. 1978 



Flower Dream' © by Barbara Brody Actual size 



SOMETIMES OUR FLOWERS SEEM TO BE SCATTERED ABOUT 
AS IF BY CHANCE. ACTUALLY IT'S BY PURE DESIGN. 

MARTEX 

If you took a bouquet of beautiful flowers 
and casually scattered them on thie ground, 
thiey'd still look beautiful. It's almost as if Nature 
can do no wrong. 

But it's different with fabric. 
Here, we place our flowers on a pure white 

ground carefully. Deliberately. And that's why it 
looks as if...well, as if it just happened. 

Sheets and pillowcases in 50% Dacron" 
polyester/50% cotton. Also comforters, towels, 
shower curtains and accessories. 

For decorating with sheets and towels, send 
for our new magazine "Patterns for Living," "Vol. II 
Mail $1,50 to; Martex, PO. Box 610A 
West Point, Georgia 31833 

WCMPlillll 
Hi'|)|im-ll 

MARTEX? WE DESIGN FABRICS THAT HAPPEN TO BE SHEETS. 
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Nutrition 
ne^s 
A new listing of the RDA, 
the Recommended Dietary 
Allowances, is due to be 
published by the Food and 
Nutrition Board of the Na- 
tional Research Coimcil 
next spring and a quick 
preview reveals an entry of 
six trace minerals that the 
board has determined 
should be included in your 
diet. They are: 
Selenium—found in most 
foods; 
Chromium—whole grains, 
brewer's yeast; 
Copper—nuts, shellfish; 
Manganese—nuts,    whole 
grains, fruits, vegetables: 
Fluorine—water, tea; 
Molybdenum—most foods. 
"Research   has  confirmed 
that these six minerals are 
essential   nutrients,"   says 
the Board's Executive Sec- 
retary   Dr.   Myrtle   L. 
Brown. 

Picture parade 
What's in a work of art? An 
artist's vision reflected in 
his creation? Or, the "real 
world" which we explore 
through art? The question 
intrigues John Szarkowski, 
head of the Department of 
Photography at New 
York's Museum of Mod- 
ern Art. He's confronting 
this issue in an exhibit 
called "Mirrors and Win- 
dows: American Pho- 
tography since 1960." 
Szarkowski has brought to- 
gether the work of more 

MARK COHEN 

than 200 contemporary 
photographers such as Di- 
ane Arbus, Ed Ruscha, 
Elliott Erwitt. The show is 
funded by grants from 
Philip Morris and the Na- 
tional Endowment for the 
Arts. It will be in New 
York through October 2, 
then travel: Cleveland, 
Nov. 13; Minneapolis, 
Jan. 29; Louisville, Apr. ^ 
l,S.F.,May29;Cham- ^ 
paign, Aug. 19; Rich- 
mond, Nov. 22; Mil- 
waukee, Jan. 10, "80. 

Small is 
delicious 
If your mind draws a blanS 
when  faced  with  a  waE 
filled   with   wines,   here'S 
help—pocket-size.     Hugh\ 
Johnson's Pocket Encyclo4 
pedia of Wine is a plastic^ 
covered     8-by-33/4-incF 
gem which, in the author's! 
words,  "is an exercise 
crowding   angels   on   the 
head   of   a   pin."   Every- 
thing's here to help  yoal 
choose    the    right   winej 
Wines from France, Ger- 
many, Italy, Spain, Portu-j 
gal,   Switzerland,   Greece,! 
Yugoslavia, California are 
ranked, evaluated in terms' 
of taste, color, and value. 
Includes   estate,   shipper. 
$3.95.   A   Fireside   Book, 
Simon and Schuster. 

Whence ^cker? 
known piece of wicker is a Everything you always 

wanted to know about 
wicker but didn't know 
who to ask ... is the topic 
of a new book by Patricia 
Corbin called All About 
Wicker. She's even includ- 
ed a history of wicker fur- 
niture. For example, did 
you know that the oldest 

Syrian hassock woven in 
2600 B.C.? Ms. Corbin has 
also included many color 
illustrations of what she 
considers to be good use of 
wicker in decorating today. 
All About Wicker, pub- 
lished by E.P. Dutton, 
$8.95, at bookstores soon. 

lawaiy The situation's under 
A 'yellow brick road" will 
soon be built in Kansas 
City, but it's purely coinci- 
dental that the creator/ 
artist has just seen The 
Wizard oj Oz. Christo, the 
Bulgarian-born artist with 
a flair for wrapping, has 
just received permission to 
wrap the walkways in the 
Jacob L. Loose Park with 
112,200 square feet of yel- 
low nylon fabric. 

He plans to get the work 
done in four days, starting 

October 2. The project will 
remain underfoot until Oc- 
tober 1 7, when the fabric 
will be taken up and do- 
nated to the Parks Depart- 
ment. The park, of course, 
will remain open to the 
public the entire time. The 
Nelson Gallery/Atkins 
Museum, collaborator on 
the project, will be exhibit- 
ing the related drawings 
and sketches while the park 
is wrapped, and will also 
publish a book about it. 

^raps 
Most people remember 

Christo for his 1976 con- 
struction, "Running 
Fence," a nylon fence that 
extended 24'/i miles 
through farmlands in 
northern California. That 
project has been captured 
in Christo: Running Fence, 
to be published by Harry 
Abrams this spring. It's 
being printed in a limited 
edition, each signed by the 
artist.   694   pages,   $150. 

CLAIRE SCHOEN 

WOl.FGANr, vnt z i 
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Warning. The Surgeon General Has Determined 
Thai Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous lo Your Health 
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Look what's happened to attached pad carpeting! 
It's in the living room right underneath 
your Queen Anne chair, or your antique 
love seat 

Once, the only place you wanted 
attached pad carpeting was m the base- 
ment Or in the kitchen But that was 
before VORACEL' Brand Urethane 
Backing 

Now you can have all the luxury of 
high-style, high-quality carpeting with the 
incredible benefits of urethane attached 
padding For any room in your house 

VORACEL IS a new. innovative con- 
cept in carpet padding A concept that 
has revolutionized attached pad 

carpeting. And it s created by Dow The 
urethane experts 

Unlike traditional rubber or foam, the 
carpet fibers are tuft-locked right into the 
urethane padding Not just glued on 

Carpet with VORACEL attached pad- 
ding stands up to ail kinds of wear-that 
other types of attached pads can t Like 
kids Furniture Heavy traffic 

You get all the comfort a luxury 
carpet affords With excellent resiliency 
and durability 

And VORACEL attached padding is 
moisture resistant It won t absorb spills 
And It won't mold, mildew or smell A 

great advantage over rubber or foam 
It won't shrink - no matter how often 

It s cleaned 
And so easy to install you can even 

do It yourself 
VORACEL* Brand Urethane Backing 

It's the best thing that's happened to 
carpeting 

Available on these fine carpets: 
Aldon Barwick, Galaxy and Trend 

VORA^Ei: Created by Dow 

DOW CHEMICAL U.S.A. 
*T(ad*marli ol TK» Oow Chemical Company 
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Lane 

Maybe  you're one of the  growing  school  of "transitionalisls" 
in  the world  today.   Bored   by  traditional,   but equally^^—^ 

) turned  off  by  cold,  clinical   modern.  Our  "Chevy z^*  x*. 
Chase" tables are your kind of design. Warm, under-/^ ./A»^ 

stated contemporary elegance. Includes cocktail, end, /^   ■*'®%. 
commode  and  console  tables,  all  crafted  to  Lane's I       ''y^w 
high   quality   standard   and   realistically   priced.   For V       ^T 

folders, send $1.00 to The Lane Co., Inc., Dept. 0110,\ 'C 
AltaVista, VA 24517. V,^_^ 

For your "Chevy Chase" dealer phone free (except Alaska and 
Hawaii): 800-243-6000. In Conn., 1-800-882-6500. 

October, 1976 



How to choose a vet 
He may be a kindly old- 
timer with forty years of 
practice behind him or a 
young hotshot just out of 
residency from the best 
animal hospital in the East 
—what matters most for 
the routine care of your pet 
IS the vet's personality. A 

calm, patient manner and 
real rapport with animals 
are what to look for. He 
should be able to examine 
the animal so gently that 
your pet will hardly know 
that it has been handled. 

Hygiene is also impor- 
tant. There should be no 

overpowering smell in the 
clinic. If your pet has to 
stay overnight, always in- 
sist on seeing the cages—a 
look behind the scenes can 
tell you a lot. 

If your state has a vet- 
erinary college—there are 
only 23 in the U.S.—that's 
probably where you'll find 
a good clinic. Recent vet- 
school graduates have usu- 
ally majored in large or 
small animal medicine and 
they may even have a spe- 
cialty—orthopedics, cardi- 
ology, ophthalmology, and 
the like. Others may spe- 
cialize in one kind of ani- 
mal—horses, cats, dogs. 
Use the grapevine of your 
friends' advice about who's 
good. More information 
can be obtained from your 
local veterinary medical 
society or the American 
Veterinary Medical Assoc, 
930 N. Meacham Rd.. 
Schaumburg,   111.   60196. 

PATRICIA CURTIS 

Storage 
made simple 
No matter what you think 
your storage problems are, 
The  Closet  People"  say 

they can solve them. Using 
modular storage units, they 
say you can double, triple, 
or just plain organize any 
space you have. A typical 
unit  can   make  a  5-foot- 
long closet yield 72 inches 

of hanging space and 216 
square inches of shelving. 

■'Clothing stays in better 
condition   when   stored 
properly, and the ease with 
which you can find things 
simplifies   life."   says   Mi- 
chael   Schachel.   the  inte- 
rior  designer  who  devel- 
oped    the   components. 
Write The Closet People, 
2734 S.W. 28th Lane, Mi- 
ami, Fla. 33133. 

1 
Photographic 
memory 
A great book for those in- 
terested in photography, 
women's history, and how 
to suceed when you're real- 
ly trying—Jessie Tarbo.x 
Beals: First Woman News 
Plioiofirupher, by Alexan- 
der Alland, Sr. Starting 
with a tin box-camera that 
she won in 1 888, she rose 
to the height of her profes- 
sion and was the first pro- 
fessional woman news pho- 
tographer in the world. Her 
landscapes led her to as- 
signments for House & 
Garden and she made im- 
portant contributions to the 
art of photography, with 
studies of Mark Twain and 
Louis Tiffany. The book is 
rich with examples in a 
style that is warm and di- 
rect. Published Oct. 15, 
Camera/Graphics; $25. 

DEPARTURE PC NTS A Visit to the Yorkshire moors 
The Yorkshire moors, 
about 200 miles north of 
London and made famous 
by Emily Bronte's Wuther- 
ing Heights, have more to 
offer than memories of 
Heathcliff. You can go 
there for an overnight stay 
that's beautiful, healthful, 
and a pleasure for the 
palate. The village of Ilk- 
ley, nestling beneath the 
moors, boasts the only 2- 
star Michelin-rated restau- 
rant outside of London. 
Called The Box Tree, it's 
run by Malcolm Reid and 

Colin Long, who are avid 
collectors of antiques, Vic- 
toriana, and French Em- 
pire porcelain, which fill 
the rooms of the converted 
cottage where you dine. 
The food is Bocuse-style— 
"the epitome of fine cuisine 
is a good sauce," say the 
owners, who visit France 
every year for new ideas. 
Their specialties are Noi- 
sette d'Agtieau and terrine 
de poisson—their soups 
are outstanding, too. After 
your meal (about $60 for 
two with wine), stay the 

night at The Cow and Calf, 
a charming and inexpen- 
sive hotel (about $36 
double occupancy) over- 
looking the moors, Ilkley, 
and the valley beyond. 
Wake up to the baaing of 
sheep outside your window 
and some bracing air. A 
brisk walk on the moors 
before a hearty English 
breakfast will send you on 
your way, but before de- 
parting, visit Bolton Ab- 
bey, a 12th-century abbey 
about a half-hour from Ilk- 
ley. CAROLINE SEEBOHM 



THE SEAGRAM'S GIN 
MIDNIGHT MARTINI. 
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Seagr 

Add a black olive to your martini made       VI 
with Seagram's Extra Dry Gin, the real 

And remember, enjoy our quality 
in moderation. 

ra Dry. The Perfect Martini Giffi* all ways. 
StAGRAM DISTILLERS CO.. N.Y.C, 80 PROOf  OISTILLED DRY GIN. DISTILLED FROM GRAIN. 

October, 1978 
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Cooking 

can be a chore. 
or an. 
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The Thermador CMT-20 Micro Thermal Cooking System. 
L    We take you a step beyond Microwave by adding 
' ^1^^ conventional heat to Microwave speed. 4\ 

We take an everyday task \< 
and make it beautiful. Joyful. 

An art. 

Thwmadar 
The elegant difference. ^ 
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The Royal Dutch Horticultural ScKicty invites you to acquire 

The Flowers of Holland 
Thimble Collection 

For just $9.75 each — twelve exquisite collector's thimbles 
in fine porcelain, hand-decorated in 24 karat gold, 

portraying the best-loved flowers of The Netherlands. 

Strictly limited edition. 
Subscription deadline: October 31, 1978. 

The flowers of Holland are admired the world 
over for their color, beauty and vigor. And, 
through the centuries, the great Dutch paint- 
ers have created some of the loveliest of all 
floral art. 

In this tradition. The Royal Dutch Horti- 
cultural Society has authorized from Franklin 
Porcelain, Amsterdam, a unique new series — 
The Flowers of Holland Thimble Collection 
— twelve collector's thimbles of fine porcelain, 
created by the internationally renowned artist 
Ronald Van Ruyckevelt. 

The beauty of flowers —in fine porcelain 

Each thimble is small enough to cradle in the 
palm of your hand. And yet even the tiniest, 
most delicate features of the flowers portrayed 
are captured in the living colors of nature. The 
botanical name of each flower —in elegant 
script —will be incorporated into the design. 
The finishing touch will be a 24 karat gold 
border —skillfully applied by hand. This ex- 
traordinary collection thus represents a veri- 
table gallery of flower art in miniature —still 
further enhanced by the delicate translucency 
of fine porcelain. 

Yours to arrange as you like 

Merely to touch one of these graceful thimbles 
is to sense with subtle pleasure the rich smooth- 
ness of finely-glazed porcelain. To examine 
one with a careful eye is to see the familiar 
thimble transformed into an object of true 
beauty. As a subscriber to The Flowers of 
Holland Thimble Collection, you will be able 
to set out the thimbles one by one (or in small 
groups) on an occasional table, in a china cabi- 
net—or in the .special display frame provided — 
where you may enjoy their charm to the full. 

Timeless loveliness in limited edition 

These beautiful thimbles are available only as 
a collection—and only in limited edition. Each 
subscriber will receive a Certificate of Au- 
thenticity, attesting to the edition limits, and 
an informative folder on the flowers portrayed. 

The Flowers of Holland Thimble Collection 
is available exclusively through Franklin 
Porcelain. The price of each thimble will be 

Begonia 
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Hyacinth 
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just $9.75. The thimbles will be issued at the 
rateof one per month, beginning in December. 

The application below must be postmarked 
no later than October 31st to be eligible. 
When all eligible orders have been filled, no 
more of these beautiful thimbles will ever be 
created. So the number of 
collections in existence 
will never exceed the 
number of valid 
applications received 
postmarked by the 
official closing date. 
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I  SUIJSCRIPTION APPLICATION 

The Flowers of Holland 
Thimble Collection 

Valid only until October 31. 1978 
Limit; One collection per subscriber 

Franklin Porcelain 
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091 
1 wish tocnter my subscription for The Flowers 
of Holla ml Thimhie Colleclion, consisting of 
twelve fine porcelain thimbles, hand-decorated 
in 24 karat gold. My thimbles will be sent to 
me at the rate of one per month, beginning in 
December, at the issue price of $9.75* per 
thimble. A special wall frame will also be sent 
to me. without additional charge. 
I prefer to pay as follows:     '""^ ""^ """''"'" "" 

D DIRECTLY. Bill me prior to shipment for 
the full price of the first thimble. I agree 
to pay the same amount for each subse- 
quent thimble when it is ready to be sent 
to me. 

D BY CREDIT CARD. Bill me after .shipment 
of each thimble by charging its full price 
to my credit card. 
(  ) Master Charge    (  ) Diners Club 
(  ) BankAmericard/VISA 

Account No  

Expiration date  

Signature  

Mr. Mrs. Miss. 

Address  

City, State, Zip  

Octobpr, 1978 21 



N-M always 
stirs up some- 

thins special at 
Christmas. Sample 

our formula for easy shoppins 
by mail with the Neiman-Marcus 
Christmas Book of sreat sifts For 
your 1978 copy send 2.00 plus 

name and address for each book 
tO: Neiman-Marcus, Dept 26, PO 

Box 2968, Dallas, Texas 75221 

IMMIN 

$125. Major credit cards accepted. 

Pick One 
Shaped entirely by hand from 

molten glass, this apple is flawless. 
Flawless in its clarity, its purity, 

its unadorned simplicity. For these 
reasons, the Steuben apple remains 
a perennial favorite. To give or to 

own. Our apple, designed by 
Angus McDougall, is 4 inches in 

height. Like all Steuben glass, it bears 
the Steuben signature. Pick one today. 

STEUBEN  CLASS 
Suite 1050 

Fifth Avenue at 56th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10022 • (212) 752-1441 

By Louise Ade Boger 

ANTIQUES 
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

Baltimore pottery 
My jjrandmothcr's bowl has this mark 
on it. Can you identify it? 

F.M.S.—Mount Holly, N.C. 

Your mark—a double crescent with 
the monogram D.F.H.—was used at the 
Chesapeake Pottery of Baltimore from 
about 1882 to 1887, when it operated 
under the firm name of D.F. Hayncs & 
Co. Clifton ware was enriched with un- 
dcrglaze decorations and relief work. 

English 
wardrobe 
Some time a^o I bought 
this wardrobe which has 
the name "Harrop" on 
it. 1 can't find out much 
about this manufactur- 
er. Can you help me? 

P.M.I.—Anchorage. 
Alaska 

The family retailing furniture business 
of John Harrop Ltd. was founded in 
1874 in the Manchester area and is still 
active. Your hall wardrobe was probably 
made by a small family firm called Elli- 
sons of Manchester and is about 40 to 
45 Years old. 

Staffordshire 
coffee set 
I would like .some in- 
formation about the 
maker of my coffee 
set, and are you able 
to date it for me? 
H.F.—Woodbridge, N.J. fWfiujVA 

Your mark was used by the Stafford- 
shire potters Powell & Bishop, working 

1876-1878, and also by their successors 
Powell,  Bishop & Stonier,   1878-1891, 
and Bishop & Stonier, 1891-1939. Ac-  , 
cording to the registration number, the  ( 
form of your set was registered by Pow-  j 
ell. Bishop & Stonier at the British Patent 
Office in 1886, but the mark includes the 
country of origin, England, which indi- 
cates that it was not made before 1891. 
Presumably the  maker was  Bishop & 
Stonier. 
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Celery 
stand 
We bought this unusual object at an 
antique shop, but we haven't the slight- 
est idea what it was used for. Can you 
enlighten us and also, if possible, tell me 
the maker and when it was made? 

T.C.—Baton Rouge, La. 

It is a celery stand and was made by 
Rogers & Brother, established at Water- 
bury. Conn., in 1 858. It is a pleasing and 
probably early example of its class. Spe- 
cial containers for celery appeared in the 
catalogues of the plated silver manufac- 
turers in the I 860s and by the 1880s the 
number of types presented had increased 
considerably. They were less important 
in the I 890s and by 1900 very few were 
shown. 

Queen 
Anne 
chair 
Is my chair English 
or American, and 
how old is it? 

M.D.—East 
Hampton, N.Y. 

Your Queen Anne splat-back chair with 
vase-shaped splat and cabriole legs ter- 
minating in ball and claw feet was made 
in England, probably around 1715-1725. 
This chair introduced a new concept of 
comfort in English chair design and was 
one of the most graceful chairs ever 
made. 

Continued on page 24 
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CHARLiCniE WILLIAMS 
"TTle high ceilings and arches in this Spani^-style El Paso home were such a strong statement, 

I tried to keep my des^ii sirnple. As a nice contrast to all those straight lines, 1 chose a grouping that's soft 
and voluptuous. Some of the pieces are a bit formal, but together it all works to provide exactly what I was 
after; that casual, comfortable Southwestern feeling of informality' 

, '"--^e are pleased that Mrs Williams, ASr.D. and President of Charlotte'^^ 
Kifniture—the sofa, covered in a handmade Indian crewel, suede bergere, and the upholstered Parsons' 
style benches. If you would like to see more Century ftamiture in beautiftil homes throudKout America, 
send for our Ixx^klet Enclose $1 with name and address to: Century Furniture Co., P.O. Box 3427, 
L\pt.,G4. Hickory, NG, ?«iiPiSfe CENTURY' 

Furniture of Distinction 



ANTIQUES 
coniiniicd from page 22 

Victorian flat-back 
figure 
My figurine is marked "Sampson Smith" 
on the bottom. It also says "No. 9 
Squire's Daughter. Made in F^ngland." 
What can >ou tell me about it? 

M.T.—Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 

Your figure belongs to the most pop- 
ular variety of Victorian pottery figures 
generally called llat-back, because the 
(igiire was designed to be seen only from 
one side and was flatly formed with little 
modeling or color on the rear surface. 
This simplest, and thus cheapest, type of 
figure was designed entirely as a chimney 
piece ornament and its efl'ect was essen- 
tially two-dimensional. Flat-back figures 
arc closely associated with the Stafford- 

shire potter Sampson Smith, working at 
Longton, 1846 to his death in 1878. 
Sampson Smith Ltd. was continued by 
various owners until 1963. Your figure, 
which was made from an old press mold 
after 1890, could be of quite recent 
manufacture. 

Russian wine set 
Have you any information about the 
background of my miniature wine set? 
The bottle is only 6 inches tall. 

M.N.B.—Sayville, N.Y. 

According to the mark, your minia- 
ture wine set was made in Russia after 
1897 and before the Revolution. The 84 
is the purity mark (84 per 100 parts sil- 
ver). The Kokoshnik (Russian head- 
dress) on the profile head was first used 
about 1 897. The maker's initials are not 
identifiable in standard references. 

This full-lead 
Crystal 
has all the beauty 
you'd expect 
from Gorham. 

It s the affordable 
price that might 
surprise you. 
The tastemaker. An original 
design in dazzling full-lead 
Crystal by Gorham. Exqui- 
sitely multi-faceted for the 
clearest, whitest diamond bril- 
liance. Just $13.50* the stem. 
When you hold this "Crown 
Point" goblet in your hand 
you'll realize only one com- 
pany could have signed an 
Original like this. Gorham. 

•Suggested retail price 

GORHAM EmESCa 
Gorham Division o( Textron Inc 
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Wisconsin coffee pot 
Enclosed is a photo of our old coffee 
pot and its mark. Can you date it for 
me from the mark on it? 

D.C.—Olympla, Wash, 

The Racine Silver Plate Co. was active 
at Racine, Wise, 1873 to 1882. Youi 
plated silver coffee pot has the fashion- 
able "long-legged" look of that era. 

kt^n 

Wedgwood mark 
From the mark that Tve drawn, what 
can you tell me about the origin of my 
tea set? 

H.G. Jr.—Timmonsville, S.C. 

The Staffordshire potters Wedgwood & 
Co. have operated the Unicorn (hence 
the Unicorn trademark) and Pinnox 
Works, Tiinstall, since 1860. The com- 
pany name was recently changed to 
Enoch Wedgwood (Tmistall) Ltd., which 
is the same as your mark. 
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Antiques show 
This Chippendale-style card table from 
the Bayou Bend Collection will be part 
of the loan exhibit entitled "American 
Card Tables" at the 26th annual Theta 
Charity Show, sponsored by the Houston 
Alumnae Chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta 
in Houston, Tex. The table was made in 
Philadelphia about 1770 and according 
to family tradition was once owned by 
George Ross, a signer of the Declaration 
of Independence. The show will be held 
Oct. 11-15 at the Albert Thomas Con- 
vention Center, West Hall, Capitol at 
Bagley, Houston, Tex. 
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or my first phone, 
I chose one of the first phon^ 
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^o Walt Disney Productions. 

Some people want a phcjiic that 
looks like it's old when it's new. 

But everybody wants a phone 
that'll work like it's new even when 
it's old. 

I he way to get both is to gc-t Bell. 
TTiere are all sorts of shapes and 

colors and styles of Bell telephones to 
choose from. Plus all kinds of custom- 
ized calling serx'ices. 

Which means you can choose a 
phone that's genuinely you. And still 
get a phone that's geiiutne Bell. 

Bell System 

BE CHOOSEY 



GOOD LOOKS P 
GOOD HEALTKX 
Update on water: 
nature's own tonic 
Experts are finding out more 
and more about the nutritional 
value of water, and how you 
can drink it for health. 

By Caroline Seebohm 
After a long hot summer, what could be a 
better health tonic than water? Water is 
our most essential element. It accounts for 
almost three quarters of our body weight. 
It lubricates our bodies, controls our tem- 
perature, transports vitamins and minerals 
in the body, emits waste, and moisturizes 
our skin. We can sur\ive for some time 
without food, but without water, the human 
being would be a dead duck in a matter of 
days. 

Yet how often do you think of water as 
a nutrient rather than simply as a thirst 
quencher? Compared with the time and 
money people spend on reading food 
labels, learning about food additives, and 
trying to prepare balanced diets, those 
drinks of water you take from time to time, 
or those water-based thirst quenchers you 
sometimes sip. get astonishingly little 
scrutiny. What sort of water is the most 
nutritious? Out of a faucet? Out of a bottle? 
Is the popularity of sparkling water really 
just a fad? How much should we drink? 
Some answers are now beginning to come 
in from the experts. 

Most professional nutritionists, backed 
by the Food and Nutrition Board of the 
National Research Council in Washington, 
agree that between 6 and 8 ghisses of water 
a day is the right water intake for most 
adults. Expired air. sweat, and body excre- 
tions "deplete about 3 pints of water each 
day from a IM-pound individual living in 
a temperate environment." reports the 
Food and Nutrition Board. "Optimal phys- 
ical performance depends upon replace- 
ment of water losses." When dehydration 
occurs, people experience "loss of appetite 
and limited capacity for work. Even modest 
physical activity causes heart rate and body 
temperature to increase'.' says the report- 
thus impairing performance by creating 
the risk of heat exhaustion. This is why 
the Committee urges athletes, for instance, 
to replace water loss continuously during 
the day with frequent small intakes of 
water. 

In America, most people drink the water 
that their municipal water board supplies 
them with via the faucets in their kitchens 
and bathrooms. Sometimes the water is 
hard, sometimes soft, depending on the 
region. In some places, water has fluoride; 
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Mountain Valley Water 

CONSinUliNT 
MIIJIGRAIVIS 

PIR IITIR 

Calcium 69.68 

Manganese trace 

Iron 0.27 

Magnesium 10..S6 

Sodium 2.88 

Potassium 1.13 

Lithium ,r^^-^        trace 
Silica K9   ^^'^ 
Aluminum 

Ammonium 

Bicarhonalv ion 

Carbonate ion 

Sulphate ion 

Chloride ion 

Bromide ion 

Iodide ion 

Nitrate ion 

Nitrite ion 

Phosphate ion 

Perrier Water 

CONSTITUENT 
IVIILLIGRAMS 

PKR LITER 

Residue at 2M)F. 464 

Residue at 927F. 405 

Silica 1 

Free carbon dioxide 

Oxygen                  IHP| 
Calcium                  f ^^ 

Magnesium           /^HB 

Ammonium #^1 

Sodium             / jwder i 

134.66 

Potassium 

Bicarbonates 

Chlorine 

Sulfates 

Nitrates 

Nitrites 

Phosphates 

in others, none. Scientists are still not sure 
how pure our water is, or how pure it should 
be. Here are some recent findings: The 
latest Federal study of 46 American cities, 
published  in  May,  1978,  has  concluded 

that fluoridating water to prevent tooth 
decay has no adverse effect on overall 
health. (This finding confirms the position 
held by the American Dental Association.) 
Recent British, Canadian, and Swedish 
studies make some connection between 
the incidence of cardiovascular disease 
and .soft water, but these findings are not 
conclusive, and soft water has medical 
uses under certain circumstances. In 
another Canadian test, it is suggested that 
magnesium m water may have an inhibiting 
effect on cardiovascular disease. 

Perhaps the most comprehensive U.S. 
survey so far was a research project insti- 
tuted by the Safe Drinking Water Com- 
mittee of the National Research Council, 
published in 1977, which concluded that of 
the 5 classes of water contaminants studied, 
very few adverse health effects could be 
established. The only three in question 
were particles derived from asbestos 
minerals (tested for inhalation, however, 
not ingestion by drinking); vinyl chloride 
(the sale of which is banned in propellants 
and all aerosols); and radium (considered 
too low in concentration to be dangerous 
to humans.) |cf. Drinkinft Water and 
Health, National Academy of Sciences, 
Washington, D.C.|. 

To find out what kind of water you are 
drinking, take a sample from your faucet 
to your state or county public health or 
water hygiene department, and it will test 
it for coliform bacteria and other harmful 
chemicals (usually free of charge). Your 
local Environmental Protection Agency 
office can also tell you what chemicals are 
being discharged into local rivers and lakes. 

There are various ways you can help 
improve the quality of your drinking water. 
One is to install a purifier or filter in your 
water system, which can screen out certain 
contaminants such as rust and sulphur 
(see House & Garden, February, 1976, for 
a full report), although the Environmental 
Protection Agency warns that such devices 

Continued on page 28 

For the analysis of Apollinaris, Badoit, 
Bru, Contrexeville, Evian, Fiuggi,  S. 
Pellegrino,  Solares,  Spa,  Vichy,   and 
Vittel, write to: 
Health Waters,  1440 Broadway,  New 
York, N.Y. 10018 
Great Bear: Great Bear Spring Co., 51 
Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010 
Saratoga Vichy: Saratoga Vichy, 326 
State Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201 
Deer Park: Deer Park Water,  100 
Bloomingdale Road, White Plains, N.Y. 
10605 
Poland: Poland Water, Poland Springs, 
Me. 04274 

House & Garden 



The most effective 
moisturizer in the world. 

Water 

If you know how to use it. 
Your dry skin is thirsty. Literally. Thirsty for water. So all you need 
to do is soak in a tub for an hour, right.'' Wrong. Because 
although your skin soaks up needed moisture in the tub or shower, 
it's lost too easily from evaporation once you get out. 
But we can make water work for you. Neutrogena* Body Oil was 
specifically formulated to maximize the moisturizing effects 
of your bath or shower. It's a pure, light sesame-oil-formula which 
is applied after you bathe, while your skin is still wet, to hold 
in the moisture. 

Does it feel greasy.'' No, because sesame oil is so light that it 
seems to disappear on your skin, although it really forms an invisible 
moisture-holding film. But it won't stain your clothes, either. 
Put the world's most effective moisturizer to work for your dry 
skin. Keep it there with our help. 

Neutro^enarBody Oil 
^ Use it every day "^ 

' NfutrogftucCorp . 19^K, 
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have not yet been fully tested for efficacy. 
The other method, which is very popular 
in Europe and training in popularity here, 
is to drink more bottled water You may 
think "bottled"' water sounds unnatural, 
but in fact, the best-knt)wn bottled waters 
are natural spring waters that come from 
deep down in the earth. 

"In Europe, we define two kinds of 
natural spring water (that is, water bottled 
at its source) —medicinal and mineral," 
explained Dr W. Schneider, president of 
the Fresenius Institute, on a recent visit 
to New York. (The Fresenius Institute, 
founded in 1848 in Wiesbaden, Germany, 
analyzes natural spring waters from all 
over the world.) "In medicinal water, all 
the components must be kept in their 
natural state (except in certain cases, slight 
carbonation may be added). In mineral 
water, iron may be removed since iron in 
water oxidizes and makes the water look 
dirty: and other additions may be added to 
meet specific requirements. For instance, 
in Germany, we have a regulation that 
mineral water must not be less than 1.000 
parts per million dissolved solids or more 
than 1,0(X) parts per million free carbon 
dioxide —that means, not added after 
bottling!" 

At the Fresenius Institute, waters are 
tested from all over the world for main and 
trace elements, and in what proportion. 
"In nature there are approximately 100 
different elements. We have found about 
60 in the different waters so far,"" says Dr. 
Schneider. (New understanding about trace 
elements is also affecting us here: 6 new 
minerals are being added to the Recom- 
mended Dietary Allowances issued by the 
Food and Nutrition Board (see Living, 
page 14.1 

In Europe, the academies of medicine 
use water analysis from such places as the 
Fresenius Institute to make recommenda- 
tions to their ministries of health, and 
doctors use the waters as therapeutic aids. 
"For instance, calcium sulphate waters are 
recommendable for persons requiring a 
low sodium diet!" Dr Schneider said. For 
this reason. German medicinal waters 
must carry a label containing the inineral 
breakdown. 

According to Dr. Schneider, natural 
spring waters provide important elements 
for the human body that may not be ade- 
quately taken in through food, such as 
sodium chloride (lost after sports, for 
instance), calcium, and magnesium. 
"Natural spring waters also have natural 
fluorine for tooth protection, rather than 
having to add it" he pointed out. Even 
lithium, an element whose importance is 
now recognized by mental health experts, 
is found in many natural spring waters. 

In the U.S.. although interest in trace 
elements in the body is greatly increasing, 
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many regulations concerning bottled water. 
First of all. it divides bottled water into 
drinking water (which may come from a 
spring or be processed tap water), and 
mineral water. Bottled drinking water is 
subject to standards of purity set by the 
FDA for all foods and beverages, which 
roughly demand that the product not be 
injurious to health. 

The important point, however, is that 
the FDA does not regard any bottled 
water as therapeutic, and will not allow 
such claims to be made, nor will it allow 
labels showing the mineral analyses to 
appear on the bottles. (That applies to 
imported waters, too, so importers from 
Europe must take off their mineral content 
labels before they reach this country.) 

"We have found no data that satisfac- 
torily proves therapeutic value," says a 
spokesman for the FDA. "We believe that 
listing the mineral content would be mis- 
leading. The minerals would not be signifi- 
cant at the levels found in bottled water, 
compared to the nutritional content of 
foods." If components are added to mineral 
waters, however, it must be so stated. One 
other specific regulation has been passed 
on this subject. If a manufacturer makes a 
claim that the water is low in sodium, he 
must give the amount that water contains. 

Although bottlers may not display the 
mineral content on their labels, they are 
working on the possibility of doing so, and 
a proposal to that effect is currently under 
review in the House of Representatives. 
"We are l(X)king for ways to educate the 
public about minerals in water,"" .says Bruce 
Nevins, president of Perrier in the U.S. 
"At the moment, such listings may not 
mean anything ii> the consumer. We would 
not want you to drink water instead of 
milk for the calcium, for instance!" 

If. however, you feel you can learn some- 
thing from reading the mineral analysis of 
bottled waters, this information is avail- 
able. For the mineral analysis of Perrier 
and Mountain Valley, and for the addresses 
to write to for the mineral analyses of 
other bottled waters, see page 26. This 
information may help give you some idea 
of the nutritional value of the water you 
drink. An expert nutritionist can advise 
you as to whether you may benefit from it, 
as part of your daily balanced tliet. 

In Europe, people believe that bottled 
water is both safer and healthier than tap 
water, and they drink 20 times the amount 
drunk in the U.S. At home, you've probably 
noticed how many people ask for a mineral 
or soda water for their lunch or dinner 
aperitif these days. It"s refreshing, of 
course, and good for the waistline. But 
perhaps, as new information comes in 
about the nutritional value of the minerals 
in water, testing your water, installing 
filters, or trying a bottled natural spring 
water may be the new road to health. Dr. 
Schneider believes so. As he put it: "Drink 
bottled natural spring water as a gift to 
your body."" 

Continued on pai^e 30 
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'v\dienyou]iit40| 
you are over 
the MIL' I have 
a different        j 
feeling about it." 

"I feel good about ^■.^; 
it, I feel like I have 
accomplished some- 
thing." 

A lot of Joyce 
Gregory's satisfac- 
tion comes from her 
children. She feels 
she has brought up 
her children to be 
respects. 

"I feel like somewhere alon 
done something right."' 

Joyce feels she has grown with her cl 
dren. She's plea.sed that they're proud of her 
just as she is proud of them. 

She says her daughter "compliments 
constantly." Her daughter will say, '"Ol 
Mother, so-and-so says you always look si 
nice.""" 

"Well, really, that makes you feel good 
about yourself.'" 

It was froin her daughter that Joyce heaid 
about Oil of Olay. Joyce tried it and found she 
liked its lightness. 

"... my husband hates for me to go to bed 
with the "greasics." And Oil of Olay doesn'i 
leave me feeling all greasy ... I like that it 
seems to soak in." 

Joyce uses Oil of Olay under her make-up 
in the morning. "I usually put the Oil of Olay 
on first and let it set just for a few minutes. 
Then I put my make-up on over it. It goes on 
real well." 

In many ways, Joyce seems to feel that 40 is 
a turning point in her life. She looks back and 
feels satisfied with what she's done. And she 
looks forward to what may come. 

"I will have more time, even, to spend on 
myself. I will take even more interest in my- 
self and my looks now than I did before." 

Kl 
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Beauty tips  
1 A natural (and very effective) facial 
mask: mix crushed almonds and oatmeal 
with water until it forms a paste. Let the 
paste dry on your face, then rinse with tepid 
water. Your skin will feel refreshed, free of 
impurities. Afterwards, smooth Oil of Olay on 
your skin. 

2 Men do it every time they shave: remove 
the dead skin from their face that accumu- 
lates every day. You can do it too. Once a 
week, gently scrub your face with a rough, 
wet facecloth to which you've added a little 
salt. Your skin will glow! Afterwards, moistur- 
ize with Oil of Olay. 
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GOOD LOOKSQ 
GOOD HEALTtCX 
continued from page 28 

Water—the body toner 

As well as working its magic internally, 
water is also a force for good used 
externally, as Dian Dincin Buchman 
shows in her new book. The Complete 
Book of Water Therapy, to be pub- 
lished by Dutton in November. In it, 
she lists the ways water helps your body 
— such as local hot or cold compresses, 
tonic friction, sponging, baths, foot- 
baths, packs (such as hot blanket or 
hip packs), showers, and shampoos. 
"Water is still an unknown quantity," 
.says Dr. Buchman, who teaches a course 
in health at the College of New 
Rochelle, N.Y. "It does many of the 
things medicine can do, without side 
effects'.' For instance, "Cold depresses 
vital functions at first but the body 
reacts with greatly heightened internal 
activity. A short cold application is 
tonic. A long cold application is 
depressant. The primary action of heat 
is excitation, but it then lessens the, 
activity in the body." Dr. Buchman gives 
many examples of how the application 
of hot or cold water can affect heart, 
lungs, liver, muscles, metaboli.sm. 

"I'm a great advocate of cold water," 
.she says. "I always end my bath with 
cold water. It can stimulate the body 
and initiate disease resistance, at the 
same time giving you energy and a new 
lease on life." 

Here is one of her wonderfully ener- 
gizing exercises for the feet: 

Cold water treading 
Fill the bathtub with cold water up to 
the ankles, or for deeper effect, with 
enough water to cover the calves. Enter 
the tub, and hold on to a stationary 
wall grip. March in place for 5 seconds 
to 5 minutes. In warm or hot weather, 
walk around barefoot afterwards; or 
wipe the feet vigorously with a towel. 

Beauty and health 
products ne^ 
this month in 
the stores 
If you've ever wanted a fragrance that 
truly captured the heady excitement of 
breathing in an armful of flowers, your 
wish has become a reality. This fall 
there's Adolfo, a floral scent that even 
the most impassioned flower-lovers will 
adore. The perfume is made with Bul- 
garian roses, lilies of the valley, gar- 
denias, jasmine, and tuberoses for extra 
richness. At the same time, the scent is 

Continued on page 32 
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Is YOUR HAIR GETTING 
ALL THE PROTEIN IT NEEDS? 

Imagine this is a shaft of hair. 
I Red represents the amount of 
protein that could be absorbed by 
the hair before CPP Catipeptide™ 
I Gold represents Redken's 
unique protein, CPP Catipeptide. 
It can be absorbed so much 
better than any protein we've 
ever used. 

To look and feel its healthiest, 
hair needs protdn. If you bleach, 
tint, perm, blow-dry, crimp, 
shampoo often or spend a lot 
of time in the sun, chances are 
your hair needs protein.The 
question is how can you get it. 

You're not a scientist. You 
know your hair needs something. 
But what? How much? From 
where? Redken's spent 18 years 
scientifically researching hair 
just to come up with those answers 
And during that time we learned 
a lot about protein. 

How is protein absorbed by 
hair in the first place? Your 
hair's protein has a certain amount 
of electric charges (think of the 

static electricity you generate by 
brushing your hair). So does 
our protein. Hair in need, especially 
damaged hair, happens to have 
more negative electric charges while 
protein has positive ones. And 
remember from your high school 
chemistry, opposites attract. 
These opposite charges naturally 
like each other. They act like 
little magnets. 

What Redkenhas done is to 
manufacture a natural protein that's 
more attractive to your h<iir. 
CPP Catipeptide is different because 
it averages two positive charges 
instead of just one like other proteins. 
CPP Catipeptide is also specifically 
designed to the correct molecular 
size and weight. So it can get through 
to your inner core of hair and 
stay there. 

CPP Catipeptide responds 
to your hair's protein needs. 
Whether it's a little or a lot, 
CPP Catipeptide delivers. 

Where can you find it? Only 
Redken has this incredible protein. 

In a group of hair care and 
conditioning products: Amino 
Pon" Concentrate Ready-to-Use 
Shampoo, Climatress® Moisturizing 
Creme Protein Conditioner, 
P.P.T. "S-77"® Protein Conditioner 
and Bodimer+,™ a body builder. 
And you can find these products in 
hairstyling salons that use and 
sell Redken. Check your Yellow 
Pages for the one nearest you. 

Is your hair getting the 
protein it needs? Now you don't 
have to worry. 

CPP CATIPEPTIDE 
FOR HAIR THAT NEEDS. 

YOU CAN TRUST THE 9000 SALONS DEDICATED TO THE REDKEN 
PROMISE: BEAUTY BASED ON SCIENCE.  ^RFni^FN^ 



Get this big, full-color booklet 
showing the most complete 
selection of the most beautiful 
fireploce screens in the world, 

Portland Willomette mokes 
screens to fit any fireplace. So 
be sure to send 
for your copy 
today. 

Portland     mm^Pl i 
Willamette jgfU^M. 
CofTTipany. '^^ 
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very clean, fresh, diffuses slowly, and 
seems to wear endlessly. Those who love 
the attention to detail that have made 
Adolfo's clothes timeless essentials will 
love the classic, feminine scent he's made 
to wear with them. Adolfo by Frances 
Denney comes in a 1 -ounce crystal bottle 
for $75; '/2-ounce. $45; for tryouts, the 
colognes run from $12 to $16. At Saks 
Fifth Avenue stores across the country. 

Here's a compact makeup kit cleverly 
put into a slim 6-by-3 '4-inch-wide snap- 
shut box. It holds a lip gloss, a blusher, 
three shades of eye shadow, mascara, a 
mirror, and the four brushes you need to 
make it all work. The Little Black Beauty 
Box also comes in four color-coordinated 
sets called "The Mauves," "The Greens," 
"The Blues," and "The Browns," which 
could substantially reduce the number of 
makeup tools you need to take with you 
for makeup repairs on vacation, at the 
pool, the health club, wherever. $20 by 
Madeleine Mono at Henri Bcndel, 10 W. 
57th St., New York. N.Y. 10019 and at 
fuie department stores everywhere. 

Allergy-tested nail polish that's glossy, 
long-wearing, and available in gorgeous 
colors from Cliniqiie—it's a new formula 
made to last longer than you'd think 
possible and keep its fresh, just-put-it-on 
look through sports, typing, constant 
knocks or scratches. In ten new shades 
for $3, with a Base Coat and Top Coat 
for $3.50 at fine department stores. 

Bring on the neutrals—-the makeup 
colors you wear everyday regardless of 
the season or the fashion dictates of the 
moment. The Aziza Tinted Neutrals by 
Aziza are six shades of eye shadow, a 
pair to a set in the color classics of fall— 
gray, green, wine, and beige. Each pair 
is a lighter or darker value of one color, 
which works to play up your eyes, your 
clothes, or your hair. The effect is subtle 
and sexy and at $1.95 pretty hard to 
beat! At drugstores everywhere. 

A new cleansing bar for your face— 
Bienfait Savon by Lancome. It comes in 
two formulas: an emollient-based soap 
for skin that's normal to slightly dry, and 
an astringent-based soap for skin that's 
normal to slightly oily. Both lather very 
well, arc not abrasive, clean thoroughly, 
and won't strip skin of the precious oils 
it needs. Follow up with a freshener and 
Lancome's superb, slightly pink-tinted 
Bienfait du Matin moisturizer. Bienfait 
Savon, 6-ounce bar, $8 at fine depart- 
ment stores. 

There's more fragrance news this fall. 
Perhaps you know of a very special 
group called The Perfumer's Workshop 
Ltd., which specializes in essential oil 
compounds to make some of the most 
natural, true-to-nature scents available. 
Their "Tea Rose " is perhaps the most 

distinctive and certainly one of the in. i 
popular of the  "natural"  floral  seen 
they make.  Pret-a-Porter is the wor 
shop's new group of 24 ready-to-we, 
single-note fragrances and they're eves 
bit as true as the oils. They're light CI 
logncs of various flowers such as jasmin! 
amaryllis,   gardenia,   tuberose,    violc 
mimosa, lotus—the list goes on and otta 
Eau   de   Toilette   Atomiseur,   $10   !m 
Bloomingdale's in New York City. 

About eight years ago. Vaseline Ii 
tensive Care Lotion was introduced ar 
it quickly became one of the country 
favorite hand and body lotions, so whe 
such a good formula is improved, som 
thing extra-special has to be expect© 
New ingredients have been added 1 
speed the rate at which the skin absorb 
the lotion. More humectants have bee 
added to improve the moisture balanc 
between your skin and the moistu 
content in the air. More emollients hel 
keep moistuie in your surface cell laye 
longer and the lotion has a bit mor 
"body" to it. If Vaseline Intensive Car 
Lotion Herbal is your favorite, you 
find that the same thing has been don 
to its formula. $ 1.45 for 6 ounces, $ 1.9 
for 10 ounces, and $2.75 for the giar 
15 ounces, with pump-type applicator 
that let you squeeze just the amoimt yo 
want. Vaseline Intensive Care Lotion 
are by Chesehrough-Ponds at drugstore 
and supermarkets throughout the coun 
try. 

Blend 30 is a new scent for men fro 
Alfred Diinhill of London. The scent 
of fresh  patchouli with a jasmine tof 
note, but as the fragrance wears, scent 
of balsam,  rosewood,  and  rich  spice: 
emerge. It comes in an eau de toilette 
after-shave tonic, soap, facial balm, shav 
ing foam, antiperspiranf, and moisturizi 
ing lotion. Prices range from $10.50 fo 
the eau de toilette to $20 for after-shav 
to $5 for soap. You'll find them at fin 
men's clothing  stores  and  department^ 
stores across the country. 

PAULA RICE JACKSONf 
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Your fragrance and 
herbal almanac 
The sign: Libra 
Circa: September 23- 
October 22 
It is said that all vines, including the 
noble grape, belong to the sign of Libra. 
Grape leaves are an important food in 
the Middle East and, until the 20th cen- 
tury, produced the green dye for the 
wools of Persian rugs. Lemon verbena, 
the source of popular lemon-scented 
toilet waters, is also related to Libra. The 
stirring new trilogy from Estee Lauder, 
the scents of Celadon, Pavilion, and 
White Linen, appeal to Libra because 
they can be worn together, separately, or 
in pairs. Both sexes should discover 
Lagerfeld by Karl Lagerfeld, a subtle and 
opulent scent. MARIA REACHI 

<: 
House &  Gordenl 
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Spiced peaches, sun-warmed bricks. 
The lustre and romance of fine wines 

and fresh-cut roses —"Country Inn Colors" 
are very "in" this Fall. These five new colors 

in Moisture Whip Lipstick have 
continuous moisturizing action. They help 

prevent dry, chapped lips —even in chilly 
Autumn weather. Check out the 

"Country Inn Colors" at your favorite store! 

IVbisture Whip Lipsf I 
with continuous moisturizing action 

liiiilli 
Our model is wearing 
Country Brick" 
Other shades: 
Spiced Peach 
Wine On Ice, 
Tawny Glow,, 
Copper & Coral. ' 
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MONEY 
MATTERS By Paul Gross 

Ho^ to make 
your dividends 
pay dividends 
plus answers to your questions 
about money managers, dollar- 
cost averaging, mutual funds 

\J<  Do   dividend 
make sense? 

reinvestment   plans 

r\ For some unknown reasons, divi- 
dend reinvestment plans are among the 
best kept secrets on Wall vStreet. And 
that's a pity, because these plans, which 
let you reinvest part or all of your divi- 
dends in the company's stock, make an 
awful lot of sense. It's a way of building 
up capital, you get to save on commis- 
sions, and may even be able to reinvest 
at a discount. Over 1,000 companies 
offer dividend reinvestment plans, or 
DRPs as they are often called. As an in- 
centive to shareholders, the companies 
that offer these plans usually pick up be- 
tween 40 and ICO percent of the com- 
m ssion co^ts when you reinvest your 
div dends. The more you save on com- 
missions, the more you have working for 
\ou. Of course, the companies also bene- 
fit since they now get a source of steady 
funds to fmance operations and expan- 
sion. Moreover, it's a cheaper way of 
raising money than selling bonds or is- 
suing new stocks on the open market. 
That in turn makes the stock look better. 
The more a company can save, the more 
it will tend to earn—which in the long 
run makes it a more attractive stock. As 
is so often true, the best deals are those 
in which everybody comes out a winner. 

Moreover, the more of its dividends a 
company retains, through dividend rein- 
vestment, the more it will eventually be 
able to pay in dividends. Generally, a 
company pays a certain percentage of its 
earnings per share as dividends—called 
the payout ratio. However, the payout 
ratio will change if dividend reinvest- 
ments rise. Put simply, as more and 
more of the dividends paid out are rein- 
vested, the actual cash outlay will de- 
crease. That means the company will 
then have more room to raise dividends. 

Some companies not only let you buy 
the shares commission-free, they'll even 
sell you the stock at a 5 percent discount 
from its market price when you reinvest 
div dsnds. That's a handsome benefit. In 
CiTect, it means that you'll get one share 
free for every twenty you buy through 
dividend reinvestments. And that boosts 
your effective yield as well as your capi- 
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tal gains. In fact, the 5 percent discount 
increases your yields—the dividend in- 
come you'll get—by close to Vi of I 
percent. 

Some companies will even let you sup- 
plement your dividend reinvestment with 
a cash purchase. Called cash payment 
plans, these plans let you invest as much 
as $12,000 a year of your money just as 
you would invest dividends. If the com- 
pany picks up all the commission costs 
and also give you a 5 percent discount on 
stock purchases, your savings could be 
huge. 

Please note, that you are still liable for 
income taxes on dividends—even if you 
reinvest them with the company. How- 
ever, that may not be all that much of a 
problem since the first $ 100 of dividends 
that you receive is tax free. If you and 
your spouse split your portfolio, you 
could each get $100 of dividends tax 
free. Unfortunately, though, the 5 per- 
cent discoimt is also treated as income 
for tax purposes. But that shouldn't stop 
you from taking advantage of these 
plans. 

vx How do you find a good investment 
manager? 

A If you don't have the time or exper- 
tise to handle your own investments, you 
should definitely consider hiring some- 
one to manage them for you. What you 
pay him or her in fees will be returned 
many times over in profits—providing 
you find a good advisor. Before you even 
start to shop for an investment advLsor, 
determine what you want to accomplish. 
What kind of return do you want to 
make? What kind of nest egg do you 
want to build up'.' How much risk are 
you willing to take? What kinds of in- 
vestments would you prefer to be in- 
volved with? Each type of investment 
yields its own kind of income, capital 
gains, and tax results. Moreover, some 
investments arc riskier than others. So, 
you have to decide how much risk you 
can stand to live with. If you're reaching 
the end of your working life, you prob- 
ably don't want to take a gamble with 
your hard-earned nest egg. Nor should 
you. On the other hand, if you're still in 
your salad days, you can and should take 
some risks to maximize potential re- 
wards. You also have to decide how 
much risk you can sleep with at night. 
If taking a gamble leaves you tossing 
and turning, you might be far better off 
concentrating on safe investments. 

Once you have a handle on reasonable 
goals, you're ready to shop around for 
an investment counselor who can help 
you reach them. Since you want to match 

the  counselor  to  your goals,  learn as 
much as you can about his or her invest-i 
ment philosophy, style, and track record, 
Whatever else you do, ask tough, objecJ 
tive questions. Alter all, your money an( 
financial  well-being  are  at  stake.  Asj 
prospective advisors how they fared ii 
the past and what they attribute theii 
success to. That's especially important 
if you're dealing with a firm of invest- 
ment advisors. The firm may have a bril 
liant track record that it proudly trots out 
on  display   for  all   prospective  clients. 
However, it may fail to tell you that the 
people responsible for its grand successes 
have recently left the firm to start up a 
new company. That's like going into a 
stable with a saddle after all the horses 
have escaped. 

When you look at a firm's track rec- 
ord, ask how it did in bull markets as 
well as bear declines. Almost any firm] 
can show you an account that performed 
beautifully when the stock market wag^ 
rising and almost everything turned to 
gold. Looking at a sample portfolio at 
times when the stock market was at a 
major turning point is an acid test of, 
competence. For example, ask to see a 
sample portfolio as of November or De- 
cember of 1972, which was just weeks 
before the stock market peaked out and 
started a long painful slide lower. If the 
firm was very good, it would have al 
ready sold off most of its holdings, leav- 
ing it with what Wall Streeters call a 
"high cash position." Moreover, of the 
stocks it held, most should have been 
those of companies in basic industries. 
Those were the stocks that performed 
the best when the market finally turned 
back up again in 1975 and 1976. Most 
important of all, there should have been 
very few, if any, growth stocks in the 
sample portfolio. Growth stocks were 
clobbered in the bear market in 1973 and 
1974. If that checked out, ask to look at 
a sample portfolio when the market 
turned up again two years later. Decem- 
ber, 1974 marked the first month of a 
new bull market. II the firm is very good, 
the portfolio should have been chock 
full of high-grade corporate bonds which 
were then yielding 9 percent or more 
and blue chips. The blue chips, which 
had been killed in the bear market that 
just ended, started performing beauti- 
fully when the market turned around. 

Next find out how flexible the advisor 
is. Investment philosophies and tech- 
niques change to meet the investment 
environment. Your investment advisor 
should be flexible enough to go with the 
flow. For example, advisors who focused 
on growth stocks fared well in the 1960s 
and 1970s. Now the advisors who con- 

Conlinued on page 37 
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They won't blow away! 
Maybelline creates four powder shadow 
formulas that stay. And stay! 

You can prove it yourself. Blow on 
the applicator and see how the color clings. 

A built-in moisturizing base makes these 
colors go on smooth and last long. 

Choose from dozens of shades—four 
different shimmers. They're all waterproof 
colors that cling. Beautiful. 

Ultra Velvet Pearly Ultra Frost 
Soft, rich matte beauty   Our pearliest & frostiest 

Ultra Frost ^-^,^ -W —- Two Tone Ultra Frost 
A gentle, frosty glow        ^^_yi^^.iiSi|i ""'  T^J,        /vlP^^^^5*»7*      Color plus highlighter 

2       in one 
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The Leroux Apricot. 
Before it was in the bottle its flavor was on the vine. 
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Experience olFSSflovors from Leroux. 
Allof them noturoi. Noturolly. 

Leroux. The Royal Family of Infernafionol Liqueurs. Generol Wine & Spirits Co. N.Y.C. 70 Proof. 
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jntratc on relative values—such as book 
alues, yields, and other strengths—are 
howing the best performance. 

As for the management, each advisor 
hould handle no more than 30 accounts, 
f they do (and some firms let members 
andle 200 or more accounts), you prob- 
bly won't get the kind of attention you 
eserve. It also goes without saying that 
he firm's executives should be on some 
ort of incentive compensation package, 
o that their incomes are tied to how well 
ou do. Finally you want a firm that en- 
,)ys a spotless reputation for integrity, 
specially what is known as a sense of 
he fiduciary. Simply put, that means it 
reats your money with all the care it 
vould its own. So, don't be shy about 
sking a firm for references. While it 
MII probably give you the names of only 
atisfied clients, who they are and what 
hey have to say will give you a clear pic- 
ure of the firm's caliber. 

o<  What is dollar-cost-averaging? 

^ If you have enough confidence in a 
.1 ck or the stock market to put your 
imiiey into it, you should seriously con- 
-idcr dollar-cost-averaging. That's a big 
.vo;d that simply means periodically put- 
iiv' a set amoimt of money into a stock 

—as re3ularly as a clock. Even some of 
:he most sophisticated investors on Wall 
Street think that dollar-cost-averaging is 
Dne of the best investment techniques 
ground. As good as it might be, how- 
ever, it only works one way, if the stock 
in whch you're inlere^ted is in a general 
up trend. Here's how it woiks. As you 
keep pumping money into a stcc'.c that's 
rising, you'll wind up paying successive- 
ly higher prices for it. However, the 
average price you end up paying for it 
will usually be lower than what you 
would have pa-d for it had you taken a 
flier—unless of course, you're that rare 
and lucky breed who has a knack for 
picking stocks when they're at a rock- 
bottom price. While dollar-cost-averag- 
ing doesn't require the skill of a Wall 
Street Cassandra, it does take enough 
money with wh ch to invest regularly 
and the discipline to keep making those 
investments. 

The only time dollar-cost-averaging 
won't work is when the market and the 
stocks you're interested in are be'ng reg- 
ularly beaten down in price. Although 
you'll be able to buy the shares at ever 
lower prices, you'll still pay a higher 
average price than what the stock even- 
tually falls to. 

^ Are mutual funds a good way to in- 
vest in the stock nia;ket? 

f\   If you're interested in investing but 
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neither have the time to follow the mar- 
ket closely or enough money to hire an 
investment coiniselor, you should se- 
riously consider a mutual fund. .Some 
have done extremely well for their in- 
vestors over the past 10 years. More- 
over, mutual funds give you professional 
management and a great deal of diversi- 
fication for a relatively small investment. 
Your shares in a mutual fund let you, in 
effect, own a diversified portfolio of 
stock. That, of course, helps spread your 
risks and also put you in a prime posi- 
tion to make money when the stock 
market moves higher. 

Remember though, while some funds 
have performed beautifully for their in- 
vestors, others have done poorly—even 
when the stock market was going up. 
Here are ways to check out a fund: 

• Find out how well a fund has done 
over the past year or so. (Ask your stock 
broker to look up the fund's performance 
in the ranking tables compiled by Lipper 
Analytical Distributors, Inc.) Look for 
a fund that has done well in all types of 
markets—bull as well as bear. Check out 
how the fund did during the bear market 
of 1973 and 1974. Then find out how 
well it did during the bull market of 
1976. Now compare those figures to the 
Lipper Index, which tracks the records 
of mutual funds. The fund you're inter- 
ested in should have performed better 
than the Lipper Index during the bear as 
well as the bull markets. 

• Zero in on a mutual fund that 
meets your objectives. In this age of spe- 
cialization, it should come as no surprise 
that mutual funds have specialized ob- 
jectives. Some funds concentrate on 
growth stocks, others on special situa- 
tions, such as gold or energy stocks, and 
still others concentrate on giving you the 
highest possible income. 

O Find out how diversified the fund's 
portfolio is. The more diversified it is, 
the better. Check the stocks to make sure 
that you're comfortable with them. 

O Check that most of the fund's 
stocks are liquid—that is, they can be 
sold easily. (Many funds will use foot- 
notes to point out holdings that aren't 
very liquid.) This is very important be- 
cause a fund could be burned badly if it 
owns a lot of illiquid securities and the 
market takes a sudden nosedive—which 
happens all too frequently to overlook 
this consideration. 

© Choose the fund that has a higher 
y'eld if you can't decide between two. 
At least you'll get more income while 
waiting for the fund to make money for 
you through capital gains. By the same 
token, no-load funds tend to give you a 
better break than load funds—ones that 
charge a sales commission. Simply put, 
the less that's charged for management 
and sales fees, the more you'll have 
working for you in the stock market. 

• Make sure that the people responsi- 
ble for the fund's past successes are still 
there. A track record without the people 
who logged it is next to worthless. ■ 
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FREE 
TREASURES OF 
TUTANKHAMUN 

48 color pages illustrate the only autho- 
rized copies of the unmatched royal trea- 
sure. Rings, necklaces, pendants, bracelets, 
brooches, earrings and charms. Available 
only at the Treasures of Tutankhamun ex- 
hibition or by mail from the Metropolitan 
Museum. Prices $5 to $2000. 

You are invited to send for a free cata- 
logue. 
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The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
255 Gracie Station, New York, N.Y 10028 
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FACETS 
BY SPIEGEL 

Christmas shopping at its best' An 
exciting new book of great gift ideas 
for yourself and others-from Spiegel, 
the famous catalog company. Select 
from the beautiful, the useful, the art- 
ful, and the fanciful.. fine things to 
enhance your many-faceied lifestyle! 
Send for your FREE copy today! 

FACETS      1061W35THST 
CHICAGO, IL 60609 

Please send me a FREE copy of your new 
Facets gift catalog 
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HEALTH/ 
PSYCHOLOC^/SEX By Mary Catherine 

Tyson, M.D. 

Emotional states 
that can 
cause cancer 
Plus how to prevent and treat 
a sore throat, and the 
latest update on contraception 

vx Can cancer result from a state of 
mind? 

A Its really nothing new to say that the 
state of mind is a factor which may 
play a considerable part in the triggering 
of cancer. A 2nd-century Greek physi- 
cian, Galen, attributed cancer to a melan- 
choly disposition. Several decades ago. 
Dr. Lawrence Kubie, a well-known psy- 
chiatrist, postulated that the immune re- 
sponse to infection was decreased in 
depressed people, resulting in a much 
higher incidence of respiratory infec- 
tion. More recently. Dr. Lawrence Le 
Shan began testing cancer patients with 
the Worthington Personality History.* 
He obtained 455 profiles and interviewed 
250 cancer patients for up to eight hours 
and carried out intensive individual psy- 
chotherapies. some lasting years. In his 
recent book. You Can Fight For Your 
Life, Emotional Factors in the Causation 
of Cancer (M. Evans. 1977), he writes 
that three significant emotional aspects 
occurred in his patients. These are an 
inability to express anger or resentment, 
coupled with a "facade of benign good- 
ness," the presence of "indications of 
emotional tensions concerning the death 
of a parent or loved one," and a perva- 
sive despair that seems to arise from 
perceived failures and loss of a central 
relationship. In the last ten years, Dr. 
Caroline Thomas of Johns Hopkins Uni- 
versity has also studied the relationships 
between cancer and emotional states. 
She has reported that cancer tends to 
strike the low-key, nonaggressive people 
who keep their emotions to themselves 
and those who have lost a central rela- 
tionship, especially mothers or mates. 
Statistically, widows have a higher inci- 
dence of cancer than married women of 
a comparable age group. 

*Note: The Worthinf>ton Personality His- 
tory invented by psychologist Dr. Richard 
Worthington is a four-pafje information 
form, desif^ned to allow patients to tell their 
life stories in their own words. It is favored 
by many doctors today over the Rorschach 
(ink blot) test and the Thematic Appercep- 
tion Test which are considered too ob- 
viously psycholof^ical and cause people to 
react in a defen.sive manner, invalidatinf; 
results. 
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Pioneer researcher Dr. Hans vSelyc of 
McGill University and Dr. John Mason 
of Yale University have suggested that 
hormones may be the neuro-chemical 
currency that converts anxiety into ma- 
lignancy. Under stress, the hypothalamus 
activates the pituitary to release the 
chemicals that cause the adrenal cortex 
to produce more hormones. It is now 
thought that some cancer cells are con- 
stantly circulating through our natural 
immune system. The natural weapon we 
rely on to fight these cancerous cells are 
special white cells produced by the thy- 
mus, thymocytes. Emotional distress 
seems to damage the thymus and render 
it inactive. Thus thymocytes are not pro- 
duced and the system becomes vulner- 
able. 

More and more industrial pollutants, 
food additives, and chemicals arc proven 
causative agents of cancer. Hormones in 
birth-control pills and estrogen used to 
control menopause are under suspicion. 
Heredity does play a part, too. So does 
obesity. We cannot change our family 
history or live only in areas with a pure 
environment, but we can avoid suspect 
pollutants, maintain normal weight, and 
help public campaigns designed to re- 
duce the toxins around us. And we can 
make every effort to have good mental 
health and prevent depression, or get 
help if it occurs. The important thing is 
not to repress feelings of anger or resent- 
ment too much and to be more self-asser- 
tive. These are positive efforts we can 
make to prevent cancer. 

Q What's the best way to prevent and 
treat a sore throat? 

A A well-known laryngologist said 
that the more effort you put into your 
voice the less return you get, so the most 
important point is not to strain your 
voice excessively. Shouting or talking 
loudly can damage the vocal cords and 
cause permanent hoarseness. If your life 
requires an extreme amount of telephon- 
ing, get a device installed in your phone 
which magnifies the voice. With this, 
you can talk in a whisper and still be 
heard clearly. It goes without saying that 
smoking will aggravate the throat and 
vocal cords, so will undiluted alcoholic 
drinks, which may produce what used 
to be called a whiskey tenor voice. Do 
keep your general health and nutrition 
at an optimum level and maintain ade- 
quate intake of extra citrus fruit in win- 
ter for added vitamin C. This certainly 
helps injured tissues to heal and may also 
prevent infections. When the throat does 
feel sore, chew gum with aspirin for lo- 
cal pain, or garg|e with aspirin solution. 

If a sore throat is accompanied by 
fever, it may havd serious side effects on 
the heart and kidneys if not treated 
promptly, so check with a doctor if such 
a condition persists. And never ignore 
any change in your voice or alteration 
of the appearance of your tongue or 
lips. For sore throats without fever, keep 
the infected throat warm with hot drinks 
and a scarf tied around the neck to in- 
crease the blood supply and thus help 
the body overcome infection. 

Q 
tion? 

What's the latest news in contracep- 

i 
/\ It seems that the pill is going out of 
favor. Planned Parenthood reported in 
July this year that its pill use dropped 
from 76 percent to 69 percent. Mean- 
while,  the diaphragm  and sterilization 
are  gaining  in  popularity.   Diaphragm 
use increased from 4 to 10 percent, re- 
ports Planned Parenthood. In 1976, 6.8* 
million people under age 45 underwent 
sterilization.   Since   then,   statistics   for 
both  men and women have increased,  j 
In fact, surgery for women has just about  ■ 
tripled. Tying of the female Fallopian 
tubes, of course, is a 100 percent effec-  j 
tive method of contraception. Once con-  \ 
sidered quite a surgical procedure, today 
it is greatly simplified by laparoscope. 
This technique involves a minute inci- 
sion into the abdominal wall with a rod 
which has a "cold" light. The rod allows   > 
direct vision into the reproductive sys- 
tem, and the tubes are then hooked and 
clamped. The operation is done with a 
local anesthetic following sedation, and 
requires a day's stay, or less, in hospital. 
It is just as uncomplicated as a vasec- 
tomy for men. 

Now that the pill has been shown to 
have mental and physical drawbacks 
and the intrauterine device (I.U.D.) has 
been known to cause perforation and in- 
fection, it is hardly surprising that a 
number of new contraceptive techniques 
are being developed. In fact, three new 
over-the-counter methods are already 
available. One is Encare Oval, a sup- 
pository containing a new chemical 
spermicide that foams up and seals the 
cervix. The second is a collagen sponge 
which is inserted as needed, then re- 
moved after eight hours and washed for 
reuse. (The sponge concept is probably 
one of the oldest contraceptive methods _ 
in the world and certainly goes back to ^ 
Biblical times.) The third method is an ' 
intravaginal ring containing hormones ; 
which are slowly released at a constant 
rate. It can be inserted at home, as and 
when needed, and removed at will. None 

(Continued on page 40) 
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Now Mary Martin, the actress is also Mary Martin, the designer She's created a 
beautiful collection for the bed and bath, with a litde help from Fieldcrest. 

The designs are inspired by her own original needlepoint patterns and some of 
her greatest moments in the theater. This one is "Enchanted Evening." 

Surround yourself with some of Mary Martin's Favorite Things. We're sure they'll 
be your favorites, too. 

JP We pi We put beautiful things 
all around you. 

Fieldcresi, 60 West 40lh Street, New York, N.Y 10018 
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HEALTH/ 
PSYCHOLOGY/SEX 
conliniu'd from pcific 38 

of these methods need medical prescrip- 
tion. 

There are other contraceptive devel- 
opments, though, which do require a 
physician's supervision. One is a new, 
long-acting pill implant developed by 
Dr. Gopi N. Gupta of the Population 
Council, New York. The pill, slightly 
bigger than an aspirin, contains a pro- 
gestin mixture and is placed under the 
skin. It may be inserted in either men or 
women. The tablet dissolves over a pe- 
riod of one to three years, metering out 
a little of the hormone every day. Fer- 
tility returns in a few days after remov- 
ing the pellet. So far, however, studies 
indicate that this method may interfere 
with the endocrine system. When im- 
planted in men it lowers the masculine 
sex drive, so that an implant of testos- 
terone is given with it to correct the im- 
balance. An anti-pregnancy vaccine is 
another contraceptive alternative derived 
from recent research by the All Indian 
Institute of Medical Sciences. The shot 
lasts six to 1 8 months and provokes anti- 
bodies to destroy the natural hormone 
necessary for the ovum to implant itself 
in the uterus and develop. In the early 
stages of its development, this was found 
to cause endocrine gland interference, 
but subsequent modifications have sur- 
mounted this problem. 

Of course, for effectiveness combined 
with the least risk, the diaphragm in 
conjunction with spermicide cream still 
wins over any other method of contra- 
ception. Dr. Elizabeth B. Connell, Asso- 
ciate Director for Health Sciences of the 
Rockefeller Foundation, a leading re- 
searcher on fertility and conception, re- 
cently emphasized the success of this 
technique. ■ 

COMING 
NEXT MONTH: 
FABULOUS CHRISTMAS 
PRESENTS • MAKE- 
AHEAD COOKIES AND 
CRAFTS • TERRIFIC 
DECORATING • PARTY 
TABLES AND 
PARTY FOOD 

DON'T MISS 
DECEMBER 
HOUSE & GARDEN 
ON YOUR NEWSSTAND 
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SIAHLEY 
PRESENTS FURNITURE 

MRS. LYNN SHOrWELL. 
Chicogo, Illinois 

The Sronley people omoze me! To come up wirh o furnirure sryle rhor's elegonr wirhour being 
overwhelming. Their Treasury 11 collecrion is jusr whor I wos loolMng for.   .conrinenrol, bur sofrened 

Q lirrle bir so my family feels nice and comforroble wirh ir. And rhe quoliry! Looh or rhe beourifully engraved 
pecan graining. The hand-rubbed pecan veneers on my rable rop. And nor jusr where ir shows, eirher! 

Treasury II has hidden ossers like grooved chair broces for exrro srrengrh  . dramoric lighring 
and rorrle-proof glass in my china. Norice how irs glass sides show off my prerry rhings^ 1 wonred 

dining and bedroom furnirure rhor had sryle, qualiry, ond o reasonoble price. And Sronley heard me! 

tFmore 
omaodOMTporvj 

Monufacrurers suggesred retail price for rhe 
roble shown is under $570. For a free brochure 

on Treasury II, wrire ro Sronley Furnirure, 
DeprK3_Sranleyrown, Vo. 24168 



$4.95 each 

An exquisite accessory tor your table: a 
little luxury for gift giving. And at an in- 
credible price. It's International Silver's 
Condiment Server—truly a jewel for your 
table. 

Intricately grooved so it gleams like a 
prism in the light, each elegant jar comes 
with a silverplated top and companion 
spoon, and sits smartly on its own silver- 
plated tray. A charming V/2" high, it's the 
perfect way to serve sugar, mustard, nuts, 
chutney, or chocolate sprinkles with flair. 

Order several sets—a complete con- 
diment service. But hurry! At this price, 
supplies won't last. For gift giving, we'll 
even wrap and mail them for you. Just 
attach to the coupon a sheet listing the 
name, address, and card signature for each 
recipient. When ordering twoor more, call 
toll free 800-243-3755 to charge your pur- 
chase. (In Connecticut, call 235-6383 ) 

^nteiTnat ional Silvers 
Condiment SeiVeif 

YCS;    I want to take advantage of your 
lemarkable Condiment Server offer. Rush me 
 servers @ $4.95 each (plus 50c 
postage and handling each) for a total of 
$ Cftnnutt.itt rtiidtnli add 7*7 lalts tax. 

D My check or money order is enclosed. 

^ Zip., 
Please charge to my credit card (on orders of two 
or more). 
D American Express 
D Diners Club 
Account 
No. 

D VISA (BankAmericard) 
D Master Charge 

Interbank No. 
(M.C. only)  

Exp. 
date 

(Required on credit card orders) 

Mail to: 
Americaa Archives, P O. Box 1054C 

Dept. CS-56, 141 Charles Stret:t 
Menden, CT 06450 

© INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANY 1978 
Offer good in U S A. except where rcstricred. taxed 

or prohibited by law   Allow 28 days for delivery. 

ENERGY 
UPDATE 
Low tech building 
A new approach to construction 
making the best use 
of energy found in nature 

By Jim Morgan 

Building has always involved dollar-and- 
cents concerns, but now that energy is 
becoming something that even money 
may not be able to buy, a new concept 
in construction is developing along with 
our energy—and economy—conscious- 
ness. It is called "low technology" build- 
ing and describes a method of total 
design that respects nature's fuel reserve. 
Solar energy is naturally a part of "low 
tech," but the idea goes well beyond that, 
to take in energy-efficiency in every as- 
pect of construction and materials, in- 
cluding the long-range operating costs 
of the house. 

Until recently, Americans never wor- 
ried much about waste and inefficiency. 
There was always a lot more—land, 
steel, oil. you name it—where the last 
batch came from. Even so. Ben Franklin 
designed the wood stove to achieve the 
most with the minimum investment, and 
his injunction "Waste not. want not" has 
been a catch phrase with people who 
have moral scruples against profligate 
behavior. "Low tech" building takes this 
principle further and is concerned with 
making the best use of energy found 
around us in nature. Keith Haggard, a 
New Mexico economist, tells us we 
waste a lot in harvesting, processing, and 
transporting energy. He has developed a 
technique called Net Energy Analysis in 
which he works out the distinction be- 
tween cost-efficiency and energy-efficien- 
cy. In "low tech" building, Net Energy 
Analysis is applied to determine how 
much energy is needed to produce and 
install comparable materials and how 
much energy they require to sustain a 
comfortable environment. Aluminum, 
for example, requires six times as much 
electric energy as steel for refining and 
production. Furthermore, heat loss 
through solid aluminum is greater than 
through steel. Aluminum is clearly not 
an efficient material in Net Energy terms. 
Again, although lumber trucked across 
the country from the Northwest may be 
cheaper to harvest than local timber, the 
amount of transport energy involved 
may make it less energy-efficient. Among 
solar systems, to give still another exam- 
ple, active systems with their plumbing, 
pumps, and storage tanks require more 
energy to build and operate than passive 
systems without mechanical parts. The 

ideal aim in "low tech" building is to use 
a material or a system which can produce 
more energy in a house than is needed 
to create, install, and operate it. 

Recycled and industrial 
materials 
Barn timbers, used brick, and woodwork 
from demolished buildings make good 
sense in terms of energy efficiency. So 
little energy is needed to prepare them 
for second use. Old windows can be 
double-glazed, and old doors weather- 
stripped easily, and they add special 
character to new structures. Turner 
Brooks, a Vermont architect, has used 
them in a number of his houses. It does 
take time to find just the right window 
or door, though, he points out. Be sure 
to have all recycled elements on site and 
described in drawings before construc- 
tion begins. 

Off-the-shelf industrial building com- 
ponents are another means of saving 
money through low-energy construction. 
Framing and roofing used for warehouse 
and farm building are often surprisingly 
inexpensive and easily available. They 
use stamped metal or standard lumber in 
ways that stretch their efficiency through 
engineered design. Mike and Ellen Jant- 
zen are designers who combine indus- 
trialized parts in an imaginative way that 
completely hides the original utilitarian 
purpose of the components. In one house 
in Carlyle, 111., they used half of a 24- 
foot-diameter steel silo dome as the ro(it, 
filling in the rest with flat sheets of cor- 
rugated metal. Greenhouses (good lor 
trapping sun and offering opportunity to 
grow food, flowers, and plants), quonset- 
type roofs, silo sections, engineered win- 
dows, and sliding glass doors are all 
factory-built items that can save time 
and energy on the building site. 

Energy efficient space 
It is not always cheaper to build less, but 
the exceptions to that premise are rare. 
Net Energy Analysis will provide an im- 
ROBERT PERRON Continued on page 44 
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Earth acts as insulation in this low tech 
house built into a hillside. Architect: Mark 
Simon, of Moore, Grover, Harper. 

t 
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See? Y)ur wood looks 
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You're looking at clear proof that Pledge* With Pledge, the wood looks clean and more 1^^ 
does more for the beaut>' of your furniture. beautiful. You can see the grain. njg jng 

See the popular polish on the left? The Now, isn't it clear why you should change   ,^i 
wood's not as beautiftil. to Pledge? ^■^j 

But look on the right. Pledge cleans c        i *.       i i.        «^ -^'KM 
away dirt, fingerprints and smudges. Pledge See clean natural beauty. ,^ 
highlights the beauty of the wood better. Everytime you dust. N^?^ 

See clean natural beauty 
Everytime you dust. 
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Natural 
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S6%fewer drips 
than dripless candles. 

A candle should be lovely and 
stately and glowing. And not drip. 

And that s how Liljeholmens 
candles are. In lab tests, they 
dripped 20% to 26% less than the 
three leading brands. 

They also don t smoke or bend 
and they last a very long time. 

Because they're not paraffin. 
They re 100% stearine. the nrxjst 
remarkable candle compound in 

tt)e entire world! 
ArxJ that s why tf)eyre ttie 

candles you should light on your 
next special evening. 

Liljeholmens, made in Sweden 
and sold only at the finest stores. 
For the name of your nearest 
dealer, write Kosta Boda. Dept. L 
225 Fifth Ave.. New York, N.Y 
10010. In Canada: 68 Camforth 
Road. Toronto M4A2K7. 

ens 
(Lilly-hol-mens) 

Distributed exclusively by Kosta Boda, 
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mediate incentive to develop a plan in 
which space does double dut\ wherever 
possible. Even more important than the 
money saved by building a compact 
house is the energy saving that accrues, 
o\er the \ears from having less space to 
heat. "Low tech" houses tend to have a 
large multipurpose space and relatively 
small private rooms. In many, only the 
main room is heated directly. Individual" 
independent heating units warm other 
spaces as needed. The house contracts 
around a tight, heated core in winter and 
expands outward to enclosed porches 
.uid decks as warm weather comes. 

Plumbing is designed so that little or 
no heat is needed when the house is un- 
occupied. Pipes are arranged so that all 
Hues can be easih drained at a low point 
when you leaNC. The savings, where oil 
or electricit\ bills can amount to S200 
per month, are considerable. It is true 
that a house shut up tor some time can 
i.ike two or three days to wami up when 
outside temperatures are low. but in the 
hest 'low tech" house, provision is made 
to use solar heat to help keep the interiSr 
^^cll above freezing. 

Weatherization tips 
\\'ays of keeping cold and dampness outi 
-ire considerations in "low tech" build- 
ing. Good insulation, weatherstripping. 
-ind vapor barrier membranes which 
prevent interior moisture from seeping 
through walls and rotting the structure- 
.ire essential. Multiple glazing (triple 
rather than standard double-paned win- 
do\vs are cost etfective in climates where' 
temperatures stay below freezing in win- 
ter), and paneled sheathing reduce 
trackage which allows cold winds to Ic.ik 
through. Elastomeric caulking, with its 
-ibility to e.xpand and contract for many 
>ears. assures waterproof joints. "Low 
tech" building achieves ma.ximum con- 
servation of energy through cumulative 
means. Proper orientation of windows to 
the sun"s path and blank walls to winter 
winds, coupled with the weatherization 
already described, can lead to a house 
which captures and retains warmth nat- 
urally. (Coniinued on page 46) 
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.Si)d  roof  pro>ides  iiiNulation  and  a  la>Mi 
atop a hoii.s« b\ architect Fernando Peixoto. 



YOU CAN COUNT ON GENERAL ELEQRIC 
FOR GREAT IDEAS IN COOKING. 

THE GENERAL ELEQRIC MICROWAVE COOKING CENTER. 

At General Electric we know what makes 
America cook, as you can see from all the 
cooking versatility we've built into one su 
perb appliance. The Microwave Cooking 
Center combines the speed and conve 
nience of microwaving with the traditional 
benefits of conventional cooking, and fits 
comfortably in your current kitchen space. 

General Electric's "Microwave Guide and 
Cookbook" that comes with the "Cooking 
Center" is much more than a recipe book. It's 
a complete how-to guide that takes the mys- 
tery out of microwave cooking with simple 
step-by-step lessons, recipes and 450 color 
photographs. 

The upper microwave oven 
features the General Electric 
Micro-Thermometer™ control. 
Just insert and set the desired 

, temperature. The oven shuts 
off automatically when foods 
are cooked. It also has digital 
time control and gives you the 
cooking flexibility of multiple 
power levels. 

The easy-to-clean ceramic glasstop cooking surface gives 
you an infinite choice of heat settings. The cooktop is also 
available with calrod units. The controls are conveniently 
placed at eye level next to the upper oven. 

The conventional oven not 
only gives you the conve- 
nience of General Electric's 
P-7*self-cleaning system, but 
an automatic oven timer. There 
are also settings for bake, time 
bake, broil, and clean, in addi 
tion to temperature control. 

THE APPUANCES AMERICA COMES HOME 10. 

GENERAL AELECTRIC 
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Patented formula 
cleans silver, retards tarnish. 
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Polishes easily to a brilliant finish. 

Wnghtb 
copper 

Cleans, brightens without heavy rubbing. 

J. A. WRIGHT & CO. 
Keene, New Hampshire 03431 
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contitnied from page 44 

Thermal mass heating 
After proper orientation, the most im- 
portant concept is "thermal mass." This 
mass is a large, heavy body of solid ma- 
terial, brick, stone, masonry, adobe, or 
even water, which captures sunlight dur- 
ing the day and radiates this heat into 
rooms at night. When the thermal mass 
is an exterior wall, insulated panels must 
be put in place on the outside as soon as 
the sun is no longer shining, to ensure all 
the heat radiates into the interior. When 
the thermal mass is used as a floor, it 
must be kept as free as possible of furni- 
ture and rugs when the sun shines on it, 
to absorb maximum solar energy. The 
Trombe wall (figure 1), developed in 
France by solar energy scientist Dr. Felix 
Trombe, is a thermal mass concept which 
is being used in America successfully. 
A massive wall, usually at least 18 inches 
of concrete, is placed on the southern 
side of the house. A glass wall is placed 
2 or 3 inches outside of it. Slots in the 
bottom and top of the mass wall allow 
interior air to be pulled into the space 
between the glass and concrete, where it 
rises as the sun warms it. (See drawing.) 
Then it reenters the room at the top. 
This '"thermosiphoning" efTect creates a 
circular air movement. At night, if the 
Trombe wall is insulated from the out- 
side, it also radiates heat to the interior. 
Trombe walls can be integrated into ex- 
isting masonry houses quite easily. Peo- 
ple who have experimented with them 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 

Warm air 

LOriDON 
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are enthusiastic about how heating bills 
can be reduced. The opaqueness of the 
Trombe wall can be a drawback, but 
architect Hal Dean has found one an- 
swer to this situation. He designed a 
house in Los Alamos, N.M., which inj| 
corporates 2,000 wine bottles filled wit^f 
water. They are placed between the two 
glass walls through which warming air 
rises. (See figure 2.) 

Earth-moving ideas 
Earth plays a newly significant role in| 
"low tech" building. Because the below- 
ground temperature remains constanti 
year-round, in most places at 54 to 5'^ 
degrees Fahrenheit, the earth can be 
used to control temperature. Sod roofs 
up to 2 feet thick can provide dramatic 
energy savings, not to mention space for 
growing fresh vegetables. A well-sup- 
ported 6-inch-thick reinforced concrete 
slab, waterproofed and well-drained, can 
carry 18 inches of soil. If you don't want 
to use the area for growing, then planti 
with grass and integrate the house intaj 
the landscape. Even berms (walls of| 
earth) outside the house can save up to- 
30 percent of the heat required for an 
unprotected house of comparable size.ii 
The earth can come from excavations for 
foundations and floor. 

For more information on this subject,; 
get "Passive Design Ideas for the Energy! 
Conscious Architect," a booklet pub-' 
lished by the National Solar Heating and; 
Cooling Information Center, Box 16()7,k 
Rockville, Md. 20850. It cites studies^ 
showing significant energy savings usin 
earth. 

Cheap power practice 
In recent decades, we have centralizei 
power supplies; now there are many peo- 
pie who are ready to move in the oppo 
site direction. One way to decentralize 
and provide your house with an inde-^ 
pendent power source is with a wind^ 
generator like those used to pump waterj 
on farms until the early 50s. With intclli 
gent use of light and other electric appli 
ances, there may be no need for an 
outside electric source. Wood stoves are 
important in "low tech" building because 
they eliminate or reduce the need for oil> 
or gas supply and use a replaceable en- 
ergy source easily available in this coun- 
try. (See page 72 for more on wood- 
burning stoves.) Steven Robinson's new 
book. The Energy-Efficient House (New 
American Library), gives a remarkably 
comprehensive list of ways to save op- 
erating costs by tuning a house into 
maximum energy efflciency. He devotes 
a chapter each to using wood for heating 
and wind generators. Today "low tech" 
living is a way of life for individuals who 
care, beyond dollars and cents, about 
practicing energy conservation for its 
own sake. It's a moral challenge. But it 
seems that the concept has growing ap- 
peal for its pragmatic and practical as- 
pects. And where housing is concerned, 
this is what counts. ■ 
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Uncertain reactions, trying this, that, two steps^ 
forward one back, fittally getting down to the real you. 
For such interesting moments, we propose adding a splash 
of crystal-clear Smirnoff and a dash of grenadine to a glass 
of fresh orange juices (hopte people call it the Hayride.) ^ 
But don't overdo it; thai 
would spoil the chemistry, A I n 
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Now you can make the rooms you love to 
live in-your eat-in kitchen, your family 
room, your dining area-look beautiful, 
wall-to-wall, without a single seam. 
Because Congoleum and only Congoleum 
offers you beautiful floorings from 6 to 15 
feet wide: so professional or do-it-yourself 
installations can be easier and seamless in 
most areas of you r home. 

 ■    Beauty that lasts. And 
^■^^^ Congoleum seamless beauty 
stays lovely longer, because our brilliant 
designs and colors are protected by a no- 
wax wear-layer so durable it resists stains 
and scuffs. With proper care, the 
Congoleum no-wax luster really lasts. 

More beautiful choices than anv other. 
Come to Congoleum and select from oyer 
300 different designs and colors-more 

designs and more colors in more widths 
than any other vinyl flooring. You're sure 
to find just what you have in mind. 
Simple sponge mopping will usually keep your floor 
looking fresh. Congoleum Vinyl Dressing will provide 
a higher shine should a reduction of gloss occur m 
areas of heavier use For complete maintenance and 
warranty information, see your local Congoleum re- 
tailer or write to Congoleum Consumer Affairs. 195 
Belgrove Drive. Kearny, N.J 07032, 

Design shown #45060. available in 6' & 12' widths 
Daydreamer sofa by Congoleum 

Only Congoleum" gives you seamless flooring in rooms up to 15 feet wide. 
Seamless flooring that stays prettier, cleaner and newer looking. 
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M«5W^r5 to your questions. 
[Here we share some 
interesting letters from 

\iur readers. By Margaret Morse 

Garden cut-up 
Where can I find an engine-powered 

I garden refuse shredder? 
T.T.—Stone Ridge, N.Y. 

Some manufacturers of freestanding and 
tractor- and trailer-mounted leaf shred- 
ders and wood chippers that handle logs 
up to 3 inches in diameter are: 
Amerind-MacKissic Incorporated, Box 
111, Parker Ford, Pa. 19457 (gasoline). 
Lindig Manujacturing Corporation. 
1877 West County Rd. C, St. Paul, Minn. 
55113 (gasoline, diesel, and 110/115V 
electric). 
W-W Grinder Corp., 2957 N. Market, 
Wichita, Kans. 67219 (gasoline and 
I15/230V electric—optional leaf vacu- 
um attachment). 

Do be sure to wear garden gloves and 
safety glasses whenever you operate or 
are in the immediate vicinity of any 
working shredder-grinder. Keep hands, 
feet, and any loose clothing away from 
any openings and moving parts. 

Party table-turning 
For entertaining, we usually rent a long 
folding party-supply table and camou- 
flage it with a floor-length tablecover. 
We're very tired of renting. Do you 
know of a good modern table that seats 
a lot of people? 

A.B.—New York, N.Y. 
You no longer have to go to Sweden to 
get the clever gateleg table designed by 
Bruno Mathsson in 1939. It's now being 
imported by Dux Interiors. Of solid 
beech with a curly-birchwood top, it's 
29 inches high, AV/i inches wide, and 
expands from 8 inches to just over 9 feet 
in length. With one gateleg open, it 
makes a handsome side table. In a na- 
tural blond finish, it is available at 
Danica in Beverly Hills and can also be 
ordered through your interior designer, 
architect, or department store decorating 
service from Dux Interiors, 305 E. 63rd 
St., New York, N.Y. 10021. (You can 
see the Mathsson table in our August, 
1977 issue on page 63, in a private 
house.) 

Wall works 
Our summer dining room is too 
draughty to use in winter. We'd love to 
screen it off with a folding "wall." Any 
suggestions? 

C.S.—Old Saybrook, Conn. 
There are many folding doors that would 

Continued on next page 

Rice. And when you combine it with some shced mushrooms, 
green peas and a few other good things, you've got yourself 
a terrific vegetable dish. Combined with meats or poultry, 
rice will make almost any meal go further and taste better— 
whether you're cooking for two... or six... or more. Because 
rice tastes great with everything and it's right there in 
your kitchen. 

So tonight, throw open the cupboard doors and treat your 
family to rice. Starting with good-tasting Mushroom Rice— 
a quick, economical side dish that's really delicious. And it's 
easy.. .once you get the rice out. 

Mushroom Rice 
3 cups hot cooked rice, 

cooked in chicken broth 
1 can (4 ounces) sliced 

mushrooms, drained 
1 cup cooked green peas 
2 tablespoons butter or 

margarine, melted 
V4 teaspoon onion powder 

Salt and pepper to taste 
2 tablespoons diced pimiento 

Combine rice, mushrooms, 
peas, butter, seasonings and 
pimiento. Heat until vegetables 
are hot, about 3 or 4 minutes. 
Tbss lightly. Makes 6 servings. 

For more easy-to-make 
rice recipes, write to: 
Rice Council of America, Dept. H, 
Box 22800, Houston. Tfexas 77027. 

Name  

street. 

City  

State. .Zip. 

©Rice Council for Market Development 1977 

Rice 
Rice Council of America 
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be handsome draught-dodgers. Some 
have special sound-and-temperature- 
shielding cores: These "acoustical" 
doors, however, can be very heavy, and 
your ceiling would probably need pro- 
fessional reinforcing first. Lest "tempera- 
ture-shielding" spark visions of lower 
fuel bills, remember that, whatever the 
door, in a cold, humid locale you must 
supply enough heat and ventilation to the 
otherwise-shut room over the winter so 
that moisture doesn't condense and hurt 
surfaces within. 

Write manufacturers below for names 
of dealers near you. Check your Yellow 
Pages under "Doors," too. For any large 
or heavy door, professional installation 
is recommended. 
Key to exteriors: WV-wood veneer. V- 
vinyl (many wood-look). PL-plastic lami- 
nate. 
Clopay Corp., Interior Door Div., Cio- 
pay Sq., Cincinnati. Ohio 45214 (V) 
Modern fold Doors. Inc.. P.O. Box 310, 
New Castle, Ind. 47362 (V) 
Panel fold. Inc.. 10700 N.W. 36th Ave., 
Miami. Fla. 33167. (WV, PL, or rigid 
V) 
Rolscreen Company, Pella, Iowa 40219 
(WV. including some paneled, or V) 
Wood Specialty Products Inc., 24300 W. 

60th St.. Mountlake Terr., Wash. 98043 
(solid hemlock—custom painting, stain- 
ing—or WV) 

If you like louvers, you might consider 
having a skilled carpenter build a lou- 
vered folding track door for you: Query 
"Woodworkers" listed in your Yellow 
Pages. 

"Precious" finishes 
I adore the stone malachite and wonder 
how I might be able to simulate the look 
on my small wooden table. 

—B.B., White Plains, N.Y. 
For bombe chests and pieces with curved 
edges, paint that simulates malachite is 
the answer. Do check your local library 
for our August. 1964 issue, pages 108 
and 109, for our story on fantasy "mala- 
chite" and "lapis lazuli" finishes done 
under the tutelage of Isabel O'Neil. Mrs. 
O'Ncil's masterly techniques for simu- 
lated malachite and almost any other 
painted finish arc described in great de- 
tail in her book The Art of the Painted 
Finish for Furniture & Decoration. Over 
350 pages long, with color plates, a copy 
is available for $19.95 ppd. from Conde 
Na.st Books, P.O. 3308, Grand Central 
Station, New York, N.Y. 10017. 

To cover a Parsons table or other sim- 
ple piece, you can buy realistic, glossy 
"malachite" and "lapis lazuli" paper. It 
comes in 26'/2-by-36'/2-inch sheets; any 
two sheets are $17.90 plus $2 shipping 
from Adventures In Crafts, 218 E. 81st 
St., New York, N.Y. 10028. (New York 

Put a friend 
on your brush. 
There's something spjecial 
about a close friend. In a 
relaxed way, you can always 
count on him. You can rely 
on Deft in the same way. Like 
a friend, it's easy, dependable. 
Deft dries crystal clear in only 
30 minutes (recoat in 2 hours). 
Won't yellow or darken with 
age. Both seals and protects. 
And Deft is so easy to use, 
about the only mistake you 
can make is to apply too little. 
So the next time you finish 
furniture, panels, cabinets, arts 
and crafts, put a friend on your 
brush—Deft Clear Wood Finish. 

Deft, Inc., Irvine, CA 92714 

residents add sales tax.) Since the pa- 
per's stiff, you must paper the tabic top 
and sides separately. Dee Davis of Ad- 
ventures In Crafts (catalogue $1) likes 
this method: Seal raw wood. Paint table 
black if "malachite" paper is going over; 
it; dark navy if "lapis." Seal again to 
protect paint. Trace brown paper pat- 
terns of table top and sides. Position 
patterns on paper, using the prettiest area 
for the table top. Match design on ad- 
jacent sides of legs. Cut out "mineral" 
pieces. Glue to table with thorough coat 
of white glue such as Elmer's or Sobo, 
pressing out e.xcess with a roller. Protect 
table top with a minimum of 3 coats 
of satin varnish, then a coat of white 
("bowling alley") wax. 

Gilt-edged leather . . . 
I ha\e a Victorian library table that is 
missing its leather panel. I've exhausted 
local leads for tooled leather—can you 
help? 

W.D.C.—St. Petersburg, Fla. 
A firm specializing in installing leather 
tabletops for furniture manufacturers 
and interior designers that accepts a 
number of mail orders for custom-cut, 
prestretched gold-tooled leather, too, is 
Robert Falotico Studios, 521 E. 72nd St.. 
New York. N.Y. 10021. The tooling is. 
said to be 23K-gold leaf; the leather top- 
gram English cowhide, which comes in 
eight colors—burgundy, sealing wax red, 
olive, bottle green, oak, mahogany, to 
bacco brown, and black. There's no cat.i 
logue—each small swatch is $1. If you 
send Mr. Falotico the dimensions you 
need, with a self-addressed stamped en- 
velope, he'll send an estimate. Prices 
start at about $20 a square foot. Custom- 
dyeing, shipping, and taxes (where ap- 
plicable) are additional. 

To order, make an exact wrapping 
paper template of the area. Send it along 
with a check lor 75 percent of the esti- 
mate and a note or snapshot indicating 
the period or style of your table, so that 
Mr. Falotico can choose an appropriate 
gold border for you. 

You may wish to query two other 
firms that work in gold-tooled tabletop 
leather: 
Artistic Leather Works. 43 E. 19th St., 
New York, N.Y. 10003 (which works 
in vinyl and lacquered fabric, too). 
Froelich Leather Craft Co.. Inc., 18 W. 
18th St., New York, N.Y. 10011. (In 30 
colors or matched to your swatch) 

Note: If you own an antique that has 
its original leather panel, have an expert 
examine it before you change the leather. 
Removing the original leather may re- 
duce its character and resale value. 

... And how to apply it 
1  want  to  put new leather on an old 
table of mine. Can you tell me how 
go about it? 

J.H.D.—New York, N.Y. 
By hand, gently pry away both old leath- 
er and glue with a paint scraper. Then 

Continued on page 52 
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Wild Oats. 
Get 'em while they're hot 

Wild Oats is our answer to the back-to-nature 
phenomenon. Rugged, yet civilized, this 
oven-to-tableware goes happily into oven, 
dishwasher and freezer. (Safe for microwave 
ovens, too.) 45-pc. service for 8, $185; 
20-pc. service for 4, $80; 5-pc. place 
setting, $25.75. (Buying by the 
set gives you substantial 
savings.) Wild Oats can be 
plain or fancy. It's all in how 
you slice it. 
Wedgwood* IS a registered trademark of Wedgwood, Ltd 

MIDWINTER FOR 

Wedgwood 
V^ 41 MADISON AVE NY 10010 

Wild Oat 'n Orange Bread 
2 cups flour 1 '/z cups rolled oats 
% cup sugar 1 orange, rind & sections 
4'/2 tsp. baking powder   2 eggs, beaten 

V2 tsp. baking soda    2 tbsp. melted butter 
I  V2 tsp. salt 1 cup water 

Stir together first six items. Mix 1 tbsp. 
sugar with grated orange rind and diced 

sections. To eggs, add butter, orange mixture 
and water. Combine with flour mixture and 
pour into V/2 qt greased casserole. Let rest 
10 minutes. Bake 55 min. in preheated 350° 
oven. Serve hot or cold. 

id 



Celebrate absolutely nothing, 
absolutely anytime. 

Let the unique clarity and sparkle of crista! 
d'Arques add a touch of romance to your table, 
wherever you set it. 
And this extravagant full 24% lead crystal stemware 

is sensibly priced. So you now can afford complete 
settings, from water goblet to cordials, in the pattern of 
your choice. 

It's no wonder that throughout France, from 
Deauville to Marseilles, the French word for crystal is 
cristal dArques. 

cristal d'Arques -k 
Fine French crystal you can really live with, by J. G. Durand 

In all better gift and department stores. Selection of patterns starting at $5 a stem 

Catalogue on request. Imported by J. G. Durand International, Dept. N, Millville, N J 08332 
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sand with medium-coarse sandpaper. 
Remove dust. Fill any flaws with water- 
soluble spackle and let dry. The wood 
must be absolutely clean and smooth. 
Apply an even coat of water-soluble 
wallpaper paste or water-soluble hide 
glue. (Never use a plastic wood filler or 
a nonwater-soluble adhesive—they may 
hurt the wood and stain through the 
leather.) Press leather into place with a 
slightly damp cloth, working from the 
center out to remove all air bubbles and 
excess paste. If paste gets on the wood 
border, wipe it off promptly. If you place 
leather improperly, remove and reapply 
at once. Let dry overnight. Buff the 
leather with a clear paste wax. Rewax 
every six months. 

Rising spirals 
Who manufactured the metal spiral 
stair shown on page 107 of the June, 
1978 issue? 

W.R.K.—San Francisco, Calif. 
The architectural firm that designed the 
house also designed the stairs. The 
parts—many custom-made—came from 
Bradfield Manufacturing Co., listed be- 
low with some other manufacturers. 

Do shop through an architect or con- 
tractor if you want to have a ceiling 
opened for a stair. Don't choose too 
narrow a stair—one maker says the 
minimum radius most people find com- 
fortable is 38 inches. On primary-access 
stairs, be sure the inside radius (minus 
balusters, etc.) will take your furniture. 

Write manufacturers for literature. 
Then if you send them complete specifi- 
cations (check your local building code 
office first for any restrictions), they will 
send you a price estimate. Shipping and 
any taxes are extra. 

A firm that delivers spiral steel stair- 
cases each in one factory-welded, ready- 
to-install piece is Whitten Enterprises, 
Inc., P.O. Box 798, Bennington, Vt. 
05201. For a catalogue, send Whitten 
ISd-. 

Some firms that deliver spiral stairs 
knocked down, for your contractor or 
two clever "family mechanics" to as- 
semble and install, are listed below. 
Boston Design Corporation, 42 Plymp- 
ton St., Boston, Mass. 02118. Free 
brochure. 
Bradfield Manufacturing Co., 1682 
Superior Ave., Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626. 
Free brochure. 
Duvinage Corporation.  P.O.   Box  828, 
Hagerstown, Md. 21740. Free catalogue. 
Mylen Industries. 640 Washington St., '■ 
Peekskill, N.Y.  10566. Catalogue, 151 
ppd. 
Woodbridge Ornamental Iron Company, 
2715 N. Clybourn Ave., Chicago, 111. 
60614. Free catalogue. ■ 
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FOR EVERY HOME THERE IS A WESTWOOD 

nil 

i V" X 

Westwood lamps are pure 
elegance.Their graceful bases 
have been inspired by antique 
treasures. Adapted and hand- 
crafted by us in fine metals. 
Their shades are perfectly pro- 
portioned and handmade, of 
course. Choose your Westwood 
from the Westwood Experience 
in fine stores across the country. 
From $800 down. 

Westwood Lamps 
by Burlington. 

Westwood, 177 Genesee Avenue, Paterson, New Jersey 07503. A Division of Burlington Industries. 
For name of nearest dealer, call 800-528-6050 toll free. Arizona residents call 1-800-352-0458. 
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THINKING MACHINES 
FOR EVERY ROOM; Electronic marvels to streamline 

your housekeeping 
Its not unusual to find a computer in the 
kitchen, nowadays, a "brain" in your 
blender, a memory in your cassette tape 
deck. Tiny microprocessors, or compu- 
ters on a chip, arc turning appliances, 
telephones, and musical equipment into 
thinking machines. Here, a selection of 
products tor all over the house that can 
make life easier from the moment you 
wake up to the time you go to bed—even 
while you sleep. 
Two timer 
Two wake-up times can be programmed 
into this AM/FM electronic digital clock 
radio. Digits move forward or reverse 
for easy setting. The "His "n Hers" clock- 
radio by General Electric. $67.95. 
Cassette deck with 
memory power 
Front-loading stereo cassette deck with 
electronic memory can be programmed 
to rewind and replay a tape for as long 
as you want. Its fluorescent indicator 
(more accurate than conventional needle 
indicators) shows the best recording 
level. And you can monitor a tape as it's 
being recorded. Model CT-F900. About 
$500. By U.S. Pioneer. 

Sound flash 
Stereo receiver doubles its power when 
the music demands, to prevent distor- 
tion. The SR 2004 receiver by Hitachi. 
$1,095. 

Wonder oven 
Just select one of 6 cooking programs for 
the type of food you're preparing and 
this microwave oven does the rest. In- 
side, a glass turntable slowly rotates 
food, eliminating the need to reposition 
food as it cooks. You can preprogram 
the oven to start cooking when you're 
gone. "The Genius" microwave oven. 
$629.95. By Panasonic. 
Smooth touch 
The electronic touch control panel makes 
dials and knobs unnecessary on this turn- 
table and its companion receiver. Just 
one touch turns the unit on, selects the 
correct speed, begins play. The Beogram 
2400 turntable, $350. Volume is adjust- 

ed on the receiver by resting your fingd 
on the appropriate position until a satis 
factory level is reached. The Beomasteij 
1900 receiver, $495. The bookshell] 
speakers (19 by 10 by 8 inches) are small 
and easy to place, send out sound in arl 
arc that eliminates distortion. S-45-2H 
loudspeakers. $300 a pair. All by Banji|'( 
& Olufsen. 
Safety first 
Protect your home with an electn   u 
fire and theft security alarm system   I 
can be connected to one of 140 ccm 
puterized alarm stations across the coun-n 
try for direct summoning of police anJ 

Continued on page 5a 
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Real Ceramic Tile. 
It free s you miin the 
tedium of Itoiiie 
on the range. 

The more places you use 
American Olean ceramic tile, 

the nKjre you'll disajvcr 
~r how carefree a kitchen can be. 

Glazed tile is perfect for around 
the range and behind it because 
grease wipes off with a sponge, \ 

It's sensible for counter tops because 
it can't bum, bhster or scorch. 

And it's ideal for floors because 
it never needs waxing. And probably 

will never need replacing. 
^ Visit an American Olean Color 

Center listed in the Yellow Pages 
and see the hundreds of appealing tile 
colors, textures, and shapes. For three 

colorful brochures and plans 
for this kitchen ma;il 50C to: 

American Olean Tile Company, 
2564 Cannon Avenue, Lansdale, Pa. 19446. 

7Z ^American 
Olean 



Source of all 'tar' and nicoiine disclosures in this ad is either FTC Report May 1978 or FTC Method. 
Of All Brands Sold: Lowest tar: 0.5 mg.'tar,' 0.05 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report May 1978. 
Golden Lights: Kings—8 mg.'tar,' 0.7 mg. nicotine; 
100'$ —10 mg.'tar,' 0.9 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC Method. 
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 



JUSTERINI & BROOKS Founded 1749 

Many tr>5 
but none succeed* 
^u just carft copy 

a true original* 

Because it^s rare* 

THINKING 
MACHINES FOR 
EVERY ROOM 
continued from page 54 

fire fighters. Shown here, the main COD' 

trol panel and remote control bedrooini 
panel—the nerve centers of the system.i, 
System 7525 by ADT. From $795. 

Super phone J 
Do-it-all telephone has a built-in calcU'j 
lator, a digital alarm clock, and calendar, 
and a timer for both incoming and out- 
going calls. It remembers the last phone 
number you called, so you can call again 
by simply pressing a single digit. I^ 
adapts to all dial systems, is easy to in- 
stall. "The Conversation Piece" by Data 
Phone. $295. At Joal Fifth Avenue, Newi 
York, N.Y. 10019. I 

Hi-Fi angle 
Speakers send out sound waves in 
angled patterns to bounce them off wallsi 
and ceilings, and fill the room with con^ 
cert-hall music. Model 501 "Direct/ 
Reflecting Speaker System" by Bose 
$398 a pair. At Harvey Sound, New 
York, N.Y. 10018. 

86 Proof Blended Scotch Whisky © 1978 Paddington Corp., N.Y. 
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Wash and dry twins 
The  electronic  touch controls  on  this 
washer and dryer make laundry simple. 
Just tell the machines what kind of fabric 
you're   washing   or   drying—then   the 
electronic circuits take over. The solid 
state washer. Model LFA 9800, $429.95 
The dryer has a removable rack for ten 
nis shoes, toys, pillows. Permanent pres 
cycle automatically tumbles clothes in.^ 
cool air every 5 minutes for up to 40" 
minutes   to   prevent  wrinkling.   Model 
LFE 9800. $325.95. Whirlpool. 

Continued on page 100 
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THE WILDFLOWER DECOR ATION. 
NOW IT'S ON 

CORELLE EXPRESSIONS LIVINGWARE 
AND CORNING WARE COOKWARE. 

The Wildflower decoralion is one of the 
most popular Corning Ware cookware has 
ever had Because it makes going from the 
freezer to the oven to the table so beautifu' 

And now you can find the same 
Wildflower pattern on Corelle Expressions 
livingware. 

These light, summery blossoms perk 
up any table and make the most of any 
color scheme. 

r out iirjr, WARE ana rOhK i f- are re^ji-jter^jrl "a* 

And because they're on Corelle 
Expressions dinnerware, you know their 
beauty isn't fragile.They'll last through years 
of everyday use. And their petals won't 
fade—even in the dishwasher 

The Wildflower pattern. Now on Corelle 
Expressions livingware Fresh flowers were 
never so practical, 

CORNING 
rna'f" "' ^^;^^^^^'q Glass Viiprks, ',0'ninq U - 14830 



By Richard and Jean Taylor 

AUTO 
SUGGESTIONS 
Investing 
in vintage cars 
How to buy, restore, maintain, 
and enjoy a car classic 

Recent articles in financial papers like 
Forbes. Business Week, and The Wall 
Street Joiirnul advised their readers to 
put their money into old cars. Old cars 
are a favorite investment in these days of 
the lagging stock, market. Money can be 
made in buying and selling them. But 
investing wisely in old cars is just like 
investing in cocoa futures, a condomini- 
um in Caracas, or anything else—unless 
you know what you're doing, you can 
easily make mistakes. 

The average new car bought in 
America in 1978 cost $6,500. But nearly 
all of these new cars will lose more than 
50 percent of their value within the first 
three years. You lose $100 a month in 
depreciation when you buy an average 
new car. Old cars, on the other hand, 
appreciate in value if you buy well and 
treat them properly. You can count on 
making at least 15 percent a year on a 
$6,000 old car, which is a lot better than 
the Dow Jones is doing. Then too, if you 
drive your old car on a regular basis 
(and some make handy second cars), you 
can eliminate the depreciation on a new 
car, so your real profit will be in the 
neighborhood of 30 percent annually. 

Antique cars 
There are five general categories of old 
cars, and each is suitable for a different 
kind of use and appeals to a different 
kind of person. Really old cars, those 
Edwardian carriages covered with brass 
trim and fancy pin-striping, are called 
Antiques. As a general rule, any car 
built before 1925 is an Antique. Before 
buying any Antique, be sure to check 
with the Antique Automobile Club of 
America, which has a list of recognized 
makes similar to the .American Kennel 

■    :ONSTANTINE 

Milestone Era '49 Buick Roadmaster with 
fastback. Value today about $5,000. 
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Club's list of breeds. Antique cars are 
obviously very rare, charming, and 
quirky. Replacing a worn-out part can 
sometimes be impossible. Probably your 
best choice in this category is the Model 
T Ford. These cars cost between $3,000 
and $6,000, depending on body shape 
and condition, and since there were 17 
million Model Ts built originally, there 
are still thousands left. Production parts 
are easy to obtain; in fact, it's possible 
even to build a complete Model T Ford 
from all new parts. 

Classic cars 
The period between 1925 and the start 
of World War II is considered the 
Classic age of the motorcar. These are 
the cars that sell for $ 150,000 and $200,- 
000 in well-publicized auctions, and 
Duesenberg, Bentley, Packard, Cord, 
Bugatti, and Auburn are the leading 
names. Most of these cars are owned by 
museums or a small group of enthusiastic 
collectors. Classic cars are judged on a 
scale according to perfection. A "100- 
point" Classic would be perfect in every 
way, a practical impossibility. A 98-point 
car is usually good enough to win any 
show in this country. A major Classic 
like the Duesenberg SJ might sell for 
$50,000 in condition good enough to re- 
store. Making it look like new might take 
anywhere from 6 months to 3 years and 
can cost over $100,000. So investing in 
major Classics is not something to jump 
into lightly. Read everything you can 
find about Classic car investments before 
you take this plunge. 

Special-interest cars 
Non-Classic cars of the twenties and 
thirties are called Special-Interest. There 
are some specific models of old Fords, 
1932 V-8 roadsters, 1939 convertibles 
that are worth as much as some of the 
genuine Classics. But the average Spe- 
cial-Interest car is worth under $5,000 
in good condition. Special-Interest cars 
are about the oldest you can reasonably 
consider for transportation, since they 
have enough pep to drive on the highway 
at normal speed limits. As with Antiques, 
Fords are the best buys for neophyte 
collectors. There's always a ready market 
when you want to sell, lots of spare 
parts, and a plethora of mechanics to 
help out if something goes wrong. You'll 
find four-door sedans are cheapest. Two- 
door sedans and coupes are generally 
priced in the middle, while convertibles, 
roadsters, and phaetons are most expen- 
sive. The axiom is: If the top goes down, 
the price goes up. Condition is important 

as well. But car collectors worry about 
"originality," too. If a 1959 Ford had 
mohair upholstery when it was new but 
has been restored with modern vinyl, 
then it's not worth as much. To protect 
yourself, join the club for whatever kind 
of car you want to buy, link up with a 
knowledgeable member, and take him 
along to look at any car you intend to 
purchase. In the Special-Interest cate- 
gory. 1937 Fords are still appreciating at 
a rapid rate. And as long-term invest- 
ment, Jaguars are currently undervalued. 

Milestone cars 
The most exciting collector cars, the ones 
whose prices are currently skyrocketing 
are those built after World War II. These 
high-quality cars from the fifties and six- 
ties are called Milestone cars and appear 
on a list of Certified Milestones kept by 
the Milestone Car Society. They include 
names like Rolls-Royce, Ferrari, Mer-'' 
cedes-Benz, and Maserati. Many of these 
cars are as rare and expensive as any 
40-year-old Classic. On the other hand, 
there are some Milestone cars still priced 
under $3,000 which are sure to appreci- 
ate. These are real automobiles, not 
"horseless carriages" and actually many 
have the same chassis and running gear 
used in many modern cars of today. 
Chevrolet's famous "smallblock" V-8 
now used by all General Motors divi- 
sions, for example, first appeared in 
1955, the 1979 Rolls-Royce is driven by 
an engine first produced in 1958, and 
Jaguar has been using the same 6-cylin- 
der engines since 1948. Parts for Mile- 

Continued on page 64 

Collector's 
car insurance 

One money-saving aspect of owning 
an old car is the insurance. Any car 
older than 1960 and Milestone cars 
older than 1964 can be insured with 
special old car insurance. The only 
restriction on this insurance is that 
you have a "normal" car to use for 
most driving and keep your old car 
for special trips totalling less than 
2,500 miles a year. Old car insurance 
is much cheaper than normal cover- 
age, because the owner of an irre- 
placeable old car is obviously a very 
careful driver. If you expect to drive 
your old car every day, this special in- 
surance won't apply. But you can still 
sometimes negotiate conventional au- 
tomobile insurance at a discount for 
an old car. 
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FOR PEOPLE WHO SLEEP TOGETHER 
BUT DON'T WANT 

TO WAKE UP TOGETHER. 
THE GE MS 'N HERS' CLOCK RADIO. 

TWo people need two alarms. 
If he wants to set his at 6AM to go 
jogging, fine. She can set hers for later. 

That's what this great General Electric 
Electronic Digital Clock Radio is all 
about. You can set it for two different 
wake-up times. 
And it will wake 
each of you at 
these times every 
day. until it's 
reset or turned 
off. It wakes you 
to music. Or to a 
gentle tone alarm. 
Today's technology 
provides other 

THE NEW GE 'HIS 'N HERS' 
ELECTRONIC DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO 

great features. Like an easy-to-read time 
and alarm display that can be adjusted 
forward or backward. An earphone jack 
for private listening. A control to 
adjust the brightness of the time 
display for your comfort. 

It even displays 
the month and date 
at the push of a 
button. And because 
it's electronic, it's 
accurate and quiet. 

The GE 'His 'N 
Hers' Clock Radio. 
With two separate 
wake-up times. 
Model 7-4685 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
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The E.P.T.'' In-Home Early 
Pregnancy Test is o private 
little revolution ony womon 
can easily buy at her drugstore. 

It is highly accurate. 
Millions of women today in 
13 Europeon countries use this 
testing method. Now its high 
accuracy rate has been verified 
here in America by doctors 
who clinically confirmed the 
results of tests performed by 
women themselves in their 
own homes. 

That means you con confi- 
dently do this easy pregnancy 
test yourself— privately— right 
at home without woiting for 
oppointments or deloys. That 
simple difference is the result of 
many years of costly research. 
And it's worth every penny. 

At lost, early knowledge of 
pregnoncy belongs easily and 
accurately to us all. It's simple. 
Fast. And there is no risk, no 
physicoldonger whatever, in 
doing it becouse a sample of 
your first morning urine is all 
that's needed for the test. 

As soon OS you become 
pregnant, your body starts to 
produce o special hormone — 
HCG. Starting on the 9th day 
after the dote you expected 
your menstrual period to begin, 
there should be sufficient con- 
centrotion of HCG in your urine 
to give on accurate reading of 
pregnancy. And that's oil there 
is to it. Follow the test directions 
with core, ond three drops of 
urine con tell you quickly ond 
easily whot you wont to know. 

If you get o positive read- 

ing, you con assume you ore 
pregnont. Such positive preg- 
nancy readings in our clinicol 
tests proved to be 97% occu- 
rote. If your reading is negative, 
your overdue period should 
begin soon. If a week passes 
and you still have not started 
menstruating, you should take 
a second E.P.T. test because 
there may not hove been suffi- 
cient HCG in your urine at the 
time of the first test, or you may 
hove miscalculated your 
period. Negative readings 
on a first test ore obout 80% 
accurate; on repeat testing 
one week later they ore 91 % 
occurote. If your second test 
result is still negotive and your 
period has not begun, we . 
urge you to consult your doctor 
OS soon OS possible. 

E.RT. is very simple to do, 
but it is important that you fol- 
low the instructions carefully to 
insure on accurate reading. 

E.P.T. Early Pregnancy Test 

gives women a new power, the 
power of time to help control 
the quolity of their pregnancies. 

The first 60 days ore criticol 
in fetal development. Improper 
nutrition, cigarettes, alcohol, 
even commonly used house- 
hold medications can be 
harmful in these crucial first 
60 days before most women 
even know for sure that they 
ore pregnant. Now with E.P.T. 
you con know. Now, when you 
coll your doctor, you hove the 
results of your test to report. 
And time is on your side at lost. 

^ 

LJ 
1. Put three drops of 
urine intothe test 
tube 

2. Add contents of 
the plastic vial, 
shake and place test 
tube in holder It must 
remain undisturbed 
for two hours. 

3. After two hours if 
a dark brown ring is 
visible in the mirror, 
that indicates an 
active pregnancy. 
Kit is not reusable. 

e.p.t (S; 

in-home 
early pregnancy test 

ast, an accurate 
early pregnancy test 

at women can do at home 
quickly, safely and very easily. 



THE MOST COMPLETE 
BOOK OF ITS KIND 

\OGLE 
SOCIAL DIARY AND 

ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR 
1979 

Cond6 Nost Books 
PO Box 3308, Grand Central Station 
New York, NY 10017 

D Yes, please send me copy(s) ot the VOGUE 
SOCIAL DIARY AND ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR for only 
S15 00 (plus 60C for postage and handling). Total: S15.60 
per copy. If I cm not delighted, I may return the calendar 
within 10 doys for a complete refund. 

Please make check payable to CONDE NAST BOOKS. 

Name _ 
Address 
City    
State 
Please bill my 
n   American Express 
Card number  
Signature   

_Zip. 

D   Visa      □   MasterCnorge 
 Expires .  

Never forget another important birttiday! 

Never repeat the same menu to the 
same guests! 

Never get billed tor a forgotten 
appointment! 

Never forget Aunt Sue's sweater 
size again! 

Orgonize your life with the 
VOGUE SOCIAL DIAI^Y AND 

ENGAGEMENT OALENDAR1979 

's newi It's eificient! ifs loeautiluii 
Examine it (or 10 doys without obligotioni 

Ifs a time-organizer: three years o( calendars. 
with 1979 divided into a week per page, with 
doily spoce (or oppomtments. notes, recordsi 

Ifs a record-keeper: birthdays, anniversaries. 
greeting cords, clothing sizes, automobile 

essentials, insurance/credit card/bonking numbers 

Ifs a telephone aid: frequently-called numbers, 
emergency numbers, hostess-help services 

and personnel numbers 

Ifs party help: 20 Party Planner pages (guest list, menu, 
loble-arrongement and seating diagram), a party-needs 

rhecklist, nopkin (olds, glosswore checklist, full-color table settings, 
menus, recipes, drinks 

Ifs travel service: a getaway checklist (from passport to 
laundry soap]: American-European conversions of weights, 

meosures, clothing sizes 

VOGUE planned its SOCIAL DIARY AND ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR to 
fulfill many needs the whole year through, ond become an instant 

record for hondy bock reference Cover to beautiful cover, ifs the 
only book of its kind! Order your VOGUE SOCIAL DIARY AND 

ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR todoy-ond several to give to your good 
friends. Remember-if it's less than you expect, simply return it 

within 10 days, and your payment will be retundedi Ypu're going 
to love it-ond wonder why VOGUE didn't think of it soonen 

OrtobG 
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Why do 
so many people 

replace their dishwashers 
widi KitchenAid? 

Live with a dishwasher awhile, and 
you learn a few things about it. 

Like how well it cleans. How seldom 
it needs repair. And how 
long it lasts. 

That's why so many 
people think KitchenAid 
dishwashers are such a 
good value. They say 
things like,"Built solid, 
very dependable." 

"Gets everything clean 
without hand rinsing, 
even dirty pans." 

"Needs few repairs." 
"Lasts a long time. Uses 

less hot water; saves on electricity." 
"Can load it any way I like and 

everything comes out clean." 
And people who've had 

experience   with  dish- 
washers   don't   merely 
think KitchenAid is best. 

They buy it. 
These are just some of 

the reasons why, over the 
years, so many people have 
replaced their dishwashers 

with KitchenAid. 
And good reasons to 

buy KitchenAid to be- 
gin with. 

KitchenAid. Because ifs worth it, 
Hobart GDrporation, Troy, Ohio 45374. 
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AUTO 
SUGGESTIONS 
continued from page 60 

stone cars are obviously easier to findj 
and less expensive than those for olderl 
cars. Milestones are where investors have 
made big money. The Ford-powered 
Cobra sportscar built between 1962 and 
1967 cost less than $6,000 new, for ex- 
ample, yet a 1967 Cobra 427 is today 
worth over $30,000 in good original con- 
dition. At a much lower price level, 
1965 and '66 Mustang convertibles that 
were $500 in used-car lots 2 years ago 
are now collector items worth anywhere 
from $2,500 to $5,000. Milestone cars 
generally appeal to people, and they tend 
to be driven as everyday or second cars. 

Milestone era cars 
The least expensive collector cars are 
Milestone Era cars, the equivalent of 
Special-Interest cars of the prewar pe- 
riod. Milestone Era cars look old but 
don't cost very much. Unless you hap- 
pen to pick up on a special car that col- 
lectors haven't discovered yet, you won't 
have a guaranteed investment with a 
Milestone Era car. On the other hand, 
many inexpensive Milestone Era cars are ' 
low-mileage original cars that won't need 
restoration or any great investment be- 
lore you can start enjoying them. 

How to shop for 
an old car 
Shopping for a collector car is just like 
buying any used car. You should look 
for rusted spots on the body and chassis, 
smoke, funny noises, and signs of abuse. 
A good rule before investing is to figure 
out how much you can afford and then 
deduct 25 percent. The 25 percent will 
go for unforseen repairs that do crop up 
when you buy an old car. Many people 
buy an old car in sad condition figuring 
to save money by restoring it themselves. 
This is perfectly fine if you're the sort of 
person who knows how to do things, has 
free time, and enjoys getting your hands 
dirty. If you are not, the better way is to 
buy a car that someone else has profes- 
sionally restored. When you start looking 
at car advertisements, you will see items 
described as "good original" or "good 
restored." These are the types of cars 
you should be looking for. "Good origi- 
nal" means the car has never had to be 
restored, which is often the best buy of 
all. 

There are three places to find old cars. 
National magazines like Hemniings, 
Motor News and Cars and Parts consist 
solely of classified ads for old cars of 
every description, and this is a good 
source to find out what's available and 
how much it will cost. The New York 
Times has a fairly extensive old car clas- 
sified section in the Sunday edition, with 
ads from many parts of the country. And 

Continued on page 66 
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40'^°ofFonTowle Sterling 
GROUP I GROUP II 

24 MONTHS TO PAY 
Without finance charges. 
You can buy your Towie Sterling on our Silver Club Plan. Nothing down. 
24-equal monthly payments ($5 min.). The deferred payment is the same as 
the cash price. The cost of credit is included in the price quoted for the goods 
and services. 

DIRECT MARKETING 
711 High Street Jackson. MS  39202 Phone 601/354-3549 

SI I s 
IM AC'h Sl/.l. 

UP.-. Sit 

i.llilv 

ri ALh 
PIkCbS 

Tf3>pi»i>n 
Pl.tcc Fori, 
Pl,uc Knit.- 
S.,lad Fork 

(.KOI J' I 
Ki-i;. 40^., Off 
Price Price- 

$I2H0.00   $768.00 
$52.00 

GROUP 1 
Reg. 40",, Off 

(.Kill I' II 
Reii.        40".. Off 
Price Price 

81456.00    $87).60 
$16.40 

GROUP II 

Pri 
$27.00 

47.50 
44.00 
41.50 

Price 
$16.20 

28.50 
26.40 
24.90 

Rec 
Price 

$3 J.00 

54.00 
47.50 
47.50 

40'S, Off 
Price 

$19.80 
12.40 
28.50 
28,50 

C;ROUP 111 
Ren.        40"i. Off 
Price Price 

$1672.00  $1001.20 
$41.80 

GROUP III 
Rc-R.        40"/. Off 
Price 

$59.00 
6 5.00 
5 5.00 
54.00 

Price 
$25.40 

57.80 
51.80 
52.40 

P.irtidI listini;x only .thove. Complete sale prii lilable upon requcsl 

Order direct friiin Carter's, one of America's largest and most respected silver dealers. 

Your money returned if not completely satisfied.   Save 40'^i on 32-Piece Sets for 8, 
(8 teaspoons, knives, forks and salad forks)   and receive a 4-Picce Coffee Set FREE, 
($150.00 retail value). All active patterns and pieces 40''(i off regular prices. 

WE PAY shipping costs. NO SALES TAX unless you are a Mississippi resident. 

Oter 300 patterns 30% to 60% off suggested retail prices, (all major lines). Write us 
and we will quote prices on the pattern you desire. 

FRCililTowle 
4'Piece Coffee Set 
Fine Silverplate*  ^ 

^XJU value* 

WITH THE PURCHASE OF 

A 32-SERVICE FOR 8. 

4-Piece Coffee Set 

consists of an 

8 cup capacity coffee pot. 

cream and sugar, 

plus a 13" tray. 

FREE ENGRAVING 

initial engraved 

free on each piece if desired 

>0 /^        y D Put me LII1 

La/ltO^     DIRECT  MARKETING vour mailing list. 
no purchase iioccssarv. 

Attn: Ms. Jane Lee       P. O. Box 125 

711 High Street Jackson, MS  39205 Phone 601/354-3549 

Please ship me the following TOWLE STERLING using the payment plan indicated. 
Pattern Name  
No. of Pes. Name of Piece Unit Price Total Price 

 of @  $ each $   
 of @   $ each  $   

 of @  $ each $   
 of @ $ each $   

Name  
Address . 

City. -State- _Zip_ 
D Check enclosed for the full amount, (Miss, residents add 5% sales tax) or choose one of 

the following methods of payment. 

D Charge my account number . .  
D Master Charge No.  Exp. Date  

D VISA No Exp. Date  
D American Express No. Exp. Date_ 

Q I wish to pay on the Silver Club Plan 
(Fill in the following information only if you are using Silver Club Plan) 
Credit References  

Offer good through January 6, 1979. 
We pay shipping costs (No sales tax, unless a Miss, resident.) 
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money returned. 

 Initial to be engraved 
Check Style Desired 
□ Script    D Block 



Performs like stairi, 
cover|^,|iJ<^;paiinf; 

s cracking/ 
-:l>listerihg/ 
^   j(>eeling. 

•^^Vr^^Alhfe^^ 
Architect: Claude Miquelle Associates, Melrose, Mass., Cobot's Stains on Clapboards 

Cabot's O.V.T. 
Solid Color Stains 

This fine product combines the best features of a 
stain and a point. Cabot's O.V.T. Solid Color 
Stains, on oil-base finish of great beauty and dur- 
ability, is suitable for wood, metal, masonry . . . 
applicable to all surfaces.  62  pleasing colors. 

Cabot s;   I 

SoUdColptl*^ 

Samuel Cabot Inc. 
One Union Street, Depl. 1 016, Boston, Mossochusells 02108 
Q  Send Color Cord on Cobot'i O.V.T. Solid Color Stains 
Q  25< enclosed for Cobot'i full-color hondbook on stoins 

AUTO 
SUGGESTIONS 
continued from page 64 

finally, for less expensive old cars, local 
newspapers and Pennysavers carry clas- 
sifieds. Prices are usually lower in the 
local papers, but the quality of the cars 
is apt to be lower, too. 

There are literally hundreds of spe- 
cialized clubs for owners of almost any 
old car, from Alfa Romeo to Volvo. 
Most of them publish a regular news- 
letter with classified ads, finance repro- 
ductions of hard-to-find parts, and spon- 
sor club events. You should join the club 
for your make just to have a source of ^ 
parts and information. If you'll tell us 
what kind of old car you're interested in, 
we can put you in touch with the club 
you need. Send a stamped, self-addressed 
postcard or envelope to Richard and 
Jean Taylor, Auto Suggestions, House 
& Garden Magazine, 350 Madison Ave- 
nue, New York, N.Y. 10017. 

Owning a Milestone 
Our 1957 Chevrolet Nomad looks like 
an old two-door station wagon, but it is 
an important collector's item. There were 
only 6,534 built in that year and at 
$2,857, the Nomad was the most expen- 
sive Chevrolet in the line. The Nomad is 
the only Chevrolet model that's certified 
as a Milestone, and the National Nomad 
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Club has over 2,000 members. All the 
mechanical parts are still readily avail- 
able and any mechanic in the country 
knows how to fix the 283-cubic-inch 
small block V-8 engine. It will cruise at 
Qomfortably fast speeds, and with power 
steering, brakes, and windows, it's as 
easy to drive as a modern car. Since it's 
a station wagon, you can carry loads in 
the back. 

Cost worked out as follows: $2,100 
for the car, rust-free, undented, with a 
rebuilt engine and transmission. $800 
for replating chrome trim, and $1,200 
for repainting, replacing chrome trim, 
and spraying the inside and under the 
chassis with rustproofing; $500 for re- 
production interior just like the original 
(we installed this ourselves); $400 for 
new tires and miscellaneous trim pieces. 
Total cost: $5,000. 

A comparable Nomad is worth be- 
tween $5,500 and $6,000, while top-con- 
dition showcars in this category are 
bringing prices between $12,000 and 
$ 15,000. In five years, our Nomad should 
be approaching $10,000. With a reason- 
able amount of care, it will still look new 
years from now and will have provided 
thousands of enjoyable miles. It's a bril- 
liant choice for a second car. 

Sources of information 
Old car periodicals 
Automobile Quarterly 
221 Nassau Street 
Princeton, N.J. 08540 

AQ is a hard-cover quarterly, four-color 
throughout, that's the class of old car 
magazines. It's expensive, but issues are 
collected with the same fervor as old 
cars themselves. No advertising. $24.50 
per year. 
Car Classics 
Box 547. CImtsworth. Calif. 91311 
Car Classics covers a broad range of cars 
from horseless carriages to the newest 
Mercedes, and also treats fiberglass- 
bodied "replicars" that look Ike old cars 
but aren't. Six issues a year. No classi- 
fieds. $8.95 per year. 
Car & Parts 
Box 299, Sesser, III. 62884 
Hundreds of pages of classified ads from 
all over the world, along with regular 
columns and historical articles. Reading 
classifieds is the fastest way to learn what 
sort of cars are available and how much 
they cost. Monthly. $7.50 per year. 
Hemniings Motor News 
Box 3S0. Bennington, Vt. 05201 
Deliberately folksy classified ads wrapped 
in plain brown paper and printed on 
newsprint, but with the largest listing of 
old cars for sale. Hemmings has the wid- 
est circulation of any old-car publication. 
Monthly. $6.75 per year. 
The Milestone Car 
Box 18. Nyack. N.Y. 10960 
A soft-cover quarterly with the same hor- 
izontal format and high-quality produc- 
tion as AQ, but dealing solely with post- 
war Milestone cars. No advertising. $16 
per year. 
Old Cars 
lola. Wis. 54945 
A weekly newspaper with reports on ? 
auctions, meets, shows, and other hap-1 
penings in the hobby. Some classifieds, I 
but not as extensive as those in Hem- ] 
mings or Cars & Parts. $11.50 per year. Ij 
Special-Interest Autos ' 
Box 192, Bennington. Vt. 05201 ; 
Published by Hemmings, SI A concen- ! 
trates on the history of obscure cars, do- 
it-yourself    features,    and    automotive 
trivia. Six issues a year. No classifieds. 
$7 per year. 

Old car clubs 
There are three large clubs that deal with 
cars of all makes from a certain era— 
AACA, 1895-1925; CCCA, 1925-1948;    i 
MCS, 1945-1967—and all three sponsor    ■ 
numerous social events and concourse 
shows.  They'll  also  provide  you  with 
needed information. 
Antique Automobile Club of America      i 
501 West Governor Road 
Hershey, Pa. 17033 
$1 1.50 per year (includes a subscription 
to Antique Automobile). 
Classic Car Club of America 
Box 443, Madison. N.J. ^ 
$17 per year (includes a subscription tcf 
The Classic Car). 
Milestone Car Society 
4716 East 75th Street 
Indianapolis. Ind. 46250 
$20 per year (includes a subscription to 
The Milestone Car). ■ 
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Now 
Ifs a satisfying 

decision. 
Like many people you may recently 

have switched to a lower tar cigarette, with 
milder flavor. 

But as your tastes have changed, you 
may have found yourself reaching for a 
cigarette even lower in tar An ultra-low tar 
alternative that satisfies your new tastes 
in smoking. 

Then the decision is Now. 
Now has only 2 mg. tar. And bear this 

in mind: todays Now has the most satisfying 
taste in any cigarette 

c)*»^ so low in tar. 

Now 
■■'•'ft 

/'m 

Only 2 mg tar. Significantly lower than 98% of all cigarettes sold. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

FILTER, MENTHOL: 2 mg. "tar", .2 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC method. 



PLANTS 
\ROUND THE HOUSE 
II about ivy 
H' to grow true ivies, 
'tend ivies, and other 
npant climbers 

Richard Longer 
:   of  the   most   popular  groups  of 
ise plants available today is the ivies. 
St are easy to care for and lushly 
en; they grow quickly and come in a 
iety of interesting leaf shapes. Most 

c| them   aren't   ivies,   however,   even 
t ugh they have ivy's climbing and curl- 
I    nature. They're interlopers such as 
r    ivy,  parlor ivy,  and German  ivy, 
\ ich are botanically unrelated to the 
I HIS. True ivy belongs to the genus 
. (lera, represented by the common En- 
i .h ivy, H. Helix, so often seen out- 
I MS as a ground cover and as a climber 

stone walls. English ivy also makes a 
\ durable house plant. 

POBERT  LAUTMAN 

Above: Grape ivy in copper-lined 
troughs rim room by Ann Hart man. 
Right: Hanging baskets of the same 
Cissus rhombifolia and a lacy verbena 
in Renee Graubart's conservatory. 

The species name Helix has a story all 
3 itself. Darwin noted that during the 
lassing of a day, the plant that was orig- 
nally leaning slightly to the north "will 
e found gradually to bend more and 
nore easterly until it faces east; and so 
inwards to the south, then to the west 
ind back to the north." This movement 
Kcurs in all parts of any plant as it 
;rows. Even the underground sprouts 
wist, or circumnutate, almost drilling 
hrough the soil. In some plants, espe- 
;ially the ivies and other climbers, this 
spiral motion—or helix pattern—is ac- 
;entuated, enabling the plant to reach 
out and grab something to climb on. It 
also gives the ivy its name, Helix 

Among true ivies, there are many to 
choose from for indoor gardening. 
There's the slow-growing but pleasantly 
bushy 'Conglomerata.' There's 'Glacier,' 
with variegated triangular leaves. 'Curli- 
locks' has crested leaves not unlike gi- 
gantic parsley, while 'Manda's Crested' 
has reddish stalks and rosy-edged leaves 
to add some color as well as form to an 
indoor garden. And that's only for start- 
ers. There are dozens of ivies to grow if 
you become a collector, including such 
strangely named ones as '238th Street,' a 
variety discovered back in 1935 by T.H. 
Everett, then Director of Horticulture at 
the New York Botanical Gardens, when 
he walked by the Church of the Good 
Shepherd at Matilda Avenue and—you 
guessed it—238th Street, in the Bronx. 

The care of ivy is simplicity itself. 
About the only thing H. Helix and its 
many hybrids are fussy about is heat. 
They don't like daytime temperatures 
much above the low 70s, except in the 
summertime. When growing them in- 
doors, then, the best location is close to 
a window where they will be cool. The 
window should be one with good light, 
but not more than an hour or so of direct 
sun, so the plants don't get too hot. Ivies 
actually do well in an air-conditioned 
environment, as long as there is no direct 
draft. This factor, along with their easy- 
to-care-for nature, makes them ideal for 
offices and other places where neglect 
occasionally occurs. Ivies are not fussy 

Continued on page 71 

FAST-GROWING 
IVY TOPIARY   I 

«^^ ^^■^••;: 
The  topiaries of  box- 
wood, privet, and yew ; 
that grace the old 
formal gardens of 
estates and castles 
need ten years or 
more to take their 
shape—not exactly a 
pastime for a speed- 
suitable  for   indoor 
conscious age or one 
puttering. But the idea 
of using ivy for a topiary 
has changed all that. Now/ 
it is possible even to buy 
ready-made topiary forms in 
the  shapes  of  various  animals, 
baskets, cones, globes, and other geo- 
metric shapes at larger garden and 
plant stores. Or you can design your 
own frame, in which case there's no lim- 
it to the shapes you can come up with. 

To make a topiary frame, use some 
number 8 or heavier aluminumwire. 
Galvanized wire will also work-well, but 
it is not quite as soft and easy to bend. 
You'll also need a pair of wire cutters. 
Wire benders, on the other hand, aren't 
really necessary, since the wire can be 
bent well with just your hands. For 
fastening the ivy to the support, you'll 
need small pieces of green yarn, twist- 
ems, or dark green pipe cleaners. 

Now pick a shape. A simple ring or 
triangle is the easiest for the first-time 
topiarist. If you feel confident, you 
might try a Christmas tree, which will 
give you indoor greenery for the holi- 
days later in the year. 

As you bend the wire to form the 
shape, make sure you leave plenty of 
wire at the ends to be buried in the soil. 
The form will need to be firmly an- 
chored before you start planting. 

Ivy varieties such as 'Needle-point,' 
'Glacier,' and 'Itsy Bitsy' are particularly 
good for topiary, because they are com- 
pact growers. Place two or three plants at 
the base of each initial or frame. As they 
grow, tie each new growth farther up the 
frame as soon as it begins to hang free. 
Pinching the plants back means you'll 
have more leads to tie down, but it will 
also give you a bushier, fuller topiary. 
Water your ivy sculpture regularly, and 
mist the leaves when you get a chance. 

For advanced topiarists who want to get 
on to more elaborate shapes, Vine Arts, 
eCharlcote Place, Baltimore, Md. 21218 
sells a menagerie of interesting topiary 
frames. Write for a price list. 

^ 



Andersen Perma-Shield' 

THE END OF 
WINDOW PAINS 

SNUG-FITTING DESIGN. 
Andersen" Perma-Shield*' Gliding Windows are two 
times more weathertight than recognized air-infiltration 
standards. To help seal out drafts, dust and rain. 
Help save on your heating and cooling bills. 

LONG LIFE, LOW MAINTENANCE. 
Perma-Shield Gliding Windows are sheathed in 
rigid vinyl—inside and out. This sheath 
doesn't rust, pit or corrode. Doesn't chip, flake, 
peel or blister. 

RESISTS DECAY, INSECTS. 
Andersen's wood core (one of nature's 
best insulators) is specially treated 
with a water-repellent preservative. 
Resists decay, warping and insect 
attack. 

Double-pane insulating glass' 
provides a major part of 
the fuel-saving benefits of 
single-pane glass with storm 
windows. And only half the glass 
cleaning chores. 
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PLANTS 
AROUND THE K3USE 
continued from page 69 

about soil and will grow in 
just about anything that is not 
too acid. If there's any ques- 
tion about acidity, just add a 
little lime to the pot. Ivies, 
however, will do better in rich 
soil than poor, so fertilize once 
a month with a balanced 10- 
10-10 or 15-15-15 mix. Mist- 
ing v/ill also make them thrive. 
As dry air tends to foster spi- 
der mites, mist away whenever 
you have the chance. Water 
regularly to keep the soil 
moist, but not soggy. The soil 
should never be allowed to dry 
out. That's all there is to get- 
ting into the ivy league. 

The Ivy Book by Suzanne 
Pierot (Macmillan, 1974) is 
an excellent guide for grow- 
ers, and real fans might like to 
join The American Ivy So- 
ciety, RD#9, Elkwood, Va. 
22718. Annual membership is 
$7.50 and includes a regular 
bulletin. The American Ivy 
Society Research Center, at 
the same address, has many 
unusual types of Hedera avail- 
able that you can order by 
mail. 

Non-ivy 
ivies 
The unrelated vining plants 
sold as ivies have, for the most 
part, the same cultural re- 
quirements as the real thing 
and are equally hardy, if not 
more so. The fig ivy, or climb- 
ing ivy, Ficiis piimila, likes its 
life warmer than the true ivies, 
which is understandable con- 
sidering that it is a tropical 
relative of the common rubber 
tree, F. elastica. Fig ivy is a 
very rampant grower, climb- 
ing by means of aerial roots 
that develop at the leaf joints 
in the manner of true ivy. 
Trainable either up or down, 
it's ideal for framing windows 
or other areas where up is not 
the only way to grow. Fre- 
quent misting at the roots will 
encourage them to grab hold 
of almost any surface, includ- 
ing glass, although a rough- 
textured surface affords more 
of a foothold. 

Variegated ground ivy, Gle- 
choina hederacea 'Variegata,' 
needs growing conditions 
identical to those for ivy, in- 
cluding the cooler atmo- 
sphere.   The   leaves   of   this 

creeper are not unlike the 
ones of the common gerani- 
um, or pelargonium, in shape 
and are hairy and light green 
with variegation in color. 

One very attractive, warm- 
growing trailer that is perfect 
for areas without much sun- 
light is red ivy, Hemigraphis 
alternata. However, it is ad- 
verse to dry atmosphere, so 
take special care to mist it if 
your house is at all dry, or it 
may lose its leaves. Red ivy 
has a reddish-violet metallic 
sheen to its leaves, which are 
naturally puckery (and may 
look like they are shriveling, 
but they aren't). 

The common climbing phil- 
odendron, P. oxycardium 
scandens, is sometimes still 
sold under its old popular 
name, parlor ivy. But today 
no one would believe the con- 
nection. Treat it like the philo- 
dendron that it is. Swedish ivy, 
Flectranthus aiistrolis, suffers 
from complete nomenclatural 
confusion. It is neither an ivy 
nor from Sweden. In fact, it 
originates about as far from 
Sweden as one can get—Aus- 
tralia. And it doesn't climb 
like an ivy. It is an excellent 
candidate for a hanging bas- 
ket, producing a thick cascade 
of roundish, leathery leaves. 
Swedish ivy is a very tough 
plant and needs little care. But 
give it that extra touch of fer- 
tilizer once a month, let the 
soil become dryish between 
waterings, and you'll be re- 
warded with small spikes of 
white blossoms in the sum- 
mertime, a plus you won't 
find on real ivy. 

Grape ivy, or Cissiis rhoni- 
hifolia, makes a lush, easy-to- 
care-for hanging plant that is 
happy in a window or a dim 
corner. And its a fast-grower, 
too. 

German ivy really does look 
rather like ivy, but as you can 
tell from its Latin name, Se- 
necio inikanioides, it bears no 
relation to the Hedera family. 
Needing only to be kept on the 
cool side, it is very hardy. The 
plant, incidentally, remains 
shrublike while young, so if it 
looks like a bush for a while 
after you get it, don't worry. 
Once it is past its juvenile 
stage, it will be climbing like 
the best ivies. ■ 
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Keep all your houseplants healthy, 
lush and beautiful with JOBE's 
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THE WOODSTOVE 
COMES BACK redesigned as an efficient energy saving device 

with all its old-fashioned charm intact 

By Amy Semmes 

Not too long ago, it seemed as if the 
woodstove would become the kind of 
old-fashioned contraption destined for 
the junk pile. It was a relic from your 
grandmother's era, useful only for remi- 
niscing about days gone by. But in the 
past few years, with winter temperatures 
plummeting and the costs of conven- 
tional fuel soaring, more and more peo- 
ple have warmed up to the idea of heat- 
ing with wood. Sales of woodstoves have 
tripled inside of three years, and stove 
manufacturers are finding themselves 
swamped with orders for more. 

The woodstove seems to be well worth 
all this new enthusiasm. Besides offering 
the delight that only a warm fire and the 
tangy smell of wood smoke can provide, 
the new woodstoves on the market are 
efficiently designed heating devices. Un- 
Hke a fireplace, which allows about 90 
percent of its heat to escape up the chim- 
ney (and a poorly designed fireplace can 
actually suck warm air out of a room), 
a woodstove can give more than the 
illusion of wannth. It will not only help 
save energy, it will also cut fuel bills 
appreciably. You'll find woodstoves can 
be used to supplement a conventional 
heating system, as the back-up for a solar 
system, or even as the sole source of heat 
in a house. 

What is an "efficient" stove and how 
is it different from the old potbelly in the 
parlor? Essentially, efficiency means 
more heat for less wood. It means you 
have to buy (or else chop, haul, and 
split) less firewood. It means you have 
to reload your stove less frequently, 
while staying just as warm. 

The scientific definition of a stove's 
efficiency is more precise: The efficiency 
of a stove is that percent of the energy 
store in the wood which is converted to 
useful heat for your home. No stove, nor 
any heating device for that matter, is ever 
100 percent efficient. The typical oil 
burner runs at about 65 percent. Be- 
cause wood is a somewhat less concen- 
trated fuel, most wood burners tend to 
operate in the 30-55 percent range, and 
are still called "efficient."  (Remember 

Editor's note: //; researching energy- 
saving building methods. Redroof De- 
sign, the architectural firm headed hy 
Yann Weymouth and Peter Coan, has 
made an extensive study of woodstoves. 
Amy Semmes. a member of the firm, 
summarizes its findings for House & 
Garden. 
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that an ordinary fireplace burns at 10 
percent at best, generally less!) 

Most modern stoves are designed for 
efficiency in two ways: The inside of the 
stove is built to make sure that the wood 
burns completely with no waste of fuel, 
and the outside of the stove is built to 
make sure that the heat is transmitted to 
your house as effectively as possible. 

In the firebox 
Burning wood completely is not that sim- 
ple. Wood burns in three stages. First it 
has to heat up to a temperature where it 
will ignite. The second phase is while it 
is actually in flames, and the last phase 
is when only the glowing red embers re- 
main. These are the familiar, visual signs 
of the chemical reaction that is actually 
occurring, officially known as "pyroly- 
sis." 

During the tlaniing phase, the main 
chemical components in the wood are 
breaking down. They react with the oxy- 
gen in the air and begin to release com- 
bustible gases known as "volatilss." 
These gases are not just a by-product: 
They contain close to half the fuel value 
in the wood. The secret of complete 
combustion lies in inducing them to burn 
before they can escape up the chimney. 
To do so, they must somehow be retained 
in the firebox with a hot and even fire, 
and supplied with enough additional 
oxygen to burn. 

Air flow 
Successfully burning the volatiles largely 
depends on the design of the stove and 
its ability to regulate the flow of air to 
and from the lire. The more efficient 
stoves provide for the control of air flow 
in several ways: 
1.  Airtightness.   Stoves   constructed   to 

be absolutely airtight, permitting no air 
to leak in except where you want it, have 
an overwhelming advantage in efficiency. 
They allow you to carefully control how 
fast your fire burns by se.ting up just the 
right amount of draft. Too much air will 
establish too strong a draft and allow 
your volatiles (and your heat!) to escape 
up the flue. Too little air will keep the 
fire so low the gases won't burn. With an 
airtight stove, the temperature can stay 
hot and burn evenly. The volatiles are 
less likely to escape, and the fire will lat 
longer between stokings. Most airtights 
wi'l last the night on one good fuel load. 
2, Venting. Vents for air intake are an 
important feature in stove design. Many 
stoves have more than one vent: These 
separate the supply of air into primary 
and secondary air. Primary air is di- 
rected under or next to the wood and is 
consumed in stage two as the wood is' 
producing the volatiles. The secondary 
air is intended as a fresh supply for the 
volatiles so that they too will have the 
oxygen necessary for burning. Some 
American-made stoves include thermo- 
stats and automatic dampers. These sim- 
ply open and close the vents in response 
to the temperature in the firebox. 
3. Interior baffles. Inside a stove, you'l' 
often find an interior baffle system or 
some kind of secondary combustion 
chamber. The intention here is to create 
a longer smoke path to delay the escape 
of the gases. By forcing them to follow 
a convoluted path, the gases have more 
time to burn and pass across a larger 
surface area of the stove. The pattern 
that smoke follows varies between stoves 
variations include up- and down-draft- 
type stoves as well as crosswise and S- 
shaped smoke paths. 

Continued on page 74 
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More than a nromise. 

At Whirlpool, we begin with a promise. A promise 
that the Whirlpool appliance you buy will be built 
to a standard of quality that meets your expecta- 
tions as well as ours. 

Of course, promises of quality are easy to 
make. Proof of that quality takes a little more time. 

Our dishwasher, for example. We designed 
it to clean dishes, of course. But we wanted it to 
do even more. 

So we included a top rack that tilts easily to 
accommodate unusual loads. 

We built the silverware and cutlery baskets in 
the door. It makes loading easy and helps keep 

sharp cutlery out of your way. 
We included sound insulation so our dish- 

washer runs quietly. And we installed an energy 
saving switch that allows you to air dry your 
dishes. 

We also designed a Super Scour cycle that 
will handle the drudgery of pots, pans and casse- 
roles for you. 

Then of course, we developed several pro- 
grams and services to help our customers long 
after the sale is made. 

We do this because at Whirlpool, we believe 
a promise is only a beginning. 

AlVhirlpool 
Home M. Appliances 

We believe quality can be beautiful. 
id 



Woodstoves continued from page 72 

Stove materials 
Besides assuring that the wood burns 
well, a good stove must transmit its heat 
to your house. Most stoves use a combi- 
nation of radiation and air circulation. 
Steel and cast iron are the two materials 
commonly used. Steel is cheaper and 
easier to fabricate, and transmits heat 
faster than cast iron. It also tends to ex- 
pand and contract more in heating and 
cooling, which can hurt the fit of a door 
intended to be airtight. Cast iron takes 
longer to heat up, retains heat longer, 
and is more durable. Many stoves use a 
combination, with a steel firebox and 
baffles (to ease fabrication and save 
money) and a cast-iron door and vent. 

Most modern stoves are box-type 
stoves made, like their older counter- 
parts, to sit in the "parlor" and radiate 
heat to the room. Two ingenious excep- 
tions are the wood-burning furnace and 
the circulating heater. A wood furnace, 
like any furnace, is designed to heat 
many rooms. It connects to a forced hot- 
air or water-circulating system exactly 
as does a conventional oil-burning fur- 
nace. Wood furnaces are much larger 
and have a greater capacity than "par- 
lor" stoves, and are designed to be placed 
in a utility space. Many of them are 
adapted to burn not only wood, but coal 
and oil as well, depending on which fuel 
is most available and least expensive at 
any time. Perhaps their greatest advan- 
tage is that they can be hooked right up 
to your existing heating system. 

Circulating heaters are especially de- 
signed with an inner and outer jacket 
around the firebox and an air-space be- 
tween. Instead of relying on radiation 
to transmit heat, they circulate air be- 
tween the layers, sometimes with the help 
of a small electric fan. and return the 
warmed air to flow about the room. 

Efficiency is not everything. Everyone 
is mesmerized by the play of light and 
the shifting colors of a warm fire. The 
most efficient stoves, being fully airtight. 
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seal off the fire from view, but there are 
many "convertible" stoves available with 
doors that open to reveal the fire, which 
remain excellent heaters. These are vari- 
ations on the Franklin stove, descendants 
of Ben Franklin's original "Pennsylvania 
Fireplace." 

Planning for wood heat 
Efficient heating with wood starts with a 
good stove, but it also involves some 
planning for the specific needs of your 
house, to maximize the effectiveness of 
your stove. Good insulation and care- 
fully sealed windows are basic necessi- 
ties.   The other things considered are: 
1. Placement of stove. A woodstove 
must be placed with care, in the best 
possible spot in your house to insure 
good distribution of all that heat. It 
should be on the ground floor, so the hot 
air will rise and heat the upper levels 
(also because the higher the chimney, 
the better the draft.) Place it in the 
center of the house, away from exterior 
walls. Ideally it should be in a space as 
open as possible, so that all the warm air 
can circulate freely. A large stove (and 
of course a wood-burning furnace) can 
also be placed in the basement with great 
success, especially if your house has a 
fairly vertical layout. Installing registers 
will allow air to circulate between floors. 
2. Air supply. Burning wood consumes 
a lot of air, even with the controlled flow 
of an airtight stove. Typically, this air is 
drawn from the rooms you arc heating, 
and is replaced by cold air from outside, 
leaking in through cracks around win- 
dows and under doors. Installing a vent 
beneath the stove connected to outside 
air or basement space will avoid this in- 
flux: your stove will burn the cold air 
rather than the warm inside air. In the 
case of a tightly insulated house, this will 
improve the draft and keep rooms from 
becoming too close and stuffy. 

Stove installation 
Improperly installed stoves present a real 
fire hazard. Make sure that the stove is 
placed far enough from the walls, or else 
that it is properly shielded. Otherwise, 
the prolonged exposure to radiant heat 
will dry out your walls to the point where 
they could catch fire. The Cooperative 
Fire Insurance Association of Vermont 
recommends a distance of 36 inches in 
all directions from any combustible sur- 
face, such as wood, plaster, or sheetrock. 
This clearance can be reduced to 18 inch- 
es only if the walls are adequately shield- 
ed. The best solution is to put up a piece 
of sheet metal (28 gauge) or asbestos 
millboard (' 4-inch), or both, held out 1 
inch from the wall with spacers. The air 
pocket will allow the heat to dissipate 
rather than pass through to the wall be- 
hind. Brick, tile, or stone over a com- 
bustible surface do not give enough pro- 
tection at an 18-inch distance. Protect 
the floor, too, not only from heat, but 
also from falling sparks and embers. 

Continued on page 78 
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Woodstove comes back 
continued Iron} page 74 

Check with the building department 
where you live. Some states now require 
a permit and an inspection of woodstove 
installations. The inspector can also 
give good advice about proper installa- 
tion and fire prevention. Also, buy a 
fire extinguisher, if you don't have one 
already, and keep it handy. 

Stovepipes and 
chimneys 
Stovepipes should not be flimsy: the 
manuals recommend 24-gauge steel. If 
more than 6 feet long, a pipe should be 
supported, and again, keep it away from 
combustible surfaces. Three times the 
diameter of the pipe, (for an 8-inch pipe, 
24 inches) is the suggested clearance. 
Make sure all the joints are tight, and do 
not use galvanized pipe as it emits a 
noxious gas at high temperatures. 

The stovepipe presents a valuable as- 
set for picking up extra heat from the 
escaping gases. It is one area, however, 
that also poses a kind of a trade-off be- 
tween efficiency and safety. In terms of 
efficiency, the longer your stovepipe, the 
more heat-radiating surface area you 
gain. For this reason, many people 
choose to run an extended length of sin- 
gle-thickness pipe inside the house before 
venting it into the chimney. Longer 
stovepipes, however, are also deemed 
less safe because their tendency to ac- 
cumulate more creosote.   Creosote is a 

tarlike substance deposited by wood 
smoke on the walls of the pipe and chim- 
ney. It is the major cause of chimney 
fires, and the reason that both pipes and 
chimney must be cleaned regularly. An 
insulated stovepipe will discourage creo- 
sote build-up and requires much less 
frequent cleaning, but it also means you 
lose the use of the pipe as a heat source. 
Another way to try and limit creosote 
accumulation is to burn a really hot and 
well-stoked fire, and to avoid burning 
any green wood. 

Whenever possible, your stove should 
be vented into a proper masonry chim- 
ney. You'll find that the large mass of 
your chimney will act to your advantage. 
Once it is thoroughly heated up, it will 
retain and slowly radiate heat back into 
the house, even when the fire in your 
stove has burnt down. It is not recom- 
mended to vent your stove into a chim- 
ney that is already in use for another 
purpose, but it can be done, only if the 
flue is large enough to handle the volume 
of smoke, and if both users do not enter 
the chimney at the same point. Your 
chimney must, of course, be in good re- 
pair, and be regularly cleaned and main- 
tained. 

Two very good booklets on the safe 
installation and use of woodstovcs can 
be ordered for $3 each from the Nation- 
al Fire Protection Association, 470 At- 
lantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 02210. They 
are "Using Coal and Wood Stoves Safe- 
ly," No. HS-8, and "Heat Producing Ap- 
pliance Clearances," 1976, No. 89M. 
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Telephone: 504/891-4405 
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Environmental impact 
The great ecological advantage to heat- 
ing with wood is that it is a renewable 
resource. Trees are nature's way of con- 
verting and storing solar energy, and the 
forests are a kind of gigantic solar farm. 
There arc many millions of cords of| 
woods that could be used as fuel pro- 
duced every year, enough to heat well 
over half the homes in the country, with- 
out diminishing the extent of our forests, 
if the wood harvesting is properly man- 
aged. It is estimated that 1 to 2 acres 
of woodland can produce one cord of! 
firewood in a year. It takes 3-6 cords of 
good dry wood to heat the normal Amer 
ican house, depending on the type of 
stove, the size of the house, the severity 
of the winter, the amount of sun that 
falls on the house, and its insulation 
However, wood smoke is a pollutant, al-, 
though it's cleaner than the smoke from : 
coal or oil. In the unlikely event that 
everyone in a densely populated, urban 
area converted to wood heat, it would i 
have a noticeable effect on the air quali 
ty. Heating with wood is not a total so- 
lution to the energy questions facing us 
today, but under the proper conditions, 
it can contribute to the saving of non 
renewable fuels. For anyone with 'a 
house or vacation house in an area where 
wood is readily obtainable, heating with 
wood may be an excellent way to save 
both money and energy, 

"Parlor" stoves: 
cast iron and airtight 
Atlantic 
Portland Stove Foundry, 57 Kennebec 
St.. Portland, Me. 04104. 
Comforter (can also burn coal) 
Comforter Stove Works, Box 175, 
lochmcre, N.H.03252. 
Crest (thermostat, converts to open fire) 
Washington Stove Works, Box 687. 
Everett, Wash 98201. 
Defiant (baffles, thermostat, converts 

to open fire) 
Vermont Castings Inc., Prince St., 
Randolph. Vt. 05060. 
Hinckley Shaker (steel baffles, large 

surface area) 
Hinckley Foundry and Marine, 13 Water 
St.. Newmarket. N.H. 03857. 
JotuI 
Importers: Kristia Associates, Box 1118, 
Portland, Me. 04104. 
Lange 
Importers: SvendborgCo. Inc. 
Bridgeman Block, Box 5, 
Hanover, N.H. 03755. 
Morso 
Importers:  Southport Stoves, 248 Tol- 

land St., E. Hartford, Conn. 06108. 
Trolla 
Importers: Lyon Supply Co. Inc., 1 Peri-; 

meter Rd., Manchester, N.H. 03105. 

Steel stoves: 
airtight with cast-iron door 
Allnighter 
Stove Works Inc., 35 Nutmeg La., 
Glastonbury, Conn. 06033. 

Continued on page 80 
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Pattern shown. Classic Manor 
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"I'm Cindi Mufson, Interior Designer. And I 
love the way GAFSTAR® Brite-Bond™ floor 
tile adds a warm, natural look to any room. 
That's why I've used it in so many homes 
I've designed." 

What's more, Brite-Bond floor tile is as dur- 
able as it is beautiful. And the high gloss finish 
never needs waxing. (If necessary, gloss can 
be restored in heavy traffic areas by applica- 
tion of GAF Brite-Bond floor finish.) 

GAFSTAR Brite-Bond floor tile. A simple, 
yet beautiful way to make a room come alive. 

GAFSTAR Call toll-free anytime 800- 
243-6000 (in Connecticut 
1 -800-882-6500) for the name 
of your nearby panicipating 
dealer * Or write GAF Tloor 
Products, Dept. 2108, Box 
1121, Radio riti; Station 1 nO 1Q 



TheTurkish Affair. 
The East and the West are one. 

Touch. Feel. Sense. 
Izmira Vodka is an idea, an attitude, a 

sensing of the pulse of a people bridging 
the civilizations of two continents. And so it 

is not and cannot be like any other vodka. In 
Turkey, they consider  : 
Izmira Vodka a dream  ' 
fulfilled. You need not 

be a romantic to taste it 
, and know it is true. 

^^^ ImnnrfpH Vf Imported Vodka 

If R)r people of ^KXJ taste. 
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Woodstoves continued from page 78 

Canadian Stepstovc 
Lakcwood Stove Co. Ltd., Bobcaygcon. 
Ontario KOMIAO 
Fisher 
Fisher Stoves Inc.. River Rd., Bow, 
N.H. 03301. 
Honicwarmer (baffles, long flame path) 
New Hampshire Woodstoves Inc.. 
Box 310. Fairgrounds Rd., Plymouth, 
N.H.03264. 
Sierra 
Sierra Stoves, i Appletree Sq., 
Minneapolis. Minn. 55420. 
Verni«)nt Downdraffer (thermostat) 
Vermont Woodstove Co., Box 1016, 
Bennington, Vt. 05201. 
Yankee (barrel-shaped) 
Yankee Woodstoves Inc., Box 7, 
Bennington, N.H. 03442. 

Steel stoves 
Dynamite 
Damsile Dynamite Stove Co., RD 3, 
Montpelier, Vt. 05602. 
Eagle 
Hydrafrom Products Inc.. Box 2409, 
Rochester. N.H. 03867. 
Elm (barrel-shaped with thermostat and 

pyrex window) 
Locke 
Locke Stove Co.. 114 W. 11th 
St.. KansasCity, Mo. 64105. 
Nashua 
Hcathdelle Associates Inc., Rte. 3, 
Meredith. N.H. 03253. 
Ram (airtight) 
Ram Forge. Brooks, Me. 04921. 
Sunshine (airtight) 
Sunshine .Stove Works, Norridgewock, 
Me. 04957. 
Tempwood (welded steel, airtight) 
Mohawk Industries, Box 71-NT, 
Adams. Mass. 01221. 
Thermo-Confrol (built-in water heater) 
General Engineering. Howe Caverns, 
Bramanville Rd., Cobleskill, 
N.Y.12043. 

Circulating heaters 
Ashley 
Martin Industries, P.O. Box 128, 
Florence, Ala. 35630. 
Atlanta 
Atlanta Stove Works Inc., Box 5254, 
Atlanta, Ga. 30307. 
Autocrat 
Autocrat Corp., New Athens, 111. 62264. 
Birmingham 
Birmingham Stove & Range Co., 
Box 2647. Birmingham, Ala. 45202. 
King 
Martin Industries, King Products Div., 
Box 128. Florence. Ala. 35630. 
Montgomery-Ward 
Sears Roebuck 
Wonderwood 
U.S. Stove Co., S. Pittsburg, 
Tenn. 37380. 

Wood-burning furnaces 
For hot air: 
Bellway 
PeVley Bell, Grafton, Vt. 05146. 

Charmaster (burns coal, too) 
Charmaster Products Inc., 2307 
Highway 2, West Grand Rapids, 
Minn. 55744. 
Daniels 
Sam Daniels Co.. Box 868, 
Montpelier, Vt. 05602. 
Duo-Matic (burns wood, oil, and gas) 
Duo-Matic Company, 450 W. 169th 
Street. South Holland, III. 60437. 
Logwood (burns wood, oil, and gas) 
Marathon Heater Co. Inc., Box 165, 
Marathon. N.Y. 13803. 
Moderne-Airc (burns wood and oil) 
Modern Machine & Welding, Highway 
2. West Grand Rapids, Minn. 55744. 
Newmac 
Arotek Corp., 1703 East Main St., 
Torrington, Conn. 06790. 
Northeaster (also has water heater) 
Solar Wood Energy Corp., East 
Lebanon. Me. 04027. 
Ram (combines with existing oil system) 
Ram Forge Co., Brooks, Maine 04921. 
Riteway 
Riteway Manufacturing Co., Box 6, 
Harrisonburg, Va. 22801. 
Spaulding 
Novatek Inc., 79R Terrace Hill Ave., 
Burlington. Mass. 01803. 
Yukon 
Wilson Industries Inc., 2296 Wyclift" St.. 
St. Paul, Minn. 55114. 
For water-boiler systems: 
Carlson (burns wood or coal) 
Carlson Mechanical Contractors Inc., 
Box 242, Prentice, Wis. 54556. 
Controlled Combustion Systems 
1978 Washington St., Hanover, 
Mass. 02339. 
Hoval Boiler (burns wood, oil, and gas, 

with water heater) 
Passat 
Passat USA Inc., Highland Ct., 
Gloucester, Mass. 01930. 
Tarm (burns wood and oil, with water 

heater) 
Tekton Design. Conway, Mass. 01341. 
Tasso (burns oil and wood) 
Tekton Design. Conway, Mass. 01341. 

Reading list 
The Complt'lc Book of Heating with 
Wood by Larry Gay. Garden Way 
Publishing. Charlotte, Vt. 05445. $3.50 
paperback. 
7 he Woodhiirner's Encyclopedia by Jay 
Shelton and Andrew Shapiro. Vermont 
Crossroads Press, Box 333, Waitsfield, 
Vt. 05673. $6.95 paperback. 
The New Hampshire Times Heating 
with Wood Issue. Vol. 7, No. 14. 
Sept. 21, 1977. 

Manuscripts 
House & Garden assumes no 
responsibility for unsolicited 

manuscripts, photographs, drawings, 
house plans, or uncommissioned 

material. Material submitted must be 
accompanied by return postage 

or a self-addressed stamped envelope. 
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"My home is very important to me. 
In it I have surrounded myself with things I love 
that I have collected. It gives me great pleasure to 
look around and enjoy it. Architectural Digest has 
furnished me with a beautiful photographic record 
of this haven which I shall always have—in the 
event I decide to change any part of it. After all, 
a woman wouldn't want to eliminate the possibility 
of using her natural prerogative, would she?" 

—Dinah Shore 

Architectural Digest is no longer primarily about 
architecture. Nor is it a digest. Over the years it has 
become what the Wall Street Journal recently 
called "the preeminent publication in the world of 
interior design!' 

And some of our most critical, demanding and 
important-to-please readers are those whose homes 
we portray. 

Therefore we are always especially pleased when 
we receive a letter like the one above. 

Julia Child, too, was thrilled with "the splendid 
leature about our Cambridge home. We are 
absolutely delighted to have the copy, which we 
shall treasure the rest of our lives^ she says. 

And Diana Vreeland found our coverage of her 
home "too delightful for words. Your photographer 
is a genius, and so is your writer. How beautiful the 
whole magazine is!' 

Because of our high standards, we have won the 
respect of the top interior designers and their clients. 
As a result, we are invited —and sometimes, frankly, 
begged —to include some 700 outstanding interiors 
a year From those we choose only la crenie de la 
creme — one out of every ten. 

In addition, we seek out the private homes of 
such celebrities as Fred Astaire, Truman Capote, 
Yves St. Laurent, Jean Arthur, Mary Tyler Moore, 
Givenchy. And evoke with color camera and pen 
the grandeur of such magnificent historic houses as 
Sir Winston Churchill's Chartwell, Falaknuma 
Palace in Hyderabad, and North Carolina's 
Biltmore House. 

If you love beautiful homes — and are curious 
about what marvelous effects have been achieved 
behind the closed doors of delightful country estates, 
penthouse apartments, Mediterranean villas, imposing old 
townhouses, film stars' mansions, French provincial castles — 
isn't it about time you, too, discovered Architectural Digest? 

To make the discovery easy, we 
invite you to mail the postpaid 
card for a complimentary copy 
(retail value $2.95). No obligation 
to continue as a subscriber (on 
the terms in the card) unless you 
are delighted and feel that you 
want to. 

Send for a 
complimentary copy. 
r" 

ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST 
P.O. Box 2418, Boulder, Colorado 80322 

Please send me a complimentary copy of Architectural Digest 
(retail value $2.95) and enter my special introductory subscription. 
You may bill me $16.95 for 7 issues. That's 6 issues plus my compli- 
mentary issue. If I am not delighted with my complimentary copy, 1 
may simply write "cancel" on the bill and return it to you without 
paying or owing anything. In any case, the complimentary copy is 
mine to keep. I understand it will be mailed within eight weeks. 

6103 
Name  

Address  

City. -State- -Zip_ 

Architectural Digest is published ten times a year. lanuaiy/February, 
luIy/August are combined issues. 



GOING PLACES 
FINDING THI NGSTO^ e a cruise! 

Spa-life at sea: 
a personal report 
By Mary McFadden 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Mary McFadden, for- 
mer Vogue editor, designer of clothes 
and jewels that lead radiant lives, now 
turns to designing for the house (see 
page 154). Needing a real vacation every 
year about midsummer, she began taking 
cruises with friends. For the past few 
years, they have taken a cruise each sum- 
mer; one to the North Cape, another to 
the southern Russian ports, and most 
recently a cruise to Alaska—all on the 
Royal Viking Line. Here she sums up 
the healthy ship life plus the chilly high- 
lights of a voyage in Alaskan waters. 
Why cruise? For me, the Royal Viking 
ships are floating spas. I sleep the first 
few days, perhaps from the motion of the 
ship but probably just to catch up. Then 

GEORGE HOLTON 

Mt. Edgecu/r.he, a volcano in Alaska 

I start on my own therapeutic routine. 
It's a spa with some remarkable scenery 
and sightseeing thrown in. After two 
weeks, I'm fit and eager to return to that 
frantic kind of creativity found in a Sev- 
enth Avenue factory. 
Ship-spa. The first thing I do when we 
board the ship is head for the hairdresser 
to make shampoo appointments every 
three days for the whole cruise. Also ar- 
range for manicures, pedicure, and time 
in the exercise room. Used the gym twice 
a day for a half an hour at the time, then 
had a sauna and steam. And since on the 
Alaska trip there was a run of excellent 
weather, swam daily in the ship's pool. 
Others spend time walking or jogging 
around the deck, often at dawn when the 

sea air is so fantastic for the skin—un- 
less of course it's windy. It is a beautiful 
time to exercise just because of the light. 
Infinite food. Royal Viking is prepared 
to feed you infinite food from morning 
until night, if that's what you'd like. 
There are the most fantastic brunches, 
snacks between meals, 12-course lunch- 
es, teas with 20 different pastries, 12- 

Continued on page 87 

Cruising: a dream 
vacation for 
the ^hole family 
By Lorna Caine 
We have found that one of the best ways 
to travel with children—school age and 
younger—is to go by ship. The price 
compares favorably with roundtrip air- 
fare, when you realize that in addition to 
transportation you are getting the 
equivalent of several days in a hotel, 
meals, and countless children's activities. 
A cruise also gave us the pleasures of 
having our children with us without be- 
ing all-day-long cniise directors our- 
selves. 

The first time I became aware of what 
excellent programs many ships have for 
entertaining children was in the era be- 
fore we had our own. We were on the 
QE 2 on a cruise from New York to the 
Caribbean. Not until one day when we 
were almost back in New York did we 
even realize that there was a single child 
on board. That day 160 children were 
having a costume party. When I in- 
quired, 1 heard that the ship had a spe- 
cially designed playroom; a movie thea- 
tre; a schedule of games; visits to the 
ship's bridge and kitchens; plus a full- 
time staff of babysitter/stewards. 

More recently with two children of 
our own—girls IVz and 5—we made a 
cruise from New York to Bermuda with 

Continued on page 88 

V SUPER 
cruises: '7^-79 

There are cruises leaving all year 
long to and from ports in the Atlan- 
tic, Pacific, Caribbean, and Medi- 
terranean. Below, to give you an 
idea of the riches available, we've 
made a listing of 12 steamship lines 
ofTering 17 different cruises. To get 
the entire picture—which cruises 
leave when, where—you can buy 
Ford's International Cruise Guide, 
$5.50 ppd. for one issue, or $20 per 
year. The guide is published in the 
fall, winter, spring, and summer. 
Write Ford's International Cruise 
Guide, P.O. Box 505, 22151 Claren- 
don Street, Woodland Hills, Calif. 
91365. 
CARRAS The Danae makes six trips 
from May 10 to Oct. 10—starting 
from Athens—through the Aegean 
to the Holy Lands and the Black 
Sea. Visit the Greek island of Sa- 
mos, on the way to Port Said, Egypt. 
Then Haifa, Israel; Ephesus, Tur- 
key; and on to the Black Sea ports 
of Yalta, Odessa, Constanta. Stop 
at Istanbul and Mykonos on the re- 
turn to Athens. 

From mid-July to September, fol- 
low Viking sea routes on a 15-day 
cruise in the North Sea. Ports in- 
clude: Bergen, Copenhagen, Hel- 
sinki, Leningrad, Visby on the 
Swedish island of Gotland. 
COMMODORE The Caribe leaves 
from Miami, Nov. 25, Dec. 2, 9, 16 
for "Queen of the Ball" cruises. 
Dance contests all week, plus free 
hustle lessons and a free cruise for 
the winners. The ship stops in St. 
Thomas, USVI; Puerto Rico, and 
the Dominican Republic. 
COSTA On Feb. 15, the Frederico C. 
plans an "Italian Cooking Festival" 

Continued on page 91 
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Mellow flavor, 
cooling menthol, total 
satisfaction. Taste why 
Salem Lights is the 
largest selling low tar 
menthol cigarette. 
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
Thai Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

"m". flsAn^. fmmam. per cigarette, FTC Report MAY 78. 



WHEN I WENT OFF THE PILL, 
MY DOCTOR SUGGESTED DELFEN FOAM'.' 

"/ loved the Pill when I was on it. But, like many 
wonnen, I had to find another way to prevent pregnancy 
I didn't know which way to turn, so I asked 
my doctor. And he recommended Delfen. 
Now. I love Delfen. It does everything 
I want it to do." 

Effective. More doctors recommend 
DELFEN * Contraceptive Foam than any 
other foam. It contains one of the most po- 
tent sperm-killing ingredients known. And 
has been proven effective in clinical tests. 

Easy. Delfen Contraceptive Foam is 
pleasantly easy to use. An applicator deliv- 
ers the correct amount of foam to give you 
coverage where you need it. And since it's 

ready to work immediately, with no waiting, Delfen 
doesn't interrupt your mood. 

Safe. Millions of women have u.sed Delfen 
safely It's gentle to delicate vaginal tissues and 
non-irritating for most women. No wonder 
so many doctors recommend Delfen. Yet, 
you don't need a prescription for it. 
Remember, no method of birth control of any kind can 
absolutely guarantee against pregnancy For maximum 

protection, Delfen must be used according to direction! 

Delfen Foam. 
An effective alternative 

DELFEN to the Pill. 

'^iismli&iSMiaMtamMisiUmmilmi 
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nirse dinners, then a midnight butt'ct 
ith another 23 choices. The ship takes 

II a huge supply of food and produce at 
le start of the voyage and takes on more 
roduce and seafood ail along the line, 
always ordered whatever the fresh fish 
as: salmon, halibut. Dungcncss crab, 
rayfish, swordfish, cutthroat trout— 
cry slimming to eat all that fish. You 
an have it broiled, fried, breaded, 
'uked, steamed, marinated, sometimes 
crved hot, sometimes cold. I'd have a 
mall breakfast, three courses for lunch 
three "things" really) and three for din- 
ler, and at dinner a small dessert instead 
if wine. 
'Ian ahead. To get what you want to out 
if a cruise, you need to organize from 
he very beginning. 

pINING-ROOM SEATING: There are 
ubles for two, four, six, and eight in a 
hip's dining room. If you want a table 
or two, be sure to request it when you 
Tiake reservations. 
CABINS: Another decision to be made 
vvhen you are buying tickets. Always 

; study the ship's deck plan plus the cabin 
8 layout before requesting a cabin. Almost 

any ship's cabin will seem confined when 
you first arrive, but if the space is well 
designed you quickly learn to live in it. 
First-class suites on the Royal Viking 
Line have both sofas and television sets, 
which I don't need since I spend most of 
the time either out on deck or on an ex- 
cursion. What does seem to make a dif- 
feience is the size of the bathroom. It's a 
huge luxury to have a bathroom with a 
tub instead of just a shower. 
Excursions. Reserve the ones you want 
as soon as you board ship. There are sev- 
eral excellent excursions on the Alaska 
cruise and I signed up for them when we 
hoarded the "Sea" in San Francisco. (It 
was very important, for instance, to re- 
serve seats on the small bush aircraft that 
would fly us over the ice fields around 
Juneau.) Our whole Alaska cruise took 
14 days. What we saw in that time was 
an almost prehistoric view of the world 
—a sample of what Alaska has to oft'er. 
We tended to be at sea for a day and then 
in port for a day. (Some people love the 
ship life so much that they don't take the 
excursions, but for me they provided a 
marvelous balance to the ship's routine.) 
The route of our cruise was San Fran- 
cisco, Los Angeles, Victoria, and north- 
ward through the archipelago that fronts 
the narrow strip of Alaska coastline that 
extends southward toward California 
along the Canadian border. Threading 
our way in and out of these islands we 
stopped at Juneau and Skagway on the 
way up, then Glacier Bay and Sitka on 
the way south to Vancouver. About one 
week through the cruise, we arrived in 
Juneau where we boarded the small 

Continued on the next paue 

Sip it with the reverence a 468-year-old liqueur deserves. 
Or blend it to your will. 
An ounce or so over crushed ice, with a twist of lemon, makes a 

Benedictine Mist. Five parts Benedictine, one part white Creme de Menthe, 
over crushed ice, brings you the Benedictine Stinger. 

With Benedictine, it's a matter of taste. All ways. Always. 
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Knoinr a bride-to-be? 

One magazine-BRIDE'S- 
gets it all together before a 
great wedding day. Beauty, 
fashions, receptions, honey- 
moons, first homes, entertain- 
ing. Get or give BRIDE'S now. 
It's where it all begins. 82.00, 
at newsstands everywhere. 

BRIDES 
The Quality Bridal Magazine 
a Conde Nasi Pviblkution , 

Well find you an island 
blgenoii^fortwa 
It will be called Saba, Abaco or Carriacou 
It will have hidden coves and pink sand 
beaches where you swfln and 
laugh and love. 
At night, we will cover you with a 
CariW)ean sky. Teeming with little 
bits of stars. Suddenly, the throb 
of steel drums. Limbo. Reggae. 
Or tender moments in quiet 
corners of majestic schooners. 
A Windjammer adventure. 
6 days and 6 nights. $295. 
For 'Great Adventure' 
booklet write or call 
toll free 1-800-327-2600 ^ioM^ 
llllAdHMMncf'DciMfoof' 

Miami Beach, Fla. 33139. i;fa-awtra;^«i-7 
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ARIZO 
VACATION liy 

iUeiDIIS 
SUM CITY 

Within 2 or 3 years of retirement? 
INTRODUCTORY RATE: 

NOW 
ONLY 

FOR 1 OR 2 PEOPLE M50 
n FOR ONE WEEK OCT 16. 1978MAY 31.1979 
C FOR TWO WEEKS JUNE 1. 1979-OCT. 15. 1979 
Treat yourself to the best vacation ever 
and sample resort living at Its finest! 
Just 12 miles from exciting Phoenix and 
an easy drive from the Grand Canyon 
and romantic Old Mexico. 

LUXURIOUS ACCOMMODATIONS! A 
beautifully furnished air-conditioned 
apartment with color TV and complete 
kitchen — all the comforts of home. 

FREE GUEST ACTIVITIES CARD! Swim- 
ming • Breakfast-tour • Gala Dinner 
Party • Golf (a complimentary round for 
each on one of our world-famous golf 
courses)...AND OTHER DELIGHTFUL 
SURPRISES!-Including-... 

A PERSONAL PREVIEW OF THE MAR- 
VELS UNDER CONSTRUCTION NOW 
IN OUR NEW RESORT-RETIREMENT 
COMMUNITY 

^■ Sun City^ West 
RESERVATIONS LIMITED TO AVAIL- 
ABILITIES ..and confirmed only if appli- 
cation is accompanied by deposit in full 
{S150r: 

*NOTE: Introductory vacation rale offered only 
to vacationers who Fiave not visited Sun City or 
Sun City Uest on this program previously. Rate 
for returning guest is S200. OFFER 
LIMITED: One guest in each 
apartment to be .'^0 years of 
age or o\er and none under 
18. Rates subject to change 
without notice. 

MAIL THIS COUPON 

SaflmOHy 
JbMiriM'l •*••( 'f 

I    DEL E. WEBB DEVELOPMENT CO. DEPTHG-108 I 
I   P. 0. BOX 1725, SUN CITY. ARIZONA 85372 I 
ID Here's my checl*. Reserve a Vacation Apartment J 

for 2 for the week starting | 

I   (date)  I 
J                           (start any day of the week) J 
I   D Send Sun City West full-color Brochure I 

Name. I 
I   Address. 

I   City  .State. .Zip. 

Del E. Webb Dev Co . 17400 N Del Webb Blvd , Sun City. AZ 
Equal Housing Opporlunily Developer 

Sun City and Sun City West. Arizona are NOT lot sales developments. 

GOING PLACES, 
FINDING THINGS 

coiiiiniu-cl from preceding page 
chartered plane that maneuvered us 
around the 1,500 square miles of ice 
fields just to the north. Best sight: the 
Mcndenhall Glacier—ice-blue, silver, 
stripped and threaded through with the 
gray of rocks picked up as the glacier 
ground south. Miles wide, the largest 
glacier in the world—a wonder, especial- 
ly seen from the air. At Skagway—old 
gold-rush town—we took the Yukon 
railway inland for a day. More ice, 
mountains green with Sitka spruce, hem- 
lock, cedar. Animals both above and be- 
low the timberline: deer, otters, lynx, 
huge hawks, snowshoe hare, moose, an 
eagle, also quantities of alpine wild flow- 
ers. From Skagway, we steamed into 
Glacier Bay, which is surrounded by 
Glacier National Park. At sixteen points 
glaciers flow into the 50-mile-long bay. 
Wc go within 100 yards of a sheer wall 
of ice 200 feet over us. This glacier face 
was ice-blue and a darker, almost navy, 
blue, reflecting the dark water. There 
were violent cracking and grinding 
sounds all around us like dynamite 
blasts, which was the noise of the glacier 
breaking up as it finally met the water. 
Jagged pale icebergs surrounded the 
ship. We had two Alaskan pilots on 
board for maneuvering in these waters 
and the ship proceeded very carefully. 
About this time saw hair seals, bear, and 
heard that someone had sighted a killer 
whale. An oceanologist from the Univer- 
sity of Southern California, Dr. Donald 
Walsh, was on board for the entire trip 
to explain what was happening along our 
route. He lectured six times during the 
cruise and was available for questions all 
day long. ( Royal Viking always has ship- 
board professors to tell you about what 
you're seeing and doing.) After Glacier 
Bay, we were heading south. I enjoyed 
the visit to Sitka (a little town bought 
from the Russians in 1867 for 24 an 
acre) where we saw a Russian orthodox 
cathedral which is full of icons. 
What to wear. What you need on deck 
during the day is a huge lightweight 
parka, also some sort of terry jogging 
costume, if you like to jog in the morn- 
ing. One thing many of the women for- 
got was a bathing suit coverup—a must 
if you'd like to have lunch on deck. Most 
women wore slacks and a shirt during 
the day: silk, cotton, or linen in Califor- 
nia waters: gabardine and flannel further 
north. At night the fashion look of the 
ship was out of the sixties: lots of long 
skirts and blouses. There was no prob- 
lem with keeping a wardrobe in shape, 
since the laundry and the pressing on 
board is excellent. We had 12 out of 14 
sunny days with a high of 70° during the 
day, and 50° at night. It's said that most 
of the Alaska cruises encounter cooler 
weather: 50^" during the day with fog 
and rain. So most people bring a supply 
of sweaters, scarves, jackets.. 

Reservations on Royal Viking's 7 Alasii 
cruises from Jane to September can ijl 
made tltroui;h a travel uf-cnt. For further u\ 
formation, write Royal Vikinf; Line, Ot\ 
Emhurcuilero Center, San Francisco, Cali\ 
94111 and see the booklet section, paA 
92. There are also 12 other cruises t] 
Alaska on 6 cruise lines. ■ 

Cruising: Dream vacation 
continued from page 84 ■^ 

the   Holland   America   Line.   We  em 
barked on the Statendam, which sailec 
from the West Side Pier at 6 P.M. on i 
Saturday,   an   ideal   time   for   families 
whose children may not finish school un- 
til the previous Friday. Most passengerv 
are on board by 4, which gives amplg 
time to get everybody settled (all luggage 
in the staterooms) before the first sitting 
for dinner. Ideally this early dinner— 
served at 6 or 6:30—is most children's 
normal dinner time. The ship providesi 
indoor  and  outdoor  swimming  pools,l 
games on deck, library, movie theatre,' 
and excellent food. When we went, many»| 
of  the  crew  were  gentle  Indonesians,)! 
and we arranged with our steward for a, 
baby-sitter during our dinner time, if we 
had not already dined at the early sitting. 
We arrived in Hamilton, Bermuda, on 
Monday morning and using our ship as 
a hotel, spent a busy week going to var- 
ious beaches, visiting the dolphins at the 
Aquarium, shopping right alongside the 
ship's berth on Hatnilton's Front Street. 
We also visited the newly restored Port 
of St. George's where there are lots of 
shops and restaurants on the wharf. Just; 
behind the wharf is the tiny town with 
its  charming  St.   Peter's church,  good' 
china shops, Bermudian house-museums. 
Returning to the Statendam at night, we 
would give the girls their baths, followed 
by supper in their rooms which I had 
ordered the day before. Then we had 
time to change for our later dinner sit-' 
ting, and at 8:30 our nice steward would . 
arrive to babysit and the evening wasi 
ours. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The children's play cen- 
ter and nursery on the QE 2 has child- 
sized furniture and lots of educational 
toys. It's run by Cunard's own English 
nannies and counselors, with a profes- i 
sional nurse in the nursery. The program 
includes  masquerade parties,  arts  and 
crafts classes, clowns, magic acts, Disney i 
films and cartoons. Special family rates ^ 
require that children travel in the same \ 
cabin with their parents, however there 
are two-cabin suites with a connecting 
door for families who want more space. 

The Statendam also has special pro- 
grams for children. During the summer 
months (and on the Christmas cruise), ; 
there is a youth counselor who arranges 
activities—movies, costume parties, con- 
tests. Each child receives a daily activity 
program. If there are a large number of 
children  on  a  winter cruise,  Holland 
America will make special arrangements 
for that cruise. On all cruises, babysitting 
is arranged on an individual basis with 
the stewards. ■ I 
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IN AWAY A LBrr^R j 
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,,THATS WONDERFUL 
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RAFFrry BARK! 

YAP YA? YAP SiiOfT/ 

WAFF \NAFF YAP 

5M^K 6Af2K SARK 
YAP YAP YAP VAP 

8ARKI PARK! 

$5.40 OR LESS R)R 3 MINUTES TO lONDON. $6.75 TO BERUN. 
$9.00T0T0KYO.WHAT YOU SEE HERE IS KK) SECONDS' WORTH. 

It's only $6.75 (plus tax) when you pick up the phone and call most countries in Western 
Europe. That's for the first 3 minutes of talk, station-to-station. But there are nighttime and 
Sunday discounts to many countries. Check it and save. 

Best of all, there's the pleasure (and wonder) of talking to family and friends overseas. 
It's so easy to do. And it costs no more than treating one or two of them to the movies. 

w^-^^^tm ^ 
Bell System 

M. 



NOW HOME HRE DETECTORS 
WrTH EXTRA PROTECTION. 

From the company thats been protecting 
government and industry from fire for over 25 years. 

In Washington, building cdiei building and the people m them cne protected by liie detectors made by oui company. 
And so is each o/ the 100 largest corporations in America. 

In the two-and-a-haH minutes it takes to read 
this ad, fire ^Aall break out in 25 households. 
Destroying property. Destroying lives. 

In instance after instance, there will be no 
warning. None. No alarm at all. 

It makes no sense 
With reliable and inexpensive fire detectors 

properly placed on each level of your house or 
apartment, you can increase your family's chances 
of escaping a blaze by a healthy 88%. 

You'd have to 
be unconcerned 
or uninformed not 
to get and install 
early warning fire 
detectors. 

That's not you. 
You're a think- 

ing person, or else 
you wouldn't be 
reading this. The 
question for you 

is—which detectors should you buy? 
The answer: ones that will clearly give you and 

your family extra protection. 
Wells Fargo Protective Services offers you a 

choice of three such detectors that offer extrd 
protection. 

Each Wells Fargo model gives you a detection 
system with the earliest possible warning. To the 
widest variety of residential fire situations. 

>    RRE&agOKE 
DETECTOR 

AJanns and lights your way to salety. 
Because 75% oiiatal liies happen at night. 

The best o/ both.' ionization 
and photoelectric systems in one unit. 

Exnu 
HUTECfUN 
HRE&SMOKE 
KTHrniR 

'SSH EXTRA 

^ HIl^B 

Each model is extra well made. So you can 
count on it. When you need it. 

Each model has extra reliable, solid-state 
circuitry. 

And there's 
more. 

One model 
comes with an 
Automatic Safety 
Light. Because 
75% of serious fires 
happen at night. 
When the alarm 
sounds, the light comes on instantly. 
Minimizing confusion, panic. It's so reassuring to 
children, the elderly, the hard of hearing. 

Another model, the Extra Protection Combina- 
tion Model, combines both types of detection sys- 
tems (ionization and photoelectric) in one unit. So it 
gives fast response to every type of residential fire. 

And even the basic Wells Fargo Extra Protec- 
tion Model responds to the earliest stage of fire. 

You will find Wells Fargo Extra Protection 
Fire 6t Smoke Detectors at leading stores. 
Or you can call toll 
free, 800-G31-8124. for 
the store nearest you 
that carries them. 

You're intelligent 
enough to get fire 
detectors in the first 
place. 

Now make the 
little extra effort to 
get the very best. 

EXTRA PROTECTION 
FIRE & SMOKE DETECTORS 

A Baker Industries Product 



50ING PLACES, 
■INDING THIiiGS 
'Utliuicd Irani page 84 

1 a 10-day cruise to the Caribbean and 
nith America. Daily cooking lessons on 
:)ard, a diploma and cookbook at the 
id of the cruise. 
UNARD Around the world in 80 days 
n the Queen Elizabeth 2: 24 ports and 

I 3,564 miles from Barbados to Bombay. 
ome for part of the trip, if you can't 
ay the full 80 days. 
The Princess takes 7-day "Health and 

itness"  cruises  to  the  Caribbean  on 
ept. 30, Nov. II, and Dec. 16. Go to 
jctiires, exercise clinics, and at cruise- 
nd follow up with a free 6-month mem- 
ership at Jack La Lanne's health spa. 
ASTERN STEAMSHIP The Emerald Seas 
lakes 3- and 4-night cruises to the Ba- 
lamas year round. If you'd like to, stop 
ifl' and visit Disney World or Miami for 
; or 3 days. Flan includes car rental, ho- 
el, cruise. 
HOLLAND AMERICA Take a 7-day "Spe- 
ial Entertainment" cruise to Nassau and 
krmuda during the autumn on the 
itatendam, Rotterdam, or Volendam. 
])n board: stars like Lionel Hampton, 
5die Adams, Earl Hines. 
JNDBLAD The Lindblad Explorer makes 
16- and 32-day expeditions to the South 
Pacific from Los Angeles. You'll see 
scTie of the smaller islands, such as 
Goodenough and the Marquesas, plus 
the better known Pitcairn, Easter, and 
Fiji Islands. Oct. 10 and 24. 

The Explorer does 2 month-long 
Northwest Passages, July 28 and August 
26. One starts in Yokohama, Japan, con- 
tinues through the Bering Strait and 
along the northern coast of Alaska to 
Strathcona Sound in Canada's North- 
west Territory. The other makes the 
trip in reverse, putting in at the same cit- 
ies and islands within the Arctic Circle. 
NORWEGIAN AMERICA On Nov. 4 and 
April 28, the Sagafjord leaves from Port 
Everglades, Fla. for a 15-day "Photog- 
raphy" cruise through the Caribbean to 
La Guaira, Venezuela. Professional in- 
struction by Ed Meyers, executive editor 
of Popular Photography. 

The Sagafjord stops at world's north- 
ernmost ports—Hammerfest, Skaarsvag, 
Reykjavik—on its June cruise to the 
North Cape from Port Everglades (46 
days) and New York (43 days). 
NORWEGIAN CARIBBEAN Year-round 3- 
and 4-night cruises to Nassau and the 
Out Islands on the Sunward II have pro- 
fessional snorkeling instructors on board. 
They give lectures and courses, and you 
can practice what you've learned in the 
clear waters off the Bahama islands. 
PAQUET Paquet's 10- and 11-day cruises 
offer the food you'd expect from a 
French steamship line. High points: 3 
nights of regional cooking—Gascony, 
Brittany, and Burgundy. One cruise visits 
Mayan ruins in Central America; the oth- 
rs     , Continued on next page 
October, 1978 '^  * 

THE 
NELSON 
ROCKEFELLER 
COLLECTION 

Actual Size; 
9'/2" Including 

Base 

Now, for the first time, reproductions of beautiful works of art 
are available from the world renowned Nelson Rockefeller 
Collection tor your personal acquisition — from great paint- 
ings and sculpture to fine porcelains, from pre-Columbian gold 
pieces to early American wood sculpture and weathervanes. 

Pictured above is the HANIWA HEAD. The Haniwa Head and 
each item in the Collection has been personally selected by 
Nelson A. Rockefeller and has been painstakingly recreated to 
meet the most exacting standards. Foremost American and 
international craftsmen have been specially commissioned to 
achieve the highest standards of excellence. 

With the Haniwa Head you will be sent a full color 52 page 
catalog illustrating and describing each of the more than 100 
reproductions from The Nelson Rockefeller Collection. 

The Nelson Rockefeller Collection, Inc. 
30 Rockefeller Plaza 
New York, New York 10020 

D I have enclosed my check/money order for 

quantity 

HANIWA HEADS at $75.00 each* plus $2.15 shipping & handling. 
A complimentary catalog will be mailed at no additional cost. 

D I have enclosed my check/money order for 
catalogs at $2.50 each. 

Total Enclosed $  

Name  ,  
Address   

City State 
Make check/money order payable to The Nelson Rockefeller Collection. 
'New York State residents, please add appropriate state and local taxes. 
New York City residents, please add 8% sales tax. 

.Zip. 

HG 



The Greenbrier 
Cooking School 
dirccU'd by Julie Danncnbaiiin. 
Following last year s success, we v^ill again 
offer a five-day course (Mon.-Fri.) which 
repeats 13 times betvwen Nov. and Mar 
for men or uomen \>.'ho are novice or 
serious amateur cooks Experienced 
instructors demonstrate the preparation 
of a varfety of specialties and techniques 
Morning sessions cover complete meals 
from appetizer to dessert, including 
quick to make" and "doahead" dishes 

for intimate dinners. Afternoon sessions 
co^'er hors d'oeuv-res and other specialties 
for entertaining larger groups. Included 
in the course v^ill be lovwrcalorie dishes. 
the right equipment to use and question 
answer sessions There is a Sunday night / 
welcome reception, Thursday night Gold [ 
Service dinner, plus ample time to enjoy ^^—> 
other social and sports activities. 

Course fee is SI50. plus daily rate of $50 
per person for accommodations, breakfast 
and dinner daily (tax & service charge 
excluded).   55.00 add'l. Nov. & .Mar, 
For information, call June La Du. toll-free 
(800) 624-6070; in W. Va. (304) 536-1110. 

Fhc 

!^^^ '€&/l&l^^€^l 
.'hite Sulphur Springi 

West Virginia 24986 

Please don't forget 

to mention 

HOUSE & GARDEN 
when writing to our advertisers. 

Wow Far Would You Go:> 
Here, not far from you, 

is a garden retreat blooming 
within the entertainment, 

shopping and business district of 
the most fascinating city in 

America. Here is a rare 
commitment to old world grace, 

the St. Louis Hotel in New 
Orleans' French Quarter 

Small, elegant, and yes, tranquil. 

W^ 
730%te 'BieniHOe.J^M'OrQans 

(504) 581-7300 ■ Cable. LOUISIX 
TEl EX 58-4314 

GOING PLACES, 
FINDING THINGS 
continuecl from preceding page 

or goes to the smaller Caribbean islands. 
Paquets Mermoz leaves from Mar- 

seilles on Oct. 25 for a 50-day cruise to 
Africa and South America. First stops: 
Casablanca and Dakar (Senegal). Then 
an Atlantic crossing to Brazil. From 
there, to Mar del Plata, Argentina. On 
the return trip to Miami the ship visits 
several ports in Brazil, Uruguay, and the 
Caribbean. Join the cruise for 21, 22, 25, 
or the entire 50 days. 
ROYAL VIKING On May 6, the Royal 
Viking Sea begins a cruise along the east- 
ern seaboard of the U.S. and Canada. It 
sails trom Ft. Lauderdale (21 days) and 
New York (15 days), up the coast to 
Halifa.v, Nova Scotia, then around the 
Gaspc Peninsula and down the St. Law- 
rence River to Montreal. Return stops 
include Quebec City. Bar Harbor, Me.; 
Boston: and Newport, R.L 
SUN LINES A 14-day cruise on the Stella 
Occanis takes you from San Juan to the 
jungle city of Guyana, Venezuela, where 
you can visit the most precipitous water- 
falls in the world. Also, i 3 Caribbean 
islands, plus a cruise up the worlds fifth 
largest river, the Orinoco in Venezuela. 

—CLAIRE SCHOEN 

Booklets to 
help you plan 
your trip 
To plan better vacations, here arc some 
booklets that give you information about 
where to go and how to get there. Just 
fill out the coupon below and return it. 
1. Holland America's Statcndam leaves 
from New York on Nov. 18 (19 days) 
and Port Everglades, Fla. (14 days) for 
a "Grand Caribbean Thanksgiving" 
cruise. Stops include: Grenada, St. Maar- 
ten, and four other Caribbean ports. On 
board: entertainment by Edie Adams. 
2. Cruises on the Lindblad Explorer are 
always an adventure. For 1979-80: Cir- 
cumnavigation of the Antarctic, North- 
west passages, cruises to China, and 
journeys through the South Pacific. 
3. The Delta Queen, the last of Ameri- 
ca's original riverboats, makes cruises 
along the Mississippi River for the week- 

I 

end, week, or a 19-day round trip fron 
Cincinnati to New Orleans. 
4. Windjammer Barefoot Cruises: sail 
ing trips to the Bahamas, Virgin Islands 
and West Indies aboard remodelet 
schooners. For adventure seekers, taki 
the "Around the World Cruise" on thi 
Yankee Trader—10 months and over 3( 
ports. 
5. Eastern Steamship's Emerald Sea; 
leaves from Miami every Friday am 
Monday for 3- and 4-night cruises to th( 
Bahamas. 
6. Cruise through the Inside Passage 
from Vancouver, British Columbia anc 
back, making six stops in Alaska. Ca- 
nadian Pacific's Princess Patricia makej 
18 7'2-day voyages from June through 
September. 
7. Cunard has Cruise/Resort vacation? 
in the Caribbean: Leave from San Juar 
on a Saturday, head to Caracas, then 
Grenada, and on to St. Lucia or Barba- 
dos, where you'll stay at one of Cimard's 
resort hotels. A week later meet the ship 
for the return to San Juan. 
8. Paquef's Christmas/New Year's 
cruise goes to the Caribbean islands ol 
Santo Domingo, St. Croi.x, St. Maarten, 
Martinique, Nevis, St. Kitts, St. Lucia, 
Haiti, Puerto Rico, and the Bahamas. 13 
days, with roundtrip airfare. 
9. Royal Caribbean Air/Sea tours in- 
clude round-trip airfare to Miami from 
your city. Cruises leave every Saturdav 
for 7- and 14-day trips to the Caribbean. 
10. Seven-day cruises aboard Norwe- 
gian Caribbean's Southward go to Grand 
Cayman, Cancun, Cozumel, Jamaica, 
and  the  Out  Islands  in  the  Bahamas 
11. Carras offers its third annual 7-da\ 
cruise from New Orleans to Havana, 
Cuba, with stops at Cozumel and Grand 
Cayman. The Danae makes seven Satur- 
day sailings, beginning Dec. 30. 
12. Norwegian America has cruises to 
the North Cape, Mediterranean, Europe,' 
Around-the-world, and to the Caribbean. 
Or take an East Africa cruise—35 nights, 
leaving from Milan on Oct. 28. 
13. On Oct. 28 and Nov. 8, the Fairwind 
leaves from Ft. Lauderdale for Sitmar's 
"Broadway at Sea" cruise to the Carib- 
bean. On board: performances of "South 
Pacific," "Hello Dolly," and others. 
14. Carnival cruises leave from Miami 
every Saturday to go to the Caribbean. 
Bonus: Take the train to Miami and get 
your cabin fare reduced by the price of 
a one-way ticket on Amtrak. 

1 
Circle the number of each booklet you want. Add $1 for postage and 
handling. Do not send stamps. Allow up to 4 weeks for delivery. Mail to: 
HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. lOA. Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New 
York, N.Y. 10017. 
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'OCTOBER 
hHAPPENINGS 
Fall celebrations, 
tall ships, French art, 
international film, 
Halloween festivals 

Looking for something to do 
in October? There are plenty 
of festivals, craft and museum 
shows, and fairs scheduled 
across the country. Here are 
just a few: 

In Washington. D.C.. the 
12th annual Festival of Amer- 
ican Folk Life is planned for 
Oct. 4-9. This year's theme: 
community. Craft demonstra- 
tions, folklore, weaving, danc- 
ing, and more from five 
regional communities. Local 
museums have organized spe- 
cial exhibits to run in conjunc- 
tion with the festival. While 
there, look for the new "Ex- 
plore the Planets" exhibit at 
the Air & Space Museum. 

Boston is organizing a huge 
fall theatre-opening celebra- 
tion, highlighted by a recep- 
tion at the Park Plaza Hotel. 
Restaurants across the city 
will participate. It's in the 
planning stages, watch for the 
date. The dates are set, though, 
for "Treasures of Early Irish 
Art: 1500 B.C. to 1500 A.D." 
at the Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston: Oct. 25-Jan. 21. 

On Columbus Day, Oct. 9, 
the Tall Ships will pull in to 
Nev.' London, Conn. Nearby, 
in Danbury, Conn., the 109th 
annual state fair will be com- 
ing to a close (Sept. 20—Oct. 
9). Rides, food, agricultural 
shows, auto shows, and more. 
Other state fairs: Oklahoma 
City, Okla., Sept. 22-Oct. 1; 
Phoenix, Ariz.. Oct. 20-Nov. 
5; Dallas, Tex., Oct. 6-22; and 
Little Rock, Ark., Sept. 29- 
Oct. 8. County fairs continue 
as well; check with your local 
Parks Department for more 
information. 

In Philadelphia, a touch of 
France arrives in the form of 
"Art in France Under the 
Second Empire:—over 400 
works of art from the peri- 
od of Napoleon III (Oct. 1- 
Nov. 26). Oct. 8 is "vSuper 
Sunday: The city stages a 
huge block party with arts and 

crafts exhibits, food, music, 
antiques, and more. The sec- 
ond annual Museum Show- 
case will be held Oct. 15-29: 
Chamber music, piano recit- 
als, arts and crafts, and more 
provide a tribute to local mu- 
seums and cultural institu- 
tions. 

Elsewhere in Pennsylvania, 
fall means apples, and in 
Gettysburg on Oct. 7, 8, 14, 
and 15, you can celebrate 
Apple Harvest. Cider making, 
apple-butter making, tours of 
local orchards, and to top it 
all, the crowning of Miss 
Apple Queen USA. 

Miss Cranberry Queen will 
be crowned in Bandon, Ore. 
the first weekend in October 
at the annual Cranberry Festi- 
val (Sept. 29-Oct. 1). Other 
activities include cranberry 
cook-offs, arts and crafts 
shows, fiddlers' jamboree, and 
a parade. 

Salutes to fall foliage are 
going on everywhere, from the 
Northeast Kingdom Foliage 
Festival beginning Oct. 2 in 
Cabot, Vt.. to the Autumn 
Leaf Festival in Leavenworth, 
Wash. (Sept. 23-Oct. 1). 
Art, parades, logging events, 
flea markets. Meanwhile, Cali- 
fornians salute the sun at the 
3rd annual Energy Fair in Los 
Angeles (Sept. 28-Oct. 1). 
The show is geared toward 
alternative energy sources and 
conservation. Special fea- 
tures: quartet of solar- and 
wind-powered electronic mu- 
sic, plus a solar-powered play- 
er piano. 

If you live in San Francisco, 
it's a good time to go to the 
movies—at the 22nd annual 
International Film Festival, 
Oct. 4-15. New films from all 
over the world will be shown 
at the Palace of Fine Arts. 
Also in town: "Jasper Johns," 
a retrospective exhibit open- 
ing Oct. 20 at the San Fran- 
cisco Museum of Modern Art. 

And, by the end of the 
month, everyone is ready for 
Halloween—especially in Ari- 
zona. Festivals have been 
planned in Scottsdale, Sierra 
Vista, Wiuslow, and Buckeye. 

CLAIRE SCHOEN 

harawooa f If^rs. 
* I 

Fewer and fewer new homes offer the sheer luxury of 
hardwood floors. If you're fortunate enough to have 
them, give them the care they deserve. 

Wood Preen is just about the nicest thing you can 
do for fine wood. There is absolutely no water or plas- 
tics in Wood Preen to discolor or raise the grain. It 
contains a blend of expensive, fine domestic and im-. 
ported waxes that clean, nourish and protect the 
wood. 

And liquid Wood Preen is easy to use. It gives a 
long-lasting shine, and re-buffs beautifully. 

Send in your coupon and we'll give you your first caH 
of Wood Preen worth'$1.59 for a srrial! postage ant^ 
handling charge. When^you use it, we knx)w you willl 

^like it-and purchase yoiir next can from any leading '. 
"■"upermarket.discountdrhardwareStore. i . 

-   - '■ \      -■ \ '■ .     _ 

You get a free can of Wood Preen: 
For your free, one-quart can of liquid Wood Preen, send this coupon, 
along witfi 50<t (no stamps) for postage and handling, to 
PREEN 
Box 634 
Pottstown, Pennsylvania 19464 
Your return address 

Name 

Street 

cTi^^ State Zio 
Offer limited to 1 can per household 
Offer expires December 31, 1980 
Offer may be terminated earlier without prior notice 
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SAVE at 
Mohawk Carpet's Celebration 
Fall Sale of the Century^VeVJlt 
sales event in the history of Mohawl< Carpet! 
Hurry in for the biggest selection and once- 
in-100 years pnces on the sensuous Lustre 
Gallery carpet collection. Save as never 
before! It's truly the Sale of the Century— 
now at your nearest Mohawk Carpet Color 
Center! 

NEW 
HAMPSHIRE 
NASHUA Jerry & Gene 
Flooring. Inc 62 W 
Mollis Sl. 
MANCHESTER New 
England Floor Co 
340KelleySl 
LACONIA ChenokLougee 
Robinson 77Coun St. 
CONCORD DymenI Bros 
Rugs 40 Centre St 
JAFFREY Master 
Decorating 46 Webster St. 
CLAREMONTRowes 
Furniture 16TremontSt, 
DOVER United Floor Co. 
Inc 153 Portland Ave. 
EXETER Kenisons Floor 
Covering 129 Front St. 

MAINE 
KITTERY Kiltery Carpet 
Center Rte I.Trattic Circle 
ALFRED Folsoms U S 202 
BIDDEFORD Daly Brothers 
RugShop. SPoints 
PORTLAND Guhan s Floor 
Coverings 22 Preble St 
LEWISTON Snanahan s 
Linoleum & Carpet Center. 
Inc 3MiddleSt 
RUMFORD Arbes Carpet 
Center4i5WaldoSl, 
AUGUSTA Trends Inlenors 
Outer Western Ave 
BANGOR S G Murray and 
Son 685 Broadway 
BAR HARBOR HA Brown 
Furniture Company 
74 Cottage Street 
MACHIAS Lloyd Hill 
Floonna, Kennebee Road 
HOULTON McGillicuddy 
Furniture Company 
3 Water Street 
CARIBOU Currier Furniture 
Company 112 Sweden St 
CAMDEN Princes. Inc 
58ElmSt, 
WATERVILLE King s 
Linoleum & Carpel Center 
149 Silver SI 
DEXTER Marlins Interiors 
337 Mam St 
FARMINGTON Boullard s 
Furniture Route 2 & 4 

VERMONT 
NO SPRINGFIELD 
Mercury Cleaners Main St. 
BRATTLEBORO Gene s 
Carpel Works, Inc 
Putney Rd 
WILLISTON The Carpet 
Square Tail's Corner 
Shopping Center 
MONTPELIER Marlins 
Home Center 114 River Si 
CENTER RUTLAND 
Hy-Way Furniture Co Rl 4 

MILFORD Robertsons 
Floor Covering 308 
Mam SI 
SUDBURY Collins Rug 
Company 26 Alia Rd. 
DRACUT Cormiers Home 
Fashions. Inc. 145 
Pleasant SI 
LAWRENCEG J Daher 
Floor Covering 183 
Essex St 
Joseph V. Ippolito 
Furniture Showrooms 
4UnionSI 
TEWKSBURY Wayne 
Anderson Co . Inc. 853 
Mam St, 
LYNN Home Expressions 
12 Day St 
DEDHAM RemnanlCity 
70MillonSl 
FOXBORO Snow Supply 
111 MainSI 
NORWELLNonwellCpl 
428 Washington SI 
QUINCY Harrys Linoleum 
417 Hancock SI 
WATERTOWN Home 
Expressions, Arsenal 
Street 
MELROSEH J Slrles423 
Pleasant SI 
EAST WEYMOUTH House 
of Carpel 1353 Commercial 
Sireel 
BRIOGEWATER 
Consolidated Floorcover- 
ingCo Crescent Dr 
HOLBROOK Long s Home 
Improvement Center 140 
No Franklin St 
PLYMOUTH Loftus Rug 
Co . Inc 66 Court St. 
Peck s Floor Covering, Inc 
212 Blandish Ave 
MARTHAS VINYARD 
Karpet Kare Co Beach Rd 
HYANNIS Building Supply 
ol Hyannis445 W Mam St. 
ATTLEBORO Monsseau 
Floor Covering 1186 So. 
Main SI 
FALL RIVER Armands 
Carpel & Linoleum 42 
Lenox St 
SOMERSET Liberty Floor 
Covering 1167 County St 

RHODE ISLAND 
CUMBERLAND 
Cumberland Color Center. 
Inc 241 Broad SI, 
WARWICK Pans Shops 
SOOGreenwich Ave, 
WESTERLY Westerly 
Furniture Co, US, Rl, 1 
WOONSOCKETJC 
Mailloux* Sons603 
Clinton Si 
CRANSTON Ruggien Floor 
Fashions 1191 Ponliac Ave, 
NORTH KINGSTOWN 
McKay s Furniture 182 
Lafayette Rd 

MASSACHUSETTS 
FLORENCE Bob Ouellette 
Carpets 45 Main St 
SPRINGFIELD Feeney 
Floor, Inc, 10 Orange St, 
PITTSFIELD New England 
Furniture 112 Fourth St 
NORTH ADAMS Doran 
Carpet Center 401 Curran 
Highway 
GARDNER LaChance s 
35 Parker Sireel 
LEOMINSTER Bourque 
Brothers. Inc 40Regina 
Dnve 
LANCASTER Creighlon 
Floor Covenna 5 Corners 
WORCESTER O Coins 
Furniture 239 Mill Sireel 
ASHLAND Three Star 
Carpet 75 Union Street 
BEDFORD Slumben«orld 
Home Furniture Center, 
Inc Great Road Shopping 
Center 
MARLBORO Suburban 
Floors, Inc 283 Lincoln SI. 
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NEW YORK 
NEWYORKThe Carpet 
Loll. Inc 161-6lh Ave, 
BRONX M  Lolzkar Floor 
Gov, Inc, 1353Caslle 
Hill Ave, 
O Connor Cpt. Co 788 
Morris Park Ave, 
MTKISCOJH Crane and 
Son 128 Main Sireel 
PORT CHESTER Port 
Chester Rug & Lino, Co 
220 Westchester Ave, 
RaffasTowne Furniture, 
Inc 183 N Main SI 
WHITE PLAINS Rug Marl, 
Inc 96 East Post Road 
NEW ROCHELLE Fenway 
Floor Covering 364 North 
Avenue 
FRANKLIN SQUARE 
Baers Rug and Linoleum 
Corp 179 New Hyde Park Rd, 
Perry s Carpet 465 
Franklin Ave, 

NEW HYDE PARK Long 
Island Floors, Inc, 906 
Jericho Turnpike 
HillsideCarpel 
1637 Hillside Avenue 
PORT WASHINGTON 
Anthony's World ol Floors 
49 Manorhaven Blvd 
ASTORIA Anatolian Carpet 
2565SleinwaySI 
BROOKLYN Greenberger 
Decorators 49-22 16 Ave 
Alpine Floor Covering 
7111 5lh Avenue 
Kleids Rug Shop 
1952 86 St 
TivTov Carpet 5009 
13lh Ave 
Thomas/Michaels Reliable 
Floor Covering 
1671 Bath Ave 
Kings Plaza Carpel Center 
2506 Flatbush Ave 
Brighton Rug 225 Brighton 
Beach Avenue 
FLUSHING Anderson 
Carpel 15309 Northern 
Boulevard 
MASPETH Long Island 
Linoleum69-43Grand 
Avenue 
MINEOLA Harry Kalz Floor 
Coverings, Inc, 450 Jericho 
Tpk 
BALDWIN Baldwin Carpet 
Co 948 Atlantic Ave 
FREEPORT Lehman 
Socolov Carpet, Inc 
13 W Merrick Rd 
GARDEN CITY Telteyan 
Carpel 919 Franklin Ave 
GLEN COVE Glen Floors 
68Glen Street 
SEA CLIFF Bellmore 
Floors 231 Glencove 
Avenue 
BAYSHORE Cantor Bros 
57 Park Ave 
Donal American Carpets 
1516 Sunrise Highway 
BOHEMIA Trio Carpels 
941 Church St 
CORAM Coram Rug Works 
Rl ll2andMill Rd, 
DEER PARK American- 
Model Carpels, Inc, 
11 Bavshore Rd, 
HUNTINGTON Milesof 
Floors, Inc 
400 W JerichoTpke 
MASSAPEQUA Kennedy 
Floors 675 Broadway 
OYSTER BAY Oyster Bay 
Carpel 128 So St 
PATCHOGUE Paul s Carpet 
Service 500 W Main St 
ROCKY POINT Elegant 
Carpet Center Route 25A 
WEST ISLIP Carpet Town 
490 Union Blvd 
OLD BETHPAGE Father 
and Sons Floor Covering 
756 Old BethpageHd 
EAST HAMPTON 
Diamonds, Inc 67 Mam St 
SOUTHAMPTON The 
Carpelman 839 No Hwy 
AMSTERDAM Carpelland 
411 W Main SI, 
COHOES Mirons Lifetime 
Plastics Corp 
239RemsenSt 
CLJFTON PARK Clifton 
Carpet, Inc Star Plaza, Ris 
9and 146 
GREENVILLE Rich s Floor 
Covering Rt 32 
RENSSELAER Hudson 
River Carpet Cir 176 
Columbia Tpk 
TROY Davane s, Inc 
1 Broadway Ave, 
ALBANYJohnB Hauf. Inc 
175 Central Ave, 
SCOTIA Mohawk Valley 
Carpets & Furnishings 
1 No Ballslon Ave 
SCHENECTADY Robinson 
Furniture, Inc 248StateSl 
B & N Floor Covering, Co , 
Inc 835 Albany St 
KINGSTON ColonialCity 
Carpet Company, Inc 
93 No Front St, 
MONTGOMERY Luresa 
Carpets. Inc Scott's 
Corners, Rl 17K 
WAPPINGER FALLS Jan 
Brown's Karpet Korner 
105 East Mam Street 
GLENS FALLS Floormasler 
Mark Plaza. Quaker Rd 
SARATOGA SPRINGS 
Carpelland 78 Church St 
WHITEHALL Scott 
Furniture Co , Inc 
84 Broadway 
PLATTSBURGH 
Carpenter's Gallery and 
Plywood Center Rt, #22. 
No,. Bukmanlown Rd, 

ELIZABETHTOWNWM 
Marvin's Sons. Inc 
AUBURN John Scozzans 
Carpet Barn 
5 Underwood St 
BALDWINSVILLE Double 
"B " Floor & Wall Covering, 
Inc 6Mechanic St 
CENTRAL SQUARE Crim s 
Furniture & Carpe'   TC 
245 So Main SI 
CORTLANDCarpets   rom 
Floorcraft, No Homer Ave 
PULASKI VF Linoleum 
Tile & Carpel Co 7603 
Jefferson SI 
WATERLOO Fred 
HoJienbrink, Inc 23-9 
Rl 96N 
John Church RD »1 
SYRACUSE GoWbergs 
Furn Slores6 Locations 
Cerlilied Carpet 
210CourtSl 
CLINTON Brownie Carpet 
Sale McBride Ave 
HAMILTON Rays Wayside 
Old Depot Station 
HERKIMER Johnsons 
Decorating Center 216 No 
Main St 
NEW HARTFORD Hage 
Carpet Co 99 Commercial 
Dr 
ONEIDA Edward J 
Browne, Inc 15 Seneca 
Ave 
UTICA Riveccas Deluxe 
Floors 200 Columbia St 
WATERTOWN Household 
Merit 150Coun St 
CLAYTON Reinmans 1000 
Islands 
EVAN MILLS LaRocks 
Carpet R D #1 BushRd 
MASSENA Reflections 
Outer South Mam Sireel 
RICHVILLE Green 
Furniture, Main St 
AFTON Village Upholstery 
and Carpel ShoppeRD #2 
Rt 7 
DELHI McCall Furniture 
110 Main St. 
NORWICH Giltners,The 
Floor Store 43 S Broad 
Street 
ONEONTA Bresee s 
Oneonta Department Store 
155165 Mam SI 
Samson Floors 5 Ford Ave 
SIDNEY Samson Floors 
Route 7 
VESTAL Schaffer Rugs & 
Carpets. Inc 1979 Vestal 
Parkway W 
LOCKPORT Howard C 
Koril Company 54 Pine 
Street 
BUFFALO Scherer 
Furniture 124 Genesee 
Street 
KENMORECharleslown 
Floors 1565 Kenmore Ave, 
Markarian Rug Company 
3807 Delaware Ave 
AMHERST Buffalo Tontine 
Corp 3253 Sheridan Ave 
BROCKPORTBrockpon 
Carpel, Wegman Plaza 
CANANDAIQUA Kennedy 
Furniture, B Bristol St 
MT MORRIS Ml Morns 
Furniture 31 No Mam St 
NEWARK Carr Lumber 
Company Van Buren Street 
ROCHESTER Rochester 
Linoleum & Carpet 
5 Locations 
Chill Carpel Centre, Inc 
3187Chili Avenue 
PITTSFORDBJ Messner 
Co, 28S Mam SI 
JAMESTOWN Cornell & 
Reins 111 W Second SI 
The Henry James Furniture 
873 E Second St 
BATH Bath Rug Co 22 E 
WilliamsSt 
CORNING Culler Paints 
Carpel 31 BuffaloSt 
HORNELL JohnGemmell 
No Mam St 
WELLSVILLEWellsville 
Carpet Town 98 Bolivar Rd 
ELMIRA Elmira Rug 
324 Corning Rd 
FLUSHING A&ACustom 
Floors 41-92 Main SI 
NEW YORK Allen Carpel 
Shops Various Locations 
NEW YORK Associated 
Carpets 27 East 22nd St, 
Sanford Hall Corp 
20 East 33rd St 
CAMBRIA HEIGHTS 
Buy-Rite Carpet 
234-20 Linden Blvd, 
LARCHMONT Kenny s 
Floor Covering 
1329 Boston Post Road 

NEW ROCHELLE Neptune 
Furniture 363 Huguenot SI 
BROOKLYN Tropical 
Floors 4212 Avenue D 

NEW JERSEY 
FORT LEE Lee Floor Cov 
1200 Palisades Ave, 
PARSIPPANY Hoffman 
Carpets 799 Rl 46 
RUTHERFORD Pappas 
Floor Coverings 
50 Union Ave 
LYNDHURST Churchill s 
Rug and Carpets 
530 Riverside Ave 
SPRINGFIELD LFO 
Linoleum & Carpel 
136 Route 22, W 
GUTTENBERGTowne 
Carpet 7006 Bergenlme 
Ave 
NEWARK Hannon Floor 
Covering Centers 380 
Broad Street 
A&SCarpet 94 Wilson 
Avenue 
NUTLEY Franklin Floors 
Inc 507 Franklin Avenue 
IRVINGTON Fnedman 
Brothers, Inc 
1224 Springfield Ave 
ROSELLE Central Carpet 
149 East SI Georges Ave 
POMPTON PLAINS 
Roxbury Carpet Market 693 
Route 23 
RIDGEWOOOKaprelian 
Oriental Rugs and Carpels 
211 East Ridgewood 
Avenue 
WAYNE Wayne Tile & 
Carpel Co 1459 Rl 23 
HAWTHORNE Hawthorne 
Rugs —The Remnant Shop 
1030GoffleRd, 
HALEDON Faber Brothers 
350 W Clinton St 
TOTOWA Greig Brothers 
and Sons Floor Covering 
385 Union Boulevard 
HACKENSACK Unique 
Carpel Co 402 Mam St 
PARKRIDGEOIeOlson 
Co 146 Kinderkamack Rd 
ANOOVER Byram Carpel 
Rt 206 Cranberry Lake 
DENVILLE Denville Carpet 
and Linoleum Route 46 
BERNARDSVILLE The Rug 
Bealer, Inc Plaza Shopping 
Center 
BERLIN Dougherty s Furn, 
Store Route 73 & 
Harner Ave 
GLENDORAGIendora 
Furniture Co 1101 Black 
Horse Pike 
HADDONFIELD Admiral 
Carpet Co 202 Kings 
Hwy E 
PENNSVILLE Archers 
Carpet Shop 93 N 
Broadway 
DELRAN Joseph J Bucci 
and Sons Route 130 North 
WILOWOOD Charles 
Harvey Furnishings 
Lincoln & New Jersey Aves, 
BRIDGETONOrrs Floor 
Gov Route 77 
CLAYTON Doughty's Furn , 
Inc DelseaDr 
ATLANTIC CITY MDubin 
Floors, Inc 3805 Atlantic 
Avenue 
TOMS RIVER Toms River 
Floor Covering, Oakridge 
Shopping Cir 
FLEMINGTONTheRug 
Mart, Inc Rl 202-31 
PHILLIPSBURGMcGinley 
Mills, Inc Heckmanand 
Bates Sis 
SOMERVILLENateFalk 
Carpet 90 Hamilton St 
NEW BRUNSWICK 
Wenzel's Colonial Shoppe 
139 French Street 
NEW JERSEY Allen Carpet 
Shops Various Locations 
Sandler & Worth Carpet 
Co, Various Locations 

CONNECTICUT 
ENFIELD Moore Rug 
Company 555 Enfield St 
MANCHESTER 
Manchester Carpel Inc 
311 Mam SI 
VERNON Ed Jordan s 
Carpel PI , Vernon Circle 
ROCKVILLELadd&Hall 
Inc 20 Union St 
VERNON Despathy 
Colonial Showcase 280 
Talcollville Rd 
SIMSBURYLombardo 
Interiors, Inc 1396 
HopmeadowSt 
WINDSOR Camilleri 
Brothers, Inc 344 
Rainbow Rd 
WINSTEDWinsted 
Furniture, Inc 700 Main St 
EAST HARTFORD Eastern 
Carpet & Linoleum Inc 
721 MainSI 
NIANTIC Larson Carpels 
171 MainSI 
WETHERSFIELD Pandolfe 
Floor Covering, Inc 632 
Silas Deane Hwy 
HARTFORDG&WCarpet 
Cleaning Co 163 
Preston SI 
NEW LONDON Kalamian 
Rug Shop, Inc 
963 Bank St 
NORWICH Gonns 
Furniture Inc 
49 New London Tpke, 
ANSONIA Joseph 
Furniture 46 Clillon Ave 
GUILFORD Doyle Floor 
Surfacing Inc 14WaterSt 
MIDDLETOWN Edward s 
Floor Covering 528 
MainSI 
MILFORD Aronson Floor 
Cov 437 Boston Post Rd 
OLDSAYBROOK Fiorellis 
Living Room Showcase 
tlSMain Street 
SOUTH BURRY Artistic 
Floorc Inc Main St 
WESTBROOK Weslbrook 
Floor Boston Post Rd 
CORNWALL BRIDGE 
Housatonic Valley Rug 
Rt 4& 7 
NAUGATUCK Rhea Carpet 
60 Church SI, 
NEW MILFORD Builders 
Carpel Center90 
Danbury Rd 
TORRINGTON Floor 
Covering Shop, Inc 
1399 E  MainSI 
DANBURYWE Halpin& 
Sons, Federal Rd 
Carpets El Cetera, Inc 
Berkshire Shopping Center 
RIVERSIDE Riverside 
Floor Covering Company 
1066 Post Road 
STAMFORD Conetia Bros 
Floor Cov Co 526 W 
Mam SI 
Floor Covering Whse   Inc 
1120rchardSl, 
Slamlord Floor Covering 
Company, Inc, 111 High 
Ridge Rd. 

Mohawk Caipet Ccrior Center 
House   &   Gordon 
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NuTbne 
Home Security 
• 24-Hour family protection 
• Affordable Burglar and 

Fire Alarm Systems 

Ease your mind with 
NuTone Home Security 
Please send FREE information about the 
NuTone Home Security. 

Name 

Street 

City 

County 

State Zip 

Nulbne 
ISCOVIII                  ^^ 

Dept. HG-10, Madison and Red Banl< Roads 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227. 
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HOUSE 
FIXER 

Home 
improvement 

ideas 

Wallboard repairs 
How to handle popping nails, 
gashes, cracks, holes, and 
other wall problems 

By Deanne Raffel 
If your house is built with wallboard 
(al.so called plasterboard, drywall and 
gypsum board), as most modern houses 
and apartments are, you face problems, 
including popping naiis^ gashes, cracks, 
holes, flaky-bubbly areas. Here's how to 
tackle major problems that result from 
this type of construction: 

Popping nails may protrude through 
the walls where they have come loose 
from the underlying studs. With a claw 
hammer, hit the nailhead squarely, and 
drive it 1/32 to 1/16 inch below the sur- 
face. If the force of the hammer breaks 
the surface of the wallboard, you will 
have to hammer a new drywall nail 2 
inches above or below the original, since 
the old one will have lost its holding abil- 
ity having punctured the wallboard sur- 
face. Use only annular or ring shank dry- 
wall nails. With a flexible wide-blade 
knife, spread premixed wallboard or 
joint compound to level the surface. 
Three thin coats, each dried in turn, will 
be necessary. Whenever filler is applied, 
the surface should be sanded when dry. 
Use fine sandpaper wrapped over a wood 
block and apply with a circular motion. 
If the surface is nearly smooth, a damp 
sponge will do the trick. 

Cracks need filling and taping. In dry- 
wall construction, they appear at seams 
and corners. Peel away the old tape cov- 
ering the cracked area, and scrape away 
the cement. Spread a layer of fresh com- 
pound, cover the crack with perforated 
joint tape, and run a wide scraper over 
the area to push the tape slightly into the 
filler. Let dry, add a second coat of com- 
pound and, when dry, add a third to 
level. Feather or slightly angle edges of 
filler to blend the patch with the wall. 

Gushes and small holes need repair 
with compound. For best results, apply 
at least three thin coats working from 
the edges to the center. 

Bubbly-flaky areas occur when a leak 
or constant moisture destroys the wall- 
board surface. To repair, you can cut out 
the entire 16-inch strip from the center 
of one stud to the next and nail a new 
strip ot wallboard with drywall nails. 
Then fill and tape the seam. If the dam- 
age has occurred in a smaller area, you 
can cut out that portion of the wall with 
a compass or saber saw, being careful 
not to pierce the inside wall, and make a 
patch out of wallboard. (If you have a 
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2. 
large hole in your wall, this patching 
technique will work well.) Cut a patch 4 
inches larger than the hole (1). The best 
way to cut wallboard is to score a line 
on the front (lighter colored) side, then 
snap along that line using your knee as 
leverage. Cut the backing paper to free 
your piece. Break ofl a strip the width 
of your patch, and then snap the patcif 
from the strip (2). Draw a rectangle 
2'/s inches smaller than the patch on the 
back side, and cut along it. Snap the 
plaster, but do not separate from the 
front paper. Peel off the back paper and 
plaster so that a 2!/8-inch paper border 
edges the patch (3). This will serve as 
tape when the patch is inserted in the 
wall. Apply compound to sides of hole 
and to 2V2 inches of the surrounding 
wall. Insert patch and run a wide blade 
over the paper overlap to adhere patch 
to wall. Let dry, add more compound to 
cover overlap as necessary, and sand. 

Point clean-up A new prod- 
uct takes paint 
residue off win- 
dows easily, elim- 
inates tedious 
scraping with a 
razor. Spray on 
"Latex Paint and 
Stain Off Clean- 
er," let it stand a 
few seconds, wipe 
it off with a paper 
towel. Use it also 
to clean paint and 
stain from alum- 
i n u m window 
frames, vinyl, ce- 

ramic tile, and Formica countertops—it 
won't harm plastics, painted or stained 
wood. At paint and hardware stores or . 
D. J. Enterprises, Inc., P.O. Box 33, ". 
O'Fallon, Mo. 63366. 22-oz., $3.95 ppd. 

Continued on page 98 
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BECAUSE THE SOCK DISAPPEARS, 
SO DOES THE DIRT. 

Before you buy a washer, take off your socks. 
Throw one into a Frigidaire washer, 

the other into the best selling brand's best 
washer. Start the machines, and watch 
what happens. 

See how quickly the Frigidaire sock 
is sucked beneath the suds, ^d see how long 
the other sock just hangs around the top. 

What you are seeing is our special 
Jet Cone agitator at work. 

It goes up and down instead of back and 
forth like other washers. It pulls the clothes 
down to the bottom of the tub. And that's 
where the best cleaning action takes place. 

In fact, independent laboratory tests, 
using AH AM standard large cotton loads 
(15-lb. dry weight), have proven that our Jet 
Cone washing action circulates the wash load 
three times more often per regular wash 
cycle. And gets clothes cleaner than the best 
selling brand's best washer 

But our quest for clean didn't stop there. 
Only Frigidaire washers have the Jet 

Circle Spray action. It shoots water into the 
tub from not one but twelve outlets around 
the top of all 1-18 lb. washer tubs. This 

forces the detergent into solution and even 
helps push the clothes down under the 
water to loosen dirt. 

So take a look at a Frigidaire Jet Cone 
washer 

It'll not only knock your socks off. 
It'll get them clean. 

FRIGIDAIREE 
WHYSETTLEroRLESS? 

Look for our Jet Cone washers and easy-toload wide mouth dryers, just part of the complete line of Frigidaire appliances at your local Frigidaire dealer 
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Add-on sun room 
A solar room to add to house or deck is 
made for assembly and consists of frame- 
work, double skin cover, doors, blower, 
and fan. For southern, southeastern, or 
southwestern exposures, it serves as a 
greenhouse or solarium. Precut, it is 
framed by aluminum extrusions and steel 
struts, enclosed by a two-layer skin of 
polyethylene: a 35-watt blower inflates 
space between layers creating an insu- 
lated enclosure. 7 foot, 1 inch wide by 
8 foot, Wi inches high; and 6 foot, 9 
inches by 9 foot, V2 inch. Lengths from 
12 to 39 feet in 3-foot modules. From 
S899 to SI,394, plus shipping. Solar 
Room Co., Box 1 377, Taos. N.M. 87571. 

Plant light 
A single light source, the Super Plant 
Lite, combines incandescent, fluorescent, 
and high-intensity discharge light to aid 
plant growth indoors. The bulb screws 
into an ordinary bulb socket, uses 20 
percent less electrical energy than incan- 
descent lamps. Large ficus, citrus, schef- 
rlera, or flowering plants have medium to 
high light requirements which this high 
intensity bulb supplies. It has a built-in 
reflector, should be about 3 feet above a 
large plant, can be an accent light as 
well. 160- and 250-watt bulbs (about 
S64.95 and .$74.85) equal 200- and 
300-watt incandescents, last ten to 
twelve times longer, save 40 or 50 watts 
of energy, have 2-ycar warranties. Duro- 
Lite Lamps, Inc., 17-10 Willow St., Fair 
Lawn, N.J. 07410. 

How can two things that 
protect so well look so good? 

Derusto Barbeque Black Spray 
makes rusty, weathered barbeque 
grills and hoods look like new. 
A special heat-resistant paint, it 
sprays on to protect and beautify. 
Dries quickly to a black matte 
finish. Contains no fluorocarbons. 

Derusto Galv-A-Grip " primes and 
protects gutters, downspouts and 
galvanized metal in one sure paint 
coat. Penetrates and sticks tight. 
Won't crack or peel like ordinary 
paint. Comes ready to use. Dries 
in 3 to 4 hours. 

Derusto is a registered 
trademark of DAP Inc 
DAP Inc.. General Offices 
Dayton, Ohio 45401 
Subsidiary of Plough. Inc 

Depend on paint-up products 

Demstoo^ates 

Current conserver 
An energy-saving device that cuts costs 
of electric water heater operation is the 
"Electricity Miser." Programmed to turn 
the heater on for peak hot-water use and 
turn it off in nonuse periods, the 6-inch 
square unit can be set to fit a family's use 
patterns. Two hours in the early morn- 
ing, two hours late in the day usually 
make most demands on hot-water sup- 
ply. If the water heater turns ott" in un- 
needed hours and uses no electricity, 
costs can be cut in half. Heated water in 
the tank is still available and a manual 
control turns heat on again if needed. 
Underwriters' Laboratories approved, 
$49.95. Micro Lamba, Inc., P.O. Box 
1683, Winter Park, Fla. 32790. 

Air leaks sealer 
Sealing cracks around doors, windows, 
vents, air conditioners, fans, and other 
openings can reduce heat loss or heat 
gain by half. To plug leakage or infiltra- 
tion on doors, the Polyflex System pro- 
vides two door bottom corner .seals and 
enough weatherseal strips to outline a 7- 
by-3-foot door. The seals also cut the 
flow of sound, odors, drafts, and mois- 
ture. The corner seals are a plastic 
backed fabric, the seal strips are plastic 
easily cut with scissors to fit around a 
door. Both are mounted by their adhe- 
sive backings. Polyflex Door Sealing Sys- 
tem, $4.99 per door. Schlegel Corp., P.O. 
Box 23113, Rochester, N.Y. 14692.    ■ 
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Introducing Craftsman n. 

The Affluent Paneling 
%u Don't Have to be Rich to Own, 

In the beginning, real wood 
paneling was for the rich alone. 

Today, Weldwood"Craftsman®II 
makes the elegance of hardwood 
paneling eminently affordable. 

Yet every detail of Craftsman II 
exudes affluence. Its veneers are cut 
from the choicest hardwood trees. 
Each veneer is selected by hand for its 
striking grain patterns, then finished 
to a fine furniture gloss. 

The result: Every panel is original, 
as only a work of nature can be. 

You can put our original 
Craftsman II on the walls of your home 
in your choice of 12 distinctive 
hardwood panels. 

To help make it easy use this 
valuable coupon. 
IT STORE COUPON I 
' *^coo $500 ■ 

Five dollars off 
on new 

Craftsman® n Paneling. 

Buy 3 or more panels of new Craftsman II 
paneling, and save $5.00. Smiply bring this 
coupon to any participatmg Champion Building 
Products dealer For his location, call toll-free 
24 hours a day 800-243-6124* (in Conn, call 
1-800-882-5577). Offer expires Jan. 31,1979. 
'Only mconlmenlal US. 

To the Dealer: Champion Building Prtxiucts will reim- 
burse ynu the face value of the coupon plus 25C for handling, 
provided you receive iLon your retail sale of 3 or more 
Craftsman II panels Any other application constitutes fraud. 
Coupon void and forfeited at our option if invoices proving 
purchase from Champion Building Products of suffiaent 
stock to cover all redemptions are not produced on request. 
Coupon not transferable, and void where ta.xed or restricted 
by stale law Cash value: 1/20C Limit: one coupon per family. 
Send all coupons to your local Champion Building Products 
Sales Office 

To Be Filled Out By Dealer Only: 

Dealer nanie 

Total panels 
purchased liv consumer I I Name of panel _ .n, 

Wieidwood 
. PANEUNG . 

^J Champion Building Products'" 
^^ Cfiampion International Corporation 

© Champion International Corporation, 1978 
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Acton, Mass. 
Arlington, Vi 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Aurora, Ohio 
Bellevue. Wash. 
Hoornfleld HHIB, Mich. 
Boca Raton, Fla. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
OoraJ Gables, Fla. 
Denver, Colo. 
Downers Grove, HI. 
E. Hanover, N.J. 
Houston, ibxas 
Hunt)le, Texas 
lake Forest, m. 
Mamaroneck, N.Y. 

Menphls, Tenn. 
Ml. MBCO, NY. 
Oriando, Fla. 
Pacheco, Calif. 
Pasadena, Calif. 
Portland, Ore. 
Redwood aty, Calif. 
Sarasota, Fla. 
Soottsdale, Ariz. 
St. aair Shores, Mich. 
St, Louis, Mo. 
Strafford Wayne, Pa. 
Tulsa, Okla. 
Wilton, Conn. 
TOjiston-Salem, N.C. 
ZlonsvlUe, Ind. 

OLICO 
CORNERS 

San Diego, Calif and 
Stuart, Fla. opening Fall 1978 
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THINKING MACHINES 
FOR EVERY ROOM 
continued from page 58 

Your weight in lights 
Battery - operated electronic 
digital scale gives a bright 
lighted readout of your 
weight. Registers weights 
from 25 to 300 pounds. 
$48.98. By General Electric. 
All sewn up 
.Sleek portable sewing ma- 
chine, run by an electronic 
control center and pneumatic 
foot control, sews 26 different 
stitches, including button- 
holes. The free-arm, extra- 
low base, and smoked Lexan 
wraparound cover make sew- 
ing easy. The Elna SU "air 
electronic" sewing machine. 
$989. Distributed by White 
Sewing Machine. 
Metric-minded blender 
A "calculating" blender con- 
verts   English   measurements 

Your weight 
in lights 

;] to metric, or vice versa, anc 
displays the results inalighte 
numerical window that also 
indicates blending speed and 
time. The control panel' 
smooth touch/blend squares 
are flat and easy to clean. 1 
speeds. "The 2001 Electronic^ 
Blender." $69.95. By Hamil- 
ton Beach. 

Total whiz 
Versatile home computer 
plays games, issues checks,! 
handles correspondence, an-' 
swers the telephone, logs calls, 
stores recipes, balances your 
checkbook, and more. Insert 
an educational cassette and 
the PET becomes a teaching 
machine. $795. By Commo- 
dore. At Computer Factory, 
New York, N.Y. 10017. 

ALL PRICES APPROXIMATE 

More electronics 
page 146 
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THE 
D9SSIGNERS 

SPEAK 

John Wisner 
Designer 
Picks Reed Company 

These talented people are among those 
whose furnishings and accessories are 
helping to make today's interiors more 
interesting and livable than ever before. 
Their home fashions viewpoints and 
superior products can be found on the 
following pages 

ASahite 
To Creative 
Design 
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VIRGINIA 
BOWEN 

"Lagos" 

DON 
GLASER 
'Melange" 

¥ 
^PjL 

^ 

* 

P^l^> 
^Sr 

NORMAN 
De HAAN 
Seasons of the 
Haan Dynasty" 

designer^ 
choice 

JOHN 
HARGREAVES 

"Topiary" 

f 
f 

«. 

MARIO 
BUATTA 

"Victoria 
Floral" 

.    > 

J 
P,    J^ 

> 

N^ 

o: 

NANCY 
RINEY 

•Shell 
Shadows" 

Af 

V 

..<y 

v^ 

^] 

^      '' 

'^^0^ 

A unique fabric collection for distinctive interiors. 
Our newest ■'Designer's Choice Collection" is most impressive. This select group of 
leading interior designers was invited to style a printed fabric created from motifs chosen 
from Schumacher's library of antique textiles.Each designer selected one of the classic 
patterns and dramatically interpreted it in a variety of spirited color palettes. The designs 
have been meticulously screen printed on luxurious cloths of all natural fibers, ideally 
adaptable to current decorative trends. 

Again, a most prestigious presentation from Schumacher—the source of fine fabrics, 
carpets and wallcoverings. Available through interior designers and fine stores 

SCHUMACHER 
939 THIRD AVENUE. NEW YORK. NY 10022 



DECORATING 
FOR THE WAY, 
YOUUVE 

deas from 
interior designers in 
stores across the country 

When you're looking for a decorator 
don't forget your local department and 
specialty stores. Their interior design 
studios are staffed with qualified design- 
ers who can help you with any project 
you have. They can decorate a room— 
or, for that matter, a whole house full of 
rooms—from scratch; or, they can bring 
what you already have up-to-date. 

Working with a store interior design- 
er, you'll have every design source avail- 
able to you. If you want to do your own 
shopping—but would like the advice of 
a professional—you can usually hire one 
of these designers on a consultation ba- 
sis. Decorating is a retail business—de- 
signers buy wholesale and sell retail— 
.so, either way, you'll be paying the same 
for the merchandise you decide to buy. 
Ask your design studio about its consul- 
tation fees when you're making arrange- 
ments to begin work. (Some stores may 
charge an initial design fee which is re- 
fundable and is usually applicable to the 
cost of the merchandise you buy.) 

In addition to all this, you have the 
benefit of the store's payment plan, its 
return-of-merchandise policy, service de- 
partments, and reputation that stands 
behind everything you purchase from it. 

Here are some decorating ideas from 
directors and designers at interior design 
studios in fine stores across the country. 

"Rooms are to be lived in . . . the way 
you live. Don't hesitate to put a bath in 
your bedroom or to combine kitchen, 
living, and dining rooms for a true heart- 
of-the-house room. The important thing 
is that your rooms reflect your personal- 
ity and lifestyle. If you collect rocks, 
don't hide them away in a closet; bring 
them out and display them in cases on 
the wall, or together on a table. If you 
travel, pick up furniture and accessories 
wherever you go. If you love plants, use 
them; one wonderful tree or lots of scat- 
tered plants for a breath of life in every 
room." RICHARD E. CHOINIERE, 
Strawhridge & Clothier, Philcidelphia. 
Pa. 

"Outfit an extra room to suit your own 
personal need—or transform an unused 
corner of a room. Plant lovers can turn 
a butler's pantry into a potting shed; peo- 
ple who entertain a lot can convert a 
corner of their kitchen—or bedroom— 
into a party planning area." HUGH LA- 
CROIX, Carson Pirie Scott & Co., Chi- 
cago, III. 

Ortober, 1978 

"A decorator can help you put your 
money into quality furnishings that can 
move with you. Don't be afraid to mix 
furniture styles—say, steel and brass 
with bamboo; or upholstered sofas and 
chairs with rattan." JACK DORNER, 
Woodward/Lothrop,  Washington, D.C. 

"Use stackable furniture and wall 
units in every room. They're terrific 
space savers. And don't hesitate to use 
them in your bedroom as you might in a 
den or living room. You could wrap a 
whole bedroom with shelving for books 
and collections, 'uring in a comfortable 
chair, and turn it into a bed-sitting 
room." JERRY GARTEN, Dayton's, 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

"Try carpeting your walls for a sense 
of coziness (you'll have a great insulator 
too). Even a sparsely furnished room 
can be warmed up by carpeted walls." 
THOMAS STANFORD. The Higbee 
Company. Cleveland, Ohio. 

"Durrie or kilim rugs will add punch 
to any room. They're art for the floor. 
And they come in wonderful bold pri- 
mary colors and in every price range." 
JOHN TAYLOR, Macy's. New York. 
N.Y. 

"Update hand-me-down furniture with 
contemporary pieces. Refresh a dark 
Oriental rug with love seats covered in 
natural canvas; or use painted wicker 
chairs around a mahogany dining-room 
table." ROBERT LUDDINGTON. Jor- 
dan Marsh. Boston, Mass. 

"Paring down is a must, especially 
when you're moving from a large house 
to a small apartment. But getting rid of 
the things you've lovingly collected over 
a whole lifetime is not that easy. How 
do you decide what to keep, what to part 
with? First, think about which things 
will mean the most to the way you live. 
If, say, comfort is important, then keep 
the overstuffed armchairs. If you have a 
collection of small things—baskets or 
glass—use them as accessories and do 
away with the other ashtrays and curios 
that aren't part of the collection." JIM 
CARKONEN, The Bon. Seatde. Wash. 

"If you live in a hot climate, decorate 
with pale colors—dusty pastels, muted 
browns, blues. For example, you could 
do a room with stone-colored carpeting, 
gray-painted walls, and furniture up- 
holstered in a peach and blue printed 
chintz." MARY ANN SCHULER, 
Joske's, Houston, Tex. 

Living room furnished by Woodward/Loth- 
rop. For more of the Iwuse, see page  160. 

"Use one wonderful chintz pattern to 
pull a traditional room together. Use it 
to upholster a sofa and chairs; then bor- 
row one of its colors for the walls, car- 
peting, and accessories. In a modern 
room, use pure white for everything and 
let the shapes of the things you bring in 
create all the drama." ALBERT PEN- 
SIS. W A: J Shane. New York, N.Y. 

"The most interesting rooms are built 
around contrasts. If furniture is all mod- 
ern, use all traditional accessories. You 
could, for example, accessorize Ultra- 
suede-covered banquettes with Oriental 
porcelain lamps. Or, use a chrome-based, 
glass-topped table or a modern olive burl 
commode on a durrie rug; cover mir- 
rored walls with traditional paintings." 
RICHARD RYAN, Bloomingdale's, 
New York. N.Y. 

"Chippendale chairs look fresh around 
a round glass table; or use an oak trestle 
table with Mies van der Robe cantilever 
chairs in a dining room. In a living room, 
arrange clean-lined contemporary mod- 
ular furniture on an intricately patterned 
Oriental rug." ELIZABETH BJORK. 
J.L.  Hudson Company.  Detroit, Mich. 

"Don't forget the practical side of dec- 
orating. In hot climates, where energy 
control is a daily concern, it often makes 
good sense to insulate your windows with 
blackout curtains (rubberized fabric 
with cotton backing) under casements 
or another curtain. In less extreme cli- 
mates, use 100 peicent cotton curtains 
(they're good insulators and they're easy 
to launder) over shutters, blinds, or 
Roman shades. And on the floor, lay 
ceramic tile or a carpet of synthetic fibers 
with a sturdy backing. Synthetic fibers 
resist mildew that's common in very 
humid climates. You could even use a 
neutral-colored synthetic carpet as a base 
and lay a durrie or kilim rug over it." 
HELENE BROWN. Burdines. Miami. 
Fla. 

"Let your collections be an element of 
the overall design of the room. A collec- 
lection of small things, say. Hummel jars 
or crystal obelisks, achieves its greatest 
impact if the whole thing is displayed 
together on a table or in a china cabinet. 
A collection of larger things—one of 
clocks or quills—should be spread out 
through the whole house to add charm 
to every room. Grouped together in a 
single room, 10 clocks on a sideboard or 

Continued on page 106 
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Baker Furniture       c 
17th Century Englilh ^^ 
Collection -. 
Originarinii in the nvinc>r houses 

""""'"     "irean Eni^land. this 
ameciumincludes manv auth 
entic rcprcKluctioiAs tor lx'(.luK>n\.     "- v 
dinin^rtidm ai\d living nxmi. Of   > *-^ 
sifjniticant interest are the geo-    ,,W . 
metric inset panels with tear djop    ' 
brasses on the siile boaru.^Rw " 
jjencrous baluster shaped tanl 
legs and the'unic]ue spcK)l tiuti^i 
stretcher ot the chair. (^ 

You arc invited to send $4.00>iv> 
for the 17th Century English Cat-   w 
aK>gue, Baker Furniture, Dept. ""^^it. 
10 Milling Road. Holland, 1 
Michigan 4^)42 V 

J l*hihp\( t«np«ny 

"^ff?^. 



See the Baker 17th Century 
English Collection 
at these fine stores. 
Canada 
Fraseri, Montreal 
Arr Shoppc. ToTonto 

Alabama 
Oxford Furniiure Gallery. 
Birmingham 

Town House, Decatur 

Arkansas 
Strawns". Little Rock 

Arizona 
Mchagians, Phoenix 

Lou Rcgcstcr. Phoenix 

Breuncrs, Scott^dale 

Mehagians, Scottsdate 

Haydeni. Tucson 

Lou Regester, Tucson 

California 
W 6i ] Sloanc. Beverly Hills 

Breuners. Campbell 

Breuners, Daly City 

Breuners. Fresno 

Cannell 6. Chaffin. La hlla 

Lioydsof Long Beach.Long Bfach 

W &. J Sloane. Loi Altos 

Canncll &. Chaffin. Los Anf^clcs 

Bullocks. Los Angeles 
Canncll 6iChaffin.Neu'Dorr6fdch 

Breuners, Pleasant HilU 

Breuners, Richmond 

Breuners, Sacramento 

Breuners. San Carfos 

Sloanes. San Francisco 
W6L J Sloane, San iose 

W &t J Sloane. San Rafael 

Bullock's, Sanra Ana 

Breuners. Santa Rosa 

Breuners. Stocfcron 

W 6c ) Sloane, Walnut Creek 

Colorado 
Homestead House. Colo  Springs 

Howard Lorton. Dcni't'r 
May D &L F, Dcni-er 

Connecticut 
Puritan Furniture, Elmu-ood 

TcrryviJlc Furniture, Terryville 

District of Columbia 
Woodward & Lolhrop, 
Washington. DC 

Florida 
Jacobson s. Longuood 

Blockers. Ocala 

Llcyds Furniture, Orlando 

Georgia 
David Int , Atlanta 

Collins 6i Huff. Columbus 

Wilson Galleries, Fori Valley 

Idaho 
Hendrens. Boise 

Illinois 
Marshall Field &L Co.. Chicago 

Sandusky Furniiure, Damille 

Contngtons. Glen Ellyn 

Distinctive Interiors, Marion 

Interiors by Edstrom. Mnlme 

Colby's. Norrhbroot 

Colby's, Oakbrook 
Underwood's, Peoria 

Indiana 
lotferson House, Fort Wa>ne 

Herbert Graffis. South Bend 

Kansas 
Marion Alley Interiors, Augusta 

Stix. Bacr &L Fuller, Kansas Cii> 

Saudcr's. Wichita 

Kentucky 
Design Associates, Louisi'iHc 

Shillito\. Louisville 

Louisiana 
Clark-Dunbar, Alexandria 

Hurwit:-Mint:. Neu; Orh-ans 

Massachusetts 
Paine Furniture. Boston 

Sam Salem Furniture. 
West Springfield 

Maryland 
Contemporary Design, Garrison 

Michigan 
J   L   Hudson. Ann Arbor 

Lewis Furniture. Bhomfteld Hills 

J   L   Hudson, Detroit 

Pierson Interiors, Detroit 
J   L. Hudson. Flint 

EarlJ  Trembert.Flmt 

Pcrlmuttcr and Freiwald, franklin 

Klingman's, Grand Rapids 
S   J   Maddalcna, iuc/^son 

Missouri 
Rust 61 Martin   Columbia. 
Rust &t Martin, Cape Girardeau 

Fcnton Huff, Joplin 

Edward Keith, Kansas City 

Stix, Baer 61. Fuller. Kansas City 

Lammeri Furniture. St   Louis 
Stix. Bacr 6t Fuller, St. Louis 

Edward Keith, Spnng/iefd 

Mississippi 

Gayfers, Bi/oxi 

Gayfers. Bdgewater 

Fine Arts Division, Jackspn 

FA  Hulett. Meridian 

Nevada 

New Jersey 
Furniture Fair, Hast Hanover 

L   Lowenstein, Mdlburn 
Greenbaum Bros , Parerson      , ^ 

New Mexico 
American Furniture, Albu^/uerijue 

New York 
Nelson Ellis. Binghamlon 

Oxford House. Brooklyn 

B   Altman and Company. 
Keu  York City 

Mangurians, Rochester 

Caldwell's Interiors. Syosset 

I   H   Harvey. White Plains 

North Carolina 
Bloom Furniture. Fayettciille 

Cnndstaffs. Forest City 

The Country Shop, Hickory 

Young's Furniture. High Point 

Nite Furniture. Morganfon 

Ohio 
Cotx: Furniture. Alliance 

R 61 J Furniture. Canton 

Shillito's. Cincinnati 

Higbee Company, Cleveland 
Carl Centner's. Columbus 

Johnson Bros , Toledo 

Oklahoma 
Caihey^. Tulsa 

Oregon 
Paul Schal; Furniture, Portland 

Pennsylvania 
ONeil 6(. Bishop. Ardmore 

Honse Company, Butler 

Plasiino 6i. Owens, Lancaster 
Trading Post, Pcnnsyliania Park 

Joseph Hornc Company, Pittsburgh 

Tennessee 
Richard Fowler's, Chattanooga 

Law's Furniture. Maryviile 

Bradford Showroom, Memphis 

Bradford Furniture. Nashtdle 

Texas 
Louts Shanks. Austin 

Browning Brothers. Corpus Christi 

Gabbert's. Dallas 

Charlotte's. El Paso 

Ellison Furniture. Fort Worth 
Brittain's, Houston 

Suniland Furniture. Houston 

Knorr Furniture Company, Midland 

J   Paul Cunningham. Odessa 

Utah 
Crawford 6i Day. Salf Lake City 

Dinwoody Furniture.Salt LakeCi'> 

Washington 
Frederick ^ Nelson, Seattle 

Wisconsin 
Chapman's. Milwaukee 

Porter Furniture. Racine 

iiattFW virrwmlM m i liii A North American Philips Companv 



In a collection that overflows with bedroom 
percale... by EUtevez. In the best stores. 

fashions of Fortrel® polyester/cotton no-iron 
1978 Dan Rive, Home Furnishing Products. N.Y. N.Y. 10018. 

DAN RIVER RUNS DEEP 

Decorating for the way you live 
continued from page 103 

6 on a mantel, might make the room 
look like a clock store." KRIS KOLAR 
HOY INC. Rich's. Inc.. Aihinta. Ga. 

"Scatter a .small collection all over a 
house so the collection goes on and on. 
That way, each piece is isolated so it can 
be noted for its intrinsic beauty. You 
could group two or three little things to- 
gether—but never more than that—and 
maybe mix the grouping with different 
things—say, paperweights with tall can- 
dlesticks or a vase full of flowers. Simi- 
larly, in bookcases, you might mix books 
with flower arrangements, sculpture, or 
plates and tiny pictures mounted on 
easles. That way, the bookcase becomes 
as decorative as it is functional." HAR- 
RIET NUTTER, Kittles. Indianapolis, 
Ind. 

"Define different area.s in a single 
room with carpeting in different colors 
all sewn together. For example, in a tra- 
ditional room with a seating group in the 
center, you could use off-white between 
the sofas and chairs, frame it with gold, 
and, then, in the aisles around the room, 
use black or brown. Or, in a huge room, 
visually separate dining, living, and 
study areas with one color for each 
area." RICHARD SHINN. Barker 
Bros.. Los Angeles. Calif. 

"Use wall systems as room dividers— 
say, bet'veen a living room and dining 
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area, or to break up a living room and 
create a small study on one end. Or, just 
use them as room wraparoimds and let 
them turn corners gradually for a soft, 
romantic look. If you live in a loft-type 
space, use wall systems to create rooms 
within rooms: You could, for example, 
square off a room in the center and work 
other rooms all around it." ELISABETH 
LANE, O'Neill & Bishop. Ardmore, Pa. 

"Hanging plants, staggered at differ- 
ent levels are a fresh way to define areas 
within a room, like an eating nook off a 
kitchen. Or, build a dining or reading 
platform at one end of a long narrow 
room. And treat the platfonn area dif- 
ferently from the rest of the room: Pa- 
per it if the room is painted or carpet it 
if the rest of the room is bare-floored." 
MARY LOUISE SALVO. B. Altman & 
Co.. New York. N.Y. 

"Modular furniture can be grouped 
around a living-room fireplace—or its 
various pieces can be used individually 
to give a bedroom or bathroom a seating 
area. You can also move the pieces from 
room to room as you need them. You 
could use the armless chairs as host and 
hostess chairs at either end of the dining- 
room table and the ottomans for extra 
chairs in between." SHIRLEY 
FRENCH, Gabbert's Furniture & Stu- 
dio, Dallas, Tex. 

"Use fat-cushioned modular furniture 
to give warmth to a stark room. For ex- 
ample, take a charcoal gray room; give 

it a huge sofa, a couple of arinloss chairs 
and an ottoman ail covered in light grav 
flannel or wool; add up-lights; and the 
whole room will radiate a sense of com- 
fort." CLIVE KAHN. Macy's. San Fran- 
cisco. Calif. 

"Replace wool rugs with rush ones in 
warm-weather months. And cover da- 
mask, velvet, or silk-upholstered furni- 
ture with slipcovers in cotton or sail- 
cloth." J. BURGIN BAROUSSE. D. H. 
Holmes. New Orleans. La. 

"A new material used lavishly can 
freshen up a room. It could be fabric, 
mirror, paneling—or anything else you 
choose. 1 like to use Copperlit's new 
laminate with aluminum, brass, chrome, 
or etched copper flnishes. It comes in 
sheets, so you could use it to cover walls 
—or to build whole wall systems (it's 
lightweight); or, instead of wood or 
chrome and glass, to make tables." JIM 
HIPP. Colby's. Chicago. III. 

"Louver blinds on tracks are one ter- 
rific way to divide space. They can de- 
fine an area, like a dining area off a 
living room, without detracting from the 
overall flow of space. You could also 
louver a whole wall to give a room some 
architectural interest—and even wall- 
paper the louvers. Vertical Mylar louver 
blinds used on a wall look like mirror, 
but give a more contemporary feeling." 
CAROLE ZENERE. John M. Smyth 
Co.. Chicago. III. 

"Felt hung on nails and ceiling hides 
imperfection.s—and transforms your 
room at the same time. You can simply 
glue felt that's 6 feet wide to the plaster 
(and if you want, later on, you can wall- 
paper over it with fabric-backed vinyl). 
The felt is a good insulator, and used in 
a child's room in a bright color it's prac- 
tical and the child can pin his posters 
right to the wall. For a more tailored 
look, cover walls and ceiling with gray 
felt and use Mylar tape in chrome or 
brass on panel moldings. You could 
carry the look to all the windows with 
chrome or brass one-inch Venetian 
blinds." DAVID N. LEWIS. L. S. Ayres 
& Co., Indianapolis. Ind. 

"Fold-back screens hinged on one 
side of a window can give an ordinary 
casement window a sleek contemporary 
look. You can cover the screen with the 
same fabric you use on a sofa or chair, 
or you can wallpaper it so, when closed, 
the screen blends right into the back- 
ground. And use windowsills to display 
a collection of porcelain or glass. With 
light shining through them, they look 
better than ever. " JAMES R. IRVING. 
Halle's, Cleveland. Ohio. 

"Use mirror to give your rooms an 
extra dimension. You could use strips of 
mirror for cornice and baseboard mold- 
ings . . . and to reach from the floor to 
the ceiling across each corner of the 
room. Or, you could use strips of floor- 
to-ceiling mirror across a whole wall, 
letting part of the wall show between 
each strip." MILDRED HUNTLEY. 
Sanger Harris. Dallas,  Tex. 

House  &  Garden 



MAGNAVOX BRINGS COMPONENT SOUND 
.^   TOFINIfU^ITUREAUDptWITH 

TRICOUSTIC PROJEaiON AD 
TO STEREO SOUND. 

JIRD DIMENSION 

Sit back and let fine furniture audio 
Magnavox fill your room with**"  
of stereo sound. 

There's treble projection to'radiate the Higffs.   '^   -==5^1/ 
Boss projection for rich bass notes. And then t|e 
third dimension; another projection of bass forb total stereo 
sound that is truly three dimensional. 

Magnavox fine furniture audio withTric<x| tic Projection. 
Now fine furniture audio sounds as good qs it looks. 

QUALITY IN EVERY DETAIL 



The mark of 
a great window. 

nign STyl©.     Great windows start at 
the top. With Graber decorative drapery rods. 
Distinctive finials, sculpted poles and elegant 
rings create a dramatic silhouette on any 
window. Durable finishes in fashion-colors, 

Ridgcuood TYaversc Rod shown, matching cafe rods available. In walnul and whitewash finishe 

raoer 

metallics and wood tones express your deco- 
rating ideas. Only rods fine enough can wear the 

Graber mark. The mark of a great window. 
Look for it in department stores, decorator 
shops and on great windows everywhere. 

O A Consolidated Foods Company responsive to consumer needs.    1*.)77 Graber. Middleton. Wisconsin. 
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Kingsway 4111 

Mannington. And a year from now itll look no less elegant. 

"Catch our 
Floor-Star 
Revue," 
says 
Juliet 
Prowse. 

And year after year as well. Because Mannington no-wax vinyl flooring has 
character. Elegant, yes; delicate, no. Thanks to Aristocon's® exclusive JT88® 

wear layer, there's no need for waxing, stripping or special redressing. It's easy 
to keep clean and shining. Lots of lively colors and patterns to choose from. 
Comes in six and 12 foot widths, virtually eliminating dirt-collecting seams. 

Mannington cushioned vinyl. Tough, sturdy , . . yet seldom more than minutes 
away from company-coming elegance. 

Consult the Yellow Pages for nearby dealers ... or write to us. 
We'll send you a free mini-sample, dealer list and color brochure. 

Mannington Mills, Inc., Dept. 98 
P.O. Box 30, Salem, New Jersey 08079 
Over 60 years of fine flooring. 

Others by Wclico Carjict Corp , a wholly owned siibsidic 

in •^Goed Housekeeping • 

FLOORS FOR LEISURE LIVING 
PRO MISC. 



Desi 
thats out 

of this 
WORLD 
The role of designer and stylist at World 
Carpets is that of a creator; a creator of 
carpets and rugs that offer quality, 
beauty and excellence in styling to 
stimulate imagination in fashion and 
decorating. 

The designer is regarded as highly im- 
portant to the growth and increasing 
success of the company. World Carpets' 
styling group consists of talented pro- 
fessionals creating product ideas that 
incorporate design, color and texture to 
appeal to broad national and interna- 
tional tastes. 

As one of the industry's largest carpet 
producers. World invests in the latest 
advancements in technological manu- 
facturing equipment for their design 
group. The combined result — the most 
innovative floor coverings offered in the 
market. 

W®RLn 
CARPETS 

DALTON, GEORGIA 30720 
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IDEA 
BOOKLETS 
The booklets here offer inventive ideas 
from designers to help you plan and 
shop. They're yours for the asking. Just 
fill out and return the order coupon, 
circling the number of each booklet you 
want and enclosing $1 for postage and 
handling, plus any additional charge as 
indicated next to the booklet number. Do 
not send stamps. Coins, check, or money 
order may be used. 

1. Bafh and kitchen ideas fill Kohler's 
4()-page guide to plumbing products for 
your home—whirlpool baths, bathtubs, 
shower coves, toilets, bidets, lavatories, 
kitchen sinks, faucets, showerheads, and 
other accessories. Booklet assists with 
product selection, color coordinating 
ideas, building, remodeling, and deco- 
rating plans. Convenient color guide in- 
cluded. Kohler Co. 50</- 
2. Modern furniture collection begins 
with an architectural modular system 
that can function in any living area with 
complementary furniture, which will re- 
late to the system or stand alone. Fine 
veneers combine with stainless steel and 
glass for a modern ambiance throughout 
the living, dining, and bedroom pieces. 
Baker Furniture. $4 
3. "A Dictionary of Textile Terms." 
This useful little volume is designed to 
assist you in understanding the ever- 
changing language of textiles and gives 
an appreciation of the important role of 
the textile industry in America. Dan 
River. 50(/- 
4. It began in India. Pande Cameron 
found the perfect source to fulfill a 
dream: to bring to America fine India 
handmade carpets. Decorating ideas and 
magnificent carpets are part of the true 
"Pande Cameron Experience." .$2 
5. Create a world of your own with new 
woven woods from Graber. Catalogue 
illustrates the many moods possible; 
rooms filled with drama, romance, and 
promise. Fringe, trim, installation, and 
measurement details given. $1 
6. Windows Beautiful-volume VI. A 
complete and authoritative book on win- 
dow treatments. Room-setting photos in 
color, examples of most popular types of 
treatments, styles suitable for various 
rooms, ideas for common and problem 
windows, how-to for measuring and sew- 
ing basic treatments for many types of 
windows. Kirsch Company. $1.95 
7. Guide to do-it-yourself decorating. 
Forty-page book filled with ideas and 
professional tricks for decorating with 
fabric. Gives detailed instructions for 
putting fabric on walls and windows, 
making unusual pillows, wall-hangings. 

Continued on page 112 
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18 little-known things you can do with your microwave. 
And one well-known friend to help you. Corning. 

CORNING WADE PYUEX and CORELLE are Rouisloroi] Trademarks olCornmo Glass Worm Corrung NV 14631 ^' 4 6 weeks tor deliver/ 

You recognize the old friend. 
Corning 
Whether you use our CORNING 

WARE® or PYREX® ware cookware, 
our CORELLE® livingware or Com- 
ing's new microwave coolcware, 
you get ideal microwave perform- 
ance every time 

Because Corning products are 
made of the ideal microwave 
materials glass and glass ceramic. 

And they're all at home in your 
regular oven, too. 

And in your freezer 
At your table 
And in your dishwasher 
Microwave may help you make 

the most of your time. 
But Corning can help you make 

the most of microwave 

Brown and sear steaks perfectly 
on a Corning Ware 

Microwave Browning Grill 

Hot oatmeal tor one takes 
1 minute in a Corning Ware Grab-It' 

A garden of vegetables from 
microwave to table in 4 mins. on a 

FVrex Cook n Serve Tray 

Frozen entrees fit pertectly 
in the Corning Ware 

Microwave Fast Food Dish 

Cook frozen vegetables 
without water in a 1 qt Corning Ware 

casserole 5 minutes 

Meat-loaf m Pyrex Microwave 
Ring Mold lakes only 11 minutes 

Looks great 

Corrung Wore 5-Piece Microwave Set 

For )uicier barbequed chicken, 
pre-cook in microwave for 12 minutes 

Use a Corning Ware roaster 

Boil 3 tbsp, vinegar in cup of 
water for odor-tree microwave oven 

Takes 1 minute 

Hot, buttered corn with no 
mess in a Corning Ware skiUel. 

7 minutes 

,/ 

.^ 

Pyrex wore Microwave Starter Set 

t   I 

Corning Ware Microwave Pack 
\ 

Shrimp corneouf crisp, 
tender and beautiful in Pyrex 

ware Fireside bowl 

Rehea! a la1econi-n, dinner 
right on a Corelle livingv.'are 

dinner plate 

Cook an egg in 30 seconds 
in a Pyrex ware custard cup 

Corning Ware Fast Food Dishes 

Corning Wore 10' Covered Cooker 
with Built-in Rack 

CORNING 

Artichokes Irom raw 
to cooked in 14 minutes in a 

Corning Ware casserole 

For bacon that goes crunch cook on 
a Coming Ware Microwave Rack. 

Yours Send 25c postage handling 
to Microwave Cookware Guide. 

Box 1212. Corning, NY 14830 ♦ 

Crisp up limp potato chips 
in a Pyrex ware bowl 1 minute 

for quick, hot hors d oeuvres Use 
Corelle livingware platter 

This symbol 
on a Corning package means 

ideal for microwave. 



Jamison. 
We make beds 

that make 
beautiful sofas. 

Jamison,Inc.,RO. Box 989,Nashville,Tennessee37202 

Idea booklets 
continued from page 110 

tablecloths, using a staple gun—and 
much more. Includes a list of home fab- 
ric stores that carry seconds. Calico 
Corners. $1.50 
8. "Make the Most of Your Microwave" 
with Coming's new 40-page booklet. 
Step-by-step guide tells you just what 
cookware to use with what foods: casse- 
roles, meats, fish, poultry, eggs, vegeta- 
bles, soups, desserts—even leftovers. 25«' 
9. "Decorating from the Floor LJp." 
Flooring can solve many of your deco- 
rating and design problems. Illustrated 
pamphlet discusses the many uses of re- 
silient flooring—incorporating interior 
design concepts and ideas. Mannington 
Mills. 
10. You'll want io relax in these rock- 
ers, recliners, loungers. Color bro- 
chure, "Don't Just Recline . . . Berk- 
line," illustrates Berkline Wallaway 
Recliners, Rock-A-Loungers, and Liv-in- 
Room Groups. 
11. Handsome rug design beautifully 
reproduced. World Carpets has captured 
with outstanding fidelity the finest Old 
World designs and the exciting patterns 
of Danish rya rugs in its American World 
Rug Collection. Color brochure high- 
lights exclusive features. 

.......Order coupon .......|< 
for booklets 

Circle the number of each booklet that 
you want, and enclose check, money 
order, or currency in amount indicated 
for those requiring payment. Add $1 
for postage and handling. No stamps. 
Allow up to four weeks for delivery. 

MAIL TO: House & Garden, Dept. 
#10D, Box 3579, Grand Central Station, 
New York, N.Y. 10017 

l^oc 2^-1 3^oc 4S2 

9 10 11 

I enclose S  for postage and 
handling of my requests for booklets. 

$  for booklets cir- 
cled requiring payment. 

S total remittance. 

Name MRS. 
MISS (Please pnni) 

Address. 

City_ 

I State. 
I 
■i.... 

. Zip code 
Oder expires 1/15/79 

House  &  Gorden 



THE 
PAHDE CAMEROn 

DHURRIE. 
IT'S LIKE QETTinQ 

TWO CARPETS IH OME. 
It's a magnificent flatweave carpet and a dazzling 

wall tapestry. It's ancient beauty and today's most exciting 
home fashion. It's as gorgeous on one side as on the 
other-yes, it's reversible! 

Pande Cameron brings you the Dhurrie in all its 
glory-a whole collection of them, in fact (this is only one). 
Each is a startling combination of simplicity and spec- 
tacle! Exuberant colorings and designs that fairly dance 
with whimsical folk motifs. Pande Cameron captures 

it all in the very finest wool.. .brings it to life on the looms 
of India, where master weavers have been handweaving 
carpet treasures for centuries. 

Discover the Dhurrie with a difference.. .the Pande 
Cameron Dhurrie. See over 40 more magnificent India 
hand-made carpets plus exciting decorating ideas in our 
new, full-color booklet. Send $2.00 (U.S. funds) to: 
PANDE, CAMERON AND COMPANY OF NEW YORK 
Dept. HG108,200Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016 
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.. .vvanii and \\ oncJcriul. 
Kirsch Woven Woods offer vou a 
choice of over 75 patterns. Colors 
and weaves range from light and 
lively... to lush and hixurious. 

... easy to clean 

.. .easy to install 

... easy on the fuel bills. 
Kirsch Woven Woods are custom- 
cut for perfect fit... clean quickly 
with a vacuum ... help insulate 
your windows... and feature 
Teflon'^' pulleys for smooth, 
dependable action. 

lor the dealer nearest you, 

write Kirsch Co., Dcpt.K-l078, ■       i . f m A I I 

Sturg,s, Michigan 49091. |\| rSCK WOVeiX WOOClS 

.. .trim and tailored. 
Sliding panels of rich lauan mahogany slats and 
soft earthtone yarns.. .showcase the natural warmth 
of the new Grand Canyon® collection. Only Kirsch 
makes custom Pancltracf 



DECORATE IT 
YOURSELF By Stephen and Mary Cole 

On the 
light track 
How to choose and install 
track lighting for any purpose 
and room in your house 

Whether you're lighting a complete 
room, washing a single wall with light, or 
spotlighting a painting or work area, a 
track system does it all. Fixed to the 
ceiling, it frees up floor space, and it can 
also help you change the look and mood 
of your room with the flick of a switch. 
The kind of play with color we're used to 
in the theatre is right at home, now that 
track systems offer multicolored bulbs 
and filters. What's more, the track system 
is completely adjustable, moving as you 
move your furniture and objects within 
a room, or from house to house. Track 
lighting can do a lot to alter the dimen- 
sions of a space. Bathing the wall of a 
small room with light will make the 
space seem larger. Big spaces on the 
other hand become more intimate when 

general illumination is low and certain 
areas spotlighted. Of course, track fix- 
tures can help to direct the proper 
amount of light to desks, workshops, 
game tables, sewing corners without 
cluttering up the work surface with in- 
dividual lamps. 

Track lighting is easy to install if you 
are a do-it-yourselfer, though you will 
need help from an electrician if you re- 
cess wiring or put in more than one cir- 
cuit with dimmer controls. For the most 
part, though, the greatest effort needed 
to set up a system goes into pre-shopping 
decisions. 

Before you buy 
Ask the following questions to analyze 
the space you are going to light and to 
rate the track and fixture you're con- 
sidering: 
ABOUT THE SPACE 

What is the room used for? 
Where will light be required? 
What is the scale and size of the 

space? 
Is the function or arrangement of the 

room apt to change, altering the lighting 

requirements (will a bedroom become a 
sewing  room, will the living room be: 
rearranged?), or is the purpose of the | 
room fairly permanent (as in a kitchen 
or bathroom)? 
ABOUT THE TRACK 

Where will the track be mounted? 
Will it plug into a wall outlet or be 

wired into a recessed power box in the 
ceiling? 

If you're  planning a more sophisti- 
cated system, does the track accept many 
of the special accessories and fixtures 
available today? 
ABOUT THE FIXTURES 

Do fixtures have proper tension or a 
locking device so they stay in position 
when aimed? (Fixtures with a double 
yoke, supported from either side, usual- 
ly .stay in position better than fixtures 
hung from a single center stem.) 

Does the mounting device on top of 
the fixture fit into the track you're con- 
sidering? (Track and fixtures by the 
same manufacturer are made to be used 
exclusively with each other, but adapters 
are often available to cross-coordinate.} 

Continued on page 118 

"J(HUtM skutfm, skack^ ojidcDot/etL ujoods... 

i 11 ill !  U^M^ J^^ 

\' 

Richard Butler. FASID 
Designer and Fashion 

Consultant to 
Joanna Western Mills. 

"Today's freer life-style calls for a fresh approach to 
window treatments—one that is simple, handsome and 
easy to care for. Joanna's Shades, Shutters and Woven 
Woods give all three, and offer color and 
texture interest as well... the perfect 
solutions to window dressing with style." 

®ciUQaJ3i^ 

Come Window Shopping 
with 

WANNA 
2141 South Jederson Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60616 
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DECORATE IT 
YOURSELF  
continued from page 116 

Do fixtures accept a wide variety of 
bulbs and accessories? 

Are colored filters available, in a wide 
range of colors? If so. do fixtures have 
spring clips long enough to attach these 
colored filters' 

How to choose a track 
There arc two types of track: continu- 
ous open-channel track, or track with 
outlets prespaccd along a closed channel. 

Continuous channel track offers the 
most flexibility.  Fixtures twist in any 
where along its length and can be 
readily    changed    if    the 
function   or   arrangement 
of the room changes. 

Where lighting requirements are not 
apt to change, and flexibility is not a 
prime concern, you might choose 
closed channel tracks, which arc pro- 
tected from grease and steam. They can 
be painted along their bottom edge for a 
neater finished look. Fixtures '"stab" in- 
to outlets along the length of the track. 

Both types of track are sold in various 
lengths and finishes. Most track sections 
are prewired and polarized to assure a 

Above: Vienii universal 
lampliolder wiili add-on 
shade to direct lis^lit "~-J.' 
and glare on a continuons-ciiannel 
Miniature Trac. Fixtures from Halo 

safe, properly grounded electrical con- 
nection. They plug together as easily as 
model train tracks, and, with flexible 
corner connectors, can be hooked to- 
gether into any angle. 

China Seas 
1 he hnaj^e ot (k)()d Design 

Fabrics 
Wallcoverings 
Designs 
SHOWROOM: 
I49EAST72NDSTRKF.I 
NEW YORK. NY. 10021 
212/879-3100 

© CHINA SK.AS 
INCORPORATED; 
427 EAS 1 76TH STREET 
NEW YORK. NY 10021 
212/535-3030 

Choosing a power source 
for your track 
There are two ways to supply power to a 
track system: 

1. Connect  the  track  to  a  recessed 
power box ^^     [ in the ceiling, which 
conceals^^^^ the wiring. (For this 

you will want to call in 
a licensed electrician.) 

2.  Plug the track  into a stan- 
dard wall outlet with a cord-and-plug 
iccessory. To minimize the cord, run 

t along the ceiling line, down the 
corner of the room, and along the 

baseboard to the outlet. 

A word 
about circuits 

The average 15- or 20-amp circuit in a 
normal room can safely supply about 
1,200 watts of power. Add up the watt- 
age of each bulb on your track to be 
sure you don't exceed your limit and 
blow a fuse. 

A single circuit track system is suffi- 
cient for most homes. However, more 
exciting effects are possible with a multi- 
circuit system—you might have colored 
ights on one circuit, white light on an- 

other, all on the same track. In this case, 
an electrician divides an ordinary elec- 
trical circuit into 2, 3, even 4 separate 
circuits, and replaces a wall switch with 
several switches or dimmers. Instead of 
regular single-circuit track, you install 
multicircuit track, which is deeper, and 
must be connected to a recessed power 
bo\ in the ceiling. 

Mounting a track 
The easiest way to mount a track is di- 
rectly on the ceiling by simply pressing 
out the pre-embossed circles in the top of 
the track. Insert appropriate wood 
screws or toggle bolts through the holes. 
To attach a track to a concrete ceiling. 

Continued on page 120 
riOPMAN  McGRATH 

Alunc: In a narrow t^alley kilclten, archi- 
tectural designer John Saladino uses track 
jar lights and luinging pots and pans. 
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• BURLINGTON "NIGHT FASHION' 

FOR EVERY BEDROOM BECAUSE 
THERE'S A BURLINGTON DESIGNER 

FOR EVERV LIFESWLE. - 
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Stapleton Lon^ 
Cnier Desi^er, 
Berkline Corporation. 
1"i he age of flimitiirc 

ciesign 'periods' is gone. 
Tlierc is no specific 1970's 

style; die rules have been torn 
up. It's die era of eclecticism. 

"Xow you can design yoiu* home 
in any way you choose—and Uiis 
is an unprecedented challenge 
for die ftuiiiture designer. 

"Comfort, of course, is a con- 
stant. But today, scale and case 
of use have become important, 
too. So while toda\''s eclecticism 
has gi\en us an opportmiit\' to 
blend together formerly 
uncomplementan' materials and 
stjies, it has also made tougher 
demands to create style-with- 
comfort 

"At Berkline, the design chal- 
lenge has been difficult but 
rewarding. Making die recliner a 
chair for any room in die home, 
putting it close to the wall, giv- 
ing it lines and presence you can 
be proud of—weVe achieved 
something more than die sum of 
these parts. Tlie result is die 
Wallaway®—the original close- 
to-the-wall recliner. 

"And the trick is that it looks 
simple—^which was the most 
complicated challenge of all." 

^11. r® aiiaway BERKUNE^ 
One ficrWine Drivt-, Morrislown, Tennessee 37814 

Upholslered pieces by Berkline feature 

120 
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WILLIAM P   STEELE 

Above: In a minimally decorated din- 
ing room, track I if; It ting is used to 
focus attention on a modern painting. 

drill holes with a special masonry bit, in- 
sert a lead or plastic anchor, then use a 
sheet  metal screw ■/2-inch longer than 
the plug to secure the track to the 
surface.  (See July,  '78  House 
& Garden, "Nuts and Bolts 
About Hanging Any 
thing.") 

Where to mount your 
track 
To light objects on a wall or to wash a 
wall with light, track should be mounted 
2 to 3 feet from the wall when ceilings 
are 7'2 to 9 feet high. Move the track 1 
foot further from the wall for every 2 
additional feet of ceiling height. If the 
track is mounted too close to the wall, 
objects on the wall will be shadowed. If 
the track is too far from the wall, the 
light source may be reflected and cause 
glare in the eyes of those near the wall. 

Choosing your track 
fixtures 
Cylinders, squares, and spheres are the 
most common fixture shapes. They are 
often used to provide task or accent 
lighting. Shovel-cut cylinders are special- 
ly made to wash a wall with light. Light- 
ing designer Ralph Bisdale often mounts 
ordinary 30- or 50-watt bulbs in basic 
swivel sockets to light a whole room in 
an easy inexpensive way. 

Above: Dramalux 
sliovel-ciil wall 

washer on a continu- 
ous Lytespan track. 
By Lifihtolier. 
Left: Dramalux 

Framing Projector 
on a continuous- 

channel Lyte- 
span track cuts 
light beams to 
exact size and 

shape of a 
painting or ob- 

ject. By Lightolier. 
Below: Low voltage 

spotlight with retaining clip 
accepts colored glass filters and 
clip-on louvers that reduce 
brightness, minimize glare. 
By lighting Services. 

FALZARANO 

Low voltage lighting 
Low-voltage bulbs and fixtures are 
more expensive than standard equip- 
ment, but their cost is offset by their 
long life and long-term savings in 
electricity. (They use half the power 
of standard bulbs, and can be attached 
to any track.) Low-voltage lighting is 
whiter, crisper, and more brilliant 
than standard lighting, gives off less 
heat, and improves the quality of 
colored light when a low-voltage fix- 
ture is capped with a tinted filter. 

House  &  Garden      _i; 



Doixt just recline.,.BerRline 
\\lUlaway®is the original d()sc-t()-thc-\\iill recliiier. And Uie 
origlmil it-doe8n't-l(X)k-likc-a-rccliner. iVnd today, it's vStill 
the tashion leader. Ux)k for die easy-to-operate 
Wallawxu's, in styles and fabrics 
and prices to fit mix nxmi, ^ryr 11 
any decor. \Valli away BERKUNE' 

<hic fterklinc iWvc, Momstewii, Icniiessec .37814 
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You ve come 
a long way baby. 

VIRGINIA 
SLIMS 

Slimmer than the fat cigarettes meit smoke. 

VIR 
SUA 

VIRGINIA 
SLIMS 

3C ClASS A ClCAItTfC*. 

16mg"tar;' 0.9 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC ReportMaY'78 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
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ecorating to 
please yourself 

If you're a collector, you know the 
pleasure of living with the things you 
love. So don't let small space put a ceil- 
ing on your collecting. Clever deco- 
rating can find space for anything. 
You can build levels to make one 
room feel like many, and hide storage 
in multipurpose furniture and parti- 
tions. You can use color in paint and 
fabric or mirror to make space move, 
push-around furniture to make it more 
versatile. And you can be just as in- 
ventive in displaying your collections 
as you are in managing your space. If 
you love quilts, for instance, hang 
them on your walls as art. If you col- 
lect cookware, arrange it as part of 
your kitchen decorating. House & 
Garden welcomes you to an issue full 
of ideas for decorating with the space 
you have and the things you love. 
Ul.VWhWimtmiHf it's a qulh: Phyllis 
Haders (see her collection on page 
142) sews her quilts to muslin at the 
strongest part of the binding—where 
the seam turns under—then staples the 
muslin to a wooden stretcher "so it 
looks like a textile painting. A fragile 
quilt should be framed under clear 
acrylic," she adds. 

If it's a rug: "People are recogniz- 
ing the relationship of antique textiles 
to contemporary geometric design," 
says Patsy Orlofsky, director of The 
Textile Conservation Workshop in 
South Salem, New York. "And we 
care about hanging fabrics beautifully, 
not just tossing them over chairs or 
into baskets." She recommends the 
traditional museum method for hang- 
ing a large rug or blanket: Sew a mus- 
lin sleeve to the back of the fabric and 
put a wooden dowel through the 
sleeve. (Dowel pins will secure the 
wooden strip to the wall.) "This meth- 
od lets the fabric fall naturally and the 
dowel sends it an inch or so out from 
the wall, so you can appreciate its tex- 
ture and weight." Find moie tips on 
hanging and caring for fabrics of all 

kinds in Ms. Orlofsky's book. Quilts 
in America (McGraw-Hill). 

If it's a painting: How does de- 
signer Billy Baldwin keep a wall full 
of paintings from shifting when the 
door slams? "Hang the picture from 
wire strung over two nails or hooks, 
not one, and set them on the backing 
as tightly to the inside of the frame 
as you can." 
^^QQ^^^^^^^^^is a see-through 
shelf. You can have clear acrylic 
brackets made at a commercial plas- 
tics store, for individual pieces of 
pottery, baskets, anything you want 
wall-mounted—tailored to the size of 
the object and practically invisible. 
Individual brackets let you arrange 
pieces freely around a room instead 
of lining them up on a larger surface. 
(See Diane Love's Oriental jar collec- 
tion, for an example, in House & 
Garden, September, 1978, pages 152- 
153.) Another way to "float" a collec- 
tion is with glass shelving. If your 
room is wallpapered, paper the stand- 
ards and brackets of your glass shelves 
in the same pattern as the walls, to 
make the supports disappear alto- 
gether. Idea from Karen Nyman, the 
Paper Lady. 
H^HB^y/OjyfiBllil Enhance artwork, col- 
lectables—and people—with flexible 
track lighting you design yourself. 
Sections of track are available in two 
lengths and one to four circuits, rang- 
ing in price from $30 to $66, and you 
can choose from a huge variety of fix- 
tures—floodlights, mirror reflectors, 
swivel socket lights, color gels, fac- 
eted quartz lamps—starting at $18 
apiece. Designer Ralph Bisdale sug- 
gests changing the atmosphere of a 
room with three different color-cir- 
cuits on track lighting around both 
floor and ceiling: a white light, a blue- 
green light, and a warm red-yellow 
glow. He also likes "light painting"— 
bouncing the light from color gels 
right off" a round canvas. Design-it- 

yourself track lighting at Manhattan 
Ad Hoc. To learn more about track 
lighting, turn to page 116. 
f^BlffKHIBOKtlflt^Keen them alive 
longer by protecting them inside and 
out. You can keep bindings supple 
and clean with leather protector you 
apply with a soft cloth; preserve the 
cover of paperback and cloth-bound 
books with a solvent gel that prevents 
dust build-up. There's even a treated 
paper you insert every 20 pages or so 
to keep them from acidifying and de- 
caying. Leather Protector, Bookleen 
Gel, and Interleaving Paper all at 
Talas in New York City. 
Books in tight spaces You don't need 
to cover a whole precious wall with 
shelving if you love books but live in 
a small space. Use double-shelving 
units as room dividers (a good idea 
when two children share a bedroom, 
for instance). Or suspend box-type 
shelves from the ceiling: They work 
like beams to give a room character 
and hidden storage. And have you 
tried industrial shelving? Now there's 
Super-Erecta, with wire or solid 
shelves (like the ones in the Muniaks' 
apartment, House & Garden August, 
1978, page 96) that come in zinc, 
chrome, or a sea green vinyl-coated 
finish. A 6-shelf unit 88y8 inches high 
in zinc is about $195 at Manhattan 
Ad Hoc.  
¥MJSSintSSflfSM9ff91t3ltThe kitchen's 
just the place where display and func- 
tion make sense together. Show off 
cookware on a wall of handsome 
Gridworks—new from Copco, com- 
plete with racks, bins, hooks—that 
hang from walls or ceiling. Frame a 
kitchen window with a copper mold 
collection. Display your plate collec- 
tion, as photographer Ernst Beadle 
does, in recessed shelves built right 
into cabinet doors, set off with a back- 
ing of patterned vinyl and held in 
place with trim bar guards. For more 
ideas, read on. 
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small-space living 
What you can learn from the experiences 
of people who have chosen the city life 
and mastered the art of compact living 



DECORATING FOR SMALL-SPACE LIVING 

Is it worth it to remodel when you rent? 

Compare the costs of buying. 
It might be better to invest in the i 
space you have for the living you want. 

^/ 
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Kitchen 

Oining 

Living ! 

Masifci 
Entrance ? 

I   Batn   I    «     Prevnlll^page: Dinner with a sunset view, one of the j 

Wove: L-shape space. Natkiw^nting, Andre Emmerich 
.Plan of remodeled apartment by Craig/Press. 



It's hard to beat a modern, two-bedroom apartment with a 26th-floor view 
and a swim club on the rool above. In this case, it's a rental, but Jill 
and Steve Michaels, who live here with daughter Jessica, 2, saw the 
value of investing in remodeling. "We're committed to the city; Steve 
works all hours." They love entertaining, and so by taking down a wall 
between living room and master bedroom, they gained one great space 
where 20 friends can gather. Up went mirror walls to extend the open 
feeling. A new, low storage wall created privacy for the sleeping area. For 
low maintenance, floor is painted off-white sealed with polyurethane. 
Colors are beige with a dash of melon. "I wanted a space that would float," 
said Jill. Furniture was designed dual purpose (buflet/storage, table/speak- 
er cabinet) by Craig/Press Design Associates who did the remodeling. 
KAREN   RADKAI Above: Mirrors expand Je Ivory beige rr-orri 

^ »li«WIIP>^ 

Above: Living room sofa backs up to low partition wall.  Bar 
unit incorporates wine storage, humidor, and stereo speakers. 

    "ill   ' . ^ 

Se/oiv;  Peach quilted cover on the  Michaels's  platform  bed. 
Mirrorffl wall doubles the space; rocking chair softens the look. 

Selow: Partition wall between living room and sleeping area hoir! 
storage for TV,  Betamex,  stereo,  records, tapes,  and  books 



room with enclosed "L." Below: Mirror expands 
ght. Wall hanging, other painting: Karl Mann. 

"^    Below: Up two steps, a new den, in the space that was once 
the   dining   "L."   African   stools   on   table:   Luten Clarey-Stern. 

I 



Geoffrey, Sup?>n, Bill Grayson 

DECORATING FOR SMALL-SPACE LIVING 

How do you create all the space 
you need in a small apartment? 

Add new dimensions with platforms and 
partitions^ push out the walls with mirror. 

There may be more potential in a compact apart- 
ment than meets the eye. In this case, shifting the 
dining table out of the traditional "L" and adding a 
partition and carpeted platform created a whole, 
new, much-needed room for Susan and Bill Gray- 

j son and their 3-year-old son Geoffrey. They now 
have a den, an alternate place to cat, watch tele- 
vision, play games. "It makes the apartment seem 
more like a house," says Susan. As for the living 
room itself, a typical tunnel-like space was trans- 
formed with a whole mirror wall, opposite the 
windows, reflecting back light and space. L-shape 
seating creates a sitting corner within the multi- 
purpose environment. Architect H. Gordon Press 
and decorator Tom Craig gave them a double duty 
bedroom, too. With a carpeted platform around 
the bed, this space became a second sitting room. 
Tall storage partitions enclose the bed, adding 
architectural dimension to a boxy room. The Gray- 
sons had a lot of ideas about decoration. "Clean, 
uncluttered, very functional, casual, easy care." 
This was beautifully achieved with beigy colors, 
comfortable upholstered furniture, wicker chairs, 
and glass-topped tables. The Graysons enjoy enter- 
taining—"mainly buffet. Bill does the cooking," 
says Susan. Friends may include the Michaels, 
whose apartment you saw on the previous page. 

qoi^ingp] 

steps up' 
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Living 
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[New] 
platformed 

Kitchen 

3- 
i 

Left: Apartment plan in- 
dicates remodeling in 
dining"L"byCraig/Press. 

Below: In the master bedroom, mirror sheaths bed niche between 
tall storage units. TV sits on a wraparound carpeted Diatform 

Entrance 
*^~ 

^ 

Above: Firehouse red rug and ceiling in 3-year-  <- 
old Geoffrey's room. Plenty of active play space. 

129 



DECORATING FOR SMALL-SPACE LIVING 

How do you pep up a vintage house 
when you're working on a budget? 

Create a fresh, modern look with color, 
fabric, and push-around furniture. 

^'My-W:^. 

spruced with geraniums, Steven Martindaie's half of the 



A Cieorgetown hrownstonc with long, 
narrow rooms and a traditional person- 
ality got a double update: two new 
looks that change with the seasons and 
adapt to the life of Steven Martindale, 
a lawyer and enthusiastic host. With 
amazing economy. Donna Lang and 
Lucretia Robertson gave him llexible 
liirniture that groups or scatters, 
dressed in cream, right, or freshened 
with green. To see it work, read on. 

KAREN  RADKAI 



Living room and dining room 
share push-around furniture. 
Slipcovers give the bedroom 
two looks for the price of one Guests move toward the fireplace in winter—so the turni 

ture does, too, above. Tables from Jeffrey Bigelow. 

A house with this much character 
deserves special treatment—and 
its decorators gave it more than 
one. Starting at the center, a 15-by- 

costing just over $2,000—that can 
move spontaneously all through 
the room or easily into others. For 
even more versatility, an alternate 

In the "jewel box" dining room, below, a multicolored 
tablecloth sparkles for a buffet. Kosta Boda dinnerware. 

39-foot "double parlor" divided by  color scheme takes the rooms from 
a high arch between two stately 
fireplaces, designers Donna Lang 
and Lucretia Robertson set out to 
make the most of its historic de- 
lails. They painted the walls House 
& Garden Biscuit, and accented the 
moldings with stripes of Shell, Va- 
nilla, and Oyster White. Two orig- 
inal chandeliers stayed put, and 
the existing floor was bleached and 
polished. "Once we had the shell 
perfect, we wondered how to fur- 
nish such a long room economical- 
ly and hospitably," says Mrs. Lang. 

season to season and enhances any 
furniture arrangement (see plans, 
opposite page, for two favorites). 
The green slipcovers are really 
sheets that can be tossed in the 
washing machine after a party. 
Both the slipcovers and neutral up- 
holstery work with variegated pil- 
lows covered in Bloomcraft chintz, 
and are equally at home in the 
Lacquer Green dining room. Here 
wall-to-wall green carpeting by 
Cabin Crafts, a mirrored mantel, 
and a sky blue ceiling make it look 

The answer was eighteen pieces of  bigger than  its  16-by-20-foot di- 
lightweight,    sectional    seating—   mensions. 

KAREN  RADKAI 



Mr. Martindale liked his living room's 
dual identity so much that Lang/ 
Robertson Ltd. took the same 
approach in the bedroom, above. 
Gray walls, a subtly reflective silver 
w^allpaper on the ceiling, and gray 
floor stain make the room receptive 
to warm and cool colors, which 
alternate according to the weather 
or to whim. As in the dining room, 
the bedroom furniture 
takes shifts: In winter, two extra 

seats come to visit, upholstered 
rust. The bed gets a quilt; a Turkish 
wool rug warms the hearthside floor. 
For summer, a brighter, sparer 
look: The two seats go to another 
room, the rest don sheets to match 
the bed; the rug disappears and 
the ficus takes center stage. Roman 
shades of soft canvas temper light; 
the same canvas, stretched, makes 
a handpainted fire screen. Sherwood 
furniture. Lamp by Koch + Lowy. 
Shopping information, page 192. 
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How to live 

The charm of American 
folk art in a 
Victorian farmhoijise 



ith the arts you love 

i^i.   _ J^ 



In a bedroom, above, a swan reclining on an antique quilt. A herd of weathervanes in the living 
room, left. Decoys surveying a patchwork marble dining-room table, right. And a copper Cana- 
dian goose decoy to greet you on the landing, opposite page, far left, and usher you upstairs 



The charm 
of folk art- 
the color is 
in the 
collections 
There's a saying that 
a true collector can al- 
ways find a place for 
something he loves. 
Stephen Spector is just 
that kind of collector. 
His philosophy: More 
is better. With that in 
mind he and designer 
Robert Metzger decid- 
ed to create a neutral 
background in every 
room, since the weath- 
ervanes, decoys, bird 
houses, and quilts that 
seem to accumulate 
spontaneously provide 
all the color the house 
needs. And the collec- 
tion never seems to 
stop: When every 
space was taken, Mr. 
Spector added more. 
It works: In the living 
room, for example, a 
Morris Graves draw- 
ing went over the man- 
tel (see it on preceding 
pages). But a weather- 
vane horse looked best 
there, too. His solu- 
tion? "I put them to- 
gether, and they've 
kept each other com- 
pany ever since." Do 
they compete for at- 
tention? Not at all: 
"It's the total look that 



The impact 
of books, 
paintings, 
sculpture in 
a modern 
environment 

Arranging art can be an art in it- 
self. When the collector of these 
paintings, sculpture, and art books 
moved into this apartment, she 
asked architect Wilder Green to 
turn five rooms into one sweep of 
space so she could give each work 
of art the respect it deserves. "Art 
has to have room to breathe," she 
explains. Except for the very small 
things, like the pre-Columbian 
gold objects grouped together on 
the middle bookshelf, each piece 
has a place of importance all its 
own. On the wall-to-wall glass 
shelves, mounted on stainless steel 
tubes so they'd appear to be float- 
ing, rows of books create frames 
for sculpture by Picasso (on the 
second and top shelves) and Alex- 
ander Liberman (on the fourth), 
a Greek amphora (on the second). 
On left-hand wall, a bar niche sets 
off a painting: and a dropped ceil- 
ing (with a built-in strip of light- 
ing) creates a stage-like setting for 
the 18th-centurv desk. 

*Sv.. 

it: The library. On the desk, a signed and dated vase by Picasso. Above: Between ttie 
library and sitting area, a sculpture by Giacometti. Over the sofa, one of Monet's late paint- 
ings of water lilies. In front of rt, a Japanese wedding chest for a coffee table. 
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Living with art X 
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The impact of art— 
paintings and sculpture 
conne alive in an 
atmosphere of 
openness and light 
If you're a collector, don't be afraid to mix art 
objects—or, for that matter, your different col- 
lections. "If you're sure of your own personal 
taste, then everything you like will automatically 
go together," says this collector, who has spent 
a lifetime gathering—and enjoying—all kinds 
of art. That's why so many different styles, dat- 
ing from antiquity to the present, live harmo- 
niously here. In her bedroom, above a simple 
chest of drawers, she boldly hung four paintings 
(from left, Derain, Villon, Matisse, and Vla- 
minck) all in their ornate 18th-century frames. 
As neighbors, the Fauve-style paintings become 
a unit, each enhancing the others. In the living 
room, the mix includes English antiques, sleek 
contemporary furniture by Mies van der Rohe, 
rustic copper-drum Laotian end tables, and 
casual plump-upholstered sofas. Even the acces- 
sories are diverse: On one drum, there's a pre- 
Columbian faience snake and, on the secretary, 
delicate 18th-century Baccarat paperweights, 
fine antique silver, and an ivory walrus-tusk 
whale. Sometimes these small things move from 
tabletop to tabletop or from room to room, be- 
cause "I like a change of scenery." 

Left: In the bedroom, a dresser with sculpture arranged symmetrically under each painting: from left, two 
pieces by Rodin, one by Alexander Liberman, two by Henry Moore, and, for a surprise, a live one created by 
nature. Above: The living room, with contemporary and Queen Anne furniture, modern paintings. 

14! 
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Tfie graphic color 
of quilts in 
on all-white room 

Left: In one corner of the room, two splendid quilts—"Sunshine and Shadow" and "The Diamond." 
Above: Track lighting brings out the quilts' colors. Above the fireplace, Connecticut printing blocks. 
Below: Drawers beneath banquettes store more quilts. Coffee table is glass-topped trundle bed. 

The vivid colors of Amish quilts—often 
the only decorating to be found in Amish 
houses—are all the color this modern, 
light-filled room needs. Hung like con- 
temporary paintings in Mr. and Mrs. 
Richard Haders's city apartment, they 
enliven a setting designed by Melvin 
Dwork to show off their dazzling geo- 
metries. White walls, white canvas slip- 
covers, beige sisal on floors and ban- 
quette platforms,CFcate their background 
—and the qoiTts themselves are a friend- 
ly background for people. Phyllis Haders 
says her collection was inspired when at 
age 15 she first saw a beautiful quilt 
hanging on a clothesline. Now they over- 
flow into the Haders's Connecticut house 
(see House & Garden, December, 1976) 
and even her business called Phyllis Ha- 
ders, Inc. You can read about the Amish 
and their quilts in her book. Sunshine 
and Shadow ({Jni\erse. 1976). 
RFADLE 
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The drama of collectors' 
furniture in an 
enlightened apartnnent 

When you think of furniture as sculpture, 
decorating becomes a fine art. In this city 
apartment where dark shapes stand strong 
against the background of white walls and 
iiarblclike floors, the atmosphere is cre- 
ated by beautiful things working in har- 
mony. "It's art you can use," says fashion 
designer Gustave Tassell, whose collection 
centers around furniture designed in the 
30s by Robsjohn-Gibbings, an American 
who took his inspiration from Greece. 
\nd because for him "rooms are alive," 
Mr. Tassell designed the silk-covered 
living-room sofas himself to enhance the 
room's proportions. He insists on com- 
lort: "A beautiful chair must also work." 

HORST 

Left: Mesopotamian water jugs on Lucite bases mark the passage from l)edroom to living room. Tb^in the 
bedroom, furniture by Robsjohn-Gibbings; lounge by decorator Naef Orfaley. Right: An international 



ively artsat home 

The newest electronics 

how to use them, 

where to put them 
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etized panel. Turntable is flush w.th a 

cabinet housing r 

Jp a city apartment, a rolling cart that's a stereo 
center. TV stand, bookcase, bar. or buffet; take thy 
whole setup along when you move. By Patino/Wojf. 

A 

y 

In a tall, lacquered, free-standing bookcase, an out-in-the- 
open audio system—tape players, turntable, and a 
receiver/a 171P, next to records, tapes, and a telephone. 
Sound is relayed to speakers in living room and bedroom. |f 
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ROGER BE5TER, NORMAN W,< 
ELY5E  LEWIN,  TOM YEE, WILLIAM P. 

GRATH, 
STEELE 
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,^^,ovNo"^P:esano With homemade TV 

Shortwave AM-FM radio. Panasonic. 

^^I^^^M^B "^ 1 
/>>/• /;ic;r(' (letnils, .see 
Shoppiiifi liifonn(iiit>n. More 
electronics jar the whole 
house, page 54. 

Above: Color TV with 
electronic tuning, RCA. 
Left: Videocassette recorder 
that plays back TV fast, slow, 
or stops action. Color video 
camera for making your own 
TV movies. JVC. 147 



Ctiliurv is on a takeover 
4*otirse, vhongintf the 
patterns of Anteriean liie. 
Airaif iront home, more 
tiehets are stptd for tlie 
pei'forming arts than for 
spoi'ts events, and tnnseitin 
attendanee sets new 
revords daihf. At home, 
time devoted to musie. art. 
theatre, literature is affect- 
ing tite wag we haild and 
tleeorate oar Itonses. tite 
wag ive design and elioose 
the things we live witli. This 
report investigates the 
extent and influenee of 
the enltnre bootn 
BY BARTH DAVID SCHWARTZ 
Nothing could please a great many 

earnest people more than if America 
were really having a cultural boom, 
a real one with a long life to it. Not 
just a dalliance for a season before we 
all return to network television and 

pulp fiction. We want to believe that the founding 
of dance companies all over, the proliferation of 
arts council grants represent a permanent ground 
swell, with museums and symphonies genuine 
long-term growth industries. The disturbing ques- 
tion is whether 'blockbuster" art exhibitions like 
Tut make a museum-loving public, whether Pava- 
rotti on PBS turns us into classical music enthu- 
siasts or only occasionally highbrow public televi- 
sion watchers. This spread of culture, it may be 
argued, is the same as "creating" it. Access makes 
more culture by spreading around what we have. 
Different, yet related to this, is the awakening 
process, not preaching to the already converted 
who were out of earshot before. On the heels of 
access and awakening comes the concern about 
"style," "fashion," and "fad," the endless argu- 
ment over what is which, which is better and 
whether culture connects with these, and how. 
Are soaring museum attendance and crowded 
bookstores even in the age of anti-print a "passing 
fad," a "mere fashion," or a new "genuine and 
true style?" The adjectives tag along where they 
have felt most appropriate. 

First, some realities. It is reality that more 
American dollars are spent on the performing arts 
than on sports, tickets against tickets. So says the 
National Endowment for the Arts and their inde- 
pendent poll takers. It is reality that visitors rank 

the   Metropolitan   Museum  of  Art  as 
New York City's first attraction. It is 
reality that visiting a museum, even 
more than a performing event of cer- 
tain kinds, has become a social occa- 
sion for an enlarged audience, be 
yond Tom  Wolfe's  few  thousand 
inhabitants of Cultureburg. 

Part of the reason is that museums 
have a new definition of their role. Lisa Taylorl 
Director of the Smithsonian's Cooper-Hewitt Mu- 
seum of Design, feels that "design is 
everywhere," so she plans exhibits in 
subway stations, sponsors architec- 
tural  tours   far   above  "gee  whiz" 
level,  and offers  crafts  workshops 
not in needlepoint  (others do that 
and  well)   but  on   enameling,   the 
techniques of Limoges and cloisonne. 
She came to the Cooper-Hewitt after 
building the biggest, and probably 
best, adult education program in any 
museum, the Resident Associates at 
the Smithsonian, and is typical of the 
best directors who are as much com- 
municators as scholar-specialists. 
Her programs offer learning by par- 
ticipation, every man his own artist and 
inventor, a premise which makes us into 
home-fixers, self-taught carpenters, and 
car mechanics. It is American, and one 
will search in vain for that aspect of our 
genius elsewhere. It is the same impulse 
which   fuels   the   community   colleges, 
pushing  evening   enrollment   ahead   of 
daytime, which puts a thousand courses 
in New York's New School Bulletin, with 
Hunter and Columbia not far behind and 
similar ventures coast to coast. Someone 
out there wants to know about almost 
anything and is willing to get out at 7:30 
A.M. or P.M., Saturdays included, to do it. 
Tours, courses, workshops in schools, muse 
urns,   on   television,   in   sure-fire   self-help 
books; it is as though we hardly have time 
to live we are so busy learning. 

No sooner did the museums realize they 
have a constituency to reach far beyond 
their membership, than the opposition 
critics were heard to murmur. "Authen 
ticity is being sacrificed for commun- 
ication." They feared that by adver- 
tising   on   buses,   getting   write-ups 
other than on the critics' page, and 
commissioning radio spots, the mu 
seums were somehow debasing the 
coinage, thinning it and squander- 
ing its preciousness. Doesn't con- 
noisseurship  mean  a   minority 

Continued on page 195 
Photo credits, page 196 

Concerts: lOO miinon American 
attended concerts, opera, dance perfori 
ances in 77. Below: Chicago Symphony 
reaches 26 million each season by radio._ 
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Frlitl Museum attendance topped 40 million last year. 
The National Gallery's East Wing clocked a record 1 million 
visitors in its first seven vy( oks. Left: Sculpture by Alexander 
Liberman. Below: Sculpture by Henry Moore. 
Art and antiques at home: Record $112 million sales 
in 77 at Sotheby Par|<e Bet net's auctions. 

J UVi [^j^Over a billion tickets sold last year. 
ift: Heaven Can Wait. Bringing movies home, libraries 
■ films to buy or rent now cross country. Sales of 
'er 1 million videocassette recorders predicted for 79.1 

U^nCC! Dance companies cross country 
had attendance of more than 8 million in 77. 
Above: Lucette Aldous, Fernando Bujones in 
American Ballet Theatre's '.'Black Swan Pasde 
Deux." Ballet comes home in simulcast. 

iOOkS! $41/2 million worth of 
ooks sold last year. Over 300 million 
lagazines and newspapers funnel 
ito American homes. Above: Graham 
ireene's The Human Factor. George 



OWERS 
AS ART 

TURE 
MADE 
Ideas from 
RonaldoAAaia, 
an imaginative 
designer who sees 
each flower 
as a singular 
sensation. 

Above: Flower to go—anemone in a branch, 
basket, its glass vase collared in galax leaves 

Right: Four-flower exercise—^ 
crystal flasks, raffia-tied to a reed 
tray, hold a ranunculus, a rose, twofreesia, 
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Cattails held in soldierly 
uprightness bv green moss and 

galax leaves at the neck of each vase 

A random gathering of garden roses tucked 
among the broad leaves of wild skunk cabbage 

Tiny scarlet orchids in a Chinese vase, their stems 
tied in airv curves with raffia bows 
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Flowers as craft 

MOSS BASKKT 
I^M^SIES 
Flowers will almost arrange themselves 

if you think about how they grow when 
you place them m a container. Only 
when you try to arrange them against 
their nature do you get into trouble. Or 

against the shape of the vase. Your design 
should make a marriage between flowers and 
container." To New York florist Ronaldo 
Mala, the container is so important that he 
often creates his own. In fact the container is 
the arrangement in many of the designs on 
these pages, which are from a new book. 
Decorating with Flowers, by Denise Otis. 
Ronaldo Maia, and Ernst Beadle, to be pub- 
lished in October by Harry N. Abrams, Inc. 
Some container ideas are spur-of-the-inspira- 
tion assemblages, like the pebble-filled cylin- 
der framing a single tulip in its bud vase, easy 
to improvise at home. Moss baskets take 
more doing but are made from ordinary 
household containers—plastic jars, juice or 
coffee cans, cake tins. You also need live 
sheet moss (most florists carry it), supple 
branches, white glue, and a spool of green 
florist's wire. To support the flower stems, 
fill the basket with crumpled chicken wire, 
or if they are delicate, with Oasis, then cover 
with moss or leaves. 

Flower bed in a basket — 
Persian Carpet zinnias, sprigs of spurge 

I ♦.■«»i 
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To make a moss basket: 1. Coat container with 
glue. 2. Press sheet moss around it. 3. Hold 
moss; cut off excess with scissors. 4. Using 
excess, complete covering. 5. Wrap with wire, 
twist ends together, clip. Trim moss, top 
and bottom. 6. Bind branches to container 
with wire. 7. Cross at desired handle-height. 
8. Twine together, secure with wire. 9. Crush 
chicken wire, stuff into basket. Fill with water. 
10. Arrange leaves and flowers in basket. X:^^ 
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Ronaldo Maia, left, creates moss baskets to "give flowers a natural environment indoors. 
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I Eggs in a mossy nest with frees id,, 
V lace flowers, raffia bows. 
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lEWS IN DESIGN 

Step into the living art 
of Mary McFadden's 
bold-scale patterns on 
fabrics and wallpapers 
you can buy right now 

I ■■■■■ilt's more than a room, it's a refreshing 
I atmosphere you can create using new fabrics and 

wallcoverings by fashion designer Mary McFad- 
den. "This is the kind of environment I love to live 
and sleep in," says Miss McFadden, left. "It's cool 
and spare and quiet." The mood is created by her 
bold use of subtle color, and her way of making 

-^ everything important by surrounding it with 
space. On the walls, "Coptic Columns" has a soft, 
fluid, handpainted look. Two variations of the 
same "Persian Feathers" cotton cover the beds. 
(The whole collection for Raintree Designs has 10 
patterns in 53 colors.) The floor—"as voluptuous 
as jade"—is actually an ingenious sponge-painted 
finish by Luis Molina. Around the room, huge 
Chinese pots in theatrical colors, exotic agapan- 
thus in antique porcelain jardinieres, mountain 

'■ laurel in tall Indonesian fish baskets, a musical in- 
strument from the royal court of Java on a clear 
acrylic stand, and dark lacquered trays on the 
floor and bed. On the walls, a pre-Columbian 
feather hanging sewn on alpaca, and a framed 
assemblage of McFadden jewels sewn on an 18th- 
century Chinese brocade. Fabrics and wallcover- 
ings available in New York at Bloomingdale's. See 
shopping information. 

mm^ 





NEWS IN DESIGN 
Friendly 
furniture 
that goes 
where you go, 
does what you 
want it to 
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c are in the 
midst of a life- 

style revolution 
and hardly anyone 

has noticed it. A 
dramatic change of 

American priorities and 
attitudes is taking place in 

the most important area of life—the 
family. Among the nearly half of the 
country's population which is now un- 
der age 40, the single child family is 
a noticeable upcoming trend. Accord- 
ing to current estimates, 17 percent of 
all married women now anticipating 
having a family plan to have only one 
child. Eleven years ago, a mere 6 per- 
cent of women of this stage in their lives 
said this was their aim. But in the last 
decade or so, it has been possible to 
make this kind of choice, as a result 
of improved methods of contraception. 
And changing attitudes about careers 
for women have prompted more wives 
to develop their talents beyond mother- 
ing. Societal disapproval toward people 
who produce a single child, and toward 
the only child, is also being reevalu- 
ated. The latest research indicates the 
single-child family has very positive 
aspects for everyone involved. 

In choosing to have an only child, 
parents are establishing a new kind of 
lifestyle, one probably settled before 
the baby arrives. Both may work and 
have strong career interests and have 
attained a good standard of living. The 
wife postponed children until her 30s, 
using the early years of marriage to 
take a firm foothold on the ladder to 
job success and self-fulfillment. It is 
taken for granted that there will always 
be two incomes in the family and that 
an ever-increasing standard of living 
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can be anticipated along the way. The 
wife and mother is ready to go back to 
work when she feels her child is ready 
to be left at home without her, and 
usually has a live-in housekeeper to 
provide help and continuity in caring 
for the infant. 
FREEDOM TO MOVE AROUND. 
"With one child, you can integrate him 
or her into your existing way of life," 
says Sally Frewing, a translator, whose 
husband Nicol runs an art gallery. 
Twice a year they visit Europe where 
they have another home and business 
interest, and 5-year-old Stuart goes with 
them. "When there's two or more, you 
must wrap your life around their 
needs," said another mother. "And 1 
just didn't want to do that. I like to 
travel, to work, and to be free to do 
those things without feeling guilty about 
being an inadequate mother. This way, 
I can meet my child's needs and satisfy 
my own, too." 

Freedom seems 
to be the most 
enticing and im- 
mediately visible 
reason for a cou- 
ple to choose 
single-child par- 
enting. Not only 
is there the lib- 
erty to pursue career interests, there's 
also a financial attraction in the two- 
paycheck family, enabling the couple to 
spend more money on themselves and 
an increasingly better standard of living, 
as well as their only child. Travel, a 
beach house, time for sports and leisure 
activities like back-packing, skiing, 
house renovation, reading, or ballet are 
possible with single offspring, more dif- 
ficult for a family with several children. 

There's also the luxury of one-to-one 
time with the child. 
FINANCIAL PAYOFF. Leslie and 
David Fairly are typical of the highly 
motivated couple who waited five years 
before daughter Pattie was born. Leslie, 
then 30 had just received a major pro- 
motion in advertismg for which she had 
worked many years. The Fairleys live 
in what Leslie calls the apartment of 
their dreams, a spacious, many-win- 
dowed penthouse overlooking a spec- 
tacular city skyline. For the past several 
years they have also owned an ocean- 
side retreat. 

"The reason we planned a single child 
is economic and personal indepen- 
dence," affirms David, a much-traveled 
executive with an international corpo- 
ration. "Living in the city, as we have 
to and like to do, how can you lead the 
kind of life we v/ant with more than 
one child? Are you interested in figures? 

An only child does better on 
achievement tests, stands a better 
chance off doing well in liffe, 
is more likely to establish patterns 
off loving and giving 

You have to pay about $3,000 a year 
for private school. The school bus is 
at least $500. Housekeeper and baby- 
sitters close to $8,000 a year. Then 
there's clothes, entertainment, and toys. 
We're probably talking about $16,000 
a year to support a child in the city the 
way we want to live. If you're in the 
50 percent tax bracket you're talking 
about $30,000 pretax dollars a year for 
a child, never mind about supporting 
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have more fun? 
Yes^ say the experts-^und so do his 

parents. Here, exciting new findings 
that shoMV why the ^--person fawnily 

is the fantily of the future^-and how it^s 
changing the way we plan our houses, 

our travel, and our lives 

BY VERONICA McNIFF 

yourselves. To have a second is likely 
to be "just" $7,000 or so more, since 
things can be shared, but that's still 
$16,000 more pretax dollars." 

David goes on to say that even if they 
had a lot more money, he and Leslie 
would not have a second child, because 
ot the restrictions. They could indeed 
go on living in the city with more than 
one, but not in the way they wanted to 
live. Leslie fills in the details: 

We could sell our co-op and our 
weekend house and move to a less ex- 
pensive rental building. If we were 
lucky, we could put the children in one 
bedroom. It would mean scholarships 
or public .schools. Ld have someone 
pick them up after school and then 
when I got home, I would have all the 
cooking and cleaning, and so cut out 
the cost of full-time help." 

The Fairleys maintain that any par- 
ents who have an overwhelming desire 
for a second child are cheating them- 
selves, if they allow similar economics 
to make the decision for them. "But it's 
healthy to be selfish when it comes to 
thinking about family size," says Leslie. 
■'Your feeling of self-fulfillment and 
happiness or vice versa passes on to 
your child." 
ENVIRONMENTAL BACK- 
GROUND. Of course, there are other 
reasons for choosing the Three Person 
Family lifestyle. Some couples cite a 
disharmonious family background of 
several siblings as an incentive to pro- 
tect their own child from sibling strife. 
Jenny Ferguson, who is married to a 
banking executive, was one of twelve 
children. When she was in high school, 
her mother was having her last baby. 
Jenny estimates her father must have 
spent   $2   million   putting  his  family 

through college. 
"I had the brunt of being the nurse- 

maid. Later, I had the feeling if I never 
saw another baby I would be happy. 
Things changed when I met Ralph, my 
husband, but I was 32 when we had 
Peter." With such a family background, 
she doesn't feel she can handle more 
than one child and adds: "One of my 
sisters says she will never have any 
children." 

Jenny has not worked in a structured 
way since her child was born, though 
in working around his needs, she still 
found time to become an accomplished 
cook and private caterer, and to co- 
author and translate a book. In her 
mind, however, having another child 
would require her to be home for an- 
other four or five years, since she be- 
lieves in "being there" for her child. 
"But now I want to go back to work—to 
get my master's in business," says this 
one-time bank executive. 
PURSUING CAREERS. Having and 
pursuing career interests is a powerful 
incentive to choose a single child. 
Marrying later, of course, can also be 
a strong factor in deciding that one 
child is enough. John and Virginia 
Saladino married "later than the me- 
dian age," says John, the highly suc- 
cessful architectural interior designer. 
"Virginia was a career woman with her 
own interior design business when I 
met her and had been for several years. 
We were both self-sustaining people." 
They chose the single child family life- 
style—"along the way, rather than be- 
forehand," says Virginia. John adds: "I 
don't think we realized how much we 
would give up when we had a child. 
There's a lot going on in our lives. We 
arc   professional   people   with   strong 

career drives, and Graham is not the 
alpha and omega, though we love him 
dearly." Each spends one-to-one time 
with their son: John at 6: 30 A.M., when 
he roughhouses and plays games with 
Graham; Virginia between 5 and 7 
P.M., when she reads and puts models 
together with him. The more they 
talked with other people, the more they 
questioned the idea that they had to 
have another child. "As a designer, I 
think in terms of quality, not quantity. I 
spend my life weeding things out and 
sorting through impressions," added 
John, "so there's a tendency to ques- 
tion "givens" anyway. " 
POSITIVE RESEARCH ON SIN- 
GLETONS. Despite the single-child 
family trend, parents of only children 
report receiving a good deal of disap- 
proval, even now, from friends with 
children, their own families, and their 
own psyches, for that matter. Isn't the 
only child doomed to be lonely, selfish, 
and heir to a whole Pandora's Boxful 
of emotional ills? Recent studies by 
psychologists do not substantiate the 
negative stereotype. In fact, findings 
seem to indicate quite the reverse. The 
situation of the only child appears to be 
potentially highly advantageous. Only 

Continued on page 196 
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A house designed with the outdoors in mind can 
take on a very special light. This house, designed 
hy architect Hugh Newell Jacobsen, gets its day- 
light three different ways: from skylights, glass 
doors and cleverly designed windows, and an 
atrium that makes the transition from the out- 
doors in so subtly you're hardly aware of any 
change at all. You enter the house through an 
open gallery that turns into a glass-roofed atrium 
in the center of the square house. From here, 
four atrium-lit corridors fan out toward the cor- 
ners of the house: Two lead back to the private 
sleeping areas; and two lead past the living room 
to the dining room and kitchen on one side, the 
den on the other. Because the house, designed 
for builder Warren Katz, his wife, and four chil- 
dren in Reston, Va., has two sides on the lake, 
windows angled like prisms and floor-to-ceiling 
glass doors were designed to let in water-reflect- 
ed light. The living room, dining room and 
kitchen, and den all open through the doors 
onto wood-slatted decks that help filter this up- 
light. "Light should be let in with restraint," says 
Mr. Jacobsen. "What you want is something 
soft and interesting, not glare." And even the 
skylights are interesting—long narrow slices 
through three folds of the roof to let in ever- 
shifting bands of pure sunlight—or moonlight. 
I AH 

Above: For a dramatic entrance, an atrium in the middle of the square 
house. For variety within the square, architect Jacobsen designed rooms 
furnished by Woodward/Lothrop, in an ingenious assortment of shapes. 
Below: The plan, showing the six-sided living room between dining room 
and kitchen, and den. Bedrooms are on the house's private side. 
Opposite page, bottom: The house, built in association with The American 
Wood Council and Gulf Reston, Inc., is, except for the glass, all wood: 
cedar shake roof, plywood siding, and an innovative wood foundation. 

LONDON 

AVID MASSEY 

For building facts 
and shopping informa- 
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ep down to a living room that turns into a deck 

LIVING WITH LIGHT 
Just beyond the atrium, opposite pags, left, and down 
three steps on either side of a central fireplace wall, you're 
in a six-sided living room, above, with a glass wall that 
opens onto a wood-slatted deck overhanging the lake be- 
yond. Go further down one corridor and you're in the den, 
opposite page, rigtit. Opposite its mirrored bar, an angled 
window is a niche for a desk with a view. Designer Claus 
Mahnken of Woodward/Lothrop filled the. house with 
nsutral-colored modular furniture that's easy to rearrange 
—and low enough not to interfere with the view. Even at 
night, space seems to expand beyond the walls to the 
down-lit deck. In The American Wood Council house, paint- 
ng over living-room piano from Pyramid Galleries; paint 
ing over mantel. Greater Reston Arts Center. Stark carpet 





In the kitchen, open-air cooking, a salad greenhouse 

LIVING WITH LIGHT 
The dining room, opposite page, far left and fcp.-seems tu ex ' :i'j« 
outdoors through the prismatic buffet window. Mirror covers the, 
buffet ledge, its drawer fronts, and the window reveals to enlarge 
the view and scatter sparkling light all over the room. Behind tl 
dining room in the kitchen, above and right, a skylight lets ii 
pure sunshine, while water-reflected light rushes in through the 
door and the greenhouse window. Flourishing there tomatoes, 
lettuce, and herbs. To divide the kitchen into an eating area 
(there's a breakfast nook built into the wall opposite the ovens) 
and a cooking area, a working counter juts straight out from 
the window. In the master bedroorr., opposite page, left, atrium 
light comes through an indoor window level with a loft. In 
The American Wood Council house, furniture from Woodward.' 
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The \kndermint 
Black Russian. 

The ultimate Black Russian: Take 1 oz. of 
Vandermint, V2 oz. of coffee liqueur, IV2 
oz. of vodka. Serve over ice. Dark...cold 
...delicious. Making it with Vandermint 
makes the difference. 

VANDERMINT. THE MINTED CHOCOLATE LIQUEUR 
FROM HOLLAND. ABOUT $12 A BOTTLE. 

Free Vandermint Booklet of Drink and Food Recipes: 
Vandermint Recipes, Box 1645. FDR Sta.. N.Y., NY 10022 

MEAL IN 
MINUTES 

MENU 
Baked chicken Parmesan 

Risotto Milanese 
Steamed green beans 

Orange sundaes 

For a small, spur-of-the-mo- 
ment party for eight, this 
menii"s a delight—it takes 45 
minutes in the kitchen, and, if 
\ou don't have ail the ingre- 
dients, one quick stop at the 
market. Robert I.. Green, 
fashion editor, wallpaper and 
fabric designer, cook, and cel- 
ebrated party-giver, includes 
this menu and the recipes in 
his new book Live with Style 
(Coward, McCann & Geoghe- 
gan). Mr. Green cooks the 
food for all his parties, and for 
small groups likes to serve 
from a cart next to the table. 
Often he asks guests to join 
him in the kitchen to help 
themselves directly from the 
pots, pans, and platters there. 

To begin this meal, set the 
orange juice concentrate for 
the sundaes out to thaw. Heat 
oil for the chicken and place 
the pieces in it skin-side down. 
After the chicken's in the 
i)ven, saute the onion for the 
risotto, add the rice and wine, 
and begin simmering the mix- 
ture, adding chicken broth as 
the rice absorbs the liquid. 
Turn the chicken pieces after 
20 minutes and let bake an- 
other 15 minutes. Steam the 
green beans next. Chop the 
oranges, assemble dessert and 
refrigerate. Top the chicken 
with mushrooms and cheese 
for a final 5 minutes of bak- 
ing, then blend the saffron 
and Parmesan into the risotto. 

Baked chicken 
Parmesan 

INGREDIENTS 
% cup salad oil 
2 broiler-fryers, cut in 

serving-size pieces 
1 teaspoon oregano 
1 teaspoon salt 
Paprika 
% pound fresh mushrooms 
6 tablespoons grated Parmesan 

cheese 

METHOD 
n Line a shallow baking pan 
with aluminum foil and pour oil 

into pan. Place In preheated 
450° oven until oil is very hot. 
Place chicken pieces, skin-side 
down, in the hot oil. Sprinkle 
with half the oregano and salt; 
sprinkle lightly with paprika. 
Return to oven and bake for 
20 minutes. 
D Turn chicken pieces; sprin- 
kle with remaining oregano and 
salt and lightly with paprika. 
Bake 15 minutes longer. 
D Spoon drippings in pan over 
chicken. Pour mushrooms over 
chicken, sprinkle with Parme- 
san cheese, and bake 5 minutes 
longer. Serves 8. 

Risotto 
IVIilanese 

INGREDIENTS 
1/2 cup butter 
V2 cup onion, minced 
2 cups rice, preferably 

short-grained Italian 
1 cup dry white wine 
6 cups chicken broth, heated 
'A teaspoon saffron 
V4 cup Parmesan cheese, 

freshly grated 

METHOD 
n Saute onion in V4 cup butter 
in a large heavy saucepan. Add 
rice, stirring until well coated 
with butter. Add wine and sim- 
mer 5 minutes or until wine has 
evaporated. 
n Add 1 cup chicken broth 
and simmer the mixture until 
the stock is almost absorbed; 
add the other 5 cups broth, 1 
cup at a time, letting the rice 
absorb each cup before adding 
more. Cook the rice for a total 
of about 15 minutes until it is 
tender. 
D Dissolve saffron in 1 table- 
spoon hot broth in a small dish 
and add to the rice. Add Parme- 
san cheese, blend in with a 
fork. Serves 8. 

Continued on page 192 

From the book Live with Style. Copyright 
© 1978 by Robert L. Green. Published by 
Coward,  McCann,  &  Geoghegon,   Inc. 

Opposite page: Rev up your 
appetite with a cool Bloody 
Mary sorbet—spoon the spicy 
red ice into stemmed glasses, 
or serve on crisp garden 
lettuce leaves. Garnish with 
fresh tarragon for extra zest. 
For recipe, see page 180. 
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HE BEAUTY IN SIMPLE THINGS. 
If you enjoy LliH|^^h a fancy filet mignon, 

len you'll also enjoy it WKiSHjj^so-fancy steak-on-a-skewer. 
LancerSsjRubeo. Ahyjh|k Any place. 

"After all, the simple things we^^^ant to be l^eautiful. 

SERVE 
CHILLED 

IMPORTED 

^./.^""liii. 
A RED DINNER WINE 

VINTAGE  1973 
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This month in Wine & Food: How to choose and use fresh pears; easy party recipes from 
an antiques collector; incredible chocolate desserts; news from New York wineries 

Rcka perfect pear 
Fall brings fresh pears to market—first 

come the fragrant Bartlett and Seckel 
pears, their crisp, clean taste matching 
the air. Later in the fall and winter come 
Anjou, Bosc, and Cornice with their 
mellower, aromatic flavors. 

Pears are picked mature, but not ripe. 
They develop better texture and flavor 
and ripen more evenly when off the tree. 
Pears ripen from the inside out, 
and are ready to eat if they yield 
to gentle pressure at stem end 
and sides. Pick firm, blemish-free, 
well-shaped plump pears without 
regard for ripeness. Ripen at home 
at room temperature in a brown 
paper bag, plastic bag with venti- 
lation holes, or a fruit ripening 
bowl. A pear has 7 milligrams of 
Vitamin C, 30 international units 
of A, and many minerals, includ- 
ing 213 milligrams potassium. 
They weigh in at 63 calories per 
'00 grams (3!/2 ounces) edible 
portion. 
Bartlett—Available July-Novem- 
ber; the major summer pear. 
Large, bell-shaped with thin skin 
that turns from green to yellow as 
they ripen. Flesh is white and 
finely textured. Good for eating, 
poaching, preserving. 
Anjou—October-May; principal 
winter pear that stores well. Quite 
large, round or heart-shaped. 
Greeny-yellow skin does not 
change to indicate ripeness. Ripe 
when just gives to gentle pressure. 
Yellowish-white flesh with spicy, sweet 
flavor with some grit cells near core. 
Bosc—September-May. Elegant, long 
tapering shape with a dark yellow skin 
overlaid with russet. A medium-to-large, 
very firm pear. Good for poaching and 
baking because of its very firm texture. 
When allowed to soften and ripen, they 
become very sweet, buttery, and juicy. 
Cornice—October-March. Yellow-green 
skin often with a red blush. Large and 
chubby with short neck. Very juicy, 
sweet, aromatic. Good eating and dessert 
pear. 
Packham—A late winter pear and im- 
ported in spring. Medium to large with 
a bumpy surface. Green skin turns yel- 
low as pear ripens. Mellow and juicy. 
Seckel—August-December; late sum- 
mer pear. Yellow-brown russcted skin; 
quite small in size. Buttery and very 
juicy; wonderful for eating and for pre- 
serving whole. 

October, 1978 

A double-crusted pie, 
g spicy pear cake, 

or a sweet spread for 
muffins. Here are fresh 
ideas for this delicious 

autumn fruit 

Tips for pears 
• Pear sauce—Peel and core 3 pears, 
cut in pieces, and cook in saucepan with 
VA cup water and 4 tablespoons sugar. 
Crush with fork as pears cdok to make 
thick sauce. Pour into baking dish; cover 
with meringue made of 4 egg whites and 
4 tablespoons sugar. Bake at 300° 1 
hour. Serve lukewarm. 

Make pear sauce, add Vi tablespoon 
butter, 1 tablespoon apricot jam. Beat 
well and cook 2 minutes. Serve cold with 
sponge cake or cookies. 

Peel pears and poach in sugar syrup. 
Make a thin puree of raspberries and 
blackberries. Cut pears in half; arrange 
in serving dish. Pour over puree, sprinkle 
with chopped toasted almonds, serve 
cold with whipped cream. From Emalee 
Chapman. 
• To keep pears white, use lime juice 
instead of lemon. Gives a more subtle, 
less  tart  flavor.   Can   use  orange  and 

grapefruit juices as well, for variety. 
Jaiieen Sari in. 
• Peel, core pears, and cut into eighths. 
Poach until very soft, about I hour, with 
rock sugar and a little water. Eat at room 
temperature as a dessert. It is an old 
Chinese folk medicine made when adults 
or children are feeling run down. May 
Wong Trent. 

• "I love peeled, firm pears (Boscs 
are my favorites) with soft Parme- 
san cheese and fresh walnuts for 
dessert." Ellie Giohbi. 
• Preserve pears in a plain sugar 
syrup and a spicy one. Serve plain 
ones very cold with cream for des- 
sert and use the spiced ones with 
roast meats. Barbara and Arthur 
Matcra.      ^' 
© Make a pear pie as you would 
a traditional double-crusted apple 
pie—fill pie shell with thinly sliced 
Bo.sc pears, sprinkle with 2 table- 
spoons potato flour, sweeten with 
brown sugar and crystallized gin- 
ger. Pick up flavor with lemon zest 
and juice. 

Serve sliced pears with thinly 
sliced Westphalian ham sprinkled 
with freshly ground black pepper 
as an hors d'oeuvre. 

Substitute freshly grated ripe 
pears in your favorite applesauce 
or pumpkin cake recipe, adding a 
little more liquid than is called 
for. Season with a good amount 
of freshly ground coriander. EJiza- 
befli Schneider Colchic. 

• Roast a duck with a punctured lemon 
in the cavity. Cover with foil first hour. 
Uncover, pour off fat, and pour in Vi 
cup Zwack pear liqueur. Baste at least 4 
times during second hour with pan 
juices. Add peeled, quartered pears for 
last 15-30 minutes of cooking. Serve with 
gravy made of pan juices. 

Mix well together 5 ounces cream 
cheese, 3 ounces Roquefort, Vi cup 
Zwack pear liqueur, and ground white 
pepper to taste. Pack into a mold. When 
ready to serve, unmold, cover with 
blanched, chopped, toasted almonds and 
serve with peeled, quartered pears as an 
appetizer with chilled red wine. Bonny 
Birnbaum. 
• Pear butter—Wash, core, and cut up 
fully ripe pears. Cook in own juice until 
very soft. Put through food mill; mea- 
sure pulp and add half as much sugar 
(white or brown). Cook on high heat, 

Continued on page 180 
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Herhed and icy sorbet 

Food for talk 

Conversation 
Bloody Mary sorbet, chicken with leeks and grapes, 

cherries over brioches—delights to see, surprises to taste 

A kitchen with a spht personality can be the best 
ot two worlds. "The business part of a kitchen 

should be ruthlessly efficient, so I designed the wall 
unit in mine to be as practical and easy to keep spot- 
less as possible. Opposite this stark unit is a dresser 
laden down with warm and welcoming blue and white 
—1 find the contrast works." John Creed, a London- 
based antiques dealer and collector, makes it work by 
using superb materials simply. Here, refreshing tarra- 
gon-tufted Bloody Mary sorbet starts a casual dinner 
o( sauteed chicken and cherry-sauced brioche, all en- 
joyed amid part of Mr. Creed's collection of 19th- 
century StafTordshire blue and white transferware. His 
800 pieces make it one of the largest and most varied 
in the world. Favorite English country oak and pine 
furniture displays the blue and white, grouped by sub- 
ject, when it's not on duty serving dinner or traditional 
Sunday roast lunches of pork or beef with roast par- 
snips and potatoes. For Mr. Creed, in his Cameron 
Passage shop or in his kitchen, "it's not so much a 
case of expensive things as well chosen ones." 
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DINNER 

Bloody Mary sorbet 

Chicken with /ee/fs 
and grapes 

Brioche slices 
with cherries 

Above: 
1. In his element, antiques 
dealer John Creed. 
2. View from kitchen 
through to shuttered-win- 
dow dining room. Mr. 
Creed designed the  work 
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area of fudge Formica and 
stainless steel with a syca- 
more work surface. In 
hack, a brass-faced 18th- 
century pine clock. 
3. Chicken strewn with 
leeks and grapes on a Staf- 
fordshire well-and-tree 
platter. 
4. Plates of English coun- 
try scenes fill a pine delft 
rack in the entrance hall. 
Whimsical cardboard 
wine-bottle covers top the 
shelves, salt-glaze Geor- 
gian spirit flasks on table 
below. 
5. Rare Oriental and 
Greek  motif mugs on an 

18th-century oak Lincoln- 
shire pot board dresser 
with spice drawers. 
6. Blue-and-white- 
hedecked walls and man- 
tel in the cozy country din- 
ing room filled with warm 
woods—lime wood long 
case clock backs kitchen 
wall, yew wood Windsor 
and straightback chairs, 
punch bowl of primulas on 
the 4-inch-thick elm table 
won by Mr. Creed in a 
wager. 
7. Staffordshire side plates 
serve kirsch-glazed cher- 
ries on scalloped brioche 
rounds. Recipes, page 180. 

DAVID MASSEY 
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Food for talk EMERICK  BRONSi 

Chocolate 
power 
Chocolate tarts, Toblerone mousse, ice cream 

en robe, and other get-rich-quick desserts 

Give your chocolate cravings a good workout with a choice selection 
of caloric inventions worth every twinge of conscience, from Maida 

Hcattcr's Book of Great Chocolate Desserts, to be published next year by 
Knopf (until then, these will keep you busy). "It was obvious from my 
other books [Maida Heatler's Book of Great Desserts and Maida Heatter's 
Book of Great Cookies] that I loved chocolate. I had to restrain myself from 
including too many chocolate recipes in them." Two freezers and three re- 
frigerators in her kitchen are completely full of chocolate desserts, the 
results of testing and retesting her recipes. "I make 3 to 6 new ones almost 
every day. Recipes occur spontaneously, from combinations of old recipes 
and adaptations of others. I have no hesitancy about trying new ideas and 
failures don't upset me. When one new thing works out, it makes up for 
the rest. And I still love to eat chocolate, especially late at night before bed." 

September 7th cake (1). Two airy 
layers enclose a whipped cream 
cloud. The icing combines semi- 
sweet chocolate and more whipped 
cream. Chocolate pasticcios (2). 
Simply, sweet pastry filled with 
richest chocolate. Chocolate pie 
with chocolate slabs (3). Cookie- 
sweet graham cracker crust filled 
with silky chocolate, iced with 
whipped cream. Chocolate tea 
bread (4). Bread, yes. hut choco- 
late! with nuts and raisins for an 
afternoon's special treat. Toble- 
rone mousse (5). A creamy, lighter- 
than-air mousse with the added in- 
terest of nuts, nougat, and the flavor 
of honey. Ice cream en robe (6). 
Pure chocolate, melted and shaped 
around ice cream. "Linda" crystal 
plate by Kosta Boda. French choc- 

olate mint truffles (7). A real choc- 
olate lover's delight with their 
slightly dry exterior and moist, 
rich centers. World's best hot fudge 
sauce (8). Good over poached 
pears but you may just want to eat 
it with a spoon! Frozen chocolate 
cream (9). A dessert so rich, we 
challenge you to eat more than the 
thinnest slice! Oxford plate by 
Lalique. Viennese toffee (10). Like 
a Heath bar, only better—hard 
caramel center with almonds lay- 
ered with chocolate and walnuts. 
Cookies galore (11). Raisin-date- 
nut bars with chocolate, chocolate 
macaroons from Monte Carlo, 
Ralph's cookies, Chocolate-choco- 
late-chocolate cookies, wholewheat 
brownies. Shopping information, 
page 192; recipes, page 182. 

The planning corner of Maida Heatter's efficient, all-white kitchen 
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Food for talk 

Chocolate 
power continued 

A step-by-step guide to decorating 

and serving four glorious 

chocolate-on-chocolate desserts 

September 7th cake 
1. Place wax paper strips 
around cake plate edges and 
place cake layer upside 
down to touch strips all 
around. Spread on filling and 
cover with top layer, right 
side up. Work in a cool 
room. Ice sides, filling any 
hollows, then spread them 
again to make them neat. 
2. Ice top thickly, smooth 
very well. 3. Fit a 15-inch 
pastry bag with a #6 star tip 
and fill with rest of icing. 
Pipe a continuous "ripple" 
down center of cake—pipe a 
2-inch strip and, without 
lilting tip, move tube back 
over half the strip, then 
down to form second strip. 
4. Fill in right, left sides. 
Remove paper and refrig- 
erate until serving time. 

Toblerone mousse 
The perfect garnish—more 
Toblerone! 1. Lots of little 
curls are easily made with a 
swivel-bladed vegetable 
peeler and a large bar of 
Toblerone. 2. Break off a 
triangle and peel along long- 
est edge. Work quickly in a 
cool place so chocolate does 
not become too soft. 

Ice cream en robe 
I, 2. Place about 1 ounce of 
melted, cooled chocolate in 
the center of a wax paper 
round. 3. Quickly spread 
chocolate into a thin round 
with a rubber spatula leaving 
a 1-inch border uncovered. 
The edges should be neat 
and even, but don't worry 
about the su'face being 
perfectly smooth. 4. Pop a 
.scoop of ice cream into 
center of the chocolate. 
5. Bring up 2 opposite sides 
of paper, the ice cream will 
harden chocolate in place 

bring up last 2 sides, forming 
the robe, with 4 corners 
sticking out. Don't fuss with 
it. Just make sure the 4 sides 
are up and that they meet in 
the corners. Immediately 
return to freezer until hard. 
Peel off wax paper starting 
in the center of a side. Work 
carefully and slowly, but 
don't keep ice cream out of 
frec/er long enough for it to 
start to melt. The corners are 
the most fragile part— 
handle them with care. 
Return to freezer imtil serv- 
ing time. Serve on flat plates 
with a fork and spoon. 

Chocolate slab 
garnish for 
chocolate pie 
1. Melt 2 ounces semisweet 
chocolate in the top of a 
double boiler. Stir until 
smooth. Pour onto a large 
sheet of wax paper and 
smooth into a thin layer 
about 10 inches square with 
a long metal spatula. 
2. Don't worry about the 
shape, but try to keep the 
edges as thick as the rest. 
Slide paper onto a cookie 
sheet and freeze until hard. 
3. Peel paper away. 4, Break 
chocolate into large, irregu- 
lar pieces. Handle as little as 
possible. 5. Stick pieces on 
edge into pie. Refrigerate 
until ready to serve. Cut 
portions so each has a slab. 
Note on chocolate: "Since so 
much of the flavor depends 
on the chocolate, it should 
be a good one. For semi- 
sweet use: Baker's, Hcr- 
shey's, Tobler Tradition, 
Lindt Excellence, Baker's 
German Sweet, Maillard's 
Eagle Sweet, Barton's, 
Suchard's Bittra. Dutch 
process cocoa has a darker 
color and slightly diflercnt 
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GOOD 
SPIRITS 
Ne^ tastes 
in American ^ines 
Adventurous New York State 
wineries experimenting with 
new grapes and techniques are 
producing delicious experiences 
for wine drinkers 

By Doris Tobias and 
M. David Levin 

Lakes Keiika. Canandaigua, Seneca, and 
Cayuga. 

Hammondsport, at the southern end 
ot i,ake Keuka, is the town where many 
area wineries headquarter. The town is 
as important to New York State wine 
people as the city of Bordeaux is to the 
French wine trade. 

The Hudson River Valley is important 
because of its rapidly increasing produc- 
tion of fine vinifera and hybrid wines by 
quality-emphasizing small wineries. It 
has the potential for soon becoming one 
of the really great wine regions of the 
United States. The area, about an hour's 
drive north of New York City, has a 
group of small wineries with limited pro- 
duction, which set their sights on making 
fine wines from French-American hy- 
brids and vinifera grapes. 

Three other areas in New York pro- 

Lake Erie^ 
^^^Chaulauqua 

Niagara Falls 

Canandaigua 

W»^ (/     (\ \Cayuga Lake 
Naples*   ^ jseneca Lake 

• ^Keuka Lake 
Hammondsport 

New York State wineries, in two grape- 
growing regions of importance, and in 
three other areas of the state, are prolif- 
erating in number and quality—with 
many new "boutique" wineries hopping 
on the bandwagon. 

And New York, though second to 
California in wine production, tops that 
state in one vinous category. In addition 
to making wines from old-world vinifera 
grapes, which give both the great and the 
lesser wines of Europe, and from 
French-American hybrids. New York 
makes a great deal of wine from hardy 
native American grapes such as Con- 
cord, Catawba, Dutchess, Ives, Moore's 
Diamond, Isabella, and Niagara. 

In the mild California climate, the 
native labrusca grapes do not ripen 
properly, and so when Californians want 
Concord grape jelly or juice, they get it 
from Oregon, Washington, or New 
York. 

However, highly important to lovers 
of fine table wines, are the French-Amer- 
ican hybrids. The.se are the varieties 
which have been ingeniously and pains- 
takingly bred from crosses of European 
and American grapes to combine the 
elegant flavor of the old-world wines 
with the hardiness of our labrusca grapes 
to withstand the cold winters in north- 
eastern grape-growing states. 

The grape-growing areas in New York 
arc sited near large bodies of water, 
which help temper the effect of the state's 
sub-zero winters on the vinifera and 
French-American hybrids. 

The largest wine-producing area is the 
Finger Lakes region in the west-central 
part of the state, centered mainly around 
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I Hudson River 

Marlboro 
Washingtonvjlle/l' | ^  'I 

duce wine grapes and wines. The Chau- 
tauqua countryside on Lake Erie, a 60- 
mile belt of vineyards, is known mostly 
for its labrusca grapes. Most of these go 
to the Finger Lakes wineries. 

The Niagara area, in the peninsula of 
land that divides Lake Erie and Lake 
Ontario, has a hospitable climate for 
some 2.000 acres of wine grapes—na- 
tive, hybrids, and vinifera. 

The latest vineyard area in the state is 
Long Island, where vines have been 
planted on the north shore near 
Cutchogue. 

The Hudson River Area 

The Hudson River Valley has the dis- 
tinction of being the oldest wine-grow- 
ing area in the United States. Three hun- 
dred years ago, French Huguenot refu- 
gees planted old-world vines they had 
brought with them. These vines did not 
survive but the Huguenots pressed on 
with wines made from native grapes. 

Benmarl Vineyards, in Marlboro, was 
founded in 1956 by Mark Miller, a re- 
tired artist. French-American hybrids 
dominate. Seyval Blanc produces a fresh, 
fruity, pleasing white wine with not a 
hint of strong native-grape foxiness. An- 

other white, Aurora Blanc, yields a soft, 
fragrantly fruity white wine with some 
sweetness. 

Among Benmarl's reds, the Baco Noir 
is a dark, fruity, and well-made wine. 
Chancellor Noir is a more full-bodied 
red. De Chaunac, another red hybrid, has 
zesty overtones not unlike a young 
Zinfandsl. 

Miller's son, Eric, is currently experi- 
menting with Johannisberg Riesling and 
Chardonnay vinifera grapes. As Eric 
says: "They take five times the amount 
of care as the hybrids, and are far less 
winter-hardy in this region." 

The Brotherhood Winery in Wash- 
ingtonville has the distinction of being 
the oldest active winery in the United 
States. Its wine caves are the largest un- 
derground wine cellars in the country, 
and resemble those of old European 
wineries. No vines grow on Brother- 
hood's grounds; it buys the grapes it 
vinifies locally and from other wine re- 
gions. It retails its wines to visitors who 
are attracted by the free tour of the wine- 
making facilities, free wine tastings, and 
spacious picnic grounds. 

Joseph Cagnasso, a former winemaker 
at Brotherhood as well as for the Gallo 
Brothers in California, has opened a new 
winery in Marlboro—Cagnasso Winery. 

Cagnasso's first offerings this year in- 
clude a Chianti-like blend of 80 percent 
Dc Chaunac and 20 percent Leon Millot, 
a vigorous red hybrid on the tart side; a*" 
R0S.S0 Amabile, a blended serviceable 
red table wine, and Vino Rose, a fresh, 
delicate light red. 

Also in the Marlboro area is Royal 
Wine Company, whose kosher wines are 
bottled under the trade name "Kedem." 
In addition to native labrusca grape 
wines, Kedem bottles a very good De 
Chaunac. Under the aegis of Ernest Her- 
zog, a seventh generation winemaker, a 
part of Kedem's production is being di- 
rected away from the traditional kosher 
sweet wines. As its tasting room, Kedem 
uses a converted railroad station on the 
banks of the Hudson, and has dug out 
stone-lined cellars for additional tasting 
space. 

Great River Winery has opened a new 
tasting room for visitors in Marlboro in 
the old Marlboro Champagne Cellars. 
Philip Powers, a partner in the winery, 
says Great River grows its own grapes in 
two hillside vineyards and that its 95 
acres are the largest holding of any win- 
ery in the region. 

Great River also buys grapes, grape 
juice, and wines from other growers for 
blending. Great River produces Seyval 
Blanc, Aurora, Baco Noir, Vincent Noir 
—a robust, deep-flavored red, and also 
two house blends. Great River Red and 
White. 

The Hudson Valley Wine Co. offers 
picnics, movies, other entertainment, and 
a host of activities which keep the tour 1 
buses coming through the gates. It speci- • 
alizes in rather sweet wines from native ^ 

Continued on page J78 ; 
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What the right scarf does for a plain black dress, 

Stoujfe's Side Dishes do for dinnen 
■\ 

Or dessert. Or even brunch. StoufFer s Escalloped Apples is that 
versatile. It adds a fresh touch to a ham or chicken dinner. Makes a 
refreshing dessert, over ice cream. And turns pancakes    ■^.■:.-. 
or waffles into a new brunch idea. 

Just one of 13 out-of-the- ordinary side dishes 
Stouffer s makes .To liven up a simple meal. Or do 
justice to a special one. That s why they re the great 
mealtime accessones^^^ StDufe'sSidcDish^:. 
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Sunday's roast beef 
was fantastic. 

Sunday's leftovers 
and a blend of two rices 
with different herbs and 
seasonings made Monday 
seem lilie the second 
Sunday of the week. 

J9L.' BT^J^V- 
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What a success. 

Good spirits 
I untinned from page 176 

original ... or fast cooking 

labriisca grapes, but has also brought out 
a Chclois, a Mght, fruity red hybrid. The 
winery is proud that all wines under its 
label are grown, produced, and bottled 
on the premises. 

A few miles north is Clinton Vine- 
yards, in Clinton Comers, which this 
spring released its first vintage—a '77 
Seyval Blanc, made from 100 percent 
.Scyval Blanc grapes. The wine is flowery, 
fruity, and very pleasing. The winery, 
just 15 acres, is the labor of love of Ben 
and Kathy Feder, who plan to concen- 
trate exclusively on white wines from 
hybrids and vinifera. Most of their vines 
come from Walter S. Taylor's Bully Hill 
Vineyards on Lake Keuka. 

Cascade Mountain Vineyards, in 
Amenia, run by William Wetmorc, an 
author turned wincmaker, is another new 
winery. Wetmorc's first offering was 
Harvest Red, a young, fresh, fruity red 
wine from French hybrids, a wine Wet- 
more describes as "similar to Beaujolais- 
Nouveau." Wetmore also has a dry, 
pleasing, and light Mountain Harvest 
Rose, made entirely from Baco Noir. 

The Finger Lakes Region 

The Taylor Wine Company, among the^ 
largest wineries in the East, is in Ham- 
mondsport, on the shores of Lake Keuka. 
Taylor, and the close-by Pleasant Valley 
Wine Company, which markets table and 
sparkling wines under the well-known 
name. Great Western, are associated 
companies and both are wholly owned 
subsidiaries of the Coca-Cola Company, 
which also recently bought Mogen David 
wines. 

The total cooperage capacity at Taylor 
is 25 million gallons; the company offers 
more than 60 different products, includ- 
ing table wines, aperitifs, fortified and 
dessert wines, champagne, and other 
sparkling wines. The champagne alone 
accounts for almost I million cases an- 
nually. 

The Taylor wines include many blends 
of native labrusca varieties, and some 
California hybrids, such as Emerald 
Riesling and Ruby Cabernet. Taylor is 
presently adding to its line of French- 
American hybrids. A new De Chaunac is 
well made, with a pleasing zesty flavor. 
Taylor's blended wines—Lake Country 
Red, White, and Pink are grapy, slightly 
sweet, and continually popular. 

Gold Seal Vineyards, on a slope facing 
Lake Keuka, was the site of the first 
successful experiments that proved vini- 
fera and French-American hybrid grapes 
could be consistently grown in New York. 
Charles Fournier, who came as wine- 
maker to Gold Seal in 1934, brought his 
expertise as former chief winemaker at 
Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin in France's 
Champagne district. Fournier's venture 
into fine European grapes laid the basis 
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lor wide-scale coninicrcial Chaiclonnuy 
in the East. Gold Seal's Chardonnay is a 
wine styled for grace and elegance. Made 
now I'rom vines which have fully ma- 
imed, it gives a typical Burgundian nose 
or bouquet, a (hie, full body, and a tingle 
on the tongue. 

Up the road from Gold Seal is Walter 
S Taylor's Bully Hill Vineyards. It was in 
1975 that the last of Bully Hill's native 
grape vines were torn out to make room 
for more hybrids. Today, hybrids such as 
Baco Noir and Chancellor among reds, 
and Seyval Blanc and Aurora among 
whites, are predominant, along with 
blends called Bully Hill Red and White. 

Vinifera Wine Cellar, founded by the 
eminent oenologist, Dr. Konstantin 
Frank, produces some of the finest wines 
in the state. Dr. Frank, convinced 
Charles Fournier in the 1950s, to plant 
European vinifera in his Gold Seal vine- 
yards. They worked to marry success- 
fully the best native cold-resistant root- 
stocks to the more tender European 
varietals, such as Johannisberg Riesling. 
Chardonnay, and Gewiirztraminer. 

A new winery, Glenora Wine Cellars, 
in Glenora, uses innovative methods. 
Glenora's winemaker, John Williams, 
was trained in the famous school of wine 
technology at the University of Cali- 
fornia at Davis and takes an experimen- 
tal approach—aging the same wine in 
barrels of Yugoslavian and American 
oak and in stainless steel. The compara- 
tive results are interesting and should 
provide a guide for Glenora's future 
vintages. 

Glenora's wines include a white Cay- 
uga, a new hybrid released for commer- 
cial use by the New York State agricul- 
tural experimental station at Geneva. It 
has been highly praised and several win- 
eries are bottling Cayuga, including Wid- 
mer's Wine Cellars in Naples. 

Among the newest of the new wineries 
along the Finger Lakes wine trail is 
Heron Hill. Its principal owner and wine- 
maker is Peter Johnstone, a grape grower 
whose impetus was to find a surer market 
for his grapes. Johnstone is devoting 
much of his efforts to Johannisberg 
Riesling. He believes his current Johan- 
nisberg Riesling is appealing enough to 
charge $4.50 a half-bottle and, as his 
production is limited, his wines are avail- 
able only at the winery. 

Chautauqua—Lake Erie 
Region 
The best-known winery here is Johnson 
Estate Wines in Westfield. which speci- 
alizes in premium wines, mostly made 
from French-American hybrids, such as 
Seyval Blanc and Chancellor. Owner 
Frederick Johnson is a highly rated 
oenologist and international consultant 
on agricultural business. Winemaker Bill 
Gulvin also produces elegant sweet wines 
made from the native Delaware grape. 

Continued on next pofic 
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Good spirits 
continued from preceding page 

Niagara Falls Region 

Niagara Falls Wine Cellar, at Lewiston, 
6 miles from Niagara Falls, is the best 
known of the wineries here. It's only 6 
years old, and is housed in an old 
chateau. 

The winery makes a Blanc de Blancs 
sparkling wine, which is highly rated. 
Among its hybrids and varietals are 
Seyval Blanc, Aurora, and a Char- 
donnay. It produces some excellent 
wines from native grapes—Delaware, 
Dutchess, and a good, grapy Catawba. 

Long Island 

Hargrave Vineyards, some 84 acres on 
the north fork of Long Island's North 
Shore, in Cutchogue, is the enterprising 
venture of Alex and Louisa Hargrave. 
They are into their sixth year, having 
planted prime French varietals—Caber- 
net Sauvignon, Pinot Noir, and Merlot, 
among reds; Chardonnay and Sauvignon 
Blanc, among whites. Distribution at 
present is limited, but the wines are avail- 
able on Long Island and in some New 
York Citv area stores. ■ 

A perfect pear 
continued from page J69 

stirring constantly; reduce heat as butter 
thickens. When no liquid appears around 
a spoonful's edge, ladle into sterilized 
jars. Stir V-* teaspoon pumkin pic spice 
into each pint before sealing. Barbara 
Walker. 
• Saute sliced pears in butter, add a 
dash curry powder. Serve with meats. 

Top sliced pears with Brie slices, 
sprinkle with almonds. Broil until cheese 
melts. Serve as dessert. Jeff Smith. 
• Substitute pears for apples in curry 
sauce recipes. 
• Sliced pears and sweet onions— 
cooked in butter to serve with roast 
meats or raw in salads. 

Pears stuffed with 
amaretti 
From Franco Bridigi of Trattoria La Per- 
gola, Little Neck, L.L 
INGREDIENTS 
4 firm pears 
8 amaretti cookies 
2 egg yolks 
1 heaping tablespoon sweet butter 
4 tablespoon sugar 
1 cup white wine 
Creme Anglaise (optional) 

METHOD 
G Cut thin slices off tops of pears and 
off the bottoms so they stand up. Grind 
amaretti to a powder in a blender or food 
processor. Scoop out pears, leaving a 
rather thick shell. Discard cores and add 
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flesh to processor with amaretti. Add 
yolks, butter, and half the sugar and blend 
together; stuff equal portions into each 
pear. 
n Bake in a preheated 375° oven 40-50 
minutes according to ripeness of pears. 
When soft, take out and reserve. Pour wine 
and remaining sugar into baking pan and 
scrape up juices. Bring to a boil and cook 
down to form a thin syrup. Glaze pears 
with syrup and serve warm or cold with 
creme Anglaise, if desired. Serves 4. 

Pear flan 
From Paula Wolfert, author of Mediterra- 
nean Cooking 
INGREDIENTS 
IV2CUPS milk 
4 whole eggs 
1 egg yolk 
V3 cup sugar 
3 large or 4 small firm pears, poached 

(recipe follows) 
V3 cup poaching liquid 
2 tablespoons Poire William, Amaretto, or 

Grand Marnier liqueur 
1 sweet pastry crust, partially baked 
5 tablespoons apricot jam, strained 

(optional) 

METHOD 
n Scald milk in a saucepan. Beat eggs 
and yolk lightly in a bowl. Add milk and 
sugar while beating, Do not overheat. Stir 
in poaching liquid and liqueur. Strain into 
a pitcher. 
n Fit pear halves, cut side down, into 
pastry shell. Place on rack in middle of 
oven. Slowly pour over the custard mix- 
ture. Bake in a preheated 350° oven 35- 
40 minutes or until custard is set, puffed, 
and spotted brown. Serve warm, glazed 
with jam if desired. Serves 6. 

Poached pears 
INGREDIENTS 
3 large or 4 small, firm Cornice, Bartlett, 

or Anjou pears 
V2 lemon 
1V2 cups water 
% cup sugar 
1 1-inch piece vanilla bean 

METHOD 
n Peel, halve, and core pears. Rub with 
lemon and set aside. Combine water, 
sugar, and vanilla bean in a saucepan, 
bring to a boil, and simmer 2 minutes. 
Add pears and poach until tender. Remove 
and drain. Reduce cooking liquid by V2. 
Reserve V3 cup. 

Sauteed pears with 
raspberry sauce 
From Michele Urvater, New York cooking 
teacher 
INGREDIENTS 
V3 cup heavy cream, chilled 
6 pears (about 2V2 pounds) 
V2 lemon 
4 tablespoons sweet butter 

V4 cup Grand Marnier 
V2 cup raspberry preserves, strained 
VA cup almond slivers, toasted 

METHOD 
n Whip cream until stiff in a bowl and 
refrigerate until ready to serve. 
n Peel, core, and cut pears into eighths. 
Rub with lemon and set aside. 
n Melt butter in a skillet and toss in 
pears. Saute over high heat for 1-2 min- 
utes, coating pears with butter. Turn 
down heat, cover, and steam pears for 3 
minutes until cooked but not mushy. 
Transfer pears with a slotted spoon to a 
serving dish or 4 plates and keep warm. 
n Add liqueur and raspberry preserves to 
skillet and stir well, scraping the bottom 
of the pan. Cook over high heat until large 
bubbles form all over surface of mixture 
and it is thick. Take off heat, 
n Spoon raspberry mixture over pears 
and strew nuts over. Top with whipped 
cream,  serve  immediately.  Serves 6. ■ 

Conversation starters 
continued from page 170 

Bloody Mary sorbet 
INGREDIENTS 
8 ounces tomato juice 
3 ounces vodka 
Juice of 2 lemons 
1 egg white 
V2 teaspoon salt 
Freshly ground pepper 
Several snippets of fresh celery leaves 
Few dashes Worcestershire sauce, to taste 
1 cup cracked ice 
Fresh tarragon 

METHOD 
D Blend all ingredients except tarragon 
in a blender or food processor until 
smooth. Pour into a bowl and freeze. 
Mound into long-stemmed glasses and gar- 
nish with fresh tarragon. Serves 4. 
n Note: You may omit the vodka if you 
prefer, but the mixture may freeze a bit 
harder. 

Chicken with leeks 
and grapes 
INGREDIENTS 
1 plump chicken, cut in 4 serving pieces 
2-3 tablespoons cooking oil 
2 leeks, cut in fine julienne strips 
2-3 cups apple juice 
2 tablespoons butter 
1 -2 cloves garlic, finely chopped 
Small bouquet parsley, hall finely chopped, 

half for garnish 
Salt, pepper 
V2 pound seedless white grapes, halved 

METHOD 
n Saute chicken pieces in oil in a heavy' 
pan over moderately high heat until brown 
on both sides (about 10 minutes). Cool« 
the leek strips in another pan in 2 cups^i 

Continued on page 182^ 
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Here's a fresh way to serve old 
favorites, fresh from Kraft! 
Freshness is important with 
KRAFT natural cheddars and 
colbys, in eooking as well as snacks. 
Freshness means flavor that stands 
out in a recipe, flavor you can count 
on every time in recipes like 
meatloaf or stuff^ed zucchini. And 
Kraft gives you a wide range of 
fresh-packed cheddars and colbys 
to choose from, mild to extra sharp, 
regular wrap or the traditional wax- 
dipped. Kraft brings the freshness 
home —the wagon symbol on the 
label savs it all. 

H^Hl^ America spells cheese KRAFT 
ia70 Wraft    Inf ■*■ ©1978 Kraft. Inc 



Conversation starters 
continued from pagi' J^O 

apple juice until soft. 
n Melt butter in a 2-quart casserole, add 
chicken, garlic, finely chopped parsley, a 
little salt and pepper to taste, and the 
apple juice and leei<s. Cook in a preheated 
350° oven about 25 nninutes. Add more 
apple juice while baking if necessary. 
Transfer to a heated platter and decorate 
with grape halves and parsley. Serves 4. 

Brioche slices 
with cherries 
INGREDIENTS 
1 cup rose wine 
1 stick cinnamon 
V3 cup plus 2 tablespoons sugar 
2 cups canned fancy dark sweet 

cherries, pitted 
2 eggs 
1 tablespoon kirsch 
1 cup milk 
3 tablespoons butter 
1 large fresh brioche, sliced 
Confectioners sugar 

METHOD 
□ Cook the wine, cinnamon stick, and Vb 
cup sugar together for several minutes 
in a small saucepan. Add cherries and 
cook until well heated. 
n Break eggs into a soup plate, add the 
kirsch, milk, and remaining 2 tablespoons 
sugar. Beat well. Dip brioche slices in 
mixture and fry in butter in a large skillet 
until golden on both sides. When brown, 
arrange on dessert plates. 
n Drain cherries, reserving liquid. Dis- 
card cinnamon stick. Arrange cherries on 
brioche slices. Return liquid to pan, cook 
down quickly to a syrup, spoon over des- 
sert. Dust with sugar. Serves 4. ■ 

Chocolate power 
continued from page 174 

Ice cream en robe 
INGREDIENTS 
2 pints pistachio or coffee ice cream 

(or other flavor if you prefer) 
6 ounces semisweet chocolate 

METHOD 
n With a 2V2-inch ice-cream scoop, form 
6 round balls of ice cream, mounded high. 
Place in a shallow pan lined with wax 
paper or aluminum foil and immediately 
place them in freezer—the balls must be 
frozen before you proceed. 
n Cut 6 7V2-inch-diameter wax paper 
rounds; they must be wax paper. 
D Place chocolate in the top of a small 
double boiler over warm water on low 
heat. Stir occasionally until chocolate is 
melted and smooth—do not let it become 
hotter than tepid. Remove from heat and 
let cool to room temperature, stirring oc- 
casionally.  It should be cool enough to 
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"puddle" slightly. It the chocolate starts 
to thicken too much, replace over warm 
water and stir briefly. See page 174 for 
technique to form chocolate. 
n Chocolate en robes may be prepared 
an hour or so before serving or may wait 
in the freezer for as long as you would 
store ice cream. It they are going to be 
frozen for a long time, you will need 
roomy, shallow boxes—the en robes are 
fragile and must be stored without crowd- 
ing. Cover with plastic wrap. Serves 6. 

Chocolate pasticcios 
You   will  need small,   round  (not  fluted) 
tartlet pans, 2% Indies across and Xf.-inch 
deep. In New York, they can he bought at 
the Bridge Corp.. 212 East 52nd St.. New 
York, N.Y.  10022.  You will also need a 
plain, 2%-inch round cookie cutter. 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  PASTRY 
1 'M cups all-purpose flour, sifted 
VA cup granulated sugar 
'A pound (1 stick) butter, cut into 

small pieces 
1 egg yolk 
2 tablespoons ice water 
INGREDIENTS FOR  FILLING 
3 ounces (% stick) butter, cut up 
12 ounces (2 cups) semisweet chocolate 

morsels (I use Nestle's) 
V4 cup light corn syrup 
8 egg yolks (the whites may be frozen 

for some other use) 
A few teaspoons unsalted green pistachio 

nuts, walnuts, or pecans, chopped 

METHOD  FOR   PASTRY 
D This pastry may be put together in a 
food processor or in the traditional man- 
ner. In the processor: Place the flour and 
sugar in the bowl. Add the butter and 
process until the mixture resembles 
coarse meal. Add the yolk and water and 
process only until the mixture forms a 
ball. 
n In the traditional manner: Place the 
flour and sugar in a mixing bowl. Cut in 
the butter with a pastry blender until the 
mixture resembles coarse meal. Stir the 
yolk and water together, add to the flour 
mixture, and stir with a fork until the 
mixture holds together, 
n Wrap the pastry airtight and refriger- 
ate it for at least an hour or even a few 
days if you wish, or freeze it. 
n Flour a pastry cloth or a board and a 
rolling pin. Work with V2 the dough at a 
time—reserve balance in the refrigerator. 
Flatten dough slightly and turn it over to 
flour both sides. With the floured rolling 
pin, roll out dough until it is very thin- 
about 1/16 inch. 
D Cut with a 2%-inch plain cookie cutter, 
to make 30 rounds (15 from each V2 of 
dough). Ease them gently into pans, and 
press them in lightly so that they touch 
the pans all over. If you have fewer pans 
the remaining pastry can wait. 
n Place the lined pans on a cookie sheet 
and freeze until dough is firm. (You can 
leave it overnight or longer at this stage.) 
Line each tartlet shell with a square of foil. 

and press it firmly into place, and weight 
with dried beans. 
n Bake in preheated 400" oven about 
12 minutes, reversing the pan front to 
back once during baking to ensure even 
browning. After about 10-11 minutes, 
check one—gently lift foil to check color 
of pastry. It should be baked until golden. 
Remove from oven, take out foil and 
beans, and cool. The shells may either 
cool completely or be slightly warm for 
filling. 
METHOD FOR FILLING 
D Prepare the filling enough ahead of 
time for it to cool to tepid or room tem- 
perature before using. It may wait at room 
temperature for hours if you wish, but it 
should not be refrigerated or it will be- 
come too firm. 
D Place the butter and chocolate in the 
top of a large double boiler over hot water 
on moderate heat. Cover for a few min- 
utes until almost melted. Then stir until 
smooth. Stir in the corn syrup. Stir the 
yolks briefly in a bowl just to mix and 
then gradually stir in a few spoonfuls of 
the hot chocolate mixture. Gradually stir 
the egg mixture into the remaining choco- 
late. Reduce the heat to low and cook, 
stirring constantly, for 5 minutes. 
n Remove the top of the double boiler 
from the hot water. Let stand, stirring oc- 
casionally, until cool or tepid. 
n Place a well-rounded teaspoonful of 
the filling into each baked shell, placing 
it evenly in the center. (It is not necessary '" 
to spread the filling—it will run during 
baking.) Sprinkle a few of the chopped 
nuts on center of pasticcios. 
n Bake in a preheated 300° oven (no 
hotter) for 12 minutes, reversing the pan 
front to back once to ensure even baking. 
The tops will feel dry to the touch, but 
the filling will still be soft. Do not overbake! 
n Remove from oven. Let stand until cool 
enough to handle, then use your fingertips 
to gently ease them out of the pans and 
place them on racks until completely cool. 
n They may stand at room temperature 
or they may be refrigerated or frozen. 
And they may be served at room tempera- 
ture, chilled, or frozen. Try them each 
way and see which you like best. 
n If you are serving pasticcios as des- 
sert, plan on 3 as a portion. Makes 30 
pasticcios. 

Chocolate pie 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  GRAHAM  CRUST 
V2 cup all-purpose flour, sifted 
V2 teaspoon double-acting baking powder 
VA teaspoon baking soda 
VB teaspoon salt 
V2 teaspoon cinnamon 
2 ounces (V2 stick) butter 
V2 teaspoon vanilla 
'A cup dark brown sugar, packed 
2 tablespoons honey 
1 cup all-purpose whole-wheat flour (stir 

lightly to aerate before measuring) . 
'A cup milk \ 

Coiuiniied on page 184 ■■■ 1 
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Cuisinart, 
eat your heart out. 

Now the Waring Food Processor has 
i ne Whip —a special new accessory that 
churns butter, beats egg whites, and 
whips cream high and fluffy. Cuisinart 
can't do any of these. 

Waring offers new accessories to 
slice thick, slicethin, julienne vege- 
tables, even crack ice. Waring even has a 
special slicing guide to help slice single 

vegetables; Cuisinart doesn't have one. 
The Waring Food Processor has a 

ifetime—yot;/'lifetime—motor guarantee* 
Which unfortunately, Cuisinart doesn't. 

Waring believes you deserve all 
thesegoodthingswhenyoupayforaquality 
food processor. Cuisinart, don't you agree? 

The Waring Food Processor 
•Waring will repair or replace any delects in workmanship 

or materials of motor for your lifetime. 



Chocolate power 
continued from page J82 

INGREDIENTS  FOR  FRENCH   SILK 
FILLING 
3 ounces unsweetened chocolate 
6 ounces (IVs sticks) butter 
1 teaspoon vanilla extract 
1 cup light brown sugar, packed 
4 eggs 
Vz cup walnuts, cut into medium-sized 

pieces 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  WHIPPEDCREAM 
TOPPING 
1 teaspoon unflavored gelatin 
2 tablespoons cold water 
2 cups heavy cream 
V2 cup confectioners sugar, sifted 
Scant 2 teaspoons vanilla extract 
Coarsely grated chocolate or chocolate 

slabs, see page 174 (optional) 

METHOD FOR GRAHAM CRUST 
n Sift together the white flour, baking 
powder, baking soda, salt, and cinnamon 
into a bowl and set aside. 
n Cream the butter in a small bowl. Add 
the vanilla, brown sugar, and honey and 
beat to mix well. Add the whole-wheat 
flour and the sifted dry ingredients in 3 
additions alternating with the milk in 2 
additions on low speed of mixer. Scrape 
bowl as necessary with a rubber spatula 
and beat only until smooth after each 
addition. If mixture is not completely 
smooth, turn it out onto a board or smooth 

work surface and knead briefly with the 
heel of your hand. 
D Divide the dough in half. Form each 
half into a round ball, flatten slightly, 
wrap airtight, and refrigerate for at least 
2-3 hours (may be refrigerated for sev- 
eral days or frozen). 
n Place 1 piece of dough on a floured 
pastry cloth or board and turn it over to 
lightly flour both sides. Roll out into a 
12V2-inch circle. Transfer dough to a 
9-inch pie plate. Gently press dough into 
pan and trim. Crimp edges. Pierce bottom 
and sides at V2-inch intervals with a fork. 
Chill a few minutes. If you wish, leave it 
in refrigerator to bake later. Repeat with 
second half of dough. 
D Bake in a preheated 350° oven for 
16-17 minutes until lightly colored with 
a slightly darker edge. Place on a rack 
until cooled completely. Freeze extra shell. 
D You can make cookies with any leftover 
scraps of dough. Press them together, 
wrap airtight, chill until firm enough to 
roll. Roll the dough on a floured pastry 
cloth with a floured rolling pin until it is 
a scant 'A-inch thick. Cut into squares or 
circles, transfer to an unbuffered cookie 
sheet, and prick the cookies at V2-inch 
intervals with a fork. Bake in a 350° oven 
for about 12 minutes or until cookies are 
lightly colored. Transfer to a rack to cool. 
METHOD FOR FILLING 
G Place chocolate in the top of a small 
double boiler over hot water on moderate 
heat. Cover and let stand only until melt- 

When you buy SSilverKtoiic; 
buy ^latecot^ bakeware to match. 

'Du Pont's registered trademark (or its premium non-stick surface. 

Enterprise also makes a 
complete line of quality 
non-stiCk cookware coated 
with improved Du Pont Teflon®. 

^ Enterprise 
^NiBi   A Lancaster Colony Company 

The Enterprise Aluminum Co 
Macon. Georgia 31210 

ed. Remove from hot water and set aside 
to cool. 
n Cream the butter in a small bowl until 
it is soft. Add the vanilla and sugar and 
beat well  for several  minutes. Add the 
melted chocolate and beat to mix. 
□ Add the eggs 1 at a time, beating for 
5 minutes after each addition. You can 
use high speed for the first egg, but as 
you add the remaining eggs and the mix- 
ture thins, reduce the speed as necessary 
to avoid splashing. 
n Stir in the walnuts and pour mixture 
into crust. Refrigerate several hours or 
overnight. Can be doubled for 2 pies. 
METHOD FOR TOPPING 
D Sprinkle the gelatin over the cold wa- 
ter in a small heat-proof cup and let stand 
a few minutes. Place the cup in a small 
pan of shallow hot water on low heat. Let 
stand until gelatin is dissolved. 
n Reserve about 3 tablespoons of the 
cream and place the rest in a small bowl 
(chill bowl and beaters if the room is very 
warm). Add the sugar and vanilla and 
beat until the cream increases in volume 
and barely holds a soft shape. Stir the 
reserved cream into the dissolved gelatin 
quickly and, while beating, pour it all at 
once into the whipped cream. Continue 
to beat only until the cream holds a shape 
and is just firm enough for a topping— 
don't overheat. Double if making 2 pies. 
n Spread whipped cream on filling and 
sprinkle with grated chocolate or insert 
chocolate slabs (page 174). Refrigerate^ 
until serving time; serve pie in plate, as 
crust is difficult to cut and may crack. 
Each pie serves 8-10. 

September 7th cake 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  CAKE 
6 extra-large eggs, separated 
% cup granulated sugar 
VA cup plus 1 tablespoon unsweetened 

powdered cocoa, sieved (preferably 
Dutch process) 

'A teaspoon salt 
INGREDIENTS FOR  FILLING 
V2 teaspoon unflavored gelatin 
1 tablespoon cold water 
1 cup heavy cream 
'A cup confectioners sugar 
V? teaspoon vanilla 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  ICING 
8 ounces semisweet chocolate (I use 

Maillard's Eagle Sweet) 
2 ounces (V2 stick) butter, cut in small 

pieces 
1 tablespoon dry instant coffee 
VA cup water, boiling 
2 cups heavy cream 
VA cup confectioners sugar 
1 teaspoon vanilla 
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METHOD  FOR  CAKE   LAYERS 
n Butter 2 round, 9-inch layer pans and 
line bottoms with wax paper or parchment 
paper. Butter paper and dust all over 
with flour. 
n Beat egg yolks in a bowl at high speed 
until light and lemon colored. Add V2 the > 
sugar and continue to beat at high speed 

Continued on page 186 



The new gas heating systems 
can cut your energy bills by as much as 
600 hours of home heating every year. 

They re up to 20% 
more efficient 

than models offered 
just five years ago. 

Today's igas heating 
systems will keep your 

home as warm and 
comfortable as ever — 

with less energy. 

Improvements such as 
more efficient and 

properly-sized burners 
and blowers, automatic 
flue dampers and night 

setback thermostats have 
increased the efficiency 

of the new gas systems by 
as much as 20% — enough 

of a savings, in fact, to 
take care of your total 

energy needs for cooking 
and drying clothes. 

*Based on the national average 
that a family heats their home 

3,000 hours a year. 

Compared to 
electricity, gas heats 
2 homes to 1.* 

Since gas is a direct 
energy source, it can heat 
twice as much space with 
the same amount of 
primary energy as 
electric resistance 
heating systems. 

In addition, a gas system 
gives you better humidity 
control and allows the air 
to circulate more freely 
... for more comfort. 

Check out the new breed 
of gas heating systems. 
For saving money and 
energy — gas is a better 
choice today than 
ever before. 

'Comparisons of gas to 
electricity are based on 
widely-accepted studies from 
both industry and government 

The new gas appliances are good for your economy. 

ama 
Gas Ap Manu' rers Association 



Chocolate power 
von tinned jroni page JS4 

until the mixture is very thick and forms 
a wide ribbon. 
n Beat in cocoa on lowest speed, scrap- 
ing the bowl with a rubber spatula and 
beating only until the cocoa is completely 
mixed in; set aside and clean beaters. 
Beat egg whites with the salt in a large 
bowl at high speed until they barely hold 
a soft shape. Gradually add reserved sugar 
and continue to beat until the meringue 
has a thick marshmallow consistency that 
holds a definite point. 
n f^old V2 the beaten whites into choco- 
late mixture by large spoonfuls. Then fold 
the chocolate mixture into the remaining 
whites. Do not handle any more than nec- 
essary. 
n Turn V2 the mixture into each prepared 
pan. Gently smooth each layer. Bake in a 
preheated 375° oven 30-35 minutes or 
until the layers spring back when pressed 
lightly with a fingertip and begin to shrink 
from the sides of the pans. 
n Remove from the oven and carefully, 
with a small sharp knife, cut around the 
sides of the cake. Unmold cake onto a 
rack, peel off paper, and invert again 
onto a rack to let layers cool right side up. 

The layers will sink and look uneven; 
the filling and icing will cover it. 
METHOD FOR FILLING 
D See method for topping in chocolate 
pie recipe. 
D Scrape cream onto cake layer. Spread 
evenly, keeping V2 inch away from edges. 
Refrigerate. Reserve the other layer at 
room temperature. 
METHOD FOR ICING 
n Coarsely chop chocolate and place in 
the top of a small double boiler over hot 
water on moderate heat. Add butter. Cover 
and let stand for a few minutes, then un- 
cover and stir with a rubber spatula until 
the chocolate and butter are melted and 
smooth. Remove from hot water. 
n Dissolve the coffee in the boiling wa- 
ter in a small cup and stir into the melted 
chocolate. If the mixture is not completely 
smooth, stir it with a small wire whisk. 
n Cool chocolate to room temperature. 
You can let it stand, or, if you are very 
careful not to overdo it, stir it briefly over 
ice and water—but not long enough for 
the chocolate to harden, 
n When the chocolate has cooled, place 
the cream, sugar, and vanilla in a small 
bowl. Beat until you have made soft 
whipped cream, firm enough to hold a 
shape but not stiff. Fold about V2 the 
cream into the chocolate, 2 to 3 addi- 
tions, and then fold the chocolate into 
the remaining cream. If necessary, chill 
until firm enough to pipe. See page 174 
for icing technique. Serves 10. 

Toblerone mousse 
In order to have the very special flavor of 
tilts recipe, it must he made with Toblerone, 
a trianfiidar-shaped bar of Swiss sweet milk 
chocolate with cliopped almonds and honey 

noiiiiat. It is available at fine food stores 
and some candv shops. 
INGREDIENTS 
7 ounces milk chocolate Toblerone, 

broken into triangles 
6 tablespoons boiling water 
¥2 cup heavy cream 
2 egg whites 
Pinch salt 
2 tablespoons granulated sugar 
Additional Toblerone for shaving over 

the top (optional) 

METHOD 
n Place the chocolate and boiling water 
in a small heavy saucepan over the lowest 
heat. Stir occasionally with a small wire 
whisk until the chocolate is melted and 
smooth. (You will see little bits of almonds 
and partially melted nougat.) Do not over- 
heat the chocolate. Just as soon as it is 
smooth, remove from heat and set aside 
until completely cool. 
n Whip cream in a small bowl until it 
holds a soft shape—not stiff—and set 
aside. Beat egg whites and salt in a small 
bowl until they hold a soft shape. Add the 
sugar gradually and continue to beat until 
the mixture holds a firm shape but is not 
stiff or dry. 
n Meanwhile, chill the chocolate briefly, 
either in the freezer, stirring occasionally, 
or set over ice and water, stirring con- 
stantly. The chocolate should be cold 
enough to thicken very slightly, but do 
not let it start to harden. 
n Fold the chocolate, whites, and cream 
together only until incorporated. Pour 
mousse into a serving bowl or 4 individual 
dishes, or wine glasses. Cover and re- 
frigerate until about P/z hours before 
serving; then transfer mousse to freezer. 
(It will be too soft directly from the re- 
frigerator, and a bit too firm although still 
delicious, if it is frozen for a long time. 
If the freezing time is right, it will be like 
a creamy ice cream.) Individual portions 
should freeze about IV2 hours; a large 
bowl will take a bit longer. If you plan to 
serve this soon after making it, place it 
directly in the freezer. See page 174 for 
garnishing. Serves 4. 

Chocolate macaroons 
from Monte Carlo 
INGREDIENTS 
2'/2 ounces (2'/2 squares) unsweetened 

chocolate 
5 ounces (1 cup) almonds, blanched 
1 cup granulated sugar 
V2 teaspoon vanilla 
V4 teaspoon almond extract 
% cup egg whites (2-3 extra-large eggs, 

measured carefully) 
About 1 teaspoon additional granulated 

sugar (for topping) 
6 candied cherries, cut into quarters 

(optional) 

METHOD 
n These macaroons are traditionally 
baked on heavy brown paper. Cut 2 pieces 
(you can  use grocery bags)   to fit two 

12-by-15y2-inch cookie sheets. (Iron the 
paper if necessary.) 
n Place the chocolate in the top of a 
small double boiler over hot water on 
moderate heat. Cover and let stand only 
until melted. Remove the cover, remove 
from hot water and set aside until it 
becomes cool. 
D Grind almonds to a fine powder in a 
food processor, a blender, or a nut grinder. 
Place the ground almonds in a mixing 
bowl with the sugar and stir to mix well. 
n Add the egg whites, vanilla and almond 
extracts, and the melted chocolate. Stir 
thoroughly. The mixture should be firm 
enough to hold a soft shape—or semifirm. 
n Keep your hands wet while shaping the 
cookies. Form 24 mounds of the mixture, 
using a rounded teaspoonful for each, and 
place them on waxed paper. If the mounds 
are too sticky to handle, let them stand for 
about 15 minutes (or longer if necessary) 
to dry a bit. 
D Shape mounds into balls by rolling 
them between wet hands. Place maca- 
roons 2 inches apart on brown paper. Do 
not place macaroons on the seam where 
the paper is double—macaroons will stick 
to the paper there. 
n Sprinkle the tops very lightly with a 
bit of the additional granulated sugar. If 
you wish, top each one with VA of the 
candied cherry, curved side up. 
n Bake   19-20  minutes in a  preheated 
325° oven, reversing the sheets top to^ 
bottom  and  front  to  back  once  during 
baking to ensure even baking. When dene, 
the macaroons should be dry on the out 
side but moist and soft in the centers. 
They will harden somewhat as they cool— 
don't overbake. 
n Slide the papers off the cookie sheets. 
Let stand for about a minute. The maca 
roons will be stuck to the paper. To re- 
move them, in the best classic manner, 
turn each piece of paper upside down onto 
a work table or countertop. Brush the 
paper with water, using a pastry brush or 
a wet cloth. Let stand briefly. As you see 
the paper dry out over the cookies, wet it 
a second time. Let stand for a few min- 
utes until the paper can be easily lifted 
off without tearing the bottoms of the 
macaroons. Then place them right side 
up on racks to cool. 
n Store airtight. Macaroons will stay 
fresh and soft for weeks in an airtight 
container in the refrigerator; they will be 
all right for several days at room tem- 
perature, or they can be frozen. Makes 
24 macaroons. 

The world^s best hot 
fudge sauce 
INGREDIENTS 
3 tablespoons sweet butter, cut into 

small pieces 
V3 cup granulated sugar 
% cup dark brown sugar, packed 
V2 cup Dutch process cocoa < 
V3 cup heavy cream \ 
Pinch salt ; 

Con tinned on page 188 
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The instant soup skeptics 
are startii^ to lielieve. 

They thought the church supper soup was homemade. But it was Nestle Souptime". 

"It tasted 
very homemade." 

-^NNIE BRAGG 

^/;,  "You're kidding. 
Is it an instant?" 

-CAROLE KUBLY 

I though 
that anything 
that delicious 
had to be done 
from scratch." 

-CAROL LANG 

"It was good. 
I was just shocked 
to realize that it's 
an instant." -ED LUPBERGI 

"■iiiiimffi^^K^ 

Nestle 30 
jnstant 

ream 
hicke 

Elavor 

Home-style 
losecon^ stock makes 

I     it taste 
'     abnosttoo 

gdodto 
DeHeveB 
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Chocolate power 
continued from page 186 

METHOD 
n Place all the ingredients in a 1-quart 
heavy saucepan. Stir over moderate heat 
until the butter is melted. Reduce heat 
slightly and continue to stir and scrape 
the bottom and sides of the pan w/ith a 
rubber spatula until the sugar is melted— 
about 5 minutes. 
n Serve immediately or reheat slow^ly. 
Makes 1 cup of sauce. It may be served 
hot or warm, but at room temperature or 
chilled it will be too thick. It may be re- 
frigerated for a week or 2 before using 
and reheated slowly in the top of a double 
boiler. 

French chocolate 
mint truffles 
INGREDIENTS 
8 ounces semisweet chocolate, preferably 

Barton's bittersweet 
2 ounces (V2 stick) sweet butter, cut into 

small bits 
2 egg yolks 
About V4 teaspoon peppermint extract 
Unsweetened cocoa powder (preferably 

Dutct) process) 

METHOD 
n Break 6 ounces chocolate into medium- 
sized pieces. Place in top of small double 
boiler over hot water on low heat. Cover, 
let stand until partially melted. Uncover 
and stir until completely melted. 
n Remove mixture from heat and add 
butter, a few pieces at a time, and whisk 
until smooth after each addition. 
D Stir a bit of the chocolate into the 
yolks in a small bowl and then stir the 
yolks into the chocolate. 
n Replace over heat and stir gently with 
a rubber spatula for about 2 minutes. Re- 
move from heat. Stir in peppermint a few 
drops at a time to taste. Add slowly and 
taste carefully. I make it strong. 
D Place the top of the double boiler in 
a bowl of ice and water. Stir constantly 
with a small wooden spatula until the 
mixture is firm enough to hold a definite 
shape. 
n Place slightly rounded teaspoonfuls of 
the mixture on wax paper forming 20 
mounds. If the mixture is firm enough, 
truffles may be rolled into shape immedi- 
ately; if too soft, let stand uncovered at 
room temperature for about half an hour 
or until firm enough to handle, 
n Strain a generous amount of unsweet- 
ened cocoa onto wax paper and coat your 
palms well. Pick up a chocolate mound, 
roll it between your hands to form an un- 
even ball (real truffles are very uneven), 
then roll it in the cocoa, and place on 
another piece of wax paper. Continue to 
shape truffles, coating hands with cocoa 
before each. 
n Let   the   truffles   stand   overnight   at 
room temperature, uncovered or loosely 

covered, to dry out a bit on the outside. 
n Grind remaining chocolate to fine pow- 
der. Spread out on wax paper and roll 
the truffles around in it to coat. 
D These are best when very fresh and 
creamy soft in the center. They may be 
kept at room temperature for a day or two; 
they should be refrigerated or frozen for 
longer storage but bring them back to 
room temperature before serving. Makes 
20 truffles. 

Chocolate tea bread 
INGREDIENTS 
Bread crumbs 
1% cups all-purpose flour, sifted 
1 teaspoon baking soda 
Vz teaspoon salt 
2 ounces (V2 stick) butter 
Vz teaspoon vanilla 
% cup granulated sugar 
1 egg 
1 teaspoon powdered instant espresso 

(or any powdered instant coffee) 
V3 cup unsweetened powdered cocoa 

(preferably Dutcfi process) 
1 cup buttermilk 
5 ounces (1 cup) raisins (dates or dried 

prunes, cut up, may be substituted for 
the raisins, or for part of them) 

4 ounces (generous 1 cup) walnuts, cut 
or broken into coarse pieces 

METHOD 
n Butter a 9-by-5-by-3-inch loaf pan and 
dust lightly with fine dry bread crumbs; 
set aside. Sift together the flour, baking 
soda, and salt into a bowl and set aside. 
n Cream the butter in a large bowl. Add 
the vanilla and sugar and beat until well 
mixed. Add the egg and beat to mix. Mix 
in the espresso and the cocoa on low 
speed. Alternately add the sifted dry in- 
gredients, in 3 additions, with the butter- 
milk in 2 additions. Scrape the bowl with 
a rubber spatula and beat only until mixed 
after each addition. Stir in the raisins and 
nuts. 
n Turn the mixture into the prepared 
pan and smooth the top. Bake in a pre- 
heated 350° oven for 1 hour and 15 min- 
utes or until a cake tester inserted in the 
center comes out clean and dry. The top 
of the loaf will have a crack; it is sup- 
posed to. 
n Cool the bread in the pan for about 10 
minutes. Then cover it with a rack and 
invert the rack and the pan. Remove the 
pan and gently turn the bread right side 
up to cool on the rack. Refrigerate the 
loaf  before  slicing or  it  may crumble. 

Frozen chocolate cream 
with mocha cream 
INGREDIENTS  FOR   FROZEN 
CHOCOLATE CREAM 
8 ounces semisweet chocolate (Maillard's 

Eagle Sweet) 
4 ounces (1 stick) sweet butter 
V2 teaspoon vanilla extract 
V2 cup granulated sugar 

4 extra-large eggs, separated 
Pinch salt 
Whipp-;d cream (optional) 
Brandisd cherries (optional) 
INGREDIENTS  FOR   MOCHA CREAM 
1 cup heavy cream 
VA cup confectioners sugar 
1 tablespoon instant coffee 
V2 teaspoon vanilla 

METHOD  FOR  FROZEN 
CHOCOLATE CREAM 
n Fit an 8-by-4-by-2V2-inch loaf pan with 2 
strips of aluminum foil, one for the length, 
one for the width, each long enough to 
extend a bit over the edges. Brush with a 
thin layer of salad oil and set aside. 
n Break up the chocolate and place in 
the top of a small double boiler over hot 
water on moderate heat. Cover and let 
stand for a few minutes until the choco- 
late is partially melted. Remove cover 
and stir the chocolate with a rubber spat- 
ula until completely melted and smooth. 
Remove from the hot water and set aside 
to cool. 
D Cream the butter in a medium-sized 
bowl. Add vanilla. Reserve 2 tablespoons 
sugar and add remainder to butter. Beat 
well for several minutes. 
n Add the egg yolks one at a time, scrap- 
ing the bowl with a rubber spatula and 
beating well after each addition. After 
adding last yolk, beat for 4-5 minutes un- 
til the mixture is very creamy. Add cooled 
chocolate, beat only until blended. 
n Beat the egg whites in a bowl with the 
salt until they increase in volume and 
barely hold a soft shape. Add the reserved 
2 tablespoons of sugar and continue to 
beat only until the whites hold a point 
when the beaters are raised. 
n In several additions, small at first, 
fold the whites into the chocolate mix- 
ture. Turn the dessert into the prepared 
mold. Smooth the top and cover with wax 
paper or plastic wrap. Fold down the foil. 
n Freeze for 5-6 hours, or it can stay in 
the freezer for several days. 
n Unmold by inverting pan onto a chilled 
platter; use foil to help free the dessert. 
Remove pan and peel off foil. Return to 
freezer; cover with plastic wrap if not serv- 
ing within 1 hour. 
n Decorate with piped whipped cream, 
or pass the Mocha Cream and/or brandied 
cherries or other brandied fruit. 
n Serve on chilled dessert plates, cut- 
ting through as you would slice a cake. 
Serves 6-8. 
METHOD FOR MOCHA CREAM 
n Place all ingredients in a small chilled 
bowl. Whip with chilled beaters only un- 
til the cream holds a soft shape—think 
"sauce" instead of "whipped cream." If 
the cream has been prepared ahead of 
time it may separate slightly—if so, whip 
it briefly with a small wire whisk. 
n Note: Frozen chocolate cream may 
also be prepared in an ice-cube tray or 
any covered container and then spooned,' 
out for serving. *^ 

Continued on page 190- 
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Now you can have the range you 
want and microwave, too. 

A luxurious double-oven range, the 
ultimate cooking center 

Or the contemporary built-in 
wall oven. 

Or a smartly styled 30-inch single- 
oven range.      ^^^-i^ ,-, 

All three give you the practicality 
of a conventional range. And the speed 
and convenience of microwave 
cooking, too. 

So you can save time on complete 
family meals, snacks, leftovers and 
desserts. 

Whenever you defrost, warm, 
simmer, bake, broil, braise, roast or 
reheat your favorite foods. 

Isn't it time you got the range you 
want. There's a full line of Litton 
microwave ranges waiting for you at 
your dealer right now. 

For name and address of your 
nearest dealer call 800-328-7777 toll 
free (except from Hawaii and Alaska). 
In Minnesota call  i-n t  i-r-r^N^i 
612553 2354     [BUTTON 

Microwave Cooking 
1405 y.enium Lane No , Minneapolis MN 5S440 

Three great ways 
to have your Litton range 

and n\icrowave,too. 

Model 980 

October, 1978 

Morlel 880 I'I7K [jllor, Sr.,l,.n,^    In 

Litton... changing the way America Cook§- 



( hociilalo power 
continued from page 188 

Ralph^s cookies 
INGREDIENTS  FOR   BOTTOM   LAYER 
1 ounce (i square) semisweet chocolate 
1 'A cups all-purpose flour, sifted 
1 teaspoon double-acting baking powder 
Pinct) salt 
1 teaspoon granulated sugar 
VA pound (1 stick) sweet butter 
1 egg yolk 
2 tablespoons prepared coffee, cooled 
12 ounces (2 cups) semisweet chocolate 

morsels 
INGREDIENTS FOR TOP  LAYER 
3 ounces {% stick) sweet butter 
2 teaspoons vanilla extract 
^4 cup granulated sugar 
2 extra-large eggs 
8 ounces (2 generous cups) walnuts, cut 

into medium-sized pieces 

METHOD FOR  BOTTOM  LAYER 
n Butter a 10V2-by-15V2-by-l-inch jelly- 
roll pan and set aside. 
n Place the chocolate in the top of a 
small double boiler over hot water on 
moderate heat and let stand, covered, un- 
til melted. (Or chocolate may be melted 
in a heat-proof custard cup set into a pan 
of shallov\/ hot water over low heat.) Stir 
until smooth and set aside to cool. 
□ Sift together the flour, baking powder, 
salt, and sugar into a medium-sized 
mixing bowl. Cut the butter into small 
pieces and add to the bowl. With a pastry 
blender cut in the butter until the parti- 
cles are fine. Add the egg yolk, coffee, and 
melted chocolate. Stir with a fork until 
the ingredients are well mixed and the 
dough holds together. Dough can also be 
made in a food processor. If it is not 
smooth, knead it briefly on a board or 
smooth work surface. 
n Form the dough into a large flat rec- 
tangle with your hands and place it in 
the prepared pan. Press on the dough with 
your fingertips, working from the center 
out, to spread it to completely cover the 
bottom of the pan—it will be a thin layer. 
D Bake in a preheated 350° oven 10 
minutes. Meanwhile, prepare the top layer. 
n Remove the bottom layer from the oven 
after it has baked for 10 minutes. Sprin- 
kle with the chocolate morsels and return 
to the oven for 2 minutes. Remove from 
the oven again and immediately, while 
the chocolate is soft, use a rubber spatula 
to spread the chocolate into an even layer 
all the way to the sides of the pan. Let 
stand for 2-3 minutes for the chocolate 
to set slightly. 

METHOD  FOR  TOP  LAYER 
n Cream the butter in a small bowl. Add 
the vanilla and sugar and beat to mix. Add 
the eggs one at a time, scraping the bowl 
with a rubber spatula and beating after 
each addition only until mixed. The mix- 
ture will look curdled. Stir in the walnuts 
and set the mixture aside. 
n Place the top layer, by large spoonfuls, 
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all over the chocolate and spread it to 
make an even layer touching the sides of 
the pan. Return the pan to the oven and 
bake for 30 minutes until the top is a rich 
golden brown. Let cool on a rack until the 
bottom of the pan has reached room tem- 
perature. 
n Cut into 16 even pieces. Cut around 
the edges to release. Transfer pieces with a 
wide metal spatula to a cutting board. Cut 
each into 2, 3, or 4 pieces with a longer 
knife (wiping the blade occasionally). 
n These are too fragile for a cookie jar. 
Store in an airtight box or a tray and cover 
with plastic wrap. They may be frozen. 
Makes 32, 48, or 64 bars. 

Raisin-date-nut bars with 
chocolate chunks 
INGREDIENTS 
8 ounces semisweet chocolate (this could 

be made with semisweet morsels, but 
I prefer the chunkiness obtained 
with bar chocolate 

Confectioners sugar 
IV2 cups all-purpose flour, sifted 
1V2 teaspoons baking soda 
¥4 teaspoon salt 
3 extra-large eggs 
1 teaspoon vanilla 
1 cup granulated sugar 
5 ounces (1 cup) raisins 
16 ounces (2 cups, packed) pitted 

dates, cut into halves 
8 ounces (2 generous cups) walnut 

and I or pecan halves or large pieces 

METHOD 
D Cut chocolate into irregularly shaped 
pieces, about V'2-inch square. If you want 
to use more chocolate than the recipe 
calls for, do. 
n Line 'the bottom and sides of a lOVz- 
by-15V2-by-1-inch jelly-roll pan with one 
large piece of aluminum foil. Brush the 
foil with butter and set pan aside. 
n Sift together the flour, baking soda, 
and salt in a bowl and set aside. Beat the 
eggs, vanilla, and sugar only to mix in a 
large bowl. Add the sifted dry ingredients 
and beat on lowest speed only to mix. 
n Stir in the raisins, then the dates, nuts, 
and chocolate with a heavy spatula. The 
mixture will be very thick and it will look 
like there isn't enough batter to cover the 
fruit, nuts, and chocolate. Just keep at it 
—there is enough, but barely. 
n Spoon the mixture all over the prepared 
pan. Spread, push, and move the pieces 
around with the wooden spatula to form an 
even layer completely covering the pan- 
again, just barely. Be sure that the corners 
are filled and that the mixture is not lower 
in the corners. 
n Bake in a preheated 325° oven 30-35 
minutes. Check the color of the cake after 
about 20-25 minutes of baking; if the back 
is browning faster than the front, reverse 
the pan front to back. When the top is well 
browned all over, remove the pan from 
the oven. Let the cake stand in the pan on 
a rack until it is cool. 
□ Invert onto a rack;  remove pan and 

peel off foil.  Invert onto cookie sheet to 
cool right side up. 
n Place in the freezer or the refrigerator 
until the chocolate is firm. Cut the cake 
into small bars with a long thin sharp knife. 
n Pack in an airtight box with wax paper 
between the layers. They may be frozen. 
Before serving, lay a very narrow strip of 
wax paper in the center of the bars and < 
sieve the sugar over the cookies. Makes 32 
large or 64 small bars. 

Chocolate-chocolate- t 
chocolate cookies 
INGREDIENTS 
2 tablespoons all-purpose flour, sifted 
Va teaspoon double-acting baking powder 
Pinch salt 
1 ounce (1 square) unsweetened 

chocolate 
3 ounces (3 squares) semisweet 

chocolate 
1 tablespoon butter 
Vs cup light brown sugar, packed 
V2 teaspoon vanilla 
1 tablespoon water 
1 extra large egg 
4V2 ounces f% cup) semisweet 

chocolate morsels 
20 pecan or walnut halves, or whole 

unsalted cashew nuts 

METHOD 
G Line two 12-by-15V2-inch cookie sheets 
with aluminum foil and set aside. >■ 
D Sift together the flour, baking powder, 
and salt into a bowl and set aside, 
n Place the unsweetened chocolate, 
semisweet chocolate, and butter in the top 
of a large double boiler over hot water on 
moderate heat. Cover for a few minutes 
until chocolate is partially melted, then 
stir until completely melted and smooth. 
Remove from the hot water and let stand 
for 2-3 minutes to cool slightly. 
n Add sugar, vanilla, water, the egg and 
stir until smooth. Add sifted dry ingredi- 
ents, stir only until incorporated. Mix in 
chocolate morsels. If necessary, chill bat 
ter until firm enough to drop. 
n Use 1 rounded teaspoonful of dough 
for each cookie. Use another teaspoon to 
push the dough off. Shape the cookies into 
mounds about IVz inches apart on the 
aluminum foil. Top each cookie with a nut 
and press down gently. 
D Bake in a preheated 350° oven for 
12-13 minutes, reversing sheets top to bot- 
tom and front to back once during baking 
to ensure even baking. After 12-13 min- 
utes the cookies will still feel soft—they 
should just barely spring back when 
pressed lightly. Do not overbake—these 
should be moist and chewy, and they will 
harden somewhat as they cool. 
n Immediately slide the foil off the 
sheets, but let the cookies stand on the 
foil for 2-3 minutes. Transfer them to racks 
to finish cooling. Store airtight. Cookies 
may be frozen. Makes 20 cookies. , 
n f^ote: I have recently discovered Wil-1 
bur's Buds, wonderful old-time chocolate ' 
morsels about  V2-inch  in  diameter that ; 

Continued on page 192 



Here's the kind of advice 
51 top health and fitness 
authorities have for you In 
"The House & Garden Book 
of Total Health": 

"The development of the sensory ex- 
perience is the greatest good onexan 
do for people in the world."—Dr. Ren6 
Dubos 
"If you keep the major muscle mass 
from the waist down in shape, you've 
gone a long way toward cardiovascular 
health and to keeping general health 
as well."—Dr. Denton Cooley 

"You can have haute cuisine with a low 
calorie count—approximately 1,000 
calories a day."—Michel Guerard 
"To live life successfully, you have to 
practice living, every day."—Dr. Erich 
Fromm 

"My exercise program is designed to 
stop anyone feeling guilty about exer- 
cise ever again."—Dr. Laurence E. 
Morehouse 

Whose advice on keeping your 
heart in top shape would you seek be- 
fore that of Dr. Denton Cooley . . . Sur- 
geon-in-Chief of the Texas Heart Insti- 
tute? 

Or who would you consult about 
good mental health before Dr. Erich 
Fromm, world-famous psychoanalyst 
and best-selling author? 

Wouldn't you be delighted to hear 
advice from three leading experts on 
weight and willpower—and what you 
can do about it? 

Normally, you wouldn't have a 
hope—either in time or money—of en- 
joying what amounts to free consulta- 
tions with these and dozens more of 
the best-known (and busiest) health 
authorities in America. 

But now these contributors to 
HOUSE & GARDEN bring you their au- 
thoritative, detailed, personal advice on 
every aspect of physical and mental 
health in the new HOUSE &,GARDEN 
BOOK  OF TOTAL  HEALTH. 

A head-to-toe handbook 
on the healthier, happier life. 

These top health and fitness ex- 
perts share with you their understand- 
ing of every part of your body. You'll 
learn how each organ works. How it 
contributes to your overall health. And 
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how—using many specific approaches, 
diets and exercises, you can keep your 
health at its vibrant best. 

There's a section on nutrition. How 
to eat. What, and when. What you 
should know about vitamins . . . pro- 
teins . . . carbohydrates . . . minerals 
. . . natural fibers. (Including a training 
table for the teenage athlete—good for 
the whole family as well.) 

The section on weight control 
gives you a generous selection of 
menus and recipes for nutritionally 
sound dieting. And includes diet se- 
crets from world-famous spas like The 
Golden Door. And how would you Mke 
some sidelights on the world famous 
cuisine minceur—by originator Michel 
Guerard himself? 

In a section on exercise, you get 
specific physical fitness tips from 
NASA's consultant Dr. Lawrence E. 
Morehouse . . . the ideas and rewards 
of running from Dr. Edward Colt physi- 
cian for the New York marathon. Plus 
many illustrations showing you exactly 
how to exercise. 

And in the section on a healthy 
mind, you can enjoy such discoveries 
as Dr. Erich Fromm's "How to be happy 
with who you are," and Dr. Peter Her- 
man's "How to control your weight, 
your temper, and your life" 

Order your copy 
today. Begin liv- 
ing the happier, 
healthier life it 
can lead you 
to—soon. 

•^^^ 

CONDE NASI BOOKS, P.O. Box 3308 
Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10017 
□ YES, Please send me copy (copies) 
of THE HOUSE & GARDEN BOOK OF 
TOTAL HEALTH, for only $11.95 (plus $1.00 
for postage and handling) total: $12.95 per 
copy. If I am not delighted, I may return the 
book within 30 days for a complete refund. 
Please make check payable to: CONDE 
NAST BOOKS. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Please bill my: 

Card Number 

n American Express 
D Visa D Master Charge 

Expires 

Signature 
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Chocolate power 
cuntiiiiic'tl from page 190 

have not been available for many years. 
They are now being made again and may 
ba found at some fine food stores or candy 
shops. Or they may be ordered by mail 
from Wilbur Chocolate Co., Box 307, Lititz, 
Pa. 17543. They come in three flavors- 
use the "dark sweet." These might melt 
and might not hold their shape like other 
morsels, but they taste so good that I 
don't care what they do. (Wilbur also 
makes wonderful unsweetened chocolate 
and Dutch process cocoa.) 

Whole-wheat brownies 
INGREDIENTS 
2 ounces (2 squares) unsweetened 

chocolate 
4 ounces (1 stick) sweet butter 
Scant V2 teaspoon salt 
V? teaspoon vanilla 
Scant VA teaspoon almond extract 
1 cup light or dark brown sugar, packed 
2 extra-large eggs 
V? cup plus 2 tablespoons all-purpose 

wholewheat flour, strained (shake 
through a fine strainer. Any pieces 
that are too coarse to go through 
the strainer should be stirred back 
into the strained flour) 

4 ounces (generous 1 cup) walnuts, 
cut or broken into medium-sized 
pieces 

V2 cup raisins 

METHOD 
n Line bottom and sides of an 8-inch- 
square pan with a single piece of foil, 
being careful not to tear it. Brush all 
over with soft butter; set pan aside. 
n Melt the chocolate in the top of a small 
double boiler over hot water on moderate 
heat; remove from heat; leave to cool. 
D Cream the butter in a small bowl. Add 
the salt and vanilla and almond extracts. 
Add the sugar and beat until well mixed. 
Add the eggs one at a time, scraping the 
bowl with a rubber spatula and beating 
until smooth after each addition. Add the 
chocolate and beat until smooth. Add the 
flour and beat on low speed, continuing to 
scrape the bowl with the spatula, beating 
only until incorporated. Stir in the walnuts 
and raisins. 
n turn the mixture into the prepared pan 

• Removes Spots  •  Saves Rugs 
• Restores Colors • Cleanses 
Other Floor Areas • Aids "House- 
breaking" • Moneyback Guarantee 
802. $1.10, Pt. $1.80, Ql. J2.75, 
Gal.   $8.80.    Add  60(  postage. 

Send    for    Helpfu I 
"Hojsebreaking"  Hints 

At finest stores or write us 
CONSOLIDATED   CHEMICAL   COMPANY 
1719 S. Halsted, Chicago, III. 60608 ^^    iljjjgjlj'tft—**^ 

and spread it to make an even layer. Bake 
in a preheated 350° oven for about 35 
minutes or until a toothpick gently insert- 
ed in the center of the cake comes out 
barely clean and dry—there may be a few 
specks of chocolate clinging to the tooth- 
pick, but it should be dry. Do not over- 
bake. 
n Remove pan from the oven and let 
stand until it reaches room temperature 
(this might take about an hour). Cover 
pan with a rack and invert pan and rack. 
Remove the pan and the aluminum foil. 
Cover with another rack and invert again, 
leaving the cake right side up. 
n It will be easier to cut neat squares 
if you freeze the cake until firm. Transfer 
cake to a cutting board and cut into 16 
squares. They may be frozen and may be 
served either at room temperature or 
straight from the freezer. ■ 

Meal in minutes 
continued jrotn page 166 

Orange sundaes 
INGREDIENTS 
2 6-ounce cans trozen orange juice 

concentrate 
2 11-ounce cans mandarin oranges, 

drained 
2 quarts orange sherbet 
Cointreau 

METHOD 
n Partially thaw the concentrate. Chop 
oranges coarsely and mix with concen- 
trate. Spoon over individual portions of 
the sherbet. Dribble some Cointreau on 
top of each sundae. Serves 8. ■ 

SHOPPING 
INFORMATION 

PRICES APPROXIMATE 
State and local ta.xes additional. 
*Con,siilt your interior de.si};ner 

or department store decorating service. 

COVER 
"Contessa" upholstered roll-arm bed: 108" 
X 64" X 43" h. $1,200. From the Eclipse 
Plaza Collection by Namaco Industries. At 
Bamberger's, Newark 07101; Hecht's, 
Washington, D.C. 20004; Hess's Depart- 
ment Store, Allentown, Pa. 18101. 
"Water Flower" cotton and polyester sheets: 
Queen size, about $14.50. Queen/king com- 
forter, about $75. Ruffled standard pillow- 
cases, about $7 a pr. Ruffled shams, about 
$8 ea. By Jay Yang for Wamsutta. At 
Bullock's, L.A. 90014; Macy's, NYC 10001 
( Herald Square only); Marshall Field, Chi- 
cago 60690. 
"Beacon Hill" cotton and polye.ster Super- 
cale Plus sheets: Scalloped lace trim. Queen 
size, about $24. Scalloped lace trim pillow- 
cases, about $16 a pr. By Wamsutta. At 
Bloomingdale's, NYC 10022; Bullock's, 
L.A. 90014. 
"Green Number One" acrylic on canvas: 
3'!" x 4'!". By David Salomon, 1977. 
$1,500 framed. At Bette L. Stoler Gallery, 
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NYC  10021. 
Rattan tables with detachable trays: ISVi" 
K 22" X 23" h. $175 ea. Botanical buffet 
plates (on mantel): lO'/i" d. $12.50 ea. By 
Haldon. All at Lord & Taylor, NYC 10018. 
Adjustable white floor lamps: $237.50 ea. 
White or brass, with dimmer. By Boyd. 
From LCS/Green Metals*, NYC 10022. 
Cane-framed mirror: 42" d. $525. From 
Bielecky Bros.*, NYC 10021. 
On tray table, left: Japanese red-lacquered 
bamboo box lined with rice paper: 13'/2" x 
1012" x 3'/2" h. $48. Handmade pottery 
vase: 7" h. x 6" d., $52. Both at Diane 
Love, NYC 10021. 
On tray table, right: Pink ceramic tray: 
10'/2" x 7". c. 1920. $42. At Diane Love, 
NYC 10021. Chinese-.style composition cat 
headrest: 14" long. From John Rosselli An- 
tiques*, NYC 10021. 
"Wessex Wayside" handmade wool rug: 6' 
x 9', $1,051. From Rosecore Carpet*, NYC 
10022. 
Basket: 14" d. x 12" h., $25. Unpeeled wil- 
low rustic reed. At Gordon Foster Antiques, 
NYC 10021. 
Touch-Tone   telephone:   By   A.T.&T.   Co. 
Slipper chair and plate on tray table: From 
William Hodgins, Inc., Boston 02116. 
Upholstery and curtains: By Delta Uphol- 
sterers*, NYC 10017. 
"Classic 99" Absinthe Green interior latex 
wallpaint. By Sherwin-Williams. 
SMALL-SPACE LIVING 
Pages 130-131, large photo 
"Roll-Back"   modular  furniture:   Armless, 
28" x 32" X 29" h., $119. Corner: 32" x 
32" X 29" h.. $152. Ottoman: 28" sq. x 17" 
h., $99. Available in cotton rib (shown, win- 
ter version); quilted denim, duck, or twilF; 
ribbed   corduroy;   natural   Haitian   cotton; 
quilted Bloomcraft Supersheen; or polyester 
tweed.   (Not  all   coverings   at   all   stores.) 
From the Tiffany Line designed by Robert 
Tiffany for The Sherwood Corporation. At 
Bloomingdale's, NYC 10022; Burdines, Mi- 
ami 33101; Gabberts, Dallas 75240; Room 
and Board, Minneapolis 55435 and Denver 
80215. Slipcover patterns available at many 
of these stores, or $10 ppd. from The Sher- 
wood Corp., Spring City, Tenn. 37381. 
Slipcovers: Made from "Classic Chromat- 
ics"   Vibrant  Green  cotton  and   polyester' 
sheets. Full size. $9.50. By Fieldcrest. 
Brass swing-arm wall lamp:  Extends 26". 
$75. By Koch + Lowy. 
Acrylic gla.ss-topped cocktail table: 39" sq. 
x 16" h. $965. Custom made. From the Sig- 
nature   Collection.   From   Jeffrey   Bigelow 
Design Group*, Washington, D.C. 20007. 
Pillow fabric: "Plain Chintz" glazed cotton: 
48" wide. $5 a yd. By Bloomcraft. 
On  cocktail  table:  Gray  octagonal   bowl: 
9'/4" d. $19. By Fitz & Floyd. At Bloom- 
ingdale's,   Kensington,   Md.   20795.   Dark 
green  lacquered   tray:   $20.   Bubble  wine- 
glasses: $2 ea. On skirted table: Lacquered 
oxblood tray:  $20. All at Woodward/Lo- 
throp, Washington, DC 20013. 
Page 131, inset 
"Star" glass-topped acrylic cocktail table: 
26" X 48" X 16" h. 4-part modular base. 
$1,100. Custom made. From the Boutique 
Collection. From Jeffrey Bigelow Design 
Group*, Washington, DC 20007. 
Wool durrie rug: 8'3" x 11'6", $1,395. At 
Bloomingdale's, NYC 10022. 
Floor lamps: Foreground: "Parthenon": 
46" h. X 8" base. $127. Center: "Rekta"; 
35" - 46" h. $129. Both, polished chrome or 
brass. By Koch + Lowy. 
On skirted table: Gray vase, $15. Lacquered 
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baskets, $20 ea. On mantels: Celadon vases: 
$11-$13.     All    at    Woodward/I.othiop. 
Washington, DC 20013. 
I'age 132. top 
holding   metal   mnsic   stands:   $12.75   ea. 
Cello ca.se: $400. Both at 1 he Violin House 
of Weaver, Washington, DC 20004. 
Rattan cushions:  $20 ea.  At Woodward/ 
Lothrop, Washington, DC 20013. 
Center 
On cocktail table: Fossil stone ashtray, $15. 
Dark green lacquered tray, $20. Both at 
Woodward/Lothrop, Washington, DC 
20013. 
Page 133, dining room 
"Botanic Garden" oven-to-tableware: 5-pc. 
place setting, $30. By Kosta Boda. Tes.sal- 
arte Italian linen napkins: 17" sq. $2.50 ea. 
Both at Bloomingdale's, NYC 10022. 
Fabric   on   table,   pillows,   and   banquette 
(banquette modules are the same as living 
room furniture, below): "Yorkshire" cotton 
and polyester sheets: Full size, about $11. 
By Geoffrey Beene for Fieldcrest. 
"Memoirs"   wall-to-wall   nylon   carpeting: 
12' widths. Holiday Green color. $21 a sq. 
yd. By Cabin Crafts Carpets. 
Red lacquer armchairs: White seat cushions. 
$164.99 ea. White planter (on table): $40. 
All   at   Woodward/Lothrop,   Washington, 
DC 20013. 
Page 133, bedroom 
"Tiffany 11" modular furniture: Armless: 
26" X 32" X 29" h. $98. Corner: 32" x 32" 
X 29" h. $136. Ottoman: 26" x 20" x 17" h. 
$70. Available in quilted Bloomcraft Super- 
sheen (shown, winter version); cotton rib; 
quilted denim, duck, or twill; corduroy; 
natural Haitian cotton; or polyester tweed. 
(Not all coverings at all stores.) From the 
Tiffany Line designed by Robert Tiffany 
for The Sherwood Corporation. At Con- 
ran's, NYC 10022; Gabberts. Dallas 75240; 
Room and Board, Minneapolis, 55435 and 
Denver 80215; The Bon Marche, Seattle 
98111. Slipcover patterns available at many 
of these stores, or $10 ppd. from The Sher- 
wood Corp., Spring City, Tenn. 37381. 
Turkish wool kilim rug: 8' x 4'9". One of a 
kind. $999. At Bloomingdale's, NYC 10022. 
"Irish Cham" quilt: 80" sq. c. 1930. $145. 
At The Canal Co. of Georgetown, Wash- 
ington, DC 20007. 
"Rekta" floor lamp: 35" - 46" h. Polished 
chrome or brass. $129. By Koch + Lowy. 
Summer slipcovers: "Temple Stripe" cotton 
and polyester sheets: Full size, about $10. 
Pillowcases, about $7 a pr. By Fieldcrest. 
ELECTRO>fICS 
Page 146 
In Patino/Wolf room: Syberian lily from 
Perriwater Ltd., NYC 10022. 
In Charles Burke disco room: Mylar-quiited 
wall   fabric   from   &   Vice   Versa*,   NYC 
10022. 
Page 147, top to bottom 
TV Sound Tuner: 17" x 14" x 4" h. Con- 
nects to amp. Receives all VHF and UHF 
audio signals, converts them to FM, sends 
them through your hi-fi amp and speakers. 
LED channel indicators. Soft-Touch but- 
tons. $250. By U.S. Pioneer Electronics. 
Widescreen 1000 Home Television Theatre: 
70" x 25" x 50" h. 1,003 square inches of 
viewing area. No separate projector. Dual 
speaker sound system. Remote control. 
$2,800. Optional videocas.sette recorder: 
19" X 15" X 7" h. Records television while 
you're away or plays back prerecorded 
videocassettes for up to 4 hours. Built-in 
digital clock/timer. Remote pause control. 
$1,000. Both by General Electric. 

October, 1978 

"Jet-Set 11" 9" diagonal black and white 
television: Uses AC household current, DC 
car or boat cigarette lighter, or optional 4- 
hr. rechargeable battel y pack. Ebony, white, 
or poppy red. $129.95. Battery pack, 
$49.95. By Zenith. 
AM/FM 5-band worldwide shortwave ra- 
dio: Digital fiequency display. 4" speaker. 
Earphone  jack.   Batteries  and   AC   power 
cord included. $249.95. By Panasonic. 
"The Donley" 19" diagonal color television: 
Electronic tuning.  Pushbutton channel  se- 
lection. Built-in cable TV and antenna con- 
nections. $469.95. By RCA. 
"Vidstar" videocassette recorder: 18" x 12" 
X 6" h. Stop action, slow motion, and fast 
action playback models. Connects to tele- 
vision. Videocassettes have a 2-hr. record/ 
play capacity. Remote control attachments 
can operate record and playback fimctions. 
$1,335.   Portable   Vidstar   camera:   Zoom 
lens. Playback picture monitoring. $1,475. 
Both by U.S. JVC corp. 
WALK-IN WATERCOLORS 
Pages 154-155 
"Coptic Columns" vinyl wallcovering: 27" 
trimmed width. 18" repeat. 5-yd. roll, 
$15.95. "Persian Feathers" cotton (on 
beds): 54" wide. 18" repeat. $15.95 a yd. 
From "Mary McFadden's Vision" collec- 
tion for Raintree Designs. At Blooming- 
dale's, NYC 10022; Joske's, Houston 77207; 
Maas Brothers, Florida; Woodward/Lo- 
throp, Washington, DC 20013. 
Pillow fabric: White cotton and linen: 54" 
wide. About $16.50 a yd. From Kirk-Brum- 
mel-, NYC 10022. 
Chinese lacquered altar table: 52" x 16" x 
32%" h. Polychrome floral decoration. 
Scrapwork frieze, c. 1820. $3,650. Light 
bamboo Chinese chairs: 20VA" X 17" x 
35'/2" h. c. 1790-1820. Raw silk celadon 
seat pads. $3,950 a pair. Chinese 12-panel 
screen: 120" x 661/4" h. c. 1820. $7,600. All 
at The Incurable Collector, NYC 10022. 
Chinese porcelain jardinieres: 12" d. x 9'/2" 
h. Saucer bases. At Provence Antiques, 
NYC  10021. 
Antique French needlepoint rug: 12' x 7'3". 
$5,800. From Stark Carpet*, NYC 10022. 
Custom lacquered queen-size bed: From 
Harrison Cultra. NYC 10016. 
Faux-tile floor design: By Luis Molina. 421 
E. 73rd St., NYC 10021. 
Adjustable brass-finish tent shade floor 
lamp: 35"-61" h. $165. By Chapman 
Lamps. 
Paint on shutters: Burnished Brass low lus- 
ter latex paint. By Martin Senour. 
PULL-APART FURNITURE 
Pages 156-157 
Small photos, from top left 
Sectionals:   Chaise:   36" x 78"  x 25"   h. 
$1,375. Armless: 32" x 35" x 25" h. $682. 
Loose  seat  cushions.   Pillow  backs.   Plaid 
cotton/rayon fabric 1795-35. By Heritage. 
Upholstered hexagonal sectionals: Ottoman: 
34" sq. X 18" h. $220. Comer: 40" x 35"/2" 
X 31" h. $365. Armless: 34" x 40" x 31" h. 
$339. Loose back cushions. Fabric 439-38K. 
By Founders. 
Upholstered sectionals: Ottoman: 34" sq. x 
17" h. $288. Armless: 34" sq. x 291/2" h. 
$451. Comer, right-arm, or left-arm unit: 
34" sq. x 29Vi" h. $517 each, with back and 
side pillows. By Flair, div. Bernhardt Indus- 
tries. 
"La Scala" modular .seating: Corner: 38" sq. 
x 29" h. $365. Armless: 33" x 38" x 29" h. 
$275. Ottoman: 33" sq. x 17" h. $165. Left- 
arm unit; 39" x 38" x 29" h. $365. At- 
tached   driftwood   canvas   duck   pads.   By 

Selig. 
Plinth-based sectionals: Sofa; 89" x 35" x 
29" h. $1,080. Left or right arm chaise; 74" 
X 35" X 29" h. $900 ea. Armless; 32" x 35" 
X 29" h. $500. Corner, left-arm, or r;ght- 
arm unit: 35" sq. x 29" h. $610 ea. Attached 
seat cushions. Loose-back cushions. Roll 
bolsters on chaise, corner, left-arm or right- 
arm unit. All prices COM. By Baker. Fab- 
ric: "Hardrock" cotton; 48" wide. 30" re- 
peat. Paprika color. $24.75 a yd. By Cindi 
Mufson. From Kirk-Brummer', NYC 
10022. 
Sectionals: Ottoman: 35'/2" sq. x lAVi" h. 
$207. Left or right corner; 35'/2" sq. x 
29'/2" h. $404 ea. Armless: 35'/2" sq. x 
29'/2" h. $325. Taupe canvas-covered cush- 
ions. By Directional. At Design Plus, Scars- 
dale. N.Y.  10583. 
"The Washables" modular seating: Corner: 
30" sq. x 30" h. $240. Armless: 25" x 30" x 
30" h. $195. Ottoman: 25" x 30" x 17" h. 
$160. Cotton slipcovers D4293 secured with 
Velcro tabs. By Tech Furniture. At Upstairs 
Downstairs, Westport 06880; or from C.J. 
Welch*, L.A. 90048 and San Francisco 
94103. 
Upholstered large-scale sectionals: Armless; 
32" X 33'/2" X 30" h. $283. Corner: 331^" 
sq. X 30" h. $354. Quarter-round ottoman; 
32" sq. X 17" h. $267. Loose seat and back 
cushions. Fabric G3809. By Thayer Coggin. 
Large photos, center, from top 
"Rotolo" upholstered seating: Armless;'30" 
X 39" X 29" h. $199. Corner: 39" sq. x 29" 
h. $199. Ottoman: 29" sq. x 17" h. $100. 
Cotton duck fabric 26601-12. By Angelo 
Donghia for Kroehler. At W & J Sloane, 
NYC 10018. 
Center: Sectionals by Directional (see 
above). 
Large-scale sectionals on black-painted 
wood ba.ses: Armless: 41" sq. x 34" h. With 
kidney pillow, 30" pillow, 20" pillow w/ 
handkerchief fold. $825. Left or right cor- 
ner: 41" sq. X 34" h. Each, w/two kidney 
pillows, two 30" pillows, and 20" pillow, 
$1,045. Ottoman; 41" x 27'/2" x 171/2" h. 
$385. Ottoman: 41" sq. x 171/2" h. $440. By 
Flair, div. Bernhardt Industries. Fabric: 
"Skylight." On pillows. "Roma." Both from 
Jack Lenor Larsen*, NYC 10022. 
Bottom row, from left 
"Box" knock-down seating: Corner: 30" sq. 
X 32" h. Armless: 29" x 30" x 32" h. Otto- 
man: 29" sq. X 24" h. Loose cushions. Fab- 
ric-covered wood base. Fabric: #10 Win- 
dowpane. $99.99 ea. By Furniture To Go. 
At Woodward/Lothrop, Washington, DC 
20013. 
Rattan sectionals: Right-or-left-arm units: 
32" .sq. X 291/2" h. $515. Armless: 29" x 32" 
X 291/2" h. $415. Corner: 32" sq. x 291/2" h. 
$490. Armless love seat; 58" x 32" x 291/2" 
h. $650. Ottoman: 29" sq. x I61/2" h. $235. 
Loose one-piece cushions. Haitian cotton 
433-23K. By Founders. 
"Cloud Ten" knock-down modulars: Arm- 
less: 30" X 31" X 25" h. $120. Corner: 30" 
X 31" X 25" h. $140. Ottoman: 30" sq. x 
15" h. $95. Corded cotton velvet upholstery. 
Biscuit-tufted attached seat. By Decorion, 
div. Stratford. 
Sectionals: Armless: 301/2" x 35" x 37'/2" h. 
$497. Left or right corner: 35" sq. x 371/2" 
h. $649. Ottoman: 32" sq. x 18" h. $271. 
Loose cushions. Pale or dark rattan backs 
and feet. By Flair, div. of Bernhardt Indus- 
tries. Fabric: Seats: "Tulipmania." Cush- 
ions: "May Day." Both by Jack Lenor 
Larsen*, NYC  10022. 
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For all your home-loving friends 
...and for yourself 
now is the perfect time to order 

HOUSE&GARDEN 
Christmas Gift 
Subscriptions. 
Ifs convenient: the order 
envelope is bound in here. 

It's inexpensive, and you're 
billed after Christmas. 

It's a great gift—useful, 
informative, handsome, 
long-lasting. 

Today, for every friend who 
feels as strongly about his or 
her life at home as you 
do... order a gift of House & 
Garden. 

You'll receive original gift cards 
with which to inform your 
friends of their House & 
Garden gifts to come—twelve 
times in 1979! 



Shopping continued from page 193 

LIVING WITH LIGHT 
Pases 162-163, living room 
IVIodiilar furniture: Corner: 36" sq. x 30" 
h. $952. Armless: 36" sq. x 30" h. $753. 
Ottoman: 36" sq. x 17" h. $484. Four-piece 
cocktail table: 42" sq. x 16" h. Bird's-eye 
maple with sand finish. Casters. One interior 
shelf. $1,289. All, designed by Brian Palmer. 
From the Modern Collection. By Baker. 
Cotton durrie rug: 8'9" x 6'2". $1,950. By 
Stark Carpet. All of the above, and acces- 
sories, at Woodward/Lothrop, Washington, 
DC 20013. 
"Seesaw" acrylic on canvas: 60" x 65". 
$1,200. By Ann Purcell, 1977. At Pyramid 
Galleries, Washington, DC 20037. 
Painting above mantel: "Jonquil" acrylic on 
canvas: 45" sq. $300. By Charlene Wang, 
1977. At Greater Reston Arts Center. Res- 
ton, Va. 22090. 
Page 162, den 
Wicker-framed sleep sofa: "Shan Earth" 
Haitian cotton upholstery. $1,196. Wicker- 
framed armchairs: $530 ea. Both from the 
Singapore Collection by Comfort Designs. 
Smoked glass-topped cocktail table: Split 
wood frame. $495. From the Capella Col- 
lection by Design Institute America. All 
at Woodward/Lothrop. Washington, DC 
20013. 
"18 February 78" acrylic on canvas: 60" sq. 
$1,600. By Anne Truitt, 1978. At Pyramid 
Galleries, Washington. DC 20037. 
Page 164, dining room 
"Scorpio Radius" dining table: 72" sq. x 29" 
h.   Custom   made.   Sand   laminate   finish. 
$1,250.   By   Barry   Woodard.   Upholstered 
side chair: 201/2" x 23" x 37" h. $344. From 
the Modern Collection by Baker. "Persian 
Red" bone china: 5-pc. place setting, $49.95. 
By Mikasa. "Hammer" stainless steel flat- 
ware: 5-pc.  place setting,  $17.50.  By Su- 
preme Cutlery. All at Woodward/Lothrop, 
Washington, DC 20013, 
Page 164, master bedroom 
"Gran Turismo" white laminate platform 
bed: Queen size, $395. Night stands, $180 
ea. Chrome  hardware.   By  Lane.  "Classic 
Chromatics"  cotton  and  polyester sheets: 
Queen size, $14 ea. Pillowcases, $6.50 a pr. 
Vibrant Green. By Fieldcrest. All at Wood- 
ward/Lothrop. Washington DC 20013. 
Quilt on bed: "Sunshine and Shadow": 78" 
sq. American, c.  1920. $1,000. On chai.se: 
"Diamond in the Square": 80" x 82". Amer- 
ican, c. 1895. $1,400. Both at America Hur- 
rah Antiques. NYC 10021. 
"Vertical #7" acrylic on canvas: 78" x 60". 
$1,200. By Natalie Alper, 1977. At Pyramid 
Galleries, Washington, DC 20037. 
CHOCOLATE POWER 
Page 173 
First column,  third  row:  "Linda"  crystal 
dessert plate: 7%" d., $18. Platter: 12" d., 
$38.50. Both by Kosta Boda. 
First column, bottom: "Oxford" plate: 8'/2" 
d. $55. By Lalique Cristal. At Cardel, NYC 
10022;   Geary's   Beverly   Hills   90210;   N. 
Theobald, Indianapolis 46240. 
Third column, third row 
"Linda" crystal dessert plate (see first col- 
umn, above).  Pink polyester napkin:   17" 
sq. $2. By Vera. 

BUILDING 

CORRECTION 
On pafie 143 of tlic July, 1978 issue, an 
incorrect address was i^ivcn for A & R 
Construction, builders of the Ladd pool. 
The correct address is as follows: A & R 
Construction, 2370 Foxhills Drive, Los 
Angeles, Calif. 90064. 

Materials and equipment used in 
the house designed to catch the .sun 

on pages 160-165 

ARCHITECT: Hugh Newell Jacobsen 
INTERIOR DESIGNER: CUius Mahnken 
of Woodward/Lothrop 
CONTRACTOR: Felix Construction Corp. 
SIZE OF HOUSE:   3,400 square feet  of en- 
closed space 
SIZE OF LOT: V^ of an acre 
LOCATION: Reston, Va. House sponsored by 
Gulf Reston, Inc. and The American Wood 
Council 

STRUCTURE 
Foundation: "All-Weather Wood" founda- 
tion in 3-foot-deep crawl space. Walls of 
pressure-treated studs and plywood with 6- 
inch-thick fiberglass batt insulation; pres- 
sure treated wood plates on gravel base. 
Framing: Standard wood frame construc- 
tion of walls, floors, ceilings, and roof. 

EXTERIOR OF HOUSE 
Exterior walls: 'Duraply', rough-sawn, ver- 
tically   scored   plywood   siding   panels   by 
Champion Building Products. 
Exterior  paint:   Ice   white   latex   paint   by 
McCormick Paint Works Co. 
Roof: Cedar wood shakes by Western Cedar 
Roofing. 
Insulation: 'Cellin Craft' loose fill cellulose 
by Cellin Mfg., Inc. 
Windows: Inoperable plastic forms of Plexi- 
glas by Rohm & Haas Co. 
Skylights: Plastic, by Naturalite, Inc. 

INTERIOR OF HOUSE 
Interior walls and ceilings: "Sheetrock' gyp- 
sum board by U. S. Gypsum Co. 
Doors: 'Pella' wood frame sliding glass 
doors by Rolscreen Co. with insulating 
glass. Other doors, custom design, Colum- 
bia Door Co. 
Interior paint: 'Tempo' white latex paint by 
McCormick Paint Works Co. 
Floors: Bleached oak strip flooring by P. W. 
Plumly Lumber Co. 
Lighting Hxtures: Lightolier, Inc. Dimmer 
controls by Lutron Electronics Co., Inc. 
Fireplace: Prefabricated 42-inch-wide heat 
circulating unit by Woodside Co. 
Hardware: Weiser Co., Div., Norris Indus- 
tries; Russwin; Stanley Works Div.. The 
Stanley Works. 
Intercom:  "Star System  9000"  by  Ritten- 
house. 
Kitchen,   bathroom,   and   other   cabinets: 
Custom-designed, faced in suede Formica, 
made by Burger's Cabinet Shop. 
Kitchen countertops: Wood, butcher block, 
and stainless steel. 
Bathroom counters: White Corian by Du- 
Pont. 
Plumbing fixtures: American-Standard, Inc. 

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
AND APPLIANCES 
Appliances: Wall ovens and dishwasher by 
Thermador/Waste King Div., Norris In- 
dustries; counter cooktop by Jenn-Air 
Corp.; refrigerator by Amana Refrigera- 
tion, Inc.; food waste disposer by In-Sink- 
Erator Mfg. Co.; in laundry, washer and 
dryer by General Electric Co. 
Water heater: 82-gallon tank by Rheem 
Mfg. Co. 
Heating and cooling system: Heat pump by 
Westinchouse Electric Co. ■ 

The arts explosion 
continued Jrotn page 148 

taste? Won't advertising Tut like it's 
toothpaste cheapen the goods, or make 
the work of art a consumer product, 
even though it may well once have been 
just that? Perhaps culture will be known 
too well by the company it keeps. Some 
of the staff at the Los Angeles County 
Museum referred to Tut as "the garage 
sale of the gods." It is true that the muse- 
um sold tickets (two to a member, pieas- 
signed date and hour) at 84 stores in 
seven counties, like baseball seats. And 
it was a sellout within days. 

What is afoot seems to be this: While 
museums, like libraries, used to be places 
dedicated to laissez-faire, letting the curi- 
ous find intangible values through the 
objects (paintings, books) collected, now 
they are evangelical, spreading the word, 
marketing themselves through posters, 
reproductions, concert series. The 
spreading of culture by the means avail- 
able is perhaps an unintended conse- 
quence of a fight for survival. The Met- 
ropolitan Museum operates a mail-order 
business which, along with publications, 
is successful enough to be "replacing de- 
clining income from endowment funds 
as well as reductions in tax support." 
Few museums have done as well as the 
Met, where ten years (1968-1977) has 
seen these "museum operations" rise 
from 28 percent to 67 percent of oper- 
ating income, as tax support has fallen 
from 48 percent to 13 percent. The An- 
nual Report of that museum is an object 
lesson in selling what one used to give 
away, or better yet, selling what others 
used to market for their profit. For in- 
stance, ads for jewelry manufactured un- 
der museum sponsorship proclaim its 
uniqueness; "Free, new catalogue of the 
only authorized reproductions—Trea- 
sures of Tutankhamen, by the craftsmen 
of the Metropolitan Museum, who were 
sent to Egypt for that specific purpose." 
So the savviest of arts administrators 
have found ways to make their holdings 
pay for themselves, as city, state, and 
Federal funds have shrunk. If the mer- 
chandising sounds familiar, that is be- 
cause it is, and therein the cultural insti- 
tutions" salvation and their problems. 
Candidates sell themselves, and lawyers 
and dentists now want to place ads, too. 
A Mozart Festival can declare itself, but 
a billboard announcing "Irish Art is 
here" still seems strange. The case is met 
rather as the King of Saudi Arabia 
quieted the orthodox who opposed the 
coming of the telephone by having verses 
of the Koran read on the wire from 
Mecca to Medina. It was shown to be a 
means of spreading the faith. 

The definition of "art gallery" is not 
much more settled than that of "artist." 
Pick-up trucks in shopping-center park- 
ing lots toting oils on velvet call them- 
selves "galleries," as do frame and matte- 
makers, appraisers, antique dealers. 

Continued on next page 



The arts explosion 
continued from preceding page 

poster vendors in college bookstores. 
The newest wave of "gallery" is the office 
of a corporate art counselor—those who 
help companies build collections. There 
are enough of them that The New York 
Times calls it "a cottage industry" in the 
tens of millions of dollars. But the gal- 
leries that count, overwhelmingly in New 
York but elsewhere as well, are the sort 
which join the Arts Dealers' Association 
of America, 107 purveyors (80 in New 
York City) of taste, brokers of talent to 
the public at large. These deal in art of 
a "serious" nature, and the definition of 
"serious" depends on what they choose 
to make it. These are the intermediaries 
between the culture's perception of what 
is art and the crucial tastcmakers, the 
museums, critics, and collectors. As 
such, they make a fair claim to being one 
of the country's greatest free cultural re- 
sources. They stand at the nexus of eco- 
nomics and education where self-im- 
provement, buying for investment, 
knowing what "quality" is right now— 
and even the making of history—come 
together. While there are no hard figures 
on gallery attendance (and ones on buy- 
ing are most reluctantly revealed), it is 
clear that the game here is changing and 
growing. It matters, for example, to the 
image as well as the balance sheet of 
Boston's leading Harcus-Krakow Gal- 
lery that they publish a four-page news- 
letter covering print conservation, new 
artists, and level-headed advice on the 
pitfalls of art as investment. And it 
pleases the Allrich Gallery (in a complex 
sort of way) that visitors to its San Fran- 
cisco spaces often take it to be a kind of 
museum with nothing for sale. Like Jane 
Ivory of Allrich, John Berggruen also of 
San Francisco agrees that today's brows- 
ers are tomorrow's buyers and are best 
made welcome. Berggruen feels he is 
not unusual in arranging terms for "sin- 
cere" buyers to pay over time, without 
interest. And who are the buyers? They 
seem to be young professionals, couples 
in their forties not confined to the tradi- 
tional professions. More and more gal- 
leries are businesses dealing with busi- 
nessmen. The galleries are not yet li- 
braries, but the notion has infiltrated that 
their exhibition spaces arc there to be 
visited without harassment. Along with 
that, the sales move to the telephone. 
The days are past when an artist resisted 
a New York show in September because 
of the Jewish holidays, in July because 
the buyers were "all at the Hamptons," 
and January because nobody is in New 
York then. Rigid rules have broken 
down, as they have between acquiring 
and knowing. 

What then is the price for high culture 
entering the marketplace? The precedent 
is in the book business, long thought not 
quite a profession but certainly not just 
commerce. The secret of the new and in- 
finitely expanding Barnes & Noble is that 

I9A 

It includes the smaller carriage trade 
bookstores within it. It is not just the 
largest bookstore on earth (Guinness 
Book oj World Records) but structured 
differently, rather like a supermarket. 
Lockers and grocery carts and benches 
to rest, and stocking to the point that any 
taste or level of interest can be satisfied, 
saturation listing. It is mass marketing 
books like ice cream, variety and plenty, 
allowing the merely curious to start with 
baby books and proceed through child 
psychology through aging and death. 
And all in an atmosphere of discounts, 
mark-down and 100,000 titles, quad- 
ruple that of most competitors. Bren- 
tano's retaliates with a "literary lunch" 
with four sfjeakers and free champagne; 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich fills a bus 
stop with an ad for a new biography, but 
the image field is all Barnes & Noble's. 
The president, 36-ycar-old Leonard Rig- 
gio, says "we don't just sit here and sell 
Thorn Birds. " It is depth marketing, with 
access as the key. "The environment 
here is not superior to you . . . you should 
not feel intimidated by the knowledge 
that surrounds you." And it works. 

The other model for the cultural insti- 
tutions is in paperback publishing, a big 
market, pumped and primed with big 
dollars and a tendency to put bigger bets 
on fewer rolls of the dice. The virtues 
and vices of the marriage of commerce 
and culture are here. Pocket Books is a 
part of Simon & Schuster which is, along 
with Paramount Pictures and several 
other giants, a part in turn of Gulf -I- 
Western Industries. All that holds a mes- 
sage for the creation and distribution of 
culture. At Pocket, more and more 
money goes on few paperback projects, 
like Si.6 million on a license to print 
Dorothy Uhnak's The Investigation. At 
that kind of money, promotion runs six 
figures, leaving it to anything but chance 
that booksellers get printed paper sacks, 
buttons, posters, and pads with promo. 
For all the print publicity, the key is 
television, as much for 79 Park Avenue 
or Sara Davidson's Loose Change as for 
Civilization, Ascent of Man and Gal- 
braith's Age of Uncertainty. All books, 
all television. All culture? The paperback 
business is about making "a viable media 
event" and good ratings translate into 
another printing and a new shipment to 
the shelves, where Avon, Bantam, Dell, 
and Pocket slug it out on terms not so 
different from Procter & Gamble versus 
Bristol-Myers. 

There is something to "the look." the 
money and time spent on the cover art 
for the paperback and the poster/cata- 
logue for the museum show. If packag- 
ing makes for competition, it is a spur to 
quality. And yet, one is not selling cake 
mixes here. The risk is that cultural 
values will compete on terms where they 
have no business, and when they succeed 
be dismissed as "just a pretty face." not 
to be taken seriously. At it worst—and 
our most pessimistic—cultural values are 
reduced to those of passing entertain- 

ment, with a glib surface to sell the prod- 
uct as temporary and disposable, as in- 
significant as everything else in a throw- 
away culture. The stuff of "just fashion." 
At its best, hawking it is using the only 
means we have to tell people about 
something which silence necessarily 
keeps for the few, inevitably a rich and 
well-educated cognoscenti. 

If the lines are breaking down be- 
tween museum and environment, be- 
tween art and entertainment, between 
mass marketing and the carriage trades, 
then that is all part of our experiment in 
a cultural democracy for 218 million 
people. It puts stereos in the house so we 
can hear opera, makes us buy more 
books and probably better ones, and 
makes our self-improvement a secular 
religion, and not a bad one at that. When 
one considers the other uses our dollars 
and energies might serve, marketing cul- 
ture doesn't seem so bad. ■ 
PHOTOGRAPHS   ON   PAGES   148   AND   149:    'HEAVEN 
CAN WAIT,'   PARAMOUNT;   'SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER, 
PARAMOUNT;    "AIN'T   MISBEHAVIN,"    ALBERT   WAT- 
SON;   SCULPTURE,   HORST;   BALLET  DANCERS    MARTHA 
SWOPE;   BOOKS,   ROGER  BESTER  

Only child 
continued from page 159 

and first-born children crowd the pages 
of Who's Who and are generally over- 
represented as achievers in varied fields. 
(First-borns are considered with single- 
tons because for a while they are only 
children and benefit from their brief^ 
tenure as such.) The singleton child 
seems to stand better chances than 
those from families of siblings to do 
well in life. In achievement tests, they 
do better than other children in IQ and 
language-skill testing. Only children 
may very well distinguish themselves 
in terms of intellectual, language, and 
leadership skill, warm parental and peer 
relationships, and also display strongly 
defined traits of individualism and cre- 
ativity. Of course, it is an oversimplifi- 
cation to suggest that just being an only 
child is a guarantee of all or any of these 
characteristics. Yet there is certainly 
good evidence that these attributes can 
be, and frequently arc, advantageously 
aflfected by the single-child family life- 
style. 

In the course of single-child research, 
social psychologist Dr. Toni Falbo dis- 
covered that only children seem largely 
unaware of any disadvantage inherent 
in their situation. They also tend to be no 
more neurotic or extraverted than others 
with siblings, have just as many friends 
as those with brothers and sisters, and are 
often   nominated  for  office  in  college 
activities. The only child is also, it turns 
out, more able to diverge from the herd, 
may feel freer to test new thinking or 
modes of living. They are inclined to be 
leaders rather than joiners. And whereas 
some 40 percent of the only children sur- 
veyed by Dr. Falbo felt their parents had [ 
been   extremely   important   in   shaping ^ 
their characters, only 3 percent with sib- ; 
lings felt their parents had any such effect ' 

Continued on page 250 



CATALOGUE CHECKPOINT 
SHOPPING AROUND'S special mail order 
service for you. We've gathered the latest 
catalogues with merchandise to suit your 
every need. Order directly from House & 
Garden. Just fill out and return the order 
coupon below, circling the number of each 
catalogue you want. Enclose 50C for post- 
age and handling, plus any additional 
charge as indicated on catalogue number. 
Do not send stamps. Coins, check or 
money order may be used. 

1. ENTERTAIN AND COOK IN STYLE with 
the fine selection in a catalogue of gour- 
met cutlery, dinnerware, hand-painted 
serving trays, cookie jars, a diet scale, 
even a fortune cookie maker! Includes a 
newsletter of recipes. Better Living. $1. 

2. A 19TH CENTURY FRENCH STOVE is 
the decorative and practical way to heat 
with wood or coal. Brochure details his- 
tory, benefits, functions of elegant Le 
Petit Godin Wood/Coal stove. Bow & Ar- 
row Imports. Free. 

3. TO WARM YOUR HEART AND HOME- 
fireplace equipment, wood stoves (featur- 
ing Norwegian JptuI and French De Diet- 
rich lines), hand-forged fire tools, and- 
irons, pewter items, lamps, bootscrapers. 
In catalogue from The Burning Log. 250^ 

4. CANVAS BAGS ARE TODAY'S ANSWER 
to toting needs and here's a catalogue 
chock full of them in assorted shapes and 
styles, plus kitchen appliance covers. 
Canvas totes for tennis, needlework, books, 
or "junk". Canterbury House. 500- 

5. ENHANCE ANY WINDOW AND EVERY 
DECOR with the delightful selection from 
this 30 page catalogue of curtains and 
bedspreads. Available at low discount 
prices direct from the manufacturers. 
Courtney House. Free. 

6. PAMPER YOUR PRECIOUS PET with a 
jeweled collar, pooch raincoat or glamour 
bow. For pets with less fashion flair there 
are practical items in color catalogue- 
leads, harnesses, grooming aids, sham- 
poos, toys, tasty treats. DuSay's. 250- 

7. ALL ABOUT DIAMONDS. Four color 
catalogue of fashions in diamond jewelry, 
diamonds as an investment plus six plans 
for purchasing diamonds. Facts about the 
mining and cutting of the stones plus set- 
tings are included. Empire Diamonds. $1. 

8. EARLY LIGHT DESIGNS RECREATED. 
All are individually cut and handcrafted. 
Choose solid copper, brass or pewter in 
lanterns, sconces, chandeliers, ceiling 
lights, lamps from diverse selection in this 
fine catalogue. Heritage Lanterns. $2. 

October,  1978 

9. AMERICANA MARKETPLACE OF GIFTS 
typical of New England living presented for 
your shopping ease in colorful 88 page 
catalogue. Lots of decorative accessories, 
clothing, dinnerware, rugs, furniture, and 
more. Jenifer House. 25C. 

10. DOLLHOUSE PARAPHERNALIA for the 
collector and youngster alike. Features 
many signed pieces and unusual accesso- 
ries. Dollhouse kits, miniature accesso- 
ries, lighting and craft supplies in 28 page 
catalogue. The Little Doll House. $2. 

11. FIND THE ANSWER to problem win 
dows with the selection of curtains in this 
catalogue specializing in treatments for 
odd-shaped and odd-sized windows. Easy 
care fabrics, hand finished, large choice 
of trims for oversized, bow, and sliding 
glass windows. Joanne Mee Interiors. Free. 

15. EASY TO FIND A SPECIAL GIFT in this 
distinctive catalogue. Thimbles, candle- 
sticks, magnifiers, toys and decorative ob- 
jects abound in the 32 pages. You'll even 
be entitled to a free gift offer! John Rus- 
sell. Free. 

16. BE AN INTERNATIONAL SHOPPER in 
the comfort of your home. Dazzling collec- 
tion in a color catalogue offers exotic style 
clothing, leather goods, elegant jewelry, 
gifts from Europe, South America, Asia, 
Africa. Shopping International. 500- 

17. SAFE WOODSTOVES FOR MODERN 
HOMES are Sierra's specialty. Newsletter 
advises how to evaluate energy savings 
through wood heat, answers many oper- 
ating questions, tells of safety factors and 
other types of stoves available. Sierra 
Stoves. Free. 

12.   YOU'LL   BE   IN   SEVENTH   HEAVEN       18.  STOP RIGHT HERE TO FIND GIFTS 
when you see the wonderful and whimsical 
items displayed in poster form, shipped in 
mailing tube. Choose from marionettes, 
satin pillows, mobiles, heart frames. Oh! 
For Heaven's Sake. $1. 

13. DELECTABLE   GOURMET   IMPORTS 
that are sure to tempt yod! For interna- 
tional taste treats there are sausages and 
cheeses, candies, caviar, canned special- 
ties. Catalogue also offers cookware and 
gourmet gadgets. Paprikas Weiss. $1. 

14. BEAUTIFUL FLOORCOVERINGS in the 
newest designer looks, Chinese and Hopi 
patterns, natural linen/cotton rugs, along 
with the traditional Orientals. Color cata- 
logue includes decorative pillows, paper 
mache fruits, woven wall hangings. Ele- 
gance for your home from Peerless Im- 
ported Rugs. $1. 

and decorative accessories that will ploase 
and intrigue everyone on your list. Greet- 
ing plaques, housewares, gourmet items, 
and jewelry all in a color catalogue. The 
Stage Stop. 25C. 

19. BEAUTIFUL CLOTHES that spell qual 
ity and timeless good looks fill page after 
page in a new color catalogue of winter 
fashions. Tailored styles for women and 
men feature sweaters, shirts, skirts, 
dresses, trousers and jackets destined to 
be the mainstay of your wardrobe. The Tal- 
bots. Free. 

20. PAST, PRESENT AND PREVIEWS. Fas 
cinating color brochure features plates, 
bells, buckles, figurines to delight the col- 
lector. Includes price list of past editions, 
informative reviews, highlights except-ional 
savings. Trein's Collector's Showcase. $1. 

 Order Coupon for Catalogues  
October 1978 

Circle number of each catalogue you want. Enclose check, money order or 
currency (no stamps, please) for total cost of catalogues requested plus 50(;* 
service charge. Make checks payable to House & Garden. Allow six weeks 
for delivery. 

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. 10-C 
P.O. Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New York. NY 10017 

n 

l$l 2 325<- 450(;- 5 6'-5< 7$i 

8S2 gzs^' 1052 11 12$i 13$i 14$i 

15 I650,f 17 lS25<t 19 20$ 1 

Total Money enclosed (including 50(' service charge) 
MR. 

Name MRS  
MISS (Please Print) 

Address  

City. State- .Zip  
Offer expires 1/15/79 
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AND   NOW   THERE   ARE   FOUR! 
Kentucky's only AUTHENTIC julep cup, our famous handmade 
STERLING SILVER cup now has three matching companions! All 
four items are heavy gauge silver and have hand beading at top 
and bottom. All bear our traditional presidential markings, which 
date them for posterity. Start a set TODAY . . . and pass them 
on to future generations with great pride! Use them for water, 
milk, cokes ... or whatever you wish! They make eicellent busi- 
ness or presentation awards. 

From left: 
Nip Cup S27.00 
Baby Julep $46.50 
Req. Julep $69.S0 
Dbl. Jigger J36.S0 

Add $2 postage 
Anywhere in U.S.A. 

WAKEHELD-SCEARCE GALLERIES 
Dept. H.G., Shelbyville, Kentucky 40065 

One of the largest colteetiong of English Antiquf tumitute nvd Silver and Li'nited 
tdition Porcelains in  the Mid-we»t. Our nttvr.it  cnlnlooue availahli' SS.OO. 

&^ear/e*f kPlft/e ,^tllom 

Beautiful hand-quilted pillow in 
popular traditional motif. Back- 
ground colors are dark blue, gold 
or rust with matching prints 
(please specify color). Dacron 
filled, lf>" sq. $11 each postpaid. 

Send check or money order: 

Appalachian Fireside Crafts 
P.O. Box 276HG108 

Booneville, Kentucky 41314 

Appalachian  Craft  Catalog — $1.00 
"A Save The Chi/dren Se/f-He/p Pro/ec(" 

Do your Christmas shopping from 
Mystic Seaport Museum Stores 
1978-79 catalog, just off the 
presses. Browse through 4-color 
pages of scrimshaw, brass, crystal, 
jewelry, men and women's wear. 
Sculpture, books, prints, paintings 
and more. Order easily by mail 
with MasterCharge or VISA. 
Catalog is SI for 2-year 
subscription, refundable with first 
order. 

Write Dept. 3/3 

MUSEUM STORES 
^^ Myslic Conncclicui 06355 

iXi^iyiA^r^^^n^ 

THE   GRATE   ONES 
My brother and I searched all 

over to bring you these decora- 

tive and useful "Kitchen Tested" 

Grater/Grinders 

Easily identified, creatively de- 
signed, for coffee, cheese and 
nuts. Sparkling clear glass with 
high impact plastic tops. Dish- 
wosher corrosion-proof, non-elec- 
tric, perfect for kitchen activi- 
ties. Grote or grind only the 
amount  needed. 

Send $11.95 per set -f $1.95 post. 
N.J.   res.   add  5%  soles tax 

H   &   H   Imports 
P.O.  Box  1 105, Dept. HGIO 

Montclair, NJ 07042 

CACHE IN ON this season's best 
gift idea—a sparkling all glass box 
screen printed with pale pink wild 
roses. Comes filled with notes and 
envelopes printed to match. When 
empty it becomes a delightful cache 
for all sorts of odds and ends. 7" x 
5" X 2". A gift almost too pretty to 
be so practical. $15. -i-1.50 ins. pstg. 

SHOPPING 
AROUND with Audrey 

Nichols 

Order inerchcmdise by writing directly to shops, enclose check 
or money order. Add sales tax where applicable. Any unused 
item (not personalized) may be returned by insured mail for 
refund. Allow four weeks for delivery. 

SO  VERSATILE 

Down-Around^'^ can be an elegant 
hostess or evening coat. Has slash 
pockets, secure snaps, wrap belt. 
Down filled. You can sew it from 
quality kit in rust, medium blue 
or kelly nylon taffeta. XS/S/M/ 
L (send bust measure plus 3"). 
Maxi length $49.50; midi $43.50. 
Add $1.50 post. Free catalogue of 
kits for clothing, comforters, 
camping. Frostline Kits, HG-108, 
Frostline Circle, Denver, CO 80241. 

IN FULL COLOR 

Exciting 96-page home plan 
book with 116 traditional 
and contemporary plans foj; 
all budgets. Beautifully 
illustrated, exteriors of 
all styles. Plans for one- 
and two-story, multi-level. 
Gift idea for young couple, 
$4.95 ppd. (Blueprints 
available.) Home Planners, 
HGE8X, 16310 Grand River, 
Detroit, Ml 48227. 

C/Hi'e&n^ 
69lfm, Dept. GIO 

MANTEL CLOCK   KIT 

Copy of 1880s black wood flat- 
top American antique. Pre-cut 
grained wood parts, dial/bezel, 
decorations, hardware, quartz 
movement, 10V2"h., 15"w., 6"d. 
Mahogany finish $72; cherry 
$76.25; walnut $78.40. Exp. coll. 
Catalogue 500. Mason & Sullivan 
Co., HGK, Osterville, MA 02655. 

15111  New Hampshire Avenue 
Colesville, Maryland 20904 
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CONTEMPORARY COMBO 
Sleek space saver. Nesting stoneware canisters with fitted 
lids range from 4" to 8" high, form compact foursome, 16" long. 
Oyster, rust or brown. Set, $34.95 plus $2.50 post. Designers 
Carousel, G108, 9206 Curtis Court, Upper Marlboro, MD 20870. 

BEDROOM  BEAUTY 
Embroidered eyelet in white or natural polyester-and-Avril. 
Coverlet in four sizes: twin $35. double $40, queen $55, king 

$65. Deep-drop dust ruffles. 
14": twin $34, double $36; 
18": twin $39.50, double 
$45; 22": twin $45, double 
$50. Add $2.50 post. Free 
catalogue with color. 
Colonial Maid Curtains, 
GJ10, Lawn Terrace, 
Mamaroneck. NY 10543. 

OLD WORLD  CHARM 
Le Petit Godin wood/coal 
stove. Work of art created 
by 19th century French 
craftsmen. Sienna, cedar 
green, blue, sand, brown or 
black. Free color brochure. 
Call toll free: 1-800-421-4688 
ex. Z-14; CA 1-800-252-0207 
ex. Z-14. Bow & Arrow 
Imports, 14 Arrow St., 
Cambridge, MA 02138. 

GENDARME  CAPE 
Warm, winter-weight 
wool with matching 
satiny lining. Hooded. 
Mid-calf length. S(5-9), 
M(10-13), L(14-18). 
Camel, brown, hunter 
green, black. $95 plus $3 
post, MA,BA/Visa. Pos- 

tique, HGE, Studio 5A, 216 
W. 89th St., NY, NY 10024. 

COLONIAL CTVIAID CURTAINS 
Curtain and Bedspread Specialists since 1947 

4 Giant Ball Fringe 
The graciousness of the past. Fluffy 1" GianI Ball 
fringe. Superb with all decor. 90" wide, no iron 
poly/cotton blend. Natural or Wfiite. 

24".;«)"..%". 40"   8.50    Tiebacks 1.25 
4^".M".hT        11.50    Valance 11" X 72"   4.50 
72". HI", 90" 15.00 

Be Thrifty- 
Buy Quality 

3" Extra Full Ruffles^ 
Treat your windows to the finest, fullest, easycare 
'A" ruffled no iron curtains made HO" wide, highest 
quality polyester/cotton blend muslin, machine 
wash/dry, 24".;50".36"      8.50 
Natural or White. 45". 54". 63"    12.50 

72" Kl" 90"    15.50 

Onler by phone (no collect calls) 914/725-3843 

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back — add $2 50 post/hdig per order. 
No C O D s Please send check, money order, or use your Master Charge or Visa, 
N Y residents add sales tav Dependable Service for Over 30 Years 

U Send Free Color Catalog    My order totaling i>-, 

NAME  

, IS enclosed. 

AODRESS- 

CITY  

COLONIALCTWAID CURTAINS 
Dept, 210, Lawn Terrace. Marnaroneck. N Y 10.54.3 

^yphxQ the 
World of WJicker 
See America's largest 
collection of rattan 
and wicker furniture 
and accessories, 
handwoven      ^i 
in exotic places /all 'round' the world. 
As direct importers, we offer unusual 
and unique Items of the highest quality 
at the "lowest price ticket" anywhere 
in the U.S.A. 
Send 25i for New 72 page Catalog 

RTE. 10, SUCCASUNNA, NJ 07876 

^PAPRIKASk 
UIEISS imPORTER 

Sobotler 4-piece cutlery 
set with free knife rock 

The starter set, Sabatier's world- 
renown stainless steel blades 
and black, dishwasher-proof. 
bdkelite handles, has chefs knite 
—9" blade: carving knite—8" 
blade. 5" serrated and S'A" par- 
ing knives, stored sately and efti- 
ciently in a walnut (inished wood 
rack, S19 95.3 tor S55 . 6for S100 
ppd Catalog free with order MC 
Visa 

Paprikas Weiss Dept. HG101 
1546 Second >tvenue NYC KX}28 

55''   CHIPPENDALE   LOVE   SEAT 
(84" Chippt'iuiale sofa available) 

Charming and comfortable this 18th 
century desiprned love seat is one of 
our most popular. Seat cushion is 
reversible and zippered; arm pro- 
tectors   included. 
Priced from S350 each depending: 
on type fabric you select; $303 in 
your fabric—send 8 yds. 54"; ship- 
pinu charges are extra. 
Send S2 for Catalogue and Request 
Form for hand-selected decorator 
fabrics. 

P. 0. Box 2324, HG7810 
Hickory, N. C. 28601 

No COD. 
Satisfaction gjaranteed. 

PLEASE TURN  PAGE 
FOR MORE SHOPPING AROUND 199  ... 
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WHISPER 
QUIET... 
SAVE ON HEATING AND 
COOLING COST Excellent 

for moving warm air down from ceil- 
ings in winter months ahead. 40 yrs 

of Fan Manufacturing Experience Heavy cast aluminum motor (not 
plastic), sealed ball bearings. 100% copper wiring, four heavy-gauge alu- 
minum blades. Displaces up to 8500 cu. ft. of air per min.. uses less than 
75 watts of electricity, variable speed in wall switch, mounts ceilings as 
low as 8 ft, three-year guarantee. Antique White or Jamaican Brown 
SL-48 inch blade S118.00 (postage included) Glass globe attachment 
S15 00 additional fan and light work independently For VISA. M.C. or 
American Express give card number & expiration or send check or MO. 
Phone Free Continental U.S. 1-800-241-7788 Georgia only 
1-800-282-7133. 

Urvique Product/ Co. 
P O Box 1009 / Slone Mounlain. Ga 30086 

Georgia res add appi sales lax 

Loomed 
by tfie 

Mounlain 
Weavers 

Old 
Fashioned 

Home Spun 
'tablecloths 

Real homespun cotton in a host of 
manelous sunn> colors, these self-fnnged 
tablecloths arc reversible for double wear, 
washable, never touch an iron. In gold, 
red. blue, olive, brown, sand and natural 
muslin. 

52" % 52- . 
52" » 72" . 
62" % 90" . 
62" X 108" , 
72" Round 

$13.95 
$17.95 
$2.1.95 
529.95 
$23.95 

Napkins 
U" Sq. ... $3.95 pr. 
18" Sq. ... S5.50 pr. 

Place Mais 
12" \ 18" . $4.50 pr. 

.All prices postpaid. 

Send 25( for catalog 
Dept. HO 108 

GREAT HARRINGTON, MASS. 01230 

Read This! It you want to BE A 

ChOHEl m 

Science May Hesitate 
But    WE    Duplicate! 

• Get set for the thrill of the century—the 21st cen- 
tury! Have another you as you are cloned into a color- 
ful 22" rag doll. • Join the top celebrities who have 
given & received these fabulous creations. The ones 
you love will just love your originality. • TODAY 

' SHOW & GOOD MORNING 
AMERICA, PEOPLE & GUM- 
OUR Magazines, & 100 ma- 
jor nev»spapers have fea- 
tured these fantastic dolls. 
ONLY $19.95 plus $2.45 ship- 
pinj, handling ea. (NYcrs add 
sis tx.) Faces reproduced from 
your photos. Rainbow yarn 
hair,   fanciful   silk-screened 
overalls, as shown. TO ORDER: 
No need to write a letter. 
Just print name and address 
on back of photo(s) and in- 
clude check or Mastercharge 
or Visa  (number  i  name). 

^ Send  sharp,   well-exposed, 
- front face, close-up photo(s), 
® with  face   I'A"  or   larger, 

color or bSw (returned un- 
harmed).  Gift  Certificates 

.available immediately. 
3e A Clone, Dept. HG108C 

     99 Prince St., NYC 10012 
Satisfaction assured! One week money back guarantee. 
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Box 320. Lynchburg, Tenn. 37352 

The Bcdcincing 
Man 

This unique desk 
mobile is com- 
pletely han(jmade from bright, shiny 
horseshoe nails. Just a gentle touch 
and he begins to move. You'd think 
he'd fall, but he is a perfectly bal- 
anced 6-1/2" tall gift. My $4.50 
price includes postage and handling. 
Send checK. money order, or use Amef 
lean Express, Visa or Master Charge, in- 
cluding all numbers and signature. 
(Tennessee residents add 6% sales tax ) 
For a color catalog full of old Tennessee , 

1^ items, send SI 00 to above address, j^ 

^^i EVERYTHING gQ^; 

AT LAST — A bowl btg enough to be really useful) 

This 13 quart beauty is made from heavy gauge stain- 
less steel and is as hjnctional as It is attractive. 16'wide 
and 6" deep, it's perfectly proportioned for a variety of 
uses For example 

■ Toss and serve Large salads. 
• Mix stuffing, large batches of cookies, pie 

fllhngs. etc 
• Make bread dougfi 
• Fill with ice and use as a cooler for summer 

beverages, salad plates, etc. 
• Bathe baby, soak feet, wash socks, bob for 

apples, cat«h drtps. etc , etc , etc. 
We Guarantee you'D find rr^any, many n>ore uses for it! 

Regularly $20 00  Now yours for only $11.95! 

i Kc WotxlGM, Spotm 
D.I«147.Rl«> 

M»hop«c. NY 10541 
Check. Mon«v Order. American bxpresc. 

Master Chajge. or VISA plc««c. 

Send 50« for catalogue (FREE with order) 
Phone in CHARGE ORDERS (914) 628-3747 

SHOPPING AROUND 

SILVER SNOWFLAKE 
Limited annual edition of 
1978 Christmas Gorham 
sterling silver snowflake. 
It will sparkle on a Christ- 
mas tree or is lovely 
w^orn as a pendant. 3'/2" 
diameter, $22.50 plus $1 
post. Write for 32 page 
color Jewelry Salon 
catalogue and 32 page 
gift catalogue. Both $2. 
Adiers HG10, 722 Canal 
Street, New Orleans. 
LA 70130. 

CHARLESTON  RICE  BED 
Authentic reproduction of design by Thomas Elfe. mid 1700's. 
Interesting poster carvings: rice heads and tobacco leaves, 
two crops that made early settlers' fortunes. Beautifully 
made all mahogany, soft brown finish. 86" h. Queen size, 
S659.95; king size. $714.95 plus shpg. chgs. Catalogue $1. 
Bryan Robeson, HG-220, Rte 10, Box 793, Hickory, NC 28601. 

ENERGY  SAVER 
Use a down comforter when temperatures dip. Finest down 
covered in downproof Egyptian cambric cotton. Scandinavian 
import. Blue, gold, rose or natural. Single, $125.50, double 
$176.50. Queen/king, $208.50. Ppd. Catalogue, swatches $1. 
Cuddledown. HG108, 87 Pleasant Street, Yarmouth. ME 04096. 
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SHOP IN  COMFORT 
Full color catalogue has 2,000 
items tor every occasion in its 
196 pages. Included: toys, 
decorations, hiousewares, un- 
usual things to intrigue every 
one on your Christmas list. 
Known all over the country for 
different gifts since 1934. 
Shop from your armchair. Free 
catalogue. Miles Kimball, 
98 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wl 54901. 

can made 1829 Prospec- 
s: air-tight welded boiler, 
I brick on floor, high 
:ity blower. Heats 15,000- 
I cu. ft. 43V4" I. with 
r. 19V4" w. by32V2"h. 
matte finish. For dealers 

to F.P.C. Industries, HG10, 
Jericho Tpk., Commack, 
725. 

TAPESTRY  RUG  KIT 
Victorian Flowers needlepoint 
rug kit. Paternayan Persian 
wool in gold, rust, black. 
Specify: #10, #12, or #14 
mesh. Mono canvas. 36" by 24" 
$180; 12" by 18" $100 plus 
$2 post. Custom sizes, also. 
Color catalogue $5. House 
of Needlepoint, HG10, 859 
Post Rd., Darien, CT 06820. 

LUXURIOUS WOOL 
Look terrific! A shirtdress 
by John Hagarty that's so 
right for busy days. All 
wool, solid contrast plack- 
et front, pointed collar, 
long sleeves with button 
cuffs, matching self belt. 
Even sizes: 10-16. Choose: 
rust with cream or pink 
with grey checks. $80 plus 
$2.50 postage. Major credit 
cards accepted. Free fall 
catalogue of women's, 
men's fashions. Brown's of 
Bermuda, Box 106H, 
Bridge St., Colebrook, 
NH 03576. 

HAVE A REAL 
FAMILY HEIRLOOM! 

YOUR OWN 
HOME 

IN 
NEEDLEPOINT 

From your own photo and description, let well known authority, Maud 
Hundley, help you create a needlepoint portrait for framing of your own 
home. Or you may prefer it as a tapestry or a sofa pillow. Here is not only 
an accent piece of subtle elegance, but a cherished memory for generations 
to come. 
Send photo and complete descnption of all colors and details for estimate- 
Remember, the more complete the description, the more faithful the re- 
production. 

MAUD   HUNDLEY   STUDIO 
P.O. Box 23264, Anchorage, Ky. 40223 

Send $2.00 for catalog of creative needlepoint ideas. 

CHEFS APRON 

Hand silkscreened border print of red 
cherries and green leaves on natural color 
cotton drill. Perlecl lor the Christmas host- 
ess. Free brochure of eight exerting apron 
designs.     $12 50   add   $100   for   postage 

SALMAGUNDI  Dept   GA P O  Box 764 
Newport, Rhode Island 02840 

TAG YOURSELF 

LUCITE 
YOUR NAME 

100 MAIN STREET 
HOMETOWN USA.    j 

A must for businessmen, stu- 
dents and travellers. Sturdy set 
of 3 clear lucite luggage tags 
engraved with your name and 
address by Two's Company. 
$10.00 Postpaid. Specify white 
or brown print. 3 line maximum 
and 15 letters per line (includ- 
ing spaces) per tag. 

SOUNDVIEW PHARM. 
Shore Road—Dept. HGIO 

Port  Washington,   N. Y.   11050 

Maturai wild-flower honey from the 
woodlands of fHorthern Michigan 
in a beautiful, 12 oz. Eye Winker 
Jar of satin glass. Sealed for fresh- 
ness with pure beeswax. Plus, a 16 
oz. jar for refills. 
With an old-fashioned 
wooden honey dipper 
hand-turned with care, 
from wild black cherry. 
A reminder of days 
gone by, but still the 
only practical way to 
handle honey. 

Wild-flower Honey Of- 
fer postpaid. Includes 
Forslund's full-color, 
100-page catalog ab- 
solutely free. 

$19.95 

Catalog 
only 

$3.00 

Carl Forslund 
{Father and Three Sons) 
250 PEARL ST. NW HG 

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. 49503 
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.......ORIENTAL RUGS 
OS APPROVAL FOR 
EXAMINATION IN 
YOUR OWN HOME 

• NO OBLIGATION TO BUY 

• NO DEPOSIT OR EXPENSE ^ 
TO YOU 

• ONLY GENUINE HAND- 
MADE ORIENTAL KUGS 
FOR OVER 50 YEARS 

SLND   rOR   I'REE  DESCRIPTIVE   LISTS,  COLORED  PLATES,  and 
KODACHROMES to help you select rugs you wish sent on APPROVAL. 

I.ar);i-l   KiUliI   Slock 

Direct  Ituporldlions  Regularly 

vMo.lorali-  Prire, 

) Smalt MaU lo Giant Carpels 

JTlie No Risk Wav 
to   Riiv  Oriental  Ru^s 

'Oriental Rugs - A Complete Guide" by 
Col. Charles W. Jacobsen. First and most 
comprehensive Oriental rug encyclonedia 
ever published. 480 pages with 250 plates, 
38 in full color - $22.50 

SHOPPING AROUND 

CHAS.W. JACOBSEN, Inc. 
401 S. SALINA ST., DEPT. G 
SYRACUSE. N.Y. 13201 
315^71-6522 

Put wour C€a 
sVieis inside MT 

^IM()H bail. 19'Ump 
•*"*W comrt fully 

Wired, witti ndhiral burlap }»iMe ,$29^ 
prepdB UPS. Msa, KttMfiMnVB^ 
N.vo77Ci.Shell lainpcatalo9,«. 

M 

ARTIST SIGNED 
CAT GRAPHICS 

~3^ 

LIMITED EDITION — 
REASONABLY PRICED 

"Mother Cat witfi Apples." by popular 
arlist Bruce Wallace. Full-col poster 
lilho. limited edition of 950, signed & 
numbered 9x12" image on 11x14 ' 
stock Suitable for (raming Gray'wtiile 
cat. red/white quill Limited supply, 
order now! Only JM 95 ea p pd Conn, 
res add lax Money-back guarantee. 
Cfieck or money order to 

TURTLE BAY GALLERIES 
Box 25/HGlORoxbury. CT 06783 

BankAmericard / Visa / Master Charge 

LYRE MAGAZINE RACK 

Th« Lyra, mutical 
Instrument of th« 
ancient Grectct, it 
carefully rep- 
roduced in this 
magazine or music 
rack. 11" high and 
S" wide. Black or 
While. 
MR1   .... $16.10 

Send $1.00 for 
catalog of Gift 
Items. 

Moultrie. Georgia 317GB 
Pn. 9l2/9es-l3l2 

BAMBOO MAGAZINE HOLDER 
MR2 $31.es 

l«^, 

DOWN COMFORTS 
?eau^cc^ RE-COVERED 
. in   •xquitite   down-proof   satins,   taffetas. 

tVoe/ comforts recovered, loo. And OLD 

FEATHERBEDS converted into cloud-soft, feather- 

fluff, heirloom comforts by ALDEN secret proc- 

l    ess. ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 

Mail  Order Only.  No  salesman  will  call! 

ALOEN COMFORT MILLS-HGR*Box 55.  Piano, TX 75074 

Write rgrr somples of coverings, lestimonioli, and 
for .. ''"'' descriptive folder today. No obligation. 
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BENTV/OOD RACK 
Toss your hat, hang coat or um- 
brella on an old fashioned wall rack 
hand polished in rich walnut color. 
Features 3 curved bentwood arms. 
17"/2"h., 141/2"w., 8"/,"d. Mounts 
flush to wall, assembles easily. 
$10.95 plus $1 post. Two, $20 
ppd. World Co., Dept. HGE, 2 First 
St.,  E.  Norwalk, CT 06855. 

tnriiiiwiwwTrr 

CHRISTMAS in tMW) 
Charming Christmas motifs 
hand pressed in 2'/2" dia. 
ment discs of pure crystal. GA 
originals. There are holes for I 
ing—look festive with ribbons 
of 6 different ornaments come 
boxed. $9.98 plus $1 post. Lili 
Vernon, Dept. GRE, 510 S. Fu 
Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

RUFFLED LACE TRIM 
Pretty tab curtains with 2" crochet- 
type lace ruffles. White or eggshell 
polyester/cotton blend or natural 
muslin. 80" w. per pr. 45" or 54" I., 
$27; 63" or 72", $32; 84" or 90", 
$37. Ruffled tiebacks, $3 pr. Fab- 
ric samples, $3. Post. $2. Free cat- 
alogue. Constance Carol, HGIO, 
Box 899, Plymouth, MA 02360. 

BEAUTIFUL CREWEL 
Handmade    crewel    fabrics    1 
India of handloomed cotton 
hand    embroidered    multi-col 
wool flowers. A dozen different' 
signs and colors to choose. F 
$13   per yd.  50"  wide.   For 
spreads,   drapes,   etc.   Broch 
swatch, 500. Gill  Imports,  H« 
Box 73, Ridgefield, CT 06877 

BEAUTY IN A JAR 
Sweeten the air with a lifetime ar- 
rangement of miniature roses. Dis- 
played in 5" glass decanter it's 
ideal for any room, gifts. Fragrance 
guaranteed 3 years. Yellow, red, 
pink, lavender, white, blue, or 
orange. $5.88 ea., 3 for $15. Ppd. 
Letz Enterprise, HG08, 705 War- 
wood Ave.,  Wheeling, WV 26003. 

UNIQUE GIFTS 
Beautiful floral decorator can 
imprinted with portraits, pers 
greetings, special announceme 
Sure to be cherished. Ca 
shown is 4'/2" by 8", $22.95 | 
Other sizes available, from $7 
Write for brochure. Fleur-d( 
Candles, HGIO, Rte. 4, Box' 
Columbia, MO 65201. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

;A PROBLEMS END 
ir pet will think Flea-Tabs are 
reat. Administered orally every- 
', safe, natural tablets cause 
's skin to emit an odor that 
y fleas can smell. 100-tablet 
tie lasts 2-3 months for average 
3 pet. $4.95 ppd. (MC/Visa 
:epted.) Flea-Tabs, Box 33-B, 
wling Green, OH 43402. 

MAJESTIC SHOWPIECE 
Octagonal "metal-bamboo" stand- 
ing mirror glides quietly on hooded 
casters. Plate-glass mirror, 16" w. 
by 54" h., tilts to adjust. Overall: 
22" I. by 18" w. by 65" h. Plating: 
Koch brass (B) or contemporary 
nickel (N). #SBSM-81. $249.80 
ppd. St. Nicholas Boutiques, HGIO, 
Santa Claus, IN 47579. 

lERMOMETER WISE 
se old owl thermometer is sure 

give an accurate Fahrenheit 
nperature reading every time, 
cased in aluminum it's 12" dia. 
d has large black numbers. Easy 
mount. Appropriate for use in- 

ors or outside. $10.50 plus 750 
St. Bruce Bolind, HGIO, Bolind 
Jg., Boulder, CO 80302. 

TO HAVE AND TO FOLD 
Space saving table made in Europe. 
Solid beechwood with oiled walnut 
veneer. Closed, 9" by 30"; one 
side up, 37" by 30"; fully opened, 
65" by 30", it seats eight. 30" h. 
$99.95. Exp. coll. Assembled. Send 
500 for Danish catalogue. Genada 
Imports, HGIO, Box 204, Teaneck, 
NJ 07666. 

WARNING 
PROJeCTeO  BY 

ii^i^'w 
ALARM SYSTEM 

D-IT-YOURSELF 
ijoy creating these lovely lacy ta- 
3 pads and doilies. Easy to do 

sturdy looms. Set of 3, plus 
uttle, illustrated instructions to 
ake all 4 sizes, $15.95 ppd. Yarn 
I't included. Individual loom 
ices sent on request. Love & 
Dney Crafts, HGIO, Box 200, 
nckney. Ml 48169. 
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WHO'S TO KNOW 
Burglars or other would-be male- 
factors will bypass premises hav- 
ing a warning decal advertising an 
alarm system. Self-adhesive vinyl 
stickers are bright yellow and 
green. Set of four, $1.98 plus 350 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HGIO, 
67 Second St., San Francisco, CA 
941C5. 

REMOVE HAIR 
PERMANENTLY 
Perma Tweez® is a simple 

electrolysis instrument that 
PERMANENTLY removes unde- 
sirable hair from all areas of ttie 
face—such as the chin, upper 
lip, eyebrows. Embarrassing 
body hair can now be removed 
forever at home in total privacy. 
Arms and legs can be forever 
free of the inconvenience of con- 
stant hair removal. An exclusive 
U.S. patented safety feature 
allows you to do this witfiout 
puncturing the skin. 

AN EXPERT'S APPROVAL 

Perma Tweez has been clini- 
cally tested by a university pro- 
fessor of dermatology and proven 
to be safe and effective. One of 
his patients had previously been 
tweezing hairs from her chin 
every day for 15 years. After 
treating herself with Perma Tweez, 
she has eliminated this time 
consuming chore for the rest of 
her life! Over 15 thousand instru- 
ments in use by doctors—over 
one million sold to people like 
yourself. 

Easy instructions make you ex- 
pert in a few minutes. Save hun- 
dreds of dollars on salon elec- 
trolysis by doing it yourself. 

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

^lQ,y^'— Advertised 

Elsewhere  At $19.95 

I Housekeeping" 
PROMISES ^<i^_, 

l_REfUNOJ 

Cal.  residents add 6%   sales tax 

' GENERAL MEDICAL CO., Dept. HG-159 
1935 Armacost Ave. 
West Los Angeles, Ca. 90025 

D   I  enclose $16.95 in full payment. 

D   Master  Charge     G   Visa 

Exp 
# date  

n COD requires $4.00 deposit. Bal- 
ance includes COD charges and 
$1.00   handling. 

Name . 

Address- 

City  

-Zip_-. State. 
Mfr. of Prof. & Home Electrolysis Equip. 

97B GENERAL MEOICAl CO 
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COUNTRY CURTAINS 
Ruffled Permanent Press 

TIERS 
25", 30", it)' or 40" . 8 00 pr 

TIEBACKS 
45". 54" or 63" II 50 pr 

'.*^-*   72", 81" or OO" 13 50 pr 

VALANCE 
10" X 70" .. 3 75 ea 

Oh happy days! Crisp and carefree ruffled curtains...so remi- 
niscent of muslin but in minimum care 35'^b cotton and 65% 
polyester A warm, fresh look for any room in creamy eggshell 
or sparkling white These curtains have a very full 2" ruffle and 
are 78" wide per pair. Also available unbleached or white lOCo 
pure cotton muslin...the original Country Curtain, nearly 
impossible to find in this day of permanent press For prices of 
cotton muslin curtains with 2" ruffles, send for free catalog. 

COUNTRTt' CUR.IAINS 
Petite Bell Flowers 

A delightful new print...today's marvelous blend of 50% 
cotton and SCo polyester is dotted with lively sprigs of delicate 
flowers Choose a scattering of little bell flowers for any room 
in soft blue, forest green, cherry red or nut brown on off-white. 
78" wide per pair. 45" or 54" long, $14 pr, 6 3" or 72" long, $17 pr 
81" or 90" long, $20 pr. Double bedspread (quilted top), $55 
Double canopy, $33; Pillow Sham, $10 each; Tablecloth, 72" 
round, $32   Twin and queen sizes available 

COUNTRY CURTAINS 
Bedspread Fringe on Cotton Muslin 

TIERS 
20- or 25"    11 00 pr. 
30", 36" or 40" .1175 pr. 

TIEBACKS 
45", 54" or 63" .   17 50 pr. 
72", 81" or 90" .   20 50 pr. 

VALANCE 
10" X 80" 6 25 ea 

The inspiration for these curtains came from a Colonial 
farmhouse near Jane Fitzpatrick's Vermont home 4" knotted 
fringe so stunning with antiques The muslin used by Country 
Curtains has a crease-resistant finish there is really no sub- 
stitute for the authenticity of pure cotton Unbleached or white 
muslin Permanent press in natural or white Specify color and 
fabric 

Countg^Curtain^ 
 or years |ane and Jack Fitzpatrick have furnished home 

makers with old-fashioned quality and conscientious service 
Country Curtains are a charming tradition...Truly, they add, 
special warmth wherever used. Practical and long-wearing.. 
New England at its very best! 

STOCKBRIDGE  TAB    simple tab 
styling  and a charming but  uncompli- 
cated fabric design makes this little 
print easy to use with antiques, 
contemporary or today's little-bit-of- 
everything look. You'll love the colors! 
Earthy brown, green, gold or brick 
red on an off-white cotton/polyester 
blend. 80" wide per pair. 25" or 30" long, 
$12 pr; 36" or 40" long, $13 pr; 45" or 
54" long, $14 pr; 63" or 72" long, $17 pr; 
81"or oo-long, $20pr Valance, $4 each. 

Sc.><^>i.^^ 
o    o    o   o   o   ■ 

SHEER  HOMESPUN    loosely woven, 
lightly flecked    this easy care 50% 
cotton/50% polyester pale beige curtain 
IS utterly charming. 74" wide per 
pair. 24", 30" or 36" long, $8.50 pr; 
45", 54" or 63", $14 pr. Valance, 
$5 25 each. 

CROCHET TYPE EDGING 
delicate looking but durable 
edging on unbleached or white' "^ 
100% cotton muslin   Also 
natural or white cot ton/poly ester 
blend   ^O" wide per pair   45", 54" 
or 63" long, $15 pr; 72", 81" or   : 
PC", $17 pr; Valance, $4.75 each.'i 

CITY CURTAIN    inspired by the stately 
old houses on Boston's Beacon Hill. The 
pearly white fabric, a silky blend by 
Schumacher, is edged with an exquisite 
2'4 inch tassel fringe   '^b" wide per pair. 
36" or 40" long, $24 50 pr; 45" or 54" long, 
$29 50pr; 63" or 72" long, $32 pr; 81"or 90" 
long, $34.50 pr;  102" or 108" long, $42 
pr; Tiebacks, $4 50 pr; Valance, 12" x 96", 
$12 50 each. 

The Fitz pa tricks, |ane, Nancy, Ann and Jack en)oy Nancy's 
son, Casey   Also Samuel, the Canine Crusader 
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AT IhE RED LION INN 
STOCKBKIDGE   MASSACHUSETTS 

Douglas McGregor and his friend Norman Rockwell colla- 
borated on this drawing of The Red Lion inn, established over 
200 years ago Country Curtains' salesroom, located here, is 
open 10-5, Monday through Saturday. 

MISS  SCARLET, soft, stuffed body 
and yarn hair. Dainty flower- 
sprigged frock over a lace-trimmed 
petticoat and pantalets. 21" tall   $22 00 

EYELET AND LACE  PILLOW .. as 
pretty as can be in ecru or white muslin 
12" square with 3" ruffle. $20 00 

iiM 
%\ 

<^ "^ 

EXTRA  WIDE RUFFLES...for a 
truly luscious look on your windows. 
Natural or white cotton/polyester 
permanent press   Also unbleached 
or white cotton muslin   84" wide 
per pair  4 W ruffles 45" or 54" long, 
$12 50 pr, 63" or 72" long, $13 50 
pr, 81" or 90" long, $15 50 pr. 
Specify color and fabric. 

COUNTRY CUraAINS 
Ball Fringe on Permanent Press 

TIERS 
20" or 25" 7 00 pr 
30", 36" or 40" . ,   8 00 pr 

TIEBACKS 
45", 54" or C3" .   11,00 pr. 
72", 81" or 00" .   13 00 pr. 

VALANCE 
10" X 80" 3 SO e.i. 

Wonderful' Wonderful' Charming ball fringe curtains of 
50°o cotton and 50% polyester...|ust like muslin, yet so easy to 
care for. Country Curtains' special ball fringe is carefully 
stitched on by homesewers in the village. These curtains are a 
credit to your thriftiness so versatile you can use them 
throughout your house. 90" wide per pair. Choice of natural 
or white. Also available in 100% cotton muslin with crease- 
resistant finish, unbleached or white Please specify color and 
fabric choice. 

COUNTR.Y CURTAINS 
Gingham Checks 

TIERS 
25", 30" or 3o" . .   8 00 pr 

TIEBACKS 
45" or 54"    10 50 pr 
o3" or 72"    12 50 pr 

VALANCE 
10" X 74" 3 25 ea 

Traditional and always delightful in homes from Shoreham, 
\ ermont to the Swiss Alps. They seem to supply their own 
sunshine! Woven checks are '4 inch and come in red and white, 
yellow and white, light blue and white, pink and white and 
brown and white. The fabric is a no-fuss permanent press blend 
of polyester and cotton. All pairs are 74" wide with 2" ruffles 
Tiebacks included with curtains 45" and longer Matching 
bedspreads. Please specify color. 

rCHWORK QUILT   4" 
ares of old-fashioned prints, 
■erses to fabric matching 
border print   Double thick- 

s of polyester fiberfil   Crib 
',   $50,   Twin,   $P5,   Double 
15; Queen, $125. 

ST  RUFFLE    natural or 
ite, cotton/polyester. Twin 
double, 15", 20" or 25" drop 
Kth, $18 ea; Queen, 15" or 20" 
p,   $20  ea,   King.   15" or  20" 
p, $22 ea 

QUILTED MUSLIN PILLOW 
SHAM with 3" ruffles 
Trimmed with a pretty lace 
insert   Ecru or white. 
$1^ 00 each. 

COUNTRY CURTAINS 
ATTIIERI I)LI'->NI\N 

Dept 1 02.Stockbridge, Massachusetts 012&2 

Country Curtains loves happy customers if you are not thor- 
oughly delighted with your order from us, you may, of course, 
return it for a refund Please specify style, color, length and fabric 
choice Send check, money order or use Mastercharge or Visa 
Postage and handling: under $10 add $1.10, over $10 add $2 00 
Mass. res, only add 5% sales tax Phone orders for Mastercharge 
or Visa customers only call 413-298-5565 between 10 am and 4 
pm, Monday through Friday. 

D PLEASE  SEND FREE CATALOG 
D  My order totaling $   is encloseci 

Name  

Address 

City 

State _Zi2_ 
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An EARLY AMERICAN KITCHEN can be yours too 
. . . with COUNTRY CHARM appliances 
AUTOMATIC 
ELECTRIC RANGE . . . 

authentic CAST IRON fepro- 
duction from original patterns. 
Combined with the Early Ameri- 
can charm of this handsome 
antique is the convenience of 
fully automatic oven and burner 
controls, and an easy-care por- 
celain top. Coffee mill uniquely 
houses clock, oven timer and 
minute minder. Fits modern 
range space. Prices start at 
$675.00, plus freight charges. 

CAST IRON WALL OVEN 
Ftcpl 1^ CAST IRON .vi;h 

handsome scroll design. The 
18" oven is fully insulated and 
porcelain lined. Hearth door 
conceals all controls, clock and 
timer Available in right or left 
hand door models. Price 
$395.00, plus freight charges. 

Made and Sold Only by 

'THE HOUSE OF WEBSTER 
\;i!''^ "Old Fashioned Gifts" 

BOX HG108       ROGERS, ARK. 72756 

Quality Backed 
by 35 Years 
of Skilled 

Craftsmanship. 

Send 250 for your 
"COUNTRY CHARM" 

Appliance Folder 
and Gift Catalog. 

CUPID MIRROR 
12"  X   17".   Cupidi  adorn 
triis    treasured    rieirloom 
reproduced for you. 
30S $14.9S 

Send $1.00 

for 

catalog of Gift Items. 

3,0 $11.50    Moul'ri', Georgia 317S8-:• Ph. 912/9851312 

SHOPPING AROUND 

MINIATURE-SVi'xTV?" 

"NATIVITY" 

BY SEBASTIAN 
Hand crafted and painted in 
fine detail—$75. shipping & 
insurance included. N.Y. Res. 
add tax. 

Credit Cards Accepted 
Send for free brochure of 

other figurines. 

LILYAN'S COLLECTIQUES, INC. 
P.O. Box 113, HG 10 

Uniondale, N. Y. 11553 
(516) 483-6211 

The Newest Furniture Rage For 

ONLY  $54.95  ??? 
Quality furniture made from bril- 
liant white commercial PVC tub- 
ing—in kits that you can easily 
assemble yourself without tools 
and SAVE! 
The chair above retails for 
$148.50, but you can build it 
for $54.95, complete with cush- 
ions. Stylish and sturdy, use it 
indoors or out. 
Catalog featuring 20 elegant and 
versatile styles of PVC furniture: 
$2.50 + .50 postage. Catalog 
price refunded with first order. 

PIPE  DESIGNS 
P.O. Bo< 2527, Boca Raton,  FL 33432 

Old Manor House 

CURTAINS 
Pretty window fashions akin to 
ihosf used in 18th and 19th 
oenturv homes. This unusual 
catalog is filled with country 
charm. Over 30 swatches to bring colors and 
materials right into the rooms you are deco- 
rating.  Pleasing customers since   1890. 

Send SI for Catalog thick with swatches 
MATHER'S   31 E. Main St., GlO-8, Westminster, Md. 211.';7 
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CERAMIC COOKIE JARS 
For tempting delights! Sandwich 
cookie: chocolate with white, 12" 
h., $15. Ice cream: light brown 
with vanilla, 14" h., $16. Cup 
cake: chocolate with vanilla and 
red cherry, 10" h., $15. Ppd. Cat- 
alogue, $1. Oh! For Heaven's Sake! 
HGIO, Box 2671, Grand Central 
Sta., New York, NY 10017. 

HARDY TULIP BULBS 
Healthy medium size tulips (2'/i 
3" dia.) planting stock bulbs i 
assorted colors. Guaranteed ma 
blooms next spring, full bloom 
least 5 yrs. thereafter. 50 for i, 
100 for $3.50. Includes 6 fr 
crocus. Add 400 post. Michig 
Bulb Co., Dept. R-72, 1950 W. 
dorf. Grand Rapids, Ml 49550. 

DOUBLE DUTY 
Siren type alarm sounds when door 
is opened—heat sensor is triggered 
when interior temperatures reach 
ISS'F. Electronic alarm alerts you 
to intrusion and fire. Portable or 
permanent. Installs in minutes on 
any door. $12.95 ppd. Mail Order 
Mart, HGIO, 11 Newbury St., Law- 
rence, MA 01840. 

QUEEN ANNE BENC^' 
Solid African mahogany rs b 
nished brown for bench that's p 
feet for desk or vanity. Seat is e? 
to recover—ideal for needlewo 
211/2" w., 191/4" d., 183/^" 
Muslin or gold velvet cover. $1: 
Shpg. chg. extra. Catalogue, 3 
Ephraim Marsh Co., HGIO, De 
624, Box 266, Concord, NC 280; 

NET EFFECT 
Sweaters dry in a breeze on a fabu- 
lous frame that lets air circulate 
through the net. 24" by 24"; rein- 
forced corners fit over metal frame 
that's hinged to fold flat. Ideal for 
stockings as well, $5.98 plus 950 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HGIO, 
67 Second St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

BEWARE OF DRAGON 
Make this the year of the drag 
with a handmade cloth on bamb 
lighting fixture. It's functional 
well as uniquely decorative. 1 
dia., 23"h. White or yellow w 
dragon; or plain white. $15 -e 
plus $1.95 post. China Trade, ^r 
HGIO, Box 222, B.U. Station, B( 
ton, MA 02215. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

LEPHANl AL,*^LI4i 

egendary luck of the elephant 
rings good fortune to your home. 
Ise as an end or cocktail table, 
landwoven of natural rattan, re- 
lovable tray. 25"l., 17"w., 24"h. 
39.95 plus $6 post. Painted white 
dd $5. Catalogue, 250. Fran's 
lasket House, Dept. HGIO, Rte. 
0,   Succasunna,  NJ  07876. 

CLASSIC TABS 

Perma Press natural color 100% 
preshrunk cotton homespun Ozna- 
burg. 84"w. pr. Lengths: 30" $8; 
36" $8.50; 45" $9; 54" $10; 63" 
$11; 72" $12; 84" $13. Ties, $1 
pr. Add $2 post per order. Cata- 
logue, fabric samples, 250. Cur- 
tain Corner, Dept. EGIO, Paradise 
Green, Stratford, CT 06497. 

ACKACHE RELIEF 

iPeer Backeaser® improves pos- 
jre, relieves sacroiliac pains, 
lakes you appear inches slimmer, 
i/ashable with snap front, pull 
traps for quick adjustment and re- 
ef, form-fitting. Send hip measure- 
lent. $8.95 plus $1.45 post. Piper 
irace Co., Dept. HG108BE, 811 
/yandotte, Kansas City, MO 64105. 

GREEN THUMBS DELIGHT 

Crystalaire greenhouse with Gothic 
arch design, redwood framing. 
Polyethylene covering, 12' model, 
$174.95;fiberglass,$344.95.F.O.B. 
Pre-cut, pre-drilled, ready to as- 
semble. Needs no foundation. Free 
catalogue. Peter Reimuller —The 
Greenhouseman, 11-KP, 980-17th 
Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95062. 

A Delightful Pair 

his "Potbelly" sugar and cream- 

r is made of Armetale'^, a fusion 

if ten metals producing the 

leauty and patina of fine pev^rter. 

land-cast, hand-polished, bear- 

ig the Armetale" hallmark, each 

tends 31/2" high and holds 8 oz. 

.19.95 the pair. Add $2.00 shipping 

JOHN RUSSELL 
4221 S.W. 97th Place 

Miami, FL 33165 

Fla. residents add 4% Sales Tax 

October, 1978 

MAKE STAINED GLASS 
LAMPSHADES, WINDOWS 

AND ORNAMENTS 
Send   500   for   "Getting 
Started  in  Stained Glass," 
plus our big catalog. 
Visit our Stained Glass Su- 
permarkets at: 
825 Market St.. Rockland, Mass. (Rt. 139) 

107 Trumbull St., Elizabeth, N.J. 
179 Boston Post Road, E. Lyme, Conn. 

514 Spring St., Peoria, III. 
Hours: Mon./Frl. 8:30-4:30-Sat. 8:30-Noon 

WHITTEMORE-DURGIN 
Box 2065EL   Hanover, Mass. 02339 

^J m 
The brand new, 
old-fashioned 

ceiling fan. . 
$59.95        ^ 

We took $ 100 off tlie price. 
The wonderful old ceiling fan has re 
turned. At a fraction of the cost. And 
with new innovations. The 60 RPM 
speed provides increased efficiency 
of heating in winter, and cooling in s 
mer Plus improved air circulation 
for your treasured house plants, ■ 
with the gentle 
air movement The 
result: efficiency without _ 
distraction. V 
Light-weight, strong 
2md beautiful. 
The Georgetown Ceiling Fan is authen- 
tically crafted of durable —yet surpris- 
ingly light —resin materials, for both 
beauty and strength. You won't have to 
worry about mounting it on heavy sup- 
port beams. The rich wood-grain blades 
span a full 44" in diameter Drop from 
ceiling to bottom of fan is 12" with lon- 
ger lengths available on request 

Add a light globe, too. 
For only $14.95 more, you can have 

your Georgetown Fan with a distinc 
five 6-inch light globe, to add even 

more function and beauty. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

The Georgetown Ceiling Fan is 
completely guaran- 
teed. If not satisfied, 
return for full re- 

fund, within 14 days. 
_.' Order by phone. 

Your fan comes to you complete and 
ready to install, as. easily as any light fix- 
ture. Specify Walnut or Oak finish for 
woodgrain blades. Or solid decorator 
colors: Yellow or White. Call toll-free, or 
send check or money order for $59.95 
for each fan; $74.90 with light globe 
Add $7 shipping and handling. Or 
charge to your Master Charge or Bank 
Americard (include account number 
and expiration date.) 

Box 2128-HGlO, Denver, Colorado 80201 
Call toll-free: (800) 824-7866 Operator 92-D. In Calif. (800) 852-7757 Operator 92-D. 

Allow 4  Weeks For Delivery 

RAJASTAN RUGS, capture the beguiling magic 
end romance of the Orient into your home. Transform 
any drab area into a prestigious showplace of re- 
fined elegance. Ideal for antique or ultra-modern decor. 
Also OS dramatic accent rugs over carpeting. Natural yarns 
only, painstakingly woven through to the bock, by our old 
world techniques to ossure many years of rugged wear. 
Widely acclaimed as the last great decoroting buy of our 
day. Guaranteed imported. FOR THE LAST TIME EVER AT 
THESE INCREDIBLE PRICES: approx. 3'x5' $19.95; 4'x6' 
$29.95; 6'x9' $69.95; 9'xI2' $119.95. Specify red, ivory, 
gold, blue or avocado bockground. If you order now, we 
wili even pay the freight. Our rugs hove been copied but 
never reproduced. 43 years of renowned reliability. 
MasterCharge,  VISA,   Am,   Express accepted. 

INTERNATIONAL   RUG  CO. 
360 Amsterdam  Avenue New York,  N.Y.  10024 

...makes it easy to be your 
own Interior Decorator! 
AVOID COSTLY DECORATING MISTAKES. Create 
miniature settings for every room in your 
house before spending a cent for a piece of 
furniture, a yard of fabric, a roll of wall- 
paper, or a bucket of paint. Think how much 
you can save if you really plan before you 
buy. Over 150 different furniture combina- 
tions for every room. Sofas, chairs, sec- 
tionals, tables, chests, beds, piano, fireplace, 
etc. Decorate furniture, walls, windows, with 
your own fabric and paint samples. Includes: 
3-D miniature furniture of solid styrene. 
Graph Board, Walls, Windows, Doors, all to 
exact Vi" scale. Design and instruction book 
included. Created by Adele E. Behar, ASID. 
Guaranteed. Only $9.98 (we pay postage). 

Plan-It-Kit, Inc. 
Dept.   HCIO    Box 429, Westport, Ct. 06880 

Catnip Kitty 
Kids love this remarkable new toy be- 
cause the kitten is attached to Mama 
Cat's Velcro® tongue and detaches easily 
for play. Just reattach when playtime's 
over. Handcrafted by Dakin ot surface 
washable genuine plush, non-allergenic 
and safety-tested, A guaranteed favorite 
or your money back. 
Specify Catnip Kitty, S10,00 + SI 25 p & h. 

171 GRANGER ROAD 
MEDINA, OH 44256 
(216) 566-8085 

2o: 



BIG SKI 
CHILD SLEDDING TOY 

For 5 yrs. and up 

Racy—Light Weight, Snow Sled 

Your child con steer the sled down a hill like on Alpine Skier; Corner; Bonk; go over 
small jumps; ond slop sofety. This Christmas give A BIG SKITM. Send check or money 
order  for  $22.95  plus  $4.00 shipping ond   hondling  to: 

Sweco Inc. 
P O    BOX  18141 Pittsburgh,   Pa.   15236 

Install an Inelinette 
Inclinette is the safe and easy way for 
the handicapped or elderly to ride up 
and down stairs with just a push of the 
button. And . . . its fax deductible 
when recommended by a doctor. 
SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE 

Describes and illustrates Inclinette. Also, 
StairLIFT. the economy model. and"Elevette", 
the modern home elevator. 

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA 
2285Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa. 17105 

In business tor over 50 years 

You'll 
want 
two of 
these 

wall 
LAMPS 
at only 

Pa   res. 
EACH add 6% 

Add $2 shipping EACH lamp 

Hang over beds, sofa, 
reading cfiairs, desk, 
dressing  table,   hobby 
center.     Tfiree-way 
switcfi   and   arm   tfiat 
extends 2 ft. guarantee 
light control. Iiy2"clia. 
white   knubbed   shade. 
Luxe cord cover. Speci 
fy polished brass or old 
distressed brass finish. 

KOItKI.IKIt 
Box 183, Dept. GlO-8 
Viilanova, PA 19085 

HMD 
I'lltlKIISNGIt 

Stationery imm LAMPS 
Hand cut crystal blocks and pendants em- 
bellish imported marble base and hand 
crafted Rogers gold castings to create a 
richness unbelievable at this price. Com- 
pletely electrified, 18" high Pair, only 
$44.95. Shipping Chgs Coll Sorry no 
COD'S. BankAmericard or Master Charge 
welcome. Pa. res. add 6% 

IntiitiiO  0/  iinhim   ni/Hl„l   iltiiix.   i:,4 

LUIGI   CRYSTAL 
Dept.   HG-1078,   Lafayette   Hill,   Pa.   19444       7332 Frankford Ave.. GIO-8. Phila.. Pa.  19136 
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Makes expensive looking raised letter 
impressions of any 3 line name & ad- 
dress on your PAPER & ENVELOPES 
(reversible). No inks, service or main 
tenance required. For fiome, office, 
clubs, etc. Print clearly, maximum 24 
characters per line. (For ji i qc 
4 lines add $1.50.) *11-^ 
Desk Model (not shown) $14.95       *".<» s»-2s 
Pa. res. add 6% • Catalog 25e        l^h"!?!™ 

POSTAMATIC   CO. 

SHOPPING 
AROUND IN 

PENNSYLVANIA 

CLASSIC  NEWS 
Finest, soft all Shetland 
wool cable knit sweater. 
Smart year round fashion 
in lovely flattering shades 
at a hard to beat price. 
Choose several to compli- 
ment skirts, pants. Light 
blue, salmon, yellow, mint, 
or medium blue. Sizes: 34- 
40. $22. Monogram $5. 
Underline last initial. 
Add $2 post. Burch Ltd., 
HG10, Box 133, 
St. Davids, PA 19087. 

WISE CHOICE 
Charming stylized pewt 
owl jewelry. The stick- 
pin with gold filled pin 
is chic worn on an 
ascot, scarf or suit lapf 
Pendant on a 18" silver 
rhodium chain is attrac  \ 
five with open shirts, 
sweaters, dresses. Whir 
sical owls, about 1" lori 
with green eyes are goc 
gifts for young at heart. 
Each is S4.50 or two for 
$8.50 Ppd. Postamatic 
Co., Inc.. HG1078, Lafa 
ette Hill, PA 19444. 

TREE  NEEDLEPOINT  KITS 
Partridge in a Pear Tree, Turtle Dove, French Hen, Calling 
Bird, Golden Ring, Goose-A-Laying, Swan-A-Swimming, 
Maid-A-Milking, Lady Dancing, Lord-A-Leaping, Piper, 
Drummer. 4' tall design. #12 mesh canvas. Wool, felt backing, 
stuffing, $2.95 ea. Set of 12, $32.95. Add 900 post. 
Victoria Gifts, 10H Water St., Bryn Mawr, PA 19010. 

1 •' 
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lEGANT ENSEMBLE 
chiffli embroidery in white, blue, pink, lime, cocoa, red 
r gold enhances white Dacron organdy called "Grace". Spread: 
A/in $45; full $52.50. Canopies: twin $31; full $33. Tiers: 80" by 36" I. 
14; 80" by 45" I. $16 Ppd. Free catalogue, Courtney House, 
IG10, Skippack and Butler Pikes, Broad Axe. PA 19002 

1AND CUT CRYSTAL 
ovely pair of lamps with glass 
himneys. Electrified for to- 
ay's decor. Imported cut crys- 
il, Rogers gold bases. 13" h. 
y 5" w. Pair $32.95 shpg. chgs 
oil. MC, BA, Visa accepted, 
catalogue 250. Luigi Crystal, 
G10, 7332 Frankford Ave., 
hiladelphia, PA 19136. 

COLLECTOR'S PIECE 
Captivating sitting duck creates a distinctive accent 
as a centerpiece, as a door stop. It is decorative in 
bookshelves, on a desk. Beautifully cast recreation with 
old distressed brass finish. 16" long. $16.95 plus $2 
postage. Robelier, HG10, Box 183, Villanova, PA 19085. 

SPARKLERS 
Pear pendant, solitare 
earrings and stick pin 
set with brilliant 
Kenya® gems, true 
rivals to diamonds. 
Blue-white gems are 
set in 14K solid yellow 
gold or white gold. 
Cut and polished by 
skilled lapidists. Make 
meaningful gifts. Fea- 
tured on "Hollywood 
Squares", "The Price is 
Right." From $60 a 
carat. Free color cata- 
logue. Kenya, HG10, 
1760 N. Howard St., 
Philadelphia, PA 19122. 

,-r u 
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FLY SWATTERS 
Fun to needlepoint. Pretty solution to a 
pesky summer problem. Each kit includes 
design on *\?, imported canvas. Paterna 
Persian wool, fly swatter, washable vinyl 
backing,  needle,  and easy instructions. 
Rest in  Peac* Kit $3.95 
Ouch Kit  $3.95 
Frog and Fly Kit $3.95 
Any three kits $10.95 

PLUS 90<;   POSTAGE   &   HANDLING 
Pn. Ret. AM 6% SaUt Tat 

VICTORIA GIFTS 
lO-H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa.  19010 

1978 NORMAN ROCKWELL CLASSIC 

Imagine the pleasure and value you 
will receive owning or giving this 
classic Norman Rockwell exclusive 
from Gorham. Add to your collection 
or start someone collecting before 
the mold is destroyed forever! 

$24.50 
To order by phone calf to// free 
800-327-0444. In FL 800-432-2766. PA 
residents please add 6% tax. Master 
Charge &  VISA. 

CANTERBURY  HOUSE 
P.O.   Box   52,   Bryn   Mawr,   PA   19010 

'^   m SIZES 
and SHAPES 

Window Bubble 
BUILT TO YOUR MEASUREMENTS 

Insulate and protect cellar windows 
from leaves, rain, etc. Clear rigid Plexi- 
glas® is durable and almost invisible. 
Model shown covers semicircular wells 
up to 40" L. 12" H with 16" projec- 
tion. $16.95 ea. + $4 shipping: $6 W 
of Miss. R. (for 1 to 6 units). No CODs 
please. For any special size or rectangu- 
lar bubble send rough sketch with well 
measurements. Write for information or 
phone: 717-354-8956. WE ALONE 
MAKE CUSTOM SIZED WINDOW BUB- 
BLES -"<•   o.-   r;.S,l   ,ee\com... 

OILWORTH MANUFACTURING 
BoK 158, HG 10-8, Honey Brook, Pa. 19344 

NEW COURTNEY HOUSE 
COLLECTION         

INTRO- 
DUCTORY 
OFFER! 
$6.00    - 

ii 

Baskelweave design egysliel! color; line 
blend of 65% Dacron and 35% cotton; 
rod pocket tier; 80 x 24, 80 x 30, 80 x 36, 
80 X 45, all sizes, $6.00. 
Tailored valance; 54 x 12, $3 00. 
Send check or money order. We'll pay 
the postage. Sorry no COD's. Pa, residents 
add 6% sales tax, Satislaction guaranteed. 

Send lor our FREE catalog, 

(hirtJwyHmiseQjllectm 
Skippack and Butler Pikes, 
Broad Axe. PA 19002, 
Dept HG-10 

HANG  AROUND 
IN  STYLE 

• Durable, beautifully-finished alumi- 
num hangers in gold or silver. 
• Suitable for your front hall closet. 
the guest room, for anywhere you 
want to make your best impression. 
» A most thoughtful gift. Shows that 
you attend to the little details with 
style. 
• Order yours now. Pack of 5 in gold 
or silver only $7.95. Money back if 
not fully satisfied. 

Other types of hangers available. 
Send $1  for full color brochure. 

Jefferson Sales Co. 
Box 10488 Pittsburgh, PA 15234 

Or call  collect: 412-2210885 

WILBUR BUDS ARE BACK!! 

Dainty Drops 
of the purest 
— smoothest 
chocolate! 
3-7-oz. boxes 
of Dark Sweet, 
Milk, and Mint 
Gift boxad, postage paid $7,95 

WILBUR CHOCOLATE CO.. BOX 307F. 
LITin, PH 17543 
Please send me WILBUR BUDS GIFT 

ASSORTMENTS @ '7.95   $ 

D Send me Free Catalogue 

Name  

Enclosed 

Address . 

City  

State Zlp- 
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Beat the common cold in this 
snug classic pea coat from New 
En^and Mackintosh. Pure 
wool with leather buttons. Fully 
lined. Red, navy or camel in 
sizes 4-16. $86. Add this great- 
looking fisherman knit scarf of 
all wool. 6" by 52" v\'ith fringed 
ends. Natural. $11, Add $2.25 
for postage. Order by mail, or 
phone 617-749-7830. Master 
Charge, Visa or American 
Express accepted. 

Dept. ZP, Hingham, Mass. 02043 

Stores in Hmghiun, Acton, 
Duxbury, Lenox, Osterviile, 
So. Hamilton, Massachusetts; Avon, Hamden and Westport, Connecticut 

Save-A-Cord with Belt Clip 
Expands between your electrical 
tool —chain saw, lawn mower, 
hedge trimmer —and the exten- 
sion cord. It stretches up to four 
feet as you need it, contracts 
back to its original size, virtually 
eliminating the possibility of 
cutting the extension cord by 
accident. It's heavy-duty vinyl, 
has molded-on grounding con- 
nector and plug. 
1025-6-Save-A-Cord   ...$4.98 
kVr/(e for New Free Gitt Catalog' 

Miles Kimball 
81   Bond  St .  Oshkosh.   Wl  54906 

CAVALIER" 
PANT BOOT      £«.v 

$24 
plus$1.95P&H     Jg» 

y '^ 

Handsomely crafted in 
genuine glove Leather. 
Smooth, no-seam vamp; adj. 
buckle strap. Resilient ribbed 
sole and 1" Heel. BROWN, 
BLACK, WHITE, NAVY, 
WINE, CARAMEL, BONE. 
Comb, sizes: 

6-10'/2 N, 5-IOV2 M & W. 

OiO PUEBLO TRfi&IRS 
Dept. HGOCV 

600 S. Country Club, Tucson, AZ 85716 
S(«(/ 5/ /'I' «"' ialrsl Fashion Cnlalogite 

'i./inhlnhl, .ritli finl l)Hrcliase). 

Look at all you get! 
Phone Index flips open to correct 
page! Handsome, expertly crafted 
genuine belting leather. Push but- 
ton tray for memos. Ball point 
pen and a well for paper clips. In 
honey coffee brown. 5l^"x6V2"• 
Makes an appre- «iogc ^n^ 
ciated gift! »l^-y5 PPd- 

INTERNATIONAL ELF PRODUCTS 
Dept.  HG 108 

1 Fisher Drive, Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552 

INTERIOR 
DECORATION 

For a Satisfying Hobby or Rewarding Career 
Famous HOME STUDY course. Individual 
program prepared and supervised by pro- 
minent N.Y. designers. Lessons cover 
TextileSiFurnishings; Room Arrangement; 
Color Harmony: Period and Modern 
Furniture; Antiques; Rugs and Floor 
Coverings; Wall Treatments; Wall Papers; 
Draperies; Lighting; Pottery; Porcelain; 
Glass; Accessories. Details on how to set 
up your own business. Illustrated lessons, 
complete with samples of fabrics, colors, 
etc. Certificate awarded. 

NEW YORK SCHOOL 
OF INTERIOR DESIGN 

155 East 56th St.. tJew York 10022 

New York School of Interior Design 
155 East 56th St.. New York 10022 
Please send me (no obligation) 
Catalog C21 

address 
city  

SHOPPING AROUND 
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CHARMING RUFFLES 
Wild rose stripe ruffles in old-fash- 
ioned blue, rust-red or deep brown 
on tieback curtains of creamy white 
50% cotton-50% polyester. 80"- 
w. pr. Lengths: 45", 54", $14; 63", 
72", $17; 81", 90", $20. Add $2 
post per order. Specify color. Free 
catalogue. Country Curtains, HG- 
101, Stockbrldge, MA 01262. 

CEILING FAN 
Natural air cooling. Adaptair ad- 
justs angle of blades (on 52" 
only). 2 speeds. 5 yr. guarantee. 
36" fan with wood blades, $169. 
52" fan with adaptair lever $279; 
without, $239. Light Adapter kit 
$16. Send 500 for brochure. The 
Ceiling Fan Gallery, HGIO, Indian 
Neck Lane, Peconic, NY 11958. 

CHILD'S CHAIR 
What child could resist this pint- 
size chair? Handwoven of full wil- 
low means it's light in weight, 
toteable, yet extra strong for dur- 
ability. Chair is 23" high, seat 12" 
by 14". $14.95 plus $4 post. 
Catalogue. 250. Fran's Basket 
House, Dept. HGIO, Rte. 10, Suc- 
casunna, NJ 07876. 

HANDCRAFTED COPPER 
Handsome virgin copper waste- 
basket, 14"h., has an attractive 
hand-embossed wheat design. For 
den, office or bedroom. Jeweler's 
lacquer is applied to the antiqued 
copper to protect surface. $25 ppd. 
Free catalogue copper, leather 
gifts. Gregory E. Hentzi, HGIO, 59 
Brown St., Waltham, MA 02154. 

TRAVEL CLOCK RADIO 
Set radio to a favorite station and 
alarm automatically triggers it to 
come on if you desire. 5-transistor 
radio; clock has fluorescent dots 
for viewing in the dark. 7" by 
4" In black leather case. AM only, 
$41.95; AM-FM, $54.95. Add $1 
post. Bruce Bolind, HGIO Bolind 
BIdg.,   Boulder,  CO 80302. 

SILVER PROTECTION 
Tarnish-proof Pacific Cloth drawer 
pads   made   by   Gorham.   Prevent 
tarnish and scratching!  11%" by' 
15"   by  21/2"   holds   100  pieces, 
$9.95;  171/2" by nyg" by 21/2"! 
holds   125   pieces,   $10.95.   Add< 
$1.50 post. each. Barrington Spe-v 
cialties,   HGIO,   Box   154-G,   Bar-/ 
rington, Rl 02806. 

House &  Garden 
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WORLD FAMOUS CAKE 
De Luxe . . . only fruit cake hon- 
ored with New York Gourmet So- 
ciety Award for Excellence. Famous 
since 1896. Custom-baked cake 
filled with imported fruits, Texas 
pecans. 2 lbs., $6.95; 3 lbs., 
$9.85; 5 lbs., $15.95, Ppd. Write 
to Collin Street Bakery, HGIO, 
Box 914, Corsicana, TX 75110. 

LOVE LADY LOUNGE 
Reversible zipped cushions; arm 
protectors; lined skirt. Native hard- 
wood. 60" I. by 29" h. by 28" w.; 
seat 17" h. From $270 (depends 
on fabric); or your 9V2 yds. 54" 
w. $208. Shpg. chg. extra. Cata- 
logue, request form for swatches 
$2. Hunt Galleries, HG7810, Box 
2324, Hickory, NC 28601. 

CUSTOM QUILTING 
Decorate bedroom like a real pro. 
Fascinating freehand quilting for 
your favorite fabrics, plain or pat- 
terned. And, enhance your elegant 
spread with matching draperies, 
quilted valances. Send $1 for kit 
and color brochure. Carolina Stu- 
dios, Dept. EHG-108, Southern 
Pines, NC 28387. 

SPRAY SHADES CLEAN 
Dirty fabric lamp shades get new 
life from spray-on cleaner. Pene- 
trating ion action lifts dust, dirt 
without wiping. Dries to spotless 
finish —invisible coating protects 
fabric, repels dirt. 8 oz. $3.98 plus 
850 post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HGIO, 67 Second St., San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94105. 

DANSK 
LIGHTS 

#17 
Made in Denmark for todays liv- 
ing. Use in any room of the home, 
indoors or out. 19" diameter, 
washable, complete with hard- 
ware for easy installation. Speci- 
fy—number, white, yellow, orange 
or beige, swag cord or ceiling 
fixture. UL approved for lOOW. 
Send $39.95 plus $3.00 postage 

for either style to 

Inter-Systems 
P.O. Box 1223 

Pompano Beach, Florida, 33061 
Send $1.00 for brochure. 

] HANO-EMBROIOERED CREWEL FABRIC 
( BY THE YARD     IMMEDIATE  DELIVERY 
\ That fabulous fabric from India you've 
/ always yearned for, sensationally 
,  priced, direct from the Importer! Multi- 
) color wool  flowers  hand-embroidered 

on   natural   hand-woven   cotton   for 
, draperies, upholstery, slipcovers! 

)      50" wide   $14.00 yafPP"- 
Ready-made 

BEDSPREADS 
Twin $70 
Queen $90 

Full $80 
King $100 

. Tablecloths70"round$50,90"round$60 
)   All prices postpaid. Money back guarantee. 
;Send 50<E for COLOR CATALOG & SWATCH 
)fil IPI AM'Q276 Fifth Ave., Dept GI08 
^UUniMM ONew York, N.Y. 10001 

October, 1978 

The Burpee Greenhouse 
changed the way we live 

People who garden in Burpee 
Greenhouses enjoy summer 

salads and succulent strawber- 
ries in the middle of winter. 
They are surrounded by beauti- 
ful plants and flowers when the 
ground is covered with snow. 

Few things you can buy today 
will give you so many years of 
pleasure for so little cost as a 
Burpee Greenhouse. It will 
provide you and your family 
with so much enjoyment, for so 
many years to come, that you 
may consider it one of the wis- 
est investments you ever made. 

Greenhouse gardening is a lot 
easier than most people think. 
Burpee makes it even easier. 
We'll be happy to send you, 
without cost or obligation, a 
brochure describing the Burpee 
Greenhouse in detail — as well 
as what to look for when buying 
a greenhouse, where to place it, 
how to begin greenhouse gar- 
dening, what it costs, and hun- 
dreds of other important facts 
about greenhouse gardening. 

This helpful information 
costs you nothing — just fill in 
and mail the coupon below. 

© Burpee Seed Co. 1978 

BURPEE SEED CO. 
8388 Burpee Building, Warminster, PA 18974; 
or Clinton, lA 52732; or Riverside, CA 92502 

(Please mail to nearest address) 

Yes, I want to know more about the Burpee Greenhouse. Send me 
free greenhouse information without obligation of any kind. 

Name  

Address. 

City  

(Please Pnnl) 

. State_ .Zip_ 

Kf9 anita beck cards 

mS^M      3409 W. 44th St. HG08 
H^JHM      Minneapolis, Minn. 55410 

Send this note. 1 thank-you note. 1 
recipe card, and gift enclosure card 
with color catalog including Christmas 
cards and gift wrappings to me. I en- 
close 25«. (Please Print) 

Name  

Street- 

City— -Zip- 

150^' 

..AIURAL DECORATOR ACCENTS 
■All "tf see here and much,.much, more!,; 
Aivv.'UnDelievable cbllection.vvith . shells^ 
measuring 4", 5" and even 6" long, from- 
around the world. $12.95 plus $3 P&H: o^ 
250 shell collection $19.95 plus $4 P&H. 
Tropical Shell Institute. P.O. Box 21490 
Dept (H) Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33335. 

Portfolio on other shells/$1 
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GIANT GRASS /Of 
PLUMES & URNS ,, 
Plump, feathery, ■'/^ 
five feet tall ,'> 
arrangement. You 
may have seen these i      /■/■, 
giant, colorful bouquets ' 1. 
before but not at ' 
this price. Bundle of /y 
15 plumes in browns, ivory ' y 
and gold is $10.95 + $2 post.;      / 
25 plumes $14.95+ $3 post.;       ' 
40 plumes $19.95 + $4 post.; 
For custom dyeing add $4 
and colors. HAND TURNED 
CERAMIC URNS available in your 
choice of ivory or earth gold color: 
• 105 (10" high) $ 6.95 + $2 post.; 
• 106 (12- high) $ 8.95 + $3 post.; 
• Ill 115" high) $19.95+ $5 post.; 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 
Tropical Plant Institute, Inc. Box 
21496, Dept 20, Ft Laud., FL 33335 

Portfolio: Dried flowers A urns $1. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

X20 t13.00 pr. 

Send   $1.00 for catalog 
of Gift Items. 

Moultrie, Georgii )I7SI ■:- Ph. 912/9aS'1312 

FIGHTING COCKS WALL 
PLAQUES 

Approximjteiy   12"  x  15". Finished in 
satin blacit brushed with gold. 

AMERICAN EAGLE 
10" Wing Span — Satin Black Finish. 

ADJUSTABLE 

TV POLE 
Hold your portable 
TV right where you 
want It without ta- 

bles or stands. 
Takes    any 
width,   up  to 
14" deep, 17" 
high.    Brass 
tone  finish 
pole    has 
spring tension 

rod   to   adjust   to 
7V2 to 8V? ft- ceil- 
ing heights. Can be 
set Hi or Low. Real 
space saver! 

Prompt Shipment 
Extension for higher 
ceiling, add $2.00. 

»14.99 
Plus $1.00 postage 
Write lor FREE catalog 

Dept.  310-8A, Wheat Ridge, CO 80086 

Sola AfaAo0aftv 
oral table, ^D\tt^ 

ItaUan marbtf top 

I^mantic^ctorian 
New way to save on authentic copies of 
"yesteryear" furniture. Shipped direct from 
factory to you, at cut prices. Vast choice of 
sofas, chairs, tables, clocks, dining & bed- 
room, accessories. Also includes East lake 
OAK collection. Send $1 for our SO-page 
catalog which is TWICE the size of ony oth- 
er published. Masterchorge, Visa, Bank- 
Americard. 

MAGNOLIA  HALL 

4;OI.I»E.\ 
OPPOIITI .MT%' 

to stock up on a supply of ele 
gant name and address labels. 
The set includes 250 black on 
gold lV2"x'/2" script initial ad- 
dress labels [To 20 letters per 
line. 4 lines] and 125 matching 
gold initial 1x1" envelope seals. 
We use them to personalize ev- 
erything—stationery, checks, to 
identify books, $3.50 + post., 
500 1st Class. 40* 3rd Class. 
Useful 96-P gift catalog, 500. 
Bruce Bolind, 210 Bolind BIdg , 
Boulder. Colo. 80302. (Since 
1956, Thanks To You!) 

Ic^, I 
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A PLACE FOR SPICES 

Handcrafted pine spice rack made 
in Maine has S'/i" d. shelves, pegs. 
Tvi^o shelves: 12"w. $8.95; 18"w. 
$9.95. Three shelves: 12" $10.95; 
18" $11.95. Four shelves: 12" 
$12.95; 18" $1395. Add $2.50 
post. Natural, provincial or mahog- 
any finish. Bazar Francais II, HGIO, 
668 Sixth Ave.,   N.Y,   NY  10010. 

CLEARLY TAGGED 

Set of three clear luclte luggage ' 
tags engraved with name and ad- 
dress by Two's Company. 3 lines, 
15 letters (incl. spaces) per line. 
Great gift for anyone who travels, j 
Specify white or brown print. $10 
ppd. per set. Soundview Pharmacy, : 
Dept. HGIO, Shore Rd., Port Wash 
ington, NY 11050. 

PERSONALIZED GIFT 

Business card is permanently 
etched in brass finish metal, 
mounted on polished Italian mar- 
ble with protective felt bottom. In- 
cludes brushed brass ball point 
pen. $13.95 plus $1.25 post, (send 
business card). Color catalogue, 
250. The Stage Stop, HGIO, 440 
Great Rd.,  Acton,  MA 01720. 

ACRYLIC BEAUTY 

Collection of personalized acrylics 
for you, your home, gifts. Over 100 
items, unusual appeal. Cover 
features elegant bud vase, 6"h. by 
2"w. by l"d.; circle monogram 
(shown) or engraved (up to 7 let- 
ters). $11.50 ppd. Free catalogue. 
Acrylic Gallery, HGIO, 1405 Main i i 
St., Sarasota, FL 33577. 

INDIAN 

HANDCRAFTED 

STERLING 

SILVER 

DOME 

EARRINGS 
The  ideal  gift 

for her. 

$12.50 

Pierced only. We accept Visa, Mas- 

ter Charge, American Express. 

WRITE FOR FREE COLOR CATA- 

LOG. Allow 3 weeks. 

Send check  or  money order  to: 

BIEN  MUR  INDIAN 

MARKET CENTER 
Dept. HG  10 Box  10367 

Albuquerque, N.M. 87184 

U.S.   licensed S Bonded Trader 

localed on fhe Sarydia Reservofion 

Color: Diamond Blue-White 

This exceptional ceramic design is 
the most recent creation of Earl 
McNees. Born in 1927 in Walters. 
Oklahoma, he now makes hin 
home in Melbourne, Florida 
where the inspiration for this 
ceramic masterpiece was provided 
by the graceful migratory flight 
of these geese. 9'/2 " x 13" 

Send Check or Money Order to: 
Earl McNees, P.O. Box 1386, 
Melbourne, FL.32935. $75.00 
in Continental V. S. $80.00 in 
U.S. funds for Canada. Fee covers 
postage and insurance. 
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SHOPPING AROUND SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS TO 

ANTIQUES 
The authoritative magazine 

for perceptive 
'Hectors 

)NIAL CURTAINS 
5d 4" bedspread fringe. Nat- 
or white permanent press 
i/polyester. 90" w. pr. 30", 
W"' I. $11.75 pair; 45", 54", 
$17.50; 72". 81", 90", 

0. Val. 10" by 80", $6.25 
Add $2 post, per order. Free 
gue. Country Curtains, HGIO, 
sridge, MA 01262. 

UNIQUE LION HOOK 
Be the lion's friend with hooks 
cast of solid brass. They'll add 
lots of character to walls in both 
traditional and modern decor. 3" 
high, 1 V^" wide. Includes 2 screws 
for mounting. $5 per pair. Add 
$1.25 post. Free brochure. The 
Pink Kitty, HGIO, The Red Lion 
Inn, Stockbridge,  MA 01262. 

HANDY HANG-DRYER 
For travel or home use, a sturdy 
dryer to hold all your washables is 
a great help. Hooks onto any show- 
erhead, notched shaft holds 11 
hangers. Steel construction, rust- 
proof vinyl finish. $3.75; two $7. 
Add 750 post. American Century, 
HG108, P. 0. Box 36277, Los An- 
geles, CA 90036. 

CDCC   DflOIT  when you enter your      Last chance before 
mCC   DUUIV  subscription NOW.        new rates Jan. 1st 

Check must accompany order. 
1 

ANTIQUES Dept.HG 108 Regular rate: | 
551 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 ^^ ^^f^^ 1 
Yes, enter my subscription for 12 months are $36. ' 
at $24.00* and send me a free copy of ' 1 
The ANTIQUES Guide to Decorative Arts | 
in America 1600-1875 by Elizabeth Stillinger j 
My payment of $24 is enclosed. j 
*Add $4.00 for maiUng outside the U.S.A.                        j 
Name                                                                                       1 

(please print) 1 
Address                                                                                    1 

l_ City                                State                            Zip                j 

The Holmes Stereoscope 
Invented in 1859 by Oliver Wendell 

lolmes, our hand-crafted Stereoscope 
a handsome reproduction of his fa- 

lous instrument. 
It is superbly made of solid wood, 

ith a rich walnut finish. All fittings are 
>lid brass and a silk screened design em- 
Jllishes the velvet-edged, brass hood, 
he Holmes Stereoscope makes a deco- 
itive addition to any home. 

This Victorian Masterpiece is your 
indow on the past. You, your family 
id guests will enjoy 62 lifelike 3-D 
ictures taken between 1859 and 1920. 
Je gold miners on the Chilkoot Pass, 
imes Square in 1859, visit the Paris 
'orld's Fair, see the Cardif Giant, the 
jn Francisco earthquake, Buffalo Bill, 
Jek at Victorian risque, and MUCH, 
lUCH MORE! 

You may use additional views which 
Du may find in dusty attics, cellars 
id antique shops. 

The optional pedestal display base 
as a spun brass pedestal, a wood base 
'ith a felt bottom and a museum-tyfie 
rass plate which says: 

The Holmes Stereoscope 
Invented 1859 

by Oliver Wendell Holmes 

Der, 1978 

A ruU Bipply of the HoLnci SlcROtoopci - the fflosi populv fonn 
at inilninwnl . wiUi the unpfwcmcnll which hive been added by 
Ml. Batci the manufKbjrei. will tlwayi be foi t<k at whokMie 
and II letuL 

Thcv StcROicopci. onfuiiUy uiBestcd by Dl. Olivet Wendell 
Holmei, and hi^ly lecommended by him. are unequalled fot leeing 
Stcrcoicopic Picturei to the best advanta|e. The ihade fot the eyct 
exchidei all exictnai and ■inouttdini lijht. and the ibdmg irit lir 
lowt an adjuftment to any focal diitahce requoed, by neat of fat 

•*""' I*"""' (Citca IU8) 

24 HOUR SERVICE - 
for Master Chg, Visa/Bank Amer., or C.O.D. 

CALL NOW. TOLL FREE-800-824-7866 
Ask for Operator No. 19-T-lO 

In California-800-852-7757 
In Alaska and Hawaii - 800-824-5180 

OR: Fill out this coupon and send it with, 
your check, money order, or Master Charge 
or Visa/Bank Americard account nunnber. 

YOU LOVE IT OR YOUR MONEY BACK! 

STEREO CLASSICS STUDIOS 
145 Algonquin Parkway-HG-10 
Whippany, New Jersey 07981 

D In your stereoscope set you get:   1. The hand-crafted Stereoscope, 
2. 62 old-time 3-0 views, and 3. The 20-page Illustrated booklet, 
"The Story of the Stereoscope", ALL FOR $19.95 plus $1.50 
postage and handling. 

O The optional pedestal display base is only $6.95 

D P.S, If you already have a stereoscope, the 62 views and the 
booklet alone are only $6.95 plus $1.00 pstg & hdlg. 

NO RISK!   You love it or your money back I Sub-total 

WE BUY old stereoscopes, views Sales tax, where applicable 
and stereo cameras. 
Restoration parts available. TOTAL 

n  Payment enclosed 

Name   _     _,„, 

Charge my:       DMaster Charge 

Arrt   No 

r.itv «Stat«                   7io                      ExD. Dat< 

DVisa/Bank Americard 

Signature (required for charge card orders). 

-4- 
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RUGS and TAPESTRIES 
Our   collection   of   5ne   iin> 
ported rugs are perfect with 
any decor, for floor or wall. 
Included     are     lovely 
Orientals, Navajos,    '.'■ 
Scandinavian        Ryas, 
and  more!!! 

French G 
10" $6.95 
('repaid 
Add a lo 
with fine 
and Bel 
framing. 

arileii Scene No. 7156 10" x 
20"  X  20"  $9.95   Shipped 

vely decorating touch to your home 
woven tapestries from France, Italy 

gium—perfect for wall hangings, 
pillows, upholstery, etc. 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 
RUGS 
ESTABLISHED 1938 

Send $1.00 for our 
New Color Catalog 
Wide ranpi- of stvles, 

si/es. and prices 

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed 
for over 39 years 

Order Direct by Mail 

Oept. HG 10£< 3028 N. LINCOLN AVE. • CHICAGO. IL 60667  • (3121 472 4848 
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM-OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Tai? Curtains 
Colonial Charm or Contemporary Style 
both compatible with Interior's Oznaburg 
Tab Curtains. Choose either plain or 
trimmed with a colorfast I 'Grosgrain 
ribbon to match your decor, Williamsburg 
Blue. Colonial Green, Cranberry, Navy 
Blue Bright Red. Chocolate Brown, or 
Orange. 

(Includes 3'TAB) 80'wide to the pair 

LENGTHS 30'-36" 45*-54' 63*-72- 
pair SIO.OO        SlI.OO       S13.00 
I'GroiSgrain ribbon added to sizes. 
pair $16.50        S18.50        S20.00 

hatme Mee Interiors 
10 Water Si , Matlapoiselt. Ma   0273O 

^•-N(617) 758-9077^^ 
CHECK Oft MONiT oMijf K 

MASTIRCHAHCE    BANKAMESlt AHD   VISA 

NOW!   LOlTSE   LEAF 
BOOK   OF   POETRY 

"LISTENING" 
book of de- 
lightful, orig- 
inal poetry to 
keep or share. 
Poetry with a 
difference. 
Each page de- 
tachable so 
the "just 
right" poem 
can be re- 
moved and 
sent as a spe- 
cial card or 
gift. Enve- 
lopes includ- 
ed. Wonderful 
gift. ppd. 
$3.99. 

Cosby Enterprises 
4541 7th St., Riverside, Ca. 92501 
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World's Largest Selection 

FURNITURE 
Hand carved of 
solid Honduras 
mahogany. Table 
tops of Itahan 
nriarbie Shipped 
frt collect from 
Montgomery 
Large choice of 
covers & finishes 
Master Charge 
BankAmencard 

iT^^ 

• $219.95       '^'  . 

Gout Rest -. . •    .. 
$79.95 T.bour.... 

S«nd $1 lor catalog and certificate 
worth $2 on your first order. 

c^Af^THA c^M. 'HOUSE I 
1022 SO. DECATUR ST. DEPT.G IO-7ti | 
MONTGOMERY. ALABAMA 34104 

Telephone (205) 264-3558 

Model 
shown: 
12 foot 
Pearl 
MUllgi 

S369.9r, 

GREENHOUSES 
Send today for my FREE 

fact filled, informative 
COLOR CATALOG 

Full size, home gardener, quality 
California REDWOOD greenhouses 
FiiP:i;.sTANi)iNt; MODEUS. 

LKAN TO AND I)OMKS!   Fro 
95 134 

THE CHEENHOU.SEMANJJi 

980 I7th Ave. Dept.ll-K, 
Santa Cruz. Calif 95062 

For Canadian Prices & Catalog, write 
lieimuller, Ltd.. 12191 Vickcra Way 

Hichmond. Il.C. V6V1J2 

END WALL BUMPING 
When driving into your garage, be 
sure your car is in the same spot 
every time. Marker hangs from 
ceiling as a stopping guide. Easy 
to install. Height adjusts for dif- 
ferent model cars. $6.95; two for 
$11.95. Ppd. GInny Garage Guide, 
HGIO. P.O. Box 602, Mentor, OH 
44060. 

FEMALE-DRI 
Stops wet garments and bedding. 
Keep-Dri lining holds reusable 
snap-in pads. Moisture passes from 
body, kept out by lining. Narrow 
elastic belt (waist size), holder, 
two pads. Plain envelope, $8.95 
plus $1.45 post. Piper Brace, HG 
108 MD, 811 Wyandotte, Kansas 
City, MO 64105. 

PINUP 

WALL 
SCONCE 
Early American 

Style 

AMBER 
GLASS 

ANTIQUE 
BRASS FINISH 

ANTIQUED 
PINE 

WQQD BASE 
13" X 4/2" 

Takes standard bulb. 
10 ft. cord included 

$OQ75   +$2 toward 
mm^ shpg. & handlg. 

NY State residents add sales tax 
FREE BROCHURE 

Exclusively ours! 
M. PISEN, Inc.,   805 Sixth Ave., 

New York, NY 10001     Dept. H 

LUXUPK . 
Warm and soft cowl neck sw' 
is essential fashion for winte 
lamb's wool, angora, and n 
Winter white, oat, heather 
French blue, or sun bronze. 5 
S(6-8), M(1012), L(14-16). 
plus $2.25 post, per order, 
color catalogue. The Talbots, I 
CP, Hingham, MA 02043. 

CHIMNEY INITIAL 
Big bold chimney initial adc'ill' 
elegant touch to your home. " 
great under gable, on the g 
.door; indoors on fireplace, or 
ation room wall. Satin black \ i^ 
enamel;  rustproof.  Specify ii'( 
24" $31.95; 16" $14.95. Ac i." 
post. Bruce Bolind, HGIO, G ' 
BIdg., Boulder. CO 80302. 

plus $1 50 p & h 

LEATHER    AND    CORK    • 
smashing new treatment of 
old favorite. 1%" wedge he 
Sizes 6-1 Is: 5"..-11n, 4-11m; 5 
lOw. Rust, navy, dk brov 
bone, white Add $2 for si2 
10':-12 VISA & M/C inclu 
Acct tt & exp date Satisfactij 
guaranteed 

RAYMAN'S' 
RESORT SHOI 

Dept. H10 4032 E. Whitmar 
Tucson, Arizona 85711 

House & Gi 



SHOPPING AROUND 
/^ 

:FFUL DINNER BELL 
ion guests to meals with a 
porcelain dinner bell, Deco- 
with  classic Currier &  Ives 
hagen blue winter scene, rich 
I trim. Grace your table, en- 

a  curio display.  $2.98;   2, 
. Add 500 post. 4, $12 ppd. 
Art, Dept. HGE, 606 E. State, 
ort, CT 06880. 

VICTORIAN STYLE 

Fully assembled all-wood doll 
house, realistic in detail and col- 
or. Ceiling lights on first floor, 3 
floor lamps on second. Wallpaper, 
carpeted stairs. 1" to 1' scale. 
One of 14 models. From $50. Doll 
catalogue $1. Dolly Doll Houses, 
HGIO, Box 65, Glenville St., Green- 
wich, CT 06830. 

N   FOR THE WIND 

ling  handcrafted  windchime 
; pretty, tinkling sounds when 
5s blow. Seven high-fired por- 

animals  hang from  weath- 
driftwood with macramed 

I   linen.   Approx.   15"w.   by 
Inside or outdoors. $19.95 

52.50 post. Bear Hug, HGIO, 
-ifth Ave.,   NYC,  NY  10017. 

TWO  BY TWO 

Socks stay together through the 
washing and drying process with 
unique plastic rings that keep 
them paired. An easy solution to 
that dull hand sorting. Enough 
sorters for 24 pairs, $1.98 plus 
400 post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HGIO, 67 Second St., gafr Fran- 
cisco, CA 94105. 

E SILENT WOMAN LTD. 
a cottage industry 

idmother's or Mother's Love 
t. . . All your children's names 
lalloons on the shirt. ... A 
;e that holds all their pic- 
s—changeable. Shirt or purse 
.00 & $2.50 postage. Our 
tpourri of creativity" catalog 
)r your asking. 

rhe Silent Woman Ltd. 
206 State Street 
Ripon, Wl 54971 

ELEGANT WATERING  CAN 
MADE OF  SOLID  COPPER 
Beautiful way to keep house 
plants in blooming health! Made 
of gleaming solid copper, can 
holds 2 quarts, lets you water a 
number of plants without refill- 
ing. Extra long 13" spout for 
hard to get to places. 10" high 
overall. 5'/?" diameter. 

SEND FOR FREE 
GIFT CATALOG 

$17.95 

|rT> 

2100 B-10 No. Haskell • Dallos, Texas 75204 

UmAN HfUOH 

the centurion 
inkwell! 
Superb solid brass, elegant 
In shape, exquisite in detail! 
Replica of an 1860 English 
antique, English-crafted today 
just as it was then, and our 
own proud import. A weighty 
casting, 4V2" across, richly 
ornamented and antiqued, 
a classic acanthus-leaf motif 

■rising to its hinged dome. 
If you no longer use ink, 
the white-enameled metal well 
will hold paper clips handy. 
Dramatic on an executive desk 
or period piece—and the 
ultimate gift for a collector. 
Authentic white goose quill 
pen is included—11-13" long, 
all sharpened and ready to go! 
9946    rnkwell-Pen    $12.98 

Add $1.50 post. & hdlg. NY res. 
add faxes, Masfer Charge, Visa: 
send card number, exp. date, 
Masfer Charge Interbank number. 

Dept. GR1 
510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

Natural Treasures 

Get an eyeful of all the Natural 
Beauties that can add to your 
collection or decorating schennes. 
Explore our fascinating illustrated 
catalog of Shells, Fossils, Minerals, 
Indian Artifacts, Display Stands and 
Books 50c. 
Beautiful Color Portfolio of Shells 
and Minerals with catalog $2.00. 

Dover Scientific 
Box 6011T Long Island City N.Y. 11106 

SAVE HUNDREDS OF $$$ 
WITH SEW-YOUR-OWN 

CUSTOM DRAPERY PATTERNS! 

Alter 25 years in the custom 
drapery business, we're offering 
easy-to-use patterns for sewing 
your own professionally styled 
French pleated draperies. 

Full-size length and width pat- 
tern pieces, yardage requirements, 
fully illustrated instructions in- 
cluded. 

Specify pair or one-way panel 
and finished width: 48, 60, 85, 96, 
108 or 120 inch. All widths adjust- 

able to any 
length. 

bor, I97g 

Send $7.95 
plus $1.23 
postage/ i 
hanilling |: 
(no C.O.D s) to:'" 

'Sew 
If.O. Box 16771 
Irvine, CA 927)3 

WICKER   WONDERLAND 
BATH   READER 

An    important   and 
pretty accessory for 
the bathroom,  con- 
venient     space 
for     magazines 
and    two   rolls 
of toilet tissue. 
Made of hand- 
woven      rattan 
in  lacy design. 
10" X 4" X   13" 
high.     $12.95 
plus       $2.00 
postage. 

SWIVEL  RATTAN 
BAR STOOLS 

Handwoven seat 
and liack. strong 
rattan legs with 
rattan wrappings 
for appearance 
and extra 
strength: comes 
in two heights: 
29" high. $59.95 
plus $8.00 post- 
age: 24" high, 
$54.95 plus $6.00 
postage. 

WICKER 
HAMPERS... 
All  3 only $18.95 
plus   $5.00  post. 

*»-- 

Pl4" 

Incredible price! Top quality handwoven 
hampers. Three different sizes with many 
pi'actical uses: wastepaper. toys, laundry, 
etc. Sizes: 13" x 21". 16" x 23". 19" x 24" 
with  lids and  handles. 

WICKER CANISTERS 
Glass wrapped in wicker, with natural cork 
stoppers. Store the essentials or use your 
imagination for creative home decorating. 
Set of 4: 17 oz.. 24 oz.. 44 oz., 62 oz. 
$14.95 plus $2.00 postage. 
VISIT   OUR   SHOWROOM   WAREHOUSE 

Trnn\ BASKET HOWSE 
Route 10, Dept.  HGIO, Succasunna, NJ 07876 
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jpeppona^zed l-(pme IVjarker^ 

Impress your friends and neigh- 
bors with the elegant look of per- 
sonalized wrought iron, .at a frac- 
tion of the cost. Your name and 
house number are actually custom- 
cast right into the Marker Revolu- 
tionary man-made material is hand- 
painted black with gold highlights. 
Hefty construction looks and feels 
like real wrought iron Order Today. 

• Big eye-catching 10'? x 7V2" size. 
• Large, easylo-read numbers. 
• Won't blister, peel or corrode. 
• Easy   to  install,   mounts  with   per- 

manent two-sided tape (included). 
• Room  for  up to 16  letters and  5 

numbers. 

Money-back Guarantee. 

Shopper's Guild   Depi cc i 
705 Pennsylvania Ave. S. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55426 

YES. please send (barker lor $11 95. plus 
$1 50 shipping I understand that if I'm not 
satisfied. I may return il for a full refund, 
(f^innesola residents add 4% sales tax). 

D Check Enclosed   £-"r-yj^    r"ws4 

Name  
Address^ 
City  
Stale  

D VISA (BankAmericard) □  Maslercharqe 
Credit Card No 

-Zip-  Interbank No 
(Mastercharge only) 

IMPORTANT: Fill m Personalized information below. 

 Expir Dale 

I I I 

CI ne Number. 

The STAGE  STOP 

SHELL CARVED CHERRY BLOCKFRONT 
From the Age of Elegance, a true 
blockfront chest in solid cherry, in a 
warm brown finish with light distress- 
ing. Bottom 3 drawers lock, and the 
top one is hand carved. Use it in your 
home, wherever beauty and utility 
must blend. W SO'/z D 16'/-, H 283/4". 
$335.00, shipping extra. No C.O.D. 
Full details in our 200 page catalog. 

Send $1.00 for catalog of reproductions. 
Dept.  623,   Box  266,  Concord,   N.C.  28025 

]CpKyaim IHarsli 

Lifetime Business Card 
Paperweight 

A regular business card approx- 
imately ZVs" X 3^2" can nov^^ be 
permanently etched in brass fin- 
ished metal, then mounted on 
Italian marble. Any business per- 
son would be happy to receive 
this distinctive paperweight, for 
his desk. Just send a business 
card with order. $4.98 plus $1.00 
shipping. Mass. residents add 
5% Sales Tax. Send 250 for full 
color catalog. 

THE  STAGE  STOP 
I    440    Great    Rood,    HG10,    Acton,   MA    01720 

PRESS ON ADDRESS LABELS 
Identify possessions, correspon- 
dence too. Black ink on white, 
blue, pink, yellow, silver or gold 
labels. l%"x'/^". Any message 
up to 26 letters per line, up to 4 
lines. 450 for $5; 1,000 (alike) 
for $10; + postage of 500. 
Please specify color. Useful 
96P, Gift Catalog, 500. Bruce 
Bolind, 210P Bruce Bolind BIdg., 
Boulder, CO 80302. 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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NAVAJO REPLICA 
Harmonious blend of ivory ground 
with rust, gold and brown accents. 
2' by 3' $19.95; 3' by 5' $34.95; 
4' by 6' $49.95; 6' by 9' $89.95 
Ppd. Other designs, also Oriental 
and Scandinavian rya rugs in full 
color catalogue $1. Peerless Im- 
ported Rugs, GE108, 3028 No. 
Lincoln  Ave.,  Chicago,   IL 60657. 

COUNT THE COOKIES 
Number cookie cutters to celebr; 
birthdays, the  12 days of Chri 
mas, other occasions. The 6 inve 
to 9,  so every digit  is aval lab- . 
Each is 3•^" h. Includes reclpijt 
and   decorating   suggestions.   S'lr 
and catalogue, $9.95 plus $2 po 
Better   Living,    HGIO,   521    Fi 
Ave., New York, NY 10017. 

KEEP WARM AND DRY 
Sportswoman's waterproof boot for 
dry and comfy feet. Seamless, 12" 
h. with lace-up storm gusset, re- 
movable orthopedic insole, rugged 
non-skid outsole. Navy, green, red 
or yellow. Whole sizes 6-11. $22 
ppd. Johnny Appleseed's, HGIO, 
50 Dodge St., Beverly St., Beverly, 
MA 01915. 

FLORAL STRIPES 
All-cotton tab curtain has blue a r 
coral print on camel. With tiebaci ! 
"Fiorello"  80"W pair.  45"L %: 
54" $25; 63" $29; 72" $31; 8 
$35.  White  petticoat curtain 4 
by 12" $7. Add $2 post, per ord. 
Catalogue free; fabric samples JI 
Constance Carol, HGIO, Box 85 j 
Plymouth, MA 02360. I 

TIFFANY CLOCK KIT 
Create this unique clock from pre- 
cut stained glass and mirror. In- 
cludes instructions, clock movement 
and all materials except soldering 
iron. Specify green, canary or blue 
glass. Kit $37.95. Assembled $54.95 
plus $2.00 p&h. Brochure 250. 

SPECTRUM ENTERPRISES 
HGIO, 506 Hazelwood Dr., 

Easton, Md. 21601 
MD residents add tax. 

SPOON  RACK 
Here's something special foi 
the spoon collectors. Thesf 
charming assortment of flora 
design ceramic spoon rack- 
will enhance any collection ol 
spoons. Also available in tooth 
brush holders. S7.00 each in 
eludes postage. 

Send 25(t for cululog. 

R & R Associates 
P.O. Box 65 

Monterey Park, C.A 91754 

House  &  Gard 
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AVENLY COMFORT 
ed shoe fits with moccasin 
ifort. Of handstitched genuine 
'hide leather with a built-in 
1, cushion crepe sole and heel, 
lose natural, white, or black, 
and half sizes: 6-9'/2 N, M, & 

;i9 plus $1.95 post. Old Pueblo 
ders, Dept. HGOHC, 600 S. 
ntry Club, Tucson, AZ 85716. 

RUSTIC PLAY HOUSE 
Sturdy real Cedar Wood log cabin, 
for junior cowboys or dream house 
for girls. Lasts for generations of 
fun, used outdoors. 4' by 5' by 
51/2'. $66.95. 5' by 7' by 6V2'. 
$118.95; with shutters and door, 
$188.95. FOB Camden, NJ. Cedar 
Products, HG18, Box 84, North 
Baldwin, NY 11510. 

EATIVELY YOURS 
re's   a   variety   of   stimulating 
IS featuring maple  hardwoods 
country-style dining tables, 

k tables,  mobile  carts,  shelv- 
benches, counter tops. All are 

wn in a 44-page catalogue 500. 
Ti Butcher Block & More, HGIO, 
0 So. Clinton, Chicago, IL 
.16. 

SCULPTURED SILVER 
A flower for her finger, with an 
adjustable sterling silver dogwood 
ring . . . hand-wrought by Appala- 
chian silversmiths. A traditional 
treasure from collection of Stuart 
Nye originals; also copper jewelry. 
Ring $8 ppd. Free brochure. The 
Drummer Boy, Dept. N, 522 East 
Main, Morehead, KY 40351. 

ATURAL TREE-ROOT  TABLE, 
mphorwood handcarvcd. grolden brown var- 
ihed, ]'/%" thlrk solid hoard each tier, varies 
ni 1 tlor to .-, tiers. Ideal for corner table, 
inters   an<l   art    statues   stand. 

tier 22" H $28.50 2 tiers 22" H $32.50 
tiers 12" H $12.50 3 tiers 17" H $18.50 
tiers 26" H $49.50 5 tiers 38" H $95.00 

All  I'rirr,   ri'l).   Calaloil  SI   or 
trrr   with   jtUrrh'iMf. 

HINA   PALACE  ENTERPRISE 
O.   Box   7024 DCDt.    10748 

Minneapolis,   Minnesota   55407 

ober, 1978 

Decorate  a   well 
showing the good 
times      of      your 
life   with    photo 
murals.   Can    be 

your   favorite   photo,   slide, 
or  any   picture  at  a   fraction 

Makes  a  great gift. 

,A      ii  «A tn -^iiv  color  photo can   lie 
1^ " \t   ,1 =n enlarged,    mounted    ami 
20 X 24   10.50 ,,.;,,„e,i in malinit furoiil.v 
20x30   12.50 twice   Uie   iirice   shown 
24 X 36   15.50 ,.his $5.00 UPS Sliippinn. 

Laminating  up  to  2' 

BLACK & WHITE 
BLOWUPS TOO! 

18 

$4.0O 
I S3.so 

Add  50e   3rd  Class  Delivi 
Put nam« A lOaml on OKk ol pholo   < 

Depi. HGl 08, Congers, N.Y. 1 0920 

ENJOY SOUND SLEEP AGAIN 
Lock out the (li.stuibin^ iioi.se . . . 
even .snoring; . . tfiat keep.s you 
awake all niBht and iob.s you of re- 
freshing .sleep. Ear Drum Silencers 
are .soft, pliable, with an easy-to-grasp 
.sjifely llan/,'c. Slip them in every night 
and You'll sleep like a kitten. 
No. 124-Ear Drum Slltncers $2.98 

Mailing 35^ 

PLANT "NURSEMAIDS" 
Feed plants while away on vacation. 
Amazing wicks feed moisture to 
thirsty plants for up to 8 weeks. In- 
sert one end of wick in soil, other end 
in jar or glass of water. Will not rot 
or mildew Set of 4. 
No. 200-Plant Nursemaids $2.98 

Mailing 45; 

END SHIRT COLLAR "SQUEEZE" 
Collar-Extender button "loosens" 
tight shirt collars. Ends all-day "tug- 
ging." Expands collar up to Va size 
larger for that "just right" feeling. 
Invisible behind tie. Can be trans- 
ferred from shirt to shirt in seconds. 
No.  114-Collar-Eze (Set of 2) $1.29 

Mailing 35; 

DENTURE REPAIR KIT 
Be prepared for an emergency. Fix 
breaks, cracks or loose teeth in den- 
tures. Avoid embarrassment when 
you're traveling. Kit includes mate- 
rial .similar to that used by dentists. 
Instructions included. 
No. 121-Denture Repair Kit $3.98 

Mailing 75; 

GET RID OF UNWANTED HAIR 
Amazing Lemos I'ermagon destroys 
hair roots almost instantly—one by 
one. No wire connections. Uses tiny 
batteries (included). Home use elec- 
troylsis method is the same system 
experts use lo remove hair permanent- 
ly from face, arms, legs and body. 
No. 108—Latnos Permagon $14.98 

Mailing $1.00 

PAGE SIZE MAGNIFIER 
Page Magnifier is handy for looking 
up telephone or map directory list- 
ings, stock market reports, etc. The 
whole page is magnified at one time. 
Wafer thin and measures 7' x 10". 
Magnifies four-times (4X). 
No. 204-Page Magnifier $3.98 

Mailing 60; 

BOSOM MONEY HOLDER 
Bosom Money Cache is your best pro- 
tection against purse-snatchers. Snaps 
onto the bra or slip straps. Holds 
folding money or other valuables. 
Plastic-lined to keep contents dry. 
With a fold-over flap. Washable 
nylon. 
No.   141—Bosom  Money Holder        $2.98 

Mailing 45; 

.M : f^, 

'/,.> 
COUNT COINS FAST 

Sort, count and wrap pennies, nickels, 
dimes, quarters in seconds. Simply 
slide coins into 4 charmels. Shows the 
totals as you go. No more fumbling 
with the wrapper. Real time-saver for 
merchants, cashiers, clubs, collectors, 
etc. Measures 4Vi ' x &Vi". 
No. 102—Coin Counting Tray $3.98 

Mailing 60; 

No COD'S or Bi/Z/ng 

Anthony Enterprises e?second st.^'lln"^n" 
Md 6% Sales Tax in California 

-108 
isco, CA 94105 
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ChineseFood 
Lovers! The only newsletter 

about Chinese 
cookint! in the home. 
$7.50 a vear (6 issues). 

Become a subscriber lo WOK TALK and open your lilc 
to one of the great cuisines of the world. You will be 
given menu ideas, easy-to-follow recipes, cooking 
lips—everything you will need to prepare and enjoy 
authentic Chinese style dishes. 

6 
Enclosed with WOK TALK is our mail order shopping list of hard-to-find canned, 
dried and preserved foods, spices, condiments, teas and cooking equipment. Plus 
personalized fortune cookies! 

Subscribe now. Only $7.50 for one year (six 8-page issues) 
guaranteed. Send your check or money order to 

Satisfaction 

Depl. Al)K. 209 Post Street at Gran 

San Francisco, California 94108 djhjeseGrocer 
Name_ 

Street- 

Cily_ . State. .Zip_ 
P.S  Help a friend gel ihcir wok oul of the closcl and onto the siove. Send Ihcm a subscription, 
and we will enclose a gift card wuh your grecungs! 

All switch plates S   1.6S 

All tfivtts are finished in satin black. 
Set of 4 trivets-illustrated. .  .   ,  S 4.eO 
Set of 3 trivets - illustrated. .  .  .   $ 4.9S 

Send $1.00 
for catalog of Gift  Items. 

KAoultrie, Georgia 31768 ■:. Ph. 912/985-1312 

fISIpoLoCJiCflL 
COMPATIBILITY 

PRINTS 

Eni'KEss imw 
Adds luxury to the bath, 

bedroom, or boudoir. 
Tarnish-resistant   brass   finish. 
Comfortable removable velveteen 
cushion   comes  in  gold,   black, 
retj, avocado, and light blue. 

Special pre-holiday price $79.95 
(soM nationally a) jllO.OOi 

Send check or money order. No C.O.D.'s 
Add  $3.50 post.   NY res. odd soles tax. 

MARCUS  DECORATORS 
Dept. B, Stuyvesant Plaza 

Albany, NY 12203 

&AAIIIAKIU5 CUSTOM 
DESIGNED 
FOR YOU 

AND YOUR 
PARTNER 

All 
Combinations 

Available 

A "UNIQUE GIFT " - Only $3.98 
POSTAGE AND HANDLING INCLUDED 

Send us you and your partner's birth dates and 
receive a 9 X 12 print linking your two Zodiac 
signs together with a compatible description of 
your relationship. Satisfaction guaranteed or 
your money back. Send check or money order 

to: DACO Sales, Dept HG 1 
10  Via  La Paz, Greenbrae. California 94904 

LIPSTICK CASE  FROM ITALY 
with MIRROR 

VENETIAN  STYLE 
GOLD-EMBOSSED 

A Really Unique Purse Accessory 
Specify:   Brown,   Red,   Black, 

Green,  Whife  or  Blue. 
Please  send   $5.00 

p\v%   %) .00   for  shipping  and  handling. 
(California  residents add 6%  tax) 

DAVIA   IMPORTS 
743 Tamarack Drive 

San Rafael, CA 94903 
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LEATHER PORTFOLIO 

Impeccable personalized portfolio 
for men or women. Top and side 
zip open, precision clasp locks with 
key. Crafted in brown top-grain 
leather, 16" by 103/4", sturdily 
stitched. Gold-stamped initials. 
Please print. $16.98 plus $1 post. 
Lillian Vernon, Dept. GRE, 510 S. 
Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

COLONIAL CURTAINS 

Delightful colonial print come; 
many   color   combinations.   E;!'- 
wide and extra long sizes for p|f' 
lem windows. Table rounds, sho 
curtains, bedspreads, pillow shsf*' 
in free brochure of colonial curtJ 
and accessories.  Joanne  Mee I' 
teriors,    HGIO,    34    Barstow. 4* 
Mattapoisett, MA 02739. 

isl 

CUTTY SARK MODEL 

"The Cutty Sark", once the world's 
fastest clipper. Model features 
wood hull, sails, masts, metal fit- 
tings: life boats, figurehead, winch, 
brass pins, stand. Stepby-step in- 
structions. 15"l., $15.95; or 23"l., 
$29.95. Add $1 post. each. United 
Traders, Dept. 110, Box 69, Parsip 
pany, NJ 07054. 

RAMP ALTERNAT,.'[ 

For those unable to climb sta 
Porch-Lift" vertical wheelchair f 
vides accessibility to buildin' 
Weatherproof units are UL" list 
will lift up to 93". Locking ga^ 
simple control switch. For infor)^ 
tion: American Stair-Glide Coi 
Dept. EHG-108, 4001 E. 138th I 
Grandview, MO 64030. 

YOUR INITIALS 
IN 14K GOLD 

Your choice of two or three in- 
itials in 14K yellow gold on a 
stick pin, pendant with 18" 
chain, or a collar, lapel or tie 
tack. Shown actual size. Gift 
boxed. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Beautiful gift for all occasions. 

In Block $24.95   In Script $29.95 
Add 50' postage h handling 

Introductory Ofler 
BUY TWO ITEMS OF YOUR 

CHOICE, GET 2nd ITEM FOR 
V2 PRICE. 

Send Check or Money Order 
SPECIFY INITIALS, ITEMS, AND 

BLOCK OR SCRIPT LETTERS 

GOLDCRAFT, INC. 
PC Box 20483 Dept HG 78 

Oklahoma City, OK 73156 

Easy way to go metric. Get your oj 
door Giant 9%" Thermometer C( 
verting Celsius and Fahrenheit 
one scale. Bold lettering makes e. 
reading across patio or backyaj 
Weather-resistant metal with VL 
hanger. Also used indoors. Of 
$6.98 plus $1.52 P&H. lOday Mf* 
ey-Back Guarantee. Send check 
money order: , 

LEO  PRODUCTIONS-• 
300 Cote Vertu, Dept. 2 HAG IC 

Box 245 Place Darmes, 
Montreal, Que. Canada H2Y 3G: 

House  &  Gard 
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I    OF THE CROP 
usual jar is made from original 
n of the century molds. To use 
storage or to preserve home 

iwn vegetables. Holds 8 quarts 
i stands 1' high. The heavy glass 
p has an air tight seal. $18.95 
s $2.25 post. Artisan Galleries, 
10, 2100 N. Haskell Ave., Dal- 

, TX 73204. 

ORTING SPECIALTIES 
ed winter sports equipment 
nting and camping gear? L.L 
an is in their 66th year of pro 
ing dependable high-grade qual 
sporting specialties, outdoor ap 
rel and footwear for men and 
men. Free fall catalogue with 
6 illustrated pages. L.L. Bean, 
0 Cedar St., Freeport. ME 04033. 

BUILD IT YOURSELF 
Queen Anne writing desk of hand- 
matched solid 34" cherry, center 
and side drawers, dovetail con- 
struction, cabriole legs, brass- 
finished hardware. Kit comes with 
pre-cut and sanded pieces. Send 
$1 for furniture kit color catalogue. 
Emperor Clock Co., HGIO, Dept. 
FS,  Fairhope, AL 36532. 

KNIT VALET 
Handy little comb strokes out 
mats, pills and balls from napped 
fabrics in seconds. Use it on sweat- 
ers, shawls, any knit. May be used 
on fabrics of man-made fibers, 
$2.29 plus 350 post. Order D-Fuzz- 
it from Anthony Enterprises, HGIO, 
67 Second St., San Francisco, CA 
94105. 

Picture this! Now YOU can 

BE ON TV 

INALLY 
\   BETTER  MADE  TONG 
gged black steel construction 
Ikes fire tending easier. American 
ide. 28" tall. Great for Franklin 
ives. Includes mounting bracket 
d screw. Complete satisfaction, 
>ney back guarantee. Send $14.95 
iS $1.50 post. 

Ct.   residents  add 7%   tax. 
LACO, Ltd. Dept. HG1078 

). Box 933 Darien, Ct. 06820 

Ever imagine yourself on TV? Now you can have your 
home graced by our charming, soft-sculpture TV dec- 
orative cushion. And reproduced on the fabric screen 
^YOUR OWN favorite photo. The TV is covered in an 
exciting moire fabric v^ith a fascinating wood-grain 
look. It measures a big 16i/2"w x I2"h x 7"d. 
ONLY $24.95. Add $2,45 shipping 4 handling per set. (NYers 
add sales tax.) Pat. Pending 
TO ORDER: No need to write a letter. Just print name and 
address on back of photo(s). Include check or Mastercharge 
or Visa (number & name). For best results, send sharp, well- 
exposed photots), any size, or 35mm. slide(s). Color or bSw. 
If not proportioned as TV screen we will crop. Returned un- 
harir°d. Gift Certificates available immediately. ©1978 
BE ON TV Oept.       HGA108T 
99 Prince St., New York, N.Y. 10012, Phone: 212-925-8487 
Satisfaction assured!  One week money back guarantee. 

THE MOST HEARD OF 

AT UNHEARD OF 

PRICES! 
StIJ:C1 A\N  P.Mlorn numbi'r    f-"   I^ 1^   f-   f 
cind book .    ih<'n.CAlL TOLL    M.      * ^ "    - *    - - 

soo 631*9640 
in N.J. call 800-452-9103 

BONUS!!!  
FREE DELIVERY TO YOUR HOME of anv SANITAS . HANDPRINTS 

VINYLS . FOILS .WALLPAPER .ETC! 
ALLFIRST QUALITY BANKAMERICARD 
DO   IT  NOW!      blaster Charge accepted 

Call or \^ritcTodav. DEPT. b ORDER DEPT OPEN MON TO FRI 9-5 
P.O. Box 396/Rt. lO/Ledgewood N. J. 07852 
MimOIIIJIL WHOUSALE lilMLLCOVERIMG CO.IMC. 

Do you have 

Cellulite? 
Those lumps, bulges and bumps 

that just won't go away? 
If you have fat that just won't go away... you could 

have what is commonly referred to as Cellulite—one of 
the most talked about and controversial 

beauty-health problems today. 
You don't have to be fat to have Cellulite. 

But if you have ripply lumps and bumps that 
won't go away—no matter how thin you get, 

you do have a problem that can keep 
you from looking and feeling your 

very best! 
Put nature to work with you. 

AuNaturel is a 100% natural 
approach to preventive health and beauty 

care that we believe is more effective 
and easier than strenuous 

exercise. Twelve alt-natural herbs, 
minerals and vitamins blended together 

are the Au Nature! formula, 
24 page book included. Remember, even 

if no one else can see it, you know it's 
there ... so rush your order for Au Nature! 

now. We'll include a free 24 page book 
that will help you to understand the 
naRire of Ollulite and what you can 

do about it. 
No risk money back guarantee. If 

you are not satisfied in every way 
with Au Naturel, we wit! immediately 

refund your full purchase price. 
Au Nature! is not available in stores. 

If you want to start looking and feeling 
better, mail the coupon now. 

Herbal Concepts, Inc., 385 Bay Rd., Easton, Mass. 02334 
Please send me a supply of Au Naturel, with money-back guarantee. 
D 90 days {iOO tablets) 51995 (You save $3.90)    D 30 days (120 tablets) 5795 
Add Sl.OO postage & handling (Canada 52 00) Mass residents add 5% sales tax 

Name ,  

Address  

City^   .   State, Zip_ 

D Payment enc DBankAmericard/Visa D Master Charge Bank No. 

Credit Card No      ,  Expires  



Wilh certain ^lephani spt<:ies or\ ihe eno^'i^j^wc 
lisi. this mother protecimg her child is J •jtiniw- 
reminder thai mjn must care tor the uorid ■■ 
wildlile as well as his immediate environmem 
Open your hearts to them both aryj youll be 
rewarded torever. Atter all. elephants never 

lorgei Hand cast m solid 
grey hydrastone 
r hi9h $15.00 

"••FARM MORNIMG 
Bo> OIO   Sio«.N^   14785    Jlt,:<>3 17:i 
I'i   lijv ii -*Sshipping N \ S les add 7% IAX. 

.riv.i. MO   BAC OfMC cicdncards 

Full Color Original 

NORMAN ROCKWELL PRINTS 
On   handfinished   pine   plaques   7V;"xlO'/4" 

A. Doctor And The Doll $  9.95 
B. Magic  Potion $  9.95 
C. Little Spooner    $ 9.95 
D. Runaway     $  9.95 
All  Four Plaques $34.50 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 
CALL TOLL  FREE   1-800-628-5946 
Mass.   Res.   Only    1-800-292-5001 

Use  your  VISA  or  MASTER 
CHARGE card  or  write  to: 

FOLLWELL'S   HOUSE   NEXT   DOOR 
800-805 North Street 

Pittsfleld, Mass. 01201 
Mass   Res. add 5%  sales tax 

hip-toys 
:..■■' :'eif imagination run wild' 
Ai idbi, d C'CfJiive loy which li Qteai tun 
The hiphofse"hipiion''arHJ hrp zebfa'"ate 
easy-io-assemble cof'ugaled itberboarO 
AcJjuSlable harness and teifi (us 2-10 yfs 
f^rnna-pnniec) m hnghl colors hip loys 
t^e durable sale jrtd sufpusmgly suong 
Send $695 plus Si ^0 postage (or each 
^^pioy Pron-|)i deliver V   Full guaraniee. 

magical marve/ous  ' LA Times 
fry 'f The Washington Post 

}y kidstuff, inc! 
901  5229434 

m i 
^8 

Dollhouses.  iiiiiiiaiurf accesso- 
ries, lighting and craft supplies 
for dollhouses. 
FOR COLLECTORS: 
Large selection of collectables. 
Mainy signed pieces and unus- 
ual accessories. 
FOR CHILDREN: 
A   large   selection   of   medium 
and low-priced dollhouse furni- 
ture and accessories. 
Our new 1978 fall 28 page cata- 
logue now available. Send $2.00. 

MANOCRAfTEO ITEMS II 

The Little Doll House 
129 Littleton Road      Westford. Mass. 01886 

(617) 692-7928 

A ONE OF A KIND 
ROCKIN'  HORSES 

They're lovable, durable, & prac- 
tical. These handcrafted pine 
rocking horses are perfect as a 
child's toy or novel plant stand. 
27" high holds up to 150 lbs. 
Burnt wood finish, carved facial 
features. $27 post paid. N.J. res. 
add 5%. 

MOON STAR PRODUCTS 
P.O. Box 231 

Carlstadt, NJ 07072 

/^ 

Baby^s fshoes forever 

^fc 
\ 

m 

Permanently preserve your bain's 
slioes with "Dresdenitc". a china- 
like finish Available in pastel 
colors anrl marked wilh babv's 
name and birthdate VWite for free 
color brochure.    Memoni' Lane 

Dept. H108 
80 School Street 

Watertown, MA 02172 
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THE YOUNG AT HEART 

FOR   LITTLE  ONES 
Delight them w/ith quality pull toys of Northern hardwoods in 
natural finish. Durable construction, with all edges carefully 
rounded. Dump truck, 13" by 6", $18.50, block carrier, 10" by 
3'/2", with six brightly colored blocks $9.95. Ppd. Free 
brochure. Adirondack Toys, HG10, Box 369, Lake Placid, NY 
12946. 

PILGRIM  PAIR 
Handcrafted boy and girl 
Pilgrims, each with large 
sprig of holly, each with 
enchanting individual 
expressions, exclusively 
Annalee's. Gray, green, 
black and red felt; white 
chintz; sturdy metal 
stand. Couple 18" tall 
$15: also 10" tall $7. Add 
$1.50 post. Annalee's 
Workshop, HG10, Box 446 
Meredith, NH 03253. 

Very strong, 
lightweight 

basket hand- 
woven of nature 
palm leaf. 

Pick-up handles 
for easy travel or nap. 

30 ' long by 16" wide by 18" 
high. $29.95 plus $5 post. 

Yellow-white gingham 
coverlet, Kodel polyester- 

filled liner $14.95, Catalogute 
250. Fran's Basket House.i 
HG10, Route 10, 
Succasunna, NJ 07876. 

House  &  Gorden    I 



AGES  2  TO 92 

Original Peter Rabbit 
books so dear to 
Beatrix Potter fans. 
Complete set of 23 tales 
$61. Or for a tempting 
taste of Potterphilia, try 
the sampler of four 
tales: Peter Rabbit, 
Benjamin Bunny, Tom 
Kitten, Mrs. Tittlemouse 
$11 Ppd. Charmingly 
gift-boxed 
Nursery Classics, 
HG10, Box 309, Red- 
ding Ridge. CT 06876. 

BEAR  FACTS 

Machine-wash cotton/ 
polyester. T in brown, 
white letters or white 
with brown. Toddler 
2-4, child S/M/L, adult 
S/M/L. $4.99. Sweat 
shirt, brown on white. 
Child, adult sizes. 
$9.99. Add 500 post. 
Free catalogue. Bear- 
In-Mind, Dept. 101, 
88 Indian Pipe La.. 
Concord. MA 01742. 

RURAL MASTERPIECE 

Architecturally accurate reproduction of American farmhouse 
of 1890s in 1" to 1' scale. Kit has pre-cut pieces, moldings, 
aivider walls, banister staircase, chimney, roof and gable 

shakes, brass door 
hinges, detailed 
instructions. Needs 
no special tools. 

Finished 21" by 38" 
.   by 30". $79.95 plus 

$5 post. Miniature 
Classics, HG10, 145 
Algonquin Pkwy., 
Whippany, NJ 07981. 

LOVABLE  PLAQUES 

Norman Rockwell full-color 
prints are laminated on hand- 
fmished pine, 7'/?" by lO'A", 
ready to hang. Made by area 
craftsman near Rockwell's 
home. Sentimental delight for 
any age. Top: Magic Potion; 
Dr. and the Doll, below: 
Runaway, Spooners. Each 
$9.95; set of four $34.50. 
Ppd. Call toll free 
1-800-628-5946. Follwell's 
House Next Door, HG10, 
801 North St., Pittsfield, MA 
01201. 
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FAMOUS 

DAC HILNC^Print 

Here are your favorite hounds and their 
friends gathered at the local tavern 16' x 
20" full color print suitable for framing, 
printed on high quality textured stock 
Major colors — red-orange, green, black 
and tan ONLY $2.95 postpaid. Send 
check or money order. Satisfaction 
guaranteed Michigan residents, please 
add 4% sales tax 

TOM O BRIEN 
& Associates, Inc. 
Dept. HG-1 
P.O. Box 14234 
Lansing. Ml 48901 

Also available as a lull scale wall mural   Wrile tor details 

SOMETHIMi  SPECMAL 
THE CHOO-CHOO. Delight the little ones with this thoughtful gift. Durable, 
nursery quality. 100% Northern Hardwood. Natural finish. Perfect size for 
Indoor play. 5 pes; 26 in ; 3-8 yrs. $23.95 ppd. Add tax in N.Y. Order early for 
the holidays. Check or money order to: 

ADIUOADAIK   TOYS 
HGIO, Box 369 Lake Placid, N.Y. 12946 

Send for free Brochure. 

handcrafted windchimes 

Whimsical animals! High-fired multi- 
colored porcelain strung on weathered 
driftwood with macromed waxed linen 
hangers, Approx. 15" w X 25" I. Deco- 
rative and durable for indoor or outdoor 
use.   Send   for  free  brochure. 

$19.95   2.50 postage  &  handling 

bear hug 
521   Fifth Ave.,  New York,  NY  10017 

N.Y.   res.   ad,{   H.,h.-<   fax. 

And Baby Makes Two 
Baby bear is held lirmly by Mama's Vel- 
cro' paws, detaches easily tor child's 
play, reattaches when playtime's over 
Ten inches high overall, handcrafted by 
Dakin of genuine plush, non-allergenic, 
surface washable and safety tested. Tots 
love em, so do big kids' 

Specify Mama & Baby Bear. S10 00 + S175 
postage Naturally, we guarantee satislaction 

171 GRANGER ROAD 
MEDINA, OH 44256 
(216) 566-808S 

HAPPY HANG-UPS 
Whimsical, full-color plaques to give to special 
friends One features a smiling airplane and proudly 
declares: "Pilots are just plane people with a special 
air about them ' The other depicts a grinning adding- 
machine and the observation "Accountants are 
important sumbodies with well balanced person- 
alities " Both framed plaques areSVjxl 2" and ready 
to hang  Satisfaction Guaranteed 
#HU-5005 Pilot $5.95 postpaid 
#HU-5007 Accountant S5.95 postpaid 

BILL COLLINGWOOD, Dept   HG 1, 
Box 294, South Miami, Florida 33143 

"The YOUnique Catalog" 25C or tree with order 
Allow 2 weeks for delivery  No COD 's please 

I 
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SMART COOKIE 

'^°ni(^; 

Cookie lovers will love our 100% cotton French 
t-shirts and sets. Choose a gingerbread brown or 
orange Ishirt with chocolate brown print. Womens 
pet sm. med. Ig. $13.25 Childrens 3m.-6yr. 
$10.25 8yr 14yr. $11 25 Little cookie monsters 
will look adorable in a yellow diaper set with brown 
print 3m 6m lyr.2yr $1525 
The ultimate collection of cookie recipes is Maida 
Heatter's great cookbook. Hardcover $10.25 All 
prices postpaid Catalogue $ 50 

Bambini depi  H 560 Harrison Ave. 
Boston. MA 02118 

jttlie eqchanted 
^C3{   dohliouse 

ANOTHER YEAR 1978-79 

For Gathering selective quality 
and unique Dolls, Toys. 
Books, Games and Crafts 

for you. All and more to be 
seen in our 1 1 Room 
Toy Shop and in our 

General Catalog 
Be on our Mailing List 

Send Si.00 to: 

31 Mountain Path 
Manchester Center. Vt. 05255 

* 

AM/FM RADIO RADIO 
Three-Inch high, three dimensional 
letters. Super telescopic FM antenna. 
Available in white and red. Price 
$37.50 ppd. Names imprinted 
($1.00 extra). Calif, residents add 
6% tax. One year guarantee. Send 
check/money order/charge card no. 
(Visa/Mastercharge) to: 

ISIS Electronics HG1 
2664 South Santo Fe, Los Angeles, Colif. 90058 

Tel:  (213)  58S-5849 
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NAME  PUZZLE 
What IS more appealing to a child than 
his or her own name? NAME PUZZLES 
are custom made for each child with 
unique, stylized, upper case letters. Let- 
ters are about 2" high and made of fresh 
smelling and oiled pine 

To order send the child's name, shipping 
address, and $1.50 per letter (ex. 
"ERROL" would be $7.50) postpaid. 

THE   TOY   FACTORY 
Dept. GA; 88878 Coast Hwy 101 

Florence, OR 97439 
To receive our Fall Catalog of 

toys, games, and books, send 750, 

SHOPPING AROUND FOR 
THE YOUNG AT HEART 

BE YOURSELF 
A "clone" idea. Though science has 
hesitated, you can now be duplicated 
into a delightful 22" silk-screened 
rag doll as shown. Rainbow yarn hair. 
Face is transferred from sharp 
close-up photo, color or b/w (returned 
unharmed). $19.95 plus $2.45 post. 
Be A Doll, Inc., HGE-108C, 99 Prince 
St., New York, NY 10012. 

\* 

PEOPLE PILLOWS 
Send photos, description of each 
son: name/initials/hair-eye color/'"' 
height/dress style/work/hobbies. 1^ "^ 
color/breed. Full portrait applique' 
(four) on 15" sq. $75; each extra fill'!'' 
on longer pillow $10. Add $3 post, f? 
catalogue. Susan's Accessories, H 
505 Dorchester Dr., River Vale, NJ- 
07675. 

TRUE MEANING OF NAME 

With Poem In A Frame 
ft unique, personal g,f(! Tcnds-r. heart-warmio 
poem g,vc5 TRUE MEANING of your child' 
'ame.    Blue    design    lor    boys,    pii.k    for    girls 

nth ha 

of 
state    given 

$6.95 each 
Add Sf .00 tor postage and Itandling. 

PERSONALIZED CHILDREN'S POEMS 
Dept.  G108 Garnet  Lake Road 

JohnsDorg.  New  York  12B43 

FABRIC CHRISTMAS 
ORNAMENTS 

Make Icri heauliful Chrislni 
\he delightful new kil froii 
PuffetsTM III. Kit .(.mail 
pre-printeH   in   full   color  o 

s omanienls \vilh 
Carousel   Crafis, 

>   all    ten   figures 
I   flame   retardanl 

fabric, polyester fiber filling:, and ea?v I" 
follow step by step in>>trurtionj. Create some 
thing you'll treasure year afler year. Orna 
n^enls average 5" tall. Send check or nione; 
order for S5.99 pluj, ?1 poslajie and handlinj; 
per   kil.   Satisfaction   f>uaranleed. 

Free  Gift Cataloa Availuhlv. 
iV.C. residents add 'Vc   Stiffs Tax 

GRAVES GIFTS 
Dept. HG-10      295 Cheek Lane 

Graham, N.C. 27253 

House  &  Garden 

APPEALING PAIR 
A mother elephant protecting 
her little one, hand-cast in solid 
grey hydrastone. A gentle 
reminder that man must show 
concern for the world's wildlife 
as well as for his immediate 
environment. Texture resembles 
elephant hide; 7 " high. 
MC/Visa. $15 plus $1.95 post. 
Good Morning Farm, Box HG10, 
Stow, NY 14785. 

HANDCRAFTED TRAIN 
Rugged pine, ready to chug into any child's heart. 
Charmingly colorful, child-safe paint. Cars about 13-22" 
by 9-13" high. Circus car has six animals. Six-pc. set 
$175 ppd. Or purchase cars separately. $1 for 
catalogue/be on mail list. The Enchanted Doll House, 
HG10. 315 Mountain Path, Manchester Center, VT 05255, 

long 



FLEXIBLE 
RIDE 

eat fun for ages 5 years 
d up. Big Ski"' sled is 
rable, lightweight plastic, 
ghly maneuverable, easy 
steer on varied snow 
rfaces. No sharp runners 
protruding metal $22.95 
js $4 post. Sweco'", 
510, Box 18141, 
:tsburgh, PA 15236. 

\4ART COOKIE 
'ants' shirt-and-pant set in 
ibed French 100% cotton, 
own design on yellow. 
3 mo., 1/2 yr. $15.25. Shirt 
Iv: 3/6 mo., 1/2/4/6 yr. 
0.25; 8/10/12/14/16 yr., 
own or orange. $11.25 ppd. 
italogue 500. Bambini, 
310, 560 Harrison Ave., 
)Ston, MA 02118. 

NIQUE COLLECTIONS 
rge selection for collectors, many signed pieces and 
tusual accessories. For children: wide selection of medium- 
id low-priced dollhouse furniture, accessories. 
)llhouses, miniature accessories, lighting and craft 
pplies in catalogue $2. The Little Doll House. HG10, 
9 Littleton Rd., Westford, MA 01886. 

Get a head start on Christmas 
ORDER THE PERFECT GIFT TODAY... 

GNOMES Illustrations by Rien Poortvliet, 
text by Wil Huygen. Gnomania is sweeping 
the country. On the best-seller list all year, 
Gnomes is a delightful gift for young or old. 
Hundreds of sparkling full-color illustrations 
reveal the most intimate details of Gnome life 
and history. Includes charming legends and 
stories to read and tell. 212 pages. $17.50* 

THE MUPPET SHOW BOOK Its irresisti- 
ble! All the wonderful, zany antics youve 
loved on TV are here for your lasting enjoy- 
ment in this large, colorful, exciting new book. 
Over 200 full-color drawings provide instant 
replay of the Muppets' best episodes. A gift to 
treasure. 192 pages. $14.95*until 1/79, $17.50 
thereafter 
'Add 90' per book lor shipping NY residents add sales tax. 

From your bookseller, or 

HARRY N. ABRAMS, INC. 
Dept. HG1,110 East 59 St., New York 10022 

WONDERFUL WORLD 
OF MINIATURES 

A fantastic 80 page catalog 
of miniatures, doll homes 
and dolls. Something for 
every pocketbook and 
every taste. 
y\ $1.00 ($1.50 first class mail) 

mV DOLL'S HOUSE 
ULJ^    OF WESTCHESTER 

Dept. HG 5, 24 Main Street 

Hastings-on-Hudson, N.Y. 10706 

KOALA 
PINCH BEARS 
Hug Me. I'll Hug You Furry Family of clip-on 
cutles. Put on purses, pants, plants. Clings 
to cars, collars and curtains Turn the head: 
pinch the shoulders and arms open. Soft 
realistic tones of tKlge and white. 
Family of 3 as shown        S7 95 or 
individual sizes 

Baby....!".. ..$2.50 
Mama...  I'^"... .$3.00 

Pana... 2".. . $3.50 
add 5UC for postage & handling. 

Send for free catalogue of complete line 
of bear related Items 

Mass. residents add 5% sales tax 
Mail check or money order to 

bear-in-mind 
88 Indian Pipe Lane * Concord, Mass. 01742 

October, 1978 

Umpcp Kids 

A sweet Uvo>.oine foi' ;i child's room! Not 
a toy but part of the unUjue collection of 
decorative dolls by AXNALEE. 
18" tall, handcrafted of felt and cotton 
with flexible frame. Bodies of red am 
white striperl cotton and flesh felt; plna 
fore and overalls are crisp white chintz 
Shoes are black felt: his cap the same . . 
her perk.^- bonnet of red flannel. Availabli 
standing or sitting . . . please specify 
Lovable expressions are created excluslveU' 
by   AN'NALEIL. 

15.00 each,  30.00 a  pair. 
1.50  postage   &   handling 

Box  446 HG10,  Meredith,  N.H. 03253 
Cofa/ogue available  on request. 

TEENEE BEANEES 

GOURMET 

JELLY BEANSj 

MIMATIRI  JILI V  BEANS SO 
KLAVORFIL   vol    MUST   TRY 
IHEMr     12   FLAVORS    FROM 
WHICH TO CHOOSt; MANDA- 
RIN   ORANCF.  GREEN   APPLE. 
ROOT BEER. FRESH STRAW- 
BERRY.     COCONIT.     PEANLT 
BLTTER. BANANA. WATER- 
MELON. SPEARMINT. CIN- 
NAMON. LICORICE. APPLE PIE. 
AND ASSORTED   WE DELIVER. 
PREPAID.   I    v.   LBS    OF   THE 
TEENIE BEANEES FOR S6.M. A 
SAMPLE OF EA( H AVAILABLE 
FOR Wc 
Depi  T. I2!» WlKonjin Avt .N W 

WMhlniton.D (   20007 
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FREE Quilt 
Patterns 

in every issue of Quilters Newsletter 

If you like tjuilts. this monthly maga- 
zine will delight you. Devoted entirely 
to quiltmaking and pattern collecting. 
Profu.sely illustrated. Covers modern 
techniques such as machine quilting 
and quilt-as-you-go as well as hand- 
quilting. Interesting helpful features 
for both beginners and experienced 
quilters. You'll also receive catalog 
showing hundreds of patterns, plastic 
quilting stencils, pre-cut pattern tem- 
plates, quilt-as-you-go patterns, quilt 
kits. 

Introductory Offer 

Half Year $4.00 ppd. 

Full Year (10 issues) $7.50 ppd. 

FREE "How to 
Quilt-As-You-Go" 
Complete entire 
quilt one block at a 
time WITH NO 
FRAME. Quick & 
easy. Detailed in- 
structions free with 
your subscription. 

! QUILTER'S  NEWSLETTER  MAGAZINE 
I D«pt.   H20K,   Boi  394,  Wheat  Ridge,   Colo.  80033 
I Please   send   Quilter's   Newsletter.   Payment   en- 
I closed for:  G  Half Year & cat. $4.00 G Full Year 

& cat. $7.50 G Sample issue & cat. $1.00 
I NAME  
I ADDRESS  
I CITY STATE ZIP  

HANG' 

BY   THE  STEM 

SHOW OFF your beautiful stem 
glasses & mugs PLUS gain new 
storage space. GLASS TRAX® are 
plastic strips that hold any size 
stem glass or mug — fits anywhere 
— installs in seconds. One set 
holds 3-5 glasses. 

1 or more sets ... $1.25 per set 
5 or more sets ... $1.15 per set 

10 or more sets ... $1 00 per set 
Add 504 post /hdlg.  per order. 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. Send 
check or MO. to: 

THE IDEA CENTER, D*pt. HGIO 
373 Parrott Drive 

San Mateo, Ca. 94402 

The 
SAFE 
2-Way 

PET 
DOOR 

/( ."ii/er than any 
' iid hinged type 

■'N I door. Your pet 
- completely pro- 
"ted. He cannot be 

ipped or choked 
have hie tail 

heared  otf. 

FlexPort 
Why be a doormon for your pet? Flex- 
Port ends scratched doors ond whining. 
Keeps out flies, wind, roln. Gives you 
and pet complete freedom. Soft plastic 
triongles close gently ond tightly. Eosily 
installed. Send for free 
folder. Or phone (603)- 
448-1641. 

TUREN,INC. 
Etna Road 

Dept.  HG10 
Lebanon,N.H.03766 

SPECIAL 
OFFER 

RATTAN ROCKER 
World-famous rattan from Philip- 
pines. In natural hand woven cane 
seat and back. 42 high 21 wide. 
Available in lustrous walnut or natural 
finish. 

No C O D. 
Shipped unassembled.      ONLY 
Add $10,00 shipping charges 
N.J. resident add 5% lax 

99.* 

L & L I^fTERNATIONAL SALES 
Dept. H-1 

P.O. Box 236 
Falrview. N.J. 07022 

A WREATH OF RED PEPPERS 
FOR CHRISTMAS 

Choose the round wreath or a fourfootlong 
garland. For sophisticated decor there's little 
to equal bright chili pepper pods ripened to a 
ruby red in the Southwestern sun. A color ac- 
cent to equal Autumn leaves. Imagine either 
wreath or garland beckoning at your window 
or doorway. 
CHRISTMAS WREATH. 18" Diam. $15.95 ppd. 
GARLANDS, 4 FT. long $15.95 ppd. 

A   /rre   cool>kl,f,ok   tiith   v....r   or./, r   tells  how 
1^1 these    ediltlr    jupj/rrs    »,..'*;,      .0   oiy    di-<hea, 
Ine Maitereharar   „r    rhrrk   ,i<-,:. pi. ,!. 

QLD I^EXBCO ^HOP 
Patio #2 SANTA   FE.   N  M    87501  
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SHOPPING AROUND 

^ '^ 
STOCKBRIDGE TIERS 
Poly/cotton permanent press cur- 
tains 80"w. pr. 21/2" ruffles. 
Brown, gold, green, or brick red on 
creamy white. 25", 30", I., $9.50; 
36",40", $10.50; 45", 54", $13.50; 
63", 72", $16.50. Val., 10" by 
70", $4.50 ea. Add $2 post. Free 
catalogue. Country Curtains, 
HG102, Stockbridge, MA 01262. 

FOR PLANT DISPLAY 
Plants add appeal to any decoi 
home or office and these ha 
crafted genuine mahogany plant 
are ideal for displaying your gn 
"friends." Rich, beautiful mah 
any grain. 8" dia., $7; 12", $ 
14", $13; 18", $18. Ppd. U 
American Imports, HGIO, 47 Wf 
sor Rd., Asheville, NC 28804. ; 

SHUT EYE 
Sleep is king night or day when you 
don the mask; shuts out any flick- 
er of light that could disturb the 
psyche, the body's rest. Flexible 
foil and elastic bands so con- 
structed that it fits any cranium. 
$3.98 plus 400 post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HGIO, 67 Second St., 
San Francisco, CA 94105. 

SKIRTED  LOVE SEAT j 
Chippendale style with lined sk 
zippered, reversible seat cushii 
arm protectors. 55"l. Seat:21i/2' 
by 18>/2"h. From $366 dependL 
on fabric; $329 yours (9 y( 
54"w.). Shpg. chg. extra. $2 '; 
catalogue, form for free swatch^ 
Hunt Galleries, Inc., HG7810, B. 
2324, Hickory, NC 28601. 

TREASrRES 

FROM   THE   SEA 

A lovely set of six lucite napkin 
rings with assorted seashells from 
Sanibel, Captiva and around the 
world. A fresh new gift idea for 
only S14.95 ppd. per set. Satisfac- 
tion and speedy delivery guaran- 
teed. 

Windward Specialties 
Box 51, Captiva Island. Fla. 33924 

BUY 

UNITED 

STATES i 

SAVINGS; 

BONDSJ 
V 

House  &  Gard« 



SHOPPINO 
\ROUND.H 

THE CARIBBEAN 

RENCH   FLAIR 
Kclusive French design in pure 
>tton with stylized embroidery, 
'ench blue with white, brown or 
ack with gold, white with white, 
een or ted embroidery. S.M.L. XL 
'rap skirt, $26; blouse, $12, halter, 
) Ppd. Free brochure. St. Trop 
outique, HG10, Philipsburg, St. 
aarten, Netherlands Antilles. 

ARE  OWL 
uperb species 
)r an exquisite 
/ecatching 
tickpin. He's 
4K gold with 
iscinating tiger 
tone eyes 
iparkling gold 
Dior). A smart 
ostume accent, 
ead approx. Va" 
ia. Length of 
in, 2" overall. 
39 ppd. Place 
endome, HG10, 
.0. Box 386, 
t. Thomas, VI 
0801. 

MANDARIN  CAFTAN 
West Indian creation. Silk- 
screened island seashell 
print. 60/40 cotton polyester, 
machine washable, no-iron. 
Navy on white, brown/black, 
blue/green or chocolate on 
white (state 1st, 2nd choice). 
S.M.L. Slit to knees. $59.59 
pod. the Grand Closet, 
Grand Hotel, Box 1339, 
St. Thomas, VI 00801. 

MANDAIilN BLOUSE 
Attractive & eieRant emhioidorcd 
blouse—Mandaiin collar with lon« 
sleeves—100'/,^ ("loKon. ("an ho worn 
over slacks oi- loiiK skirls. Availal)l<- 
in French I5lue with White, or While 
with White. Si/.es S,M,L,XL. 

Price-Long Sleeves $25.00 ppd. 
Short Sleeves .$23.00 ppd. 

Also available in V neck- 

ST TROP BOUTIQUE 
ST. MAARTEN 

Netherlands Antilles 

HAND EMBROIDERED LINENS 
AN UNUSUAL VALUE 
oi)|" elf. 

KlttinK :loth and napkin set of 
eas.v wash, fine coUon coloreri applique 
witti scaliopert edtre in choice of blue, 
tureen. >eIlow or pinit borders. Made in 
China. Ihe band woildnanship on each 
talileclnlh is outstandinf?. I All sizes be- 
fore bemmin'.'l . 
Tablecloth 45x45/6 napkins . 
Tablecloth 54 x 72/6 napkins . 
Tablec'oth 72 X 90/8 napkins 
Tablecloth  72x126/12 napkins 

lis. 
$24.50 
$35. 
$45. )<;,« .,/(( 50  for 

The New Amsterdam Store 
P.O. Box 4 Curacao, N.A. 

Handmade 
WEST INDIAN 

STERLING 
BANGLE BRACELETS 

The pair   $25.95 

Priority mail, insurance & 
handling - $2.00. Send 
check or money order to 

A.H. RUSE GIFT SHOPS 
P.O. Box 750 

St. Thomas, V.1.00801 

ORBIT WATCH 
Today timing Panorama orbit watch 
has 17-Jewel Navarre Swiss move- 
ment and one year guarantee. Trick 
here is the sparkling, twinkling effect 
around the face. Looks as if it's set 
with precious stones. Second hand is 
a floating red orbit. The band? Any 
color you choose. The price? Just 
$16.95 air postpaid. 

PLACE VENDOME P.O.   Box   386 
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands 00801 

BeautiM Bargains 
From Beautiful Shops 

CHRISTMAS 
SHOPPIi^O 

11^ THE 
CARIBBEAN 
Exciting, Money-saving Free Port Buys 

ST. MAARTEN. . . 
CURACAO. . . 

ST THOMAS 
Send Check or Money Order Directly to 
Shops. Duty, If Any Payable on Receipt. 
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ITGHE 

LIFETIME 

An exact replica 
o<al920de«i9v 
BritchetSmokestone 
Lighter is degHit 
enough ior fonnal acc»- 
aora, but lighto under 
rigorow catn|)ing condibons 
loa Gumnteed ior life. Available in brass $8; 
Steiiiiv $50; Sterling with aold band $80. 
Optional monoffaronang @ $1 per letter. 

Circle lasf initial. Please 
Sterling lighters: send Brass lifters 

 Slerling/'gold lifters $1 35 postage for each 
D Check enclosed U VISA D Master Charge 
I I American Express 
Account # Exp. Hale ^ 

D PLEASE SEND FREE CATALOG 
Name  
Address 
Cih 

The Classic 
$39.95 EA. 

NOTE 
WATERFALL 
* FRONT 
EDGE 

[ You have seen 
this classic 
chair before. 

,  it looks 
■   expensive 

doesn't it? This 
classic Bruer chair 

comes in natural or walnut finish. 
The base is chrome with a hand 
woven cane seat and nonscuff 
glides. The side chair is 39.95 
shipf>ed 4 to a canon and the arm 
chair (not pictured) shipped 2 to a 
canon 49.95 EA. Naturally your 
satisfaction guaranteed. To 
exfjedite your order phone us or 
send check or money order or 
charge MC/BA. Please include your 
expiration date. 

LIFESTYLE DESIGNS, 
P O BOX 58371. DAULAS. TX. 75258, 
TEL 214/7472188. 

SNAKE 
CHAIN 

BELT 
You'll love this fash- 
ionable narrowed 
look belt so neces- 
sary for today's 
styles. It has a love- 
ly double looped 
clasp and comes in 
no tarnish gold or 
silver finish. Size S, 
M, L. A truly indis- 
pensable wardrobe 
accessory! An ideal 
gifti 

$5.98 
plus 500 

postage & handling 
Buy  two—one gold,  one 

silver  lor   $10.98 
plus  50c  postage 

N.y. residents 
please add sales tax 

B. ZIMMERMAN, oept. HG IDS 
420  East 23id Street, New York, N.Y.  10010 

A GARDEN IN 
YOUR BATHROOM 

PLANTS 
u>«,FLOURISH 

IN 
NATURAL 
MOISTURE 

Replace tank top with 
POTTY PLANTER. Specially 

designed wicks absorb 
the fresh tank water. 

Instructions included for 
growing plants in 

minimum light. White only 
— fits standard tanks. 
$11.95 + $1 00 pstg. 
Plants not included. 

GABRIEL ROGERS CO. 
11 Little Fox Lane 

Westport, CT 06880 

SHOPPING AROUND 

WHAT-NOT BOX 
Reproduction Of an Oriental curio 
c. 1700. Lined in parchment, brass 
fittings. 4" by 4" by 5", $19.95. 
5" by 5" by 7", with drawer, 
$24.95. Ppd. MC/AE/Visa. Color 
catalogue, 250, with $1 coupon for 
first purchase. Oriental Arts & De- 
sign, Dept. HG1078, 590 Common- 
wealth  Ave.,   Boston,   MA 02215. 

PAMPER YOUR  PET 
Keep pooch or kitty warm 
cold weather with this heate(' 
pad.   Thermostat   maintains 
stant  heat;  water-resistant c, 
chew-resistant   cord   won't    _, 
loose. 17" by 25", UL listed; 
garage,    basement.   $12.98 
Walter Drake,  HG86  Drake i 
Colorado Springs, CO 80940, 

GROOM THE BATH 
There is no need to have ugly 
cracks and openings around your 
tub, sink or basin. Seal them up 
with self-sticking tape. Merely 
press tape on clean, dry surface, 
11 foot roll, $2.98 plus 600 post- 
age. Order from Anthony Enter- 
prises, HGIO, 67 Second St., San 
Francisco, CA 94105. 

HOLIDAY LABELS 
Red/green on white labels 
pressure-sensitive. Stick to p; 
foil, plastic. 13/4" by 1/2"- Adc 
or message: 4 lines, 20 letteri 
line. Specify "tree" or "tree 
people." Plastic sleeved dispet 
225, $4; 450, $6: 1,000, $12< 
500 post. Bruce Bolind, HGIO; 
lind Bldg., Boulder, CO 80302 

Damascene Stickpin 
From Reed & Barton 

Rare art medium, a mix of 
time-honored metals, gives 
an exciting dimension to 
lewelry. Permanently protec- 
ted to bring out its depth 
and richness. 

$10 plus $1 postage. 

The Jones Store Co. 
1201 Mam Street 

Kansas City, Missouri 64105 

These beautiful sheets .ire m.ide from finest lOtKi 
woven acetate satin, with 225x76 thread count p( 
s(j inch.  Soft, comfortable, durable   Custom era 
workmanship for lasting fit.  .Machine washable! 1 
shimmering champagne, white, blue. mint, lilac, s: 
grey, hot pink, orange, red.brown or black. 

Each set   1 fitted & I flat sheet. 2 pillowcases 
Twin Ml' Double S.U • Queen S38 • King S44 
3 letter monogram S4    Add S2,50 postage. 

We accept AE. MC. Visa, check or m.o. to; 

<:SvjE£.t   J^xtami. bu J\e.niia      { 
Suite 70 J J ^ 
468Park Avenue South.NY. N.Y  10015        "I 

Write for free color catalog of our bed & bath itin 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

UFFLED TABS 

retty tab curtains of polyester/ 
Dtton blend. White or eggshell, 
0" wide; lengths: 36", 40", $19; 
5", 54", $20; 63", 72", $23; 
1", 90", $27. Add $2 post. You 
lay also choose from fabrics in 
ample set, $3. Free color cata- 
gue. Constance Carol Inc., HGIO, 
DX   899,   Plymouth,   MA  02360. 

READING ANNEX 

An attractive bathroom accessory 
holds two rolls of toilet tissue and 
provides a handy space for maga- 
zines. Handwoven rattan in lacy 
design. 10" by 4" by 18" h. 
$12.95 plus $2 post. If painted 
white $2 extra. Catalogue is 250. 
Fran's Basket House, HGIO, Route 
10, Succasunna, NJ 07876. 

:TTER FOR BUTTER 

ystalclear Lucite server locks in 
ivor, looks elegant. Slides open 

expose just what's needed, 
OSes tightly. A glance shows how 
uch is left. 55/8" by 25/8" by 
'^" high, fits all quarter pound 
icks. $8.98 plus 600 post. Coun- 
/ Gourmet, Dept. GRE, 512 S. 
ilton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

FRAMELESS FRAMES 

Turn borderless snapshots into 
display pieces. Teasel back. Pho- 
tos hand mounted on hard board, 
protected with high quality gloss 
finish (matt finish 500 extra). Send 
35mm, 110, 126 borderless snap- 
shots. $4.75 each, ppd. Frameless 
Frames, HGIO, Box 52728, Atlanta, 
GA 30355. 

Tapestries from France, Belgium & Italy 

SJliI \   UKII   \'l   \l. 

Add SI.50 for postage 4. Insurance 

• beautiful, woven repruductious are available in sizes 
piu HI iiiilies up to 21 teet, in either KMI'* eotton or 
")1. .Ml M.l.l with a -MONEY BACK (JUAliAMTEE". 
/es iNc scenes to fit any deeor. 

r~Send $] .00 lor full color brochu~\ 

LOVELIA   ENTERPRISES,   INC. 
Box   1845   HG,   Grand   Central   Station 

New York,  NY.   10017 

THE SPLASH-ENDER " 
KEEP  SHOWER  WATER   IN  THE  TUB  AND  OFF  THE   FLOOR 

Because the inside of the tub curves at the two 
ends a shower curtain cannot hang completely flush 
to the wall. This results in a small gap where 95% 
of all after-shower water originates. NOW YOU CAN 
CLOSE THAT GAP. The amazing new SPLASH-ENDER 
fits snugly to tub and wall and returns the water to 
the tub keeping floors and carpeting dry. A package 
of 2 SPLASH-ENDERS comes complete with caulking 
cement providing all you'll need to waterproof your 
tub shower in minutes. Send $10.95 per set to 
"SPLASH-ENDER"  c/o 

Lifestyle Specialties Co. 
Engelwood, Colorado 80151 ■O. Box 299 

ctober, 1978 

THE ORTIIOOOMFORT PILLOW 
Designed by an orthopedic doctor and recommended to re- 
lieve muscle tension, backache and the pain of arthritis . . . 

WHILE YOU SLEEP! 
Monogrammed, machine washable polyester satin cover- 
polyester filled. Indicate 3 initials and choice of color: Ivory, 
White, Pale Blue or Pale Pink. $29.95 with lace border; $26.95 
without lace border. $1.50 Post. & Handl. Mail check or M.O. 
to: 

iiiiR SWEET mum, m. 
53 Yonkers Avenue, Yonkers, N.Y. 10701 

Potent  Pending N. V. 5.   Res.  Add Sales   Tax 
Send  for our iree catalogue  /or more orthocomiort designs. 

LEATHER  SOFA 
Quality speaks for itself! This 
sofa is made of the finest mate- 
rials and is available in over 50 
rolors of Top Grain Leather. 
Matching chair and ottoman 
available. H 35 W 86 D 38 
PRICE $999.50 

(Pi ices siihject to change) 
Shipping charges extra. No C.O.D. 

st-nii  ^l.ltO  jar  hruchtir,- 

CAROLINA LEATHER HOUSE, Inc. 
Dept. HG-52, P.O. Box 5023 

Hickory, N.C. 28601 (704-322-4478) 

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS 
at a price he can afford 

Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from 
one of America's well known dia- 
mond cutters. Pay only actual mar- 
ket price. We refund all monies 
unless your own appraisal shows 
value i/i to Vz higher. 
Over 5,000 styles $100 to $100,000 

Send for FREE 92-PAGE CATALOG. 
EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP., Dept. 12 

Empire Slate BIdg., New York, N.Y. 10001 

NAME     

ADDRESS   

  ZIP   

sauna 
Exercise Equipment 
Steam - Whirlpool 

Jacuzzi, Kohler, Hastings 

Baths International, Inc. 
101 Park Ave., Mezzanine 

New York, N.Y. 10017 
Please send for FREE literature 

or call collect 212-421-4727 

Name .  

Address  

City  

State  -Zip. 
HG1078 
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CaU 617-749-7830 Or write The Talbots, Dept ZN, Hingham, MA 02043 
Visit our stores in Hingham, Acton, Duxbur>', Lenox, Osterville, 

So. Hamilton, Mass.; Avon, Hamden and l<idgeficld. Conn. 

BUY WHOLESALE 

S4S3   cOr« 
Outside:   L86"   D34"   H32" 
Inside:   L64"   D21"   H16" 
Arm  Heicht  26" 
(r452 Loveseat Available) 

"The World is Our Market" 
■'You can get what you have 
been looking for . . . value 
durability, comfort and qualify." 
Send $2.00 for catalog of pieces 
we manufacture at wholesale 
prices. Also, available 178 page 
catalog of all types of fine furni- 

  ture   at   discount   prices.   Send 
$5.00 refundable with first pur- 
chase. Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

P.O.   Box   2314 

National Furniture   ^^rs!S'„%'r/,,    , 
and Fabric Sales      IVrTun^''^^^,.   * 

pm'iffve vm cmen 

Completely remove pet odor and stain 
from carpets, drapes, upholstery. For 
all pet accidents! Two 8 oz. spray 
bottles per kit (16 ozs total). Specify 
A' Kit (stains): B' Kit (odor); or 
A & B' combo Kit Must work to your 

complete satisfaction or money back! 
$6.50 ea. Kit + $1 post. 2/$12.99 ppd. 

Save 30% and more: Quart refills for 
your Kit $8.45 ea . 4 for $28. 73. Add 
$1.40 postage  Immediate Shipment. 

American Century 
135 So. LA BREA Ave.. Dept. 1098 
Box 36277, LOS ANGELES, CA. 90036 

DANISH  STYLK 
lULL  SIZE  LOUNGE  fJIAlK 

European Imported solid hitrdwood frame, 
walnut finish with authentic curved Dan- 
ish arm. 28i.''2" wide. 29" high. Thick 4" 
polyurethane foam seat cushion. 22" x 
22". 3" thick back cushion. 17" x 22". 
Your choice of expandable supported vi- 
nyl, or heavy tweed fabric. Olive. Tan- 
gerine. Black. Blue or Tan. Or furnish 
two yards. 5-1" wide, your fabric. Cush- 
ions zlppered.   fully welted reversible. 

Send 75<} for mmple swatches and 
complete Dovish livino room catalog 

Shipped  unassembled. 
easily set  up  in   10  minutes 

No C.O.D.'s 
Shipping charges collect.     S49.95 

.Send check or monty order. ^ 

GENADA IMPORTS 
Dept. JIO, P.O. Box204.Teanecl<. NJ07666 

.v../.  Itesidenla add 5%   tax. 

•Curtain 
I ^      Classic Colonial Gingham 
' r These are the same authenlic gmghams as featufed 
H in our store Our customers love Ihe extra fullness 
11  (78   wide) and the perky 3" ruffles. Available in red/ 
ewhtte. blue/while, yellow/while, green/whde, pink/ 

white, or brown/white Polyester and cotton Perma- 
P   Press The checks are '/*' 

ORDERS SHIPPED PROMPTLY- 

COLONIAL CLASSIC CATALOG >^^ 
with fabric samples'^^^ 

CURTAIN CORNER 
V   Paradise Green. Dept. GIO. Stratford. CT 06497 
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24 .....    7 00 
30" 8 00 
36' .    9 00 
45" 10 50 
54" .... 11.50 
63" .... 12.50 
72' .... 13.50 
Val 54x11   4 75 
Ties .pr      100 
Check  MO, Of      | 
M,*s er Charge Of 
Visa Aaaj2ship 
pmq Money Back 
Coat afileed' 

J 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

KITCHEN DELIGHTS 

The professional cook and amateur 
barbecue chef alike will be sure to 
find that perfect piece of kitchen 
equipment in this unique cata- 
logue. Also, hundreds of herbs and 
spices to add excitement to your 
food and life! Send 500 to The 
Wooden Spoon, Dept. 127 Rte. 6, 
Mahopac,  NY  10541. 

CHARMING FOOTSTOOL 

Graceful piece has cabriole curvei 
legs and a bow curve on all fou 
sides, it's 14" sq. on top, standj 
12" h. Comes covered but tot 
pad lifts out for easy recovering 
$29.95 plus $6 shpg. SOpage fuit 
niture catalogue, fabric samples| 
$1. Magnolia Hall, HGIO, 11\ 
Andover. Atlanta, GA 30327. 

NEVER TO RETURN 

For the female who has unwanted 
hair on face, arms, legs, we pro- 
pose Perma Tweez. Battery oper- 
ated device removes hair perma- 
nently and with professional re- 
sults, does not puncture skin. 
$16.95 ppd. General Medical Co., 
HGE-83, 1935 Armacost Ave., W. 
Los Angeles, CA 90025. 

CORDLESS CLOCKS 

Coffee mill clock in antique browr, 
finish, black cast iron top, stands, 
111/2" h., 7" sq. base; $27.95! 
Skillet clock, 8" dia., satin blaci 
finish; $21.95. Ppd. Each run< 
about a year on one l'/2V battery, 
white Roman numerals, hands. El, 
gin movement. House of Websterv 
HG108, Rogers, AR 72756. 

A large selection 
of unique sterling 
silver gifts of high 
quality, beauty and 
taste available only 
trom House of 
Traditton. 

Wf.Ie for FREE Drochure loday 

Aidless. 

DI»  

zio _y 

166 Lee Avenue/Brooklyn New Yoik ll?ll Deni KIO 

FIREPLACE NECESSITY... 
Distinctively designed fireplace furnish- 
ing ideal for every home fireplace. Starts 
fires without kindling...portable unit 
with propane fuel. Also ideal for lighting 
barbecue and wet or dry campfire wooef 
Includes everything needed to light a; 
fire in seconds. $31.95, ppd. AMPRO' 
Industries, P.O. Box 668, South Pasa 
dena, CA 91030. 

House  &  Gorder 



SHOPPING AROUND 

JCENIC MUGS 
deal gift for coffee lovers. Winter, 
spring, Summer or Autumn Cur- 
ier & Ives scenes in full color on 
genuine porcelain with 22K gold 
rim. Each mug is $3 plus 50^ 
30st. or, set of four, $9.98 plus 
El.50 post. American Consumer, 
>pt. CAI57, Caroline Rd., Phila- 
Jelphia, PA 19176. 

AMUSING HANG-UP 
Noted cartoonist's whimsical illus- 
trations and messages displayed 
in 91/2" by 12" black with gold in- 
lay frame. A "happy hang-up" for 
home or office. $5.95 ppd. #HU- 
5006. Other plaques in catalogue, 
250 (free with order). Bill Colling- 
wood, Dept. HGE-1, Box 294, 
South Miami, FL 33143. 

SMJIM 
SQQII 

-LOWER THIMBLES 
•lower-of-the-month collection of 
12 porcelain thimbles. Each has a 
different color flower design for 
jvery month of the year. Thimbles 
are y^" high; set comes in box 
ihowing flower names with pictures 
jnd months. $2.98 per set, plus 
El post. Cadlyn's Inc., Box 35249- 
HGM, Phoenix, AZ 85069. 

^^^H 
■    .xS^ 

-. i»«^. 
f.^^- 

^i^r ^ ^^^U^- 
Hv^H -^^"^•"-•■»..»4«^ 1 ^ 

BE A MURAL ARTIST 
Wall murals you can paint your- 
self, by-the-number. Choose from 
74 designs. Kits complete with pat- 
terns, brushes, paints, $2.95 to 
$24.95. Catalogue 350 plus free 
$7.95 certificate with $14.95 pur- 
chase. Write to Magic Murals, Dept. 
HG-810E, Box 8500, Fountain Val- 
ley, CA 92708. 

25" high, 
with 

a 15" dia. top. 
Perfect for small 
plants, telephone or 
for nik naks. 
Styled with 4 feet in- 
stead of 3 for added 
strength and stability, 
iviade of select 
western hardwood 
and finished in rich 

hand-rubbed 
walnut. 

fully $47.00 
assembled +S3.00 
Shipping, Calif- 
residents odd 6% 
Tax 

For brochure, 

enclose $1,00. 
(Refundable with order) 

CASTLEWOOD FURNITURE MAKERS 
P.O. Box 3377 

2520 D-No. Ontario St. 
Burbank, CA. 91504 

TRYABURKE 
ELEVATING CHAIR 
FREE FOR A WEEK. 
The Burke Chair helps you all 
the way to a standing position— 
safely and gently. Send for a 
free catalog. Then, if you desire, 
select the recliner, rocker 
or contempo-  ^^ 
rary of 
your choice. 
And try it 
free for a 
week in your] 
own home. 

ASK ABOUT 
MEDICARK 
COVER.AGE! 

PO, Box 1064, Dept, HG-1078 
Mission, Kansas 66202 

CALL TOLL-FREE 
1-800-255-4147 

October, 1978 

Handcrafted 
Solid Brass 
Oil l^mps 
It's an old idea ttiat's 
new again Light my way, ltd 
oil lannpsare indoor, 
outdoor and year round: 
use kerosene to repel bugs 
on your patio, scented 
oils indoors give off a 
warm glow. Adds charm 
that can only increase in 
value m years to come. 

A, 18" in height $18.95 
B, 13" in height $12.95 
C, 21" in height $29.95 

(green translucent globe) 

Prices include postage & 
handling, N,Y residents 
add 8% sales tax. 

Money back guarantee. 

light my way 
,",{,{ KIchtnoiKl .Wcnue     Stdicn Isldnd. .New York 10302 

cT^/zAz czHaihcinjcLif   Cottage Thimble 
Comes cuddled in its own charm- 
ing cottage cache (2x2' 2"), Pure 
pleasure from the smallest of 
treasures! Glazed earthenware 
thimble from England, "i'Schmid. 

#1823. $10.00 plus 50c postage. 

Send SI-00 for your DOWNS' 
collectible catalog. 

' Collectors Showcase 
Dept. 1410-A   6048 W. Beloit Rd. 

Milwaukee, WI 53219 

Over 120 beautifully illustrated full color pages... 550 
different, imique gift ideas unbelievably low priced! 
AH these ways to save money too: 

Save $13.50 with money-saving 
coupons FREE with each catalog. 

You save even mtire on niiiny "Early 
Bird Bargains',.  up to $5.00 on 
some items if you order before 
Decemtwr 5, 1978. 
Over 50 appetizing gifts for under 
$5.00,. .over 300 unique and 
delicious gifts for under $10,00, 

Gifts of Perfect Taste! Delicious Cheese, 
Sausage, Meats, European Style Pastries, 
Tories, Candies,,,Unusual Gifts offered 
only by The Swiss Colony- For over 50 years 
The Swiss Colony has delighted millions 
with fabulous, festive, great lasting gifts. 
All Gifts Handsomely Holiday 
Wrapped For Impressive Giving! 
On-Time Delivery and Complete 
Satisfaction is Guaranteed! 
It's fun to shop by mail... and so easy! 

ID Yes! Please rush my FREE Swiss    I I   YeS!   Please send my money-1 
Colony Gift Food Catalog to: saving coupons vioxXYi $13.50. 

. State. 

jTieSu)issColomj 
1112 7th Ave., Monroe, Wis. 53566 

.Zip_ 

Our 
53rd Year 

Dept. WR 
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^^y6>^A/d€fCtZ/e - i^o co*nJ^t/a//e /o A^/a/. 

18/8 Stainless 
b\ SUPREME 

the "go with everything" flatware that 
you've been searching for. 

We offer you this easy way to shop, the price is right and 
the pattern  is smashing 
guarantee 

no problem,  money back 
try it, you'll love it. 

Service for 8 only $61.98 

The 5 piece place setting 4 piece hostess set available, 

now   ^^OJ? only $9.98 (butter knife, meat fork, 
^/ serving spoon and sugar shell). 
'A $12 value. Extra teaspoons-$1.50 ea. 

GRANITE DISCOUNT 
Depl. HGl. NYC   Add $2 psig & hdig, NY res. add 8% tax 324 Lafayette St. 

Family Frames 

Frames that "tell it like it is", for 
3'2" X 5" ptioto available in "MY WIFE", 
•MY HUSBAND", "MY FAMILY". "Our 

Grandchildren", and 3" x 3" photo avail- 
able in "My Son". "My Daughter". "My 
Friend", "My Grandchild". All stand verii 
cally or horizontally, yii" x 5" frames 
$12.00 and 3" x 3" frames $8.00. 

To charge call (212) 490-1869 
Send SI .00 for incredible gift catalogue 
Oh! For Heaven's Sake 
Box 2671, Grand Central Sta. 
NY., NY. 10017 

Joao Isabel: 
It's the 
only    I 

you 
want 
the best. 

RUSH 
FULL-COLOR CATALOG 

Enclosed is S3 lor your Crit^iiog 
on the understanding ii s refundable 

with my purchase 

Joio Isabel. Inc. 
Designers ft Craftsmen in Brass 
120 East 32nd Street. Oepl.H 

New York NY 10016 

mmmmW'. 

m ̂
^S 

PINEHURST CHAIR 
A family favorite! Built-in comfort. 
Add a swivel, $10 extra or add a 
swivel rocker, $15 extra. Cover to 
matcfi tfie draperies or use our 
fine   fabric.   H   32"   W  31"   D  30" 
Price: Your fabric $181.45 

Our fabric $225.45 
Shipping charges extra.  No C.O.D. 

Send $1   for catalogue 

jSrj/an Koieson 
Dept. HG-195, Route 10, Box 793 

Hickory, N.C. 28601 

A great gift for Father, Son, and Friends 

DOG TIES 
Give them their own breed on a necktie. Over 70 
breeds available. Perfect reproductions, authentically 
woven in Switzerland. Exclusively ours.     $15.00 

212-895-4989   Mail Orders to 

12 C Park Avenue, Manhasset, N.Y. 11030 

Shipping 
tl.SO 

D Please send for 
free color catalogue. 

D Please send me my breed. 
My breed is  

O Navy  D Burgundy    Q Brown  O Green 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

Minijcurc Schnau^er. 

CANDY JAR COMEBACK 

Back in 1876 jars like these were 
used for penny candy. Now, use as 
canisters. Of heavy glass with an 
gled lids of antique pine, white 
knobs. 4 in set: 2 each of 1 and V2 
gal. sizes, gold foil labels. $29.95 
plus $3.66 post. Sturbridge 
Yankee Workshop, 556 Brimfield 
T'npk., Sturbridge, MA 01566. 

LOVELY LULLABYE 

Beribboned satin-covered music 
box to hang on crib, plays sooth- 
ing Brahms' lullaby. Size 2^4" by 
S'/i". White satin covers with 
nursery animal motif stitched on 
each in yellow, pink or blue. 
$14.50 ppd. Catalogue $2. Maud 
Hundley Studio, Inc., HG5, Box 
23264, Anchorage, KY 40223. 

n 

m 

I ed, 

LIHER SPRAY 

Absorb cat urine, waste odors In 
seconds with non-aerosol deodor- 
ant spray. Effective for other hu- 
man and animal odors (vomit, 
smoke). 16 oz. bottle, $4.50 plus 
$1 post. Toll free: 1-800-521-2276. 
MC/Visa. Haugen Product's, Inc., 
HGIO, 717 W. Huron St., Box 
1986, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106. 

FABULOUS CREWEL FABRIC 

From India at direct-fromimporter 
savings! Multi-color wool flowers 
hand embroidered on natural hand 
woven cotton for draperies, uphol 
stery, etc. 50" w. $14 yd. ppd 
Also ready-made bedspreads, table 
cloths. Catalogue, swatch, 500 
Gurian's, G108, 276 Fifth Ave. 
New York, NY 10001. 

1 111 

' X 

MOSTLY 
PEONIES 

$125 each 
$225 pair 

ppd. 

TRADITIONAL    ENGLISH 
FLORAL  PILLOWS our newest 
designs handpainted in off whites, 
roses, golds, salmons & blues on 
dark  hunter   green.    Patemayan* 
yarn & needle included. Our new 
address is 56 E. Andrews Dr. N.W., 
Atlanta, Ga.  (404) 261-6630.  Full 
color catalog with additional de- 
signs, $3. from: 
IMEEDLEWGRKS 
IMEEDLEPGIIMT 
P.O. Box 12427, Atlanta, Ga. 30355 

"PICTURE-PAK" 
A pocket-sized fomily album holds two photos 
Handpainted in beautiful florol designs. Gold 
finish, hinged  Overall size: t V," x ) V,", 

PmritiXmatOlftl $495eo 
Postage and hidg. 75c add.       , 

No CODS. N.J. residents, add soles tax 

FAME HOUSE ^ 
P.O.Box66 Pork Ridge. N.J.   '' , 

<'i 

House  &  Gorden 



SHOPPING AROUND 

K>9 a a JB.JuaLii A A IS a a MM 

:HEN SCALE 
gned with the serious cook in 
i, this handsome and rugged 
; weighs almost anything— 
I 10 oz. to 24 lbs. Removable, 
rust pan, easy-to-read calibra- 
;, white base. Accuracy guar- 
ed. $29.95 ppd. Paprikas 
s Importer, HGIO, 1546 2nd. 

, New York, NY 10028. 

CLOSET EXPANDER 
Make closets do double duty with 
closet space expanders. Hang an 
expand-a-bar from existing rod (no 
installation, no tools). It expands 
from 16" to 28", adjusts to de- 
sired length. $5.50; two, $10.50. 
Add 750 post. each. Write to Bruce 
Bolind, HGIO, Bolind BIdg., Boul- 
der, CO 80302. 

-LET  PHOTOS 
de with Christmas greetings, 
io quality. 2'/2" by 31/2"- Full 
•: 20 for $1.98; 32 for $2.98, 
color negative, photo or slide. 

!S a thoughtful gift with that 
eciated extra and personal 
1. Add 400 post each order, 
ps Foto Co., HGIO, Elmsford, 
0523. 

STRAWBERRY DELIGHT 
Old Foley pitcher in Victorian motif 
from elegantly embellished mold. 
Fine earthenware has design of 
blossoms, leaves, berries on an- 
tique white glaze. From England. 
Dishwasher-safe. 71/2 "h., 1 qt. 
$12.98 plus $1.35 post. Lillian 
Vernon, Dept. GRE, 510 S. Fulton 
Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 
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RICH   PRALINES 

Delicious confection, each 
boxed, mailed in a colorful 
souvenir carton. New 
Orleans Creole pralines are 
made of Louisiana Planta- 
tion cane sugar and chunky 
pecans, (Story of the candy 
recipe origin dates back 
to 1795.) One dozen $7; two 
dozen S13.50. Ppd. Kate 
Latter's, HGIO. 300-302 
Royal St , New Orleans. 
LA 70130. 

PILGRIM STRIPE 

In White or Eggshell 
poly/cotton with 
Wine, Navy, Moss 
Green, Soft Gold, or 
Brown trim. 36", 40", 
$24. 45". 54", $26. 
63". 72", $30. 84", 
90", $35. 

•THE FINEST TAB CURTAINS- 
TO ORDER BY MAIL: 

Master Charge BankAmericard/VlSA 
Telephone (617) 746-6116 Monday-Friday Only 
Add sales tax for MA (5%), PA (6%), VA (4S(). 

Add $2.00 for shipping and handling. 
Send check or money order to: 

DepiwhCcyidioHce Go/uU 
P.O. Box 899, Plymouth, Massachusetts 02360 

Color Catalog Free Fabric Samples $3 
Custom sizes. 

Showrooms Open Tuesday-Saturday 10-5 
Order "In Person" at: 

WILLIAMSBURG. VA,; 
4 miles West on Rte. 60 

Shoppes on Wythe Green 

PLYMOUTH: 
327 Court Street (Rle.3A) 

LEXINGTON: 
7 Meriam Street 

PHILADELPHIA. PA 
Chestnut Hill 

8139 Germantown Ave. (Rte. 422) 122)       ( 

$7.50 ea. 

(3  for $20.00)  Ppd. 

Itenn'iiiher the Dt'li- 
fatv SUvvr itatfirwwtl 
itintj that Aunt Sally 
asvtl to ireart* 
That Dogwood Blossom NOW 
AVAILABLE for the first lime, on 

a STICK PIN by the makers of the original Stuart 
Nye hand wrought Sterling Silver ond copper 
jewelry! Made by traditional silversmiths from the 
southern Appalachians. Satisfaction always guar- 
anteed! 

SEND   FOR   FREE   ILLUSTRATED   CATALOG! 

rff£ nm MMEK nor 
Dept.  M,  522  East  Main,  Morehead, KY  40351 

lAND-PAINTED 
^RSONALIZED 

Yc    SCARVES 
A „ J Polyester Anew  ■ ■ ■ u.j.,.,^,., . . . 21" Sq., Satin Border, 

astiable. Your name in a distinctive 

5hiice of ; 
Brown on  Beioe       Navy on  Liglit Blue 
Black on  White       Red/Navy on  White 

nrint desired name &. color clearly. 
.85,95 et!., 2 For Only $10.9i 

L    Add .50 Post.  & HaiiiU.  Each Scarf 
;hecl< or M.O. to: 

K   &   A   DESIGNS 
P.O. Box 128,  Huntington Sta.,  N.Y.  11746 

.\',1. KM,  Add Sales 'tat 

TELEPHONE^ 
TCATALOGT 

Our just-off-the press catalog 
presents the widest assortment 
of phones available anywhere. 
You'll be amazed at — 
the styles, shapes, 
colors; in onyx, wood,  1 
marble, leather, etc.;     V 
old models, new designs,^ 
period phones for       < 
any decor. All guar- € 
anteed—Just plug It 
in. They pay for 
themselves qulciily. . 

THE 
TELEPHONE 
STORE j 
315-AWalt Whitman Road 
Huntington Station, N.Y. 11746 
S«nd$1 for our catalog. Wa'llancloM i 
a $2 crodit toward* your purchaa*. 

THE  CLADDAGH  RING 
Symbol of enduring Friendship and Peace 

Interesting history supplied with order 
Send $1.00 for our col- 
our   catalogue   of   Irish 
crystal,     linen,    arans: loot Gold 

j   Top U.K. tableware and 14 ct Gold 
figurine   manufacturers; 9 cf Gold 
Many continental items. Cf«riin„ Cii„«, 
All at big savings. Sterling siluer 

Prices include insured Ali Mail Delivery. 
Important: Please include Size Required. 
Allow 21 days for delivery. 

Man's Ladies 
$130.00 $73.60 
$ 78.20 $50.60 
$ 50.60 $31.85 
$    8.90 $ 7.80 

Stephen Faller (Exports) Ltd 
DEPT.   HGIOR    INDUSTRIAL   ESTATE,   MERVUE,   GALWAV,   IRELAND 
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CAFE BRULOT SET 
Adler's 
Cafe BrulotSet 
722 Canal 
New Orleans, 
La. 70130 
[504]523-5292 

Add 2.00 for 
postage and 
fiandling. 

-     odlefs 
Cafe Brulot Set (Bowl, Tray and LadleJ. 
For making Cafe Brulot, \\^e flaming drink 
served so flamboyantly in New Orleans' 
famed restaurants and gracious hiomes, 
Silverplated bowl, tray and ladle (wooden 
handle). Original Cafe Brulot recipe 
included. Bowl, Tray and Ladle-130.00 
Cafe Brulot cup and saucer— 3.50 

Classic 
From The Orient 
$179.95 F.O.B. 

The chair that adds a smart ac- 
cent to any room setting. Bamboo 
with cane inserts expertly crafted 
in the People's Republic of China. 
Frame is torched and lacquered 
to give realistic tortoise-shell fin- 
ish. 35"h. by 18" deep by 21" w. 
Visa and Mastercharge Accepted 

Classic Imports Co. 
Box K Metairie, LA 70005 

Delectable Tradition 

KATE LVnW'S 
Famous Original New Orleans 

ciiiJiiLii nmm 
An all-time favorite made with 
Louisiana plantation cane sugar, 
rich with chunky pecans. Individ- 
ually boxed in colorful souvenir 
mailing carton. 

One dozen $7 postpaid 
Two dozen $13.50 postpaid 

Major Credit Cards Accepted 

Kate Latter's 
300-302 Royal St. 

New Orleans, LA 70130 

'KETAILERS 
^-* There's a new profit center 

for you in MAIL ORDER 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 

NEW ORLEANS 

EXQUISITE 

Authentic reproduction of a 
fine antique, circa 1784. 
English wine table is 
crafted of mahogany. 
Completely finished, with 
detailed leathery top. Dia. 13' 
20" high. $22 ppd. MC/BA/Visa o 
phone 504/891-4405. Color catalogu 
$2. The Bombay Company, HG10, 
Box 53323, New Orleans, LA 70153. 

FOR  GOURMETS 

Make delicious coffee with an Original 
French-Drip Coffee Biggin. Triple-coated 
white porcelain enamel prevents rust or 
breakage. A great gift for all who 
love great coffee. Three sizes: 
2-cup $21: 4-cup $24; 6-cup $26 
Ppd. Orleans Company, HG10, 
P.O. Box 4190, 5007 River 
Rd , New Orleans, LA 70178. 

Many of the advertisers you see in 
SHOPPING AROUND are retailers like 
you who realize that it is an easy 
step from behind-the-counter sell- 
ing to selling by mail. 

Interested'? Write to us for com- 
plete information on how you 
can sell profitably in House & 
Garden's SHOPPING AROUND 
section. 

HOUSE & GARDEN 
SHOPPING AROUND 
350 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10017 
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TRADITIONAL ENGLISH 
FLORAL PILLOWS our newest 
designs handpainted in off whites, 
roses, golds, salmons & blues on 
dark hunter green, Patemayan* 
yarn & needle included. Our new 
address is 56 E. Andrews Dr. N.W., 
Atlanta, Ga. (404) 261-6630. Full 
color catalog with additional de- 
signs, $3. from: 
IMEEDLEU^ORKS 
INIEEDLEPOIIVT 
P.O. Box 12427, Atlanta, Ga. 30355 

FAME HOD. 

jj 



FLORAL CHARM 

Magnolia abstraction silk- 
screened on #14 mono canvas, 
18 " sq. Mimi Diaz needlepoint 
design for pillow, framing. 
Kit: all materials, yarns in 
creams, blues, delicate yellows. 
$45 ppd. Catalogue $1 plus 
free b/w magnolia or azalea 
graphic, 8x10 " or 11x14". The 
Great South Graphic Company, 
HG10, 4631 Patterson Dr., 
New Orleans. LA 70114. 

EOLE  DELIGHTS 

Dy world-renowned delicacies from authentic recipes: fresh 
ou seafoods slowly simmered with onions, tomatoes, piquant 
;es. Crayfish bisque, turtle soup, seafood gumbo, shrimp 
ole. Gift packed. Six 10-oz tins $12.45; 3-tin sampler $5.99. 

. Catalogue and recipes 250. Gazins, PHG-10, Box 19221. 
1/Orleans, LA 70179. 

ID- 
FTED 

English-inspired 
in imported from 
'eople's Republic 
ina. Expertly made 
rious-sized bam- 
vith cane inserts 
at. Flame-torched 
;, lacquered for 
se-shell finish, 
ly construction. 
>ic Oriental, 
me in any decor, 
by 21"w. by 18"d. 

95, F.O.B. Classic 
rtsCo., HG10, Box 
;tairie, LA 70005. 

RICH   PRALINES 

Delicious confection, each 
boxed, mailed in a colorful 
souvenir carton. New 
Orleans Creole pralines are 
made of Louisiana Planta- 
tion cane sugar and chunky 
pecans. (Story of the candy 
recipe origin dates back 
to 1795.) One dozen $7; two 
doz^n $13.50. Ppd. Kate 
Latter's, HG10, 300-302 
Royal St., New Orleans 
LA 70130. 

iVKU   OKMst.VN HOT Ff{e.\C;fI MiRKAMP! 
What a treat! Crisp, crusty "flutes" served HOT by New Orleans' top 
restaurants Keep indefinitely in your freezer. Just pop into the oven and 
heat before serving A real delicacy' 12 LOAVES — $5.49 

PRICE POSTPAIDi  Your Satisfaction Guaranteedi 
, "FLAVOB OF NEW ORLEANS' GOURMET CATALOG — 25C 
ICilZlX^O' °^^^ H-IO.BOX 19221, 2919 LAFITTE AVE 

NEW ORLEANS, LA    70179 -y 
RefresNng! 
Invigorate your decor with this solid wood 
and cane coffee table. Available in light 
natural or light brown durable, hand 
rubbed finish. Top 36"L x 18"W x 16" 
H. Satisfaction guaranteed and only $39. 
(plus $6shpg.) Send check or charge MC 
or BA/Visa find. exp. date). 
Treat yourself! 

l4af^n^<Qf/»^ 
P.O. Box 3216,3029 N. Rampart St. 
New Orleans. La. 70177, Phone: 504/945-6650 (24 Hrs.) 

I 
CREATIVE COLLECTIBLES 

A. AFRICAN VIOLET Rene Haro 
Full color lithograph, signed 
and numbered.      $60.00 ppd. 

B. MAGNOLIA Mimi Diaz 
Complete   Needlepoint   Kit, 
18" sq. painted on 14 mono 
canvas. Cream, blue and yel- 
low. $45.00 ppd. 

Send $l.for cataloq to receive 
FREE 11" X 14" Great South 
Graphic, Flora South, by Malo 

GREAT SOUTH 
GRAPHIC CO. 

4631 Patterson Drive 
New Orleans, LA 70114 

Louisiana residents add 6% 

You're Special! 
And so is House & Garden's 

Shopping Around. Each 

month we bring you fab- 

ulous finds from the finest 

shops in the country. And 

we highlight special areas 

of interest such as Handi- 

crafts and Needlecrafts and 

Collectors. Watch House & 

Garden's Shopping Around 

special sections for the who, 

what, when and where to 

buy by moil. Need more in- 

formation? Write House & 

Gorden Shopping Around, 

350 Madison Ave., New 

York, N.Y. 10017. 

The 
English 

Wine Table 

Our i English 
wine m table 

(c. 1784) ■'is an authentic 
reproduction of a fine old 
English antique, hand craf- 
ted of mahogany with soft, 

detailed leathery top. A 
traditional favorite in Eng- 

land for over 200 years. 
Priced directly from our 
factory at an astonishing 
$19. $38 for two. Please 

add $3 each for shpg. and 
handling. Dimensions: 20" 

high, 13 ^diameter. Natural- 
ly your satisfaction is 

guaranteed. To expedite 
your order, telephone us or 
send check or money order 

or charge MC/BA-VISA, 
DC. Please incl. your exp. 
date. Send $2 for our full 
color product publication. 
The Bombay Company 

P.O. Box 53323 
Dept. HGIO 

5256 Magazine St. 
New Orleans, La. 70153 

Telephone: 504/891-4405 



Martha Ann Quilt Rack 
Laix). Sortie (..iniiMnjnkjius take a (curnx/m/rorfoni/oricr 
f<) case Die c})iU. So. our.Vctc I-.i^ihind aiu istors l)(i(l (/)<■ 

f(>rctl)()ii(ilM /<> kcci> extra 
l>laj)kcts close at hand, o/) 

((l>rettii pine stand like ours 
30"H 23'/yw iry'/yn. 

Easv Kit $24.95. 
Finished Aiiti(iur S34.9S. 
Add <>2.7ry postii^c cnrh. 

Yield House 
Dcpt.GSlOA.Box  KMM) 

N. <.<)n\\av. N.I I. ()3«(>() 

SrncI lor N'oiir l-Hl-.i: CUitalo^;! 
Fill Out Coupon Below & Mull 

/Ip. 

Enhance the beaim- of 
your home with the 

American 
Country 
Phone 

with .MODEH.N < nrn[K)nents 

Newly 
available for 
ONLY 

supply lasts 

J o 

A working 
telephone and a 
work of craftsmanship. 
The traditional American 
Country Phone — a fine work of 
art, a conversation piece and a 
practical alternative to plastic. 
Each handsome, oak-finished 
wooden wall box is skillfully 
crafted by hand. Inside, all 
modem components. With its 
standard jack, the Country 
Phone is ready to plug in and 
use. 
Guaranteed to work 
perfectly. 
If not satisfied, retum within 30 
days for full refund. Compatible 
with all CIS and Canadian 
telephone equipment. 
Christmas orders 
accepted. 
Act soon. Free gift packaging. 
Enclose a card if you wish. 
Supply limited. 
Only Newport Telephone can 
make these phones, so order 
today. 

Charge It! 
Visa. American Express. Master 
Charge. Diner's Club. Add 57.50 
for shipping. In Rl add 6% tax. 

Newport Telephone Co. 
METC BIdg, "4 
PO Box 782c 
Mewport. Rl 
02840 

Call Collect 
401-847-6398 

And charge it! 

NEEDLEPOINT  DESIGN 
#106 

Only four simple stitches are used 
to complete this original design. 
Material needs fully explained. 
Complete easy to follow instruc- 
tions $2.50. Add $.50 for postage 
and handling. For faster service 
include a self-addressed stamped 
envelope. 

PAMELA  JO  SCHAUER 
P.O. Box 989 

Key West, Fla. 33040 

DOCTORS 
LAWYERS 

Hand v/rought copper waste baskets 14", 
$26 00; matching letter baskets 5", 
$12.00; also bookends, $28.00. Avail- 
able with Cadeuceus, Scales o1 Justice, 
Club Emblem. College Seal with 3 ini- 
tials under the symbol 

^(nd check of M.O. 

GREGORY   E.   HENTZi 
18   East   Main   St.,   Dept.   HG.23 

Warren.   MA   01083 
413-436-7168 

Write foi  Free Brochure of Copper and 
Leather Goods. 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

CHOOSE ANY BREED 
Quality canvas tote bag vrth your 
favorite breed—cats, dogs, or 
horses. Original drawing trans- 
ferred onto 18 oz. cotton bag with 
bound seams, web handles, inside 
button. Specify breed. $19.50 plus 
$1.75 post. MC/Visa/AE. Free col- 
or catalogue. David-Barrato, 12C 
Park Ave., IVIanhasset, NY 11030. 

GET IT TOGETHER 
For the jigsaw puzzle fan! Any 
photo, color or black and white, 
can be made into an 8" by 10" 
die-cut jigsaw photopuzzle; your 
photo is returned unharmed. Black 
and white or colored, $3.95; plus 
$1 post. Write to Cadlyn's, 
Box 35249-HGlO, Phoenix, AZ 
85069. 

MONOGRAMMED SMOCKS 
Ideal for gardening or deal 
roomy front pockets. Polye: 
cotton, one size fits all 
green/navy, skipper blue/grec 
yellow/navy. Monogram: 
green or white. Specify color: 
initial. $15, add $2.25 post, 
color catalogue. The Talbots, 
CV, Hingham, MA 02043. 

HANDSOME BAR 
Solid aluminum with bar 
turning, counter height. 25'/ 
43% "h. overall. Welded; 
and foam cushions. Wide sele 
of antique finishes. $123.50 
Call: 912/985-1312, or writet 
alogue, $1. Moultrie Mfg., 
HGIO, Drawer 1179, Moultrie: 
31768. 

! 

Only your pocketbook knows! 

"ANTIQUE" MOLDINGS 
19"diam. 6.95 ppd. 

Glamorize your plain ceilings with 
exciting reproductions of antique 
moldings! Easy to install — paint or 
gild to look like plaster or wood. 
They'll please the most discerning 
eye! Other sizes, designs available. 
Send $2.00 for complete decorator 
hardware catalog. 

W.T. Weaver k Sons 
(EST. 1889) 

1208 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. 
Wash., D.C. 20007 • (202) 333-4200 

Stop Fleas Safely 
and Naturally! 

FLEA-TABS... finally, an 
answer to the flea ,\ 
problem that works   ''^a'? , 
without the use of   '•''-^   \ 
chemicals found in flea 
collars, powders, 
sprays, etc. 

FLEA-TABS .   . com 
pletely safe and natural 

FLEA-TABS ... adminis- 
tered orally, everyday, will cause yoi 
pets' skin to emit an odor that only fi 
can smell. 

Most pets readily accept FLEA-T/> 
as a treat. A 100-tablet bottle lasts 2- 
months for the average size pet.    . 

Fully Guaranteed. Send $4.95 to: 
FLEA-TABS, Box 33-B, Bowling Gree 
Ohio 43402. PPD. Ohio residents adr 
sales tax. 

Master Charge and Visa accepted. 

i 



SHOPPING AROUND 

HOLIDAY HEADLINES 

je^^M:^**^ 

)LIDAY MESSAGE 
sonally written or typed mes- 
[8 to send friends. Family, home 
)tos; year's events. Choose from 
Christmas letterheads, cards, 

nchfold styles. 100 greetings, 
relopes, $23; with your photos, 
3 Ppd. Kit, instructions, 250. 
-istmas Letters, HGIO, 2919E 
irl, Boulder, CO 80302. 

EUROPEAN STYLE 
Warm, luxurious down quilts. Full 
length baffled compartments. Blue, 
peach, brown, burgundy, green cot- 
ton blend plus natural tone all cot- 
ton. (Won't slip.) Five sizes. Lofty 
goose or duck down fill. Free color 
catalogue. Write to Warm Things, 
Inc., HGIO, 36 Front St., San 
Rafael, CA 94901. 

Euery shoiuer curtain needs nne! 

if mrt coni^eteiy 
MJiftiedyeuraeaey 
wHINtoHyretomM. 

Seal-A-GiTtairi" 
FASTENER 

Seals your shower curtain or liner tightly 
against the wall so water can't leak onto 
the floor. 
• Saves you Irom mopping up aHer each shower 
• Keeps your bathroom Moor saler 
• Ideal lor use with massage sprayers 
• Fits all hinds ol shower curtains or liners 
• Installs quickly and easily In tub or stall shower 
• Barely visible when In place - Is only V4 wide 
• Will not damage curtain or liner 
• Permit: easy curiam removal hir cleaning 
Seal-A-Curtain is designed to be a semi-permaneni fixture to 
your shower The rigid wall piece adheres to your shower wall 
with ultra-sticl<y, waterproof, double lace tape that holds firmly 
for years The entire end of any curtain or liner easily snap-locks 
into this wall piece using the retainer tubing piece This creates 
a tight seal that lieeps water from leaking around the end of the 
shower curiam No more bending over to wipe up that wet floor 
No more slipping in that puddle Seal-A-Curtain is so well 
constructed it will outlast several shower curtains or liners over 
a period of years 
For each Seal-A-Curtain fastener send check or money order for 
$4 95 plus $1,25 postage and handling (noCO 0 's)to 

HOYCO PRODUCTS, INC. 
Dept. BG-10.1162 Parti Square Building, Boston, Mass. 02116 

LEATHER 
FASHION 

ANISH   PALM 
ed and preserved to last indefi- 
ely, plant has 3' spread. Needs 
water, light or care. In natural 

len or sun bleached leaves. In- 
des hand turned, brown ceramic 
t. $17.95 plus $3 post; 2 for 
9.95 plus $5 post. Tropical 
nt Institute, Inc., HGIO, Box 
«6, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33335. 

SOLUItr i LAjE 
Elegant leather soldier's chair re- 
produced by master craftsmen. 
Solid mahogany arms, legs. Top 
grain leather in over 50 colors. 
42"h., 27"w., 30"d. $379.50 
(price subject to change). Shpg. 
chg. extra. Brochure, $1. Carolina 
Leather House, Inc., Dept. HG-51, 
Box 5023, Hickory, NC 28601. 

HAND  PAINTED 
SOLDIERS 

■■HSiKHaB 

1      1                           "^ -~n 
% 

5      >.' ^ 
1   \''"' 

Ji, 1 ^^ 
Citca—1700 

sjestic military men handsomely 
imed in antiqued hand finished 
lOd. Created by Italy's finest arti 
ns. Choose from our brigade ready 
r hanging in home or office. • Green 
Juntaln Ranger • New Hampshire 
Webb's Continental • Continental 
ine • Light Dragoons • Rifleman 
VA"  X  19'/j"  in size 

$37.50 each, pair for $70.00 
Add $2.   eoch  insurance  &  handling, 

Calit_ residents add 6%  tax. 

COLLECTIONS   UNLTD. 
Dept. HGIO 

:>■   Box  9142.  Glendale,  CA  91206 

SMALL GAS ENGINE 
SERVICE MANUAL 

336 Pages cover 24 major brands used 
on over 500 basic inodeis of lawn and 
garden equipment. Money-back guar- 
antee. Send $7.95. We prepay postage. 

In Canada contact Lenbrook Industries, Ltd, 
Scarborough, Ontario M1H 1H5 

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS OIV., 
DepL HG-10 
P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212 

Address. 

I 
I 
I Name 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L 

City . 

State. .Zip. 

PERSONALIZED BELT 
14K Gold Plated frame with match- 
ing initials and tortoise shell back- 
ground. Belt made of genuine bond- 
ed leather with sueded backing. Black, 
Brown and Tan. Men's Belt l'/2" 
wide. Women's Belt 1" wide. Specify 
2 initials and waist measurement. 

$16.50  VALUE 
NOW   ONLY   $6.95   ea. 

+   $1   Post,  &.  HdlB. 
New York Res.  Add Sales Tax 

ELITE   SALES   CO. 
p. O. Box  33.  Dept. AlOl 

Brooklyn.   N. Y.   11219 

BIG Color Photo VALUES 
Enjoy the beauty of 

professional quality 

FULL COLOR photos... 

ONLY $200 
SELECT FROM 
n  ISwallets plus FREE 5x7 
n Three 5x7 plus 6 wallets 
n One 8x10 enlargement 
n 24 mini-wallet prints 

Send your favorite color photo or negative 
(returned unharmed). Wonderful for swap- 
ping or as gifts for family or friends. 

GIANT 3 ft X 2 ft B & W 
Photo Poster made from 
your favorite snapshot. 
Original photo returned un- 
harmed. 

$3.95 
QUALITY GUARANTEED! 

Add 500 postage & handling per selec- 
tion. Add an additional 500 for super- 
rush first class service. Poster rush 
$1,50. NY residents add NY sales tax, 

VALUE STUDIOS Inc. 
HGIO,   S300 21st Ave.,  Brooklyn,  N.Y.   11204 

Most men's clothing 
stores, even the so- 
called "specialists, " 
have successfully ig- 
nored the very exist- 
ence ol the Tall, Extra 
Tall and Big Ivlan by sell- 
ing you outdated styles 
in hard - to - find sizes 
at outrageous prices 
Not so in the world 
famous KING-SIZE 
Co, catalog We cater 
to Tall, Extra Tall and 
Big Men with the world s 
greatest selection ot 
footwear and apparel in 
hard-to-find sizes all 
reasonably priced 
Shirts. Slacks. Jackets, 
Jeans, Suits, Sweaters, Sportswear, Work 
Clothes, etc with Sleeves to 38 ", Necks to 
22". Inseams to 39", Waists to 60" and 
Shoes and Boots to 16 EEE Everything is 
Guaranteed to satisfy completely look, 
fit and quality Before and After wearing 
washing and drycleaning or Money Back 
Don't put up with second best any longer 
Send lor your FREE 116 Page Full-Color 
KING-SIZE Co catalog Today There's no 
obligation, and no salesman will call 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 
My Telephone Number . 

Ares 
Height _ 

Name_ 

. IWeighl. 

Address. 

City  

Zip- 

g|-<inG-Si ,^ ?78eKlng-SlMBI()J 
■P Brockton. M« 0240? 



THECmVIIOCPOR 
COOKSAND 

3-piece. acrylic 

Mirrored 
Centerpiece 

Sparkling reflections for elegant dining 
and entertaining 3-pc. acrylic mir- 
rored centerpiece (35" x lOVz") has bev- 
elled edges and cork back. Matching 
place mats (19" x 13") available. A 
stunning gift idea 

3-pc CENTERPIECE $50. plus J3 postage 
PIACE MATS. S20. plus {1 50 postage eacli 
Send check or M 0 . Calif add 6% sales ta« 

THE PERFECT SETTING 
PO Box 7090. San Diego. CA 92107 

COLLECTOR'S PLATE 
Become a charter member in the 
official Norman Rockwell Collec- 
tor's Club. This rare, early Rock- 
well "Doctor & Doll" plate is lim- 
ited—only one per order. $18.95 
ppd. Plate is of fine china. A 
great find for collectors. Write to 
Trein's, HGIO, 201 W. 1st., Dixon, 
IL61021. 

FOR SHARPENING EASE 
Handy accessory for any desk is 
battery powered pencil sharpenerj 
Covered with sturdy, honey browi 
color belting hide leather. 43/^'^ 
high, 3%" dia. operates on bat, 
teries (not included). $9.50 ppd,. 
International Elf Products, HG108, 
1 Fisher Dr., Mt. Vernon, N\ 
10552. 

Orders received by Dec. 1 stiipped by Dec. 15 

(Table cjecoralions not included ) 

CUSTOM BEDSPREADS THAT FIT! 
That's what you get when we quilt and 
design your fabric to your bed's dimen 
sions Beautifully tailored from your 
fabrK and superbly constructed. All 
qualities you need for the ultimate in 
decorating Let us match or contrast 
pillows, valances, drapes and head 
boards from your (abnc Write today 
for Color Brochure for 
only '100 We've been 
experts m custom spreads 
lor over 25 years 

Box 191 - Dept. HG-108 
Southern Pines, N. C. 28387 

Protect your silver witti genuine 
Tarnisli-Proof Pacific Silvercloth 

AMERICA'S LEADING 
SILVERSMITHS 

IMMEDIATE 
DELIVERY 

Holds over 
125 pieces, (large size shown) 

Pad converts your drawer space Into a silver 
chest. Prevents tarnish and scratching: silver 
is always ready to use. 

SIZE:  lli'4" wide X 15" deep x ,. ^^ 
2'/2" high. Holds over 100 pieces. $9.95 
SIZE: 17V2" wide X 13%" deep x 
2'/2" high. Holds over 125 pieces. $10.95 

ADO $1 60 FOR PACKING & POSTAGE 
FOR EACH UNIT ORDERED 

BARRINGTON    SPECIALTIES 
P.O. Box 154>'G, Barrington, R.I. 02806 

A Genuine Diamond  
... makes this delicate snowf lake a 
gift for someone special. The elegant 
16 inch "S" chain and diamond 
snowflake are accented with a 22 karat gold finish. 
Each comes in an attractive gift box. $10.00 ppd. 

Kerris Creations    181 Knight St.    Warwick, R.I.    02886 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

LOOK SLIMMER 
Slenderbelt takes inches off the 
midriff with its controlling Lycra 
and double layered front zipper 
panel that eliminates bulges and 
gives strong back support. Give 
waist size in inches. 24"-34". 
$5.95; 36"-44", $6.95 plus 750 
post. Honor House, Dept. 173SG- 
79, Lynbrook, NY 11563. 

CALICO CHARMERS i| 
Red, gold, green, blue, or browi 
ground on noiron cotton blend, 
70"W. a pair, 21/2" ruffle; 24", $6 
30"l., $7; 36", $8; 45", $9; 54"- 
$10; 63", $11; 72". $12. Valance, 
$3; tiebacks, $1; post. $1.7^ 
Brochure/swatches, $1. Mather's 
HGIO, 31 Main St., Westminsten 
MD 21157. 

1906 Calendar 
you can use in 1979 
If you have a 1906 calendar, use it in 1979. 
The days and dates correspond exactly Or 
hang our charming replica of a 1906 calen- 
dar on your wall. Measures 11" « 17", with 
12 pages, printed in two colors on quality 
paper Each month has a turn-of-the-century 
illustration of children at play For home, 
office, gifts, J5 95 each, postpaid 

Stuart Frederick Publns, Dept. H6. 
Box 380, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 

Handsome jewelry case, cus- 
tom designed for woman or 
man. Each one handmade in 
the Orient of rich rosewood, 
beautifully carved and finished, 
gleaming with solid brass fit- 
tings and lock. Lined with 
cushioned gold silk, with lift- 
out tray. This jewel of a box is 
worthy of your finest treasures. 
Dimensions 10"x6"x4i/4 "■ Lim-l 
ited quantity available. This i^ 
special! Send only $.39.00 to     * 

P.O. Box 287.3, La Jolla, Ca. 92038* 

House   &   Gorder 
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VER NEWS 
total look of upholstery. "De- 
ers' Choice," bench is 18" by 

by 22'/2" I. Various grades, 
IS of fabrics. From $87; $79 in 
- fabric (21/4 yds. 54"). Send 
or catalogue and form request- 
fabric samples. Hunt Galleries, 
, HG7810, Box 2324, Hickory, 
28601. 

INSTANT SPELLER 
World of words at your fingertips. 
The 6,000 most commonly mis- 
spelled words correctly spelled, di- 
vided, accented. Press release tab, 
it opens to desired page. No pages 
to turn. $4.99 plus 850 post. 2 
for $8.99 plus $1 post. J.W. Hoist, 
Inc., Dept. HG-108, 1864 E. US- 
23, East Tawas, Ml 48730 

RDINAL PLATE 
en from original needlepoint de- 
is, this is the first edition in 
lerican Songbirds Series." Fine 
arian china, gold rimmed, edi- 

of 7,500. Unique production 
iniques. $25 plus 750 post. 
770. Downs' Collectors Show- 
B, Dept. 1410-X, 6048 W. Beloit 
, Milwaukee, Wl 53219. 

CONTACTS' HIDEAWAY 
Distinctive [personalized brass case 
keeps lenses and lens solution in 
one place for wearer's conve- 
nience. Contains mirror, two lens 
pockets, bottle for lens liquid. 2" 
by 2" by 1/2 "• With initials, $7.50 
or 3 line name/address, $8.50. 
Post. 350. Bruce Bolind, HGIO, 
Bolind BIdg., Boulder, CO 80302. 

European Energizer 
5WISS precision, contoured for 
?asy grip. An overall body and 
acial toner. Internationally 
(nown —used by experts Ac- 
:essories, instructions and cord incl. 
JL & CSA Approved 

$12.95 complete 
Postage and hdig   SI,00 add 
NYS residents, add sales tax. 

WITCO, INC. 
Box 770    Madison Sq. Sta. 

New York, NY. 10010 

RUGGED CANVAS DUFFELS 

1 Hockey Bag $29.95 
<15" Ship.    1.85 

.   lanoe Bag     26.70 
)  xll" Ship.    1.75 

3 Medium  Seaman's 
Duffel   21.45 

22'xU" Ship.    1.65 

4 Small Seaman's 
Duffel  15.95 

18"x9" Ship.     1.55 

5 Seaman's Kit   9-95 
i9"x5"     Ship.   1.45 
Bags made with 2 zipper heads that 
can be locked when traveling. 

Navy - Breton Red - Avocado - 
Brown - Yellow - Sand - Natural 

CALL  TOLL  FREE  NUMBER 
1-800-341-9674 

PORT CANVAS COMPANY 

Box  HG  Kennebunkport,  ME 04046 
'Quality Handmode Canvas  Products." 

Send for our FREE catalog. 
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A French cafe classic, now available in les*Etats Unis. 
Th« b«««: Cast from authentic 19th century French molds, 

.* ; using the finest cast iron: the rich cedar green 
••^;.V ,.     finish is durable baked-on lacquer. 

top: A circle twenty-four inches in diameter 
Irich white %" Vermont marble, with deep 

[^een marbleizing. 
,   The complete table: Twenty-six and three- 

h— quarters inches high, very handsome, 
^very sturdy, very French. You won't 

find this table in any store in the 

$195. 
base and top, postpaid. 

For faster service you may 
order by phone. Call loll 
tree, 1-800-421-4688. 
Ext. 2-13. Cal residents 
caU. 1-800-252-0207. 
ExtZ-U. J 

Please allow four 
weeks for delivery 

Bow & Arrow Impmrts, 
I Anrow Street. Canjbridge, MA 02138. 

Please send Tablti'si i" $1'),S (opfs)"; il2.'i. 
 BaseCj  m i'XI (Mas'. ri'siik-n|.,,i(l<l ■")';. tax) 

L J My cfieck for $ is enckised. 
Chargelomy 'jMastercliarge U American Express (Visa 
Accl # _, Exp. Date  

Auttiorized signature  

MRy'MS. 

■TVDDRESS. 

crrv  
STATE  _ZIP_ 

"everything personalized' 

ACRYLICS 
ARE BEAUTIFUL! 

And now you can have the 
world's first catalog devoted to 
personalized acrylics. .. FREE! 
Just send us your name and 
address and you will see over 70 
personalized acrylic ideas tor 
you, your home, and gifts. 

ACHYLIC GALLERY 
A DIVISION OF GEMSTANCE 
1405 MAIN ST.     DEPT. HGIO 
SARASOTA, FLA. 33577 
813-366-195T 

r NEEDLEPOINT "^ 
COAT OF ARMS 

■^c: 
—^i-*l ■wijiB^^ Send your 
"r^f^Tx f^^^p name and \ "^^r   V  r*,<«^ g   county 0, 

origin. 
Individu- 

;' ally re- 
searched 
and metic- 
u I 0 u s I y 

hand painted 
in full color on 13 point mono can- 
vas ready to stitch. Suitable for fram- 
ing, pillows, or tapestry. Kit includes 
13" X 16" canvas, instructions. Coat 
of Arms Report, documentation, ref- 
erence source, definition of heraldry 
and ready to fill in Family Tree His- 
tory Chart. Frame and yarn not in- 
cluded so that you can select the 
wood and colors to best accent your 
decor. Order item #CN 251. 

Only $8.95 plus $1 pp. hdlg. 
SatiBfaction Guaranteed or Money Back 

CHXyitYH'S OOP' "Gio 
I      BOX 35249, PHOENIX, AZ 85069 / 

TRIM COLOR   "J ^   fo 
(Square Photo) ^ ^ °niy u    Add 50« 

lof Handig 
Includes envelopes Addtnl cards 16C ea 
Made (fom your square neg From slide 
add 50C: from color photo add Si 50 Only 
SLIM CARDS can be made from 110 neg 

SLIM 
COLOR 
|3V> X 7) 25 °"''^4 50 

Add SOi 
for Handig 

Includes envelopes   Addini   cards 20C ea, 

Satisfaction  guaranteed  of  money  back.   No   C 0 D.'s, 
Send clieck. cash ot MO SAMPLE oXer eipires Noxmber 19. 

WE USE KODAK PAPER.   FOR A GOOD LOOK. 

[MPT HG8 ELMSfORRHYiosnl PHILIPS FOTO CO. 

Twin Bed Bridge 
FOR ROOMY TOGETHERNESS 
Original Twin Bed Bridge with patented 
square rib transforms twin beds into one 
luxurious king size bed instantly. Hid' 
den bridge of soft polyurethane foam 
trives custom-made king size appear- 
ance. No ridge, no lump no gap. Saves 
money—uses standard size flat sheets. 
Saves space between beds—makes room 
seem bigger. 6' long by 14" wide. $7.95 
Add 50(? pnstiiKe A- hiindlim.-:. N.I residents 
add   5 f'c   tax.   We  .ship  promptly. 

Send Check or Money Order to - 

Box G E New Providence, NJ 07974 

MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 

QUALITY 
PRODUaS 
SINCE 1951 

9 I? 



Great styling and comfort in 

PANTS 
< DONNA - $23.95 
Easy-going  boots of glove leather with padded 
insoles. Adjustable ankle strap. Non-skid soles. 

Overall height: 6 inches. 
1 inch stacked heels. 

COLORS: CAMEL, BLACK 
OR WHITE 

SIZES 
BOTH STYLES: 
NARROW 
S'/z  througti  12 
MEDIUM 
4 through 12 
WIDE 
5 through 12 
(NO HALF SIZES 
OVER 10) 

PRANCER-$19.95^ 

Sleek, leather-like 
boots with  full 

side zipper. Soft / 
foam-lining and non-skid soles  /A 

Overall height: 8 inches 
13/4 inch stacked heels 
COLORS: CAMEL. 

BLACK.  RUST 
OR WHITE 

SOFWEAR SHOES 
1811  SAN JACINTO 

DEPT. WG-1 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002 

HOW TO ORDER: 
• Add  $1.80 for postage and handling 
• $1.00 extra for all sizes over 10 
• REFUND  IF NOT DELIGHTED 

C.O.D. ORDERS: 
If   ordering   COD.,   please   send   $2.00 
per pair deposit. > 

A   BARGAIN 
AT 

$45.00 ppd. 
(III.  Res. 

add 5".'r,   tax) 

Dept.HG, 201W.lst 
Dixon, III. 61021 

USE 
MASTER CHARGE: 
BANKAMERICARD 

NEW  FOR   1978! 
MARIAN  CARLSEN'S 

•JENNIFER AND JENNY FUR" 
Most exciting plate of the sea- 
son! By America's foremost fe- 
mole artisti The heartwarming 
subiect matter in glorious color 
on finest china assure the im- 
meciiote success of this 8 inch 
plote. A n\\ii\ for your collec- 
tion.   OrcJer   immediately! 

Call Toll Free (Outside Illinois) 
800/435-7746; 

III.  Res. 815/284-6626 
FREE:  Collector's Portfolio 

Here come the GLITTER BIRDS. 
Add a little sparkle to 

your life with stylized GLITTER 
BIRD kits. Needlepoint orna- 
ments for Christmas tree, wall, 
etc. Partridge, Peacock, Cock- 

w, atoo. Doves, Cardinal, Owl. 
^ Size approx. 4". Design in 
' color on #14 Canvas. Persian 
', wool, glitter yarn, needle, felt, 

, backing & instructions. $3.50 
5 ea. all 6 $18.95 plus 75c post 
/| & handling. 

Brochure 35<   free with order 

1070 HARBOUR  DRIVE 
PALMYRA  HARBOUR 
NEW JERSEY   08065 

BEAUTY ON 

Hand- 
cast bronze, verde 

weathered finish, outdoor 
FAUCETS:  both useful and or- 

namental garden addi- 
tions.  Choice of: Trout. 

Squirrel, Quail. Cat. Bird, Dragonfly, Spar- 
row. Butterfly, Swallow, Parakeet or Wren. 

Each $29.50 plus $1.50 post. & hdlg. 
NY residents, add sales tax. 

Imported Garden statuary available. 
Come visit our studio      Catalogue $1.50 

Importers 

14 E 41st St. New York 10017    HG10 

STUDIOS 

^0^^'^^^'^0'^^0^^'^^'^^^^^jldf^, 

% ^^    r :\3L3 i^v         /^^fKnwivkit cfun\    \ 
f ^^m^   '    •■«' -^-/   $ 
'       ^^^^^^^^^^^^By                    /Nutnen'ic :>candinavian                   <j; 

^       Q^^^^^^^^^^^B        '                 ^°'   *°^"^    samples   and    brochure               ^ 
^              ^I^^^^^^^H^B                          describing    comforters   ar>d   related               (^. 

* ^^'IKr                                              CUDDLEDOWN                                    Jh 
»'                                       ^^                                Dept. HG 8, 87 Pleasant Street.                      *- 
* Yormoutfi, Moine 04096                           IS 
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LOVING NAME TIE 
Please grandfather with a hand- 
some polyester tie hand-painted 
with names (up to 15) of the chil- 
dren. Attractive scatter design- 
white on navy, brown, green, wine, 
or black. For three names $10 plus 
$1 post. Add 500 each additional. 
Butch Hotter, Dept. B108, Box 
7219, Beaumont, TX 77701. 

t BEST BET FOR  LIGHT 
Portable lamp for patio, cam^ 
power failures.  Hook for carrf : 
or hanging. Red base, white sh? 
Plastic,   won't   rust;   runs   on 
batteries   (not   incl.).   $5.99 
$1.50  post:  2,  $10.99 plus : 
post. Easy assembly. David Ge' 
Associates Inc.,  HGIO,  380 IV 
ison Ave., NY, NY 10017 

tl) 
ntl 
10 

5 

t 

BANISH BACK-ACHES 
Portable folding bed board firms 
mattress, flattens sagging beds. 
Opens to 5'l., 1/2" thick; folds 
into four 15" sections. For home 
or traveling. For cot or one side of 
double bed, $8.95; twin, $10.49; 
double, (2 sections), $15.95. Add 
$1 post. Better Sleep, Inc., HGlO, 
New Providence, NJ 07974. 

MAGICAL CHARM 
A Scandinavian tradition bril 
good luck to your kitchen with ■ 
"charming" witch. Choose fi 
red, green, yellow, blue, or bic 
She's 9" h. $7 plus $1.50 p.: 
f^A/Visa (incl. exp. date). Call 
free: 1-800-521-5093. Bloon 
Attic, Dept. HGIO, 418 So. Wj 
ington, Royal Oak, Ml 48067. 

FAMILY CREST RINGS 

Ring jfll,  16xl4mm top, 
solid  14k gold      $210.00 
sterling   silver $95.00 

WE WORK IN THREE BASIC WAYS 
1. If you do have a coat of arms, )ust send 

us a photostat or picture of it and that 
is what we engrave. 

2. If you do not have a coat of arms send 
us your name and we'll look it up for 
you at no extra cost, or you may check 
it against our list (see below). 

3. If you wish you may design your own 
coat of arms. 

SEND FOR OUR FREE COLOR CATALOGUE 
If, in addition to our free catalogue you 
wish to get our booklet containing over 
20,000 names for which we have records 
of coats of arms and for which this jewelry 
is available, plus instructions on "how to 
design your own coat of arms". SEND US 
$1.00  (deductible from first order). 

Remember, this jewelry is also available 
with  any coat of arms,  or any other em- 
blem or design you may send us. 
HERALDICA IMPORTS. INC., Dept. HGIO 

21 WEST 46th ST. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036 

NAME SCARF. Let us handpaini your 
name on a great scarf! Choose from a 
22" poly crepe square—$8 or 15" 
45" long length scarf in sheer poly 
chiffon —$12.50. Both washable. In 
beige with brown or black script 01' 
white with brown, black, blue, red oi' 
green, please add $1.25 for post. an4 
handling. BAC/VISA, MASTER. 
CHARGE   welcome. 1 
Catalog of Persono/izedTreosures-50^ 

GIFT MART i 
4315 North Trail 

Naples,   Florida  33940 

House  &   Gor( 
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UISITE CLASSIC 
s  tea   kettle   is   trimmed   in 
brass and rare woods, hand 

rated. Has the look of fine 
jiain and the durability of 
leled steel. By craftsmen to 
nobility.  2V2   quarts.   $49.95 
500 post. Colonial Garden 

lens, HGJE, 270 W. Merrick 
Valley Stream, NY 11582. 

NEEDLEPOINT PAIR 
Elizabeth Williamson designs. The 
Carp and Butterflies hand painted 
on #18 (or #14) canvas in rusts, 
golds, creams, sea-foam greens. 
12Vi" by 15". Paternayan yarn, 
needle. Each $67; pair $124. Ppd. 
Color catalogue $3 (refundable). 
Needleworks Needlepoint, HGIO, 
Box 12427, Atlanta, GA 30355. 

IE AWAY 
native selection of papers and 
styles in letter size 5%" by 

' and notes which fold to Syg" 
%". All with matching enve- 
;. Floral prints, woodgrain ef- 
, gingham, art deco, other de- 
; in free color catalogue, sam- 

The Letter Box, HGO, Box 
Woodbury, NY 11797. 

FOLD-A-WAY TP/'VELLEF 

Look smart, be smart with bag that 
folds into matching carrying case. 
Perfect for those "extras." Bag, 
18" by 12" by 41/2"; case, 7" by 
10". Of waterproof natural linen 
with brown trim, red and green 
stripe. Complete, $10.98 ppd. The 
Village Vendors, HGIO, 37 Timber 
Rock Rd., Gaithersburg, MD 20760. 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIMIIIIItllllllllllllllllJIII^ 

Graceful, Majestic     | 
COCKATOO 

losely re- 
imblesfine 
orcelain but 
)sts far less! 
now white, 
igh-fired 
iramic 
gurine adds 
legance and 
eauty to any 
)om In your 
ome. Stands 
7" high. 
fliy $19.95 
ostage paid. 
lakes ideal 
Cmasgijt! 
atlsfaction 
uaranteed. 

Send check or = 
money order No 1 
C.O.D. Illinois res.   i 
add 5% taK. | 

(j^^-^THE WISEOWL\ 

^ZH^^ Oak Park, III. 60.102 | 

IIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIItllllltllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII7 
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«f0Hr/Improved and Patented ^M 

RUPTURE-EASER' 
NO LACES-INSTANT 

Right or leH 

$g95 

MAKES LIFE 
WORTH LIVING 
Enjoy new treedom to run, 
swim, dance. Work, play, sleep, 
even bathe wearing yout 
RUPTURE-EASER. Soft, flat 
gtoin pad holds reducible in- 
guinal fuptufe without steel or 
leather bands! No laces. Snaps 
in ftont. Comfort back flap. Ad- 
justable leg strap. For men, 
women, children. Give measure- 
ment around lowest part of ab- 
domen, state right, left side or 
double. Delay may be danger- 
ous' Order today! Enclose 
SI.45 postage and handling. 

Millions of Grateful Users! 

PIPER BRACE CO. DEPTHG-IOS 
811 Wyandolle SI , Kansas Cily, Missouri 64105 

(BACKVIEW) 

DOUBLE $1095 

Butcher 
BlocK 

liit^h   wuik   taljle 
X    24".    $1-12.00 
X   24".    $156.00 
X    30".    $194.00 

-lioose  30" dlnln£ 
tielght  table  at 

same  prices. 
Locking Sheplierd 

Casters. 
•¥1o.rin .Tflfllllonal 

Two-inch thick maple butcher block 
top, durable bench-construction 
frame. Sent express collect. In Illi- 
nois, add applicable taxes. Send 
check or money order, no C.O.D.'s 
please. 
For complete catalog of exciting 
butcher block furniture, send 500 to: 

butcher hlocK ft more 
The Schoenheil Company 

Dept. HG-I08A, 1600 S. Clinton, Chicago 60616 

Puzzle 
your baby. 

Turn your favorite baby picture into a de- 
luxe 8" X 10" Jigsaw puzzle   Full-color or 
B/W. depending on the ptioto you send 

,    It's unique. It's fun. And it's fitting. Mall 
print or negative (returned unharmed) and 

~"   $4.50 postage paid. For rush orders, send 
an additional $2.00 and we'll ship your puz- 

zle 1st Class mail the some day it's received. 

American Studios 
Oept.GH10LaCross«. wise. 54601 

FRO/W fACrORy JO YOU- 

OAK SHAKER 

LADDER BACK 

Fibre } 
Rush Seats.                  "' 

Height  4OV2                             ^., 
Seal   181/2   by   IS'/j 
Seat  height   I71/2                    p- 
Weight 13 lbs. 

Bent  Bacl< Posts. Cl^ Perfect   Motch   for ^^L»- 
Our Ool<   Round T** 
Pedestol  Table. 

Unfinished $28.95 

Walnut,  Maple,  P ine $32.95 

Send Check or Money Order for chairs. 
Shipped  Express.  Collect. 

50<   for Catalogue 

MARION  TRAVIS 
P.O.   Box   292,   Statesville,   N.C.   28677 

One 
of 

Our Kits. 
Some 

of 
Your Time. 
These days, many people would 
rather spend time than money. 
Frostline Kits"'give you the chance 
to Invest a little of both and end up 
with something extra special. The 
Aztec Vest is only one of 120 kits 
now available. From fashion to 
backpacking, we offer you the 
chance to add something of your- 
self to every project. Whether you 
are shopping for gift ideas or think- 
ing of treating yourself to some- 
thing unique, Frostline Kits is a 
good place to shop. If you've never 
seen our FREE color catalog, 
chances are youll be pleasantly 
surprised by all the things you can 
make. 

Send me my 

Free Catalog look at Frostime 
Kits' 120 ways to quality. 

Name  

Address - 

City  

Slate - -Zip- 
Savetime Callus (303)451-5600. 
Ext 900 

Mall to 
FROSTLINE KITS 
Dept,   HG108 
Frostline Circle. 
Denver. Colorado 
80241 
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MIHT YODR (m AHERICAH CHiEJKTER 
Create your own beautiful handcarved effect by painting or antiquing this 12' higl) 

figure of Americana. This month we are featuring the "Civil 

War Soldier", one of a series of six. Your character 

comes with a complete set of seven non-toxic col- 

ors and brush, along with suggested color applica- 

tions. Don't miss this opportunity to create your 

own antique which you can display in your home. 

Take advantage of this special introductory price of 

S9 95 plus $1.00 to cover shipping, by sending 

your check or money order to: 

Michaels Corp. dfif^^Pfi^' 
P.O. Box 698 01^^ 
Baltic, Conn. 06330    ^ 

For other characters in "The Early American 
Series", send 25t for a full color brochure. 

wr 

STRONGITE   SALE  AT  $35. 
The famous Strongite Tiffany 
6-prong setting in 14K white or 
yellow gold. Mounted with the 
popular Strongite imitation 
diamond with an Unconditional 
Lifetime Guarantee. Order today, 
(include ring size) only $35 plus 
$1.00 lor postage and handling. 

11116 STnOlialTL C0.Oept.3T,2West47th St.. New York.NY 10036 

Fantastic! Now anyone can BE AN 

ASTRONAUT! 
• Here's the most fabulous gift you can give young- 
sters or anyone who lil(ed CLOSE ENCOUNTERS or STAR 
WARS; Our extra large 27" Astronaut rag doll with the 
recipient's VERY OWN face! • They'll love you for giv- 
ing them another them. And dreams of soaring through 
our starry universe seeking adventure unlimited. 

ONLY $24.95 plus $2.95 
shipping & handling e3. 
(NYers add sis tx.) Faces 
reproduced  from  your 
photos. 

£        ^-^M«^      TO ORDER: No need to 
write a letter. Just print 

name and address on 
ts       back of pholots) and 

^»    \      include checli or 
•^■N,   \   Mastcrchargc  or 

W^   Visa   (number  & 
* ^"   name). Send sharp, 
  well-exposed,   front 
^B face, close-up pho- 
W to(s), with face IVj" 

or larger, color or 
biw (returned un- 
harmed). Gift Cer- 
tificates available 
immediately. 

Be Itn tstrtniut 
Dtpt. Ne«108A 

99 Prince St., NYC 10012 
Pkone: 212-925-8487 

High-quality, American made, silk screened rag dolls. 
Satisfaction assured!  One week money back guarantee. 

Decorate your home or give a unique 
Christmas Family gift. Red and 
green calico print pillow of polyes- 
ter/Cotton, filled with 100% poly- 
ester stuffing. Appliqued Christmas 
wreath. 19" square. Fam- tOft 
ily name and date per- * 
sonalized. PP"- 

Wrop your gift pillow in reuse- 
oble calico fabric bag with con- 
trasting fabric bow. $2.00 ppd. 
Sof/sfaction Guaranteed. Send 
for Free catatog of unuiual S'f^^- 

SUSAN'S ACCESSORIES 
Dept.  HG108 

SOS Dorchester Drive,  River Vole,  N.J.  07675 

1,000 TRADITIONAL & EARLY AMERICAN 
FURNISHINGS & GIFTS our25,k ' 

SKND SOC FOR CATALOG ^""' 
NEW ENLARGED version of latnous catalog includes vast & 
unusual selection ol gifts and decorating items Handcrafted 
furniture, rare prints, lamps, gourmet needs, linens, glassware, 
clocks, pewter, collector's pieces, figurines, cfiina. jewelry, 
crafts. Early American reproductions Over One Ttiousand 
Choices All items finest quality, well priced, distinctive-most 
not available elsewfiere Absolute guarantee Major credit 
cards accepted. Mail order layaway Send 50«, Name, 
Address, Zip Code. Catalog sent by return mall. 

555 Brimtleld Turnpike, Sturbrldge. Mass. 01566 
■ ■■■> —^>^w^—i^»*M   III   m m  w^^^i«^i^>#ii 

SHOPPING AROUND 

NO MORE COLD FEET 
Insulated socks are of long-wearing 
nylon quilted with Dacron to hold 
In heat. Smooth, snug fit for wear- 
ing inside boots or shoes all day 
long. Washable, won't shrink. Good 
as slippers, too. Order by shoe 
size. $2.98 ppd. Walter Drake, 
HG14 Drake BIdg., Colorado 
Springs, CO 80940. 

GIANT SMILE 
A full color poster blown up fn 
your color photo slide. 14" by 16~ 
$6.50; 20" by 24", $10.50; 24" t 
36", $15.50; Add 500 post. ea. 
you send slide or negative add f 
for each size. Lamination up to' 
ft. by 3 ft. add $4. Write to Co' 
gers Color Labs, HG108, Conger 
NY 10920. 

di 

PORTABLE DESKLET 
Woven rattan frame with smooth 
slanted writing surface to use right 
on your lap. The hinged lid opens 
and keeps stationery items handy 
anywhere you write. 12" by 14" by 
5". $13.95 plus $2 post. Catalogue 
250. Write to Fran's Basket House, 
HGIO, Route 10, Succasunna, NJ 
07876. 

FOR ALE AFICIONADOS 
Replica of Coors beer case, $32.4' 
Foot of Ale 12 oz. glass, with stan' 
$21.45. Twin Foot of Ale 12 di 
glasses, with stand, $30.50. Hi 
Yard of Ale 24 oz. glass, 18"t 
with stand, $26.95. Set: 12 oz. b«^ 
mug, shot glass, $5.80. Ppd. KJ 
pinski Enterprises, HGIO, Box 14 
Franklin Park, IL 60131. 

Memories are 
made from this. 

A pleasing gift for a loved one, a 
friend or yourself. In spite of all 
the modern stereo equipment, 
nothing is more effective than 
the gentle tones of a music box 
for carrying a message to the 
heart. 

Sencf $1   for cotofog  (refundable) 

412 Mam St Oept HG  Avon. N.J. 07717 

STERLING SILVER 
HORSE PENDANT   ; 

Max Brammer design, 
beautifully crafted In Denmark, ; 

with 18" sterling chain. 
Small (shown) PA"xl" $43, 
Also available In larger sizes: 
Medium l%"xl" $47,. 
Large 2'/2"xl%" $65, 

N.J. residents add 5% tax.   \ 
Postpaid, check or money order: 

ELIZABETH BEVIN LTD. 
Box 189, HG, Kingston. N.J. 0852JI 

i_i    s   r:L l_l 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

J KEEP IN CAR 

icite window scraper, a handy 
itomobile accessory and a great 
ft item. In leather-look vinyl case, 
ames engraved with three-initial 
onogram (underline the initial of 
st name). $10 plus 950 post. 
ie Unicorn Gallery, HGIO, 15111 
8W Hampshire Ave., Colesville, 
D 20904. 

TRICYCLE STAND 

Charming wrought iron three- 
wheeler makes an interesting stand 
for a plant or, use as a clever wine 
bottle holder. A unique gift idea 
sure to please anyone. Stands 21" 
high and 23" long. Black matte 
finish. $21 plus $3 post. Portobello 
Road, HGIO, 24001 Alicia Pkwy., 
Mission Viejo, CA 92691. 

HEVAL MIRROR 

jll-length mirror is perfect for 
lyer or bedroom. Adjust brass 
Tished rings on side for desired 
igle. Northern pine frame, top- 
jality plate mirror. 57V2" h., 26" 
.. 15" d. Unfinished, $59.95. 
nished antique, $89.95. Add $9 
3st. Yield House, Inc., Dept. 
98X, North Conway, NH 03860. 

TIME THIEF 

Is your pool robbing you of time? 
Average size Meyco safety pool 
cover takes two minutes to put on 
or remove. Keeps out dirt, leaves; 
children and pets are safe when 
you're away. Discourages algae. 
Custom made, any size. Write to 
Meyco, HGIO, 225 Park Ave., 
Hicksville, NY 11801. 

PERSONALIZED PILLOWCASES 

Make them feel special with their 
own name on one of our exclu- 
sively designed pillowcases, im- 
ported from England. "Bunny 
Sleepset" one from our collection 
of six for all seasons, all ages. 
Handprinted on no-iron cotton/ 
poly Specify either pink or light 
blue background. Accents in greys 
and grass greens. Personalized 
with any name up to 12 letters, 
250 for each add. letter. One pil- 
lowcase for $10, two for $17. 
Wash. res. add 5.4%. Allow 3 wks 
r!f>l We w'M enclose any card sent 
with order. Send ck, M.O. Visa/ 
Master  Chg.   #   with   exp  date to 

Th«> Linen Orchard 
1134-20th Ave.  Eost, Seatile, Wosh. 98112 

I WHAT HAPPENED I 
THE DAY     I 

YOU WERE BORN? | 
rri^ ®l)e^'eH)gorkSiInM.   -r^?!?': 

ROOSEVELT SWEEPS THE NATIONr 
HIS ELECTORAL VOTE EXCEEDS 500: 
LEHMAN WLWS; CHARTER ADOPTED 

Make the important dates 
in your life memorable w/ith 
a Front Page Copy of the 
NEW YORK TIMES. Name 
the exact date—Anytime 
from 1851 up to the pres- 
ent. Great for birthdays, 
anniversaries, school proj- 
ects, collectors items. $3.95 
ppd. 

THRIFT GIFT CENTER 
Dept.  HGIO 

1 East 42nd Street, Rm. 705 
New York, New York 10017 

Jc+ober, 1978 

Your 
Christmas 
Gift Books 

FREE! 
Really fresh, really homemade gourmet food gifts 
of old-fashioned goodness' Send now for your 
copies of our colorful new Christmas Books. 
Beautiful, luscious, exclusive gifts — and each is 
100% GUARANTEED IN EVERY RESPECT, 

. the one-and-only FRUIT-OF-THE-I^ONTH CLUB® 
• our world-famous Royal Riviera* Pears 
• our fantastic Cheesecake 
• Wild 'n Rare® prize-winning fruit preserves 
• cheeses, smoked meats and poultry 
• gorgeously got-up Gift Baskets 
. LOTS tWOREi 

Just send off the coupon right 
away, while you're thinking of it 
— or drop us a note We'll rush 
your books by First Class mall 

61" TWO CUSHIONED 
TUXEDO LOVE SEAT 
(available in 72". SST sofas) 

Elegant and comfortable this 
love seat is a joy to own. 
Seat and back cushions zip- 
pered and reversible: arm 
protectors included. 
From $366 each depending 
on type fabric you select; 
$318 each in your fabric- 
send 13 yds. 54". Shipping 
charges are e.xtra. 

HUNT GALLERIES, INC. 
P.O. Box 2324, HG7810, Hickory, NO 28601 

No C.O.D. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send $2 
for Catalogue and Request Form for 
hand-selected decorator fabrics. 

Set of 
four 
painted 
WOOD 
FRAMES 

TREE TRIMS 
Charming on tree framing a child or 
pet—a stocking stuffer for grand- 
parents, or a special Christmas card 
to old friends. Wood applique de- 
signs on varl-shaped enameled wood 
frames, approx. 3-33/i". Set of 4 in- 
cludes 2 red, 2 white for $6.00 plus 
$1 shipping. 

THE   STORE  THAT   STILL 
PACKS   A   SURPRISE 

CPUNTRYLIVINGJIF 
320 King St., NG10-8, Alexondrio, Va. 22314 

^is elegant pewter 
bud vase imported 
from Scandinavia 

liniM  YOURS 
llUll FOR ONLY 

$2995 
Superbly designed and hand 
crafted Connplements any 
single llower—enhances 
any setting in home or of- 
fice Special finish never 
needs polishing Attractive 
old silver look The perfect 
gitt—beautifully gift wrap- 
ped Direct Import 1/3 off 
normal retail price 

7 DAY —MONEY 
BACK GUARANTEE 
Send check or money 
order, including $2 50 to 
cover postage and hand- 
ling, to Silver n Things. 
Dept HG10, Box 30, Bowl- 
ing Green Station, New 
York,N Y 10004 (N Y resi- 
dents please add sales tax) 



TASTE A SLICE OF 
HOLIDAY ENGLAND 

And discover why these hand- 
made PERFECTGRADE Fruit Cakes 
are as much a part of the Enghsh hoh- 
day tradition as Father Christmas 
himself. A blend of freshly-churned 
creamery butter, Sussex farm-fresh 
eggs, select Eastern spices, and 
choice fruits and nuts-our superb 
cakes are available in tour varieties. 

PERFECTGRADE Fruit Cakes are 
beautifully packed in unique, colorlul 
tins depicting scenes of Brighton and 
the Sussex Village of Rottingdean and 
have been imported exclusively by us 
for your holiday entertaining By 
using the coupon below, well make 
certain the cakes you order arrive in 
time for the holiday season 

PERFECTGRADE Fruit Cakes. A taste 
of Father Christmas, from the Mother 
County. 

n Sussex farmhouse Fruit Cake $13 

IZI Sussex Almond Fruit Cake $13.50 

D Brighton Walnut Cherry Fruit Cake S13.50 

(Zl Old Rottingdean Brandy Fruit Cake S14 

Send check, money order or charge (Mo C.O.D.'s) 

O Masler Charge   D Visa   D American Express 

1111 1111 I rrrm 
eippfattofltfate Cjlifornia fesiflenls add 6% saleslax. 

in the amount of J  im 

PERfECTGRADE Fruit Cakes to be sent lo: 

Name 

Address 

City, State Zip Code 

Gill Caid enclosed )o ie3d from  

laMilionai gill oiOtn can be made on youf ilattonaryi 

^mestibles 
DEPT HGIO 

8601 HAYOEN PL   CULVER CITY, CAL. 90230 

For Guest 
RoomElan.., 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Flcgantly slyled Vaniiy Stool in "metal-bam- 
t)oo" brings a hint of the mysterious Orient to 
boudoir, bath, or powder room. Plush, uphol- 
stered cushion is available in luxurious gold, 
white, or spice brown velveteen. This bench 
measures 2ILx!2Wxl9"H. .Specify rich Koch 
brass plate (B) or Contemporary nickel plate 
(N) and cushion color. Cat. No. SVBB-IO. 
S77,75. shipped prepaid upon receipt of check. 

SANTA   (LAI'S.   INDIANA 
^tv//l'a^^ 

TREE ORNAMENTS 
Your Chiristmas tree will delight chil- 
ctren and grown-ups alike ttiis year 
and for years to come witti these col- 
orful, wooden ornaments. Handmade 
in Germany, they are double-sided 
and vary from S'/i" to 4". 

ALL SIX 
for $Q.95    postpaid 

Please send check or money order, 
R.I. residents add 6%  sales tax. 

UNIQUE DESIGN STUDIO 
Dept. 10, P.O. Box 2315 

East Side Sta., Providence, R.I. 02906 

PROFESSIONAL COPPERWARE 
Heavy   weight   copper, 
duty     nickel      lining, 
handles  .   .  . 

hot   dipped   heavy 
solid     brass     cost 

V ' 11 
Copper double boiler, ceramic insert, 
but a French gourmet's deligtit. Reg. 
$60.00 now only $39.95 + $3.50 post. 
56 p. catalog, $2. 

RETINNING   SERVICE 
Make your old copperwore reusable ogain. 
We retin and refurbish cookwcre and molds. 
Write us for price estimates. Specify items, 
diometer and   height, 

HGIO, 668 6th Ave., Nevi York, NY. 10010 
212-243-6660-MC,  Visa  accepted 

242 

SWIVEL ON HIGH 
Counter stool with vinyl upholstery 
swivels at a touch. Perfect for 
home bar or workbench, too. Vinyl 
in black, red, dark or pastel green, 
yellow. Unfinished 24", $18.50: 
30", $18.95. Add $3 for walnut, 
pine or maple finish. Exp. coll. 
Marion Travis, HGIO, Statesville, 
NC 28677. 

OLD TENNIS DAYS 
Delightful prints bring back men 
ories of early days of tennis. Han 
water-colored, they're reproduce 
from 1890's originals. Set make; 
an attractive wall grouping. Each ij 
10" by 13". Set of four, $20 ppc 
Catalogue, 250. Miss Mapp's Trei 
sures, HGIO, Box 634, Chatswortf. 
CA 91311. 

DOWN COMFORT 
Just like grandmother used to 
have, a selection of soft and snug 
comforters in a variety of cover- 
ings: down-proof satins, or non- 
skid cottons, all a joy to see—and 
snuggle under! Send for free sam- 
ples and information to Alden Com- 
fort Mills, HGIO, Box 55, Piano, 
TX 75074. 

WINDOW INSULATION 
Vinyl-backed Thermal Drape-Mate^ 
to save energy, stop drapery suj 
fade, seal out hot or cold air. Eas 
to install—slip pinhooks throug'i 
grommets. Pair: 50" by 84" (4'' 
between pleats), $27. Free brcj 
chure, swatches, price list. MQI 
Visa. Wind-N-Shield, Inc., HGICJ 
Box 1434EG, Melbourne, FL 329351 

Imported U-atlici" flippers 
JViiill.f lln.iiit- I-'ain.lK"! 

NUOE IN CANADA 
Nol Mid In ttortil 

O © 

^^Ih^^    So/rf /" Canada      /^ ^^ ^m 

Medium «ndin 

8oyi t toS'ChMl Mo 

raiom I 

l/M>UM 12 to ) 

%   fubMrrMH nN 
K t^rOuOrlOul. rubbtr r>M4l 
« coiUr. <nu>tn (imps. rubMt n«eK 

1. I«): Ch«crv   U" & [>Uck 
4  CherTY. tin. tXxh. FM. bluf & pink 

PestpaM - PavftM In US. Funte 

© 

Get rid Of RATS, MICE, 
SQUIRRELS, CHIPMUNKS 

SONITRON Model C ultrasonic trans , 
nnitter.   High  frequency  sound  wave: 
Inaudible to most humans, dogs anc 
cats—drive out rodents, and keep then 
out. No need for poison or traps. Pro i 
tects up to 2500 square feet Plugs intc: 
standard  llOv wall outlet   Complete 
instructions included. 90-day uncondr 
tional money-back guarantee 
Special Introductory price $139.50 

(List price $169 50) 
Add $2.00 for postage and handling   i 

Mass. residents add 5 % sales tax     ■ 

ANDREA'S TRADING POST 
Department HG 10, 

Tower Road, Lincoln, Mass 01773 

House  &   Gorde- 



SHOPPING AROUND 

i?p#^^^ 

.►^♦s^ 

HAPDV 
BIPTHDAV 

,jj   VCPOhICA 

JILT DESIGN PILLOW 
thedral window quilt pattern 
thfully copied for pillow kit 
it contains 12 precut squares 
colorful calico, washandwear 

jslin for background and back, 
;tructions. 12" pillow (form not 
:luded). $5.50 ppd. Quilts & 
her Comforts, HGIO, Box 394- 
:, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033. 

BIRTHDAY FESTIVITY 
Give parties that extra special 
touch with colorful, bright balloons. 
For table decor or take-home fa- 
vors. Balloons inflate to 27" 
around. Assorted colors. State 
first name, one name to set. $1.50 
per set of 10, plus 250 post. Holi- 
day House, HGIO, Happy Lane, 
Santa Claus,  IN 47579. 

V   # 

^DGE-MAKING SYSTEM 
oduce individual custom, plastic 
otected pin-back buttons. As 
any as you need with any slogan, 
:sign or photo on it. For personal 
n or money earning ventures. 
)mplete systems are $19.95 and 
). For details, write; Badge-A- 
init, Ltd., HGIO, Box 618, Civic 
dustrial Park, LaSalle, IL 61301. 

IMPORTED BOBECHES 
Watch the radiant glitter when you 
slip these elegant crystal wax- 
catchers over candle. Each bo- 
beche is 3" dia., has 1" opening 
for candle. Order design by letter 
in any quantity or combination. 6 
in set, $7.95 ppd. Crystal Classics, 
Dept HG108, 17 Orchard Farm 
Rd., Port Washington, NY 11050. 

In the tradition of 
Josiah Wedgwood 

Fine British craftsmanship 
Available: 

Wedgwood Green 
or 

Wedgwood   Blue 

$4.95 eoch  plus 75« Iff 
diameter  7" 

ii251 
postage  &  handling 

3 (one each) for $13.95 
We pay  postage. ^jgh  f„p„^, 

Polystyrene 

hgt.-8" 
it178 

diameter 

iil83 

%^n6 check  or  money order  to: 

Classique Specialties, Inc. 
Dept. HG, P.O. Box 341659 

Coral Gables, Fla. 33134 
fla,  res.  add 4% sales tax 

HOLIDAY GINGHAM 

ONLY$ 

An attractive and thougfitful 
holiday gift idea! 

Personalized gingham check stationery; name 
and address printed in modern lettering on 

each sheet (5V4 x JVi). 50 letters plus 
i 50 matching envelopes 

plus $1.00 
postage and 

^^ handling. 

Specify blue or pink. 50 extra sheets 
(not printed) $1.00 additional. New 

[_ York residents add sales tax. 

Orders totaling $10 or more 
may be charged to Visa (Bank- 
americard) or Master Charge. 
Include cardholder name and 

account number, Master Charge 
Bank No. and expiration date. 

Many other styles available. Send 
for FREE color catalog and actual 

samples to: 

the Letter SoK 
Dept. HG108 —P.O. Box 371. Woodbury, N.Y. 11797 

reserved Boston Fern 

Catalog Available - $1.00 

Once living, chemically treated 
to retain permanent beauty with 
absolutely no care. No water or 
light required. "Potted ' in white 
plastic container with detachable 
hanger, its fronds spread to 3 ft. 
Send $14.95 for large * as shov-j^ j 
or $12.95 for medium plus $3.00 
shipping by Master Charge. Visa 
(inc. exp. date i . check, money- 
order or call toll-free 1-800,521- 
5093   Sorry   no  COD. 

BLOOMIN'  ATTIC 

HGIO, 418 S. Washington St. 
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067 

■^ 

HEIRLOOM STENCILS 

These elegant, exclusive Adele Bishop designs 
make today's project, tomofrow's heirloom. 
First complete stencilers' catalog for maior 
home decorating projects includes kits with 
the most comprehensive stenciling course ever 
offered, her own large professional brushes, 
Presto-Dri ' lapan patnts, only available from 
Adele Bishop, Catalog describes the definitive 
stenciling book - rte Art of Decorative 5teri- 
Liling. Send tl OOfor full color caulog. 

\dele Bishop, Inc Dept, HO, Dorset, Vt. 05251 

CREATIVE  CANING 
KITS OF PRE-WOVEN CANE 

Save money—do it yourself—with natural 
cane for grooyed chair seats, screens, 
stereo speakers, door panels, headboards, 
lampshades, room dividers. Decorative 
cane kits include easy instructions and 
necessary materlols. Gine In 3 sizes: 
12"x12" $8.00; 18"xl8" $11.50; 
24"x24" $16.75; ppd. (Col. residents 
add 6% tax). State size, and send 
check/m.o.   to: 

T. I. E., g 
P.O. Bex   1121, 
2615 El Camino 

San Mateo, Calif. 94403 
Send 25< for CATALOGUE, Larger 
sheets of cane, hand-caning kit, and 
other   cane   materials   available. 

Delicate fishnet canopy, hand-tied 
double thread, custom-made. Pure or 
Creamy-white in four traditional de- 
signs. Pre-shrunk, Standard tester 
87',4 X 56'/>, $125; Queen-size (furnish 
mea.sure) $150; King-size (furnish 
measure) $190. The coveted charm of 
a by-gone day is faithfully reproduced 
by master craftsmen to retain for you 
the loveliness of a genuine "Honey- 
comb" heirloom spread. Woven in 
Creamy-white. Double 94 x 112. 
Single 82 x 112, including fringe, $120. 
Ck. or M.O. Ppd. Satisfaction Guar- 
anteed.   Literature.   25«. 

^   ^   r^  ^F^ •«•••»• 
W W W i* V; iiM 

Dilworth   Station,   Charlotte.    N.C.    28203 

Mrs.  R.  L. 
H78 Beach A^ 

Bucno, Calif 

y 4 1 3 1 

ADDRESS  LABELS 
WITH   NICE   DESIGNS 

Any initial in Old English or Script, 
Pine, U,S, Flag, Gull, Polm, Rose, 
Soguaro, Any Zodiac Sign, Happy 
Face or Horse, Roadrunner, Palette, 
Spruce, Treble Clef. To 20 letters 
per line, 4 lines. Printed in block 
ink on 500 white or 250 gold 
gummed labels. Two sizes . . . 
1 Vz" X VJ" for $2.50 or Deluxe size 
1%" X Vs" for $3.50 + 50< post, 
via 1st or 40t via 3rd class. Specify 
design, size and color. Useful 96-P 
Gift Catalog, 50«. Bruce Bolind, 
2I0L Bolind BIdg , Boulder, CO 
80302. (Since 1956, thanks to you!) 

)ctober, 1978 2^3 



UNIQUE TIMBRELITES 
Dramatic lighting handcrafted 

from 5 Biblical drums of unglazed 
pottery. Limited production. 

S 89.00 ppd. Full money back 
guarantee. For free detailed 

color catalog air mail to 
EP ISRAEL 

18 Henrietta Szold       Haifa,34721,Israel 

LONE STAR-BROKEN STAR 
PRE-CUT 

QUILT 
PIECES 

in Beautiful 
Fall Colors 

BROKEN STAR - $14.95 per Kit 

M38-AZTEC - Tints in Yellow, Dark 
Green, Gold, Brown, Biege, Red. M39- 
IRISH MIST - Emerald, Navy, Yellow, 
White. M40-SNOW CAP - Blue Jay, 
Yellow, Light Blue, Emerald, White, 
Lilac, Purple. 

LONE STAR - $12.95 per Kit 
M18-AZTEC - Tints set in Yellow, Dark 
Green, Gold, Brown, Biege, Red. M19- 
IRISH MIST - Emerald, Navy, Yellow, 
White. M20-SNOW CAP - Blue Jay, 
Yellow, Light Blue, Emerald, White, 
Lilac, Purple. 

Fabric Is 80x80 soft, colorfast, pre- 
shrunk cotton percale. Assembly in- 
structions and quilting pattern in- 
cluded in each kit. Send cash, check or 
money order and we send postpaid. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
HOMECRAFT SERVICES, Dept. 1078 

1441 Atlantic, Kansas City, MO 64116 

A bracelet for the woman who has 
everything but 
her keVS.   mstead of digging 

/ through   your 
purse every lime you can't find your 
keys, wear one of these A Port-a-Key" 
iiracelet It's beautifully handcrafted. 
And best of all, it keeps your keys at 
your fingertips. To order yours, send 
check or money order for $3.95 plus 
75C postage and handling to TWtvl En- 
terprises. Dept HG 10-8, PO. Box 266, 
Wilton, Ct, 06897. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

rStove and Fireplace Mitts 
Made of INSULEATHER 
These gloves are great for use 
with stoves fireplaces and bar- 
becues You can handle hoi 
coals grills, damper controls 
and rearrange burning logs 
without burning your hands 

Insuleather gloves were origi- 
nally developed for use in indus- 
try where high temperatures are 
used and are of the same mate- 
rial used by steel mills and 
foundries to handle glowing hot 
materials SEND lit FOR CATALOG 

ONLY 

»16'* 
POSTPAI! 

THE   Qfff  BURNING   LOG 
DEPT G-10  BOX 438, HANOVER ST , LEBANON   N H   03766 
 Vermont and Colorado residents add sales tax   

Men's Wide Shoes 
EE to EEEEEE • Sizes 5 to 13 

More than 100 styles for ever/ 
purpose Top quality Sensible 

prices Not sold in stores 
Send for FREE CATALOG 

' '■■ iij^jii^«MI'" 

D Send FREE color catalog 

HITCHCOCK SHOES, INC. 
Dept   106K,  Hingham   MA 02043 

'THECOLlECnurS CHOI^ 
A "must see" 
catalog for 
collector's of: 

•THIMBLES 
• SPOONS 
•SHOES 

• DOLLS 
• MUSIC BOXES 

3    and Gift-givers! 

For your FREE 64-pg, color catalog, 
just fill out and mail the coupon be- 
low, or call us at (305) 84 5-6075. 

THE SEWING CORNER, Dept. 75 
1313S. KUUanDr., Lk. Pk. FL. 33403 

Name:. 

Address: 

City:  

State:. -Zip:. 

244 

NON-SKID  PROTECTION 

These foam rubber pads adhere to 
glass   frames.   Savvy   solution   to 
glasses   that   slide   down   on   the 
nose. The pads also relieve pres 
sure of frames on sensitive skin 
$1.98 for 12 pads plus 350 post 
Write    to    Anthony    Enterprises, 
HGIO,  67 Second  St.,  San  Fran 
Cisco, CA 94105. 

> 
KITTI-POTTI 

Litter   enclosure   confines   od 
hides   wastes,   stops   litter  s[A( 
Molded plastic; removable top. 
22" I., 16" w., 18" h., 7" dia. 
$19.75  ppd.  Colors:  blue,   bei 
yellow, avocado or brown. Toll j; 
call 1-800-521-2276. Haugen Pj 
ucts, HGIO, 717 W. Huron, Ann, 
bor. Ml 48106. 

Uf 

WILD, WACKY SLOGANS 

Choose any message up to 30 let- 
ters—it's printed on cotton sweat- 
shirt or T-shirt. Machine washable; 
non-fading printing. Navy or pow- 
der blue. S, M, L, XL. Sweatshirt, 
$7.99, T-shirt, $5.99 ppd. $2 extra 
for printing both sides. Free cata- 
logue. Holiday Gifts, Dept. 310-8B, 
Wheat Ridge, CO 80036. 

Web handles, double bottoi 
Navy, red, sand, avocado, bl| 
yellow, brown, orange, natu- 
19"xl8"x5". $19.30; 18"xl 
$16.60; 12"xl4", $14.30; li 
9", $11.40; 12"xl2"x4". (sii^ 
bottom), $11.30. Ppd. Free cl 
logue. Port Canvas Co., Dock J. 
Kennebunkport,  ME 04046. 

DO-IT-YOURSELF 
FINE GRANDFATHER CLOCK KITS 

STARTING UNt5ER 

>200 
(including West 
German movement) 

• Heirloom quality 
• Solid V, ■ hard- 

woods: black wal- 
nut, cherry, ma- 
hogany, oak 

• Easy to assemble, 
parts pre-cut 

• Solid brass West 
German chiming 
movements 

• Money back 
guarantee 

• Factory direct 
prices 

• Prompt shipment 
MASTER CHAKOE and  aANKAMEKICAIIO/VISA 

Write tor FREE color catalog ACCEPTED 

EMPEROR 
CIXX'K COMPANY 
IKMLO-S LAKCEST MANUFACTUKER 

OF CItANOFATHER CLOCKS 
Dept. 720 Emperor Industrial Park 

Fairhope. Alabama 36532 

Feet Therapy Zonli 

FEET HURT: 
Get relief for calluses and tender spo 
on your feet with our new patente 
water-filled innersoles. Developed t-- 
E. H. Thomassen, M.D. (specialist i, 
foot surgery), this aquapedic inventio 
is scientifically designed to absoi 
shock, help blood circulation and give 
gentle massage sensation at the sair 
time. It's like walking on waterl Mone'. 
back guarantee. For men or womer 
Specify shoe size. ONLY $5.95 a pa 
plus $1 postage. (Gal. res. add 364; t^x 

WATER CREATIONS 
P.O. Box 867-P      Van Nuys.CA 9140' 

House & Gord 



SHOPPING AROUND 

JP TREE TRIMS 
ly bright colors trim delight- 
ictive old fashioned painted 
pull toys. Each is 51/2" tall. 
ie cord and they'll entertain 
Complete with hangers for 
ing a tree, adorning a child's 
Jet of six, $8.95 plus $1.25 
Country Living, HGIO, 320 
t., N5, Alexandria, VA 22314. 

BETTER FOR COOKING 
Save energy, get even heat distri- 
bution with Extend-A-Burner 10" 
dia. cooking collar to use with 10" 
skillets. Cast aluminum. Helps 
eliminate scorching, grease fires. 
$12.95. Cooking-mate griddle, 
$8.95. Set, $19.95. Add $1 post. 
Extend-A-Burner, HGIO, 2882 W. 
Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15216. 

DRESS-UP 
paints wallpaper patterns on 

or ceilings, furniture or fab- 
(renew rooms. Choice of 100 
is: woodgrains, ornamental, 
s, marble. Roller $7.95; ap- 
5r $7.95. Add $1.50 post. 
)rochure. Write to Rollerwall, 
, Box 757, Silver Springs, MD 
L. 

MORE ROOM FOR PLANTS 
All-aluminum, minimum-mainte- 
nance greenhouses "open up" any 
room to sunshine and flowers. Add 
beauty and value to your property. 
Over 100 lean-to and free-standing 
models fit any site, every budget. 
Free 48 page color catalogue. 
Janco Greenhouses, Y-lOE, 9390 
Davis Ave.,  Laurel,  MD 20810. 

A GREAT GIFT IDEA! 

DING VICTORIAN 
KER 
Charisma 

^.88 

Tipare" an 
.00 Value by  FLEXSTEEL 

I authentic frurtwood finished 
ie; Handsome antique tapes- 
design with padded seat and 
k; An extremely graceful, yet 
ful, accent chair. Folds for 
i storage. Add $5 for delivery, 
vered Anywhere in U.S.A. 
ept Hawaii & Alaska) within 
aeks of order receipt 

J.R.'s 
2420 11 St., Dept. K 

Columbus, Nebr. 68601 
MAIL   or   PHONE   402/S64-1478 

USE   BANKAMERICARD 
VISA 

MASTER   CHARGE 
Ive  Acct.   NO.  &  Expiration Date) 

Tropichair 
A n»w twiti In HOW TO RILAXI 

Hondcrofted, super-strong ivory macrome 
(100%. 118 line, combed cotton) with dork cedar 
wood supports for o comfortobie ond unique 
door or outdoor CHAIR Holds up to 1000 lbs 
Porloble,   eosy  to  hong    3'/iH x1'/,'W.x2'0 

$185.00 Shipping and handling SIS 00 odd 
NYS residents, add soles tax. 3-6 weeks de- 
livory. 

PALMAIRE PRODUCTS CO. 
P.O.   Box   362,   Port   Ewen,    NY   12466 

Hi^: 

Christmas is beckoning 

...from the pages of Sakowitz' 1978 
Christmas book. Memorable gifts... 
to dazzle and delight. Available 
in October. Send 1.00 to be applied 
toward your first purchase. Sakowitz, 

P.O. Boxl431D. Houston, TX 77001. 

SAKOWITZ 

HI 

I 
c 
SI 
a 
li 
1 
3'/ 

P( 
i 

( 

*RI$M BEDECKED 
lear    crystal    bobeches    are 
darkling witb prisms to turn 
candlestick, sconce, chande- 

er into a rainbow. 
Bobeche and 8-    •     I Bdbeche and 8- 
4" pri.sms.              •     iVz" iirisms. 

$650          •        $600 
)st. $1.00 extra     •      Post. $1.00 extra 
12.50 the set        •        $11.50 the set 

:RYSTAL CLASSICS Dent. HG-108 
17  Orchard arm   Road 

Port  Washinoton,   N.Y.   11050 

SAVE 
YOUR 
HEART' 

RENTAL-PURCHASE Program Available 
Your STAIR GLIDE- installs easily and in less 
than 2 hours. No marring walls or stairway No 
special wiring required Shipped directly from 
factory within 4 days STAIR GLIDE' the 
nation's largest selling stairway lilt I UL LISTED 
USED BY THOUSANDS: CARDIAC PATIENTS, 
ARTHRITICS. SENIOR CITIZENS, RE- 
STRICTED PHYSICAL ACTIVITES, POST 
OPERATIVES ..and household convenience 
(outdoor models available) 
WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE AND NAME 
or   DEALER   NEAREST   YOU 

AMERICAN STAIR-GLIDE* CORP. 
4001 e«jii38ih.0epl HG108 

Grsndview, Missouri 64030 

® Johnny Appleseed's 

Snowflake 
Coat 
Smart looking dress- 
length coat made of 
two layers of Nylon 
with 5oz. Dacron 
Fiberfill between 
provides warmth 
without weight. 
Double 
breasted, 
cut full, has 
two pockets. 
Machine 
wash and dry 
Wind and cold 
proof. 
Colors: 
Oyster, Navy, 
Red, Brown. 
Sizes 10-22 
$45.00 ppd. 
Free Catalog 
Johnny 
Appleseed's 
Box 7010 
Beverly, Ma. 
01915 

easy way to  light a blazing fire: 

KINDLIN'  KEG 
4C7   fH%     "'"^ $1.95 postace 
^# ••#V    .' /"/■ sis.:,n. i„r,uiiil 

This stui'dy keg is chock-full of 
dry pine splints (167 of them!) 
Starting a blaze in youi liropUicc 
is simpler than ever before: Place 
a few of the splints among logs; 
touch a match , . . then settle back 
and   enjoy!    Makes   a   i:rcat   nilt: 

PINEY WOODS PRODUCTS 
(Dept. G-108) P.O. Bon 7219 

Beaumont, Texas 77706 
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MUSSER 
TREES, SHRUBS & 
GROUND COVERS 

FREE CATALOG 
A complete listing of Evergreen and 
Hardwood Seedlings and Trans- 
plants, Landscape Ornamentals. 
Rhododendron, Rooted Cuttings, 
Ground Covers, Container-Grown 
Plants, plus money-saving Special 
Offers. 

Buy direct from grower 
Please send FREE CATALOG to: 

NAME  

ADDRESS. 

CITY  

STATE ZIP- 

9-K   Indiana, Pa. 15701 

LILIES 
HUNDREDS OF WORLD 

FAMOUS GARDEN & 
GREENHOUSE VARIETIES 

Send 10c for our New 
68 Page Catalog 

Rex Bulb Farms • Box 774V 
Port Townsend. Wash 98366 

1^^ 

new 1979 Seed 
Catalog-FREE 

'Burpee 
Seeds 

Featuring new 
exciting vegetable 
and flower 
varieties for the 
home gardener. 
Tie new 184-page 

Burpee Catalog 
is a comprehensive 
planning and 
growing guide with 
over 1800 vegetables, 
flowers, fruits, shrubs 
and trees. Plus helpful hints from 
Burpee's horticulture experts on how 
to have a more productive garden. 
Send for your free copy today. 

If you ordered from Burpee last year, 
you will automatically receive your free 
Burpee catalog in 1979. 

© Burpee Seed Co.   1979 

BURPEE SEED CO. 
1059 Burpee Bldg.. Warminster, ft. 18974; 
or Clinton, lA 52732; orRiverside.CA 92502 

(Please mail to nearest address) 
Yes. Please send me the 1979 Burpee 
Seed Catalog FREE. 
Name  

(Pleosfprml) 

Address 

L 
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City 

State- Zip. 

GARDENER'S 
NOTES 
Autumn best bets 
Planting bulbs for spring, 
everlasting flowers, a handy 
rake, prizes for garden 
photographs, plus new books 

Rooting for spring 
Lengthening nights and the threat of 
frost make iis aware of the approach of 
winter, so it's time to get bulbs into the 
ground for next spring's flowering. As- 
suming that your bulbs are already on 
hand, or at least on order, the next step 
is to do the best possible job of planting 
them. A wise rule here is the one laid 
down by old-time nurserymen: a ten- 
dollar hole for a dollar tree. Applying 
the rule to bulbs, it means digging the 
soil for several inches below the level at 
which the bulbs will go. After all, the 
roots grow out of the bottom of the bulb, 
so they need loose, friable soil to grow 
into—the deeper the better. If you plant 
tulips 6 inches deep, for instance, loosen 
the soil for another 6 inches below that 
and, while you're at it, work in a little 
slow-release fertilizer. When planting 
crocus in your lawn, the best procedure 
is to lift a patch of turf with a spade or 

Daifodil February Gold will become natu- 
ralized and flower for year after year. 

edging tool, set it aside and loosen the 
uncovered soil as though you were pre- 
paring a bed for seeding. Press the bulbs 
into the softened ground, replace the 
turf, and water thoroughly. You'll never 
know anything had been done to the 
lawn until the flowers pop up the follow- 
ing spring. And don't forget how oblig- 
ingly daffodils lend themselves to nat- 
uralizing. Clusters of 6 or more bulbs, 
planted in well-prepared soil, will flower 
for year after year if left undisturbed. 
The species daffodils and small-flowered 
varieties such as February Gold are best 
for this, although many of the large "im- 
proved" kinds will also naturalize well. 

\t 

Rake away 
The time has come again when you hav( 
to start raking leaves, and the good newi 
this year is a brand-new, molded poly 
propylene rake for a nice, old-fashionec 
price. The Ames people, who have beer 
in the business of making garden tool; 
for upward of 200 years, have just in' 
troduced their new lawn rake, all in on( 
piece and practically indestructible. Be' 
cause of its eye-catching red color, yoi' 
don't have to worry about the rake get- 
ting lost among the leaves, either. Light- 
weight and with a 48-inch handle of 
good old-fashioned wood, the Ame^ 
Care-Free rake retails for about $3 af 
hardware and garden supply shop^ 
across the country. 

Weeding out 
A weed, of course, is a plant in the wrong 
place—usually where it interferes with 
the plants we want to grow. So many( 
plants that we may want to grow in one 
place become weeds when they appear 
somewhere else that the whole busings; 
can be quite confusing.  Mea Allan, in" 
her book Weeds (Viking, $14.95) makes'! 
sense of the problem by carefully ex- I 
plaining just how most weeds came to | 
be where they are, how they compete \ 
with more useful plants, and how to tell 
which weed is which. She also explains 
how weeds can be taken as indicators of 
particular soil conditions and, upon oc- 
casion, become soil builders. The black- 
and-white  photographs  and  clear  line 
drawings make identification of this long* 
list of undesirable plants easy and un- 
mistakable. 

Prize pictures 
Most gardeners use the camera as en- 
thusiastically as they do the trowel, and 
Longwood Gardens is taking cognizance . 
of the fact by sponsoring a photography •; 
competition. Deadline for all entries is . 
January 5, 1979, and there will be cate-, 
gories for black-and-white prints, color 
prints, and 35mm slides. There is an en- i 
try fee of $3, and prizes of $150, $75, 
and $50 in each category. For more in- 
formation about the competition and to 
get your entry blanks, send a stamped, 
self-addressed envelope to: Photography 
Contest,  Longwood  Gardens,  Kennett \ 
Square,  Pa.   19348.  The  prizewinning , 
photographs will be on display at Long- 
wood Gardens during February, which ; 
is, incidentally, a very good time to visit, 
the spectacular under-glass gardens sit^ 
uated at Longwood, 30 miles southwest   ' 
of Philadelphia and open to the public 
year round. 
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iverlasting lace 
"he summertime flower arranger's fa- 
oritc, Queen Anne's lace, can be dried 
or year-round use by following a simple 
irocedure in the drying process. Eliza- 
leth Kent dries hers by poking the stem 
it each flower cluster through a hole in 
he bottom of a cardboard or plastic con- 
ainer like that used for cottage cheese. 
^ length of florist's wire is poked up- 
k'ard through the stalk to keep it from 
lending as it dries, and the container is 
ilaced on top of a jar or bottle deep 
nough to let the stem hang freely. The 
ontainer with the flower head in it is 
hen filled with silica gel, using care to 
ift the material down among the deli- 
ate stems of the individual florets so 
hat the domed shape is not lost as they 
Iry. Cover and leave in a dry place until 
he flower head is thoroughly dry. This 
nay be checked by feeling the stem. If 
hat feels dry, the rest of the flower 

must be. Once dried, 
Queen Anne's lace 
will droop if it en- 
counters moisture, so 
keep arrangements 
that include it in a 
dry spot. Also, of 
course, the flowers 
should be free of 
dew or raindrops 
when they're picked. 

;ottage cheese 
carton 

Flower head 

Stem 
with wire 

Jar 
  J       Top    container   holds 

the Queen Anne's lace 
lower head and silica gel, while the stem 
langs free in the jar below. 

So tropical 
rhe phenomenal Alfred B. Graf has 
lone it again. His Exotica, published 
Tiore than 20 years ago, quickly became 
he bible of house-plant fanciers, ama- 
;eur and professional alike. After seeing 
:hat book through several revisions, Dr. 
Graf undertook to assemble a complete- 
y new book—one that would include not 
jnly house plants but the full range of 
cultivated tropicals. Under the title 
Tropica (Scribner's, $115) this has now 
been published. It includes tropical 
plants used as food, flowering and fruit- 
ing trees, and those used in tropical land- 
scaping. The illustrations consist of 
7,000 full-color photographs, and there 
are instructions for growing and accu- 
rate botanical descriptions of all the 
plants included. Exotica and Dr. Graf's 
manual of house-plant care, the Exotic 
Plant Manual are still available for or- 
der from the Roehrs Co., East Ruther- 
ford, N.J. 07073. 

October, 1978 

Idea Book 
onthe 

window 
that^ 

easiest 
to wash 

Pella idea Book. 16 pages in full 
color packed with Interesting ex- 
amples of how the right windows 

can add beauty and 
livability to your 
honne. Tells how 
Pella Wood Windows 
make washing easier, 
cut energy costs and 
need no painting. 
Contains a helpful 
guide to differentwin- 

dow types, and how each works. 
Describes the important things to 
consider in proper placement of 
windows. In short, it contains 
everything you need to know to 
make an intelligent decision about 
windows. And it's yours free! 

1 

- 

r     r 

■>^. 

Pella • Lots of elbow room 

Others • Very little elbow room 

Please send me a free copy of "Pella Window 
and Door Ideas." 

Name  

Address. 

City_ 

State, _ZIP. 

Telephone  

Mail to: Pella Windows & Doors, Dept. 
CO358100 Main St., Pella, Iowa 50219. 
Also available throughout Canada. 
This coupon answered within 24 hours. 

lasco... easy to use solvents 
for every household need. 
means over 40 quality household        , ih\^M('l'   LOOK FOR THIS SYMB( Nasco means over 40 quality household 

products such as turpentine, paint thinner, 
paint remover, sealers, cleaners, oils 
and stains. Look for the dependable 
Nasco brand in most paint departments 

LOOK FOR THIS SYMBOL 
ON NASCO PRODUCTS * 

BIRDS. ANIMALS, TREES 
AND FLOWERS ARE DYING 
TO TELL US ... NO POLLU- 
TION PLEASE .PROTECT 
OUR LAND. WATERS, OUR 
AIR . . . OUR FORESTS. 

-   TOWNS OR CITIES. 

* These products do not contain 
photochemically reactive 
solvents and comply with air 
pollution regulations. 

fHATlONAL SOLVENT CORP 
Medina, Ohio 44256 



orcDoaNr:cS 
Manufacturers of fine furniture 

For a portfolio of tables and cabinets, send one dollar to 
Dept. HG-10, Gordon's, Inc., Johnson City, Tennessee 37601 

The Tahoe II speaks for itself. 
Naturally. 

BEST IN 
BOOKLETS 
Marvelous ideas to help you plan and 
shop are in the booklets below, and 
they're yours jor the asking. You can or- 
der them directly from House & Garden 
—send for the ones you want today. Just 
fill out and return the order coupon, 
circling the number of each booklet 
desired, enclose $1 for postage and han- 
dling, plus any additional charge as indi- 
cated next to the booklet number, and 
we'll see to it that your booklet requests 
arc filled as quickly as possible. Do not 
send stamps. Coins, check, or money or- 
der may be used. 

BUILDING  AND 
REMODELING 
1.   ''It's  Your   House,  Your 
Lifestyle/" and you've put a lot of 
thought and effort into it. The catalogue 
from Elkay allows you to put the same care 
into your choice of a sink. This important 
fixture has joined the ranks of luxury ap- 
pliances, offering time-saving features and 
a multitude of styles. 25C 

2. "Tips on Wood Finishing"^ 
—a comprehensive guide for do-it-your- 
selfers from Minwax. The information in 
the booklet ranges from wood selection to ; 
preparing antiques for refinlshing, and 
includes tips on removing old finishes, 
making sanding easier, repairing cracks 
and gouges, selecting a finish, and how 
to "iron out dents." Minwax Co. 

3. Why should you insulate? 
"How to Button Up Your Home, Save En- 
ergy and Cut Fuel Costs," tells why you 
should insulate; how to insulate; how to 
determine the proper insulation for your 
insulating job; how to select the right 
tools to do the job—with the proper staple 
gun to fasten the insulation, and what 
length staple to use. Arrow Fastener Co., 
manufacturers of stapling machines. 350 

DECORATING 
4. "The Window Gallery." 
Beautiful 20-page color guide to custom 
window decorating. Provides valuable 
decorating ideas, plus color suggestions, 
fabric terms, window treatments, and 
photographs illustrating the Spring Crest 
Company's designs. $1 

5. Fine 1 8th-century En- 
glish-style furniture. Henredons 
Folio Fourteen bedroom, dining, and oc- 
casional collection interprets the timeless ■ 
elegance of 18th-century English and \ 
American design. Henredon Furniture 
lnd.$l. 

„ House  &  Garden 



A wide, wide array of 
irniture . . . ffom the "furniture 
Dpie." You have probably heard about 
ssett, the world's largest manufacturer 
furniture, from its national advertising. 
2se consumer brochures will help you 
tier appreciate Bassett's quality and 
le. $1 

Collector's editions.    This 
;alogue is an assemblage of wall clock 
5igns and antique reproductions for 
)se who appreciate excellence. Each 
ck must be of collectable quality in 
sign, execution,'and the excellence of 
movement, in order to be included in 

s group. Howard Miller Clocks. $1 

Enjoy your carpet invest- 
ent with the helpful information found 
these 4 delightful booklets: "Everything 
u've Always Wanted to Know about 
rpet," "Consumer's Guide to Carpet Per- 
mance," "Great Beginning's," and "How 
Keep All that Bigelow Beauty in Your 
rpet." Bigelow-Sanford, Inc. $1 

The ruggedness of the 
merican frontier is captured in 
;ry piece of the Rustic Oak collection 
im Harrison Furniture. Its 12-page, full- 
lor brochure displays this rich, deep 
Dwn-finished furniture In a variety of 
eresting room settings. $1 

^TING  AND 
MTERTAINING 

0. ''Recipes for the Nine- 
^enth Hole." New microwave cook- 
oklet contains over 35 recipes for on- 
e-go lunches, Sunday brunches, game- 
am snacks, barbecue go-withs, and 
.expected company dishes. Each recipe 
ction is led off with a photographic 
mpse of the Nicklaus lifestyle. Golf tips 
3 the extra ingredients in this cookbook 
r active families. Magic Chef. $1 

GARDENING 

11. Autumn flower book. 48 
pages in full color listing fall planted 
bulbs, bulbs and plants for indoor cul- 
ture, perennial plants, and many useful 
gardening accessories. Included are an 
entirely new and superior strain of African 
violets. Geo. W. Park Seed Co., Inc. 

12. 1978 fall catalogue, so 
pages of hardy bulbs, perennial plants, 
shrubs and trees, many of the Wayside 
Gardens exclusives. Hundreds of fine, full- 
color illustrations, plus helpful cultivating 
information. $1 charge refundable on first 
order. Wayside Gardens Co. $1 

POTPOURRI 

13. Buying a home? Selling 
a home? The National Association of 
Realtors has prepared this information 
sheet for prospective home buyers and 
sellers. It lists the advantages of dealing 
with a member realtor. These realtors 
operate under a strict code of ethics, so 
you are assured of the most competent, 
professional, and ethical performance 
available. 

14. What to do in time of 
bereavement is explained in a 32- 
page booklet, "My Duty," from Clark Grave 
Vault, with letters of sympathy, poems, 
and some suggestions for things you can 
do when others turn to you in their time 
of grief. 

15. "A Furniture Consum- 
er's Guide." Brochure explains 
some basic facts about the furniture in- 
dustry and the Furniture Industry Consum- 
er Advisory Panel program. FICAP is a 
voluntary, nonprofit organization. It has 
as its main purpose: to resolve consumer 
problems not settled by regular business 
procedures. 

-Order coupon for booklets- 
October, 1978 

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money or- 
der, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add $1 
for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery. 

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. 10 
Box 3579. Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017 

I25<t 2 335« 4$i 5S' 6*1 7S' 
8$i 93.1 ]0$i 11 12$' 13 14 15 

I enclose $ $1 for postage and handling of my request for booklets 

$ for booklets circled requiring payment 

$ is my total remittance 

MR. 
Name  MRS   

MISS (Please Print) 

Address. 

City  .State. -Zip #. 
Offer expires 1/15/79 

FIREPLACE 
EQUIPMENT 

The beauty of any fireplace is not 
only in its design, but in the tools, 
screens and accessories that set it off. 
Shown here are a few of Reich- 
man's many early American designs, 
crafted in wrought iron, and made to 
surely increase the attractiveness of 
your home. Ask to see the Reichman 
line at better fireplace equipment 
stores, or write today for the one 
nearest you. 

Custom Wrought 
Products 

Greentown, Pa. 18426 Tools 

tob-^r   1978 
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Each set individually gift boxed! 

In SUverplate or Solid Sterling... 
A Terrific Stocking Sti0er at a Remarkable Price! 

What a wonderful way for you to welcome the season 
with The Royal Westminster Silver First Annual Christmas 
Spoon...the start of a tradition. This remarkable demi- 
tasse size spoon is handcrafted in England by silversmiths 
whose exacting quality has been the world standard since 
the dawn of the British Emp>re. Each spoon Js individually 
hallmarked, has a gleaming tarnish resistant finish, and 
comes nestled in its own red and white felt stocking! 

Begin your family tradition this year, with The Royal 
Westminster Silver 1978 "'Serenity" Christmas Spoon. In 
either elegant silverplate or exquisite sterling, it's the 
most thoughtful and memorable of gifts, sure to be 
cherished during the years to come by all who receive it... 
this season. 

How many stockings may we help you fill this year? 

$2.95 STERLING si4.®5    SILVERPLATE 

in.f. SiXK)n S<-t »jv H(i\.il WV-sl 
iimixer Silvir. Ltd l^ »14 <)5 *■ 
>(>c i,,r poslacr ^ insunimt- 
:.;r.. lol.ilof S|fSi5 II I..11 M I't/M :-iH\rrtil.itcfU nn^i 

mas Spoon Sel by Royal West 
niinslcr SrIverUd. is »2y5-t- 
5()C for postage A tnstiraiici' 
rnt .iKiialofsS-lS i 

International Collector's Guild, Ltd., Dept.C21 
9000 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90069 

I'irast' send riic_ 

I'lt-asc send mr_ 
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Only child 
continued from page 196 

at all. In addition, when she 
asked one group under survey, 
would they opt to have an only 
child, 55 percent of those who 
replied positively were "only" 
children themselves. 
ONLY CHILD ADVAN- 
TAGES. Two of the only 
child's advantages are its par- 
ents. To start with, by merely 
being the kind of people who 
opt for the single child, par- 
ents confer benefits upon their 
child, according to Dr. David 
Shaffer, director of the De- 
partment of Child Psychiatry 
at the New York Psychiatric 
Institute, Columbia Univer- 
sity. "Such parents tend to 
provide high quality intellec- 
tual and social stimulation," 
he says. This in turn is rein- 
forced by the fact that there is 
no competition for the only 
offspring. The two sets of par- 
ents, the Steve Michaels and 
the Bill Graysons, seen on 
pages 126 and 128, each with 
a single child, confirm that 
this is the case. Informal com- 
parisons with children in oth- 
er families with siblings have 
indicated to them that their 
ofTspring are more advanced 
intellectually and socially. But 
they feel, too, that city living 
has contributed to some de- 
gree to this situation. In the 
closely-knit Three Person 
Household parents' time, help, 
interest, attention, and en- 
couragement does not have to 
be shared or diluted with oth- 
ers. "Only children avoid the 
awful burden of jealousy and 
rivalry that may come with 
siblings," says Dr. Shatter. 
"We know they tend to play 
more positively and easily 
with others." But only chil- 
dren also have an ability to 
play alone for hours and tend 
to be unusually self-sufficient 
as well as capable of intense, 
long spells of concentration. 
Dr. Mary Catherine Tyson, an 
internist with an only daugh- 
ter herself, also agrees that the 
lack of siblings can be advan- 
tageous to a child. "In the best 
of families, parents favor one 
child over another. This re- 
flects negatively on the other 
children's self-image, they get 
angry and sad." 

Since the bond between 
parents and their only child is 
extremely close, Dr. Tyson 
thinks there's a possibility that 
parents    can    increase    the 
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chance of their child going 
to form good relationshi) 
outside the family. "With oi 
child, you may have m 
time and patience to establii 
a pattern of loving and givii 
that a child can internalize ani 
make his or her own," sa; 
Dr. Tyson. As for the lack a 
companionship at an earB 
age, she says, this can W 
remedied by putting the chili! 
with others as soon as possi 
ble. She sent her daughter t( 
nursery school at a very earl; 
age to ensure just this. 

It would be foolish to imag 
ine that the only child doesn' 
face some potential hazards 
There may be an inability t( 
separate from parents, a ten 
dency to be asocial, perhaps 
An only child is especially vul 
nerable to sensitive situation 
within the family. If parent 
have arguments, for exampl 
says Mrs. Kerstin Kupfei 
mann, a supervisor at t 
Psychological Center, Citj 
College, New York, "an onlj 
child gets the full intensity^ 
these." While there are ra 
wards for having an onlj 
child, the parents' duties ad 
also weightier, she points ou^ 
Aware and caring parents caj' 
resolve most problems witr 
common sense, she reasons? 
Parents of only children ten( 
to be highly considerate o) 
their child's special needs. Il 
making attempts to counter' 
act disadvantages, they ma| 
even turn the situation around 
completely. As the children 
grow older, access to all sorts 
of cooperative activities can 
be arranged. Lessons in skiing, 
tennis, film-making, swim- 
ming, and so on can bel 
budgeted far more easily, 
especially when there is only 
one child to pay for. 

With the number of parents 
choosing the single-child fam^ 
ily lifestyle, the question of 
the effect on a society increas- 
ingly made up of numbers of 
only children becomes inter- 
esting. The negative stereo- 
type of the singleton child has 
been debunked. Are we left 
with Superchild—and possi- 
bly, Utopia? While refusing to 
be over-optimistic, all experts^ 
seem to agree that the singlej-j' 
child family lifestyle offers 
chance for being truer-to-sel 
And that it could ultimate! 
produce a happier society. % 



GRAND CREATION... magnificence ahe 
World Carpets captures and refines ever- ,. ^ 
lasting beauty in the softest, most luxurious , 
carpet ever created. Colors so unique 
they emerge with the beauty that 
nature bestows only after 
thousands of years. 
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W®RLD CARPETS For nearest dealer     ' te        ^- 
WORLD CARPETS, ^.~ 
DALTON, GA 30720 



Thai memorahlelhomasville look. 
That masterful Thomasville touch. 

"Carlton Hall!' A meticulous bleudof ISth-Centuri/ English. Memorable. Masterful. 
Also available for bedroom and living room. 

For the name of the Carlton Hall retailer nearest you, 
call this special toll-free number anytime: 1-800-447-4700 (in Ilfinois, 1-800-322-4400). 

For our colorful 350-page "Good Ideas for FurnishingYour Home" catalog, send $6 to 
Thomasville Furniture, Dept. 8ATHG, Thomasville, iV.C. 27360. 

FROM  THE INDOOR WORLD ' OF ^Armstrong 
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Henredon says contemporary beautifully 
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SccMie One — a contompor.iry 
colloc tion of elegant sophistic ation 
from Henrcdon. An exciting blend of 
wood, brass, mirror and glass. In this 
(lining room, a table with l)ronz(> 
mirrored top is a stunning reflection of 
taste and drama — complemented by 
curio cabinets featuring full length 
beveled glass doors, mirrored 
background and interior lights which 
dim to suit the mood of the occasion. 
In the living room. Scene One 
occasional designs join with 
selections from Henredon's Folio 500 
contemporary upholstered furniture 
collection. Other styles, including 
a unique group of modular wall units, 
are particularly appropriate for the 
bedroom. Look for Henredon in 
fine furniture and department stores. 
Write for those nearest you — 
and send $3.00 for Scene One and 
Folio 500 catalogues to Henredon, 
Dept. G-n8, Morganton, NC 28655. 

Henredon 



When you look for a fine red wine, here's what to look for 
Experience. It's essential in 

making a fine red wine. Because 
most fine red wines need years of 
careful aging in small oak barrels. 
That demands constant attention. 
And the experience to know the 
right moment to bottle. 

This is why you shoidd look 
for a well-established winery first. 
One that has demonstrated its 
dedication by consistently produc- 
ing fine wines year after year 

When selecting a fine red wine, 
you'll find many to choose from. 
Pinot Noir, Gamay Beaujolais and 
Zinfandel —to name a few. In each 
you'll find something unique. Some 
will be delicate. And some robust. 

Like Cabernet Sauvignon —per- 
haps die most complex fine red wine. 

WTiat should you look for in 
a Cabernet Sauvignon? A clear, 
deep ruby-red color A bouquet 
that is distinctive and assertive. 
And a rich, complex taste that fills 
your movith. 

To fully enjoy this complex 
taste uncork the bottle and let it 
"breathe" at least one hour before 
serving. This will help the flavor 
fully develop. 

And frnally, remember a fine 
Cabernet Sauvignon always begins 
with fine Cabernet Sauvignon 
grapes. This is why at Almaden we 
care for our grapes as if they were 

■i 

our children. And youll taste this 
tradition of quality in every 
Almaden wine. 

To learn more about wine, 
send a postcard for a free copy of 
"The grapes and wines of Almaden" 
to: Almaden, P. O. Box 24249 HG, 
San Jose, CA 95154. 

f 
CABEKNET SAUVIGNON 
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This is Sun.    . 
irisetDanyocGasio 

It shines at the poshest anniversary dinner. Or brightens the humblest 
breakfast. But Sun isn't our only pattern. We can give you Moon 
(in blues), Earth (in browns), or Creation (plain speckled beige). 
They all go from oven to table, or table to dishwasher with 
nary a scratch. 45-pc. service for 8, $225. 20-pc. service 
for 4, $95. (Buying by the set gives you substantial savings 
over open stock.) For our brochure, write Midwinter, 
41 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010. 
And start looking for an occasion.   .MIDWINTER FOR 

WedgwoocPis a registered trademark of Wedgwood. Lid. 
Wedgwood 

V^41 MADISON AVE NY 10010 



The KitchenAid 
Compactor. 

Ifou'll say it's worth it. 
10 times aday. 

Once you ve enjoyed the conven- 
ience of a rugged KitchenAid trash 
compactor, you'll never want to be 
without it 

It squeezes a week's trash into 
one small load. 

And it has exclusive convenience 
features that 11 prove their worth 
many times a day 

Only the KitchenAid compactor 
has a Litter Bin® door for quick 
throwaways, an activated charcoal 
filter that eliminates odors, and a 
Tilt-Away basket that can be used 
with or without trash bags. 

The KitchenAid trash compactor 
makes things so convenient, you'll 
say it's worth it 10 times a day, 
7 days a week. 
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X, makers of legendary 
china, introduces 
hew chic. Fine china jewelry. 
sLenox artisans, renowned 
cheir expertise in styling and 
•jgn. have now interpreted 
IT unique craftsmanship in 
|x Jewelry. Sculptured and 
|l-decorated pieces. Beautiful 
|ve. Beautiful to wear. 
china or gift departments 
he stores everywhere. 

^OX CHINA 
JEWELRY 



Most authoritative book on 
window treatments yet! Fresh, 

> ideas for every room. 140 pages of decorating 
ivice. Full-color room settings. Including step-by-step 
directions for measuring, choosing fabrics and sewing 

A      I ..>        your own draperies. 
/\na ^*-S        Vou'H find "Windows Beautiful" 
only $ 1.95     and Kirsch drapery hardware 

at a fine store near you. 

(Or send check or money order with coupon below, 
include 30^ additional for postage and handling.) 

\end to: KirscK 
'■Kirsch Company. Dept. K-1178, Sturgis, Michigan 49091. 
if^lQaserush me        copies of "Windows Beautiful." 
Enclosed is my check or money order for $1.95 plus 30^ for 
^ostage and handling. 
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On the cover: Country quilts 
a lively chintz, and ripe 
red color bring an air of 
festivity to ttiis living room. 
Geranium red walls look fresf^ 
against crisp wfiite moldings a, 
simple sfiuttered window/s 
Pillows are appliqued with 
fragments from old quilts. 
Handmade stoneware and wild 
flowers add more color, more 
charm. Room design by Gary 
Grain. "Scotland" chintz from 
Brunschwig. Wild turkey decoy 
and covered basket from Keltei 
Malce. Stoneware by John 
Copper, John Thompson DesigJ 
Upholstered furniture at Bloon^ 
ingdale's. Quilts from Collection 
Phyllis Haders, America Hurrah, 
Thos. K. Woodard, and Pat Sales 
Antiques. Cocktail table from 
Roundtree. Rag rugat The       i 
Gazebo. Pratt & Lambert paint.l 
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The value of Gorham Sterling 
is apparent the moment you see it. 

But years from now you'll really know its true worth. 
Every Gorham Original is a true work of art in solid 
sterling silver, a treasured metal that's becoming 
scarcer. So the Gorham Original you choose now will 
probably grow more valuable over the years. 
But its value to you can also be measured by other 
qualities...by timelessness and craftsmanship. Every 
Gorham Original is a timeless design whose beauty will 
endure both time and change. This timeless quality is 
why some of Gorham's oldest designs are even more 
popular today than when they were first introduced. 
This timeless beauty is combined with Gorham's in- 

comparable craftsmanship to give each Original a 
total design concept you'll find in no other sterling. A 
concept with perfect balance between ornamentation, 
shape, and function. A total design that gives every 
Gorham Original a classic beauty and elegance. 
The Gorham Hallmark has represented the pride of 
the silversmith's art since 1831. It says your Sterling 
is the ultimate in beauty, craftsmanship, and value. 
And it tells the world you would not settle for anything 
less than perfection. 
Isn't it time you owned a Gorham Original? 
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Now science brings you o 
mokeup so odvonced, it ocf uoily 
responds to your sliiin. 
It moisturizes where your skin is dry. 
Absorbs where it's oily. 
A(\Qkes your face behove beautifully... 
for hours. That's science nnode sensuous. 
100% fragrance free. 
100% Dermotologist tested. 

Fbrfndo 2 
" AIHE REVLON RESEARCH GROUP 
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This month: New buildings from old, books for birthdays, 
doctors go to school, around 
the world in 80 pages, 
design workshop 

SHEILA CAMERA 

GARDEN ART. 
Salad burnet 
With a name like salad 
burnet, it"s pretty obvious 
what Sanfiiiisorha minor is 
used for—and once you've 

tasted its nutty, cucumber- 
piquant   leaves,   not 

growing  and  toss- 
Vxi, "j^ '"S '^ becomes dif- 

"■M:/'^ ficult. Actually its 
use in the past was 

much broader than 
the confines of the 
salad bowl. Brought 
from the Mediterra- 

nean to England and 
then to the Americas 

by the Pilgrims, it was 
particularly favored in 

making a non-Puritan 
cordial of considerable 

strength. Packaged thus as 
a drink-down, it preceded 
modern-day roll-ons and 
sprays as an antiperspirant 
by centuries. Infused in 
wine or beer, salad burnet 
also built itself a reputation 
as a reliever of gout. 

A perennial best grown 

from seed, salad burnet 
likes sweet soil, so mix a 
teaspoon of lime in its pot 
before planting. Like most 
members of the rose family 
—of which salad burnet is 
the only one whose leaves, 
rather than fruit, are eaten 
—the plant likes its roots 
kept constantly moist. And 
put it in a sunny spot with 
lots of room, for the plant 
will easily grow over a foot 
tall. 

As it grows, pinch back 
to keep the plant compact. 
The pruned-oflf leaves won't 
be enough for a salad un- 
less you're a very light eat- 
er, but they are delicious 
mixed with cream cheese 
as a spread. And they're 
splendid for seasoning herb 
butters and vinegars. 

RICHARD LANGF.R 

Architect 
tour 
The Grand Tour, an archi- 
tectural journey to 100 of 
the world's most impres- 
sive buildings, has been 
announced. It's a series of 
12 books, co-published by 
HBJ Press and Rizzoli. 
First stop: Homes of Kings, 
focusing on such wonders 
as Versailles and The For- 
bidden City. Each volume 
has a separate theme and 
is $14.95. 

DEPARTURE POINTS 

Guatemalan goldmines 
Guatemala wears two 
faces in time—the present, 
an Indian culture reflected 
in its handcrafts, and the 
past, also Indian, reflected 
by such archeological sites 
as Tikal. 

The colors of a Mayan 
market are striking: wom- 
en in bright red huipilcs 
(red to ward oft' evil spirits) 
and colorful wrap skirts 
tied with multicolored 
sashes; men in embroi- 
dered  pants  and  brilliant 

shirts,   also 
sashed.   All 
are    selling 
wall    hang- 

ings, blankets, and blouses 
in reds, yellows, blues, 
greens. Often, the fruit 
market is nearby, with 
fresh strawberries, man- 
goes, and exotic fruits. 
Chichicastenango is the 
be-st known native market, 
and its special days are 
Thursday and Sunday. 
Other markets: Solola. 
Friday: Antigua, Monday, 
Thursday, Saturday; Gua- 
temala City, daily. Re- 
member, you're expected 
to bargain. 

Afterwards, take a flight 
to Guatemala's past—Ti- 
kal, set in the Peten forest. 
Five temples dominate the 
main area and small struc- 
tures    extend    for   miles. 

Creative 
cookies 
You'll never see the samis 
shape when these freei 
form cookie cutters ar( 
used. Each set has 9 shape.'i 
—hand, heart, face, cloyd' 
triangle, circle, square^ 
shell, and swirl. Any numj 
ber of combinations can bff 
used to create animals 
characters, abstract dc 
signs. The cutters are made 
of nontoxic plastic with 
soft cutting edges on both 
sides. Available in white, 
yellow, red, blue; $4 per sel 
or $15 for four sets in 
gallon-sized glass cookiq 
jar. At department stores. 

Monkeys, quetzal birds, 
and tropical plants com- 
plete the setting. Stay at the 
Jungle Inn, and make plane 
reservations in advance 
(Aviateca). IVhen to go: 
November to May. Where 
to Stay: Guatemala City, 
centrally 
located, 
has many 
fine hotels. 
CLAIRE 
SC HO E N 

.l^i^- 
Mayan temple at Tikal. 
Icji; scenes from native 
marketplace, helow. 
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It'll serve them right. 
The personalized V.O. Server is a special gift for special people. The server holds 
the 1.75 liter* of V.O. and makes pouring an elegant experience. To order server, 
send $11.99 (plus $2.00 for handling) along with your name and address and the 
name you want engraved (up to 20 letters) to: V.O. Server, Dept. HG-1, P.O. Box 
5062, Smithtown, N.Y. 11787. Allow six weeks for delivery. Order early to avoid 
holiday rush. 

Seagrams V.O. 
Bottled in Canada. Preferred throughout the wor 

Enjoy our quality in moderation. 

id. 

Canadian whisky. A blend of Canada's finest whiskies. 6 years old. 86.8 Proof. Seagram Distillers Co., N.Y.C. 'M.75 liters (59.2 tl  ny. 
Add local and stale salts la« where applicable Oiler good e»cepl where prohrbited or restncied hy law Allow 6 weeks lor delivery Oher may be withdrawn without nonce 

.M^Sm , 



LIVING 
PEOPLE. 
Design ^ifh 
expertise 
The "atelier" or studio 
workshop concept of learn- 
ing interior design and 
architecture, basic to the 
Ecolc des Beaux Arts in 
Paris, has come to Amer- 
ica with the estabhshment 
ol The Open Atelier De- 
sign and Architecture. 
Directed by Giuseppe 
Zambonini, former dean of 
The New York School of 
Interior Design, "OADA" 
offers courses with no 
more than 10 students per 
class. Learn about the the- 
ory of aesthetics and de- 
sign plus woodworking, 
modelmaking. OADA, 1 I 
Worth St.." New York, 
N.Y. I00I3 

cour.si's at 
OADA inw- 
firutc theory 
and appli- 
cation 

Miniature 
showcase 
If you happen to be in New 
York in early November, 
take a walk past Tiffany's. 
Its five windows will show 
rooms by some of the coun- 
try's top interior designers, 
cast in miniature. They're 
small miracles of crafts- 
manship and love—living 
rooms by Albert Hadlcy, 
Angelo Donghia [above), 

S^^:.n   jO<^' 
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iaa^giaMife Jogging with your dog 
Taking Towscr with you 
when you jog these crisp 
fall mornings? According 
to Dr. Gary R. Bolton, 
canine cardiologist at New 
York State College of 
Veterinary Medicine, that 
should depend on whether 
Towscr is a young, deep- 

chested fellow in good 
shape—say, a Lab, setter, 
pointer, bo.xer, standard 
poodle, or a hefty mutt. If 
you won't be running on 
pavement all the way (too 
hard on his foot pads), by 
all means leash him and 
take him along. 

But if your best friend is 
a Peke, pug, cocker, or bull 
terrier, his short nose and 
soft palate are not made 
for a runner's breathing. If 
he's over ten years old or 
has a hip dysplasia, better 
leave him home. PATRICIA 
CURTIS 

Keeping up on birthdays 
This small book is called 
The Birthday Book and it 
serves as a permanent re- 
pository for all those days 
you want to celebrate. The 
Metropolitan Museum of 
Art has contributed col- 
ored plates for each page 

and the birth dates of some 
famous painters are in- 
cluded, too. $7.95, Harry 
Abrams. At bookstores, 
and The Metropolitan Mu- 
seum of Art, 225 Gracie 
Station, New York, N.Y. 
10028. 

SCHOEN 

Kevin McNamara, Vlad- 
imer Kagan, and a bed- 
room by Mario Buatta. 
The  man  who is making 

KAREN   PADKAl 

them is Edward Acevedo, 
a trained interior designer 
and miniature lover. He 
says   that   a   project   like 

this has never been done 
before because miniatur- 
ists usually try to repro- 
duce specific periods. 
"These rooms reflect the 
way people live today. Ev- 
ery piece has to be made 
by hand, upholstered, then 
painted in a pattern to 
scale. One challenge was 
to do a Venetian mirror. I 
made it by pasting Mylar 
over thinnest cardboard, 
framing it with mirrored 
acrylic, and decorating the 
surface with tiny crystal 
seed beads. I love it!" You 
will, too. Tiffany & Co., 
757 Fifth Ave., Nov. 4-25. 
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Ablaze! 
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The glow and dance of crystal glass. It's alive 
with mystery and feeling. Some call it the heart 
of light. We call it quality. You'll find that spe- 
cial radiance in every crystal glass chandelier 
from Sears Lighting Boutique. 

Sears offers a wide range of genuine Euro- 
pean crystal glass, all of it hand-crafted, many 
in solid-cast Spanish bronze. 

Our crystal glass selection is just one of the 
many kinds of lighting we have to offer, all at 
attractive prices. Quality, selection, value. 
That's what Sears Lighting Boutique is all 
about. 

Available through all Sears stores ... similar 
styles also available in catalog. 

^isfhtinj 
ioutique 



44' Eloquence'! ^ 
50% off Place Settings 

& Special Sets, 
40% off on Open Stock. 

From October 22 through December 30,1978 you may purchase this 
all-time favorite design in Lunt Sterling at substantial savings. A wonderful 

opportunity to fill-in, add-to, or start your Eloquence service. 
What a superb holiday or Christmas gift - for yourself, or family or a daughter. 

At your favorite silverware store. Do ask about their Club Plan. 
Sterling says it all and Lunt says it best. 

FOR INFORMATION AND LITERATURE WRITE LUNT SILVERSMITHS, DEPT. H-14, GREENFIELD, MASS. 01301. 
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Get something beautiful going 
Come closer. What you're looking 

at is magnificence. The swirling patterns of 

olive ash burl veneer in configurations 

you would not believe. Rich, real, fascinating. 

One of Nature's masterworks. Here in our ) 

'Alpha" dining room and bedroom furniture 
at a price that belies the adoration "W" 

such wood inspires. Now look again.    I 
You'll see that Nature doesn't   JL Lane 

run completely unsupervised here. 

Our own talented designers have added the 

block-front motif that showcases the wood 

in striking architectural elegance. "Alpha" the 

beautiful. Pieces for bedroom as well as din- 
ing room. For color folders of the whole wide 

®    world of Lane furniture, send $1.00 

eto The Lane Company, Inc.,  Dept. 

NnO, AltaVista, VA 24517. 

For your "Alpha" dealer, phone free (except Alaska and Hawaii): 

800-243-6000. In Conn., 1-800-882-6500. 

November, 1978 



VNG 
Preserving 
the past 
Rehabilitate, recycle, re- 
vive. Finding new uses for 
good but outmoded build- 
ings—perhaps the most 
practical way to preserve 
the diversity of our archi- 
tectural inheritance—is a 
relatively new but rapidly 
growing movement that 
is revitalizing American 
towns and cities. In a fas- 
cinating new book. Build- 
ings Reborn: New Uses, 
Old Places (Harper & 
Row. $25). Barbaralec 
Diamonstein gives a suc- 
cinct but comprehensive 
survey of the recycling 
phenomenon, its history, 
problems, successes, and 
architectural, social, and 
economic impact. The 
94 projects she discusses 
represent a wide variety of 
imaginative  recyclings  by 

I   III   f 

individuals, communities, 
and businesses across the 
country. They include in- 
dividual buildings—some 
of great architectural mer- 
it, others quite ordinary— 
neighborhoods, and whole 

towns. Several examples 
will be familiar to our read- 
ers—among them Historic 
Charleston (Sept. '74, Oct. 
'77) and New Harmony, 
Ind. (Aug. "77). 

In conjunction with the 

GERALD   RATIO 

San Francisco University 
High School, left, recycled 
from garage, above. 
book, a photographic exhi- 
bition. Buildings Reborn, 
organized by Ms. Diamon- 
stein, will be circulated 
by the Smithsonian Insti- 
tution Traveling Exhibi- 
tion .Service. It opens Oct. 
6 at the Museum of Con- 
temporary Art in Chicago; 
Dec. 11. Museum of the 
City of New York; and 
Apr. 13, Smithsonian's 
Renwick Gallery in Wash- 
ington, D.C., additional 
shows to be announced. 

DAN WYNN 

> 

Yogurt on the double 
Here's a brand-new yogurt 
maker that's bound to keep 
even the most passionate 
yogurt-lover happy. It's 
called "Yogourmet" and 
it makes 2 quarts at a time. 
The maker has optional 
packets of freeze-dried yo- 
gurt starter, so anywhere 
you can take the maker 
you can have the yogurt. A 
65-watt heating element al- 

lows you to reduce incuba- 
tion time to a mere 4 hours. 
Classic white pla.slic mak- 
er also has an optional 
color-coded thermometer, 
so you know when the milk 
is ready to accept the 
healthful yogurt cultures. 
Makes yogurt and much 
more. About $60 by Rol- 
mex Electro at department 
stores everywhere. 

Re-creative d 
One of the greatest rewards 
in decorating is to make 
things work in a new and 
different way for your 
house. In High-Tech 
(Clarkson Potter, S27.50), 
a new book by design re- 
porters Joan Kron and 
Suzanne Slesin, you'll dis- 
cover how to put commer- 
cial and industrial products 
to use within your design 

• TANA HOBAh' 

esign 
I scheme. Laboratory beak- 
I ers become flower vases. 
; metal lockers create stor- 

age spaces, and other items 
originally developed for 
use in factories, restau- 
rants, and commercial ac- 
tivities can be turned into 
house helpers. Designed 
by Walter Bernard, with 
over 700 photographs and 
a 36-page buying guide. 

.HiALTH. 

Medical 
communique 
A 30-month nationwide 
program aimed at teaching 
doctors and patients effec- 
tive ways to treat stress— 
something that affects over 
half of all patients seen 
each year—has been an- 
nounced by the Cornell 
University Medical Col- 
lege in New York. Tele- 
vision and radio programs, 
newsletters, films, and 
community lectures have 
been scheduled, plus a 3- 
hour closed-circuit TV pro- 

gram to be shown to 
20.000 doctors in 26 cities. 
The program covers ten 
topics such as diagnosis of 
stress, alternative counsel- 
ing techniques, doctor-pa- 
tient communication, and 
developments in pharma- 
cology. "Stress is defined as 
the ordinary and extraor- 
dinary pressure of life," 
says Dr. Theodore Cooper, 
executive editor of the 7- 
physician board for the 
project. "It is our concern 
to explore all aspects of 
drug and nondrug therapy 
as a means of treatment." 
Write STRESS, Suite 1900, 
40 W. 57th St., N.Y., N.Y. 
10019. CLAIRE SCHOEN 

fS 3^ 



Purist. 

Perhaps you've noticed how 
many of your favorite products have 
been miraculously "improved" lately. 
They've been lemon-freshened, hyped-up 
with ingredients to make them last longer, 
changed into exotic shapes and colors. Purity and 
quality, those old-fashioned absolutes, have 
become harder and harder to find. 

Take heart. There are a few stubborn purists 
still around. And when it comes to sensitive 
skin care, count us among them. 

Neutrogena doesn't add new ingre- 
dients just to keep reviving your interest. 
And ever since the first bar of Neutrogena* 
was made by us, we have consistently bought 
the finest ingredients on the market to put in it. 
For example, our natural ingredients, like beef 
tallow, castor and coconut oils, bear the 
USDA Food Grade designation. And there are 
no artificial hardeners, coloring, or free alkali in 
our soap to cause possible skin irritation. 

We don't crank out Neutrogena by the 
usual mass production methods, either. 
We make our soap the way you'd make 
a gourmet dinner because we're just as finicky 
about quality as you are. Individual batches are 
carefully controlled and 
"cooked" for six hours. 
During that time they're 
checked time and time 
again by our chemists. 

tjt^cjt-atj 

Neutm^n. jsjeutroffena. 
dry-skin soap    ^ .    ♦^     . 
' the unique transparent soap 

All in all there are at least 20 separate 
tests for quality and purity during 
manufacture. And independent laboratories, 
adhering to strict FDA standards, have also 
tested Neutrogena eight different ways to make 
sure it's as careful with your face as it should be. 

That's why so many doctors recommend 
Neutrogena. It cleans your skin thoroughly, 
but not drastically, leaving it immaculately fresh, 
but not dry. 

We don't promise you miracles 
or magical ingredients or exotic fragrances. 
We don't make claims we can't live up to. All you 
get from us is a safe, pure, allergy-tested soap 
that has been so carefully screened and tested, 
it won't irritate sensitive skin if used properly. 

Which Neutrogena for you? If your skin 
is sensitive, but otherwise normal, try original 
Neutrogena. If you're especially sensitive to per- 
fumes, try Neutrogena Unscented. If your skin 
is dry and sensitive, try Neutrogena Dry-Skin Soap. 

So if you've gotten a little skeptical of 
change for change's sake, consider The Purist. 

Neutrogena. We 
promise you, your 
skin will enjoy our old- 
fashioned approach 
to purity and quality. 

77/77 
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What, me worry? 
My carpet's got Du PontTEFLON' 

Carpet Protector. 

When you've got a carpet with 
Du Pont TEFLON*Carpet Protector, you've taken 

a lot of worry out of carpet care. 
Du Pont TEFLON Carpet Protector gives invisible 
protection that lasts and lasts. Carpets actually 

resist soil. And need shampooing less often. 
When you buy carpet, buy carpet protection. Look for 

the label that tells you the carpet is protected by 
TEFLON Carpet Protector. Only from Du Pont 

a 

• *■ -;,'« 

ffi UK PAT.<^T» 
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¥^Kf Dook.. • bdund to please 
World Book introduces a touch of luxury 
... the new Classical binding. 
World Book in the new Classical binding is a wonderful 
Christmas gift idea. 
It's beautifully bound in bonded leather (leather fibers bonded 
with latex). Beautifully bound, yes, but more important, the 
books are beautifully written . ..for children at various levels 
World Book fits its language to its most likely readers. For 
example, the article on puppets —which would be of 
greater interest to young children —reads more easily 
than the one on thermodynamics, aimed at a more 
advanced audience. 
Major articles begin with simple explanations 
so that even young readers can get the basic 
information they want. Then, as the information 
gets more advanced, so does the language. 
No wonder World Book is the world's best 
selling encyclopedia. , it's understandable' 

The 22-volume World Book in the Classical binding at an 
introductory low price of $399 plus tax, delivered. This price 
will increase on November 22, so contact your local World Book 
representative in the Yellow Pages, or tear out and mail the 
coupon now. 

Name 

World Book-Childcraft International, Inc. 
Merchandise Mart Plaza 

O. Box 3565, Chicago. III. 60654 

M1245N 

D I would like to be contacted with more information about 
The World Book Encyclopedia 

D I would like to know how I can become a World Book 
representative. 

(Ple..ise pnni) 

Address 

Slate Zip 

Phone Number 



Model 732 
32" high 

Suggested retail S175 

The beauty of dazzling 
full lead crystal that 
sparkles with the clear- 
est diamond brilliance 
marks true ciuality. 

REMINGTON 
LAMP 

At fine stores everywhere. 
Write for name of your 

nearest dealer 
46th & Girard, Philadelphia, Pa. 19131 

By Louise Ade Boger 

ANTIQUES 
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

Turn-of-the-century 
sofa 
I liave a very old sofa. From my photo- 
graph, can you tell me something about 
its style and when it was made? 

S,V.N.S.—Fairfield, Conn. 
The back panel of your settee is a mix- 
ture of two trends expressed in great 
quantities of furniture made in our coun- 
try about 1900 for modest budgets. The 
asymmetry of the baci^ panel demon- 
strates the spirit of Art Nouvcau, while 
the simple geometrical, pierced orna- 
ment, comprising circles and straight 
lines, forecasts the Modern movement. 

Stradivarius copy 
On the inside of my violin is "Antonius 
Stradivarius, Cremonenfis, Faciebat an- 
no 1714." Do 1 have a genuine Stradivar- 
ius? R.M.—Ricevllle, Tenn. 

The Italian violin-maker Antonio Stradi- 
vari (1644-1737) is associated through- 
out his life with Cremona, where he 
brought the craft of violin-making to its 
acme of perfection. By 1666, he had al- 
ready begun to insert his own label on 
violins of his making. His Cremona pat- 
tern has been generally followed—the 
majority of violins since made, whether 
by good or inferior makers, are copies 
of  Stradivari.   From  about   1880  into 

^ fe'-^^az^/, 

the early 20th century, thousands of 
violins were made in Europe by incom- 
petent makers and sold by peddlars in 
parts of the U.S. and Canada. They bear 
a forged paper label pasted inside with 
the following inscription (in Latin, here 
translated): Antonio Stradivari, Cre- 
mona, Made in the Year 1714 (which is 
the year of one of his most famous vio- 
lins, the Dolphin). Your violin is of this 
class and is not a genuine Stradivarius. 

Uncle Sam 
coin bank 
On my old bank, the 
carpetbag on the base 
opens when the lever 
is pressed and the 
coin placed in Uncle 
Sam's right hand 
falls into it. At the 
same time, his whis- 
kers start to move. 
Do you know any- 
thing about the 
bank's background? 
U.R.—Sarasota, Fla. 

This popular and typical American 
mechanical bank was originated by Peter 
Adams Jr. and Charles G. Shepard and 
manufactured by the Shepard Co. of 
Buffalo, N.Y. The design patent was is- 
sued June 6, 1 886 and the regular patent 
November 16, 1886. When the J.&E. 
Stevens Co. of Cromwell, Conn, bought 
the Shepard line of banks in 1892, Uncle 
Sam became a Stevens property. 

22 
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German pitcher 
From my sketch, can you tell me who 
made my unusual pitcher and about how 
old.it is? T.T.S.—Reading, Pa. 

Your novelty pitcher was made at a Ger- 
man porcelain factory started at Tettau 
in 1794 with special privileges (hence 
the Priv. 1794 in the mark). Your mark 
was used around the turn of the 20th ij 
century. The factory is still active. V 

Continued on page 26. 
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THE SEAGRAM'S GIN 
MIDNIGHT MARTINI. 

''99^ 

^■■^ ^.^W 

^j 

"♦.'i=- 
-r.*" 

Sfopram's 
Exiro On) Add a black olive to your martini made 

with Seagram's Extra Dry Gin, the real 
secret behind the perfect martini, ^^r. 
And remember, enjoy our quality 
in moderation. 

6\ ^3N' \ /'/■ y-j 

Seagra# Bctra Dry. The Perfect Martini Gin: all ways. 
SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO.,N.Y.C. 80 PROOF. DISTILLED DRY GIN. DISTILLED FROM GRAIN. 

November, 1978 23 



Monclai;'s child is fair of face... 

Tuesday's child 
IS full of grace 

Plates shown less than actual size oj 8'A inches in dianu 

Wednesda{;'s child 
IS full of luoe 

Thursday's child 
has far to go 

Fridoi^ s child 
is louing and gluing   j 



A lovable little collection in fine porcelain: 
seven captivating collector's plates inspired by the familiar rhyme. 

Each plate bright with a charming original work of art, and elegantly 
hand-embellished in 24 karat gold. 

rictly limited edition, 
duance subscription deadline 
ouember25, 1978. 

ONDAY'S CHILD is fair of faccTues- 
iy's child is full of grace...so goes the old 
lyme, through the days of the week. Now 
,e charming lines of this delightful and 
ellloved verse have become the inspira- 
5n for a distinctive collection of porcelain 
iates, to be issued exclusively in limited 
dition by Franklin Porcelain. 
The original works of art created solely 

)r these plates by the outstanding young 
nglish artist Caroline Ebborn portray, one 
J one, the seven days of the rhyme. A 
ifferent plate for each day of the week, 
nd in the artist's imaginative interpreta- 
on, each day's "child" is symbolized by an 
ngaging little baby animal. 

Seven beautiful plates...seven 
lovable animals 

londay's child, so fair of face, is the prettiest 
kittens, preening unashamedly before a 

0L.1 of feline admirers. Tuesday's child is a 
raceful little fawn, elegantly long-limbed 
nd naturally delicate of movement.... 
hese charming and irresistible creatures 
olic their way through the week, each one 
"le star of one of the seven beautiful plates 
/hich make up this unique and utterly de- 
ghtful collection in fine porcelain. 
Just look at the winning little creatures 

^^aroline Ebborn has created—Saturday's 
idustrious squirrels, busily gathering nuts 
3r their winter hoards; Wednesday's woe- 
•egone puppies, with their floppy ears and 
ad brown eyes —enough to melt the 
lardest heart. Or look at Friday's friendly 

rabbits hopping merrily ears a-twitch, amid 
the meadow flowers. Enjoy the highly deco 
rative nature of Caroline Ebborn's talent, 
combined with a lightness of touch which is 
perfectly suited to the design of delicate 
works in fine porcelain. Feel the tender 
affection of her work, exquisitely executed 
in a palette of colors ranging from vivid 
tones to delicate pastel tints. And admire 
the clarity and detail of each image —from 
the leaf-patterns on the trees of the Thurs 
day plate...to the jewel-bright butterflies 
cheerfully fluttering around Wednesday's 
adorable puppies. 

Hand-embellished with 24 karat gold 

An intricate border encircles the center of 
each plate —a different one for every day of 
the week: a bevy of ladybugs on Wednesday 
a miniature forest of acorns on Tuesday, a 
chain of lovely flower buds for Friday... 
exuberant, colorful, each one a work of art in 
itself. And, there is one final touch of per- 
fection: around the rim of each plate, a band 
of 24 karat gold skillfully applied by hand, 
to enrich and enhance the entire collection. 

Each plate will bear on the back the 
signature of the artist, along with the 
appropriate line of the "Monday's child" 
rhyme. Also included will be the Franklin 
Porcelain mark, an assurance of the high 
quality and craftsmanship on every plate in 
the collection. For these beautiful plates will 
be superbly made in Japan expressly for 
Franklin Porcelain. 

Having satisfied yourself of the charm 
and beauty of the design, you need only 
run your finger over the glaze to feel its rich 
smoothness: to weigh the plate in your hand 
to enjoy the perfect balance and molding: 
or to shift it under the light to gain the full 
effect of the opulent rim of 24 karat gold. 

so deftly applied. Such scrutiny will prove 
to you at once that the artist's lively imagina 
tion is well matched by the skills of the fine 
craftsmen who have created the plates. 

A strictly limited edition 

This unique and charming collection will be 
available onl]; in strictly limited edition, and 
can be obtained onli; by direct application 
to Franklin Porcelain. This is the first 
announcement of the collection, and the 
advance deadline for subscribing is Novem 
ber 25. 197H. A final announcement will be 
made in March 1979, after which the edition 
will be closed forever. After the collection 
has been issued to subscribers, no other 
plates will ever be created, ensuring that the 

(i'/.total size of the edition will never exceed the 
* number of eligible applications received 

postmarked by the final closing date. 
The charm and beauty of this unique 

collection make it irresistible as a gift for a 
daughter, a niece, or a granddaughter — 
regardless of age. And because each plate 
is a work of beauty and lasting quality, the 
collection has all the makings of a true heir- 
loom of the future —a possession to be 
prized and thoroughly enjoyed by succeed- 
ing generations. 

Or you may decide to acquire the collec- 
tion as that most delightful indulgence, a 
present to yourself. For just to catch sight of 
one of these captivating plates will brighten 
your day: while displaying all seven in your 
home would be a source of constant delight. 
So that you may do so, every plate will be 
accompanied by its own display stand. 

But please note that, to acquire this 
superb collection, you must mail the ad- 
vance application below to Franklin Porce- 
lain, Franklin Center. Pennsylvania, by 
November 25, 1978. 

Saturda\,''s child 
rks hard jot a liumg 

And the cluld that is born 
on ilw Sabbath dav is bonny 
and blithe, and good and gay 

ADVANCE SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION 

The Da[;s of the Week Porcelain Plate Collection 
Must be postmarked bi/ November 25. 1978. 

Limit: One set per collector 
Franklin Porcelain 
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091 
Please enter my subscription for one complete set of The Days of the Week 
Porcelain Plate Collection 

I understand that I will receive my plates at the rate of one a month, and that 
the official issue price of $45.' per plate includes individual display stands for all 
seven plates I further understand that I need send no money now and that I will 
be billed for my first plate when it is ready to be sent to me. 

' Plus m^ itate idles lax 

Signature  

Mr./Mrs./Miss- 

Addr 

City, State. .Zip- 
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them throughout the 19th century. Your 
mark includes the country of origin, 
France, which indicates your tureen was 
made some time after 1891—perhaps 
about 1900. 

Luneville 
tureen 

Can you determine from 
the mark how old my 
tureen is and by whom it 
was made? Also, what does 
the term demi-porcelain 
refer to? D.S.—New York, N.Y. 

'*AMd^ 

Wares marked demi-porcelain or semi- 
porcelain possess some of the character- 
istics of porcelain; the most important 
one they lack is translucency. A faience 
manufactory was established at Lune- 
ville in 1731 by Jacques Chambrette, 
and after changes in ownership and 
some expansion, the Luneville potteries 
were sold in 1788 to Sebastian Keller 
and Cuny, later Keller and Guerin, 
whose descendants continued to conduct 

Trifid-end 
spoon 

I understand my 
spoon is old. Can 
you tell me anything 
about its .style and 
what period it be- 
longs to? B.E. 

—New York, N.Y. 

The pattern of your spoon, having a 
handle-end cleft into three parts, each of 
which turns toward the face, was intro- 
duced in English silver after the resto- 
ration of the monarch in 1660. In this 
new type, known as the trifid-end pat- 
tern, the lower part of the handle is con- 
tinued to a length which extends more 
than halfway down the back of the bowl. 
The purpose of this so-called rat-tail is 
to strengthen the handle. Your pewter 
spoon of English provenance probably 
dates about 1790. 

Baker Furniture Collector's Edition 

Rare Pau Ferro veneers on 
hand painted, lacquered base of 
Far East design. You are invit- 
ed to see all the Baker Furniture 

collections in our showrooms 
through your in-  iTTO 
terior designer,       ^juhpF 
architect or ^ 
furniture 
retailer. 

Distinguished manufacturer and distributor with showrooms in: Atlanta. Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, 
Grand Rapids. High Point. Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco. 
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Seth Thomas 
clock 
I know I have a Seth 
Thomas elock and that 
it was patented Feb. 
15, 1876, because it i.s 
so labeled. What else 
can you tell me about 
it? J.W. McP.~ 
San Luis Obispo, Calif. 

You have an office calen- 
dar #8 wall clock made 
by Seth Thomas during 
the 1880s. In 1884, this 
clock retailed for $90. At this price, pro- 
duction must have been limited. The cal- 
endar is perpetual and was patented in 
1876 by Randall T. Andrews Jr., a 
grand-nephew of Seth Thomas. The 
ornament placed on the apex of the pedi- 
ment is missing. 

English 
watch case 
Can you tell me what my green-velvet \ 
lined box was used for and anything y 
about its origin? 

A.G.—New York, N.Y. ( 

Your small box, veneered with burl wal- \ 
nut and banded with rosewood and with ! 
a  brass  molding  around  the  lid,  is a 
man's watch case. Well-designed and of 
fine workmanship, it was made in Eng- \ 
land, probably about 1830. 

Antiqueries 
Copies of 
Louise Ade 
Soger's book. 
House & 
Garden's An- 
tiques: Ques- 
tions & An- 
swers which 
contains 
more than 
900 items 
chosen from 
past columns, 
all   arranged 
by category for easy reference, can 
be purchased for $11.95 a copy, plus 
45^ to cover the cost of postage and 
handling. To order, please write to: 
Conde Nast Books, Post Office Box 
3308, Grand Central Station, New 
York, N.Y. 10017, enclosing your re- 
mittance and correct mailing address. 
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Eli:^beth Ardcn brings you 
^ Brighton. 

The Royal Pavilion at Brighton, England, is one of the wonders of the modem world. Because of 
the beauty and grandeur of the Pavilion, The Regency Period in England evolved, spreading its oriental 
elegance into architecture, furniture, and porcelains. Elizabeth Arden is proud to have been authorized 
to re-create the legendary designs in porcelains and ceramics, and to bring them to you filled with 
fragrant soaps, candles and colognes in Blue Grass, Memoire Cherie and Cabriole. 

Brighten your Christmas with Brighton from Elizabeth Arden. 

From $8 to $$0 (suggested retail) at Elizabeth Arden counters. 
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LOOKING GOOD 
FEELING FIT 
Looking forward 
to a longer life 

A round-up of the latest medical 
techniques for extending 
life—vitamin therapy; nucleic 
acid intake; diet and 
exercise; oxygen maintenance; 
adjusting the immune 
system; gene manipulation 

By Beverly Russell 

Research now in progress indicates that 
hfe extension and control of the aging 
process, resulting from the discovery of 
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), will be 
the next scientific leap forward. Some 
scientists believe we may be on the verge 
of doubling our age potential—that liv-. 
ing to 120 or 140 may well become the 
norm for future generations. And that 
major breakthroughs in stalling the aging 
process and death could happen within 
the next live to ten years. 

In the beginning you were one single 
cell, which then began to divide and 
form a cluster of identical cells. Next a 
program was activated which caused all 
your cells to differentiate, becoming spe- 
cialized for specific functions, such as 
muscle, bone, eyes, and forming the 
complete array of organs that make up 
the incredibly complex human body. 

During the pre-birth stage and for 
your first twelve months, all cell types 
have the capacity to divide and repro- 
duce themselves. "But around the age of 
one year," explains gerontologist Dr. 
C.A. Everone, director of the Life-Ex- 
tension and Control of Aging Program 
at the Foundation for Infinite Survival, 
Berkeley. Calif., "another program is 
activated and certain cell types are 
switched off. They lose the ability to 
divide and remake themselves, and be- 
gin to age though this is temporarily 
masked because all cells continue to 
grow larger." 

Around age 18, when the growth 
process is finally turned off, you enter a 
plateau or glide pattern until 30, says 
Dr. Everone, but from then on you get 
into the downward descent, and all cells 
degenerate in sequence until you reach 
a finite point of nondivision. Dr. Everone 
believes that nondividing cells accumu- 
late metabolic waste and become vul- 
nerable to disease and damage. "It is 
this process that speeds or causes death 
and fixes the lifespan at a maximum of 
about 90-100 years. If degeneration did 
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not occur, neither would chronic dis- 
ease." 

This idea of cell degeneration has been 
called our "biological clock" by Dr. 
Leonard Hayflick, professor of Medical 
Microbiology at the Stanford University 
School of Medicine. He, like many biol- 
ogists, believes that determining the 
cause of degeneration and finding a pat- 
tern of regeneration, or slowing the bio- 
logical clock, may in fact be the secret to 
life extension. Researchers are now 
working on several methods in an at- 
tempt to achieve this. 
Vitamin therapy 
In some laboratory experiments, cell 
degeneration has been halted by vitamin 
E treatment. At the University of Cali- 
fornia. Berkeley. Dr. Lester Packer with 
Dr. James Smith found that vitamin E 
dosage promoted vigorous cell division 
without abnomiality. Moreover the cells 
were still dividing vigorously when the 
experiment was terminated. Dr. Den- 
ham Harman. president of the National 
Institute on Aging, went further, testing 
the vitamin H dosage on mice. He found 
it could increase their lifespan by 2fi 
percent. And then Dr. Richard Pass- 
water took up the challenge. He was 
able to increase the lifespan of mice to 
an incredible 166 percent with vitamin 
E, silenium, and sulphur amino acids— 
all of which are found in Brewer's yeast. 

Singing can be 
oxygenating and 
life-extending too 

Vitamin C has also been under the 
microscope. Dr. Albert .Szent Gyorgi, 
who discovered ascorbic acid—vitamin 
C—-40 years ago, concludes in his latest 
paper that this is the agent which en- 
ables protein to be transmitted to the 
cell as oxygen. The more ascorbic acid 
available, the better the protein will 
work, he says. And the healthier and 
livelier, presumably, each cell. 

In New York, psychotherapist Dr. 
Bernard Green has had remarkable re- 
sults with vitamin therapy to slow up 
or halt aging, though he is quick to 
emphasize that it is only recommended 
in conjunction with a healthy diet (no 
sugar, junk food, white flour, coffee), 
exercise, talking-it-out. One of his pa- 
tients, Mrs. Eleanor Bernard, can 
hardly believe the personal revitalization 
that she has experienced. At 70, she can 
walk 70 blocks at a stretch without 
tiring, and swim twice a week. She has 

coped with widowhood, beginning a new 
and happy social life, traveling, enjoy- 
ing lectures and concerts. 

"1 have extended life in a way I never 
believed possible. When I first decided 
to get medical help, I was old in body 
and mind. I was constantly depressed 
and spent most of my time in bed. 
Through treatment I learned:,to erase 
the past, live in the present and formu- 
late the future." Mrs. Bernard starts 
every day with a prc-breakfast pep-up 
drink: 1 teaspoonful Brewer's yeast, 1 
teaspoonful yeast flakes, 1 teaspoonful 
of protein powder, mixed with half a cup 
of milk and half a cup of grapefruit 
juice. To maintain vitality, she takes 400 
international units of vitamin E, 500 
milligrams of niacinamide, 2 tablets of 
vitamin B complex 100 and 2500 milli- 
grams of vitamin C. Isn't so much vita- 
min C toxic? Dr. Green replies: "Linus 
Pauling, twice Nobel prize winner, lakes 
up to 10,000 daily. Szent Gyorgi found 
that 1,000 daily was insufficient for him 
at age X4. When he went up to S,()()() 
milligrams he regained his strength." 

While the vitamin dosages are varied., 
Dr. Green's treatment is more or less 
the same for young and old with insist- 
ence that the holistic health program 
includes diet, exercise, meditation, and 
talking-it-out. All are essential to re- 
store the body. 
Nucleic acid intake 
Research by Dr. Benjamin Frank, a 
clinician in biochemical therapy and 
author of Nucleic Acid Nutrition and 
Therapy (Rainstone) and Dr. I-rank's 
No-Aging Diet (Dial), has theorized 
that cell degeneration, which occurs 
when the aging cells slow down their 
production of DNA and RNA (ribo- 
nucleic acid), can be averted by high 
intake of nucleic acid (essential in build- 
ing energy) to replace that no longer pro- 
duced  by  the  cells. 

Dr. Frank has had success rejuve- 
nating patients with nucleic acid-rich 
diets, at times in combination with nu- 
cleic acid extract injections. 

Dietary sources of nucleic acid are: 
sardines, liver, salmon, fish in general, 
beans,  spinach,  cauliflower,  green  and 
leafy vegetables. 
Diet and exercise 
But for every medical expert who be- 
lieves in vitamin therapy or nucleic acid 
diets, there is one who doesn't. Nathan 
Pritikin, director of the Longevity Re- 
search Center and Clinic, is definitely 
against. He has formulated an optimal 
diet with very low fat content and con- 
centration of complex carbohydrates— 
"food as grown"—which he believes, if 

Continued on page 30 
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SINCE 1866 

^ Nature created the most delicate flowers, 
the most vivid colors, the most exciting 

textures. And we've transformed these qualities into the most distinctive 
jewelry—our superbly hand-crafted 14-Karat Gold Overlay Collection. 
Available in the nation's finest stores. Guaranteed to last a lifetime, naturally. 

Top to bottom; Forget-Me-Nol Bar Pin $40, Rose Stickpin $11.50, Mosaic Opal Stickpin $30, Heart with Austrian Crystal Stickpin $15, 
14Kt, Rose Earrings $40 (tor pierced ears only). Rose Bangle Bracelet $27,50, Captured Jade Bracelet $55, Rose Bracelet $70, 

Mosaic Opal Pendant $30, Captured Jade Pendant $17.50. In fine leatherette gift cases. 
Write Kre.mentz & Co., 43 Chestnut Street, Newark, N,J. 07101 for free copy of "Unique-The Story of Krementz Gold Overlay Jewelry'.' 
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FEELING FIT 
coniinued from piific -8 
followed from an early age, can result 
in anyone living to be 100. Interestingly, 
Pritikin had no formal medical training, 
though his nutritional research is highly 
regarded by physicians across the coun- 
try today and his papers have been pub- 
lished in the Journal of Applied Nutri- 
tion. He began his career as an inventor, 
engineer, and scientist. "Nutrition and 
degenerative diseases have always been 
my avocation, and for the last 40 years, 
I have been studying the medical litera- 
ture. But about 20 years ago when I ex- 
perienced a coronary insutliciency, the 
abstract statistics became real. I was able 
to develop my own therapy based on my 
research." 

Patients at his Santa Monica clinic 
(he treats them from 12 years up) check 
in for 26-day visits at a cost of $.3,100. 
Diet, combined with exercise, elimina- 
tion of all medication, restructuring of 
lifestyle, compose a program which 
seeks to prevent typical degenerative 
problems—cardiovascular including an- 
gina, hypertension, claudication (in- 
sufficient circulation to the legs), dia- 
betes, gouty arthritis, and to some 
extent rheumatoid arthritis. 

The diet consists of whole grains, 
legumes,   tubers,   vcgetivbles,   and   fruit. 

Fish and fowl are allowed in small 
amounts, protein is derived from non- 
animal sources, with the exception of 
skimmed milk and skimmed milk cheese. 
Only the whites of eggs are eaten. Sugar, 
honey, molasses are banned, as are al- 
cohol and caffeine (coffee, tea, cola, 
etc.), and all tobacco and drugs. Choles- 
terol is less than 25 milligrams a day 
compared with the American average of 
600 to 750 milligrams, salt less than 4 
grams, compared with the average 10 
grams. Pritikin believes the high carbo- 
hydrate diet has been both maligned and 
misunderstood. This is the diet followed 
by people in "developing" countries 
where   life   potential   is   considerably 

According to 
recent experiments, 
reducing 
body temperature 
can influence the 
process of aging 

INDIGO CREWEL—a linen and cotton print from the "Winterthur Collection". 

Srv&sehvM Q Ills, Inc. ^ J^ 
Decorative Fabrics and Wallcoverings yM 

410 East 62 St., New York 10021 • Through decorators and fine stores Z 
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longer than ours, and Western degenera- 
tive diseases, heart problems, and cancer 
are less frequently experienced. "What 
I've done is not original. I've simply tak- 
en the diet of these countries and modi- 
fied them for the American taste. It's not 
experimental, it's something that's al- 
ready been tried and its works." With 
this nutritional regimen, you can eat as 
much as you like and you'll never gain 
weight—and vitamin supplements are 
unnecessary. "1 haven't had a cold in 15 
years and I've never taken supplements. 
I'm 63 and my wife and I both go on 
10-mile runs," says Pritikin. 

Remarkable results have been seen 
with almost 2,500 participants at the 
Longevity Center. One case is Mrs. Eula 
Weaver, who when first treated there at 
the age of 81 was only able to walk 100 
feet. Two years after being on the Priti- 
kin diet, she began to jog and today at 
89 is a regular participant in Senior 
Olympics track events, running 1-mile 
and half-mile races. Such is her energy 
that she is now training for 2-mile 
events. 
Oxygen maintenance 
Today, it is generally agreed that oxygen 
is a key factor in regeneration of cells, 
and conventional athletics are not the 
only way of getting it. Orchestral con- 
ductors, for example, have been noted 
for longevity. Leopold Stokowski was 
over 95, and still working, when he died. 
Moving the baton vigorously above the 
head is thought to promote good health 
and vitality. Hippocrates believed walk- 
ing is man's best medicine. Walking has 
been tried for serious heart problems, 
and cardiologists have found that the 
heart can develop its own repairs by 
growth or new artery branches around 
the damaged one. A good healthy walk 
would be I mile, at a speed of 3'/a miles 
per hour. 

Singing can be oxygenating and life- 
extending too. In Chicago, singing teach- 
er Mrs. Anna Boynton still maintains a 
group of 12 students at the age of 89— 
and has the vitality and strength of a 
woman 20 years her junior. "My one 
complaint at this point is that I now sing 
bass when I used to sing soprano," she 
says with a relaxed laugh. Mrs. Boynton, 
a widow for 25 years, lives alone, does 
all her own cooking, travels to New 
York twice a year to see her family, and 
is healthy "except for a bit of arthritis in 
my knees. I've never taken vitamins. I 
eat carefully and rest when I feel like it." 
Adjusting the immune system 
According to recent experiments, re- 
ducing body temperature can influence 
the process of aging. Roy Walford, pro- 
fessor of pathology at UCLA, is quoted 
in the UCLA Monthly as saying that if 
we could turn down our thermostat 

Continued on page 32 
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They won't blow away! 
Maybelline creates four powder shadow 
formulas that stay. And stay! 

You can prove it yourself Blow on 
the applicator and see how the color clings. 

A built-in moisturizing base makes these 
colors go on smooth and last long. 

Choose from dozens of shades—four 
different shimmers. They're all waterproof 
colors that cling. Beautiful. 

Ultra Velvet Pearly Ultra Frost 
Soft, rich matte beauty Our pearliest & frostiest 

Ultra Frost                                    —.n^^ I^HK—._^                   Two Tone Ultra Frost 
A gentle, frosty glow        f,,^«l«S---~!!^ //P--'-—SS^^ar/'       ^o^o'" Pl"^ highlighter 
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© 1978, Miiybcllinc Co. 
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For imaginative drink ideas send for theTia Maria recipe book:' v 

W.A.Taylor &Comf>anv,825 South Bayshore Drive,JVliami,Florida'^3i3i 
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(located in the brain ) "we would greatly 
prolong life with probably no influence 
on mental or physical functioning." Pro- 
fessor Walford's other research has given 
rise to the possibility that niuJer/ceding 
can also prolong life, as it has in animals. 
He believes that a good way for people 
to slow down the aging process would 
be to eat a high nutrient, low calorie 
diet, but to eat only every other day. 

Both the cooling-down and under- 
feeding techniques involve our immune 
system, one of whose main functions is 
to recognize what is foreign to the body 
and reject or destroy it. "With age, the 
ability to distinguish between the self and 
the non-self blurs," says Dr. Walford. 
Both these techniques probably affect 
the body's immune system in terms of 
preserving it. 
Cene manipulation 
Genetic research is coming up with all 
sorts of new possibilities for our bodies, 
and Professor Walford, with his col- 
league, associate professor George Smith, 
has been able to fix our lifespan- 
altering genes precisely on the genetic 
map. Would it be possible to alter these 
genes so that our lives could last indefi-i- 
niiely? The experts are not saying so. but 
experimen's into recombinant DNA 
and other genetic procedures leave open 
the possibility that in theory, at least, ok! 
age could become obsolete. 
New life challenges 
Certainly ifs not just what you eat and 
how mobile you are that promotes life 
extension, but what you do and how you 
do it. We are fortunate to be living in 
a time when change is applauded. Psy- 
chologists tell us reaching out for new 
experiences is healthy and there is now 
a trend to more variegated life patterns 
—in marriage, career, travel, and leisure. 
It is becoming acceptable and even 
praiseworthy to alter direction in work. 
Harvard's Hrik Erikson has taught us it 
is natural to feel dissatisfied at mid-life, 
between 35 and 40, and to face upheaval 
if necessary. It can only lead on to better 
things, feeding back renewed energy, 
vigor, and mental agility. Studies show 
that many people who make mid-life 
career changes break away from a sed- 
entary, cerebral type of activity, to a 
more physical, tactile one, thus activat- 
ing unused skills and renewing energy. 

What, it may be asked, are the com- 
mon factors that have revitalized a de- 
pressed widow of 70. an arthritic invalid 
of 83, and an 89-year-old singing 
teacher? 

Clearly,  each  situation  has  its own 
individual characteristics, but a certain 
pattern  seems to emerge.  In  all  cases 
there is a strong determination "to do 

Continued on page 78 
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Put The Bloom On Christmos 
The natural beauty of fresh flowers and plants is 
the ultimate touch of magic for an already-exciting 
holiday season. Plan to include seasonal decora- 
tions throughout your own home. Then, when 
you want a gift that's super-special, look to our 
variety of plants and flowers that will express your 
Christmas wishes so well. 

What you see here is only the beginning! 

Custom designs are always available, made up to 
your special preferences. Your floral Christmas 
gifts can be wired to cities around the world. 
Ordering is as easy as picking up your phone. 

The freshest plants and flowers the market af- 
fords are the only kind we make available to you. 
This, combined with our always-professional 
service, is our guarantee of satisfaction. 

Right JH 78-1 
A use-aqain basket filled with 
evergreens and Christmas red car 
nations accented with a twinkling 
candle — a perfect gift or decoratior} 

Below: JH 78-2 
Blue-green juniper with natural her 
ries and cones form a background 
for white carnations in this distinc- 
tive holiday/ arrangement for an 
occasional table. 

Below: JH 78 3 
Dramatic frosted branches, crimson 
carnations and evergreens surround 
a red pillar candle in this arrange- 
ment designed to shed a /r/end/y 
glow  Perfect for a buffet! 
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Moke It Festive: 
Have you noticed? When 
something beautiful is 
happening, flowers and plants 
are usually part of 
the scene! They underscore 
our holiday traditions 
of hospitality, generosity 
and warm friendliness. 

Greet holiday guests with fresh flowers and 
plants chosen especially to say, "Welcome!" 

When you become the guest, a gift of 

Moke 

Flowers 

flowers, greens or a plant 
says,"Thanks so much!" 

A quiet holiday at home 
can enhance family 
togetherness when flowers 
and plants are part 
of the surroundings. 

Flowers and plants 
communicate long distance in their own unique 
way when you wire this living greeting to 
family and friends. 

ipe 
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JH 78-4 
This unique arrangement is composed of long-lasting naturals: 
evergreens, juniper berries, lotus pods, cones, hollv and a 
manzanita branch. 

JH 78-5 
Long-needled pine spra\)s and other greens provide a holiday; 
backdrop for ye//ouj roses, accented with natural pine cones. 
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Christmas In Full Bloom 
Experienced hostesses know flowers are as 
important to a convivial party atmosphere 
as the food and drink. Whether your 
plans are for a casual post-caroling 
supper, a brunch, tea, cocktail 
party, formal dinner or "easy-come, 
easy-go" open house, flowers will 
help you say, "Welcome!" 

Our imaginative designers 
only need to know the 

theme of your party and the setting. They 
can create a centerpiece, a topiary fan- 

tasy for the entryway, arrangements 
for the mantel, buffet and 

occasional tables, even individual 
place settings as take-home gifts. 

For a\\ those special times 
during the holidays when your 

home is a hospitality 
center, just call on us! 

Il 
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Opposite, top: JH 78-6 
This popular "tree" of carnations and ho/Zy 
is a fine gift choice for a convalescent, an 
apartment dweller, an older friend, or 
anyone who lacks space for the 
traditonal tree. 

Opposite, below: JH 78-7 
Our version of a White Christmas to ac- 
compani; fine dinnerware and sparkling 
conversation—show];, snowy carnations 
and mums interspersed with greens. 

Above: JH 78-8 and JH 78-9 
A traditional wreath of greens and a 
harmonizing arrangement: two Christmas 
ideas from our holiday showcase. Come 
in; see these and so many more for 
yourself. 

Right: JH 78-10 
Giant gerbera daisies and ribbons add a 
colorful touch to an arrangement of 
evergreens. 
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Deck 
Your 
HQIIS... 

. . .with "boughs of holly," and 
with wreaths, garlands and 
mistletoe, too. Tis indeed the 
season to add holiday trims to 
doors, staircases, windows and 
mantels in your home. 

LOOKING GOOD 
FEELING FIT 

...And Theirs 
As gifts, holiday trims are a season-long 
reminder of your holiday wishes. We 
have many ideas for you, from tradi- 
tional Christmas wreaths to the 
"something wonderful" you want for 
special people and special situations. 
Plan to order at least 10 days before 
Christmas so we can send your span- 
the-season gifts early. 

Above left: JH 7811 
Berries, shells, greens and ribbons are spaced 
down a macrame door hanging — onl^/ one of the 
manii exciting ideas we have for \,!our home. 

Above right: JH 78-12 and 7813 
A dramatic, yef simple window garland of 
evergreen becomes a beautiful frame for a fragrant 
table arrangement of candles and greens. 

Left: JH 7814andJH 7815 
A traditional wreath of greens, individualized with 
lotus pods, and a small wicker basket arrangement 
to match. Send the two as a duet of Christmas 
greetings, or separately/ 
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The Gifts 
That Grow 
n Beauty 

Vigorously healthy plants and the freshest of 
flowers available are the only kind we buy for 
our customers. As specialists, we are concerned 
with your maximum enjoyment of our flower 
and plant materials. Whether your selection is a 
foliage plant, a flowering plant or a glorious 
bunch of fresh flowers, you can be assured that 
the quality is tops when it leaves our shop 
carrying your card. 

Top: JH 78-16 
A sure-fire gift success of roses, pomporys and greens. For 
your convenience, we deliver locally; and wire worldwide. 
All orders are holida\^ packaged with ^lour card attached. 

Right: JH 78-17 
A preview of spring in a garden basket: an unexpected 
Christmas gift that's sure to be remembered 

Below: JH 78-18 
Gift plants for )JOUT personal selection: poinsettias. mums, 
azaleas, cyclamens, foliage plants, hanging varieties and 
manv more. All selections will be Christmas wrapped. 
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For the season of sharing... 

Fresh Fbwers And Plants 
The open-hearted Christmas season is just the right time 

to let flowers and plants do the talking for you. 
We invite you to make our shop your happy holiday "living 

and giving" headquarters. Our service—in the 
spirit of the season—is warm, friendly and caring. 

You'll be glad you chose our flower shop as a 
gift source without compare! 

Aboue JH 78'19 
A gift with a totall\^ natural look, from the shallow basket to 
the greens, cones and Christmas tapers  Shop the eas<^ way: 
bu^; several! 
Right: JH 78-20 
A dish garden of /oue/y plants accented with holida\; 
touches—alwat^s a special Christmas gift! 

^ 

Put the bloom on Christmas in \>our home and for everyone on \;our gift 
list with freshness, flair and beautyj. This idea-filled portfolio shows \)ou the way] 

Begin by checking the list opposite to find the name and address 
of a top flower specialist in or near your community. 

Drop in to pick up the finest flowering plants, wreaths, bouquets, 
arrangements of greens, and topiary delights. 

If you're planning major home-wide decorations for holiday 
entertaining, coll for an appointment. Your local flower specialist 

will be happy to help you plan the most effective ways to 
"deck your halls" in this jolly, warm-hearted season. 
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Your Holiday Headquarters for Gifts and Decorations! 

CALIFORNIA 
ALHAMBRA 
Alhambra Florist 
601 East Main Street (91801) 
213/284.3231 

ANAHEIM 
Designs by Marjorie 
320 S.E. Euclid (92802) 
714/772-9254 

BAKERSFIELD 
Ml, Vernon Florist 
1519 Mt. Vernon Avenue (93306) 
805/871-7511 
ViJestchester Flower and Gift Shop 
2915 F Street 93301) 
805/327-3886 

BEVERLY HILLS (LOS ANGELES) 
Jef's ... An Affair With Flowers 
8634 Wilshire Boulevard (90211) 
213/659-8634 

CONCORD 
Laila's Florist 
1910 Concord Ave. (94520) 
415/685-4464 

DOWNEY 
Artistic Florals 
10317 Lakewood Blvd. (90241) 
213/923-0391 

EL CAJON 
Colonial House of Flowers 
1244 North Second Street (92021) 
714/442-0641 

FULLERTON 
Paul's Flowers 
401 West Commonwealth (92632) 
714/526-3329 

GLENDALE 
Tommy's Flowers 
301  North Central (91203) 
213/240-7020 

HAV/THORNE (South Bay) 
Boulevard Florist & Gifts 
12029 South Hawthorne Blvd. (90250) 
213/644-5552 

HAYWARD 
Linda's Flowers 
2829 Depot Road (94545) 
415/785-1055 

LACUNA HILLS 
Artistry n'  Flowers 
24801 Alicia Parkway (92653) 
714/586-1301 
LA JOLLA 
Flowers by Adelaide 
7766 Girard Avenue (92037) 
714/454-0146 

LARKSPUR 
Katherine Eubanks Florist 
320 Magnolia Ave. (94939) 
415/924-0803 

LONG  BEACH 
Pawsons Flowers 
3901 Long Beach Blvd. (90807) 
213/426-6996 

LOS ANGELES 
Flower View Gardens Inc. 
1801 North Western Avenue (90027) 
213/466-7373 

OAKLAND 
J. Miller Flowers - Mary Lee 
4416 Piedmont Avenue (94611) 
415/658-0613 

OCEANSIDE 
Oceanside Florist 
1001 South Hill Street (92054) 
714/722-1159 

ORANGE 
Lucy's Flowers & Plants 
45 City Plaza South (92668) 
714/634-8186 

PITTSBURG 
Pittsburg Florist 
688 Rail Road Avenue (94565) 
415/432-5553 

POMONA 
Alan's Flowers 
1677 North Garey Avenue (91768) 
714'622-9840 

REDWOOD CITY 
Old Mill Flower Shop 
1025  El Camino Real (94063) 
415/359-7311 

SACRAMENTO 
Rust Florist 
5140 Folsom Blvd. (95819) 
916/452-4527 
Wiegman's Sacramento Floral Co. 
5715 Stockton Blvd. (95824) 
916/452-5888 

SALINAS 
Swenson 8 Silacci Flowers & Gifts 
90 West Alisal Street (93901) 
408/424-2725 

SAN  CLEMENTE 
Barretts Orange County Florist 
143 Del Mar (92672) 
714/492-5702 

SAN DIEGO 
Anita's  Flowers and Gifts 
1122 Garnet Street (92109) 
714/270-5400 -714/276-4121 

SAN JOSE 
Donna Sue's Flower & Gift Shop 
491 Saratoga Avenue (95129) 
408/243-8472 

Gaeta's Flowers & Gifts 
99 North Redwood Avenue (95128) 
408/243-9770 

Onishi Florist Inc. 
181 East Taylor Street (95112) 
408/295-1130 
Wesley's Flowers and G'fts 
1038 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road 
408/252-7112 (95129) 

SAN LUIS OBISPO 
Karleskint-Crum Flowers and Gifts 
1422 Monterey Street (93401) 
805/543-1535 

SAN MATEO 
Ah Sam ' 
2645 South El Camino Real (94403) 
415/341-5611 

SANTA ANA 
Hillview Flowers 
1808 North Tustin Avenue (92701) 
714/543-0294 

SANTA BARBARA 
Victor The Florist, Inc. 
135  East Anapamu (93101) 
805/965-3075 

SANTA CLARA 
Woodward's Flowers 
2644 Homestead Road (95051) 
408/248-5443 

SANTA MARIA 
Trick's Florist 
703 East Main Street (93454) 
805/922-2188 

SUNNYVALE 
Sunnyvale  Florist 
1022 West Maude Ave,, Suite 103 
408/736-1515 (94086) 

TUSTIN 
Tustin Florists 
1088 East Irvine Blvd. (92680) 
714/544-6650 

VAN NUYS 
Kirk's Inc. 
14400 Vanowen  (91405) 
213 786-8004 

WEST COVINA 
Robert Taylor of West Covina 
2516 East Garvey South at Citrus 
213/331-5358 (91791) 

NEVADA 
LAS VEGAS 
A French Bouquet Flower Shoppe 
2121  E. Tropicana Ave. (89109) 
702/739-8484 

Claire's Flowers Inc. 
4425 West Charleston Blvd. (89102) 
702/878-7161 
Sahara Village Florist 
4033 West Sahara (89102) 
702/876-1394 

RENO 
Flower Box 
111 West Plumb Lane (89509) 
702/323-1018 

OREGON 
EUGENE 
Reed & Cross, Inc. 
160 Oakway Road (97401) 
^03/484-1244 

WASHINGTON 
BELLEVUE 
Bellevue Florist 
825 Bellevue Way N.E. (98004) 
206/454-9595 

GRAHAM 
Tomileen's Flowers & Gifts 
29910 Webster Road, East (98338) 
206/847-9717 

RICHLAND 
Arlene's  Flowers 
1177 Lee Blvd. (99352) 
509 946-7676 

SEATTLE 
South End Florist 
10728 16th S W. (98146) 
206/246-5000 

TACOMA 
Lund Floral Co. 
9021  Pacific Avenue 98444) 
206/537-2900 

VANCOUVER 
Bobbie's Flower Affair. 
11820-B N.E, Fourth Plain Rd. 
206/892-9687 (98665) 

Kel's Flowers & Gifts 
7700 N,E. Hazeldell Avenue (98665) 
206/695-4431 
Luepke Florist and Gifts 
13th and Washington Streets (98660) 
206/693-3647 
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suxess IS showing 

Only sterling 
puts you in a class 
by yourself. It's a subtle touch of elegance that 
tells the rest of the world where you're going 
(or that you've arrived). Sterling reflects 
your success and the pride you take in 
your home. 

And it shows. Everywhere. 

Sterling Silversmflhs Guild of Ameritj 

Especially if you're the kind of person who 
cherishes fine china and crystal. 

You know there is nothing 
that can compare to the splendor 

of sterling. 
You deserve sterling. And you 

never settle for less. Never. 
Make it part of your life. Now. 

lldll 
Rivei side, Connecticut 06878 



Wherever you are the man from FTD...      will find you. 

w 

JJ 
I got it in traffic. 

The FTD Birthday Party Bouquet! 
It's so easy to send this unusual bouquet with fun favors, horns. Just call or 
visit your FTD Florist (most accept major credit cards). He'll deliver 
birthday parties, by wire, to just about any town you can yi^^^jj^^ 
name in the U.S. and Canada. Those FTD Florists /^^^^^^^f^^C^ 
Really Get Around ... for you. fsf&^^^h-^i^l^ 

® 1978 Florists' Transworld Delivery. 

November, 1978 

Say FTD, and be sure... worldwide. 
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MONEY 
MATTERS By Paul Gross 

The gift of giving 

How you save tax dollars by 
making contributions to 
charities, setting up 
charitable trust funds, or 
giving away part of the art 
works you own. 

"It's more blessed to give than to re- 
ceive" and "Charity begins at home" are 
not as contradictory as they might seem 
at first. Thanks to the way our tax code 
is written, giving to charity gives you 
some blessed tax relief. Aside from the 
spiritual or psychic benefits you get from 
giving away money, when you give some- 
thing deductible, you arc in essence sup- 
porting a cause you believe in, rather 
than letting the government spend your 
tax dollars on something you don't be- 
lieve in. 

In addition to reducing income taxes, 
giving to charity can save your estate 
some taxes—leaving more for your 
heirs.   In some cases, a charitable con- 

tribution can even help reduce your 
property taxes. What's more, there are 
ways to make contributions that give you 
a handsome income as well. The sweet 
part of it all is that if you can make con- 
tributions now at the end of the year, 
you can lower the year's tax bill. Here's 
a quick guide for givers. 

You can deduct the current fair mar- 
ket value of any gift you make to a 
charity or church recognized by the IRS. 
If it's not recognized by the IRS, you 
won't be able to make a tax deduction 
for it. You can find out if the IRS con- 
siders a church or charity bona fide by 
looking it up in the IRS Master File 
(publicatjogjiimiber 78) or by calling 
your local IRSotfice. 

Whenever you make a contribution, 
be sure to get a receipt for it. If you are 
ever audited, you'll need this proof. If 
you use a credit card, which some char- 
ities and churches now accept, simply 
keep a copy of the receipt. By the way, 
charge cards give you a neat last-minute 
tax break. You can deduct a charge con- 
tribution made in December, even if 
you pay your bill next year. If you give 
something other than cash, make sure 

WE MAKE WINE AS IFTHETURN 
OFTHE CENTURYNEVERTURNED. 

:»?S 

Perfection, at any cost. 
Captain Gustave Niebaum 

AFTER IOO YEARS, our philosophy for 

making Estate Bottled wme remains the 

same as our Founder's: "Perfection, at 

any cost'' That's why we still make wine 

much the same way we have for the last 

century. 
Our 200 year old German Casks 

could probably be replaced with modern 

steel vats. But Black Forest Oak has a 

mellowing effect on red 

wine we just couldn't get any other way. 

And we age our red wines at least one 

yecir longer than many other wineries. 

Traditions like these cire the basic 

difference between good wme and fine 

wine. And after 100 years of making 

truly fine wine, we're not about 

to change. 

Inglenook V.ncyafds. Rutherford. Napa Valley. Calllornia 

Celebralmg 100 years of Supenor Wincmahng 
1879-1979 

that  you  get  a  written  description 6 
what you contributed as well as a re- 
ceipt.   If the item given is valuable, get 

Continued on page 50 

Fractional gifts 
Amazing as it may sound, you can 
give away half or two-thirds of a 
painting or a sculpture, gain an in- 
come tax deduction and still enjoy the 
art work for at least part of the year. 
Let's say you own a Picasso that's 
worth $30,000. If you gave your fa- 
vorite museum half the painting (a 
50 percent interest in it) you would 
be able to take a $15,000 deduction 
for the year you gave away the inter- 
est. What's more, you would still be 
able to keep the painting for six 
months of every year. And that's pro- 
viding the museum is anxious to dis- 
play it right away. Some museums 
are so happy to get a good donation 
that they'll let you enjoy the art work 
until you donate the rest of it. 

If the value of the painting rises^. 
say to $60,000? you could donate the 
rest of it and get a tax deduction for 
$30,000. That means you would de- 
duct a total of $45,000—$15,000 
more than you would have been able 
to deduct if you had given away all of 
the painting at once, instead of mak- 
ing a fractional contribution. While 
you cannot deduct an amount more 
than 30 percent of your adjusted 
gross income, you can carry any ex- 
cess over for the next five years. 

As long as you make the contribu- 
tion to a publicly supported museum, 
you can give anything it might be in- 
terested in collecting—Indian weav- 
ings, coin collections, old dresses. Do 
note that the museum must be pub- 
licly supported—either through taxes 
or public admissions charges. And al- 
ways have an outside appraiser value 
the gift for you, to protect you if the 
IRS questions the amount you're de- 
ducting. Since the cost of appraisal is 
tax related, you can deduct that too. 

A final note: If you will the re- 
mainder of your partial contribution 
to the charity, you can be sure to re- 
duce the tax load on your estate. And 
inheriting a partial contribution will 
probably not be that useful for your 
heirs. Selling the item is difficult, 
since the museum as part owner 
would have to agree to the sale. If it 
doesn't, their only options would be 
to keep it on the terms of your dona- 
tion, or give the rest away. 
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mof^eti Collectibles to treasure from the Gift World of Gorhan 
Look for them at all these fine stores. 

ALABAMA 
Enterprise  The Criterion 
Huntsville Stutfin's 
Lamett LehmannA Ingram Jewelers 
Mobile  Zimlich 

ARKANSAS 
North Little Rock Bamboo Tree 
West Memphis Mannmg Jewelers 

CALIFORNIA 
Calexico  Calexico Stationers 
City of Industry Breakfront 
El Caion  Don Gabriel International Gifts 
Escondido House of Treasures 
Eureka Angelus Clockwork 
Fresno Lemon Tree 
Long Beach Brass Owl 
Northbridge Daroc's Hallmark 
Sacramento Lady Adams 
San Diego d'Paul'sMusik Boxes 
San Diego  Flynn's Candle Shop 
San Pedro Sunset Photo & Gift Shop 
Solvang  Splendored Things 
Van Nuys Louis Card & Gift Shop 
WestCovina Barton's 
Whittier  Blue Hills Nursery 

COLORADO 
Boulder    Do Re Mi Gifts 

CONNECTICUT 
New Haven  Savitt Jewelers 
North Haven  Windsor Shop 

FLORIDA 
Euslis Long'sGift Shop 
Ft Lauderdale Give My Regards To 
Jacksonville Lord'sof Jacksonville 
Tallahassee  Moon Jewelry Co. 

GEORGIA 
LaGrange LehmannS Ingram Jewelers 

IDAHO 
Twin Falls  Sterling Jewelry 

ILLINOIS 
Belleville  The Shrine Gift Shop 
Bradley  The Sentiment Shop 
Chicago  The Music Box & Clock Shop 
Cicero LaFemme Gift Shoppe 
Dolton  The Casual Shop 
Elgin  Pcrlman Fine Jewelry 
Grayslake  The Glass Impression 
Highland Swiss Gift Shop 
Lombard Toft 4 Croft Shop 
Mt. Vernon Clark Jewelers 
Vernon Hills Music Box Boutique 

INDIANA 
Angola Howard's 
Brownsburg  Inkslinger 
Columbus Shifrin-Willens 
Fort Wayne Howard's 
Highland 

Lamprechts Florist-Greenhouse Gifts 
Lafayette  ShifrinWillens 
Middlebury Smucker Drugs 
Muncie Standt's Inc. 
New Castle McCormick-Hammer 
Richmond  Hoppe Jewelers 
South Bend Shifrin-Willens 
Valparaiso The Brown House 

KANSAS 
Moline  Berryreids Collectors 
Newton Moffatt's Jewelry 
Ottomwa Hickory House Collector 

LOUISIANA 
New Orleans  Heritage House Gifts, Inc. 
Shreveport  Rubenstein's(all stores) 

MAINE 
Portland G. M. Pollard 

MARYLAND 
Baltimore Richard'sCard Shop 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Bridgewater Editions Limited 
Cambridge Lechmere 
Danvers  Lechmere 
Dedham Lechmere 
Lawrence  Crown Gallery 
Lawrence Rosebud 
Springfield Lechmere 

MICHIGAN 
Ann Arbor  Shifrin-Willens 
Bay City Shifrin-Willens 
Dearborn  Sally's 
Detroit Meyer's Jewelery 
Detroit Shifrin-Willens 
Frankenmuth Bronner's 
Frankenmuth  Zehnder's 
Grand Rapids Dial Clock Co, 
Grand Rapids Eastern Floral & Gifts 
Grosse Pointe Squirrel's Nest 
Kalamazoo Howard's 
Kalamazoo  Jones China & Gifts 
Kalamazoo Shifrin-Willens 
Mt. Clemens  M  L Green & Son 
Mt. Pleasant Someplace Special 
Novi    Dobie Jewelers 
Royal Oak  Dobie Jewelers 
St. Joseph  Meskimens 
Southgate The Olde Attic 
Sterling Heights Dobie Jewelers 
Sterling Heights  M  L Green & Son 
Tecumseh House of Hallmark 
Trenton Mulias& Elias 
Warren  Genna's 
Warren M. L. Green & Son 
Westland  The Gift Gallery 

MINNESOTA 
Burnsville  LeRoy's 
Edina Mabry Pink Pony 
Fergus Falls Bergen Flower Center 
Minneapolis .. Expressions Card & Gift Shop 
White Bear Lake       The Quirk of Fat£ 

MISSOURI 
Branson Hall Office Supply 
St. Joseph  The Happy Peddler 
Washington Altemueller Jewelry 

NEBRASKA 
Omaha Audrey'sGift Shop 

NEVADA 
Las Vegas Clock, etc. 
Las Vegas  J-M's Hallmark 
Las Vegas  The Store 
Reno All Wound Up 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Manchester Lechmere 

NEW JERSEY 
Berlin  A Touch of Class 
Bloomfield Corbo Jewelers 
Bridgewater Township Jordan's 
Cherry Hill Douglas F Merrill 
Clifton  Lacki's 
Deal  Jamian 
Flemington The Christmas Carol 
Flemington Notes-A-Plenty 
Hackensack  , Parly Tyme 

Haddonfield  Sam S. Yampell 
Hammonton Philip Mancuso 
Hightstown Town House Gift Shop 
Holmdel Old Wagon Gifts 
Kearny  House of Drugs 
Little Silver Gift Winds 
Marmora  Village Card & Gift 
Medford Shawnee House of Gifts 
Midland Park Chandel Jewelers 
Millburn  S. Marsh & Son 
Northfield  Sugar Pine Work Shop 
Nutley  Lane Jewelers 
Paramus  Forlunoff's 
Paramus  Mar-Glo Gifts 
Paramus  The Gift Corner 
Paramus  The Yellow Ribbon 
Pleasantville The Lamplighter 
Pompton Plains Goldring Jewelers 
Princeton Expressions 
Smithville  The Village Shops 
Stirling  Stirling Cards & Gifts 
Toms River  Perkins Gift Shop 
Trenton Liberty Gifts 
Vincentown Modica's 
Voorhees  Douglas F Merrill 
West Caldwell West Essex Jewelry 
Westfield Jeanette's 
Woodbridge  Little Elegance 

NEW YORK 
Albany    Frank Adams Jewelers 
Bayshore Luanne's 
Bedford Hills Bedford Bard, Inc. 
Bellmore  The Sound of Music 
Brooklyn M. J. M, Distributors 
Buffalo Adam, Meldrum & Anderson 
Buffalo  Engelbert Jewelers 
DeWitt The Gift Horse 
Elmhurst  CardsandSuch 
Farmingdale Irene's House of Gifts 
Fishkill  Country Manor 
Garden City  Stardust Gifts 
Glen Cove Precious & Few 
Gloversville Gem Jewelers 
Kenmore Hofert Jewelers 
Latham The Linen Chest 
Lynbrook  Lyn Gift Shop 
Massapequa .... Family Gifts of Massapequa 
Massapequa Fun and Gift Shop 
Massapequa Luanne's 
Massapequa Park Van Ryck 
Nanuet  R E, Neil 
Newburgh  Galindo & Mills 
Newburgh Jeanne's 
New Hyde Park Abe Peltz 
New York  Bianca Commerce 
New York Card Connection 
New York  Card Emporium II 
New York   Granny's Bag 
New York  , Plaza Jewelry & Gifts 
New York Thoughtfulness Gallery 
Pleasant Valley Heritage Gift Shop 
Poughkeepsie Happy House Gifts 
Ridgewood Fair Interiors 
Rochester Canal Town Country Store 
Schenectady The Linen Chest 
Scotia    Mayfair Jewelers 
Staten Island Fifth Avenue Card Shop 
Staten Island Jordan's 
Staten Island  Shadow Box 
Yonkers  Jennifer's Cards & Gifts 
Yorktown Heights  Les Four, Inc. 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Mooresville The Plaza Gift Shop Ltd. 

NORTH DAKOTA 
Fargo Shotwell Floral 
Grand Falls  Why Not Shop 

OHIO 
Akron  The Enchanted Cottage 

Suggested 
Sports Moppets Retail Price 

© 'Square Shooter,' 5" tall  $10. 

(2) 'Tennis Anyone?' 5" tall $10. 

Q) 'Here Comes A Strike,' A'h" tall $10. 

® "Yea, Good Guys,' AVi" toll     $10. 

(D -Can't We Talk This Over';'' AV^" tall     $10. 

Orchestro Moppets: 

(6) 'Clarinetist,'4y4" tall .    $10. 

® -Soxophonist,'4y4"tall $10. 

(D 'Conductor,'5" toll $10. 

(9) 'Drummer,' AVi" tall $10. 

® 'Violinist,'474" tall $10. 

CD 'Pianist,'4'/2" tall $10. 

Alliance  Arts Jew 
Canton Arts Jev» 
Cincinnati  H. A. Schwartz & Son 
Cleveland  Cafd( 
Cleveland Seven Seas Gift! 
Columbus Ben Livini 
Columbus Seven Seas Gift 
Dayton  Cardi 
Dover Arts Jew 
East Liverpool James Locke Jew 
Elyria  Seven SeasGittS 
Lima Seven Seas Gifts 
Marion Carroll's Je»»( 
Newark Haynes Bros Jewi 
Miles Seven Seas Gilt SI ■ 
Salem  Arts Jewel 
Sandusky  Seven Seas Gift Si, 
Springfield     Cardd 
Tallmadge Bumpas Drug& Emporih 
Toledo Seven Seas Gift %\ 
Warren  Fred H Mjl 
Westlake Rosanna's Cards &Q 
Wooster Wooster Gift Coi 
Youngstown  CardC' 
Youngstown  Jerry Lee Jewe 

OKLAHOMA 
Enid  Gazi 

OREGON 
Portland  Kathleen Rockifl 

! 
PENNSYLVANIA 

Ardmore  Diesinger & Do 
Conshohocken Wallace Jewel 
Easton  Musselman Jewel 
Mountain Home  The Queens Treasi" 
Philadelphia Mayfair Jewe- 
York  Weinbrom JeweJ 

RHODE ISLAND 
Barrington Ross-Siml 
Cranston James Kaplan Jewel 
East Greenwich Wood Jewel 
Providence  Ross-Siml 
Wanwick  Ross-Siml 
Woonsocket  Piette Jewel 

TENNESSEE 
Clarksville Harvi 
Cookeville Harvi 
Gatlinburg Craft Center I i 
Jackson  John E  Parker, 
Knoxville  Kimball's Jewe 
Madison    Harvi 
Martin   St. Charles House of Flowers & G 
Memphis  Goldsmith's (all stoi i 
Morristown The China Gal 
Murphreesboro  Harvi 
Nashville  Carson I 
Nashville  Harvey'slboth stoi 

TEXAS 
Alice Gifts Ga. 
Austin  Carl M; 
Baytown  Gray Pharm 
Baytown  Hefn- 
Brownsville  R. L, Lack 
Brownsville Sears-Copel. 
Corpus Christi Jeanette's Gift SI 
Corpus Christi Taylor Bros. Jewe 
Corpus Christi  The Final Toi 
Corpus Christi .... Town & Country Pharm 
Dallas  Accessories A'la C; 
Dallas  Danii 
Denison  Frames Et Cetera by Gn 
El Paso Kurland Sal/i 
Fort Worth The Wishinf, 
Houston  Foley'slall stci 
Houston 
 Happiness is Hallmark Cards & G 
Houston  KatI 
Houston .     ,   Methodist Hospital Gift SI 
Pasadena  Specially For You Gift SI 
San Antonto Naomi'slall stor 
San Antonio  Stova 
Teaque Hilltop Gift Sr 

UTAH 
Salt Lake City  Care 

VIRGINIA 
Fredricksburg  Wee Wre 
Richmond Cowardin Jewel 

WEST VIRGINIA 
Dunbar Lily's Crown Jewelt 
Elkins  The316SI' 
Logan Lily'sCrown Jewet 
Madison Treasure Hoi 
Spring Hill  Calvin Broyles Jewel 
Wheeling Upton'sGi 
Williamstown  Fenton Gift Sh 

WISCONSIN 
Greendale  Ashby's(Southbrid| 
Janesville Martin J. Kennedy (all stOr 
LaCrosse  Edward'sChina 6t 
Milwaukee  Owl Imfec 
Snuthgate Tivoli Jewel 
•Prices subiect to change without noi3< 



ffWfp^Wtxy special little people who never stop playing. 
Meet the most playful family of Moppets ever, from 
the Gift Wbrld of Gorham. These captivating col- 
lectibles express your feelings of love or friend- 
ship in the nicest ways. Some spoof Sports. And 
the newest members form their own Orchestra. All 
are heartwarming and charming with irresistible 
expressions captured forever in hand-painted por- 
celain. Any one would be a cherished gift. To make 
someone special smile today and everyday 

GORHAM EOSIIED 
Gorham Division of Textron Inc. 



lEY 
MATTERS 
continued from page 46 

an appraiser's report on its current fair 
market value. And if its value is hard to 
assess—say, an old dress that is being 
given to a museum for its costume col- 
lection—get two appraisals. It's better 
to be safe than sorry. 

If you donate your time and services 
to a charity, be sure to deduct your out- 
of-pocket expenses, such as transporta- 
tion costs. Note, however, that you can- 
not deduct the cost of your services, as 
valuable as they may be. 

If you give cash to a public charity 
that has the IRS's blessings, you can take 
an immediate tax deduction for an 
amount equal to 50 percent of your ad- 
justed gross income—with the rest de- 
ductible over the next five years. For 
example, if you give a charity $30,000 
and your adjusted gross income is $40,- 
000, you could deduct $20,000 now and 
the remaining $10,000 next year. Had 
you made a larger contribution, say 
$60,000 because you have a lot of as- 
sets and want to reduce capital gains, 
income, and estate taxes, you would be 
able to deduct $20,000 the first year and 
$20,000 in each of the next two years. 
If you give stocks, bonds, or real estate, 
you can deduct an amount equal to 30 
percent of your adjusted gross income. 
The remainder can then be carried over 
the five years. 

Contributions to private founda- 
tions are different. You can deduct an 
amount equal to only 20 percent of your 
adjusted gross income. There is no carry- 
over. However, there is a big exception. 
If the private foundation acts as a con- 
duit—quickly passing out your contribu- 
tions to publ c charities recognized by 
the IR.S—you get all the tax breaks you 
normally would. 

Even though you might get a better 
immediate tax deduction from generous 
cash gifts, you'd be wise to concentrate 
on giving away assets that have appre- 
ciated in value. You'll be able to deduct 
the full fair market value of the security 
without having to pay a capital gains tax 
on it. Here's how that works. Let's say 
that you bought $10,000 worth of stock 
some years ago. Assume further that the 
stock is now worth $20,000. If you sold 
the stock and then gave the money to a 
charity, you'd have to pay a long-term 
capital gains tax of $3,500. (It could 
also make you liable for the 15 percent 
minimum tax.) That would leave you 
with a deductible charitable contribution 
of only $16,509. By contrast, you could 
give the charity $20,000 worth of stock 
—all of which can be deducted. If it 
wants to, the charity can then sell the 
stock or hold on to it in hope that its 
value will continue to climb. 

But why give yourself just a deduc- 
tion? There are other ways of making 
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charitable contributions that do that, 
plus reduce the amount of taxes your 
estate will have to pay, and give you an 
income as well. 

A charitable remainder trust will give 
you an immediate lax deduction when 
you fund the trust—even though the 
charity won't get the contribution for a 
while. How much you can deduct is 
calculated in IRS tables that take into 
account your age, the value of the gift, 
and how much income you'll get from 
it. While it all sounds complex, it's really 
based on common sense. Generally 
speaking, you can figure that the older 
you arc when you make the gift, the big- 
ger your tax deduction will be. The IR.S 
reasons that gifts from older people will 
go to a charity far sooner than a gift 
from a young person—who might pos- 
sibly collect decades of income from the 
charitable trust. However, do make sure 
you get an able attorney with tax ex- 
perience to help you set up the trust. The 
rules are complex-—mainly because of 
the abuses that have occurred in the past. 

There are two basic types of chari- 
table remainder trusts—annuity trusts 
and unitrusts. A charitable remainder 
annuity trust, as its name implies, will 
give you a fixed income for the rest of 
your life. For example, you could set up 
a $100,000 annuity trust and specify 
that you watit 6 percent a yc-ar, which 
would give you an annual income of 
$6,000. If the trust's earnings fail off. the 
trustee can invade principal to make 
sure that enough income is generated as 
specified when the trust was set up. 
Hence, you should consider setting up 
the trust with bonds or other types of 
fixed income securities that will give you 
the kind of income you're looking for. 
However, do keep in mind that there's 
no protection against inflation. Once the 
trust has been set up, you cannot change 
the amount of income originally speci- 
fied. Moreover, you can't donate ad- 
ditional property to it. If you want to 
make additional gifts, you'll have to set 
up another trust. 

While you will have to pay an income 
tax on the money you receive from the 
trust, it will be based on how the money 
you get was earned and distributed. If 
the trust has a variety of incomes, it will 
be distributed in a prescribed manner. 
Ordinary income is paid out first, then 
capital gains, tax exempt income, and, 
finally, the distribution of principal—if 
the trust has to dip into it to pay you a 
fixed income. So, if you set up the trust 
to get $6,000 a year, and the trust earns 
$4,000 in ordinary income and $7,000 of 
capital gains, $4,000 of the $6,000 you 
receive will be taxed as ordinary income 
and the other $2,000 as capital gains. 

A charitable remainder unitrust is a 
Continued on page 52 

Weslwood Lamp! 
by Burliiftgton. g 
-your westwood experienceji 

dealers are: j 

CALIFORNIA 
ANTHONY SLIGHTING 
1689 E  Highland Ave 
San Bernardino 92404 
BARKER BROTHERS 
All Locations 
Los Angeles 
BLACK WHALE LIGHTING CO 
1320 E. Mission Road 
San Marcos 
BURNETT FURNITURE CO. 
711 University Avenue i 
San Diego 92103 j 
ELEGANT LIGHTING J 
1550 Westwood Blvd. j 
Los Angeles 90024 j 
FACADE INTERIORS [ 
19816 Ventura Blvd. I 
Woodland Hills 91364 \ 
HALISPECHT 
8740 Wilshire Blvd. I 
Beverly Hills 90211 ] 
HALISPECHT i 
1408 North Main Street I 
Santa Ana 92700 \ 
HENDERSON FURNITURE CO. ( 
16606 Hawthorne Blvd. | 
Lawndale 92041 ' 
LAMPSRUS y 
7262 Edinger 
Huntington Beach 92646 
LA MESA FURNITURE 
8250 La Mesa Blvd 
La Mesa 92041 
OLSANS FURNITURE 
45289 Oasis Street 
Indio 92201 
OLSANS FURNITURE 
4100 Central Avenue 
Riverside 92507 
OLSANS FURNITURE 
780 Inland Center Dr. 
San Bernarditio 
TED RICHARDS INC. 
5600 Centinella Ave. 
Los Angeles 90066 
TED RICHARDS INC. 
23855 Hawthorne Blvd. 
Torrance 90500 
SALLY S LAMPS 
3500 E Pacific Coast Highway 
Long Beach 90804 
UNI-LITE 
1536 N State College Blvd. 
Anaheim 92806 

IDAHO 
AHLSTROM FURNITURE 
504 Shoup Avenue 
Idaho Falls 83401 
BLACKER S COMPLETE HOME FURNISHI 
5023 E. Cleveland Blvd. 
Caldwell 83605 
FOSTER S WAREHOUSE FURNITURE 
314 S. Ninth Street 
Boise 83706 

N^ 

WASHINGTON 
SEATTLE LIGHTING FIXTURE CO. 
222 Second Avenue 
Seattle 98104 
SEATTLE LIGHTING FIXTURE CO. 
5611 Interstate 96 Southwest 
Lynnwood 
SEATTLE LIGHTING FIXTURE CO. 
17780 South Center Parkway 
Tuquila 98180 
SEATTLE LIGHTING FIXTURE CO 
Trident Square 
120th Northeast & Bellevue—Redwood 
Bellevue 
SEATTLE LIGHTING FIXTURE CO. 
6710 South Sprague Avenue 
Tacoma 
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FOR EVERY HOME THERE IS A WESTWOOD. 

,.EB& 

■"^^r/ 

^ III 

Westwood lamps ar^ y^.. 
elegance.Their graceful bases 
have been inspired by antique 
treasures. Adapted and hand- 
crafted by us in fine metals. 
Their shades are perfectly pro- 
portioned and handmade, of 
course. Choose your Westwood 
from the Westwood Experience 
in fine stores across the country. 
From $800 down. 

Westwood Lamps 
by Burlington. 

Westwood, 177 Genesee Avenue, Paterson, New Jersey 07503. A Division of Burlington Industries. 
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SAVE 20% ON 
SEARS GLASS DOOR 

FIRESCREEN 
NOW JUST $i<i^ 

SAVE $15 
... on this partially assembled 
black satin finish glass door fire- 
screen. Helps you save heat, too. 

Energy-efficient, shatter-resistant 
glass doors (3/16' 

thick) reduce air 
flow through the 
fireplace opening 
up to   70%- 

helps cut heat loss after the fire 
is out. Optional mesh screen 
(pictured) only $12.99. 

Glass doors could save more 
than heat —they help protect 
against sparks jumping from 
fireplace onto floors and carpeting. 
' Statistics are the average of laboratory measurements 
of air flow as tested with simulated brick, stone and flush 
fireplace fronts and calculations of the air flow based on 
various assumed chimney heights and assumed indoor 
and outdoor temperatures 

I H Thick 

« ^^1 insulated 
^^H frame 
:'^^ comes in 

four sizes, is 
easy to install. Measure the height 
and width of fireplace opening 
before shopping 

Antique brass finish glass door 
firescreen also on sale. Just $64.99 
Save $15. 

Tool sets during sale begin as 
low as $16.99. 

Save $20. Dual-speed heat 
exchanger sale-priced at just 
$79.99. Re-circulates warm air 
into room — not up chimney. 
Black enamel steel construction 
adjusts to 
fit firebox 
depth; 
right or 
left side blower, includes fire- 
grate. Partially assembled. 

ON SALE NOV. 5-25, 1978 
At most Sears retail stores. 

THE 
FIRESIDE 
SHOP 

) SEARS   ROEBUCK AND CO   1978 

Pricej aod dates n^ay '^fy m Alaska and Hawaii 

MONEY 
MATTERS 
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little different-—the income you get is 
based on a percentage of the trust's as- 
sets. If the assets (which are assessed 
each year) rise in value, the amount of 
income you'll get will rise, too. This 
gives you some protection against infla- 
tion. On the other hand, if the unitrust's 
portfolio does poorly, you will, too. The 
way to safeguard against that is by fund 
ing the unitrust with assets that have tre- 
mendous potential for appreciation. And 
if all else fails, you make additional gifts 
to the unitrust, which is not the case 
with annuity trusts. 

A   variation   of   the   charitable   re- 
mainder  unitrust, called a net income 
unitrust gives you  an  even  better tax 
break. However, it maybe at the expense ji 
of the income you get. Net income uni- ■ 
trusts are designed to give you a per- 
centage of the trust's assets or its annual r 
income, whichever is less. Since there's 
no danger of the trust's principal being 
dipped into, there's more for the charity 
to collect when the trust ends. Hence, 
the IRS will give you a better tax break. 

Charitable remainder unitrusts are as 
flexible as you could want. You can tailor 
a unitrust so that it generates the kind 
of income you will need as you grow 
older. When you're in your peak earn- 
ing years, the trustee can invest in se- 
curities that pay only a small dividend 
but promise attractive capital gains. (A 
good situation when you're in a high tax 
bracket.) But when you are about to 
retire, the trustee can switch to invest- \ 
ments that generate a lot of income. 
With good planning, the trust's assets 
will have grown beautifully, giving a 
handsome income to enjoy in your gold- | 
en years. 

When you die, the assets of a chari- 
table remainder trust will not be taxed 
in your estate. Here's what happens. The 
trust's assets will be included in your 
estate and an equal amount deducted as 
a charitable contribution. However, be- 
cause its assets were included in your 
estate, it will tend to give you a larger 
marital deduction than you might other- 
wise have had. (The marital deduction 
lets you pass one-half of your estate or 
$250,000—whichever is greater—to \ 
your spouse tax free.) However, if you ^ 
name a beneficiary to receive income 
from the trust after you die, his or her 
interest in the trust's assets will be in- 
cluded as part of your estate. Your bene- 
ficiary's interest in the trust is based on 
his or her life expectancy. But note alr.o 
that you may have to pay a gift tax if 
you name an income beneficiary. Let 
your attorney help you sort this out. 

If you don't have sufficient funds, ori 
just don't want to tie up a lot of moneyi 
in  a  charitable  remainder  trust,  con-^ 

Continued on page 54^ 
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THE MILLERS INTRODUCE THE SEVEN WONDERS 
OF THEIR NEW GE MICROWAVE OVEN/'T t\H\\f^ 

-- /- 
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A!11 have to know to cook 
hicken Creole is 1180. Beep." 

-Mrs. Mi Her- 

"Exclusive GE 'Code Cook- 
ing' lets you program and 
cook many meals. Just 
touch-enter four numbers 
from the Whiz's free cook- 
book-287 illustrated 
pages." 

'I ran errands all day- 
ihe Whiz cooked the stew." 

- Daisy Miller— 

"The Whiz slow- 
cooks, too. Old- 

^^^     fashioned stews and 
^■^^MI      roasts are simple 

with the Simmer 'n 
Cook^'^ setting and the Whiz's free stone- 
ware casserole." 

"With the Whiz I can cook my 
own lunch really fast." 

- Jimmy Miller— 

*-' ^-       ^"i^gj^    -jhe Whiz 
\»,.,,->•■      cooks faster 

■^ than regular 
ovens-easier, too. I 

just press the Time Cook setting and cook- 
ing time!" 

"Now I start defrosting just 
minutes before dinner."-Mr.;. Miiier- 

"Touch Defrost- 
HoId-TimeCook, 

and you defrost in 
minutes, hold as long 

as you like, then the 
Whiz cooks the way you want." 

"Whiz, I'm going out. Please 
start dinner in 90 minutes." 

-Mrs. Miller- 

"The Hold button lets 
you tell it, within 90 

^^*^^»^    minutes, how to cook 
"^^^HttH and when to start. The 

^I^^H Whiz follows instruc- 
^^^^ tions to the letter." 

"The automatic temperature 
probe makes sure we get 
our roast rare." -Mrs. Miiier- 

"Cook by tempera- 
ture. The Whiz 

shuts off auto- 
matically when 
my roast reaches 

the right internal 
temperature, thanks to the Micro-Ther- 
mometer'^" Control. That way meals 
never get under or overcooked!" 

"And would you believe it 
even tells me when I make 
a mistake!" -MrMiiier- 

"Thanks to the 
exclusive 'Talk 
Back' feature, 
the Whiz 
"talks' to you, 
in words. For 

instance, forget the Micro-Thermometer,^" 
it displays 'use probe.'And it gets your 
attention when it's done, by beeping!" 

Experience the seven wonders of the new 
Whiz microwave oven for yourself. Take 
a look (or better yet, go talk to one) at 
your GE dealer. 

THE INCREDIBLE 
NEW WHIZ. 
YOUCANCOUNT 
ON GE FOR GREAT 
IDEAS IN COOKING. 

THEAPPUANOSiUIIERICACOMESHOMETa 
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A trace of gold, 
a splash of color, 
a touch of elegance. 
Empress by Schumann of Bavaria. 

MONEY 
MATTERS 

EBELIIMG 
&REl}$S 

**^ Company 

Importers of Fine China, Glassware ^ 
and Giftware since 1886, ' *;,. 
1041 West Valley Road, Box 189, Devon, PA 19333   ;- 
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sidcr  a  charity's  pooled  income funi 
You"ll get a partial tax deduction whi 
you make the donation, another dedui 
tion when your estate is taxed, and 
lifetime income trom the gift. And 
with charitable remainder trusts, it pay! 
to give appreciated property because th( 
capital gains will not be taxed. 

in a pooled income fund arrangement, 
your gift is pooled with the donations of 
other people. In many ways, it's like a 
mutual fund—the charity then invests 
these assets fairly conservatively, dis- 
tributing the earnings to the donors on 
a pro rata basis. So, if you donated 
$10,000 and the charity makes a 6 per 
cent return on its investment (which has 
been standard for the past several years 
you'd get $600 a year from your con- 
tribution. 

You can find out how much you can , 
expect to get back from a donation to a 
pooled income fund by looking at the 
charity's past track record—which ' 
should be freely available to prospective 
donors. The amount you can immediate- 
ly deduct for the donation you make to a 
pooled income fund is determined by 
U.S. Treasury tables. As you might have ' 
guessed, the tables take into account 
factors such as your life expectancy arid 
the fund's average return in the past. If 
it's a new fund, the Treasury will assume 
a percent rate of return. Let's assume 
that's indeed the case. Assume further 
that you are 65 years old, in the 40 per- 
cent tax bracket, and about to retire when 
you make the gift. At that age, you 
could deduct 50 percent of your con- 
tribution. So, if you gave $20,000, you 
could deduct $10,000. Since you're in 
the 40 percent tax bracket, that would 
give you an immediate tax savings of' 
$4,000. 

If you had made an outright gift, in- 
stead of one to a pooled income fund, 
you could have deducted the full $20,- 
000. That would have given you an im- 
mediate tax savings of $8,000. Even so, 
you would still be better off giving to a 
pooled income fund. Reason: It doesn't 
take long for the tax savings and income 
of a gift to a pooled income fund to beat 
what you can get in tax savings from an 
outright gift. That's especially true if you 
make the gift to a pooled income fund 
shortly before you retire. Once you re- 
tire and fall into a lower tax bracket, 
you'll be able to keep more of the in- 
come from the fund. 

If you don't name a beneficiary for 
the fund's income, your estate can de- 
duct the full amount of the gift. If you 
do name a beneficiary, say, your spouse, 
your estate will only be able to take a 
partial deduction. The deduction will bQ 
reduced by your spouse's lifetime inter^^. 
est in the income. ■ 
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IT WASHES DISHES CLEANER. The 
Potscrubber III dishwasher features 
the new exclusive Multi-Orbit™ 
Wash Arm, engineered to direct 

a constantly changing pattern of 
water up through the dishes. This 
arm, combined with a Power Shower 
on top, and a Power Tower in the 
middle, gives you 3-level washing 
action that gets dishes and glasses 
cleaner than ever. 

And the special Power Scrub" 
Cycle, while it may not do every- 
thing (such as remove burned-on 
soils), is designed to remove heavy 
dried-on and baked-on foods from 
pots and casseroles. 

IT SAVES WATER AND SAVES ENERGY. 
Almost 80% of the energy used in 
a dishwasher is in the hot water it 
consumes. 

The Potscrubber III dishwasher 
has been specially designed to use 
less hot water. In fact, you could save 
hundreds of gallons a year. 

You can also save 
energy by letting 
the dishes dry 
naturally, simply 
by pressing the 
Energy Saver 

button. And you can cut down on the 
number of washings you do because 
the new Super Racks hold more dishes. 

AND IT RUNS QUIETLY, TOO. Our 
PermaTuf ™ tub is not only tough 
(it won't chip, crack, peel or rust in 
normal use), but it's actually a 
sound-dampening material too. 

And we didn't stop there. We 
even surrounded the PermaTuf tub 
with a blanket of sound insulation. 

The Potscrubber III dishwasher 
from General Electric. Who could 
ask for anything more? 

HEATED 
DRYING 

ENERGY   i 
SAVER    •■ 

SM 

THE APPUANaS AMERICA COMES HOME la 
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FIREPLACE 
EQUIPMENT 

The beauty of any fireplace is not 
only in its design, but in the tools, 
saeens and accessories that set it off. 
Shown here are a few of Reich- 
mein's many early American designs, 
crafted in wrought iron, and made to 
surely increase the attractiveness of 
your home. Ask to sec the Reichman 
line at better fireplace equipment 
stores, or write today for the one 
nearest you. 

ELECTRONK 
CIRCUIT 

By David Lachenbruc 

Custom Wrought 
Products 

Greentown. Pa. 18426 
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How to record 
from your own TV 
Do-it-yourself videotape 
home movies and the 
multifunction clock-radios 

Q I've heard that video cassette re- 
corders are getting more sophisticated. 
What does this mean? 

A The new big developments in the 
"second-generation" video cassette re- 
corders arc programmers and portables. 
The programmer is a minicomputer sys- 
tem built into the VCR which can be 
preset to turn the instrument on and ofT 
and change channels at specified times 
for unattended recording. All VCRs 
have timers to record programs, but up 
to now they could only be set 24 hours 
in advance and turn on to one channel. 
If you went away for the weekend on 
Friday evening, for example, there was 
no way you could tape a Sunday after- 
noon ball game for later viewing. The 
timer only worked 24 hours ahead, and 
of course you couldn't catch the Johnny 
Carson Show on Channel 4 and a 1 -hour 
sports show on Channel 7. With a pro- 
grammable VCR, you just "punch up" 
your weekend viewing schedule on a 
simple push-button keyboard before you 
leave. Go ahead and enjoy the weekend 
break. When you return your choices 
are stored and indexed on the cassette for 
catch-up viewing any time you please. 
The programmer can be set up to a week 
ahead of time, to record any four pro- 
grams on as many different channels, 
and store them on a cassette which can 
play for 4 hours. Or it can be instructed 
to turn on every day in the week, same 
time, same channel, to tape a specific 
show and then turn off'. It has an "index- 
ing" feature—you simply press the fast- 
forward button and the tape automatical- 
ly stops at the start of each show you've 
recorded. The programmer is available 
from RCA at a list price of $1,200, just 
$200 more than a VCR without this ad- 
ditional advantage. Magnavox will in- 
troduce a very similar unit shortly, and 
other manufacturers are expected to fol- 
low up in the near future. 

The new portable VCRs weigh around 
20 pounds and can be used in or out of 
the house. They can tape for an hour on 
one battery charge, and they're designed 
primarily for people who want to make 
videotape movies. To record TV shows 
on them, you need a special tuner acces- 
sory. The first portables (with slings for 
over-the-shoulder mobility) have been 
introduced by Sony and JVC and are 
priced slightly above $1,000. 

video   cameras Q Are   home 
ready? 

A Home video cameras are ready and 
they work. Color cameras are still rather 
large and expensive compared with su- 
per-8 home movie cameras. Black-and- 
white video cameras weigh only a couple 
of pounds and are about super-8 size, 
priced from about $250 to $450, depend- 
ing on the type of lens and viewfinder 
they have. 

Earlier this year, color cameras cost 
$1,600 to $2,000 plus. Their popularity, 
even at those steep prices, surprised 
their manufacturers who responded by 
setting up mass-production facilities to 
build the new models. Today several 
new color cameras have been introduced 
at under $ 1,000. They weigh in at around I 
7 pounds and most still include sep- ' 
arate "control units" which contain 
power supply, built-in microphone, and 
trigger switches to start and stop the 
video cassette recorder that they are 
hooked up to. Most work well outdoors 
or in very brightly lit rooms, but require 
some extra illumination under normal^ 
nighttime conditions. 

Video cameras work with any VCR, 
but adaptor cables may be necessary to 
connect one brand of camera to another 
brand of recorder. Video photography, 
of course, has both advantages and dis- 
advantages over film photography. The 
major drawbacks are weight, bulk, and 
connection cables. Among the advan- 
tages: You can see and hear your mov- 
ies, or rather "tapies," immediately after 
shooting and erase them, or tape over 
if you're not satisfied. While super-8 
film cameras use 50-foot reels running 
for 3 minutes, you can videotape for 1, 
2, or even 4 hours on a single cassette. 
And cassettes are relatively cheap— 
about 5 to 10 dollars per hour of record- 
ing time. They can be used again and 
again, and you don't have to pay for 
processing. 

Q Is there a way of transferring home 
movies to video cassettes for viewing 
on a kome video cassette recorder? 

A There are several processing labora- 
tories that will transfer home movies to 
video cassettes at a reasonable charge. If 
you have dabbled in home moviemaking, 
you probably have a drawer or box full 
of old films gathering dust. These valu- 
able family archives may be scratched, 
faded, and inconvenient to show because 
they involve setting up a projector and 
screen and darkening the room. So they ' 
just keep on deteriorating. Processing ' 
firms will splice these films together and 
electronically restore their bright colors 

Continued on page 66 
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GOOD FOOD, 
GOOD FRIENDS, 

GOOD CHEER 
It's holiday time. And somehow, all across 
this broad land, the elements of hospitality 
come together more naturally now than at 

any other time of year The festive 
traditions that nurture our enthusiasm for 

merrymaking; the gala parties we plan, the 
special food and drink we prepare to 

welcome neighbors and friends—are all part 
of the season's fun. And whether we 

entertain lavishly or simply, the offering of 
spirited refreshment is high on the list of 

amenities to be enjoyed right into the New 
Year Marvelous drinks, zesty entrees and 

hors d'ouevres, delicious desserts laced with 
a favorite cordial or liqueur—these are 

delightful ways to toast the season. Easy 
too, with Glenmore brands on hand. You 'II 

find a choice for every taste in this 
collection of rich flavors and smooth 

textures, a selection for every regional 
preference coast-to-coast. So wherever home 

is this Yuletide, let the celebrations begin 
with Glenmore^ine wines and spirits all! 

BANANAS FLAMBE 

2 firm bananas 
3 tablespoons butter 
2/3 cup Amaretto di Saronno 
1/3 cup brandy 

Vanilla ice cream 
Slice bananas lengthwise 
and cut into quarters Melt 
butter over low tieat in 

saucepan or ctiafing dish. 
Place bananas in butter 
and pour Amaretto over 
them Heat brandy: add to 
saucepan, and ignite. 
Spoon over a scoop of ice 
cream Serve immediately 
Serves 8 

From Amaretto di Saronno Gourmet Secrets 

COVER: bar carl, antique Chir\ese trunk. W^J Shane; china 
and crystal. Wedgwood; candelabra and jlatuare. The Gorham 
Co.. Divviion oj Textron; ice bucket. Hamniacher Schlemmer; 
tablecloth and napkiw^. l-eacock Co.; tree and decorations. 
American Tree d- Wreath; poinscttias. Paul Ecke Poin.Hettia Farm 

LEFT: crepe pan. Haniinacher Schlemmer; poiiuettias. Paul F.cke Poimettia Farm. 

^^HappyHoiii 
Holiday time in the city, as any ur- 
ban dweller will tell you, is an ex- 
citing medley of sights, sounds 
and flavors that motivate sociabil- 
ity Your favorite gathering might 
be for pre-dinner cocktails Or a 
cozy evening over wine and 
cheese Or, you might prefer to 
serve a midnight supper after a 

holiday concert or evening at the 
theater. Whatever the get-togeth- 
er, just remember that the special 
tastes you serve your guests will 
add to the occasion. The smooth 
flavor of Desmond & Duff Deluxe 
Scotch, for example—on the 
rocks or with a splash of water, 
the light delights of fvlasi Italian 



-^"•."■HlS. 

ABOVE: jurniture. Coromandel screen, wall hanging, rug, lamp, Wil^J Shane; blue and white bowl for champagne, Charles R. Grade ir Sons; china. Wedgwood; 
glassware, Svend Jensen; silver. The Gorham Co.,Division oj Textron; ice bucket and bar tools.Hatnmacher Schlemmer; tree and decorations, American Tree 6 Wreath. 

Wines—try the Red Valpolicella 
and Bardolino with hearty 
cheeses, the Soave White in gala 
"Holiday Spritzers." And don't 
forget that sparkling wines, like 
Torre del Conti Asti Spumante, 
lend a special ambiance to your 
holiday table—as do rich, full- 
bodied liqueurs. The legendary 
Amaretto di Saronno is great 
served straight fronn the bottle, or 
in a number of delectable food 
and drink recipes. 

OYSTERS ASTl 

3 pints oysters 
12 French rolls 

Butter 
Salt, freshly ground pepper 
Minced parsley 

2/3 cup Torre del Conti 
Asti Spumante 

Drain oysters very well Cut tops 
off French rolls: hollow slightly 
and spread inside with butter 
(Butter soft side of tops also, for 
mopping up the oyster juices). 

Heat rolls briefly in 400° oven, or 
toast lightly under the broiler. 
Heat 1/4 cup butter in blazer pan 
of chafing dish over direct heat, 
or in heavy skillet. Add oysters 
and baste well with butter 
Season with salt and a few grind- 
ings of pepper Add parsley and 
Asti Spumante. Cover and heat 
until oysters become plump and 
edges curl. Pile into French rolls: 
spoon pan juices on top. Serve at 
once, with Asti Spumante. of course. 

Adapted from a recipe in 
House & Garden's F^rty 
Menu Cookbook 

AMARETTO CAFE 

Pour 1 01. Amaretto di 
Saronno into hot coffee. 
Stir and enjoy. 
For an extra treat, top the 
coffee with whipped 
cream. 

From "Italian Intrigue" 
recipe booklet 



ABOVE, jurniture. Wi^J Sloane. parlor stove and brass candlesticks. Lduin Jackson Inc.: china. Wedgwood; peuterjlatuarc and goblets. The Gorham Co.. Division 
oj Textron: crystal. Wedgwood: napkins. Leacock Co.: decorations. American Tree 6- Wreath. BELOW: punch bowl. Svend Jensen: decorations, American Tree irWreath.i 

G>nmig 
^ome 
Thrive 

holidays 
It's An Old 

New England Custom 
In true Currier and Ives fashion, the 
holiday season in New England tends 
to be picture-postcard perfect. Lots of 
snow and natural greenery, blazing 
hearths and homey ornaments—truly 

an ideal setting for family celebra- 
tions, for happy gatherings of 
neighbors and friends imbued with 
the holiday spirit and Yankee Ingenui- 
ty for party giving. Sleigh rides and 
skating parties are great ways to get 
the gang together, with everyone in- 
vited back for Egg Nog—Old f^r. 
Boston Egg Nog (made with Rum, 
Brandy and Blended Whiskey) pours 
right from the bottle into your prettiest 
punchbowl—and perhaps an im- 
promptu sing-along around the tree. 
Frosty evenings in this part of the 
country are made to order for warm- 
ing drinks and hearty foods—the kind 
you can make easily with mellow 
Yellowstone Bourbon, Old Mr. Boston 
Flavored Brandies and Rum (great for 
soaking fruitcake)—so make sure 
your supply is ample Drop-in friends 
as well as home-for-the-holiday family 
members will applaud your efforts, 
savor your sociable customs for 
months to come. 

BAKED ACORN SQUASH 
3 acorn squash, halved 
6 teaspoons butter 
6 teaspoons brown sugar 
6 teaspoons Yellowstone 

Bourbon 
1 teaspoon salt 
'A teaspoon nutmeg 

Remove seeds from 
squash Place in lightly 
greased baking dish, cut 

side up. and in each half 
put 1 teaspoon each of 
butter, sugar, and Bourbon 
Sprinkle with salt and 
nutmeg Cover and bake at 
400° for about 30 minutes 
or until tender Serves 6. 

Reprinted in  House 
Garden from Maryland's 
Way Cookbook 



^lastesof 
"Yuletkk 

Holiday celebrations steeped in 
tradition. That's the heritage ot 
America's Southland, and a festive 
one it is indeed. For this is the 
season when family and friends 
gather in homes bright with 
candlelight to sample the splendid 
tastes of Christmas South. Some old- 
fashioned flavors—sweet potatoes 
and beaten biscuits and succulent 
Virginia   ham — are  especially 

favored for holiday menus. Just as 
the taste of two fine Bourbons—Ken- 
tucky Tavern and Yellowstone—and 
the 12-year-old Desmond & Duff 
Deluxe Scotch Whiskey add mellow 
magic to pre-dinner and season-long 
toasts To keep vour guests re- 
freshed in true Southern style, serve 
spirited Rob Roy Cocktails (3/4 oz. 
Sweet Vermouth, 1 1/2 oz. Desmond 
& Duff Scotch, stirred with ice) or 
Bourbon Old Fashioneds. (One half 
cup of Kentucky Tavern added to 
your favorite ham glaze recipe is a 
taste to savor too!). After dinner, 
offer a selection of Old Mr. Boston 
Cordials and Flavored Brandies, 
Creme de Menthe, Peppermint 
Schnapps, Creme de Cassis, Triple 
Sec, Blackberry Brandy—select to 
your taste and serve with pride 
whenever company comes to call. 

Recipe for Rob Roy Cocktail from 
Mr. Boston Official Bartender's Guide 

fvlOUSSE AMARETTO 
5 eggs, with whites and 

yolks separated 
1/2 cup sugar 

Pinch of salt 
1 teaspoon vanilla 

1 cup milk 
1 envelope gelatine 
2 tablespoons cold water 
1 pint heavy cream, whipped 

Amaretto di Saronno 

Beat the yolks with the sugar until the mixture is light 
yellow. Add pinch of salt Add vanilla to milk and 
bring to a boil Add milk to the beaten yolks, mixing 
thoroughly Heat over slow fire, stirring constantly but 
do not bring to a boil. Soften gelatine in cold water, 
add to milk, and strain mixture through a fine sieve 
Cool on a big bowl of ice. then fold in whipped heavy 
cream Fold in whipped-until-stiff egg whites. Add 2 to 
3 oz Amaretto di Saronno Pour into serving bowl or 
into separate glasses and chill Before serving, float a 
tablespoon or two of Amaretto on top of each portion, 
flakes 8 to 10 servings. 

From "Italian Intrigue" recipe booklet 

BELOW: furniture. Ws^/ Sloane; china. Wedgwood; 
silver trays, jiatware. candelabra, ice bucket. The Gorham Co. 
Division oj Textron: napkins. Leacock Co.: 
decorations, A/nerican Tn'c 6 Wreath. 



cAlfr^sco^oliday 
The sunshine and soft breezes that 
usher in the festive season along much 
of the West Coast and in many of our 
Southwestern states offer entertaining 
options that innovative hosts and hos- 
tesses exercise with joy. Outdoor gath- 
erings, patio brunches, backyard 
barbecues and buffets can all be plan- 
ned with confidence thanks to the 
friendly climate; the traditional holiday 
ambiance supplemented easily with 
food and flowers native to the region. 

One lovely custom in the Southwest is 
the placing of flickering "luminarias"— 
brown paper lunch bags half filled with 
sand in which lighted candles are 
planted—along sidewalks, terraces and 
rooflines m celebration of the holiday 
Another is the offering of party food and 
drink that is easy and convenient to 
serve Old Mr, Boston Cocktails are 
natural choices for this kind of relaxed 
entertaining. Daiquiries, Margaritas, 
Pina Coladas and Whiskey Sours are 

some of the appealing choices you can 
offer your guests from this distinctive 
collection. Other taste treats you'll want 
to serve through the holidays: spirited 
Tequila drinks—the juice of 1/2 lemon, 1 
teaspoon powdered sugar, 2 oz. Gavilan 
Tequila shaken with ice and poured over 
ice cubes with carbonated water, 
makes a zesty Tequila Collins; refresh- 
ing wine coolers—try lacing them with 
Dolfi Praise des Bois Wild Strawberry Li- 
queur; and of course, the classic 
Amaretto di Saronno—in cocktails and 
after-dinner drinks, with coffee, and as 
the intriguing special ingredient in 
favorite party recipes. 

ri 



Recipe for Tequila Collins from 
J\r Boston Official Bartender s 
3uide 

KIR ROYALE 
Pour 1 1/2 oz Dolfi Fraise des 
Bois into champagne glass. Fill 
glass with sparkling Torre dei 
Conti Asti Spumante and serve. 

I^USSELS STEAMED IN 
WHITE WINE  
2 quarts mussels 
6 cloves garlic, finely chopped 
1 small onion, chopped 
4 sprigs parsley 

1 cup white wine IMasi Soave) 
Finely chopped parsley 
ivfelted butter 
Garlic-toasted French bread 

Wash and beard the mussels. 
Place them in a large kettle with 
the garlic, onion and parsley Add 
the white wine, cover and place 
over medium heat until the 
mussels open. Discard those 
which do not open Serve in large 
soup plates with finely chopped 
parsely melted butter, and garlic- 
toasted French bread 
From a James A. Beard recipe in 
House & Garden's Party hJlenu 
Cookbook 

ABOVE- furniture, W4^] Sloarxe; casserole and ice bucket  Hammachcr 
SchlenTrnl   stainless steel flatware. The Gorham Co., D.vu^wn of Textron; 
Elal^wa^e Svend Jemen; soup boxols, platter, figurines, t,n Christmas tree 
iTket  napkL and fabrics. Pan American Phoenix; poxnsettias, Paul Ecke 
Poinsettia Farm. 

ASjrSPUMAMTEJRUIT^EA^^ 

1 bottle Torre dei Conti 
Asti Spumante 

2 ounces Amaretto di Saronno 
Your favorite fruit, such as: 

oranges/apples/pears/ 
strawberries/melon/grapes/ 
mixed or one of a kind 

Chill the Asti Spumante 
thoroughly Cut the fresh fruit into 
small pieces and place in a glass 

bowl. Marinate the fruit with 
Amaretto for approximately 30 to 
45 minutes in the refrigerator 
Then add chilled Asti Spumante 
to the fruit and its juices. Pour 
Asti gently to keep its sparkle. 
Serves 4 to 6. 

Original recipe by Donald 
Duncan. Little Rock, 
Arkansas 



ELECTRONIC 
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c^glov^Wkh hospitality 
Among the many wonderful things that 
make the holidays so memorable for 
Americans everywhere, is the sociable 
spirit that lives in our homes Our talent 
for entertaining excels in this festive 
season, our pride in offering hospitality 
abounds This is why, when it comes to 
selecting fine wines and spirits for cele- 
brating through the busy days ahead, 
you'll want to look closely at Glenmore 

The Holiday House, 
Ready For Company 

brands. All the products pictured below 
and throughout this portfolio are ideal 
choices for your home bar. The wide 
variety of brands gives you great party 
flexibility, plus an opportunity to offer 

guests specific preferences. What's 
more, Glenmore spirits and wines have 
a marvelous ability to add superb flavor 
to favorite foods. Use them in cooking 
as well as for drink-making this holiday 
season. And don't forget the marvelous 
suitability of a Glenmore gift. Just fill out 
your shopping list—and bring home the 
Glenmore—for the happiest, most 
spirited holiday of ail! 

ABOVE: Jurnilure. W<b] Shane: crystal. Wedgwood: ice bucket and bar tools. Hammacher Schlemmer: table tree and ornaments. American Tree ir Wreath. 

PREPARED BY HOUSE & GARDEN'"  FOR GLENMORE DISTILLERIES COMPANY 
PHOTOGRAPHY BY BILL MARGERIN 

DESIGN CONSULTANT; GALEN BRAND 

Kentucky Tavern Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey 80 Proof Distilled And Bottled By Glenmore Distilleries Company, Louisville-Owensboro, KY • Yellowstone 
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey 86 Proof Distilled By Yellowstone Distillery Co , Louisville, KY • Blackberry Flavored Brandy 70 Proof Egg Nog 30 Proof 
CremeDefVlenthe (Green) 54 Proof. Creme De Noyaux 54 Proof. Peppermint Schnapps Liqueur 54 Proof. Banana Daiquiri Cocktail 25 Proof. Daiquiri Cocktail 25 
Proof. Margarita Cocktail 25 Proof. Pina Colada Cocktail 25 Proof. Strawberry Daiquiri Cocktail 25 Proof. Strawberry Margarita Cocktail 25 Proof. Whiskey Sour 
Cocktail 25 Proof Produced By M r Boston Distiller, Boston, MA, Owensboro, KY, Albany, GA • Desmond & Duff 12 Year Old Blended Scotch Whiskey 86 Proof. Im- 
ported By & Bottled For Desmond & Duff, Ltd., New York, NY • 0MB Virgin Islands Rum (LT)80 Proof. Bottled By Mr. Boston Distiller, Boston, MA, Owensboro. KY. 
Albany, GA • Amaretto Di Saronno Liqueur 56 Proof. Dolfi Fraise Des Bois Strawberry Liqueur 44 Proof. Masi Italian Wines. Torre Dei Conti Asti Squmante. Im- 
ported By Foreign Vintages, Inc., Jericho, NY • Gavilan Tequila 86 Proof. Sole Agents For USA., Foreign Vintages, Inc., Jericho, NY • Mr. Boston Triple Sec 
Curacao Liqueur 54 Proof Mr Boston Creme De Cassis Liqueur 35 Proof. Produced By Mr. Boston Distiller, Boston, MA 



Mannington. What you can't sec is the easy-care. 
This is no-wax cushioned vinyl flooring the way it ought to be. Truly easy-care. 
Thanks"o our exclusive JT88® wear layer, there's no need for waxing, stripping, 

or speaal redressing. Classicon®, with the Aquabar® moisture barrier^is the 
ol sheet flooring guaranteed for two years against moisture-related problems. 
Comes m SIX and 12-foot widths and a bonanza of beautiful colors and patterns. 
Comes     ^'^^i^^^^^^g^^^ j^^ ^3^ „o-wax vinyl ought to be and too often isn t. 

Consult the Yellow Pages for nearby dealers ... or write to us. We'll send 
you a free mini-sample, dealer list and color brochure. 

.:^      Mannington Mills, Inc., Dept. 100 
^^   P.O. Box 30, Salem, New Jersey 08079 
^[/   Over 60 years of fine flooring. 

FLOORS FOR 
m Others by Weltco Carpel Corp., 

a whoify ooinec/ subsidiary. 

LEISURE LIVING 
TGood Housekeeping^ 
^ PftOMISlS .^<^ 



'if*'    ■ 
Send for our     ^^^^ '■] 

new catalog f 
'    It's like having a furnilure^^     .jV;', * 

showroom in your own homef.'*' *«! 4 
You'll see America's most . ,.i^] 

complete line of cherry     «|i 
Vfurniture plus a wide 

choice of luxurious 
upholstered pieces. 

uza€/i 
Makers of fine furniture since 1865 

Harden Furniture 
Dcpt. 37, McConnellsville, N.Y. 13401 

I enclose $5 for your 160-page catalog and the 
name of store near me. 

ELECTRONIC 
CIRCUIT 
coiiiiniu'd from page 56 

and clarity on video cassettes. Most com- 
panies splice up to eight 50-foot reels to- 
gether and put them on a 30-minute 
cassette. Many video dealers, probably 
including the store where you bought 
your VCR, accept films for cassette 
transfer or can give you information on 
where to send them. 

Q What arc the new things that are 
happening in radio? 

A The news in radio is about clocks. 
.Some clock-radios even have his-and- 
her-alarms that will go off twice each 
morning at different preselected times. 
Others can be programmed in advance 
to sound off at difYerent times on differ- 
ent days. They'll let you sleep late on 
weekends and perhaps get you up a little 
early on days you know you are going to 
be extra busy. There's even one model 
which tells you the indoor and outdoor 
temperature at the push of a button, us- 
ing the same electronic numerals which 
display the time. 

PSSSSST! 
AGNES'. ITS TJME 

TO GET UP AND 

COFFEE! 

fto 

eg) eooTH '78 

There are clock-radios that warn you 
if they're running slow as a result of 
power failure by blinking on and off un- 
til they're reset. One type can be set to 
wake you with a beep after any power 
interruption, so you can reset it then and 
there. Another has a small backup bat- 
tery and resets the time automatically. 

For travel, clock-radios are becoming 
so tiny they'll fit in your pocket or purse. 
Some remember two time zones, so at 
the flick of a switch you know what time 
it is at home. Of course, some new radios 
don't have clocks. One new mini design 
is only a half-inch thick, weighs less than 
5 ounces, and slips easily into shirt pock- 
et or purse. At the other end of the size 
scale is a new breed of table radio which 
is built into an audio component-type 
loudspeaker unit for true high-fidelity 
sound. ■ 

House  &  Garden 
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FORD PINTO 
A LITTLE AMHaCAN WORKHORSE 

P^EW D^^ back here  D^lgninhere 

SEE All1fiNEW79 PINTOS> 



NEW DESIGN '79 PINTO 

WITH AUTHIS S1ANDARP,THE NE\ 

AM Pushbutton Radio Standard 
(May be deleted for credit) 

Tinted Glass All Around 
Standard 

4-Speed Fully 
Synchironized 
Manual Trans. Bright Windo 

Standard Frames Stand" :> 

Front Bucket Seats and Mini-Console 
Standard 

Protective Bodyside Molding: 
Standard 

Electric Rear Window Defroster 
Standard 

Front Disc Brakes        Full Wheel Covers 
Standard standord 

Deluxe Bumper Group 
Stanford 



OMPLETE SMALL CARS 

9 PINTO IS mCKTO WITH VALUE. 

Carpeting—Color 
Keyed Standard 

I Litre Overtiead 
) Engine Standard 

DuraSpark Ignition 
Standard 

Rack and Pinion Steering 
Standard 

A Little American Workhorse. 
More than 2/2 million Pinfos have been 
sold since its introduction. And this year, 
Pinto comes with a new design—both in- 
side and out. 

No Pinto in history has ever had more 
features standard than the new design 
Pinto for 79. Yet Pinto still offers a tre- 
mendous selection of options including 
automatic transmission, airconditioning, 
power steering, and more. 
Pinto Choice. 
For 79, there's a wide selection of new 
design Pintos including an exciting 
Cruising Wagon, a new Cruising Sedan 
and a brand new Pinto ESS, the most 
glamorous Pinto ever built. There's even 
a low-priced Pinto Pony (not shown) for 
more economy-minded buyers. 

All-Around Economy. 
Pinto has all-around economy In addi- 
tion to its excellent EPA mileage ratings, 
the scheduled maintenance require- 
ments on Pinto have been substantially 
reduced over the past six years. 

Another Design Feature. 
All new design Pintos, like the '77 and 
'78 models before it, have redesigned 
fuel system features including a longer 
filler pipe, plus a polyethylene shield for 
improved puncture resistance. 
See and test-drive a new design '79 Pinto 
at your Ford Dealer now. 

32 H^' 22 MPG* 
CITY 

"EPA estimates with 2 3 litre engine and 4-speed 
manual transmission (wagon ratings are lower) 
Your actual mileage may vary, depending on 
how and where you drive, your car's condition 
and optional equipment California estimates 
are lower 

A UHLE AMERICAN 
WORKHORSE 

FORD PINTO 
FORD DIVISION 



PLANTS 
AROUND THE HOUSE 
Gardening in 
miniature 
How to grow small-scale 
African violets, geraniums, 
cyclamen, orchids, 
daffodils, and tulips for 
window sills of color  

By Richard Longer 
There is something particularly ap- 
pealing about small things—miniature 
portraits, dollhouscs, and other tiny 
representatives of the "real" world. 
Miniature plants are no exception, and 
there are some growers who have noth- 
ing else. Sometimes their collection 
started out as the result of diminishing 
space for new plants. Sometimes it was 
intrigue at first sight, noticing a flower 
garden in a teacup. Whatever the case, 
"think small" has become the watch-^ 
word of many indoor gardeners. Min- 
iature house plants, relatively rare a 
decade ago, are coming into their own. 
They grow in regular potting soil under 
the same conditions as their larger 
counterparts. 

The classic example is Sinningia pusil- 
la. So small it will thrive in a thimble, 
this miniature gesneriad will bloom all 
year round, sending out a profusion of 
five-petaled cream-throated lavender 
flowers on sewing-thrcad-thin inch-long 
stems. The flowers last a week or longer, 
and the plant itself is rather amazing. 
It's hard to imagine anyone ever having 
found it in the dense jungle of its native 
African habitat, but probably one of the 
reasons it was not overlooked is its pro- 
fuse self-seeding habit. I've never seen it 
in the wild, but I can imagine small 
carpets of 5. pusilla covering the ground 
in patches. Two years ago, we planted a 
single specimen in one of those 5-inch 
spherical glass bowls. Now there are 
some thirty-odd plants in there. Almost 
always, one of them is in bloom. 

The gesneriads ofi^er some of the 
choicest miniatures around. African 
violets such as 'Calico Kitten,' 'Coco,' 
and 'Silver Bells,' for instance, are sim- 
ply scaled-down versions of the regular 
Saintpaulia, and they're every bit as 
floriferous. Grown individually, they do 
best in plastic pots—the 1-H-inch and 
2-inch sizes ofi'er plenty of room—since 
the plastic helps to keep the soil from 
drying out. Dry soil can be a problem 
when you're dealing with such small pots 
and  plants; there just  isn't room  for 

70 

Left: Miniature 
daffodils bloom 
in a 4-inch pot. 

SUSAN MCNEILL 

How To Grow 
Minibulbs 

Miniature bulbs pack as 
much flower power as 
their full-sized coun- 
terparts. Three-inch-tall 

golden daffodils with grasslike foliage 
and 4-inch micro-tulips can both be 
forced indoors. Up to half a dozen 
can be planted in a 4- or 5-inch pot 
filled with equal parts potting soil, 
sand, and peat moss. 

Allow your plants to die back each 
year during a cold period. Keep 
watering until the leaves have turned 
completely yellow, then trim them 
off, and set the pot in a cool spot for 
the winter. After a 3-month rest, they 
can be brought indoors for a second 
season of bloom. The rerun may not 
always be as successful as the first 
showing, but if the bulbs take, they 
will continue to thrive. 
Miniature daffodils: Narcissus astu- 
rensis (minimus) N. Jonquilla Sim- 
plex, N. nanus 
Miniature tulips: Tulipa batalinii 
(pale yellow), T. crelica (white 
blushed pink), T. pulchella "Hu- 
milis" (lavender pink), T. urumiensis 
(yellow) 

Left: Full- 
sized daffodil j 
Kini^ Alfred 
looms above 
its miniature j 
cousin, Nar- i 
cissus Can- 
aliculatus. 

much water. Another solution, 
one which makes for a really 

striking display, is to grow a whole 
field of miniature African violets in a 

tray. A deep glass baking dish, for in- 
stance, can hold some thirty to fifty 
miniature violets, making a solid velvety 
green carpet studded with flowers. A cir- 
cle of purple-trumpeted Sinningia con- 
tinna with the salmon-flowered 5. 'Coral 
Baby" in the center will give the appear- 
ance of a diminutive knot garden. Being 
gesneriads, the Sinningia plants will 
thrive imder the same moist-soil, me- 
dium-light conditions as your African 
violets. And growing them clustered in 
a tray will help to ensure a pocket of 
humidity around the plants, fostering 
their best growth. 

Another group of gesneriads with 
miniatures to match the larger counter- 
parts is the episcia. 'Silver Toy' has a 
profuse display of trumpetlike flowers 
that complement their attractive foliage. 
Begonias, too, have their miniatures. 
Perhaps more properly called diminu- 
tive plants, they tend to grow larger than 
true miniatures upon maturity, but they 
are still petite. Among the smallest are < 
the 4-to-6-inch-high B. cucullata cultivar 
'Andy,' with bright grass-green leaves 
and single pink flowers, and the Rex be- 
gonia miniature 'Baby Rainbow,' whose 
puckered iridescent foliage is truly strik- 
ing. Boweri, nicknamed the eyelash 
begonia, because of the pale whitish 
hairs edging the chartreuse leaves, is 
an excellent bloomer, providing an al- 
most continuous round of delicate pink 
blossoms. For different leaf shapes as 
well as flowers, try B. herbacea and its 
cultivars. 

These and other miniature plants can 
be grown attractively in a small birch 
log, one say 10 to 12 inches long, with 
depressions gouged out to hold the soil. 
It makes a natural-looking display and 
keeps the soil cool and moist, promoting 
good growth. Make sure to seal off all 
exterior cuts of the wood—the ends of 
the log and the flat side you may want 
to cut off as a base to keep it from roll-   1 
ing—with  sealer  and  several coats of < 
clear varnish. This will keep moisture ^^ 
from seeping through and staining the ji 
table. Continued on page 72 ^' 
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Is YOUR HAIR GETTING 
ALL THE PROTEIN IT NEEDS? 

Imagine this is a shaft of hair. 
I Red represents the amount of 
protein that could be absorbed by 
the hair before CPP Catipeptide™ 
H Gold represents Redken's 
unique protein, CPP Catipeptide. 
It can be absorbed so much 
better than any protein we've 
ever used. 

To look and feel its healthiest, 
hair needs protein. If you bleach, 
tint, perm, blow-dry, crimp, 
shampoo often or spend a lot 
of time in the sun, chances are 
your hair needs protein.The 
question is how can you get it. 

You're not a scientist.You 
know your hair needs something. 
But what? How much? From 
where? Redken's spent 18 years 
scientifically researching hair 
just to come up with those answers. 
And during that time we learned 
a lot about protein. 

How is protein absorbed by 
hair in the first place? Your 
hair's protein has a certain amount 
of electric charges (think of the 

static electricity you generate by 
brushing your hair). So does 
our protein. Hair in need, especially 
damaged hair, happens to have 
more negative electric charges while 
protein has positive ones. And 
remember from your high school 
chemistry, opposites attract. 
These opposite charges naturally 
like each other. They act like 
little magnets. 

What Redkenhas done is to 
manufacture a natural protein that's 
more attractive to your hair. 
CPP Catipeptide is different because 
it averages two positive charges 
instead of just one like other proteins. 
CPP Catipeptide is also specifically 
designed to the correct molecular 
size and weight. So it can get through 
to your inner core of hair and 
stay there. 

CPP Catipeptide responds 
to your hair's protein needs. 
Whether it's a little or a lot, 
CPP Catipeptide delivers. 

Where can you find it? Only 
Redken has this incredible protein. 

In a group of hair care and 
conditioning products: Amino 
Pon** Concentrate Ready-to-Use 
Shampoo, Climatress® Moisturizing 
Creme Protein Conditioner, 
P.P.T. "S-77"® Protein Conditioner 
and Bodimer+,™ a body builder. 
And you can find these products in 
hairstyling salons that use and 
sell Redken. Check your Yellow 
Pages for the one nearest you. 

Is your hair getting the 
protein it needs? Now you don't 
have to worry. 

CPP CATIPEPTIDE 
FOR HAIR THAT NEEDS. 

YOU CAN TRUST THE 9000 SALONS DEDICAFED TO THE REDKEN 
PROMISE: BEAUTY BASED ON SCIENCE. ^RFDI^N^ 



Now Future refreshes 
your shine whenever 
you damp-mop. 

The same great Future gives you 
a tougher-than-wax shine. 
Discover the Lwo ways to use Future: straight from 
the bottle for that tougher-than-wax acrylic shine; 
added to plain water, to refresh the shine every time 
you damp-mop... refresh the shine as^y^u clean. 

It's that easy With Future.       ^ Johnson 
luax 

,  'V7aS.C Johnson i So 

PLANTS 
AROUND THE HOUSE 
continued from page 70 

Miniature geraniums need a slightly 
different soil mix than other plants. 
Originating in a semi-desert climate, 
they like a footing that is half sharp 
sand, half potting soil. Because of their 
background, they are also the one group 
of miniatures that will grow well even if 
the air in your house is too dry for most 
house plants. They need lots of sun, but 
they also enjoy the cool of the evening, 

so a window sill location suits them best. 
Full-sized geraniums are often allowed 
to have their soil go quite dry between 
waterings, which works fine for them. 
But miniatures simply dry out too fast. 
"Tiny Tim" is striking with its single red 
flowers and almost black green leaves. 
It is often grown in a small teacup to 
show off its lovely diminutive propor- 
tions. Do the same with 'Volcano,' with 

crimson blooms and multishaded leaves 
the cerise-flowered "Zip," and the doublq 
pink Twinkle." 

Cyclamen hederifolium is a true mini 
iature cyclamen about 3 inches tall. Its 
silver-veined leaves and bright rosJ 
flowers are nicely complemented by CJ 
graecuni, whose darker green leaves ar^ 
veined in white. 

There are orchids such as Oncidiun 
cheirophorum, which grow to only aboutl 
6 inches and yearly reward your ef-T 
forts with a spray of the brightest yellowl 
flowers imaginable. It and the otherl 
numerous attractive miniature orchidsl 
should be grown in a terrarium for best! 
results. But if you do start a terrariuml 
for your miniatures, then you can enjoyi 
such delightful additions as the orange-l 
flowered 2-inch-tall Pleurothallis Grobyi,] 
or the slightly larger, also vivid orange-] 
flowering Sophronitis coccinea. Then! 
there's Ornithocephalus cochleariforniis, i 
another little orchid barely 2 inches tall. 
But perhaps it's almost too much of a 
miniature—you need a magnifying glass 
to really appreciate its white flower. 

Miniatures Sources 
Sinnlngicix, episcias, saintpaiilias 
Lyndon Lyon, Dolgeville, N.Y. 13.329 
Bc^otiias 
Logee's Greenhouses, 55 North Street, 
Danielson, Conn. 06239. Catalogue ,$2 
Geraniums 
Carobil    Farm,   Church   Road,    RDl, 
Brunswick,    Maine   04011.   Catalogue 
35(* 
Orchids 
Orchids by Hausermann, Box 363, Eln*- 
hurst. III. 60126. Catalogue $1 
Bulks 
P.  deJager &  Sons.   188  Ashbury St.,'? 
.South Hamilton, Mass. 01982 | 

The Soilless Mix 
Because they are grown in such small 
pots, miniatures are often given a "soil- 
less" footing. While regular potting soil 
rich in organic matter, such as that used 
for African violets, usually works quite 
well for miniatures, soilless planting as- 
sures that their footing will not pack too 
much. It al-so helps to keep them moist. 
So if you have problems growing minia- . 
tures, try a soilless mix. An easy-to- 
make one consists of 4 cups of fine 
sphagnum moss. 2 cups of vermiculite, 1 
cup of sharp sand, I tablespoon of finely 
ground limestone, and 1 tablespoon of 
bone meal. Blend well, using enough 
water to make the moss good and moist. 
To.ss all the ingredients into a large 
plastic bag—then shake and plant. Extra 
mix can be left right in the bag until 
needed. ^ 

If you don't want to mix your own, \ 
prepacked  soilless  growing  mixes  are > 
now on the market. You should be able .* 
to  purchase some at  your local  plant 
store or nursery. ■ 
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Finally, heres a h%; 
poweiTul food process 
without a big pnce tag^ 

Its the incredible Le Chef Food Processor from Sunbeam. 
I love to cook — whenever I can spare the time. 
But those recipes that call for half a day's worth 
of chopping, pureeing and slicing really used 
to intimidate me! Now, with my Le Chef, I can 
do those jobs in seconds. Really! And not just 
for entertaining, but for everyday dishes too. 

What's so special about the Le Chef Food 
Processor? The motor is surprisingly quiet and 
powerful. Sunbeam calls it direct drive. I call it 
incredible. Le Chef easily kneads stiff yeast 
dough without stalling. And its super 

capacity container lets me 
, prepare enough for a crowd, 
' all at once. The Touch On/ 

Touch Off pulse control 
makes for instantly regu- 
lated action, so I'm less likely 
to over-process foods by mistake. 
The Le Chef Food Processor comes 
with 4 processing blades and 

discs, for handling each job just right. The 
multi-purpose blade for minced onions or 
homemade hamburger, the shredding disc for 
cheddar cheese or cole slaw. The slicing disc 
turns out perfect, even slices of vegetables or 
sausage. I use the mixing blade for cake batter 
and desserts. 

There's even a handy spatula and a complete 
64-page recipe book included. 

Le Chef, the amazing, indispensable food 
processor for everything from apple 

pancakes to zucchini. From my 
favorite appliance company. 

Who else but Sunbeam. ^   „     / 

.-I^C- 

^^r^. 

Sunbe-ini Appliance Company, a division of Sunbeam Corporalion   (w)Sunbeam   TMLe Chef   «   Sunbeam Corporation, 1978 



APARTMENT 
DECORATING 
Advice on planning your 
purchases and building a color 
scheme, plus tips on dealing 
with an awkward window and 
entertaining in small space, 
from a distinguished decorator, 
James Amster, F.A.S.I.D. 

Editor's Note: There 
can be few decorat- 
ing problems that 
James Amster has not 
met in the course of a 
career that has inckid- 
ed decorating hotels 
and steamships, open- 
ing the first decorating 
department at Berg- 
dorf Goodman, and, 

for individual clients in America and 
abroad, decorating everything from a 
58-room house to a one-room apartment. 
Many of his projects have appeared in 
House & Garden, most recently his own 
entertaining room in Amster Yard, a col- 
lection of "broken-down brownstones" 
that he bought, restored, and made into 

a charming complex of shops and apart- 
ments, now a New York City Historic 
Landmark. 

This year Mr. Amster is celebrating 
his fiftieth year as a decorator with as 
much zest for his chosen profession as 
when he first started. "It is the most re- 
warding, interesting life and work. This 
is the era of experiments and it is excit- 
ing to be part of it. When I first started, 
there were only about a dozen kinds of 
fabrics and in five colors only. Now there 
is everything, and in every color, from 
everywhere in the world. And marvel- 
ous new developments that make living 
so much easier—like wash-and-wear 
sheets, which I find incredible. But if I 
have any philosophy about my work, it 
is that the art of decorating has as much 
to do with a feeling for people as it does 
with a feeling for design. ! learn from 
my clients and they learn from me. They 
teach me what they know and I teach 
them what I know. 1 am now decorating 
houses and apartments for the grand- 
children of some of my original clients 
and—it is amusing to see things come 
full circle—often working with the same 
style that fifty years ago was called Con- 

temporary and today is known as Art 
Deco." 

To launch our new column of ideas 
for apartment living, James Amster be- 
gins at the beginning and answers ques- 
tions from young readers and staff mem- 
bers who are just starting to decorate 
their first apartments. 

"Before I try to answer your ques- 
tions, I'd like to say a bit about how I 
feel you should approach decorating. In 
today's world, decorating should aim for 
comfort and enjoyment. Good decorat- 
ing is honest decorating that comes about 
as a result of an honest evaluation of 
how you do live, how you really want 
to live, and how well you can afford the 
pattern you set for yourself. It is a mat- 
ter of planning your life and then plan- 
ning your rooms to suit the way you 
want to—and can—live. Whether you 
are decorating your first or your fifth 
apartment, it takes patience and thought- 
ful planning to achieve livable rooms. 
What gives a room grace and personality 
is dill'erent for each of us—it may be the 
colors, a wonderful rug that belonged to 
your grandmother, or books or plants or 
a collection you love." 

Q What .should I buy first? My bud- 
get is limited. I'm starting from scratch. 

A Well, when you're starting to deco- 
rate an apartment or a house for the first 
time—not even decorating really—but 
starting to furnish, you have to start with 
a bed. You have to have something to 
sleep on. My instinct is to buy the best 
box spring and mattress you can afford. 
Even if you have just one room, put 
your money into a good box spring and 
mattress. Your health comes first. If you 
have a bad bed, life is hell. A box spring 
and mattress that you don't fold is al- 
ways a better bed than a convertible one 
that you have to open and close. You 
don't have to buy the biggest and you 
don't have to buy a headboard. Watch 
for sales, if your budget is truly limited. 

Then the next thing you buy, 1 would 
say, is a bridge table and four chairs, 
good sturdy folding ones. You need a 
place to sit and to eat and to write. But 
you also need other things to work with: 
linens, china, glasses, pots and pans for 
cooking. Until you can afford a real 
dining table that you like, you can have 
friends in and serve dinner from the 
bridge table, and no matter how you 
finally decorate your apartment you can 
always use an extra table and chairs that 
fold up and go in the closet. 

Now even though you just have a bed 
and a bridge table and four chairs, even- 

Contiiuti'd on paf>e 76 
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APARTMENT 
DECORATING 
continued from page 74 
tually you're going to buy more, so the 
next thing you should do is draw up a 
floor plan. In fact, it should probably be 
the first thing you do. Before you ac- 
tually buy your box spring and mattress 
you should find out if they will go in 
your front door, if they will fit your 
room. It is important. Once some young 
clients of mine fell in love with a Charles 
II bed that I had found so we had a box 
spring and mattress made for it. But 
when we started to put it in their house 
—it was on Lovers Lane outside of Phil- 
adelphia, believe it or not—we couldn't 
get the box spring through the bedroom 
door. We had to saw its frame in half, 
tie it up, put it in the room, then open it 
up and reinforce it with metal bars under- 
neath. Make a floor plan and measure 
carefully—that's what I learned in 
Lovers Lane. And don't trust the plans 
given you by the apartment building or 
real-estate office. They are notoriously 
inaccurate. Rccheck the measurements 
before you buy anything. Make your 
floor plan and work out your furniture 
arrangement with the pieces you have. 
As a general rule, start with the biggest 
wall, which gets the biggest piece of 
furniture. Then work out on the plan 
what pieces you will need to live in the 
room  the  wav  \ou  want  to,  and  buv 

them as your budget permits. 

Q There is only space for a small din- 
\n^ table in my studio apartment, but 
when I have a lot of friends for dinner, 
i would much prefer to scat them at a 
table. Have you any solutions? 

A One thing you can do is buy a circu- 
lar tabletop larger than your table that 
folds and stores in a closet, as many 
restaurants do. They come in several 
sizes and some arc made so that they fit 
on a bridge table. You can put a table- 
cloth over it. Or you can cover it with 
felt or vinyl, paint it or marbelize it, and 
use mats and no tablecloth. 

Q We're furnishing an apartment now 
but we hope to move to a hou.se in a few 
years and we'd like to spend our money 
on things that will move well. How 
would you advise us? 

f\ If you are going to move, you really 
don't have to spend a lot of money for 
curtains, or for shutters. We are going 
through a marvelous horticultural period 
in decorating and you might just hang 
plants in your windows. Or if you need 
more privacy, use simple ready-made 
curtains or bamboo blinds. About fur- 
niture I would say don't buy either the 
biggest or the smallest. 

Q Lighting is the real decorating puz- 
zle, I find. In my living room, which is 

THE MARTEX" SHEET. 

OUR COLOR IS AS UNEXPECTED 
IN SOLIDS AS IT IS IN PRINTS. 

THIS JUICIER LEMON, FOR EXAMPLE. 

M 
West Point 
Reppcrell 

rather small but has a high ceiling, I have 
two table lamps .-and a floor lamp next to 
the sofa. Ihey are fine for reading, but 
when they are all lighted at night the 
corners arc dim and the room looksj 
spotty and feels uncomfortable. I thought 
about track lighting, but my landlord 
won't let me install it. What can I do?; 

r\   You might place a small spotlight or' 
two, adjusted to light the dark corners, 
in  some  inconspicuous  place near the 
ceiling—in the top of a bookcase or a tall 
armoire, for example. Or, what I find is: 
as effective and much more flexible is 
lighting from the floor. You can placeij 
can lights in corners or conceal them be-i 
hind objects—a large tree or your sofa,' 
perhaps. Experiment with placement and 
try bulbs of different wattages until you 
have the lighting balance you want. 

Q 
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What do you do when you have one 
fairly small window that is in a very odd 
place? Mine is in the back corner of the 
room. 

r\ If you have the money, have some 
shutters made the color of the wall. If 
you are moneyless, find fabric to match 
the wall and have a curtain made with 
rod top and bottom. 

vx In an effort to choose colors I coufd 
live with, I've ended up with a dull 
brown, beige, and rust-colored apart- 
ment—a bad case of the neutrals. What 
can 1 do to lighten it up and give it some 
punch? The sofa has stripes of apricot 
and light blue besides the neutrals but I 
just haven't found a way to work them 
in. I could change the rust-colored cur- 
tains if that would help. 

/^ I would use more apricot in differ- 
ent shades—light and dark—for the cur-' 
tains, some cushions for the sofa and 
perhaps to slipcover a chair. But color 
is a very personal thing and you might 
be happier picking up the light blue. 

Building a color scheme is like making « 
a salad dressing. You have to have the 
right ingredients—oil and vinegar and " 
salt and pepper—in the proper propor- 
tions. A good way to begin developing a 
color scheme is to choose a multicolored 
fabric that you like for the biggest piece 
in the room, and then match everything 
else in the room to colors in it. Be sure 
you keep a swatch of your print to shop 
with. Don't think you can carry the color 
in your eye—you really can't.  1 think 
everyone who shops should do what I've 
learned to do.  I have a piece of card- 
board and every color that I wish to use 
on a job is on that cardboard. 1 go shop- 
ping with it. The clients have a duplicate 
cardboard and every time we decide on 
a fabric we put a cutting on those card-i 
boards. After all if you were trying toi 
match evening shoes to a dress you'd^ 
take a piece of the dress fabric, and it's! 
even more important when you're shop- 
ping for something you will live with a 
lot longer. ■ 
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TheTrue-to-Light mirror. 
When the color's right,you can't go wrong. 

I'or coloring up your life, makeup's ter- 
rific. It's a sensuous, sure-fire beautifier. 

But makeup is tricky. A touch too much, 
a shade too little can look awful. 

That's whv (^lairol's Truc-to-l Jght" has 

4 different light settings. They let you 
make up in the 4 different lights you'll be 
seen in. So your makeup can't go wrong. 

Simply click the color dial: green 
shows how you'll look under glaring office 

fluorescents; blue is for outdoor truth; 
peach is for soft e\ening light; pink helps 
you star in your own houselights. 

Now that you know the truth, see the. 
light. (llairol's Taie-to-Light. 

Clairol Appliances. 
The power to make you beautiful 

©1978 Clairol Inc. 



LOOKING GOOD 
FEELING FIT  
continued from page 32 

something about one's life." The psychic 
factor is essential in catalyzing the 
physical efforts necessary for revitaliza- 
tion—healthy diet, exercise, and above 
all an interest in or belief that what one 
is doing is the most important concern 
in one's life. 

The prospect of living longer offers us 
a chance to live many lives in one life- 
time. We can begin to plan for a se- 
quence of careers and an extension of 
experience, knowing that wisdom will 
make later adventures more satisfying 
and enjoyable. "How old would you be 
if you didn't know how old you were?" 
asked the legendary baseball player 
"Satchel" Paige. With biologists break- 
ing through the aging barrier, the answer 
is going to be all in the mind. ■ 

Beauty and health 
products new 
this month in the stores 
Your holiday season this year is almost 
certain to be filled with lots of late-night 
parties and disco-ing. You'll find you've 
never had such an opportunity to shine. 

Get help from the "late-late" colors 
from Estce Lauder called P'stee Lauder 
Nights, and really something wonderful. 
The collection consists of right-on reds 
in six shades of Re-Nutriv lipstick, six 
shades of nail lacquer, a new Automatic 
Lipshine, and a brand new Golden Cream 
Highlighter for brows, browbones, fore- 
head, cheekbones, shoulders, and bosom. 
And the gold doesn't stop. There are 
two late-night-going compacts, both 
filled with Translucent Powder, both in 
24-karat gold plate. One's in the shape 
of a small pocket watch: the other's a 
sleek ripple of sculpted waves. The 
smaller is called "The Golden Hours 
Compact," $20; the larger, "Stream of 
Gold Compact," $75. And to apply your 
makeup sheerly, expertly, a set of six 
natural-bristled makeup brushes has 
been assembled, $55. They come 
wrapped in a soft, chamois-colored 
suedecloth jewelry roll and an acrylic 
box has been designed to hold them on 
your dressing table that would make a 
lovely present. Estee Lauder Nights, 
compacts, and brushes are at fine depart- 
ment stores across the country. 

For Chloe lovers, a cause for celebra- 
tion. Karl Lagerfeld has just created a 
flacon of crystal to hold a quarter-ounce 
of the perfume, and, of course, he would 
put it inside the graceful sweep of the 
calla lily, his signature. The slip of crys- 
tal comes inside a peach-colored suede- 
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cloth pouch, and a tiny, silvery funnel 
has been included to facilitate the deli- 
cate process of refilling. $75 by Parfums 
Lagcrfeld at Saks Fifth Avenue stores 
across the country. 

The newest tool for making your eyes 
look their widest is to be found among 
the eyelining pencils—they're back. Es- 
pecially subtle and enchanting are The 
Indian Summer Eyepencils from Bonne 
Bell. "Falling Water" (deep blue), "Run- 
ning River" (pale blue), "Earth" 
(brown), "Wildgrape" (violet), "Ever- 
green" (silvered green), and "Thunder 
Cloud" (slate gray) give you an idea of 
the true-to-life colors. And these pencils 
are soft enough to use just inside the 
upper and lower lids where the smudgy, 
smoky tints look most effective. $3.25 
at drug and department stores. 

New cleanser for oil and oil-prone 
combination skin: Noxzema Antiseptic 
Skin Cleanser. It's an astringent that 
deep-cleans, moisturizes, and de-oils the 
skin without that dreadful stripping. 
Once a week for dry skin isn't a bad idea 
either, because of the bacteria-killing 
properties of the antiseptic. Just wet 
your cotton ball with water first. They've 
managed to keep that icy, tingly scent 
that Noxzema Skin Cream has, too. In 
a 4-ounce plastic bottle, by Noxell, 
$2.15: 8 ounces, $3.75. Available at 
drugstore counters and supermarkets 
everywhere. 

If you want to add something to your 
makeup that's "drop-dead gorgeous," 
yet subtle and understated at the same 
time, try Lancoine's Maquiglace Special 
Effects Powder. This silky, feather- 
weight stuff comes in three colors you 
can use to accent your eyes, hair, skin, 
clothes, even jewels. "Vermeil" is a 
shimmering sandstone; "Opal" is a 
slightly golden rose; "Amethyst" like 
lavender hints of light. Use on face, ears, 
shoulders, knees, ankles—you name it. 
$12.50 an ounce, at fine department 
stores across the country. 

PAULA RICE JACKSON 

Your fragrance 
and herbal almanac 
The sign: Scorpio 
Circa: October 23-November 21 
Plants belonging to Scorpio have intense 
flavors. The pungent leaves of mustard 
have been a savory potherb and its seeds 
ground as condiment since ancient 
Egypt. Hippocrates used mustard as a 
medication. Gentian, a primary flavoring 
in aromatic bitters, and peppers of ev- 
ery persuasion are also associated with 
Scorpio. The flowers of ginger, in con- 
trast, have a sweet and caressing per- 
fume very similar to Interlude by 
Frances Denney. Another scent for 
Scorpios is Casaque, made by Jean d'AIn 
bert. Derrick, new from Orlane, is a' 
scent for astute males of the sign. ■ 

MARIA REACHI 
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Now you can make the rooms you love to 
live In-your eat-in kitchen, your family 
room, your dining area-look beautiful, 
wall-to-wall, without a single seam. 
Because Congoleum and only Congoleum 
offers you beautiful floorings from 6 to 15 
feet wide; so professional or do-it-yourself 
installations can be easier and seamless in 
most areas of your home. 

        Beauty that lasts. And 
IBBI^^ Congoleum seamless beauty 
stays lovely longer, because our brilliant 
designs and colors are protected by a no- 
wax wear-layer so durable it resists stains 
and scuffs. With proper care, the 
Congoleum no-wax luster really lasts. 

More beautiful choices than any other. 
Come to Congoleum and select from over 
300 different designs and colors-more 

designs and more colors in more widths 
than any other vinyl flooring. You're sure 
to find just what you have in mind. 
Simple sponge mopping will usually keep your lloor 
looking fresh, Congoleum Vinyl Dressing will provide 
a higher shine should a reduction ol gloss occur in 
areas of heavier use For complete maintenance and 
warranty information, see your local Congoleum re- 
tailer or write to Congoleum Consumer Affairs. 195 
Belgrove Drive. Kearny, N J 07032 

Design shown // 45057, available in 6  & 12' widths 

Only Congoleum" gives you seamless flooring in rooms up to 15 feet wide. 
Seamless flooring that stays prettier, cleaner and newer looking. 



STOP TAKING 
IRRITANT 

LAXATIVES 

It's easy to get back 

"Natural" 
Regularity 

in 2 to 5 days 
with this gentle 
"stool softener" 

Even people who've relied 
on laxatives for years get 
back "natural" regularity in 
2 to 5 days. Thousands of 
doctors are recommending 
the effective stool softener 
(dioctyl sodium sulfosucci- 
nate) in Regutol ** Tablets. 

Regutol is different from 
irritant laxatives. It's a "stool 
softener." It helps your colon's 
natural moisture soften hard, 
dry waste to prevent consti- 
pation and maintain regular- 
ity. Read and follow label 
directions. Take one tablet 
twice daily until regularity 
returns. It may take a few 
days longer for some people. 
But it's worth it. No more 
laxatives! 

Get Regutol Tablets today! 

STOOL 
SOFTENER 

OO 
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GRCWING HERBS 
AND GREENS INDOOR' 
To add summer flavor 
to winter meals, grow 
healthy plants indoors 

By Millie Owen 
Growing herbs and greens indoors is not 
always what they tell you it is. You can't 
expect perfection. But do it anyway. 
Freshly grown things are infinitely better 
than dried: They taste greener, they 
smell better, their varied foliages are 
pleasant to look at, and they remind you 
that summer will return. 

The plants I like to grow indoors 
each winter are: basil (green and pur- 
ple), chervil, chives, dill, marigolds, 
marjoram, nasturtiimis, parsley, hot red 
peppers, rosemary, sage, winter savory, 
tarragon, and some sort of thyme. These 
are plenty to care for, but I add others 
for experiment or fun, depending on 
how much space and time I have. 

If you've never grown herbs or greens 
indoors, the easiest way to start is to go 
to a nursery and select plants. Somebody 
else has done the hard part—seeding, 
potting, and nurturing—and you have 
healthy, tidy plants that you can start 
harvesting right away. This gives you 
self-confidence, and if you can't grow 
plants outdoors, it means you don't 
waste a whole packet of seeds when you 
want only one pot of something. 

Unfortunately, many nurseries do not 
carry herbs, or if they do, they confine 
their selection to parsley, chives, and 
rosemary, with perhaps a few annual.s in 
spring. Ask your local nurseryman to 
start the ones you like. You may have to 
pay an extra fee, but it's worth it if you 
have limited facilities and time. Search 
out local herb lovers for plants as well. 
If you can't get plants locally, order them 
by mail. 

If you have an outdoor garden, you 
can pot up small herbs and young let- 
tuces and greens to bring inside. Do this 
on a cloudy day, and have clean pots, 
sterile potting soil, and buckets of mild 
soapy water and clean water handy. Dig 
plants carefully and hold the root ball in 
one hand while you dip the plant foliage 
in soapy water, then swish it in rinse 
water. Gently rinse the roots in clean 
water to remove soil. Replant them in a 
pot immediately, and water the soil well. 
Trim any foliage that looks scraggly, so 
you have a tidy plant that can put forth 
new growth indoors. 
Light. There was a time when herbs and 

From A Coofe's Gu/c/e ia Growing H&rbs, Greens, & 
Aromalici by Millie Owen copyright © 1978. Alfred A. 
Knopl. Illustrolion: copyright © 1978, Karl Stuecklen, 
reprinted  by  Permission  of  Alfred  A.   Knopf. 
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ROSEMARl 
greens needed sunlight to thrive. Today 
they can flourish in a closet. Artificial 
lights for plants are a boon for apart- 
ment dwellers, but they also have many 
benefits for those of us who have long 
gray winters. 

Most herbs grow well in a spot where 
they get full morning or afternoon sun. 
But many herbs grown indoors are not 
showy plants, and a row of them on the 
windowsill often looks simply cluttered 
or uninteresting. I prefer to put larger 
plants and trees in the window areas and 
group most of my herbs and greens un- 
der plant lights in less conspicuous 
places. A few herbs will do fairly well 
without full sunlight. TTry chervil, lemon 
balm, and mint in a sunless window or 
an area with reflected sunlight. 
Pests and diseases. Pests are my greatest 
frustration in growing herbs and greens 
indoors. I think I've done everything 
right—soil, light, water—and suddenly 
there is an insect invasion. 

Sooner or later you are likely to en- 
counter one of the insects or diseases de- 
scribed below, no matter how you ob- 
tain plants. Greenhouse plants are 
notorious sources of pests. Plants you 
bring in from outdoors often harbor in- 
sects or insect eggs. 

Organic gardeners don't use most 
pesticides, but even people who have no 
objections to treating plants with poison- 
ous chemicals certainly don't want to 
put them on herbs and greens they're 
going to eat. Nobody should sver use 
systemic pesticides on edible plants. I 
don't even like to use rotenone and 
pyrethrum, natural pesticides approved 
by most organic gardeners, on my in- 
door plants. So it is important to keep 
plants healthy and strong against inva- 
sion, avoid conditions conducive to in- 
festation, and take immediate measures 
when pests or diseases appear. Here are 
some general suggestions and tips. ^ 

Plants from greenhouses or nurseries) 
should be isolated for a few weeks to be- 
sure they're pest-free and won't con- 
taminate other plants. 

Wash plants brought in from out- 
doors, checking for pests. 

Continued on page 82 I 
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Acton, Mass. 
Arlington. Va. 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Aurora, Ohio 
Bellevue, Wash. 
Bloonifield Hills, Mich. 
Boca Eaton, Ha 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
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Downers Grove, HI. 
E. Hanover, N.J. 
Houston, Ttexas 
Humble, Texas 
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Tulsa, Okla 
Wilton, Conn. 
Winston-Salem, N.C. 
ZionsvUle, Ind. 

Ouco 
CORNERS 

San Diego, Calif, and 
Stuart, Fla opening F^ 1978 

Growing herbs indoors 
continued from page 80 

Use sterile potting soil and 
clean pots. 

Maintain good humidity in 
the house. 

Don't crowd plants—they 
need air circulation. 

Gently stir soil surface oc- 
casionally to aerate it. 

If possible, grow plants in 
different parts of the house, 
or plant several different ones 
in one large pot. What attacks 
one type of plant in one loca- 
tion may spare those else- 
where or different species. 

Check plants, especially 
underlcaves, often and quar- 
antine those that are ailing. 

Mist or wash plant foliage 
weekly. If trouble strikes any- 
way, here are the most prob- 
able causes and some ways to 
deal with them.    . 

Aphids are usually brought 
in on plants that have been 
outdoors. Inspect plants, es- 
pecially new growth, before 
you bring them inside. Wash 
oft any aphids with soapy 
water, then rinse well. Re- 
move any damaged growth. 
Aphids wash off fairly easily 
and shouldn't be much of a 
problem indoors. 

Mites are almost too small 
to see, but they can do a lot 
of damage. If plant leaves turn 
pale yellow or have pale 
speckled areas, then drop off, 
suspect mites. Look under the 
leaves for fine webs, or a 
sprinkling that looks like pa- 
prika. If you find either, act 
fast. Spraying them with a 
blast of cold water or immers- 
ing the plants in water daily 
for several days takes care of 
these pests. And remember 
that mites thrive in dry, stale 
air; increasing humidity and 
air circulation reduces mite 
infestations. 

Mealybugs are the most 
difficult to eradicate. As soon 
as you see cottony-looking 
specks on a plant's leaves or 
stems, get it away from other 
plants right away. The cush- 
iony clusters contain eggs that 
will turn into grayish oval flat 
scales about Va inch long. 
Mealybugs prefer woody- 
stemmed plants. They're par- 
ticularly fond of sage and 
rosemary. Wash the entire 
plant in sudsy water to which 
you've added a splash of rub- 
bing   alcohol   and   rinse   it 

thoroughly under a stronu 
stream of water, repeating 
every few days for a few 
weeks. Even this may not 
work if the plant is badly in- 
fested. Mealybugs are tough. 

Scale insects are often mis- 
taken for mealybugs, and they 
are related. They aren't likely 
to be a great problem for the 
grower of indoor herbs and 
greens, but if they appear, try 
the treatments suggested for 
mealybugs. 

White flies are Vic-inch long 
with four wings when they 
are adults. The young ones 
are scalelike. They usually 
arrive on plants from green- 
houses or outdoors. They 
especially like basil, so be 
alert when you bring in plants 
or cuttings. You'll recognize 
whiteflies by the little clouds 
of specks that flutter out when 
the plant is disturbed and by 
a sticky substance on the 
leaves that often contains 
growths of sooty mold. Pop a 
large bag over the plant, take 
it outdoors, and remove the 
bag. It it's warm enough, 
wash the foilage outside with 
a strong stream of water from 
the hose, wetting both sides of 
the leaves and rubbing them 
between your fingers. If it's 
too cold, shake the plant 
leaves to dislodge remaining 
insects, then bring the plant 
inside and wash it thoroughly 
in soapy water. Rinse well. 
Repeat every few days for two 
weeks, meanwhile keeping the 
infested plant isolated from 
others. 

If mildew, mold, rust, black 
spots, or rot appear, you may 
be overwatering, crowding 
plants too much, or giving 
them improper soil. Plants do 
get infections. Don't blame 
yourself. Isolate the ailing 
plant to see if it recovers. If it 
dies, chuck it out along with 
its soil and try again. 

Don't be discouraged by 
the few plants that don't make 
it. Growing plants at home, 
you don't have the benefits of 
a sophisticated greenhouse or 
the hours to nurture plants 
full time. You're growing 
herbs and greens for pleasure. \ 
And the first time you make a ' 
salad of the plants you've 
grown yourself, you'll realize 
what a great pleasure it is. ■ 

House  &  Gorden 



Orrefors Orrefors 
I Sweden/ 

Matches your lifestyle with timeless elegance. 
Orrefors lights the night with Capella. Icy, towering candleholders designed to 

fit wherever soothing candlelight is desired. These sculptured masterpieces 
in full-lead crystal capture every sparkling flicker of light. Beautifully. 

Orrefors is a shining example of Swedish crystal at its finest. From a country world 
famous for crystal design, quality and craftsmanship. The radiant sparkle of 

Swedish crystal is captured in every piece. From stemware. To artware. To giftware. 
Look for Swedish crystal at quality stores everywhere. 

S^lHaiU 
Clearly, the best. 

For more details on Orrefors crystal, write Fisher, Bruce & Company, 107 Gaither Drive, Mount Laurel, NJ 08054, Tel. 609-2348411. 



International Inspirations 
for American Flair. 

The Tilche Suite 
from the American-Standard 

International Group. 

It takes an international leader like American-Standard to combine this kind 
of European design excellence with the American preference for versatility. We start 
with the Tilche Suite, designed by Paolo Tilche, recognized as one of Europe's 
leading designers. Every curve, every line painstakingly defined to complement the 
design. But greater beauty lies in its adaptability, translating into bathrooms that 
reflect your style... your lifestyle. We can only begin to show you the possibilities. 

Oriental. Contemporary. Early American. The Tilche Suite. It inspires 
Idift^lJ^ endless decors beautifully interpreted with American flair. 

The Tilche Suite. 
Curves and angles 
make it a pleasure to 
look at. Shown here in 
new Aegean Mist with 
a 24-karat gold plated 
Ultra Font faucet. The 
22" X 21" sculptured 
pedestal lavatory and 
unique toilet are avail- 
able in a wide range of 
decorator colors. 

All product names herein are 
trademarks of American Standard Inc. 

Everything about this bathroom says "Now!" 
The uncluttered lines of the Tilche Suite. The 
fashionable color choice, Americana Brown, for 
all fixtures including the luxurious oval Ultra Bath. 
Noteworthy, the elegance of American-Standard 
24 karat gold plated fittings. 



Early America revisited! And the Tilche Suite 
goes right along. It has the timeless simplicity of 
our Colonial heritage. Here, in new Bermuda Coral, 
it adapts to Early American with an ease that 
proves its versatility. 

Orient yourself to beautiful, relaxing sur- 
roundings in this truly international 
American-Standard bathroom. See how effort- 
lessly the Tilche Suite adapts to Eastern 
understatement and the outright glamour 
of our 6-foot Oval Pool. Fixtures and fittings 
in tranquil Gold, for a bathroom that's sump- 
tuous yet easy to live with. 

See the Tilche Suite (and all the inspired 
American-Standard choices) for yourselr Call 
Toll Free 800-325-6400 for the location of 
the American-Standard showroom nearest 
you. In Missouri, call 800-342-6600. 

(§ AMERICAN-STANDARD 
World's leading name in plumbing fixtures and fittings. 

More Exciting Bathroom Ideas! 
Yours with the American-Standard 
Home Book and Bathroom 
Planning Guide. 
Mail 82.00 to: 
American-Standard 
Bathroom Planning Kit. 
Dept.HG-118  •P.O.Box 2019 
New Brunswick. N.J. 08903 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

Phone 



DEAR 
HOUSE & GARDEN 
Answers to your questions. 
Here we share some 
interesting letters from 
our readers. By Margaret Morse 

Salty problems 
Is there any way to protect the perennial 
borders along my driveway from run-off 
from ice-melting salt? Is there some ice- 
melting chemical plants can tolerate? 
The brick curb I put in wasn't that help- 
ful last winter. 

—N.M., White Plains, N.Y. 
Salt and crushing snow pile-up from 
plowing and shoveling are the bane of 
driveway and walkway border gardens. 
(For this reason it's best to reserve the 3 
feet nearest the driveway or walk for 
grass or annuals, which are more readily 
and cheaply replaced than perennials or 
shrubs.) Now that your perennials are 
in, horticulturist James Fanning suggests 
that you can alleviate the salt problem by 
shielding the plant roots with a generous 
layer of mulch. Try sandwiching an 
apron of heavy plastic between two lay- 
ers of mulch, sloping the "sandwich" so 
it's higher on the plant side and overlaps 
the driveway slightly. He knows of no 
chemical de-icer that would be kind to 
plants—some people substitute fertilizer 
for rock salt, but he cautions against this 
—it's muddy, expensive, and a fertilizer 
overdose can "burn" plant roots, too. 
Another mistake is substituting seaside 
plants, as these thrive only at the seaside! 

Plate-warming ideas 
Every Thanksgiving when my father-in- 
law comes East to visit, he remarks, 
"But, my dear, your delicious hot food 
deserves hot plates!" With the oven 
stuffed with the Big Bird and casseroles, 
it's impossible to fit plates in too. Any 
"hot" ideas?—C.M., Farmington, Conn. 
Have a dishwasher handy? Schedule 
your previous wash load so that it'll 
finish just as you're about to serve, so 
you're using the dishwasher not just to 
wash plates but to warm them, too—an 
energy-saving tip from General Electric. 

If not, passing the plates under medi- 
um-hot running water and drying them 
will do. Or you could send for the "Elec- 
tric Plate Cozy," an insulated, textured 
cotton platewarmer with pockets to fit 
ten 12-inch plates. It has one heat set- 
ting, so all you do is pop the plates in 
and wait about 20 minutes. It's available 
in white or gold for $24.95 plus $1.75 
shipping from Hammacher-Schlemmer, 
147 E. 57th St., New York N.Y. 10022. 
Please specify item H3925 when order- 
ing. New York residents add sales tax. 

86 

Throwaway chic 
I made quite a hobby of decorating 
wastebaskets and used to be able to ob- 
tain well-made oval metal wastebaskets 
through a crafts store. They stopped 
carrying them and couldn't help me 
track down the manufacturer. Have 
searched (for several years!), but to no 
avail. Can you help? 

—^J.K., Dallas, Tex. 
A manufacturer of oval tin-plated metal 
wastebaskets that sells through crafts 
stores across the country is Keller- 
Charles of Philadelphia, 2413-27 Fed- 
eral St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19146. If you 
write Mr. Sam Katz there (please en- 
close a self-addressed, stamped enve- 
lope), he'll gladly tell you the crafts 
stores nearest you that stock them. The 
wastebaskets are available unfinished 
or in baked enamel (red, orange, yel- 
low, green, blue, or white), as are um- 
brella stands and large and small water- 
ing cans. There are bird seed buckets 
—in the enamel finishes only—too. 

Top brass 
Could you please tell me some sources 
for brass headboards? 

V.M.—Brunswick, Ga. 
Listed below are some sources for "solid 
brass" beds, which means that the tubing 
throughout is of solid brass as opposed 
to generally chip-prone brass-plate. 
Some solid-brass pointers from Calvin 
Donly at Joao Isabel: 

Look for heavy gauge. (This firm uses 
only .04-inch-thick brass for its beds.) 

Shun "loose-jointed" beds. You 
shouldn't be able to twist rails, especially 
not the bottom horizontal rail. Sections 
may be joined with T-shaped fittings or 
bolts—T-shapes are more durable. 

Ask about endpieces—are they 
molded, spun, or stamped? Molded are 
most dent-resistant, often have sixteen 
times the brass. (Another firm. Bedlam 
Brass Beds, says most antique ones were 
spun, the better to show detail.) 

Since floors can be uneven, legs with 
screw-out leveling devices are a plus. 

Dust any brass with a nonscratch cloth 
(chamois is best). Unlacquered brass 
needs polishing about twice a year. Lac- 
quered doesn't—but it does need profes- 
sional stripping about once every five 
years, since lacquer yellows and lets in 
tarnish wherever scratched or chipped. 
Bedlam Brass Beds, 19-21 Fair Lawn 
Ave., Fair Lawn, N.J. 07410. Catalogue, 
$3 ppd., refundable with purchase. Parts 
catalogue, $1 ppd. This firm says its 
brass is .040-.083-inch-thick. 
Brass Bed Company of America, 2801 
E. 11th St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90023. 

Continued on page 154 

Dakotali   Belinda  ensemble with 
Kodel" at these and other fine stores. 
ARIZONA 
Phoenix—(>oidwaters 
CAUFORNIA 
l^os Angeles—The Broadway" 
l.os Angeles—Biill(Kk's° 
Oakland—Capwells 
San Francisco—Macy's" 
CONNECTICUT 
C. reen wich—Roven's 
Hartford—G. Fox° 
FLORIDA 
Miami—Bnrdine's°—Jordan Marsli" 
Ta ni pa—Rohi I Lson s 
C;EORGIA 
Atlanta—Davison's" 
Atlanta-Textile Mill Store 
Macon—Belk Matthews 
ILUNOIS 
C^hicago—Carson, Pirie, Scott 
(Chicago-Marsliall Field 
IOWA 
Des Moines—Yoiuikers 
KENTUCKY 
Louisville—Win. Ilaniinann Inc. 
Louisville—Stewart's 
.MARYLAND 
Baltimore-Stewart's 
MASSACHUSETTS 
Boston—Jordan Marsli" 
MICHIGAN 
Detroit—J.L. HiidvMi" 
MINNESOTA 
Miiuieapoiis—Dayton's" 
■MISSISSIPPI 
Jackson—McRae's 
MISSOURI 
Kansas Citv—Hall's Crown Center 
St. Louis—Stix, Baer & Fuller 
NEBRASKA 
Lincoln—Miller & Paine 
NEW YORK 
Albany-Mavfair Inc. 
Buffalo—Wni. Hengerer 
New York—BUximingdale's" Domestics Dept. 
New York—Lord (x. Taylor" 
HcK'hester-Sihiev, Lindsay & Ciirr 
NORTH CAROLINA 
C;harlolte-Belk Charlotte, Belk's 
selected stores 
OHIO 
(Cincinnati-Shillito's" 
Cincinnati—Textile Mill Store 
(Cleveland—May Co." 
Dayton—Bike's" 
OKLAHOMA 
Tulsa—Dillards 
OREGON 
Portland—Bon Marche 
PENNSYLVANU 
Philadelphia—Strawbridge & Clothier" 
Pittsburgh—Gimlx^ls" 
TENNESSEE 
Nashville—Cain-Sloan 
TEXAS 
Dillards, all locations 
Dallas—Sanger-Harris 
Hoi Lston—Sakowitz 
UTAH 
Salt Lake City-Z.C.M.I. 
VIRGINL\ 
Belk Leggett, Leggett's selected stores 
Bichinond—Thalhimers 
WASHINGTON 
Seattle—Frederick & Nelson" ^ 
WISCONSIN ^ 
Milwa\ikee—Gimlx'ls" . 
CANADA \ 
Montreal—The Linen Chest 

"all stores 

House &  Garden 
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DQkOIQh promLses romance with a bedroom ensemble to love and to cherish. Lavished with femininity. 
Touched with tailoiing. "Belinda" is styled in a Springmaid fabric of Kodel polyester and cotton. 

And the bedspread and comforter are sumptuously quilted with new KodOfill'" polyester fiberfiU for whisper 
softness and delightful warmth. Smile. Easy-care Kodel helps make tliis ensemble the object of your affections. 

Included in "Belinda" are bedspreads, comforters, bed niffles, pillows, shams, priscilla curtains. 
In white with green, blue or pink ribbon detail; also rosedust, yellow, copen blue or indigo with white ribbon detail. 

At fine stores including those listed opposite. 

Bedroom ensemble by Dakotah. Springmaid^ fabric. Koder polyester by Eastman. 

EASTMAN CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, INC . a subsidiary of Eastman Kodak Company. 1133 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS. NEW YORK. N Y 10036   KODEL and KODOFILL are Eastmans 
trademarks for its polyester fiber Eastman does not make fabrics or consumer textile products and tfierefore makes no warranties witri respect to such products 
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create your own 
custom cooktop! 

CookCeulm 
mu 'JQM^U 

DIVISION OF BOPER CORPORATION 
KANKAKEE, IL 60901   •  <815) 937-6000 

Not one . . . but 6 different cooktops all-in-one! Imagine . . . 
bacon and eggs sizzling on the griddle in the morning. Snap! 
Your Roper Arrangeable cooktop converts quickly to a Grill 
for juicy broiled steaks at dinnertime. Versatile! You convert 
to the cooking combination you need at any time with inter- 
changeable choice: Hercuvit® smoothtop, deluxe coil units, 
or grill simply snap in or out, plus griddle, rotisserie or chop- 
ping block individual accessories. 

Choice of R-II dual-unit and R-III triple-unit cooktop chassis. 

To complete your kitchen: specially-designed Roper super-flo 
Hood, Roper Wall Oven with convenient upper Microwave 
Oven — and a Roper Built-in Dishwasher. 

the cooking specialists in 
America's kitchens for over a century 



Celebrate the Indoor Season 
with Tell City 

Celebrating makes the indoor season the 
perfect time to have your new Tel! City 
dining room. 

For big holiday dinners, when the Tell 
City table you use every day opens up to let 
everybody sit down together. 

For the parties, when you can't help 
showing off your Tell City. Traditional 
Andover or darker Rumford finish, the 
Early American charm catches every- 
one's attention. And because it's open 
stock, you have exactly the pieces 
you want. And need. 

For the quiet (and not so quiet) 
times with the people closest to you. 

TEU 
•Hf 

CHAIR 
COMPANY 

Tell City takes a family in stride. Meals, 
snacks, even the crafts and package wrapping. 

This indoor season, have your Tell City 
dining room. One of the nicest things about it 
is knowing that it will last, beautifully, through 
a lifetime of seasons. 

For yourself or gifts this indoor 
season, get the idea-packed, full-color 
Tell City Primer. Over one-hundred 
pages. 11%" x 9%". Priced just three 
dollars at your Tell City dealer. Or send 
three dollars for each copy with your 
name and address, including zip, to: 
Tell City Chair Company, Box P9, Tell 
City, IM 47568. Offer good in U.S.A. 



' 1978 R. J   Reynolds Tobacco Co. 

DVSTE 

e low tar 
cigarette thatk^ 

ml Winston. 
All taste. 

Winston [i^l 

Warning: The Surg 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 



HOUSE GIFTS   ^^^^ 
FOR THE DISCERNING CUUK 

"^   Some never-bejore equipment 
k   plus updated versions 
1  oj familiar kitchen helpers. 

By Lorna Caine 

To season holiday giving with a dash of 
wit and a generous helping of practical- 
ity, here are some of the newest and 
cleverest ideas to make your kitchen 
more efficient and cooking more pleasur- 
able. 

Why not give yourself a treat and 
cook your holiday dinner in one of the 
spiffy new portable "convection" ovens? 
"Convection" or "turbo" simply means 
a fan draws air in, heats it to the correct 
temperature, and then circulates it con- 
tinuously around the oven, cooking all 
food surfaces evenly at the same time. 
In conventional ovens the hot air stays 
still, so you're limited in the amount of 
food you can cook at one time. However, 
because all the air is moving and the 
temperature is stabilized, the convection 
c v'en can be stuffed full—a roast and a 
pie cooking at the same time, for exam- 
ple. Food cooks faster and at lower tem- 
peratures, saving you time, energy, and 

power unit folds neatly to stay put or to 
store away in a closet. Two dials, one for 
temperature and the other a timer, are 
easy to operate. Carrying a full year 
warranty (but not for the glass), the Air 
Surge Oven costs $300, is available at 
department stores and gourmet specialty 
shops carrying the Cuisinart line. 

Farberware's Turbo-Oven convection 
oven is square, with a removable glass 
door. You can bake, broil, or roast an 
18-pound turkey. Food emerges crisp 
and moist with juices sealed in and fat 
drained off. Your kitchen remains cool 
as the Turbo-Oven's cooling chamber 
reduces heat. Dishwasher-safe rack, drip 
tray, filter, and door, plus continuous 
"Stay-Clean" action makes this oven a 
joy to use. A cinch to operate. Two dials, 
one for temperature and an ON/OFF au- 
tomatic timer ranges from 15 minutes to 
4 hours. Just plug into standard house- 
hold current. Tote it anywhere. On your 
boat, summer house, porch, patio, or 
camper. Or just gloat over it on your 
kitchen counter. A super plus is the set 
of three stainless steel mesh drying 
shelves which transform the Turbo-Oven 
into a dehydrator. You can buy it for 
$164.99 in its new Rosewood finish. 

Timer that hangs around your neck, so you 
hear chime. White or yellow/orange. 
By Terraillon. $14 at Bloomingdale's. 

money. The Cuisinart German-designed 
and stunning Air Surge Oven, which 
looks like a glass roasting pan, with a re- 
movable rack, sitting on an L-shaped 
power unit, plugs into any 110 voltage 
outlet. Versatile, it can be placed on a 
counter, mounted on a wall, or taken 
outside and used instead of a barbecue. 
The Air Surge Oven weighs less than 15 
pounds and is only 16 inches wide, lAVi 
inches deep, and 13 inches high. Big 
enough, though, for a 10-pound turkey. 
When cooking is finished and the glass is 
cool, just pop into the dishwasher. The 
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Make your own cream! The Bel Cream 
Maker produces 1 cup of cream in 5 min- 
utes. 6 inches tall. $13 at Williams-Sonoma. 

To give "bake and serve" a touch of 
class. Corning has introduced a line of 
four pristine white, ribbed baking and 
serving dishes. Resembling delicate bone 
china but with the tough resistance of 
Corning cookware, "Everyday Gour- 
met" includes a 10-inch plate for $10.95, 
a 2'/2-quart covered round casserole or 
souffle dish, $16.95, 2V2-quart shallow 
roaster, $15.95, and 2*/2-quart covered 
oval casserole, $18.95. All are micro- 
wave-safe and available at the house- 
wares department of leading department 
stores. 

More great news for the holiday host- 
ess: A nonstick aluminum roasting pan 
from France by T-Fal has a bonded non- 
stick surface of P.T.F.E. or polytetra- 
fluoroethylene permanently impregnated 
into the metal, making the surface so 
slippery that absolutely nothing will stick 
to it. This means you can forget about 
difficult cleanup after the fea.st—a whisk 
of a soft cloth or nylon sponge in warm, 
soapy water does the trick. (While one 
initial seasoning of the pan is sufficient 
with hand-washing, reseasoning is re- 
quired if the pan is put in the dish- 
washer.) The super-slick surface is a 
boon, too, for dieters and cholesterol- 
watchers: No fats or oils need to be 
added. It costs $19.99 and measures 14 
inches. The T-Fal line also includes a 
7-inch Fry Pan, $8.99, 1-quart Sauc* 
Pan with Lid $11.99, and a 5-quart 
covered Dutch Oven, $19.99. Available 
in the housewares department of leading 
department stores and gourmet shops. 

Another note on relatively fat-free 
cooking is an Eiffel Tower-shaped, up- 
right roaster which allows poultry to be 
cooked in a vertical position, thus releas- 
ing excess fats and juices. This unique 
roaster fits inside the chicken, then a 

Set   of 
H o c h o 
Japanese 
knives.   High 
carbon,   hand- 
ground blades, 
Japanese    magnolia 
handles. By Kai Cut- 
lery, $125, at Lord & 
Taylor. 

four-spoked top ring is anchored 
through the neck cavity. A little perfo- 
rated tray sits on top so that halfway 
through cooking, you can add butter for 
basting if you wish. Self-basting and 
searing produces food that is moist on 
the inside and crisp on the outside. Take 
the chicken with the Spanek Vertical 
Roaster inside it, place on a board, and 
carve at the dining table. It costs $16, 
comes complete with basting tray, 8 
skewers for shish kabob, which suspend 
from the top ring, plus a 32-page cook- 

Continued on next page 



The sole source of light for millions of 
Americans in the early 1900's is now a 

classically beautiful way to make certain your 
home is never without light again. With the 

power on, use them as decorative, high quality 
electric lamps. In a blackout they quickly and 

easily become strong, dependable 
kerosene-burning lamps—with output equal to 

a 60-watt bulb. No pumping.. .no pressure— 
safe, smokeless and odorless. Free standing, 

wall mounted and hanging models. 

Over 20 authentic models. 
Available in leading hardware 
department and lighting 
stores... or write 
for dealer nearest you 

Dept. B2, ALH, Inc., Nashville, Tenn. 
A subsidiary of Aladdin Industries, Inc. 

P.O. Box 7235, Nashville, Tenn. 37210 

House gifts 
continued from preceding page 

book. At major department 
stores or order from Spanek 
Inc., 1364 Drake Avenue, 
Burlingame, Calif. 94010. 

Juggling space in our homes 
for storage, and in our kitch- 
ens in particular, seems to be 
an ever constant battle. A 
handsome butcher block 
"Food Processing Cart," de- 
signed to store and hold a 
tremendous variety of kitch- 
enware, could come to our 
rescue. It boasts a utensil 
drawer, a wire underbasket, 
and a removable cutting 
board, which really conceals 
a stainless steel wet well— 
great for preparing salads. 
Towel pegs stud the side. 
There is a sliding food-pro- 
cessor attachment-holder and 
at the rear a clever knife rack. 
On casters, so that you can 
use it as a work island, or 
tucked in a corner as extra 
counter space, it stands 36 
inches high. By Taylor Wood- 
craft, $455 ppd. at Kitchen 
Bazaar, Washington, D.C. 

More space-saving ideas: 
Ken Brozen has designed for 
Copco a neat plated steel 
heavy wire grid, 15 by 30 
inches, which can be attached 
to the wall or suspended from 
the ceiling. "Gridworks" can 
be used singly or in a variety 
of combinations, whatever 
your needs may be. Four wall 
attachments and screws come 
with each grid, which costs 
$16. Hooks, a spice shelf 
measuring 3 by 3 by 15 inches, 
a utensil rack 3 by 6 by 15, 
and a catch-all bin 6 by 9 by 
15 are also part of this line. 
Carried by the housewares de- 
partments of all leading de- 
partment stores. 

Looking rather like the top 
half of a tissue-box holder 
with a full length center 
groove, "The Stemware 
Storer" does just what its 
name implies. But upside 
down. It attaches easily with 
screws under the shelves of 
kitchen cabinets or to a low 
ceiling over a bar. Three to 
five wine or brandy glasses 
can slide smoothly into the 
11-inch length, an end barrier 
preventing any slide-through. 
In rich brown, see-through 
plastic, the unit is dishwater 
safe. From Rowoco, it costs 
$4.50 at Bazaar de la Cuisine. 

For hanging practically 
anything, "The Hookery" is 
an aluminum track with two 
plastic    mounting    brackets. 
Working very much like a 
lighting track, it can be used 
horizontally, vertically, under 
kitchen cabinets, or even hang 
from the ceiling to accom- 
modate different kinds of 
kitchen utensils. It measures 
1 8 or 30 inches long and takes 
six different attachments, 
which slide or rotate and then 
lock into position. Both sizes 
come in Kitchen Copper or 
Wrought Iron Black; 18-inch 
track, $10, 30-inch, $13. The 
hooks and pegs range in price 
from $1 to $1.40 each and are 
also available in the same 
colors, by Rowoco at Bazaar 
de la Cuisine. 

Thrifty cooks with an eye 
on nutrition, have, for some 
time, been making their own 
yogurt. Salton has come up 
with a new, larger Family Size 
Yogurt Maker. Using the 
same method and design as 
the smaller Salton Yogurt 
Maker, it makes twice as 
much. Two liters, in fact. An 
added attraction is the Yogurt 
Cheese Maker, a cup-like de- 
vice which sits on top of the 
parent yogurt maker. You can 
make a smooth, low-calorie 
spread adding your favorite 
herbs and spices. Five glass 
containers. Thermometer 
Spoon, and the Yo-Cheese 
Maker are included with the 
Family Size Yogurt Maker 
for only $19.95, or you can 
buy the Yo-Cheese Maker 
separately, $5.95, for a pack 
of two, at Bloomingdale's. 

An easy-to-read digital re- 
frigerator thermometer, which 
attaches either flat or at an 
angle to your refrigerator 
wall, enables you to regulate 
its temperature. According to 
the United States Department 
of Agriculture, 34° to 40° is 
considered the ideal tempera- 
ture for preserving food. 
From Magic Touch, it costs 
$4.75 at Macy's. 

Oster's gleaming white or 
almond electric meat and 
food slicer is a beautifully de- 
signed object for the kitchen 
counter. Slice your home- 
baked breads, favorite cheeses 
and meats for sandwiches or 
hors d'oeuvre with the adjust- 

Continued on page 94 
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House gifts 
continued from page 92 

Sial Stoneware is designed with this on 
thought in mind: What's perfect in natu 
should remain that way 
That s why our designs are a reflection of 
natures most perfect shape—the oval. 
Its also why Sial dinnerware is only avail- 
able in the gentle hues of the earth. 
Because Sial is made as light as fine 
china and as strong as stoneware its the 
perfect everyday and special occasion 
dinnerware From oven-to table-to freezer, 
or even microwave. Perfectly. Approx. 
$22.00 a 5 piece place setting, 
Sial dinnerware. Natures own perfection. 

At a store 
near you or 
ivrite: Sial Inc 
2860 LeCorbusier Blvd. 
Laval (Quebec), Canada 
H7L3S1 
Tel.: (514) 687-3810 
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able, serrated 6%-inch metal cuttin 
blade. The food tray is angled for slicin 
ease and your platter fits under the con 
toured back to catch juices. A good safe 
ty factor: The sheer stops quickly whei 
your hand releases the operating switch 
The blade is easily removed for cleaninj 
and the unit stores neatly away. Abou 
$60, a Food Grip and Thumb Guard i 
included along with an illustrated in 
struction recipe booklet and cord stor \ 
age, at Abraham and Straus. 

Measuring just 2 by 1 inches, a tin; 
white, bristle brush will efficiently scrul 
mushrooms, radishes, or new potatoe 
clean, without scoring, all ready to poj 
into your food processor or a salad. B] 
Kitchen Connection, the Mushrooini 
Brush is $3.50 in the housewares sectior i 
of leading department stores. i 

What cooks a perfect omelet in fouil 
minutes, prepares crepes, French toast i 
and even a pineapple upside-down cake! | 
A handsomely crafted counter appliana i 
proudly introduced by Mirro and apti) ' 
named  The   Eggory.   Twin  removabk 
pans in heavy gauge aluminum measur- 
ing 5 inches square and lined in nonstick ; 
Teflon II, rest snugly on a tray. Ctae 
hinged pan serves as a cover for the 
other to form a mini-bake oven. It plugs 
into household current of 120 volts, ha5 
a thermostatically controlled 1000-watl 
element. You can buy The Eggory foi 
$29.95, with a recipe booklet included. 

When is an egg not an egg? When it's 
an efficient egg thermometer for which 
even Sherlock Holmes, who liked his 
eggs to be boiled for IVi minutes, would 
have gladly swapped his violin. The 
Good Egg Cooking Thermometer will 
give you perfectly boiled eggs, at any 
altitude, in three categories: soft, me- 
dium, and hard. Easy-to-read egg sizes 
are listed within each category as Small, 
Medium, Large, and Extra Large. Ele- 
mentary, my dear. . . . Measuring 8Vi 
inches long and sheathed in hermetically 
sealed glass, The Good Egg Cooking 
Thermometer is guaranteed for one year. 
By Sybron/Taylor Instrument Consum- 
er Products. $4.95. 

We all know that Oriental cooking 
which is based on high, steady heat and 
fast stir-frying, produces delicious, nu- 
tritious food. The concentrated high; 
heat in the wok's flat bottom area cooks 
meats and seafoods quickly, retaining 
natural juices. Stir frying has introduced 
us to light and delicate vegetables. Wear- 
Ever's brilliant red electric wok is made 
of even-heating aluminum, equipped 
with heat control, lined with easy-to- 
clean Teflon, and is a 6Vi-quart unit 
with a porcelain base and matching cov^^ 
er. With the heat control removed, the 
whole wok can be immersed in soapy 
water. At Macy's. 

When the recipe calls for you to make 
a bouquet garni, those tiny string-tied 

Continued on page 97 
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Youre ready for anyone -and everyone- 
4pf^ when you decorate with Callaway 

This holiday season, decorate with style. Put a 
tashionable Callaway area rug in your living room, dining 
roonn, anywhere you're likely to have guests. You'll enjoy 
entertaining as never betore. Callaway area rugs come in 
80 superb patterns, each in 3 color combinations and 3 
sizes, so you're sure to find several that are just right for 
your home. Callaway area rugs sell for as little as $99.* 

A small price to pay for Callaway quality. 
For the Callaway dealer nearest you, call the 

number below. And let the festivities begin. 

Give your home 
our best. 

•Slightly higher in the webi ^ 

Call 800-477-4700 
y for the name of your 

nearest Callaway dealer. 
In Illinois call 800-322-4400 

Not available in Hawaii. 

Callawayx 
MILL! KEN msm. 



Kosta-Dooaf^ 
We have been making crystal for more than 200 years. 

Kosta Linda, exquisite service for kumquals to come-whats. Its unique beauty 
comes in hand-made crystal with a frosted petal edge and a clear 

pebble-like center. Choose Kosta Linda from six sizes of bowls and plates 
and a twelve inch serving platter. 

Kosta Boda is a shining example of Swedish crystal at its finest. 
From a country world-famous for crystal design, quality and craftsmanship. 

The radiant sparkle of Swedish crystal is captured in every piece. From stemware. 
To artware. To giftware. Look for Swedish crystal at quality stores everywhere. 

Clearly the best. •/ 
For brochures send 25 c to Kosta Boda Dept L, 22S Filth Avenue N«'w York New York 10010 
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|iislin bags packed tight with aromatic 
.-rbs. but the string is on a kite and the 

liislin is currently clothing this year's 
jhristmas angel, don't panic. Rowoco 
is come to your aid with its Koiiqiic>( 
arni Bags. Roughly 2 inches square 

lid threaded with string, the bags come 
|0 to a packet, are made of washable cot- 
nn and are reusable. You can buy them 
|ir $2.50 at Bazaar dc la Cuisine. 

There is no question that food pro- 
lessors have made an impact on our busy 
|vcs, since the first model was intro- 
uced five years ago. Speeding up the 
ecessary steps of chopping, slicing, 

Inixing, and pureeing, this culinary rev- 
lilution is now entering its second phase. 
I'uisinarts' new DLC7 with its stronger 
Inotor and 46 percent larger capacity 
nowl can produce 3 pourids of bread 
liough in 90 seconds. Mixing up 6 cups 
I if flour is a snap for this powerful ma- 
:hinc. A pulse action with two wide keys 
provides a simple on-ofT system, giving 
/ou much more control. The new slicing 
disc is longer and so gives larger, clean- 
er slices and there is a shredding disc. 
Although the new dough disc has an 
unusual stubby shape, Cuisinarts firmly 
recommends it. A new feature is the feed 
tube which can operate either towards 
or away from you. For greater protec- 
tion, an extra safety switch stops the ma- 
chine working when the bowl is not in 
position. Measuring 7% inches across 
and about 15 inches high, this slim, quiet 
machine with its gleaming white base 
and clear Lexan bowl, takes ur> very 
little room. It costs $250 and Cuisinarts 
oflers a full year warranty on the entire 
machine, including the bowl, cover, 2 
discs, chopping and dough-mixing 
blades. At leading department stores and 
gourmet specialty shops, carrying the 
Cuisinart line. 

A food preparation unit with an im- 
pressive array of capabilities is the 
Blakeslee Super Mixer. Backed by that 
company's reputation as a leading manu- 
facturer of heavy-duty kitchen equip- 
ment, this sturdy, unit can, with its at- 
tachments, blend, chop, slice, shred, peel 
potatoes, sieve fruits for purees, open 
cans, extract fruit juice, hull peas, grind 
coffee, and even make cream from milk 
and butter. Just great for the busy cook. 
The unit is encased in gleaming white 
durable metal with heavy-duty blue 
plastic trim. It takes up 9'/2 inches of 
your worktable, is 15'/2 inches deep and 
14 inches high. The unit is available in 
5- or 7-quart sizes. $247 for the 5-quart 
size; $289 for the 7-quart, at Bazaar de 
la Cuisine. 

Not all mixers come with splatter- 
proof covers, so Kitchen Connection's 
"Splatter Shields" are a welcome addi- 
tion to the kitchen. Designed to fit any 
7- or 10-inch mixer, except KitchenAid, 
the Splatter Shields are clear, flat acrylic 
lids with a narrow slit allowing the beat- 

ers to slide through. When the Shields 
are in position, a J-shaped acrylic bar is 
locked in place, thus preventing any 
mishaps. The shields are $4. 

One note more: Both the KitchenAid 
5-quart K5A and 4-quart K45 have their 
own pouring shield, which looks rather 
like a white plastic collar. You can add 
ingredients to the bowl while the mixer 
is working, without making a mess. 
About $4.50 each from the housewares 
department of leading stores. 

Retrieving her small paring knife 
which had jammed in the garbage dis- 
posal unit, a housewife discovered that 
the badly bent blade had many uses. The 
upward curving tip made an ideal corer. 
Turned on its side the blade proved to 
be an efiicient vegetable scraper. De- 
lighted, she took the knife to its manu- 
facturer Rowoco, where it is now being 
produced as The Crazy Knife. With a 
stainless steel blade and a rosewood han- 
dle. The Crazy Knife is $2.50 at Bazaar 
de la Cuisine. 

Another funny shape from Rowoco 
that really works is its all-purpose scrap- 
er. Designed to fit inside the bowl of any 
mixer or food processor, this white plas- 
tic rigid spatula with its broad blade and 
smooth flat handle will clean up every 
last delicious morsel. You can buy it for 
$1.50 at Bazaar de la Cuisine. 

A food storage container with a sim- 
ple push-pull lid has been introduced by 
Republic Molding called Freezette II. A 

slight pressirre from your finger on a 
knob in the center of the Td seals all 
food airtight. To open, simply pull up at 
the U cut into the jar rim and the lid 
pops right ofl, even when frozen stifl. A 
welcome change from snap-on lids 
which so often contract and work loose 
in the freezer, exposing the contents. 
Boilproof, dishwasher safe, these sturdy 
white polyethylene jars carry lunches, 
picnic foods, and store foods in your 
kitchen cabinets as well as in the re- 
frigerator and freezer. Sizes range '/: 
liter to IVi liters and are priced 79^ for 
the Vi liter to $1.69 for the IVi liter, 
at participating Ace Hardware stores. 

Sheathed in a rugged canvas roll, Im- 
perial's Mighty Oak Collection of seven 
sleek kitchen knives look, feel, and bal- 
ance like professional cutlery. The high- 
carbon, stain-resistant American steel 
blades are tempered, double-ground, and 
hand-honed for super-strong durability. 
Three nickel-silver rivets stud the oak 
handles and the sharpening stick's ce- 
ramic-coated steel rod makes it harder 
than steel and less breakable than ceram- 
ic. You can buy the nine-piece Chef 
Roll for $110. By itself, the Chef Roll is 
$15.95. Individual prices are: sharpen- 
ing stick, $15: bread slicer, $14; utility 
steak knife, $7: boning knife, $9; French 
chef knife, $17: paring knife, $6; roast 
slicer, $14; butcher knife, $14. Available 
at all Gottschalk's stores. ■ 
ALL PRICES APPROXIMATE. STORE ADDRESSES, PAGE 128 
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For your child! The most marvelous, 
expensive, crazy (like a fox) Christmas 
gift of all time. A personal computer. 

Not just any computer. The Radio Shack 
TRS-80 system that teaches, remembers, 
plays, displays, and makes it possible tor 
kids to understand the problems and 
delights of today's electronic world. 
An educator thanks us "tor making possible 
the tapping of human innovation and 
creativity on an unprecedented scale." 
A father writes to tell us his investment 
in a TRS-80 is "one of the most significant 
in value to our family and to the future 
education of our child that we have 
ever seen." 
Before this year our "tomorrow machine" 

2i2-pt/ge manuu/ makes 
it easy to start uith 
no computer experience 

would not have been available at an 
affordable price or in a convenient size. 
Now It is, thanks to Radio Shack's famous 
breakthrough design. For the price of a good 
camera you get it all— computer with 
typewriter keyboard, 12" video screen, 
cassette recorder, 232-page beginner's 
manual. 
For the parent who cares enough to invest 
S599 in a child's tomorrow. Radio Shack and 
its participating dealers have a Christmas gift 
of meaningful and lasting significance. And 
your family will benefit beyond your fondest 
dreams. And that's a promise! 

Radio /haeK 
The biggest name in little computers * 

A Di\i-,ion ot Tjndv Corporal ion    fori Worili,  Icxai 76102 
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THE SEIKO 
Ql]^K^Z CLOCK. 
The unique accessory that does 
so much more than just look beautiful. 

' 

Perhaps there's a mantel, or a table, 
or some little spot in your home that needs 
that one perfect dramatic accent. Now you 
can find a beautiful Seiko Quartz clock 
that provides the perfect touch you've been 
looking for. 

They're not only beautiful, but con- 
venient as well. You never ever have to wind 
them because they are battery-powered. 
And they keep time with unsurpassed Seiko 
Quartz accuracy. Most models even come 
with an alarm. 

As decorative accessories, they en- 
hance contemporary, traditional or eclectic 
decor. And there's a large selection of 
handsomely styled quartz models to choose 
from. That's why a Seiko Quartz clock also 
makes a perfect gift. All come with the 
Seiko one-year warranty, and the kind of 
dependability and quality you expect from 
the world leader in quartz technology. 
You'll find them at better jewelry, depart- 
ment, luggage and gift stores. SEIKO 

(Shown: LQ066U, ,\ .-yupcib IUULI) in Ih.v muht ut 
a treasured book collection, this elegant wood- 
grained Seiko Quartz clock, the dial an elegant Old 
VVbr/d Roman numeral design. 
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(Shown: QP(X)5C) An extraordinarily beautiful 
design for the most personal of settings, this 
marvelous Seiko Quartz clock with bold Roman 
numerals. 

House  &  Gorder 



(Shown above: QP004S} De rigueur in a well- 
appointed office: a handsome, distinctive and very 
accurate clock like this superbly contemporary 
Seiko Quartz 

(Shown at left: LQ0450} Among your favorite things, 
your favorite clock: this sleek Seiko Quartz with a 
touch of classic elegance in gold-toned hues. 
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HOLIDAY 
WRAP-UPS By Diana Lea 

New ideas for packaging 
presents—papers, ribbons, 
boxes, totes, and tins 

Bcautiliil paper makes the routine tie 
seem special; tins turn into canisters 
after the cookies are gone. What a pres- 
ent comes in counts, sometimes, as much 
as what's inside. 

This year big headlines in wrapping— 
a new reversible paper, for instance, with 
toys on one side, polka dots on the other 
by Hallmark. $1.50 a package. Use it to 
cover irregularly shaped objects, such as 
bottles of liquor, so that when the paper 
is bunched at the top or ends an attrac- 
tive lining shows; or to vary boxes that 
stack into a multipart gift (the letter 
opener, pencil box, and blotter that make 
up a desk set); or to cut out decorative 
shapes that color-coordinate with the 
paper wrapping on the present. 

Another wrapping hot off the press— 
papers bordered with cut-off paper rib- 

bon that winds around the package and 
stays on with glue. Some papers are 
printed in Provencal-like patterns with 
striped ribbon, by Faroy. $2.50 a pack- 
age at Cargo Houston. Others combine 
two paisley prints, by Norcross, $1.25 a 
roll. 

In terms of graphics, the marbelized 
papers stand out—in dark tones like 
brown, maroon, blue, and green, by 
Faroy, $3 a roll at Cargo Houston. Or 
in swirling pastels threaded with silver, 
by Matagiri, $5 a package at Paper 
Parlor Ltd. 

Papers catering to special interests 
abound. For the cook, pots, pans and 
ladles, "Gourmet Kitchen": for the club 
man. objects from the den—cigar box. 
cards, pipe—"Houndstooth"; for the his- 
tory buff, scenes from medieval Eng- 
land. "L'Histoire"; for the fine arts 
connoisseur, a reproduced silk panel 
from the Boston Museum, "Bamboo De- 
sign": for the green thumb. Impression- 
ist-style blossoms "Flower Garden." All 
about 85(' a package, by Caspari. For 

So little buys so much. 

UBBETGIASS 
Division of Owens-lllinois^ri 

Toledo, Ohio 43693 
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kitty enthusiasts, various pedigrees, 
"Cats"; lor adventure lovers, lions and 
lush foliage. "Jungle": and for those 
struck by the Tut exhibit. Pharaohs and 
exotic birds. "Egypt." All by Faroy, 
$2.50 a roll at Cargo Houston. Even 
the romantic can express fervor with 
white paper sealed with lipstick kisses. 
"S.W.A.K." by C. R. Gibson. $1.25 a 
roll. 

Straight out of a country store, old- 
fashioned fabrics (ginghams, plaids, 
stripes, calico, and polka dots) this year 
reproduced on paper, by Stephen Law- 
rence, $1.25-$1.50 a roll at Garlinckers. 
as well as ribbon, by Gordon Eraser 
Gallery Ltd.. $2 a roll at The Cadeaux. 
For a modern interpretation of the same 
stripes, plaids, and flowers, watch for 
Marimekko's newest collection of pa- 
pers. $1.50 a roll at Conran's. New 
York. 

Star Wars fans will delight in a paper 
that carries out the intergalactic theme. 
By CPS Industries, $1.25 a roll at Fifth 
Avenue Card Shop. 

Still the classic of wrappings, heavy- 
weight lacquered paper always comes on 
rich—whether in hot colors like shock- 
ing pink, turquoise, and marigold yellow 
or conservative tones like wine, gray, and 
chocolate brown, by East House. $1.50 
a roll at Macy's. 

Or for pure understatement that could 
only be British—a collection of pat- 
terned papers carried out with deep, off- 
beat colors—mauve, forest green, 
creamy brown—and exquisite detail, by 
Nigel Quiney of London, 50^ a sheet, $2 
a roll at Bloomingdale's. 

And finally! An alternative to drab 
brown mailing paper: a blue and beige 
design of snowflakcs and doves, with 
labels and seals to match, by Hallmark. 
$1.25 a roll. 

Two ribbons for those who finger- 
boggle a bow—the first is yarn ribbon 
available in solids or the new tri-color 
variation, by East House, 6()<* a card at 
Macy's; the other a gold mirror-like 
ribbon so shiny you can actually sec 
yourself in it. East House, $1 a spool at 
Macy's. 

Package decorations that pin or stick 
onto wrappings are often gifts by them- 
selves. For instance, to blend in with the 
old-fashioned theme: blue and white 
calico-like pot holders shaped like a 
sugar bowl or cream pitcher, by Specialty 
Sewn Products, $2.50 at The Ivy Shop: 
yellow tulip-shaped glass cases, by Spe- 
cialty Sewn Products, $4 at The Beehive: 
or calico initials which later can iron 
onto T-shirts or jeans, by Freelance, 40(' 
each at American Rochelle Card Shop. 

To sparkle up a super-large gift, 
spread a 24-by-36-inch metallic 1979 
write-on calendar across the face of a 
box, $1 1 postpaid from Hambly Studios. 

In lieu of tags or cards, attach a key- 
ring, engraved with initials, onto a bow. 
The most lavish—sterling silver. $1 1.75 
at Tiffany. 
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From top to bottom: 
Michelangelo 4-pc. serving set in stainless. Fluted serving dish in silverplate. Chateau 4-pc. steak knife set in stainless. 
Relish tray in silverplate with glass insert. Set of 4 napkin rings in silverplate. Compote in silverplate. 
Venetia iced drink spoon set in stainless. Act II 20-pc. service in stainless with tray. Bamboo salt and pepper set in silverplate. 

At fine stores. © Oneida Ltd., 1978. 

November, 1978 
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□ONEIDA 
The silver cuhc. Our silversmiths' mark o( e»tellencc 
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YOU HAVE TO 
TOUCH rr 

TO BEUEVE IT/ 
-POLLY BERGE 

<*-*• 



SINGER INTRODUCES THE 
TOUCH-TRONIC 2001 MEMORY MACHINE. 

Never before in history has a sewin 
|machine made sewing so easy. 

There are no dials to change. No 
I cams to set. No adjustments to make. 

Just touch the picture of the stitch 
I pattern you want on the exclusive 
Touch-Tronic Memory Panel, 
and you Ve got it. 

The machine's Touch-Tronic 
memory remembers any of 27        "' TOUCHED AND BASTED: 

stitch patterns r I I 1*1 
- Mary Jane Foster 

I « I 
ry instantly, with the 

programmed length 
and width. 

But that's only 
part of it. 

The memory 
knows how to sew 
a mirror image of 
the stitch pattern. 
All you do is touch 
the "mirror im- 
age "symbol. 

Reverse stitching is easier on the 
2001 machine, too. Touch once, and sew 
in reverse as long as you want. Touch  j-yrX 
and hold, and you sew in reverse only ffi^^ 
till you take your finger away. 

And when the bobbin's low, a 
light flashes to remind 

TOUCH, 
THE BOBBIN 
WINDS ITSELF 

machine measures your button and 
makes a buttonhole to fit it in one step. 

But the 2001 machine does it a bit 
differendy. The memory lets it sew 
down one side of the buttonhole, make 

the bar at the bottom, and then 
sew back up the same side. Then it 
sews down the other side and 
back up that side. 

The result is 
a buttonhole that's 

expertly balanced, slightly 
heavier, and better looking 
than a machine's ever been 
able to make before. 

Of course, the 2001 
machine has other Singer 
features to make sewing 

easier. 
Like a bobbin that 

winds itself, right in 
the machine, with 
thread right off the 
needle. VaeFlip &Sew"^' 

panel you just drop down to get 
a narrow arm for sewing in cuffs and 
pant legs. And our single pattern 
feature - touch the single 
pattern symbol and the   ,* 

TOUCH, IT HELPS 
THREAD ITSELF 

in a needle threader 
guide to help you thread 
the needle. 

But you don't just 
get easier sewing with 
the Touch-Tronic 2001 
Memory Machine. 
You also get better 
sewing. 

Like many Singer* machines, the 2001 

V7 
I TOUCHED AND FELL 
IN LOVE:'- Helaine Carlin 

machine sews one 
you to refUl it. AmNCT^'^T'trEMl^^' unit of any pattern. 

We've even built       - Nathalie Blossom theu stops by itself 
The Touch-Tronic 2001 

Memory Machine is so easy 
to use, you can forget about 
your sewing machine, and 
concentrate on sewing, THE BEST ^^* 

But no matter how f^ilJONhjOLE 
, ,    , A MACHINES 

much you read about it, EVER MADE. 
you can't really understand how incredible 
it is until you sew with it. 

So come in to Singer. 
And touch one. 

•V, 

**.% 

27 STITCHES JUST BY TOUCHING. 

100 MILLION PEOPLE 
SEW EASIER WITH SINGER. 

*A Trademark of the Singer Company. 
©1978 The Singer Company 



presents 
America's most 

USEFUL gift for the 
Do-it-Yourself er! 

SHOOT A STAPLE 
WHEREVER YOU'D 

DRIVE A NAIL* 
You'll handleallof the 1.001 home fix- 
up fastening jobs faster, cheaper, 
better! It's a breeze: one squeeze and 
you've nailed it with Arrow's powerful 
T-50 Staple Gun! All steel construc- 
tion, jam proof, lasting chrome finish. 
Uses six staple sizes. 

No T50MP8-PIECE MULTI-PURPOSE STAPLE GUN 
KIT includes Arrow's AllPurpose T 50 Heavy Duty 
Staple Gun plus all these extra accessories slipon 
Wiring Attachment: slip-on Screen Attachment, slip- 
on Shade Attachment: staple lifter; 1250 T-50 '/." 
staples, 1250 T-50 H" staples; 1250 Ceiltile staples. 
Complete with heavy duty molded storage case 

Sold al all leading Hardware. Home Center 
and Discount Department Stores everywhere 

ARROW FASTENER COMPANY, INC. 
271 Mayhill Street, Saddle Brook, N J  07662 

Holiday wrap-ups 
coniimied jroiu page 100 

To give a gift meadow freshness, a 
fragile silk flower—lovely enough to 
solo by itself in a bud vase, from $2. 
at Diane Love. 

Gifts that come in decorated boxes 
serve a dual purpose—they need no 
wrapping (just stick on a card, maybe 
a bow) and they can be employed, post- 
Christmas, as containers for stationery, 
candy, pins, and a hundred other odds 
and ends. 

Precious enough for teardrop-sized 
jewels are Limoges china boxes flurried 
with flowers, from $11. at Godiva 
Chocolatier. or lacquo^d papier-mache 
boxes, hand-painted ifi assorted animal 
designs, by Fetco International, $12, 
small, or $20, large, at Brcntano's. 

To nestle cuff links or studs, a contem- 
porary maroon or black-lacquered hexa- 
gon-shaped box, distinguished enough 
for the executive's desk, from $3, in the 
stationery department at Bloomingdale's. 

Keeping romance alive on a bedroom 
bureau, a heart-shaped box, covered in 
blue and white "Country French" cotton 
and deep enough for a belt by Domain, 
$40 for a set of 3, at Belknap and Pur- 
cell. 

For kids, a "stash" box with "Ziggy" 
cartoons. They can stuff them year- 
round with crayons, bubble gum, paper 
dolls, or trading cards, by Freelance, 
$1.50 at Spain's. 

The marbelized look has also landed 
on letter and file boxes with hand-made, 
pale-tinted English and Italian book 
paper, at fFolio 72, from $25. A less 
expensive version are the darker green, 
blue, brown, and maroon marble papers 
that not only cover large file boxes, but 
also smaller recipe and string (complete 
with scissors and jute) boxes, so they 
don't look misplaced in rooms outside 
the kitchen, by Faroy, $6 for the recipe 
box; $7.50 for the string box; $12 for 
large file box at Cargo Houston. 

The most practical of boxes finally 
made stunning! Shaped like a Red Cross 
cross in sleek white plastic, this first aid 
box is systematically packed with boxes 
labeled and filled with cotton swabs, 
aspirin, antiseptic cream, and adhesive 
strips: great for road trippers, sailors, 
campers, or any home owner who 
doesn't want to rummage through a 
medicine cabinet when mini-disasters 
strike. "MediSign" at Conran's, $27. 

They're almost "just plain cardboard" 
boxes—except they're finished in bril- 
liant-colored lacquered paper that needs 
no more than a ribbon. In enough sizes 
and shapes to fit almost any gift, by East 
House, from 30(^ at Macy's. 

Students, secretaries, housewives, gar- 
deners—everyone needs canvas totes, 
and they're roomy enough to conceal 
nonwrappables like tea kettles or tennis 

rackets—or a pel. 
The most popular trend is the 'Talk- 

ing Totes" with scripts like "Garbage," 
"Bear Essentials," and "Bean Bag," all 
by  Freelance, $7.50 each at  Burdines. 

Other totes pick up on the travel 
theme like the "I Love New York" bags, 
$3.99 at Woolworth's; or they appeal to 
special age groups like the "Feed Bag," a 
plastic-lined, shoulder-strap tote that is 
actually a child's lunch box, $3 at Wool- 
worth's. 

For bikers contemplating a picnic in 
the country, a "Petit Pique-nique" tote 
with inside pockets for wine and bread, 
by Now Designs, $13.50 at Liberty 
House. Still more French flair comes with 
a red and blue "Bonaparte bistro-striped" 
tote that is definitely the smartest shop- 
ping bag this year, by Now Designs, 
$8.50 at Positively Main Street. 

Winning the prize as the biggest tote 
—an enormous laundry bag, silk- 
screened with a skunk that facetiously 
.says, "Sniff, Snirt," by Designs Too. $10 
at Linen 'N Things. At the other size 
extreme, a tiny wine or black velvet 
pouch appliqued with cream lace—a 
fancy cover-up for perfume, jewelry, or 
potpourri, by Christmas Dream, $7 at 
Carson Pirie .Scott. 

For the holiday hostess—put cocktail 
stirrers in a small, clear plastic tote^ 
scrawled with "cheers!". Guaranteed for 
its staying power as a bar regular all 
year, by VanHorn-Hayward, $5 at 
Handmakers. 

Not new, but often hard to track 
down, arc the copies of the turn-of-the- 
century tins, once the packaging for cof- 
fee, tea, and biscuits. Several wind up 
"outstanding." 

For giving homemade cookies, either 
a turquoise and red Toyland Peanut But- 
ter tin, $3, or a red and green Huntley 
and Palmers Ginger Nut tin, $3.50. Both 
by Case, at IVlay Co. 

For canisters that bring American 
nostalgia to the pantry shelf, a three- 
piece set of Franklin's Famous Java 
Coffee tins, by Case, $16 at all Pranges 
stores. 

Shaped like a red English telephone 
booth and imported from Switzerland, a 
tin high enough to hold candy canes, by 
Case, $8 at May Co. Or for bonbons to 
go on a little girl's dressing table, a Vic- 
torian pale pink tin painted with angels, 
by Faroy, $7 for a set of two, at Cargo 
Houston. 

Unusual packaging for usual gifts: As 
planters for holly and ivy, wooden berry 
and mushroom boxes fresh from the 
farm, by Cracker Barrel, from $1.25 at 
MJidderlake. To deliver an assortment 
of miniature plants, a chicken coop that 
can later turn into a hanging shelf or 
cofl'ee table, $32 postpaid from Cracker 
Barrel. For bubble bath, a white, red, and \ 
black trimmed glass jar labeled "vita- 

Coniiniied on page 106 
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inds. 

"■«: 
Hi 
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f necessory, hearing oid adapters ore ovoilable from your telephone company.     Tfej^fcluf^l^use Phone. © ^)tel| Disney Prod 

A genuine Bell phone. There's Which means you can choose a 
nothing more fitting for your father, phone that's genuinely them. And 
mother or anybody you're close to. still get a phone that's genuine Bell. 

Bell telephones come in all sorts And since all the working 
of colors, shapes, and sizes. With all parts remain ours, if there's ever a 
kinds of customized calling services. problem, we'll fix it at no extra charge. 

Now that's the kind of quality 
you won't have any misgivings 
about. 

Bell System 

BE CHOOSEY 



i^QflJTfi 
range that rcmembe^ 

%^hen to cook and c ^ 

With just a touch of your finger, the new Magic Chef 
TouchMinder range remembers how long your dinner should cook, 
and when you want it done. 

Even figures out when to start. 
So you don't have to subtract one hour and 40 minutes 

from 6:15 and hope you've figured right. Instead, just tell your 
solid state TouchMinder range what time you want to eat and 
how much cooking time your dinner needs. TouchMinder 
does your calculating. 

You don't need to be there. 
Once you've told it what to do, you can 

take care of other things. At home or somewhere 
else. Because your Magic Chef TouchMinder 
range remembers to start and stop by itself. 
Even if you're not there. 

Remembers to clean your oven, too. 
Just set it to start cleaning now, 

or set it to clean itself later. Either way, 
you'll never have to scour a messy 

oven again. 

"The 
difference will 

save you 
_ time.' 

¥Magic Che£ 
TouchMinder electric & gas ranges 

Holiday wrap-ups 
continued from pa^c 104 
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mins"—or use it as a container for the 
real thing, by Lillian Vernon, $5 at 
Apropos. For plane tickets or a gift of 
cash, a fantasy envelope colored with 
either an elephant, a rainbow, or a bal- 
loon, by Freelance, $1.25 for 10 at 
Hecht's. For nuts or chocolates, lac- 
quered basket-boxes in animal shapes 
from the People's Republic of China—a 
kelly green cardinal by Boxer and Ash- 
field, $9 at Hecht's. Other offshoots are 
bamboo-woven boxes shaped like apples, 
$9.50; pear, $10: and tangerines, $5.50. 
All by L'Art de Chine at Jenny B. 
Goodc. To wrap wooden spoons, salt 
and pepper shakers, or a stack of creme 
brulee dishes, a gingham dishtowel, (y9^ 
at Woolworth's. For a party supply of 
cggnog, an antiqued milk can that can 
work later on as a planter, $34 postpaid 
from Cracker Barrel. ■ 
PRICES APPROXIMATE    STORE ADDRESSES,  PAGE  128 

COMING 
NEXT MONTH: 

CHRISTMAS! HOW 
TO MAKE THE 
MAGIC HAPPEN— 
WITH FABULOUS 
TREES TO LIGHT 
UP YOUR ROOMS, 
ENCHANTING 
DECORATIONS TO 
DO YOURSELF, 
HOMEMADE 
PRESENTS, AND 
HOLIDAY FOOD 
FROM AROUND 
THE WORLD. 

DON'T MISS 
DECEMBER 
HOUSE & GARDEN 
ON YOUR 
NEWSSTAND 
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Give anEngUsh legacy at theYuktide* 

Butler's Table 
The epitome 

of fine English 
furniture. 
18" high. 

25"X 35''top. 
$95 + $5 shpg. 

English 
Wine Table 
With detailed 
leathery top. 

20" high, 
13"dia. 

$19 + $3 shpg. 

Tea Table 
Lovely small 

side table. 
19" high. 

12" X 18" top. 
$22 + $3 shpg. 

English Officer's 
Field Bar 
Removable tray, 
folding base. 
30" high, 
30"X 18" top. 
$39 + $5 shpg. 
Available 
with brass 
corner braces- 
add $10. 

Cigarette Table 
Gracefully 
sloped legs. 
Solid brass 
handles. 
20" high. 
14"X 10" top. 
$22 + $3 shpg. 

Pembroke Table 
Elegant drop 
leaf design. 
19" high. 
17"X 18" top. 
$25 + $3 shpg. 

A sterling selection of fine English antique reproductions. Handcrafted of 
mahogany with careful attention to authentic detail. Hand-rubbed finish. Lovely, 
charming and practical pieces steeped in centuries-old tradition. And at prices 
that reflect an ages-old spirit of Christmas when thoughtfulness and good taste 
counted for more than cost. 

Naturally your satisfaction and delight are guaranteed. To expedite your order, telephone 
us or send check or money order or charge MC/BA-VISA, DC. Please include your expiration 
date. Send $2 for our full color product publication. 

The Bombay Company 
P.O. Box 53323 - Dept. HG 

5256 Magazine Street, New Orleans, Louisiana 70153 
Telephone: 504/891-4405 — Showroom: Uptown Square 
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House Gift 
Cottectibles iqiS 

The catalogues and brochures illustrated on these pages present products of distinguished companies. 
Each features special House Gift Collectibles which you can easily match to the households on your gift list. Use 

the coupon below to order any or all of these booklets through House & Garden for the next three months, 
IF YOU WISH TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE GIFT SUGGESTIONS THEY OFFER IN TIME FOR THE HOLIDAYS YOUR 

ORDER MUST BE RECEIVED NO LATER THAN NOVEMBER 1 

The Bombay Company's 28-page. 
4-color catalogue shows their tine 
English antique reproductions The 

products are photographed in old New 
Orleans settings. 32 

1 yMTtjeM 

i 

2 Hamilton Beach made electric 
knives a household word, fast 
cookers a family affair, a yogurt 

maker for better health. . . and now the 
"2001" blender and "20Q2' food pro- 
cessor. Delightful catalogue features 
these appliances and more. 

3 Lenox China, the dinnerware of 
presidents and kings is shown in 
both contemporary and traditional 

patterns with serving pieces. Lenox China 
harmonizes beautifully with both clear 
and colored hand-blown crystal by 
Lenox. The five-color booklet also features 
barware and gift ideas for everyone 

4 The Seiko Quartz Designer Clock 
Collection combining Quartz ac- 
curacy with a new dimension of 

elegance Clock dimensions and 
features are shown in this handsomely il- 
lustrated color catalogue. Seiko Time 
Corp. SV 

S "Orrefors is for Giving." A 24-page 
full-color brochure showing the 
best of Orrefors Swedish Crystal. 

The booklet covers all product categories 
and provides a wealth of ideas for gifts 
and for your own home decorating. 50c 

6 World Carpets has reproduced the 
finest old world designs, and cap- 
tured the beautiful fidelity of ab- 

stract Danish-Rya rugs in their American 
World Rug Collection. 

Kosta Boda, Sweden's oldest and 
largest glassworks, offers two 
booklets illustrating their most 

popular giftware, stemware and bar- 
ware patterns. 25c 

7 8 Callaway Area Rugs set the mood 
beautifully for everyone this holiday 
season. Callaway Area Rugs come 

in 80 superb patterns, each in three color 
combinations and three sizes. Full color 
brochure filled with patterns and room 
setting ideas. S3 

Wedgwood China, designed for 
function as well as beaut/. Let this 
leaflet be your guide to the many 

moods of Wedgwood; from elegant 
bone china to practical and pretty din- 
nerware choices. 25C 

9 
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<^^^^ Oneida Silversmiths brochure 
^mJMM presents the best collectibles in 
^™»^^ flatware, with full color selection 
of silverplate, gold electroplate, and 
stainless tableware in twenty magnificent 
patterns. 

•\d^ f 

r A978/"'« 

MThe Proctor-Silex 1978/79 Pro- 
dud Catalogue presents an ex- 
citing array of multifunction 

countertop appliances that are attractive 
and convenient to use. Perfect for gift 
giving. 

4^v^^ Royal Doulton Figures have 
^B ^^ been warming the homes and 
^v^Hv hearts of collectors the world 

over since 1913, . .and nothing warms 
the home like people. These beautifully 
hand painted English figures are shown in 
full color in a 72-page catalogue. $2 

Nostalgic Aladdin 
Kerosene-Electric 
Decorator Lamps. 
Catalogue pic- 
tures the wide 
range of models. 
Aladdin lamps can 
be converted to 
electricity in sec- 
onds. Excellent for 
power failures. 

Arabia of Finland. 
Catalogue sheets 
illustrate the very 
best of this Scan- 
dinavian dinner- 
ware. The shapes, 
the colors, the sur- 
face designs have 
all been created to 
please the most dis- 
criminating taste. 
25C 

Wilton Armetale 
, . . the compati- 
ble metal. Spread 
the joy of the holi- 
day season with a 
selection of distinc- 
tive Armetale din- 
nerware, acces- 
sories and gift 
items. Over 500 
pieces from which 
to choose. 75C 

Instant Spa! Bro- 
chure illustrates the 
new shower acces- 
sory that works on 
the same principle 
as a steam bath, 
turning hot water 
into a soothing 
steamy mist. In- 
stallation requires 
only a pliers or an 
adjustable wrench. 
B&M Mfg. Co. 

Magic Chef Touch 
Cooking. Ranges 
and microwave 
ovens with precise 
touch controls for 
"free time" au- 
tomatic cooking. 
Other models in- 
clude gas and 
electric self clearr 
ing or continuous 
cleaning ranges, 
counter-top and 
eye-level combin- 
ation microwave 
ranges. 

Sial offers a new 
concept in dinner- 
ware. Brochure 
shows a wide 
choice of durable, 
detergent-proof 
settings, with the 
purity of stone- 
ware, equally at 
home in the oven, 
refrigerator, or 
dishwasher. 

OrAer Coupon 
For House Gift Collectibles Booklets^ November 197B 

Circle the number of each booklet that you want, and enclose 
check, money order or currency in amount indicated for those 
requiring payment. Add $1 for postage and handling. No 
stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery. 

11   12'   13   W' tS   16    17  18 

November, 1978 

MAIL TO: House & Garden, Dept. No. 110, Box 3579, 
Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10017 

I enclose S. 

$_ 
S. 

Nome. 

Address 

City  

_for postage and handling of my requests for 
booklets 

_for booklets circled requiring payment 
_my total remittance 

(please print) 

.State -Zip- 
Offer expires 2/15/79 
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NOTES 
Invitations: the fun 
before you get there 

Twenty ideas to 
make your party a success 

By Patricia Falzarano 

The party begins when an imaginative invi- 
tation arrives because it amuses your guests, 
sets the scene, and creates the mood. "I like 
fantasizing with an invitation," says design- 
er Gloria Vanderbilt,' 'a pretty one can be so 
intriguing and a promise for tomorrow." 
It's the introduction to your party and tells 
far more than the basics what, when, and 
where. 

No surprises 
Guests want to know just what you've plan- 
ned so there are no unpleasant surprises. Is it 
black tie, informal, or bring your bathing 
suit? You've probably heard of someone 
who's never forgotten the evening he was 
wearing the only business suit in a field of 
tuxedos! Is it a dinner party at 7 or a wine 
tasting at 9? GeorgeO'Brien, Vice President 
and Design Director of Tiffany &Co.. says 

Fanfare   and   streamers   hy   Joint   \ohlitt 

the best invitation he could receive would be 
the menu—so he could anticipate the ta.stes 
of things to come. Remember to give 
specific information—cocktails from 6-9, 
we'll present the award to Mr. Smith at 8. 
This way no one misses a thing. Let guests 
know if a friend or escort is included in the 
invitation. Are parents invited to stay when 
they deliver their children to a party? Or vice 
versa, when an invitation arrives for the 
parents, are the children included? Guests 
welcome an invitation that tells them what's 
ahead so they know how to dress, if they 
should make their own dinner plans, and 
just who is invited to come along. 

When you buy KiiverSif one; 
buy Olatecote bakeware to match. 

'Du Font's registered trademark for its premium non-stick surface 

Enterprise also makes a 
complete line of quality 
non-stick cookware coated 
with improved Du Pont Teflon®. 

^ Enterprise 
^^^iM  A Lancasler Colony Company 

The Enterprise Aluminum Co 
Macon. Georgia 31210 

Mapping it out 
If your house is difficult to find, draw a map 
showing the most direct route with land 
marks, and attach a photostat to each invi- 
tation. Or, consider having the map printed 
on the back of a simple invitation card and 
keep a supply for future parties. One couple 
made their card by reprinting a road map 
then marking their own route. 
Phone first, write later 
A modern and popular way to extend an in- 
vitation for a small cocktail party or dinner 
is to telephone then follow up with a re- 
minder note. Traditional reminder cards are 
customarily engraved in black on white, 
however now many people are using colors, 
says Letitia Baldridge, former Social Secre- 
tary to The White House—yellow engraving 
on gray card, fuchsia on pink, chartreuse on 
lime. The fun now is color, except for the 
most traditional or formal invitations like 
weddings and academic receptions. Using 
color and imagination. Donna Lang, of 
Lang/Robert son Ltd., interior designers, 
sent this reminder for a garden party—she 
tied a garden glove and attached a DON'T 
FORGET card with details. For a swimming 
party, why not wrap up a small sea shell in 
bright tissue and send along with a remem- 
ber the party note? When the party is for 
someone, you might send along a photo- 
graph of that person with the specifics writ- 
ten in the lower corner or on the back. Upon 
returning from Paris, entertainer Liza 
Minelli sent an invitation for a dinner dance 

Continued on page 112 
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Green tliiimb and flower for a garden party, » 
by Donna Lang. Below: Maggie Morse's * 
picnic invitation on gingham napkin. 
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Yes! 
xou are reading this 

through a glass. 
A glass washed in 

Dishwasher alL 
Clean. Clear. 

Spotless as can be. 
Because Dishwashera// 

has a built-in rinse agent 
formula. If your glasses 

don't look like this, 
it's time you started 

using Dishwasher alL 



Why do 
so many people 

replace their dishwashers 
Avidi KitchenAid? 

It's hard to appreciate how good a 
value a KitchenAid dishwasher is. 

Until   you've owned one. 
And KitchenAid 

owners just about swear 
by them. 

They say things like, 
"I can load it any way I 
like and everything 
comes out clean " 

"I don't have to hand 
wash anything, even 
dirty pans come clean. 

"Has hardly ever 
needed repairs. " 

"It runs so quietly, uses less hot 
water; saves on electricity. It's so de- 
pendable." 

"It's really built well. 
It's lasted so long." 

"Best appliance we've 
ever owned." 

These are just some of 
g^^_,j   the reasons why, over the 
' »y »    years, so many people 

'       have replaced their dish- 
washers with KitchenAid. 

And good reasons to 
buy KitchenAid to begin 
with. 

KitchenAid. Because it^s worth it. 
Hobart Corporation. Troy, Ohio 45374 

HOSTESS 
NOTES 
continued from page 110 

with a photograph of just her back and her 
face turned in profile, underneath it read 
"Liza's back!" 

Consider the T-shirt 
For a surprise birthday party one hostess 
delivered to each guest a T-shirt to wear to 
the party. Each T-shirt was lettered with one 
big letter which spelled HAPPY BIRTH- 
DAY, CHRIS, when everyone gathered 
that evening. This really replaced a reminder 
card, since she first telephoned the invita- 
tion to be sure of having proper sizes and 
followed up with delivery of the shirts. 
T-shirts offer many possibilities for adult 
and children's parties; printing is done easi- 
ly, or stencil it yourself. Depending on your 
location, have them delivered by a messen- 
ger service or ask your children to make 
deliveries in the neighborhood. 

Master the Mailgram 
When you want to give a party on the spur 
of the moment and get in touch with lots of 
people quickly, a Mailgram is as close as this 
toll-free number—800-257-2241. A West- 
ern Union operator will help you put your 
Mailgram together—first names and ad- 
dresses, then your message and signature. 
Note: E3e sure to include your telephony 
number, so guests can get back to you 
quickly. In fact, it's a good idea to use your 
business number if its easier to reach you at 
the office. There are several methods of bill- 
ing available—bill to your own telephone 
number; charge to Visa, Master Charge, 
American Express; or request that a bill be 
TETSU OKUHARA Continued on pnuc 29! 
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Serendipity is on the rise 
In small boutiques of sheer surprise; 
In restaurants and galleries, 
A courtyard too for taking ease. 

THE CANNERY.® 
Just for the pleasure of it. 

Foot of Columbus overlooking San Francisco Bay. Shops, galleries, restaurants, mimes, jugglers, 
musicians, artists and other delights in a landmark, pre-earthquake, restoration of an old brick cannery. 

SF/SH/1 



Help The Mentally Retarded 
Help Themselves 

Support the %( 

an Francisco 

SPECIAL 

OLYMPICS 

tXLJL,^ 

Contributions. 

\^oiunteer X Jf ^'^i^^ 

Wcrkers 

Needed ^ 

;? 

Write to: San Francisco SPECIAL OLYMPICS 
1. a Box 7964 

>3nF*^iid fdrnia 94120 Telephone (415) 558-5031 

iiSk^ 
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Western liviA9^^ 
»t-S'»*»' 

•1^ 
-""'X^   -W 

Soil resistant 
Easy cleaning 
Protection lasts 

SCOTCHGARD'Brand 
CARPET PR0TEC7W 

Scotchgard 

't.'^T^:^ 

Look 
for this 

label. 

^\' 

WiH^F^f   Now there's less need to worry 
about your active lifestyle getting to 

11^^^'   your carpet. Just be sure "Scotchgard" 
''i^&W     Brand Carpet Protector is built in. Because 
'SSS^h&r'   its invisible shield holds dirt loose, near the 

surface. So vacuuming's more effective. Spills 
come up with simple spot cleaning. Carpets stay 

cleaner two to three times longer. 
^'}pB!^-'       And the protection lasts, even after several "steam" 
'W       or extraction cleanings. 

Today more and more carpets have "Scotchgard" 
Protector built in. So make sure your next carpet has the 

label that means protection: "Scotchgard" Carpet Protector. 
e3MCompany 1977 "Scotchgard" isa Heg. TM. of 3M Co 

■.^^ni^. 



smile." It's easier with Kodel! 
SPRINGMfllD bed fashions designed by Bill Blass from the "Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow" coUection. Here,"Litchfield," 

styled in an easy-care blend of Kodel polyester and cotton. And the inspiration for this medley of floral serenity- 
Bill Blass' favorite flower, nasturtiums. The bedspread and comforter are quilted with soft Kodel polyester fiberfill for warmth 

that's delightful. And smile. Kodel helps them look as neat in sunlight as moonlight. Included in "Litchfield" are: sheets, 
pillowcases, comforters, bedspreads, draperies, pillow shams and coordinating towels. Special introductory prices at 

CAPWELCS 

SF/SH/^ 

Bill Blass/Springmald' bed fashions. Koder polyester by Eastman. 

Kodel IS a polyester fiber trademark of Eastman Ctiemical Products. Inc , a subsidiary of Eastman Kodak Company 1133 Ave of the Americas, N Y, N Y 10036 
Eastman does not make fabrics or consumer textile products and therefore makes no warranties with respect to such products 



WHEN I WENT OFF THE PILL, 
MY DOCTOR SUGGESTED DELFEN FOAM'.' 

"/ loved the Pill when I was on it. But. like n^ani; 
women. 1 had to find another wa\; to prevent pregnane];. 
I didn't know which wax; to turn, so I asked 
my doctor. And he recommended Delfen. 
Now, I love Delfen. It does even^thing 
I want it to do." 

Effective. More doctors recommend 
DELFEN * Contraceptive Foam than any 
other foam. It contains one of the most po- 
tent sperm-killing ingredients known. And 
has been proven effective in clinical tests. 

Easy. Delfen Contraceptive Foam is 
pleasantly easy to use. An applicator deliv- 
ers the correct amount of foam to give you 
coverage where you need it And since it's 

ready to work immediately, with no waiting, Delfen 
doesn't interrupt your mood. 

Safe. Millions of women have used Delfen 
safely. It's gentle to delicate vaginal tissues and 
non-irritating for most women. No wonder 
so many doctors recommend Delfen. Yet, 
you don't need a prescription for it. 
Remember, no method of birth control of any kind can 
absolutely guarantee against pregnancy For maximum 

protection, Delfen must be used according to directions. 

Delfen Foam, w 
An effective alternative 

DELFEN to the Pill. 

* Trademark© 19780rtho Pharmaceutical CoqDoraiion 
WI nmn; rM^ 



The 
NuTone 
Food Processor. 
The power unit tor the NuTone Food 
Processor is built into your kitchen 
counter. Features infinite-speed selec- 
tion—something no other Processor 
has. And honed and hardened stainless 
steel blades that give you razor sharp 
cutting edges for fast, efficient food 
preparation. Powerful motor does the 
work in seconds. 

Part of the NuTone 
Food Center System! 
Nine, lightweight, cordless appliances 
that interchange on the same built-in 
motor—that's the Food Center System. 
Built-in makes it better because 
appliances don't clutter counter-top, 
won't "walk" when you use them and 
take less space to store. 

Please send FREE Information about the 
NuTone Food Processor. 

Name 

Street 

City County 

State Zip 

Phone 

Nulbne 
Scovill 

Dept.HG-ll, Madison and Red Bank Roads 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227. 

4656 Printed in U.S.A. 
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Ho^ to cure 
creaky floors 

3 steps for tightening 
loose floor boards 

By Deanne Raffel 

Houses with wood floors arc frequently 
plagued with an assortment of squeaks 
and creaks. Loose boards rubbing 
against each other are generally the 
source of the noise, and they can be eas- 
ily repaired in most cases by filling the 
loose spot with talcum powder, renailing 
the floor boards to the subfloor, or renail- 
ing the subfloor to the joists or beams. 
Step 1: Often the best way to end noise 
made by rubbing boards is to squirt 
talcum powder in between them. Pace 
the floor carefully to locate the creak 
and then pull back any carpeting cover- 
ing the area. Wedge a thin wood chisel 
between the boards to create a space for 
the powder. Rock the chisel back and 
forth to secure it, but do not drive it in 
too deeply or it will cut into the tongue 
or notched edge of the board. Let the 
talc rain into the opening. Tap the floor 
next to the area to jostle the powder into 
the joint. Remove the chisel, sweep up 
the excess powder, and wipe the area 
with a damp, not wet, cloth. Repeat a 
second time if necessary. 
Step 2: For areas that talc will not cure, 
renailing the floor boards to the subfloor 
or planks beneath the finished flooring 
will usually eliminate any creaks. If the 
subflooring is accessible from under- 
neath, as it is from the unfinished ceiling 
of a basement, it is best to work from the 
under side. In this case, drill a pilot hole 
at the squeaky spot. Be sure not to drill 
it deeper than 1 '^ inches or you will 
penetrate the top surface. Screw in a 
round-head wood screw or pan-head 
sheet metal screw to pull the loose board 
down and secure it to the subflooring. If 
the subflooring is inaccessible, drill two 
pilot holes through the top side of the 
floor surface. Do not nail directly or the 
wood might split. Use annular ring floor- 
ing nails and countersink them or drive 
them below surface with a nail set. Fill 
holes with putty stick or plastic filler. 
Step 3: If the squeaking spot occurs 
where the floor is nailed to the joist or 
beam, there is probably a space between 
subfloor and joist. This can only be re- 
paired from the underside. Wedge a 
small piece of wood shingle into space 
between joist and subfloor. Gently ham- 
mer it in, but do not wedge it too deeply 
so that the flooring is raised. 

Step 1 

FALZARANO 
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Super security 
A housewide security system, with a 
ionization smoke detector and door an 
window burglar alarms that transm 
warnings to an AC-powered receive 
(with a stand-by battery), has a sugges 
ed retail price of only $199.95. Eac 
unit of the fire intrusion and emergenc 
alarm system can signal the receiy^ 
(even 200 feet away) with a steaij 
alarm for fire, a beeping sound f(' 

Con tinned on pnf^e 11 
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The spirit of the Czar liws on. 

rit 
•if^-/ 

'^^: 

\"v ; 

It was the Golden Age of 
Russia. Yet in this time when 
legends lived, the Czar stood 
like a giant annong men. 

He could bend an iron bar 
on his bare knee. Crush a 
silver ruble with his fist. And 
had a thirst for life like no 
other man alive. 

And his drink was Genuine 
Vodka. Wolfschmidt Vodka. 
Made by special appointment 
to his Majesty the Czar. And 
the Royal Romanov Court. 

It's been 120 years since 
then. And while life has 
changed since the days of 
the Czar, his 

the same. 
Wolfschmidt 

Genuine Vodka. 
The spirit of the •^ 
Czar lives on. 

^^k m=^'—■ (^ « 
tWv¥ S^-_- ^ 

K... m 

WOLFSCHiyUDlJ 
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:9 |^(GENUlNEJ'i 
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HOUSE FIXER 
continued from inr^c 114 

^•^i^ 
break in. For the handicapped, there is 
a hand-held transmitter to signal for 
help; a heat sensor in kitchen, furnace 
area, garage signals if temperature 
reaches 135 degrees F. Added units are 
available separately. Fyrnetics. Inc.. 920 
Davis Rd., Elgin, III. 60120. 

Closet organizers 
This system of closet hardware (poles, 
brackets. "Suspend-A-Pole'" arms, shelf 
clips, pole sockets, and caps) helps you 
reorganize and increase closet space. 
Poles are I 8 to 48 inches long; brackets 
are L-shaped; there are pole arms to 
connect the two. They let you install 
shelves and clothing rods partway 
across a closet and at various heights, so 
space is more useful and flexible. Poles. 
$1.49 to $2.98; shelf brackets, about $2; 
Suspend-A-Pole arms, $1.38. Hardware 

jj  :rt 

W^ fcj 
'LJC- WL^ <^^Hr 

fits closets 29 to 121 inches wide. 72- 
inch-wide closet system is $30. Wessel 
Hardware Corp., Erie Ave. and D St., 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19134. 

Energy saving design 
A new House 
& Garden 
book. Solar 
H o II s e s b y 
Louis Gropp, 
has 1 60 pages 
of color and 
black-and- 
white photo- 
graphs, plans, 
and illustra- 
tions covering 
48  houses de- 

Take some of the 
heat off your heating bills! 
DAP 33' Glazing Compound makes 
airtight, watertight seals between 
window glass and wood or metal 
sash. Shuts out drafts, dust, mois- 
ture. Seals in conditioned air in 
summer. Outlasts ordinary putty 
by years. 

Butyl-Flex" Caulk handles those 
tough exterior sealing jobs with 
ease. Ideal for caulking around 
windows and doors, siding jomts 
and chimney flashings Reduces 
heat loss Lasts 5 times longer than 
ordinary caulks 

DAP is a registered trademark   DeOenCl OR fJX-UP PrOdUCtS 
ofDAPInc f- f- - 
DAP Inc , General Offices 
Dayton, Ohio 45401 
Subsidiary of Plough Inc DiAPoeates 

signed tor solar heating and energy con- 
servation. Included are chapters on 
houses with passive as well as active 
solar heating systems, solar houses avail- 
able from house manufacturers, solar 
house plans to order by mail, houses re- 
modeled or retrofitted for solar heating. 
Published by Pantheon, $15.95 in book- 
stores (paperback, $8.95); or order from 
House & Garden, Box 3308, Grand Cen- 
tral Sta., New York, N.Y. 10017 (add 
$1 for postage and handling). 

Water 
economizer 

I 16 

An aerator for kitchen and bathroom 
faucets, called the Moen Flo-Rator. cuts 
water bills up to 25 percent, it is claimed. 
By reducing excessive flow, water waste 
is curtailed and also the cost of heating 
water. The small Flow-Rator, less than^ 
an inch in length, with a %-inch diam- 
eter, has a separate kitchen sink and 
bathroom lavatory version and is readil> 
installed. It fits standard pkmibing fix- 
iiues, is also part of new Moen faucets 
and showerheads. At Moen plumbers 
and dealers, suggested list price, about 
$1.49. Moen Div.. .Stanadyne. 377 
Woodland Ave., Elyria, Ohio 44035. 

Better fireplace function 
A new, imique fireplace enclosure, the, 
Convecto-Panc Plus, includes a heat ex- 
changer providing radiator-like heat 
from the enclosure as well as radiant heat 
from the fireplace. Water is poLued into 
hood opening and goes into a heat ex- 
changer. With the fire going, it expands 
into steam heat rising from the hood 
top. The glass enclosure fireplace doors 
are double paned so air is heated in the 
glass and radiates into the room along 
with the radiant heat coming from the 
fire. Enclosure comes in sizes 37 by 28 
inches, 37 by 32, 45 by 28, 45 by 32, 
all black and all antique brass finishes. 
List price, $695.95. Bennett-Ireland, 
Inc.. 23 State St., Norwich. N. Y. 13815. 



New Maytag Jetcleari" Dishwasher 
out-cleans ^em alL 
Gets the dishes you wash most 

cleaner than other leading brands. 
New styling adds a smart touch to your kitchen. 

Who else but the dependability people could build 
a dishwasher this great for you? 
We believe the new Maytag Jetclean™ Dishwasher 
could be the standard by which all the others must 
be judged. Here are some of the reasons why: 
1. Cleaner dishes for youi family. In the regular 
cycle, this new Maytag gets dishes c/eaner than 
other leading brands. Also unsurpassed for 
getting pots, pans, even casseroles clean. 
2. It dries your dishes better than ever, 
thanks to exclusive new Maytag Powerdry 
which circulate?, air throughout the dish 
washer Most models let you dry with or 
without heat, saving electricity. 
3. Its new styling and smart colors can 
sparkle up your kitchen. You can also 
personalize your Maytag by buying a 
Custom Trim Kit that lets you cover 
the front panel with fabric, wallpaper 
plastic, wood, even stainless steel. 

i 

/ 

Hoo-boy. Nobody builds 'em like Maytag. 

7. The capacity is huge. You can probably wash a 
whole day's dishes, silver, glasses, pots and pans 
for a family of four in one load. 

OTHHKS MAYTAG 

I 
4. We put 10 pounds of sound- 
absorbing insulation all around the 
new Maytag Jetclean™ Dishwasher. 
5. Maytag gives you cycles for every 
dishwashing job. Take your choice — 
built-in or convertible. 
6. Loading and unloading couldn't 
be easier, because we've still got two 
deep racks, top and bottom. Exclusive 
Maytag Dual Deep-Racking lets you 
put 10" plates in both racks. Even big, 
odd-shaped things fit right in. 

8. The new Maytag Jetclean™ Dish- 
washer has the tested, exclusive May- 
tag Jetwash spray. Compare with 
others in the picture above. See? 
Smaller holes in Maytag Jetwash 
mean high-velocity water jets with 
tremendous dish-cleaning power 
9. You also get the tested, exclusive 
Maytag Micro-Mesh™ Filter. The 
small holes in Maytag's filter trap even 
tiny food particles.. won't let them get 
back on your dishes. 
10. Of course, the new Maytag Jet- 
clean™ Dishwasher is built as only the 
dependability people build'em.. .to 
take it, and keep on taking it. Before 
you buy any dishwasher, compare at 
your Maytag Dealer's store. Buy now 
and save $25 with the certificate below. 

0. 
MAYTAG JETCLEAN 

DISHWASHER 

$25 Maytag Cash Refund Certificate 
Buy a new Maytag Jetclean™ Dishwasher now. and get a $25 refund directly from The Maytag 
Company Mail this certificate, plus a bill of sale from your Maytag Dealer showing date of purchase, 
model number, and serial number to The Maytag Company. Box 69, Newton. Iowa 50208. 
Offer good only on new models WU900. WU700. WU500, WU300. WUIOO. WC700, WC300 
This certificate may not be mechanically reproduced and is not transferable. Good only in U.S.A. 
and Canada Void where prohibited bylaw Limit one refund per dishwasher purchased, regardless 
of certificate source. 
Your request for $25 refund must be postmarked no later than January 31. 1979. NH 

Your Name  
(Pnni clearly; proper delivery depends on a complete and correct address.) 

Address. 

City. . State, -Zip_ 
C\isti v.iluf 1 20 of IC 

The iviaytag Company, Newton, Iowa 5020a 



GOOD THINGS FROM THE 

PUMPKIN PATCH 
Seven of the best squash and pumpkin recipes since pir 

By Elizabeth Schneider Colchie 

Each year pumpkins and winter squash 
are allotted a shorter season in which to 
convince us ot their cuhnary qual-fica- 
tions. These orange-fleshed, delicately 
flavored vegetables are easily prepared, 
nutritious, long-keeping, and versatile. 
They deserve a new lease on life. 

Botanically, there is no difference be- 
tween squash and pumpkins. When you 
select them, they should have smooth, 
hard rinds without blemishes and be 
relatively heavy for their size. Pumpkins, 
in addition, should be small. All can be 
kept for months, uncut, in the refrigera- 
tor or a cool place, or for a year, cooked 
and frozen. Among the squash, the win- 
ter varieties most widely available are 
acorn, butternut, and Hubbard. Canned 
pumpkin puree {not canned pumpkin 
pie filling) and commercially frozen 
packaged winter squash may be substi- 
tuted for the fresh puree, while all varie- 
ties of winter squash and pumpkin may 
be used interchangeably in recipes call- 
ing for the whole, cubed, or sliced 
vegetable. 

To make a basic piimpk'n or squash 
puree: Pop the whole washed vegetable, 
on a bak'ng sheet, into a 350° oven and 
bake until tender. The time for b.;king 
will vary, but generally a 3-pound squash 
will take l-I Vi hours. Cut the squash or 
pumpkin in half, scoop out and discard 
the seeds and fibers, pull off the skin (or 
spoon out the flesh), and press the meat 
through the medium disc of a food mill 
into a bowl. 

If you prefer, you can cube, seed, and 
peel the squash, cook it for 15-20 min- 
utes in a vegetable steamer, then puree 
it. This method is faster, but results in a 
more liquid puree. A 3-pound vegetable 
yields about 3 cups of puree. To freeze, 
let the puree cocl, pack it into 1-cup 
containers with Vz -inch headspace, and 
freeze. 
Ideas for using the puree: Use as a vege- 
table side dish (a welcome accompani- 
ment to roasts or grilled meats) or as a 
base for browned morning sausages. For 
this, slowly cook Vi cup minced onions, 
Vi teaspoon minced garlic, and Vi tea- 

f 

Wilton Armetale's® "REFLECTIONS" casts a radiant glow 
Now more brilliant than ever! Wilton Armetale* Brand Productsshine with silvery 
elegance in a new, highly polished finish that could only be named "Reflections" 

Armetale* fuses ten different metals into enduring, compatible dinnerware, 
gifts and decorative accessories. "Reflections" combines lasting 

value with a sparkling appeal to enhance your 
  table setting. 

The 40 pieces in this series are charac- 
teristic of the handcrafted quality that     y 

V     means Armetale*, the non-toxic,     / 
\    metal alloy thatwon't bend,      / 

crack, chip or break. / 
At fine stores every-    /     A 

where, or write: Wilton   /      ' 
Armetale*, Columbia, 

Pa. 17512. 

y 

J Urban 
squash 

top, is de^ 
Vicious and\ 
decorative^ 

Patty pans are\ 
whole, tinyi 
bed matureM 
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spoon dried herbs (see below) in bacon 
fat (or lard, butter, oil, goose or pork 
fat) until softened. Add 3 cups freshj 
puree, ''2 teaspoon vinegar, and salt and 
pepper. Stir the mixture for about 5 min- 
utes over moderate heat, until it is suffi- 
ciently thick. Serves 4. 

Squash and pumpkins combine wellj 
with many herbs, notably thyme, oreg-i 
ano, marjoram, savory, and sage. Or j 
season the puree with one or several of 
many spices: try ginger, anise, allspice, 
mace, nutmeg, cinnamon, coriander, and 
cloves. 

Experiment with sweeteners  for va- 
riety, such as honey, brown sugar, maple- 
syrup;   or   lemon,   orange,   or   ginger 
marmalade. 

Create subtle flavors by mixing puree 
with other cooked and pureed fruits and 
vegetables; apples, pears, turnips, pars- 
nips, potatoes, or beans. 

Top the puree with toasted nuts, 
crumbled bacon, fried onions, or what- 
ever enhances the main dish. 

Pureed squash and pinnpkin can be- 
used most successfully to replace all or 
part of the liquid in quick breads, cakes, * 
cookies, muffins, pancakes, and waffles. 
They impart flavor, color, and a deli- 
ciously distinctive moistness. 
To serve squash and pumpkin, cubed: 
If you prefer your vegetables in solid 
form, consider the same gamut of flavor- 
ings as suggested for the puree, but peel 
and cube the squash or pumpkin and 
bake it in a buttered dish, covered, with , 
a little liquid (try fruit juices as well as 
stock) and a little fat until just tender. 
Uncover the dish, raise the oven heat, 
and bake the vegetable until it is lightly 
browned. 

Spicy hot pumpkin soup 
INGREDIENTS 
1 cup onions, sliced 
1 cup celery, sliced 
2 tablespoons peanut oil 
1 large garlic clove, thinly slivered 
1 '/2 teaspoons hot paprika 
1 teaspoon cumin, ground 
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon 
1 teaspoon ground coriander 
1 bay leaf, crushed 
A tew peppercorns, crushed 

Coniiniwd on pcif^c I 20 



Attend a wedding, 
meet three 

singing sisters, 
andnna out 
who was 

Miss 

T> 
y^-. 

Home Cooking. 
The 1979 Virginia Slims 

Book of Days engagement 
calendar is your personal 

scrapbook of women's progress 
from 1869 through 1979. 
Each month of this year's 
Book o{ Days contains a 

decade of memorabilia, along 
with plenty of space for you 

to record your own 
memorandums and 

engagements. 

ALL 
IN THE 

1979 
VIRGINIA SLIMS 

BOOK OF DAYS. 
mm     \buVe come a long \vay baby 

Vlf 
SLU 

J 
15 mg"tar;' 0.9 mg nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC Method. 

Warning: The Surgeon Generai Has Cetermined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

VIRGINIA 
SUMS 

Mail to: Virginia Slims Book of Days 
P.O. Box 7900, Westbury, New York 11592 

Please send me one 1979 Virginia Slims Book of 
Days Calendar. I enclose $1.00 and two pack bot- 
toms from Virginia Slims (regular or menthol). 
Check or money order only. 

Please Note: Our aim is to make sure you're com- 
pletely satisfied with your order—and that you get 
it on time. But sometimes things go wrong. If they 
do, be sure to let us know. Write: Virginia Slims 
Book of Days, 100 Park Avenue, New York, New 
York 10017. HG 

Name  

Address- 

Ciry_ 

State— Zip  

Offer void to persons under 21 vears of age Offer good in USA only, except where 
prohibited, licensed or taxed Ple.Tsc mail as soon as possible and no Inter than Decetnber 3 1, 
1978  Allow 5 to 6 weeks for delivery One order per envelope Offer jjcxid while supply lasts 
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YOURS BY CHRISTMAS 
We normally make this fine Queen Anne 

winR chair only to custom order. However, so you c an 

be sure to have one in your home by Christmas, our craftsmen 
are now making a limited quantity in the versatile tree-of-life fabric 

shown, and we are setting them aside for immediate 

shipment. It's a gift the entire family will enjoy and treasure. 
As always, authentic traditional design and superior 

,<~,«,**«j, craftsmanship from Hickory Chair. 

%yHICKpF^ CHAJFt 
l|*^*<ta^ 1j^''*'^i DIVISION OF LANE 

Call the toll free number listed below 
Monday through Friday, 8 A.M. - 5 P.M. E.S.T., 

for your nearest participating dealer. 800-438-5771. in N.C., 704-328-8725 
(Sorry, not available in Alaska, California or Hawaii). 

Pumpkin patch 
continued from page J18 

V? teaspoon sugar 
3 pound pumpkin, peeled and cubed 
4 cups beef stocl< or broth 
2 tablespoons butter 
2 tablespoons flour 

METHOD 
D Cook the onions and celery in the oil 
in a large pot until softened. Add the gar- 
lic, paprika, cumin, cinnamon, coriander, 
bay leaf, and peppercorns and stir a few 
minutes. Add the sugar, pumpkin, and 
stock and bring to a simmer. 
n Simmer the soup, partly covered, until 
the pumpkin is soft, about 30 minutes. 
Puree the soup through the medium disc 
of a food mill. 
n Melt the butter in a large saucepan 
and add the flour. Stir over moderately 
low heat for about 10 minutes, or until 
the roux is browned—be careful not to let 
it burn. Stir in the soup and simmer 10 
minutes. Season and thin with broth,,if 
desired. Serve with sour cream. Serves 
5 or so. 

Squashf corn, and 
tomato stew 
INGREDIENTS 
i Vz cups onions, chopped 
Vz cup green pepper, chopped 
3 tablespoons lard 
2 teaspoons achiote (annatto) seeds, 

ground (available in some super- 
markets, or try Hispanic markets— 
2 teaspoons paprika will add a pleasant, 
but different flavor) 

1 teaspoon cumin, ground 
1 medium garlic clove, minced 
1 liny dried hot pepper, seeds removed, 

crumbled (or use more to taste) 
6 cups winter squash, peeled and cut into 

1-inch cubes 
4 cups canned plum tomatoes, chopped, 

plus their liquid 
Salt, pepper 
2 cups corn kernels, drained 

METHOD 
n Cook the onions and green pepper in 
the melted lard in a casserole until soft- 
ened. Add the achiote, cumin, garlic, and 
hot pepper and stir for a minute. Add the 
squash and tomatoes, 
□ Simmer the stew, partly covered, for 
15 minutes. Taste and season with salt 
and pepper. Add the corn and simmer, 

Continued on page 122 

JOAN  BEPG  VICTOR 
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From left: Zucchini (dvaihihlc year round), 
thick-skinned winter squash, pumpkin. 

House &  Garden 



Celebrate 

In all better gift and department stores Selection ot patterns starting at $5 a stem Catalogue on request Imported by J. G. Durand International, Dept, N, Millville, N, J, 08332 

Let the unique clarity and sparkle of cristal 
d'Arques add a touch of romance to your 
table, wherever you set it. 

And this extravagant full 24% lead crystal stem- 
ware is sensibly priced. So you now can afford 

complete settings, from water goblet to cordials, 
in the pattern of your choice. 

Its no wonder that throughout France, from 
Deauville to Marseilles, the French word for crys- 
tal is cristal d'Arques. 

cristal d'Arques ^ 
Fine French crystal yon can really Iwe with, by J ■ G. Durand 



A tiny touch of magic. 

THE 

GLASS 
SLIPPER 

PENDANT 

A limited edition 
in full lead crystal 

Available only during 1978 

All of us deserve a little magic in 
our lives... 

And what could possibly be 
more magical than Cinderella's 
wonderful Glass Slipper. ..the 
symbol of enchantment ever 
since the great French poet 
Charles Perrault first wrote of it 
more than three hundred years 
ago. 

All that enchantment is cap- 
tured perfectly in The Glass 
Slipper Pendant...created on 
this, the 350th anniversary of 
Perrault's birth, and lovingly 
crafted of beautiful full lead 
crystal. 

Aglow with beauty, it can be 
worn any time...any place...to 
brighten any hour of the night 
or day. 

It's available exclusively from 
Franklin Crystal. And the price 
is just S25, complete with its own 
lovely gift box. But you can order 
it only during this anniversary 
year. After that, it will never be 
offered again. 

ORDER FORM  

THE GLASS SLIPPER PENDANT 
Limit: One per order • Available only during 1978. 

Franklin Crystal •Franklin Center. Pennsylvania 19091 
Please send me The Glass Slipper Pendant, in full lead crystal, in its own special 
gift box I prefer to pay as follows: 
D I enclose my remittance of $25.* as payment in full. 
D Charge $25 * after shipment, to my credit card 

C    ) Master Charge    (    ) BankAmericard/VISA    ( 

Account No  

Expires  

Pumpkin patch 
continued from page 120 

) Diners Club 

'Plus wy stale sales tax 

Signature. 
All orders are subiecl to acceptance 

Mr/Mrs/Miss- 

Address  

City State, Zip. 
Piease allon S to 6 weeks tor shipment. 32 

partly covered, stirring often, for 15-20 
minutes longer, or until the squash is just 
tender. Serves 6. 

Pork baked with squash, 
mustard, and brown sugar 
INGREDIENTS 
2 pounds boneless pork, well-trimmed and 

cut into %-inch cubes 
2 tablespoons mustard 
V4 cup brown sugar 
3 tablespoons flour 
2 tablespoons butter 
1 tablespoon peanut oil 
2 pounds winter squash, peeled and cut 

into 1-inch cubes (about 4 cups) 
1V2 cups pork, chicken, or ham stock 
Salt 
VA teaspoon pepper 
V4 teaspoon thyme 

METHOD 
D Paint the pork pieces with the mustard. 
Combine the brown sugar and flour in a 
plate and coat the meat with the mixture. 
n Brown the pieces in the butter and oil 
in a large skillet. Transfer them to a casse- 
role and pour the fat out of the skillet. 
n Boil the squash in a kettle of water foe 
4 minutes. Drain and add to the pork. 
n Add the stock, 1 teaspoon salt (less, if 
stock is salty), pepper, and thyme to the 
skillet and bring to a boil, stirring. Pour 
into the casserole. Cover with a lid or foil 
and bake in a preheated 350° oven for 
V2 hour, stirring once. 
n Uncover, stir, bake for 20-30 minutes 
more, basting often, or until sauce thick- 
ens and meat is very tender. Serves 6. 

Pumpkin corn bread 
INGREDIENTS 
1 VA cups flour 
1 tablespoon baking powder 
V2 teaspoon salt 
1 teaspoon coriander 
% cup yellow corn meal, preferably 

stone-ground 
% cup brown sugar 
2 tablespoons honey 
VA cup butter, melted 
2 eggs, lightly beaten 
% cup fresh pumpkin puree 
2/3 ctvp buttermilk (or slightly 
Continued on page 126 
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Winter  sqiia.sh:   Acorn,   often   baked  witli 
hiiltcr and brown .sugar, versatile Hubbard. 
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Until 
you look. 

ur label makes all the difference 
in the world. Because the invisible 

protection of "Scotchgard" Brand 
'"^ Carpet Protector holds dirt loose, near 
the surface. So vacuuming s more 

effective. Spills come up with simple spot 
cleaning. Carpets stay cleaner two to three times 

longer. And the protection lasts, even after 
several "steam" or extraction cleanings. 

Today, more and more carpets have "Scotchgard" 
Protector built in. So make sure your next carpet has the 

abel that means protection: "Scotchgard" Carpet Protector 
©SMCompany 1978 "Scotchgard" IS a reg TM ot3M Co 



A Major New 
Book on Solar 
■ ■%^C#wCrw "Already solar energy is 
economical and practical for many applications in 
many parts of the United States. Homes like those 
in this book demonstrate that architectural style 
and elegance need not be sacrified in order to 
capture and use solar energy." 

— From the toreword by James R. Schlesinger. Secretary o1 Energy 

SOLAR HOUSES takes up where the first generation of solar energy books 
leaves off; showing through photographs, interviews and practical informa- 
tion what the new solar life style involves, how owners are reacting to it, 
and what the economic factors are. Providing a nationwide look at residen- 
tial solar applications, the 48 energy-saving designs in the book include 
passive and active solar systems, pre-manufactured and mail-order plans, 
underground houses, remodeled and new custom-designed houses 

The book's author is Louis Gropp, who, as editor in-chief of the House & 
Garden Guides, has been criss-crossing the country over the past several 
years keeping up with the multi-faceted new solar architecture His text, 
plus easy-to-follow plans and diagrams, gives us—whether layman or 
expert—a clear idea of how each of these solar houses work, while the 
many handsome architectural photographs document the wide spectrum 
of design possibilities that exist within the solar context, 

A handsome record of a profound and exciting change in architecture, 
SOLAR HOUSES has been chosen as a Book-of-the-Month Club hardcover 
alternate; a mam selection by both The Library of Urban Affairs and the 
Architects Book Club, an alternate by the Designer s Book Club, and, in 
paperback, by the Quality Paperback Book Club 

CONDE NAST BOOKS 
RO Box 3308, Grand Central Station, New York, New York 10017 

n YES, send me a copy of SOLAR HOUSES 
D the hard cover copy for $15.95;  [ 1 the paperback for $8.95 
(Plus 65c for postage and handling for a total of $16.60 or $9.60). If 
not satisfied, I may return the book within 10 days for a refund. 
Enclosed is my U Check D Money Order for $  

Beautiful interior and exterior 
photographs, more than 100 of 
them in color, and the quality 
of the book's design, lift 
SOLAR HOUSES above the 
more flatly Illustrated books on 
the subject, giving the reader a 
vivid picture of how handsome, 
comfortable and practical solar 
houses can be. 

NAI^E (Please Print) 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

Please bill my 

STATE 

L J American 

ZIP 

Express D Visa D Master Charge 

Card Number Expires 

Signature 

Please make check payable to CONDE NAST BOOKS 



Don't just recline...BerklineI 
\ViLlla\vay''-is tlicori^iuil close-to-(he-wall reel incr. And the 
original it-(loCvSn't-l(X)k-like-a-reeliner. And ((xlay, it's still 
the iashion leader. UK)k for tJie eitsy-to-oix:rat€ 
Wallawiiys, in styles luul lahries 
and j)riees to tit any nxMii, \Y711 
aiiv deeor. Wclli 

()iu- licrklitk' Drive, Morristowii, ToiUKsst- 

BERKUNE® 
H7814     <^^ 

Some styles not 
avarlable in California 

Upholstered pieces by Berkline feature 



The Perfect Suiokerk Gift 
llicRoyal Family Assort)}icnt()f 
Ihire Ci&irettes ?>y Xat Sherman. 

CREDIT CARDS 
ACCEPTED 

Credit cards.use toll-free 
number 

800-243-5000 
or the coupon beloic. 
(Conn, call 1-800-882-5577). 

ur cigarettes are 
custom made, extra 

mild.  ONLY   THE 
TOP 10^0 of pure, na- 

tural  tobaccos  are 
selected by us. 

Our Royal Family Assort- 
ment includes Fantasia in 
assorted colors and Double 
Long  164, both 6'/2"  in 

length. The other cigar- 
ettes are Queen size, 4" 
long. Sherman's cigar- 
ettes are ideal for the dis- 

criminating smoker. The 
11 box assortment makes 
an excellent gift. 

The price is $16 which 
includes free shipping and 

our 36 page color cata- 
log. When in New York, 
visit us at our shop on 
the corner of Fifth Ave. 
and 55th St. 

Tobacconist to the world since 1930. 
711 Fifth Avenue. New York 10022 

Phone: 212-751-7818 

Warning. The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

Nat Sherman, 711 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 HG 
D Please send me Royal Family Assortments @ $16 plus a free catalog. 

Name. 

City. 

Address. 

Diners D 
Card *  

 State- 
American Express D        Visa D Master Charge D 

Exp. Date  

.Zip. 

D Enclosed find check. 
Sale to minors prohibited. 

D Please send me the catalog only. Enclosed find $1. 
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Pumpkin patch 
continued from page 122 

more, if you use tlie thicker canned 
pumpkin instead of thie fresfi) 

METHOD 
n Sift the flour, baking powder, salt, and 
coriander together into a bowl. Stir in the 
corn meal. 
n Stir the brown sugar, honey, and butter 
together in a bowl and mix well. Add the 
eggs, pumpkin, and buttermilk. 
n Stir the liquid ingredients into the dry 
ones until they are just blended—do not 
overmix. Turn into a greased baking pan, 
8 inches square. Bake the bread in a pre- 
heated 350° oven 40-45 minutes, or until 
lightly browned and firm. Serve warm. 

Pumpkin-rye-filbert cake 
INGREDIENTS 
1 cup pumpkin puree 
1 cup brown sugar, packed 
6 tablespoons butter, lieated until sligfitly 

browned, and cooled 
2 eggs, ligtitly beaten 
'A cup apple cider 
1 'A cups flour 
1 teaspoon baking soda 
'/2 teaspoon baking powder 
I'/i teaspoons cinnamon 
1 teaspoon cardamom '' 
'/2 teaspoon salt 
V2 cup light or medium rye flour (not the 

coarse, heavy kind) 
V2 cup filberts, chopped 
V2 cup raisins 

METHOD 
n stir the pumpkin, brown sugar, butter, 
eggs, and cider together in a large bowl 
until blended. 
n Sift the flour, baking soda, baking 
powder, cinnamon, cardamom, salt into a 
bowl. Stir in rye flour, filberts, raisins. 
D Add the dry ingredients to the wet and 
stir to blend. Turn into a greased and 
floured 5-6-cup loaf pan and smooth the 
top. Bake in a preheated 325° oven for 1 
hour or more, until a skewer inserted in 
the center of the loaf comes out clean. 
Run a knife around the cake, transfer it to 
a rack, and let cool completely. Wrap in 
plastic and let mellow at room tempera^ 
ture for at least 12 hours before serving. 

Pumpkin custard 
INGREDIENTS 
3 eggs, beaten just to blend 
V3 cup granulated sugar 
% cup brown sugar, packed 
'/2 teaspoon cinnamon 
¥2 teaspoon cloves 
V2 teaspoon ginger 
V2 teaspoon salt 
1V2 cups pumpkin puree 
1V2 cups half and half, or a mixture of 

milk, cream, and I or evaporated milk 
to equal that amount 

V2 cup pecans (optional) 
Continued on page 291 



2001 by Hamilton Beach. 
The world's first computerized blender. 

i/'^' 

People make mistakes. Computers don't. So if 
you've ever had a blending blunder (and who hasn't?), 
your troubles are over. 

Because now Hamilton Beach offers you a 
revolutionary new blender with a computer built right 
into it. 

No timing blunders. Ever turn a mousse into a mess 
because you over-blended? It can't Q 
happen with 2001. Timing is 
electronically controlled and 
computer-accurate. 

No speed blunders. A Blending Speed 
Guide right on the control panel tells you which 
of 200rs sixteen speeds is right for your recipe. 

No programming blunders. 2001 is 
amazingly simple to operate. But if, by chance 
you slip up in your instructions, the 
computer will catch it. And warn 
you by blinking the Digital » 
Display 

No recipe blunders. 
Recipes are going metric 
these days. 2001 is already 
there. A touch of a finger 

converts metric recipes into English and vice versa. 
No clean-up blunders. All of 200rs controls are 

on a smooth, buttonless control panel that wipes 
dean instantly. 

2001. So advanced, so 
versatile, so easy to use, the only 

blunder you could 
'***    possibly make is not 
*       getting one soon. 

t •. Wi" 

"HAMILTON BEACH 
New ideas. Old-fashioned quality 
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ii7«r Chtilfrom iht Heirloom dlUdion. About S380. 

SteriAmnHiY 
H«rIoom. 

To see more pieces from the 

American Drew collections of fine 

wood furniture, send this coupon 

for your free"Catalog Catalog.' 

Name 

Addresi 

Cily 

Stale Zip 

L_ 
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AMERICAN Jl DREW, INC. 
PO.Box4H9.NorthiV,lhihoro,NC2Ht'>9 

A Sperry aud Hutchmion Company 

STORE 
DIRECTORY 
A ddresses of stores, 
mail order firms, 
present sources 
and other Christmas 

ABRAHAM AND STRAUS. 420 FllltOn St., 

Brooklyn. N.Y. 11201 

ALTMAN'S, 361 Fifth Ave.. New York, 
N.Y. 10016 

AMBiENTi DESIGN, 792 Madison Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10021 

AMERICAN ROCHELLE CARD SHOP, 

The Mall. New Rochelle. N.Y. 10801 

ANDRE OLIVER. 34 E. 57th St., 

New York, N.Y. 10022 

APROPOS, 26300 Cedar Rd., 
Beechwood, Ohio 44122 

BAILEY HUEBNER AT HENRI BENDEL, 

lOW. 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019 

BAi.i.BARROw, 1320 Ardmore Ave., 
Itasca, III. 60143 

BAZAAR DE LA CUISINE, 1003 Second 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022 

BELKNAP AND PURCELL, 1546 California 
St., San Francisco, Calif. 94109 

BLOOMiNCiDALE's, 1000 Third Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

BLUE ANCHOR. Gift Friiit Division, P.O. 
Box 15498, Sacramento, Calif. 95813 

BoZAKOSAK,c/o Gay Clarke, 425 E. 86th 
.St., New York, N.Y. 10028 (mail order) 

BRENTANo's, 586 Fifth Ave., 
New York. N.Y. 10036 

BROOKS BROTHERS, 346 Madison Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10017 

BROOKSTONE. 475 Vosc Farm Rd., 
Peterborough. N.H. 03458 

BURDINES. Dadeland Mall. 72nd & 
Kendall Dr.. Miami, Fla. 33156 

CACHE-CACHE, 758 Madison Ave., 
New York. N.Y. 10021 

CAPABILITY BROWN, 295 Madi.son Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10017 

CARGO HOUSTON, 550 Westbury Sq., 
Houston, Tex. 77035 (no mail orders) 

CARSON PiRiE SCOTT, 1 .South State .St., 
Chicago, III. 60603 

COLLECTION OF PHYLLIS HADERS, 
by appointment only. 212-832-8181 

CONRAN"S, 1 60 E. 54th St.. 
New York, N.Y. 10022 
'Consult your interior designer or deportment store deco- 
rating service. Prices throughout the issue ore approxi* 
mote and do not include state or locol taxes where 
oDplicable Unless marked ppd," postage or shipping 
is  extra 

CRACKER BARREL, 527 Naiberth Ave., 
Haddonfield. N.J. 08033 

DEAN & DELUCA. 121 Prince St., 
New York, N.Y. 10012 

DESIGN OBSERVATIONS.'282 ColumbuS 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10023 

DIANE LOVE. 851 Madison Ave.. 
New York, N.Y. 10021 

DRANNAN CO., 1103 Aledo Dr., Dayton, 
Ohio 45430 (mail orders) 

E.A.T. at HENRI BENDEL, 1 0 W. 57lh St., 
New York, N.Y. 10019 

ENTRE NOUS,  1070 Post Rd., 
Darien, Conn. 06820 

ERKINS STUDIOS,  1 4 E. 4 1 St St., 
New York, N.Y. 10017 

FAO SCHWARZ, 745 Fifth Ave.. New 
York, N.Y. 10022 

froLio 72, 888 Madison Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10021 

FIFTH AVENUE CARD SHOP. 

18 W. 34th St., 
New York. N.Y. 10001 

FINN-KRAFT, U.S. 41   WeSt, 
Marquette, Mich. 49855 

FIRST STOP HOUSEWARES, 1052 Second 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022 

FLORENCE DUHL GALLERY, 31   W. 54th 
St., New York, N.Y. 10019 

WILLIAM A.  FRANKENBACH GARDEN ( 

CENTER, North Highway & N. Main Sts., ' 
Southampton, N.Y. 1 1968. I 

GARDEN ACCENTS, 5205 Ashbrook, 
Houston, Tex. 77081 

GARFINC KEL's.   1401   F St., 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

GEAR INC., 350 Fifth Ave.. Room 481 3, 
New York, N.Y. 10001 
(write for nearest store) 

GENERAL ENGINES CO., Electric Products 
Division, 5135 Mantua Blvd., .Sewell, 
N.J. 08080. 

GODIVA CHOCOLATIER, 701  Fifth Ave., 

New York, N.Y. 10022 

GO FLY A KITE, 1434 Third Ave., 

New York, N.Y. 10028 

GOTTSCHALK"S, Kern & Fulton Sts., 
Fresno, Calif. 93718 

GUMP's, 250 Post St., San Francisco. 
Calif. 94108 <' 

HAMBLETONIAN HOUSE. 32 N. Church 
St.. Goshen, N.Y. 10924 

Continued on page 130 
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The most effective 
moisturizer in the world, 

If you know how to use it. 
Your dry skin is thirsty. Literally. Thirsty for water. So all you need 
to do is soak in a tub for an hour, right.'' Wrong. Because 
although your skin soaks up needed moisture in the tub or shower, 
it's lost too easily from evaporation once you get out. 
But we can make water work for you. Neutrogena* Body Oil was 
specifically formulated to maximize the moisturizing effects 
of your bath or shower. It's a pure, light sesame-oil-formula which 
is applied afier you bathe, while your skin is still wet. to hold 
in the moisture. 

Does it feel greasy.'' No, because sesame oil is so light that it 
seems to disappear on your skin, although it really forms an invisible 
moisture-holding film. But it won't stain your clothes, either. 

Put the world's most effective moisturizer to work for your dry ' 
skin. Keep it there with our help. 

Neutrop-enarBody Oil 
^ Use it every day '' 

body' 
oil     : 

^ M 
Ni'Litnu'tTi.c Corp . ITS 



Fun-'Foldablei^ 
By Meco 

Party time, game time, dinner 
time, hobby time, anytime. Meco 
adapts to the good times with 
flair. At the change of a mood, 
it becomes an entertainer to 
serve your party needs, a buffet 
dining or hors d'oeuvre table, a 
cozy game table, extra seating 
for the living room, playroom or 
den, a convenient sewing table, 
a handy work or hobby table — 
whatever your lifestyle dictates, 
that's what Meco becomes. So 
why buy six or eight  pieces of 

furniture, when the versatile 
FUN-FOLDABLES by Meco can 
serve a dozen or more functions! 
Meco — the only foldable furni- 
ture with the 10 year limited 
warranty — and comfortably 
affordable. 

yvvgco 
Metals Engineering Corporation. 
Box 3005. Greeneville  Tpnn  37743 
(6151 639-1171 

Manufacturers of America's favorite 
charcoal & gas barbecue grillsi 

Store directory 
continued from page.128 

HAMBLY STUDIOS, 1093 Memorex Dr., 
SuntaCiara, Calif. 95050 

HAMMACHEK St HlhMMER,  147 E. 57th 
St.,Ncw York, N.Y. 10022 

HANDMAKERs, Galleria, 5015 
Westheimer, Houston, Tex. 77056 

iiECHT's, Tysons Corner, 8100 Leesbiuj 
Pike, McLean, Va. 22101 or Lake 
Forest Mall, 487 N. Frederick Ave., 
Gaithersburg, Md. 20760 

HENRI BENDEL,   10 W. 57th .St., 

New York, N.Y. 10019 

HESS'S DEPARTMENT STORE, 9th & 

Hamilton Mall, AUentown, Pa. 18101 

JENNY B. GOODE, 1 194 LcxIngton Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10028 

JENSEN-LEWIS, 156 Seventh Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 1001 1 

.JOAN GRIER FOR PORTHAULT at; 

Porthaiilt, 53 E. 57th St., New York, 
N.Y. 10022 or 55 Avenue Rd., Toronto, 
Canada M5R3L2; The Gingham 
Garden, 91 Highland Park Village, 
Dallas, Tex. 75205; The Staircase, 
9532 .Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, 
Calit. 90210 

KARL SPRINGER*, 306 E. 61 St St., 
New York, N.Y. 10021 

KITCHEN BAZAAR, 4455 Connecticut 
Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008 

KITCHEN KABOODLE, mall ordcrs; 2025 
NW Overton, Portland, Oreg. 97209. 
.Stores; 8788 .SW Hall Blvd., Portland, 
Oreg. 97223 or 606 SW Washington, 
Portland, Oreg. 97205 

M..I. KNOUD, 716 Madison Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10021 

LAMBRETTA OF AMERICA, GeorgC Kcyko 
International, 8 Hixon PI,, 
Maplewood, N.J. 07040 

Lcs*. 979 Third Ave., New 
York, N.Y. 10022 

LIBERTY HOUSE, 120 Stockton St., 
San Francisco, Calif. 94108 
(this store only) 

LINEN "N THINGS, Rt. 4, Bergen Mail, 
Paramus, N.J. 07652 

LOGEE'S GREENHOUSES, 55 North St., 
Danielson, Conn. 06329 ($10 minimum 
mail order; catalog, $2) 

LORD & TAYLOR, 424 5th Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10016 

MACY'S, Broadway & 34th St., 
New York, N.Y. 10001 

MADDERLAKE, 816 Madison Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10021 

MAISON GLASS, 52 E. 58th St.. Dept.       ' 
HG-1 1, New York, N.Y. 10022 
($15 minimum mail order; catalog, $2) 

Continned on page 136 
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What ei^ry other 
micnma^ oven is missing 

All microwave ovens are capable of cooking foods 
quickly. But at Whirlpool, we wanted to give you more. 

That's why we designed the Mark Series Micro- 
wave Oven with our touch controls for simple opera- 
tion. The right touches of your finger tell it when you 
want dinner. And it will compute the start time and 
begin cooking without your even being there. 

We also add an automatic Meal Sensor™'' tem- 
perature probe that continuously measures temper- 
ature and automatically turns the oven off. 

We even include a special touch control cook- 
book with recipes tested and approved by the Better 
Homes and Gardens test kitchen so your meals taste 
as good as they look. 

Then, most important of all, our microwave oven 
has something none of the others have. It has our 
name . . . Whirlpool. And all of the beautiful things that 
go wtth it. 

Beautiful things like Cool-Line* service. It's a toll 
free telephone service that will help with any problems 
or questions about cooking or operation. 

And Tech-Care'-  service.  Our nationwide fran- 
chised service made up of, we believe, some of the 
best service technicians in the world. 

And our warranty that's written so it can be under- 
stood. 

Beautiful things, yes. And we think that's exactly 
what you should expect from Whirlpool. 

We believe quality can be beautiful. 
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DESIGNER/CONSULTANT SHOWROOMS 

ALABAMA 
Kitchen Designers, Inc. 
1808 Oxmoor Road 
Birmingham, AL 35209 
(205)871-7321 

ARIZONA 
Crowe's Custom Kitchens 
1445 East Indian School Road 
Phoenix, AZ 85014. (602) 266-2429 
John Klassen & Company 
1940 East Winsett Street 
Tucson. AZ 85719. (602) 623-5891 

ARKANSAS 
See St Charles Custom Kitchens 

Ot Memphis 
CALIFORNIA 

Sheico Kitchens 
1650 H Street. Fresno, CA 93721 
(209) 233-3763 
St. Charles of La Jolla 
7426Girard Street 
LaJollaCA 92037, (714) 454-9133 
St.Charlesof Southern California 
8660 Sunset Boulevard 
Los Angeles, CA 90069 
(213) 655-7812 
Home & Kitchen Interiors 
4601 H St.. Sacramento. CA 95819 
(916) 452-6471 
St. Charles ot San Francisco Inc. 
151 Union Street—The Ice House 
San Francisco. CA 941 11 
(4151 •\7: - 4542 

CONNECTICUT 
Raymar Custom Kitchens Inc. 
287BlakeSt .NewHaven.CT06515 
(203)389-9595 
Nassetta Bros. Inc. 
141 Shaw Street 
New London  CT 06320 
(203)443-6375 
M. A. Peterson, Inc. 
607 New Park Avenue 
West Hartford, CT 06110 
(203) 232-4407 
(also see Pound Ridge, NY) 

COLORADO 
Jordan's Inc. 
121 East BIJOU 
Colorado Springs CO 80902 
(303)634-6656 
Kitchens by Kline 
2640EastThird Denver CO80206 
(303)388-5738 

FLORIDA 
Kitchen Center 
5124 Biscayne Blvd 
Miami. FL 33137, (305) 751-741 l 
St. Charles of Palm Beach Inc. 
251 Royal Palm Way 
Palm Beach   FL 33480 
(305) 655-9254 

GEORGIA 
St. Charles Fashion Kitchens 

of Atlanta 
3487 Northside Parkway N W 
Atlanta GA 30327. (404)231-0145 

IDAHO 
St. Charles Northwest 
510 Mam Street. Boise. ID 83702 
(208) 345-8123 

ILLINOIS 
Kitchen Distributors 
1440 E  E.do-ado 
Decatur. IL 62525, (217)422-5533 
St. Charles Kitchens of 

Morton Grove 
5740 West Dempster Street 
Morton Grove  IL 60053 
(312)967-5521 
St.Charles Kitchens of Oak Brook 
610 Enterprise Drive 
Oak Brook. IL 60521 
(312)654-4567 
Cohen Furniture Company 
336 S W Adams Street 
Peoria, IL61602, (309)673-0711 
St.Charles Kitchens of Rockford 
101 E   Riverside Boulr-vard 
Rockford. IL6111 1,(815)654-0555 
St. Charles Kitchens 
161 1 East Mam Stro<=l 
St Charles  IL60174 
(312) 584-3421 

IOWA 
St. Charles Kitchens by Friedl 
1013 Mt  Vernon Road S E 
Cedar Rapids lA 52403 
(319) 366-7122 
NDS Company 
3839 Merle Hay Road 
Des Momes, lA 50310 
i515) 276-5500 
St.Charles Kitchens of Siouxland 
1916 Pierce Street 
Sioux City, lA 51 101 
(712)252-4402 

KANSAS 
SI. Charles Fashion Kitchens 

ol Kansas City 
4920 Johnson Onvc 
Mission. KS 66205, (91 3) 432-3636 
The Kitchen Place 
1634 East Central 
Wichita KS67214, (316)263-2249 

KENTUCKY 
St. Charlesof Louisville 
9200 Shclbyville Road 
Louisville, KY 40222 
(502) 425-3268 

r^AINE 
Kitchens Inc. 
500 Woodford Street 
Portland, ME 04103 
(207) 773-352' 

MARYLAND 
Stuart Kitchens 
100 BIk Ritchie Highway 
Glen Burme. MD 21061 
(301) 761-5700 
Stuart Kitchens 
9151 Reisterslown Road 
Owing Mills, MD21 1 17 
(301) 363-2300 

MASSACHUSETTS 
New Design. Inc. 
y? North Street 
Mattapoisett, MA 02739 
(617) 758-3736 
St. Charles Kitchens ot Boston 
473 Winter Street 
Waltham, MA 02154 
(617)890-2324 

MICHIGAN 
St. Charles Kitchens of Detroit 
2713 Woodward Avenue 
Bloomfield Hills  Ml 48013 
(313) 334-4771 
Grand Rapids Kustom 

Kitchens, Inc. 
811 Oakdaie S E 
Grand Rapids, Ml 49507 
(616) 241-34-18 
Custom Kitchens inc. 
724 E  Shiawassee Street 
Lansing, Ml 48912 (517) 484-5351 

MINNESOTA 
St. Charles Kitchens by 

Contardo 
926 East Fo.jr'1 Street 
Duluth, MN 55805 (218) 728-5171 
John L. Pierson Co., Inc. 
5221 Lakeland Avenue North 
Minneapolis, MN 55429 
(612) 533-1696 

MISSISSIPPI 
See St Charles Custom Kitchens 

of Memphis 

MISSOURI 
Glen Alspaugh Company 
9808 Clayton Road 
St   LOUIS, MO 63124 
(314)993-6644 
(alsrj see Mission, KS) 

NEBRASKA 
Nebraska Custom Kitchens 
4601 Dodge Street 
Omaha, NE 68132. (402)556-1000 

NEVADA 
Appliance and Cabinet Center 
401 E  4th St , Reno, NV 89512 
'70?i 786  4711 

ST. CHARLES INTERNATIONAL, 610 Enterprise 

NEW JERSEY 
Rosners Custom Kitchens 

: ^00 W  Moult' 70 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 
(609)663-0200 
Van Beuzekom Inc. Kitchens 
301 LaFayette Avenue 
Hawthorne, NJ 07506 
(201)427-7111 
St. Charles Designer Kitchens 
66 River Road, Summit, NJ 07901 
(201) 273-8900 
Kitchens by A & B 
279 Franklin Avenue 
Wyckoff. NJ 07481 
(201) 891-0313 

NEW MEXICO 
Creative Kitchens Inc. 
50J Slate Avenue N W 
Albuquerque. NM 87101 
(505) 242-8474 

NEW YORK 
Kitchen Distributors. Inc. 
5 Inlersldte Avt--nu<.; 
Albany. NY 12205 
(518)438-6677 
Bob Baker's Kitchens 
401 E State St , Ithaca. NY 14850 
(607) 273-0493 
North Shore Custom Kitchens. 

Inc. 
1536 Northern Boulevard 
Manhasset, L  I  NY 11030 
(516)627-4366 
St. Charles Kitchens 

of New York City 
' 50 East 5Blh Streel-8th Floor 
Now York City. NY 10022 
(212)838-2812 
St. Charles Kitchens by Girard 
Scotts Corners 
Pound Ridge. NY 10576 
(914) 764-5728 
Addco Fashion Kitchens 
1 757 Empire Blvd 
Webster, NY 14580 
(716) 288-3220 

NORTH CAROLINA 
St. Charles Fashion Kitchens 

ol Pinehurst 
PO Box91 1,Pinehurst,NC28374 
(919)692-7191 

OHIO 
Flo Cut Custom Kitchens 
P O. Box 476 Orchard St 
Apple Creek, OH 44606 
(216) 698-3481 
Cleveland Tile & Cabinet Co. 
131 Terminal Tower Arcade 
Cleveland. OH 441 13 
(216)241-6611 
Robert T. Ellis, Inc. 
1 520 West First Avenue 
Columbus. OH 43212 
(614) 488-3114 
Dayton Showcase Company 
2601 Dorothy Lane 
Dayton. OH 45439. (513) 294-0321 
David Hahn's Kitchen Village 
2670 Woodville Road 
Toledo. OH 43619 
(419) 698-1523 

OKLAHOMA 
Kitchen Interiors 
2761 N  Country Club Drive 
Oklahoma City, OK 731 16 
(405) 843-9363 
Imperial Kitchens 
3301 S  Harvard Avenue 
Tulsa OK74135,(918) 749-7317 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Madsen Design Center 
2901 Springfield Road 
Broomall, PA 19008 
(215) 356-4800 
Arthur F. Schultz Company 
939 West 26th Street 
Erie, PA 16512 
(814)454-8171 
Disco Sales & Service Inc. 
7 North Progress Avenue 
Harrisburg, PA 17109 
(717) 545-3711 

Drive. Oak Brook, IL 60521 (312) 654 

SL Charles Kitchens of Pittsburgh 
637 Washington Road 
Pittsburgh. PA 15228 
(412) 341-5030 
Stein's Custom Interiors 
3559 Bigelow Blvd 
Pittsburgh. PA 15213 
(412)683-0123 
Kitchen Center 
3005E Stalest. Sharon, PA 16146 
(412) 347-5588 

RHODE ISLAND 
Ingalls Kitchens Inc. 
25CarlsbadSt., Cranston, Rl 02920 
(401) 944-2220 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
C. S. Penneweli 
P O   Box 1411 
Hilton Head Island, SC 29928 
(803) 785-2079 

TENNESSEE 
John Beretia Tile Company, Inc. 
2706 Sutherland Avenue 
Knoxville. TN 37919 
(615) 523-0762 
St. Charles Custom Kitchens 

of Memphis 
1 725 Madison Aveny 
Memphis, TN 38104 
(901) 726-1960 
Hermitage Kitchen & Bath Gallery 
531 LaFayette Street 
Nashville, TN 37203 
(615) 244-4167 

TEXAS 
Brad Pence Company 
■1508 Lovers Lane 
Dallas, TX 75225, (214) 750-0271 
St. Charles Fashion Kitchens, Inc. 
6630 Harwin Drive-Suile 152 
Houston, TX 77036, (713) 783-7781) 
St. Charles Custom Kitchens 
6539 Son Pedro 
San Antonio TX 78216 
(512) 349-5418 

UTAH 
Millet's Kitchens 
134.1 South 21st EasI 
Sail Lake City, UT 84108 
(801) 581-0066 

VIRGINIA 
Shenandoah Kitchens, Inc. 
Rl   I Box 213 B- 1 
Bluemont, VA 22012 
(703)955-3571 
Kitchen Towne 
2600 Hampton Blvd 
Norfolk, VA 2351 7, (804) 622-3800 
Custom Kitchens Inc. 
5412 Horsepen Road 
Richmond, VA 23226 
(804)288-7247 
Carter's Cabinet Shop 
2132 Shenandoah Valley 

Avenue, N E 
Roanoke, VA 24012 
(703) 362-0228 

WASHINGTON. DC. 
Voell Custom Kitchens 

1 721 Connecticut Avenue N W 
Washington. DC 20009 
(202)265-6192 
The Kitchen Guild 
5002 Connecticut Avenue N W 
Washington  D C 20008 
(202) 362-7111 

WEST VIRGINIA 
Chandler's Plywood 

Products, Inc. 
3716 Waverly Road, P O 9009 
Huntington. WV 25704 
(304) 429-1311 

WISCONSIN 
The Kitchen Center 
4060 N   128th Street 
Brookfield, Wl 53005 
(414) 781-1 131 
Green Bay Kitchen Mart 
3110 Market Street 
Green Bay. Wl 54301 
(414) 499-0861 

4560 

(See listing on opposite page for the authorized Si. Charles designer/consultant nearest you.) 



A St. Charles kitchen is the ultimate expression of your personality 
and lifestyle. Each custom creation is a masterpiece of planning and 
design. Find the "look" that is really you among the widest array of 
stylings from period traditional through today's contemporary. Select 
from materials such as furniture woods, decorative laminates and 
textured steel, all in latest designer colors and finishes. 

We invite you to come browse in your St. Charles dealer's 
showroom. Learn how our designer/consultant will work with you in 
planning and creating a St. Charles fashion kitchen as unique as 
you yourself. 

Bring this coupon to the St. Charles dealer showroom nearest 
you and receive our 44-page Kitchen ideas Book of latest designs as a 
free gift. Or mail coupon to us with $3.00. 

St. Charles Fashion Kitchens 
St. Charles, Illinois 60174 
Please send me your new fully illustrated 
44-page Kitchen Ideas Book of latest 
designs. I am enclosing $3.00. (Book is 
free if you take coupon to dealer.) 

Name 

Address 

City County 

State Zip 

(See listing on opposite page for the St. Charles designer/consultant nearest you.) 
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^^     r Wrights 
— silver 

Gently cleans,     •^ 
polishes new and old silver. 
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brass 
^anerSpofisfi 

><L. 

Polishes easily to a brilliant finish. 

Wrightfe ' 
copper 

*aner&po8sfi 

Cleans, brightens without heavy rubbing. 

J. A. WRIGHT & CO. 
Keene, New Hampshire 03431 

By Richard and Jean Ta/lor 

f 
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AUTO 
SUGGESTIONS 
lAflvM&'c   ^rxr   '70^ formancc,   another   for  economy.  The 
VWllUI   a   IVPI      #'y. Colt/Champ   has   a   useful   hatchback 

roof and a smooth body designed to re- 
duce wind resistance for maximum fuel 
economy—right down to its aerodynam- 
ic wheels and smooth chassis under- 
neath. 
Compacts 
By 1985, compacts will be the biggest 
cars you can buy. So manufacturers are 
giving this category a good deal of 
thought and attention. General Motors 
will introduce a new front-wheel-drive 
Nova series in April, to replace its cur- 
rent compacts. At Ford, the successful 
Fairmont/Zephyr will be carried on 
into the early 80s. Chrysler already has 
a front-wheel-drive compact, the Omni/ 
Horizon, and for 1979, has introduced 
a two-door version—a completely new, 
sporty hatchback. Mechanically, this 
new model is identical to the four-door 
sedan, but it looks like an entirely differ- 
ent car. 

The whole point of these new "sporty" 
hatchbacks is aerodynamics. The Omni/ 
Horizon has a sloping plastic nose for 
the best air penetration, a steeply raked 
windshield and even streamlined rear- 
view mirrors. So does the new Ford 
Mustang/Mercury Capri. Since smooth 
aerodynamics for maximum fuel econ^ 
omy is a science, not an art, the optimum 
shape for each type of car is the same. 
Over the next six years, more and more 
cars will look alike for this reason. The 
Mustang/Capri has a choice of a ..3-litcr 
Four engine, a 2.8-liter V-6 and a 5.0- 
liter V-8. In addition, the small Four is 
available with a turbocharger, which in- 
creases power by 35 percent without 
hurting gas mileage. Turbochargers are 
being used by an increasing number of 
manufacturers to give better perfor- 
mance from small engines, and by 1985, 
nearly all "sporty" cars will be turbo- 
charged. The Mustang/Capri also comes 
with a choice of three different suspen- 
sion systems and uses radical new Mich- 
elin TRX tires on special 18.35-inch 
wheels. 
Intermediates 
In small subcompacts, front-wheel-drive 
is already the accepted norm, to provide 
more room inside, and more of this type, 
of car in larger sizes will be introduced^ 
every year. In 1979, the only new inter-_ 
mediates are front-wheel-drive "personal ■ 
luxury" cars from General Motors. The 

Continued on page 291 
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Report on the just-unveiled 
new cars and trucks 
designed for gas-saving 
Everyone likes to have a choice when 
going to buy a new car, and in 1979 
there's more choice than ever. There's 
also more variety than there will ever be 
again, due to Federal regulations. 1979 
is the transition year in automobile de- 
sign. Both luxury cars and small eco- 
nomical cars are offered, though Lin- 
coln's Continental sedan—the final big 
car in production, over 19 feet long and 
5.000 lbs—will not be built in 1980. On 
the other hand, 1979 is the first year for 
Plymouth's tiny Champ, a front-wheel- 
drive economy car that's only 13 feet 
long and weighs 1,800 lbs. The Champ 
and Ford's similar Fiesta are the small- 
est American cars in thirty years. With- 
in a few years, however, all cars will be 
more like the Champ than the Lincoln, 
due to Federal government requirements 
that we save energy. By 1985, all new 
cars sold each year will have to return 
an average of 27.5 miles per gallon in- 
stead of the 19 mpg average of 1978 
cars. The only way to do this is with 
lighter, more aerodynamic cars with 
smaller, less powerful engines. As cars 
get smaller, however, they will also be- 
come less expensive to maintain, easier 
to drive, and more economical to oper- 
ate. All this makes 1979 an excellent 
year to shop. Here's what the manufac- 
turers have to offer. 
Suhcompacts 
Tiny subcompact cars are suddenly the 
most important, because they're the most 
economical. Cieneral Motors has its 
Chevette, introduced two years ago, and 
Ford the front-wheel-drive Fiesta, intro- 
duced in 1978. For 1979, Chrysler also 
has a front-wheel-drive subcompact. 
Sold by Plymouth as the Champ and 
Dodge as the Colt Hatchback, this ex- 
tremely economical runabout is the 
smallest, lightest sedan you can buy ex- 
cept for Ford's Fiesta. There are a num- 
ber of special features, including an 8- 
speed transmission with two gear-shift 
levers. Called Twin-Stick, this transmis- 
sion is really a 4-speed with a high and 
low range selector that enables you to 
pick any one of eight different gears. 
The idea is to have one range for per- 



1979 PDnVKMITH HOMIDN. 

H0R1Z0N...THE EFHCIEIKY-SIZED 
CAR THAT HAS CAUGHT AMERICA'S 

IMAGINAnON. 
The new 1979 Horizon. A new 
driving experience for America. 
Horizon is tine first American-made 
car its size witln front-wheel drive. 
And that does a lot of good things 
for you. 

THESIABIUTY 
OF FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE. 

Horizon gives you outstanding 
handling and stability in rain, snow, 
and wind. So you can drive with 
a new feeling of confidence on 
highways, washboard roads, all 
kinds of roads. 

November, 1978 

ROOM YOU WOULMTT IMAGINE 
There's more room inside the 
Horizon than you'd ever expect in 
a car this size. With the back seat 
folded down. Horizon becomes a 
mini-station wagon. With the back 
seat up, four full-size adults can 
ride in complete comfort. Even 
on long trips. 

OOMPGOCMPG* 
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And long trips take less gas than 

you'd imagine. You get 38 miles to 
the gallon on the highway and 25 in 
the city* 

A PRODUCT OF 
CHRYSLER 

CORPORATION 

Put all that together 
and you've got the new 
1979 Plymouth Horizon 
...the car that's caught 
America's imagination. 

See your Chrysler-Plymouth 
dealer for a test drive. 

'EPA estimates based on manual trans- 
mission. Your mileage may vary, depend- 
ing on your driving habits, your car's 
condition and its optional equipment. 
California mileage lower. 

THATS INUGIIUinON.IIUir'S PEnWOUTIL 
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Stoic directory 
coniiiHied from page 130 

MARK CROSS. 645 Fifth Ave., 
New York. N.Y. 10022 

MARl BOROUGH GAl LERY. 40 W. 57th St., 
New York. N.Y. 10019 

MAY COMPANY. 158-21 8 Euclid Ave., 
Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

MISS-lAC KSON'S. 1974 UticaSq., 
Tulsa. Okla. 74114 

MEHU-MAiJA, Osmo O. Hclla, Podunk 
Rd.. Dcpt. HG11. Triimansbiirg. N.Y. 
14886 (mail orders) 

MF.TROPOIITAN  MUSEUM OF ART, 

Box 255 Gracie Station, 
New York, N.Y. 10028 

MULTIPLES INC./MARIAN GOODMAN 
GALLERY, 38 E. 57 th St., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

NANCRAFT INC., Pumpkin Hook Rd., 
R.D. #l,Jordanvilie. N.Y. 1.V361 

NEEDLEPOINT DESIGN, 312 Worth Avc., 
Palm Beach. Fla. 33480 

NETTLE CRELK, 95 Madison Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10016 
(write for nearest store) 

GREGORY NEWHAM, WoodstOCk, 
N.Y. 12498 

WALTER F. NK KE. Bo\ 667 HG, 
Hudson, N.Y. 12534 

PACE EDITIONS, 32 E. 57th St., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

PAPER PARLOR LTD., 921 S.W. Morrison, 
Portland, Oreg. 97205 

PEQUOD EMPORIUM. Box 776 Main St., 
Amagansett, N.Y. 1 1930 

PERFORMER'S OUTLET, 222 E. 85th St., 
New York. N.Y. 10028 

POSITIVELY MAIN STREET, 773 ElmWOOd 
Ave., Buflalo, N.Y. 14222 

H.c. PRANGE, 301 N. Washington St., 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 54301 

POSTER ORIGINALS, 924 Madison Ave., 
New York. N.Y. 10021 

PUCKIHUDDLE PRODUC Ts. Oliverca, 
N.Y. 12462 

ROSA ESMAN GALLERY, 29 W. 57th St., 
New York. N.Y. 10019 

SAKS FIFTH AVENUE, 61 1  Filth Avc., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

A 
MUiy 

the gift 
that lasts. 
For more than 40 years, famous 
KEM Plastic Playing Cards have 
been the favorite of discriminating 
players. KEM Cards, long-lasting 
and washable, make truly memor- 
able gifts. Should a KEM Card be 
lost, it is individually replaceable. 

"Tall ship" is our 
latest collectible 
design — bridge 

double decks 
only . . . $15. 

MMlf Other KEM designs 
double decks $12, single decks $6.50. 

All in the world's finest stores. 

KEM PLASTIC PLAYING CARDS, INC. 
745 Fifth Avenue. New York. N.Y. 10022 
General Offices: Scranton, Pa. 18504 

SCHWINN CYCLERY JAMAICA, 
9404 Jamaica Ave., 
Woodhaven. N.Y. 1 1421 

D.T. SMITH EQUIPMENT CORP.,  1 1 8 
Marcy Ave.. Riverhead, N.Y. I 1901 

•SONNABEND GALLERY, 420 W. Bioadway, 
New York, N.Y. 10012 

HUGH STix, 13 Vandam St., New York, 
N.Y. 10013 (price includes postage) 

.STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER, 
Market & Filbert at 8th, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19105 

SUN GLO, 225 Fifth Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10010 
(write for nearest store) 

TADco DISTRIBUTORS, 845 S. Goodman 
.St., Rochester, N.Y. 14620 

T. ANTHONY, 772 Madison Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10021 

THE BEEHIVE. 218 N. Lee St., 
Alexandria, Va. 22314 

THE CADEAUX, 2316 Guadalupc St., 
Austin, Texas 78705 

THE { OMPi ETE ( ooK, 222 Waukcgan 
Rd., Glenvicw, III. 60025 

rHE GARDEN ROOM, 1111 Columbia 
Ave., Franklin, Tenn. 37064 

THE HERB SOCIETY OF NASHVILLE, P.O. 
Box 15432, Nashville. Tenn. 37215 

THE IVY SHOP, Main St., at Conduit, 
Annapolis, Md. 21401 

THE KITCHEN, 2213 Shattuck Ave, 
Berkeley, Calif. 94704 

THE KITCHEN SINK, 12624 N. Kendall 
Dr., Miami, Fla. 33186 

THE NEW YORK BOTANICAL GARDEN SHOP, 
Bronx Park, 
N.Y. 10458 (orders 
must be received by Dec. 1 ) 

THE POTTERY BARN, 231 Tenth Ave.. 
New York, N.Y. 10011 

SPAIN'S 2361 Cottman Ave., 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19149 

TIFFANY, 727 Fifth Ave., 
New York. N.Y. 10022 

TRUMAN GALLERY, 38 E. 57th St., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

VINCENT LiPPE, 225 Fifth Ave., New 
York. N.Y. 10010 (write for nearest 
store) 

WEIL & DURRSE, 200 Madison Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10016 
(write for nearest store) 

WILLIAMS-SONOMA, 576 Suttcr St., 
San Francisco, Calif. 94102. 
Mail orders: P.O. Box 3792, 
Dept. 6594, San Francisco, 
Calif. 941 19 ■ 
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Records, stereo, TV, typewriter, book: 
with Ethan Allen's modular wall system, 
my whole life came off the floor 

TAi ON MfCWN, 
AND I DON'T HAVE ALL THE MONEY IN THE WORLD 
BUTIM NOT BUYING FAD FURNITURE THAT'S IN TODAY 
OUT TOMORROW" 

Meet Bob Willis, sixth in a series of 
stories about the kind of people who 
'urnish their house, their way, at 
Ethan Allen. 

"Let's face it-a math teacher is not a 
millionaire. Still, I refuse to settle for 
something I don't really like. So I looked 
at lots of places before I found one that 
felt good to me. A place I could work in, 
live in, and could afford! 

I knew I was going to be doing a lot of 
living in a limited space-on a limited 
budget. So I went to Ethan Allen. No fad 
furniture for me. Ethan Allen has sleeper 
sofas at all different prices-and they're 
all made to last. I bought a great-looking, 
comfortable sofa that doubles as my bed. 

When I'm not sleeping or eating, I'm 
working on my thesis, reading, watching 
the tube, listening to records-all in one 
room. This Ethan Allen wall system ex 
pands my place by giving me the right 
combination of storage and work space. 
When I move, my wall system will move 
with me! Good furniture's a good invest- 
ment, especially when you're on a 
budget. I can't afford fads. They have no 
future. I want my place to look like it's for 
real. Thanks to Ethan Allen, it does." 

Ethan 
Allen 

Galleries 
CO/WE ON OVER TO OUR HOUSE 
AND FURNISH YOUR HOUSE YOUR WAY 
LOOK US UP IN THE YELLOW PAGES 

I couldn't believe all 
the sleeper sofas at 

Ethan Allen. They come in 
almost endless permuta 
tionsof styles, sizes and 

fabrics. This one's custom- 
covered to my taste. (My dog 

Sam likes it too 



CHRISTMAS 
COOKIES 
TO MAKE AHEAD AND FREEZE 

CHRIS  REINHARC 

How to make the cookies 
served at the party on page 196 

Pinwheels 
From Maiila Ueattcr* 
INGREDIENTS 
J% cups all-purpose flour, sifted 
V2 teaspoon baking powder 
VA teaspoon salt 
1 ounce (1 square) unsweetened cfiocolate 
VA pound butter 
V2 teaspoon vanilla 
% cup granulated sugar 
1 egg 
1 teaspoon powdered instant coffee 
V4 teaspoon almond extract 
V3 cup pecans, finely chopped 

METHOD 
n Sift together flour, baking powder, and 
salt into a bowl and set aside. Melt the 
chocolate and set aside to cool. Cream 
the butter in a bowl, add vanilla and sugar 

and beat to mix well. Add egg and beat well. 
Gradually add sifted dry ingredients on low 
speed and beat only until well mixed. 
D Place half the dough in another mixing 
bowl and add the melted chocolate and 
coffee; mix thoroughly. Add the almond 
extract and pecans to the other half of the 
dough and mix thoroughly. 
n Cut 4 pieces of wax paper, each about 
17 inches long. Place the chocolate dough 
on one piece, cover with another piece of 
wax paper and flatten with hands. Roll 
dough into a 14-by-9-inch oblong of even 
thickness. Repeat with remaining dough. 
D Remove top piece of wax paper from 
both doughs. Carefully invert chocolate 
dough over white dough, lining up edges 
as evenly as possible. Remove wax paper 
from top, and, using bottom paper, roll 
doughs jelly-roll fashion, starting with long 
side. Wrap in wax paper and chill until 
very firm or freeze. 
n Cut dough into 'A-inch slices. Place 
1 inch apart on ungreasecJ cookie sheets 
and bake in a preheated 350° oven for 

about 12 minutes until slightly colored a 
edges. Makes 56 cookies. 

Coconut pennies 
I- roiii Mdicia Hcaller* 
INGREDIENTS 
2 cups sll-purpose flour, sifted 
% teaspoon baking powder 
Vs teaspoon salt 
V4 teaspoon cinnamon 
Va teaspoon nutmeg 
'/? pound butter 
1 teaspoon vanilla 
V2 teaspoon almond extract 
1 cup dark brown sugar, firmly packed 
1 egg 
7 ounces (2 cups, packed) coconut, 

sfiredded 

METHOD 
n Sift together flour, baking powder, sa 
cinnamon, and nutmeg into a bowl and s< 
aside. Cream butter. Add vanilla, almom 
extract, and sugar and beat to mix wel 

Suddenly all blinds 
look naked without it. 

Now every Levol 
has its own matchi 

valance. Sleek, si 
slats right up to t 

top. Up and over t 
hard working h 

All you see is 
sinuous stream 

Levolor. In q\ 
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"1 Beat in egg. Gradually add sifted dry 
ngredients on low speed, beating only 
jntil incorporated. Mix in coconut. Place 
iough in wax paper and refrigerate for 
W2-2 hours (do not freeze). 
H Flour fiands and shape dough by table- 
spoons into balls. Place balls 2 inches 
apart on greased cookie sheets. With a 
loured fork, press each cookie in one 
direction only and flatten to Va-inch thick- 
ness. Bake in a preheated 375° oven for 
about 10 minutes until lightly colored. 
Vlakes 60 cookies. 
From the book "'Moida Heatter s Book of Greof Cookies" 

5v Moida Heatler. Copyrighr © 1977 by Moida Header. 
?enrinled   bv  permission  of  Alfred  A,   Kriopf,   Inc. 

Hazelnut crescents 
I'loin Miki Dcnhof 
INGREDIENTS 
/ ^U cups flour 
12 tablespoons butter 
' J cup sugar 
' 2 cup ground hazelnuts or walnuts 
'   teaspoon salt 

'.'sf of 1 lemon, grated 
j 1 egg yolk 
I ' 2 teaspoon vanilla extract 

' •! cup confectioners sugar 

j METHOD 
n Combine flour with all remaining ingre- 

ents  except  confectioners  sugar  in   a 
iowl. Blend and knead until mass is co- 
icsive. 

[ u Shape   into   approximately   50   balls, 
f using about  1  teaspoonful of dough for 

each. Flatten the balls and shape them 
into crescents. Arrange on ungreased 
baking sheet. Bake in a preheated 350° 
oven for 10-12 minutes. Sprinkle with 
confectioners sugar and let cool. Makes 50 
crescents. 

Icebox nut cookies 

From Maida ll'tiiitr* 
INGREDIENTS 
V2 pound butter 
1 teaspoon mace or nutmeg 
2 cups granulated sugar 
2 eggs 
3 cups all-purpose flour, sifted 
8 ounces (2V4 cups) walnut or pecan 

halves (or use large pieces) 
Zest of 1 large or 2 small lemons, grated 

METHOD 
n Cream butter in a bowl, add mace or 
nutmeg and sugar and beat well. Add eggs, 
one at a time,  beating well after each 
addition. 
n Gradually add the flour, on low speed, 
scraping the bowl with a rubber spatula 
and   beating   only   until   the   mixture   is 
smooth and holds together.  Mix in nuts 
and lemon rind with a wooden spoon or 
your hands. 
n Shape  in   1  or 2  long  rolls, wrap in 
wax paper and freeze or refrigerate until 
dough is very stiff or frozen solid. 
n Cut  dough  into  y4-inch  slices,   place 
slices V2-I inch apart on ungreased cookie 
sheets. Bake in a preheated 350° oven for 

18-20 minutes until lightly colored. Do 
not underbake, these should be very crisp 
when cool.   Makes  45-50 cookies. 

Shortbread-jam cookies 

INGREDIENTS 
1 pound lightly salted butter, melted 
1 cup raw sugar 
3V2 cups unbleached all-purpose flour 
Raspberry jam (or you can use your 

favorite flavor) 

METHOD 
n Add sugar to the melted butter and 
stir over low heat until the sugar melts. 
This will take longer than you expect. Add 
the flour and form the mixture into a ball. 
Let cool, but do not refrigerate. Dough will 
be very soft. 
n Break off small pieces of dough and 
roll into 1-inch diameter balls. Place on 
cookie sheets and make a thumbprint in- 
dentation in each ball—fill with jam. Bake 
in a preheated 350° oven about 10-12 
minutes.  Makes about  5 dozen cookies. 

Gingerbread cookies 

From Mrs. Eugene Kennedy 
INGREDIENTS 
1 cup butter 
1 cup sugar 
V2 teaspoon salt 
2 eggs 
1 cup molasses 

Continued on next page 

The Levolor\klance. 
(No one else has it.) 

opists. And that's 
le naked truth. 

For dealer s name, 
all 800-447-4700; 
1 Illinois call 
00-322-4400. Or send 
1 for our idea book, 
Window Magic," to 
iCvolor Lorentzen, Inc., 
20 Monroe Street, 
loboken, N.J. 07030. 

Levolor.* 
lihuc love is blinds 



r 
Christmas cookies 
coniiniieil jroni preceding page 

2 tablespoons vinegar 
6 cups flour 
1V2 teaspoons baking soda 
4 teaspoons powdered ginger 
1 teaspoon cinnamon 
Icing (recipe below) 

METHOD 
n Cream butter, sugar, and salt in a 
large bowl until light. Beat in eggs, mo- 
lasses, and vinegar. 
n Sift together the flour, baking soda, 
ginger, and cinnamon into a bowl. Add to 
molasses mixture gradually and mix well. 
Chill 3-4 hours or overnight. 
D Roll out dough to about Va-inch thick 
and cut out shapes.  Place on a  lightly 

greased baking sheet. Reroll scraps. Bake 
in a preheated 375° oven 8 minutes. 
Makes about 8 dozen small cookies. 

Rolled sugar cookies 
From A/rv. luii;cnc' Kennedy 
INGREDIENTS 
1 cup butter 
IV2 cups sugar 
2 eggs 
3 teaspoons vanilla 
3 cups flour 
2 teaspoons baking powder ._ 
V2 teaspoon salt 
Icing (see recipe below) 

METHOD 
□ Cream together butter and sugar in a 
bowl and add eggs and vanilla. Sift together 
flour,   baking   powder,   and   salt   into   a 

Good news .sugar cookies (recipe, left) 

separate bowl, 
n Stir dry ingredients into creamed mix-l 
ture and mix thoroughly. Chill dough at| 
least 1 hour or overnight. 
D Roll dough out very thinly on pastry! 
cloth, marble, or a floured surface. Cut out| 

Continued on p(ii;e 142 
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It takes a puppy a fun year to ou^[raw 
Purinai Puppy Chow puppy food. 

1 MONTH    2 MOMHS     3 MONTHS     i MONTHS j MONTHS 6 MONTHS 7 MONTHS 8 MONTHS 10 MONTHS 
OMMIp 

12 MONTH 

That little one-month-old puppy 
will do a lot of growing before he 
beconnes a full-grown Sheepdog. 

And he'll need a lot of nutrition 
to do it. Twice as much—pound for 
pound—as when he's full grown. 

That's why a growing puppy 
needs the kind of extra nutrition he 
gets in Purina® Puppy Chow® 
puppy food. 

So make your puppy's first year 
one to grow on, with regular trips 
to the vet, and Purina Puppy Chow 
every day. 

k-S For a fun year 
tOlh^ fun grown. 

BCoH. 
On any size package of Regular or 

Beef Flavor Purina Puppy Choiv puppy food. 
RETAILER FoT payment ol lace value, plus 5C handling, send 10 
Ralsion Purina Company, PO Box PLl, Belleville, Illinois 62222 
Coupon viiill be paid only i( presented by a retailer ot our merchandise 
or a clearinghouse approved by us and acting lor and at the risk 
ol the retailer Retailer must sutimit on request invoices proving 
purchases of sullicient stock within normal redemption cycle to 
cover the merchandising program represented by coupons presented 
lor redemption This coupon is nontransleiable. nonassignable, 
nonieproducible and any sales tan must be paid by customer 
Oiler good only in U S A , A P 0 s, F P0 s and void viihere prp- 
hitiiled, taxed or otherwise restricted Cash redemplion value 1/20 

ol ic Limit one coupon per 
purchase ol Regular ot 
Beef Flavor Purina" Puppy 
Chow' puppy lood. Any 
use not consistent with 
these terms constitutes 
Iraud and may void all 
coupons submitted lor 
redemption Coupon expires 
November 30,1979. 
Store coupon 

•1 
I 

t 
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How to tear 
9 to 30% ofF your heating bill. 

Get a Honeywell f-uel Saver Thermostat and 
let 'er rip. 

The Fuel Saver Thernnostat autonnatically 
lowers the temperature at night. And raises it just 
before you awal<e. 

Then, while you're at work, the Fuel Saver 
lowers the temperature again. Raising it just before 
you return home. 

So you sleep in comfort. Wake 
up in comfort. Come home to com- 
fort. All the while saving money. 

In fact, at a suggested list 
pricejust under$60,the Fuel Saver 
Thermostat can pay for itself 
in one heating season. Depending, 
of course, on where you live, 
your lifestyle and Fuel Saver 
installation cost. 

With the addition of an optional central air 
conditioning sub-base, it'II also save you up to 25% 
on cooling costs. 

And you can have it professionally installed 
by your heating/cooling contractor for a nominal 
charge. Or do it yourself. 

Go ahead. Let 'er rip. Call your heating 
contractor to find out how much 
you can save with a Honeywell 
Fuel Saver Thermostat. For 
the name of the contractor nearest 
you, call 800-325-6400 toll- 
free. (800-342-6600 in Missouri.) 

Honeywell 
Trust Honeywell to save you money. 



r Christmas cookies 
continued from page 140 

cookies and place on a lightly greased 
cookie sheet. Bake in a preheated 350° 
oven 6-8 minutes depending on crispness 
desired. Makes about 10 dozen small 
cookies. Reroll scraps. Decorate cooled 
cookies. 

Sugar icing 
INGREDIENTS 
'A pound butter, softened or nnelted 

2 pounds confectioners sugar, sifted 
2-3 tablespoons vanilla 
Milk or ligtit cream 
Food coloring 

METHOD 
n Put butter in a large bowl, add con- 
fectioners sugar, and stir. Add vanilla and 
a little milk or cream while continuing to 
stir until you have a smooth consistency. 
Keep icing stiff if using pastry bags. 
n Separate icing among small bowls and 
tint with food coloring. Thin icing to be 
spread over whole cookies with a few drops 
of  hot water.  Keep bowls covered with 

r 
Presenting the GE toaster 

that broils and bakes. 

Versatility is what 
makes the GE Toast N' 
Broil Toast-ROven' 
toaster so great. 

It's a great broiler. 

This GE toaster has 
a separate broil setting that 
lets you broil steaks, ham- 
burgers and hot dogs. Vou 
can position the brpil pan 
high or low to suit your 
needs. Its high walls help 
protect the interior from 
spatters...and the pan 
pops right into the dish- 
washer for easy cleaning. 

It's a great oven. 

The GE Toast-R-Oven 
handles dozens of small 
cooking jobs you'd hate to 
heat up your big oven for. 

The GE Toast 'N Hroil Toast-R-tKen'i^ toaster. 

Like making hot snacks, 
warming leftovers, baking 
casseroles, cooking frozen 
dinners and appetizers. And 
used together with your big 
oven, it lets you cook dif- 
ferent dishes at different 
temperatures. Its thermo- 
stat controls the tempera- 
ture from 200° to 500° F. 

It's an automatic toaster. 

This toaster replaces 
old-fashioned vertical toast- 
ers. It toasts up to 4 slices 
of regular bread, both sides 
at once, then shuts off and 
rings a bell, automatically. 
It lets you top-brown or 
toast odd-size breads and 
rolls, corn'muffins or 
English muffins. 

GK gives you broil and 
non-broil models. 

Themodel featured here 
is the T26. Other 'broil 
models are the TIM and 
(two-slice) T23. The T104 
and (two-slice) T93B are 
("it's non-broil models. 

Whichever model you 
choose, once ymi uwii a 
Toast-R-Oven toastei fio'm 
GE, you'll wonder how you 
ever managed w ithout it. 

inonuTrii Other items made 
ITWOH HI I j^y General Electric 

use DuPont Teflon* 
non-stick coatings. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

damp paper towel to prevent drying ou 
Icing will keep covered with plastic wrap i 
the refrigerator for several days. 
n Spread the cookies with icing and k 
it dry before decorating with piped icinj 
Decorate only the cookies that completel ; 
cool, otherwise the icing will melt and ruti 

Peanut butter chocolate 
kisses 
INGREDIENTS 
2% cups flour 
2 teaspoons baking soda 
1 teaspoon salt 
1 cup butter 
% cup fiealtf) food peanut butter 
IV2 cups granulated brown sugar, plus 

extra to roll cookies in 
2 eggs 
2 teaspoons vanilla 
Herstiey's Kisses 

METHOD 
n Sift together flour, baking soda, an 
salt into a bowl. Beat together butter an 
peanut butter in another bowl. Add sugc 
and beat well. Mix in the eggs and vanillc 
then add the sifted dry ingredients an 
combine them thoroughly. Chill the doug 
for 1 hour. 
n Shape the dough into 60 balls. FJo. 
them in granulated brown sugar and plac 
on ungreased cookie sheets. Bake in a pre 
heated 375° oven for 8 minutes. Remov 
from oven and press a chocolate kiss 01 
the top of each cookie. Return to the ove 
and bake 2 minutes more. Cool on rack 
thoroughly before storing. Makes 6' 
cookies. 

Chocolate 
crinkles 
INGREDIENTS 
' i- cup butter 
4 squares (4 ounces) unsweetened 

chocolate, melted 
2 cups granulated sugar 
3 eggs 
2 teaspoons vanilla 
2 cups flour, sifted 
2 teaspoons baking powder 
V2 teaspoon salt 
About 1 cup confectioners sugar 

METHOD 
G Cream the butter in a bowl and mix to- 
gether with the chocolate and sugar. Beat 
in the eggs, one at a time. Add vanilla. Sift 
together flour, baking powder, and salt into 
a bowl or pan and add to the chocolate-egg 
mixture. Chill dough for 2-3 hours. 
n Drop the dough by teaspoonfuls intc 
confectioners sugar, roll in the sugar tc 
coat well, and shape into balls. Place 2 
inches apart on ungreased cookie sheets 
and bake in a preheated 350° oven for 
10-12 minutes. Do not overbake—the cook- 
ies will be soft when they are taken frorh 
the oven and chewy when cool. Makes 
about 60 cookies. ■ 
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If you dont nave Pella windows 
here^ what you've been missing. 

Easiest to wash Pella's unique hinging sys- 
tem permits the sash to crank straight out, 
,ind simultaneously move lo the center ol tlie 
uame. This wide open position, available on 
,ill Pella ventilating windows, gives you plenty 
of room to clean outside glass from inside 
the room. 

More insulation for less money Pella's 
Double Glass Insulation System, with its full 
13/16" air space between panes, does a bet- 
ter |ob of insulating than welded insulating 
glass — yet costs less per window! 

Instant privacy or shade Pella's exclusive 
Slimshade"' fits in the dust-free space be- 
tween the panes of our Double Glass Insula- 
tion System, Closed, it can reduce heat loss 
up to 62% and solar heat gain up to 82% 
compared to a single-pane, unshaded win- 
dow. Another energy-saving feature. 

Aluminum exterior needs no painting 
Pella offers the ultimate in care-free windows 
...an aluminum skin in attractive colors out- 
side, with the beauty and natural insulation 
of wood inside. None of the protective clad- 
ding intrudes on inside surfaces to cause 
decorating problems. 

The disappearing screen Only Pella of- 
fers Rolscreen'-, an option to the standard 
inside screen on Pella's Clad Casement win- 
dow It stores out of sight at the top of the 
window to give you a crystal clear view and 
let in 20% more light. When you want the 
screen in place, simply pull it down like a 
window shade and latch it firmly into position. 

The sliding glass door with the self- 
closing screen A screen door that remem- 
bers to close and latch itself every time 
someone opens it. Pella patio doors have 
wood frames reinforced with metal T-sections 
to prevent warping. This keeps the door prop- 
erly weathersealed and easy to operate. 

Only Pella 
offers it all. 

FREE. 16-page "Window & Door Ideas" book for traditional and contemporary homes. 
Contains helpful information about window types and how each works, window treat- 
ments, window placement and selection, pius how to eliminate screen and storm 
chores, reduce fuel costs and outside maintenance. The Pella Planning Center closest 
to you is in the Yellow Pages under "windows". 

Please send me a copy of "Window & Door Ideas". Q I Plan to build. □ I planj 
to remodel. n I would like an appointment at the Pella Planning Center nearest m" ' 
have someone contact me. 

Name  

Address. 

City  

State  

,.^. 

Telephone  

Mail fo: Pella Windows & Doors. Dept. C03C8, 
100 Main St., Pella, Iowa 50219 
Also available throughout Canada. 
Coupon answered within 24 hours. 

-Zip- 

© 1978 Rolscreen Co. 



GOING PLACES 
FINDING THINGS 
Touring English 
country houses: on 
your o^n or ^ith 
the experts 

Brighton Pavilion: George JV's lu (IIKHIII 

[f your idea of heaven is to be able to 
poke around the English countryside in 
search of historic houses open to visitors, 
you are aided, these days, at every turn. 
To go house touring on your own, a sin- 
gle $3 publication is a sufficient mini- 
mum guide to the hundreds of houses 
and castles owned by the English Na- 
tional Trust plus the many others that are 
privately owned but also open to visitors. 
Historic Houses, Castles and Gardens 
comes out every spring and lists by coun- 
ty every house and garden that takes visi- 
tors, gives their visiting days and hours 
(most houses are open April-Oct. 15 and 
some year-round) and also a brief de- 
scription of what to see in each. ($2.90 
postpaid from the British Travel Book- 
shop, 680 Fifth Avenue, New York, 
N.Y. 10019 or GHS Inc.. Box 1224, 
Clifton, N.J. 07012.) The British Tour- 
ist Authority here (New York, Toronto, 
Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles) or in 
London will also sell you a $10 "open to 
view" ticket which is a kind of house pass 
to 400 participating houses. (Normally 
the fee ranges from 50^ to $1.50.) 

More   and   more   people,   however, 

would like to understand more thorough- 
ly what they are seeing from house to 
house. One of the best ways to do this is 
to qualify to attend the Attingham Sum- 
mer School, a three-week course held ev- 
ery summer for the last 28 years, during 
which the students go to about 40 houses 
and hear lectures by well-known British 
authorities on what they're seeing. 

The school's name comes from the 
18th-century country house, Attingham 
Park, in Shropshire, which belongs to 
the National Trust. Fifty students spend 
the first of three weeks at Attingham, 
visiting 10 other houses within an easy 
radius. The second week of the course 
everyone moves to Derbyshire and lives 
in one of the dormitories of Sheffield 
University. (At Chatsworth, the group 
does things like assemble 25 chairs from 
all periods in the great hall, turn them 
upside down, while Mrs. Helena Hay- 
ward, the school's director, explains the 
construction and provenance.) The third 
week is spent in a different part of the 
countrv each year and students from 

Continued on page 146 

St. Bqrts: the sunny 
island where noth- 
ing's the thing to do 
By Jane O'Reilly 

I am not supposed to say a word about 
St. Barthelemy. My friends warn me that 
I will be betraying the location of the last 
truly peaceful spot on earth. For years 
they have kept the secret, telling only 
their best friends of this tiny, quiet, beau- 
tiful volcanic island, rising in the sea be- 
tween Guadeloupe and St. Martin. 

But, of course, so many friends told 
other friends that St. Barts, as it is affec- 
tionately known, has become popular in 
spite of itself. Or at least, as popular as 
an 8-square-mile island with only 150 

Continued on page 146 

.NEWS. Christmas— 
where to go, 
trips to give 

HALLMARK CARDS 

IVillianishurg: decorated doorway 

Resorts that mimic home at Christmas: 
In Sun Valley, Idaho, skiers carrying 
torches and no poles slow-schuss the 
mountain in a Christmas Eve torch pa- 
rade. Afterwards to the Sun Valley 
Lodge to meet Santa Claus.—At Sea Is- 
land, Georgia, guests at the Cloister dec- 
orate a huge tree, burn a yule log, sing 
carols, and wait for Santa. Next morn- 
ing: a full stocking hanging on the door- 
knob to each room.—In Vermont, cozy, 
snowy New England villages add to the 
mood. At Rockresorts' Woodstock Inn 
in tiny, picture-book Woodstock, chil- 
dren hear Christmas stories or carols ev- 
ery night of Christmas week, and from 
Dec. 27-Jan. 1 the whole family can take 
starlit sleigh rides at a nearby farm. 
Cross-country ski on Christmas Day.— 
Sun beats snow for some family Christ- 
mases: each of Club Med's resorts near 
the U.S. (Cancun, Guadeloupe, Marti- 
nique, Nassau plus four others) offers 
elaborate Christmas Eve feasts. Santa al- 
ways makes an appearance and some- 

Continued on page 152 

St. Barts—left to right: La Case, 
crafts shop in Gustavia; terrace of 

^PLM Jean Bart Hotel; boats off 
Eden Rock Hotel. Bale St. Jean; 
Anglican church; Gustavia. 

\A 



Lightweight, softsicle luggage luith ujheels! 
This is Sonoro'" Cartuuheels® luggoge by 

Samsonite. Like every piece of Sonoro, 
Cortoiheels gives you unbelievable light- 
ness, sleek lines, comfortoble fold-douun 
handles and lots of smart details.^fln,d the 
uuheels on the 26 and 29 bags ore recessed 
out of sight. 

Sonoro. Gets you uuh^reypu're going, 
uuithout being a drag. |fi| SBrTlSOnitS^ 

Somsonite^gcpi       ' 
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GOING PLACES, 
FINDING THINGS 
continued from page 144 
previous years may join the group for a 
refresher course. 

Ferris Mcgarity, Director of Imports 
at B. Altman in New York and a director 
of the American Friends of Attingham. 
took the course ten years ago and last 
summer joined the group again for a 
third week in Sussex. That week, in addi- 
tion to all he learned about the English 
country house—its architecture, furni- 
ture, collections, gardens—Mr. Megarity 
found that he was equally fascinated by 
the life led in a country house. Below, 
some of his impressions: 
July 20. We're staying at West Dean Col- 
lege, a craft school in Sussex. Sir Nicho- 
las Pevsner called it "limp Gothic" archi- 
tecture. The house was Edwardianized at 
the turn of the century, then decorated 
with palms and plants, and sparsely fur- 
ishedwith light-looking furniture. When 
40 people came for the weekend, lots of 
people stood up. Was really a place to 
shoot. Exotic trees, lots of pheasant. 
Counted 35 bedroom fireplaces. One of 
our first visits: Broadlands. Belongs to 
Lord Mountbatten. Not open to public. 
Beautiful orangery. Capability Brown 
garden: Stream with swans curves in 
front of the house. Van Dykes, Canalet- 
tos,   Lclys,   Reynolds,   and   Lawrences 

throughout the house. Also many photo- 
graphs of the powerful, from Arab sheiks 
to heads of state. All of it reflects 
Mountbatten's long public service. 
July 21. Special tour of Brighton Pavil- 
ion and talk by John Morley, its director. 
The place is full of architectural surprise 
—changes in ceiling height from room to 
room—also changes in room size. Real- 
ize that this was not a wild and bawdy 
palace. There was lots of standing in the 
hall to wait for the king. Dinner at Firle 
Place. Wonderful English and French 
furniture from 17th century through 
Regency. Tulip trees in bloom, all the 
herbaceous borders going like mad. 
Dined on terrace overlooking a lake with 
swans, could hear the stable clock chime. 
Open to public. 
July 22. Visit Parhani Park late morning 
after lecture on English gardens. Picnic 
in the garden. Elizabethan house with 
outstanding needlework. Afterwards to 
Petworth House. Capability Brown did 
the deer park. Saw dramatic marble hall, 
huge double sash windows, one whole 
room of Turners. Both houses open to 
public. 
July 23. Uppark. Excellent 18th-century 
interior. See a Stubbs in the nursery. Also 
a bed hung with original 17th-century 
linen.   Somebody's   grandmother   really 

understood the care of fabrics. Open to 
the public. 
July 25. Clundon Park. Palladian house. 
John Fowler redecorated it a few years 
ago. Admire festoon curtains in sprigged 
cotton, collections of furniture, porce- 
lain, and pictures. Notice circular balls 
of yew in baskets instead of llowers, 
enormous Chinese bowls filled with lav- 
ender, wonderful garden benches. 

The Attingham Summer School takes 
50 students each summer and normally 
40 out of the 50 are Americans. It's open 
to applicants who are museum curators,, 
preservationists, decorators, restorers, 
landscape gardeners, accredited writers, 
museum docents, parks service staff. 
Nonprofessionals can also apply but will 
need letters of proposal from qualified 
professionals. Send inquiries to: Amer- 
ican Friends of Attingham, 41 East 65th 
Street, New York, N.Y. 10021. | 

Garden clubs, preservation societies, J 
magazines, and museums often organize] 
two- and three-week guided house tours j 
in England. The Royal Oak Foundation,} 
the American afliliate of the English Na-| 
tional Trust, olfers a three-week study { 
vacation open to 20 undergraduate and ! 
graduate students, whose field relates to , 
English houses and gardens. Write thel 
Royal  Oak  Foundation   Inc.,  41   Ea.st] 
72nd  Street,  New  York,  N.Y.   10021. 
Also in New York, the American Muse- 
um of Natural History is planning a tour 
in 1980. Antiques Magazine has a tour, 
as  does  the  Cooper  Hewitt   Museum. 
Brien Merriman and the House of Travel 
—both tour organizers—will have trips 
in '79. Members of the American Muse- 
um in Britain (Bath) may apply to take ^ 
that   museum's   tours   through   William 
World Travel in New York. Both TWA : 
and British Airways will also arrange in- 
dividual and group tours upon request. ; 
Ask for the Tour Desk when you call the 
regular reservations number. ■ , 

St. Barts i 
continued from page 144 ' 

hotel rooms can be. The danger is that it 
might become too popular, even (my 
friends whisper the word) developed. 

Perhaps at this delicate point in the 
island's history I will be doing those who 
love it a favor by explaining quickly 
what it is that makes St. Barts so be- 
guiling, so that people who might be dis- 
appointed (and demand change) will go 
elsewhere and leave those few hotel 
rooms for those of us who consider it 
paradise. 

You see, there is almost nothing to dO| 
on St. Barts. No casinos, no night ckibs,J 
no organized sports, no programmed ac-' 
tivities,   no  exotic  sights.   People   who*' 

Continued on page J48 
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American families have been warming 
up to §ing^ furnac^&for ^^years... 

And Singer air conditioning lias been cooling them down 
for 24 years... Singer's expertise in producing climate 

control products goes back to the turn of the century when it 
was known as the American Furnace Company. 
■Today, the Singer name can be found on every- 
thing from heat pumps, to furnaces, to central air 
conditioning systems. We call them our Comfort- 
maker line. ■ As you might 
expect, we direct the same 
amount of care and attention 
to developing and making 
these heating and cooling 
units as we do to our sewing 
machines. We've earned a 
reputation for innovation and 
quality in our field. For exam- 

ple, as far as we know, Singer is the only company that pre- 
tests each and every unit before it leaves the factory. And 
when you're looking for an air conditioning system, remem- 

ber Singer quality. Singer's high efficiency models 
assure you of lower, year-round operating costs at 
a price your family can afford. ■ For the Singer 
dealer nearest you, check the Yellow Pages under 
"air conditioning" or "furnaces". Because, as 78 
years of climate control experience has proved .. . 

There's More To Singer Than Sewing 

SINGER 
CLIMATE CONTROL PRODUCTS 

The Singer Company. 1300 Federal Blvd., 
Carteret, New Jersey 07008 
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GOING PLACES, 
FINDING THIHGS 

lontiniied from page 144 
measure the success of a vacation by the 
frenzy of the place, who feel lost with- 
out golf courses, will not be happy on St. 
Barts. 

The sort of person who will like St. 
Barts is someone like mc, someone who 
believes that every day of a vacation 
should offer a rich, full, satisfying stretch 
of time to spend doing nothing. On St. 
Barts, doing nothing can become an art 
form. 

A typical day begins with a stroll to 
the veranda or balcony to inspect the 
view. Castelets—an elegant, miniscule 
hotcl-plus-restaurant with nine luxurious 
rooms arranged in small villas terraced 
into a mountain top in the center of the 
island—has the best views, and the best 
verandas. But on St. Barts. every pros- 
pect pleases. 

Few things in life are as pleasing as 
being in the midst of a sweep of blue 
sea, white sand, green hills, and flower- 
ing jasmine when it's snowing at home. 
Breakfast tastes much better under such 
circumstances. After breakfast, which is 
usually early because ot the lure of the 
morning, you can take a swim, read a 
bit, or even go back to bed. Then drive 
to the main town of Gustavia, as pic- 
turesque a port as there is in the Carib- 

bean. There, buy a picnic lunch to take 
to the beach. After the beach, a nap is 
probably in order, and then another trip 
into town just for fun and a little shop- 
ping, then a delicious dinner, followed 
by drifting blissfully off" to sleep to the 
sound of tree frogs. Eventually, St. 
Barts's roosters herald the start of an- 
other lovely, empty day. 

The days .soon become full enough, 
patterned to one's own liking from the 
himdred varieties of St. Barts basic plea- 
sures. To begin, it is essential to rent a 
car—most of them are VW beach bug- 
gies available at the airport for about 
$25 a day, with a free tank of gas (check 
the gas before driving off). A car is not 
only the best way to fully experience St. 
Barts, it is an adventure in itself. The 
roads are paved, but narrow and twisting 
and a certain amount of pulling over for 
other drivers is necessary. 

It is probably a good idea to know 
something of the history of the island, 
which can partly explain why St. Barts 
jeels different, unlike any other place in 
the Caribbean. It was settled in 1645 by 
people from Brittany and Normandy. 
Their stone walls still climb the hillsides, 
and some of their dcscendents still speak 
an antique French and wear a white sun- 
bonnet called a "caleche." From 1784 to 

SEE NORTH 
CAROLINAFOR15? 

NORTH 
CAROLINA 

NORTH     !    NORTH 
CAROLINA     CAROLINA 

Durctoiy of Accommodaoons. Calendar of b«its. 

The North Carolina Travel Package helps you plan your vacation before you 
get here. It's full of facts and details about where toga, what to do when you get 
there, and where to stay. And it's yours for the price of a stamp. 

Now, just where are you likely to find a better vacation bargain than that? 

Oiy y^r 

NORTH CAROLINATRAVEL PACKA.GE 
North Carolina Travel. Department 102, Raleigh, N.C. 27699 
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1877 St. Barts was ceded to Sweden, 
which prohibited slavery. Hence the 
name Gustavia, and the fact that most 
of the 2,500 inhabitants are white. The 
island is now clearly French, although 
English is widely spoken. Because -St. 
Barts is a dependency of Guadeloupe (a 
full department of France). there is little 
poverty and proper attention is paid to 
food and wine and other amenities such 
as a hospital and water desalinization 
plant. 

Part of the odd and intriguing quality 
of St. Barts is perhaps due to the fact 
that it is, and has been since the Swedish 
period, a free port, and as such is a cen- 
ter of the active sea trade. 

It all adds to the mood, but in no way 
inhibits a visitor's pleasant task of choos- 
ing the day's activities. Shall the bakery 
be visited at 6 in the morning, when the 
croissants come from the oven, or be- 
fore lunch to buy cheese- and ratatouille- 
filled turnovers for a picnic to go with 
pate and wine from the rotisserie? 

Which beach? There are twenty-two. 
Shall it be the nearly empty beaches of 
Gouverneur or Grande Saline, both 
backed by hills coming down to the sea? 
Or perhaps Colombicr, reached by a 45- 
miniite hike along a rocky shore starting 
from Anse Des Flamands, where the 
snorkeling is sometimes pretty good (and 
where there's a tennis court). Colombier 
curves beneath David Rockefeller's 
house, reached only by helicopter or 
boat. 

Or, perhaps a visit to one of the palm- 
fringed, shallow beaches near Anse du 
Grand Cul-De-Sac, with a lunch of 
grilled chicken and fresh salad at the 
Club Lafayette. The really adventurous 
can try wind-surfing afterward. The lazy 
will settle for St. Barts's most popular 
beach, where cruising boats anchor and 
kmch can be had at the Beach Club. The 
beach is divided by the rock which sup- 
ports the Eden Rock Hotel, once the 
only hotel. 

An afternoon's drive is enough to see 
all the island, and to investigate the 
places one might want to stay next time. 
The PLM Jean Bart is the island's new- 
est and most modern hotel, with 50 
rooms and a large pool. The Bale des 
Flamands and the St. Barth Beach are 
pleasant hotels, each on a spectacular 
beach. The Emeraude Plage bungalows 
are favorites with long-time visitors. 
Wind up the tour at sunset in the Caste- 
let Bar. 

The best way to stay on St. Barts is to 
rent a villa. Sibarth Real Estate in Gus- 
tavia will provide a list of rentals and a 
map showing their locations. 

.Shopping in Gustavia is accomplished 
by strolling up and down a couple of 

Continued on page 150 
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NOW HOME HRE DETECTORS 
WITH EXTRA PROTECTION. 

From the company that's been protecting 
government and industry from fire for over 25 years. 

In Washington, building cdter building and the people in them aie protected by liie detectors made by our company. 
And so is each oi the 100 largest corporations in America. 

In the two-and-a-half minutes it takes to read 
this ad, fire v/ill break out in 25 households. 
Destroying property. Destroying lives. 

In instance after instance, there will be no 
warning. None. No alarm at all. 

It makes no sense. 
With reliable and mexpensive fire detectors 

properly placed on each level of your house or 
apartment, you can increase your family's chances 
of escaping a blaze by a healthy 88% 

You'd have to 
be unconcerned 
or uninformed not 
to get and install 
early warning fire 
detectors. 

That's not you. 
You're a think- 

ing person, or else 
you wouldn't be 
readmg this. The 
question for you 

is—which detectors should you buy? 
The answer: ones that will clearly give you and 

your family extra protection. 
Wells Fargo Protective Services offers you a 

choice of three such detectors that offer extra 
protection. 

Each Wells Fargo model gives you a detection 
system with the earliest possible warning. To the 
widest vanety of residential fire situations 

Alarms and lights your way to scdety. 
Because 75% oilataliires happen at night. 

The best o/ both! loimation 
and photoelectric systems in one unit. 

EXTBA 
momniM 
RBE&SMOKE 
DETBCTOR 

HRE&SMQKE 
PETttraR 

Each model is extra well made. So you can 
count on it. When you need it. 

Each model has extra reliable, solid-state 
circuitry. 

And there's 
more. 

One model 
comes with an 
Automatic Safety 
Light. Because 
75% of serious fires 
happen at night. 
When the alarm 
sounds, the light comes on instantly. 
Minimizing confusion, panic. It's so reassuring to 
children, the elderly, the hard of hearing. 

Another model, the Extra Protection Combina- 
tion Model, combines both types of detection sys- 
tems (ionization and photoelectnc) m one unit. So it 
gives fast response to every type of residential fire. 

And even the basic Wells Fargo Extra Protec- 
tion Model responds to the earliest stage of fire. 

You will find Wells Fargo Extra Protection 
Fire & Smoke Detectors at leading stores. 
Or you can call toll 
free, 800-631-8124. for 
the store nearest you 
that carries them. 

You're intelligent 
enough to get fire 
detectors in the first 
place. 

Now make the 
little extra effort to 
get the very best. 

EXTRA PROTECTION 
FIRE & SMOKE DETECTORS 

aiwneiiciwa A Baker Industries Product 
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streets, looking at hand-blocked prints, 
free-port goods, and French sportswear. 
Afterward, have a drink at Le Cave, on 
the waterfront. Listen to old-timers (an 
old-timer on St. Barts is either a de- 
scendent ot the original settlers, or some- 
one who lives on St. Barts and hates 
everything that has been built since he 
came, unless he built it) argue about the 
future development of the island. 

Continued on ptii^'c 152 

Booklets to 
help you plan 
your trip 
To plan better vacations, here are some 
booklets that give you information about 
where to go and how to get there. Just 
fill out the coupon below and return it. 
1. British Airways nollar-Strelching 
Holidays: a week in London for as little 
as $77 plus airfare. Also theatre tours 
like "Noel Coward's Weekend at the 
Savoy"; tours through Lurope. the Mid- 
Last, and the Mediterranean. 
2. lodring Canada describes 54 differ- 
ent trips you can take by car. Each tour 
lists directions, local events, and useful 
addresses. 
3. Air Canada's Yes Canada! '78 Tours 
lists fly/drive tours, motorhome tours, 
city tours, fishing vacations, and more. 
Take advantage of the "Canadapass" 
and get a car with unlimited mileage 
plus guaranteed rooms without reserva- 
tions in 57 cities across Canada. 
4. There are a number of reasons why 
people are Retiring to Ireland. Learn 
more about buying property, starting a 
business, taxation, health services, plus 
helpful information sources. 
5. HRIs Directory of the Leading Ho- 
tels of the World has listings of hotels in 
a range that includes Topnotch in Stowe, 
Vt., and the Mandarin in Hong Kong. 
All you need to know for over 100 de- 
luxe hotels in 23 countries. 
6. Princess Hotels Vacations '78 include 
Sports Holidays (tennis, golf, fishing), 
shorter  Escape  Holidays,  and  Honey- 

moon Monaays at any ol the v Princess 
Hotels in Bermuda, the Bahamas, Mex- 
ico, Monte Carlo, and the U.S. 
7. American Express 1978 Europe Tour 
Digest has 84 tours this year. Spend 
$449 for 9 days on your own in Spain or 
visit 7 countries in 22 days with a pro- 
fessional tour guide. 
8. Plan your vacation to Bermuda with 
the help of the Bermuda News Bureau's 
'Vacation Kit. Ten brochures, with travel 
tips, hotel listings, a sportsman's guide, 
and an illustrated map. 
9. Eastern Steamship's S/S Emerald 
Seas cruises regularly for .^ and 4 nights 
from Florida to the Bahamas. 
10. The Virginia State Travel Service's 
Vacation Planning Kit can help you plan 
your vacation. Included: "Camping in 
Virginia," "Civil War Battlefield Parks," 
"Golf in Virginia." plus more. 
11. Carter's Grove Plantation, Williams- 
burg, Va., an 18th-century house on 600 
acres of land, has hosted George Wash- 
ington, Thomas Jefferson, and other 
famous Americans. Antiques reproduc- 
tions, plus fine Virginia architecture. 
12. Eastern Airline's The Real Florida: 
you can wind surf, swim, play golf or 
tennis, watch jai alai, or dog racing. 13 
tours, including fly/drivc vacations. 
13. There are 45 islands and 150 hotels 
in the Florida Keys, with more than 
enough opportunities for fishing and'- 
other water sports. Read more in Florida 
Keys and Key West, a small kit which 
includes a detailed fold-out map of the 
Keys. 
14. "Walt Disney World Plus"—6 
nights for as little as $98, excluding air- 
fare. It includes a car with unlimited 
mileage, admission to and transporta- 
tion within the Magic Kingdom, and ad- 
mission to 4 other parks. One of twelve 
tours in Eastern Airline's The Real Walt 
Disney World and Central Florida. 
15. Indian River Plantation: 195 acres 
on Hutchinson Island, Fla., with tennis, 
swimming, golf, fishing, and other resort 
activities. 
16. The Florida Keys, America's south- 
ernmost islands, have outstanding sport 
fishing. 
17. The Holiday Inn in Plant City, Fla. 
is close to Walt Disney World, Cypress 
Gardens, and Busch Gardens. 
18. Bal Harbor, on Miami Beach, is a 
resort community with over 1,600 rooms 
and 149 shops and boutiques. Spend a 
week, or come to live. 

Circle the number of each booklet you want. Add $1 for postage and han- 
dling. Do not send stamps. Allow up to 4 weeks for delivery. Mail to: 
HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. 1 1 A, Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New 
York, N.Y. 10017. 

1 23456789 
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^OVtMBbK 
HAPPENINGS 
Thanksgiving celebrations, 
Christmas crafts, music 

The holiday season starts in November. 
Christmas crafts shows, traditional 
Thanksgiving celebrations, and local 
festivities are scheduled all over the 
conntry. Here are just a few: 

In Magnolia. Texas, the 4th annual 
Renaissance Festival will be held Nov. 
3, 4. 10 and 1 1. Jousting matches, wan- 
dering minstrels. Punch and Judy shows, 
and other medieval recreations. San 
Franciscans can also travel back in time 
—to 19th-century London—at the Dick- 
ens' Fair, Nov. 18 through Dec. 23. 
Carefully researched representations of 
the time, with characteristic activities. 

The first Thanksgiving, which took 
place more than a year before the Pil- 
grims landed in New England, will be 
reenacted at the Berkeley Plantation in 
Charles City. Virginia. Nov. 5. In Hous- 
ton, there's a Thanksgiving Day parade 
down Main Street, while in New York. 
it's time for the 52nd annual Macy's 
Thanksgiving parade. Children will love 
the floats and cartoon characters, like 
Mickey Mouse, who is celebrating his 
50th birthday this year. A party is al- 
ready under way at Disney World, and 
will wind up with a grand finale of 
marching bands. All the Disney charac- 
ters will attend. For children on the West 
Coast, there's the annual Mother Goose 
Parade in El Cajon. California. Nov. 19. 

Children and grownups can stop and 
see doll shows on either coast: in San 
Francisco, the 12th annual Japanese 
doll-making exhibit at the Japan Center, 
Nov. 18 and 19. On the 20th, at the Julie 
Artisan gallery in New York. 25 crafts- 
men gather to make dolls in all sorts of 
media. They'll be there through Dec. 6, 
when the dolls go on sale. 

Other crafts shows are being held 
throughout the month: in Portsmouth. 
New Hampshire, the Guild of Straw- 
berry Banke holds its 12th annual 
Christmas Craft Fair. Artists displaying 
and selling Christmas decorations, gifts, 
home-baked foods, Nov. 10-12. That 
weekend, in Orlando. Florida, the 4th 
annual Village Art Show takes place, as 
well as the annual Lord's Acre Auction 
and Show in Rednwnd, Oregon. The 
Southern Arts and Crafts Fair, held in 
New Orleans, will run October 26-29, 
and craftsmen in Portland, Oregon will 
be displaying their work Nov. 3, 4, 10, 
and 11. And from Nov. 16-19, the 
second Philadelphia Craft Show will 
take place in Fairmount Park. All are 
fine opportunities to begin your Christ- 
mas shopping! 

Special museum exhibits of crafts can 
also   be   seen   in    West   Palm   Beach, 

November, 19/8 

I iijiiuu.    ai    lilt    i>«jiiuii    vjciiitiy,    i><jv. 
19-Dcc. 21. The show: "Young Amer- 
icans: Wood/Fiber/Plastic/Leather," 
the result of a national competition. And 
at the Henry Gallery, in Seattle. "The 
Dyer's Art: Ikat, Batik, Plangi," Oct. 
29-Dec. 10. (Also in Seattle. King Tut 
will be at the Art Museum, Flagg Pavil- 
lion, through Nov. 15.) 

Norwegian Folk Art will be shown at 
the Elvehjem Museum in Madison, Wis- 
consin, Nov. 5 through Jan. 9. Furniture, 
textiles, and paintings from 1750-1914. 

For music lovers, November is filled 
with attractions. In San Francisco, the 
Opera celebrates its 50th anniversary, as 

well a.> ii> .ijin yttii   iiiiui:!   iiic uiicv-iii^ii 
of Kurt Herbert Adler. November 19, at 
7 i».M., a collection of world-famous 
singers will be on hand for the gala oc- 
casion. Flsewherc, it's the start of sym- 
phony season, in Birmingham. Arthur 
Fiedler will join the symphony, Nov. 2 at 
the Civic Center; Handel's Messiah will 
be performed by the Atlanta symphony, 
Nov. 30, and in Portland, Oregon, the 
musicians are tuning up for perform- 
ances, Nov. 5-7. For a complete listing 
on what's going on in your area, contact 
your Chamber of Commerce or Conven- 
tion & Visitors Bureau. ■ 

CLAIRE SCHOEN 

SWEDISH PRODUCTS 
ARE BUILT 

TO LAST FOREVER. 
THIS ONE WONT LAST 

A MINUTE. 
Those crafty Swedes have 
created a product 
that turns the simplest %^ 
snack into a spe 
cial occasion. 

Wasa Crisp 
Bread—athin, 
delicious, crispy, 
textured bread is 
the Swedish staff 
of life; the 
national bread 
of Sweden. 
You simply 
garnish a 
Wasa Crisp 
Bread witti 
just about anyth 
that tastes good — 
meat, cheese, salad 
—even a little jam. 

The result is a 
concoction that 
isn't just even/day 
good —it's Yumpin' 
Yimminy good. 

And 
'# Wasa Crisp 

Bread is one 
of the few 

scrumptious 
things that's 

good for you. 
What's more, 

our Crisp 
Bread is 100% 

natural-there's 
lothing artificial. 

For instance, 
our rye vaneties 

are made from 
whole grain rye. 
And Wasa Crisp 

Bread is prob- 
ably highenn 

natural bran fiber 
and lowerin calories 

than the bread 
you're eating now. 

Wasa Crisp 
Bread: the Swedish product that's 
made not to last. 

CRISP BREAD 

ITS ONDT NATURAL. 



People 
iivhohave 

Better watch out! The 
holidays will soon be here 
and you'H want to look 
your very best. So now's 
the time to bring in all 
your favorite party and 
dress-up clothes to your 
Martinizing dry cleaner. 
He'll make sure your 
fashions are fresh and 
clean for all the impor- 
tant places you'll go. 

7/SM 
The name in dry cleaning. 

GOING PLACES, 
FINDING THINGS 
confiiiiu'd jrom page 150 

Choosing dinner is the day's big prob- 
lem. There are so many good places to 
eat. but they are not necessarily the 
places that were good last year. La Cre- 
mailliere in Gustavia was, last year, 
wonderful, achieving the atmosphere of 
a French country inn. So was Chez 
Francois, set outdoors under trellises, 
with a menu that nicely balanced French 
cooking with Caribbean ingredients. 
Gustavia's harbor is ringed with restau- 
rants. The Auberge du Fort Oscar, 
where Mmc. Jacqua cooks special Cre- 
ole dishes, requires reservations a day 
in advance. 

I left vSt. Barts the way I had come, by 
a small plane which took off from the 
primitive airport before the usual crowd 
of people who had stopped to watch, and 
landed 10 minutes later on .St. Martin (I 
could also have made connections 
through St. Thomas). I joined a group 
of people traveling hack to New York 
on an Adventme Holidays charter flight. 
They had spent lull, happy days on the 
links and courts of St. Martin. One 
asked me, "What did you do?" 

"Nothing," 1 answered. 
How to get there: There are no direct 
flights to St. Barts, but connections can 
be made from nearby islands. From St. 
Martin: Windward Islands Airways or 
Air Guadeloupe. From St. Thomas: 
Virgin Air. From Guadeloupe: Air 
Guadeloupe. Flights leave at least once 
daily on each airline and are scheduled 
to connect with flights to the States. 
American, Eastern, Air France, and 
KLM flv to the Caribbean from the 
U.S. ■ 

Christmas trips 
continued from page 144 

times arrives by outrigger canoe. 
The Club's Fort Royal Resort in 

Guadeloupe has a mini-club for chil- 
dren: their own pool, their own amphi- 
theatre, their own lunch hour and menu. 
Christmas week they make Christmas 
ornaments and wreaths from tropical 
leaves and plants and decorate a palm 
tree instead of an evergreen. 
Old-fashioned Christmas. At museums, 
house museums, and historic town res- 
torations. Some give ideas for Christmas 
at your house, other provide Christmas 
for you. The Winterthur Museum: two 
one-hour tours of 18th- and 19th-cen- 
tury rooms specially decorated with peri- 
od ornaments and decorations. (Look for 
them in December House & Garden.) 
Reserve ahead. (302) 656-8591. Dec. 
12-31, at 10:30 A.M. and 1:30 P.M.— 
Sleepy Hollow Restorations: Three mu- 
seum houses along the Hudson in New 
York State recreate Colonial Dutch and 
English Christmas rituals. At Sunnyside, 

\ 

18.  \ 
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Washington Irving's house in Tarry- 
town, get ideas for your own celebration 
from door wreaths, green-twined door- 
ways and window sills, tables criss-j 
crossed with satin ribbon and laurel- 
hemlock "rope," silver dishes filled with 
pecans, filberts, almonds, walnuts. Can- 
dlelight tours: Dec. 26-28. Philipsburg 
Manor in North Tarrytown belonged to 
a Colonial Dutch family and is decorated 
according to Dutch custom. Candlelight 
tours: Dec. 2. 3. Special services both 
nights in nearby Old Dutch Church in 
celebration of .St. Nicholas Day, Dec. 6. 
In Croton-on-Hudson visit the Van 
Cortlandt Manor for Christmas English- 
Colonial style. Call (914) 631-8200 for 
information.—Williamsburg, Virgina: 
Revel in festivities as the whole historic 
village reenacts Colonial Christmas in 
the South. The celebration goes on for 
days. And nights: Colonial houses have ' 
candles in windows, there's music and 
dancing in the streets plus a sound and 
light show at the Governor's Palace and 
other big Colonial buildings. During the 
day the shops are full of Colonial Christ- 
mas gifts, the restaurants with Christmas 
menus, the Bruton Church with Christ- 
mas services and singing. The Abb>^ 
Aldrich Rockefeller Museum has an ex- 
hibit of Chri.stmas folk art. Dec. 15-' 
Jan. 1. Nearby Carter's Grove Planta- 
tion gives house tours from Dec. 18 
10-5 P.M.. and on Christmas Day from 
2-9 P.M. 
Give a ticket to ride. A first-class Christ- 
mas present—a roundtrip ticket on 
Laker's new Skytrain service from Los 
Angeles to London. $372. (Regular 
economy airfare from L.A. can be as 
high as $972. Ticket offices: UCLA, 
Disneyland, plus four others. Baggage 
checked at airport. Easiest Skytrain ar- 
rangements anywhere. In New York, 
Laker ticketing now improved. Though 
baggage must be checked two hours be- 
fore flight time in Rego Park, Queens, 
you can buy tickets earlier in the day at 
1 East 59th Street and 1 World Trade 
Center. Bus available from Rego Park 
to JFK. Other tickets-to-give: to some- 
one 65 or over, TWA's Senior-Saver 
fare. Save V^ on economy airfare. Good 
any day year round, no advance pur- 
chase. No minimimi or maximum stay. 
Another TWA bonanza: Give someone 
a ride with the Midweek-to-France fare. 
Save as much as 56 percent over econ- 
omy fare according to the season (May- 
October is peak). Fly to Paris or Nice on 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and 
come back on Tuesday, Wednesday, or 
Thursday. Must stay 14-45 days, no 
stopovers, reservations can't be changed 
once made, but you can buy the ticket as 
close to departure day as you want. 
Super gift for people who live in New 
York, Chicago, L.A.—cities with TWA 
service to France, N.R. ■ 
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Natural gas is the most efficient of all the major 
energies. And it gives you more for your money. 

Modern gas heating units make gas even more 
efficient with new energy-saving features. 

That's something to keep in mind when you're 
sfiopping to replace your old gas heating system. 

Energy efficiency: America needs it. Gas delivers it., 

I 
WAYTO HEAT. 

k 

For more information write to American Gas Association, Dept  1114-IHLi, ISIS vvnson blvd , Arlington, Va 22209 

Gas: The future belongs to the efficient. 
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Catalogue, $2 ppd. 
Jodo Isabel. Inc.. 120 E. 32nd St., New 
York, N.Y. 10016. Catalogue, $3 ppd., 
refundable with purchase. Missing parts 
can be custom-duplicated if you send, 
via insured mail, a working sample. 
The Bedpost, Inc., R.D. 1, Box 155, Pen 
Argyl, Pa. 18072. Free catalogue. Parts 
list, $1 ppd. Custom designs too. 

Poster pointers 
I've been dying to find a reproduction of 
a particular modem painting. Is there a 
directory of "posters in print"? 

—A.R., Ithaca, N.Y. 
If you find the painting reproduced in 
an art book, note the museum or collec- 
tion cited under the reproduction. If the 
painting belongs to a museum, write the 
museum to ask if posters are available. 

If the artist and painting are fairly 
famous, you may find a reproduction 
listed in UNESCO's Catalogue of Color 
Reproductions of Paintings 1860-1973. 
Over 1,500 mass-market reproductions 
are included, and each has been judged 
for color quality by a jury selected by the 
International Council of Museums. For 
each, a small black and white illustra- 
tion, dimensions, approximate price, and 
publisher are given. Addresses of pub- 

lishers here and abroad are given m back 
so you can write them directly for order- 
ing information. At $ 13.20, the directory 
is as expensive as a poster, so your best 
bet is to team up with several art-hungry 
friends or to see if your local library 
might buy it. (There's no shipping 
charge, but orders must be prepaid.) 
Write Unipub, 345 Park Ave., New 
York, N.Y. 10010. 

Super blow-ups 
I've heard of computer-painted mural- 
sized reproductions of original artwork 
or photographs—called Architectural 
Tapestries. Can you tell me more about 
them and who makes them? 

R.G.—Houston, Tex. 
There's an innovative computer process 
that can make two kinds of custom en- 
largements from original art or original 
photographic prints, slides, or negatives: 

The first type, called Architectural 
Paintings, can be done on any of fif- 
teen papers or fabrics, in almost any 
size. You can hang some as you would 
wallpaper and seam them together. 
Others can be mounted on stretchers or 
hung between dowels. Some materials 
can be coated for fire-resistance and 
washability. Prices start at around $11 a 
square foot. 

The second type, Architectural Tapes- 
tries, comes in 48- or 70-inch-wide 
panels of fire-resistant polyester and has 
special fastener mounts. They start at 
around $22 a square foot. 

For names of dealers near you for 
either type of enlargement, write Dr. 
Robert W. Fritts, Decorative Products 
Div., 3M Company, 3M Center, St. Paul, 
Minn. 55101. Note: By law you can't' 
have copyrighted material reproduced 
without prior written permission from 
the copyright owner. 

Skillet skills 
My cast-iron skillet has begun to rust. 
Can I revive it?—M.P., New York, N.Y. 
If the rusting is superficial you may be 
in luck, according to Mark Curtiss of 
Atlanta Stove Works, Inc., makers of 
cast-iron cookware, stoves, and such: 
Scour skillet inside and out with a water- 
dampened steel-wool pad until all rust is 
gone. Towel dry at once, removing any 
water trace by inverting skillet over a 
low stove flame for a minute. When cool, 
dust any steel-wool lint from interior. 
Thoroughly wipe skillet inside and out 
with vegetable cooking oil. "Cook" skil- 
let on very low heat, in oven or on stove, 
for 45 minutes. Oil again. Heat for 45 
minutes more, till oil is absorbed. Let 
cool and store. 

Use this 90-minute treatment to "sea- 
son" new cast-iron cookware, too. Never 
clean cast iron with soap or detergent— 
they'll "unseason" it. Nor with salt (folk 
"wisdom")—it'll gradually pit it. Merely 
wipe after each use, with plastic scouring, 
pad and water if need be. Dry at once, 
as above. 

Cast iron heats very evenly—ideal for 
cooking foods with fat. You can also 
turn your skillet into a steamer or Dutch 
oven—cast iron covers in eight sizes are 
available from Preston Distributing Co., 
14 Whidden St., Lowell, Mass. 01852. 
Catalogue, $1 ppd., refundable with 
purchase. 

Crafts business 
I am a Fine Arts graduate and wou'd 
appreciate any advice on how to get into 
the crafts field professionally. 

D.D.—Bloomfield, N.J. 
The nonprofit American Crafts Council 
has many booklets on crafts. For a free 
list of publications, write the A.C.C., 44 
W. 53rd St., New York, N.Y. 10019. 

Why not join the A.C.C.? As a "sub- 
scribing" member ($18 a year), you get 
monthly crafts news, including six issues 
of A.C.C.'s Craft Horizons, eligibility for 
discounts on both A.C.C. publications 
and group insurance, and other advan- 
tages. An A.C.C. subsidiary, American 
Crafts Enterprises,  Inc., sponsors four ' 
juried craft fairs where special "market" 
days are set aside for prospective buyers 
from stores and galleries. The fairs are i 
held annually in Baltimore (February), 
St.   Louis   (early   spring),   Rhinebeck, 
N.Y.  (June)   and San Francisco  (Au-' 
gust). 

Two bibliographies — "Handicrafts"4 
and "Home Businesses"—are available^ 
free from the Small Business Adminis-j 
tration, P. O. Box 15434, Ft. Worth, N 
Texas 76119. 

154 Continued on page 298 



To be really, beautiful, your skin must first be scru- 
pulously clean. That's why every Erno Laszio Skin- 
care Ritual includes washing with one of our special 
soaps and plenty of hot water. 
Discover the beautiful difference of Erno Laszio 
Skincare. An Erno Laszio Specialist in our store can 
help. She has been carefully trained by the famed 
Erno Laszio Institute in New York to understand 
yourskin,itsproblemsandhowtosolvethem. Meet 
with her soon. And begin a lifetime of clean, healthy 
looking skin. 

The Emo Laszio Institute 

Available at 
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
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Houses Garden, November, 1978 

Giving 
TO BRING US 
TOGETHER 
Whenever there's cause for celebration, any time of year, anywhere in the world. 
people exchange presents. As the holiday season approaches, the desire to give 
and share brings us together: When we honor occasions with gifts, we're also 
honoring our humanity, our instinct for brotherhood. At Christmas time, the 
impulse to give also seems to inspire us to become more inventive, think of new 
ways to give pleasure, to make one another's lives fuller. In the pages that follow. 
you'll find just such feats of inventiveness—in wonderful parties, new equipment I ' 

for cooks and gardeners, ideas for rooms and houses —to help you enjoy the 
chance to say, "We value each other" by giving your best to those you love. Here, 
the people in this issue share with you ideas for giving pleasure: 

GIVE A THOUGHTFUL PARTY. Have 
guests bring a present apiece, as Mrs. 
Eugene Kennedy does (page 1%). Not 
for one another, but to donate to a 
children's home for Christmas, or send 
to a family abroad. MAKE ANY ROOM 
A DINING ROOM, indttors or out, by 
serving buffet style. Miss Barbara Brody 
(page 188) dresses up a poolside table, 
living room table, or kitchen table with 
sheets, and brings on the homemade 
delights. IF YOU LOVE PLANTS of a 
kind —all ferns, all begonias, for 
instance —don't just let them hang 
there, bring them to the table as center- 
pieces, as Emily Malino does (page 1721. 
Or investigate miniature flowering 
plants (.see our tablesettings, page 178) 
to see the charm they can bring to your 
parties—and your rooms. WHEN YOU 

ARRANGE A SEATING PLAN for a 
party, think about putting people who 
don't know one another together, as 
Lavinia Lemon does (page 176). You 
might set off a friendship they'll thank 
you for Ms. Lemon also KEEPS FOLD- 
UP TABLES AND CHAIRS in the base- 
ment, at the ready for any size party. 
TO GIVE YOUR GATHERING A FOCUS, 
give it before another event - a dance 
at the club, for instance, or a theatre 
outing, as Mrs. John Damgard (page 17,"^) 
likes to do. TO MAKE ENTERTAI^NING 
EASIER ON YOU, cook as much as pos- 
sible ahead of time. Mrs. Philip Geyelin 
(page 175) makes crepes by the gross in 
advance and freezes them. Just before 
the party, she thaws, fills with seafood, 
chicken, vegetables, or fruits, and 
serves.  Mrs.   Kennedv   bakes  all   her 

cookies (see nine kinds of them, page 
196) way ahead, freezes, and decorates 
them just before a party. TO SAVE 
TIME IN THE KITCHEN, even with some- 
Ihing special as pastry, take advantage 
of the experience of two pastry experts: 
Jack Lirio, a San Francisco cooking 
teacher, never weighs empty tart shells 
down with beans or rice when baking- 
he finds the pastry is lighter and more 
lender, and that the sides fall just 
enough to create a ridge that holds the 
filling perfectly-and looks deliciously 
homemade. Marion Cunningham keeps 
her baking pastry shells in shape with 
an inner lining of foil, pressed over 
bottom and sides, to be removed after 
10 minutes of baking. For more pastry- 
making tips from the experts, turn to 
our special section on page 203. 
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Inflate a canvas chair. Design Observations. $125 

 :.::^5kS3^^S^ 
Potter's wares for tea. Floren 

% 

Dashing delivery: 
Novelist Arthur 
Herzog (The Swarm) 
on winged feet; 
model Margie 
Swearingen on a 
Colt moped by 
Lambretta of Amer- 
ica. $475. 
Clothes, Andre Oliver. 
PRICES APPROXIMATE. 
STORE ADDRESSES,  PAGE  128. 
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\fa>«krr.. Top ten shells, with history by Hugh Stix (The Shell). $37.50. 
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'Nuthatch"  poster from Steinhi rp rvinbit 
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At Poster Originals. $15, unframed. 

Exotic 
iruits: a crate 

full of 
''avocado, papaya, 

K'l^iwi fruit, 
'ilue Anchor. $24 ppd. 

For the liveliest giving going, here's 
House & Garden's pick of the 
greatest looking, best working presents 
this season, for everyone on your list 
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1. Handmade pottery vases: sculptun 
for flowers. LCS. About $90 eacti, 
2. Petal-like handmade porcelain 
vrise is a flower in itself. Kurt and 
Gerda Spurey for Florence Duhl 
Gallery. $700. 3. Fashion as art: 
"Woman with Rose" photograph by 
Penn. $1,200. Marlborough Gallery. 
4. "Spoleto" poster in a vibrancy of 
blues. By Dorazio at Poster Originals. 
$40 unframed. 5. Art in Vogue: 
original photograph by Horst. 
Sonnabend Gallery. $600. 
6. Hand-carved decoy, circa 1885, 
now one-of-a-kind sculpture. Clothes, 
Andre Oliver. 7. Poster heralding 
Courbet exhibit in Paris. Poster 
Originals. $500 framed. 8. Spatial 
geometry in sculpture by Sol LeWitt. 
Painted steel and aluminum. $750. 
Edition of 25 at Multiples/ Goodman 
Gallery. 9. "Falling Man Suspended 
Relief" by Ernest Trova. Polished 
bronze and acrylic. Pace Editions. 
T.1,000. 10. Suspended time: chrome 
faced clock in acrylic globe. Mark 
Cross. $110. 11. Hand-blown glass oil 
lamps by Wolfard. Performer's Outlet. 
6 inches high, $19.50; 9-inch $24.50; 
12-inch $28.50; 15-inch $39.50. 
12. "Smith Point #3" hand-dyed, 
enameled photograph by Christopher 
James. Rosa Esman Gallery. $275. 
13. Seesaw sculptures by Bruce 
Robbins in painted wood and metal. 
10y2-inch size, $350 each. 
Truman Gallery. 
14. Pyramid of stacked mirror glass by 
Robert Smithson. Multiples/Goodman 
Gallery. $1,500. 15. Jockey silk 
pillows in racing colors. Made to order 
by Mark Robinson at M. J. Knoud. $60 
each. 16. Ottoman turned objet d'art 
n hand-painted cotton. Karl Springer. 
$930. 17. A silver setting 
reproduced in miniature on a scale of 
2 inches to the foot. Metropolitan 
Museum of Art. $5 to $37.50.* How 
to wrap it, see below. 18. Sturdy 
luggage with style in water-repellant, 
stain-resistant cotton duck. By Gear, 
Bloomingdale's. $58 to $135. 

^ff^,j^ 
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till  vvni-^LSL  BALL OF WRAP: 
Wind a ball of yarn with miniature 
silver surprises (17) to unravel 
at every turn. All wrappings on 
tliese pages by Claude Langwiih. 
PICES  APPROXIMATE    STC^E   ADD'ES'^.ES 
AGE  128.  'SHOPPING  INFORMATION, 230. 
lEELE,  OKUHARA,  OLEKSAK 





1. A lot of horsepower packed in shiny green: 
John Deere 10-HP tractor with 38-in. mower, 
dump cart, $2,677. At D. T. Smith. Tools from 
Wm. Frankenbach. Clothes from Andre Oliver. 
2. Blow, Gabriel, blow: hand-painted steel 
weathervane, 26 inches long. From Garden Accents 
$97 ppd. 3. Hammock with hand-made applique, 
made to order in any flower. 100 percent cotton, by 
Boza Kosak. $1000. 4.  Haws Standard Watering 
Can, 1-gallon capacity, 30 inches long, rust-resistant 
From W. F. Nicke. $24.75 ppd. 5. Stitch 
a needlepoint vegetable patch: hand-painted 
canvases by Louis J. Gartner, yarn included. From 
Needlepoint Design. $50and $55 ppd.* 6. Terrific 
tools. Fork, trowel, planter in rust-proof cast 
aluminum. Life-Long Garden Tools from Brookstone 
$16.80 ppd. 7. Ready-to-plant lightweight 
polyethylene bag filled with complete growing 
mixture. Victory Garden: garden size, 18 by 30 
inches, $9.95; windowbox size, 13 by 30 inches, 
$7.95 ppd. From Capability Brown. 8. Mark these: 
six blank pottery disks on wire stakes help sort the 
mints and thymes. Herb Markers from The Herb 
Society of Nashville. $4 ppd. 9. A non-nibbling 
bunny—cast stone, 12 inches long, from 
Erkins Studios. $18 ppd. 10. Pick a pocketknife: 
3-in. blade of stainless steel retracts into a bright 
plastic handle that's easy to spot. Dandy Garden 
Knife from W. F. Nicke. $7.95 ppd. 11. Electric 
drier for fruits, vegetables, herbs. Enameled 
stainless steel by Sigg, from Kitchen Kaboodle, 
$72.45 ppd. 12. Old-fashioned washtubs 
to fill with country flowers. 3 galvanized tin tubs 
and water pail. Imported by Sun-Glo. $3 to $9.* 
13. Present a plant. A pink Dipladenia; 8-in. 
plant shipped from Logee's. $6.50 ppd. 14. The 
classic pot. Vaso da Fiori in Italian terra cotta, 
18-in. diameter. From Erkins Studios. $35 ppd. 
15. Porcelain canisters and cachepots in 
old botanical prints. By Kosta Boda. At 
Hambletonian House. $11 to $23 ppd.* 16. Bye-bye 
backache. Long, lightweight tools with stainless 
steel blades, aluminum handles, by Wilkinson. 
From Brookstone, $8 to $26 ppd.* How to wrap 
them, see below. 17. Shine a pampered plant: 
Lanolin-rich natural wool Dust Buff. From Nancraft. 
$4.50 ppd. 18. Rooster with a tail wind: a windmill 
to scare moles away. Whirly-gig rooster, wood with 
brass fittings. From the Garden Room. $18.50 ppd. 

19. The better barrow—with a ball. Non- 
tipping, easy on grass. Molded plastic, 

4 cu. ft. capacity. $49.95 COD. From 
Ball barrow. 20. Cabbages 

ind camellias: hand 
made ceramic mugs. 
From Cache-Cache. 
$21.50 ppd. Cloth 
by Carleton Varney 

for Weil &Durse. 
72-inch round cloth. 

$22, napkins, $1.70. 
21. Give greenery! 

Plants, wreaths, 
greens from 
The New York 
Botanical 
Garden 
Shop. 

LONG-STEMMED WRAPPING 
for the long-handled tools 
(16): in clay flowerpots, 
topped with paper flowers. 
PRICES APPROXIMATE. 
STORE  ADDRESSES,  PAGE  128. 
■SHOPPING INFORMATION, PAGE 23i' 

STEELE,   RADKA 





1. Private ear: Even while he sleeps, 
you can stay up long after Santa 
leaves. Koss headphones, $75. Sony 
TV-770, $165, Beacon Hill sheets by 
Wamsutta. 2. Container art. Ceramic 
milk carton $22, cup $14. Ambienti. 
3. Portable 5-in. color TV with 
micro-computer tuning, and optional 
battery pack. Toshiba. About $540. 
4. Beauty and the bath: Oriental 
porcelain tray, $35. Tureen of scented 
"Fluffy Milk Bath," $18.50. Brighton 
Collection by Elizabeth Arden. 
5. Sachets of Laura Ashley fabric filled 
with herbs for sweet sleep and 
sensuous dreams. By Hope Hendler at 
Miss Jackson's. $18 set. Natural 
picture frame in wicker and bamboo. 
By Rosenthal-Netter, $6.25 ppd. 
Pequod Emporium. 6. Acrylic scale for 
weighty matters. By Aronie Galleries 
for M. S. Garment. Navy, 4 other colors. 
Bloomingdale's. $30. 7. Lingerie bags 
with refillable sachets. Joan Grier for 
Porthault. Set of 3, $61.75. 8. Tune in 
to a low energy 13-inch color TV that 
uses just 69 watts. Automatic Fine 
Tuning. RCA. $320. 9. Digital counter 
jump rope records the leaps and 
bounds of your health regime. 
Hammacher Schlemmer. $11 ppd. 
10. Stereo components the size of a 
book with air suspension speakers. By 
Randix, at Saks, $400.11. Light in a 
box turns on as you lift the lid. 
Ambienti. $47. 12. Kilim rugs from the 
Persian Gulf, made into pillows. 
Hand-woven wool. Nettle Creek. From 
$44. 13. Hand-crocheted cotton 
bedspread and 2 shams. Twin, $172. 
Puckihuddle Products. 14. Slim d'gital 
AM/ FM alarm clock/ radio to slip in 
a pocket: 5V2 inches long. "Mr. Thin" 
by Panasonic. $125. 15. Mohair throw 
in pastel stripes. Handwoven by 
Gregory Newman. $400. 16. The 
away-from-home complete sound 
system: car cassette stereo-matrix 
tape player, $240; amplifier, $200; 
wide-range speakers, $85. Craig. 
17. Art-in-the-round: 5V2-in. enamel 
picture frames by Bucklers. $9.75 ppd. 
Pequod Emporium. 18. Time to go: 
tiny travel alarm with leather case. 1 
by IV2 by 1% inches. Mark Cross. $90. 
19. Headphones by Koss with 
pneumalite cushions to fit ear contours, 
$75. To wrap, see below. 
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WRAP-UP FOR HEADY SOUND: 
Pack your headphones {19) in 
a box that's all ears. 
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I. Seasonings greetings: a rosemary 
wreath from Williams-Sonoma. 
$20.50 ppd. 2. Cast-aluminum 
cookware with nonstick finish. Gour- 
met Limited at Gumps; Kitchen 
Bazaar. * 3. Le Creuset enamel-coated 
cast-iron cookware. Schiller & 
Asmus. 6-pc. set $125.75.* Lauffer 
stainless steel spoons, $4 to $5.* 
Purpom natural cider, $2.35, 
imported by Monsieur Henri. 
4. Country delicacies: maple syrup 
($12), a pan full of flours ($13) by 
Vermont General Store and Grist Mill. 
Confitures Tilloy, $4.25 each; 
Hediard jams, 4 I5V2-OZ. jars, 
$26.75. All at Altman's. 5. Beam 
kitchen scale weighs in kilograms. 
By Cuisinarts. $36.50.* Easy-to-clean 
garlic press, at Williams-Sonoma. 
$7.45 ppd. 6. Taste your pick: almond 
flavored cookies by D. Lazzaroni, $7; 
preserved ginger by Culpepper, Ltd., 
$18; Pain de Sucre, $12; a trio of 
Roger Verge confitures, $24, and 
green peppercorns, $10; J. LeBlanc 
walnut oil, $20. E.A.T. at Henri 
Bendel. 7. A super market: NcW York 
City's Dean & DeLuca. Shopping 
clothes from Andre Oliver. 
8. Your cookies are numbered: 
White plastic cutters, $11.75 ppd. 
9. Wood-banded sieve. $9.05 ppd. 
Both at Williams-Sonoma.* 10. For 
coffee lovers, Medaglia d'Oro 
ground espresso (4 oz., $1; 12 oz., 
$3); beans (2 lbs., $7.50); apron ($5). 
At The Pottery Barn. Espresso maker 
by Hamilton Beach. $79.99.* 
II. Kitchen canisters by Corning. 
$4.95 to $7.95.* 12. For greaseless 
roasting, a water pan to collect 
drippings, grill, and long tongs. By 
Drannan. $40.* 13. Black steel 
bakeware. Isabelle Marique, $6.50 
to $13.50. At The Kitchen,* 14. Food 
processor and blender that share a 
motor. General Electric, $99.98. 
15. A triple boiler juice maker by 
Mehu-Maija, $44.90.* 
16. The best in biscuits: 
Lefevre-Utile biscuits, $11.95each. 
Lost Acres fruit butters, 3 19-oz. jars, 
$14.95. Sugar Birdsall champagne 
mustard sauce, $3.50 to $19.95. 
Maison Glass. 17. Copper saucepan 
with steamer insert. By Spring Bros., 
$150. At The Kitchen Sink.* 
18. Folding dish rack by Greene Hill. 
$14.* Utensils by Ingrid. At Pequod 
Emporium. $20. See wrapping below 

^a^^- 

THE DISH-RACK WRAP 
Tissue-stuffed rubber gloves 
sponge off real saucers. 

PRICES APPROXIMATE. 
3RE ADDRESSES,  PAGE  12 

♦SHOPPING   INFORMATION 
PAGE 230. I 
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1. Pedometer measures every- 
thing in stride—walking and 
running. T. Anthony. $16 ppd. 
2. Quartz crystal alarm in a silvery 
brushed metal case. Bulova. 
$69.95. 3. Two ways to shoot 
movies in low light: "SoundStar4" 
with mike. Bell & Howell • Mamiya. 
$409. "Our Gang" with electric 
eye. Kodak. $100.4. With a 
language of electronic bleeps, 
computer challenges your moves 
in 6 games. "Merlin" by Parker 
Bros., at FAO Schwarz. $33. 
5. Folding travel lamp in a base of 
a case. T. Anthony. $21 ppd. 
"Pencil" box. Bailey/ Huebner at 
Henri Bendel. $5. To wrap, see 
below. 6. Rainbow in a throw by 
Montessuy for Yves Gonnet. 
Bloomingdale's. $65. 
7. Stackable canvas storage 
drawers that open either way. 
$115 each. By Landes, at 
Jensen-Lewis. 8. Rechargeable 
battery "PedalPower" motor, $188 
ppd. General Engines. Bike, 
Schwinn Cyclery Jamaica. $167. 
9. Mini R2D2 at your radio 
command. Kenner. $25. 
10. Wool tartan throw. Brooks 
Bros. $45. 11. A book that reads 
itself: Disc on each page is 
"read" by a player. "Talk-To-Me" 
by Fisher-Price. $23. 12. Nylon 
Corner Kite. Go Fly A Kite. 
$37 ppd. 13. Christmas com- 
muter: Ryszard Bruski of the Big 
Apple Circus. Vincent Lippe 
wreath. 14. Battery-powered 
telephone index. T. Anthony. 
$26.50 ppd. Calculator pen. 
Hammacher Schlemmer. $32 ppd. 
15.  1880 "Feathered Star" quilt. 
One-of-a-kind from Collection of 
Phyllis Haders. 16. Travel heater 
for coffee to go, T. Anthony. 
$20 ppd. 17. Electronic space ship 
console. "Race Thru Space" by 
Coleco Industries. $20. 18. To 
shoot through exact change lanes. 
Turnpike Toll Gun. Hammacher 
Schlemmer. $16 ppd. 
19. Computer basketball—you 
against time. Mattel. $30. 

WRAP 
THE WORLD 
Pack your travel 
light (5) in a map, with travel 
folders for faraway places. 

STORE ADDRESSES, 

STEELE,  RADKAI 

PRICES APPROXIMATE 
PAGE  128. 
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Rooms u ith mor^ than one 
iise have so mueli to give 

Emily Malino 
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A room full of ii<»oks oxudes 
a wondc^rful warm fooling 

Sherry Geyelin 

and-oraftod things 
are aluavs invilini^ 
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PARTY STRATEGY 

^To save time, serve a first course that 
you can put on the table before guests arrive 

some people, color cai 
Se an instant energizei 
For Emily Malino Scheuei 
he color is red. "I wea 
cd. and I use it all th( 
ime in decorating." (She"' 

1 decorator, her hiisbatic 
's New York congressmar 
James Scheiier.) In he 
own library, above, wal 
are rust red, trimmed witfi 
white to point up all th( 
charming idiosyncracies o i 
the Tudor hou.se. Browrj 
sectional sofas are plump 
but not too deep: "I liko 
furniture that lets you si 
up and enjoy yourself, 
she says, pointing out tha 
her living room, Ic/i, i 
filled with Chippendali 
chairs and straight-bac4 
sofas. The Scheuers enter 
tain a lot—it comes with ; 
congressman's job — an( 
Ms. Malino's energy riui 
all the way to the kitchen 
below, which she has no 
yet renovated. The fou 
Scheucr children used ti 
love to help cook, but nov 
that they're grown, shi 
does most of the cookini 
herself. For big parties, shi 
sets up tables and red 
painted chairs in the entr; 
hall, left and precediiv. 
page: A hearty welcome 
for guests. 
•    For this party, th' 

menu   began   witi 
creamed sea troii 

browned    with    breai 
crumbs, followed by chic); 
en Divan, salad, and straw 
berry mousse. "There's al, 
ways a rich dessert for m I 
husband,   plus   fruits   fojj 
dieters—but he eats both. ' 
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ir sense of good looks 
slops as you develop— 
you can see what deco- 
r Darcy Damgard's 
A'ing affection for pas- 
and flowers has done 
the big stone Federal 
se where she lives with 
two children and hus- 
d John (he's head of a 
ich office of a com- 
iity house). The entry 
, helow. has been reju- 
ated with flowers hand- 
ited in a grand scale; in 
coral and white living 
m, above, more flowers 
ve on chintz-covered 
liture and generous 
ths of fabric that cur- 
the windows. But the 

m is not pure softness, 
dark brown accents— 
Coromandel screen 

r the sofa, the pillows. 
the armchairs—give it 

■ngth. In the just-fin- 
:dkitchen, helow right, 
?. Damgard used look- 
e wallpaper, vinyl floor- 

, and, across the room, 
—all different, but all at 
ce. 

"Cooking is a plea- 
rsure in the new 

kitchen," says Mrs. 
Tigard, who filled her 
orite turtle soup bowls, 
ve right, with cold basil 
p to Ipunch this dinner 
six. For the entree . . . 
ts of sole with tomato 
iigrette and a vegetable 
id. 

Don^t bo afraid to mix things— 
the old u ith tho ii€^\%^ the good with 

tho iiof-so-g€»od 

PARTY STRATEGY 

^Scent your rooms by putiing 
a drop of perfume on a 
poper ring around o light bulb 

A"'' 
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If you have art or furniture you really 
love, let it star—everything else in 

the room 
can play a 
supporting 
role 

PARTY STRATEGY 

^Give parties back to back, 
so you can use the same fiowers and 
do all the shopping at once 
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With twenty-two feci i 
ning   in  and  out  nl 
house,   decorating   ;i 
practicality tend to go ii. 
in hand ... or foot. T 
did for Pat Klotz, w 
sports-loving family 
eludes   husband   Herl 
who's president of an 
tronic engineering fi 
three children,  and t 
dogs.   When   the   Klc 
bought    the    French-! 
house, they updated it' 
floor-to-ceiling glass d , 
all  across  the  back, 
Italian hexagonal cera 
tile to pave the room! 
was only recently that 
living  room,  left,  got] 
white rug. Mrs. Klotzcli 
a  neutral  rug that wfl 
allow her to move the [ 
niturc for various nefr 
"The   room   is   not 
enough   for   two   seal 
groups, but too spare v,i 
only one: so I improvi 
In dining room, above,. 
table can open to seat 
and for big parties it   . 
comes   a   buffet.   Cur,j 
and tablecloth fabric ' ' 
uphostery on  the  Fre 
chairs    are    unidenti 
twins. On the table ant 
the    niche,     19th-centi 
French Creil pottery, wf ! 
she has collected since 
was 15, gives the room 
touch of yellow it nee 
"There are certain col: 
you just have to have." 
• While Mrs. Kl 

decorates, dauglj 
Leslie, home fr 

college, does the cooki 
For this hot si 
Sunday buf 
the menu is j 
a turkey vers 

of veal tonato, mi 
green salad, cheese, ; 
hollowed-out lemons fil 
with lemon ice. "I lik 
have an all-cold menu 
summer," says Mrs. Kilfl 
who makes sure that' 
foods look cool, too. [C 
of her favorite wi: 
menus is veal saus^j 
with sweet mustard, C 
man potato salad, and b 

far left 
mer's 
brunch, 
pacho. 
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was frequent moving 
ith her family tiiat start- 
l Sherry  Geyeiin's  dec- 
ating career. "When 

lilip was the IVall Street 
'iirnar^ bureau chief in 
iris (he's now editorial 
ige editor of The Wash- 
gton Post) we moved 
any times, and I had to 
am to make nests fast for 
e four children." Now 
e Geyelins are settled in 
ashington in a brand nev\ 
wn house, which Mrs. ^ 
eyelin has decorated for 
sy maintenance. Most of 
eir time at home is spent 
the family room, above, 

hich is really an exten- 
3n of the kitchen, right. 
'No more being isolated 
the stove.") The whole 

lace is painted a deep red 
id all the woodwork was 
ained dark. "Staining the 
oodwork is a great way 
avoid having to repaint 

" says Mrs. Geyelin. Ex- 
;pt for the curtains here, 
^signed to block out sun, 
indows are all shuttered 
)ecause shutters never 
ive to be laundered." In 
e dining room, far right 
ilso painted a deep color 
ith stained woodwork 
im), she made room for 
pantry complete with a 

nk and dishwasher. She 
ores her good china here, 
laking cleanup easy: Ex- 
;pt for the food, every- 
ling stays put. 

A For this dinner Mrs. 
^^ Geyelin fixed car- 
~ paccio with toma- 
les, cucumbers, and a 
ustard-mayonnaisesauce; 
ilmon mousse with sour 
"eam and dill sauce; f resh- 
iked corn bread (see her 
ice it, right); and crepes 
ith ginger sauce. 

1976 town house 

(□! 
■^' 

'\..ijg» 

:^-^». 

JbeCORATING IPE 

Uso deep color for Ihe walls, sky blu 
for the eeiling, and^ for all the 

woodwork, a stain 
that lets the grali 
show through 

KAREM   RADKAI 

PARTY STRATEGY 

^Be organized: Moke a long 
list of even/thing you have to 
do, down to filling the water 
glasses, and cross off as you go 



ROOMS THAT LOVE COMPANY 

DECOR ATI NbHOIA 

Every room should haV^ some drama- 
it eoiilii be bold color on thip^ walls, 
a speeta<i^ular vi^ii^^ painteiifll 

The rooms you enjoy most 
have a personality all their 
own. That's Lavinia Lem- 
on's decorating philoso- 
phy, ably supported by 
what she did in the Col- 
onial, where she lives with 
her husband, lawyer Jack 
Hanks, and two daughters. 
She gave four downstairs 
rooms different looks with- 
out a single clash. You're 
greeted by geometries, 
painted on the hallway 
floor, above, and continu- 
ing upstairs in a carpeted 
variation. To one side is 
the library, above right, 
where light furniture con- 
trasts with chocolate brown 
walls. Across the hall, in 
the dining room, opposite 
page top, Ms. Lemon 
created an openness with 
yellow paint and curtains, 
and a wall of mirrored 
squares. The mood culmi- 
nates in the glassed-in 
porch, right, with wicker, 
handcrafted rag rugs, and 
trees 

1920s Colonial 

• Ms. Lemon likes to 
serve one hot and 
one cold course. 

For this dinner, hot crab- 
meat-filled crepes preceded 
cold steak Bearna s:;, coid 
vegetables, and bread; for 
dessert, sugar cookies and 
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How to create settings 
that bring good decoratii 

right to the table— 
with miniature 

flowering plants and trees 
plus the freshest linens, 

china, silver, 
and glass you can buy 

78 
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Bable settings become garden 
parties witin doll-size flowering 
plants and trees—low enough 
to talk over, and perfect for 
blooming elsewhere after 
guests depart. Here, by 
combining dwarf candytuft 

with gigantic crystal goblets and 
a champagne bucket, this luncheon- 
table-with-a-view adds even more charm 
to interior designer Joseph Braswell's 
living room. To color the room's classic 
neutrals, cornflower blue napkins and 
bright flower-swirled plates. Plants and 
terra-cotta pots on all tables on these 
pages from Madderlake. "Amapola" china 
Villeroy & Boch; crystal by Ebeling & 
Reuss; "Pointed Antique" sterling 
by Reed & Barton; "Carousel" napkins by 



DVE COM 
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Bi   . .   -igner Harrison Cultra's city 
living room, the surprise of a table as 
festive as a country fair. Ringing a 
garland around the Foo dog: pots of 
dwarf anemone and myrtle; peasant print 
napkins: "Pembroke" field-flow/ered 
china, matching forks and knives, and 

"Durham" place plates by Aynsley; "Galtee" 
crystal by Waterford: "Modern Victorian" sterling 
by Lunt; Elisa Daggs napkins; Cy Mann table; 
chairs from Schlesch and Garza Antiques. 
For shopping information, turn to page 230. „^ 
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TABLES THAT LOVE COMPANY 

\ '. 

mid the sheer 
H^^ ^H glamour of this 
n^B ^1 party room, forests 
^^A JH of dwarf Alberta 
^" ^^ spruce trees—cool, 

I to balance the 
warmth of House & Garden Real 
Red walls, simple, to enhance 
the Oriental aura of the room by 
designer Richard Plouffe of Lord 
& Taylor. The table sparkles with 
candles, silver bowls, and brilliants 
of crystal. Korean lacquer furniture 
—white console, glass and black 
table, etagere—By Roe Kasian    . 
at Lord & Taylor; "Platinum Rim" 
china, "Old English Tipt" sterling, 
"Alexandra" crystal and silver 
Chinese soup bowls all by Gorham 
at Altman's; napkins by Elisa Daggs. 

HORST 

.^~ 
\   .  V 

\ 



9orneringa supper 
party table with c'ay 
boxes of sinningia, 
spring steps into tine 
foyer of interior 
designer Joseph 

asweii's apartment. In the at- 
)sphere of romantic 1930s 
ima (shirred fabric walls, 
rrors, and leafy plaster-of-Paris 
nsole), the table is fresh with 
ender striped napkins on a 
ite cloth, meadow-green 
Timed plates—and a clear 
eam of crystal goblets and 
ndlesticks. "Fretwork" bone 
ina by Coalport; "Old Galway" 
id crystal stemware by 
jdgwood Irish Crystal; "Beacon 
11" silver-plated forks and 
ives by International; "Baseball 
ripe" napkins by Katja; and g 
oiary Juniper with bee lights. 
iopping information, page 230, 

' V# .3f 

■■■ 



ABLE5 THAT '/ 
LOVE COMPANY' iim, 

^^^^^PH fieldful of little flowers—marigolds, celosia, primrose, lobelia, 
^H^^ I and dianthus, witli taller campanula, coreopsis, gaillardia, and 
^W^m M lilies beliind them-planted in dirt right on the table, makes a 
W fl^ fl picnic setting for a lunch at Patino/ Wolf Associates. Slatted 
■ ^■^J pine trays strike up a relationship with the room's natural fibers 

I B^^kHJl (sisal matting covers walls and floor), while savvy black napkins, 
stainless steel forks, knives, and spoons, and white porcelain keep up with 
the slickness of the brushed aluminum table, which usually serves as an office 
desk. "Aurora" porcelain and "Symmetry" crystal designed by Bob Van Allen 
for Mikasa; "Cadet" stainless steel designed by Bob Van Allen for Stanley 
Roberts; voile napkins and slatted pine trays at Henri Bendel. 
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farm garden lands on the 
kitchen lunch table with 
miniature clay pots of 
kalanchoe, zinnias, 
primrose, dianthus, 
crown-of-thorns, 

celosia, geum. With them, plaid tablecloth^ 
napkins, flowered plates, pottery pig—the 

i perfect mix for turning the kitchen into 
j|an eating nook. Still more farm feeling: a 

quilt-strewn fireside settle. Kitchen 
designed by Richard Lowell Neas for Mr. 
ind Mrs. Irwin B. Abramson's 18th-century 
"Meadowbrook Farm." "Country Lane" 

^Vbone china by Oxford. "Belmont" crystal 
by Lenox; "American Colonial" sterling by 
Oneida; "Adam" and "Eve" linens by Katja.J 
Table settings inspired by these pages will 
be at stores listed in Shopping 
information, page 230. 
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This is like asking Dracula to consider the 
subject of love. Once I invited a couple for 
dinner, forgot, and they arrived to find an 
empty house. My friend called the next 
day and said, "You are the most socially 
irresponsible perst)n I have c\er known." 
1 am always late, to the point where close 
friends tell me the arrival time is an hour 
before I am expected to be there. I have 
two years of unanswered mail which I have 
every intention of answering. Tomorrow. 
Sometimes I don't return phone calls. 1 
always overdress. 

But 1 mean well. Most of us do. That is 
probably not enough. There is a lot of 
carelessness masquerading as freedom. 
Honesty frequently displaces honor. Self- 
indulgent assertiveness supersedes tact 
and the spirit of good manners is, at best, 
misunderstood. 

The very word "manners." for some of 
us. seems to cau.se a kind of reflex caving 
in of the ego, a descent of guilt which 
comes down like a wet. gray ht)oded cloak. 
With the new tyranny of "I'm doing it for 
me" and an invasion of "Getting t)ut my 
rage" has come a revolution against 
manners. 

Because most of our experience with 
the instruction of manners equates with 
parental authority, we have confused 
manners with restraint and inhibition —a 
repression of the free spirit. But the instruc- 
tion really is a kind of behavioral training 
in consideration—in generosity of spirit, 
and what is more freeing than generosity? 
It is a certain irony that some of the people 
who talk incessantly about sharing and 
caring are the ones who rationalize the 
dropping of manners as irrelevant. 

The system of good manners, called 
etiquette, like kosher food laws, and 
various regulations, probably developed 
from common sense as much as from an 
attempt to choreograph behavior in an 
attractive, gracious way. I used to tease 
my mother about her finger bowls, but at 
an informal party where everyone is eating 

food it is thoughtful, not pretentious, to 
have some little bowls of lemon-scented 
water. Napkins are certainly an improve- 
ment over wiping one's hands on the family 
dog. It's easier to place the knife and fork 
next to each other on the plate when you've 
finished eating, because they're less likely 
to drop off when the plate is being taken 
away. 

I am perfectly capable of marching up 
to anyone at a party and intrinlucing my- 
self, but I rather enjoy the small welcoming 
ceremony of being introduced: for some- 
one who is shy, an introduction is a decided 
comfort. Dressing up for a party implies a 
symbolic respect. People who say they 
hate symbols are only resorting to another 
(and, by the way, a cliche symbol) when 
they show up at Thanksgiving in jeans— 
never mind if they're French jeans with 
hand-cobbled cowboy boots. And on the 
host side of the matter, "heart of the house" 
entertaining is not to be confused with 
family room mayhem, and being a guest 
means never having to wash last night's 
dishes so tonight's sauce can be put 
together. (Except if the host is a writer 
with a deadline, she adds hastily and 
defensively.! 

It is important to know at least (and this 
is also defensive) what rules one is break- 
ing. Something like art—rules of etiquette 
may be broken with style. The main idea, 
perhaps, is to think about the comfort of 
others. Effortless entertaining is a contra- 
diction in terms. Even being a guest 
requires a certain effort: a responsibility 
to carry off an attitude of some pleasure. 
When 1 don't show up it is often because 
1 feel murky, rotten, and anxious—so much 
so that even a very good party won't fix it. 

Even with very close friends, there's 
only so much psychodrama a gathering 
can bear, and it's good manners to be sure 
it's not always your turn. In the midst of 
deadline chaos, if people are coming ewer 
I shove some cute bits of weeds into little 
pitchers for the table and use cloth napkins. 

1 do think of the ritual of dinner when 
I think of manners, because that is where 
the subject most frequently came up when 

I was a child, and even during cheese- 
burger and pizza years when I was raising 
my children and things were less than 
wt)nderful around the house I had an 
inviolable "No TV at Dinner" rule. There 
is something essential to the understanding 
of social behavior that happens around a 
table when everyone must focus tt>gcther 
upon one activity. The TV tables genera- 
tion missed a lot. Families used to have to 
pause and talk together, and even if it was 
at times ci>nfrontation. there was an 
acknowledgment of each other's daily 
activities, moods, and growth. Now they 
go to family therapy where the therapist 
plays the role of the dinner table. It is no 
wonder that the Separate Tables genera- 
tion is so focused upon the Self and so 
wary oi manners. 

I try to observe the rituals, the esthetics 
of good manners, even when I am with 
myself. I stop my work and eat dinner, 
even if it's a sandwich, on a placemat, and 
I look around at the things I like and do 
not, for instance, think about money, 
because that was one of the things we were 
told was not good manners to discuss at 
dinner. And with giH)d reason —again, the 
common sense purpose of manners: Money 
causes more discomfort than any subject. 
Including manners. 

My complacent, hedonistic little dinner 
numbers quite aside, there was a time, not 
too k)ng ago, when I regarded etiquette as 
a code worked up to serve the purpose of 
class distinctii^n. So I'm wary of making 
complaints about people who find it sexist. 
However, no matter how independent I 
am, which is very. I have not gotten bigger 
and some doors are heavy and I like to 
have a larger person open them for me and 
this is usually a man. I am fairly secure that 
this gesture does not give him the impres- 
sion that I am willing to iron his jeans. 
(Although since 1 iron very well, having 
learned to in the costume department at 
college, I don't mind. If I like someone, it 
is the upper, happier reaches of good 
manners, which is the thing called kind- 
ness, to do something for him or for her.) 

I know a young woman deeply involved 

Manners 
New reasons why old rules don't always work— j 
and v^hen you should use them anyway 

By Jill Robinson 
84 



vith radical feminist chic who finds it 
lecossary (o answer the phone with a gruff 
'Yeah?"". This is along the hnes of the 
irotest which requires that four-ieller 
vvoriis be used especially in the company 
)f people who might find them offensive. 

It is not so much liberating, i)erliaps, as it 
!s defiant and, good manners aside, it 
seems lo create a barrier which interferes 
with an understanding of more important 
issues. The foundation of diplomacy is 
based upon a mannerly attempt to com- 
municate and thus avoid war. One can 
scarcely negi>tiate points of view if one 
istarts out screaming at the opposition. 

There is a lot of just plain rudeness gt)ing 
around now, which would have it that 
mannerly behavior is a cover-up for one's 
real feelings. It is certain heresy, but 1 
would very much like to see some feelings 
covered up. Stored, indefinitely, in point 
of fact. I had a friend, a young writer, who 
called a few months ago, presumably to 
reinstate a friendship which had waned, 
as some friendships will, when one moves 
away. She started out the converation by 
saying, "I want you to know what 1 really 

Relationships 
should not begin with 
political position 
papers. If he insists 
on taking the check, 
and you insist on 
independence, 
send him flowers" 
think about your new book..'.' and pro- 
ceeded to tell me. "I know," she said, 
"You'd want me to be honest—listen, let's 
get together..'.' It is not true that one wants 
friends to be honest. One has critics for 
that. Friends are for supportiveness. Selec- 
tive honesty is good manners. 11 is different 
if one asks for advice about an unfinished 
project. I mean, I might tell a friend who 
asks, "No, don't cut it, I love your hair 
long!' But only a mother would say, after 
the fact, "Well, it will grow, won't it'.'" 

Another young woman I know reported 
this: "1 was invited to a party, accepted, 
got a call the day of the party from the 
hostess who said, "I invited your ex-hus- 
band, so I don't think you want to come'" 
The kinder, more mannerly thing here 
would be, of course, to invite one or the 
other—or, to at least give a choice (in 
advance). And, obviously, not to spring 
such a thing at the last moment. It may 
not have been malicious, was probably 
just a kind of dumb unawareness, which is 
probably the source of most bad manners: 
carelessness. 

But it hurts. It is true there are times 
when emotional stress creates a lap.".e and 
then it is good manners—and sensitivity— 
on a friend's part to let it go. There seem 
to be seasons in life where everyone is 
going  through   not   just   something,   but 

everything. Friendship here is tested. 
Manners unravel and if you can't deal with 
the disorder or the chaos, step aside. If 
it's .someone you care for, you only add to 
the stress. A friend of mine was invited to 
a close friend's anniversary party and five 
terrible things happened to my friend thai 
day. She called and explained that she 
could not attend. She was yelled at for 
about ten minutes. Spent a lot of time 
crying. The next day, the anniversary 
party person called and said. "My therapist 
told me I have to learn to get out my anger 
and that is why I yelled." I say, go punch a 
pillow. Getting out the anger is an excuse 
ioT yelling and that was always bad 
manners. 

Consistently unreliable people can be 
tea.sed or told off by close friends—very 
close friends—and it sometimes works. I 
have been scolded, with affection, and 
careful timing, by friends and there have 
been minor improvements. I am at least 
aware of my unreliability and that is the 
first step to change. I also am able to say 
when I am feeling especially unreliable 
and there has been some appreciation of 
that fact...I don't make plans which involve 
tickets or careful, precise timing. 

1 read one of those "Help-yourself-never- 
mind-the-other-guy" books recently, which 
said that if you don't do something you 
probably don't want to, so drop it. I think 
that's too easy. I feel too pleased with my- 
self when 1 do write a letter or go where I 
am supposed to on time —or remember not 
to monopolize the conversation. The small 
effort of doing the mannerly thing is 
extremely rewarding. What happens to 
me, and I think it happens to a lot of 
people, is over-commitment. I say "yes" 
to everything. Young people I know have 
a disparaging phrase, "So-and-so's a people 
pleaser." I like to please people. Who does 
not want to be liked, even loved? 

I suspect the secret of pleasing people, 
fulfilling commitments, and having all- 
around good manners is organization. 
PrcKrastination is the enemy. Also perfec- 
tionism. I want to write the perfect letter; 
it must be completely memorable. The 
gift I send must be unique. The dinner 
party has to be so brilliant I can barely 
imagine what it might be. And so all t>f 
these social gestures are only imagined 
and never accomplished. The rationaliza- 
tion is "But I'm frantically busy." What I 
am frantically busy with is guilt, which 
uses up an enormous amount of energy, 
and to assuage my tardiness and lapses I 
assume the gestures must be ever more 
splendid. And I collapse under the weight 
of self-expectation. I am a thoughtfulness 
underachiever. 

The busiest, most successful people I 
know have the best manners. "Do it now" 
organization, again, is the method. A 
woman I know who has similar pressures— 
the colliding forces of raising one's own 
family, working, and being an involved, 
concerned friend—wrote me a beautiful 
letter about something I had written. Two 
months later I saw her, blushed, and 

Continued on pof^e 290 

What would you do? 

^v      ^B   hould the man walk on 
^^ I  the outside? This custom 
^^L originally protected ladies 
^^^k     from mud splashed on 
^^^  long skirts by carriages, 

i ^P Now that we no longer have 
^L       ^^ long skirts or carriages, 
^^^^^ there is some feeling that 
men should walk on the inside, so that 
pigeon attacks will spoil h\% hairdo. If 
you're in Paris, on the other hand, the 
man should stay on the outside, as 
protection against a new variety of 
purse snatchers who drive by and grab 
right from their motorbikes. However, 
if he has more money in /i/s purse, 
maybe you should walk on the outside. 
My personal feeling is that if your man 
likes to feel courtly, let him walk on the 
outside no matter what. 
Does a gentleman always help a lady 
into the taxi? On the new theory, the 
agile one gets into the cab first. But if 
the agile one is also extremely seductive, 
and therefore likely to be driven off by 
the cab driver, the stronger one gets 
into the cab first. 
Should you stand or sit for an intro- 
duction? Customarily, older and more 
prestigious people remain seated to 
receive introductions, unless they are 
women — in which case no matter how 
young and unimportant you are, you 
sit while the man is introduced to you. 
Today many women stand up to show 
they can if they want to, and people 
who would rather not exhibit "age-ism" 
stay seated when older people are 
introduced. I still stand up to meet 
better writers and I suspect I always will. 
Especially if they're charming younger 
men and I do not wish to remind myself, 
or them, that I'm older. 
Is gum-chewing in public wrong? Yes, 
and it always will be, no matter how 
tough it makes you feel. People who sit 
next to me on buses and crack gum 
should walk. 
Should you use place cards at a formal 
dinner? It's nice to be able to seat 
compatible people next to each other; 
and place cards can make sure that the 
hostess wi II have the most adorable 
guests next to her. Place cards have 
fallen somewhat out of favor, though, 
since so many of us have standing- 
room-only buffets. (Perhaps the answer 
here is to have name posts, so that 
each guest may lean comfortably 
against a personalized post.) The trend 
away from place cards deprives us of 
a valuable asset: the ability to create 
incendiary and thus memorable con- 
versation by placing archenemies 
together. But then, we do not really 
have archenemies any more —only 
people who "are coming from a different 
place," which may give new meaning to 
place cards after all. 
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SLANT ON 
Imaginative design for 
one-room living, in all the 
w^oody colors of V 
John Saladino's newfabri< 
you can buy now 



Columns, "Petal" chairs, round lamp used as table all soften i com s angles 

^'wfK' 
Three fabrics in carpeted niche make it cozy; triangle Ihape adds width 

Can five patterns live to- 
gether in one room? Yes 
—especially if they're 
from the same family. In 
this 17-by-33-foot stu- 
dio/loft, where John Sal- 
adino created sharp an- 
gles and soft curves to 
transform an ordinary 
rectangle, his new fab- 
rics for Bloomcraft go to 
work to make clever use 
of every inch of space. 
The sleeping zone, far 
left, is a carpeted trian- 
gular platform with a 
carpeted headboard wall; 
ifs divided from the rest 
of the room by a curtain 
of "Gladiator" (here in 
Bone) on a hospital track. 
A comforter of "Block" 
(in Leather), and "Zip- 
per" covered pillows (in 
Beige) make it a cozy 
room-within-a-room. In 
the conversation circle, 
unusual seating sports 
two more patterns: on 
a hammock made of 
"Satellite" (in Walnut) 
upholstered to a piece 
of sturdy canvas, and 
on   the    Z-lounge   cov- 
tlORMAN McGRATH 

ered m \\ ainut "Cable." 
Under a wmdow shim- 
mered with high-gloss 
vertical blinds, an under- 
lit triangular table serves 
as dining area and desk. 
More geometric spice: 
two round columns (see 
plan), and a diagonal 
mirrored cabinet. Studio 
by John Saladino, Inc., 
and Projects Designer 
Laura Bohn. Hammock, 
Z-lounge, and Bloom- 
craft fabrics designed by 
John Saladino. "Petal" 
chairs by Mr. Saladino 
for Dunbar. Fabric pro- 
tected by Zepei. Antron 
nylon carpet from Kara- 
stan; "Rete" lamp and 
rose vase at Abitare. Port- 
able TV by Magnavox. 
For shopping informa- 
tion, turn to page 230. 

FALZARANO 
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Country flowers in new 
sheet designs by ^ 
Barbara Brody who lives 
in the gardens she creates 

Creative decorating siiould 
give you constant inspiration 
—and also the comfort that 
lets your imagination flourish. 
So when illustrator-designer 
Barbara Brody moved to Cali- 
fornia with her husband, pro- 
ducer John Avnet, she used 
her latest creations—three 
designs as fresh as country 
gardens—all over the house. 
A young woman who finds 
art in everything, she thinks 
of her surroundings as a store- 
house of ideas and of her 
house as "one big workroom." 
Slanted walls of rosewood dis- 

play paintings; beams are 
hung with collections of kites, 
hats, fans, and baskets. Miss 
Brody also gathers cloisonne 
and Chinese boxes, above, and 
her collections become part of 
her designs: "The 'Porcelain 
Border' sheet pattern hap- 
pened while I was looking at 
the blue-and-white boxes and 
thought, how wonderful it 
would be to sleep in that." In 
the bedroom, opposite page 
top, the dream comes true: 
"Porcelain Border" covers the 
bed's comforter and pillows, 
slipcovers the wicker sofa, and 

mixes with "Flov- 
—on the walls, pillow lOll.S 

dust ruffle, and tableskirt— 
proving that patterns from na- 
ture and from art can harmon- 
ize beautifully. In the living 
room, the same patterns meet 
again, on the sofa pillows and 
ottoman slipcovers. Sheets 
make summery tablecloths, 
too: In the dining room, 
"Spring Showers" freshen the 
buffet table spread with a 
homemade feast. All sheets 
by Barbara Brody for Martex. 
Shopping information pasc 
230. 





'OUSE OF IDEAS, 

l:h a treetop view 



Plan on four levels gives maximum open 
ness and family privacy  Buildin'^ factw pc/cr --■"■' MTi!^ Living room has step-up platform tor indoor plants 

Bedroom deck in roof slope 

Cantilevered chimney of living-room fireplace eliminates need for foundation 

HOW to make more of space: 
multilevels for multiuse, 
Eotsofglass^and 

decks that take living outdoors 

192 

Here is a happy union of an exceptional house and an excep- 
tional site.  Designed for Mr. and Mrs. David Krivitsky by 
architect  Eugene  L.   Futterman,  this  small,  cedar-sheathea 
weekend house weaves indoor space and outdoor setting to- 
gether delightfully. On an eastern Long Island lot bordering a , 
wide pond ringed in rich foliage and lush meadows, the house; 
is adroitly tailored so all major rooms and decks face the pond ' 
and wetlands landscape. Though only a half acre, the lot com-; 
mands sweeping  views of the surrounding countryside.  "It 
is like our own lake and woodland" say the owners "and we're 
front-row center for the changing scene in all seasons." 



Two levels of glass at floor and ceiling heights [^J Deck expands heart-of-the-house room tor entertjniing 

Twin bathrooms skylighted, divided by mirror walls 
1^21 Kitchen has triangular plan that saves steps 

On four levels, with tour major rooms, it is more spacious 
than its 1,700 square footage. Rooms and ceilings vary in shape 
and size, and the living-dining-kitchen—the heart of the house 
—takes up the whole second level. Surprise and the unexpected 
are the magical components of the design. You enter the 
ground-level entrance (a secluded guest room and bath adjoin 
it) and ascend to the second level. Suddenly you are in exciting 
space: The ceiling soars 16Vi feei above the living room, while 
the dining-kitchen area veers ofT in a triangle on the right and, 
to the left, three steps lead up to an indoor plant pIa>form. 
Two steps higher lead to a snug study on the third level. 

The big main room is flooded with sunlight from a 6-foot- 
square dome skylight overhead, from high clerestory windows, 
from the living and dining area glass walls. All-white walls and 
ceilings amplify the light and arc a foil for the sand and straw 
tones of bleached oak floors, Ultra.suede sofa, chairs, laminated 
table, carpet, and the blue and white durrie rug. The 45-foot- 
long deck, which doubles space for entertaining, has a small 
counterpart above it. Here, at the fourth, top-of-the-house 
level, is the greige and white master bedroom and a small deck 
where the Krivitskys can watch the busy life of birds on the 
pond below—where they canoe, fish, and ice skate. 

Jl 
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ZNeed sun to grow 
what you  love? An 
unlikely slope at the 
edge of the driveway 
was the place for Dr. 

and Mrs. Otto Billig 
)f Nashville. "We're in a wild- 
A-ood," says Mrs. Billig, "'and 
[ wanted an open spot where 
[   could   grow   flowers   and 
herbs."   After   clearing   and 
leveling the slope they trans- 
formed  it  into  a  goose-foot 
pattern   of   brick   and   grass 
paths with retaining walls that 
double  as  benches  for  sun- 
ning. "I can handle it myself," 
Sebby Billig says, "and have 
bouquets   all   summer   long, 
plenty   of   herbs—even   for 
Christmas     presents."     Last 
year, she made 32 gallons of 
herb   vinegar,   "including   a 
heady one of mint, garlic, and 
dill that's good on vegetable 
salads   and   for   marinating 
meat." She also air-dries herbs 
for  sachets   and   seasonings, 
tied  up in  calico  or muslin 
bags. The garden has also be- 
come a bird garden with bird- 
bath, wild elderberry (foamy 

white in summer), seeds not 
harvested, and rose hips to at- 
tract songbirds year round. 

Opposite page: Brick-walled 
garden with more than 50 
varieties of herbs and herbal 
flowers—roses, peonies, iris. 
Urn was found at a "rack 
and ruin" shop. 
Below left: Yellow calendula, 
orange butterfly weed, pink 
yarrow, blue-flowered borage 
bordered by Silver Mound 
artemisia. 
Below right: Roses for potpourri 
rim driveway wall. 
Plan: 24-by-40-foot garden. 

«r ,f<Ui- 

Our need for 
an herb garden 

began with a 
recipe that called 
tor rosemary— 

md I had to bor- 
rowa sprig from a friend,"says 
Pat Burton. She and her hus- 
band, interior designer Dan 
Burton, found space for a little 
herb garden in a spot near the 
driveway, a corner boxed in by 
a wall and a boundary fence. 
Now they grow 17 kinds of cu- 
linary herbs, and more chosen 
for flowers or fragrance. Step- 
ping-stones cross the beds and 
make walking, watering, and 
snipping easy. A few herbs, 
like tender rosemary and lem- 
on verbena, are also grown in 
pots for winter use. Pat Bur- 
ton is current president of the 
Nashville Herb Society, which 
tends 6 historic gardens, raises 
money for the Tennessee Bo- 
tanical Gardens at Cheek- 
wood, and provides lunch- 
time herb lectures at city 
parks. "Members share plants 

in summer, recipes in winter," 
and have written three book- 
lets: herb breads, soups, and 
general cookery, $1.35 each 
postpaid. Plant markers (see 
Gardeners' gifts, page 162) 
are another NHS idea. 

LONDON 

Top: Informal garden with 
stepping stones that lead past 
gray-lesved lambs'-ears, thyme, 
to birdbath and tall tansy. 
Above right: Just a skip from 
the kitchen are mints, basil, 
lemon verbena, large-leaved 
sesame. Brick wall has 
pineapple finials, symbol of 
hospitality. 
Plan: 20-by-20-foot garJen. 
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The cookie 
connection 
Delectable treats to give 
or to serve at a homemade 
Christmas party 

Celebrate Christmas at a 
party where everything is 
handmade with love—invi- 
tations, cookies, favors, 
even the honeysuckle vine 
wreath that hangs at the 
head of a table of holiday 
goodies. You can make a! 
the presents in advance, 
as IVIrs. Eugene Kennedy 
did: She baked and froze 
nine kinds of cookies— 
for party food and gifts- 
ahead of time, and sur- 

prised young guests with 
the easy-to-sew favors 
you'll find on the next page. 
1, 2, 3. Rolled sugar 
cookies, pinwheels, short- 
bread jam, hazlenut 
crescents, gingerbread, 
peanut butter chocolate 
kisses, coconut pennies, 
ice-box nut. Decorations 
were added the day before 
the party. Recipes, page 
138. 4. Mrs. Kennedy and 
2-year-old Eugene III 
collaborate on invitations. 

CHRIS REINHARDT 
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You can stitch 
teddy bears to 
place cards, or 
Here, the bear 
Just as tempting as the 
cookies at Eugene's party 
was a basket of tissue- 
wrapped presents under 
the tree. What's inside? 
Dozens of calico teddy 
bears IVlrs. Kennedy 
stuffed with Dacron fiber- 
fill and tied with ribbon 
neckties—a different 
bear for each child. The 
do-ahead toys and 
cookies were so colorful 
they were the party's 
main decoration, so prep- 
aration time was short. 
Hand-designed invita- 
tions (see preceding 

up a basketful of 
use as favors, 
to hang on the tree, 
necessities 

page) announced the 
party's flavor: brown 
construction paper cut 
out and poster-painted 
ike gingerbread men. 

When the cookie buffet 
was spread on a patch- 
work cover, greenery, 
candles, and white 
narcissus were all it 
needed.Learn to sew 
calico bears, page 292. 
1, 2. Beribboned bears, 
before and after giving. 
3. Stuffing bears. The 
bear above is actual 
size. 4. Eugene admires 
workmanship ; 
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Dutch Coffee 
Get into the spirit of things with this 
luscious Dutch Coffee: Pour IV2 oz. of 
Vandermint in a cup and fill with hot 
coffee. Top it off with whipped cream 
for a real "Dutch treat." Making it with 
Vandermint makes the difference. 

by\&ndermint 
THE MINTED CHOCOLATE LIQUEUR 

FROM HOLLAND. ABOUT $12 A BOTTLE. 
Free Vandermint Booklet of Drink and Food Recipes: 

Vandermint Recipes, Box 1645, FDR Sta., N.Y., N.Y. 10022 

MEAL IN 
MINUTES 

MENU 

Gingered scallops 
Sauteed cucumbers 

Apple sorbet 

Lightly browned scallops 
tinged with ginger, sauteed cu- 
cumbers in sour cream, and 
cidcry apple sorbet—an easy 
lunch or dinner for four with 
just the right spice to be party 
food or a relaxing meal during 
holiday celebrations. Richard 
Nelson, whose energy rico- 
chets him between his various 
careers—a retail flower busi- 
ness. West Coast assistant to 
James Beard, and full-time 
cooking teacher—sends these 
recipes from his cooking 
school in Portland, Oregon. 

You will spend 30 minutes, 
maybe less, in the kitchen—if 
you have an electric ice-cream 
freezer, turn out dessert while 
you're at the table. Or make it 
early in the day or a day 
ahead. Slice the cucumbers 
and scallions and chop dill or 
chives for the vegetable dish. 
It will take only a few minutes 
to saute the cucumbers, and 
before you add the sour cream 
to heat through, you can start 
the scallops in another skillet. 
Cook them briefly, dust with 
parsley, and serve. 

Gingered 
scallops 
INGREDIENTS 
6 tablespoons butter 
1V2 pounds bay scallops, or sea 

scallops, thinly sliced 
2 tablespoons fresh ginger, 

minced (or powdered 
ginger to taste—1 teaspoon 
or less) 

Salt, freshly ground pepper 
2 tablespoons parsley, 

finely chopped 

METHOD 
D Heat 6 tablespoons butter 
in a skillet until sizzling. Add 
the scallops and ginger and 
saute briefly, just long enough 
to heat scallops through but not 
long enough for them to be- 
come brown. Season with salt 
and pepper, sprinkle with pars- 
ley, and serve. Serves 4. 

Sauteed 
cucumbers 
INGREDIENTS 
2 scallions, trimmed and finely ' 

sliced 
2 tablespoons butter 
2 medium cucumbers, peeled, 

seeded, and julienned 
Salt, freshly ground pepper 
4 tablespoons sour cream 
2 tablespoons fresh dill or 

chives, chopped 

METHOD 
n Heat 1 tablespoon butter in 
a skillet until bubbling. Add 
scallions to skillet and saute 
them gently for about a minute. 
Add the remaining butter and 
the cucumber slices and saute, 
shaking the pan occasionally to 
cook slices evenly and prevent 
sticking, 
n When the cucumber slices 
begin to give water, after about 
2 minutes, season generously 
with salt and pepper, stir in the 
sour cream, and sprinkle with 
dill. Cook until the sour cream 
is warm, but do not let it boil. 
Serves 4—6. 

Apple sorbet 
INGREDIENTS 
3V2 cups sugar 
2 cups water 
4 cups sweet cider or apple       < 

juice 
4 cups raw apple, pseled, 

seeded, and shredded 
(tossed with lemon juice to 
prevent browning) 

200 

METHOD 
n Combine sugar and water 
in a heavy 4-quart saucepan. 
Bring to a boil and boil until 
syrup is thick, about 5 minutes. 
Add cider or apple juice and 
remove from heat. Cool. Add 
shredded apple and place in 
ice cream freezer container. 
Freeze as for Ice cream. Makes 
about 1 quart sorbet. 

Opposite page: Whole poached 
peaches layered in a deep 
pastry shell sport a crust cap. 
Serve each person a whole 
peach and a piece of cap. ^ 
For step-by-step instructions * 
and other ideas for fillings, 1 
turn to page 203. s 

EMERICK BR0N50N 

House & Garden. 
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JUSTERINI & BROOKS Founded 1749 

Many tr^ but none succeed. 
Ifou just cant copy a true original. 

Because it*s rare. 

86 Proof Blended Scotch Whisky © 1978 Paddington Corp., N.Y. 



is month in Wine 8t Food: Food that loves company 
/eet and savory pastries, small dinner ^ 
Tties, plus lots and iSfc festive drinks 
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Pastry for parties 
Plus tips from experts 
to make your 
pastry-making easy 

The Basics: definitions, tips, and recipes 
from cooks to ensure never-fail pastry— 
and lots of ideas lor using it. 
Marion Cunningham, who has just re- 
vised The Fannie Farmer Cookbook 
Pie pastry is flaky, crisp, fragile, and 
even when baked is not strong enough 
to stand without the support of a pie 
plate. The pastry is flaky because the fat 
is cut into the flour only until the mix- 
ture becomes mealy and resembles very 
tiny peas. If you have cold hands, rub 
the fat and flour together until it is the 
right texture (you can chill your fingers 
in ice water); or use a pastry blender, or 
two knives. The food processor will 
work, but be quick and deft with the on/ 
off motion or you will overblend. 

Pies usually hold more filling than 
tarts and are ideal for rich old-fashioned 
chicken, turkey, meat, or vegetable pies. 
Pie pastry is also a fine complement for 
fresh, seasonal fruits and berries, and is 
best eaten the day it is baked. A basic 
recipe for a 2-crust, 8-inch pie: 2 cups 
all-purpose flour, 1 teaspoon salt, % cup 
shortening (like Crisco), V3 cup water. 

Tart pastry (pate brisee) diff'ers from 
pie pastry because it is crumbly not 
flaky, buttery, and strong enough to 
stand without the side support of a pan 
rim when baked and filled. When sugar 
is added to the pastry, to use for sweet 
fillings, it is pate sucree. 

Tart pastry is crumbly because the fat 
and flour are completely blended. The 
addition of an egg yolk or a whole egg 
gives the pastry strength. A food proces- 
sor does a fine job of mixing and blend- 
ing all the ingredients, or combine the 
ingredients in a bowl and blend by hand, 
or use an electric mixer. Tart pastry may 
be patted and pushed into the pan, or 

Continued on pa^e 212 

1 How to make a fruit tart 

Ready to serve, deep, whole peach tart with pastry lid. First add water, egg, butter to 
bowl for pastry crust. Make an emulsion by working butter into water with knuckles. 

Add flour to emulsion and work in with stiff fingers spread apart. Roll out Vs of the 
dough for lid. Place over the ungreased mold and carefully smooth pastry onto mold. 

Trim excess dough with a sharp knife, Scallop bottom edge with dull edge of a knife. 
Make a ball of excess dough and press on top to be a handle. Turn page for tart assembly. 
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Lattice-top walnut tart 
"it's more like a candy, a caramel-nut roll, than a pie" 
that's how Jack Lirio, a pastry chef and San Francis 
cooking teacher, describes his special version of an Enj 
diner nusstorte, shown above. Mr, Lirio first encounter 

Glazed, decorated lid. Glaze inside pastry shell 
FMERICK BRONSON 
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—— ;, i ; ' ' . ; • jrs make 
another delicious filling for the deep 
pastry crust. Poach pears in spices 
and red wine a day ahead and leave 
in liquid to soak up a deep red color. 

Can anything so 
pretty be practical? 
And easy, too! A spe- 
cial two-piece mold 
of rolled black steel 
designed by Isabelle 
Marique, a New 
York cooking teach- 
er (see her using her 
mold left and previ- 
ous page) creates the 
effect—a covered 
casserole in pastry. 
To do the same thing 
without her mold, 
Ms. Marique sug- 
gests a deep quiche 
pan and a circle of 
cardboard, slit on 
one radius to the 
center, folded over 
and stapled, to get a 
"coolie hat" effect. 
Cover with foil and 
follow the same di- 

rections. Place on a cookie sheet 
to bake and take care not to burn 
it. Make several bottoms and tops 
to keep on hand. ( Baked, they will 
keep several days on a shelf, or 
freeze dough ball unbaked.) Fill 
with any fruit—whole poached 
oranges would work, as do mounds 
of soft berries garnished with 
whipped cream. The fruit tarts 
hold about 20 small peaches, or 10 
large pears, so are good for large 
parties. Serve guests a spoonful of 
filling and break lid into pieces. 
Guests can take as much crust as 
they like. When the lid and top 
layer of fruit are gone, cut through 
bottom layer crust like a regular 
tart. Make crusts without sugar for 
savory fillings—chicken or lobster 
salads to serve cold; beef carbon- 
ade, or a creamy seafood mixture 
topped with whole sole fillets to 
serve hot. Recipes, page 216. 
Shopping information, page 230. 

3 Chicken 
coriander pie 

"I actually dream various tastes and wake up wantinj 
to make them real," says Josceline Dimbleby, author o 
A Taste of Dreams. So it was easier, when she firs 
started cooking, for Mrs. Dimbleby to make up a recip( 
than to follow a book. Growing up in the Middle Eas 
and South America, she developed a passion for herbs 
spices, and unusual combinations of flavors, like thi 
chicken coriander pie with cider and mustard. Mrs 
Dimbleby makes it in a large flan dish, "then everyom 
gets a good slice of the rich and crumbly pastry. 
Equally appealing hot or cold, the pie can be brunch 
lunch, or dinner. Mrs. Dimbleby dresses up the crus 
with decorations fashioned 
from bits of pastry trimmed 
before baking, then brush- 
es on egg yolk to make the 
top a burnished bronze. 
Her husband David, an en- 
thusiastic taste-tester, spurs 
her on, is now trying des- 
serts for her ne,\t book. 
"Even on holiday, when I 
don't have to," says Mrs. 
Dimbleby, "sometimes I 
feel I've just got to cook 
something." Recipe, page 
220. ■-^K,^^^^ 
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Chicken coriander pie and, above, cook-author 
Josceline Dimbleby, its creator, in her kitchen. 
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the dessert, a specialty of the Engadine district ot Switzer-   best made when the new crop of walnuts arrives in Novem 
land, on a visit to Fauchon, when he lived in Paris. On ber and December. For "a party's worth of pastries," Mr. 
tasting a similar sweet in a San Francisco shop, he went Lirio cuts down the center of each Vi-inch-wide lattice- 
right home to recreate it—now it's an autumn tradition,   crust strip to make bite-sized tarts. Recipe on page 216. 

^French pear almoad tart 
Pastry is precise; you can add ingredients m mhcr kinds 
if cooking right up to the end, but in baking, once it's in 
he oven, that's it," says Sylvie Gilles-Naves, daughter of 
taster pastry chef, Gaston Lenotre. She tested all the reci- 
'cs at home for his book Lenotre's Desserts and Pastries 
Barron's) to ensure clear instructions that an average 
ook could follow with success. The book's organization 
lemonstrates how the most intricate creations are built of 
nore basic recipes. It opens with doughs and creams, then 
heir variations, and finally the cakes, tarts, and pastries, 
rhe pasti^^ho^^rfect tart, above, combines several rec 

ipes—pate brisee, almond pastry 
cream (vanilla pastry cream plus 
almonds and other ingredients), 
and  poached  or canned  pears. 
Mrs. Gilles-Naves shows how to use flan rings above: Lay 
pastry over ring, and gently fit to touch all the way around. 
Fold in a '/2-inch border of dough, then cut off excess by 
rolling the pin across the top of the ring. Lift up the border 
and pinch it between fingers to give a decorative edge and 
fasten the pastry to the top of the ring   Bake on cookie 
sheet. Recipes^age 220. 



FOOD THA TLOVES COMPANY 

ollday suppers, family style 
^Gather round 
I a table of 
/ salmon mousse, 
braised beef 
with leeks, and a 
delectable hazelnut 
cheesecake 

Mrs. Sp< 
crushed 

iars decorates with 
and whole nuts 

"The kitchen has always been 
the heart of our house," says 

Ruth Spears, 
a    native   of 
Oregon    and 
chief cook in 
a family that 
helps   with 
each step 
of   a   meal. 
When plan- 

ning   a   din- 
n e r, I ask 
my   husband 
Frank  what 

wine he wants to serve, then 
build  the  menu  around  it." 

After many years of study 
with such experts as James 
Beard and Simone Beck, Mrs. 
Spears finds that all the classes 
and cuisines oH'er principles 
she can integrate into her 
own style of cooking—"and 
they're a great excuse to trav- 
el!" Most often, though, the 
Spears entertain simply at 
home, grilling lamb chops 
outdoors or, in colder weath- 
er, serving a 
stew or roast 
with vegetables 
from their own 
garden. The ha- 
zelnut cheese- 
cake, far right, 
is an irresistible 
holiday indul- 
gence. For Ruth 
Spears, cooking 
"is a form of art that lets you 
express yourself while you 
give other people pleasure— 
it's something you can share 
with everyone." For recipes 
see page 226. 

DINNER 

♦ 
Salmon mousse 

Braised beef 
Carrots, leeks, onions 
Spinach-orange salad 

Eyrie Meunier 
Red Oregon wine 

Hazelnut cheesecake 

Siiull table set for 
an informal dinner. 
Cut-out in kitchen wall 
gives view into greenhousil 

Salmon mousse with cape. 

2 Help yourself to a kitchen buffet of 
lamb with currants, zucchini pancakes, 

and shrimp in noodle nests 

Alfredo Bouret serving one 
of his specialties—zucchini 
pancakes 

"I use a menu until every one 
of our friends has had it, be- 
fore I move on and make up 
a new one. Some guests get a 
repeat of a meal, but no one 
has ever complained," says 
Alfredo Bouret. A fine natural 
cook, born in Mexico, he has 
worked as a fashion artist 
for Vogue in Paris and now, 
in London, masterminds his 
shop "Mexicana," all of which 
probably contributes to his 
nonconformist approach to 
food. His favorite formula is 
six or eight for a meal in 
the kitchen of his Victorian 
terrace house. "I like to do 
on-the-spot cooking like the 
zucchini pancakes." Just a 
short counter separates a 
small cooking area from the 
generous kitchen table where 
guests can sit comfortably 

1 close to the cook preparing 
their dinner. The counter can 
act as a buffet as well. "If I en- 
tertain larger groups, I use the 
dining room and do all the 
cooking ahead of time." Mr. 

Bouret doesn't claim to use 
wholly original recipes. "Most 
of mine are sifted through 
from a lot of traveling and 
reading, but in the end, I 
think we all put our stamp 
on the food we serve, both by 
the plan of a menu and its 
presentation." His artist's eye 
and curious palate create 
dishes of surprising tastes and 
textures—the lamb with black 
currants de-emphasizes the 
meat taste, re- 
placing it with 
the subtle fla- 
vors left from 
overnight mar- 
ination and 
roasting with 
black currant 
jam and brown 
sugar.   Anoth- 

KITCHEN  BUFFET 
DINNER FOR 6 

♦ 
Shrimp In noodle nests 

Zucchini pancakes 
Glazed radishes 

Lamb sweet lamb 
Chocolate mousse 

er popular entree combines 
chicken with mango, nutmeg, 
lemon, and cream. Getting 
meals off to an unexpected 
start, like shrimp in noodle 
beds, is also a Bouret tech- 
nique. Recipes, page 222. 

Above: View 
of the kitchen from the 
"business" end. Welsh 
dresser houses part of 
a collection of small 
plates bought for their 
color and charm, not 
value. Right: Zucchini 
pancakes with melted 
butter and Parmesan 
cheese. Radishes are 
served with lamb with 
blackcurrants (in the 
U.S., use another 
fruit). Dinner opens 
with shrimp on 
cellophane noodles. 



——Above: Home-grown carrots and leeks, plus tiny onions and potatoe 
antique platter with braised beef, served with two sauces and a 

ite spinach-orange salad. Right: A slice of temptation—James Beard's 
iecake made with Oregon hazelnuts for added texture, coToTTanHnavor 



GOOD 
SPIRITS 
Fluid forms of 
fauna and flora 

A Green-eyed Monster, a 
nonalcoholic Pussyfoot, or a 
Fig Leaf—and other 
animal and vegetable drinks 
to mix and match 

By Henry McNulty 
The drinking world is full of fauna and 
flora that seem to have eluded classifica- 
tion over the years. It is obviously high 
time for someone to attempt to in- 
sert a bit of order into this animal 
and vegetable chaos, so 1 offer here- 
with my new scientific system of 
separating this confusing bev- 
erage   situation   into   easily 
identified   categories   so 
that  the  present unseemly 
picture can be tidied up. 

Zoological beverages can be ra- 
tionalized and computerized into 
general, logical divisions; Mytho- 
logical Mammals, Dumb Domestic 
Dependents, Brutish Beasts, or 
Farmyard Friends. The Botanical 
Betterment movement would split 
floral concoctions into Vegetable. 
Tree, Fruit, and Blossom divisions, 
say. Cocktail and beverage nomen- 
clature has been a haphazard affair 
up to this century, although it might 
also be pointed out that the genre 
did not even exist until the 1 800s. 
Perhaps my system will help to re- 
store order amid the general confu- 
sion and prevent some terrible faux 
pas being committed when you are out 
in high society through lack of informa- 
tion about which animal or vegetable is 
which. 

Here then are some of the exciting 
possibilities: 
Mythical Mammals 
This section I would favor opening up 
with Green Dragons because there are 
two of them and because both are quite 
dangerous. The first to be identified, con- 
quered, and classified contains a mixture 
of half dry gin, VH kiimmel, the same of 
lemon juice, 4 dashes of bitters, and a re- 
maining quarter, that makes it green, of 
crcme de menthe. This dragon's twin is 
even more perilous, though seemingly 
simple and disarming. It is composed of 
half cognac, and half green Chartreuse 
poured over shaved ice. 

A Zombie is powerful voodoo, if not 
strictly mythological. For this magic, you 
shake a measure each of light, medium, 
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and dark rums into a tall glass, together 
with 4 drops each of cherry and apricot 
brandy, and ice. Pour into a tall glass and 
decorate with pineapple slice and a cher- 
ry. If that is not fabulous enough for you, 
you can float a spoonful of Demerara 
rum on top of the whole affair for added 
zing. 

There is also the Green-Eyed Monster, 
which sounds like something out of 
Monty Python, but is definitely mythical, 
consisting, as it does, of one part each of 
dry gin, sweet vermouth, and green 
Chartreuse, stirred with ice, and filtered 
into your glass. 

Is a Purple Bunny something you'd 

Warm up a wintry evening with a "Russian Bear, 
or try a refreshing minty-green  "Parakeet." 

rather drink than see? Should it be classi- 
fied with wild animals, or here with the 
myths? Whichever you decide, in real 
life it is made with a measure of cherry 
brandy, % measure cream, V'l measure 
creme de cacao, shaken with ice and 
strained into a glass. 

Another poser is angels. Anthropo- 
logically trained as I am, I am not quite 
certain where they fit in. Are they myth- 
ological? Are they even animal? In 
any case, an Angel's Wing can be con- 
structed (and I use the word advisedly) 
by piling on top of each other a measure 
of cognac, one of creme de cacao, and 
finally one of heavy cream, so that each 
floats on its predecessor. Serve carefully, 
or like many myths, this could dema- 
terialize. 

The Wild and Woolly Division must 
include a Russian Bear. Politics aside, it 
is clearly a wild animal, as wild as any 
you could name, though this one is not 

so woolly an incarnation as you might 
expect. Rather he is smoothly concocted 
of 2 parts of vodka to one of creme de 
cacao, and is tamed slightly by adding a 
tablespoon of heavy cream and 4 ice 
cubes, and given a thorough shaking. 
You then strain him into a cocktail glass 
for further subjugation. 

Along with him, 1 would have to in- 
clude Leopard's Milk, made with one 
part each of dark rum and brandy, 4 
parts cream, 2 teaspoons of fine sugar, 
and a cup of cracked ice. I have failed to 
discover how you get the spots into this, 
but it certainly can make you roar. A 
Monkey Gland—a fairly wild form of 
beverage life—is one part each of gin, 

orange juice, and Pernod, shaken 
with ice and strained. It is meant to 
do for you, without surgery, what 
the Swiss monkey gland medicos 
used to make their fortunes on do- 
ing for the idle jet setters in the 
prehistoric twenties. 

An Elk is definitely wild—haff 
dry gin, half mirabelle or quetsch or 
slivovitz, with a dash or two of dry 
vermouth, shaken and strained. On 
the other hand, a Fox Trot seems 
quite controlled though it may not 
exactly fit the definition of fauna, 
but it is untamed enough, being 2 
measures of light rum. 2 dashes of 
Curasao, and the juice of half a 
lemon or lime, shaken with ice. A 
Tigre Volante Coctel is a rum thing^ 
from South America, mysteriously 
made with 2 parts of golden rum 
and one each of gin and grenadine 
(or less of the latter if you want 
your trip to be a drier one), plus 
bitters, shake with fine ice and pour 
without straining either the drink or 

yourself. 
Pink Monkeys are sufficiently savage 

to warrant including in our zoo. These 
are produced by shaking two parts of 
cognac, and one each of Dubonnet and 
Anis del Mono with the white of an egg 
for fluffiness, and ice. A twist of lemon 
pee' over the monkeys gives them extra 
prehensility. 
Ornithological Orders 
The bird category ranges from barnyard 
fowl to the jungle. We might start this 
section off with a domesticated Chanti- 
cleer, and his 2 measures of gin. juice of 
half a lemon, tablespoon of raspberry 
syrup, and white of egg shaken with ice, 
leading his family of Prairie Chickens (^ 
whole egg in a wineglass covered with \ 
measure of gin, salted and peppered). . 

The jungle is represented by a Yellow 
Parrot on the one hand and a Parakeet 
on the other. In India, these flit around 
the gardens (the birds, not the drinks) 

Continued on page 210 
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like our sparrows do. The first of these 
colorful beverages is made of equal parts 
of yellow Chartreuse, apricot brandy, 
and Pernod. Combine with ice, shake, 
strain, and olT it flies. The second (which 
can be called a Perroquet, if you want to 
be French about it) uses one part 
Pernod, a dash of creme de menthe, 
and 5 parts soda water in a tall glass with 
ice. It helps you get airborne if you are 
in a tropical temper, or the weather is 
equatorial. Very cooling in exotic places 
like Dallas or Singapore. 

More homely is the Crow, which 
brings you back to earth by a mixture of 
Vi whiskey, V^ lemon juice, and a dash 
of grenadine. If you feel even cornier, a 
Bluebird might suit the mood with its 2 
ounces of gin, 4 dashes each of Angos- 
tura and blue Curasao, plus a twist of 
lemon peel and a cherry, if you like, 
stirred with ice. 
Finny Favorites 
The Fish Division includes a Clam Juice 
Cocktail that might be a welcome non- 
alcoholic oasis once in a while when you 
don't feel like anything strong but want a 
tasty drink. For this you shake together a 
teaspoon of tomato ketchup, a pinch of 
celery salt, a dash of Tabasco and -A of 
a cup of canned clam juice, with ice. 
.Strain and serve. 

While we are on shellfish, a Prairie 
Oyster is a sort of a seaside Prairie 
Chicken. You slip a raw egg yolk care- 
fully into a wineglass, add a measure of 
cognac and a dash of Worcestershire 
sauce. Then whip the white of egg slight- 
ly, pour it on top and imbibe. A simpler 
version is a teaspoon of Worcestershire 
sauce, a drop of Tabasco, a whole raw 
egg, salt and pepper. 

Fishhouse Punch on the other hand, is 
a matter for a party of twenty-five. Dis- 
solve % of a pound of sugar in a large 
punch bowl with a bit of water. When 
melted, add a quart of lemon juice, two 
bottles of chilled Jamaican or Puerto 
Rican rum, a cup or so of peach brandy 
to taste, and two quarts of either cold 
soda water or plain water, stir. Put a 
large block of ice into the punch bowl 
and let it sit for an hour before regaling 
your guests with it. 
Insect Interests 
The insect or bug category seems to be 
dominated by bees. There is the Bumble 
Bee which needs 2 fingers of dark rum, 
1 '/2 teaspoons of clear honey, 2 or more 
teaspoons of lime or lemon juice and the 
same of fresh egg white. Shake with ice 
cubes and strain into a cocktail glass, 
then twist a bit of orange peel over the 
drink, and drop in 3 or 4 drops of Angos- 
tura. 

And the Queen Bee with % sloe gin, 
'/a Curasao and a dash of anisette, and 
the Busy Bee which also contains honey 
—1 teaspoon of it—which you put into 
a shaker with 1 teaspoon of fresh mint 
and stir with 2 ounces of gin, Vi ounce 

Cointreau, 2 teaspoons lime juice to dis- 
solve the honey. Only then do you put 
the ice in (otherwise the honey hardens 
instead of melting). Add the white of an 
egg and shake hard. Both the honey and 
the lime juice quantities can be changed 
to suit your tastes. 

An insect world drink with a real sting 
is a White Scorpion. This form of deadli- 
ness is made of one part each of vodka, 
kirsch, and white creme de menthe, to 
which you add a dash or two of Rose's 
Lime Juice. Shake hard with fine ice and 
pour, ice and all, into a wineglass or a 
small tumbler. 

If you are feeling slightly less lethal, a 
Grasshopper is the thing to toast the in- 
sect world with—one part each creme de 
menthe, creme de cacao, and just plain 
heavy cream. Shake with ice and strain 
into a tulip shaped glass. 
Dumh Domestic Dependents 
The household pets part of our me- 
nagerie begins with man's best friend's 
proboscis—a Dog's Nose, which is a 
measure or two of a good dry gin in a 
large glass, that's filled up with cold beer 
or stout. A Barking Dog is a punning 
drink, flavored with a chinchona bark (!) 
liqueur made in Spain, called Calisay. 
You put this into a mixture of V^ each 
of dry gin, dry vermouth, and sweet 
vermouth. A Bulldog is a tall drink—2 
measures of gin, the juice of I orange, 
ice, fill with ginger ale. 

Friendly felines are represented by a 
Cat's Eye or 4 parts gin, 3 of dry ver- 
mouth, 1 each of Cointreau and lemon- 
ade, and 2 teaspoons of kirsch. Shake, 
strain, serve with a lemon twist. And the 
harmless, nonalcoholic Pussyfoot made 
with half a cup of ginger ale, half a tea- 
spoon of grenadine, a sl'ce of orange, a 
twist of lemon peel, and ice. Combine 
all these and stir gently, sip until purr- 
ing sets in. 
Farmyard Friends 
Fauna from the farm includes a Mcscow 
Mule. One of Portugal's eminent bar- 
tenders, Senhor Manuel da Silva, makes 
this with a measure each of lime juice 
and vodka in a tall glass, filled with ice 
and ginger ale, decorated with a quarter 
of a lime. If you don't want a whole 
mule, you can try a Mule's Hind Leg, 
which is equal parts of gin, applejack, 
Benedictine, apricot brandy and maple 
syrup, stirred together with ice and 
strained into a glass. 

Cattle are represented by both sexes— 
the cow and the bull, and tend to be 
rather hearty specimens. A Black Cow is 
a teetotalling animal, a tall gla.ss of cola 
topped by two scoops of vanilla ice 
cream. But a Rum Cow has as much 
dark rum as you like, say 2 ounces, 2 
drops of vanilla extract, a dash of Angos- 
tura, two teaspoons of sugar, a cup of 
milk and a pinch of grated nutmeg, all 
shaken with ice and strained into a tall 
glass. A Bullshot, of course, is a measure 
of vodka in a cup of cold beef con- 
somme, flavored to taste with salt and 
lemon. 

A Horse's Neck with spirits is more 
complicated as befits this noble beast's 
temperament. Cut a spiral of lemon peel 
and put it in a tall glass. Add as much 
Scotch or cognac as you like and fill 
with ginger ale. Even nobler is a Silver 
Stallion—half gin, half vanilla ice 
cream, juice of half a lemon and half a 
lime, shaken with shaved ice and 
strained into a glass which you fill up 
with soda water. 
Rampaging Reptiles 
This category provides a haven for many 
of those snakes St. Patrick chased out of 
Ireland. There is a Rattlesnake big 
enough to need six people to hold it 
down. Its strength lies in 8 measures of 
rye whiskey, 2 of lemon juice, 3 dashes 
of Pernod, the whites of 2 eggs, sweeten 
to taste. Rattle it hard with ice to make 
the beast fluffy, and strain into 6 glasses. 

Shakespeare complained that a thank- 
less child was sharper than a Serpent's 
Tooth, but he probably never tried the 
cocktail of the same name. I don't know 
how it compares with the Bard's ungrate- 
ful brat but it is fairly sharp, and is made 
with 2 parts Irish whiskey, 4 of dry ver- 
mouth, 2 of lemon juice, I of kiimmel, a 
dash of Angostura, shaken and strained. 
A Portuguese Snake-in-the-Grass comes 
from the Algarve. It has 'u each of gin, 
Cointreau, dry vermouth, and lemon 
juice, shaken with ice. And finally, 
though I am not absolutely sure it is a 
reptile, is a drink that would make you 
jump—a Hop Toad, composed of three 
parts apricot brandy to one of lemon 
juice, stirred with ice. 
Botanical Branch 
The drink world's botanical life is very 
active, too. You have heard of the fa- 
mille rose in chinaware, but the rose 
family is far more prolific when it comes ^ 
to agricultural drinks. The most impor- 
tant floral beverage group is that of the 
rose. Patriotism seems to play quite a 
part in this section: the American Rose 
vies with the French Rose: color is im- 
portant too. Pink Rose drinks, and Black 
ones and White ones (not to mention 
miscellaneous Morning Roses, Rositas 
and Cremes de Rose). 

Rather illogically, the American Rose 
is made entirely with French ingredients, 
possibly owing to the literary invasion of 
Paris by expatriate American writers, 
Ike Hemingway, in the twenties. It needs 
a measure of cognac, a dash of Pernod, 
1 teaspoon of grenadine, and 2 slices of 
crushed ripe peach, shaken with crushed 
ice, strained and topped up with cham- 
pagne. A French Rose, on the other 
hand, is much more cosmopolitan, with 
2 parts London gin, 1 part Danish Peter 
Heering, and 1 part Italian maraschino 
shaken and strained. 

A Black Rose is composed of a mea-,' 
sure of Jamaican rum in a tumbler with' 
a couple of ice cubes, a teaspoon of; 
sugar, and topped up with cold, black* 
coffee. A White Rose, on the other hand, 
is 2 measures of gin, 2 teaspoons of 

Continued on page 212 
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anisette, and 2 dashes of bitters stirred 
with ice, strained and served with a twist 
ot lemon. A Pink Rose, naturally, takes a 
teaspoon of grenadine for color, and one 
each of lemon juice and cream for taste 
and consistency, shaken madly with 2 
measures of gin and an egg white and 
ice. An eyeopener is the Morning Rose, 
easily mixed with a measure each of light 
rum and Curasao, plus half a measure 
each of grenadine and lime juice shaken 
with ice. 
Flower Arrangements 
For those who like floral arrangements, 
there are plenty of blossoms to choose 
from. The classic Orange one is 3 parts 
gin to I orange juice, stirred with ice. An 
Almond Blossom is nutty enough with 
half a measure of almond syrup (or- 
geat), l'/2 of cognac, 1 of gin and a 
teaspoon of lemon. 
Various Vegetables 
A Corn Popper and a Pumpkin Eater, 
are two of the vegetable section repre- 
sented. The Corny one takes a pint of 
Bourbon whiskey, a cup of cream, 2 egg 
whites, and a tablespoon of grenadine. 
It's more a punch than a cocktail, but 
put it into cocktail glasses with a lump 
of ice and a splash of soda water. The 
Pumpkin Eater turns you into a princess 
at midnight—5 parts dry white wine, 1 
part Pernod, plenty of ice, a sprig of 
mint. 
Tree's Treats 
If you are in an Oriental mood, a giant 
Bamboo fits into the tree division—half 
dry sherry, half dry vermouth, dash of 
Angostura and ice. Another tree is the 
Jack Pine, with 2 parts gin, 1 each orange 
juice and vermouth, shaken, strained, 
decorated with a sliver of pineapple. 

Figs grow on beautiful trees, and a 
Fig Leaf is a very useful bit of equipment 
for statues and ancient Greeks, but in 
cocktail form is almost equally comfort- 
ing—% dry vermouth, Vi light rum, 
juice of V2 lime, dash of Angostura, 
shake with ice. And a Lone Tree which 
is '/T each gin, sweet and dry vermouth 
plus that ubiquitous dash of bitters. 

A Brandy Shrub grows well in hot 
weather, and it keeps just fine in the re- 
frigerator. Put the juice of 5 lemons, and 
the thin peels of two of them into 2 
quarts of brandy. Let this stand, cov- 
ered, for three days, then add a quart of 
sherry and a pound of loaf sugar. Stir 
thoroughly, strain through a dishcloth. 
Bottle, tightly corked, and sip as long 
as it lasts. 
Fancy Fruit 
The Fruit Department includes a couple 
of exotic plant varieties. A Banana Cow, 
for example, would surprise most dairy 
herds and even some bananas. Chill a 
cup of half and half for an hour, add a 
ripe sliced banana, 3 or 4 maraschino 
cherries, an ounce of cherry brandy, IVi 
ounces light rum, a teaspoon each of 
lemon juice and grenadine. Put all this in 
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a blender with crushed ice until it be- 
comes a mousse. Serve in tall wine- 
glasses. And a Mandarinelta is 2 tea- 
spoons of Curasao cut with 2 dashes of 
Angostura, added to 3 ounces gin, 2 
ounces cognac, 1 ounce orange juice. 1 
teaspoon lemon juice, and 3 twists of 
orange peel. Shake this with ice, add an- 
other orange peel twist in the glass. ■ 

Pastry for parties 
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rolled out and fitted into the pan. This 
is an excellent pastry for beginners. A 
basic recipe for one 10-inch tart: VA 
cups all-purpose flour, VA teaspoon salt, 
6 tablespoons butter, 1 egg yolk. 2 table- 
spoons water. Add 2 tablespoons sugar 
to the tart recipe lor pate sucree. 
Maurice Moore-Betty, cookt>ook author 
and New York cooking school teacher 
When it used to be said "Mrs. Anderson 
down the road has a very light hand with 
pastry," what was probably meant was 
that she had a very cool hand with pas- 
try. There is a feel to pastry; I make it by 
hand and can tell by the feel whether it 
will be great pastry or not. Begin blend- 
ing the fat into the Hour with a pastry 
blender, but finish blending with the fin- 
gertips, which are cooler than the whole 
hand, until you have the texture of 
coarse corn meal. [Mr. Moore-Betty's 
recipe: 4 ounces butter, 3 tablespoons 
vegetable shortening—it cuts the rich- 
ness of butter and makes a shorter pastry 
—dash salt, 2 cups flour, and ice water— 
using more water makes pastry easier to 
handle, less makes it better.) 

My theory is that the pie fillings are 
usually sweet enough, so the pastry 
doesn't need sugar or extra flavoring. I 
prefer deep dish pies with only a top 
crust and do like to use the old trick of 
sprinkling sugar on the crust before bak- 
ing. For tarts, 1 roll the pastry out rather 
thick—if it's good, why not enjoy it. 

Glaze the crust at the last minute with 
cream or egg yolk (they give the same 
effect) before going into the oven. And 
hold onto the glaze, you might want to 
touch up or make the glaze darker with 
another application. For baking blind— 
line pastry with foil and weight down 
with beans or rice. Remove after 15 min- 
utes and glaze with egg yolk. Bake an- 
other 10 minutes until brown. This will 
prevent soggy pastry. Lemon juice in 
pastry will keep it whiter. 
Maida Heatfer, author of Maida Heat- 
ter's Book of Great Desserts 
A real cookie sheet, the kind with just 
one raised side, is one of the handiest 
things to have in the kitchen. Slide it 
under the pastry cloth if the pastry gets 
sticky while rolling, and transfer to 
freezer if you have space, or to the re- 
frigerator until it firms up. 
Craig Claiborne, food writer and cook- 
book author 
The "lightly floured" board is what 
throws so many people—you need 
enough flour to prevent the pastry from 
sticking, and you really shouldn't be too 

cautious or let it intimidate you. Using a 
pastry cloth and khitted-stccking-cov- 
ered rolling pin makes rolTng out easier 
since the flour is absorbed by the texture 
of the cloth and not by the pastry. Have 
your mgredients cold, use ice water, and 
work quickly on a cool surface (cold 
marble is best) in a cool room. 
Jack Lirio, San Francisco cooking', 
teacher 
You can roll out sticky dough by rolling 
between sheets of wax paper very suc- 
cessfully without prior chilling. Put on a 
baking sheet and then chill 20 minutes. 
The paper will peel off easily. You can 
stack several layers of pastry—just re- 
member to use first the one you rerrig- 
erated first. If the dough gets too firm 
from chilling, it may develop elasticityji 
when rolled out and that's why the pas- 
try shrinks, especially when baking a 
blind pastry shell. 

A great idea and time-saver for tartlet 
shells is to use a small scalloped-edged^ 
cookie cutter and bake the pastry "cook-> 
ies" flat. Then paint with softened but- 
ter, add a thin layer of pastry cream, 
and stick just one perfect strawberry or 
slice of kiwi on top. 

An easy way to line up to 24 tartlet 
pans is to roll out pastry and line up pans 
close in even rows. Lay pastry over all 
the tins. Sneak a corner off' the pastry; 
roll into a ball. Use it to tamp down 
dough into each pan. Use 2 rolling pins 
to roll across tops of pans without tip 
ping them to cut off excess dough. 
I.sabelle Marique, New York cooking 
teacher 
The instant mixing flour is closer to the 
French flour and makes up into a very 
crisp, flaky pastry. 

Raw flour must be protected from the 
liquid   that   binds   the   pastry—either 
make an emulsion of the liquid ingredi 
ents and add flour last,  or cut butter 
into flour well, only then adding liquid 

"Knead" combined pastry ingredients 
(fraiser) once or twice to finish blend 
ing ingredients if you make pastry by 
hand—cut small portions from the 
dough ball with a pastry scraper and 
push away from you. Continue until all 
pastry has been "smeared." Using a pas 
try scraper instead of the heel of your 
hand keeps pastry cooler. 

Flour the pastry and board with a 
quick flick of your wrist. Place rolling 
pin in the center of the ball of dough 
and roll out away from you. Do not roll 
all the way to the edges, however. Pick 
up dough and give it a Vk turn after 
each roll. Give a '/4 turn if rolling into 
a rectangle. Prick the crust with the 
prongs of a dinner fork—not straight 
down, but by holding the fork horizon 
tal to the pastry and bouncing it over 
your other hand so the tines enter the 
pastry on an angle. 

When you want a deeply colored glazfe 
with only a short baking time (5-10 mini- 
utes), use just lightly beaten yolk. If 
baking longer, beat yolk with a little 
water. ■ 

House &  Gorden 



ALMOND GOBBLER 
Here's a great way to serve turkey, the 
second time around. The secret: Crisp and 
crunchy Blue Diamond" Almonds and the 
smooth, subtle flavor of KRAFT Real 
Mayonnaise. It's a dish your family will 
gobble right up. 

ALMOND-TURKEY BAKE 
1 cup (4-ozs.) shredded cheddar cheese 
1  tablespoon flour 
1  cup Blue Diamond® Blanched       __^__ 

Slivered Almonds, toasted        ' 
3 cups cooked, chopped turkey 

IV2 cups celery slices 
1  tablespoon lemon juice 
1  cup KRAFT Recil Mayonnaise 

V2 teaspoon poultry seasoning 
V2 teaspoon salt 
Vs teaspoon pepper 

Pastry for 2-crust 9-inch pie 

Toss cheese in flour. Combine % cup cheese, V2 cup 
almonds and remaining ingredients except pastry-, 
mix well. Roll pastry into a 15-inch square. Fit pastry 
into a 11% X 7V2 inch baking dish; trim to 1-inch 
beyond edge, flute edge. Fill with turkey mixture. 
Top with remaining cheese and almonds. Bake at 
400 . 30 to 35 minutes. Garnish with lemon twists 
and paisley, if desired. 

6 to 8 servings 

iMavonnaiseJ ALMo^ 
^^^ 
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And give yourseli 
a beautiful gift. 
In this season of giving, here's a t.asty gift for 
your gang — Cracker Barrel natural cheddar 
cheese, and spreadable Cracker Barrel cold 
pack cheese food. And now to help you 
^ . spread the best around, we're offering 

you a special cheese knife you'll use 
-■  often. This sleek, 8-inch Danish- 

style cheese tray accessory is 
designed for both slicing and spread- 

g       ing. The beautifully-tapered stainless 
* steel blade and genuine rosewood handle 
make it perfect for formal or informal service. 
It's yours for only $1.35 plus the Cracker 
Barrel name from any package of Cracker 
Barrel natural cheddar or cold pack. Another 
reason why America spells cheese K^ApT. 

■^(T 
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P.O. Box 443, Chicago, Illinois 60(i77 
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Hdwaii. Void wheri- taxed, prohibued therwise reslnUed 

Please send me- _slicer/spreader(s). For each one 
I am enclosing: 1. $1.35 payable by check or money order 

(no cash or postage stamps, please). 
2. The Cracker Barrel name from a wrapper 

or label. 
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Peach pie with pastry lid 
From IsuheUe Marique 
INGREDIENTS  FOR   PASTRY 
3-4 tablespoons water 
VA teaspoon salt 
V3 cup superfine sugar 
V2 teaspoon vanilla 
IOV2 tablespoons chilled butter, softened 

withi rolling pin or l<nuckles 
5 tablespoons stiortening 
1 egg plus 1 egg yolk 
2V2 cups flour (preferably quick-mixing 

enriched all-purpose flour) 
1 egg yolk for glazing 
INGREDIENTS FOR  POACHED  PEACHES 
2V4 cups sugar 
6 cups water 
2 tablespoons vanilla 
20 peaches, firm, ripe, and unblemished 

(about 2V2 inches in diameter) 
INGREDIENTS FOR PASTRY CREAM 
(optional) 
2 cups milk, with Va cup reserved 
3 tablespoons all-purpose flour 
3 tablespoons cornstarch 
V2 cup sugar 
3 egg yolks 
1 teaspoon vanilla extract 
4 tablespoons chilled butter, softened with 

rolling pin or knuckles 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  GLAZE 
12 ounces apricot jam, sieved 
2 tablespoons sugar 
1 tablespoon water 
l^int sprigs 

METHOD FOR  PASTRY 
n Place 3 tablespoons of the water, the 
salt, sugar, vanilla, butter, shortening, and 
eggs in a mixing bowl. Mix all together 
roughly with your knuckles. Add the flour 
and gather the dough together by making 
circles as a machine would do, with finger- 
tips open and straight. Add remaining 
water, if too dry. "Knead" 1-2 times with 
heel of hand or pastry scraper on a board 
to finish incorporating ingredients. 
□ Form the dough into 2 tight balls. One 
should weigh 1 pound for the crust and 
the other V2 pound for the lid. Wrap and 
chill 30 minutes in freezer, 2 hours in 
refrigerator, or overnight. 
D Roll out the crust dough to about VB- 

inch thick, then roll it carefully over the 
rolling pin and transfer to the pie shell or 
mold. Place dough into mold by pressing 
with the fingers lightly to conform to the 
shape of the pan. Run the rolling pin 
around the edges to cut off excess dough. 
Push the dough Vs inch above the edge of 
the mold and press a decorative edge with 
your fingers around the rim. 
n Prick the bottom of the pastry shell 
with a fork, line the shell with foil, and 
fill it with rice to hold dough against the 
mold during baking. Bake in a preheated 
400° oven for 10 minutes. Remove foil 
and rice and bake for 5-10 minutes more, 
n Roll out the dough for the lid to about 
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Vs-inch thick. Then roll it carefully over the 
rolling pin and transfer to the lid mold. 
Pat lightly all over to make dough lie flat 
against mold. Cut off excess dough all 
around with a knife. With a dull knife, 
make a decorative edge by pulling pastry 
edge into tiny scallops. Paint the entire lid 
with egg yolk. Use scraps of the leftover 
dough to make decorative cutouts and 
place on top. Shape a small ball of dough 
for the knob. Draw S's with a dull knife 
held lightly on a 30° angle to pastry so as 
not to cut it. Paint all over with egg yolk. 
Bake in a preheated 400° oven for 10-15 
minutes. 

METHOD FOR POACHED PEACHES 
□ Combine sugar, water, and vanilla in 
a saucepan. Bring to a boil and cook until 
sugar is completely dissolved, 
n Add 10 unpeeled peaches to the syrup, 
bring back to a very low simmer, and 
poach for 6-8 minutes, depending on size 
of the fruit. 
n Remove from heat and let peaches 
steep for about 15 minutes. Peel the 
peaches and return them to the syrup. 
Drain them on a rack and dry in a kitchen 
towel when ready to use. 
n To poach the remaining 10 peaches for 
the pie, add 1 cup water and Vs cup sugar 
to the syrup, which will be only somewhat 
reduced. Cook them while peeling first 10. 
Then keep all 20 in syrup until needed. 

METHOD  FOR  PASTRY  CREAM 
n Heat 1% cups milk in saucepan. Put 
flour, cornstarch, and sugar in a bowl and 
beat in the reserved Vs cup milk by dribbles. 
Beat in the egg yolks. Beat in the hot milk, 
then return mixture to the saucepan. 
n Stir custard mixture rapidly over mod- 
erately high heat and bring to a boil. Boil 
for a minute or two, add vanilla, and let 
mixture cool to tepid. 
D Beat in the butter 1 tablespoon at a 
time until well incorporated. Makes about 
3 cups cream. Can be made 2-3 days in 
advance. 

METHOD  FOR  GLAZE 
n Combine the jam, sugar, and water in 
a small enameled saucepan and boil over 
moderate heat, stirring with a wooden 
spoon for 3-4 minutes or until the last drop 
from the spoon sticks to it. 

METHOD FOR ASSEMBLY 
n Brush the inside of the pastry crust 
with the apricot glaze. Add optional pastry 
cream to a depth of 1/2 inch. (The pastry 
cream will "waterproof" the crust if as- 
sembling ahead of time.) Arrange the 
poached peaches on top of the cream and 
glaze the fruit. Top with the pastry lid. 
Garnish with mint sprigs. 

Pear pie with pastry lid 
From Isabclle Marique 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  PASTRY 
See recipe for peach pie 

INGREDIENTS FOR PEARS IN WINE 
3 cups red Burgundy wine 
IV2 cups sugar 
Juice of 1 lemon 
Zest of V2 lemon 
1 cinnamon stick 
V2 teaspoon ginger 
4 whole cloves 
Va teaspoon nutmeg, grated 
9 large pears, unblemished and slightly 

underripe, peeled 
About 2 cups boiling water 
V3 cup cognac 

INGREDIENTS FOR PASTRY CREAM 
See recipe for peach pie 
INGREDIENTS FOR GLAZE 
10 ounces red currant jelly 
2 tablespoons sugar 
1 tablespoon water 

METHOD FOR  PASTRY 
n See recipe for peach pie. 

METHOD FOR PASTRY CREAM 
□ See recipe for peach pie. 

METHOD  FOR  ASSEMBLY 
n See recipe for peach pie. 

Walnut tart 
Engadiner nusstorte (Engadine is a district 
of Switzerland) From Jack Lirio 

INGREDIENTS  FOR  DOUGH 
1 cup sweet butter, at room temperature 
1 cup sugar 
1 tablespoon rum 
2 eggs 
Va teaspoon salt 
4 cups all-purpose flour, sifted 
Zest of 1 lemon, grated (optional) 

Continued on page 220 

METHOD FOR  PEARS IN WINE 
D Put the wine, sugar, lemon juice, lemon 
zest, cinnamon, ginger, cloves, and nut- 
meg in an enameled casserole large 
enough to hold the pears. Bring to a boil, 
stirring once or twice, 
n Drop the pears into the boiling syrup. 
Add boiling water to cover the pears—the 
pears float, so press down on them with^'a 
wooden spoon while adding the water so as 
not to add too much. 
D Bring the liquid to a simmer, then cook 
slowly over low heat for 25-40 minutes, un- 
covered, depending on the ripeness of the 
pears. Turn pears occasionally during cook- 
ing. Remove the pears and strain the liquid, 
n Boil the liquid for 10-12 minutes, until 
reduced to a light syrup consistency. Add 
the cognac, cook for 1-2 minutes more 
and return the pears to the pan. Let cool 
and refrigerate 1-2 days, so the pears be- 
come nicely colored. 

METHOD FOR GLAZE 
□ Combine the jelly, sugar, and water 
in a small enameled saucepan and boil 
over moderate heat, stirring with a wooden 
spoon for 3-4 minutes or until the last drop 
from the spoon sticks to it. 

y^^^GnrA^ 



LANCERS BRINGS O E BEAUTY IN SIMPLE THINGS. 
—.      If you enjoy Lancers witha fancy filet mignoji, 
len you'll also enjoy it with a Ijhft-^ancy steak-on-a^skewer. 

Lancers,Rubeo. Any|H|i''Any place. 
11, the simple things were meant to be beautiful.   J^ 
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THE SOCIABLE SOUR: 
TART, TASTY, AND FILLED 

WITH MEMORIES OF 
GOOD TIMES WITH GOOD FRIENDS. 

TRY IT...ALL THE LIQUOR'S IN IT.THE HEUBLEIN WHISKEY SOUR. 
Heubiein Whiskey Sour 42 Proof ©1977 Heubiem. Inc . Hartlord, Conn 06101 



This rack 
lets you cook 

a meal like this 
All at once. 

It's in this microwave oven. 

And you 

The secret is a special removable rack that lets you 
cook an entire meal, all at once. You get other great 
features, too. A temperature sensor that helps you 
prepare meats, casseroles or liquids and automat- 
ically shuts the oven off when the food has reached 
the right temperature. A 60 minute digital timer with 
automatic oven shut-off. Plus, an end of cycle signal 
for both time and temperature cooking. We even 
include two detailed cookbooks that show you how 
to makt everything from a snack to a complete dinner. 

Save 
$90 
Microwave oven #5880. 

Sale 359.95. Reg 449.95. 
When you buy it from us, we keep it working. And 

for additional service ask about our Assured Perfor- 
mance Plan. You get unlimited service by trained 
technicians at a small yearly charge. 
Sale prices effective October 20 through November 18. 
Use our convenient Time Payment Plan. 
At stores with major appliance departments. Prices 
slightly higher in Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. 

^1978JCPenneyCo , Inc 

This 
is dCPenney 



Pastry for parties 
continued from page 216 

INGREDIENTS  FOR  FILLING 
1 '/3 cups sugar 
3 tablespoons water 
1 cup heavy cream, heated 
3 tablespoons honey 
3 cups walnuts, chopped coarse 
Egg wash (1 egg yolk beaten with 1 

tablespoon cream) 

METHOD FOR  DOUGH 
D Place all ingredients in a bowl and 
work with the fingers or a pastry blender 
until all the particles combine and form 
a dough. Smear the dough on a lightly 
floured surface to make sure the butter is 
well incorporated. Divide dough in half; roll 
each between sheets of wax paper to a rec- 
tangle about 9 by 13 inches. Chill. 

METHOD FOR  FILLING 
n Cook the sugar with the water over low 
heat in a large heavy skillet until it lique- 
fies and becomes light golden brown. 
Gently stir in the hot cream. Stir over low 
heat until the sugar blends with the cream. 
n Scrape the bottom of the skillet with 
a small whisk to loosen all the sugar syrup. 
Stir in the honey and fold in the nuts. Cool 
filling thoroughly, or it will melt the dough 
when you combine the two. 

METHOD  FOR  ASSEMBLY 
n Fit half the dough into the bottom of a 
9-by-13-by-2y4-inch pan and chill for 15-20 
minutes. 
D Spread the cooled filling evenly onto 
the dough-lined pan. Cut remaining dough 
sheet into V'2-inch strips. Move these care- 
fully—they are fragile. Place the strips in a 
lattice pattern over the top of the filling. 
Place y4-inch strips all around top edges. 
n Brush with the egg wash and place on 
the bottom shelf of a preheated 350° oven 
for 45 minutes or until richly browned. 
Cool on a rack. This will keep for many 
weeks and seems to improve with age. To 
cut into the little squares, cut right down 
the centers of the lattice strips. 

Pear tart 
with almonds 

From Gaston Lenotre* 
INGREDIENTS 
12 ounces short pastry dough (recipe 

below) 
2 cups almond cream (recipe below) 
4 large canned pears (or peaches. You 

can also poach fresh ones, if available) 
Apricot jam, to glaze 

INGREDIENTS  FOR  SHORT  PASTRY 
(PATE  BRISEE) 
Generous 1V3 cups flour 
IV2 teaspoons granulated sugar 
% teaspoon salt 
Generous V2 cup butter 
¥4 beaten egg 
2V4 teaspoons milk 

INGREDIENTS  FOR  VANILLA  PASTRY 
CREAM 
1 cup milk 
'A vanilla bean, split in half lengthwise 
3 egg yolks 
Vs cup granulated sugar 
2 tablespoons flour or cornstarch 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  ALMOND  PASTRY 
CREAM 
6 tablespoons butter, softened 
% cup powdered almonds 
Scant % cup confectioners sugar 
legg 
1 tablespoon cornstarch 
2 teaspoons rum 
V2 cup vanilla pastry cream 

METHOD FOR  SHORT  PASTRY 
n Kneading by hand: Place the flour on 
the table in a mound, then make a well 
in the center of it. Sprinkle the sugar and 
salt on the edges of the flour and place 
the butter and the eggs in the well. Mix all 
ingredients together until crumbly, work- 
ing very quickly with the tips of your fin- 
gers. Then knead the dough gently by 
pushing it away from you against the table 
with the palm of your hand. Add the milk 
as you do. Gather the dough into a ball 
and knead once more, working as quickly 
and gently as possible. Form the dough 
into a ball, wrap in a floured cloth or place 
in a covered bowl, and let stand for at least 
1 hour, or if possible overnight, in the 
refrigerator. 
n Using an electric mixer: Mix the salt 
and sugar in a bowl, add the butter in 
small pieces, then add the eggs and the 
milk. Beat the ingredients for a few sec- 
onds and then add all the flour at once. 
Beat the ingredients just long enough to 
blend them. If the dough is worked too 
long, it will become elastic and tough 
when cooked. Don't worry if small pieces 
of butter are still visible. Makes 12 ounces 
dough. 

METHOD FOR VANILLA PASTRY CREAM 
n Place the milk and split vanilla bean 
in a saucepan and bring to a boil. Cover 
and keep hot. Beat the sugar and egg 
yolks together in a bowl with a wire whisk 
or a mixer on medium speed until the mix- 
ture whitens and forms a ribbon. Gently 
stir in the cornstarch or flour with the 
whisk. 
n Strain out the vanilla bean and pour 
the hot milk into the egg and sugar mix- 
ture, beating all the while with the wire 
whisk. Pour the mixture back into the 
saucepan and bring to a boil again, stirring 
constantly with the whisk so the mixture 
does not stick to the bottom of the sauce- 
pan. Boil gently for 1 minute, stirring vig- 
orously, then pour into a bowl and lightly 
rub the surface of the cream with a lump 
of butter to keep a skin from forming as it 
cools. Makes 1 generous cup. 

METHOD FOR ALMOND PASTRY CREAM 
n Cream the butter in a bowl until soft. 
Add the powdered almonds, beating until 
well  mixed,  then  add the confectioners 

sugar. Beat in the egg. Mix at medium 
speed until the batter is light and smooth, 
then add the cornstarch and the rum. Add 
chilled pastry cream to the almond base, 
mixing in one tablespoon at a time until 
blended. Makes approximately 2 cups 
cream. Chill. 

METHOD  FOR  ASSEMBLY 
D Roll out the dough on a lightly floured 
table. Line 10-inch pie shell or flan circle 
with the dough and either cut the excess 
dough off flush with the mold by rolling 
the rolling pin over the mold or leave a 
small border and crimp it by pressing the 
dough against the mold at regular inter- 
vals with the blunt edge of a knife. Leave 
in a cool place for 1 hour before baking. 
G Fill the lined mold with the cold al- 
mond cream. Cut each pear half in thin 
slices, crosswise. Carefully lift the whole 
halves and arrange on top of pastry cream 
in a star pattern. Bake in a preheated 
425° oven for 30 minutes. Remove from 
the pan while still warm. When tart is cold, 
brush on jam. Makes one lOVz-inch tart. 
*From "Lenotre's Desserls ond Pastries" by Goston 
Lenotre, published by Barron's Educational Series, Inc., 
English language edition. Copyright © 1977 by Barron's 
Educational  Series,  Inc. 

Chicken coriander pie 
with cider and mustard 
From Josccliiic Dimblchv 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  PASTRY 
6 ounces butter or margarine 
3 ounces lard 
12 ounces "strong" all-purpose flour 
V2 teaspoon salt 
Cold water 
Egg yolk for glaze 
INGREDIENTS FOR  FILLING 
Olive oil 
Butter 
1 VA pounds chicken, boned and cut into 

small pieces 
2 onions, peeled and cut up fairly small 
2 large carrots, cut in rounds 
3 heaping tablespoons flour 
Just over 1 pint hard cider 
Salt, black pepper 
3 teaspoons powdered coriander 
3 teaspoons mild French mustard 
1 large cooking apple, peeled, cored, and 

cut in chunks 
1 8-ounce carton sour cream 
VA pound mushrooms, sliced 

METHOD FOR PASTRY 
□ Cut the fat into the flour and salt in a 
mixing bowl. Rub with your fingertips until 
the mixture resembles bread crumbs. Stir 
in a very little cold water until the mixture 
only just begins to stick together. Gather 
up into a ball and refrigerate for at least 
half an hour, or overnight. 

METHOD  FOR  FILLING 
G Heat a little olive oil and 1-2 ounces 
butter in an iron casserole dish on top of 
the stove and remove from the heat. Stir 
the chicken, sliced onions and carrots into 
the melted fat. Stir in the flour. 



QENElUa FOODS 
©General Foods Corp. 1978 

/^:^/'\)S& year when they come home 
[T yJioT the holidays, they'll even 
\i>^remember the vegetables. 

Part of the joy of the holiday season is preparing 
special meals for family and friends. The best china comes out. 

The silver gleams. You want everything just perfect. 
And a perfect way to complement your holiday feast is 
with Birds Eye Combinations - tempting varieties 
of vegetables in cream sauces, in cheese sauces, glazed, 

:^ even mixed with almonds. And this year, someone's 
*" •"   sure to ask for your broccoli in cheese 

sauce recipe. 

;.;■ ■' 

BIRDS EYE 

Above photographs are approx. z times actual size. 

Birds Eye® Combinations 
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Pastry for parties 
continued from page 220 

n Meanwhile, heat the cider and stir it 
into the chicken mixture. Add salt, pepper, 
the coriander, and the mustard. Bring to a 
boil, stirring once or twice, and when the 
mixture thickens and is simmering, cover 
the dish and cook in the center of a pre- 
heated 350° oven for 45 minutes, stirring 
once during the cooking. 
n Take casserole out of the oven and add] 
chopped apple. Return the covered dish to 
the oven for a further 20 minutes. 
G Stir sour cream and mushrooms into 
the casserole, check for seasoning, and 
pour mixture into a large shallow baking 
dish, like a quiche dish, about 9-10 inches 
in diameter, IVz inches deep. Let cool. 

METHOD  FOR  ASSEMBLY 
n Roll out the pastry fairly thickly, 
roughly the size and shape of your dish. 
Dampen the edges of the dish. Roll the 
pastry back over the rolling pin and out 
again onto the dish. Trim the edges of 
the pastry very slightly larger than the 
dish and then press down lightly. Roll out 
the scraps of pastry and use to decorate 
as you like. Glaze by brushing all over with 
an egg yolk. Bake in center of a preheated 
400° oven for 25-30 minutes until golderir 
brown. ■ 

Kitchen buffet 
continued from page 206 

Shrimp in a noodle nest 
INGREDIENTS 
Peanut oil for frying 
'/2 pacl<et (V? pound) Chinese cellophane 

noodles 
2 ounces butter 
2 pounds raw prawns, or large shrimp, 

shelled and well cleaned 
2 cloves garlic, chopped 
1 inch fresh ginger, chopped 
3 shallots or scallions 
Pepper 
V2 cup gin, heated 

METHOD 
n Heat the oil in a small pan, 3-4 inches 
in diameter. Drop in noodles by the hand- 
ful and fry for 2 minutes until they are 
crisp and "teased up." Drain on absorbent 
toweling. Repeat to make the 4 nests. The 
small pan constricts the noodles, forming 
the nest shape. 
n Heat the butter in a skillet, add the 
prawns, then the garlic, ginger, and shal- 
lots and fry for 5-6 minutes, stirring con- 
stantly. Add pepper to taste, the heated 
gin, and flame the prawns. Serve in the 
noodle nests. Serves 6. Note: You may fry 
the noodle nests ahead of time, then heab 
them in a 250° oven before serving 

Glazed radishes 

111 

INGREDIENTS 
4 shallots, chopped 

Continued on page 224 



Cuisinart, 
eat your heart out 

Now the Waring Food Processor has 
The Whip—a special new accessory that 
churns butter, beats egg whites, and 
whips cream high and fluffy. Cuisinart 
can't do any of these. 

Waring offers new accessories to 
slicethick, slice thin, julienne vege- 
tables, even crack ice. Waring even has a 
special slicing guide to help slice single 

vegetables; Cuisinart doesn't have one. 
The Waring Food Processor has a 

ifetime —your I ifetime — nnotor guaranteef 
Which unfortunately, Cuisinart doesn't. 

Waring believes you deserve all 
these good things when you pay fora quality 
food processor. Cuisinart, don't you agree? 

The Waring Food Processor 
•Waring will repair or replace any defects in wo.'^rnanship 

or materials of motor lor your lifetime. 



The goodn^ nature gives long grain 
Heels on tUPmitside and most rice you 

buy has that goodness 
itxSnped away. But Uncle UndeBei^ 
^M^iogndiwaynoone €OIIVeii)ea 

"elsefound to seal that TWCe 
""goodness inside every 

ain. Beautiful, separate 
and naturally delicious, 
every time. And the^s 

only one Uncle Vm^ 
Converted'Brand ^ice* 

Broiled Shrimp &^emon Rie«V. Unrje Ben'ft, In 

Prepare UNCLE BEN'S* tbs. finely shredded fresh lemon 
CONVERTED" Brand Rice ac- peel. fVleanwhile, broil shrir^p, 
cording to package directions. At brushing frequently with garKc 
end of cooking time, stir in one butter; serve with leiion rice. 

Kitchen buffet 
continued from paf>e 222 

2 tablespoons butter 
2 bunches radishes, washed and trimmed 

(leave a bit of stem) 
1 cup water 
2 tablespoons vinegar 

METHOD 
n Saute shallots in butter in a saucepan 
until soft. Add the radishes, water, and 
vinegar. Bring quickly to a boil; cover, re- 
duce heat, and continue cooking for 15 
minutes. Drain; add extra butter and toss 
well before serving. Serves 6. 

Zucchini pancakes 
INGRLD.bNiS 
3 cups (l'/2 pounds) zucchini, grated 
'/2 cup flour, sifted 
1 teaspoon baking powder, sifted 
Salt, pepper 
1 egg, beaten 
Oil for frying 
Butter, melted 
Parmesan cheese, grated 

METHOD 
n Combine zucchini with flour, baking 
powder, salt, and pepper to taste in a bowl. 
Add the egg and stir to blend ingredients. 
Drop mixture by large tablespoonfuls onto 
a smoking oiled griddle and cook until 
brown on both sides. Serve with melted 
butter and grated Parmesan. Serves 6, two 
per person. 

Lamb sweet lamb 

Adapted from Dr. Atkins' Diet Cook Book 
by Fran Gare and Helen Monica: published 
bx Crown Publishers, Inc. 
INGREDIENTS 
1 3 pound piece shoulder of lamb, 

trimmed and boned 
1 teaspoon ground ginger 
3 tablespoons soy sauce 
2 teaspoons Worcestershire sauce 
1 small green pepper, cored and sliced 
Vz onion, thinly sliced 
1 large clove garlic, pierced 
1 tablespoon brown sugar 
''2 cup black currant jam 
Frozen whole blackberries or blueberries, 

defrosted 
'■'2 cup vermouth 
Salt, pepper 
2 tablespoons butter 

METHOD 
n Rub lamb with ginger, soy sauce, Wor- 
cestershire sauce. Place in baking pan 
with green pepper, onion, and garlic and 
refrigerate overnight, turning occasionally. 
Bring lamb to room temperature before 
cooking and remove and discard pepper^ 
onion, and garlic from the pan. Sprinkle 
brown sugar over the meat and spread 
with black currant jam. Bake in a pre- 
heated 350° oven for VA hours. 

Continued on page 226 
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Forget time, temperature, 
power and turning. 

Just remember to tap this control. 
Now Panasonic makes micro- 
wave cooking so easy, even 
second and third graders (with   - 
their teacher's help) can cook a wide variety 
of foods. And did! To cook her roast beef 
medium, all Carolyn did was read the control 
panel. (That was the hard part for a third 
grader.) It instructed her to tap the auto sensor 
control three times. She did. 

The Genius (NE-7910) did the rest. It auto- 
matically set the power, calculated moisture 
content, decided cooking time, cooked the 
roast, beeped to tell Carolyn it was done. And 
then shut itself off. 

Carolyn, the other kids and the teacher were 
really impressed when they saw the new 
Panasonic Cook-A-Round"" magnetic turntable 
It keeps rotating continuously so food cooks 

Auto Sensor Control 
evenly and thoroughly, with- 
out your touching it. 

Charlie's red snapper, Erin's 
chicken, Zachary's ziti, Michele's vegetables and 
Judy's cupcakes were all cooked by The Genius. 
The kids just tapped the auto sensor control. 
Everything was delicious and looked it. Even 
most meats brown naturally. 

Its extra-large 1.32 cu. ft. capacity is large 
enough to hold almost anything you want to 
cook. And you'll want to cook just about 
everything, because for so many recipes, 
The Genius does the calculating so you can 
concentrate on the creating. Of course, you can 
also create manually by time, with six different 
power settings to choose from. 

The Panasonic Genius. Because it makes 
you one in the kitchen. 

Introducing The Q 
The new Panasonic ~"'~' 

us: 
ii".j;i.   ' ^T^-z- 

iflilM/v}- m 
*^r^. S ^ S B Ip w w® 
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Thursday*8 chicken 
is Thursday's chiclien. 
But a blend of two rices   ^ 
and twenty three different' 
herbs and seasonings ^ 
is not a potato. 

P 
M 
i^h, 

m 

iS I 

What a success. Uncle Bens 
long grain 
C^ wild rice 
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Kitchen buffet 
continued from page 224 

n Remove meat to a heated serving pia, 
ter, garnish with fruit and keep warm. Ac 
vermouth to roasting pan placed over rrn' 
dium heat and stir with a wooden spooi|. 
scraping up all the brown bits. Simmer"' 
few minutes, add salt and pepper to fast* 
swirl in 2 tablespoons butter, and strajj 
into a sauceboat. Serves 6. \ 

Chocolate mousse 
INGREDIENTS 
2 tablespoons brandy 
2 tablespoons cold strong coffee 
10 ounces bittersweet chocolate, 

cut into pieces 
8 eggs, separated 
Whipped cream for decoration 
Roasted almond flakes for decoration 

METHOD 
n Combine brandy, coffee, and chocola: 
in the top of a double boiler and melt I 
gether over low heat. Beat the egg yd 
well in a bowl and stir the hot chocolc 
mixture into them, beating well. Set asi 
to cool. 
□ Beat the egg whites in a bowl until si 
and fold into the cooled chocolate-egg jn 
ture. Pour into serving dish and put in 
cool place for up to 4 hours before servir 
Decorate with whipped cream and almo 
flakes. Serves 8-10. ■ 

Gather round table 
continued from page 206 

Salmon mousse 
INGREDIENTS 
' ^ pound smoked salmon 
Scant Va cup lemon juice 
'.'■} pound butter, melted 
''2 cup sour cream 
Scant VA teaspoon dill weed 
Salt, pepper 
Fresh dill sprigs 
1 tablespoon capers 
Toast 

METHOD 
n Puree the salmon and lemon juice ir 
blender or food processor, adding melt 
butter in a steady stream. When mixti 
is smooth, fold in sour cream, dill wet 
salt, and pepper. Place in serving dish a 
chill. Before serving, sprinkle with mc 
dill (fresh, if available) and capers. Sei 
with toast or thin crackers. Serves 8. 

Braised beef 
INGREDIENTS 
1 cup onion, sliced < 
1 cup carrot, sliced \ 
1 cup celery, sliced 
1 tablespoon thyme \ 
2 bay leaves, crushed 
6 allspice berries 
V3 cup olive oil 
yy. Continued on page 2 
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You get juicier, tastier meats 
iin an oven that cooks i/dth f resii air. 

The Jenn-Air Convection Oven. 
Now an open-fire, open-air taste comes to oven-roasted meats. 

Meats with a caramel brown coating that traps rich juices 
inside. Meats that are juicier, tastier, because they're cooked 
in a whirl of hot, fresh air. Only Jenn-Air gives you the oven 
that is actually two ovens in one. Just flick a switch and the 
conventional oven becomes a professional-type convection 
oven that cooks meats quicker, at lower temperatures. 

The Jenn-Air Convection Oven cooks cleaner, too. 
Smoke and steam are exhausted direct to outdoors. 
And, in addition to cleaning during regular use, 
Jenn-Air has an exclusive "ACCELERATED 
CLEANING" cycle that cleans many times faster. 

The self-ventilating Jenn-Air Grill-Range gives you 
lots more ways to cook, too. You can grill, griddle, 
spit-roast, shish-kebab, and deep-fry all on top of the 
range. For the Jenn-Air dealer nearest you, see the 
Yellow Pages, call toll free 800-428-1825, or write the 
Jenn-Air Corporation, 3035 Shadeland Avenue, 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46226. Also available in Canada. 

The Jenn-Air Grill-Range. 
-.nn®A Magnificent Cooking Instrument 
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A BAGFUL 
OF NEW 
BAKING 

IDEAS 
Discover the exciting new 

taste Bits '0 Brickie toffee chips 
give everything you bake. It's easy! 
Just add Bits '0 BrickJe to any 
prepared mix or your own favorite 
recipe before baking. Your cookies, 
brownies, cakes, pies, muffins and 
breads will have a distinctive, 
delicious toffee flavor you'll love. 
Because Bits '0 Brickie makes 
good things better! 

MB. OtALER; Yoo aie authoiized lo act as out agent tor ttie 
leOemption ot this coupon We will reimburse you for the (ace 
value ol this coupon plus 5t handlmo, provided you have re- 
deemed It in your store trom a customer purctiasinfl a Ijaq ot 
Heath Bits 0 Buckle Any other use ot this coupon constitutes 
fraud. Invoices proving purchase ol sullicieni s(oci<s 
of Bits 0 Buckle lo cover coupons presented must be lurnished 
on request. Failure to do so may. at our option, void coupons 
(Of which no proot-olpuichase is shown. This coupon ,s non- 
lianslerable Void wtiere protiibiled. taxed or oinefwise resiiic'ed 
6f law. Customers pay any sales tax Face value 1/20t Foi 
prompt payment, mail to L S Heath i Sons, Inc.. P.O. Box 1269. 
Clinton Iowa 52734 Good only on a bag ol Heath Bits '0 
Brickie This otter good through July 31,1979 

SAVE10<! 

Gather round table 
continued from page 226 

Va cup brandy 
1 bottle red wine 
Coarse salt, ground peppsr 
5-6 pound sirloin tip roast 
Salt pork or bacon fat 
1 or 2 cracked veal knuckles 
Beef broth 
1 tablespoon arrowroot dissolved in VA cup 

Port (optional) 
Horseradish sauce (recipe below) 

METHOD 
n Combine on'on, carrot, celery, thyme, 
bay leaves, allspice, oil, brandy, wine, salt, 
pepper and marinate roast in a large pot or 
baking pan 4-6 hours or overnight in refrig- 
erator, turning once or twice. 
□ Remove roast and pat dry. Brown in 
salt pork or bacon fat. While browning 
meat, boil and reduce marinade by V2. Add 
marinade to meat with 1-2 cracked veal 
l<nuckles and enough beef broth to come 
-ij of the way up the side of the roast. 
Bring to a boil, then reduce heat to a slow 
simmer for ^72 hours or until a meat 
thermometer registers 115° for medium- 
rare meat. Or continue to cook to desired 
doneness. 
□ Strain the cooking liquid and reduce 
again by % or V2, depending on taste. If it 
is not thick enough, add the arrowroot dis- 
solved in the Port. Serve with the meat. 
Serves 10-14. Pass the horseradish sauce 
separately. 

Hazelnut cheese cake 
From JuDU'S Beard 

INGREDIENTS 
1 cup hazelnuts, blanched 
2 pounds cream cheese, at room 

temperature 
PA cups sugar 
4 eggs 
'■■'2 teaspoon lemon zest 
V3 cup graham cracker crumbs 
Hazelnuts for decoration 

METHOD 
□ Spread the hazelnuts in a shallow pan 
and bake in a preheated 350° oven, stir- 
ring occasionally, until lightly browned. Let 
cool a bit, then rub with fingers to remove 
skins. Grind nuts in a blender—a slightly 
uneven texture is acceptable. 
□ Beat the cream cheese in a large bowl 
until very smooth. Scrape the sides of the 
bowl frequently. When the cheese is 
smooth, beat in the sugar very well, then 
add the eggs one at a time. After addng 
the eggs, beat only to blend the ingredi- 
ents. Stir in the lemon zest and hazelnuts 
with spatula. 
[n Turn batter into a buttered 8-by-3-inch 
springform pan. Level batter and place pan 
in a larger pan. Fill the larger pan with hot 
water to a depth of IVi inches. Bake in a 
preheated 350° oven IV2 hours. Top wiii 
be golden brown and dry to touch. 
n Cool cheese cake in the pan on a rack 
for a few hours until completely cool. Do 

?2J 

not cool in the refrigerator. When the bot 
tom of the pan has reached room tempera-' 
ture, invert cake onto a flat plate or boarij 
Remove the pan and sprinkle the botton 
of the cake evenly with graham cracker 
crumbs. Invert again, carefully and quickly, 
onto serving plate, so that the cake is right 
side up. Decorate with hazelnuts. Refrig- 
erate at least 5-6 hours, or overnight. The 
cake freezes well. When cutting, always 
dip knife in hot water between slices to 
minimize sticking. Serves 8. 

Horseradish sauce 
INGREDIENTS 
1V2 cups thick yogurt or whipped cream 
Prepared horseradish, well drained, to 

taste (several tablespoons) 
V4-V2 teaspoon mustard seed 

METHOD 
n Mix together the  yogurt or whipped 
cream, horseradish, and mustard seed ini 
a bowl. Serve topped with more drainec' 
horseradish or sprinkle with mustard seed 
Makes lV2Cups. 

Vegetables braised with 
white wine and butter 
INGREDIENTS 
8 small leeks, well washed and trimmed' 
16-20 baby carrots 
8 small onions, peeled 
White wine 
Butter 

METHOD 
n Cook the leeks, carrots, and onions ir 
salted water in separate saucepans unii 
just barely done. Drain vegetables anc 
place them together in a large saute pan 
Add white wine to a depth of Vi inch in the 
pan; add a generous amount of butter 
Cook vegetables over medium-high heat 
shaking pan, until they are tender anc 
glazed. You may need to add more wine 01 
a bit of water as vegetables cook. Serves 8 

Spinach-orange salad 
INGREDIENTS | 
2 bunches spinach \ 
1 small bunch watercress 
V2-I teaspoon dried or few sprigs fresh 

summer savory 
1 orange, peeled and divided into 

segments 
Zest of 1 orange, cut in fine julienne 
Vinaigrette 

METHOD 
n Wash and drain spinach and trim of 
any tough stems. Divide the bunches intc 
large and small leaves—reserve the large 
ones to cook later (wrap them in absor 
bent toweling and keep in a plastic bag ir 
the refrigerator). Tear the small leaves inrc 
bite-sized pieces, if necessary, and plaa 
in a salad bowl with watercress and surh 
mer savory. Scatter the orange segment. 
on top and sprinkle julienned zest over all 
Toss with dressing. Serves 6-8. ■ 



You 
can be a 
WINNER 
in the 

Goes Doth Wdys 
Sweepstakes 
from Sdran Wrap 

BRAND PLASTIC FILM M 

Grand 
Prize 

ana 

Amana' TouchmatlC" II 
Radarange' Microwave 
Oven So versatile, ad- 
vanced and automatic . . 
Its truly the next genera- 
tion of microwave ovens, 

PLUS Amana Energy Sav- 
ing Upright Freezer Model 
ESUF-15B. Ttie 15 cu. ft. 
freezer that uses less elec- 
tricity than a 100 watt light 
bulb 

$2,500 worth of 

5 Rrst 
Prizes 
Amana TouchmatlC II 
Radarange Micro- 
wave Oven and 

PLUS Amana Energy 
Saving Upright 
Freezer Model 
ESUF-15B 15 cu. ft 

ana. 

25 Second 
Prizes 
Amana Touchmatic 
II Radarange Mi- 
crowave Oven — 
everything you 
could ever want ma 
microwave oven 
and much, much 
more. 

5000 
Third 
Prizes &*ify-^ 
Freezer to Microwave 
Oven Cookbook full of delicious, nutritious 
microwave oven recipes, and authoritative 
information on packaging food for your freezer. 

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM 

MAIL TO: 
Goes Both Ways Sweepstakes 
One Industrial Drive 
P.OBox2840-H 
Maple Plain, MN 55348 

SEE DETAILS BELOW 

Name. 
(Print) 

Address . 

City. . State _ -Zip- 

HERE'S HOW: 
. With eacti entry enclose the words "Tear Off 

Strip" from a package of REGULAR (50 ft ) 
SARAN WRAP, or a 3"x 5" plain piece of paper 
with the name "SARAN WRAP" hand printed 
in block letters No purchase required 

. Entries nnust be postmarked by December 31 
1978 and received by January 15, 1979 

. Winners will be determined by random drawings 
conducted by an independent ludging organiza- 
tion whose decision will be final The odds of 
winning will be determined by the number of 

& TM Trademarks of Amana Refrigeration, Inc      *T 

entries received    ALL PRIZES WILL  BE 
AWARDED 

4. All taxes will be the responsibility of the winner. 
Sweepstakes open to all U S A residents includ- 
ing Florida, except employees of The Dow Chemi- 
cal Company, their immediate families, its adver- 
tising agencies and the ludging organization Void 
m Missouri, Ohio, Utah and wherever else prohib- 
ited by law All state and local laws apply, 

5. Winners will be notified within 30 days after the 
drawing which will take place January 29, 1979, 
List of winners is obtainable from The Dow Chem- 
ical Company, PC. Box 68511, Indianapolis, IN 
46268 

ademark of The Dow Chemical Company 

11009018 

15'Off ON 
REGULAR 
SIZE 

i FREEUNC 11 
ICROWAVE 
coohtng 

TO DEALER: This coupon will be redeemed for face value plus 5« handling 
provided terms of offer have been complied with Any other application consti- 
tutes fraud Invoices proving purchase of sufficient stock to cover coupons 
presented for redemption must be shown upon request Redemption through 
outside agencies, brokers, etc will not be honored except where specifically 
authorized in writing by The Dow Chemical Company Void if prohibited, taxed 
or restricted Customer must pay any sales tax Mail all coupons to The Dow 
Chemical Company, P O Box R-7007, El Paso, Texas, 79975 Offer good only 
in USA Cash redemption value 1/20 of M 

Limit—One Coupon Per Purchase   Offer Expires: April 30. 1979 

STORE COUPON ^^^^.^ 



SHOPPING 
INFORMATION 

PRICES APPROXIMATE 
State and local taxes additional. 
*Consult your interior designer 

or department store decorating service. 

COVER 
"Scotland"  cotton   chintz:   57"   wide.   24" 
repeat. $43.50 yd. From Brunschwig*, NYC 
10021. 
Chinese lacquered linen cocktail table: 54" 
X  30"   X   17"h.  Hook  legs.  $1,850.   From 
Roundtree •. NYC 10021. 
Rag rug: 83" x 77". $576. At The Gazebo. 
NYC 10021. 
Upholstered furniture (except white arm- 
chair); At Bioomingdale\. NYC 10022. 
"Little Sawtooth" cradle quilt (above man- 
tel): 42" sq. c. 1880 From Collection of 
Phyllis Haders. NYC (212-832-8181). By 
appointment only. 
Quilt pieces (on large pillow): Reverse ap- 
plique floral design, c. 1860. 23" sq. $45. At 
America Hurrah*. NYC 10021. (On .smaller 
pillows): ■■Rose" applique pieces, c. 1865. 
$15 ea. At Ihos K. Woodard American An- 
tiques & Quilts. NYC 10021. 
Handmade, handthrown custom made 
stoneware: (on mantel, side table, and cock- 
tail table;: By John Copper. John Thomp- 
son Designs-. Woodstock. N.Y. 12498. 
On side table: Wild turkey decoy: 18" x 
13" X 22" h. 19th century. New Hampshire. 
Wood on metal base. $850. Covered basket: 
14" sq. X 9" h. c. 1890. Maine Indian. Po- 
tato stamp design. $65. Both at Kelter 
Malce. NYC 10014. 
Patchwork quilt (on white armchair): 72" x 
56". New Hampshire, c. 1900. $185. Penn- 
sylvania sponge-painted chest: 24" x 12" x 
934" h. c. 1800. $375. Pennsylvania .square 
wooden tray (holding fruit): WVz" sq. $65. 
All at Pat Sales Antiques. NYC 10014. 
Oval wire plant .stand (behind sofa): 36" x 
22" X 45" h.. $275. English pottery dough 
bowl (holding logs): 21" x 1!" h. $225. 
Both at Hamilton-Hyre, NYC 10014. 
Drop-leaf cherry table: 43" x 26'/2" x 27" 
h. Louis Phillippe style, c. 1840, from Brit- 
tany. $545. At La Maison Rustique. NYC 
10014. 
Handbanded striped lacquered box with 
lid: 5" sq., $125. From Harris/Kosmas*. 
NYC 10023. 
Oval pottery crock (holding flowers): 16" x 
13'/2".. $75. At Madderlake, NYC 10021. 
Paint: On walls, "'Carnival Red" flat latex 
enamel wall finish. On trim, "China Plate" 
semigloss. Both by Pratt & Lambert. 
GIVING FOR COLLECTORS 
Page 161 
17. Sterling miniatures: Bowl G9030, 
$12.50. Chamberstick G9028. $16.50. Lan- 
tern G9009, $18.50. Plate G903I, $7.50. 
Tyler cup G90()4. $12.50. Myers candle- 
stick G9008, $27.50. Candles (beeswax 
10353, bayberry 10352. white 10354), pkg. 
of 4, $3. Tray G9()07, $25. Teapot G9035, 
$32.50. Coffee pot G9010, $37.50. Creamer 
G9001, $20. Tea caddy G9036, $22.50. 
Spoon G9012, $5. Two-handled bowl 
G9002, $16.50. Glass decanter 12501, $35. 
Add $2 for postage. 
GIVING FOR GARDEN LOVERS 
Pages 162-163 

5. Needlepoint canvases: Asparagus. 14" h. 
Cauliflower, 12" d. $55 ppd., ea. Lettuce, 
12" d., $50 ppd. 12. Galvanized tin water 
pail: 6'/2" d. x SVi" h., $3. Galvanized steel 
washtub.s: 14" x 8" x 4>/2" h., $7. 16" x 
9" X 5'/2" h., $8. 191/4" X 10" x 6" h., $9. 
15. Canisters: 5>/2" h., $11.45. 6'/2" h.. 
$14.15. 8" h., $16.85. Cachepots: 4" h.. 
$11.45. 5" h., $19.50. 7" h.. $23. All ppd. 
Also at Entre Nous. 16. Tools: Garden 
Bed Edger A4587, $22.35. Weeding Fork 
A459I, $19.35. Swoe A4588, $18.35. 
Garden Rake A4589, $26.35. Dutch Hoe 
A4590,$ 19.35. Scoop Trowel A4024, $9.30. 
Fine Point Trowel A4023, $8.30. All ppd. 
GIVING FOR GOOD COOKS 
Pages 166-167 
2. "Firmalon" cookware: Covered 2-qt. 
saucepan. $45. 10" skillet. $36. Covered 
3'/2-qt. saucepan, $52.50. Walnut handles. 
Kitchen Bazaar handles mail orders (add 
$1 per pc. postage). 3. Sienna-colored 
cookware. Wooden handles. 6-pc. set: 
l''2-qt. round oven, 1-qt. covered saucepan 
(lid fits round oven), 10" non-stick fry pan, 
5-qt. covered round oven (lid fits fry pan). 
Stainless steel "Super Spoons": 12", $4. 14", 
$4.50. 16", $5. At Contempo, Abraham and 
Straus. 5. Scale: 12" \ 8" x 3%" h. 10 kg. 
capacity. Booklet gives cup/gram/oz. equiv- 
alents. Dishwasher safe, shatterproof stain- 
less steel tray. 8. Cookie cutters: 3%" h. 
Set of 8. 9. Nylon mesh coronet sieve. 10. 
Espre.sso maker: 4-c. demitasse capacity. 
Double spout nozzle. 11. "Show-It-All" 
Pyrex canisters: 3%" d.: 2-c., $4.95. 4-c., 
$5.95. 6-c., $6.95. 5" d.: 4-c., $5.95. 6-c., 
$6.95. 8-c., $7.95. At Macy's: May Co. 
California. 12. Stainless steel WaterBroilcr 
Pan, Grill, 15" Tongs. Greaseless, smoke- 
less roasting, grilling. $40. At First Stop 
Housewares: The Complete (00k; or by 
mail from Drannan. 13. Belgian rolled 
blue steel bakeware: Cookie sheet, $13.50. 
9" quiche, $6.50. 11" quiche, $8. Quiche, 
12" X 7'/2" X 111/2", $9. 8" bread pan, $8.50. 
Bread pan, 91/2" x 51/2" x 21/2", $8.50. 2-pc. 
timbale mold (also on pg. 201), $13. 14. 
40-oz. Lexan food processor with stainless 
steel reversible shredding and slicing disc, 
knife blade. 5-speed, 36-oz. blender. 15. 
Juice extractor and steam cooker: 9-liter 
(lO-qt.) capacity. Aluminum water pan. 
stainless steel fruit basket, juice kettle, lid. 
About $44.90 at Finn-Kraft: Tadco Dis- 
tributors, or $47.90 ppd. from Mehu-Maija. 
17. Copper .saucepan: 11'i -qt. Stainless 
steel lining. $87.50. Stainless steel steamer 
insert: $63. Brass handles. 18. Vinyl-coated 
steel dishrack: At Hess's; Strawbridge & 
Clothier, 
TABLES THAT LOVE COMPANY 
Pages 178-183 
All flowers, plants, topiary, and terracotta 
pots: At Madderlake. NYC 10021. 
Page 178 
"Amapola" bone china: 5 pc. place setting, 
$55. By Villeroy & Boch. 
Crystal bubble wine gla.ss: 28 oz. Set of 4, 
$27. Fluted crystal champagne glass: 8 oz. 
Set   of   4,   $34.   Crystal   salt   and   pepper 
shakers: Chrome tops. $6.50 a pr. All by 
Ebeling & Reuss. At Cardel, NYC  10022. 
"Pointed Antique" sterling: 5 pc. place set- 
ting, about $132. By Reed & Barton. 
"Carousel" linen and polyester napkins: 20" 
sq. Cornflower blue. $3.75 ea. By Leacock. 
At Henri Bendel, NYC 10019. 
Page 179 
"Pembroke" bone china: 5 pc. place setting. 

$53.    Matching    china-handled    flatware: 
Stainless steel blades. 6 forks, $85. 6 steak 
knives, $76. Matching ashtrays: 4" d.. $9.25 
ea. Salt and pepper shakers: $18 a pr. "Dur- 
ham" bone china (under plates): 5 pc. place 
setting, $52. All by .Aynsley. 
"Galtee" handmade crystal: 81/2 oz. water 01 
51-2 oz. white wine, $19.25 ea. By Waterford 
Crystal. 
"Modern Victorian" sterling: 5 pc. place set- 
ting, $239.25.  By Limt Silversmiths. 
Cotton floral napkins: 21" sq. $4.50 ea. B\ 
Elisa Daggs. At Kenneth Jay Lane, NYC i 
10021. I 
Lacquered table:  60"  round.  Folds to 8" ' 
deep. Polyurethane finish. $2,475. From Cv 
Mann Designs*, NYC 10022. 
Swedish   Louis   XVI   gilded   antique   side i 
chairs: Leather upholstery. At Schlesch & ' 
Garza Antiques, NYC 10021. 
Page 180 
"Platinirm Rim" china: 5 pc. place setting, 
$45. "Olde Newport" pewter plate:  IOI2" 
d. $37.50. "Alexandra" crystal: 7 oz. water 
or 3 oz. wine, $24,50 ea, "Old English Tipt" 
sterling: 5 pc. place setting, about $256.50 
Sterling salt and pepper shakers: 2 pr., $35 
"Puritan" .sterling candlesticks: 3%" h., $4()«' 
a pr. Sterling Chinese bowl and cover: 4VK"^ 

d. X 31/2" h. $190. From the Metropolilanii 
Museum Reproductions Collection. All bv 
Gorham. At Altman's, NYC  10016. 
Cotton floral napkins: 21" sq. $4.50 ea. B> 
Elisa Daggs. At Kenneth Jay Lane, NYC 
10021. 
Lacquered glass-topped dining table: 60" •^. 
Pedestal base. $1,450. White .scroll-curved 
lacquered console: 5'9" x 29" h. $995. Lac- 
quered .stacked etagere: $995. Lacquered 
centerpiece: 16" x 11" x 7" h. $250. All b\ 
Roe Kasian. Antique porcelain plates (on 
etagere): 12" d. $400 ea. Silk-cushioned 
stools: 20" d. $465 ea. All at Lord & Tay- 
lor, NYC 10018. 
Page 181 
"Fretwork" bone china: 5 pc. place setting. 
$69. By Coalport. 
"Old Galway" handmade lead crystal water 
and wine glasses: $40 ea. "Blarney" crystal 
candlesticks: 7" h. $45 ea. "Tuam" crystal 
candlesticks: 4" h, $30 ea, "Rosslare" open 
mu.stard (holding salt & pepper): $15 ea. All 
by Wedgwood Irish Crystal. 
"Beacon Hill" silver-plated flatware: 5 pc. 
place setting, $18. By International Silver- 
plate. 
"Baseball Stripe"^-otton and linen napkins:|i 
19" sq. $2.50. By Katja Designs for Well-, 
man. At Altman's, NYC 10016. 
Ash and cane side chairs: 19" x 20" x   32" 
h. $192 ea. From Intrex*. NYC 10022. 
Copperware and food: From Donald Bruce. 
White Caterers, NYC 10021. 
Page 182 
"Aurora" porcelain: Warranted against 
chipping for 2 yrs. 4 pc. place setting 
$19.50. "Symmetry" cry.stal: 12 oz.. $6.95 
Designed by Bob Van Allen. Both by 
Mikasa. 
"Cadet" stainle.ss steel flatware: 5 pc. place 
setting. $25. By Bob Van Allen for Stanley 
Roberts. At Robin Importers, NYC 10022. 
Black polyester voile napkins: 22" sq. $4.50 
ea. By Frank Mcintosh. Slatted pine trays: 
20%" X 18". $12. Both at Henri Bende|l 
NYC 10019. ' 
Page 183 " 
"Country Lane" bone china: 5 pc, place si- 
ting, $68. By Oxford Bone China. N 

Coiuiiiiicd on page 231 
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^Tou don't have to choose between a 
washer that gets your clothes clean and 

one that saves you money, because 
the White-Westinghouse Front-Loader 

does both." Pearl Bailey 

THERE ISN'T A WASHER AROUND THAT GETS 
CLOTHES CLEANER THAN THE WHITE- 
WESTINGHOUSE FRONT-LOADING WASHER. AND 
IT USES LESS WATER, LESS BLEACH AND HALF 
AS MUCH DETERGENT TO DO IT. 

The White-Westinghouse Front-Loader is a tumble 
action washer and that means thorough washing. Your 
dirty clothes don't just get swished back and forth. They get 
tumbled and plunged about once every second in hot sudsy 
water to loosen soil. Then two deep rinses to flush the dirt 

away. There just isn't a bet- 
ter way to wash clothes! 

Because White-Wes- 
tinghouse tumble action is 
efficient, it's more economi- 
cal to use. You'll see it in 
the detergent,bleach and 
water you save. Based on 
manufacturer's package 
instructions, White-Wes- 
tinghouse Front-Loaders 
use only half to two-thirds 
as much detergent and 
bleach as top-loading 
washers for the same 

amount of wash. And the savings in water and heating costs 
will surprise you. 

And remember, if you 
haven't looked at a White- 
Westinghouse, you haven't 
looked. 

All White-Westinghouse 
products are backed by 
NATIONWIDE SURE SER- 
VICE* with thousands of fac- 
tory trained service 
technicians for prompt, pro- 
fessional service anywhere 
you live or move in the U.S. 
*For warranty information see your White-Westinghouse 
dealer. 

WWhiteWestinghouse 
One of ihe White Consolidated Industries 

930 Fl. DutfiiesneBlvd., Mp^ Putsburgli. PA 1^222 

Tumble action washtngHs efficient 

\LJ^ . 
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Roll-on 
protection 

Shepherd casters do 
much more than make your 
furniture easy to move. 

They help protect your 
valuable carpets from wear 
and tear. And your hard- 
wood and vinyl floors from 
scrapes and scratches. 

What's more, Shepherd 
has casters of all kinds for 
almost any piece of house- 
hold furniture you own. 

And you don't have to be 
a handyman either. Because 
they're a snap to install. 

Use Shepherd casters to 
help protect any surface- 
and let the protection roll on. 

Vtfherever hard¥fare is sold 
-here and in Canada. 

Shopping information 
continued from page 230 

"Belmont" crystal: l()'/2 oz. water or IV2 oz. 
wine. $9.50 ea. By Lenox Crystal. 
"American Colonial" sterling: 5 pc. place 
setting.  $216.   By Oneida Silversmiths. 
"Eve" cotton and linen tablecloth (as under- 
skirt):  60"  .X  84".  $24.  Napkins:   19" sq.. 
$2.50 ea. "Adam" cotton and linen table- 
cloth: 52" sq.. $15. Both bv Katja Designs 
for Wellman. At Altman's. NYC 10016. 
Handpaintcd cracked-glazed pottery piggy 
bank: $40. By Lady Kilner 11. Pat Rosiak. 
At The Farm Gallery. Far Hills. N.J. 0793 1. 

The following stores (and branches) will 
create tablesettings inspired by the tables on 
pages 178-183: 
.JOHN A. BROWN CO. 
319 W. Commerce 
Oklahoma City. Okla. 73 109 
BURDINES 
22 E. Flagler St. 
Miami. Fla. 33101 
FOLEY'S 
1110 Main St. 
Houston. Tex. 77002 
HIGBEE'S 
100 Public Square 
Cleveland, Ohio 44113 
MACY'S 
Broadway & 34th St. 
New York, N.Y. 10001 
RICH'S 
45 Broad St. 
Atlanta, Ga. 30302 
SHIIIITO'S 
7th and Race Streets 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 
WOODWARD/ LOTHROP 
700GSt.N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20013 
NEW SLANT ON FABRICS 
Pages 186-187 
Cotton fabrics: Curtain, "Gladiator": 2%" 
repeat. Comforter, "Block": 25'/<»" repeat. 
Pillows; "Zipper ": '4" repeat. Hammock, 
"Satellite": 4" repeat. Z-lounge, "Cable": 
6Vi" repeat. All. 54-55" wide. Zepel finish. 
$9-$ 10 a yd. By John Saladino for Bloom- 
craft. At Woodward/Lothrop, Washington, 
D.C.20013. 
Page 186, sleeping niche 
"Suede Look" Antron III nylon face carpet: 
12' width.  $26 a sq.  yd.  Lilac color.   By 
Halston for Karastan. 
"Aggregato" table lamp: White glass shade. 
Metal base. $195. From Lighting Associ- 
ates*. NYC 10021. 
Hooded cotton terry robe with piping: $108. 
At Pratesi, NYC 10021. 
Antique Philippine baskets (next to bed): 
One of a kind. Large, $450. Small, $350. At 
Bailey-Huebner at Henri Bendel, NYC 
10019. 
Nested alderwood bowls: 1" d.. $35. 10" d.. 
$45. 13" d.. $55. By Mola. At Ambienti De- 
sign, NYC 10021. 
In foreground: "Rete" enameled aluminum 
lamp {as table): 20y4" d. $171. "Trifoglio" 
rose bisque vase: AV2" d. x 16%" h. $109. 
Both at Abitare, NYC 10022. 
Page 187. top 
"Petal" chair: 28" x 28" x 32" h. Loose 
cushion. On concealed casters. $791 COM. 
Designed by John Saladino for Dunbar*. 
NYC 10021. 
AC/DC portable black and white television: 
12V2" x 10" x 9" h. 9" diagonal screen. 
Optional   battery   pack,   or   "Autodaptor" 
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plugs into car cigarette lighter. Sun shield 
$109.95. By Magnavox. 
On table: "Piatto" travertine platter: 28" d 
$77. Rose travertuie plates: 6'/2" d., $25 
8" d., $55. All at Abitare, NYC 10022. 
Alderwood tea cups with Jena glass inserts:i 
8 oz. capacity, $17 ea. At Ambienti Design,( 
NYC 10021. 
Page 187, center 
Vertical aluminum blinds: Sand color. By 
Holland Shade*. NYC 10021. 
Beogram  2400 turntable:   17'/4"  x   13     Xj 
3%" h. Smooth touch control panel. $350.] 
By Bang&Olufsen. 
Mino-gami paper lamp: 32" x 45" h. Im- 
ported from Japan. By Noguchi. $130 ea. 
At George Kovacs. NYC 10021. 
Page 187, bottom 
"Cesto" umbrella stand (under table):  10 
d. X 20" h. $65. At Abitare, NYC 10022. 
SHEETS FOR GARDEN LIFE 
Pages 188-189 
"Porcelain Border" cotton and Dacron poly- 
ester sheets (on living room sofa pillows, 
bedroom comforter, pillows, wicker sofa 
slipcover): Full size, about $12.50. Full 
comforter, about $72. Pillowcases, about $S 
a pr. 
"Flower Dream" cotton and Dacron poly- 
ester sheets (living room ottoman slipcovers 
bedroom   walls,   pillow   rolls,   dust   ruffle, 
tableskirt):   Full   size,   about   $12.50.   Full 
size bed ruffle, about $38. 
"Spring Showers" cotton and Dacron poly- 
e.ster sheets (dining room tablecloths): Full 
size, about $12.50. All  by Barbara Brody 
for Martex, WestPoint  Pepperell. At Alt- 
man's, NYC 10016 (except "Flower Dream'' 
ruffle); Bullock's. Southern California and 
Arizona;   "Flower   Dream"   and   "Spring 
Showers" at Rich's, Atlanta 30302. 
WINE AND FOOD COVER 
Page 201 
Belgian heat-tempered rolled blue steel two- 
part timbale pan: 9" d. x Pi" h. $13. Ui 
signed and imported by Isabelle Marique. 
At Bloomingdale's, NYC 10022; Higbee's. 
Cleveland 44113; Kitchen Bazaar, Washing- 
ton, D.C. 20008; The Kitchen, Berkeley! 
Calif. 94704. 

BUILDING DATA 
Materials used in house on page 190 

ARCHITECT: Eugene L. Futterman 
CONTRACTORS: Sag Hill Builders, Inc. 
SIZE OF HOUSE: 1,700 square feet 
SIZE OF LOT: V2 acre 

STRUCTURE 
Foundation: Full basement with concrete 
block walls on poured concrete footings. 
Framing: Standard wood frame construc- 
tion of walls, floors, ceilings, and roofs. 

EXTERIOR OF HOUSE 
Exterior walls: Cedar board siding laid hori- 
zontally. 
Exterior finish: Bleaching oil and stain by' 
Olympic Stain, Div. of Comerco.. Inc. 
Roofs: On flat roofs, layers of bituminous- 
coated built-up roofing; on pitched roofs, 
terne metal. » 
Insulations: In walls and ceilings, 3'/i-incJi. 
batts of fiberglass. 
Windows: Aluminum frame, bronze finish, 

Continued on page 290 
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Made tougher than a steel pad 
Scours without scratching^ 

(Even Teflon) 
Scrunge is the new scrubber-sponge from Johnson Wax. It has a waffled 

scouring surface with 252 cutting edges. Scours chrome, porcelain, Formica," 
stainless steel, even Teflon' - without scratching. And Scrunge has a sponge side 
that wipes up and squeezes clean. Don't scour pots and pans, Scrunge 'em! 

"New Scrunge scours tough but 
won't fall apart like steel pads'.' 

Scrunge will: 
Will work with your favorite soap. 
Will scour pots and pans. Will clean 
sinks. Will clean appliances. Will 
clean countertops. 

Scrunge won't: 
Won't scratch even Teflon. Won't fall 
apart. Won't rust. Won't splinter. Won't 
hurt hands. Won't be a soapy mess. 

l^ooiison 
wax 

' iq.'S S C Johnson S Son Inc 



HOUSE & GARDEN CHRISTMAS GIFT-SUBSCRIPTIONS 
.   are not for everyone.. .just for those on your list who 

COOK • give panies • ao ineir own aecoraimg 
• garden • use their hands * plan to build a 
house • intend to remodel • collect • watch 
their looks • go traveling • insist on full value 
for their money • dream • plan • do! 
And for yourself, of course. 

the e'you know—or even suspect-—wduiaenjOV a 
"• ,'^' /e ronths suDscnption to colorful, informative, enlhu- 

jse & G: den.   order tfieir gifts here and now 
stage-paid form bound in here    and pay after 

^Ml,c,u.l.l-^. if you wish. 

4r-   ,e & Garden is not for everyone on your list... but. for 
■ them: it's a dandy, long-lasting way to say Merry 



Slip %ur ^essertlnto Something 
Sinfully mch ibnight. 

Astor Chocolate Cups and Shells. 
Indulge yourself. Treat family and friends to a wickedly 
scrumptious dessert. Invent your own creation. Create 
a small sensation with pure Cfiocolate Dessert 
Specialties from Astor. 

BITTERSWEET CHOCOLATE DESSERT SHELLS. 
Fill with ice cream, mousses, fruit, or even custards. 
Top with syrup, cream or nuts. Let your imagination go 
wild. 

MILK CHOCOLATE MOCHA CUPS. Serve with 
whipped cream. Let your guests add to steaming cof- 
fee. The chocolate melts. The cream floats. Transform- 
ing a simple cup of coffee into an unforgettable Mocha 
Viennese delight. 

BITTERSWEET CHOCOLATE LIQUEUR CUPS. Fill 
with about half an ounce of your favorite liqueur. 
Guests sip the drink, 'n nibble the cup, A taste and con- 
versation sensation. 

Astor Chocolate Dessert Specialties come lavishly 
gift-boxed with attractive recipe book for perfect gift- 
giving. They may be refrigerated or frozen in warm 
weather for future use. So end that special dinner party 
with a naughty little affair from Astor Chocolate. An af- 
fair that will keep your guests buzzing. An affair to 
remember. 

^ T^ V ASTOR CHOCOLATE CORPORATION 
48-25 iVIetropolitan Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11237   (212) 386-7400 

J\ •V-, ASTOR CHOCOLATE CORPORATION 
V V  48-25 Metropolilan Avenue, Brooklyn, N,Y   11237 (212) 386-7400 

_Please send me the following Astor Ctiocolate specialties, 
_Please gift ship them for me (list enclosed) 

Gift card to read from      

.Check or Money Order for $_ enclosed 
_Charge my credit card account—American Express- 

Card No. Expiration Date 

„boxes Chocolate Dessert Shells (6 shells per box with gold doilies) 
Minimum Order 3 boxes lor $10,60 
_boxes Chocolate Mocha Cups (10 cups per box).   Iviinimum Order; 3 boxes for $9,50 
„boxes Chocolate Liqueur Cups (12 cups per box). Minimum Order; 3 boxes for $9,50 

Ship To; Name —  

Address  

City. . State, -Zip. 
All prices include postage & handling it shipped lo same address Please add $1 50 (or each addilional address 
New York Stale Residents please add 8% sales ta< 
Orders shipped wilhm 48 hours Please do not order i( temperature at delivery address might e«ce<d 80'F within 
the next two weeks Available in instilutional size packages tor restaurants, airlines and hotels Ask lor details 

ember, 1978 



Christmas Hurry Up 
or Wait Sale! 

on popular markers   for mailboxes 

HURRY UP-ORDER 
BEFORE NOV. 30th 

SAVE ^3^   SAVE^IQO 

OR WAIT-ORDER 
BEFORE DEC. 25th 

Our Best Seller 
shown mounted is 
STYLE NM 5-1595 

STYLE M    S10^^ STYLE EOM 521^^ 
HURRY UP - YOU CAN SAVE S3.00 ON A GIFT 
THEY'LL USE EVERY DAY! Order before Nov. 30th to 
save $3 00 or wait until Dec. 25th and still save $1.00 on 
each nameplate ordered These personalized mailbox 
signs wont be duplicated —they re unusual & functional 
so they won t stay in thecloset never used. 3-dinnension- 
ally raised white reflective letters formed in beautiful 
black-coated rustproof aluminum. You can order any 17 
letters/numbers on long plate (18" x 2Vi '); 6 on short 
plate (7" X 216 ' ). The same wording is on both sides. 
Order today - Hurry & Save $3 00' 
THE SOONER YOU ORDER-THE MORE YOU SAVE! 

CIAL OFFER 
itboi, name- 

plate, post and 
biackets as 
shown 
Style KNM 

ONLY $39.95 

Ask for our catalog 
on other 

Spear gift items. 

We ship in 48 hours / Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back. 

Q Stostet Clw^ 

^   SINCE 1949     We ihip in 48 hour! 

^»«*i, DBY-"-CflO^KTir MARKERS 
Oeol  5032, Box 7025. Colorido Springi. CO 80933 

VISA' 
UD :o ' ? leiiei^ & r 

a Va» 

Its easy 
to charge it! 
Just send us 
your complete 
account number 
and exp. date. 

^tje's on lonq plate     6 on sho't D'ate 

AN> WORDING rOU WANT 

Citv Stale !iv 

Tiat 
line 

Yoti can ord«f anytlmi. 
24 ItMTs a day. 

Call u> at 
13031 471 MSO. 

PRICE 
LESSc 

DISCOUNT* . 
$1 65 

I   'J  Earn extra money fast - send foi details       TOTAL   » I 

BLUE BIRDS OF HAPPINESS 
These ceramic birds woti't bother you with their 
chirping, but they will attract admiring comments 
wherever placed in your home or office. Hand 
painted, then high fired to preserve that lasting 
deep blue finish. Standing 8 inches high and 7'/2 
inches long. Also available in Goldfleck brown. 
Specify color wanted. Won't you provide a nest 
for them' Only $10.95 the pair. Shipped prepaid. 

Send check or money order. No 
C.O.D.    Illinois   residents   add 
5% sales tax. 

THE WISE OWL 

-^^^'i^^ Onh Park. III. 60302 

OPEN TO 

SUNSHINE, FRIENDS 

AND GOD. 

No. 538 • 6" X 12" 

THE KISS Of THE SUN FOR PARDON , 
Tt« SONG OF THE BIRDS FOR MIRTH 
ONE IS NEARER GOD^ HEART      ' 

IN A GARDEN' 
THAN ANYWHERE ELSE ON EARTH 

No. 510 - 9" X 14' 

ALUMINUM GARDEN PLAQUES 
Your loveliest flower gardens deserve 
this crowning touch of individuality. 
Finished in black with letters hand 
painted in gold or white. Stands 24" 
high »13.«0 

Send $1.00 
for catalog of Gift Items. 

Moultrie. Georgia 3I76S -:- Ph. 912/9BS-I3I2 
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FOR   LITTLE   BUCKAROOS! 
Little Buckaroos will adore this old-fash- 
ioned wooden rocking horse. Sturdily made 
of choice walnut-stained lumber with oak 
rockers lo sur\'ive lots of lo\ ing abu'^e. 
Size: 32"L X 12"W X 24"II. 

Rocking Horse  #RH $37.00 
S5.00  Ptge., Hdlg., &  ins. 

Ga. res.  add 3% tax   (Sl.ll) 

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT!! 
FULLY ASSEMBLED!! 

VISA    &    Master   Charge   orders   welcome 
call 912-7.^2-6150  (no collect calls) 

Order from: 

Gregory Paris Morton 
P.O.   Box  385-M       Cuthbert,  Ga.  31740 

SHOPPINGS 
AROUND with Audrey 

Nichols 

Order merchandise by writing directly to shops, enclose chec, 
or money order. Add sales tax where applicable. Any unuseni 
item (not personalized) may be returned by insured mail fcm 
refund. Allow four weeks for delivery. r 

CURIO TABLE 

English 18th century 
style vltrlne crafted of 
solid maple and ve- 
neers in antique fruit- 
wood finish. Hinged 
glass top, glass sides, 
velour pad on shelf. 
Chairside display for 
your small treasures. 
2OV4-w. by 14V4"d. 
by20V2" h. $115ppd. 
(Add $5 post. W. of 
Miss.) Jenifer House, 
HG11, Great Barring- 
ton, MA 01230. 

BEDROOM  BEAUTIE: 

Exquisitely hand-crochet 
bedspreads and pillow sh 
Specify ecru or white. Sizj 
72" by 90" and one sham 
90" by 108" and two shan 
$250; 100" by 110" and tw 
shams $272. Hand-crocht 
pillow, 14" $34; 16" $36. Pi 
Dust ruffles available. Goi 
catalogue 500. Puckihudt 
Products Ltd., Box HGII; 
Oliverea, NY 12462. 

THE SOFT LOOK 
Plush cotton velours-the velvety 
texture making fashion news in pants 
dressing that goes from day into 
evening with perfect ease. The flat- 
tering deep cowl neck top and slim 
line pull-on pants come in emerald, 
raspberry or rich brown velours. By 
Herman Geist. Available in sizes P 
(6-8), S (10), M (12) and L (14-16). The 
top, $37; the pants, $37. Add $2.25 
post per order. Write for free color 
catalogue. The Talbots, Dept. EG, 
Hingham, MA 02043. 



DLAND WINGS WOODCARVING 
site originals hand carved, hand-painted, by artisans 
rd Palmer/Lester Braddock. Medium birds about 6", such as 
thrush/towee/oriole/grosbeak/mini owl $399; small, about 
like chickadee/wren/finch/warbler $299. Ppd. All sizes, 
ons; all stamped, signed, numbered. Catalogue $2. 
Originals, HG11, Box 918, Plymouth, MA 02360. 

LE CHARM 
,';d cloth of unbleached mus- 
ilged with heavy 4 " Spanish- 
Jace. Diameter 
)le plus twice the drop 
h is correct size. Top cloth 
23; bottom cloth 72" $30, 
35, 96" $40, 104" $45. Add 
)st. per order. Free cata- 
3. Country Curtains, HG112 
kbridge, MA 01262. 

IGHTFUL  DESIGNS 
■dcrafted stoneware cookie molds, 5" wide. Recipes included 
delicious, but when pressed into the different molds they 
ome real show-pieces. Great gift for anyone who loves to 
k. Set of four molds $15.50 plus 500 post. Colonial Garden 
:hens, HGKE, 270 W. Merrick Rd., Valley Stream, NY 11582. 

Navajo designs 
n ivory and earth 

tones. 2' by 3' 
$19.95; 3'by 5'$34.95; 
by 6'$49.95; 6'by 9' 

$89.95. Ppd. Scandinavian, 
Oriental designs also avail- 

able. Catalogue $1. Peerless 
mported Rugs, GE-118, 3028 No. 
ncoln Ave., Chicago, IL 60657. 

THE ORTIIOOOMFORT PILLOW 
Designed by an orthopedic doctor and recommended to re- 
lieve muscle tension, backache and the pain of arthritis . . . 

WHILE YOU SLEEP! 
Monogrammed, machine washable polyester satin cover- 
polyester filled. Indicate 3 initials and choice of color: Ivory. 
White, Pale Blue or Pale Pink. $29.95 with lace border; $26.95 
without lace border. $1.50 Post. & Handl. Mail check or M.O. 
to: 

Potent  Pending 

mill SWEET mum 
53 Yonkers Avenue, Yonkers, N.Y. 10701 

N. Y. S. Res. Add Soles  Tax 
Send  (or our /ree  co/o/ogue  for more Oflhocomloft designs. 

RAJASTAN     RUGS,   capture  Ihe   beguiling   magic 
ond   romance   of   the   Orient   into   your   home.   Transform 
any    drab    area    into    a    prestigious    showpiece    of    re- 
fined  elegance.   Ideal   for  antique  or   ultra-modern   decor. 
Also as dramatic accent rugs over carpeting.  Naturol yarns 
only,  painstakingly woven through  to the back,  by our old 
world   techniques   to   assure   many   years   of   rugged   wear. 
Widely  acclaimed  as  the  lost  great decorating   buy of our 
day.  Guaranteed  imported.  FOR THE  LAST TIME  EVER AT 
THESE   INCREDIBLE  PRICES:   opprox.   3')(5'   $19.95;   4'x6' 
$29.95;  6'x9' $69.95; 9'xl2'  $119.95. Specify red, ivory, 
gold,   blue or avocado  background.   If you  order  now,   we 
will even  pay the freight,  Our rugs  have been  copied  but 
never    reproduced.     43    years    of    renowned    reliability. 
MasterChorge,  VISA,   Am.   Express accepted. 

INTERNATIONAL   RUG  CO. 
360  Amsterdam  Avenue                     New York,  N.Y.   10024 

nl^^^^^^^'^^'^^^^^vi^B 

The Unique Sprouting 
California Redwood Burl! 
This lovely fern like plant is a 
fascinating addition to your fiome 
or office Your Redwood Burl 
sprouts to life after being placed 
in water under subdued light. 
The minature Redwood forest 
makes a distinctive gift and a 
delightful   conversation   piece. 
Only $5.95 ppd.    CnecH or Wooey order. 

residents add 6°< 
• weeks 'or delive 

' Oept  MG 1178 

3070 Jackson St . ST CA 94115 

NEW CROP! FINE PAPER-SHELL 

PECANS 
THE GIFT OF GOOD TASTE! 

Fine quality paper shells from The Country 
Cupboard' The perfect gift for Christmas! 
Pecans from our huge groves are inspecter) and 
graded to insure freshness and quality 

ONE POUND MAMMOTH HALVES 
Big. meaty and flavorful pecan halves Packed 
in poly bag and gift boxed    ^M t^m it. 
We pay the postage $4a03 IDa 

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST AND DISCOUNTS 

THE COUNTRY CUPBOARD 
A DIVISION OF MURRAH PECAN COMPANY 

437 WALL ST / RICHLAND. GA. 31825 

'%. 



»f£ nriL SE\D ORIENTAL RUGS 
ON APPROVAL FOR 
EXAMINATION IN 
YOUR OWN HOME ^ 

• NO OBLIGATION TO BUY 

• NO DEPOSIT OR EXPENSE I, 
TO YOU 

• ONLY GENUINE HAND- 
MADE ORIENTAL RUGS 
FOR OVER SO TEARS 

SEND   FOR  FREE  DESCRIPTIVE  LISTS,  COLORED  PLATES,  and 
KODACHROMES to help you select rufis you wish sent on APPROVAL. 

' Lur^e!>t   Kelail   Stock 

k Direct   Importations  Rr^ularlv 

^ Moderate  Prices 

ISniall   Mais to  Giant  Carpels 

^The  No   Risk  Way 
to Buy Oriental Ru^s 

'Oriental Rues - A Complete Guide by 
Col. Charles W. Jacobsen. First and most 
comprehensive Oriental rug encyclopedia 
ever published. 480 pages with 250 plates, 
38 in full color - $22.50 

CH AS. W. JACOBSEN, Inc. 
401 S. SALINA ST., DEPT. G , 
SYRACUSE. N.Y. 13201 . 
315-471-6522 

1 1 HAPPY HANGUPS 
Whimsical, full-color tennis plaques One features 
an ace octopus ancJ proudly declares: 'Tennis 
players are faultless people who get everything 
that's coming to them " The other humorously illus- 
trates the observation: "Marriage is like a tennis 
racket after the swinging times are over, the strings 
are still attached "Both framed plaques are SVix 12" 
and ready to hang Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
#HU-4017 Ace Octopus S5.95 postpaid 
#HU-4016 fv/larriage  $5.95 postpaid 

BILL COLLINGWOOD, Dept HG 5. 
Box 294, South Miami, Florida 33143 

"The YOUnique Catalog" 25C or free with order. 
Allow 2 weeks for delivery No C CDs please. 

H. 18" 
W. 18" 
L. 22'/j" 

This bench has earned its name iJe- 
■signers' Choice. Upholstered to the 
floor it can be made to blend or match 
any decor. It is beautiful in any room 
of the house. 
Priced from $96.45 depending on fabric 
you select: 
$82.95 in your fabric—send 2'/i yds. 54". 
SHIPPING CHARGES ARE EXTRA. 
No COD. Satisfaction guaranteed 
Send S2 for Furniture Catalogue and 
Request Form for hand-selected deco- 
rator su-atches. 

^^/ <^///^m &. 
P.O. Box 2324, HG7811, HIckoiy. N.C. 28601 

Fantastic! Now anyone can BE AN 

ASTRONAUT! 
• Here's the most fabulous gift you can give young- 
sters or anyone who liked CLOSE ENCOUNTERS or STAR 
WARS: Our extra large 27" Astronaut rag doll with the 
recipient's VERY OWN face! • They'll love you for giv- 
ing them another them. And dreams of soaring through 
our starry universe seeking adventure unlimited, 

ONLY J24.95 plus $2,95 
shipping & handling ea, 
(NYers add sis tx.) faces 
reproduced from your 
photos. 
TO ORDER: No need to 
write a letter. Just print 

name and address on 
back of photo(s) and 
include check or 
Mastercharge or 
Visa   (number  & 

__   name). Send sharp. 
=a well-exposed,   front 
^H face, close-up pho- 
^/ to(s), with face IV2" 

or larger, color or 
b&w (returned  un- 
harmed).  Gift  Cer- 
tificates available 
immediately. 

Be An Astronaut 
Oept. HGAII8A 

99 Prince St., NYC 10012 
Phone: 212-925-8487 

High-quality, /•"r :3^ made, silk screened rag dolls. 
Satisfaction assured! One week money back guarantee. 

^^^^'fl^ 
"^tet of four quilted gingham (65 % 

FoTtrel polyesteT;35% cotton) placemats 

with pockets for flatware and a 17"X17" 

matching napkin. Perfect for patio or 

picnic but pratical for everyday use. Just 

roll it up and tie it with attached cording. 

Specify color: yellow, blue or red and ute 

check. Send $19.95 for 8 piece set. 

Sew N' Go, (5017 Lake Nadine Place, 

Agoura, California 9/30/. Write for free 

brochure  of unusual  but  useful  gifts. 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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SWIVEL ON HIGH 
Counter stool with vinyl upholstery 
swivels at a touch. Perfect for 
home bar or workbench, too. Vinyl 
in black, red, dark or pastel green, 
yellow. Unfinished 24", $18.50; 
30", $18.95. Add $3 for walnut, 
pine or maple finish. Exp. coll. 
Marion Travis, HGll, Statesville, 
NC 28677. 

MAGNIFYING GLASSES 
Ben Franklin style glasses h( 
those who need simple magnifi( 
tion of fine print. Lightweight, co 
fortable; impact-resistant lensi 
Golden-finish wire frames. St< 
age. $8.98 plus 900 post. Case 
eluded. (Not sold to Minn.) N 
King, Dept. HG118WF, 811 Wy. 
dotte, Kansas City, MO 64105. 

STOWAWAY 
Nothing like preparing now for next 
Christmas. Ornament chest holds 
92 ornaments of three sizes; space 
for eight sets of lights, tinsel and 
other tree-trimming paraphernalia. 
27" by 17" by 12". Assembles 
easily. $10.50, two for $19.95; $1 
post- Write to Bruce Bolind, HGll, 
Bolind BIdg., Boulder, CO 80302. 

OPTIC OPERA AIDS 
Folding opera glasses. Slip ir 
handbag or pocket. Sports fai 
theater buffs, ballet bugs li; 
them. Makes balcony seats sei 
like first-row center! Chroi 
plated, 2.5 magnification. $6. 
plus 800 post. Anthony Ent' 
prises, HGll, 67 Second St., S. 
Francisco, CA 94105. 

...makes it easy to be your 
own Interior Decorator! 
AVOID COSTLY OECORATING MISTAKES. Create 
miniature settings for every room in your 
house before spending a cent for a piece of 
furniture, a yard of fabric, a roll of wall- 
paper, or a bucket of paint. Think how much 
you can save if you really plan before you 
buy. Over 150 different furniture combina- 
tions for every room. Sofas, chairs, sec- 
tionals, tables, chests, beds, piano, fireplace, 
etc. Decorate furniture, walls, w indows, with 
your own fabric and paint samples.Includes: 
3-D miniature furniture of solid styrene. 
Graph Board, Walls, Windows, Doors, all to 
exact V2" scale. Design and instruction book 
included. Created by Adele E. Behar, ASID. 
Guaranteed. Only $9.98 (we pay postage). 

Plan-lt-Kit.lnc. 
Dept. HGll, Box 429, Westport, Ct. 06880 

'MONTMARTRE 
Unique full color lithograph, paint- 
ed by internationally renown^ 
artist, ANDRE BERGER CHANN?, 
sensitively depicts the 'omanc* 
and charm of old European cities. 
LIMITED EDITION, 22" x 28"^ ; 
$18. each plus $1.75 shipping.    ' 

ANDRE  BERGER  CHANNE 
200 South Dixie 

West Palm Beach, Fla. 33401 

House &  Garcie 



Amazing "Burn-Fat-By-The-Hour" Program 
Developed By Doctors At Boston Medical School 

BURNS AWAY MORE FAT 
EACH 24 HOURS 

THAN IF YOU RAN 
14 MILES A DAY! 

Incredible "Crash-Loss" Breakthrough Reported in Leading American Magazines Works 
So Fast You Can Actually Measure the Difference in Your Waistline in Just 24 to 48 Hours! 
Yes, LOSE up to 6 POUNDS the first 48 HOURS — LOSE 
up to 12 POUNDS the first 7 days — LOSE up to 4, 5, 
even 7 POUNDS MORE the next 7 days — and continue to 
ourn away as much as 7 to 9 pounds more fat every 2 weeks 
thereafter, (if you still need it) . . - until you've finally 
lost 50 — 70 — 100 pounds OR MORE . . . without tasting, 
without constant willpower, without constant pangs of hunger 
or a single moment of body-racking exercise. 

Recommended by the U.S. Government's very own doctors 
to members of Congress who want to lose weight fast . . . 
Hailed as the weight-loss "breakthrough of the century" by 
leading medical journals . , . here at last is the most effec- 
tive NO-DRUG program for FAST — INSTANT — PER- 
MANENT LIFETIME WEIGHT-LOSS ever made available to 
the public without a prescription! 

WORKS SO FAST THE FIRST WEEK ALONE YOU 
LOSE AS MUCH AS IVi TO 2 POUNDS OF 
BOTH FLUID AND FAT EVERY 24 HOURS! 

Direct from the pages of medical journals and leading 
American magazines come reports of an incredible "fat 
burning" breakthrough by medical researchers at one of 
Boston's foremost medical schools! Reports of a "crash- 
loss" program (featuring a remarkable natural substance) 
that safely, yet surely steps up FAT-BURNING METABOLISM 
. . . forces your system to ATTACK bulging pockets of fat 
... and starts to shrink and burn that fat in just a matter 
of hours! 

Yes, from one of New England's leading medical centers 
comes the SUPER FAT-BURNER way to turn up your "inner 
furnace" . . . unlock those clinging pockets of fat . . . 
break them down SO FAST ... you burn off excess bulge 
at the unbelievable rate of up to 6 POUNDS of both fluid and 
fat GONE the very firs, weekend alone! 

Think of it! You actually burn away more fat each 24 
hours than if you ran 12 to 14 miles a day! Lose more 
inches each week than if you did 300 sit-ups each morn- 
ing and 300 push-ups each night! Actually LOSE as much as 
A FULL SIZE THE FIRST 7 DAYS ... and from 3 to 5 
inches off your waistline the very first month! 

That's right! Weight-loss results and inches-off wonders 
that absolutely stagger the imagination. Just look: 

U.S. ARMY OFFICERS LOSE WEIGHT 3 TIMES 
FASTER THAN EVER BEFORE! 

Case History #1; When medical researchers in Boston, New 
York, Philadelphia and Los Angeles first tested this hi- 
amino concept on a scientific weight-loss program . . . 
they reported astonishing results of as much as 12 POUNDS 
LOST iN JUST THE FIRST 7 DAYS! — 16 to 18 pounds 
gone by the end of week number two — and most mind- 
boggling of all — U.S. Army Officers actually losing weight 
3 times faster than ever before! As much as 50 POUNDS 
GONE, like that! 

WAISTLINES SHRINK UP TO 3 INCHES IN 7 DAYS - 
A FULL 5 INCHES SMALLER IN A SINGLE MONTH! 

Case History #2: When first rumors of this medical break- 
through leaked out to professional actors, actresses and 
celebrities . . . they immediately rushed to the offices of 
America's leading weight-loss specialists to get their hands 
on this "magic compound ": and no wonder! Because the 
first week alone they carved away as much as 2 pounds a 
day . . . 13 pounds a week . . . were forced to take in their 
belts 3 notches smaller in just 10 days! 

DOCTORS REPORT: AVERAGE LOSS — 57 POUNDS! 
Case History #3: But rT>ost significant of all . . . when 
universities, hospitals and medical schools, (such as New 
York's Leading Medical School and one of Cleveland's largest 
hospitals) tested this "crash-loss program" on patients 
who all their lives had been hopelessly overweight . . . 
they reported astonishing  losses of as  much as 2 pounds 

a day at the start ... 20 to 30 pounds a month ... as 
much as 70 pounds lost over a single summer season! — 
by simply stepping up their fat-burning metabolism and 
burning, melting, oxidizing 50, 70, 100 pounds of hard-set 
fat . . . FASTER, SURER than they had ever dreamed 
possible! 

WORKS LIKE "POWDERED HEAT" — MAKES YOUR 
INNER FURNACE BREAK DOWN BODY FAT! 

What is this wondrous development that helps safely stimu- 
late fat-burning metabolism and shrink your body's fat cells 
the moment it starts working in your system' It is an ANTI- 
FAT WEAPON unlike anything you've ever seen, or tried in 
your life. A FAT-BURNING aid that helps you convert body fat 
to body fuel AUTOMATICALLY ... and EVAPORATE excess 
pounds and inches starting the very first day! 

Think of it! A medically proven formula that is such an 
effective reducing aid . . . that when combined with the 
food you eat on this "crash-loss" program . . . burns off 
as much fat each 24 hours as if you jogged up to 14 miles i 
day . . . or played 3 hours o( tennis in the most brutal 
heat! 

The name of this wondrous amino formula is "THERA- 
SLIM-1DD" and here is precisely how you use it to win the 
body and figure of your dreams as you: 

LOSE UP TO 4 TO 6 INCHES OFF YOUR WAISTLINE 
LOSE UP TO 2 TO 5 INCHES OFF YOUR HIPS 
LOSE UP TO 3 INCHES OFF YOUR THIGHS 
LOSE UP TO 4 INCHES OFF YOUR BUTTOCKS 
LOSE UP TO 4 INCHES OFF YOUR STOMACH 

and as we've said before, starling not in weeks, but in mere 
days. 

HELPS YOUR BODY CONVERT STORED UP FAT TO BURNED 
UP ENERGY! At this very moment — having read this far 
— you are but one short step away from LIFETIME IM- 
MUNITY TO FAT! Now comes your FINAL GIANT STEP into 
a whole new world of LIFETIME SLIMNESS. 

Of course, there is one thing you must keep in mind. With 
the "THERA-SLIM-100" way to LIFETIME SLIMNESS you 
cannot gorge yourself on all sorts of fattening foods, candies 
and desserts. Not that you'd ever want to, because with 
"THERA-SLIM-100" — due to your new, stepped up metab- 
olism — besides enormous weight-loss you also experience 
a loss of hunger. Which makes it one of the easiest way to 
lose weight fast. Now here's how simple it is: 

STEP #1 — YOU EAT 
In addition to the wide and tasty selection of food you 

enjoy morning and night, (all scientifically programmed to 
help maintain a high-level of FAT BURN OFF) . . . 

STEP #2 — YOU TAKE "THERA-SLIM-100" hi-amino com- 
pound. 

Once a day, you take "THERA-SLIM-100 " in a glass of 
water, (just like refreshing fruit juice). This hi-amino intake 
helps keep the fat-burning chain-reaction going ALL 24 
HOURS OF THE DAY — NON-STOP! 

STEP #3 — YOU HAVE AUTOMATICALLY STEPPED UP 
YOUR FAT-BURNING METABOLISM — SO YOU AUTOMATIC- 
ALLY BURN OFF EXCESS WEIGHT! 

In virtually no time at all, you make your inner furnace 
accelerate fat burn-off. Safely, gently, yet surely you cause 
a gradual ch&rjge in your fat-burning metabolism as you 
"rev-up" that inner furnace. 

The result: Your body begins to eliminate stored-up fat 
and fluid at a rate so incredibly fast, the very first weekend 
alone YOU DRAIN AWAY AS MUCH AS 5 OR 6 POUNDS! 

In short, with the "THERA-SLIM-100" weight-loss pro- 
gram, you force your body to automatically convert body fat 
to body fuel . . . automatically shrink fatty cells . . . drain 
oft excess flab . . . flush it right out of your system ONCE 
AND FOR ALL! 

IF YOU READ NOTHING ELSE — READ THIS! ' 
What you see on this page is the announcement of the latest breakthrough by medical science in the war against 

fat. Developed at one of Boston's leading medical schools, the incredible weight-loss results this "crash-burn" 
program delivers are so astonishing (average loss 57 lbs.) it has been featured in every leading medical journal . . . 
given headline coverage in the medical-news columns of many major newspapers Aside from — ABSOLUTE STARVA- 
TION — there is no surer, faster, more effective way to slash away pounds and inches than with this Boston medical 
school discovery. 

However, before starting we advise you to consult with your physician to be sure you are in normal health and 
your only problem is excess weight. Individua.s with gout, heart disease, diabetes or pregnant women should not use 
It at all. As a matter of fact, we insist that you show this entire program to your family physician . . . have him 
check you regularly to make sure you're not losing too much, too fast ... and advise when you've lost enough. See 
if he doesn't agree that the "THERA-SLIM-100" road to Lifetime Slimness, including the recommended progressive 
dally toneup, isn't by far the most effective approach to the conquest of excess weight ever developed by medical 
science. 

REMEMBER: 
YOU  MUST LOSE: 
• up to 6 lbs. 

the first 48 hours 
• up to 12 lbs. 

the first 7 days 
• up to 7 lbs. more 

the next 7 days 
or it costs 
you nottiing! 

© 1978 American Consumer, Inc . 
Caroline Rd . 

Phila.. PA 19176 

Never before has medical science offered you a surer, 
faster, more effective weight-loss method, (short of total 
fasting) than this super fat-burning breakthrough developed 
at one of Boston's leading Medical Schools. 

THE FACTS ARE IN! THE RESEARCH IS DONE! THE IN- 
CREDIBLE WEIGHT-SLASHING RESULTS HAVE BEEN PROVEN 
BEYOND A SHADOW OF A DOUBT BY MEDICAL SCHOOLS — 
HOSPITALS — DOCTORS — AND SCORES AND SCORES OF 
OVERWEIGHT PATIENTS! NOW, THE FINAL STEP IS UP 
TO  YOU! 

REMEMBER: You must see dramatic results in just 24 
hours — results you can measure with both your scale and 
your tape measure ... you must lose: 

up to 6 lbs. the first 48 hours 
up to 12 lbs. the first 7 days 
up to 7 lbs. more the next 7 days 

or it costs you nothing! Simply return within 10 days for full 
refund (except postage and handling). Act now! 

 ■ MAIL NO-HISK COUPON TODAY*" ' 
PENN-BIO, PHARMACALS, Dept. JPDG-149 
Caroline Road, Philadelphia, PA 19176 
Yes, I want to burn away excess weight fast and per- 
manently with this doctor's "crash-loss" program fea- 
turing amazing high-amino compound "THERA-SLIM-100". 
Please rush me the offer I have checked below. If not 
delighted, I may return it in 10 days for refund (except 
postage & handling, of course). 
CHECK OFFER DESIRED: 
a (#009) Full 10-Day Supply 

only $7.95 plus 50? postage S handling. 
D (#017) Full t5-Day Supply 

only $10.95 plus 75* postage S handling, 
n (#025) Full 20-Day Supply 

only $12.95 plus $1 postage & handling, 
n (#033) Full 30-Day Supply 

only $17.95 plus $1 postage & handling. 
Amount enclosed $ . .  PA residents add 6% 
sales tax Check or money order, nc CODs please. 
CHARGE IT: (check one) Exp. Date  
BVisa/BankAmericard 

Master Charge Bank Number  

Credit Card #  

Name- 

Address- 

City- 
5480 

-State- 

-Apt. 

-Zip- 

•• Div. of American Consumer, Inc 

November 1978 M, 



COUNTRY CURTAINS 
Ball Fringe on Permanent Press 

TIERS 

20" or 25" 
30". 36" or 40" 

TIEBACKS 

45", 54" or 63" 
72", 81" or 90" 

3.50 ea 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

Country Curtains are a tradition . . . years of old-fashioned quality and 
conscientious service to thrifty homemakers. Sturdy, spedallv-made ball 
fringe is carefully stitched onto our 50% cotton/SO";, polyester blend . . . 
like real muslin but truly carefree. Natural or white. 90" wide per pair. 
Please specify natural or white. Send check, money order, or use Master- 
charge or Visa. Sorrv no COD's. Postage and handling: orders under 
$10 add $1.10. $10 and over add $2.00. Mass. res. add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction uunrantced. 

COUNTRY CURTAINS , 

Urpl 

Ar ThF R> D LION INN 

112,  slot kliriilsf,   Ma>s 

HEIRLOOM STENCILS 
CLEAR LUCITE 

INSTANT PLANT SHELF 
Packed m a colorful gift box 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Thtst elegani, excluiivc Adtic Bishop designs 
mak* luday's proiecl, tomorrow's heirloom. 
Firsl compkle slentilers' caulog for mjjoc 
home decoratmR proiecls includes kits with 
ihe most comprehensive stenciling course ever 
offered, her own Urge professional brushes, 
Presto-Ori ' lapan paints, only available from 
Adele Bishop Catalog describes the definitive 
stenciling book Ihe Ari o: Decorative Sien 
uhna Send »l 00 for full color catalog 

Adele Bishop,Inc Depi  HG. Dorset. Vt 05251 

Tropichair 
A n«w twllt In HOW TO RELAXI 

Handcrofted super-strong ivory mocrome 
(100%, #18 line, combed cotton) with dork cedar 
wood supports for o comfortoble ond unique in- 
door or outdoor CHAiR Holds up to 1000 Ibs- 
Porloble    eosy   to  hong    3'/,H xl •. W x2D. 

SieSOO Shipping and handling $15 00 odd 
NYS residents add sales lax: 3 6 weeks de- 
livery 

PALIMAIRE PRODUCTS CO. 
P.O.   Boi   362,    Port   Ewen,    NY   12466 

240 

$7.00 ea    2/$13.00 
Clear Luclle shelf blends with any de- 

cor, lets sunlite come thru to plants 

below  Unique ';" hp catches water & 

acts like large saucer-prevents water 

drip on Items below 8"x 18"x % ' heavy 

gauge Lucite with matching brackets & 

all mounting hardware Also available 

In smoke  Only $7 00 plus $1 75 post- 

age 2 (or $13 00 plus $3 00 postage 

ELI KING SALES CO. 
42-81 Hunter Street 

Lofig Island City. N.Y, 11101 

Read This! It you want to BE A 

CLONEi 
Science May Hesitate 
But    W£    Duplicate! 

• Get set for the thrill of the century—the 21st cen- 
tury! Have another you as you are cloned into a color- 
ful 22" rag doll, • Join the top celebrities who have 
given & received these fabulous creations. The ones 
vcu love will iust love your originality, • TODAY 

SHOW & GOOD MORNING 
AMERICA, PEOPLE & GUM 
OUR Magazines, & 100 ma 
jor newspapers have tea 
tured these fantastic doll: 
ONLY $18.95 plus $2,45 ship- 
ping, handling ea, (NYers add 
sis tx,) Faces reproduced from 
your photos. Rainbow yarn 
tiair,   fanciful   silk-screened 
overalls, as shown, TO ORDER; 
No need to write a letter. 
Just print name and address 
on back of photo(s) and in- 
clude check or Mastercharge 
or  Visa   (number  i   name), 

^ Send   sharp,   well-exposed, 
" front face, close up photo(s), 
-' with   face   W>"  or   larger, 

color or b&w (returned un- 
armed).   Gift   Certificates 
vailable immediately 

Be « Clone, Dept. HG1I8C 

     99 Prince St., NYC 10012 
Satisfaction assured! One week money back guarantee. 

CHRISTMAS WREATH 
Hemlock cones, hickory nuts, and 
seed pods from the Appalachian 
Ivlountalns arranged into a beauti 
ful wreath of muted browns to last 
for years. 25" dia. $25: 18" $10, 
12" $5, Add $1,50 post. Cata- 
logue, $1, Appalachian Fireside 
Crafts, Dept- HG1178. Box 276, 
Booneville,  KY 41314. 

SHUT EYE 
Sleep is king night or day when you 
don the mask; shuts out any flick- 
er of light that could disturb the 
psyche, the body's rest. Flexible 
foil and elastic bands so con- 
structed that it fits any cranium. 
$3.98 plus 400 post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HGll, 67 Second St., 
San Francisco, CA 94105. 

RUGGED CANVAS DUFFELS 

1 Hockey Bag $29.95 

34"xl5" Ship      1-85 

2 Canoe Bag 

34"xn"  SIlip 

26.70 
1,75 

3 Medium   Seaman's 

Duffel 21.45 

22"xir' Ship.     1,65 

4 Small Seaman's 

Duffel 15.95 

18'x9"  Ship.      1.55 

9.95 

Ship,   1 45 
5 Seaman's Kit 

9"x5" 

Bags made with 2 zipper heads that 
can be locked when traveling. 

Navy - Breton Red - Avocado - 
Brown - Yellow - Sand - Natural 

CALL  TOLL  FREE   NUMBER 
1-800-341-9674 

PORT CANVAS COMPANY 

Box  HG Kennebonkporl,  ME 04046 

'Quality  Handmade Canvas  Products." 

Send for our FREE catalog. 

FOR  LITTLE ONES 
What child wouldn't love a  chi 
to call his or her very own? Tt 
wee chair woven of willow for r' 
during   beauty   is   child-sized   t 
preschooler's comfort. Seat 11"' 
11" dia. Overall 21"h. $14.95 pi 
$4   post.   Catalogue   25^.   Frai 
Basket  House,   Dept.   HGll,   R 
10, Succasunna, NJ 07876. 

DROP LEAF TABLE 
Brown cherry veneers with selec I 
hardwoods in a Duncan Phyfe ' 
sign  dining  table.   Reeded,   st / 
feet with metal claw caps. Lea ; 
up, 42" by 32": down,  32"w   / 
15"d. Stands 28"h. $119.95, d 
chg.   col.   Catalogue,   fabric   s. 
pies,   $1,   Magnolia   Hall,   HG 
726 Andover,  Atlanta, GA 303 

A new and exciting collection ol flo 
ers in exclusive limited editions! T 

■First Edition Rose ' is hand si 
screened on .vour choice or white 
black lucit( The ideal accessory 
wall arrantfements; a lovely spot 
natural beauty on your desk or coi 
tertop. Red Rose measures 0x12 :i 
is a unique and creative eirt lor ti 
special someone. 
We   offer   our   First   Edition   Ros« 
$9.95    postpaid,    specify    choic« 
Black    or   White   lucite.    < N.Y.   (e 
dents  add  sales  tax.)   Send  for .fi 
catalog- 

SCREEN   ARTS  CC 
Dept.  HG-11 

7400  Phillips  Rd. 
Saugerties,  N.Y.   12477 

House & Got 



SHOPPING AROUND 

[irrfer 

NE WALL SHELF 

th today's emphasis on natural 
od looks this two shelf/paper 
wel holder is right in style, 
.illfully made of satiny unfinished 
ne it measures 14V2"w. by 21"h. 

9'A"d. Handy for kitchen or 
jrkroom wall. $19.95 ppd. A-Mart 
).. Dept. HG118, 233 Broadway, 
5w York, NY 10007. 

THERMOMETER WISE 

Wise old owl thermometer is sure 
to give an accurate Fahrenheit 
temperature reading every time. 
Encased in aluminum it's 12" dia. 
and has large black numbers. Easy 
to mount. Appropriate for use in- 
doors or outside. $10.50 plus 750 
post. Bruce Bolind, HGll, Bolind 
BIdg.. Boulder. CO 80302. 

^'^^ ^in 1 

EED THE BIRDS 

eethrough tubular feeders of 
astic. Aluminum perches, seed 
Die trim. To hang or post mount, 
ankee, 16"l., holds 1 qt. seeds, 
15.95; Super. 21"l.. 3 qt.. 
27.95. Ppd. Toll free: 1-800-521- 
276. MC/Visa. Haugen Products, 
ic, HGll. 717 W. Huron St.. Box 
986. Ann Arbor, Ml 48106. 

WALLET PHOTOS 
Include with Christmas greetings. 
Studio quality. 2y2" by 3'/2"- Full 
color: 20 for $1.98; 32 for $2.98. 
send color negative, photo or slide. 
Make a thoughtful gift with that 
appreciated extra and personal 
touch. Add 400 post each order. 
Philips Foto Co., IIHG. Elmsford. 
NY 10523. 

plus $1 50 p & h 

EVERYDAY COMFORT MADE OF 
UNLINED AMERICAN LEATHER. 
CUSHEY INSOLES, FLEXIBLE 
RIBBED SOLES. Sizes 6 .-11 AAAA. 
6-11AAA. 5-12 AA. 5';-11A. 4-12 B. 
5-11 C.5-10D Smokey. Bone. White. 
Black. Navy Add $2 for sizes 1 Ov,-l 2 
Visa and Mastercharge include sect 0 
&exp dale Satisfaction guaranteed 

RAYMAN'S 
RESORT SHOP 
Dept. H11 4032 E. Whitman 

Tucson, Arizona 85711 

DOUBLE-HANDLESPOON HOLDER 
Our elegant spoon holder, in pressed glass, 
is an exact copy of those produced over 100 
years ago, with the same exquisite panel 
thistle design. In the old days it held spoons. 
today it acts as an uncommonly handsome 
celery holder or unusual flower vase. Cer- 
tainly, it's a prized collector's find and an 
antique lover's delight! 5I2" tall. 

$g.95 
Plus $1.60 post. 

Tf'i.  rt>>.   add 
5 %   Hales tax 

SEND FOR FREE 
GIFT CATALOG 

2100 B-II No. Haskell •  Dallas, Teios 75204 

renaissance angels! 
The look of classic masterpieces on 
your tree! Enchanting ornaments from 
Italy, delicately hand painted, and, 
happily, unbreakable composition! 

Set  of  6  different  designs   In  an- 
tique-y multihues, 2i/4-2%" high. 
8745    Angels     1 Set $5.98 

2 Sets $9.98 

Add 50<( post. & hdlg. NY residents add applicable faxes 

UmAN VE?ION Dept. GN5 
510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

3-way 
switch 

^^ 

the Wall 
Swinger 
a sleek swing arm 
at the fantastic 
price of    »!«>.»» 

Plus $2 sl)ipping 
Pa. res. add 6% 

Extends a full 2 feet to put 
the ligtit just where you 
want it. llVj" dia. white 
knubbed shade. Specify 
polished brass or old 
distressed  brass  finish. 

ROBELIER 
Box   183,   Gll-8 

VILLANOVA, PA 19085 

with 

luxe 

cord 

cover 

November, 1978 

RECOVER WITH SHELLS 
HandSilk-Screened on Heavy Canvas 
Olf VVhitt' on Ilrown or Terra Cotta 

Specify (seat dimensions) 
18'/;"xl6" (w/round dowels) or 

23"xlfi" (w/straight slats) 

Tiffany Parlor 
207.'", E'eriwinkle Way IHG/Il) 

Sanibel.FL 33957 
Check   VISA, Of Maslef Charge 

HANDMADE CREWEL FABRIC 
Rich, multi-tone wool flowers, hand- 
embroidered on hand loomed cotton. 
A centuries old art from Kashmir. For 
upholstery, slip-covers, pillows, cur- 
tains, bed-spreads, table-cloths. . . 
Direct  from  the craftsmen! 
from $13.00 a yd. ppd. ISO" wide) 
Finished Sineie t65 Oueen $80 
Bedspreads      Double  $7S Kins $90 
(Satisfaction guaronteed or money back) 

GILL  IMPORTS 
Dept. HG-U78, Box 73 
Ridgefield, Conn. 06877 

(Order now or send 50c tor swatch 
and  color  brochure) 

Joao Isabel: 
It's the 
only 
name 
if 
you 
want 
the best. 

RUSH 
FULL-COLOR CATALOG 

Enclosed is S3 lor your catalog 
on ihe understanding it s refundable 

with my purchase 

Joio Isabel, Inc. 
Designers & Cratlsmen in Brass 
120 East 32nd Street. Dept.H 

New York, N.Y 10016 

94 I 



For 27 years I've collected unique 
designs for you, but I've never seen 
a more exciting year for gourmet ideas! 
Europe has been a treasure trove— 
and because I bring everything directly 
to you from my personal shopping trips, 
the prices are pleasant surprises! 

chef's essentials! 
WOODEN TOOLS, each  with a spe- 
cial    use—mixing,   folding,   drain- 
ing,   getting   In   corners.   Natural 
wood, 8-16"  long, set of 5. 
6077     Wood   Tools   1 Set $1.79 

GIANT  FORKS   lift  and  turn  heavy 
roasts, great  indoors or out!  Fine 
steel on wood, leather hang-thongs. 
12" long, set of 2. 
8118    Forks 1 Set $1.69 

CHEF'S    WHISKS    for    light,    airy 
whipping—fabulous    omelets,    bat- 
ters,    sauces.    Tinned    piano-style 
hoops. Set of 3—8", 10", 12". 
8148    Whisks 1 Set $1.29 

EARTHENWARE  PITCHER-oie coun- 
try-kitchen   look   you   love   in   its 
shape,   its classic  two-tone   brown 
glaze.  6"  high,  holds  1  quart. 
9344     Pitcher $2.98 

THE WORKS—all the tool sets plus the pitcher! Our own 
version of the traditional European bridal gift—super buy! 
9345    The Works-tools plus pitcher 1 Set $6.98 

ENGLAND'S FAMED OLD FOLEY 
sends us this charming pitcher, 
a delight in their beloved 
strawberry pattern. Timeless 
Victorian motif from an 
elegantly embellished mold— 
identical in every detail 
to the antique original! 
Silky-smooth glaze of antique 
white on fine earthenware, 
graced with blossom, leaf 
and berry in nature's own hues. 
Our proud import, a joy 
for collectors, a versatile 
pitcher for all kinds of 
beverages. 71/2" high, holds one 
quart, dishwasher-safe. 
9837     Pitcher    $11.98 

c)^ The Country Gourmet 
Dept. GN2, 512 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

I 
Name  

Address. 

City  

. Apt. 

-State. -Zip- 

EASY 4-STEP SHOPPING—SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 
VI. PRINT your name and address above—don't forget zip code. 
\ 2. Attach paper with name, number and price of Item(s) desired. 

3. Add $1.25 for postage & handling—New York residents add taxes 
4. Enclose your check or money order—please, no cash, no COO's. 

^^ CHARGE $10 or more. Master Charge or Visa/BankAmericard. 
^^A. Send card number, exp. date, Interbank number for Master Charge. 

242 

SHOPPING 
AROUND AT 

LILLIAN VERNON'S 
COUNTRY GOURMET 

TRES CHIC 
Les    holders    hot    to 
hang decoratively. Mid- 
night blue screen prints 
on    unbleached    natural 
cotton     in     heavy     twil 
weave. Plumpest polyest 
fiberfill  for sure protection 
Washable, 6'//' by 7". #9902 
La Vache.  ^9903 Le Poulet, 
LEscargot,   each   $2.98;   #9905 
three   $8.50.   Add   600       /^ 
post. Country /." 
Gourmet, GNE, 512 ■   ' 
So. Fulton Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, 
NY 10550. 

WHEELABOUT STORAGE 
For cleaning/hobby/office/outdO' 
cooking supplies. White vinyl-cia 
rigid metal 31 V?" h. Assembles 
with no tools. Baskets 10x1472x2 
slip into slots. Orange plastic liftn 
tray IIV4XI4V4". #4630. $22.98 p| 
$1.50 post. Country Gourmet, GNj 
512 So. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, 
NY 10550. 

THE ELEGANT WAY 
Poach a whole fish in broth or wi( 
serve hot or cold. Aluminum pan 
15V4x5V2x3". deep riveted cast . 
handles. Easy-lift hooks on innei 
rack. #9800. $15.98 plus $1.50 pc 
Country Gourmet, GNE, 512 So. 
Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 1055, 

House  & ,C r"! 



THE BAR 
:rystal jigger pitcher for easy 
uring and spill-free pouring. 
y solid crystal base. A kitchen 
.T, too. Mini replica of a classic 
n, 3" tall. One- and two-ounce 
; marked. #5949. $2.98; three 

Add 750 post. Country 
met, GNE, 512 So. Fulton 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

SPACE SAVER 
Heavy 3/16" Lucite 
holder, precision- 
engineered by Robert 
Mainly, protects food- 
processor blades. 
Allows removal of any 
blade without dislodg- 
ing others or risking 
contact with razor- 
sharp edges. Sits on 
shelf or counter, or can 
hang on wall. lOxSVsx 
2'/4". #9959: 4 tools 
$14.98; #5028: 6 tools 
$19.98. Add $1 post. 
Country Gourmet, GNE, 
512 So. Fulton Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

SHOW AND SERVE 
Maine maple butcher 
block and clear Lucite. 
Three sections store 
candy, snacks, cereal, 
pasta. American-made, 
13x6x8" high at back. 
Inch-thick block ends, 
hand-polished. #9769. 
$25.98 plus $1.85 post. 
Country Gourmet, GNE, 
512 So. Fulton Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

JY AND TALENTED 
inless steel mesh 3" sphere. Chain, 
)k, locking latch. Brews tea or open- 
coffee, holds bouquet garni or makes 

Bp-fried toppings. Boxed, recipes. 
944. $2.50; three $6.98. Add 600 post. 
untry Gourmet, GNE, 512 So. Fulton 
i., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

iNDY ICE WATER 
ady for table or bar. Clear glass bottle 
t can't absorb odors, multihued 
c-screen design. White porcelain 
pper has sure-seal rubber ring. Metal 
sp flips open, holds stopper. About 
oz., 12'/2" tall. #9869. $6.98 plus $1.15 
St. The Country Gourmet, GNE, 512 So. 
Iton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 
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C^ The Country Gourmet 
LILLIAN VERNON'S OWN CULINARY CORNER! 

OVER-SINK TRAY 
saves counter space, 

saves mess. Cut up 
poultry, wash fruits 

or vegetables, defrost 
meat—everything 

drains right into the 
sink. Handy drainer 

for hand-washed 
pots—leaves part of 

sink free. White vinyl 
coated steel basket 
15x8V2x2V2" deep, 

fits sink area up to 
19". Clip-on tray 
of rugged brown 
plastic, 4x8V2". 

Italian-crafted, 
and ours alone! 

9804    Over-Sink 
Tray    $3.98 

WALL 
SCALE! 
always 
accurate 

Saves counter space, folds up dust-free when not in use. Forever exact 
because it's a no-springs pendulum scale. Precise weights from 'A oz. to 
6 lbs. 10 ozs., and from 10 grams to 3 kilos—you're set for metric life! 
Danish-designed and crafted in super-tough white ABS plastic—8V2" pan 
lifts off for easy washing. Essential for weight-loss or medical diets, 
recommended by James Beard, and guaranteed. Brightly gift boxed, easy 
to mount on wall or cabinet door—screws and instructions included. 
9343    Precision   Wall  Scale    $25.98 

MORTAR-AND- 
PESTLE SET 
In gleamy white 
porcelain—charming 
apothecary-shop 
decor! Treasured by 
chefs for blending 
seasoned butters 
or gourmet pastes, 
for crushing garlic, 
herbs and spices. 
Set of 3—13/4", 
SVB" and 4%" 
bowls, each with 
its own pestle. 
5497    Mortar-and- 
Pestle Set    $7.98 

y/ Dept. GN3, 512 S. Fulton Ave. 
V^ The Country Gourmet   Mt. vemon, NY IOSSO 

Name  

Address. 

City  

Apt., 

. State. .Zip. 

EASY 4-STEP SHOPPING—SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 
1. PRINT your name and address above—don't forget zip code. 
2. Attach paper with name, number and price of item(s) desired. 
3. Add $1.25 for postage & handling—New York residents add taxes 
4. Enclose your check or money order—please, no cash, no COD's. 

CHARGE $10 or more. Master Charge or Visa/BankAmericard. 
Send card number, exp. date. Interbank number for Master Charge^ 



The brand new, 
old-fashioned 

$59.95 4 m 
We took $ 100 off the price. 
The wonderful old ceiling fan fias re- 
turned. At a fraction of the cost. And 
with new innovations. The 60 RPM 
speed provides inaeased efficiency 
of heating in winter, and cooling in sum- 
mer Plus improved air circulation 
for your treasured house plants. 
with the gentle 
air movement The 
result: efficiency without 
distraction. \ 
Light-weight, strong 
and beautiful. 
The Georgetown Ceiling Fan is authen- 
tically crafted of durable —yet surpris- 
ingly light —resin materials, for both 
beauty and strength. You won't have to 
worry about mounting it on heavy sup- 
port beams The rich wood-grain blades 
span a full 44" in diameter Drop from 
ceiling to bottom of fan is 12" with lon- 
ger lengths available on request. 

Add a light globe, too. 
For only $14.95 more, you can have 

your Georgetown Fan with a distinc- 
tive 6inch light globe, to add even 

' more function and beauty. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

The Georgetown Ceiling Fan is 
completely guaran- 
teed. If not satisfied, 
return for full re- 

^      fund, within 14 days. 
Order by phone. 

Your fan comes to you complete and 
ready to install, as easily as any light fix- 
ture. Specify Walnut or Oak finish for 
woodgrain blades. Or solid decorator 
colors: Yellow or White. Call toll-free, or 
send check or money order for $59 95 
for each fan; $74.90 with light globe. 
Add $7 shipping and handling. Or 
charge to your Master Charge or Bank- 
Americard (include account number 
and expiration date.) 

Box 2128-HGll, Denver, Colorado 80201 

Call toll-free: (800) 824-7888 Operator 92-D. In Calif. (800) 852-7777 Operator 92-D 
Allow 4  Weeks  For Delivery 

PERSONALIZED POUCH   '>elightful  surprise  for  your  little 
Christmas angel! Hand-knitted and 
hand-embroidered with eaNV tlraw- 
>tring closing for tiny hands. 6"x6" 
in holiday colors of red or green 
with white lettering, or snow-flake 
white with red or green lettering. 
Please print name (max. 6 letters). 
S7.95  plus 95(* post, from 

''■■^ICU 
LITTLE LUXURIES 

Dept. HGll, P.O. Box 472 
Buffalo, N.Y. 14240 

SHOPPING AROUND 

FULL LEAD CRYSTALS 

. . . imported from Austria, cut pre- 
cisely and highly polished to give 
a quality of brilliance to your win- 
dows ... or on the Christmas tree. 
Five designs: Octagon. Globe. 
Snowflake. Teardrop and Heart on 
nylon threads. Approx. size. V^" 
Set of 5. $9.95: Two sets. $17.95 
Ppd. VISA. MC. (Sig.. Acct No . 
Explr. date required). Check or 
fvl.O. Fast delivery 

.. .the Idea Place 
Dept, G-11, P.O. Box 451 
Thiensville. Wise. 53092 
There's no other place quite like it 
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Kaleida 
Optics 

THE GROWN-UP 
KALEIDOSCOPE 

Beautifully Crafted 
And Painted By 
Hand 

Unique Gift Idea! 

13 X 2V, Inches 

Regular Model:        S22 
i See Thru Model:       $22 

Oil    Filled    Model: S2S 
Deluxe Model 

Wood Finish:   $50 
Velvet Tote Bag:       S4 

(herk 

Add SI..SO (or 
postage   uid   handling, 

end name and address    along 
or   mone>   order lo: 

HoWdoOpHa 
P.O. Boi 32186   San Anlonlo. T\ 78216 

PANTS  BOOT 
Classic look for women to wear 
with pants. "Donna" has glovs 
leather uppers, 1" stacked heels, 
adjustable back straps. 6"h. over- 
all. Camel, black or white. Sizes 
412 N.M.W: $23.95: $1 extra for 
sizes over 10, Add $1,80 post, 
Sofwear Shoes. Dept, HGll, 1811 
San Jacinto,  Houston, TX 77002, 

TAILORED SOFTNESS 
Noiron cottonand polyester mi 
lin   curtains   in   white   or   natur 
Machinewash/dry, 84" w, per 
24", 30", 36" I, $8 pr: 40", 45' 
$9,50 pr:  54", 63"   I, $11,50 
Valance, $4, plus $2,50 post. Ft 
color catalogue. Colonial IVIaid C', 
tains,   Dept, 01IC,   Lawn  Terraq 
Mamaroneck, NY 10543. 

LEATHER BEAUTY 
Distinctive design and quality 
workmanship in a handsome chair. 
Choose from 50 colors of top 
gram leather, 29"h,, 41 "w,, 33"d. 
$484,50 (subject to change), 
Shpg, chg, extra, IVIatchIng sofa 
available. Brochure, $1, Carolina 
Leather House, Inc, Dept, HG-53, 
Box 5023, Hickory, NC 28601. 

FEATHERED FRIENDS 
First edition in annual series- 
four bird plates by wildlife ar 
Glen Loates, On fine Kaiser G 
man porcelain, 24K gold bort 
Limited to 10,000, numbered, M 
marked, «KALP78, $70 plus i 
post. Viking Import House, lii 
Dept. 0511B, 412 S.E. 6th 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301. 

t 

.4 

^mity 
WEATHER VANE 

SCULPTURES 
UNIQUE $55 GIFT 

SPECIAL 5 For Price Of 4 

Exquisite - Hand Made 

TtAtwuU 15u^ ^oityt 

Free lo rotate with wind 
change, they grace any 
home, garden or country 
estate Sizes from 9' x 14 to 
27" X 12' 

Order by illustration number 
Select SCULPTURE and 
STAND - Floor (a) Table 
(b) Garden (c) or Root (d) ~ 
for each gift Send shipping 
instructions check for 
S55 ppd Ml or $220 (S) to 
GARDEN ACCENTS, 5205H 
Ashbrook, Houston, Tei. 
77081 Tex res add 5% 
sales tax 

Other styles are available 
Send   $1 00  for   catalogue 

j^^^ 

>^ 

Experience... 

—the most beautiful seer 
in the world, uniquely c. 
tured in impressive 16" x 
full-color,  signed   pho, 
graphs. Send $1 (applicaj 
tov^ard   purchase)  for p 
16-page color catalog, i 

FineArt Photographs' | 
Box 428 > I 
Venice, Florida 33595J 

ELEGANT GIFT IDEA!} 

House  &  Gc 



SHOPPING AROUND 

KRM WELCOME 
ivreath of ruby red peppers for 
[ir holiday guests. Reserve now 

Christmas  while   it  ripens   in 
[jthwestern sun.  Makes an   un- 
[jal hostess gift, too. Free cook- 
[jk included. Wreath 18" dia. or 
.garland, each $15.95 ppd. Old 
xico Shop, HGll, Patio 2, Santa 
NM 87501. 

SNOWFLAKE COAT 
Be warm and comfortable in a full 
cut lightweight coat. Two layers 
of nylon with 5 oz. of polyester 
fiberfill between for warmth with- 
out weight; machine washable. 
Available in red, navy, oyster or 
brown. Sizes 10-22, $45 ppd. 
Johnny Appleseed's, HGll, 50 
Dodge St., Beverly,  MA 01915. 

OLLECTOR'S LAMP 
aceful melon shaped glass lamp 
fill with your favorite sea shells 
dried   flowers.   Natural   burlap 

iade, fully wired, 19" tall. Easy 
remove    top   allows   you    to 

range a collection. Order #M32. 
!5 ppd. Shell lamp catalogue, $2. 
loSteiner, HGll, Rt. 35, Shrews- 
iry, NJ 07701. 

BE ON TV 
Soft-sculpture cushion puts you on 
TV. Your favorite photo (color or 
b&w) reproduced on fabric, (re- 
turned unharmed). Covered in ex- 
citing moire fabric with fascinating 
wood-grain look. A big 16'/J"W. by 
12"h. by 7"d. $24.95 plus $2.45 
post. Be On TV, Dept. HGE118T, 
99 Prince St., NY, NY 10012. 

The GAUCHOS' legend says 
this talisman brings you 

LOVE 
HEALTH 
& WEALTH 

a quality hand-carved leather neck- 
lace or key ring with your name or 
Initials engraved on It. signed by the 
artist, only $4.95 ppd. 
Send check or money order to: 
COPYMOTION DEPT HG2 
PC. Box 5173, New York, NY 10017 

SOLVE NOTEKEEPING PROBLEMS 
You'll love this stylish 
memo system for keeping 
shopping lists or tele- 
phone messages. Sturdy, 
w^alnut stained, white pine 
with high gloss finish & 
burnished copper strips. 
14" X 7Ve". Also makes a 
perfect gift. $9.95 ppd. 
BRUBACHER CO. oept. n. 
Box 604, Hanmer, Ont. Canada. POM lYO 
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CHRISTMAS 

\CRYSTAL 
/start a family heirloom 

tradition. Exquisitely radiant 
and transparent ornaments. 

Made of durable, un- 
breakable acrylic. They rival 

the beauty of fine hand cut 
crystal. Each ornament 

only packed in soft jewelers pouch 
$3.98 ea complete with gold string. 

Sizes: Ovals, 4i4" x 2"; Cir- 

Save $4.00 '"'''^""^"'''i!'l^", J!?! ?i^: „..,,. mond, 4i4   x 2% 
Set of all SIX A 

$19.88 ^^ A\ 

^mm- 
Circle-Tree   Snowflake-Santa    Oval-Sleigh   Oval • Wiseman Diamond-Candles 

THE GUILD HOUSE Depl. HG 102/ 
P.O. Boi 457A/Royal Oak, MI 48068 

Please send me the following ornaments @ $3.98 ea. 

Name .  

Street Address 

City State .Zip Code 

Please enclose check or money order with your order. 
(Michigan residents add 4"ii sales lax.) 
Full refund if not completely satistied. 

Allow 2/3 weeks for delivery. 

Quantity 
Circle-Tree 

Item 

Snowflake-Santa 
Oval-Sleigh 
Oval-Wiseman 
Diamond-Snowman 
Diamond-Candles 

SeU of all 6 $19.88 
Save $4.00 

HAND CROCHETED 
PLACEMATS 

Cotton, Ecru or White, 14"x 20" 
$;6.50   eacli 

Black petite print nap- 
kin, Ecru or White lace 

$1.00   each 

Send 500 
for color catalog to: 

PUCKIHUDDLE PRODUCTS. Ltd. BOX HGI 
"CraftskiUs from the CatskiUs" 

Oliverea, N. Y. 12462 Tel. 9H254-5553 

i ^ T^ 

( 

-ti" 

CUSTOM BEDSPREADS THAT FIT! 
That's what you get when we quilt and 
design your fabric to your bed's dimen 
sions. Beautifully tailored from your 
(abnc and superbly constructed All 
qualities you need for tfic ultimate in 
decorating. Let us match or contrast 
pillows, valances, drapes and head- 
boards from your fabric Write today 
for Color Brochure for 
only »1.00 We've been 
experts in custom spreads 
for over 25 years. 

Box 191 -Dept. HG-118 
Southern Pines, N. C. 28387 

iso^jftlis^Jl^i 

AIURAL DECORATOR ACCENTS 
,11 see here and much, much, more! 

An ^unbelievable collection, with shells 
measuring 4", 5" and even 6" long, from 
around the world. $12.95 plus $3 P&H or 
250 shell collection $19.95 plus $4 P&H. 
Tropical Shell Institute, P.O. Box 21490 
Dept (H) Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33335. 

Portfolio on other shells/$f 

:^4S 



LIGHT UP 
YOUR LIFE. 
#7701 Bamboo and Cane Swag 
Light. Genuine bamboo over 
birchwood and cane  Natural soft 
brown finish. Complete with 8" 
opal glass globe. Can be hung as 
lamp or fixture. All parts included 
18" diameter  11" high. 
48.95 (bulbs not included) 

#7751 Oansk Look. Scandinavian 
birch veneer Swag Light  In natural, 
walnut, white, yellow and green 
Complete with 8" opal glass globe 
Can be hung as lamp or fixture, all 
parts included  17" diameter. 
14" high 
54.95 (bulbs not included) 

Add 3 50 tor postage, handling and 
insurance. 
N.Y.S  residents add sales lax 

Zip Time Products PO Box 203 Great Neck, N.Y. 11022 
Msslercharge and Visa accepted. Include number and expiration dale. 

SEND FOR OUR FREE GIFT CATALOG 

SHOPPING AROUND 

CUSHION SET 
Add comfort to rocking chair 
with Kapok filled Waverly linen 
cushions in gold, blue or brown. 
Back, 21" by 17". four ties; seat, 
16" by 15", two ties. Set, $21.50. 
Add $2 post. Matching captain's 
pads, $10.50 ea.; mate's, $9.50. 
Free catalogue. Country Curtains, 
HGl 13, Stockbridge, MA 01262. 

•3 
DECORATIVE TILE 
Cheery Christmas tree is an ol<jl 
time design fused to a 6" porce*- 
lain tile. Colorful holiday charm' 
Brass plated frame, it's ready t' 
hang. Nice as a trivet, too. $4.9f 
plus 750 post; five for $24.9t' 
ppd. Color booklet, 500. Coloni^ 
Merchants, Ltd. Box 253 D8, Rye' 
NY 10580. 

5 REASONS 
TO SHOP 

THE KING-SIZE CO 
1. PERFECT FIT 
— Designed to our 
exact specilicalions 
our clothes are pro- 
portioned to fit - 
extra lengtti or full- 
ness wtiere needed 

2. SELECTION - 
We slock more 
styles in more 
sizes ttian are 
available m any 
store You'll find 
what you want 

3. REASONABLE  PRICES -  Our 
clothes may be larger, but our prices aren't 
higher. We don t think you should pay more 
to gel the sizes you need 

4. CONVENIENCE - Send lor our 
FREE Catalog then phone or mail in your 
order Charge il to (faster Charge, Bank- 
Amertcard, or American Express 

5. MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE - if 
you are not salislied with your order, both 
Before and Atler Wearing return lor relund 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 
My Telepftone Number. 

Height Weight- 

Mani>  

.Shoe Size- 

Address. 

Cil»  

Z>P- 

L 
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^i___.; 3838 King Size Bldg 
'SiZSo Brocklon MA 0240? 

CHERRY NOSE KID 
Kimball's delightful cover portrai' 
is colorfully lithographed on a silt 
circle then hand-applied to a 3%' 
pearlized German glass ornament 
and framed in golden braid' 
'Christmas 1978" is on the back 
for a collector's keepsake. $8.9? 
ppd. Miles Kimball. 100 Bond St. 
Oshkosh, Wl  54906. 

Send today for my FREE 
fact filled, informative 
COLOR CATALOG 

l'"ull si/e, home g.irdener, (]vialily 
California REDWOOD KrccnhouM-: 

I HKKSTANDlNf: MOnKLS, ff-t 0 495 
I I   -iN   III ,\NI) IKIMI S' I r.,11,    10" 

THK (;I<KliNHOUSKM.\N® 

980 17th Ave, Dept   11-L, 
.Sant.i Cruz, C.ilif, 9,'-)0«2 

For C.in,-nlian Priceii & CIIOIOB. write 
Ileimuller, Lid., 12I9I Vickers Wav 

Kichmon.l, B C, Vf.VlJ2 

ADDRESS   LABELS 
WITH   NICE   DESIGNS 

Any initial in Old English or Script, 
Pine, U.S. Flog. Gull, Palm, Rose, 
Saguaro, Any Zodiac Sign, Happy 
Face or Horse, Roadrunner, Polelte, 
Spruce, Treble Clef. To 20 letters , 
per line, 4 lines. Printed in block 
ink on 500 white or 250 gold 
gummed labels. Two sizes . . 
1 Vi" X Vi" for $2.50 or Deluxe size 
1%" X Ve" for $3.50 -f 50* post, 
via tst or 40< via 3rd class. Specify 
design, size and color. Useful 96-P 
Gift Catalog, 50«, Broce Bolind, 
211-1 Bolind Bldg., Boulder, CO 
80302. (Since 1956, thanks lo youl) 

THE TEN-SECOND BED 
By Marimekko 

Now, freedom from bed-making. Continental 
comforter with washable permanent press 
snap-on cover may be used with just a bot- 
tom sheet. Whimsical "Bo Boo" pattern by 
Marimekko, 50"/o cotton, 50% polyester. Com- 
forter 100°/o polyester. Twin size only. Com- 
forter and cover, $49.95 ppd. Comforter with 
cover, fitted sheet and pillow case, $62.50 ppd. 
Send for free brochure of Marimekko products 

EVKIUiillEEIV 
HGll.  West Lebanon Plaza, West Lebanon,  NH 03784 

House  &  Gord' 



SHOPPING AROUND 

't 

^ O 
1^ 1^^ ''^ ^' 
iANK YOU, SANTA 

I those toys the children have 
>ked Santa to bring have been 
iiiiaturized into an irresistible 
)t of Christmas tree ornaments, 
andcrafted in Germany with old- 
Olid charm. About IVA" to S^^" 

, 12 in set. $11.95 ppd. Shop- 
ng International, 146 Shopping 
itl. BIdg., Norwich, VT 05055. 

NEW TABLE KITS 
Solid oak decorator tables high- 
lighted by smoked, bevelled glass 
inserts. Kits provide sanded, pre- 
cut pieces, bevelled glass. Choose 
coffee table (shown), end, lamp, or 
sofa table. Furniture kit color bro- 
chure, $1. Write to Emperor Clock 
Company, Dept. FS, Fairhope, AL 
36532. 

SEAUTIFUL GEMS 
Empire's new 92-page catalogue. 

Diamond rings, bracelets, pins, ear- 
ings, necklaces: sapphires, rubies, 
imeralds, pearls set in treasured 
;old included. Ten-day inspection 
)eriod allowed on jewelry. Free 
:atalogue. Write to Empire Dia- 
•nond Corp., HGll, 350 Fifth Ave., 
^Y, NY 10001. 

TWO  BY TWO 
Socks stay together through the 
washing and drying process with 
unique plastic rings that keep 
them paired. An easy solution to 
that dull hand sorting. Enough 
sorters for 24 pairs, $1.98 plus 
400 post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HGll, 67 Second St., San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94105. 

P»r»onallied Moving Pic tures 

Flick Film 
The star can be yourself, friends, 
family, boss, anyone' Likelinessand 
message in motion' All occasions 
gift Do It yourself kit guarantees lots 
of fun   (Just specify star's name) 

EXTRA: Includes animated 
78 CHRISTMAS GREETINGS. 

Reg; $2.95 De luxe; $9.95 
Send check or money order to 
COPYMOTION 
P.O. Box 5173'New York. NY 10017 

A fringe benefit 
for your home. 

loanne Mee Interiors specializes in fine 
reproductions of Colonial Curtains for 
today's fiousc In easy (o care for fabrics, 
they are made especially for your trouble- 
some oversized windows, sliding elass 
doors, bow windows or your regular stan- 
dard windows 

Pictured here are 50/50% cotton and 
Eolyester fabric with 4" double knotted 
edspread fringe curtains, expertly applied 

and hand finished. Width 
Length 90" 

20" 24" 36" 12.50 
45" 54" 63" 16 00 
75" 81" 10" lO 50 

180" 
25,00 
32.00 
39,00 

270" 
37 50 
48.00 
58.50 

MATCHING VALANCE     12 X oo    600 
Send lor tree brochure 

Joanne Mee Interiors 
10 Water St., Mattapoisett, Ma   0273^ 

November, 1978 

PERSONALIZED 
SUITCASE 
SUSPENDERS 
3 for $6.98 
Now better than ever! They 
make bags easy to spot 
in a crowd, save the day 
if a zip or latch falls. 
And, with name and address 
engraved on tags of solid 
brass, they satisfy airline 
rules for labelling your 
luggage. Set of 3 in tough 
elastic webbing—28", 36" 
and 42" lengths stretch 
to fit all suitcase sizes. 
1415  Red-white-blue  $6.98 
1422   Beige-brown   $6.98 

PR/NT 3-/ine name and 
address, add 50:f for post. 
& hdlg. NY res. add taxes 

UliiAN ^EIION 
Dept. GN4 510 S. Fulton Ave. 
IVIt. Vernon, NY 10550 

A DECORATED GLASS 
BOX WITH STATIONERY 

Lovely violets on a glass box tilled 
with 10 notes and envelopes with 
matching violet design An ideal gift' 
When empty, a decorative storage 
place for all sorts of odds & ends. 
$1500 (plus $1 70 post & hdlg,). 
NY. residents add 8°c sales tax 30 
day money back guarantee Please 
send check or M O to 

JAYRO Creations 
Dept. G1, P.O. Box 141 
Island Park. NY. 11558 

OX  DISPLAY 
Keep your favorite pieces in 
this elegant, clear, lucite chest 
with hinged top and three slid- 
ing bottom drawers. 

Call Toll Free: 1-800-241-5425 
for credit card orders or mail 
$19.95   plus   $1.95   postage  to: 

PANDORA'S BOX 
1635-TN Phoenix 

Atlanta, Georgia 30349 

Who says the shortest distance 
between two points 

has to be a straight line? 

Install your own 
spiral stairs! 

Handsome and dramatic. 
Space-saving and rugged. 

Complete instructions included. 
No special skills or tools needed. 

Stock kits cost as little as 

$29500 
Send Tor brochure: 

oJWy/en Industries 
650 S Washington Street 
Peekskill, New York 10566 

(914) 739-8486 
(2t2) 585-6767 

Showroom: Daily 9-5, Thur. 'til 9, Sat. 'til 2. 

Recognized leader in spiral and 
stringer slain for over twenty years 

Design services available 

247 



Handcrafted 
(STAINED Gim 

SPRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES is 
forever yours with this unique dual- 
purpose letter/napkin holder. Real 
Colorado wildflowers and other high 
country garden favorites are sealed per- 
manently between two panes of glass 
bordered with bright silver solder. 
Beautiful STAINED GLASS base is 
available in yellow, green, or blue. 
Double sided, measures 3 x ZVz x V/a 
inches. NO TWO ALIKE. GIFT 
BOXED FOR GIFT GIVING. Order 
now for Christmas. 

$12.50 ppd.  Send check or money order. 
Colorado resdents add 3% sales tax 

LJ  I enclose $12 50 in full payment. 

LJ  I enclose $4.00 deposit, and will 
pay balance COD, plus extra 
COD charges. 

D  BankAmericard (VISA)/MasterCharge 
No.:   
Expiration Date:  

(STAINED Gim 
ODIGlNAL(S. inc. 

Department HG-11 
0076 Elk Range Drive 

Carbondale, Colora(io 81623 

Heti 
i 

VALUABLE   PLATES, 
BELLS,   AND   BOWLS 
make special gifts . . . for 
Christmas, for special occa- 
sions, for yourself! The pick 
of the world's finest limited 
editions is yours from The 
Ghent Collection. Write for 
FREE BROCHURES to: 

The Ghent Collection 
Dept. A2, Bath, Ohio 44210 
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Send (or fren 
color booklet today: 

KENYA Division, 
Day & Frick, Inc. 
1760 N. Howard Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19122 
Dept.HG 

1 Trjildnurk of Itei, & Knrk   Im    Kit IBtib 

IMPORTED 
BAMBOO 
SCULPTURE 

From 
the wizardry 
of Mainland 
China's 
artisans . . . 
. . . comes this extraordinary example 
of the ancient art of basketry. This 8" 
tall, table-size elephant is hand scul- 
Ctured from hand-stripped woven 

amboo. Ceramic liner — 4Vi" diam- 
eter, 4''2" deep — can be a planter, 
candy dish, center piece, or vase. 
Hand lacquered for richness and 
protection. 
$39.50 includes aU shipping and hand- 
line charges Check or money orcier 
only please. Sorry, no COD's N. V. 
residents add local sales tax. 

Merchant of the World 
Dept. HGll, 106 Montague Street 
Brooklyn, New York 11201 

HAKWARE&GENERAL STORE 

Box 320, Lynchburg, Tenn. 37352 

Hometown Christmas Album 
Jack Daniel's Silver Cornel Band authen- 
tically recreates ftie fiappy, nostalgic 
sounds of Ctinstmas music from Itie 
turn of ftie century. Sixteen of your 
favorite Ctiristmas selections ttie way 
they were played and enjoyed in 1896. 
In stereo. My S5.95 price includes post- 
age and handling. 
Send check, money order, or use Amer- 
ican Express, Visa or Master Charge, in- 
cluding all numbers and signature. 
(Tennessee residents add 6% sales tax ) 

^or a color catalog full of old Tennessee^ 
^^items. send SI.00 to above address^^ 

SHOPPING 
AROUND roR 
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS PRESENT i 
PLAY FOR FUN 
Poker set has washable 
laminated facsimiles of 
Confederate money 
"chips" in denomina- 
tions of 500, $1, $2, $5, 
$10, $20 plus two decks 
of cards. In handcrafted 
wood and leather chest. 
Exclusive design by and 
for Britches. $200 plus 
$2.95 post. Free cata- 
logue. Call collect 703 
548-0200. Britches of 
Georgetowne, HG11 
1321 Leslie Ave., 
Alexandria. VA 22301. 

HI, MR. SNOWMAN 
Handcrafted exclusive creations w 
merry expressions. Flexible body, 
head in white. Black felt hat, orang 
felt nose. Muffler/mittens/earmuffs 
red, green felt. Bright feathered bir 
Flexible; 18" $14.; 29" (with boots), 
on metal stand. $37; 10" (no bird/ 
stand) $7. Add $1.50 post. Annaiee' 
Workshop, HG11, Box 446, MereditI 
NH 03253. 

CLASSICS 
Superbly detailed 
sterling silver yachts 
by Gorham. Vermeil 
accents and realistic 
silverplated sea. Each 
vessel in glass display 
case on mahogany 
base. Case heights top 
to bottom: With spin- 
naker 11"h. $850; 
(center) single mast 
7V4"h. $350; single 
mast 7V4"h. $275. Add 
$6 post, each, shipping 
insured. MC/Visa. 
Canterbury House, 
HG11, Box 52, Bryn 
Mawr, PA 19010. 



PICK AN  ASHTRAY 
olid brass lily has six petals, each one a handy carry-around 
5htray. Sure to spark conversation at your next party, or to 
snerate a bouquet of compliments for your ingenious gift. 9" 
ill. $26 ppd. Write for free brochure of other solid brass acces- 
Dries. Meredith Thomas, HG11, Box 887, Covington, TN 38019. 

NEW TRADITION 
eatherlike red covers, 7x11' 

I old printing. For 20 Yule- 
des, five pages each year, 
ections: family visits, din- 
ers, gifts, cards/photos. 
9.95: family names in 22k 
old, line (to 20 letters) $3; 
eluxe, in slip case $19.95. 
vdd $1 post. Mystic Seaport 
Museum Stores, Dept. 345, 
'/lystic, CT 06355. 

VICTORIAN 
Old South cast iron design 
is reproduced in a cast 
aluminum umbrella stand. 
28" high by 15" wide by 
7" deep. Choose white or 
black finish. A distinctive 
gift for a family. $62.10 
ppd. Moultrie Manufactur- 
ing Company, HG11, P.O. 
Drawer 1179, Moultrie, 
GA 31768. 

A WARM  GIFT 
The Mariah Jacket is filled with 
down to give comfortable light- 
weight warmth. Just one of 
over 120 kits for down and 
polyester clothing, com- 
forters, camping and 
rain gear, more. De- 
tailed instructions. 
All you need is any 
sewing machine. 
Color catalogue 
free. (303) 451 
5600, ext. 900. 
Frostline Kits, 
HG118, Frost- 
line Circle. 
Denver, CO 
80241. 

STALLION 
Here's sculpture In motion — an 
impressive and stately piece for 
everyone from art- .««*^^ 
collector to horse lover. 
Every contour of muscle 
and bone is crafted to resemble 
fine porcelain without the cost. 
Stands I6V2 inches high and 
14 inches wide. Hand painted * 
in either black or white — 
specify color wanted. Makes ^' 
that perfect Christmas gift 
for only $29.95 postage paid. 

Send check or money order.'No CO.D. 
Illinois residents add 5% sales tax. \ ? 

:)//   THE '^ 
^   WISE 

P^<^ 155 N. Ridgeland, DeptMQSOak Park, III. 60302 

MOON N' STARS "OAK " MIRROR 
This charming mirror beautffully accents 
any wall and is the perfect accessory to 
your Early American furrfiture or oak an- 
tiques. Makes a special holiday gift too! 
Designed by William Abell Jr., each mir- 
ror is individually molded and hand fin- 
ished. The texture, grain and rich honey 
tones of natural golden oak are authenti- 
cally reproduced in sturdy polyurethane. 
An incredible work of art! 1 2" with wall 
hook. $23.50 plus $1.65 shpg. ins. We ac- 
cept Visa, MC, AmEx, check or money 
order. 

SWEET DREAMS by Ktnyt, Suite 555 
468 Park Avenue South 

New York, NY  10016 (212686 1052) 

RMTTRIOCE 

CARDINAL 
Here come the GLITTER BIROS. 

Add a little sparkle to 
your life with stylized GLITTER 
BIRD kits. Needlepoint orna- 
ments for Christmas tree, wall, 
etc. Partridge, Peacock, Cock- 
atoo, Doves, Cardinal, Owl. 
Size approx. 4". Design in 
color on #14 Canvas. Persian 
wool, glitter yarn, needle, felt, 
backing & instructions. S3.50 
ea. all 6 $18.95 plus 75c post 

_&^ handling. 
brochure    free with order 

1070 HARBOUR  DRIVE   ^ 
PALMYRA  HARBOUR 

NEW JERSEY  08065 

MINIATURE-5Vi"x7V2" 

"NATIVITY" 

BY SEBASTIAN 
Hand crafted and painted in 
fine detail—$75. shipping & 
Insurance included. N.Y, Res. 
add tax. 

Credit Cards Accepted 
Send for free brochure of 

other figurines. 

LILYAN'S COLLECTIQUES, INC. 
P.O. Box 113, HG 11 

Uniondale, N. Y. 11553 
(516) 483-6211 

-^ 
/O^^sl^       Collector Quality 

^/^■^ PORCELAIN 
CANDLE 
HOLDER 

Fine bisque porcelain Orummer Boy ligurine so adorable 
you can almost hear the ral-a-lal-lat of his liny drum. 
Great lor gifis and decoraling, 4" tall. Hand painted. 
Candle included. Uselul many ways. Send check or 
money order lor only S5.98 plus SI.OO postage and han- 
dling each. Pa. residents add 6% sales lax. No CODs 
please. Moneyback guarantee. 

The Curiosity Shoppe 
Div, J, H, Schuler Co. Dept. 449 

1649 Broadway, Hanover, PA 17331 

PLEASE TURN PAGE FOR MORE SHOPPING 
AROUND FOR SPECIAL CHRISTMAS PRESENTS 
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WINE AND STEMWARE RACK 
... FOR THE PERFECT HOST 

Beautifully crafted, sturdy 
wine rack of natural satiny 
pine, ideal for storing 3 bot- 
tles and 6 large or 9 small 
glasses. Handsomely deco- 
rates your wall and folds flat 
for storage. 14" wide; 21" 
high; 91/4" deep. 

Makes an elegant gift! 

tboUtes or glasses not included) 

$24.95       We pay postage 
N.y. residents add sales tax 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 

A-MART   CO.     Dept   HG ns 
233 Broadway 

New York, N.Y.   10007 

rilKISTMAN lilFI' 

Handsome jewelry case, cus- 
tom designed for woman or 
man. Each one handmade in 
the Orient of rich rosewood, 
beautifully carved and finished, 
jjleaming with solid brass fit- 
tings and lock. Lined with 
cushioned gold silk, with lift- 
out tray. This jewel of a box is 
worthy of your finest treasures. 
Dimensions 10"x6"x4i/^". Lim- 
ited quantity available. This is 
special! Send only .S.Sg.OO to 

P.O. Box 2873, La JoUa, Ca. 92038 

Limited edition collector s plate is the first issue in a 
new series based on the classic Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer movie. Gone With the Wind," Series will 
depict the chief characters in the MGM production 
Colorful plate is fired on famous Knowles china in 
USA 8V2" dia Each plate individually numbered and 
edition limited to 100-day firing period. Limit 2, 
#t^GMP78 $21,50-I-$1.00 hdig 

' / ikiuu L'mhoik _rTuuii, Unc. 
Dcpl 0511A 

412 S E 6Ih Street. Ft l_auder<jale. Fla 33301 
Call Toll Free (800) 327-2297 
Catalogue of Cellactlblis 2Se ^ff 

TREE ORNAMENTS 
Your Christmas tree will cJelight chil- 
dren ancJ grown-ups alike this year 
and for years to come with these col- 
orful, wooden ornaments. Handmade 
in Germany, they are double-sided 
and vary from  3',4 " to 4". 

ALL SIX 
for $Q.95    postpaid 

2 SETS $16.50 PPD. 
Please send check or money order. 

R./. residents add 6%  sales tax. 

UNIQUE DESIGN STUDIO 
Oept. 11, P.O. Box 2315 

East Side Sta., Providence, R.I. 02906 

1978 NORMAN ROCKWELL CLASSIC 

Imagine the pleasure and value you 
will   receive   owning   or   giving  this 
classic   Norman   Rockwell   exclusive 
from Gorham. Add to your collection 
or  start  someone  collecting  before 
the mold is destroyed forever! 
Bell   measures   8V2"   high.   $22.50 
plus $1.50 postage. 
To order by phone call toll tree 800 
327-0444.    In    FL    800-432-2766.    PA 
residents please add 6%   tax 

Master Charge &  VISA. 

CANTERBURY  HOUSE 
P.O. Box 52 Bryn Mawr, PA 19010 
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SHOPPINCAROUND FOR 
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS PRESENTS 

FOR  LITTLE ONES 
Charming child's Boston rockeij 
made in finest northern il 
hardwoods. Sure to be a family J 
heirloom. 27V4" high. Nursery I 
white $65: black $60; antique    i 
brown or Windsor brown maple 
light or Autumn pine or brown 
cherry finish or unfinished $55. 
Add $5 post. Nursery Classics, 
HG11, Box 309, Redding Ridge, 
CT 06876. 

COLLECTOR'S  DELIGHT 
"Save the Whale" polymer ivory scrimshaw reproduction 
in a beautiful dusting box, SVs" in diameter and 1 'A" high. 
It features whaling designs all around, a mariner's compass 
rose design on the cover. A gift to be admired and enjoyed 
for years. $20 plus $2.50 post. Shreve, Crump and Low, 
HG11, 330 Boylston ,     ,...;-,.>-«g>.-*,«w2£^^.^ 
St., Boston, MA 02116. .^..S^*'^'     "VjJ^i^^^^^^- 

FANTASY  ROLES 
Three make-believe toys for hours of active play: the hip-zebra, 
hip-lion, and hip-horse. Easy-to-assemble durable corrugated 
fiberboard, perma-printed in bright colors, non-toxic. Adjustable 
harness and rein fits children 2 to 10 years. Each $6.95 plus 
$1.50 post, Kidstuff, 2110A Commerce Sq., [Memphis, TN 38103. 



9 p#ii|^^ 
jimi ^^^^Vft FUN IN  ORNAMENTS 

Make your tree really merry this Christmas 
and for many Christmases to come. Colorful 
little wood ornaments, double-sided, sure 
to delight children and grown-ups alike. 
Handmade in Germany, in sizes varying 
from S'A" to 4". Set of six $8.95 ppd. 
Unique Design Studio. Dept. 11E, Box 2315, 
East Side Sta,, Providence, Rl 02906. 

PERSONALIZED  PILLOWCASES 
Exclusive designs from England. "Buni;y Sieepset" one of six 
in no-iron cotton/poly. Pink or light blue background. Hand- 
printed name up to 12 letters (250 each extra). MC/Visa. $10; 
two $17. Ppd. Send stamped envelope for brochure. The 
Linen Orchard, HG11, 1134 20th Ave. E., Seattle. WA 98112. 

!3a?j^?>v. 

^v-' 

SKIER'S  FRIEND 
Warm and comfortable knitted stock- 
ing cap with the Jack Daniel's Field 
Tester patch sewn on front. Polyester, 
sheds water. Black with white pompon. 
One size fits all. MC/Visa/AE. $5.50 
ppd. Catalogue $1. Lynchburg Hard- 
ware & General Store, HG11, Box 322, 
Lynchburg, TN 37352. 

FLEECY WHITE  LAMBS 
Baby, 9", has waggly head and a music 
box which plays, naturally, "Mary Had A 
Little Lamb. " $12. Mama, 17", proudly wears 
tinkling bell. $14.50. Pr^d. For catalogue, be 
on mailing list, send $1. The Enchanted Doll 
House, 415 Mountain Path, Manchester 
Center, VT 05255. 

// // 
Danish 

Blue Chip 
Only $15! 

^^ChrisimasEvc" 
Begin pljte collecting with a guaranteed "Blue Chip" investment! 
This rare 1973 GEORG JENSEN CHRISTMAS PLATE is a genuine 
collector's item, valued at as much as $38—but it's YOURS AT 
ORIGINAL 1973 ISSUE PRICE from The Ghent Collection so you 
can discover the fun, excitement, and profit of America's faster- 
growing hobby. Send check or money order for $15 plus $1 postage 
and handling to The Ghent Collection, Dept. B2, Bath, Ohio 44210 
or telephone toll-free 1-800-321-9584 (in Ohio call collect 1-216- 
867-5866) and have your Visa or Master Charge handy. Only a 
few available, so limit one to a customer. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK! 

The Ghent Collection Dept. B2 Bath, Ohio 44210 

YOUR INITIALS 
IN 14K GOLD 

Your choice of two or three in- 
itials in 14K yellow gold on a 
stick pin, pendant with 18" 
chain, or a collar, lapel or tie 
tack. Shown actual size. Gift 
boxed. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Beautiful gift for all occasions. 

In Block $24.95   In Script $29.95 
Add 50' postage b handling 

Introductory OHer 

BUY TWO ITEMS OF YOUR 
CHOICE. GET 2nd ITEM FOR 

y> PRICE. 
Send Check or Money Order 

SPECIFY INITIALS, ITEMS, AND 
BLOCK OR SCRIPT LETTERS 

GOLDCRAFT, INC. 
PO Box 20483 Dept HG 78 

Oklahoma City. OK 73156 

Saint IMicholas       i 
COLLECTOR 
SPOON- 
Legendary "Santa" 
whose generosity in- 
spired 1 7th century 
Dutch painter, Jan 
Steen's famous 
"St. Nicholas Eve"- 
faithfully copied in 
colorful enameled 
bowl.   Graceful 
handle topped with 
St. Nick on horse- 
back in high relief. 
414" long.   Richly 
sllverplated. Ours 
exclusively. 
S-1146: $7.95 ppd. 
Ask for FREE 
Collector's Choice 
Catalog—thimbles, 
spoons, dolls, etc. 
Call (305) 845-6075 
for rush charge orders 

Sr/ie 
Sewing Cornet^Dept. 93 

1313 South Killian Drive 
^ Lake Park, Florida 33403 ^ 

A ONE OF A KIND 
ROCKIN'  HORSES 

They're lovable, durable, & prac- 
tical. These hand-crafted pine 
rocking horses are perfect as a 
child's toy or novel plant stand. 
27" high holds up to 150 lbs. 
Burnt wood finish, carved facial 
features. $27 post paid. N.J. res. 
add 5%. 

MOON STAR PRODUCTS 
P.O. Box 231 

Carlstadt, NJ 07072 

^ppalacfjtan WBvtatf)ii 
Decorate vour home this Christmas 
with wreaths made of pine and hem- 
lock cones, hickory nuts and various 
seed pods gathered from the Appala- 
chian Mountains, Each is individuall.v 
wired to a frame. These beautiful cir- 
cles in muted browns will last for 
rears and make wonderful gifts. 

Size Price 
25" $2S.OO 
18" $10.OO 
12" S   S.OO 

Kontucky  residents atlil 5«*r .«n1t-s t;i.\. 
.Send   check   or   money   order  to; 

APPALACHIAN   FIRESIDE   CRAFTS 
Dept.   11-78.   Box  276 

Booneville.   Kentucky 41314 
(Please   add    Sl.50    per    wreath    for    sliliPiMnv', 
pnckapinp    and    insurance    cliarfjf.* 

Appalachian  Craft  Cataloe—$1.00 
"A    Sore   the   Children   self-help   projerf 
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An invitation to share with the members 
of the Rockwch Society of Amttjica 

"CHRISTMAS DREAM" 
by Norman Rockwell. The sola Rockwell 
Christmas plate to bear the Rockwell So- 
ciety Seal. Strictly limited edition. Brief 
firing period to end Dec. 22, 1978. Indi- 
vidually numbered by Knowles China Co. 
S'/j" diameter. 

lickory House 
108 E.  Main.  Ottumwa,  Iowa 52501 

25 00     Dept.  HG. send for free collector catalog 

PPD 
Ph toll free-1-800-247.1075 

Mastercharge—Visa-BankAmericard 

Outstanding!    A   super    two tone 
monogram     on     Robert     Scott's 
Patchwork    100%   wool   Shetland 
sweater   Truly Unique!! Sizes 34 40, 
hot   pmk/grass   green,   navy/red, 
navy/kelly, camel/navy 
Sweater    S38.0O,    Monogram    S7 50, 
postage and handling J2  Please give 
second choice. 
We mail in 10 days! 
Free   Brochure,  Master   Charge  — 
American Express — Visa 

MAYAN SHOP, HG2 
Watch Hill, R. 1.02891 

OLD SOUTH NUT CRACKER 
Satin Black Finish 

X30 $10.95 

HANDY HANG UPCOLONIAL 
HAT RACK 

21" X S"x 1/2" 
X8    S 4.1S 

Send $1.00 
for catalog of Gift Items. 

Moultrie, Georgia 317SI -:- Ph. S12/98$-1312 

HANDY HANGERS Super-Sturdy, riveted plastic- 
ready for travel, wash and dry, 
convenient hanger use. 

FOLDS UP COMPACTLY, 
OPENS TO TWO SIZES! 

3 for $3.25 
(6 for $6.00) 

Postage and handling 50< add. 
NYS residents, add "sales tax 

_  i : 

WITCOCO.,INC 
BOX 770, MADISON SQ. STA. 

NEWVORK, N.V. 10010 
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rA5 
WINGED FRIENDS 
A bird in hand is almost as good 
as two on the table! Plump little 
blue-glazed bone china birds are 
shakers for salt and pepper. Pretty 
enough for curio shelf. Set cff two 
$2.95; two sets $4.95. Add $1 
post. Free catalogue. World's 
Window, Dept. HG118, 12 Holly 
La. Plainview, NY 11803. 

TOTE IDENTITY 
Add some sunshine to your life, 
with a personalized, sturdy, natura. 
canvas bag, 15" by 14". Web haOj 
dies. "Sun" design and name that 
circles bag in black, brown, red, 
orange, green or blue. Specify 
name. $14.95 plus $1.25 post, 
MC/Visa. Gift Mart, HGll, 43ie. 
North Trail,  Naples, FL 33940. 

NINON  SHEERS 
Sheer curtains of little-or-no iron 
dacron polyester ninon. 80" by 
81", $8.50; 72" by 12" valance, 
$3.75 Ppd. Also, standard sizes 
from 80" by 24", to 80" by 99". 
Many colors to choose. Free cata- 
logue of tiers, floor lengths. Court- 
ney House, HGll, Skippack and 
Butler Pikes, Broad Axe, PA 19002. 

ELEVATING CHAIR 
Seat and arms elevate, help yoi 
all the way to standing position' 
Adjustable seat height, posture 
support back adjusts height an< 
angle. Ask about Medicare cover* 
age and free home trial. Varie<< 
styles, colors. Color catalogue, 
price list free. Burke, Inc., HGll,' 
Box  1064,  Mission,   KS 66202. 

And Baby Makes Two 
Baby bear is held firmly by Mamas Vel- 
cro" paws, detaches easily lor child's 
play, reattaches when playtime's over 
Ten inches high overall, handcrafted by 
Dakin o( genuine plush, non-allergenic, 
surface washable and safety tested Tots 
love 'em, so do big kids' 

SpscitY Mama i Baby Bear. S10 00 + S1 25 
postage Naturally, we guarantee satistaction 

THE NEW POPULAR 
HANGER—Just for Scarves 

Keep your scarves wrinkle free with 
the new PIC-A-SCARF (T M ) 

It holds 8 or more scarves in a closet 
or on a wall No more rummaging in 
drawers 

Hand wrought no-rust, no sag, sculp- 
tured steel—14" wide It has a white 
non-chip (inish plus a smart bow 

PIC-A-SCARF is only $5 95 plus 8M 
postage (Two for $12 50 postpaid III. 
res add 5% tax ) Available only by 
mail—money-back guarantee Send for, 
our free brochure, 

Dept. H-11 • Box 62 « 

Hubbard Woods, IL 60093        * 

House  &  Garde 



SHOPPING AROUND 

GOLF  PAPTriEP 
Engraved stainless steel divot fork 
and groove cleaner hangs from key- 
chain or golfbag. Fork's to lift and 
level divots, clean cleats and balls. 
Five nubs scrape iron's grooves. 
State 2 or 3 initials. 2',/,", for bag 
or key chain, $7.50 ppd. Elgin En- 
graving Co., HGll, 944 Edwards 
Ave., Dundee, IL 60118. 

SEASONAL WREATHS 
Silk-type and dried nature flowers, 
ribbon, bow decorate a straw 
wreath. For Christmas: holly & ber- 
ries or flocked Scotch pme & wood- 
en ornaments. Specify. Fall, winter, 
others available (hanger). 10" dia. 
$10.95; 12" $12.95: 16" $14.95. 
Ppd. Studio I Interiors, HGll, Box 
757, Park Ridge, IL 60068. 

PET SHIRTS 
Any breed dog/cat/horse printed. 
Adult: S/M/L/XL; children: S(6- 
8)/M/L/XL (10-18). T-shirt in It. 
blue, gold. $6.95. White, $5.95. 
Cotton jersey natural/color sleeve: 
$7.95. Sweatshirt, white Lsleeve, 
$8.95. Add 750 post. All-breed 
Shirt Co., HG118, 400 First Ave., 
Minneapolis, MN 55401. 

MARIMEKKO SLUMBER BAG 
Unzips for twin bed comforter, 68" 
by 80". Reversible, machine wash/ 
dry; 100% poly filling. Marimekko 
design, green/blue or orange/yel- 
low. In stuff sack to use as pillow 
case, $29.75; with twin fitted 
sheet, pillowcase, $42.50. Ppd. 
Evergreen, HGll, West Lebanon 
Plaza, West Lebanon,  NH 03784. 

Fir.st Edition 
ROYAL COPENHAGEN 

CHRISTMAS PLATE 
1908 

$1,400.00 ppd. 
All subsequent  year.s of (^^hrist- 
mas  Plates  available  by   return 
post. 
Royal  Copenhagen  Christmas 
Plate, 1978 $26 00 ppd. 
Bing & Grondahl ("Christmas 
Plate. 1978 $24.00 ppd. 

JOHN SINCLAIR LIMITED 
266 Glossop  Road        ShaHield,  England 

$69.95 
'Idmo.   rarved 
rtorinn   TOrk«T 

I^mantic^ctorian 
New way *o save on authentic copies of 
"yesteryear" furnilure. Shipped direct from 
factory to you, at cut prices. Vast choice of 
sofas, chairs, tables, clocks, dining & bed- 
room, accessories. Also includes Eostlake 
OAK collection. Send $1 for our SO-poge 
catalog which is TWICE the size of any oth- 
er published Masterchorge, Visa, Bank- 
Americord are welcome. 
.Scii.l *;i.(K) for ( A r M.or. r.-i\H mi'l frcf fahrlcs. 
\\V  ^vlll   rerun.I   » llti   «2 off im  y..iir tir-^t  pmrha*;'-. 

MAGNOLIA   HALL 

November. 1978 

REMOVE HAIR 
PERMANENTLY 
Perma Tweez® is a simple 

electrolysis instrument that 
PERMANENTLY removes unde- 
sirable hair from all areas of the 
face—such as the chin, upper 
lip, eyebrows. Embarrassing 
body hair can now be removed 
forever at home in total privacy. 
Arms and legs can be forever 
free of the inconvenience of con- 
stant hair removal. An exclusive 
U.S. patented safety feature 
allows you to do this without 
puncturing the skin. 

AN EXPERT'S APPROVAL 

Perma Tweez has been clini- 
cally tested by a university pro- 
fessor of dermatology and proven 
to be safe and effective. One of 
his patients had previously been 
tweezing hairs from her chin 
every day for 15 years. After 
treating herself with Perma Tweez, 
she has eliminated this time 
consuming chore for the rest of 
her life! Over 15 thousand instru- 
ments in use by doctors—over 
one million sold to people like 
yourself. 

Easy instructions make you ex- 
pert in a few minutes. Save hun- 
dreds of dollars on salon elec- 
trolysis by doing it yourself. 

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

$16.95—-<^i'*'r<i*w 
Elsewhere  At  $19.95 

Send /^"^^ W .    ''■P, 
Check or N Good Housekeeping 
Money \%. PROMIStS _^<<f 

Order' ^'^'^ 

ir\ 

Col.  residents add 6%   soles lar. 

GENERAL MEDICAL CO., Dept.HG-160 
1935 Armacost Ave. 
West Los Angeles, Ca. 90025 

□ I  enclose $16.95 in full payment. 

□ Master  Charge     Q   Visa 

Exp 
^ date 

n COD requires $4.00 deposit. Bal- 
ance includes COD charges and 
$1,00   handling. 

Name  

Address- 

Citv  

State  _Zip_ 

Mfr. of Prof. & Home Electrolysis Equip. 
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PRESERVED GI N FERN 

^^^^k 

,    ^ ^      A FANTASTIC GIFT! 

Once a living plant, these ferns arj delicately preserved to maintain 
the texture, color and subtle beau^ of the living plant, indefinately, 
with absolutely no care! Truly a'nrfiracle fern . . . you may have seen 
these preserved decorator delights before, but not at these prices. 
Each plant is potted in an ivory hand turned ceramic urn with detach- 
able macramae hanger! (Med., 2'6" & over, $12.95) (Lg., 3' & over, 
$13.95) (X-Lg., 3'6" & over, $15.95) + $3.00 postage and handling 
each. Order more than one! (Med., $11.95) (Lg., $12.95) (X-Lg., 
$14.95) + $3.00 P & H each. Tropical Plant Institute, Inc., P. 0. 
Box 21496, Dept. 40, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33335. Portfolio $1.00 

Long stemmed be,iuty wiih stunning 
"metal-bamboo" styling and 13" clear glass 
top gracefully supported by slender legs sets 
the stage for a figurine or fern. Specify rich 
Koch brass plate (B) or Contemporary nickel 
plate (N) and height . . . GOTB-24, 24"H, 
S50.00 . . . GOTB-30, 30"H. $55.00 . . . 
GOTB-36. 36"H, S60.00. Shipped prepaid 
upon receipt of check. 

Get an eyeful of all the Natural 
Beauties that can add to your 
collection or decorating schemes. 
Explore our fascinating illustrated 
catalog of Shells, Fossils, Minerals, 
Indian Artifacts, Display Stands and 
Books 50c. 
Beautiful Color Portfolio of Shells 
and Minerals with catalog $2.00. 

Dover Scientific 
Box 6011T Long Island City N.Y. 11106 

P37^ 

Mn   Ralph M.  Horris 
7213 Ook Circle Drne 

Bu«oo,  CaUforruo 93708 

PRESS ON ADDRESS LABELS 
Identify possessions, correspon- 
dence too. Black ink on white, 
blue, pink, yellovi/, silver or gold 
labels. 1%" X Va". Any message 
up to 26 letters per line, up to 4 
lines. 450 for $5; 1,000 (alike) 
for $10; -I- postage of 500. 
Please specify color. Useful 
96P, Gift Catalog, 500. Bruce 
Bolind, 211P Bolind BIdg., Boul- 
der, CO 80302. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

CHRISTMAS BELL 

Ring in the jolly holiday season 
with a 1978 Cardinal Christmas 
Bell. Boughs of bas-relief holly 
and two dancing cardinals adorn 
this 3" high ceramic bell. Limited 
edition. $4.95 plus 500 post. 
Downs' Collectors Showcase, Dept. 
1410-Z, 6048 W. Beloit Rd., Mil- 
waukee, Wl53219. 

SPINDLE BACK CHAIR 

Delicate but sturdy chair is a 
favorite. Frame of Yugoslavian; 
beech In walnut, mahogany or fruit- 
wood finish. Snap-on cushion, cane 
seat. 34"h.. 23"w., 23"d. $234.95;: 
your fabric, $219.95. Shpg. chg. i 
extra. Catalogue, $1. Bryan Robe- 
son, Dept. HG-222, Rte. 10, Box* 
793, Hickory, NC 28601. 

PIE  BASKET 

Handwoven basket for carrying 
food to picnics, tailgate suppers 
Made from hardwood splints, re 
movable 4-leg shelf inside sep 
arates casserole from the pie 
13"w., 13'/2"l-. 8V2"d. Hinged lid 
$14.95 plus $1.75 post. Sturbridge 
Yankee Workshop, 564 Brimfield 
T'pk.,   Sturbridge,   MA 01566. 

FINE PAIR 

Pewter goblets crafted in Norway 
are just right for a favorite cordial 
or schnapps. Silvery luster finish: 
never needs polishing. S'/j" high.; 
Elegant, functionally designed pair' 
comes in gift box. $19.95 per set. i 
Add $2 post. Silver 'n' Things,, 
Dept. HGll, Box 30, Bowling: 
Green Sta., New York, NY 10004. 

ADJUSTABLE 

TV   POLE 

Hold your portable 
TV right where you 
want it without ta- 

blesorstands. 
Takes    any 
width,   up  to 
14" deep, 17" 
high.   Brass 
tone  finish 
pole     has 
spring tension 

rod   to   adjust   to 
7V2 to 8>/2 ft. ceil- 
ing heights. Can be 
set HI or Low. Real 
space saver! 

Prompt Shipment 
Extension for higher 
ceilinE. add $2.00. 

»14.99 
Plus $1.00 postage 
Writa for FREE cataloi 

Dept. 311-8A, Wheat Ridge, CO 80086 

HOLIDAY MUGS 
Traditional red, 12 oz. 
earthenw^are mugs for home 
or gifts. Shipped by the pair 
in custom gift box. $9.00 
the pair, ppd. (add 4% in 
Michigan). 

The Manufacturers Forum, Ltd. 

621   Sherwood  Road 
Willianston, Ml  48895 

517/655-3732 

Check,  M.O.,   Master  Charge,   VISA 

House  &  Garden 



SHOPPING AROUND 

:LEARLY TAGGED 
.et of three clear lucite luggage 
ags engraved with name and ad- 
Iress by Two's Company. 3 lines, 
.5 letters (incl. spaces) per line, 
areat gift for anyone who travels, 
jpecify white or brown print. $10 
)pd. per set. Soundview Pharmacy. 
Dept. HGll, Shore Rd., Port Wash 
ngton, NY 11050. 

A..iim 

AND BABY MAKES TWO 

Catnip kitty is attached to mama 
cat's Velcro" tongue, is easily de- 
tached for play and reattached 
when play time is over. Toy is 
handcrafted by Dakin of surface- 
washable genuine plush, safety- 
tested and nonallergenic. $10 plus 
$1.25 post. Jelo, HGll, 171 Gran- 
ger Rd., t^edina. OH 44256. 

FIGHTING COCKS WALL 
PLAQUES 

Approximately   12"   x   IS".  Finished  In 
satin black brushed with gold. 

AMERICAN EAGLE 
1 B" Wing Span — Satin Black Finish. 

X20 $13.00 pr. 

Send   $1,00 for catalog 
of Gift Items. 

Moultrie. Georgia 31768 -:- Ph. 9I2/9SS-1 312 

design worksliop 
FlIUUl   Al   lllsIAtJUF- U^LLj" 
C■RAF1■|.•<■l-,'\^'|lRK^;\BUE  |M 
\vHire.,rF-i-L,ivv ^LACK Ei'PXViiK 
.•^TEEL 3Z."Hll-H   ■yo/.-f£ lb"0" 

32rX5'.""lt.S" 

5TIUE.   WOKK CV/KTIOH KOR. 
/\reri3rr. 'iiK^VFrsMfiM. 
3CKVVFIKiwrri.s wHrm.YULU**; 
6U<-K AHS fLA-Tlr, i\C^^- 

RlIKO ilVe CHAIK IN e.UACK''cHKi'>ie 

602 brookwood village 
Dirrrnngham, alabama    3520^ 

CARPET REPAIR KIT 
The tool professionals use to remove 
unsightly burns, permanent stains 
and blemishes from carpet. Repairs 
damaged areas with matching re- 
placement "plugs" from remnants or 
hidden areas. Contains: a precision 
cutting tool, six adhesive discs, and 
detailed Instructions.     t'1il95 
Dept. HG 11 I^Ppd 

1600 S, Hanley Rd , Si Louis. Mo. 63144 

November, 1978 

SEND YOUR NEGATIVE 

SAMPLE 

* h.i|)p> h()lida>s 

Photo 

Add 20C 
for Handling 

TRIM COLOR 
(Square Photo) 25 lor 

only 
350 

Add see 
lor Handlg. 

Includes envelopes Addtnl cards 16C ea 
Made from your square neg From slide 
add 50C, from color pholo add SI 50 Only 
SLIM CARDS can be made from 110 neg 

25 °"'>'*| 
SLIM 

COLOR 
(3Vi X 7) 

Includes envelopes. Addtnl. cards 20C ea 

50 
Add 50C 

for Handlg. 

Satisljctpon  Rujfjnteed  or  money  bach.   No   C 0 O.'s. 
Send Chech, cash or M.OSAMPLE offer eipires November 19. 

WE USE KODAK PAPER.   FOR A GOOD LOOK. 

>CPTHG8ELWSFORaHYio»n PHILIPS FOTO CO. f 

ENJOY SOUND SLEEP AGAIN! 
Lock out the disturbing noise . . . 
even snoring . . . that keeps you 
awake all night and robs you of re- 
freshing sleep. Ear Di-um Silencers 
are soft, pliable, with an easy-t<j-grasp 
safety llange. Slip them in every night 
and vou'Il sleep like a kitten. 
No. i24-Ear Drum SiUnctrs $2.98 

Mailing 35f 

PLANT "NURSEMAIDS" 
Feed plants while away on vacation. 
Amazing wicks feed moisture to 
thirsty plants for up to 8 weeks. In- 
sert one end of wick in soil, other end 
in jar or glass of water. Will not rot 
or mildew   Set of 4. 
No. 200-Plant Nursemaids $2.98 

Mailing 45; 

W 
END SHIRT COLLAR "SQUEEZE" 

Collar-Extender button "loosens" 
tight shirt collars. Ends all-day "tug- 
ging." Expands collar up to \'i size 
larger for that "just right" feeling. 
Invisible behind fie. Can be trans- 
ferred from shirt to shirt in seconds. 
No. 114-Collar-Eze (Sat of 2) $1.29 

Mailing 35; 

DENTURE REPAIR KIT 
Be prepared for an emergency. Fix 
breaks, cracks or loose teeth in den- 
tures. Avoid embarrassment when 
you're traveling. Kit includes mate- 
rial similar to that used by dentists. 
Instructions included. 
No. 121-Denture Repair Kit $3.98 

Mailing 75; 

No COD'S or BiWing 

GET RID OF UNWANTED HAIR 
Arnazing Lemos Pei-magon destroys 
hair roots almost inst;mtly—one by 
one. No wire connections. U.ses tiny 
batteries (included). Home use elec- 
trolysis method is the same system 
experts use to remove hair permanent- 
ly from face, amis, legs and body. 
No. 108—Lemos Permagon $14.98 

Mailing $1.00 

PAGE SIZE MAGNIFIER 
Page Magnifier is handy for looking 
up telephone or map directory list- 
ings, stock market reports, etc. The 
whole page is magnified at oneiime. 
Wafer thin and measures 7' x 10". 
Magnifies four-times (4X). 
No. 204-Page Magnifier $3.98 

Mailing 60; 

BOSOM MONEY HOLDER 
Bosom Money Cache is your best pro- 
tection against purse-snatchers. Snaps 
onto the bra or slip straps. Holds 
folding money or other valuables. 
Plastic-lined to keep contents dry. 
With fold-over flap. Washable nylon. 
No. 141—Bosom Money Holder $2.98 

Mailing 45; 

U^"^ > 

COUNT COINS FAST 
Sort, count and wrap pennies, nickels, 
dimes, quarters in .seconds. Simply 
slide coins into 4 channels. Shows the 
totals as you go. No more fumbling 
with the wrapper. Real time-saver for 
merchants, cashiers, clubs, collectors, 
etc. Measures 4'/4" x 6V4 '. 
No. 102-Coin Counting Tray :.$3.98 

Mailing 60; 

Md 6% Sales Tax in California 

A.}2thOfiy lEllteVpViSeS e? second St.?San"Fra"d$co, CA 94105 
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Jl •i. 

\\\ Wil 
in an heirioom tradition 

Old   Westbury—Full Dinner Size 
All c\act   n'l'lii;.  ol  a famous oW sterUriK 
p:Utein   with   iini.rf»ive   full   dinner   size 
Kiaceful  pist«»l   hullow   haiMllod  knlvos.   :J 
lined forks and rat-tailed spoons. In heavy 
welirht   hand   loii;ed   pewter-llkc   satin   or 
polished stainless.   Service for 8 includes 
S dinner forU^.   S dinner knives.   8 salad- 
dessert    forks,    8    soup    spoons.     IG    tea- 
spoons,    plus   sucar   spoon.    Imltcr   knife 
and  2   -cvviuir   snoons. 
.->-2-i>lcec   service   for   8     iS4 I .Oo 
78-pieco service for   \'2 807.."jn 
We   also   nave   the   competitively   priced 
Luncheon  s'ze  y^u   have  seen advertised 
elsewhere. Our price is only S27.95 post- 
paid. 

i:^          t             0  ot.   HG-lfS 
V     GREAT BARRINGTON. MASS. 01230     / 

Artisans Cooperative offers the new mili 
tant Raggedy Ann. holding the non-vio- 
lent toy. Made by artisans of West Vir- 
ginia. Hammer: $4.25. Raggedy Ann 
available in 2 sizes: large 25", $22.00; 
small 15". $14.00. Removable clothes 
(Specify Black or White doll). Raggedy 
Andy also available in above sizes, 
prices. Postpaid. Limited quantities 
available. Send check or phone order to 
Artisans Cooperative, Box 216, Chadds 
Ford. Pa, 19380, (215) 388 1100. Mas- 
ter Charge or Visa accepted Please in 
elude charge — and expiration date. Pa. 
residents add 6% sales tax Items may 
be seen  at: 

Artisans Cooperative 
Faneuil Hall Marketplace. 

Boston, Mass. 

Give someone 
a really good belt. 
Regatta belts of solid soilcloth: 
in Navy, Kelly Green, Red or 
Khaki. With double brass rings. 
Sizes: XS (26-29), S (30-32), 
M(34),L(36-38),XL(40-44), 
($11.50 ppd.) Includes three letter 
monogram (monogram colors: 
Red, Navy, While) 

IRRESISTIBLES 
150 W Foneuil Hall Morketplace, Boston MA 02109  (617)742-9536 

251 h 
Year 

JOVER 1,000 TRADITIONAL & EARLY AMERICAN 
FURNISHINGS & GIFTS o. 

SF\n 50c FOR CATALOG 
NEW ENLARGED version ol famous catalog includes vast & 
unusual selection of gifts and decorating items: Handcrafted 
furniture, rare prints, lamps, gourmet needs, linens, glassware, 
clocks, pewter, collectors pieces, figurines, china, jewelry, 
crafts. Early American reproductions Over One Thousand 
Choices All items finest quality, well priced, distinctive-most 
not available elsewhere Absolute guarantee Major credit 
cards accepted. Mail order layaway Send 50c. Name. 
Address, Zip Code. Catalog sent by return mall 

(■ 
563 Brimfield Turnpike, Sturbridge, Mass. 01566 

•« 
1 

DOCTORS 
LAWYERS 

Hand wrought copper waste baskets 14' 
$26 00     matching    letter    baskets    5' 
$12 00,   also   bookends,   $28.00.   Avai 
able with  Cadeuceus,  Scales ol Justice 
Club Emblem,  College Seal with 3 In 
tials under the symbol 

,S>n./  rherk  or  MO. 

GREGORY   E.   HENTZI 
18   East   Main   St.,   Dept.   HC-36 

Warren    MA  01083 
413-436-7168 

Write for  Free Brochure ol Copper anc 
Leather Goods 

• 

COLLECTORS 
TREE ORNAMENTS 

Life's two great occasions are 
captured in these collectors or- 
naments. Each will grow In mean- 
ing and value every year. "Baby's 
First Christmas," $4.98. "Our 
First Christmas," $4.98. Include 
750 postage for each ornament. 
Massachusetts residents add 5% 
Sales Tax. Send 250 for full color 
catalog. 

The Stage Stop 
440 Great Road, HG-11 

Acton. MA 01720 
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SHOPPING 
AROUND IN 

FANEUIL HALL 
MARKETPLACE 

LITTLE  PIPERS ^ JH 
Fun corduroy slacks: natural with JjnH 
navy, green pipers by Wee jrimi ■ ,ii    III, ,1. li     lH^ 
Gentress, 3-6x S18. Wrap skirt. im wmfHk m 
3-6x $16. Vaccaro acrylic turtleneck 

im^i f^^^l m 
for size give age to 6 yrs. $15. fl^V ̂ t#:^^ ■ 
Wool Izod Shetland sw^ealer, 4-6x 
$16. Both off white, apple green, 
navy. Add $2 post. MC, BA, Visa, 
AE. The Sandpiper, HG11. 121 
Faneuil Hall Marketplace, 
Boston, MA 02109. 

UMBRELLA NEWS 
Cheerful umbrella in red bordered 
with white hearts. Big and sturdy, 
waterproof, has wooden handle. 
Length: 36". Width when open: 36". 
$21 ppd. Have A Heart, HG11. So. 
Market Building, Faneuil Hall 
Marketplace, Boston, MA 02109. 

HANDWOVEN 
Flatweave rugs in natural 
earthtones. 12 designs 
in Karakul wool, 
crafted in Swaziland. 
5' through 9' by 12'. 
Custom sizes. Color 
catalogue includes 
mohair tapestries, SI, 
African Designs, HG11, 175-J So. Market BIdg. 
Faneuil Hall Marketplace, Boston, MA 02109. 

Boston, home of the bean and the cod. and 
unique shopping center with a 150-year 
old legacy. In tlie liistory-steeped 
atmosphere of Faneuil Hall with its 

grasshopper weather vane mascot, a "new" 
early 19th century marketplace emerges 

from an empressive restoration program. 
  Revitalized Qiiincy Market. South Market and^ 

Morth Market, complex of three 1826 Greek Revival huilding.A 
bustle with merchants, artisans, gourmet food purveyors. From 
South Market's fine specialty shops, we've selected items you cat\ | 
order by mail. A nd do plan a personal shopping tour. 



AMERICANA CRIB  QUILT 
Hand quilted. Vibrant primary colors, solids, plaids. 
Dacron filled, cotton, cotton blend. 40" by 56" $65 ppd. 
Also, single, double, queen, king sizes. At Faneuil Hall 
store. By mail (MC, Visa accepted) or call: 215-388-1100, 
Artisans Cooperative, HG11, Box 216, Chadds Ford, PA 19317. 

NOSTALGIC  MUSIC  BOX 
Popular old-fashioned Gramophone with music box brings 

back happy memories. Disc 
movement. Handsome 
mahogany. 10" by 6V2" by 
11". Five discs included, over 
100 others available. $175 
plus $3 post. At Faneuil Hall 
store. By mail (MC, Visa, AE, 
accepted). La Boite a 
Musique, Ltd., HG11, Box 55, 
Techny, IL 60082. 

LOVABLE BEAR 
Basic brown bear sports amusing 
brown and white "Bear With Me" 
T shirt. Polyester fiber fill. Machine 
washable, dryable. 20" tall. Light tan. 
$21.50 plus $1.75 post. The Bear 
Necessities, HG11, 175M. So. Market 
BIdg., Faneuil Hall Marketplace, 
Boston, MA 02109 

MUSIC  STAND 
Beautifully made solid brass stand. 
Adjusts for sitting or standing. Sturdy, 
easy to transport. Highly polished. 
Resists tarnish. Stands 42" h. unex- 
tended. Can be used to display paint- 
ing, book. $55 plus $5 shpg. Free 
brochure brass, nautical specialties. 
At Faneuil Hall store. By mail: 
Brass n Bounty, HG11, 68 Front St., 
Marblehead, MA 01945. 

SALAD SERVERS 
NAPKIN  RINGS 

Handcarved olive wood, animal mo- 
tifs from Kenya. Specify animal de- 
sired: elephant, giraffe, lion, hippo, 
zebra, rhino, antelope, leopard. Salad 
server (pair) $7.50. Napkin ring (set 
of 4) $12.00, plus $1.50 post. & 
hndl. Send check, money order, MC 
or VISA (incl. acct. ^ & expir.) to 

African Designs, Inc. 
175-J Faneuil Hall Marketplace 

Boston, MA 02109 
MASS incl. 5%  sales tax. 

Our exclusive collection of Beatrix 
Potter Soaps. The soap is specially 
formulated for children. It is super 
fatted with lanolin and sweet al- 
mond oil. No artificial colours are 
used. 
The collection  includes  Mrs.  Tiggy- 
Winkle,  Tom  Kitten  and super star 
Peter   Rabbit.   The   three   at   $7.50. 

($1.50 Shipping and handling.) 

Crabtrce 6 Evelyn 
Faneuil Hall Marketplace 

Boston, Massachusetts 02109 

MUSICAL   BUTANE    LIGHTER 
Extraordinary musical butane cigarette 
lighters in gift boxes. Plays popular melodies 
each time you light up. Ideal for Christmas 
or any occasion. IV4" x '/;" x V2". 
Send $29.50 plus $2.00 postage or Visa, 
Master Charge, Amer/con Express card 
number  acceptable. 

La Boite a Musique 
P.O. Box  55.  Techny.   IL 60082 

Boston is 
where you can 
find (ine 
sportswear at 
Sandpiper's. 

Acrylic 
sweater in 
navy-green 
trim on sleeves 
and neck; 
green with 
navy, brown 
with bei^c. 
S-M-L$18. 
Corduroy skirl 
by Collage 
Tailor, leather 
belt, camel or 
brown, sizes 
6-14 S46, 
Add $2.00 
postage per 
order, MC 
VISA/AE 
accepted. 
121 Faneuil 
Hall Market- 
place, Boston. 
MA 02109. 

The Sandpiper 

Um MIKiS 

German ceramic mugs with 
white hearts around bottom. 
31/2" X 4" tall. Red, Blue and 
Brown with white hearts. 
$4.25 each, shipping includ- 
ed. Two mugs minimum. 
Specify color and quantity. 

WAVE fl "HEART 
South Market Building 

Faneuil Hall Marketplace 
Boston, Mass. 02109 

SOLID  BRASS 
JAILOR'S KEYS 

Set of 5 keys (3 in.-7 in. long) 
on brass ring. Attractive display 
for walls and fireplaces. Keys 
can be removed from ring and 
displayed individually. A unique 
gift for $15.00 plus $1.50 for 
shipping. 

BRASS  'N   BOUNTY 
68 Front Street, 

Marblehead, Mass. 01945 
Write  for free  brochure  of brass 
and nautical specialities. 

7i 



CACHE IN ON this season's best 
gift idea —a sparkling all glass box 
screen printed with pale pink wild 
roses. Comes filled with notes and 
envelopes printed to match. When 
empty it becomes a delightful cache 
for all sorts of odds and ends. 7" x 
5" X 2". A gift almost too pretty to 
be so practical  $15. + 1.50 ins. pstg. 

t^ijfeSl        Dept. Gil 

15111  New Hampshire Avenue 
Colesville, Maryland 20904 

Vz Price Sale! 
24-K. electroplate   ( 

GOLD 
FLATWARE 
GOLDEN PAL 

ACE'-Heavy 
weight, equisitely 
designed with 
crisp beaded 
edge that follows 
graceful curve of 
the handles. Care 
free, no polishing 
SOpc set  8 
each of hoMow. 
handle dinner 
knives, dinner & 
salad torks, soups 
16 teaspoons, 
1 sugar shell, 
1 butter knife 

50-pc. senice tor 8 CO 00 
Comp. »alue $140.00 03. JO 

• 74-pc. service for 12 104.98 
• 4 large sening pieces 16.98 
• $19.98 lined wooden chest.... 12.98 
Checks or major charge cards No C 0 D's. 
Money back guarantee Add J495 for 
shipping, insurance ,. r , no 
GDept. G1178 

r%r\7tl   613 14th St., N.W. 
.V.^^^r',"   Wash., D.C. 20005 

GINGHAM CURTAINS 
Old fashioned, ever popular 'A" check, 
fresh & carefree 65% Docron, 35% cotton, 
72" w. per pr. Specify sky blue, gold, soft 
ptnk, red, brown or orange. 24" L $6, 30" 
$6.50, 36" $7.50, 45" $8.50, 54" $10, 
63" $1 1, 72" $1 2. Volonce $3. Tiebocks $1. 
Twin Spread $26, Full $23. Add $2 post. & 
handling.   Md.   res.  add   5%  tax. 

Free Brochure on request, but send 
$1   for full  Catalog  with 50 swatches 

Ouo(if>'  «   SolisfoctfOn   Since   1890 

MATHER'S 
31   E.  Moin St., Gn-8, Westminster, Md.  21157 

ADD TO 
YOUR STERLING 

FLATWARE 
A treasure of over 700 old, 

active and discontinued pat- 
terns. All available at a tre- 
mendous savings to you. Write 
for your new or antique pat- 
tern today. WE BUY SILVER 

Georgetown 

^•^LTrav^'^jlLMjtn 
Dept. HG • 1261 Wise Ave. NW 

Washington. D.C. 20007 
(202) 337-0011 

"BEAUTY HINTS THAT WORK" 
A 35 page booklet filled with 
helpful beauty hints. Written 
by a former British model and 
nurse, it contains a lotion for 
mula anyone can make to pre 
vent and erase stretch marks. 
It will also reduce scars. Her 
tips save money on cosmetics. 
$2.95 plus 35e  postage. 

DAY   ENTERPRISES 
P.O. Box 29834 

Richmond, VA 23229 

You're Special! 
And so is House & Sorden's 

Shopping Around. Each 

month we bring you fob- 

ulous finds from the finest 

shops in the country. And 

we highlight special areas 

of Interest such os Handi- 

crafts and Needlecrafts and 

Collectors. Watch House & 

Garden's Shopping Around 

special sections for the who, 

what, when ond where to 

buy by mail. Need more in- 

formation? Write House & 

Garden Shopping Around, 

350 Madison Ave., New 

York, N.Y.  10017. 
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SHOPPING 
AROUND M.RYI.N.JI 
WASHINGTON   AND VIRGINIA 

ORIENTAL  BEAUTIES 
Charming Japanese lady pillows add elegant touch to 
your decor. Using the art ot trapunto, figures are raised 
above the surface of the 17" square cotton pillows. Trimmed 
with lace edging about 2" wide. Filled with polyester. Pale 
gray or pale yellow background. Fully assembled pillows 
$37 ea.; two for $61. Complete kit, instructions $25. Ppd. 
International Elegance, HG11, Box 19544, Washington, DC 20036. 

CERAMIC TUREENS 
From Italy, mother with baby lamb. Hand- 

painted holly collars. Mother, 17" by 9", for 
centerpiece, salads, rolls $53. Baby, , 

5V4" by 9", as sauce boat, for ' 
candy, nuts $27. Ppd. Cata- 

logue $1. The Very i 
Ttiing, HG11. Rt. : 
3, Box 141-A, \ 
Charlottesville, 
VA 22901. 

V.I.P.  GIFT 
Good looking paper- 
weight gavel in solid 
acrylic is a perfect 
piece on his or her desk 
or book shelf. It comes 
personalized with full 
name. Specify classic or 
script style or block 
letters etched in clear 
acrylic. 9" long by 5" 
wide. Beautifully boxed. 
$17.50 plus$1 post. 
Acrylic Designs, Inc.. 
HG11,2844Albermarle 
St., N.W., Washington, 
DC 20008 

House  &  Gardel^ 



3H   'N'   PLUMP 
^olar bear rug of snow white 
jcrylic. Foam filled, it is a 
marvelous rug for snuggling 
jp, in front of the fire or 
television. 39" long. Ideal 
'or child's or family room. 
Mso, available as a brown 
grizzly bear. Specify. $35. 
52.50 post. Unicorn Gallery, 
HG11,15111 New Hampshire 
^ve., Colesville, MD 20904. 

j;^ 

Calico   print  on   perma   press 
cotton-blend curtains. 2V2" 
ruffle. Machine washable. Style: 
Piedmont. Yellow, green on 
white; or rust, gold on beige. 
70" w. per pair. 36" I. $8; 45" $9; 
54" $10; 63" $11; 72" $12. 
Valance $3. Tie-back $1. plus $2 
post. Swatches, catalogue $1. 
Mather's, HG11, 31 E. Main St., 
Westminster, MD 21157. 

HANDPRINT  PLAQUE 
Ready-to-hang ^U" stained, solid hardwood 
plaque with child's "hand," V?" birch veneer. 
Handcarved name, age. Plaque 10" by 8" one 
hand, $12.95. Three hands, 24" by 8" plaque. 
Add $7 plus 750 post, per hand. (Send outline 
of hand, name, age.) Mt. Vernon Woodwork- 
ing, HG11, Box 6252, Alexandria, VA 22306. 

ITALIAN   IMPORT 
Lovely nested tables 
designed, crafted by 
artisans in Italy. 
Matching trio in 
traditional antique 
white, gold. Largest: 
22" by 14" by 22" h. 
Set of three $39.98 
plus $4.95 shpg. 
Major credit cards. 
Gall: 202-783-6306. 
Goozh of Washington, 
Dept.G-1178, 613 14th 
St., N.W., Washing- 
ton, DC 20005. 

ROLLERWALL TM 195 AS SEEN 
ON TV 

Paints wallpaper patterns directly on ^    ,,   ,. 
walls, furniture, fabric, anything! ^jftOj' 'X'^X 

Enjoy the warm, rich look of wallpaper for f ■•jvf.. rv^' ki?^V 
the price of ordinary paint. No peeling. No '\ 44 31 
scams. No steaming ofT old paper. Snap rub- 
ber design roller into applicator and roll. 
Pattern automatically transfers to walls or 
other flat surfaces. Goes on in minutes— 
washable—lasts for years. Remove simply 
by repainting. Use with any color, any 
paint. This sensational new crafts tool is 
fun and easy to use. We guarantee deliKht- 
jiil results! 

Circle Your Chdice of IJeslgn.s ROLLERWALL,  INC., P.O. Box 757. Dept. 
Silver Spring, MD 20901 

N ame  

Address_ 

_Zip_ 

( 

) RoUerwall with 1 design  
) RoUerwall with 2 designs (save $1.00) 
) RoUerwall with 3 designs (save $3.00) 
) RoUerwall with 4 designs (save $6.95) 

Postage 
) Charge it 
) Master Charge 

Card #_ 

) Check enclosed 
) VISA   Total    $_ 

_Exp. Date  

.$14.90 

.$20.85 
$24.80 
$28.80 
$  1.50 

^ 

BEAT THE DRAFT 
THIS WINTER 

Meet the Draft-Dodger A sand and 
insulation-filled calico snake who will 
slither up against leaky windows and 
doors to cut out those nasry drafts. 

It's an idea we borrowed from 
the English where draft-dodgers 
(or draft-sausages as they call them I 

©have been helping fight the cold 
for years. 

With the US. Weather Bureau 
arid wooly worms predicting an- 

^other record winter you'd better 
§    buy more than one' 
B        Great for gifts and functional 

for energy-saving at home or the 
office. $5.95 each, 2 for $10,6 for 
$25. All prices ppd. Multiples 
shipped to one address only. 

CRUMPETS OF GEORGETOWN 
Dept  5* 1259 Wise Ave NW 

W.ishmgton.DC 20007 

Britches solid brass and 
leather key chain is / 
guaranteed to hold f 
at least ten keys j^^. 
securely. The 
stirrup of solid 
brass is attached 
to a soft, 
pliable braided 
strap of 
brown        / ' 
leather     /     ^ 
$J0.00    ' 

2* 

rl 
PLEASE 
SEND 
FREE 
CATALOG 

Created by the ancient lost wax 
method. Poli.shed and unpolished 
areas of yellow gold create a texture 
of simple elegance. Richness of this 
unique design is enhanced by its 
weight. $120.00 ppd. (.S30.00 extra 
for 16" 14K gold chain.) Send for 
brochure of unique jewelry for 
women and men starting at .$1.3,9.5 
for 14K gold; .$.3.9.5 for Sterling 
silver. 

(Marilyn's 
1120c Loalhorwood Dr., 

Keslon, VA 220^M 
Va. residents add 4% sales lax. 

iimffr 

Brltchet of Georeetowne 
1247 WiKomin Avenue, N.W. 
Wa.hingtoff, D.C. 20007 
(703) 548-0200 

Please send 
 stirrup 
key chains 
(Q $10.00 
each plus 
$1.30 postage 
for each. 

LJ Check enclosed 

DVISA 

LJ Master Charge      Acc't #_ 
LJ American Express Expiration Oate_ 

Address- 

City_ 

State. 

Zip— 

PLEASE TURN  PAGE FOR MORE SHOPPING 
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YOUR CHILD'S HANDPRINT 
PRESERVED  FOREVER 

I4"  Birch venetT handprint on   ',4" 
solid     hardwood    plaque,     sanded, 
stained    and    beautifully    finished. 
Name  and  age hand-carved.   Send 
outline   of   child's   hand   on   paper 
slating name and age. 
.S12 9.5—single hand plaque 10"x8" 
S 7.00—for each additional hand- 

print and name mounted 
on large plaque. 

.75 postage per handprint. 
Cutttom   irork  nvailablr 
Montu   (:n.t   ?71i..r<i.il,<' 

MT. VERNON WOODWORKING 
P.O. Box  6252 

Alexandria, VA 22306 

Colony Lamp 
HURRICANE LAMP. Unique, heirloom quality 
artifact. This replica of an old British Co- 
lonial period piece can be hung or used on a 
table or a mantle. Each lamp is handcrafted 
using techniques in practice for generations. 
Imported exclusively by us. Adiustabte chim- 
ney. Over 2 lbs. of solid brass. Base diam. 
5" and hgt. 20'. Limited quantity Candle 
not incl. Each $45. A pair WO, No COO's. 
Va. res. add 4% tax. Ppd. in Continental USA, 

OLD DOMINION TRADERS 
P.O. Box 110, Catharpin, Va. 22018 

PERSONALIZED   IN 
LIFETIME   ACRYLIC 

Pen Set of elegance. Hand-foshioned from solid 
ocrylic, the 7 in. x 37; in. base has elevated balls 
to prevent scrotching. Beautifully boxed with Sheof- 
fer Ball Point Pen on swivel chrome socket. Specify 
full name in classic or script etched in clear acrylic 
or block letters. Allow 2 weeks for delivery. Check 
or  money order. $17.50 

Add $1.00 per order tor postage, handling. 
Md.  residents add 5% Sales Tax 

Acrylic Designs, Inc. 
3844 Albemarle St., N.W., Wash., D.C.  20008 

Add elegance to any room 
with the presence of a 
Japanese lady . . • 
u-siiif; the art ol "Trapunto", the oriental 
tlgurci design is raised alwve the surface 
of the 17" square cotton pillow. 100% 
IMl.vester filling. 2* lace edging. JiLst right 
foi someone who enjoys lovely accents! 
Full-assembled pillows $37 ea. or 2 for 
$G1. Complete kit with Instructions $2.5 
ppd. Background colors: pale gre.v or 
pale yellow, state preference. 3-4 weeks 
a " . 1 y—Christmas  delivery guaranteed. 

P.O.   Box   19544.   Washington,  DC 20036 

"I'll Make Dessert"...a child's own 
special cookbook written by Mary 
Peterkin with gourmet recipes the 
moat demanding will adore. Illus- 
trated so that even the beginning 
reader will have a wonderful time. 
$7.95 (plus 1.00 mailing) Send for 
Christmas catalog, $1 or free with 
order. 

HG-11 / Rt. 3/ Box 141 A 
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901 

SPEED THE MAIL 
USE ZIP CODES 

SHOPPING AROUND 
MARYLAND, WASHINGTON, AND VIRGI 

TIMELY GIFT 
Tiffany clock designs 
to create from pre-cut 
stained glass and mirror. Kit 
has instructions, battery-operated 
movement, all materials except a 
soldering iron. Dia. 12" to 14". 
Prompt service. Specify model 
a, b or c; green, canary or blue glass 
Kit $19.95: assembled $29.95. Add $2 post 
Brochure 250. Spectrum Enterprises, HG11 
506 Hazelw^ood Dr., Easton, MD 21601. 

HANL  ...^    .,,  , 
Delicate design by Margaret Winston. Available in natural 
or vi/hite cotton thread. To order, send the length and width 
of canopy frame; if curved, send measurement along curve. 
Hand-washable in warm ot cold water. Twin or double $140; 
queen $160; king $190. Add $3 post. Catalogue 500. Laura 
Copenhaver Industries, HG11, Box 149, Marion, VA 24354. 

^tt^\\ 
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AMERICAN   FOLK ART 
Authentic wild waterfowl decoys, skillfully hand carved, compte 
with heads, glass eyes. Finishing instructions. Teal hen or dral^e 
10'/2" I. $16.95; pair, $32. Paint kit. for 8 to 10 ducks, 12 colors, J 
guide, $12.95. Add $1 post. each. Color catalogue, 500, 
BayCountry Woodcrafts, HG11, Oak Hall, VA 23416. , | 

House  &  GardeJ 



CHOCOLATE   LACE 

A totally different confec- 
tion. Crisp, crunchy center 
covered with finest choco- 
late (specify milk or bitter- 
sweet) formed into lacy 
wafer-thin pattern. Break it 
over ice cream, use on 
cakes or in cookies. Box 
14 oz. $8.50; two $15. Ppd. 
Crumpets of Georgetown, 
Dept. L, 1237 Wisconsin 
Ave., Washington, DC 20007. 

5IFT-GIVING  GOLD 

or Him: Pocket knife 14k gold, 2V2" 
losed, stainless steel blades $159.95 
terling silver $29.95. Money clip 14k 
lold, 2V4" (as shown or plain for 
ngraving) $59.75; sterling $16.95. 

■or Her: 14k gold rings. From top 
o bottom: petite rosebud, textured 
eaves $32.50; satin and bright finish 
;oncave dome $68.50, free-form con- 
emporary $54.95 Ppd. Free brochure 
i/larilyn's Jewelry Creations, HG11, 
1206 Leatherwood Dr., 

^eston, VA 22091. 

YOU'LL DINE IN CLEAR ELEGANCE! 
Convey personality to your guests. On those special occasions add a 

touch of elegance to dining with crystal-clear plocemats and napkin 
rings made from quality, lightweight acrylic. Their octagonal shapes 
make for a simple design that will complement any decor—tradftional 
or contemporary. Placemat M'/i" across. Napkin ring diameter P^". 

Please specify three initials desired, underlining last name initial for 
center ot monogram. 

OCTAGONAl SETTING 
FOR FOUR «2S10, $34.00 

For credit cord holders, or- 
der by phone TOLL - FREE 
800-621-8318. (In Illinois 
coll TOLL FREE 800 972- 
8308.) MC / VIso honored. 
Pleose odd $2.SO for post- 
age and handling. Allow 
four weeks. 

Dept. 0118 
9206 Curtis Ct. 
Upper Morlboro, MD 20870 

JUST ARRIVED 
CANDY GUMMY BEARS 

FROM GERMANY. 

This flavorful candy of unique texture and 
shape (somewhere between gumdrops and 
jel candies) has long been a European tra- 
dition. Now the teddy bear-shaped candies 
are available stateside for the holidays. Give 
as gifts or use for entertaining. These fam- 
ous German Tim-Tim" gummies are de- 
livered four ways. (Pnce includes delivery) 

One 2 lb- box $8.50 
two 21b. boxes $15 (one address) 

one 5 lb. box $17.50 
rwo 5 lb. boxes $30 (one address) 

Wish to just try this fantastic candy, send 
50t. Well send you a sample. 

Visa &. Mastercharge honored. 

CRUMPETS CANDIES 
Dept. 4 •1259 Wise. Ave-NW 

Washington. D.C- 20007 

VIRGINIA MOUNTAIN CRAFTS 
Add Colonial Charm to Your 

Home 
Some of the authentic reproductions by 
VlrKinl.T Mount.iln t laftsmen are shown 
in thi.s l>e<lrooin .tt Rosetnont. home of 
I.aura Coiienhaver Indu.stries. On the bed 
i.s a hanrl.siiine "Lover'.^ Knot" Coverlet. 
Hand-tied CanojJV has Double Diamond 
Point desiiin. Hand.Hooked Ruir is in 
"Gift of Love" pattern. Curtains with 
hand-tied fringe. Hand-in.ade <iuilts. Hand- 
made furnltuie includes "frow's Nest" 
table, candlestands, and more. 
Man,v other authentic designns, patterns 
and  colors  offered. 

Write  us  for  personalized  attention. 
Send   .5nc   for   illustrated   booklet. 

Laura H. Copenhaver 
"ROSEMONT"- 

M,\RION, VA. 24354 

...^.>.   ROOM  FOR  INDOOR PLANTS 

The answer to your need for plant space. All aluminum, 
minimum-maintenance greenhouse. Free-standing models add 
beauty to your lawn; lean-to styles "open up" your house. 
Fit any site, every budget. Free 48-page color catalogue. 
Janco Greenhouses, Y-11E, 9390 Davis Ave., Laurel, MD 20810. 

NEW HEARTHSTOVE 

Attractive stove that fits on 
fireplace hearth. Heats up to 
1600 sq. ft. of house, offers 
appeal of visible fire. Takes 22" 
logs. Will burn up to 12 hours. 
'A" steel plate construction. 
2900   firebrick lining. Safe, 
air-tight cast iron fuel door. 
$450 plus $20 shpg. chgs. 
Sierra, HG11, Box 346, 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801. 

NovefTiber, 1978 

SNUG SACK 
reduces your heat bills. 

Covers  you   and  your  family   from     . 

head to toe, yet leaves arms free.      1^ 

Completely  machine washable and 

dryable. 

Tall    $30 
up to 7' 

Medium  $30 
up to 6' 

Small  $25 
up to 5'3" 

1141   Conn.   Ave.   N.W. 
Dept.   Gil 
Washington.   D.C.   20036 
<;ill   202-347-9500. 
I'lc •^h; 
D Tnli     D  Med.     D Si 
A(klltlon;il   JSIJ.OO   for 
po.slaKe   &   handling 
Knclosed is a check fr 
payable   to   Cainalier  &   Buckley 

IL 

'^^^' 

Address 

City   . . 

Please  charge: 
, .    Master Charge,   . . .VISA 
or   . . . .American   Express. 

Kxpiraiion   date     

red  for  credit card   |)urchasers> 
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You'll have a beautifvil night's 
sleep in this charming mono- 
grammed gown from Chevette. 
Soft cozy brushed nylon with 
flattenng touches of embroidery, 
appliques and satin scallops. 
White/pink in sizes P(6-8), S(10-12), 
M(14), L(16). $30. Monogram $5. 
(please imderline last initial) 
Add S2.25 for postage. Order by 
mail, or phone (617) 749-7830. 
Master Charge, Visa or American 
Express accepted. 
Send for our free catalog. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

"^lAlbots 
Depf. ZR, Hmgham, Mass. 02043 
Stores in Hingham, Acton, Duxbury, Lenox, Oster\'ille, So. Hamilton, 
Massachusetts; Avon Hamden, Ridgefield, VVestport, Connecticut. 

'   Grandma   ^ 
doesn't 
spare the 
brandy. 

Not when she makes her very 
rich Fruit Cake. And she doesn't 
spare the bourbon or rum either 
Grandma makes this special 
delight for people who like their 
Fruit Cakes to be a perfect 
harmony of ripe cherries, pine- 
apple wedges, pecans, walnuts 
and other delicious, natural 
ingredients. 

The 2 lb. cake comes in a Gold 
Embossed Box. The 3 lb. and 5 lb. 
cakes are packaged in decorated, 
lithographed metal containers. 
We deliver FREE in time for 
Christmas for the lucky people 
on your entire gift list. 

For information on fulfilling your 
Business Gift List call Mrs. Taylor col- 
lect (215) 372-4644. 
H.C. Dist. Co. 
P.O. Box 782, Reading, Pa. 19602 
Please send to me (or see enclosed 
gift list) the following: 
 of 2 lb Grandma's 
(Number)Fruit Cakes @ $10.95 ea. 

_of 3 lb. Grandma's 
(Number)Fruit Cakes @ $14.95 ea. 
 of 5 lb. Grandma's 
(Number)Fruit Cakes @ $19.95 ea. 
(ALL PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING) 

□ Ctieck or money order enclosed 
0 Please charge to my 
□ Master Charge a VISA Credit Card 
Credit Card #   

Expiration Date  
No. C.O.D.'s. Pa. residents add 6% 
sales tax. 
NAME  

ADDRESS  

CITY  

STATE   -ZIP. 

^ SIGNATURE 

SHOPPING AROUND 

A gift of love.' Hand-paintecf 

GRANDFATHER'S TIE 
He'll wear this tie proudly, to show off 
names of the children. Great for dads, tool 
Names are balanced in attractive scatter 
design on tie. White letters on Navy, Brown, 
Green, or Wine tie. Includes 3 names free 
(up to 15 can be painted) $10, gift-boxed, 
and postpaid. Add $1 postage & handling 
(50e for each additional name used, over 3) 

BUTCH   HOFFER Dept. G 118 
Box 7219 / Beaumont, Tex. 77706 

w 
Dramatic Mahogany 

woocj grain enhances beauty 
of any plant. Perfect for home 
or office. Use with or without 

liner. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

18in.   $17 12in.   $11 

14in.   $13 Sin.   $ 7 
Inc. shipping. NO res add sales tax 

Send check or money order to: 

.Latin American Imports 
47 Windsor Rd. Asheville, NO 28804 
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HELPFUL GRATES 

Best way yet to grate and grind 
coffee, cfieese or nuts. Tfiree dec- 
orative and useful mills of spar- 
kling clear glass with high impact 
plastic tops. Dishwasher safe, 
nonelectric, corrosion-proof. Per 
set. $11.95 plus $1.95 post. H&H 
Imports, HGll, Box 1105, Mont- 
clair, NJ 07042. 

1 WELL KNOWN BIRDS 

It's hard to resist this pair*^ 
plump little "Bob Whites". Pril 
ably the best known Ameria 
game birds, these quail figurir 
of china are hand painted in sG 
woodsy tones. They stand 6" hi 
and the pair is $14.95. Add ' 
post. Yield House, Inc., De 
G811Z, North Conway, NH 038e 

EUROPEAN ENERGIZER 

Internationally known overall body 
and facial toner. Swiss precision 
and contoured for easy grip. In- 
cludes accessories, instructions 
and cord. UL and CSA approved. 
$12.95 complete. Add $1 post. 
Write to Witco, Inc., HGll, Box 
770, Madison Square Station, New 
York, NY 10010. 

BE A CLONE 

Even though science has hesitati 
you can now be duplicated intc 
delightful 22" silk-screened t 
doll with rainbow yarn hair. Face 
transferred from your sharp, do.', 
up photo, color or b&w (return 
unharmed). $19.95 plus $2.! 
post. Be A Clone, HGE-118C, ', 
Prince St., NY, NY 10012. 

BIG Color Photo VALUES 

fe:' 

Enjoy the beauty of 
professional quality 
FULL COLOR photos... 

ONLY $200 
SELECT FROM 
n  18 wallets plus FREE 5x7 
□ Three 5x7 plus 6 wallets 
Q One 8x10 enlargement 
D 24 mini-wallet prints 

Send your favorite color photo or negative 
(returned unharmed). Wonderful for swap- 
ping or as gifts for family or friends. 

GIANT 3 ft X 2 ft B & W 
Photo Poster made from 
your favorite snapshot. 
Original photo returned un- 
harmed. 

$3.95 
QUALITY GUARANTEED! 

Add 500 postage & handling per selec- 
tion. Add an additional 500 for super- 
rush first class service. Poster rush 
$1.50. NY residents add NY sales tax. 

VALUE STUDIOS Inc. 
HGll,  5300 21st  Ave.,  Brooklyn,  N.Y.   11204 

PERSONALIZED PILLOWCASES 

f^ake them feel special with thai 
own name on one of our exclu 
sively designed pillowcases, im 
ported from England. "Bunnj 
Sleepset" one from our collectior 
of six for all seasons, all ages 
Handprinted on no-iron cotton^ 
poly. Specify either pink or lighf 
blue background. Accents in grey* 
and grass greens. Personalizec 
with any name up to 12 letters 
250 for each add. letter. One pil 
lowcase for $10, two for $17 
Wash. res. add 5.4%. Allow 3 wki 
del. We will enclose any card seni 
with order. Send ck, IVI.O. Visa/ 
(faster Chg.  #  with  exp date tc 

Tho Linon Orchard 
1134-20lh Ave.  East, Seattle, Wash. 98ii|! 

House &  Sard 



SHOPPING AROUND 

TIALLED  BELT 
:ials with 14K gold plated 
tching frame are on a tortoise 
■II background. Belt is genuine 
ided leather with suede backing. 
ick, brown or tan. Men's, I'/a" 

women's 1" w. Specify 2 ini. 
s, waist size. $6.95 plus $1 
5t. Elite Sales Co., Dept. Alll, 
X 33, Brooklyn, NY 11219. 

HIDDEN TELEPHONE 
"Pyramid" is really a certified 
hidden phone. Exclusive decorator 
piece in burl brown permanent 
formica finish. IIV2" base—ll"h. 
Takes only seconds to open; dial 
in hand receiver for instant use. 
$225 ppd. King Tut Hidden Tele- 
phone Company, Dept. RS-22V, 
P.O. Box 564, Babylon, NY 11702. 

ME THIEF 
your pool robbing you of time? 

'erage size Meyco safety pool 
)ver takes two minutes to put on 

remove. Keeps out dirt, leaves: 
lildren and pets are safe when 
lu're away. Discourages algae, 
jstom made, any size. Write to 
eyco Products, Inc., HGll, 225 
ark Ave.,   Hicksville,   NY   11801. 

CONTENTED CAT 
Let a napping pet, handcrafted 
in Parawood, curl up happily on 
hearth or shelf, table or even 
amid your plants. It's stained in 
a glowing natural oak finish and 
it thrives on smiles, ev^" by 6" 
by 3". $7.95 plus $1.25 post. 
Postamatic Co., HG1178, Lafayette 
Hill, PA 19444. 

FROM FACTORY TO YOU 
True  comfort  for  home  or  office 

$69.50 "K"' T'*''**'^' shipping 

leother-look vinyl in green, gold cornel, 
dork Ion or block. Choice of 4 leg 
styles with or without casters. For 
swatches and catalogue sheet showing 
other party and club chairs send .50< 
to be credited on  first order. 

Hickory Specialty Co. 
Dept. HC.HB Box 1910 Hickory, N.C. 28601 

1000^ 
RETURN 

ADDRESS 
LABELS 

1000 gummed economy labels printed in black 
with any name, address and zip code up to 4 
lines Order S717 Economy Labels, box of 1000, 
$1.00. Add 20C pet set fot 
postage & handling. 011(1 

SELF 
STICK 

GOLD FOIL 
LABELS 

$198 
Gleaming gold foil labels stick to any clean, 
dry surface-no moistening. Handsome black 
printing and classic border. 1" x ]%". Order 
P6128 Gold Foil Labels. Set of 250, just 
$1.98. Add 20t pat set for I Satisfaction 
postage and handling. I   Guaranteed 

Walter Drake 
302A Drake BIdg. 

Colorado Springs, CO 80940 

B13 Sterling Silver 
Clown, Tree Ornament 
or pendant, 2V2" high, 
$25. Shipping $2.50. 

B19 Irish Coffee Glass in 
Copper and Brass holder. 
Removes for washing, set 
oi 4, $30. 5" [all. Shipping 
$3 set. 

Spode Christmas Tree 
Glassware. B20 Old 
Fashioned set of 6 $20, 
821 Highball glass, set of / 
6$20,B22Pitcher$18.    '; 
Shipping $3 each set. 

\ 

SHREVE.CRUMP& LOW CO. 
JEWELERS SINCE 1800 

330 BOYLSTON ST, BOSTON, MASS 02116 (617) 267-9100 
AND THE MALL AT CHESTNUT HILL 

Shreve Charge, Master Charge, VISA, Am Express  Mass. Tax 5% 
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Remodeling? "COUNTRY CHBRM" Appliances 
WILL GIVE YOUR Early American Kitchen 

Convenience and Authenticity 
AUTOMATIC 
ELECTRIC   RANGE  .  .  . 
, . . authentic CAST IRON 
reproduction from original 
patterns. Combined with 
the Early American charm 
of this handsome antique 
is the convenience of fully 
automatic oven and burner 
controls, and an easy-care 
porcelain top. Coffee mill 
uniquely houses clock, oven 
timer and minute mmder. 
Fits modern range space. 
Prices start at $«7S.0<1 plus 
freight   charges. 

CAST IRON WALL OVEN 
. , . Front is CAST IRON with 
handsome scroll design. The 
18" oven is fully insulated 
and porcelain lined. Hearth 
door conceals all controls, 
clock and timer. Available 
in right or left hand door 
models. Price $395.00 plus 
freight charges. 

, Made and Sold Only b» 

i/^    THE HOUSE CF WEBSTER 
'5    ti^'. ,!i*'*^ "Old Fashioned Gifts" 

Quality Backed by 35 Years 
of Skilled Craftsmanship. 

Send 25C lor your 
•COUNTRY   CHARM" 

Appliance   Folder 
and   Gift  Catolog. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

d's most criamorous 
'n h.ivc usfd ■■WlnR^s" on telltale 

Ilne^ ;m(l wrinkles. Now their secret Is 
out; Slinpiv moisten "Wines" and press 
firmlv over wrinkles and furrows. Leave 
on no less Ihan 1 o minutes . . . overnight 
if possible . . . and remove with warm 

radiant youl 
50 Wings $3.00 230 Wings $7.50 

500 Wings $13.00 
plus  Mi-  i.o!<ta„.   cV-  handliKfi 

Wings, Inc. 
Box 413.   HG.  Trenton.  N.J. 08608 

Puzzle 
your baby. 

Turn your (ovorile baby picture into a de- 
luxe 8" X 10 " jigsaw puule Full-color or 
B/W, depending on the photo you send. 
It's unique. Its fun. And Its (itiing. Mail 
print or negative (returned unharmed) and 
$4 50 postage paid Fo; rush orders, send 

an odd.lk^nal S2 00 and we'll ship your puj- 
zle 1st Class mail the same doy it's received. 

American Studios 
Dcpt.CH 11 lo Cioiie, Wise. S4M1 

Our solid cherry desk has a spa- 
cious writing surface, three drawers 
with pulls, copies of 18th Century 
ones. H 29 W 48 D 23. Finish: a 
soft medium brown. 

Price: $252.95 
Shipping charges extra. No C.O.D. 

Send $1  for catalogue 

Bryan KcAeson 
Dept.  HG197 

Rt   10,  Box 793 
Hickory,  N.C. 28601 

CHERRY TABLE DESK 
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ANGELIC ADORATION 

Brass cherub for 1978 is 3rd in 
5,000 limited edition Kristall-Engel 
ornament collection. Encircled by 
crystal halo with tiny brass stars. 
S'^" dia., $7, gift boxed. '77 and 
'76 ornaments, $8 ea. Ppd. MC/ 
Visa. Free catalogue. Hickory 
House, HGll, 108 E. Main, Ottum- 
wa lA 52501. 

ELEGANT MINI 

Victorian chaise lounge, 7" loni 
3" high. Covering: buttontufte 
velvet. Burgundy or green. Staf 
first choice and they will try to ■ 
it. $10 ppd. Catalogue of 80 page 
illustrated $1 (first class $1.50)^ 
The Doll's House of Westchestei 
HGE2, 24 Main St., Hastingsor 
Hudson, NY 10706. 

' y. LAMP 

Direct light where you want it 
with the precise double action of 
a solid brass lamp. Black metal 
shade is white lined for maximum 
light. Switch-on cord. 9'/^" w., 
adjusts from 12" to 19" h. Specify 
polished or old distressed finish. 
$60 ppd. Robelier, HGll, Box 
183, Villanova, PA 19085. 

NATURAL BEAUTY 

Chambered Nautilus Half $6; Bed" 
nail's Volute $125; Scorpioi 
Spider shell $4. Add $1 post, each' 
Beautiful color portfolio pluj 
illustrated catalogue of shells 
fossils, minerals, Indian artifacts 
stands and books $2. Dover Scierf 
tific, HGll, Box 6011T, L6n/ 
Island City, NY 11106. 

Decorate a well 
showing the good 
times of your 
life with photo 
muraU. Con be 

mode from your favorite photo, slide, 
magazine or any picture at a fraction 
of the price.  Makes a  great gift. 

14 X 16 $6.50 
20 X 24 10.50 
20 X 30 12.50 
24 X 36   15.50 ■laci 4 Wt.il* «.6IKat«i Only 

inlarKi'il. 
iniiiii'il ii 
mi.i-   111 

L.Idi   photo i-an  be 
inoiinteti    and 

walnut lor only 
!■    iJilc'*^    shown 
ri'S Shiiiping. 

Laminating:  up  to  2'   x   3'    S4.00 
BLACK & WHITE is » z*       »3.50 
BLOWUPS TOO!      | !|:« 11!; S:|° 

Add 50e  3rd Class Delivery 

Htm. Sorry no C 0 D '•' 

Depl.  HG  118,  Congers,  N.Y.  10920 

FAMILY CREST RINGS 

Ring #11,  16xl4mm top, 
solid 14k gold .   $225.00 
sterling silver $99.00 

WE WORK IN THREE BASIC WAYS 
1. If you do have a coat of arms, just send 

us a photostat or picture of it and that 
is what we engrave. 

2. If you do not have a coat of arins send 
us your naine and we'll look it up for 
you at no extra cost, or you may check 
it against our list (see below). 

3. If you wish you may design your own 
coat of arms. 

SEND FOR OUR FREE COLOR CATALOGUE 
If, in addition to our free catalogue you 
wish to get our booklet containing over 
20,000 names for which we have records 
of coats of arms and for which this jewelry 
is available, plus instructions on "how to 
design your own coat of arms". SEND US 
$1.00 (deductible from first order). , 

Remember, this jewelry is also available 
with any coat of arms, or any other em- 
blem or design you may send us. '' 
HERALDICA IMPORTS, INC., Dept. HGU 
21 WEST 46th ST. NEW YORK. N.Y. 1003$ 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

"TY PAIR 

f and quilt" your home with 
nwork tree and wreath, poly- 
ed and puffed, tied with 
I ribbon. Have them in green, 
or blue, all with eyelet trim. 
30" h. $26.50: wreath 22" 

$19.95. Add $2.50 post. The 
it Woman Ltd., HGll, 206 
e  St.,   Ripon,  Wl   54971. 

\*j Ei^cbaptcd pert) 
. that stays "Greenhouse" fresh with 
light, no water and no maintenance. 

II Enchanted Fern has been chemical- 
preserved to remain as supple, 

llcote and green as its living counter- 
rts. Fern has a 3 foot spread and is 
lonted' in a white plastic pot with re- 
jvoble hanger. Send $17.95 for large 
e (see photo}, or $12.95 for small 
e; plus, $3 post, by Master Chorge, 
nkAmericard (incl. exp. date), check 
money-order to: 

125 S. Washington, Dept. HGll 
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067 

SPARKLING REFLECTIONS 

Three-piece mirrored centerpiece 
for gracious dining. Of durable 
acrylic, mirrored units are 35" by 
lO'/," overall; bevelled edges, 
cork backing. $50 plus $3 post. 
Matching mirrored place mats, 
19" by 13", each $20 plus $1.50 
post. The Perfect Setting, HGll, 
Box 7090,  San Diego, CA 92107. 

PILLOW HAIR CURLERS! 
he world's first SOFT hair curlers! 
leepers, set your hair, go to bed, sleep 
omfortobly all night! Now you can have 
TOT beautiful hairdo in the morning 
nd wake up refreshed. The secret is a 
ew special construction of a foam cen- 
er, covered with soft fabric and ot- 
□ ched to your hair by fabric tabs. Solve 
he perennial problem of wearing un- 
omfortobte curlers to bed. No pins, 
lips or sprays needed. An ideal solu- 
ionl You will hardly know that you are 
veering hair curlers. Con be used for 
lot new curly look, or even to straighten 
loturally curly hair. Great for all kinds 
'f hair! No more pulling your hair or 
lomoglng your scalp. Available by mail 
rder only at $4.99 per 2 dozen. This 
ncludes  postage ond  handling. 

^BACO INTERNATIONAL TRADING 
lo» 75094       Los Angeles, Calif. 90075 

PERSONALIZED 
GOLF TEES 

2 U8' Wood 

THE PERFECT XMAS GIFT 
FOR EVERY GOLFER 

Package of 50 Golf tees 
only $5.95 plus 75c post. 

Additional orders $ 4.95 plus 50c post. 

ORDERS SHIPPED IN 72 HOURS 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

All orders received by 
Dec. 15 guaranteed for 
delivery before Xmat. 

24 hour answering service 
Call now TOLL FREE 

800-824-7888 
with Master Charge or Visa. 

Ask for Operator 90 
in Calif, call 800-852-7777 

or send check.   M.O., VisaorM/C 
Acct # and exp. date to: 

JOMAR INDUSTRIES, INC 
Box 368 Dapt. 24 

Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10550 

i:-'^- 

t 
] HANO-EMBROIDEREO CREWEL FABRIC 
( BY THE YARD     IMMEDIATE  DELIVERY 

) That fabulous fabric from India you've 
( always yearned for, sensationally 
,  priced, direct from the Importer! Multi- 
)  color  wool   flowers  hand-embroidered 

on   natural    hand-woven   cotton   for 
,   draperies, upholstery, slipcovers! 

)      50" wide   $14.00 yaflPP"- 
\    Ready-made    Twin $70 Full $80 
V BEDSPREADS    Queen $90   King $100 
(TABLE<LOTHS70"round$S0.90"round$60; 
•   All prices postpaid. Money back guarantee. 

[send 50c in stamps for COLOR CATALOG 
, & SWATCH 
) fillRIAM'Q276 Fifth Ave.Oept.GIl 8, 
( "J^TllrtM O^ew York, N.Y. 10001 

November, 1978 

COPPER MEASURING CUPS 
with brass hanger 

These solid copper measuring 
cups, sized l^, 1/2. V4 and 1 cup 
are tin lined and handcrafted in 
Portugal—an elegant addition to 
every kitchen! 

Regularly $24.99 now $19.99 
plus $1.50 post. & handling. 
(N.J. res. add $1 sales tax per 
set) 

Dept. HG  11, 230 Ocean Street 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003 

The Ultimate Storm Boot 
These will be the best storm boots 
you've ever owned. They fit over 
all your shoes, no matter what 
height heel. What's more, they 
have genuine suede and leather 
water-repellent uppers, a cozy wool 
pile Lining, even non-sUp crepe 
soles. Brown or black. Whole sizes 
6-10, Medium, to fit shoes sizes 
5V2-IO (please state shoe size and 
width). $45. 
Add $2.25 for postage. Order by 
mail, or phone 617-749-7830. Master 
Charge, Visa or American Express 
accepted. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State 

Dept.ZQ.Hingham, Mass. 02043 
Stores in Hingham, Acton, Duxbury, 

Lenox, OsterviUe, So. Hamilton, 
Massachusetts; Avon, Hamden, 

Ridgefield, Westport, Connecticut. 

WICKER   WONDERLAND 

•.■>,- /l.ihy'B 
: uwii l)0»- 

kct to take 
t>al)y anywhere. 

I l.iii'iwoven natural 
i.alni  leaf  In ll(tht 

-velKliI y<l sturdy. 30" 
fi.'i pitiH .Yr,.oo i>0Ntaire. 
I liner & coverlet,  in 

It.ll.'i.  i'liis !<2.tJ0 postaKe. 

postage 
Breakfast in Bed' Compai-tniented, 
lightweight handwoven of natural 
rattan,   23"   x   i3'   x   10'   high. 

MAGAZINE 
RACK 

Handwoven of 
natural lattan 

airy light 
weight. Holds 
favoi ite iiiaga. 
zines and news 
papers at your 
fingertips. 12" x 
17" high, 
S 7.9 3 plus 
$1.50     postage. 

ELEPHANT 
HAMPER 

Perfeet catch-all 
for clothes and 
toys. Handcrafted 
in natural rattan 
trimmed in color. 
IB' dia X 17" 
high. $22.93 plus 
$3.00  postage. 

WICKER   CANISTERS 
uith   natural   cork   slop- 
iir use your imagination 
jiK.  .Sel   of 4:   17 02.. 24 

phi.s   S2.II0   postage. 

WICKER 
WALL  LAMP 

H indwoven of nat- 
uill    latttn     Com- 
pletely   wiitd   with 
on^off    switch,    12" 
lira   X  J   high. Sus- 
pended from a wall 

Jiiacket   with   9   ft. 
itttan chain. 
Painted in 

white, 
yellow, 
green. 
pink or 
h r 0 w n 

stained 
add 

$2.00. 

ISENP 25t  F6R~72 PACE CATALOf ( 

%.au\ BASKET House 
Route 10. Dept. HGH, Suciosunno   N.J. 07B7A 
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Flo%ver Center creates 
a Garden in vour home 

HOLDS BOTH STANDING 
AND HANGING PLANTS 

Free-standing • Sturdy 

aluminum • Portable 

Compact (2 feet square) 

5'/2 feet tall • 8 rotating hanging 

hooks • 4 Six-inch leak-proof 

trays • Rust and corrosion-proof 

Black or white baked enamel 

finish • Holds 12 flower pots. 

Flower Center »2 - $29.95 (Add $3 00 
shipping) Specify color Flower pots not 
included Made in U.S.A. 
Money back Guarantee. 

E3SI, 
Stands, inc.    o«pt. 
425 WAGARAW RD . FAIRLAWN, N J 07410 

G18 

CEDAR LOG CABIN & FORT 
Kids Love 'em Both 

^1 1"!'      Lasts from Generatlon-tO'Generation 9 

JME L 
" 

Used Outdoors 
ALL  WOOD 

sturdy,     all     weather,     log 
cabin    for    junior    cowboys 
or   as    a   dream    house   for 

long     lasting     Split     Cedar 

1 
"^^5a^^ Wood    logs    With    bark,     tt ^R 

sections    Ind    can    be    put Wk 
Made of  ^m« wood as tog cabin. 
8IC    5K6S5    ft     h.qh.    W.M    stand 
up tn all  woathpr.  Includes block- ITV   SHED   AND   CABANA. 
house,     fifing     platform.     Ladder j;-»„r,."°""-^ $66.95 and    swinging    gate-    Shipped    tn 

S'x T- it 61/2' high SI 18.95 
^00.93 
ccd. 

With shutters and door S188-9S 
All    prices    FO.B.    Camden.    N. 
X.y.   Statv  r.VKfi nr.v  arid   /' V   sa 

SHOPPING AROUND 

FLORAL STRIPES 

All-cotton tab curtain has blue and 
coral print on camel. With tiebacks. 
"Fiorello" 80"W pair. 45"L $23; 
54" $25; 63" $29; 72" $31. 
White petticoat curtain 45" by 12" 
$7. Add $2 post, per order. Cata- 
logue free; fabric samples $3. Con- 
stance Carol, HGll, Box 899, 
Plymouth, MA 02360. 

CAST IRON COOKWARE 

Handcrafted porcelainized caj 
iron. 5 qt. Dutch oven, $39.91 
oval baker, 41/2" by 16"l., $44.91 
Add $3.85 post each. White li 
teriors; pale blue, orange or blao 
exteriors. MC/Visa. Call: 212/24J 
6660. Gourmet catalogue, $i 
Bazar Francais II, Dept. G-11, 66 
Sixth Ave., New York, NY 10010. 

CEDAR PRODUCTS. Dept. HG-16,   Bo« 84. N. Boldwin. N.Y. 11510 

A great gift for Father, Son, and Friends 

DOG TIES 
Give them their own breed on a necktie. Over 10 
breeds available. Perfect reproductions, authentically 
uoven in Switzerland. Exclusively ours.     $15.00 

212-895-4989   Mall Orders to: Shipping 
$1.50 

Z)art5 •3arrato 
12 C Park Avenue, Manhasset, N.Y. 11030 

D Please send me my breed. D Please send tor 
My breed is tree color catalogue. 

D Navy  D Burgundy    D Brown  D Green 
»lii)wn 

■ Minijcurc Schnauzec 

fROIA FACTORY TO YOU— 

THE VIKING CHAIR 
Heighf-31" 

Seat 18"X15" 
Height of Seat- 

171/2" 

Native 
Hardwood 

Curved Backrest 
Fibre Rush Seat 

—Woven by 
Hand 

Sonded Ready-to-Finish $18.95 

Maple, Walnut, Pine $21.95 

Matching  Arm  Chair-Add  $3.00 to 

above.  Minimum   order  two  pieces. 

Send Check or Money Order For Chairt 
Express Collect 

Catalog 50( 

MARION  TRAVIS 
P.O.   Box  292,   Stolesville,   N. C.   28677 

HAND CARVED CLASSICS 
The uniqueness and simplicity of 
these African nature studies, 
crafted from native Mahuhu wood 
will be an exquisite accent to any 
home. The finely hand carved, 
delicately stained wood is softly 
reminiscent of sandlewood and 
captures an astoundingly lifelike 
appearance. Giraffe and gazelle 
16", $19.95; 12", $13.95; 6V2". 
$9.95. Leopard 4"x6". $13.95. 
Large rhino, $44.95. Bookends, 
$29.95 also available with ga- 
zelles, elephants, or rhinos. Add 
$2.50 postage. 

Many Modes IV 
4 Dumond Place. Coram, N.Y. 11727 
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TRAVEL CLOCK RADIO 

Set radio to a favorite station and 
alarm automatically triggers it to 
come on if you desire. 6-transistor 
radio; clock has fluorescent dots 
for viewing in the dark. 7" by 
4" in black leather case. AM only, 
$41.95; AM-FM, $54.95. Add $1 
post. Bruce Bolind, HGll Bolind 
BIdg.,   Boulder,  CO 80302. 

CHAIR THAT LIFTS 

Those who have difficulty gettin; 
into or out of sitting position ap 
predate Easy-Lift® cushion chaii 
Stylish reclining chair raises or low 
ers user. Runs on household cut 
rent. Variety of colors, fabrics. Fo 
information: American Stair-Glicf 
Corp., Dept. EHG-118, 4001 E 
138th St., Grandview. MO 6403C 

Tlie GAME TABLE is perfect for any decor. 
30" X 30" solid mople top hos chrome base, 
comes complete with 4 matching stools cov- 
ered in brown canvas that nest neatly under 
the table when not in use. Ultimate in 
looks and function, $165 plus $12 shipping 
and handling. Assembles easily with a 
screv/driver. IL. residents add 5% sates tax. 

Free catalog sent on request. 

^^t5ln>^-iutAJU• 
248 Market Sq., Lake Forest, IL. 6004S 

(312) 234-3900 

KITTIPOT 
World s BEST Enclosed Litter Box! 

FREE lutter Scoop 

We Guarantee it to: 
• Confine odors  • Stop litter spills 

1 Easy to Clean 
Smoolh Surface 

2 2 pc. Non-breakable 
Flexible Plastic 

3 Cat-size 7   Hole 
too small for 
dogs & children 

4 Lots of Private ' 
Room Inside  

5 Carefully Designed 
Patented SealtRim 

6 Large. 6" Deep Tray 
Litter stays inf  

7 Your Choice of FIVE ~ 
Pretty-Kitti Colors —•- Avocado, Blue, Brown, Yellow, 

• Keep Children  • Hide waste 
& dogs out 

• Help keep 
your home clean 

• Let your cat 
enjoy potti-time 

$19 75 

lughtoi 

Beige 

Cat. No. 
60515X      Siri  22   l>16   v»>n 

M.C.   &   VISA   CALL  TOLL   FREE     ' 
1-800-521-2276 < 

HAUGEN Pet Products, Itici 
[.Dept   HGll PO  Box 1986 

717 W. Huron St.    Ann Arbor, Ml 4810d 

House & Garder 



SHOPPING AROUND 

FECIAL PENDANT 
i-ovely gift for horse enthusiasts. 
Beautifully crafted 3dimensional 
sterling silver horse designed by 
Max Brammer, on 18" sterling 
:hain. From Denmark. Small, 1%" 
by 1", $43; med., I'/g" by 1". 
$47; large, 21/2" by 13/4", $65. 
Ppd. Elizabeth Bevin Ltd., Box 
189-Gll.   Kingston,   NJ  08528. 

FOLDING ROCKER 
Victorian charm in a rocking chair 
that folds for compact storage. 
Authentic fruitwood finished frame 
with handsome antique tapestry 
design, padded seat and back for 
rocking comfort. Graceful, yet use 
ful accent chair. $49.88 plus $5 
delivery. JR's, HGll, 2420 11 St.. 
Columbus, NB 68601. 

For Your Cat-Owning Friends . . . 
The perfert ^ih i> colorful CATS Magazine. 
Each month filled with news, stories, articles 
on care and health, poems, and picture>. It 
will please every cat lover twelve times a 
year. Send S8.9.S for the first one-year .-uh- 
scription, $6.50 for each additional, including 
your own. Gift card and Decemher issue will |^ 
be sent just before Christmas, or earlier if ^ 
you specify. Sample copy S1.2,i. C^ 

CATS,    Dept. 555, P.O. Box 83048, Lincoln, NB 68501     "£- 

Select Your 

m 
• —-Ct 

Use your custom plan or select one of ours. 
Treated and hand-peeled Cedar or Lodge Pole 
Pine log homes and cabins with "EXTRA" 
insulation from $3,900.00. We manufacture Kits 
for any log structure. Brochure/Plan book 
$3.50.   Dealership  information  package  $5.00. 

-k "EXTRA" Insulated Log Homes * 

^Idemess Log Homes 
Route 2, HGN118, Plymouth, Wis. 53073 

PLEASE SEND 
ZPIan Book $3 50 Dealership Information Pack $5.00 

Name. 

Street. 

Town. 

Staie. ^ip. 

The Holmes Stereoscope 
Invented in 1859 by Oliver Wendell 

Holmes, our hand-crafted Stereoscope 
is a handsome reproduction of his fa- 
mous instrument. 

It is superbly made of solid wood, 
with a rich walnut finish. All fittings are 
solid brass and a silk screened design em- 
bellishes the velvet-edged, brass hood. 
The Holmes Stereoscope makes a deco- 
rative addition to any home. 

This Victorian Masterpiece is your 
window on the past. You, your family 
and guests will enjoy 62 lifelike 3-D 
pictures taken between 1859 and 1920. 
See gold miners on the Chilkoot Pass, 
Times Square in 1859, visit the Paris 
World's Fair, see the Cardif Giant, the 
San Francisco earthquake, Buffalo Bill, 
peek at Victorian risque, and MUCH, 
MUCH MORE! 

You may use additional views which 
you may find in dusty attics, cellars 
and antique shops. 

The optional pedestal display base 
has a spun brass pedestal, a wood base 
with a felt bottom and a museum-type 
brass plate which says: 

The Holmes Stereoscope 
Invented 1859 

by Oliver Wendell Holmes 

A full mipply of ihr Holmei Sicivotoopci - ihr most poftulat form 
of inKiumenl ■ wiiA the impiovemcnli which have been added by 
MI. Bales the manufaclwrci. wiU aJwajrt be for Mk a( whokiak 
and at irtuL 

Theie Steicotoopes. on(ina]Iy woeited by Dt. Obvei WendeU 
Holmei. and hifhly lecommended by hun. are unequalled foi weing 
StercoKopic ficiurei lo the beii advaniafr. The ihade foi the eyci 
excludci ail talcma) and ajnoundin| Ught. and the tbding reil al- 
lowt an adjuttmeni lo my focal i^iiiance requued. by ncai or far 

24 HOUR SERVICE - 
for Master Chg, Visa/Bank Amer., or C.O.D. 

CALL NOW, TOLL FREE-800-824-7888 
Ask for Operator No. 19 —T-10 

In California - 800-852-7777 
In Alaska and Hawali-800-824-7919 

OR: Fill out this coupon and send it with 
your check, money order, or Master Charge 
or Visa/Bank Americard account numtier. 

YOU LOVE IT OR YOUR MONEY BACK! 

STEREO CLASSICS STUDIOS 
145 Algonquin Parkway- HG-11 
Whippany, New Jersey 07981 

In your stereoscope set you get:   1. The hand-crafted Stereoscope. 
2. 62 old-tinne 3-0 views, and 3. The 20-page illustrated booklet, 
"The Story of the Stereo$coc>e", ALL FOR $19.95 plus $1.50 
postage and handling. 

Q The optional pedestal display base is only $6.95. 

D P.S.      If you already have a stereoscope, the 62 views and the 
booklet alone are only $6.95 plus $1.00 pstg & hdlg. 

NO RISK *   You love it or your money back I Sub-total 

WE BUY old stereoscopes, views sales tax. where applicable 
and stereo cameras. 
Restoration parts available. 

O   Payment enclosed Charge my:        DMaster Charge OVisa/Bank Americard 

Name ^^^.^^^__^^^^^^^_____.^^______   Acct. No. ___^____^_^_^__^___ 

Address. 

City   -State. .Zip. Exp. Data. 

Signature (required for charge card orders). 
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han flying 
horse 

An early 20th century exca- 
vation in the Kansu Province 
evealed a magnificant bronze 

flying horse of the Han 
Dynasty. Three galloping 

hooves are suspended 
in air while the fourth 

rests on a swallow in 
flight.   This   nine   inch 

taM    cast    iron    replica 
comes     with     hardwood 

base   and   descriptive   bro- 
chure. $34.50 ppd. 

shopping: 
international 

SENDSOe 
FOR 48 PAGE 

IMPORT CATALOG 
126 shopping international bldg. 
norwich, Vermont 05055 

We accept Visa, Master Charge & American Express. 

CUPIOMIRROR 
12'* X   17**.  Cupidf adorn 
this   treasured   tieirloom 
reproduced tor you. 
30* S14.9S 

send $1.00 

for 

catalog of Gift Items. <|; 

(jK<ridki;(y/M/^d/l/Mumiam PRIMPING IkllRROR 
9** X IS" 

3)0 $11.50    Moultrie. Georgia 317t« ■;. Ph. S12/9JS-I312 

mmi 
TELEPHONE 
(CATALQG7 

Our just-off-the press catalog 
prasants tha widast asaortmant 
of phonas availabia any whara. 
You'll ba amazad at 
tha stylas,shapas, 
colors; in onyx, wood,  I 
marbia, laathar, ate;     > 
old modals, naw daalgns, 
parlod phonas for        — 
any dacor. All guar- C 
antaad— just plug It 
in. Thay pay for 
thamsalvas quicldy. 

THE 
TELEPHONE 
STORE i 
315-A Walt Whitman Road' 
Huntington Station, N.Y. 11746 
S«nd$1 for our catalog. Wa'llanclose 
a S2 cradit toward* your purch<— 

tl\e er\chanted 
doll Ijpuse 

MINIATURE FANTASY 

A very special 64 page catalog 
A fine selection, mostly in^ 
color, of doUhouses, kits, 
miniature furniture, books 

and accessories 
for all — beginner to collector! 

Be on our 
Exclusive mailing list 

Send $2.00 to: 
41  Deer Meadow 

Manchester Center. Vt. 05255 

'^^^/®>te;^^;»«^rr^'»^^ y^**^^s?^. 

Authentic Scandinavian 

^        \ j^UfP^jytikrs ^ 
For    fobric    samples   and    brochure ^ 

TibJng   comforters   ond   reloted 
 IS  -  send  $1.00  (refundable)  fo /> 

CUDDLEDOWN 
Depl. HG    , 87 Pleasonf Street. 

Yarmouth, Moine 04096 ( 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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FOOD FIRKIN 
Marvelous idea for holiday gift; 
suitable for use as hassock. Salem 
finlsfied firkin with 1 can ea. lob- 
ster bisque, clam chowder; 1 pt. 
maple syrup; 8 oz. ea. hickory and 
maple smoked cheeses; jar of hard 
candy; 8 oz. Bangor taffy. $25 ppd. 
L.L. Bean, Inc., 580 Cedar St., 
Freeport, ME 04033. 

Sturdy stool of solid hardrock 
pie is a ladder or extra sltti« 
place. 24"h. overall, folds to 34]^ 
by 14'/2"w. Notched seat bottfe 
for easy carrying, hanging. $29^ 
plus $4.50 UPS. MC/AE/Visa. Cq 
alogue, $1. J&D Brauner, Inj 
HGll, 1735 No. Ashland Av 
Chicago, IL 60622. ] 

SILVER PROTECTION 
Tarnish-proof Pacific Cloth drawer 
pads made by Gorham. Prevent 
tarnish and scratching! 11^/4" by 
15" by 2V2" holds 100 pieces, 
$9.95; 17V'2" by 1378" by 2V2'' 
holds 125 pieces, $10.95. Add 
$1.50 post. each. Barrington Spe- 
cialties, HGll, Box 154G, Bar- 
rington, Rl 02806. 

APRON FOR THE CHEF 
Hand silk screened cherries bor© 
chef's apron of durable cott 
drill. Perfect for Christmas entk 
taining, patio barbecues n« 
summer. Loops over head, tiesi 
back. $12.50 plus $1 post. Ft; 
brochure of apron designs. S. 
magundi Fabric Design, HCf" 
Box 764, Newport, Rl 02840. 

World's Largest Selection 

FURNITURE j 
Hand carved of 
solid Honduras 
mahogany. Table 
lops of Italian 
marble. Shipped 
ffl collect Irom 
Montgomery, 
Large choice of 
covers & finishes 
Master Charge 
BankAmericard 

»   $239.95        '^ 

Gout Rest T ..       .. 
$79.95 ^"^?i"„«"« Tabourette 

$39.95 
Send $1 (or catalog and certificate 
worth $2 on your first order. 

cyyfAr(THA c?w '=HOUSE 
1022 so. DECATUR ST. DEPT.G 11-78 
MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA 36104 

Telephi 

SET OF 3 

^rass puller(lies 
mmediate Delivery 

I 
!10 00 

TN Residents 
add6\ tax. 

Send tor our troe 
brochure of ex- 
quisite brass gifts 
ar^d decorative 
accessories. 

Lifl your SDirtts wt(h this 
charming buttcrlly irio 
handcrafted o( solid brass. 
Spreadable wings (Holds 
napkin m your breakfast 
nooki Use as letter holder 
for a most unique desk 
accessory 8"   7". and 6" in 
hoighl Visa Maslercharge 
welcome (include account 
no , expiration date and 
signature ) 

Accessories By 

1 

Box 887 Dept. HG11, Covington TN 380^)' 

House &  Garde 



SHOPPING AROUND w 

ACCENT  LAMP 
Oriental porcelain vase handpaint- 
ed in cobalt blue sits atop an 
antique finish blackwood base. 
Sheer fabric white shade. Lamp 
stands 14"h. $22.50 plus $2.50 
post. MC.VIsa.AE. Toll free: 1-800- 
241-7788; GA: 1-800-282-7133. 
Unique Products Co., HGll, Box 
1009, Stone Mountain, GA 30086. 

BAROQUE WINDOWS 
Designs In black ceramic paint 
permanently fired at 1200F onto 
pieces of stained glass. Ten de- 
signs, 5 different colors for hun- 
dreds of combinations. Stained 
glass craftsmen will find wide range 
of possibilities. Write to; Whitte- 
more-Durgin Glass Co., HGll, Box 
2065-31, Hanover, MA 02339. 

ACRYLIC BEAUTY 
Complete new collection of over 
100 acrylic pieces for the home, 
office, gifts. Many can be person- 
alized with elegant engraving. Dec- 
orator furniture, acrylic telephones, 
serving trays, frames, much more. 
Free catalogue. Acrylic Gallery, 
HGll, 1405 Main St., Sarasota, 
PL 33577. 

JAPArJESE  DESIGNS 

Stencil walls or fabrics with 5 
designs taken from Japanese fam- 
ily crests. Five clear mylar stencil 
sheets, l'/2" dia. brush, 6 jars 
"Presto-Dri"'"^'" paints. Instruc- 
tions. Kit, $32.45. Stencils/in- 
structions only, $20. Ppd. Color 
catalogue, $1. Adele Bishop, Inc., 
Box HG118W,   Dorset, VT 05251. 

MONOGRAMMED LOVE LOCKETS 
FOR CHRISTMAS 

Picture this! Now YOU can 

BE ON TV 

The perfect gifts. Love at the flick of 
your wrist with this exciting locket 
bracelet, or a fabulous roomy locket 
necklace on a 24" designer cord 
chain. Locket size 2V/'\. Both stun- 
ning pieces are gold plated and hand 
polished. Free custom engraving up 
to three initials. Only $10.00 each or 
$18.50 for two. Please add $1.50 for 
postage and handling 

GARLAND  STUDIOS,   LTD. 
"Gifts to Treasure" 

P.O. Box 788 
Cooper Union Station 
New York, NY 10003 

November, 1978 

Ever Imagine yourself on TV? Now you can have your 
home graced by our charming, soft-sculpture TV dec- 
orative cushion. And reproduced on the fabric screen 
—YOUR OWN favorite photo. The TV Is covered in an 
exciting moire fabric with a fascinating wood-grain 
look. It measures a big IWi"^ x 12"h x 7"d. 
ONLY $24.95. Add $2.45 shipping & handling per set. (NVers 
add sales tax.) Pat. Pending 
TO ORDER: No need to *tite a letter. Just print name and 
address on back of ptioto(s). Include check or Mastercharge 
or Visa (number 4 name). For best results, send sharp, well- 
exposed photo(s), any size, or 35mm. slide(s). Color or bSw. 
If not proportioned as TV screen we will crop. Returned un- 
harmed. Gift Certificates available immediately. ©1978 
BE ON TV Oept.   HGAII8T 
99 Prince St., New York, N.Y. 10012, Phonet 212-925-8487 
Satisfaction assured!  One week money back guarantee. 

GIANT GRASS A 
PLUMES & URNS '''y 
Plump, feathery, ^^ 
five feet tall ',   ^ 
arrangement. You ' ,'   '^ 
may tiave seen these f      /, 
giant, colorful bouquets      '      ' , 
before but not at .-% 
this price. Bundle of '// 
15 plumes in browns, ivory y. 

,and gold is $10.95 + $2 post.;        / 
25 plumes $14.95-I-$3 post.;      ^ 
40 plumes $19.95 + $4 post.; 
For custom dyeing add $4 
and colors. HAND TURNED 
CERAMIC UfiNS available in your 
choice of ivory or earth gold color: 
#105 (10" high) $ 6.95 + $2 post.; 
#106 (12" high) $ 8.95 + $3 post.; 
#111 (15" high) $19.95-I-$5 post.; 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 
Tropical Plant Institute, Inc. Box 
21496, Dept. 20, Ft Laud., FL 33335 

Portfolio: Dried flowers & urns $1. 

^ WW 

If you 
have w 

Do you have 

Cellulite? 
Those lumps, bulges and bumps 

that just won't go away? 
have fat that just won't go away.,. you could 
hat is commonly referred to as Cellulite—one of 

the most talked about and controversial 
beauty-health problems today. 

You don't have to be fat to have Cellulite. 
But if you have ripply lumps and bumps that 

won't go away—no matter how thin you get, 
you do have a problem that can keep 

you from looking and feeling your 
ver>' best! 

Put nature to work with you. 
AuNaturel is a 100% natural 

approach to preventive health and beauty 
care that we believe is more effective 

and easier than strenuous 
exercise. Twelve all-natural herbs, 

minerals and vitamins blended together 
are the Au Naturel formula. 

24 page book included. Remember, even 
if no one else can see it, you know it's 

there ... so rush your order for Au Naturel 
now. We'll include a free 24 page book 

that will help you tn understand the 
nature of Cellulite and what you can 

do about it. 
No risk money back guarantee. If 

you are not satisfied in every way 
with Au Naturel, we will immediately 

refund your full purchase price. 
Au Naturel is not available in stores. 

If you want to start looking and feeling 
better, mail the coupon now. 

Herbal Concepts, Inc., 385 Bay Rd., Easton, Mass. 02334 

Please send me a supply of Au Naturel. with money-back guarantee. 
D 90 days (3oO tablets) 5l905 (You save $3.90)    D 30 days (120 tablets) $7 9? 
Add Sl.OO postage & handling (Canada 52,00), Mass. residents add 5% sales tax. 

Name      . —   

Address    

City      _ State. Zip- 

DPaymentenc DBankAmericard/Visa nMasterChargeBankNo, 

CreditCard No, _       Expires  
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THECAnUOCPOR 
COOKSAND 
GOURMETS 

WE HAVE THE LAST WORD IN 
COOKWAREANDGOURMETGOODIES- ii^ 
EVERYTHING FROM ARTICHOKE 
PIATES TO ZABAGLIONE POTS! 
Send :5C A 

Colonial  Garden  Kitchens 
Depl. HGKC, 270 W. Merrick  Rood 
Valley Stream. N.Y. 11582 
Please rush me mv new Gourmel Calalog. 
I enclose 25C. 

OVER 25 YEARS OF 
SERVICE&EXCELLENCE 

The Accent's on Butcher Block 
Kitchen accents, that is. A functional, hand- 
some, durable cutting board cralted of 
beautiful laminated 1 '2" thick hard maple 
and custom-made to fit your countertop. 
Generous juice grooves. Beveled edge for 
snug fit. Pre-oUed. Sizes up to 32"W x 26"D: 
$59.50. Oversize cutting boards available; 
prices on request. Or our standard sizes; 
24"x24"«( S39.50orl8"x24"fr/ $34.50. 

Order by check. Visa or Master Charge (include number and exp. date). 
Include exact dimensions for custom cutting board. NoC.O.D.'s. Allow 4 weeks 
for deliveiy. Shipping charges not 
included; Mass. residents add 5%      .. n    .   1 ¥»i      1     y 
sales tax. Moss. Butcher Block, Inc. 

Dept. A, 1062 Massachusetts Ave., Arlington, MA 02174 (617) 648-9440 

ICE   SlULPTrRE 

ity f <•<> Art 
Create your own ice sculpture from o 
variety of 8 different flexible, long 
losting ice molds 8" to 9" toll and 
moke your party table sparkle. Just fill 
the mold with woter, freeze ond un- 
mold. 
Choose from Dolphin, seal, Christmas 
tree, frog, penguin, or mother and baby 
penguin, polar bear or duck. $7.50 Eo. 
-T- $1.75 Post. & Hondl. 
Mojor Credit Cords Accepted or mail 
check  or  M.O.   to: 

GOURMET'S    DELIGHTS 
111   M.iin  Street—HG   11 

Cold   Spring   Harbour,   N.   r.   11724 
1516)    MY   2-6093 

.V.   y,   «,.,.   Ad'l  Snla  Tax 

WINE HOLDER 
With Four Glasses 

The warmth of country pine and glitter of 
glass combine to make an eye-catching dis- 
play for your favorite wine. 8-5/8" x 6-1/2". 
Ivlakes a thoughtful gift. $24.00 ppd. (Wine 
not included) 

P.O. BOX 261 • PORTSMOUTH. Rl 02871 

FIREPLACE COOKER 

Holiday chestnuts, hearthside corn popped, old fashiioned corn bread and 
much more. Your tummy's the limit. Take it camping. Kids will love it. 
Examine it for 10 days. Satisfaction guaranteed or return Fireplace Cooker 
for full refund. Send $14.95 plus $1.50 P. & H. M.C., Visa accepted. Incl. 
exp. date,  bank & card nos. Ct. residents add 7% tax. 

LACO   LTD. 
Dept. HG 2 
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SHOPPING 
AROUND.OR 
ENTERTAINING AND FINE FARE 

I 

WORLD FAMOUS FRUIT CAKE 
The Original Deluxe, 1978 Monde Selection Gold Medal winner 
for "World's finest fruit cake". Custom-baked since 1896, filled 
with imported fruits and Texas pecans. Only fruit cake honored 
with the Culinary Merit Award of New York Gourmet Society, 
2 lbs. $6.95; 3 lbs. $9.85; 5 lbs. $15.95. Ppd. Collin Street Bakery, 
HG11, Box 916, Corsicana, TX 75110. 

RECIPE TREATS 
Looks like a half-pound choco 
late bar, but it's a book loaded 

with recipes for rich 
chocolaty puddin( 

pies, cakes, fudc 
and more. On 
quality paper < 

with old-fashiom 
look. Unfolds stoi 

of chocolate, hints or 
use, along   ^^^WiH. with nutritional facts. 
Great gift idea. $2.95 ppd. Wyvern Enterprises, 
HG11, Box 745, Buffalo, NY 14240. 

THE  BISTRO TABLE 
French cafe classic. Base is 
cast from authentic 19th 
century molds, finished in 
cedar green lacquer. Top is 
rich white Vermont marble, 
Vs" thick, with deep green 
marbelizing, 24" dia. Table 
is 26V4" high. Base $90; top 
$125; both as unit $195. Ppd. 
Toll-free: 1-800-421- 4688 
(CA 1-800-252-0207) ext. Z-13. 
Write for free brochure. 
Bow and Arrow Imports, 
HG11, 14 Arrow St., 
Cambridge, MA 02138. 

^ 



GREAT  NIBBLING 
Pistachios roasted, salted in 
the shell. Like pecans, they 
can vary widely in quality; 
Iranian filbertis are best. Be 
wise: order early. Gift tin 
1 lb. 8 oz. $9.05; home box 
2 lb. 8 oz. $12.40. Ppd.(Add 
150 per lb. W. of Denver, incl. 
Mont.). Free 32-page cata- 
logue features finest pecans. 
Sunnyland Farms, HG11, 
Route 1, Box 921, Albany, GA 
31702. 

SET A FESTIVE TABLE 
Colorful mats shaped like miniature green trees, with 
red and white decorations. Made in Philippines from 
sturdy natural fiber that wipes clean in a jiffy. For 
your holiday table, for gifts. I6V2" tall, I8V2" at base. 
Four $11.95 plus $2 post.; with four 17" napkins (2 red, 
2 green) $17.50 plus $2.25 post. Artisan Galleries, 
HG11, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, TX 75204. 

TREE  RIPENED 
Texas red grapefruit from 
the lush Rio Grande 
valley. (Selected juicy 
oranges also, if re- 
quested.) Fruit guaran- 
teed. Order now,pay 
Jan. 1979. Bushel $15.90; 
half bushel $10.90. Ppd. 
Free folder. Pittman & 
Davis, HG11,824No.Exp., 
Harlingen, TX 78550. 

^s 

From the clear, cold, 
unpolluted waters of 

'^WrJ^'JIfM 

CREATIVE  CANDIES 
Pure Vermont-maple candies in the shapes of leaves, nuts, 
and other fancy shapes. A delicious gift for anyone with 
a sweet tooth. Made in Vermont by Coombs Maple 
Products. Box of 8 ounces $4.50 ppd. Coombs Beaver 
Brook Sugarhouse, HG11, Box 503, Wilmington, VT 05363. 

/ember, 1978 

We are Importing 2 oz. jars of 

Black Caviar to tiave you try this 

new, exciting product. Ttiis unique 

idea in gourmet foods can be served 

at formal and informal occasions. 

Get Two 2 oi. jars for $2.95 

We pay postage. 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed 

ARLOR SALES 
Dept. HG-118, P.O. Box 109 

Rockville Centre, N.Y. 11571 

^PAPRIKASfe,^ 
WEISS imPORTER       L 

Triple Rotograter 
imported, new, heavy, 
stainless steel. Quick, effi- 
cient, safe, and easy-to- 
clean. Shreds, grates 
and slices cheese, nuts, 
fruits, vegetables and 
chocolate, $9.98, 3 for 
$25., 6 for $45. ppd. 
Catalog free with order. 
MC Visa 

Paprika* Welu Dopl. HO I02 
1S4« S«cond Av*ntM, NYC 10018 

pure    nricLpLe   3^ru^ 

From    -H-\e     Qr-a.&n TTlaun'kxjns  of   [/zrrnonh 
/OO^/o   pure,   cuid najural     / Qr   of Qrcuie.   A 
Syrup ...   ^ & SO ppd.   S&nc/ check, or m.o. 

- -free   ccu.-hji./ag  n-nd /-e^/pei - 
Coornbs   BecLuer 3roolc   ^U^CLJ-house. 

Box- S03 HCt        LU'iIrn'in^iorijVe.rmoni  OSib'b 

catalog of 
gourmet 
«MM>kivai*e 

Mf vouVc l(X)kinn lor 
the latest in gourmet cookwarc 
& dinncrwarc, you should sec 
our catalog. 

In it, you'll find every- 
thing from a complete wok set, 
to a cappuccino maker. 
There's also designer dishes 
from Paris, diet scales and 
bread cooling racks—over 100 
new items in all. 

Everything is guaran- 
teed for life. We also guaran- 
tee the price. Shipping is fast, 
and we take good care of you. 

Send for your beauti- 
ful new catalog now. It's free! 

Better Living 
521 Fifth .\venue; 
Dcpt. M 
Xcw V()rk,.\.V. 10017 

Tasteful, dual- 
purpose pewter 
CANDY DISH/ 
CANDLESTICK 

A direct import from the artisans, 
who have set standards for quality 
around the world. 

Ideal holiday gift; never needs 
polishing. Beautifully gift wrapped. 

3'H.x4-Dia. $29.95 
Postage and hidg. $2.50' add. 
NYS residents, add sales tax. 

Please send check, money order. 

Silver n Things 
Dept. HGll 

Box 30, Bowling Green Sta. 
New York. N.Y. 10004 

'Postage is the saim on an order for two! 

J&D^i^Brauner 
PROFESSIONAL BLOCK 

12" thick solid block complete with knife 
rack. 34" high. 18"xl8", $160. 18"x24", 
$195. 24"x24", $225. Mail or phone 
orders. Am. Ex., Visa, Mas. Chg. N.Y., 
N.J., III., Wise, residents add tax. 
Shpg. chgs. col. Catalog $1. 
New York: 298 Bowery, N.Y. 10012 (212) 477-2830 
Chicago: 1735 No. Ashland Ave., Illinois r.0622 

(312) 276-1770 

BUTCHER BLOCI 
PLEASE TURN PAGE FOR MORE SHOPPING        271 



You Just Can't Buy 

PECANS 
LIKE THESE IN A STORE 

FRESH NEW CROP 

DIRECT 

FROM OUR GROVE 

i 
PECANS  IN THE SHELL 

Kxtia Laige. Faiic.v 
No. 20 :. Ml.  L'uinTshcll Schleys  SI 1.95 
No. 26 .". 111. Hia. Hiivorliil Stuait.s  $11.25 
MAMMOTH   HALVES— 

I'"re.sli and Deliii<nis 
No. 32 :   Ml.  Htiiiit  lio.v  $15.45 
No. 33 .") 111.  Ilonu   Hiix  $23.90 
BROKEN  PECAN  MEATS— 

(rieat for Cookiiit! 
No. 50 4 Ih.  Ilonu  l!n.\  $18.80 
No. 51  111 II).  Ileum   I!.i.\  $43.25 

Write for our FREE catalog. 
rrirt's   iiu-Uule   iiostase   (we,st   of   Denver, 
incl. Montana, add lof per 11).). We Buar- 
antw .vonr satisfaction or money reftnided. 
Send viiiii  ;;ifl list to: 

Harry and Jane Wtllson 

SUNNYLAND FARMS, Inc. 
Route I. Box 920       Albany. Gcorsia 31702 

PROFESSIONAL COPPERWARE 
Heavy weight copper, hot dipped heavy 
duty nickel lining, solid brass cast 
handles   .   .   . 

U 
Copper double boiler, ceramic insert 
—o French gourmet's delight. Reg. 
$60.CX) now only $39.95 + $3.50 post. 
56 p. catalog, $2. 

RETINNING   SERVICE 
Moke your old copperwore reusable again. 
We retin ond refurbish cookware and molds. 
Write us for price estimates. Specify items, 
diameter and  height. 

HGll. 668 6th Ave.. New York, N.Y. 10010 
212-243 6660-MC, Visa accepted 

BAKED TO ORDER, 
Shipped to Your Friends 

ORICiN.M. 

rr 

"that   famous   Corsicana,  Texas 
.   Fruit  Cake." since   1896 

COLLIN STREET BAKERY 
P.O. Box 912, Corsicana, Texas 75110 

Please ship: _2 lb.: _3 lb,, .5 lb. 

□ Ship to me □ Ship to attacheil list, showlrg 
addresses, sizes, wanted dates. □ Payment enclosed. Or 
charge to my: □ MC □ Visa 

Ejpires _ 

Signature 

.ZIP. 

Enjoyed  throidfihoiit   Amvrira 
and in   ISH foreign lands 

Servo and  Rive the only 
,    fruit  cake ever to win the     „ 
i;   New  York Gourmet Society    J 

Award  for  Excellence 

Tlicrc's still time to order this beau- 
tiful Christmas cake for everyone 
on your gift list (pre-Christmas 
arrival assured). Favored by host- 
esses for more than 81 years, the 
DeLave is custom-bakecj for you 
and mailed straight from our kitch- 
ens. Filled with juiciest imported 
fruits and rich Texas pecans —flavor 
so perfect we Rucnantee it the best 
you've ever boiifiht, luikcd, or eaten, 
or money promptly refunded. 

ORDER NOW by coupon or lettar. SEND Sin LIST AND 
CHECK. OR CHAR6E IT Holiday-packed, cakes colorful 
history enclosed. Tell us how to sign gift cards. Postpaid 
2-lb,, $6,95: 3-lb.. $9,85: 5-lb., $15.95; Discount on 25 
cakes or more. 
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HAND  BLOWN  GLASS 
Enchanting centerpiece: grace 
ful cylinder vases for flowers 
and candles. Group several 
together or use individual ones 
for small tables or in front of 
each place setting. Single 
vase-holder, about 6" h. $3; 
double vase-holder, about 8" 
$3.50. Add $1.50 post. 
Grassroots, HG11, R.D  #3, 
Box 38, Rhinebeck, NY 12572. 

CHRISTMAS  SPRUCE 
Fragrant miniature Alberta 
spruce, fresh and living, 
four years old, over 12" 
tall. Pre-potted. decorated 
with 20 little treats. For 
table- or mantle, then 
transfer to garden or patio 
planter in the spring 
#812. Available Dec. 1 to 
Jan. 5. $18.95 ppd. 
Harry and David, Box 
501-S, Medford, OR 97501. 

if^. 

DAINTY  CHOCOLATE  BUDS 

Delicious candy: drops of pure, smooth chocolate for those 
who enjoy the finest. Thoughtful and flavorful gift. Three 
7 oz. gift boxes of dark, sweet, milk and mint chocolates, 
$7.95 ppd. Wilbur Chocolate Co., Box 307P, Lititz, PA 17543. 
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HONEY  OF A GIFT 

Wildflower honey from select hives. Handpacked 
m 12 oz. Eye Winker jar of satin glass. Beeswax 
sealed. 16 oz. jar for refills. Hand turned honey 
dipper. 100 page catalogue. All $19.95 ppd. 
(catalogue only $3). Carl Forslund, HG11, Pearl 
St. at the River, Grand Rapids, Ml 49503. 

SOMETHING  SPECIAL 

For the first time, Golden Almond Milk Chocolate is sold outside 
of Hershey, PA. Bars are made with equal parts of toasted 

whole almonds covered with 
milk chocolate. Elegantly 
wrapped in custom design 
gold foil. One lb. box $5.95; 
two $9.95. All milk chocolate 
bars, 5 lbs. box $24.95; 
10 lbs. box $39.95. Ppd. 
MC, Visa accepted. 
H.C. Dist. Co., HG11, Box 
782, Reading, PA 19602. 

ORTUNE COOKIES 

'our two line message 
25 spaces or less per 
ine) is tucked inside 
nunching good Chinese 
-ortune cookies. 100 $13; 
200 $16. 400 (can include 
\ messages) $22. Canister 
with 100, $20. Ppd. (E. of 
Rockies, add 107o.) 
MC, Visa accepted over 
El5. The Chinese Grocer 
Dept. ADQ, 209 Post St. at 
3rant Ave., San Francisco 
CA 94108. 

GOURMET CART 

Serving cart of hardwood 
construction. Removable 
cutting board, 30" by 15" 
by IV2" thick. Generous 
juice grooves. Ball bear- 
ing casters. Overall: 32" 
by 18" by 30" tall. Par- 
tially assembled, goes 
together in minutes. 
Maple $195; oak $225 
plus shpg. chgs. MC and 
Visa accepted. Mass. 
Butcher Block, Inc. 
HG11, 1062 Massachu- 
setts Ave., Arlington, 
MA 02174. 

smber, 1978 

TEXAS RED GRAPEFRUIT! 
The Best—From the Lush Rio Grande Valley 

i/p-bu. Grapefruit $10.90 
Carton of 12 G.F $ 8.70 
Full bushel G.F $15.90 
Carton of 6 G.F $ 6.50 
i/abu. G.F. & oranges $10.95 

All are delivered prices—Write for free illustrated folder. 
Other citrus packs and also pecans, rare honey, fruit cakes and cheese 

Full bu. G.F. &Ors $15.95 
V2-bu. G.F. & Ors. in 
Mex. bamboo basket     $12.75 
Full bu. G.F. & Ors. in 
Mex. bamboo basket      $17.95 

WE TRUST YOU! Send your gift list now and pay our invoice in January 

Established  1926—This is Our 53rd Year 

PITTMAN& DAVIS INC., ,23 N. EXP., HARLINGEN, TEXAS 78550 

GOURMET TEA AND COFFEE 

COfTEE 

JASMINE TEA from China. Tea leaves 
carefully scented with Jasmine Blos- 
soms. A pungent, refreshing tea with 
an assertive quality. 5V4 ounce Loose 
Tea. S3.25. 

.ANo  .-1V.T11.   in   20  Te.T  Batr  Packets 
(1.7 Oz.)   $1.00   iMin.  Order  t3.00) 

HOUSE BRAND ROASTED COFFEE 
Superb    beans    carefully    blended    to- 
gether  and  excellently  prepared.   Rich 
and   flavorful.   Guaranteed   to   satisfy. 
1  lb. Bag.  $3.50. 
Send check or  M. O. to: 

144-30  Sanford Avenue,  Room  5D, 
Flushing,   N.   Y.   11355 

Atld SI.25 PoMt. A- Hdiidt. .V.V. «.s. add satrs tar 

WILBUR BUDS ARE BACKI! 

Dainty Drops 
of the purest 
— smoothest 
chocolate! 

3-7-oz. boxes -^ 
of Dark Sweet, 
Milk, and Mint 
Gift boxed, postage paid $7,as 

WILBUR CHOCOLATE CO.. BOX 307G 
urrrz. P» 17543 
Please send me WILBUR BUDS GIFT 

ASSORTMENTS @ '7.95   $  

n Send me Free Catalogue 

Name  

Enclosed 

Address. 

City  

State Zlp- 

CUT TO PERFECTION 

 with this 4 pc. Steak Knife Set 
by Chicago Cutlery. 
Handmade from the finest steel 
available with solid walnut han- 
dles and a full tang. Easy to 
sharpen, resists rust, stains and 
pitting. 
GIFT   WRAPPED   &   CARD   EN- 
CLOSED at your  request!  $22.50 
+ $1.75 Post. &  Handl. 
Major   Credit   Cards   Accepted   or 
mail check or M. O. to; 

GOURMET'S DELIGHTS 
HI  Main  Street-HG  11 

Cold Spring Harbour, N. Y. 11724 
(516)  MY 2-6093 

N.  Y. Res. Add Sales Tax 

Kilehcn Combo 
Professional apron and chefs hat names 
you as "official foster" or "le chef." 
The name hot of $8.95 has elastic for 
easy fit. The apron at $10.95 is one size 
fits all. Both in washable while cotton 
with black, brown, red, orange, blue 
or green. Designate name and "taster" 
or "chef." Combo of any apron and hat 
$18.05. Add $1.25 postage and hon- 
dling,   BAC/Viso,  MC accepted. 

Catalog of personal treasures $.50 

«IF1 MART 
4315 North  Trail,  Naples,   Florida  339'<0 

27" 



An offer of 
pure honey 

in satin 
glass and black 

cherry. 

Natural wild-flower honey from tfie 
woodlands of Morthern Micfiigan 
in a beautiful, 12 oz. Eye Winker 
Jar of satin glass. Sealed for fresh- 
ness with pure beeswax. Plus, a 16 
oz. jar for refills. 

With an old-fashioned 
wooden honey dipper 
hand-turned with care, 
from wild black cherry. 
A reminder of days 
gone by, but still the 
only practical way to 
handle honey. 

Wild-flower Honey Of- 
fer postpaid. Includes 
Forslund's full-color, 
100-page catalog ab- 
solutely free. 

$19.95 

Catalog 
only 

$3.00 

Carl Forslund 
{Father and Three Sons) 

250 PEARL ST. NW HG 
GRAND RAPIDS. MICH. 49503 

Wood Base 
LETTER RACK 

$11.00 each 
post paid 

Elgar's hand-crafted letter racks 
have six 5" sturdy dull-finish 
stainless steel loops and a non- 
skid felt base. Fashioned from 
one of the world's most beautiful 
polished hardwoods. A practical 
and appreciated gift for home or 
office. 

ELGAR PRODUCTS 
1609 INVESTMENT BLDG. 
PITTSBURGH, PA. 15222 

SHOPPING AROUND 

p^n ^     (V' 

^^•^(S*"*" 

BHOH 
a a BSLM ji ■ D fl a a mA 

HAPPY   PAIR 
Friendly frog and turtle are hand- 
painted with textile dye on 100% 
cotton pillows. 10" by 13"; quilted 
for richness. Permanent and wash- 
able colors. Shades of green, orange 
or red accents. $18 ea., two for 
$34. $1.50 post. Catalogue painted 
Items. $1. Marde Ross, HGll, 1350 
Forest Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94301. 

KITCHEN SCALE 
Designed with the serious cook in 
mind, this handsome and rugged- 
scale weighs almost anything- 
from 10 oz. to 24 lbs. Removable, 
non-rust pan, easy to-read calibra- 
tions, white base. Accuracy guar- 
anteed. $29.95 ppd. Paprikas 
Weiss Importer, HG104, 1546, 
Second Ave., New York, NY 10028 

THINGS   FOR   A 
LITTLE   LOVED   ONE 

Handcrafted  by  Mimi 
Sail him into dreamland with an at- 
tractively handcrafted blue gingham 
crib quiIt with appHqued sailboats and 
white rickrack trim (40" X 54" > 
$39.95. Matching quilted babv-seat 
cover (20" X 30" i $14.95. Pillow 
case and crib sheet set $12.50, Bump- 
er Pad 12' long with 4 pockets and 4 
toys $24.95. Bib $5.95. Pink heart or 
yellow duck designs available. Perma- 
nent-press cotton and polyester fabrics. 
100'^ polyester batting. Machine 
washable. All prices ppd. Check or M.O. 

MIMI'S   THINGS 
Box 27.  Pennsdale. PA  17761 

CUSTOM QUILTING 
Decorate bedroom like a real pro. 
Fascinating freehand quilting for 
your favorite fabrics, plain or pat- 
terned. And, enhance your elegant 
spread with matching draperies, 
quilted valances. Send $1 for kit 
and color brochure. Carolina Stu- 
dios, Dept. EHG-118, Southern 
Pines, NO 28387. 

FROM SEA TO ME 
Bring a flavor of the seaside into 
your home by displaying shells on', 
table tops, in curio cabinets,' 
aquariums. Variety in size, some' 
4", 5", 6". Over 150 shells, $12.95 
plus $3 post. 250 shell collection, 
$19.95 plus $4. Portfolio $li 
Tropical Shell Institute, HGll, BoX 
21490. Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33335.' 

IMPORTED  BOBECHES 
Elegant crystal wax-catchers to 
slip over candle, watch radiant 
crystal glitter. Each bobeche 3" 
dia., 1 " candle opening. Order 
design by letter in any quantity 
or combination, such as 2 of each. 
Six in set, $7.95 plus $1 post. & 
hdlg. 

CRYSTAL CLASSICS 
Dept. HG 118 

17 Orchard Farm Road 
Port Washington, N.Y. 11050 

v^^ 

H 

Classic 
CREW 
NECK 
SPUN IN 

SCOTLAND 
Specially 
priced at 

$23-00 
plus $2 

shipping 

274 

All soft and purest Shetland wool in such 
lovely colors you will want more than one. 
Icy blue, oatmeal, solmon, candy pink, 
kelly and misty green. Sizes 34-40. Add $5 
for plain monogram, add $7 for special 
strawberry treat (as shown). Nnderline last 
initial. 

for   MC   or   VISA   orders   on/y,   calt   now 
loll  free  800-824 7888   (ir\   Calil.   800- 
852-7777).    Ask    for    operator    IM-E 

Moil Orders: Check or M.O., MC or VISA to 

BURCH   Ltd.   Dept. HG11-8 

fS ^}'') 

r^ 
^^J^JP .<r   possport 
▼ jtr ii% .^s» to fantastic 

savings 
A handy guide 

that brings you over 
150 of Europe's most 

experienced and trust- 
ed merchants who will 

gladly rush you their exciting 
catalogues and brochures 

Famous makes of fine English 
bone china* lovely Spanish porcel- 
ain figurines • sparkling, Irish and 
Swedish crystal 'gorgeous Norwe- 
gian sweaters • Swiss watches • 
delicious food gifts from Iceland • 
Scandinavian eiderdowns      , 
and so much more. Shop 
Europe from the comfort 
and convenience of 
your home 

Simply send $3.95 plus 
35c 1st class postage 

STILES PUBLISHING 
P. O. Box 85, Dept H G N 
Murray Hill Station 
New York, New York 10016 

House  &  Garden 



SHOPPING AROUND 

iOLLY C'* 
44 

K THE HALLS     " 
:e fresh sprays of glossy green, 

red-berried English holly, 
ped by air to arrive approx. a 
(   before   Christmas;   or   any- 

Armload H-2, $8.25. Longer 
ys, H-4, $15.20. Evergreen/ 
/ HG6, $17.30. Ppd. Bank 
s. Northwest Corner Store, 
1, Longview 21, WA 98632. 

riFMIIIG TABLL'.. 

IVletal tables designed to look like 
bamboo can be used together or 
separately. Crystal glass tops. 
Overall 23"l., 16"w., 21"h.; 19"l., 
13"w., 19"h.; 15"l., 10"w., 17"h. 
Specify Koch brass (B) or nickel 
(N) finish. Order HBNT-1. $175 
ppd. St. Nicholas Boutiques, HGll, 
Santa Claus, IN 47579. 

Annual American Songbird Wallplate 1978 
originol  from 

ve  Evendsen  Kunsthondvoerk,  Denmark 

drawn b>- Danish aitist -J. .Jonsson. 
>uunhagen-hlue unfierglaze on the fin- 
lity porcelain plate. 71/2" diameter. 
18 karat golf! border. Maximum 3000 

individually numbered. Lovelv as a 
c-ollectlon for yourself. The 1979 

ill   be   a   Cardinal. 

anialj Jtnpnrt (SalUrica 
Excliisrvo  Importer.   Dept.   HGN 

504  Brandenburg  Road 
Ingleside.  Illinois 60041 

(815)  385-3857 

NEW FROM SWITZERLAND! 
The ORBIT ... rage of Eurxipe in a 
fascinating timepiece. Tiny jewel- 
like "bubbles" orbit around the dial 
catching and reflecting the light 
of day or night. Eight i 
gold-filled styles for women, 
two for 

light smart      ^^^ 
for women.^^^^^l 

X»i, r 

Christmas (0rnamcntg 
iBj» Corning 

I 
loose from the charming 
Christmas Past Collection" or 
e traditional "Currier & Ives 
illection". All ornaments are 
4 " dia. in lovely muted tones, 
urry! Quantities limited. 
hristmas Past" package of 4 $13.95 ppd; 
urrier & Ives" package of 6 $19.95 ppd; 
or $29.95 ppd. for both Collections. 

lew York residents please add sales tax. 

rf}urcf)man & Companp 
P.O. Box 419 

Big Flats, New York 14814 

anteed 

.. ^ ., ONLY 
tr^ S19.95 
4^       EACH. 

■^ ' All     17- 
jewels Swiss 

movements guar- 
full years. Color-crafted 

with matching wristbands. Order by 
mail. Choose from red. silver, white, 
blue, green, black, gold or brown. Ask 
for free color brochure. Send check 
or use your Mastercharge or VISA. 

SWISS FAIR ORBIT® CORP. 
Suite 1714 • DeptP 

100N BiscayneBlvd • Miami. Fla. 33132 
Florida residents add 4% sales tax. 

■ OUR CHARGE NUMBER lAiiTERCHARGE O VISA 

■ I ■ I I M 

NAME & ADDRESS PRINTER, 
IT'S GUARANTEED 

Unique name and address printer 
that is guaranteed to print clean, 
clear impressions on envelopes, cou- 
pons, books, etc., for the life of its 
usefulness to you. Made of tough 
plastic, comes complete with your 
name, address, protected inking sys- 
tem, supply of ink. Perfect gift for 
newlyweds, college students, house 
warmings, etc. Available with up to 
4 lines. Specify Script or Gothic. 
$7.95 each (incl. post.). 

Combo Products Co. 
Drawer V, Cortez, Colorado 81321 

CAoco/aie 
lowers Oiify/ 

Treat yourself to America's best 
chocolate recipes—pudding, pies, 
cakes, fudge, frosting and more- 
each one easy to make and chosen 
for its rich, chocolaty taste. 

Also    includes    surprising    nutri- 
tional   and    health   facts,   cooking 
hints,    history,   and   the   intriguing 

QRE/^T GIFT story   of  chocolate  from   beans  to 
bars. $2.95 ppd. 

WYVERN ENTERPRISES,   Dept. lOOl, Box 745, Buffalo, N.Y. 14240 

ATRA® ELITE 
by GILLEHE 

• Prestige version 
of America's fa- 
vorite razor. 

• 24 Kt. gold plat- 
ed with a spe- 
cially treated 
rosewood color 
Birch  handle. 

• It rests in Its 
own heavy 
gauge stand. 

• ATRA'ELITE has 
an exclusive 
"slide out" trav- 
el tray ideal for 
overnights. 

• ATRA^ELITE is 
fully guaran- 
teed. 

Send $12.50 plus $1.50 post. 
XY   r,s.   ni\(l   sales  lax. 

D & G ENTERPRISES 
Dept. HGll 

P.O. Box 5142, FDR P.O. 
NY, NY 10022 

DO-IT-YOURSELF 
FINE FURNITURE KITS 

• Heirloom quality 
• Solid 3/4" hardwoods 
• Easy to assemble 
• Many models 
• Money back 

guarantee 
• Factory direct prices 
• Prompt shipment 

Send $1.00 lor color catalog 
Refund on first purchase. 

EMPEROR 
CLOCK COMPANY 

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER 
OF GRANDFATHER CLOCKS 

Dept.F-424, Emperor Industrial Park 
Fairhope, Alabama 36532 

X2 Snowflake X4 Cathedral X5 prume X3 Heart 

X93  Jjt        X92.Sv X9\A 

All trivttt are finlshad in utin black. 
Set of 4 trivats ■ illustrated. ... $ 4.60 
Set Of 3 trivets - llluslnted. ... $ 4.95 

Send $1.00 
for catalog of Gift Items. 

^ai/mu^miam 
All switch plates $   1.6S 

^#, 
.Moultrie, Georgia 3176S .:- Ph. 912/9SS-I312 



COLONIAL CTWAID CURTAINS 
Curtain and Bedspread Specialists since 1947 

i Giant Ball Fringe 
The graciousness o( the past Fluffy 1" Giant Ball 
fringe. Superb with all decor. 90" wide, noiron 
poly/cotton blend Natural or White. 

24".:«)",36".4()"  8.50    Tiebacks 1.25 
45". 54". 63"        11.50    Valance 11" x 72"   4.50 
72". 81". 90"        15.00 

BeThriftv- 
Buy Quality 

3" Extra Full Ruffles^ 
Treat your windows to the finest, fullest, easycare 
3" ruffled no iron curtains made 80" wide, highest 
quality polyester cotton blend muslin, machine 
i«.ash dry 24". 30". 36"     8.50 
Natural or White 45". 54". 63"    12.50 

72".81".')0"    15.50 

Order by phone 914/725-3843 
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back - add i2 50 post, hdig per order 
No. C.O.D.'s. Please send check, money order, or use your Master Charge or Visa 
N Y residents add sales tax Dependable Service for Over 30 Years 

Send Free Color Catalog jer lotdliny >_ :losed. 

CoLONiALo^AiD CURTAINS 
Dept 211, LaunTfrrace. Mamaroneck. N Y 1054;^ 

From 
DENMARK 

Only 

$32.50 
ppd 

(III.  Res. 
add 5%  tax) 

Dcpt. HG201W. 1st 
Di«on. Ml. 61021 
Use Master Charge: 
BankAmericard 

1978 
GRANDE COPENHAGEN 

CHRISTMAS PLATE 
Hans Cliristiaii Andt.rst:n in 
statue with his home in back- 
ground. So real to the little 
children they seem to heai 
their favorite Hans fairly-taie. 
Handmade, hand painted— 
niagnifirent in that special 
"Danish blue." 7" diameter. 
Order immediately. 
CALL TOLL FREE (Outside III.) 

800/435-7746: III. Res. 
815/284-6626 

FREE: COLLECTOR PORTFOLIO 

With certain elephar/ spei^ie^ on ihe endangered 
list, (his mother proteclmg her child is a gentle 
reminder thai man must care for the world's 
wildlife as well as his immediate environment 
Open your hearts to them both and youII be 
rewarded forever After all. elephants never 

forget Hand cast in solid 
grey hydrastone 

^ r high $15.00 

SHOPPING AROUND 

GOOD 
HORNUa 

"PICTURE-PAK" 
A pockel-sized family album holds two photos. 

Hondpointed in beautiful florol designs. Gold 

finish, hinged. Overall siie   ]' i'' x t'/»". 

^•HttXma$OlHl $4.95 eo. 

Postage and hidg. 7Sc odd. 

No CODS  N.J. residents, add sales tax 

Boi GllSiow. N Y   147ft&    ?16/7U-1772 
Include J1 9S shipping N Y S res add 7% tax, 

(hock MO   BAC orMC ciediiceids 

FAME HOUSE 
Pork Ridge. N J 

Jl 

TO HAVE AND TO FOLD 
Space saving table made in Europe. 
Solid beechwood with oiled walnut 
veneer. Closed, 9" by 30"; one 
side up, 37" by 30"; fully opened, 
65" by 30". it seats eight. 30" h. 
$99.95. Exp. coll. Assembled. Send 
500 for Danish catalogue. Genada 
Imports. HGll, Box 204, Teaneck, 
NJ 07666. 

FIND 45 MISTAKES 
Norman Rockwell painted thenvi 
the April 3, 1943 SEP cover. ' 
years ago. World's first "A 
Fool" plate, S'/z", gold-banded 
by Gorham. Limited edition j 
10,000. $35 plus $1.50 post. K 
Visa; 1-800-321-9584; OH col 
1-216-867-5866. The Ghent ()) 
lection, HGl. Bath, OH 44210 

V/INDOW INSULATES 
Protect cellar windows from 
weather, debris; but let in light. 
Rigid clear Plexiglass covers wells 
40"l.; 12"h. Projects 16" (shown) 
$16.95. Add $4 post ($6 W. of 
Miss. R.) for up to 6 units. Other 
shapes, sizes available. Dilworth 
Manufacturing, HGll, Box 158, 
Honey Brook. PA 19344. 

TALAVAI  WIND  BELL J 
Product of beauty and skill 
veloped on Sandia Indian Re^ 
vation by Indian craftsmen, 
dia-cast wind bell, 5" tall. H 
Morning Singer Kachlna trim. ! 
ppd. For patio or indoors. O 
catalogue, free. Bien Mur Inc 
Market Center. Inc. HGll. 
10367, Albuquerque. NM 8718i 

1906 Calendar 
you can use in 1979 
If you have a 1906 calendar, use it in 1979. 
The days and dates correspond exactly. Or 
hang our charming replica of a 1906 calen- 
dar on your wall. Measures 11" x 17", with 
12 pages, printed in two colors on quality 
paper Each month has a turn-of-the-century 
illustration of children at play For home, 
office, gifts. J5.95 each, postpaid. 

Stuart Frederick Publns, Dept. HG. 
Box 380, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 

Mystery 
Electronic Top_ 
Spins For Days On 
Invisible Power! ^^ 
Unique Christmas VM.^^ 
Gift For All Ages! ]^^~ 
What Makes It Go On and On ai 2500 t p m 
apparent energv source i* BAFFLING BRAIN BUS 
that BUGS tK« BRIGHTEST Let the whi; kids 
amir>e it. start it, stop it or whatever Psyl 
Power f Ann Gravttv 7 Scientific Breakthru f 
Space? Pefpetual Motion? Magtc, Mysiery & Sci€ 
combined Keeps spinning WiTMOUT ANY APP 
ENT ENERGY LOSSI Spins for dayt on Invll 
Wlr*l«»s Pow«r that vou can dafy anyona to ! 
Undarstand or EiplainI Beautifully made with pla 
base and tlymg saucer shaped spinner Paten' 
Complete with secret scientific explanation m ht 
some gift bo> Ordart shipped lame day racait' 
Unlimitad Monay Back Guarantaa Sand chad 
monay ordar for $ 7 95 each Add »1 00 thipj 
& handling Sava Gat 3 for »22 65 poatpatd; 6 
$43 00 postpaid Mattar Charga or BankAmarit 
(Vila) accaptad by mall or phona Giva card ourr 
ftaxpiration  Phona  1313)791 2800 

WORLD'S MOST UNUSUAL CATAL 
Solve vour Christmas shopping problems Its qi 
& easy to lind something different (or craiy I 
everyone Contains hundreds ol hard to tmd. wa 
Items trom SI to $ 100 We ve searched the w 
for 64 years to bring you the best in gag g 
unusual   hobbies,   science,   sports,   books    ntia 

1 more 1 

r p r r I Catalog ol 1600 Unusual Gifts, Nc 
r n L L ! ties. Oddities and Unique Funmak 

Rush Your 1 978 79 Catalog To I 
Johnson Smith Co.. 35075 Automat 
Dept   7111, Mt   Clomens, Ml 480 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

HANTING ORNAMENTS 

■ful enamel on pewter; fin- 
backs; handmade. Santa 

h. (#4373), angel with song- 
2i/2"h. (#4369), smaller an- 
li/2"h. (#5831) $6.75 ea. 
ng horse lV2"h. (#5840) 
j. .Add 950 post ea. Catalogue 
Clymer's, Dept. KW20, Pine, 

'Jashua, NH 03061. 

PERSONALIZED GIFT 

Business card is permanently 
etched in brass finish metal, 
mounted on polished Italian mar- 
ble with protective felt bottom. In- 
cludes brushed brass ball point 
pen. $13.95 plus $1.25 post, (send 
business card). Color catalogue, 
250. The Stage Stop, HG 11, 440 
Great Rd.,  Acton,  MA 01720. 

OPPOIITI .MTY 
ock up on a supply of ele- 
name and address labels, 

set includes 250 black on 
l'/2"x'/2" script initial ad- 

i labels [To 20 letters per 
4 lines] and 125 matching 
initial 1x1" envelope seals. 
ise them to personalize ev- 
ling—stationery, checks, to 
ify books, $3.50 + post., 
1st Class, 400 3rd Class. 

ul   96P   gift   catalog,   500. 
Bolind, 211 Bolind BIdg., 

cler.    Colo.    80302.    {Since 
I hanks To You!) 

/RE MAGAZINE RACK 

The Lyre, musical 
instrument of the 
ancient Greeks, is 
carefully rep- 
roduced in this 
magazine or music 
rack. 11" high and 
S" wide. Black or 
White. 
MR1   .... $IS.10 

Send $1.00 for 
catalog of Gift 
Items. 

Moultrie, Georgia 31768 ^ 
Pn. 912/985.1312 < 

BAMBOO MAGAZINE HOLDER 
MR2 S3I.SS 

' ^ h. \' DANSK 
LIGHTS 

jl #17^ '^' 
"de in Denmark for todays liv- 
. Use in any room of the home, 
oors or out. 19" diameter, 

'shable, complete with hard- 
re for easy installation. Speci- 
-number, white, yellow, orange 
beige, swag cord or ceiling 

:ure. UL approved for lOOW. 

nd $39.95 plus $3.00 postage 
for either style to 

Inter-Systems 
P.O. Box 1223 

mpano Beach, Florida, 33061 
Send $1.00 for brochure. 

 SNOW BIRD 
Lambskin slipper boot, wooly warm, 
crafted of genuine reverse Shear- 
ling. Smooth outside, fleecy inside. 
Padded soles & easy-on heel tab. 
Suede trim & hand-lacing on 

^BEIGE. FULL 
ji^^  SIZES; 5-10 

^^     $18 

Order      ^"^^ Add $1.95 
early p&h 
to insure each item 
Xmas delivery 

OLD PUEBLO TRADERS 
Dept. HGNSB 

600 S. Country Club, Tucson, AZ 85716 
.S>;i<.' S/ fnr run !nlr\l Fa^hiiin Cnlaloguc 

Irtlunilahir u'llii jn^l piuihiiw). 

r- -           ^ ..^                                                                                   1 

r 

L_ .,„,«7k 

1                      77//; LOOKING GLASS. 
L                Our Cheval Mirror is a fine W"' 

piece of furniture as well as a 
'}            fiinctionul, full-le)ii^th mirror 
■j                   for the hedrooru or frjyer. 

1                    Need a different slant on 
R             the subject? fust tilt it to the 

JHt           desired position by adjusting 
«             brass-finished rinf^s. ^7V?"H 
H      26" U'//^"D. Unfinished S69.95. 
Wm                Finished Antique .S89.95. 
M                        Add S9 postage each. 

f       J JPI^Yield House 
^^                  ^^E                               Dept. G811A, Box lOOO 
^T                                     ^                             N. Conway, N.H. 0S860 
^                                                            Send For Your FREE Catalog! 

FAN 
FOR ALL SEASONS 

standard of Excellence Since 1886 

They really move the air . . . make 
air conditioning more effective . . . 
dispel cigarette smoke . . . repel 
bugs . . . are life savers for plants. 
All  fans  have a 5-year warranty. 

52" fan with wood blades, $239 

52" fan with exclusive Adaptair, $279 

36" fan with wood blades, $169 

Light adapter kit, $16 
visa & Mastercharge Accepted 

Send SOi for brochure. 

The Ceiling Fan Gallery 
7 Indian Neck Lane, HG-II, Peconic, N.Y. 119S8 

Spec/a/ for Christmas 
Known as the Holy Ghost Sliell.  Hand 

paintod. Choice of-THE SAND DOLLAR 
Sea Gull, Beach 
Scene, or Christ- 
mas Scene. Use 
as Christmas or- 
naments @ $7.50 
eacli; wear with 
chain as necl<Iace 
rd) $8.50 each ; 
dis|ila.v   on   easel 
rfv .50 each. Approx. 3"  D. 

GIFTS  FROM THE SEA 
I'lihilievably   wliite concealed    or 

GIANT CLAM  SHELL       tossed     salads. 
□    liors d'opuvrcs. 

nuts,     dips— 
lovely for fruit 
■iiid  flower ar- 
I a nsements. 
.Sliell   polished, 
not    coated. 
Surface  is   re- 
sistant to food, 
alcohol,    and 
cigarettestains. 
Wash with soap 

and   water,   Approxiinatel,\      7"x.5".x3". $10.00 
each.   CORAL    (not   shown)    .Snow>   while. 
Approx.  4" .\ 3'  \  3'  II.  $8.00 eacli. 

All items prepaid. 

THE CANE PATCH 
2205  Kings  Highway North  Dept.  HGII 

P.O. Box  1382.  Myrtle Beach.  S.C. 29577 

FACTORY REBATE 
FIRST TIME EVER! 

Ideal lor cats as well as dogs 

Buy a Pet-Nest"" from your Pet 
Shop, or Catalog, between NOW 
and Dec. 24th and receive a $2 to 
$5 rebate direct from us. 
Thousands of happy Pets are 
sleeping naturally (as nature in- 
tended) in the draft-free comfort 
of their Pet-Nest'"'. 
Pet-Nests'"' are unique! The spe- 
cial design hollows in the center, 
forming a natural pillow at the 
edge. They are filled with soft sty- 
rene pellets, that retain body 
warmth, and made from 100% 
double-knit Polyester, a material 
Pets do NOT like to chew. Entire 
Nest washes easily. 
If you cannot obtain a Pet-Nest'"' 
locally, you may order Direct from 
us at the following reduced prices, 
with our unconditionally money, 
back Guarantee. 

Ideal for travel. 

COLORS: Blue, Brown, Red. 

Reg.     SALE 
17" (for small cats/ 
tiny  dogs)    $11.99 $ 9.99 
24" (for larger cats, 
small dogs) 18.99     15.99 
31" (for medium 
large dogs)       29.99    25.99 
37" (for 40 lb to 
100 lb dogs) 39.99    34.99 

We Pay Postage! (Cal Res add 
applicable S.  Tax, please.) 

Send Check; Visa, M/C number, 
expiration date. 

Nests work better too large rather 
than too small; if in doubt, order 
the larger size. 

PET  NESTS 
Building 4, Suite J-7 

897 Independence Ave. 
Mountain View, Calif. 94043 

977 
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A. Leather log carrier 
$14.95, 17" X 28" + 
handles 

B. Solid brass Hearth 
Cricket lO'/i" long 
(boot jack)  $34.50 

C. FIREPROOF! 2' X 4' Hearth Rug (all glass 
Beta yarn) specify rectangular or semi-circu- 
lar; give 1st and 2nd color choice: orange, 
green, gold, or brown. $37.50 

.Add $2.00 postage & 
handling for each item. 
S.C. residents add 4'( 
sales tax. Send check, 
m.o., visa or m/c. 
Satisfaction ^^7  Wade  Hampton   Boulevard 
guaranteed. Greenville, South Carolina 29609 

(803)   235-7429 J 
Jjerfa Jiummel 
1978 "Heavenly Trio" 
Her familiar soft colors reproduced on 3" 
silvery glass ball (shown), and 8" lovely 
porcelain plate. Charming additions to 
this popular limited edition series. (Inquire 
about earlier editions.) 
*2250 Orn't $4.50 plus 25c post. 
#1794 Plate $32.50 plus 75c post. 
Send SI 00 for your DOWNS' Collectible Catalog 

'^Oi</HS Collectors Showcase 
Dept. 1411-A»6048W. Beloit Rd. 

Milwaukee, Wl 53219 

Yoin rnms WMTKum TOU MADE IT 

^^^^^^jSilr 

Butcher 
BIOCI 

rahw $150 

■«»v    *^ 

But to prove how oasy tt Is, we'll •end 
you a trial stttchinc hH which Includes 
glover's needle, thread, clamp, shearling 
sheepskin sample, Instructions - plus our 
1978-79 catalog of shearling sheepirtUn 
garment kits, all for $2, refundable wlih| 
your first order. 

ALLEN J. VALERO. DesiKMr-BHiUer 
Dept. 11, FiiliRtSpriig Hollow 

RD 1. Box 199. MowMtos, PA4U32 

,   si4.;.oo 
,    S156.00 

X .-JO".  »ie4.oo 
:hoose  30" dinlnfi: 

height table  at 
same prices. 

Locking Sheplierd 

•■S.io.oo adiiitiona'l 

Two-inch thick maple butcher block 
top, durable bench-construction 
frame. Sent express collect. In Illi- 
nois, add applicable taxes. Send 
check or money order, no C.O.D.'s 
please. 
For complete catalog of exciting 
butcher block furniture, send 500 to: 

butcher block ft more 
The Schoenhelt Company 

Dept. HG-nSA, 1600 S. Clinton, Chicago 60616 

LEATHER SOFA 
For the discriminating buyer who 
wants the very best! Handsome styl- 
ing with the finest materials and con- 
struction. Loose seat and back cush- 
ions for extra comfort. Available in 
over 50 colors of Top Grain leather. 
H 32 L 86 D 38 
PRICE $1099.50 

(price subject to change) 
Send $1.00 for brochure 

Shipping charges extra. No C.O.D. 

CAROLINA LEATHER HOUSE, Inc. 
Dept. HG-54 P.O. Box 5023 
Hickory,   N.C.  28601   (704-322-4478) 

RATTAtJ SPICE kACf- 
Attractive rattan wall piece stores 
your favorite spices. Rack has two 
shelves, measures 12"w. by 12"h. 
by 31/2"d. Natural finish. With 12 
labeled spice bottles for you to fill. 
$11.95 ppd. MC,Visa,AE. Cata- 
logue, 250. Oriental Arts & De- 
sign, HGll, 590 Commonwealth, 
Boston, MA 02215. 

NEVER TO RETURN 
For the female who has unwar- 
hair on face, arms, legs, we 
pose Perma Tweez. Battery oj 
ated device removes hair per: 
nently and with professional i 
suits, does not puncture Sr 
$16.95 ppd. General Medical h 
HGE-84, 1935 Armacost Ave.,, 
Los Angeles, CA 90025. ; 

KEEP  IT CLEAN 
Keep your Venetian blinds free of 
dirt with this efficient littie tool. 
Double-duty design does two slats 
at a time on both sides. Dip in 
suds and foam pads do the clean- 
ing with one wipe. $2.98 plus 650 
postage. Anthony Enterprises, 
HGll, 67 Second St., San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94105. 

DOVVN COMFORT 
Just like grandmother used 0 
have, a selection of soft and s g 
comforters in a variety of co r 
Ings: down-proof satins, or \ < 
skid cottons, all a joy to see— 1 
snuggle under! Send for free s, 
pies and information to Alden C 1 
fort Mills, HGll, Box 55, PI; v 
TX 75074. 

INTERIOR 
^DECORATION 
For a Satisfying Hobby or Rewarding Career 
Famous HOME STUDY course. Individual 
program prepared and supervised by pro- 
minent N.Y. designers. Lessons cover 
Textiles; Furnishings; Room Arrangement; 
Color Harmony; Period and Modern 
Furniture; Antiques; Rugs and Floor 
Coverings; Wall Treatments; Wall Papers; 
Draperies; Lighting; Pottery; Porcelain; 
Glass; Accessories. Details on how to set 
upyour own business. Illustrated lessons, 
complete with samples of fabrics, colors, 
etc. Certificate awarded. 

NEW YORK SCHOOL 
OF INTERIOR DESIGN 

155 East 56th St., New York 10022 

New York School of Interior Design 
155 East 56th St., New York 10022 
Please send me (no obligation) 
Catalog C21 

address 
city  -Jip. 

Save Money 
on 

Heating This Winter 

Rising energy costs make conservoti 
a must to all homeov/ners. New gui 
reveols proctical ways fo cut heati 
bills. Learn inexpensive steps to redu 
heat loss and conserve fuel. Also te| 
how to keep your heating system in t 
shape, how to get more domestic t 
water, and what to do if your hec^ii 
system foils. Send $1.00 (includes, 
class  postage).   Three  copies  for $2iC 

MARKETSHARE 
P.O.   Box  272 Coldwell,   NJ  070 



SHOPPING AROUND 

SYTHIHG 

k.1 

.D,  WACKY  SLOGANS 

ose any message up to 30 let- 
-it's printed on cotton sweat- 

t or T-shirt. Machine washable; 
■fading printing. Navy or pow- 
blue. S. M, L, XL. Sweatshirt, 

99, T-shirt, $5.99 ppd. $2 extra 
printing both sides. Free cata- 
je. Holiday Gifts. Dept. 311-88, 
5at Ridge, CO 80036. 

CLASSIC TABS 

Perma Press natural color 100% 
pre-shrunk cotton homespun Ozna- 
burg. 84"w. pr. Lengths: 30" $8; 
36" $8.50; 45" $9; 54" $10; 63" 
$11; 72" $12; 84" $13. Ties, $1 
pr. Add $2 post per order. Cata- 
logue, fabric samples, 250. Cur- 
tain Corner, Dept. EGll, Paradise 
Green, Stratford, CT 06497. 

UR BIORHYTHM 

ELLS YOU WHEN 
Tiake important decisions concerning 
estments, health, business,competi- 
e games.love.an operation or vacation 

ique pocket size Biorhylhm Chaits 
rry everywhere you go Refer to them 
all situations 

' 00 for full year of charts or Booklet for 
' 00 Send birth date and remittance tO; 

BIO-SCOPE,INC., 
iO.BOX 3535-HG, YORK, PA. 17402 

^ A GREAT STOCKING GIFT ^ 

SAFETY IS YOURS... 
When You Use 

^rincQ ofJOigRt 

FIRE    IGNITER 

Fan(<i/(i< Ver/dtilili)... 
Home  users. Campers, Cooks 
&  Gourmets 

• GAS LOGS & STARTERS 
• PILOT LIGHTS 
• CAMP STOVES, LANTERNS 
• BAR-B QUES, OPEN FIRE PITS 

SEND S6.35 ro 

TDH  MARKETINCB 
I BOX    41032     OEPT-M 

' CLEVELAND, OMaAl**! 

SNAKE 
CHAIN 

BELT 
You'll love this fash- 
ionable narrowed 
look belt so neces. 
sary for today's 
styles. It has a love- 
ly double looped 
clasp and comes in 
no tarnish gold or 
silver finish. Size S, 
M, L. A truly indis- 
pensable wardrobe 
accessory! An ideal 
gift! 

$5.98 
plus 500 

postage & handling 

Buy two—one gold, one 
silver for  $10.98 
plus  S0(  postage 

NY.  residents 
please add sales tax 

B. ZIMMERMAN, Dept. HG II8 
420 Eost 23rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10010 

JUST A SPLIT SECOND AND A TWIST OF YOUR WRIST... 

':   Is An. You NEED TO CONVERT INTO A SAFE AND 
II ENJOYABLE TASK THE OTHERWISE DANGEROUS CHORE 

OF LIGHTING FIRES 

DON'T DELAY-ORDER TODAY! 

A LnJvcrsity ^diploma 
for your do^ ?    Yes ! 

YOU   ARE   WELL   EDUCATED 
EVEN   BOAST   A  UNIVERSITY 
DECREE    WHY   DON T   YOU 
PROVIDE   YOUR   BEST   FRIEND 
WHOM   YOU   HAVE   RAISED   AND 
TRAINED    WITH  A   DIPlOMA 

CERTIFYING HIS (HER) SPECIALTY ' 
WE   OFFER   YOU   A   PRESTIGIOUS 
DIPLOMA   ON   PARCHMENT 
(11     X   M   1   GOLDEN  ADORN 
WITH  OUR   RED  EMBOSSED  SEAL, 

(A  GOOD  IDEA  FOR   A  GIFT   TOO') 
FILL   UP OUR  COUPON,  SPECIFYING   THE  SPECIALTY 
IN   WHICH  YOU  WISH  YOUR  DOG   TO  GRADUATE, 
^, ,    - _^    HANDLING   &   POSTPAID 
%\ 1   00    WONEY BACK 'iUARANTEE IF NOT FULLY 
4/xj..x^w    SATISFIED 

PYGMALION CANINE   UNIVKRSITY 
186 Sutton Place.  P.O.   Box   I30 
BeaconsMeld- P.Q.  Canada  . H9W.5T7. 
PLEASE SEND VE A UNivERSirv DiPlOWA fOR MV OOC 

iBacbrlor of 3rt0 OR . 

(PLEASE  PRINT) 

AODflESS- 

CITY  

'iovember, 1978 

Sensational visual impacti Finest quality 
sound system! This AM/FM radio spells out 
RADIO in three-inch high three dimensional 
letters. Comes in white with red speaker or red 
with white speaker. Powered by 9v battery 
(not included). 

One Year Guarantee 

Enclosed is $  (or  RADIO 
radios at $37.50 each, including postage (Calit. 
residents add 6% sales tax). 

PLEASE INDICATE COLOR REQUIRED 
D White with red speaker 
n Red with white speaker 

CITY/ST/ZIP 

CHARGE CARD No. 
(Mastercharge or VISA) 

Fill out this coupon and send it totjether witfi 
your check/money order/charge card no to 
ISIS Electronics (Division of John Larson Inc ) 
Dept. RSI. 2664 South Santa Fe, Los Anqelns. 
Cd  90058 

RUGS and TAPESTRIES 
?.1'./,'j".!^.'i°?„°'H'"/ ""f •"<>,'•»'«'"•» V French Garden Scene No. pcrr«cl with any d«cor. loi waU or floor In- _,.^   , ,,„   ,,,.,   vi- n-    on".. 
clud«)   u>  lovely  OnenUls.  N.v.ios.  Sen- • ' '15   1"  ^1"     .?().l).l.   20 \ 
diruvian Ryaj  ColoruaJs. and European 20" $^.0.1 Shipped Prepaid 
UpesUies for framins. wall hanging, 
needlework, etc.                                                    . o   .■ *    .- 

— Sattsfaclion 
Guaranteed 

Send $1.00 for our 
New Color Catalog 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 
RUGS 
ESTABLISHED f9)« 

.{(128 N. Lincoln Ave.   • ChlcaRO. IL 60657 
Dfpt.   HG   118 (.•112)    172.4848 

West   coast   showroom:   73-890   El   Pasco. 
Palm   Desert.   CA   92260   (714)   .IJG^JSn 

MAGNIFY YOUR BEAUTY 
with these Magnifying 

Cosmetic Glasses 
Apply eye make-up like o professional 
model with these quality magnifying 
specs. Each lens flips up to allow you to 
work easily, and the glasses are de- 
signed so that you can also get behind 
them. They come in a plastic case with 
a tiny screwdriver for making adjust- 
ments. One size flls all. 

$7 95 o'"s 50C 
Satisfaction Guaranteed    / postage 

Free Brochure on Request 

HERMAN OPTICAL      H^GTJS 
164 Clymer St.        Brooklyn.  N.Y.   11211 

FireLight 

FIREPLACE NECESSITY... 
Distinctively designed fireplace furnish- 
ing ideal for every home fireplace. Starts 
fires without kindling...portable unit 
with propane fuel. Also ideal for lighting 
barbecue and wet or dry campfire wood. 
Includes everything needed to light a 
fire in seconds. $31.95, ppd. AMIPRO 
Industries, P.O. Box 668, South Pasa- 
dena, CA 91030. 

reserved Boston Fern Once living, chemically treated 
to retain permanent beauty with 
absolutely no care. No water or 
light required. "Potted in white 
plastic container with detachable 
hanger, its fronds spread to 3 ft. 
Send $14.95 for large (as shown) 
or $12.95 for medium plus $3.00 
shipping by Master Charge, Visa 
(inc. exp. date), check, money- 
order or call toll-free 1-800,521- 
5093   Sorry  no  C.O.D. 

BLOOMIN'  ATTIC 

HGll. 418 S. Washington St. 

^ 

Catalog Available - $1.00      Rova' Oak, Mictiigan 48067 
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HOLIDAY GINGHAM 
An attractive and thoughtful 

holiday gift idea! 
Personalized gingham checic slationery: name 

and address printed in modern lenering on 
each sheet (5V» x 7% ), 50 letters plus 

i SO matching envelopes 

ONLYS plus SI.00 
postage and 

^^ '   handling. 

Specify blue or pink. 50 extra sheets 
(not printed) $1.00 additional. New 

York residents add sales tax. 

Orders totaling $10 or more 
may be charged to Visa (Bank- 
americard) or Master Charge. 
Include cardholder name and 

account number, Master Charge 
Bank No. and expiration date. 

Many other styles available. Send 
for FREE color catalog and actual 

samples to: 

the Letter So% 
Dept. HGllB — P.O. Box 371, Woodbury, N.Y. 11797 

GI3SS Hang-Up — The super space saving 
way to store & display ail your stem glasses & 
mugs. GLASS TRAX^" are plastic strips with run- 
ners that hold any size stemmed glass or mug up- 
side down — adhere to any surface — install in 
seconds Strips come in 10" pairs which hold 3-5 
glasses each Ten or more pairs are $1 per pair; 
live pairs. $1.15 each, single pairs, $1 25 each. 
Add 50c lor post./hdig MONEY BACK GUARAN- 
TEE Send check or M,0 to THE IDEA CENTER, 
Oept.HCU. 373 PARROn DRIVE, SAN MATEO, 
CALIF. 94402. 

oarncc niLL 
ENGLICSH COTTON 
FLANNEL miZTS 
-*"    are pfacbcai  comfonaoie and lash.onaDie 

P'acttcai because ihe lemperaiure can be 
'Ottered considerably Comfortable, because me 
sensai'On PS warmth and soltness. rather than 
cold snock 

riannei sheeis are fashionable liai sheets m 
10 coio's and one stnpe Four colors have dnea 
Doiioms AH have matching pillowcases Try 
mem— you 11 never want to spend anoihe' 
wmier mghl wilhoul Ihem' 

PUDE WOOL UNDEDWEAD 
s praciicai comio'iaoie ana fashionable M 

helps you lee' comfortable m a cool room, it s 
tash'onable in 3 very elegant styles Two 
poce ighrweighi PURE WOOL SPORTS 
UNDERWEAR i-; perfect tor skiing, back- 
Dacking  i.shrng Whitewater   . . 

Please send 50c for our catalog/ swatches 
a I about our Flannel Sheets. Wool Underwear 

and other exclusive natural Itber impofis 
0' viSi' Our Shop m FfancOfMa 

32B3 Mmin Stft 428B 
franconia.NH    03SB0      , GametHilh 

CERAMIC NOTEHOLDERS 
These delighttu! little ceramic note- 
holders will surely brighten up any 
kitchen. Notes can be conveniently 
attached onto your refrigerator for 
quick reminders or messages. With 
beautiful floral designs, they are not 
only useful but quite decorative. An 
ideal gift for your friends or even 
yourself. Only $5.00 for a set of five 
(postage included). 

Sftiii   .2Sc   for   catiiloo. 

R & R Associates 
P.O. Box 65, Monterey Park, CA 91754 

SHOPPING  AROUND 

Chorus (M  Birds  perch on  a table as  napkin  holders or  land in a curio 
cabinet   with   other   collectibles.   Sparkling  white  china.   Set  of 4,  $3.95 
plus 90«; postage. Set of 12. $9.95 plus $1.35 post. Free catalog. 

World's Window, HG118,  12 Holly Lane, Plainview,  NY  11803 
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CHINOISERIE DRAGON 
Black lacquered hardwood cabinet 
decorated with gold leaf dragon. 
Delicate gold painted flowers on 
end panels and top. Brass brackets 
on legs, adjustable shelf Inside. 
33"w., 191/4"d., 291/2"h. $412. 
Shpg. chg. extra. Catalogue, $1. 
Ephralm Marsh Co., Dept. 631, Box 
266, Concord, NO 28025. 

PET LOVER'S APRON 
Show off your favorite breed—ce 
dogs, horses on apron for bar 
cues, kitchen chores. Original dr; 
ing transferred onto 100% cott' 
For men or women. Specify bre* 
$9.50 plus $1.75 post. Call: 5 
869-8133. Major credit car 
DavidBarrato, 120 Park Ave., M 
hasset. NY 11030. J 

SHIRRED BEAUTY 
The big look buttoned or bare to 
there, billowy or belted. Shirred 
shoulders with sleeves and bodice 
cut all in one. Sheer polyester in 
varied floral prints, machine wash- 
able. Light or dark grounds. S, M 
and L. $25 plus $1.95 post. Vicki 
Wayne, HGNRB, 600 So. Country 
Club Rd.. Tucson, AZ 85716. 

GET IT TOGETHER 
For the jigsaw puzzle fan! / 
photo, color or black and wh 
can be made into an 8" by 1 
die-cut jigsaw photopuzzle; yi 
photo is returned unharmed. Bl, 
and white or colored, $3.95; [ 
$1 post. Write to Oadlyi 
Box 35249-HGll. Phoenix, 
85069. 

D.\!\I.SH  STYLE 
FOLDING ROPE CHAIR 

I-uiopi-iin Imiiorti-rt solid h.ir<1wood w.ilnut 
lini.'ih foldlnir ch.Tlr. Heavy wo\-en rope 
...pat and hack. Full size ehair. for u,se as 
(liiiilK; room chair, as tjridKe chair, or for 
• xlra seatlnir In anv room. Folds awa.v 
for   .-asv^stoiau-e.    :!.5"   hlRh.    1711."   seal 

"'$32.50 «»"''"'B'O' $179.95 
Alin. order Itio. *«■"« sot lor com- 
Shpg.   chgi.  I'ol. plete   Danish   furni- 
No  COD's. lure catalog. 

GEN.4D.A  IMPORT.S 
D«pl. J11, P.O. Boi 204, T«iine(k, NJ 07666 

N.]. residenli add i% sales tax 

yOGAATHOM£ 
Brand New! 90 minute Yoga ex 
ercise cassette tape lets you prac 
tice Yoga at home and at you 
convenience. A professional in 
structor guides you through eaci 
posture just as If you are In i 
Yoga class. To receive your Yogi 
cassette tape send $8.95 pljjs 
600 handing to 1 

YOGA TAPE    J 
Box 34, Midland Park, N. J. 0743i 

House  &  Gord 



SHOPPING AROUND 

:opiii FS":, ' 1 < '|"^ 
:offee mill clock In antique brown 
rush, black cast iron top, stands 
li,A" h., 7" sq. base; $27.95. 

.killet clock, 8" dia., satin black 
inish; $21.95. Ppd. Each runs 
iliQut a year on one I'^V battery; 
rfiilte Roman numerals, hands. El- 
lin movement. House of Webster, 
^GU8, Rogers, AR 72756. 

HANDSOME ACCESSORIES 
Handcrafted virgin copper is an- 
tiqued, jeweler's lacquer is applied 
to protect surface. Single old En- 
glish initial (specify) hand em- 
bossed on wastebasket, 14"h. 
$26; letter box, 5"h. $12; pencil 
holder $9.50. Free catalogue. 
Gregory E. Hentzi, HG31, 59 
Brown  St.,  Waltham,   MA 02154. 

CREATIVELY YOURS 
There's a variety of stimulating 

I ideas featuring maple hardwoods 
as country-style dining tables, 
work tables, mobile carts, shelv- 
ing, benches, counter tops. All are 
shown in a 44-page catalogue 500. 
From Butcher Block & More, HGll, 
1600 So. Clinton, Chicago, IL 
60616. 

MAGICAL CHARM 
A Scandinavian tradition brings 
good luck to your kitchen with this 
"charming" witch. Choose from 
red, green, yellow, blue, or black. 
She's 9" h. $7 plus $1.50 post. 
MA/Visa (incl. exp. date). Call toll 
free: 1-800-521-5093. Bloomin' 
Attic, HGll, 418 So. Washington, 
Royal Oak, Ml 48067. 

UNIVERSAL 
CURE 

for what ails you! 

AN  AMUSING GIFT! 

Much as the shamrock or rabbit's loot 
brings luck, and garlic wards off 
vampires, so does our golden Chicken 
Soup Capsule keep you sate and 
sound Com- 
plete with a  12 
page booklet on 
the   history   ol 
chicken   soup 
and how to use 
your giant   cap- 
sule. Send with 
your name and 
address    and 
$5 00 per bottle 
to   Mama   Gold- 
berg,   Dept    S, 
15    College, 
Arlington   Hts., 
Illinois 60004 

STOP STOOPIi^G, 
with amazing ^"^ 

Shoulder 
Brace 

Corrects posture in- 
stantly, comfortably. 
Scientific design 
provides even distributed support for sag- 
ging shoulders. Improves appearance, gives 
you a wonderful new feeling of confidence, 
lieautifies your bustline, naturally. Changes 
your body profile . . . brings out charms you 
never knew you had . . . helps keep you from 
hiding your femininity beneath poor posture. 
Excellent posture corrector for men. too. 
Slips on in seconds. No fitting. Made of 
hiiihest quality ventilaled-for-comfort 3-pIy 
cushioned material. Armbands softly padded 
for maximum comfort. Lightweight, cool. 

Can't be detected under 
light clothing. Give meas- 
urement around chest. Only 
$7.95 plus 76c postage. 
M"n c y-b a c k guarantee 
if returned postpaid in :>0 
days. 

PIPER BRACE CO.        ♦ HG118SH 
iSil   Wyandotte    •     Kansas City.  Mo. 64105 

November, 1978 

GARAGE PARKING 
MADE EASY 

Put your car in the same spot every- 
time you drive into your garage, with- 
out ever thinking about it. Centering 
the front of the hood under the rubber 
ball guarantees, perfect positioning 
every tinne, no nnatter who drives 

Perfect accessory to an automatic 
garage door opener You'll know for 
certain that the front and the back of 
the car are clear No moving the car to 
close the garage door. 

A great gift for others or yourself. 
Easy to Install Adjust, for diff. model 
cars Money back guarantee $6 95 
each (2) for $11.95 includes postage- 
handling Ohio res add 4y2% sales tax. 

GINNY GARAGE GUIDE 
Dept. HG-11, P.O. Box 602, Mentor, Ohio 44060 

'r-^w^^"^' 

2-Way 
PET 

DOOR 
Miirh siifer than any 
soh'l hinged type 
i,<iH, I 'loor. Yonr pet 
IS rnniitleteljf pro- 
ii.rt< 'I He cannot be 
hfipind or choked 
i,> hnce hitt tall 
shi-,,.ed off. 

FlexPort 
Why be a doorman for your pet? Flex- 
Port ends scratched doors ond whining. 
Keeps out flies, wind, rain. Gives you 
and pet complete freedom. Soft plastic 
triangles close gently and tightly. Easily 
installed.  Send for free """ 
folder. Or phone (603)- 
448-1641. 

TUREN,INC. 
Etna Road 

Dept. HGl 1 
Lebanon,N.H.03766 

HIND 
GNIIIimit 

For   Personalized   Stationery 
Makes expensive looking raised letter 
impressions of any 3 line name & ad- 
dress on your PAPER & ENVELOPES 
(reversible). No inks, service or main- 
tenance required. For home, office, 
clubs, etc. Print clearly, maximum 24 
characters per line. (For t-i | 95 
4 lines add $1.50.) 'H*- 
Desk Model (not shown) % 
Pa. res. add 6% • Catalog 25p 

POSTAMATIC   CO. 
DoDt. HG-1178, Ufayett* Hill, Pa.  19444 

DYNAMIC   DECORATING 

HANDCRAFTED    BRASS    LETTERS 
and nuinbcis. Antique stroked lioavy 
gauge poli.shed bra.ss. Numbers in 
smaller size only. Approx. 8x5%xl" 

$14.95 + $1.25 p&h, 
liyoxfiy,xl" $19.95 -f 
$1.05 D&h. 

BENTWOOD HALL 
TREE in a beautiful 
walnut finish. Rotating 
hat section. For use in 
home or office. Easy to 
assemble. 74"h $.37. + 
$4.50 p&h. 

JUMBO 
SALAD SERVERS are an outstanding 
decoration and useful kitchen tools 
also. All solid aluminum. 20"x4" 
$23.95 -t- $2. p&h. 

SWIVEL PIANO STOOLS in a dark 
walnut finish. Glass ball feet in brass 
legs. Easy instructions for as.sembly. 
With back 37"li $84.95 + $5.50 p&h. 
Without back $74.95 + $4. p&h. 

N.Y.S.   Res.  Add Sales Tax 

E. H. KING 
P.O. Box 623 Cooper Square 
Dept. HGll. New York 10003 
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Goebel 

KLVIS 
IMMORTAL 
IX S( I'LPTl'RE 

ELVIS PRESLEY blended pop and 
gospel, country and rock and roll, to 
develop a unique sound and style. 
For this he was revered during his 
lifetime; and for this his memory is 
cherished. 

That cherished memory is one 
form of tribute to his supremacy in 
the world of music, but now there is 
another: the ELVIS PRESLEY bust. 
The ultimate commemorative pro 
duced exclusively by the incompar 
able W. Goebel Porzellanfabrik of 
Bavaria, West Germany, manufactur- 
ers of the world famous Hummel fig- 
urines and plates. 

Rendered in white porcelain 
bisque signed by celebrated German 
sculptor Gerhard Bochmann. the bust 
rises 8%" above a wood base en 
hanced by an engraved brass plate 
bearing name and dates. 

ISSUE PRICE: $50.00 PPD. 

Send Check/M. 0. or Visa/Master Charge to: 
(N.Y. Res. add sales tai) 

RICHARD'S LIMITED EDITIONS 
Box 35 HG/11 
Stafen Island, N. Y. 10309 

TOLL FREE Charge: 800-221-0996 
New York Charge: 212-356-6662 

Send for free catalogue for the 
finest limited editions available. 

GIVE A HOOT OWL 
The perfect Christmas gift! This handcrafted 
owl will be o charming end welcomed guest 
year-round. Mode of genuine wolnut hord- 
wood. Many detailed carvings, lacquer fin- 
ish.  Size:   2V2"   X  5"  ht. 

Send $9.95  plu5 $1.25 for postage 
and  handling  to: 

KLEMCO   PRODUCTS,   Inc. 
HG 11,  Box  112,  St.  Anthony,  IN 47575 

( ALWAYS FRESH & FRAGRANT! j ^y^ 
* 

S 

i 
^0^'/i inches 7 

Handwoven Cedar-Root      } 
from The Spice Islands     ( 

Genuine  Cedar  has  been appreciated ( 
for   centuries   because   it's   nature's / 
Perfect   Home-Freshener   —   keeping \ 

, closets    and    drawers    always    fresh • 
and fragrant. Craftsmen on the Exotic ( 
Islands    of    JAVA    and    BALI    make ) 
attractive    and    very    practical    fans ■ 

^ from   natural   cedar-root.   You   should ( 
place    them    in    closets,    kitchen, I 

drawers,    bathroom     —    everywhere S 
[ in   your   home   you   want   to   keep   i 

naturally   fresh. • 
, $2.25 each ppd./3 fans for $6.00 ppd.  ( 
I 6   for  $11.00  ppd. ) 
' (N.Y.   residents   add   8%   sales   tax) * 
I Send check or money  order to: I 

THE JAVANA COLLECTION TM • 
I 10S9 THIRD AVENUE I 

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10021 t 
Prompt delivery by 1st class mail      \ 

SAINT 
FRANCIS 
BIRDBATII 

Watch your favorite 
feathered friends as they 
return again and again 
to bathe and shower 
in this delightful 
St. Francis Birdbath. 

St Francis $110-19" h. 
Birdbath S145-31"h. 
FOB New York 
Finislies: oxidized lead 
or Pompeian green. 

New profusely 
illustrated 60 page 
catalog S2.00 

FLORENTINE 
CRAFTSMEN. 

650 First Ave.(37th St.)New York.N.Y. 10016 

(212) 532-3926 
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IIP //;(0///0\|/. mW   I 
\\U CONTEMPORARY PLANS^ 

IN FULL COLOR 

Exciting 96-page home plan book 
with 116 traditional and contem- 
porary plans for all budgets. Beau- 
tifully illustrated, exteriors of all 
styles. Plans for one- and two- 
story, multi-level. Gift idea. $4.95 
ppd. (Blueprints available.) Home 
Planners, HGE8Y, 16310 Grand 
River, Detroit, Ml 48227. 

NEEDLEPOINT SENTRY 

Wise old owl guards against enf 
into refrigerator for snacking, ■ 
door for privacy. Colorful desif'' 
on #12 canvas, 7" sq. Kit 
eludes Persian wool, needle, bac 
ing, magnet, instructions. $6 
plus 950 post. Harbour Gift 
HGll, 1070 Harbour Dr., Palmy 
Harbour, NJ 08065. 

GIFT FOR GOLFERS 

Brighten up the game with person- 
alized golf tees that make a perfect 
present for every gift occasion. You 
can get them in a hurry by using 
your credit card—call toll free: 800- 
824 7888, (operator 90H). Box of 
50 IS $5.95 plus 750 postage. Or 
write to Jornar Industries, HGll, 
Box  368,  Mt. Vernon,  NY  10550. 

INITIALLED MEDALLION 

Solid brass medallion with silv 
finish looks elegant above car doi; 
handle. Adhesive-bond back sticli 
tightly to any outside or inside su 
face without marring. %" by 11/2 
— nice on the dashboard, tq 
Specify initials. $2.50 each, ppi' 
Elgin Engraving, HGll, 944 Ei 
wards Ave., Dundee, IL 60118.   -I 

BUY WHOLESALE 

;:453 SOFA 
Outside:   L86"   D34"   H32" 
Inside: L64"  D21"  H16" 
Arm  Height  26" 
(}r452  Loveseat Available) 

"The World is Our Market" 
■'You can get what you have 
been looking for . . . value I 
durability, comfort and quality." 
Send $2.00 for catalog of pieces, 
we manufacture at wholesale 
prices. Also, available 178 page 
catalog of all types of fine furni- 
ture at discount prices. Send 
$5.00 refundable with first pur- 
chase. Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

P.O.   Box   2314 

National Furniture   ^tyTJSnT'H'.il 
and Fabric Sales      ?SJSl;na''°2'?5s. 

LIPSTICK CASE FROM ITALY 
with MIRROR 

VENETIAN  STYLE 
GOLD-EMBOSSED 

A Really Unique Purse Accessory 
Specify:   Brown,   Red,   Black, 

Green,  White  or  Blue. 
Please  send   $5.00 

plus S^ 00  for shipping and handlings 
(Caiifornia residents add 6%  taxi   { 

DAVIA   IMPORTS      ' 
  743 Tamarack Drive 

long ^ San Rafael, CA 94903 ; 

House &  Garde 
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-ISSORS LAMP 

1 indy lamp extends with scissor 
( e hinges to 21". Choose a black 
i; white metal shade featuring tole 
lisign. Comes with 6'l. cord, takes 

1 50 watt bulb. Mounted on wall, 
amp offers wide area of light. 

IM3.95 plus $1.50 post. M. Risen, 
lie, Dept. H, 805 Sixth Ave., New 
t-ork,  NY  10001. 

KASHMIR CREWEL 

Spread and tablecloth are hand- 
worked in crewel embroidery on 
natural hand loomed cotton. Im- 
ported from Kashmir. Twin, $70; 
full, $80; queen, $90; king, $100. 
70" dia. cloth, $50; 90", $60. Ppd. 
By yard, 50" w. $14. Catalogue, 
swatch 500. Gurian's, HG 11. 276 
5th Ave., NY. NY 10001. 

Five miniature hand blown vases. Cluster 
them tor a delicate centerpiece or just one 
makes a lovely Thank You. Hello oi 
Gel Well Put one in front of each table 

setting A special gift tor all (lower lovers 

#105 Set of 5 assorted 
2" to 4" Tall    $12 50 

■ hipping SI 5U 
N>Sresidenlsadd8' Sales Tax 

GRASSROOTS RD 3 Box 38 
Rhmebeck, N Y 12572 
^end lor complete brochure with wondertul 
plant and garden items 

Colonial Gingham Cape Cods 
These are Ilie same autlienhc ginglian-is as leatured 
in our slore Our customers love the extra fullness 
(78'  wide) and Ihe perky 3   rullles  Available in red 
white, blue/white yellow/white, green/white. pinl- 

I white, or brown;white Polyester and colton Permj 
I   Press The checks are ' -. 

ORDERS SHIPPED PROMPTLYi 

COLONIAL CLASSIC CATALOG 
teaturinfi   the   top   quality   curtains   and 
accessories   carried   in   ciur   store   —   25C 

I includes fabric samples! i 

CURTAIN CORNER,   Paradise Green, Dept 08-11, Slralfo'rd, CT 06497 

24' 8,00 
30' 9,00 
36" , ,  10.00 
45" .,  11,50 
54- 12,60 
63" ,    13 50 
72" .   .  14,50 
Val.54«ii    4,95 1 
Ties, pr      1.00 
Check orM 0 . or 
Master Charge or 
Visa  Ad(lS2shrp 
limq  Monev Back 

If'  iieeij' 

A GARDEN IN 
YOUR BATHROOM 

PLANTS 
FLOURISH 

IN 
NATURAL 
MOISTURE 

Replace tank top with 
POTTY PLANTER  Specially 

designed wicks absorb 
the fresh tank water 

Instructions included for 
growing plants in 

minimum light  White only 

— fits standard tanks 
$11 95 + $1 00 pstg 

Plants not included 

GABRIEL ROGERS CO 
11 Little Fox Lane 

Westport, CT 06880 

November, 1978 

GIVE A GNOME A HOME! 

This appealing Christmas elf will be the 
talk of your holidoy season. He's 12" 
toll and flexible for posing on mantel, 
peeking through the stairway, or cling- 
ing   to   a   tree   bough. 
Handcrafted of felt in bright red, green, 
white or mint. Soft white hair and 
beard fro me an irresistible face by 
ANNALEE. 

Price: 9.50 
p/us   I .25 poilage  &   handling 

Box  446.   HGIl, 
Meredith,   N,H.  03253 

'78 Catalogue on requesf 

BED SPRING SUPPORTS 
REPLACE TROUBLESOME 

BED SLATS 
And They Never Let You Down. 

Hold springs and mattress safe 
and sure Support over 1,000 lbs. 
All steel mahogany finish Set of 6 
$4.85 postage-paid. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Specify #401 for wood 
rails and #501 for metal rails 

National Guard Products-Shur-Lok Div. 
P.O. Box 7353 HG, Memphis, TN 38107 

HOLDS 200 RECORDS 
IN ONLY 24 INCH SPACE 
Compact chrome record cabinet 
has 10 compartments to sort all 
your albums by artist or music 
category, such as rock, big-band, 
country, classical, etc. Art-Deco 
styling. 3 storage levels, plus mir 
ror shelf. 24"w. by 22"h. by 10"d 
Sturdy, chrome-plated steel con 
struction. $59.95, plus $5 ship 
ping, or chg, l\/IC, BA/Visa. In 
elude expiration date. Leslie Lab 
oratories, HGll, Lafayette Hill, PA 
19444. 

One 
of 

Our Kits. 
Some 

of 
Your Time. 
These days, many people would 
rather spend time than money, 
Frostline Kits'- give you the chance 
to Invest a little of both and end up 
with something extra special. The 
Aztec Vest is only one of 120 kits 
now available. From fashion to 
backpacking, we offer you the 
chance to add something of your- 
self to every project. Whether you 
are shopping for gift ideas or think- 
ing of treating yourself to some- 
thing unique. Frostline Kits is a 
good place to shop. If you've never 
seen our FREE color catalog, 
chances are you'll be pleasantly 
surprised by all the things you can 
make. 

Send me my 
Free Catalog look at Frosiime 
Kits 120 ways to quality. 

IMame  

Address - 

City  

State. _Zip. 
Save time Callus (303)451-5600. 
Ext 900 

Mail to 
FROSTLINE KITS 
Dept,   HGlia 
Frostline Circle, 
Denver, Colorado 
80241 
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MARK OF DISTINCTION 
NuuiKly    but   you   can   claim 
tac racuuei ihai bears your 
,soU<i brass II> plate. Expert- 
ly enirraved with luU name. 
Zaps to handle base with ad- 
hi'slvf i>ond backins. Win- 
nin- Mr./Mrs. gift. $3.00 
each. 

SCREWDRIVER 
1   c\,..i:   onlv   2   In.   lonj,'. 
u-i kuychalii . - . icaily 

lli^hters.   fix  motor.s  & 
etc. lOOl uses! We 

smartly engrrave owner's Initials. Guar- 
anteed rorovfv, ma<it> of solid filoamirij; 
.•^l.iinK'ss   sto.d.    S5.00   each. 

PROUD OF YOUR DOOR? 
Let us beautify and iclen- 
tify your doorbell or door 
with    this   impressive    5 
in   solid brass namepiate. 
Your   name   smartly   en- 
graved    in    script.    Solid 
brass screws included. 
$10.00 each. 

GOLFER'S LUCKY STYMIE MARKER 
Lucky   is   the  golfer  who has this 
four-leaf ciover i instead of a coin i 
to   mark   his   place   on   the   green. 
Brings  a   lucky  putt!   Solid   stain- 
less steel, guaranteed forever. Any 
golfers   name   expertly   engraved. 
Full prico $5.00 each. 

Order these six products by mall direct from 

ELGIN   ENGRAVING   CO. 
EDWARDS   AVE. DUNDEE.    ILLINOIS   60118 

• Cngravint:   Specialists 
• Money hack  if not deliehted 

• We pay postage, ship in 48 hours 
• Prrces  include engraving 

A bracelet for the woman who has 
everything but 
her keys. Instead of digging 

through your 
purse every iinie you can't find your 
keys, wear one of these. A Port-a-Key " 
bracelet. It's beautifully handcrafted. 
And best of all, it keeps your keys at 
your fingertips To order yours, send 
check or money order for $3 95 plus 
75<t postage and handling to TWM En- 
terpnses. Dept HG 11-8, PO. Box 266, 
Wilton, Ct. 06897. 

RENTAL-PURCHASE Program Available 
Your STAIR-GLIDE" installs easil/ and in less 
than 2 noufs. No marring walls or stairway. No 
special wiring required. Stiipped directly from 
factory within 4 days. STAIR-GLIDE'.. the 
nation's largest selling stairway liftfUL LISTED. 
USED 8r THOUSANDS: CARDIAC PATIENTS. 
ARTHRITICS. SENIOR CITIZENS, RE- 
STRICTED PHYSICAL ACTIVITES, POST 
OPERATIVES . and household convenience 
(outdoor rrodels available) 
WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE AND NAME 
OF   DEALER   NEAREST   YOU. 

AMERICAN STAIR-GLIDE* CORP. 
4001 East I38th,0ept HG118 

k Grandview. (Missouri 64030 j 

Cof'yright F> 

Peter Rabbit Nurseryware 
by Wedgwood 

Each piece colorfully decorated wilfi 
scenes   from   "The   Tale   of   Peter 
Rabbit"  by  Beatrix  Potter. 

Nursery Set 
(mug, porringer, 7" plate) $26 ppd. 

10" Dinner Plate $11 ppd. 
Double Egg Coddler $16 ppd. 
Money Box $18 ppd. 

BA. VISA  MC. 

r|ui^epu Dept. HG11 
1.^        P.O. Box 309 

assies Redding Ridge 
r CT. 06876 

3-piece, acrylic 

Mirrored 
Centerpiece 

Sparkling reflections for elegant dining 

and entertaining. 3-pc. acrylic mir- 

rored centerpiece (35" x \Wz) ttas bev- 

pjled edges and cork back. Matching 

place mats (19" x 13") available. A 

stunning gift idea. 

3-pc CENTERPIECE $50, plus $3 postage 
PLACE MATS, $20, plus $1.50 postage eacli 

Send check or MO , Calif add 6% sales tax. 

THE PERFECT SETTING 
PO Box 7090 San Diego, CA 92107 

Orders received by Dec 1 shipped by Dec. 15 

(Table decorations not included.) 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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HOSTESS HOBBY 

Add a touch! of elegance to your 
dining table by folding napkins as 
they do in famous restaurants. 
Booklet illustrates hovy to make 
tfie folds. Shell (shown) Is just one 
of many included. $2.95 plus 350 
post.; two or more $2.75 each 
ppd. Whitehawk, HG20, 390 Old 
Wyman St., Waltham,  MA 02154. 

MINIATURE DELIGHTS 

Enchant the serious collector with 
white ceramic miniatures from 
Germany. Hand-painted Dresden- 
blue designs. From coffee grinder 
to gramophone, none is over 2" 
tall. Order by letter. Each $4.50; 
set of 12, $49.50. Add 950 post. 
Little Luxuries, Dept. HGll, Box 
472, Buffalo, NY 14240. 

THE  GOLDEN  TOOTH 
The tooth Fairy has a new concept of 
the age old myth to enhance the mod- 
ern mood. Imagine your precious 
keepsake turned into a unique jewelry 
piece. Have your child's first tooth ar 
even your own wisdom tooth plated 
with 24-K gold, and attached to a 15" 
chain. A perfect gift for you or some- 
one close to you. Send tooth, regard- 
less of condition, and check or money 
order. $15.95 ea., plus 500 post, 

TOOTH   FAIRY 
P.O. Box S067 Dept. HG-llr 

St.  Petersburg,  Florida  33738 

Christmas Sky Ride 
Delightful Santo and Reindeer honging 
ornament will be a lively addition to 
your Christmas tree. Made of tronspar- 
ent, unbreokable acrylic. It is 2" x 4". 
Skillful reproduction of hand engraved 
design. Protected by soft pouch. Gift- 
boxed, $5.50 each 4" 75i postage. 

Argonaut Products, Inc. 
HGl, Box 469, Freeport. New York 11520 

BALD EAGLE, ca m phorwood, 
handcarved, varnished in tan col- 
or, A magnificent conversation 
piece for decorating shelves, fire- 
place, and tables. 
8 " H $6.50   10" H $9.50   12" H $12.50 

LARGE   LIFE-LIKE   EAGLE,   wings 
spread   horizontally,  stand  on 
wood  trunk,   full   spirited. 
26" W X 20" H $185-48" VI x 37" H 
$450-38" W X 30" H $295-Ppd. 

Catalog $1   or free w/purchase. 

CHINA PALACE ENTERPRISES CO. 
P.O. Box 7024, Dept. 11748 

Minneapolis, MN 55407 

STRONGITE  SALE  AT  $35. 
The iamous Strongite Tiffany 
6-prong setting in 14K white or 
yellow gold. Mounted with the 
popular Strongite imitation 
diamond with an Unconditional 
Lifetime Guarantee. Order today, 
(include ring size) only S35 plus 
$1.00 for postage and handling. 

11116 STRONBITC C0.Dept3T.2West47thSt.. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

. New York,NY 10036^ 
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HANGING ARRANGEMENT 

Plants get best light exposure 
when you can swivel them 360 de- 
grees from celling mounted Green 
Irak. Six plant hooks (remova- 
ble), w/hlte baked enamel; mount- 
ing hardware included. 36" unit, 
$9. Post. $1. 3 units, $25 ppd. 
Stands, Inc., Dept. GE 118, 425 
WagarawRd., Fair Lawn, NJ 07410. 

ORIGINALS 

For a wealth of new and delightful- 
ly imaginative designs in needle- 
point turn to designer Maud 
Hundley. Her exclusive creations 
offer tapestry pillows, Christmas 
ornaments, a Coat of Arms, any- 
thing unusual. Catalogue, $2. Maud 
Hundley Studios, Inc.. HGll, Box 
23264, Anchorage, KY 40223. 

ALPACA SKIN RUG 

RUG AS SHOWN (4«6'l    S220 

This soft, fluffy rug is 
imported directly from Peru. 

All handmade in natural fur of 
black, white, brown, tan or 

gray. Various sizes, shapes and 
patterns available. 

For brochure, send 25 C and 
self-addressed envelope tc: 

iviskinsLtd. 
4420 IM.E. 20th Ave.. Suite E 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308 

Satisfaction qudranteed or money back 

''     POST€R    ^ 
ORIGinRLS.u. 

924 Madison Avenue New York 10021 

#226 STeiNOeRG. 42/2 x2Q% in 
White, green, orange, brown 
S15 plus sales tax SI 50 for postage. 

A Restful Soak 
T^ 

The WATERPILLO, a 
unique water filled 
cushion for use in your 
baihiub, IS designed lb 
oiler you Ihe uliimale 

experience in comlofi and relaxation 
Just fill wilh water and relax like never 
Delore The WATERPILLO softly con- 
lours the shape of the tub to the shape 
of your body Soothe those lired 
r^uscles, or jusi enjoy the wonderful 
feel of flotation 
Order yours today, or give one as 
aqifl 

Send Check or Money Order lor 

$15.00* lor each 
WATERPILLO ro 

A  Wilson Products 
'>092 Alaska Ave , Cypress, CA 90630 

■Ciiilomiii tf'sidfnK aflO Wt Sdifs !a« 
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$4. for nev/ color catalogue. 

NEW COURTNEY HOUSE 
COLLECTION  

INTRO- 
DUCTORY 
OFFER! 
$6.00    ^ 

Basketweave design, eggshell color; line 
blend of 65°o Dacron and 35°o cotton; 
rod pocket tier; 80 x 24, 80 x 30. 30 x 36. 
80x45, all sizes, $6,00 
Tailored valance 54 x 12, $3 00 

Send ctieck or money order We'll pay 
the postage Sorry no COD'S, Pa residents 
add 6% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed 

Send for out FREE catalog 

(hirtii£yH(nmQ)lkctm 
Skippack and Butler Pikes, HG-ti, 
Broad Axe. PA 19002 

Pot»pour«ri 
(p6'-poo-re') noun 1. A mixture, a med- 
ley 2. A miscellaneous collection 

That's what you'll find in page after 
page of Pot»pour»ri's exciting catalog 
of quality gifts. It's filled with fascinat- 
ing Christmas ideas: colorful needle- 
craft kits and distinctive decorative ac- 
cessories; items to make cooking and 
entertaining easier, games for cold win- 
ter nights, toys for children plus travel, 
sports and outdoor gifts —many of 
which you may even want for yourself. 

r \ Please send me a free copy of your 
Fall catalog filled with exciting new gift 
ideas. 

NAME      

ADDRESS  

CITY   

STATE  ZIP   

Pot^pounri 
Dept. B-600 
The Stitchery Building 
Wellesley, Mass. 02181 J 

QUEEN ANNE TABLE DESK 
Turn a corner of your living room into 
a library, with this beautiful desk of 
cherry solids and veneers, finished in 
a warm fruitwood. It has a finished 
back, and 3 drawers for all your desk 
storage needs. W 48 D 25 H 30 inch- 
es, it's large enough for all the uses 
you can put it to. $269.00 plus ship- 
ping. 

Send  $1.00  /or  catalog  of  reproductions 
Dept. 630, Box 266, Concord, N. C. 28025 

ta^HMW^IWIW 

Catalog 
of comfy, 

cozy, cuddly 
DOWN QUILTS 
• European style, prime quality 
• Duck or goose down 
• Filled to your speciticalions 
• Unique battle construction 
• Cotton or cotton blend fabrics 
• Decorator sheelcase covers 

and putty pillows 

Please send your name and 
address, or call 

OVARM 
THINGS 

DEPTHG      36 FRONT STREET 
SAN RAFAEL CA Q'lgOl i415,i 453 4262 
48 HR  SERVICE-MC » BA ACCEPTED 

There is No Lovelier Gift 
at the 

Time of ilirisiiiias 
—for any price— 

These Balsam Fir wreaths bring the 
natural beauty and fragrance of the 
Maine woods. They are carefully 
handcrafted by country people of 
coastal Maine and handsomely dec- 
orated with cones, nuts, berries, 
reindeer moss, and a large velvetina 
ribbon—overall dia. approx. 22", 
just right for most front doors—gift 
packaged with card bearing your 
message and with extra greens and 
cones. We ship UPS anywhere in the 
48 states in plenty of time for Christ- 
mas. Indicate actual home address 
of the recipient for direct delivery to 
door. Your order, any special instruc- 
tions and remittance will be prompt- 
ly acknowledged. 

$15.00 lit 
The 

Christmas Greens Shop 
Dept. HG 

Blue Hill, Maine 04614 

P.S.  Your money cheerfully refunded 
if this gift is not pleasing 
in every way. 
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Classic Italian Marble 
Directly imported from 
Rome, 4 beautifully 
desigried Travertino mar- 
ble table accessories. 
Ligt^t, creamy color. Let 
ttie touch! of morbel ac- 
centuate any room. Mas- 
terful individually; distinc- 
tive as a wtiole set. 
Astitray §15.95 
Candleabra - $17.95 
Desk Organizer - $14.95 
Pyramid $22.50 
Set $65.35 

Send check or money 
order to: 
Tlvoll Marble Imports 
Box 10-86 
Fort Lee, NJ 07024 

$2.50 each Post. &Handl. 
4 weeks delivery 
N J Res add 5% Sales Tax 

JOYCE E. NICHOLS' 

SECRET OF 
PLAYING BY EAR 

WITHOUT READING NOTES: 
By Lesson 2. you (beginners as well as 
advanced musicians) can play most 
Country Music and many Hymns, and.. 

By the last Lesson, you can play ANY 
piece, transposing and improvising like 
a gifted performer. 

NOW you DONT liave to come to Ari- 
zona to enroll in my famous and original 
Course of 17 Lessons at Phoenix 
College; I revised my book to coincide 
with my Course, complete with the 
same words and pictures (mostly 
pictures). 

"When I practice from your book, it is 
like having you instruct me in person," 
said John Nash of Scottsdale. 

My students are from all walks of life... 
all ages... with or without musical back- 
grounds .. They all have one thing in 
common: to learn the SECRET OF 
PLAYING BY EAR. Margaret Miller, a 
college music teacher from Tempe, 
expressed my sentiments when she 
said upon completing my Course, 

It IS the missing link to music!" 

JOYCE E. NICHOLS 
7625 E. Camelback Rd., 217B-G11 
Scottsdale, Arizona 85251 

D Enclosed is a check or mcney order 
in the amount of $9.95 for your 
SECRET OF PLAYING BY EAR book. 

D Visa/MC No.  

Name  

Address   

(Money-back guarantee in 7 days) 

New Natural Way 
To Sleep 

100% Pure Cotton 
Tee-PJ s resemble a 
T-shirt, but over a tool 
longer Special knit gives 
when you move, eases 
up when you relax. No 
bind.no bunch,no chale, 
no buttons, no ironing' 
Most comfortable sleeper 
you ve ever worn or 
money back. (Great tor 
Ladies, too). Choose 
snow white or soft blue. 
S-M-L-XL (to ensure best 
lit include height-weight 
when ordering ) Order 
NOW, while prices in- 
clude postage/harxjiing! 
S8. M 3 tar $18 

Long sleeve style 
(not shown) 

tlO. i« 3 tar t2S 

VnTTMANN TEXTILES 
Dept. ;M 

Hobe Sound, Ra. 33455 

HAND CARVED & PAINTED 

ittUAroiu 
CARVED IN ANY POSITION 
fVIINIATURE AND LIFE SIZE 

m 

MEDIUM BIRDS 
Thrushes   Towhees Orioles. 
Grosbeaks, Miniature Owls.Etc. 
(Screech Owl at left) 

$39900—   •'"- 
SMALL BIROS 
Chickadees, Wrens. Buntmgs. 
Kir>atets, Finches. Warblers. Etc 
(Ovenbird below) $29900 .«--:-■« 
Serd $2 tor Catalog (refinl with 

These exquisite < 
are Collectors ltefT>sTsigned 
stamped, and numbered by the 
WOODLAND WINGS artisans  Winners o» National and 
International awards, tfieir rare abiltlies are combined to 
create beautifully hand carved and hand painted wildfowl 
of dtstinctKxi, authenticity and personatiiy 

"rwm^^"" — — — — — — —- —— """""" 

•   wSfeb*/ nam  

ORDER TODAY! Money back guarantee 

ORIGINALS 
' DepI A. POB<H9ie Ptyrnouth-Ma.02360 

Send Check of rrxxwy order, 
NO COD. Mau. Add 5   Ula& tax 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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TUXEDO SOFA 
Reversible, zippered cushions; 
lined skirt; arm pillows; protectors. 
72"!., 31"h.; seat: 18"h., 22"d. 
From $429 depending on fabric. 
$333 in your fabric (16 yds., 
54"w.) Shpg. chg. extra. Cata- 
logue, request form for swatches, 
$2. Hunt Galleries, Inc., HG7811, 
Box 2324, Hickory,  NC 28601. 

LIMITED EDITION 
Colorful 8" plate "A Tribute to 
Norman Rockwell," last portrait of 
him by Robert Charles Howe. Take 
close look and you can see "But- 
ter Girl'V'Doctor and Doll." A first 
issue, 1978. $35 ppd. Toll-free 
800/435-7746 (I L 815/284-6626). 
Trein's, HGll, 201 W. 1st, Dixon, 
IL 61021. 

'I 

PERSONALIZED SCARF 
Pretty hand-painted scarf is 100% 
polyester, hand washable, 21" 
sq., satin-like border. Name in 
brown on beige, black on white, 
navy on It. blue, red/navy on white. 
Specify name, color. $5.95 or 2 for 
$10.95. Add 500 post ea. K & A 
Designs, HGll. Box 128, Hunting- 
ton Sta., NY 11746. 

WRITE AWAY 
Distinctive selection of papers and 
type styles in letter size 53/J" by 
73^" and notes which fold to 3%" 
by 534". All with matching enve- 
lopes. Floral prints, woodgrain ef- 
fects, gingham, art deco, other de- 
signs in free color catalogue, sam- 
ples. The Letter Box, HGN, Box 
371, Woodbury, NY 11797. 

r YOUR FAMILY NAME 
DECOUPAGE COAT OF ARMS 

Send Family Name & 
Country of Origin 

Gives the family castle the royal 
treatment. Hand painted, letteretl 
in glorious color. Hand moimted on 
wood, walnut finished edge. Name 
researched, drawn by Heraldic art- 
i.st, source listed, report, history, 
review. Family Tree Chart. 

Uoctantrlf   SxlO' 
S9.95   +   $1   pi>.   hdlK. 

■      Id   11x14"   $19.95 

CflULYWS Srjid    rhrrk   or    MO.    Satinfti,!im:    fluiu . (\ 
Dept. HGll • Box 35249 •  Phoenix, AZ 85069 <i 

.Shield   7x9" 
$12.95   +   $1   pp.   hdlir. 
iiil   pp.   hdltr. 

.#s#sr#s#^#s#s#s#s#s#s#s#sr^s#s#s#^^^^.r.#s#s#>e^s#sr.r.r.#s#s#^sr^sr.r.#.#sr^.r.r.#^.r.#.#s#Nr.#^sJ 

HAPPY HANG-UPS 
Whimsical, full-color plaques to give to special 
friends. One features a happy hippo and proudly 
declares: "Dentists are open minded people with a 
lot of pull in their communities." The other depicts a 
smiling adding-machine and the pun; "Accountants 
are important sumbodies with well balanced person- 
alities " Both framed plaques are SVi x 12" and ready 
to hang Satisfaction Guaranteed 
#HU-5006 Dentist $5.95 postpaid 
#HU-5007 Accountant S5.95 postpaid ' 

BILL COLLINGWOOD, Dept HG 9. ' 
Box 294, South Miami, Florida 33143 * 

"The YOUnique Catalog" 25C or tree  with order, ' 
AJlow 2 weeks for delivery. No C 0 D.s please. 



SHOPPING AROUND 

OWL PLAQUE 
(y spot to hang keys, jewelry 
•elts. Handcrafted 7" by 9" 
walnut plaque has owl design 

tile overlay. Inscribe with 
y name or friend's name 
a gift. $12.95 plus $1.30 
Catalogue of other designs, 

ry 250. Valley House, HGll, 
838, Buckingham, PA 18912. 

SHOWER CURTAIN AID 
Seal end of shower curtain or liner 
tightly against wall so water won't 
leak out. Holding unit adheres per- 
manently to wall. Removable re- 
taining piece locks curtain edge 
firmly in place. $4.95 plus $1.25 
post. Hoyco Products, Inc., HGll, 
1162 Park Sq. BIdg., Boston, MA 
02116. 

EASY WAY 
t the fireplace blazing fast with 
Ilin' Keg, chock-full of 167 dry 

splints.   Just   place   a   few 
ng logs, touch a match, settle 

8" by 15" dia. Super gft for 
fireplace   owner.   $7.50   plus 

)5 post.; two $18.50 ppd. Piney 
ds Products, HGll, Box 7219, 
umont, TX 77706. 

VO CRYSTAL 
ANDLEHOLDERS 
lique gift of contemporary art 
ind mouth blown pure crystal 
eated by skillful craftsmen. Will 
! delivered in unbreakable carton, 
ich candleholder measure, 2V2" 
21/2" X 23/i". Price $13.95 for 
)th, add $2.00 post. Ontario resi- 
ints add sales tax. Cynthia Pro- 
ictions, P.O. Box 263, Etobicoke, 
It., Canada M9C4V3. 

iJVember. I?78 

GRACEFUL SERVICE 
Fruit for dessert? It will seem 
more delicious with six sterling sil- 
ver fruit knives resting in a stun- 
ning sterling silver stand. Stainless 
steel blades. $100 plus $2.50 post. 
Free catalogue has large selection 
of silver gifts. House of Tradition, 
HGll, 166 Lee Ave., Brooklyn, 
NY 11211. 

^ Johnny Appleseed's 

Snowflake 
Jacket 
Lightweight, 
wind-and- 
cold proof. 
Quilted mate 
(two layers of 
Nylon with 5 
oz. Dacron 
Fiberlill 
between) 
is machine 
washable. 
Colors 
Oyste( 
Red, Navy. 
Chocolate. 
Sizes: 
S(10-12). 
M(14-16), 
L(18), 
XL(20-22) 
$40.00 ppd. 
Free catalog 
Johnny 
Appleseed's 
Box 7011. 
Beverly, Ma 
01915 

^^#dP#^^##*'#^#^###^# ###^ 

J w^   Le Needlepoint 
^ Catalogue 

j^ The world's most unique collection of nand painted needlepoint 
*, canvases. Come visit us and browse at your leisure in our NEEDLE 
11 POINT BOUTIQUE ... or shop at home conveniently from our tabu 
, Mous COLOR CATALOG featuring over 100 exciting needlepoint 
4' projects. Each canvas is a masterpiece . . OUR'S EXCLUSIVELY! 
i * Send $2.00 (deductible from first order) to; 
i *     School of Needlepoint, 70 Middleneck Rd., Great Neck, N.Y. 11021 

L.LJBean\ 
Outdoor Sporting Spet/a/hcj 

CHRISTMAS 
1978 

Beautiful hand-stained glass 
in a leaded frame featuring 
the jolly old Elf himself in 
colorful Christmas garb sur- 
rounded by traditional holly 
v/reath. Comes complete 
with chain. A True Collec- 
tor's item you will cherish 
for years. Inscribed with 
"Christmas 1978." 

STAINED GLASS SANTA 
6V2  inch dia. 5729 

$17.50 
plus $2.15 shipping and handling 

SEND ORDERS TO DEPT. KW22 

CLYMER'S 
OF BUCKS COUNTY,  INC. 

Pine Street, Nashua, NH 03161 
Send 50^ for 64-page full-color 
1978 Christmas Gift Catalogue. 

Down 
Bootie Kit 
Save 30% 

By Sewing 
It Yourself 

An excellent beginner kit with complete 

instructions. Made with 'Ripstop" 

nylon. Filled with high loft duck down 

Ensolite® foam mnersoJes for extra 

warmth and comfort Longweanng Cor- 

dura* nylon bottom. Drawstring do 

sure. Elasticized bands at ankle and 

instep hold bootie in place Height 10" 

Color, Blue, Sizes XS (Men's 4 5, 

Women's 5-6), S (Men's 6 7, Wm's 7-8), 

M (Men's 8-9, Wm's 9-10), L (Men's 

10 11, Wm's 11-12). XL (Men's 1213), 

Please Ship Postpaid 

 Down Bootie Kit @  $16,50, Size  

D Check Enclosed    D Master Charge 
n VISA D American 

Express 

Card Number 

D SEND FREE CATALOG  Exp Date 

Name  

Address^ 

City  

State^ 

Zip._ 

L L. Bean, Inc. 
571 Ce<Ur St., Freeport, ME 04033 
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WHISPER 
QUIET... 
SAVE ON HEATING AND 
COOLING COST Excellent 

for moving warm air down from ceil- 
ings in winter months ahead 40 yrs 

of Fan Manufacturing Experience Heavy cast aluminum motor (not 
plastic), sealed ball bearings, 100% copper wiring, four heavy-gauge alu- 
minum blades Displaces up to 8500 cu ft of air per mm , uses less than 
75 watts of electricity, variable speed in wall switch, mounts ceilings as 
low as 8 ft., three-year guarantee. Antique White or Jamaican Brown 
SL-48 inch blade S118.00 (postage included) Glass globe attachment 
$15.00 additional fan and light work independently For VISA. M.C. or 
American Express give card number & expiration or send check or M.O. 
Phone Free Continental U.S. 1-800-241-7788 Georgia only 
1.800-282-7133. 

Urviquc Product/ Co. 
P O Box 1009 / Stone Mountain. Ga 30086 

Georgia res add appi sales la> 

SHOPPING AROUND 

GREAT  SAVINGS 
ON  NAME  BRAND 

APPLIANCES 
NORELCO   ROTARY RAZOR 
Cord Model ^HP1131 $36.50 

NORELCO^ ROTARY RAZOR 
Rechargeable 
Model   -HP1312 $44.00 

MR. COFFEE' 10 CUP 
Model MCS-200 Featuring 
new coffee-saver^^' $35.50 
*Order before 11/30/78 & 
receive $5.00 rebate from mfg. 

NORELCO^ DIAL-A-BREW with 
BREW MISERY" 
12 CUP Model --HB5170 $34.00 
*Order before 11/30/78 & receive 
$5.00 rebate from mfg. 

NORELCO" EXPRESS" 
1 to 4 CUP Automatic Coffee 
Maker Model HB5123 $21.50 

WARING' 
Model = 

FOOD PROCESSOR 
FP510 with 

Direct Drive Motor $115.50 

NORELCO' FOOD PROCESSOR 
Model  rrHBlllS with 
Direct Drive Motor 

HAMILTON BEACH' 
FOOD PROCESSOR 
Model   -707 

$80.00 

$53.50 

L;\ MACHINE^" by MOULINEX 
Deluxe Model i^354 $56.50 
*Order before 11/26/78 & receive 
$7.50 rabate from mfg. 

AMERICAN FOOD PROCESSOR 
Model =8000GK $48.00 
includes 8 cutting blades and 
wall rack for blades 

Prices in effect until 12/31/78. 
All items warranted by manufac- 
turer. All items shipped freight 
pre-paid. Orders to Alaska. Hawaii 
& Canada shipped freight collect. 
State appliance & model No. de- 
sired. Send check or money order 
to: 

d.b.a. HOUSEWARES, LTD. 
P. O. Box 32 

Manhasset, N. Y. 11030 

N. y. Res. Add Sales Tax 

/A/ 

A joy for bed readers, a must for conva- 
lescents end a welcome gift for oil. This 
elegantly groined mahogany plywood 
Folding Bock Rest is super size 16" by 24" 
high. A full 4" to 6" higher thon other 
back rests. It gives full pillow support to 
head and back for firm sitting up com- 
fort. 5-adjustable positions for your maxi- 
mum comfort. Vertical elastic cords hold 
your own pillow securely in place, just 

where you want it. Anchored by non-skid 
base. Conveniently light. It folds wafer- 
thin—no storage problem. $12.98. Add 
$1.00 postage & handling. NJ residents odd 
5% tax. Wo ship promptly, 

iiend Check or Money Order to —        A   MONEY BACK 

Box GF New Providence, NJ 07974 <^^^ SINCE 1951 

Enhance Your 
Landscape 

with these classics 

Handcacved, Italian stone POODLE and designer- 
styled MASTER CHAIR of endunnj Burma leak. 
Both wonderful additions to your favorite garden 
spots P00D1.E-28'4H . inci base $387 00 

Freigtit and spec pack $35 00 add 
MASTER CHAIR-easily assembled t432 00 

38'/iH.. 33 L. 18'i D. f r t spec pack J25 00 add. 

Hi residents, add Sales Tai Catalogue }l SO 

Imported garden statuary available 
Come visit our studio. 

Importers 

14 E. 41st SI. New York 10017 
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PICTURE PERFECT 

There's no nicer way to keep two 
favorite photos in easy view. 
"Picture-Pak" is a pocket-sized 
album hand painted with pretty 
floral design. Hinged, gold finish, 
l'^" square. A thoughtful gift for 
the holidays. $4.95 plus 75«! post. 
Fame House, HGll, Box 56, Park 
Ridge, NJ 07656. 

ENERGY SAVER 

Use a down comforter when te 
peratures dip. Prime downfill 
downproof Egyptian cambric c 
ton. From Scandinavia. Blue, go 
rose or natural. Single, $124.! 
double $176.50. Queen/kii 
$208.50. Ppd. Brochure, swatd 
$1. Cuddledown HG128, 87 Pie 
ant Street, Yarmouth, ME 040'. 

PRISM BEDECKED 

Clear crystal bobeches sparkle 
with prisms to turn candlestick, 
sconce, chandelier into a rainbow. 
31/2" dia., 1" hole. With eight 
2V2"I- prisms, $6 ea.; pair $11.50. 
With 8 31/2" prisms, $6.50; pr. 
$12.50. Post., $1. Crystal Classics, 
HG118, 17 Orchard Farm Rd., Port 
Washington, NY 11050. 

So much beauty for $100 
Wonderful Irish Crystal porirayed in lavish colour; 
see the craft ot Aran Handknii Sweaters, the 
elegance of pure Irish Linen  Admire the beaiity 
and svi^f>olism of Claddagh Jewellery Savour the 
finest of Bone China that England can produce. 
Delight in the figunne ranges from Spain and 
Britain. Relish the idea of having these lovely 
products for your own at our so affordable pnces. 

Send $1.00 today for nt calalogiK 

Stephen Fallcr (Exports) Ltd 
Dept.  HGHC,  Industrial  Estate Mervue, Galway,  Ireland 

CANADA GEESE 

The   graceful   migratory   flight 
Canada geese was the inspirat 
for    artist    Earl    McNees'    exc 
tional   design.   Of   softly   cole 
diamond   blue-white   ceramic, 
three   lovely   geese   seem   to 
effortlessly. 91/2" by 13". $75 p 
Earl   McNees,   HGll,   Box   l-d 
Melbourne,  FL 32935. 

Unlock Your Decorating Genius 

Plan   View,   Inc. 

Now with PLAN VrEW, the PROFESSIONS 
HOME LAYOUT SYSTEM ioi the non profe; 
sional you can achieve decorolor perfect root 
loyouts at a fraction of the cost.  Forget aboi 

J shoving heovy furniture around the room lool 
ing for the perfect arrangement. Stop worri 
ing about whether your favorite piece 
furniture will fit in the new apartment horr 
or addition. With the accurate-to-scale PL^I 
VIEW SYSTEM you receive over 105 pie« 
all of which adhere to the grid sheet withoi 
adhesives oI lowing far instant ond unlimtte 
changes. i 

Introductory offer only $9.95 ^ 
and  we pay the postage. ^ 

P.O.   Box   4 17, Scituate.   MA   020fi 

House & Gard 



CATALOGUE CHECKPOINT h 
SHOPPING AROUND'S special mail order 
service for you. We've gathered the latest 
catalogues with merchandise to suit your 
every need. Order directly from House & 
Garden. Just fill out and return the order 
coupon below, circling the number of each 
catalogue you want. Enclose 50C for post- 
age and handling, plus any additional 
charge as indicated on catalogue number. 
Do not send stamps. Coins, check or 
money order may be used. 

1. HANDCARVED DECORATIVE DUCK 
DECOYS, revival of an American folk art. 
Decorative v^^ildfow! carvings in solid pine 
artistically hand-painted or available in kit 
form ready for your own creative talents. 
Handsome color catalogue shows wide va- 
riety, also selection of gift items in wildfowl 
motif. Bay Country Woodcrafts. 50C 

2. TREASURY OF PERSONALIZED LA 
BELS for letters or gifts, to identify jars of 
preserves, sew into your creations. All this 
and more in an idea-packed catalogue of 
gifts. Household items, pet accessories, 
jewelry, Bruce Bolind. 50C. 

3. SUPERB    CATALOGUE    SHOWCASES 
fine English antique reproductions against 
charming New Orleans background. Ac- 
cent tables, unique occasional chairs in 
traditional British manner are featured in 
full color. Map illustrates country of origin. 
The Bombay Company. $1. 

4. AS GOOD AS A HABERDASHER. Cata 
logue allows you to browse through 32 col- 
or pages at your leisure. Includes men's 
clothing, sportswear, shirts, accessories, 
shoes, rainwear, plus luggage, games and 
gift items. Britches of Georgetowne. $2. 

5. TAB CURTAINSAND FABRIC SAMPLES 
are inspirations for decorating and refresh- 
ing the rooms of one's home from top to 
bottom. Samples in color catalogue in- 
clude solids, prints. Constance Carol. $3. 

6. FINE QUALITY LEATHER FURNITURE 
to grace your home with elegance. Cata- 
logue shows beautiful, easy-to-care-for, 
durable sofas, chairs, ottomans in leather 
and solid mahogany. Craftsmanship at its 
best. Carolina Leather House, Inc. $1. 

7. A GRAND SELECTION in this beautiful 
64 page Fall/Winter color catalogue. Sea 
scnal items, holiday decorations, jewelry, 
unique and elegant home accessories. 
Clymer'sTM of Bucks County, Inc. 500- 

8. VVt'AT'S COOKING? A vast array of 
cookware, hard-to-find gadgets, utensi.s, 
unusual foods, home accessories and ex 
citing gift ideas from artichoke plates o 
zabaglione pots. 108 page color catalogue 

November, 1978 

from Colonial Garden Kitchens. 25C. 

9. DIRECT FROM IRELAND-beautiful 
things at beautiful prices. Exquisite Irish 
crystal, Irish linen, English bone china. 
Collectibles in European figurines; Aran 
sweaters, Claddagh jewelry. Color cata- 
logue. Stephen  Faller (Exports)  Ltd.  $1. 

10. STATIONERY DEFINITELY YOURS be 
cause it's personalized with name and ad- 
dress. Catalogue shows wide selection with 
many colors, papers, designs and type 
styles to choose. The Letter Box, Free. 

11. ENCHANTING PERSONALIZED PIL- 
LOWCASES. Distinctive designs hand- 
printed on fine white no-iron cotton blend, 
to be treasured for many years. See bro- 
chure for selection of colorful designs from 
England. The Linen Orchard. 25C. 

12. COOPS FOR FURNITURE NOT CHICK- 
ENS! Coops are classy crates ideal for in- 
expensive bookshelves, coffee tables and 
album storage. Unique selection of wood 
products made from sun-cured oak and 
hickory. McCoy Coop Company. Free. 

13. BABY'S PRECIOUS SHOES PRE- 
SERVED as beautiful Dresden-like shatter- 
proof treasures. Every detail and wrinkle 
left intact to assure distinctive character. 
Color brochure shows variety of colors and 
mounting. Memory Lane Sales Corp. Free. 

14. ROMANTIC OLD SOUTH CAST IRON 
DESIGNS captured in sturdy cast alumi- 
num for durability and lasting good looks. 
Ornamental patio and garden furniture, 
planters, fountains, benches, garden 
plaques, and fancy mailboxes. Gift items 
also, in this color catalogue from Moultrie 
Manufacturing Company. $1. 

15. EXTRAORDINARY    COLLECTION    of 
colorful, contemporary art posters is shown 
in a 124 page catalogue. Works by famous 
European and American artists, posters 
celebrating the Olympics, Polish circus 
and zoo. Poster Originals, Limited. $4. 

16. QUICK AND EASY WALLPAPER MO- 
TIFS applied with design paint roller. Use 
on walls, ceilings, furniture, fabrics. 
Choose from 100 designs: flowers, wood- 
grains, marble, ornamental. An informative 
brochure from RollerwallTM_ inc. 25C. 

17. BIG NEW CHRISTMAS BOOK abounds 
in beautiful and unusual gift ideas for 
every family member. Sparkling fashions, 
accessories, and home items, toys, lots of 
crafts to choose from this huge array. Spie- 
gel. Free. 

18. UNUSUAL APPLIQUED AND PERSON- 
ALIZED gifts for special occasions. Cata- 
logue offers holiday decorations, pillpws, 
gourmet specialties, hostess gifts, canvas 
bags. A selection of custom gift ideas that 
are truly out-of-the-ordinary. Susan's Ac- 
cessories. Free. 

19. TEMPTING DELIGHTS OF PURE 
CHOCOLATE perfection to order, beauti- 
fully gift-packaged. Unique "Wilbur Buds," 
giant chocolate with almonds, sugar free 
bars, gourmet cooking chocolates, sure to 
satisfy the sweetest sweet tooth! Color 
catalogue. Wilbur Chocolate Co., Inc. Free. 

20. TREASURY OF MUSIC BOXES. Thor 
ens, long famous for quality craftsmanship 
and beauty. Swiss made cylinder and disc 
movements. 150 traditional, classical or 
contemporary tunes. Color catalogue 
shows large variety. (Cost refundable with 
order.) World of Music Boxes. $1. 

 Order Coupon for Catalogues  
November 1978 

Circle number of each catalogue you want. Enclose check, money order or 
currency (no stamps, please) for total cost of catalogues requested plus 50^ 
service charge. Make checks payable to House & Garden. Allow si.\ weeks 
for delivery. 

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. 1 1-C 
P.O. Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10017 

15o<;- 250c 3S1 4$2 5" 6*' 750(* 

825^: 9$i 10 1125<' 12 13 14$i 

5$4 1625<- 17 18 19 20^' 

Total Money enclosed (including 50^/' service charge) 
MR. 

Name  MRS  
MISS (Please Print) 

Address. 
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sliding glass -ash. and fixed glass panels hy 
Crossly Window Co. 
Sk>lislits: Naliiialite. Inc. 
Doors: Aluminum frame, bronze finish slid- 
ing  glass  doors   by  Crossly   Window   Co. 
Ciisiom-made wood front door. 

IVTF.RIOR OF HOI SF. 
Interior «alls and cciliiiKs: Dry wall wall- 
board. On '-.athroom walls. 2-by-2-inch 
brown c;raiTiic lili by American Olean Tile. 
Floor : In major rooms, oak strip floors: in 
kitchen. 4-inch brown quarry tile; in bath- 
rooms, 2 by 2-inch brown ceramic tile both 
by American Oloan Tile Co. 
Fiiriiisliiiit>.s: Pillows, napkins, ceramic jar 
on coffee table at Bailey Hiiebner. Baskets, 
palms. Bo> on ferns by William Fianken- 
bach C<ard n Center. 
Lightiiii! (i\tiir.s: In living room. revoKing 
"eyeball" c iling hxtures and spotlight fix- 
tures In ki chjn. recessed cylindrical ceil- 
ing fixtures. 
Interior paints: All white paint. 
Fireplace: Steel prefabricated unit by Heati- 
lator Uiv.. Vega Industries. Inc. 
Hardware:    Plexiglass   hardware   by    The 
Ironmonger. 
Kitchen cabinets: Metal wall cabinets by 
Amco Co. in white finish, base wood cabi- 
nets faced in while and beige lextolite 
plastic laminalts by Cieneral Electric Co. 
Bathroom cab-net•5: Custom made, faced in 
lextolite brown plastic laminate by Cieneral 
Electric Co. 
Countertops: In kitchen, butcher block and 
beige   lextolite  plastic  laminate:   in   bath- 
room, brown   lextolite plastic laminate by 
General Electric Co. 
I*lnmhin» fixtures: American Standartl. Inc. 

.MFCHAVU AI. FQIUPIVIRNT AM) 
APFI.IANC F.S 
Appliuiici's: Range with four gas bluncl^ 
and oven by Rop3r Sales Corp.: countertop 
grille by Jenn-Air Corp.: KitchenAid under- 
counter dishwasher by The Hobart Corp.; 
refrigera or-freezer. laundry washer and 
dryer by Cieneral Electric Co.: bathroom 
ventilating fans by NuTone Div.. Scovill 
Mfg. Co.: central vacuum cleaning system 
by Pullman Co. 
Water heater: "Standard" model by Rheem 
Mfg. Co. 
Electric water pvnip: Elint & Welling Co. 
Circuit hnak.r: Square D Co. 
Heating and cooling sy.stcm: Forced warm 
air heating-cooling system by York Div., 
Borg Warner Co. Controls: Thermostat by 
Honeywell, humidity control by Herrmidi- 
lier Co., Inc. 

FLOnZSJI KEYS St KEY WEST 
FLORIDA'S GREATEST NATURAL ATTRACTION... 
Drive out to Sea Just 50 miles south of Miami the 
overseas highway begins-lsland hop in your car 
leisurely down the 29 island stretch of the Keys 
Warm hospitality will greet you at every stop as 
you discover the breath-taking natural beauty of 
Americas unique 
Cham of tropic isles 
The Worlds greatest 
fishing waters 
historic sights and 
attractions for all ages 

Send for FREE brochure and map! 
FLORIDA KEYS ADVERTISING COMMISSION 
20 S E. 14th St . Oopt MC. Miami. Fla. 3313t 

Manners 
continued from page J85 

apologized profusely for not answering or 
acknowledging her letter. I received 
another letter from her a day later, telling 
me that no answer had been expected, 
that the treat, for her. had been in reading 
what I had written. This is manners, above 
and beyond. It exemplifies the purpose of 
good manners: to make other people feel 
good. This is stx'ial gener(«ity. 

Contrast that with the experience 
another writer 1 km^w had recently when 
she called an editor for an interview about 
a writer she was doing an article on for a 
magazine. 

"Would you see me for a few minutes?" 
She asked. 

"No!" He said. "1 don't want to. I just 
don't want to talk to you." and he hung up 
the phone. She said she would have felt 
so much better if he had lied, said he was 
going out of town, anything. It's this abrupt- 
ness, plain bad manners, which I'm certain 
he considers simple directness, which is 
rampant now. Excuses are always prefer- 
able—even when you know it's an excuse. 
Deliberate unmannerliness is reverse 
snobbism at its worst. And it's extremely 
pretentious. As is the whole school of 
deflation which, when you have fussed 
over a party, comes up with lines like "Who 
arc you trying to impress?" or, "Aren't you 
getting fancy!" 

This deflation routine is also rampant in 
love relationships, c^r, rather, what should 
be love relationships. Manners should not 
stop when you fall in love; closeness does 
not mean that one does not edit one's 
behavior. (Openness is no excuse for being 
rotten. A little delicacy would probably 
lower the divt>rce rate a U>t faster than 
heavier communication. It seems to me 
that certain kinds of privacy, a stylish 
elegance of approach, creates the mystery 
which keeps allure alive. I don't think you 
cansay exactly what you think, be "brutally 
honest" and fall blissfully into each other's 
arms. 1 think passion erodes under the 
tension. 

Honesty is often an excuse for unman- 
nerly complaint; "1 think yt)u"re putting 
on weight" or ""You did that all wrong 
again." Unmannerly confrontation usually 
creates, if not hostility, guilt. In every 
room in every house where people are 
living with people they presumably love, 
there should be a sign, "Manners means 
never giving guilt." Never mind the new- 
think which has it that "You don't have to 
accept the guilt." It is a feeling and feelings 
are powerful and cannot simply be dis- 
missed or put away like itchy sweaters. 

There is a certain line to behavior, to 
misbehavior, in feict, that has to be there, 
like the line an unconstructed jacket has 
when it's made by a great designer. And 
that is manners. Its okay to be fresh in a 
positive way. Any man who is rattled if a 
woman makes the call for the first date is 
simply tcK) stuffy to deal with. But, on the 
other hand, it is rude to rebuff a man who 
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has been conditioned to courtliness if he 
takes your arm when you cross the street 
(or opens that door). Men are truly baffled 
now by relationships. They have been 
raised with a certain etiquette and they 
have no powerful political movement to 
help them unlearn it. It is not going to 
kill you to accept the way he is used to 
doing things. Relationships should not 
begin with political position papers. To 
know that understanding takes time is 
essential to good manners. If he insists on 
taking the check, and you insist on inde- 
pendence, send him flowers. 

In every area of social interaction there 
are the formal rules, and they can always 
be broken with charm. But not with 
hostility or defiance. You can drop in on 
people without calling—to drop off a 
bunch of flowers (ostensibly—when you 
really want just to talk but feel you need 
an excuse!. You can call up someone you 
wanted to entertain, but you haven't got 
the energy and. on the spur t^f the moment 
say. "Let's go out to dinner." You can have 
people ioT dinner and serve a wt)nderful 
breakfast of omelettes or French toast. 
You can have people arrive at your house 
and say. "The kitchen blew up. Let's all go 
out!' Instinct will tell you whether to take 
the check. If everyone decides to split it, 
it is the complete pits of rudeness to argue 
over "who had the...". Good manners 
frequently cost a little more money than 
bad manners. And are worth it. 

Manners—1 sometimes think 1 would 
have perfect manners myself if 1 had a 
little Empire desk and all varieties of silky 
stationery in pigeonholes. I would wear 
my velvet negligee, answer my mail as it 
comes in. and write notes promptly to 
every writer whose work 1 li>ve just as 1 
finish the book. I would send off bright, 
witty thank you's to people who have had 
me for dinner 1 would remember to send 
clippings of things I'd liked to people who 
might particularly enjoy them (even if 1 
don 1 owe them a letter). And I would send 
a love letter without expecting to get one 
back (and I would not sulk if 1 didn't). 1 
would write out the invitations for the 
dinner party 1 said I was giving and.... 

1 would... 1 would. What about: Now I 
am going to write one letter. And not put 
it away to rewrite when 1 think of a better 
way H) say it. If it is the thought that counts, 
how is anyone to know 1 have had the 
thought if I do not send the letter? And 
manners, again, begin and end with 
thoughtf ulness. With the attempt to express 
consideration and love the best way one 
knows how. And. that's right, one doesn't 
do it for ""Me." one does it for ""You." 
And what could be better for me than to 
please you? 

MANUSCRIPTS 
House & Garden assumes no 
responsibility for unsolicited 

nianuscriprs. photo^raplis, plans, 
or other nuilerial. All must 

/>.' jrconipanied hy return postage 
and selj-addressed envelope. 

House  &  Goi'dfn 

1- ■- 



Auto suggestions 
cotithuted Irani page 134 

successful Seville, the smallest car Cadil- 
lac has ever made, has given encourage- 
ment lor this new hreed of car. The 
Buick Riviera, Oldsmobile Toronado, 
and Cadillac Eldorado coupes, all built 
on the same chassis, are in this category. 
Last year, they were some of the largest 
cars in the world; this year they're al- 
most 2 feet shorter and 1,000 pounds 
lighter. Four-wheel disc brakes are now 
standard along with a fuel-injected en- 
gine and automatic load leveler suspen- 
sion. Ever since Rolls Royce pioneered 
the luxury car look years ago, American 
stylists continue to use upright grilles, 
■formal'" rooflines, and crisp, hard- 
edged fenders to denote elegance. In- 
deed, these new intermediates have the 

big car" look that partially masks their 
size. 
Full-size 
I ast year saw the first down-sized sedans 
a foot shorter and 800 pounds lighter 
produced by General Motors. At the 
time, this was considered a daring ex- 
periment to see whether Americans 
would settle for smaller vehicles. Well, 
the down-sized Chevrolet Caprice was 
the best-selling car of 1977. So now the 
other companies are down-sizing their 
sedans for 1979. Chrysler's New Yorker 
and Dodge's St. Regis weigh around 
3,700 pounds, like the Caprice, and run 
220 inches long on a 118-inch wheel- 
base. These and the new Ford LTD/ 
Mercury Marquis all have aerodynamic 
grilles, wheels, rear-view mirrors and 
windshields that are designed to save 
any little bit of wind resistance possible, 
in an attempt to achieve every last mile 
per gallon. 
Trucks 
Light-duty pickup trucks and vans now 
account for one out of every three pas- 
senger vehicles sold in America. Until 
1979, trucks have had to meet very few 
of the emissions and safety regulations 
applied to cars. This loophole has now 
been closed. Trucks will be getting small- 
er, lighter, and more aerodynamic over 
the next six years, just like cars. So 1979 
is a transition year for trucks, as well. 
Chrysler has introduced a handsome, 
new mini-pickup truck, the Dodge D-50 
and Plymouth Arrow Pickup, with a 
powerful 2.6-liter engine, 5-speed trans- 
mission, disc brakes, and a wealth of 
other options. In a few years, this is 
what all light trucks will look like— 
small, sleek, and aerodynamic. 

Today's popular four-wheel-drive ve- 
hicles are living on borrowed time. The 
Federal energy policy requires the aver- 
age off-road vehicle to be the size of to- 
day's mini-pickups, with a small four- 
or six-cylinder engine. Chevrolet has in- 
troduced the first production four-wheel- 
drive mini for 1979, the LUV 4 x 4. In 
the world of trucks, it's the most pro- 
phetic vehicle of 1979, the sort one out 
of three Americans will probably be 
driving as we head into the 80s. ■ 

Pumpkin patch 
continued from page 126 

METHOD 
D Combine all the ingredients except the 
nuts in a bowl. Pour into a buttered baking 
dish and sprinkle with the nuts. Place the 
dish in a pan and pour in boiling water to 
come at least halfway up the side of the 
dish. Bake in a preheated 350° oven for 
1 hour, or until the custard is just barely 
set. Serve warm or chilled. 

Pumpkin turnovers 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  PASTRY 
2 cups flour 
V4 cup sugar 
1 teaspoon baking powder 
Vs teaspoon salt 
7 tablespoons unsalted butter, chilled 

and cut into tiny bits 
2 tablespoons lard, chilled 
1 egg yolk blended with % cup ice water 

(save the white for glaze) 
INGREDIENTS  FOR   FILLING 
AND GLAZE 
1 Va cups pumpkin puree 
Va cup prepared mincemeat, drained 
Va cup brown sugar 
1 tablespoon dark rum 
Reserved egg white 
1 teaspoon water 
1 heaping tablespoon sugar 

METHOD 
D Sift the flour, sugar, baking powder, 
and salt together into a bowl. Cut in the 
butter and shortening with a pastry blend- 
er or your fingertips until tiny, even par- 
ticles are formed. Sprinkle in the yolk-ice 
water mixture a tablespoon at a time, toss- 
ing with a fork to incorporate into the dry 
ingredients. Press the dough together into 
a rough rectangle, wrap it in plastic, and 
refrigerate for at least 1 hour. 
n While the dough is chilling, turn the 
pumpkin into a cheesecloth-lined sieve 
and let it drain V2 hour or longer. Combine 
with the mincemeat, brown sugar, and 
dark rum in a bowl. Mix well. 
n Cut pastry in half and refrigerate one 
part. Roll other half out on a well-floured 
board until very thin, flouring pin frequent- 
ly. Quickly cut into 4-inch circles (use a 
small pot top), re-rolling and re-cutting 
dough until you have 8 circles. 
n Place one tablespoon of the pumpkin 
filling on a dough circle on one side, to 
come about %-inch from the edge. Moisten 
the whole rim with water, fold over the 
pastry and gently press it closed. Seal 
with the tines of a fork. Place pastry on a 
large baking sheet covered with aluminum 
foil. Repeat until the 8 rounds are filled. 
Refrigerate. Roll and fill remaining dough 
and place turnovers on the sheet. 
D Beat the egg white with a teaspoon of 
water until it is slightly frothy. Brush the 
top of each turnover sparingly with the 
glaze and sprinkle lightly with the sugar. 
Bake in a preheated 400° oven for 20-25 
minutes or until turnovers are golden. Cool 
on a rack. Makes 16. ■ 

Hostess notes 
continued front page 112 

sent to you. When sending over 20 Mail- 
grams, call a Certified Western Union Mail- 
gram Processing Center. There is one in 
most major cities in the United States. It's a 
savings to work with the Processing Center 
on bulk orders, because they send your 
order through computers and that speeds up 
the job. Place orders by 5 P.M. for next day 
delivery. 
The personal touch 
Some of the most festive invitations are 
those designed and made by hand. "Making 
your own invitations inspires the host and 
hostess as well as the guest," House & 
Garden's Contributing Editor, Dee Hardie 
acknowledges: "It may take time, but its 
having fun before you get there." Some 
easy suggestions: Glue a piece of pretty 
fabric to the outside of a plain note card, 
trim edges and write on the inside; spruce up 
any card by gluing a piece of striped ribbon 
on the diagonal across one corner; custom- 
ize an envelope with a bold racing stripe 
from a marking pen; print invitation details 
on the frame of an inexpensive fan. Keep an 
eye out for postal cards in museum sbnns 
and while traveling to use for invitations and 
reminder cards. Don't forget 5&10C and art- 
supply stores—they're make-it-yourself 
treasure chests: Luggage tags, doilies, gold 
seals, anything that's fun or supports the 
theme of your party. 

Get to the point of the party 
When a party has a good theme, everything 
from invitations to entertainment will have 
a direction. Honor a friend, celebrate an oc- 
casion, or organize a party to coincide with 
the opening of a nearby show or event. Mur- 
ray Douglas, vice-president of Brunschwig 
& Fils fabrics, recently sent friends little 
gingham printed cards inviting them to 
come for a picnic at her country house. 
When guests called to accept, she mentioned 
that it was the day of the Shaker Festival 
which was close by and hoped everyone 
would stop there before or after lunch. For a 
dinner party before the preview of a 
museum show, you might send a poster by 
one of the show's artists with the invitation 
written on the back. Write your invitation 
for a bridge party on an oversized playing 
card. Designer John Saladino once sent 
blueprints including party details, inviting 
friends to celebrate his newly designed 
space. A birthday celebration invitation is 
easily written on an inflated balloon with 
felt marking pen, then deflate and mail. Or, 
as one clever hostess did for her husband's 
birthday, send a conventional birth an- 
nouncement and fill in the empty spaces 
with all the information about the big birth- 
day baby—born January 1, 1945, weight: 
170 pounds, 6 feet tall! On the Hip side write 
your invitation. Susan Kaiser Vogel, an ar- 
tist in California, sent along with her invita- 
tion a card that said "What's up now?" and 
a small white origami-wrapped package of 
royal blue powder. When guests arrived, 
they discovered that what's up was the ar- 
tist's latest creation—a brick wall painted, 
what else, royal blue! ■ 



HOW TO MAKE THE 

GOOD 
NEWS BEARS 

The calico bears on page 198 are as easy 
to make as they are to love. One yard of 
36-inch calico makes about 15 bears, but 
if you want many different-colored 
bears, buy calico in smaller lengths—the 
more variety, the more colorful your 
party. 
1. Using the model below, trace bears 
on calico. Note: Dotted line is stitching 
line. 

2. Fold a piece of calico m half, wrong 
side out, and trace bear. 

> 

3. Cut the folded calico in a rectangle 
around the tracing line, about 4 by 6 
inches, to make a workable piece for cut- 
ting out the bear. 

\ 

4. Cut out the bear shape, leaving a 
quarter-inch seam allowance around the 
drawn line. CHRIS REINHARDT 

5. Sew the two cutouts together, wrong 
sides out, with a fine stitch (here, Mrs. 
Kennedy uses an Elna air electronic 
sewing machine). Leave an opening on 
one side under the arm and extending 
halfway down the bear's leg, for turning 
and stuffing. 

6. With 
trim and 

the bear still wrong side out, 
clip seam allowance. 

7, Turn the bear right side out and stufl 
with Dacron fiberfill (available at sew- 
ing and variety stores). Stuff bears fat ii 
the head and tummy, more loosely a 
joints, to make them cuddly and flexible; 
Sew up the seam by hand with thread tc 
match fabric, and tie a quarter-incl 
grosgrain ribbon around bear's neck 
Red or white tissue paper—or a layi 
of each—makes pretty wrapping f( 
these soft favors. 

\ 
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Pattern for the 

GOOD NEWS BEARS 
(actual size) 
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How to 
fall in love 

with your 
house 

all over 
again 

Make new use of old space. 
Like converting a garage into a 

family room. An attic into a music 
room. Or even a potting shed into a 

party kitchen. You'll find yourself in love 
with your house all over again. And it's even 

better the second time around! 

"I felt so sorry for this house, I had to do 
something for it. I did. Now its' younger and so 
am I. Never an architectural gem, my 100 year old house 
was solid as a rock. Now that it's transformed, it has an 
unexpected charm. With its new gray-painted aluminum 
siding, white trim and black shutters, it makes up in 
sparkle what it lacks in style. Inside, a new wing with a 
half kitchen, halt dining room was added and paved with 
wall to wall brick-patterned white vinyl to complete the 
effect." Ray Kohn 

"Before remodeling, we had a typical, pleas- 
ant but tiny three-room house. We discovered that 
even a small house can have a surprising amount of space 
tucked away. First, the ceiling came off and beams were 
added. We gained a lot of "psychological space" that 
way. The back wall was moved 5 feet to make a dining 
area. The bedroom got new windows and, by moving a 
closet door from the side to the front, it became twice as 
easy to get at. An attic stairway was changed to let-down 
stairs, and the kitchen gained two closets. New cabinets 
and a little rearranging finished the job. Now it seems as 
if we have a big house." Mrs. MIki Denhof 

"An architect convinced us that we couldn't 
afford the house we wanted, and he suggested we get 
a small house on a piece of land we loved, and add on 
from there. It was good advice. The house grows along 
with our needs, and each addition, like all good things, is 
worth waiting for." Mrs. Judy Natkin 

You can turn your ordinary house or apartment into 
an exciting and beautiful NEW home. And the best way 
to start is by browsing through the great ideas in the new 
HOUSE & GARDEN BOOK OF REMODELING. 

Here, dramatically presented in living color and 
complete with "Before" and "After" photos plus floor 
plans and fascinating text, are literally thousands of 
fresh, practical and highly imaginative money-saving re- 
modeling ideas you can use! 

This remarkable book covers it all. How to add 
a  new  room  or a  whole  wing.   How  to  convert  sev- 

HOLoes cJuiDfrn BOO*( of 

BEMODBJNG 

eral small, 
cramped 
rooms into one 
big, bountiful room 
How to remodel even 
a    "hopeless"    little 
house. How to modernize 
your  kitchen  or bathroom. 
You'll even get ideas on giving 
new life to a city house or ingeni- 
ously transforming an old mill, fire 
house  or  schoolhouse   into   a   new 
liveable house. 

At $35 retail, this HOUSE & GARDEN 
BOOK OF REMODELING  is a tremendous 
value.  But now it can  be yours for only 
$29.95. That's an even better value. Mail 
your coupon today.  If you don't get lots 
of exciting new ideas for remodeling your 
house, simply return the book within 30 
days for a refund. Supplies are limited 
Return the coupon TODAY! 

CONDE NASI BOOKS, P.O. Box 3308 
Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017 
Please rush me a hardcover copy of "HOUSE & GARDEN'S 
BOOK OF REMODELING" for only $29.95 (plus $1.00 for post- 
age and handling) total: $30.95 per copy. I understand that if 
I am not satisfied with the book in any way, I may return the 
book within 30 days for a prompt refund. 
(Please make check payable to Conde Nast Books.) 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

Please bill my: 

Card number: 

D American Express D 

E> 

Visa 

pi res 

□ MasterCharge 

/         / 

Signature 
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NURSERIES INC 

New full color 1979 catalog of ttie most 
popular roses and fruit trees. 
Also special sections on miniature roses 
and dwarf fruit trees, perfect for today's 
compact living . . . and a fascinating tiis- 
torical review of tfie first 90 years of 
Armstrong Nurseries. 
Let Armstrong sfiow you  how to 
beautify your property and save dollars 

with  luscious  home 
grown fruits and berries 
Just fill in and mail the 

coupon belowi ... today 
Armstrong 
Nurseries 

Dept  188 
P O  Box 4060 Ontario. CA 91761 

feast! 
The current, festive edition of 
WINE & FOOD: A House & 
Garden Guide is 
full of ideas for 
holiday feasting 
in healthy, JtW^K^tLZ^x 
beautiful, 
delicious 
style. 

FALL-WINTER 1978-79 

WINE&FOOD 
A HOUSE & GARDEN GUIDE 

$2.00 at newsstands everywhe'e 

If your dealer's sold out, send a 
check or nnoney order for S2.75 
(includes postage and handling) 
payable to 
WINE & FOOD: 
A HOUSE & GARDEN GUIDE, 
to the following address: 
House & Garden, Dept. WF 78-79 
PO Box 1910 Grand Central Station 
New York, NY. 10017 

GARDENER'S O 
NOTES By James Fanning  ..tti^kLmif 

The 1979 
All-America Roses 
Plus easy-to-order, top- 
quality house plants, the 
return of the Japanese beetle, 
a gadget that talks for plants 

Coming up roses 
Now is the time to get a Hying start for 
next year's flowering season. Planted 
now, roses will get rooted in before the 
heavy frosts and be ready to start grow- 
ing with the first sunshiny days of spring. 
At the top of everybody's list of roses to 
grow next year will be the three All- 
America Rose Selections for 1979. 
These are Friendship, a coral-pink hy- 
brid  tea  with  long stems on  a  husky 

Friendship i.s an extremely hardy, fragrant, 
hybrid tea rose with glowing coral pink 
coloring. 

bush; Sundowner, an orange-flowered, 
strong-growing grandiflora, and Para- 
dise, a hybrid tea with huge flowers in a 
dazzling combination of bright pink and 
silvery lavender. Look for these, and 
AARS winners of previous years, at your 
local nursery, or order by mail from 
Jackson and Perkins, Medford, Ore. 
97501, or from Star Roses. West Grove, 
Pa. 19390. The J & P catalogue is free, 
Star Roses asks $1 for its. Incidentally, 
if you're hilling up your roses for winter, 
use chunks of sod, rather than plain soil. 
Sod lets in air, which the plants need, 
and does not pack down or wash away 
with heavy rains. 
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Return of the beetles 
In places where it was a serious pest 21 
years or so ago, the Japanese beetle ha? 
been unknown for some time, but is now 
making a comeback. This is because tht 
milky spore disease that eliminated tht 
beetles did its work too well—once the 
pests were gone it had nothing to live on 
and so, in its turn, disappeared. So all wc 
have to do to stem the tide of the new 
beetle invasion is to renew the disease. 
Spores are available as a powder to 
sprinkle on lawns—where the beetle 
grubs feed—and will not only stop the 
grubs' chewing on grass roots, but will 
prevent the voracious adults from ever 
emerging. Any time when the ground is 
not frozen is right for an application of 
the powder, which may take several 
months to make its etTect felt. Milky 
spore powder is prepared by Renter 
Laboratories, 2405 James Madison 
Highway, Haymarket, Va. 22069. It's a i 
good idea to consult your county agent, 
though—he may have some to distribute 
as a public service. 

60 fine house plants 
The American Horticultural Society is 
setting up a program to bring top qualit\ 
house plants into American living rooms. 
Too many of us, in the past, have been 
frustrated by the general unavailability 
of many desirable plants that we read 
about cr see in flower shows. To help 
correct this situation, noted horticultur- 
ist Dr. Gilbert Daniels has assembled a 
list of some 60 fine plants and has found 
growers who are prepared to supply ' 
them in sizes big enough to give an im- 
mediate effect. Best of all. the plants will 
be delivered—except during the coldest 
part of the winter, of course—directly to 
the buyer. Dr. Daniels has insisted on 
accurate labeling—which florists tend to 
ignore—and on giving growing instruc-' 
tions with every plant. Full information 
may be had from The American Horti- 
cultural Society, Mount Vernon, Va. 
22121, or by toll-free telephone from 
800-523-7600 (in Pennsylvania 1-800- 
662-5180). 

Making plants talk 
Do plants purr when they're happy? 
Well, not exactly, but the Plant Com- 
municator speaks for them, giving out a 
tired clicking sound when they're thirsty 
and a more energetic buzz when mois- 
ture is adequate. Actually, the Com- 
municator is an electronic gadget tha^ 
operates according to the electrical conj 
ductivity of the soil in a pot or outdooP 
flower bed. The more moisture, the bet-; 
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tor the conductivity, so the stronger the 
buzz. Soil acidity is also a factor in the 
electrical process, so the sound may be 
interpreted as an indication of pH as well 
as of moisture. Each Plant Communi- 
cator comes with a table to help in the 
interpretation of the sounds—with a 
little experience you can tell a great 
deal about the condition of pot or gar- 
den soil. The Plant Communicator is 
manufactured by the Agronic Corpora- 
tion of America, Bellevue, Wash., and 
is priced at about 
$9.95 in hard- 
ware and garden 
shops. Plant in 
the picture, inci- 
dentally, is Ardi- 
sia cienulata, a 
houseplant with 
glossy evergreen 
leaves and clus- 
ters of bright red 
berries that last 
for months on 
end. Plants are 
available by mail 
from Logee's 
Greenhouses, 55 
North St., Daniel- 
son, Conn. 06239, 
whose catalogue 
is $2. 

Plant Communicator buzzes to indicate 
moisture and acidity in garden or flower pot. 

Gardener's stocking 
stuffer 
For the gardener interested in odd and 
unusual plants, or one who simply likes 
pictures of beautiful flowers, a fine 
Christmas stocking gift would be a copy 
of Popular Exotic Cacti in Color, by 
Edgar and Brian Lamb (Collier Books, 
$6.95 in paperback). Actually, not all of 
the plants in the book are cacti, but most 
of them are unfamiliar, all are interest- 
ing, and all beautifully photographed in 
color. An even 100 plants are included, 
and the Lambs give accurate botanical 
descriptions, as well as growing instruc- 
tions and even the correct pronunciation 
of each. 

Burgeoning books 
We're all familiar with Ortho products 
—a highly dependable line of pesticides 
and fertilizers. What comes as a surprise, 
though, is the walloping success of the 
new Ortho line of books. It began in 
1973, with publication of a book on how 
to grow vegetables, and has expanded 
to include 20 titles, four of them new 
for 1978. Each is devoted to some phase 
of gardening, each is as thoroughly re- 
searched as the Ortho chemicals, con- 
cisely written, well illustrated, and—an- 
other surprise in these inflationary times 
—inexpensive. Priced at $3.98 each, the 
Ortho garden books are available wher- 
ever garden supplies are sold, and in 
bookshops as well. ■ 

Enjoy the luxury of 
a steam bath 

without leaving 
your shower. 

Introducing Instant Spa: 
Instant Spa" is a new shower attachment that does something 

quite remarkable. In only seconds, it turns the hot water m your 
shower into a soothing, steam bath-like mist. 

Step into it and you'll enjoy the same terrific benefits you get 
out of a steam bath. 

Instant Spa relaxes tense, achy muscles. Opens pores to free 
your skin of blocked-in dirt. Increases your circulation. And sim- 
ply makes your whole body feel like a new person. 

Instant Spa can be installed in just minutes to any shower 
head. Stall or tub. What's more, it uses a fraction of the water 
needed for a shower, so it will do no more harm to walls than a 
shower And it won't interfere with everyday shower usage. 

If all this sounds too good to be true, here's one thing that's 
even better Instant Spa 
sells  for a modest 
$42,50. 

So now you can 
have the luxury of a 
steam bath without get- 
ting your budget m hot 
water 

Think of it as 
a steam bath. 

At home. 

U S  Patent Number 4.084.27 

B & M Manufacturing Co, 
PO Box 787, Richboro, Fa. 18954 



PUT A NEW ANGLE ON GROOMING. 

Hang a Carolina Mirror in your balhioom. It'll be a big help when you're putting on niakf 
up, or fixing your hair. For more ideas, send us your name and $1.50. We'll send you our 
36page cat'alog of 130 mirror styles. And the name of your nearest Carolina Mirror dealer 

CAROUNA MIRROR CORPORATION 
North Wilkesboro, N.C. 28659 

r' 

Cure For 
The Common 
Bathroom,50^ 

n 

Ceramic tile can transform an 
ordinary room into something very 
much out of the ordinary. 

And our new hook will give 
you all kinds of ideas for using it. In 
every room of your house. 

Ceramic tile. It can help your 
bathroom make a real splash. 

Address 

Ci!\ State Z,f) 

CeramicIileldeaBook 
TileCouncilof Amerka,lnc.,P.O. Box 2222,Room834,Princeton,'New Jersey 08540. 
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BEST IN 
BOOKLETS 
Mcnvelous ideas to help you plan and 
shop are in the booklets below, and 
they're yours for the asking. You can or- 
der them directly from House & Garden 
—send for the ones you want today. Just 
fill out and return the order coupon, 
circling the number of each booklet 
desired, enclose $1 for postage and han- 
dling, plus any additional charge as indi- 
cated next to the booklet number, and 
we'll see to it that your booklet requests 
(ire filled as quickly as possible. Do not 
send stamps. Coins, check, or money or- 
der may be used. 

Building and 
Remodeling 
1. SAVE ENERGY AND CUT FUEL COSTS 
with the help of an Arrow heavy-duty staple 
gun. Brochure, "How To Button Up Your 
Home," discusses why and where you 
should insulate, weather stripping, storm 
doors, and how to determine the proper 
insulation and tools. Arrow Fastener. 350 

Decorating 
2. "PRIMER OF EARLY AMERICAN HOMf 
DECORATING." An 80-page hard-cover 
decorating guide filled with practical sug- 
gestions. Includes a room-planning kit, 
decorating ideas galore, and illustrations of 
the Young Republican line of hard rock 
maple living, dining, and bedroom furni- 
ture. Plus over 200 lamps and decorative 
accessories. Tell City Chair Company. $3 

3. COLLECTOR'S EDITIONS. This cata 
logue is an assemblage of wall clock de- 
signs and antique reproductions for those 
who appreciate excellence. Each clock 
must be of collectible quality in design, 
execution, and the excellence of its move- 
ment in order to be included in this group. 
Howard Miller Clocks. 

4. THE RUGGEDNESS OF THE AMERI- 
CAN FRONTIER is captured in every piece 
of the Rustic Oak collection from Harrison 
Furniture. Its 12-page, full-color brochure 
displays this deep brown-finished furniture 
in a variety of room settings. $1 

5. "LIGHTING IN THE FINEST TRADI- 
TION." Full-color brochures from Quoizel, 
illustrating the Abigail Adams, Thomas 
Jefferson, and Rust Rose Collections. 
Steeped in the rich tradition of American 
lighting, the glass is hand-blown and dec- 
orated using time-honored craftsmanship 
unchanged since Colonial days. Quoizel.  ■ 

6. INFORMAL FRENCH FURNITURE. Hen ,' 
redon's Four Centuries. Warm. Distinctive.'^ 
Elegantly informal. An ultimately livable; 
collection of dining room, bedroom, occa-' 



sional, and upholstered furniture in the 
French Country style of the 17th and 18th 
centuries. Illustrated booklet introduces 
this fine line of quality furniture. Henredon 
Furniture Ind., Inc. $1. 

7. FASCINATING FURNITURE SELEC- 
TION. Dressers, chests, beds, chinas, buf- 
fets, tables, chairs, bookcases, record 
cabinets, beverage cabinets, desks, and liv- 
ing-room furniture are shown in this pack- 
et of brochures, "Get Something Beautiful 
Going With Furniture By Lane." $1 

8. FURNITURE MAGAZINE illustrates a 
generous sampling of Century furniture 
photographed in homes and outdoor loca- 
tions across the country. Each of the col- 
lections shown in this publication and 
Century's 7 consumer brochures include 
bedroom, dining room, and occasional 
pieces. $3 

9. FURNITURE PORTFOLIO. Select from 
this full line of handcrafted furniture or 
let the Amana Furniture Shop create your 
own specific designs. In addition to the 
basic pieces shown, Amana produces a 
full line of period furniture. Price list en- 
closed. $1 

10. 18TH-CENTURY FURNITURE REPRO- 
DUCTIONS. With faithful attention to au- 
thenticity, Hickory Chair interprets the 
finest of Queen Anne, Chippendale, Hep- 
plewhite, and Sheraton designs in pieces 
'or the living and dining areas of the home. 
Impressive line is featured in this cata- 
logue. $3 

Eating and 
Entertaining 
11. "LIQUEURS AND BRANDIES." Book 
let gives recipes for using the variety of 
liqueurs and brandies offered by Bols. Fea- 
tured is information on creating "Pousse 
Cafe." (Striped wonders made with a se- 
ries of liqueurs floated upon each other). 
Or try the many other Bols taste treats. 

12. NEW SALAD WHEEL SPINS AROUND 
FOR DRESSING IDEAS! One side of the 
wheel reveals 10 classic dressing recipes 
such as Caesar, Creamy Garlic, Thousand 
Island. On the flip side, there are 10 extra 
special recipes such as Yogurt Fruit, Citrus 
Mustard, Jewel, and Hawaiian dressings. 
The salad wheel is available from Hell- 
mann's/Best Foods real mayonnaise. 750 

13. ENJOY THESE DELICIOUS FOOD AND 
DRINK RECIPES from Meyer's Rum. Bro- 
chure gives directions for preparing 
Meyer's Original Eggnog, Rum Cake, Ba- 
nana Daiquiri, Pina Colada, Rum 'n O.J., 
and several other punch bowl and party 
drinks. 

Gardening 
14. AUTUMN FLOWER BOOK. 48 pages in 
full color listing fall planted bulbs, bulbs 
and plants for indoor culture, perennial 
plants, and many useful gardening acces- 
sories. Included are an entirely new and 
superior strain of African Violets. Geo. W. 
Park Seed Co., Inc. 

Potpourri 
15. BUYING A HOME? SELLING YOUR 
HOME? The National Association of Real- 
tors has prepared this informative sheet 
for prospective home buyers and sellers. 
It lists the advantages of dealing with a 
member realtor. These realtors operate 
under a strict code of ethics, assuring the 
most competent, professional, and ethical 
performance available. 

16. WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW ABOUT 
YOUR CAR COULD HURT YOU physically 
and financially. Fram Corporation has pre- 
pared a useful booklet, which, along with 
your owner's manual, will help you know 
your car better. Your glove compartment 
is a good place to keep both booklet and 
manual—easily available if you should find 
yourself in trouble and need some answers. 
SOO 

 Order coupon for booklets  
November, 1978 

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money or- 
der, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add $1 
for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery. 

MAIL TO:   HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept.   11 
Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017 

9$i 

I enclose; $. 

MR. 

Name MRS._ 
MISS 

Address  

2$3 

10$^ 

3 4$' 5 65' 7*' 8$3 
11 12''5« 13 14 15 1650^ 

-$1 for postage and handling of my request for booklets 

-for booklets circled requiring payment 

-is my total remittance 

(Please Print) 

City, -State. -Zip #. 
Offer expires 2/15/79 

(orrectol 
VJ the 

gentle laxative 
so many women 
are using today. 

Today, more tlian ever, there's 
sometliing special about being a 
woman. You give so much and 
you do so mucli. Yet, some days, 
you don't feel your best because 
of irregularity. 

Then, like so many women 
tocHay, you take Correctol, the 
modern, gentle laxative. 

Correctol's special formula 
combines a mild laxative with 
a softening agent. Its gentle, 
overnight action helps you feel 
like vourself ao-ain. Read and 
f-ollow label directions. And 
next time, trv Correctol. The 
modern, gentle laxative. 



Enemy Breakthrouph 

lankless Water Heater 
Gives\bu Endless 

Hot Water-Instantly 
New invention provides a NEVER ENDING FLOW 

of piping hot water—needs no complicated 
plumbing—saves energy, saves money—as 

much as 60% less to operate than an ordinary 
tank-type water heater! 

Most of us simply don t realize just how 
wasteful—and costly an ordinary, tank-type hot 
water heater really is. But. if you will just think 
about if for a moment you will immediately real- 
ize that most of the energy used to heat your 
basement tank of water is dissipated right 
through the walls of the tank itself and into your 
storage or crawl space area 

The Perfect Answer—The New Kiley, 
Instant Tankless Hot Water Heater! 
The answer is simplicity itself—if lossesare 

created by the need to keep large volumes of 
water standing In a lank, why not eliminate the 
lank'And, that's just what the Kiley folks have 
done We have eliminated the lank—and in its 
place we have developed a tmy, super powerful, 
instantaneous heating unit which ACTUALLY 
CflEATES HOT WATER AS YOU USE IT A mi- 
croswitch on the Kiley unit automatically turns 
on the moment the faucet is opened—then a 
continuous stream of delightful, sparkling hot 
water flows from the lap for shower or wash 
basin IMAGINE—as much hot water as you 
want—produced in a never-ending stream as 
long as you need it And, the Kiley unit is fully 
adjustable too—temperatures from cool to 
steaming hot can be obtained at the turn of a 
dial   Models for LP (Bottled) Gas or Electric 
Power 
The Ordinary Tank-Type Hot Water Heater 

Is The Most Energy And Cost Wasteful 
Appliance In Your Home. 

Did you know that an average tank-type 
heater will use as much as 4800 KWH ol power 
in a year Nothing in your home even compares 
to that for wastefulness and operating cost By 
comparison, your refrigerator—usually opened 
several dozen times a day and placed in a hot 
kitchen, uses only 1 3 as much energy. In this 
day of rising costs and energy consciousness, 
the new KILEY INSTANT TANKLESS HEATER 
should be considered for every home 

Use A Kiley Tankless Anywhere— 
In Your Present Home— 

Perfect For Vacation Homes, Ski Lodges— 
Boats, Trailers. 

The Kiley makes a perfect addition to any 
system.  Installed  simply  RIGHT  AT THE 
SHOWER or basin, it guarantees a continuous 

supply of delightful shower-water for the entire 
family For a vacation home, boat or travel trailer 
the Kiley is ideal.   A turn of the faucet is all it 
takes to automatically activate the Kiley—no 
standby, wasted power, the Kiley springs into 
action the very moment its needed! 

Kiley Tankless Heaters 
Can't Run Cold—Sold Direct To 

Save You Still More. 

COMPACT    JUST12   x13   x6... 
GIVES MORE HOT WATER THAN A 100 GALLON 
6 FOOT TANK. 

Ordinary water heaters waste energy by 
leaking heat through storage lank walls 
and pipes. A storage tank heater, placed 
just 25 feet from a hot water lap loses over 
a quart of healed water between washings 
as the pipes cool. 

The Kiley Instant Tankless Heater heats 
water AS YOU NEED IT—on demand Just 
open the faucet and gel a luxunous rush ol 
steaming hot water (heat is adjustable). 
Water in pipes leading to the Kiley remains 
cold—does not have to be heated. No 
wasteful wailing while water runs 
and runs until hot water reaches your sink' 

PERFECT FOR... 
• Country Homes • Boats • Campers 
• Cabins • Gas Stations • Laboratories 
• Trailer Parks 

Kiley Div., General Mail Corp., 
Valley Drive, Greenwich, CT. 06830 

Please rush the Kiley Instant Hot Water 
Heater(s) checked below. I understand that 
each Kiley is absolutely guaranteed to supply 
a continuous flow of hot water as described, or 
I may return it for a full and prompt refund 
Simple instructions included, 

KILEY LP GAS UNITS 
G Multi-purpose unit - For shower, sink or 
both—heavy-duty NEEDS NO ELECTRICAL 
CONNECTION Auto start with many special 
safety features 

Price each $129.95 Plus $2.00 shipping, 
handling and insurance 

Conn residents ONLY please add sales lax 

KILEY ELECTRIC UNITS WH-8 
[2 Multi-purpose unit • Complete with chro- 
mium plated, flexible piping and deluxe 
shower head For 220 volts AC (6 KW) 

Price each $119.00 Plus $2.00 shipping, 
handling and insurance 

U Check enclosed 
MasterCharge No  

Visa/BankAmericard No.    

Exp. Date   

Name  

Address  

City   

State  Zip 

Dear House & Garden 
continued from page 154 

Running hot and cold 
I've bought several old sinks and claw- 
footed bathtubs v^here the original "hot" 
and "cold" handles have been replaced 
by modern ones. I'd love to replace 
them with old-fashioned ones. Does any- 
one make reproductions? 

M.J.C.—Brownwood, Texas 
Yes, indeed—both Artistic Brass and 
Tiie Heritage Collection make white 
porcelain "spoked" handles. Neither sells 
directly to the public, so have a local 
plumbing supplier get in touch with them 
or write them lor names of dealers 
nearest you: 
Artistic Brass, Div. of Norris Industries, 
3136 E. nth St.. Los Angeles, Calif. 
90023. "Nostalgia" spoked handles in 
plain white or flowered porcelain. 
The Heritage Collection, Broadway 
Supply Co., 7421 Broadway, Kansas 
City, Mo. 64114. Spoked handles in 
plain or flowered porcelain or "Old 
Dominion" solid brass. Several styles of 
old-fashioned "lever" handles, too— 
white porcelain with flowers ("Meadow 
Flower") or without ("Colony White"); 
solid brass ones plain ("Old Dominion") 
or scrolled ("English Rope"). ^ 

You might consider the fluted porce- 
lain handles that the store and manufac- 
turer P.E. Guerin makes in both a knob 
and a lever shape, Send P.E. Guerin (23 
Jane St., New York, N.Y. 10014) $4 for 
its mail-order catalogue. 

Historical walls 
We're remodeling a Colonial farmhouse 
and would love to find some authentic 
wallpaper reproductions. What sources 
do you suggest? 

—K.B., New York, N.Y. 
Three manufacturers of documentary 
wallpapers to look for at your local wall- 
coverings store are: 
Old Stone Mill, Route 8, Adams, Mass. 
01220 
Reed Wallcoverings, Dept. EAH, 550 
Pharr Rd., N.E., Atlanta, Ga. 30305 
(For "Early American Homes," a 32- 
page booklet, sdnd $1 to Reed.) 
Thomas Strahan, 121 Webster Ave., 
Chelsea, Mass. 02150 

Some manufacturers to ask for at your 
interior  designer  or department  store 
decorating service are: 
Louis W. Bowen. 979 Third Ave., New 
York, N.Y. 10022 
Brunschwig  &   Fils,   979   Third   Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 
Jones & Erwin, 232 E. 59th St., New 
York. N.Y. 10022 
Katzenbach and Warren, E. 950 Third 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022 
Scalamandre.   950   Third   Ave.,   New 
York. N.Y. 10022 
F. Schumacher & Co.. 939 Third Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10022 ■ 



^iRAND CREATION... magnificence ahead of its tim^. 
'orld Carpets captures and refines ever- 
sting beauty in the softest, most luxurious 
irpet ever created. Colors so unique j 
ley emerge with the beauty that Jf 
ature bestows only after 
lousands of years. 

^.^;^ 

^'^^A^ 

WORLD CARPETS For nearest dealer, write 
WORLD CARPETS, 
DALTON, GA 30720. 

:otchgartf 

X3 



Source of ail 'tar' and nicotine disclosures in this ad is either FTC Report May 1978 or 
FTC Method. Of All Brands Sold: Lowest tan 0.5 nig.'tar,' 0.05 mg. nicotine av. per 
cigarette. FTC Report May 1978. Golden Lights: Kings '"regular and Menthol— 
8 mg.'tar," 0.7 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC Method. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determii 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous loYourH^q 
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EXPERIENCE THE 
19™ CENTURY 

One of the gifts of the 19th century (along with Tchaikovsky, Tolstoi, others) was the 
ritual of the "family silver." It was in those elegant times when bringing out the "family 
silver" came to mean a profound or joyous occasion was at hand, one that 
called for something beyond the ordinary 

A few of the more hallowed rituals that evolved over the generations are 
shown below. Next time you take out the Smirnoff Silver (it traces directly back 
to the original formula) observe the jewel-like flash of icy-cold Silver pouring 
into your glass. Smooth, with a unique 90.4 proof. Prepare to taste history. 

FREEZING SILVER 
PLUS A THIRD OF A TURN 

ON THE PEPPER MILL 
AND YOU SHOULD BE ABLE 

TOCOUNT THE GRAINS 

THOROUGHLY BLOT ONE BLACK OUVE 
CHILL. CHILL EVEN FURTHER WITH 
ONE OUNCE OF ICY 
SILVER AND ICE 

FOR THE 
UNCOMPROMISING^ 
NEATNEARLY 
FREE^ING^ 
PREFERABLY IN A 
19TH CENTURY GLASS 
A19TH CENTURY 
FRAME-OF-MIND 

IS ESSENTIAL. i 

; OlSTIUED FROM GRAIN 
«0F HEOBtElN INC ) HWTfORO CT 

SMIRNOFF SILVER 
SO FULLOF HISTORY 

YOU CAN ALMOST TASTE IT 



''Staffordshire Garden'' 

Tiffany's own earthenware dessert plates, 
each decorated with a different fruit, 

the set of four, * 12. Matching tea cups 
and saucers, the set of four, * 20. 

TIFFANY & Co. 
~™T/a2r.r.^.fo??4'J"f.^j'.uii?/rz-.=^;2"->.i°^^--- 
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The newest 

Bill Blass creation 

has no buttons, 

no seams, no fabric. 

It is apparel for the senses. 

*•« 

An accord 
of mimosa, jonquil, hyacinth and jasmine. 

Wooded and warmed and evoked for the lody. 
Perfume $100 the ounce. 



Other disposers 
carft compare 
toKitchenAid. 

KitchenAid disposers have a cast 
iron drain chamber to fight corrosion. 

Other disposers don't, 
KitchenAid has a push-button 

Wham Jam Breaker to break up 
stubborn jams. 

Other disposers don't. 
KitchenAid has a powerful motor. 

Stronger start-up power than any 
other, to handle tough stuff like 
steak bones and corn husks. 

Which some disposers can't. 
In fact, when you make a point- 

by-point comparison, it turns out 
there really isn't much comparison. 

And, perhaps, that's why so 
many people choose a new 
KitchenAid stainless steel disfxjser 
when it comes time to replace their 
worn out disposers. 

KitdienAidl 
Because it*s worth it. 

Hobart Corporation, Troy, Ohio 45374 
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DECORATING, ARCHITECTURE,  BUILDING 

Home improvement ideas for the house fixer 
Painted wonders in rooms where imagination comes to life 
See-through space—new excitement in a dynamic house 

designed for flexible living 

CHRISTMAS MAGIC 

Christmas giving from the kitchen 
How to wrap up Christmas 
Christmas—bringing home the joy (Editorial) 
Christmas—how to make the magic happen 
Light up your rooms with Christmas magic 
Christmas on a shoestring: Greenery, fruit, spice, 
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The Standard ofGiving; 

lottled in Canada. Preferred throughout thi worl 
Enjoy our quality in moderation. 

Canadian whisky. A blend. 6 years old. 86.8 proof. Seagram Dislillers Co., N.Y.C. Cifl-^a ,at noexira charge 
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In search of a 
majestic gift? 
When the Queen of 
England wanted 
bone china for her 
wedding, she 
chose Aynsley. 
It's the gift of a 
lifetime. For more 
than a lifetime. 
What price glory? 
Spend under $10. 
Or over $1,000. 
Give a heart box. Or 
an egg. Give bells, 
bowls, baskets, salt & 
peppers, jugs & vases, 
sugars & creamers. 
Give place settings. 
Give flowers that 
bloom forever. 
Give birds & beasts. 
(When the Queen 
wanted an eagle as a 
gift for America, she 
chose one sculptured 
by Aynsley.) 
Pay a visit to the 
appointed Aynsley 
gallery in your area. 
Free color booklets. 
Aynsley Bone China. 
225 Fifth Avenue. 
NY 10010. 
The English 
member of    - 
the Waterford 
Crystal family. 
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MAN LIVES NOT BY WATERFORD^AllONE. 

A... 

f*k 1 

A legend in our time. A legacy for 
your heirs. 

That's Waterford crystal. 
Born in fire, blown by mouth & cut 

wholly by hand, with heart. 
Each piece reflects the glory of its 

ancient Irish heritage. 
Yet man lives not by Waterford 

alone. 
Aynsley bone china is a match for 

the worlds most desired crystal. 
As legendary as Waterford. 
When the Queen of England 

wanted bone china for her wedding, 
she chose Aynsley 

A timely investment in timeless art. 
Like Waterford, made by hand, 

with heart. 
Aynsley & Waterfofd. 
Love takes two. 

A/NSLEY   '     , 
EWGLISH BOME GHlrsA 

Free colour booklets. Write to:Waterford & Aynsley,   ' 
225 Fifth Avenue. New York: NY, 10010 .•; 
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Every uuarter hour 
you will enjoy the 
sound of 
$3400. 

DECEMBER,   1978 

This 
is no or- 
dinary clock. The resonant 
eloquence of its chimes is 
an extraordinary experi- 
ence. Chimes are played on 
finely tuned chromium- 
plated tubular bells. All 
superbly housed in an ele- 
gant cherry case 87" tall 
and accented with rare 
Carpathian elm burl 
veneers. This is set off by 

a solid 
brass moon phase 

dial with silver accents, 
depicting two 18th Century 
scenes. Meanwhile, a 
great lyre pendulum swings 
away the minutes. Until 
it's time to enfoy the 
sound of excellence again. 
Ask for the Connoisseur 
by Howard Miller. Yours 
will be engraved with your 
name in solid brass. 

Howard Miller Clock Co. 
\f Zeeland. Michigan 49464 

'Manufacturer's suggested retail price, subject to change without notice. 
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On the cover: Christmas 
magic in a jewel of an all-red 
room. On the tree, bits of 
Nantucket driftwood, post- 
cards collected in faraway 
ports, and handmade stuffed 
animal ornaments, last year's 
present from a friend. Instead 
of lights, the twinkle of yards 
and yards of silver garlands, 
strings of red and gold beads, 
and an old-fashioned ribbon 
chain made by the owners, 
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Jeffrey. "We 
hang everything we love that's 
small enough to hang, even if 
it wasn't meant for 
Christmas," says Mrs. Jeffrey. 
For tree gazing, a red and 
white chaise from Lord & 
Taylor on a striped durrie rug 
from Rosecore Carpet. Wreath 
from Penny. Devoe & Raynolds 
paint. Shopping information, 
page 202. 
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This Is the new 1979 Lincoln Versailles. 
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This is the new 1979 Lincoln Versailles. 
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Valirio grain roof optionalv 

This is the new 1979 Lincoln Versailles. 
The pride of owning a Lincoln distilled to a HOinch wheelbase Your cJioice of 

custom roof designs makes the new Versailles a most personal luxury car   4 
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The Smart Set. 
lor a kitchenf ul of great foods, 
not a kitchen full of appliances. 
Get smart with the Smart Set from 

Proctor-Silex. Save space, time, energy, 
money with these great multi-purpose 

appliances. 
The meal 

maker'^' counter- 
top appliance is 
a pop-up toaster, 
full range oven, 

broiler and slow cooker too. Includes 
slow cook dish and a cover 

The Beverage Brewer 
makes great coffee, hot and 
iced tea, quick hot 
water for instant 
soups and cocoa. 
Deluxe model has 
an exclusive charcoal 
water filter, "The Taste Improver. 

The PanHandler'^' 
mini-serving appliance 
for eggs, burgers, omele' 
bacon, hot dogs, 
crepes, grilled sand- 
wiches, even popcorn 
with the optional 
Corn Popper Topper 
attachment. 

They all make smart gifts for brides, 
graduates, or for that special person, 
yourself. Because with each of them, yoi 
make one appliance do the work of sev- 
eral appliances. And that's smart think- 
ing in anyone's language. 

SBB PROCTOR-SILEX \ 
SCM   CORPORATION t 

We're plugged into America. 



A CLASSIC HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH FASHION. 
AND EVERYTHING TO DO WITH STYLE. 
The classitti'xedo^      '^**A 

Reed & Barton's 18th Century is true to the 
principles of classic design which reached their 
ultimate refinement during the eighteenth 
century. Form over decoration. Restraint before 
exuberance. Proportion. Discipline. Grace. 

Inspired and named for the period which 
has been called The Age of Elegance, 18th 
Century has style which is time- 
less, above and beyond the 
whims of fashion. It is 
gracious and inviting, 
delightful to the eye, 
and satisfying to the 

hand. It is a classic. And that's important when 
you're investing in something as enduring and 

meaningful as sterling silver. 
You choose a silver pattern only once 

in a lifetime. So make sure it's a truly 
great one. A classic that will only grow 
more beautiful and more valuable 
with time. And to find such a pattern, 

you need 
only look 
for the 
Reed& 
Barton name. 

^^ 

]RIEM]G)(gj']B:.^3R.TOM 

For "The Classic American Silver" ^ttem brochure, write Dept.Htj Reed & Barton, Taunton, Mass. 02/80 
© 1978, Reed & Barton ... •'' "^ 
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This month: Marin county's loyous Festival of Trees, art and 
fragrance from the garden, 
dial-a-tapefor consumers, 

a futuristic cookbook LIVI 
PEOPLE 

Nature's 
art gallery 
A wonderful new gallciy 
that marries two worlds— 
art and rare plants that are 
works of art themselves— 
has just opened in Venice, 
Calif. Topo Swope and her 
partner, Lanie Statsingcr. 
designed and renovated, 
with Ms. Swope's brother 
Mark, a 1920s warehouse 
that spans 1,500 square 
feet of gallery space. White 
and subtle gray, it makes a 
dramatic foil for green 
plants, rare baskets, paint- 
ings, sculpture, and photo- 
graphs the partners exhibit. 
"The Art Garden's" pre- 
mier was a show of photog- 
rapher John Swope's pic- 
tures excerpted from his 
40-year career. They were 
shewn with bromeliads, or- 
chids, bonsai, ceropegia, a 
giant member of the palm 
family. "Plants should be 
celebrated for themselves," 
says Ms. Swope, "as some- 
thing beautiful and as in- 
teresting as art." The Art 
Garden, 228 Main St., 
Venice. Calif. 

GARDEN ART. 

S^eet bay 
Sweet bay easily comes un- 
der the "investment" cate- 
gory of house plants. A 4- 

or 5-foot potted speci- 
men could sell for hun- 
dreds of dollars—if you 
could  find  one.   Small 

windowsill versions 
of LcHinis nohilis, on 

the other hand, cost 
only a couple of dol- 

lars.  So  why  not  buy 
one, grow your own for- 
tune, and enjoy fresh bay 
leaves in your soups and 
stews along the way? 

As a house plant, sweet 
bay likes its climate cool. 
Grow it close to the win- 
dow, offering it several 
hours of sunlight each day. 
In really warm weather, it 
will do best with morning 
and afternoon sun but 
some shading from the hot- 
test midday rays, to keep 

the leaves from being 
burned. The plant does 
splendidly outside if it's 
given the same conditions 
of light and shade. 

For maximum growth, 
your bay tree should be 
transplanted up to a larger 
pot each year in order to 
give it comfortable root 
room. Use a rich potting 
soil with one-third sharp 
sand added for good drain- 
age. Keep the soil evenly 
moist at all times, and your 
insect problems should be 
minor. Scale is about the 
most common pest. It can 
be brushed off with an old 
toothbrush dipped in a soap 
solution without damag- 
ing leaves. 

RICHARD TAYLOR 

Vive le potpourri 
This year brings a collec- 
tion of fragrances called 
"Scents from an Irish Gar- 
den." The garden is Sybil 
Connolly's—the interna- 
tionally famous designer of 
clothes and houses. Here 
are potpourris done up in 

her own flax-flower cotton 
bags, holding an ounce, 
$6.50 ppd; loose potpour- 
ri comes in a white Belleek 
porcelain bowl, $47.60 
ppd. Write Garfinckel's. 
1401 "F" St.. Washington. 
D.C. 20004. 

PAK/FLA BA^KENTIN 

The Festival 
of Trees 
Marin    County,    Calif., 
starts to celebrate Christ- 
mas with  "A  Festival  of 
Trees" on the first week- 
end   of   December.   At   7 
P.M., the exhibition hall of 
the   pink,   curved,   Frank 
Lloyd     Wright-designed 
county   seat    in    .San 
Rafael quickly fills with 
gazers and 
buyers    of   • 
the     small   '■ 
forest of trees 
decorated by members 
of   six   proud   guilds   of 
craftsmen.   Proceeds   go 
for the support of a wild- 
life clinic  and  ecology 

education center. The 
Marin Wildlife Center. The 
competition to make tree 
decorations is very stifl", 
with proposals and sketch- 
es screened as early as 
January. Emphasis is on 
natural materials: raffia, 
wood, straw, pine cones, 
scraps of cotton, wool fab- 

rics. None of this happens 
without endless dedica- 

^ tion, but as one volun- 
teer said, "If you've 

ever 
i^, ^« helped 

^IJIA   "1 a 1^ ^ 
rou nds 

feeding baby 
wildlife,  brought  to 
the center, you'd give 
all you can." * 

MARILYN SCHAFERI 

Lanie Slatsinger, left, and 
Topo  'wope of The Art Garden 

GERPIE  RFITHAPP 
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Wedgwood Irish Crystal from Galway Aran 

^JITCLXAJOGTTIC-SA \)Tiio\iT\/\iCX> Wedgwood's Wild Strawberr-j — one oj the world's most beloved 
patterns — captures luscious berries forever, in beautiful Bone China. As practical as it is pretty, you can even put it in the dishwasher 

3-piece place setting is $40. To see all our patterns, write Wedgwood, 41 Madison Avenue, New York lOOlO. 

Wedgwood 
December, 1978 13 



THESEIEO 
QUARTZ CLOCK. 
The unique accessory that does 
so much more than just look beautiful. 

\ 

Perhaps there's a mantel, or a table, 
or some little spot in your home that needs 
that one perfect dramatic accent. Now you 
can find a beautiful Seiko Quartz clock 
that provides the perfect touch you've been 
looking for. 

They're not only beautiful, but con- 
venient as well. You never ever have to wind 
them because they are battery-powered. 
And they keep time with unsurpassed Seiko 
Quartz accuracy. Most models even come 
with an alarm. 

As decorative accessories, they en- 
hance contemporary, traditional or eclectic 
decor. And there's a large selection of 
handsomely styled quartz models to choose 
from. That's why a Seiko Quartz clock also 
makes a perfect gift. All come with the 
Seiko one-year warranty, and the kind of 
dependability and quality you expect from 
the world leader in quartz technology. 
You'll find them at better jewelry depart- 
ment, luggage and gift stores. SEIKO 

(Shown: LQObGO) A superb touch in the midst of 
a treasured book collection, this elegant wood- 
grained Seiko Quartz clock, the dial an elegant Old 
Wbrld Roman numeral design. 

14 

(Shown: QP005C) An extraordinarily beautiful 
design for the most personal of settings, this 
marvelous Seiko Quartz clock with bold Roman 
numerals- 

House & Gorden 



(Shown above: QP004S} De rigueur in a \< '-,'■ 
appointed office: a handsome, distinctive and very 
accurate clock like this superbly contemporary 
Seiko Quartz. 

(Shown at left: LQ0450) Among your favorite things, 
your favorite clock: this sleek Seiko Quartz with a 
touch of classic elegance in gold-toned hues. 

December, 1978 



UVlfNG 
Information, 
please 

^'People don't want to be 
experts . . . until they 
suddenly need infor- 
mation." That's what 

Dade County, Fla.. con- 
sumer-advocate chief Wal- 
ter Dartland says was the 
basis of a brand-new, state- 
wide telephone informa- 
tion system that he devel- 
oped with the University of 
Miami. Callers can dial 
some 180 information- 
packed, 2-3 minute, toll- 
free tapes on subjects that 
range widely from pest 
control to zoning codes. 
Find the "Tel-Consumer's" 
repertoire in Florida news- 
papers. JOHN CRUDELE. 

f 

AVEfV   LIBI^Ah -liUMlilA UNIVERSITY 

Architecture's 
roots 
For students, teachers, and 
everyone interested in the 
fascinating  history  of  ar- 

chitectural design—a new, 
not-for-profit group called 
"The Architectural History 
Foundation" has just been 
formed. In collaboration 
with The Massachusetts In- 

stitute of Technology, the 
foundation will publish 
profusely illustrated and 
carefully designed books at 
prices everyone can afford. 
The foundation's first effort 
is from the Renaissance— 
Serlio's On Dai)U'stic Ar- 
chitecture. The Sixth Book: 
Different Dwellings from 
the Meanest Hovel to the 
Most Ornate Palace. Some 
of the world's outstanding 
architectural historians arc 
on the editorial board— 
Vincent Scully of Yale, 
Spiro Kostof of Berkeley, 
and Henry-Russell Hitch- 
cock of New York Uni- 
versity's Institute of Fine 
Arts. Write MIT Press, 28 
Carleton St., Cambridge, 
Mass. 02142. 

PET-NEWS 
l-denti-pet 
Note for new and experi- 
enced pet owners: A per- 
manent identification can 
raise your chances of re- 
trieval if your pet is lost 
or possibly stolen. Here's 
how. A code number is as- 
signed to your pet by regis- 

try and filed with your 
name and address. You 
have the number painlessly 
tatooed on the inside of the 
animal's thigh. Then, any- 
one finding your pet—a hu- 
mane society, shelter, ani- 
mal hospital, kennel club, 
the police, a vet, or an alert 
individual—will notify the 
registry, who in turn, will 
get   in   touch   with   you. 

and 

(?> BOOTH 

Thousands of pets h.vj 
been returned to thankful 
owners. Registration fees 
$20-$25, (no fees for re- 
turns.) The oldest com- 
pany is The National Dog' 
Registry, 227 S.ebbins Rd., 
Carmel. N.Y. 10512: an- 
other for a dog or cat is 
I.D. Pet. 608 S. Ave., Gar- 
wood, N.J. 07027. 

PATRICiA   CURT.S 

Free association: cooking schools unite 
Cooking-school fever has 
gripped the country. Ac- 
cording to Judith Bell, who 
is compiling a national 
guide to cooking schools, 
there are now, well over 
500. It was inevitable that 
someone would form an as- 
sociation of cooking schools 

and teachers along the lines 
of other professional 
groups. The one who did is 
Donald Miller of L'Acade- 
mie de Cuisine in Bethesda, 
Md. He organized a week- 
end meeting in St. Louis at- 
tended by some 50 cooking 
teachers    and    owners   of 

cookware shops from 22 
states, at which the Associ- 
ation of Cooking Schools 
was launched. 

The Association will ex- 
change information within 
the cooking school commu- 
nity, establish professional 
standards and accredita- 
tion procedures, and en- 
courage nationwide rec- 
ognition of the contribu- 
tions of cooking schools to 
the development of the 
culinary arts. For the aver- 
age student, there will be, 
at last, one central source 
that can supply informa- 
tion about schools and 
courses in different parts 
of the country. Write: 
Assoc, of Cooking Schools. 
1001 Conn. Ave., N.W. 
Suite 800, Washington. 
D.C. 20036. JOSE WILSON 

HEALTH 
Futurist 
cookbook 
Are you, or is someone you 
know, struggling with a 
special diet? Is it low-salt? 
Low cholesterol? Low-car- 
bohydrate? Is it difficult to 
implement? Here's help. A 
cookbook has just been 
published that lists the 
chemical constituents of 
the recipes' ingredients- 
covering some 22,000 
foods. The charts of 
21st Century Cookbook 
(Ermine Pub.) show list- 
ings for sodium, calcium, 
potassium, calories, carbo- 
hydrates, cholesterol, vita- 
mins, minerals, fats, and 
fatty acids. Since the book 
has no particular restric- 
tions, it can be applied to a ; 
variety of nutritional needs. 

^AVIO VASSEY 



86 Proul Blended Scotch Whisky © 1978 Paddington Corp. NY. 
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A rare gift for someone very special. 
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Now you can send a rare gift-a bottle or a case of J&B Rare Scotch-to anyone, anywhere in the continental United States. Just call, toil free: 800-528-6148. 
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Do you know who grew 
the first flowers for 
pleasure? Why early 
Charlestonians tossed 
herbs on the lawn? 
What to discuss in a 
tree house? For the 
fascinating answers — 
and more-read on 
One of the saving graces of the human 
race—of which one may sometimes de- 
spair in general terms—is surely its wide- 
spread urge to grow plants for pleasure 
and to make gardens in which to do so. 
This combination of craft and art is, at 
its highest levels, certainly on a par with 
painting, sculpture, architecture, and lit- 
erature. Well known though they are. Sir 
Francis Bacon's words of well over three 
centuries ago are worth repeating— 
"God Almighty first planted a garden, 
and indeed it is the purest of human 
pleasures." 

Unfortunately a garden contains, all 
too literally, the seeds of its own deterio- 
ration, and thus there are, for instance, 
no gardens of ancient Egypt left to 
match the temples and pyramids. It is, of 
course, mainly those gardens whose 
whole structure is architectural, like so 
many in Italy, which can remain intact 

Editor's Note: This illustration, right, 
depicting flowering pot plants set around 
a square pool in a Canton water garden, 
and the above illustration, come from 
the recently published An Illustrated 
History of Gardening (Paddington Press, 
$25), by Anthony Huxley, a member of 
the distinguished Huxley family. The 
book, published in association with the 
Royal Horticultural Society, is not in 
fact a history of garden design, but the 
first full-scale history of the craft and 
practice of gardening. It describes the 
development of the tools, methods, and 
component elements that have gone to 
make a garden, from ancient times to 
the present day, and it is amazing how 
little of this is really new, despite 
modern technology. It is a fascinating 
and often entertaining story, which the 
book illustrates in 75 color and around 
1,000 black and white illustrations, 
mostly from original sources. 

By Anthony Huxley 

for any length of time. 
But paintings, drawings, and engrav- 

ings from the past, and archaeological 
excavation, too, tell us what some of the 
old gardens looked like, and it is both 
entertaining and inspiring to look at these 
old records, for they hold much which 
we have forgotten, that can provide ideas 
for modern gardens. 

The documentation of really ancient 
gardens is very scanty, however, except 
in ancient Egypt, where tomb paintings 
have preserved for us a partial record. 
Some of these paintings, in which agri- 
cultural activities are depicted, remind 
us that gardening sprang out of agricul- 
ture and the corresponding knowledge it 
gave of tilling the soil and growing 
plants, while funerary statuettes also 
show us some ot the primitive tools used. 
There is, again, a fine Egyptian fresco of 
grapes being picked from a beautifully 
trained arbor, reminding us of the very 
early domestication of the vine—a mar- 
velous plant which provides splendid 
fruit easily turned into delectable drink, 
with handsome foliage and. on top of all, 
an amazing plasticity allowing the vine to 
be trained in all manner of ways—un- 
doubtedly giving the first insight into 

manipulatiiiij; plants tor hcclgcs and loo- 
seldom-seen arbors and tunnels. 

The Egyptian garden was severely for- 
mal and symmetrical, and at first it was 
certainly only for utilitarian plants in- 
cluding the vine, palms, and other fruit- 
ing trees, as shown by a detailed fresco 
depicting the garden of an official of 
Pharaoh Amenhotep III. around 1400 
B.C. This garden has oblong pools with 
waterfowl and water lilies, and these— 
very much beloved by the Egyptians— 
were perhaps the earliest flowers actively 
cultivated for pleasure, to be followed 
later by others. 

Formality seems a deep-seated instinct 
in gardening. This may come from the 
early emergence of the utility plant bed. 

An Indian water garden of the 
Jodhpur School, with handsome trees 
symmetrically planted, and also 
an elaborate garden fence with 
several different grille patterns. 

square or oblong, which if multiplied 
called for a symmetrical arrangement. 
Such beds, as one can see in Egyptian 
paintings, were sometimes divided into 
squares by irrigation channels, or in more 
temperate gardens by paths giving easy 
access to all the soil area. Without doubt 
formality also derives, however, from the 
cosmic cross first described in the second 
chapter of Genesis—"And a river went 
out of Eden to water the garden; and 
from thence it was parted, and became 
into four heads." The garden divided into 
four parts by water or. later on. by paths, 
is a recurrent theme in different coun- 
tries and cultures. Many ancient carpets 
from Persia and other Eastern countries 
show such gardens, and in England, the 
Tudor garden is seemingly a direct de- 
scendent. The pattern is not, one must 
add, directly involved with the Christian 
cross. It is apparently more ancient, 
while four is a basic figure in the symbol- 

od Almighty firsi 
planted a gardei 

and indeed it is the 
purest of human 
pleasures'' 

ism of numbers—there are. for instance, 
the four corners of the earth, four sea- 
sons, four winds of heaven. 

The use of water in the earliest gar- 
dens is no surprise since so often they 
were in a hot climate, where the mere 
presence of water at once gives a feeling 
of coolness. This is especially so if en- 
hanced by movement, whether in a con- 
duit or down a "water ladder" skillfully 
shaped to make the water ripple; or from 
a tiny splashing water jet or drip, or the   ' 
more obvious effect of a large fountain. 
The Moguls were experts in making the   < 
most   of   water,   and   their   techniques    > 

Continued on page 20    , 
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Mystery and magic of gardening 
continued from page 18 

spread all over India, where, without 
water, a garden would be a hot, heavy 
place, suffocatingly shut in by its verdure. 

I always think it astonishing how simi- 
lar the great Mogul gardens arc to those 
of Renaissance Italy, both with water, 
terraces, pavilions; there seems not to 
have been any close connection between 
these very different cultures. 

In cooler climates, water has its place, 
too, and gardeners—very keen on water 
in many ways, today—often make still 
formal pools; but they are usually for 
growing plants and fish in. and hence 
almost as restless as a fountain. The 
meditative Oriental prefers his water un- 
blemished, a canvas to which wind and 
rain can apply an infinitely variable tex- 
ture. In Japan, water is usually part of a 
landscape, but the Chinese might use it 
formally, as in Cantonese courtyard 
pools which we find surrounded by a low 
wall on which are placed flowering plants 
and dwarfed bonsai trees in ornamental 
containers. It seems to me that the shal- 
low pool, round, square, or canal-like, is 
specially useful to form a reflective "eye" 
in the small gardens of today. 

Peace and coolness are some of the 
possibilities past gardens can remind us 
of. There are also jollier features which 
we have almost entirely lost. The tree 
house is one which we relegate to chil- 
dren if we think of it at all. But the Ro- 

mans seem to have built scats into trees, 
and many are recorded in Europe from 
the Middle Ages onward. In Renaissance 
Italy, elaborate tree seats and balconies 
were made, and the solitude a tree arbor 
might provide was taken advantage of 
by monks. John Parkinson, herbalist to 
King Charles of England, recorded a 
three-story arbor in Kent, made in a 
huge lime tree and apparently capable of 
holding a hundred people or so—"the 
goodliest spectacle mine eyes ever beheld 
for one tree to carry." Such tree arbors 
known as "roosting places," were espe- 
cially popular with the ladies. 

Ralph Dutton, an English garden his- 
torian, comments, "These Peter Pan-ish 
conceits throw an interesting light on the 
simple mentality of the Tudor English- 
man." But there is more to a tree house 
than that, I am sure. The Persians and 
Moguls often used tree platforms as a 
place for receiving important visitors and 
discussing matters of state, as well as for 
refreshment and feasting. Perhaps the 
leafy tree platform, often in the great 
chenars or Oriental planes one still .sees in 
the Kashmir Mogul gardens, was simply 
cooler than the ground, but also, surely, 
it provided a suitably airy and detached 
viewpoint for rulers and oflicials. The 
Japanese turned the tree house to artistic 
purposes in making aerial walks from 
which a fresh view of trees and gardens 
could be obtained. 

There is, incidentally, an amusing ac- 
count of an American tree house built in 

Philadelphia in the \Hh century. In the 
estate concerned there was "a long dark 
walk . . . shaded by tall forest trees . . . 
near the beginning of the walk fthe 
owner] caused to be constructed, on a 
spot 10 or 12 feet above the walk, a seat 
capable of holding twenty persons and a 
place for a table. On the Fourth of July 
and other warm days of summer, he 
would take his friends there and iced 
wine would be served. A bell wire, com- 
municating with the house, was arranged 
to call the servant when wanted and 
avoid his constant presence." 

Another entertaining feature very sel- 
dom created today is the mount, or arti- 
ficial hill. One of the first of these formed 
the hanging gardens of Babylon, an 
amazing construction made, according to 
the most likely accounts, by Nebuchad- 
nezzar II (604-561 B.C.) for his Median 
wife who pined for her native wooded 
hills. Some authors consider that garden 
mounts have a sacred origin, but those in 
Europe certainly arose for the more 
prosaic reason of providing a viewpoint 
over the surrounding countryside when 
hemmed in by a defensive wall. Francis 
Bacon, in his famous essay Of Gardens 
from which I have already quoted, makes 
it clear that he considers a mount an es- 
sential feature of a "princely garden," 
and one that should be topped by "some 
fine Banqueting House." 

Later the mount changed into a "view- 
ing terrace," more to see the garden than 
the country. This might be built up with-r 
in one of the boundary walls—there are 
a couple of Elizabethan examples in Eng- 
land—or, as at Hampton Court Palace, 
the terrace might extend a few feet above 
the rest of the garden in its center. There 
is a record of one in a 16th-century Eng- 
lish garden which was 9 feet wide, 
raised 6 feet above ground level, and ex- 
tended for 130 feet. 

As with the tree house, there were 
certainly some American examples of 
mounts; for instance an estate in Charles- 
ton, South Carolina, was described in 
1 740 as having "a large fishpond with a 
mount rising out of the middle, the top 
of which is level with the dwelling house, 
and upon it is a Roman temple." 

Whether a mount in a small garden to- 
day would be a very good idea is perhaps 
doubtful; one would probably be accused 
of invading one's neighbors' privacy. But 
there is certainly something to be said for 
lesser mounds and changes of level in flat 
gardens. European medieval gardens, for 
instance, often had raised banks of turf 
specially for sitting on, while along walls 
flat turf seats would be built, usually re- 
tained by a low brick wall in front. Such 
banks and seats would be deliberately 
planted with aromatic plants, notably 
camomile, which gives out a delightful 
aroma when crushed. One might imagine 
that such seats might often be rather 
damp, but there is seldom a hint in the 
old illustrations of even a cushion to pro- 
tect against this. Maybe their voluminous 

Continued on page 50 
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ANTIQUES 
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

J 

St. Nicholas 
My old plaque dated Dec. 6, 1906 has a 
picture of Washington Irving on it, but 
on the reverse it refers to St. Nicholas. 
Can you explain this to nie? 

H.E.L.—Deerfield Beach, Fla. 
You have a St. Nicholas Society com- 
memorative medal celebrating St. Nich- 
olas Day. On Feb. 14, 1835, Washington 
Irving (1783-1859) brought together at a 
New York hotel, a "notable gathering of 
gentlemen" for the purpose of forming a 
society of "old New Yorkers" and thus 
the St. Nicholas Society was formed. 
St. Nicholas, said to have been born 
Dec. 6, 343 at Patura in Lycia, was 
adopted as patron saint and namesake of 
the society because he was especially 
dear to the Dutch founders of the City 
of New York, originally New Amster- 
dam. The ship that brought them here 
had a figurehead ot the Saint at its prow 
and the first church built in New Amster- 
dam was dedicated to him. St. Nicholas 
was the special protector of children, 
merchants, sailors, and others and was 
associated with giving gifts. He was im- 
mortalized in A Visit from St. Nicholas, 
by Clement C. Moore written for his 
children in 1822. 

Banister 
back chair 
I'm told I have 
a split banister 
chair. Can you 
tell nie what this 
term infers and 
also give nie 
some idea how 
old my chair is? 
C.S.S.—St. Pe- 
tersburg, Fla. 
Your banister 
back chair with 
rush seal was made in America, probab- 
ly about 1720-1740. Each banister is one 

half  of a  round  banister and  for thi 
reason   is   frequently   called   a   "split] 
banister. Edgar G. Miller Jr. in his bool 
American   Antique   Furniture   writes] 
"These split banisters were made by ta 
ing two pieces of wood and gluing the: 
together   temporarily   with   a   strip   o 
paper between. . . . The turning of thii 
two was then done on the lathe, makinj! 
a round banister.. . . The two pieces were 
then separated." 

"Carmen'^ 
clock 
Please help me 
to identify my 
clock. The key 
reads "K. Ingra- 
hani & Co., Bris- 
tol, Conn." Is 
the company 
still in existence? 
How old is the 
clock? Was it 
valuable? 
J.C.H.—Alexandria, Va. 
This clock is the "Carmen" model intro-l 
duced by E. I. Ingraham & Co. in \8S(^. 
and discontinued in 1892. It retailed foil 
$9. Though some clocks with "Ingraj 
ham" trademark are made in North! 
Carolina, the original business in Bristol, 
Conn., discontinued clockmaking IC 
years ago. ' 
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Staffordshire mark 
From my sketch, can you identify th< 
makers of my Washington green an^ 
white plates and date them for me? 

E.F.S.—New York, N.Y. 
According to the markings, the Stafford 
shire potters A.G. Richardson & Com- 
pany, the manufacturers of Crown 
Ducal Ware, made your plates in 1932 in 
memory of George Washington, who 
was born 200 years earlier at Bridges 
Creek, Westmoreland County, Va. \ 

Continued on page 2V 
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Now that I'm a working woman, 
I appreciate people who understand my 
schedule. Like Ethan Allen's interior 
designer. She comes to our house after 5. 

"OUR HOMc LIFE 
STARTS AFTER 5J 

xy. 

so WE FOUND A STORE TO HELP US CREATE 
THE KIND OF ENVIRONMENT THAT MAKES THE MOSJ ^. ^ 
OF OUR TIME TOGETHER:   fi^      ..>^'mwm     ^.-r,y 

Meet Jane and John Weil and their 
children. Fifth in a series of stories 
about the kind of people who furnish 
their house, their way, at Ethan Allen. 

"Our day starts early. We drive our 
daughter Lindsey and our son Tom to 
school every morning on our way to 
work, then they take the bus home to- 
gether. We all help with supper. That's our 
time to be together. In our house, it's easy 
and fun. Because our kitchen I dining I 
living area is all one big, beautiful space. 

For the hub of our house, Ethan Allen s 
interior designer suggested a round ex- 
tension table and Windsor chairs. Beauti- 
ful for entertaining, yet stands up to our 
everyday meals. We love it. For the living 
area, we re glad we chose Ethan ... 
Allen's modular seating.        ^S^^    » 
Roomy, comfortable 
with a clean, un- 
cluttered look. 
At a comfort- 
able price, too. 

It seems Ethan 
Allen has just what 
it takes to help a 
two-career family like 
ours furnish and 
organize our house 
so we can all make 
the most of our 
time together. 

©1978 Ethan Allen, Inc. 

Lindsey dipped those candles herself at scliool. so we bought 
this pair of brass candlesticks from Ethan Allen to set them off. 

John and his Ethan Allen recliner are practically 
inseparable after dinner' 
Lindsey's showing him her latest poem. 

Ethan 
Allen 

Galleries 
COIVIE ON OVER TO OUR HOUSE 

AND FURNISH YOUR HOUSE YOUR WAY 
LOOK. US UP IN THE YELLOW PAGES 



ANTIQUES 
continued from page 22 

English sauceboat 
I'd like to know when and where my 
silver piece was made, and I'd also like 
to know what a piece shaped like this is 
ca'.led. K.R.—Tidewater, Va. 
You have a sauceboat. In English silver, 
the sauceboat was introduced in the first 
half of the 18th century and was prob- 
ably so named because the body bore 
some resemblance to the hull of an old- 
fashioned boat. In the reign of George 
II (1727-1760), the early sauceboat 
supported on four feet, with a pouring 
spout at each end and a bail handle in 
the center, was replaced by a sauceboat 
supported on three feet, with a single 
pouring spout and a scrolled handle. The 
latter became the popular form and is 
also the form of your English sterling 
silver sauceboat made in Birmingham, 
1859-1860. 

rrencri taience 
What   can   you 
tell  me about the 
painted flower dec- 
oration    on    my 
faience colfeepot? It 
is marked "France" 
on the bottom. S.S.— 
Washington, D.C.   
The naturalistic flower painting on your 
coffeepot is one of the many beautiful 
variants of the famous German flowers, 
the Deutsche Bluinen first produced at 
Meissen toward 1740 by J.G. Herold, 
art director and to a large extent creator 
of the fame of the Meissen porcelain 
factory. The freedom and richness of the 
style is reminiscent of the Strasbourg 
flowers, borrowed from Meissen, which 
soon became the jJeurs de Strasbourg 
and influenced almost every French 
faience factory. The country of origin, 
on your coffeepot, indicates it was made 
after 1890, perhaps about 1900. 

Turn-of-the- 
century bowl 
I am interested in 
learning something of 
the process by which 
my bowl was dec- 
orated and also how 
old it might be. 
A.H.A.—Sonora, Tex. 
The  method  used  to -^^^^ 

For plants who appreciate the finest 

Classic designs 
shaped in choice materials 
through skilled handcrafts 
manship, a reflection of 
thoughtful holiday giving. 

Available through mary 
fine furniture and depart- 
ment stores. 

A North American Philip, Company 

10 Milling Road. 
Holland. Michiean 49423 

probably was "flashing," the process of 
dipping a glass piece into hot glass of 
another color in such a manner as to 
cause only a thin layer of it to adhere. 
The completed vessel was then cut with 
a pattern in its thin outer layer, thus 
revealing the underlying layer with its 
contrasting color. (A more time con- 
suming and therefore more costly 
method of making double-layered glass 
was "casing.") Your glass bowl, c. 1880- 
1900, is probably of American or Eng- 
lish provenance; the latter country was 
always partial to a square base from the 
time of the Regency period. 

Sheraton-Style chest 
Can you tell where and when my chest 
was made and tell me something about 
its style?    M.K.—Santa Barbara, Calif. 
Your chest of drawers was made about 
the 1830s, probably in the Middle West 
and is a country version of a late 1 8th- 
century Sheraton-style piece. It displays 
one of Sheraton's favorite stylistic de- 
vices—the use of slender columns placed 
at the angles of chests of drawers and 
similar pieces, extending the entire 
height from base to top. The top drawer, 
decorated with spool-turning, is an early 
Victorian feature. 

German 
samovar set 
From the mark and 
picture, can you 
identify my tea set 
and tell me where it 
was made? Is it a 
rare item? D.W.— 

Cheyenne, Wyo. 
The distinguishing initials WMF are the 
symbol of the oldest metal-working 
factory in southern Germany—the 
still-active Wiirttembergische Metall- 
waren-Fabrik, established in 1853 at 
Geislingen. Your hammered brass ser- 
vice was produced by WMF about 1900; 
about 2,000 sets were sold. 
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In Saronno,we have a gift for 
love. 

For it is here that the drink 
of love — Amaretto — was first 
created, over 450 years ago. 

And here in Saronno, we 
still make our extraordinary 
Amaretto as we have for cen- 
turies. We allow the flavor to de- 
velop until it is rich and subtle 
and intriguing, a delight to the 
senses. We make love slowly and 
carefully— is there any other way? 

Enjoy Amaretto di Saronno 
as it is or on the rocks or in a de- 
licious mixed drink. And at this 
time of year, what a pleasure it 
is to give. Because our beautiful 
Amaretto di Saronno comes in 
a most beautiful gift box, with 
roses on the cover. 

But please. Be sure that what 
you are drinking and giving is the 
original — Amaretto di Saronno. 

Otherwise, you may not 
experience love. You may be just 
fooling around. 

To send a f;;ift of Amaretto di Saronno in the 
continental U.S. (except Alaska), call (800) 
528-6148 toll free. Charge to your credit card. Liqueur 3f> proof. Imported hv f-._Teign Vintjgev iiic    ji-Tivh ', Ncv^Vrk. vt^, i/'.o. 

Amaretto di Saronno: The Original 
From the Village of Love. 

December, 1978 25 



FEELING FIT 
Exercise: Good, 
Better, Best and how 
to get there 

What you can learn from 
the new Sports Medicine 

By Claire Schoen 
There's, no doubt about it. Walk through 
the nearest park and you'll probably see 
more people jogging and bicycling than 
strolling. In fact, the chances are good that 
at some point during the week you too will 
don your jogging shorts, pull the bike out 
of the garage, or skip rope 100 times in the 
basement. Why do you do it'.' Because it 
makes you feel good, look good, and 
you've heard about how good it is for your 
body, mind, and spirit. But have you 
wondered if you're getting the maximum 
benefits from your exercise program? 
Today, there are as many fitness programs 
as there are .special diets. We've put some 
simple, often-asked questions from exer- 
cise enthusiasts to a distinguished group of 
doctors whose professional specialties lie 
in a new area called "Sports Medicine'.' 

W How important is the regularity 
of exercise? 

A "Many people have to work around 
what's practical. Once a week is better than 
not at alK" says Dr. John Marshall, founder 
and director of the Sports Medicine Foun- 
dation and orthopedic surgeon at the New 
York Hospital for Special Surgery. "But 
•hree times a week seems to be best. You 
need time for rest in between, as well as 
time for a proper workout (an average of 
30-40 minutest. Ideally, it's good to alter- 
nate aerobic exercises, such as jogging, 
with somewhat stationary strengthening 
and stretching exercises." 

"People always ask me how often? how 
far? how fast?" says Dr. George Sheehan, 
marathon runner, cardiologist, and author 
of Running and Being. "Thirty minutes 
four times a week, at a corrtfortable pace, 
which means that you can talk to someone 
while you run. is the usual prescription. 
But I don't think it's been proved whether 
one-half hour four times a week is better 
than two hours all at once. Start slowly 
though!' says Dr. Sheehan. "In running this 
means starting at a brisk walk, then running 
and walking, and finally running." 

W What is the new "Sports Medicine?" 

A Dr. Marshall defines il as "working with 
people to enhance performance and pre- 
vent injury and to protect an injury should 
it occur." Between 90 to 95 percent of all 
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sports injuries are musclo-skeletal related, 
he says. "Sports Medicine hopes to help 
people prevent injury by developing skills 
early and identifying body types. We are 
coming up with tests that can match certain 
body types with specific activities'.' Current- 
ly. Dr. Marshall has come up with a thumb- 
forearm stretch test that can accurately 
predict how fast you can run. how high you 
can jump, the fiber type of your muscles, 
your muscle reactions, and their suscepti- 
bility to injury. While this test and other 
body-typing tests are not yet available to 
the public, the Sports Medicine Founda- 
tion for Research and Education is working 
toward that goal. 

Cjj Are there steps I can take to 
avoid injury? 

A "In general, the most common trouble 
spot is the legs—weak knees, calves, and 
ankles',' says Dr. Marshall. "So it's important 
to have a good leg-strengthening program, 
especially since most sports involve some 
form of running." Dr. Marshall suggests 
three exercises for the legs. The first, good 
for the quadriceps (thigh muscles) is 
simple: Stand with your back against a wall 
and slide down to assume a silting position 
with hips and knees at right angles, feet 
flat on the floor. Stand like this until your 
muscles can't hold you up any longer. (This 
exercise doesn't hurt the knees at all. and 
is a good strengthener.) The second exer- 
cise is good for knees and ankles: Sit on a 
high table or bench, with weights on your 
ankles. Bring your feet up. straightening 
your knees. Hold your legs up until the 
muscles fatigue. The third exercise is 
especially good for women. Dr. Marshall 
explains, "women often complain of stiff- 
ness in their calves when running. This can 
be related to the change from high-heeled 
shoes to flat shoes and is helped with an 
exercise that stretches the heel cord." 
Stand on your toes at the edge of a low 
step. Drop your heels and hold for a few 
seconds. 

W Should I continue if it hurts? 

A "Yes'.' says Dr. Marshall. "Your body will 
tell you when it's reaching its limit. You 
should push it. With these exercises, do 
one or two more. Get the muscles to quiver. 

If you exercise quickly and inefficiently, 
you do lots of exercising but you don't 
discipline your mu.scles. You've got to do \\ 
enough to deplete the muscles and train 
them. And if you're running, run just a bit 
further. Some people put the emphasis on    If 
mileage —they  end   having   run   5   miles  ,. 
when in fact they were loping. You have to 
pu.sh to get your pulse rate up, otherwise 
you're not exercising to the fullest." 

CJJ Should I change my diet in any way to 
adjust to my exercise program? 

A "Not if you're healthy and eating a bal- 
anced, nutritional diet already," says Eloise 
Trescher. R.D., contributing nutrition 
editor to House & Garden. "Everyone 
needs to have a day-in-day-out nutritiona^ 
regimen. For athletes in training, some 
doctors believe that if you restrict carbo- 
hydrates during the training period and 
then load up on carbohydrates just before 
the event, you'll increase the glycogen 
stores which are often depleted in strenu- 
ous exercise. But for most people who are 
in good health, glycogen levels will be 
taken care of. It's important to have a good 
breakfast. In fact you should get one 
quarter of your daily requirement of 
calories and protein at breakfast. Very few ' I 
people do this. More should." 

Vj< Are there special foods that will en- 
hance my specific exercise program? 

A "Again, no, if you're eating a nutri- 
tionally balanced diet to begin with!' says 
Mrs. Trescher. 

W What about eating before and 
after exercising? 

A "It's not a good idea to eat directly be- 
fore working out. But 2-3 hours previously 
is all right'.'says Mrs. Trescher. Dr. Sheehan 
agrees. "Some people can handle eating 
just before exercising, but they're not get- 
ing 100 percent performance. There are 
two reasons: Your blood sugar level drops 
after you've eaten, and you're exercising 
on a full stomach, which just isn't com- 
fortable." But it is important, say Dr. 
Sheehan and Mrs. Trescher, to have i 
liquids before  exercising.   "I  take   10-12} 
ounces of liquids just before the .start of a ' 

Continued on page 28 
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Is YOUR HAIR GETTING 
ALL THE PROTEIN IT NEEDS? 

Imagine this is a shaft of hair. 
I Red represents the amount of 
protein that could be absorbed by 
the hair before CPP Catipeptide™ 
I Gold represents Redken's 
unique protein, CPP Catipeptide. 
It can be absorbed so much 
better than any protein we've 
ever used. 

To look and feel its healthiest, 
hair needs protein. If you bleach, 
tint, perm, blow-dry, crimp, 
shampoo often or spend a lot 
of time in the sun, chances are 
your hair needs protein.The 
question is how can you get it. 

You're not a scientist.You 
know your hair needs something. 
But what? How much? From 
where? Redken's spent 18 years 
scientifically researching hair 
just to come up with those answers 
And during that time we learned 
a lot about protein. 

How is protein absorbed by 
hair in the first place? Your 
hair's protein has a certain amount 
of electric charges (think of the 

static electricity you generate by 
brushing your hair). So does 
our protein. Hair in need, especially 
damaged hair, happens to have 
more negative electric charges while 
protein has positive ones. And 
remember from your high school 
chemistry, opposites attract. 
These opposite charges naturally 
like each other. They act like 
little magnets. 

What Redkenhas done is to 
manufacture a natural protein that's 
more attractive to your hair. 
CPP Catipeptide is different because 
it averages two positive charges 
instead of just one like other proteins. 
CPP Catipeptide is also specifically 
designed to the correct molecular 
size and weight. So it can get through 
to your inner core of hair and 
stay there. 

CPP Catipeptide responds 
to your hair's protein needs. 
Whether it's a little or a lot, 
CPP Catipeptide delivers. 

Where can you find it? Only 
Redken has this incredible protein. 

In a group of hair care and 
conditioning products: Amino 
Pon® Concentrate Ready-to-Use 
Shampoo, Climatress® Moisturizing 
Creme Protein Conditioner, 
P.P.T. "S-77"® Protein Conditioner 
and Bodimer+™ a body builder. 
And you can find these products in 
hairstyling salons that use and 
sell Redken. Check your Yellow 
Pages for the one nearest you. 

Is your hair getting the 
protein it needs? Now you don't 
have to worry. 

CPP CATIPEPTIDE. 
FOR HAIR THAT NEEDS. 

YOU CAN TRUST THE 9000 SALONS DEDICATED TO THE REDKEN 
PROMISE: BEAUTY BASED ON SCIENCE. ^RFOI^N^ 



FEELING FIT  
continued from page 26 

race or training run!" says Sheehan. Mrs. 
Trescher says that fluids, with carbo- 
hydrates in them, taken just before 
strenuous exercise are helpful. At a recent 
symposium in New York on Sports 
Medicine sponsored by Colgate Women's 
Sports. Dr. Bernard Gutin. an exercise 
physiologist, explained that fluid intake 
can help to keep a runners body tempera- 
lure under control. Maratht^n runners can 
ha\e temperatures as high as 107 degrees 
while running a race. Drinking fluids, as 
well as splashing water on the bt>dy. helps 
to keep the temperature down. 

Cj Are salt tablets or \itamins nccessar\' 
to supplement mv activity? 

A "No. assuming you are eating properly."' 
says Dr. Sarah Short, professor of nutrition 
at Syracuse Uni\ersity, N.Y. "You won"t 
need salt tablets—you'll get enough in your 
food. Vitamins should not be necessary 
either. With wnmen. iron deficiency may 
be a problem, and iron supplements can 
he taken!" 

Cj How does exercise affect my skin? 

A "The skin is helped indirectly through 
exercise!" says Dr. Norman Orentreich, as- 
sociate clinical professor of dermatology. 
New York University School of Medicine. 
"Your skin is a kind of mirror that will 
reflect your well being. Vascular changes, 
those involving your circulation,  are 

Exercise without 
moving a muscle... 

"Most people think of skiing as. of 
course, a physical sport. But the main 
aspects of ski racing are psychological 
— confidence, concentration, and the 
way you handle pressure are most im- 
portant!" says Billy Kidd, former U.S. 
Olympic skier. If youve ever partici- 
patedincompetitivesports. you'll agree. 
Mental concentration is essential. Now 
there"s a way to let your mind actually 
improve your game —at least, in tennis. 
It's a kit called "Bathroom Tennis"" and 
it is based on the principles of psycho- 
cybernetics, the study of psychological 
control systems. The idea is that when 
you imagine yourself on the court, play- 
ing well, your body eventually responds 
to the imagined impulses and does per- 
form better. The kit has plastic tennis- 
court screens that go up on the shower- 
stall or bathtub wall, and while you 
bathe you train your mind with specially 
designed exercises and movements. The 
book also includes some actual move- 
ments to help you with your strokes, 
too. Bathroom Tennis by tennis profes- 
sional Alan Boltin. Bailantine Books, 
SIO at bookstores everywhere. 

exercise and the skin reflects this!" Dr. 
Orentreich explains that people with high 
blood pressure tend to have a reddish skin 
tone, while people with low bkK>d pres- 
sure appear more sallow, palish. Through 
regular exercise, circulation is st>mevvhat 
normalized, giving the skin a more healthy 
appearance. 

Q How can I help m\ skin 
during exercise? 

A "Be sure to wear ihc proper sunblock 
if voure exercising outdi)ors!" says Dr. 
Orentreich. "If you"re running, you want 
to make sure that friction does not exist 
between layers of skin. The friction should 
exist between sock and shoe, not the skin, 
otherwise you can develop blisters, 
calluses, etc. That"s why proper running 
shoes are so important!" 

(j? Should I apply special lotions before 
or alter exercise? 

A "Not necessarily."" says Dr. Orentreich. 
"One of the best treatments is epiderma- 
abrasion. Our skin was designed to be 
abraded. Each day. we lose the topmost 
layer of the epidermis. All the lotions and 
potions we have to protect our skin are not 
as important as letting the newer layers of 
skin surface. A good treatment after 
exercising is to clean the surface skin — 
with soap and water, washcloth, and astrin- 
gent, or sloughing sponge —to stimulate 
circulation and clean off the old skin!' says 
Dr. Orentreich. "This is something other 
cultures have done for years. The Arabs 
used sand, the .South Polynesians the luffa 
plant, the Japanese sea sponges!' 

W What about exercising in very 
cold weather? 

A "After the hardest part, getting out, the 
tendency is to overdress!' says Dr. Sheehan. 
"Layer your clothing so you can take some 
off as you warm up. Also remember that 
you lose most of your body heat from your 
hands and head—up to 40 percent is last 
through the scalp. I wear a ski mask and 
mittens. But at 3()°F you can run in what 
you would comfortably wear at room 
temperature. After the first 6 or 7 minutes, 
when you start to warm up, you"re golden!" 
Dr. Sheehan adds a tip: When you're run- 
ning in cold weather, start out running 
against the wind. That way you'll be 
warmed up on the way back and won't 
be affected by the wind chill. 

W How do I find the right exercise 
program for me? 

A This is also a part of Sports Medicine 
research. Through individual profiling, 
people can be matched to the sport that is 
best for their body type. But it's also a 
question of education, according to Dr. 
Marshall. "Know your sport —read up on 
it in trade magazines and publications. 
Find out about the demands of the sport, 
its technique, how to train for it. what it 

Continued on page 32 

"My husband is 
nwbestfriend: 

When Muriel Osher describes her relation- 
.ship with her husband, her face lights up. "I 
talk to him like I talk to my girl friends and he 
listens. He is always there when I fall on my 
face. He is not wrapped up in hisown life. It is 
our life." 

Taking care of her appearance is also impor- 
tant to Muriel. "... If you don't like yourself, 
if you don't care what you look like, nobody is 
going to care what you look like." So even if 
she's just going grocery shopping, Muriel 
tries to look nice. And before her husband 
comes home, she takes the time to put on 
some lipstick - and a smile. 

Muriel uses Oil of Olay in the morning and' 
before she goes to bed. And around the holi- 
days, "when everybody gets a little bubbly 
feeling," Muriel may use Oil of Olay three 
times a day. It helps keep her skin from getting 
too dry, especially in the winter, yet it's "not 
greasy." Muriel says Oil of Olay feels good, 
and it makes her feel "like a lady." 

Muriel first received Oil of Olay as a gift 
from a very dear girl friend. "I thought it was 
very sweet." She thinks it would make a nice 
gift. "I think it would be a compliment. Like 
saying, 'Here is a product that I tried and 
really like.' 

What's the nicest compliment Muriel can 
think of? Having her husband's friends tell 
him how terrific she looks. "He beams and it 
makes me feel good." 
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Holiday Beauty Tips 
1 Share the secret of Oil of Olay*' beauty lotion 
with a friend at Christmas, or with your husband. 
After all, men get dry skin too. The tropical oil 
and rich emollients in Oil of Olay smooth and 
soften skin, creating a luxurious, moist climate 
for your skin. Oil of Olay could be the surprise 
stocking stuffer of the holiday season. 

Z With all those holiday parties, maybe you are 
missing some of your beauty sleep. Here's how 
one very social friend of ours manages to look 
relaxed and refreshed throughout the season. 
She soaks in a warm bath for about 20 minutes 
and lavishes Oil of Olay on her face and neck.The 
tropical oil and rich emollients in Oil of Olay 
leave her skin smooth, glowing, radiant. Then off ^ 
she goes to another party. 
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"My husband is my best friend" 
- Muriel Osher 
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Royal Doulton "Sherbrooke Watcrtbfd "Ashling" 

The real difference between these two 
exquisite crystal goblets is that if you break ours, 

we replace it at half the price. 
Royal Duulton and Waterford. Two of 

the world's great names in fine cut crystal. 
Both justly proud of the beaurv' and quality- 
of their hand blown, hand cut, full-lead 
crystal stemware 

But a very impcjrtant difference exists 
between the two, aside from the patterns, 
of course. 

It's a difference, unfortunately, that 
can't be appreciated until your crystal breaks. 

Then, fortunately for those who own 
Royal Doulton crystal, there is our 'Simply 
Smashing Breakage Policy" 

Very simply stated it says that we ^^ ill 

replace a broken piece at half its current re- 
tail price for the life of your pattern. 

That's the real difference between 
Royal Doulton and other fine crystal makers. 
A small difference? You may not think so if a 
piece breaks. So when you're choosing your 
crystal stemware, we suggest that our unique 
breakage policy' might be the deciding factor 

How our "Simply Smashing Breakage 
Policy" works. 

1. Carefully wrap stem and part of bowl from 
broken Royal Doulton stemware. 
2. Include the pattern name and item, your 
name and return address, and a check to 

Royal Doulton for half the current suggested 
retail price plus $1.00 insurance and post- 
age. New Jersey residents add sales ta.x. 
3. Mail to Doulton and Co., marked "Crystal 
Replacement", and your order will be deliv- 
ered in approximately four weeks. 

For a color brochure showing our 
crystal and china patterns, send 25't to Royal 
Doulton, Dept. 294, 400 Paterson Plank Rd., 
Carlstadt, N,.I. 07072. 

Royal Doulton 
English Crystal 



^mana TOUCH ITJLl 

MICROWAVE^OVEN 

CAN DO 
EVERYTHING YOU WANT A MICROWAVE 

OVEN TO DO...AND MORE! 

Q    D 

"Can it cook for me by time and 
temperature?" 

CAN DO. 
Simply touch instructions for the cooking 
time you want. Or touch the different 
instructions and cook by temperature. Or 
use any combination of time and 
temperature. It's simple as 1-2-3! 

"Can Touchmatic II be programmed 
to cook by memory?" 

CAN DO. 
Amana made the first 
microwave oven    ^^^^H^^^^^^^l 
with    memory.      ^^^^^^^^^^^^H 

can remember 
and perfonn an      ^ 
amazing combination of defrosting and 
cooking programs like: 
1. Defrost 2. Hold while the food 
temperature equalizes 3. Start cooking by 
time at one Cookmatic™ power level 
4. Then switch to temperature controlled 
cooking at a different Cookmatic setting. 
All with just one set of Instructions at 
the beginning. 

"Can it keep food warm when my 
family's late?" 

CAN DO, that, too! 

What's more. Amana's 
Automatic Temperature 
Hold will hold the exact 
temperature you select. 
so soups, casseroles and roasts are every 
bit as delicious when you serve them late 
... as when they're just done. 

"What can the Amana Touchmatic II 
Radarange do for meats?" 

Ahh! It CAN DO what microwave 
cooking couldn't do before. 

Amana's Automatic Temperature Hold 
actually improves meats. Maintaining 
serving temperature tenderizes meat. 
Lets it brown more evenly. So meats 
come out moist and tender—even 
economy cuts. 

"And does it have different cooking 
speeds for different foods?" 

CAN DO, that too! 
Because Touchmatic II has a wide range 
of Cookmatic™ levels, from slower speeds 
for custards and 
egg dishes to high 
speed for fresh- 
tasting vegetables. 
Plus speeds in between lor every kmd of 
food in between. 

COOKMATIC 
LEVEL 

Jr^ftti 
, . MICROWAVE/OVEN 

Remember, if it doesn't say T^n90f%€M», it's not 
Backed by a century-old tradition of line craftsmanship. 

Amana Refrigeration, Inc.. Dept. 721, Amana, Iowa 52204     ( A Raytheon Company ] 

?-^-< 

"Can Amana louchmatic II turn 
out a medium rare roast that's 
actually medium rare?" 

CAN DO. 
Every time! Because the 
Amana Automatic Temperature Control 
System is so precise, it gives you the 
results you want.. .every time. 

"Can I set it ahead to start later?" 

CAN DO.    ^M 

leave home, and it    ^■^■B 
will defrost, hold food while the 
temperature equalizes, then start cooking 
— in any combination of time and 
temperature. So your dinner will be 
ready and waiting when you return. All 
from one setting! All automatically! 

"Amazing, but can it tell time?" 

CAN DO -at a touch. 

Thanks to the most advanced clock and 
timer, even while      ^^■^■^^■^H 
cooking it will give    ^^B^^^H^^^H 
you the time of ^^■^■■^^^^ 
day at a touch, then revert to the lime or 
temperature of the food you're cooking. 
You can also use it as a kitchen timer 
when you're ctx)king. or when you're not. 

Can you see a demonstration of Amana 
Touchmatic II Radarange ai your nearln- 
Amana Retailer',' 

«t^«. l*i# 
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^nris" tmas. 
M then yDu'd bve sterling. 
Sterling is the perfect gift from anyone. 

It won't chip, break, tear or go out of style 
And no colors, sizes and all those other 
mysterious'whats' to worry about. Just tell 
them the pattern. 

You could receive the first four place 
settings for Christmas, another for your 
birthday, anniversary and so on. 

You've waited long 
enough for your sterling. Tell 
them. They'll understand. 

0/s Sterling Silversmiths Guild ot Amenco 
Riverside, Connecticut 06878 says it all. 

RedecoratingI 
It's the best time to get 

"Good Ideas For Furnishing Your Home." 
Whether you're starting from scratch, or replacing important items, you'll 
be living with your decisions for quite a while. So before you decide, get 
"Good Ideas For Furnishing Your Home" from Thomasville. 

'i''furnishing a- 

"Good Ideas For Furnishing Your Home" is packed v\/ith 
over 350 colorful idea-filled pages on buying and decorating with 
fine furniture. You'll find aristocratic styles from the classic past... 
styles rich in tradition. Fumiture vi/ith its heritage in early America 
Or in the most contemporary of design concepts. Every mood, 
every period ... in hundreds of photographs that are sure to inspire 
just as many creative ideeis. Ideas that will set your home apart, and 
make it look like it just couldn't belong to anyone else. 

You'll find out how to pick styles that suit you and your life 
style ... how to work with color... how to blend fumiture of various 
styles and periods ... how to interpret fumiture and fabric technol- 
ogy ... how to recognize fine craftsmanship ... how to take care of 
fine fumiture ... and many, many more exciting and infonmative 
ways to express yourself. 

Get "Good Ideas For Furnishing Your Home" from Thomasville. 
And make decorating decisions you can live with. 

' ThomasvilleFumiture,DepLHG-121, Thomasville, North Carolina 27360 ' 

Please send me 
Home." I enclose $6 for each copy. 

. copies of your new "Good Ideas For Fumishing Your 

NAME. 

ADDRESS 

CITY  .STATE. .ZIP. 

L. 
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FURNITURE 
FROM : Armstrong CREATORS OF THE INDOOR WORLD* 

LOOKBNG GOOD 
FEELING FIT   
coniinucd from page 26 

can do lor you. Then get a pro to teach 
you the ba.sics." Dr. Marshall feels that 
women especially need to learn more about 
certain sports. One of the programs spon- 
sored by the Foundation for Sports 
Medicine involves dispelling certain scx-io- 
logical myths about women and competi- 
tive sports. "For example." says Dr. 
Marshall, "women cannot develop bulky 
muscles (due to certain harmt^nes) and 
therefore should not be afraid to do muscle 
building or stretching exercises. For any 
sport. I follow the rules of the three Ss — 
strength, suppleness, and stamina. Find a 
form of e.xerci.se where you can shoot for 
all three and you'll accomplish your goals 
of fitness!" ■ 

Beauty and health 
products new this 
month in the stores 
One of the prettiest ways to top off a 
Christmas stocking is with a tiny flacon 
of perfume dangling from a glossy silk 
ribbon. Well, this Christmas you'll need 
at least three stockings for the scents that 
are arriving right now. The first has been 
a well-kept secret for almost a year— 
Yves Saint Laurent's Opium. A few 
smart American travelers brought back 
samples from Paris for surprise presents 
and now everyone wants it. It's ""drop- 
dead" perfume, the kind that came from 
the Forties, the kind worn by film sirens 
who made sexy scents famous. Opium 
will come in a quarter-ounce flacon in a 
carved, carnelian-like pendant hung on a 
length of wine-colored silk cord for 
about $35. Only a few stores will have 
them, though, so check your Yves Saint 
Laurent counter to see if your favorite 
will. These are for sure: Bloomingdale's, 
Saks Fifth Avenue, Woodward/Lothrop, 
Burdines, Marshall Field, Sanger Har- 
ris, Foley's, Neiman-Marcus, Gar- 
finckel's, I. Magnin, and Sakowitz. The 
second fragrance is called Chunga (pro- 
nounced "'shunga") by Weil. This is a 
woodsy floral with top notes of essence 
of rose, ylang ylang, neroli, sage, pepper, 
coriander, and even camomile. Chunga 
is also a scent designed to develop slow- 
ly so that it's never quite the same from 
hour to hour. A quarter-ounce will cost 
$22.50, a whole ounce, $60, and parfum 
de toilette starts at $15. At Wanamaker's 
and Bonwit Teller, all stores. Your third 
stocking will have sachets filled with pot- 
pourri hanging from their ribbons. 
They're a blend of dried flowers and 
herbs in a spicy dist'Nation of the hit 
fragrance Calvin Klein introduced by 
fashion designer Calvin Klein earlier this 
spring. Loose potpourri will come in one 
of his distinctive red-lacquered boxes, 
while the sachets have been wrapped in, 

Continued on page 50 
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Giant new gard*»n > ^'IK ^w.<^t« < 

BRAND NEW ROSES! Featuring AMERICAN PRIDE, the 
1979 Rose of the Year, with its classically beautiful, elegant rich red 
blooms. And to the right above, see '79 All-America winner PARADISE, unique blooms of 
opalescent lavender trimmed in hot bright magenta . . . and soft white PRISTINE, aglow 
with a delicate pink blush. Our new catalog offers page after page of the world's 
finest roses        ALL GUARANTEED TO BLOOM IN YOUR GARDEN! 

EVEN fvlORE — fragrant hybrid CRABAPPLES    . . easy to grow BERRIES and 
GRAPES . . . EXOTIC FLOWERS . . . flowering and shade TREES .    . lots of 
planting and landscaping ideas, in the most asked-for garden catalog in 
the world' It's yours FREE. 

Mail your postage-paid card today — or use the coupon to the right. 

Jackson & Perkins Co. 
World's Largest Rose Growers and Nurserymen 
88-A Rose Lane, Medford. Oregon 97501 

^•^ *        .  •%• 
• Good Housekeeping • 

''''*'»i o« sumo II »**'' 

All J&P Roses have 
earned ihis seal 



PLANTS 
AROUND THE HOUSE I 
Easy care greenery 

It's hard to go wrong with 
succulents. They flourish on 
little water and minimal care 

By Richard Longer 
Admired tor their ability to be left un- 
attended for weeks, cacti somehow don't 
have the warmth and friendliness of lush 
greenery. But their easy-to-care-for fam- 
ily, the succulents, offers a variety of 
fleshy-leaved green plants that are un- 
usual and no fuss at all. Succulents store 
water in thick swollen leaves or stems, so 
they are neglectable and you can rest 
easy when you go away. But while they 
will surv'ive neglect, they will not thrive 
on it, so the better you care for them, 
the better they will grow. 

While the cacti are native to the New 
World, most other varieties of succu- 
lents come from Africa and Asia. As a 
whole, they like plenty of sunshine and 
since they tend to be top-heavy, a heavy 
potting soil is necessary to give their 
root structures enough support. A sandy 
mix will provide a firm footing and also 
allow for good drainage, which is also 
important for succulents. 

High on the list of popular succulents 
is the jade plant, Crassida argcntea. It 
is without a doubt one of the best all- 
around house plants, growing slowly but 
seemingly forever. Dramatic and care- 
free, the large specimens add form and 
texture to any room. Jade trees, like all 
of the succulents, need to be watered 
well, but let the soil become reasonably 

FLOWERING  STONES 
Protective mimicry is an old surviv- 
al trick among plants. Probably there 
is no place where this design of na- 
ture plays a greater role than in the 
vast deserts of Nambia and South 
Africa, home of the flowering 
stones. Instead of having maple- 
shaped, lily-shaped, or any other 
such easily identifiable leaf patterns, 
these plants come in such basic 
shapes as sandstone, iron ore, or 
quartz pebbles. So remarkably like 
their {Continued on page 38) 
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Shelves of succulents in a soutli window. 

dry before soaking it again. 
Cacti are definitely not cuddly. On the 

other hand, Kahmchoe tomentosa, the 
panda plant, is. The soft soupspoon- 
shaped leaves are covered by a fine white 
fur edged in brown. A particular favor- 
ite of children, the plant is easily hardy 
enough for them to care for. 

Sedum Morganianuin or burro's-tail 
is often grown indoors in hanging bas- 
kets. Its interesting thick leaves make an 
attractive window plant, but as they are 
brittle and tend to drop ofi^, be careful 
not to jostle the plant when watering it. 

The pinwheel plants Aeoniuin Ha- 
worthii and Haworthia papillosa. form 
leafy rosettes of almost sculptured form. 
Both like a little more water than the 
other succulents. Preferring a somewhat 
cooler climate, they will do well out- 
doors in the summer. The deep green 
leaves of the H. papillosa are covered 
with even rows of sugary-looking dots, 
hence its old popular name, pearly-dots. 

Although most succulents are grown 
for their leaves and form rather than 
their flowers, Hoodia rosea, the African 
hat plant, will give you both. With star- 
to saucer-shaped rust-brown flowers that 
are 2 to 3 inches large, it's a spectacular 
bloomer for a Vi-foot-high plant. 

Then for something totally diff'erent, 
there's the string-of-buttons, Crassida 
perforata. Unlike its stocky thick- 
stemmed cousin, the jade plant, this 
crassula has wire-thin stems studded 

SUSAN MCNEILL 

with tiny triangular leaves. It's perfect 
indoors since it is not sensitive to the 
irregular temperatures of air condition- 
ing and will even tolerate some drafts. 

Finally, one last thorny thought. Al- 
though there are no cacti outside of the 
Americas, the crown-of-thorns. Euphor- 
bia Milii, looks just like one, needles and 
all. But it has leaves as well as red or 
yellow flowers, and a white milky sap 
just like poinsettias, another euphorbia. 
Even with the thorns, E. Milii is a fun 
plant to grow. Try to get the dwarf va- 
riety, which not only remains more man- 
ageable in size, but also doesn't tend to 
drop its leaves. 

INSTANT   PLANTS 
Succulents are usually adept at prop- 
agating themselves. If the soil be- 
neath them is loose and moist, the 
leaves of Kalanclwe and Crassula 
and the like will take root on the 
spot as soon as they fall off the ma- 
ture plants. An extreme example of 
this is Kalanclwe pinnata, also 
called Bryophylluin pinnatuin and 
often sold as the "Miracle Leaf." 
Although intriguing, it is no more a 
miracle than any other part of na- 
ture. Still, the sales pitch is a good 
one. If you send away for one of 
these leaves, what you will receive 
is usually a slightly wilted succulent 
leaf, and it will look as if it would 
take at least a minor miracle to get 
a plant from it. Yet not only will 
you get one plant, but a half a doz- 
en or more may sprout from it. 
Each notch in such a leaf will likely 
produce a new plant if the leaf is 
laid on a bed of moist soil. 

Once a Kalanclwe pinnata plant 
is well under way in its growth, a 
real population explosion begins. I 
had one 3-foot specimen that simply 
couldn't wait to send out new plants. 
The lower leaves were covered with 
plantlets even as the parent plant 
kept growing. There were literally 
hundreds of them dropping down 
and taking root all over. 

Left: Kalanclwe leaf rinuncd with 
s  plantlets. Right: Leaf pinned 

to soil propoi^alcs quickly. 
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ographed at Caslel SanlAnscIo, Rome. 

' The Italian Classic by Galliano. 



Give a gift that 
runs on imaginatioi 
instead of batteiie 
The hobby of stamp collecting can 

transport your children into an exciting world 
of discovery, biography and history and give 
them knowledge they'll use in school and 
play. Here are three terrific Christmas gifi 
ideas to get them started: 
STAMPS & STORIES. An easy-to- 
understand encyclopedia of stamp 
collecting with fascinating 
stories about stamps. $3.50 
MINT SETS. A whole year's worth 
of beautiful and educational U.S. 
commemorative stamps, plus 
an album. 1975-1978 available. 
$3.50 to $4.50 each. 
COLLECTING KITS. 
Stamp collections for 
any child from 6 to 12. Each 
kit has a theme, like sports 
or space, and includes a 
guide on how to collect 
and an album. $2.00. 
(W) U.S. Postal Service 
l. = J ©1978 U.S. Postal Service 
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AROUND THE HOUSE 
continued from page 36 

mineral counterparts as to pass almost 
completely unnoticed in the wilds, they 
surprise one with occasional flowers. 

The most fascinating group of flower- 
ing stones is the Lithops genus, often 
called the "window plants." Their cone- 
like forms remain almost completely un- 
dergroimd. Only their skylight-covered 
tops are exposed. The hard-working 
green chlorophyll cells of the plant are 
inside, where they are protected from 
the harsh elements. Sunlight shines 
through the skylight, filling the internal 
core with energy. 

For pot growing, Lithops such as L. 
helhi and L. tiirhiniformis can be planted 
with most of their cones exposed rather 
than buried, so you have more to look at. 
An attractive arrangement can be made 
by growing a number of stone-mimick- 
ing plants together in a pot. Other avail- 
able genuses to choose from include 
Conophytiim, Fenestrarici, and Pleisopi- 
los. Cluster the plants in a shallow dish 
filled with a mix of a half fine sharp sand, 
half potting soil. Extra-good drainage is 
a must. Make sure you use a pot you can 
live with; stone plants should be repotted 
very infrequently—say once every dec- 
ade or so. 

Breaking the rules 
Many years ago, not knowing any better, 
I planted a jade tree, Crassnia argentea, 
in much too rich soil, gave it far more 
sun than it should have had, and watered 
it too frequently. The poor jade tree 
didn't know I was breaking every rule in 
the book, and it proceeded to grow, twice 
as fast as it should have, into a beautiful 
showy specimen. The pot had excellent 
drainage, otherwise the plant probably 
would have rotted. Still, the fact that I 
did so many things wrong and the plant 
thrived points out one very fundamental 
truth about raising house plants. Short 
of such extremities as never giving your 
plants any water, trying to grow them in 
a dark ice box, or total neglect, there are 
very few rules that can't be bent one way 
or another. So experiment. If you have 
extra specimens of the same type, try 
growing them under slightly different 
conditions. 

Succulents such as Kalanchoe pinnatii 
and Crassnia are ideal candidates for 
your experiments. Because of their ten- 
dency toward multiplication, it's easy 
—and tempting—to grow new ones all 
the time. So when you have extras, fer- 
tilize them more, or less, than you are 
accustomed to doing. Change their light 
conditions, watering schedule, or other 
microclimatic factors. Testing to ex- 
tremes will kill a few young plants, but 
trial and error will also give you an in- 
stinctive feeling for how to coax the rest 
to grow best. ■ 
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just come Ou 
professional-qi: 

even liiis weeke 
cook can lovef 

Its the Power Plus Mixmaster Mixer. 

B aking my own made-from-scratch breads and 
cakes really is satisfying. But who's got the 

time—or the energy— 
for all that work? 

Thafs where the 
Power Plus Mixmaster 
Mixer really helps out. 
It's the fastest, most 
powerful mixer Sun- 
beam's ever made. And 
it does what only a 
mixer does best: mix- 
ing, whipping, beating. 
The secret's in the 
heavy duty 16-speed 
motor ana these deep, 

tapered stainless steel bowls. That new shape 
concentrates more ingredients into the beaters for 
better mixing. 

Sunbeam Appliant'o Company, a division of Sunbeam Corporation 
0 Sunbeam, Mixmaster     " Power Plus .c Sunbeam Corporation, N78 

The item shown in the above advertisement is not coated with DuPont TEFLON ". However, other items made by Sunbeam use PuPont Tt-T! ON '^ 
for easy, non-stick cooking and no-scour clean-up. 

Great optional attachments: a citrus 
juicer, a food grinder, even a slicer/ 
shredder! 

There are nifty optional attachments, like a cit- 
rusjuicer, a food ^nder and a slicer/shredder. 
So I can do anythmg from angel food cakes to 
homemade breakfast sausage. Delicious! 

Even the dough hooks and beaters are larger 
and heavier than ever. So the Power Plus can 
knead enough dough for three one-pound loaves 
of my favorite whole wheat bread in minutes. 
Impressive? You bet! 

Trust the people who designed the original 
Mixmaster Mixer to come up with the extra help 
in the Power Plus Mixer. Now there's a Mixmas- 
ter Mixer in every price range, with styles and 
colors for everyone. That's Sunbeam for you. 
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FROM THE KITCHEN 
Carrot pudding, homemade chocolates, 

banana preserves, phis cookies and bread to make ahead 

(see pages 98 and 100) 

P 

^   Cheese spread 

The farmer's wife's 
pecan cookies 
From Mail/a Ucattcr* 
INGREDIENTS 
1 VA cups all-purpose flour, sifted 
V4 teaspoon baking soda 
Va teaspoon salt 
VA pound (1 stick) butter, cut into 

1-incfi pieces 
IV4 cups light brown sugar, firmly packed 
V2 teaspoon vanilla 
legg 
2V4 ounces (% cup) pecans, cut 

medium fine 
36 pecan halves 

METHOD 
n Sift together flour, baking soda, and 
salt into a bowl and set aside. Place butter 
pieces in a heavy 2-3-quart saucepan and 
melt slowly over low heat, stirring occa- 
sionally. Remove from heat and stir in the 
sugar with a heavy wooden spatula. Stir in 
vanilla and the egg. Add sifted dry ingre- 
dients, stirring until smooth. Mix in the 
cut pecans. 
D Place rounded teaspoonfuls of dough 
2 inches apart on foil-lined cookie sheets. 
Place a pecan half on each, pressing it 
gently into the dough. Bake in a preheated 
350° oven 12-14 minutes, reversing 
sheets top to bottom and front to back to 
ensure even browning. The cookies will 
rise during baking and then will settle 
down. They should be medium brown—do 
not underbake. Slide foil off the sheets and 
use a wide metal spatula to transfer 
cookies from the foil to racks to cool. 
Makes 36 3-inch cookies. 
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From Marx Cole 
INGREDIENTS 
2 tablespoons red Burgundy wine 
4 tablespoons horseradish 
Juice of V2 lemon 
1 tablespoon prepared mustard 
3 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce 
1 clove garlic, minced 
10-12 ounces Wispride Cheddar cheese 

METHOD 
n Blend together all ingredients except 
cheese in a food processor. Blend in 
cheese a little at a time and process until 
the mixture is smooth. Or blend all to- 
gether in a bowl by hand. Pack the mixture 
into crocks and store in the refrigerator. 
Bring to room temperature before serving. 
Makes P^ cups. I ..'vVAMi   OLLh   .AK 

Lemon thyme vinegar 
From Susan Little field 
INGREDIENTS 
1 large bunch fresh lemon thym,e 
1 quart good quality white wine or distills 

vinegar (preferably Dessaux Fits) 

METHOD 
n Place the lemon thyme in a large gla 
container, cover with vinegar, and let mi 
ture stand for several weeks. Strain tl 
finished vinegar through cheesecloth in 
a pretty glass bottle, add a fresh sprig 
lemon thyme, and top with a cork. Makt 
1 quart vinegar. You may follow the sarr 
method for other vinegars, substitutir 
purple or green basil, tarragon, rosemar 
dill, oregano for the lemon thyme; 1 
thread garlic cloves or shallots on skewe 
and cover with red wine vinegar. 

Continued on page 4 

Banana preserve 
From Vincent Wolf 
INGREDIENTS 
2 pounds bananas, sliced in halves length- 

wise, then in half again crosswise 
% cup sugar 
V2 cup dark and light raisins, mixed 
VA cup pignoli 
6 inches vanilla bean, split open 

METHOD 
n Combine all ingredients in a skillet or 
saucepan and cook over moderate heat, 
turning occasionally with a spatula, until 
the bananas soften but do not lose their 
shape, and the syrup reaches desired con- 
sistency—about 20 minutes. Pack pre- 
serves into sterilized jars. Let sit 15 min- 
utes before refrigerating, 
pint. 

Makes about 4 
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Made for automatic drip machineStSoyou get 
real taste and aroma of a perfect cup of coffee. 

Now there's a decaffeinated cof- 
fee that can give you all the perfect 
taste, aroma and satisfaction you 
expect from your automatic coffee 

DRiP-MATIC®from SANKA® 
Brand. It's 100% real coffee, yet 

it's 97% caffein-free. 
And because it's specially g-rotmd 

and roasted, you can be sure you'll 
get perfect coffee every time. 

Prove to yourself you don't 
need cafifein to make a perfect 
cup of coffee. 

"Enjoy Sanka® Brand Ground 
ip-I 

Regular and Electric-Perk too!" 
/0ff( Coffee in Drip-Matic®, and in 

GENERAL FOODS 

©General Foods Corporation, 1978. 



From the kitchen 
coiiliiuied from page 40 

Homemade dark 
chocolate 

You can protect your lips 
from sun, wind, cold and 
dryness with Blistik-the 
soft, medicated stick with 
the lanolin emollient and 
Sunscreen. Blistik helps 
relieve drying, chapping, 
blisters and cold sores. 

Uisdk- 
The lip shield 

From Clare Ruthrtiiiff 
Adapted from Kron Choeolalier, 
New York.N.Y. 
INGREDIENTS 
6 ounces solid cocoa butter, 

cut into pieces 
5-6 ounces cocoa powder, about 2 cups 

or less 
5-6 ounces confectioners sugar, 

about 2 cups or less 
(Note: For each 6 ounces of cocoa butter, 

use a total combined weight of 12 
ounces cocoa powder and confectioners 
sugar.) 

METHOD 
D Place cocoa butter in the top of a 
double boiler over barely simmering water. 
Begin stirring with a wooden spoon. Gradu- 
ally add the cocoa powder and sugar and 
continue stirring slowly until the mixture 
is smooth and well blended. 
n Keep the mixture warm in the double 
boiler (it must be slightly above 91° to 
remain liquid) and spoon it into fluted tin 
molds about iy2-2 inches in diameter. 
Place molds in the refrigerator and leave 
for an hour or so to harden. 
n To remove chocolate from molds, 
loosen sides of molds and pop the hard- 
ened chocolate out as you would an ice 
cube. If the chocolate starts melting as 
you are unmolding it, it is not ready and 
you should put it back into the refriger- 
ator for a bit. Makes about 12 molded 
chocolates. 

Oatmeal bread 

From Donald Gray 
INGREDIENTS 
1 package active dry yeast 
2 tablespoons honey 
1 cup potato water (water you have boiled 

potatoes in), heated to 100°-110° 
1 cup milk, scalded 
1% cups Old Fashioned Quaker Oats (not 

the quick-cooking oats) 
VA cup butter, melted 
1 tablespoon salt 
5-6 cups flour 

METHOD 
D Add yeast and honey to warm potato 
water in a cup or bowl and stir until com- 
pletely dissolved. Let proof (mixture will 
be bubbly and rise a bit). 
n Combine milk with oats, butter, and 
salt in a large bowl. Stir and let stand 
5-10 minutes. When cooled slightly, add 
yeast mixture and stir in flour, 1 cup at a 
time. Continue stirring in flour until dough 
is firm and not too sticky. Place dough on 
a floured board and knead about 5 min- 
utes or until dough is smooth and no 
longer sticky—add more flour as neces- 
sary. Place dough in a buttered bowl and 
lightly  butter top  and  sides  of  dough. 

Cover with a clean cloth and let rise in o 
warm place until doubled in bulk, aboul 
IVz hours. 
n Punch down and knead dough 3-4 min 
utes more. Divide and shape into 2 loaves. 
Place in well-buttered bread pans, cover, 
and let rise until doubled. Slash tops of the 
loaves with a sharp knife and bake in a 
preheated 350° oven 45 minutes or until 
bread sounds hollow when tapped. Re- 
move loaves from pans and cool on a rack. 
Makes 2 loaves. 
n For oatmeal-cinnamon bread: After di- 
viding dough into 2 loaves, roll out 1 or 
both pieces until about 1 inch thick. Lig'it- 
ly brush one side with melted butter and' 
sprinkle liberally with cinnamon and sugar. 
Roll dough into a sausage shape, fo'd un 
der the ends, and place in loaf pan. Con-' 
tinue as above. ' 
n For oatmeal-raisin bread: Add raisins to 
original dough mixture bafore mixing in 
flour and proceed as above. 

Bridie McSherry^s 
carrot pudding 

From (1 lor ions Food 
INGREDIENTS 
3 cups carrots, grated (by hand or 

in a food processor) 
3 cups bread crumbs, grated (use 

day-old white bread) 
3 cups dark brown sugar 
9 large eggs, room temperature 
4 tablespoons vanilla 
'/2 cup plus 1 tablespoon ground cinnamon 
2 teaspoons ground cloves 
2 teaspoons ground nutmeg 
IV2 pounds sweet butter, melted, 

with foam removed 
3V2 cups flour 
3 teaspoons baking soda 
¥2 teaspoon salt 
IV2 cups pitted dates, chopped small 
IVz cups seeded raisins 
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METHOD 
n Combine the carrots, bread crumbs, 
and sugar in a large bowl. Beat eggs until 
thick and lemony in color and add to car- 
rot mixture with the vanilla, spices, and 
melted butter, and mix well. Sift together 
3 cups flour, baking soda, salt and add 
to the mixture. Dust the dates and raisins 
with V2 cup flour and add to the batter, 
stirring well to incorporate all ingredients. 
n Fill 12 buttered PA-cup molds with 
mixture to within 1 inch from the top and 
cover. Place in a pan large enough to hold 
them comfortably (or do in several 
batches). Add enough boiling water to 
cover half the mold and simmer 1 hour. 
n Cool puddings in the molds on a wire 
rack, then refrigerate. They will keep 3-4 
weeks. To serve, steam again in the same 
fashion for V2 hour until hot. Serve with 
sauce anglaise or Grand Marnier sauce. 
Makes 12 individual puddings. The molds 
pictured on page 101 are from The Bridge 
Co., 212 East 52nd St., New York, N.Y., 
10022; $2.75 each. J 

Continued on page 44* 
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Introducing cL-.-pI 
vitamin mineral supimrt 

in one new tablet! 
Good Vitamin News 

for You and Your Family. 
Lederle Laboratories, a 

pioneer in nutritional research, 
introduces CENTRUM;^'a 
new, complete multivitamin- 
multimineral supplement. 

Compared to 
Yesterday's Formulas 
CENTRUM contains 21 

essential vitamins and minerals 
from A to Zinc; more than any 
of today's leading brands. 
Compare the CENTRUM 

■ formula to any one of them. 
Only CENTRUM provides 
every vitamin and mineral for 
which a U. S. Recommended 
Daily Allowance has been 
established. CENTRUM, a 

£.-!&rf 

product of sophisticated tech- 
nology, represents an up-to- 
date approach to multivitamin- 
multimineral supplementation. 

CENTRUM-a complete 
formula in every tablet. 

Good Food, Rest Exercise, 
Sunshine and CEHTRUM 

CENTRUM, as complete 
as it is, is no substitute for 
being careful of the way you 
eat and live. 

But CENTRUM, added 
to your diet, can help you 

build the broad nutritional.. 
you need. To look good 

jiJk and to feel good. 

From A to Zinc. Everyday. 

Introduce your family 
to CENTRUM 
with our special 

introductory offer, 
at your pharmacy. 

30 tablets 
free with 100. 

^'fH POTENCY MULTIVITAM'N 

Prom A to l&^ 
'LETS 

466-8 



LUCAS BOLS... 
as famous as Rembrandt. 

And olden 

^'^^W K -f     v^ 

Ti^ 
On the docks of Old Amsterdam, 
master distiller Lucas Bols gathered 
the world's most exotic flavor essences 
from the trade routes of Dutch 
manners. 

With an artist's skill, he blended 
nature's delicate creations and 
the finest ingredients into flavorful 
I Hi tlKf ■i^KH.HK^Piy IflMf II ^1 11M •imfrlli 

of perfection. 
Today, we invite you to experience 

the world famous sensation of flavor 
and color in liqueurs passed down in 
the Bols gallery of masterpieces. 
Bols... preparing for your pleasure 

y    ri)(ME DE BANANA- 

lf-"^^'=~;^ 

LIQUEURS AND BRANDIES 3^M PROOF • PRODUCED AND BOTTLED IN THE U.S.A. 
UNDER PERSONAL S#ERVISlON OF THE AAASTERDAM DIRECTORS 

ERVEN LUCAS BOLS DiSflLLlNG COMPANY LOUISVILLE, KY. 

From the kitchen 
continued from page 42 

Fruit cake 
Iroiii G lor ion \ Food 
INGREDIENTS 
1 pound butter, room temperature 
1 pound dark brown sugar 
12 large eggs, room temperature 
1 pound flour plus 1 cup 
1 teaspoon baking powder 
2 teaspoons cinnamon 
1 teaspoon ground mace 
' 2 teaspoon ground cloves 
'/4 cup cold espresso coffee 
4 ounces bittersweet chocolate, melted 
2 pounds seeded raisins 
1V? pounds currants 
^2 pound Sultana raisins 
1 pound candied ctierries 
' 2 pound shredded citron 
V? pound candied pineapple, cut in 

small pieces 
'A pound candied orange zest, shredded 
''4 pound candied lemon zest, shredded 
' 2 pound pecans, chopped 
' 2 pound hazelnuts, roasted, skins 

removed, and coarsely chopped 
Cognac, Bourbon, or corn whiskey 
Apricot glaze (recipe below) 

METHOD 
n Beat the butter in a bowl at low speed 
until it is creamy. Continue to mix, then 
add sugar. Add the eggs, one at a time, 
beating well after each addition. Add I 
pound flour, baking powder, cinnamon, 
mace, and cloves. Add cold espresso and 
melted chocolate to loosen the batter. 
U Combine fruits and nuts in another 
large bowl. Dust and toss with 1 cup flour. 
Add the cake batter and mix well. 
□ Line six 3-3V2-cup Kugelhopf (fluted 
tube pan) molds with buttered brown pa- 
per and fill with cake mixture. Bake in pre- 
heated 175° oven IV2 hours. Test with a 
straw for doneness. Allow cakes to cool 
thoroughly in the pans. Remove from pans 
and leave in brown paper covering. Wrap 
cakes in cotton toweling or a few layers of 
cheesecloth. Douse with cognac, wrap in 
foil, place in plastic bags, and store in a 
cool place. It is best to make the cakes at 
least 2 months in advance and douse them 
with cognac every week to 10 days to 
keep them moist. Brush them with apricot 
glaze before serving or giving away. 
Makes 6 cakes. 

Apricot glaze 
INGREDIENTS 
1 quart apricot jam 
¥2 cup Bourbon 
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METHOD 
n Mix jam and Bourbon together in a 
saucepan and heat, stirring occasionally. 
Brush mixture on cakes with a pastry, 
brush. When dry, wrap cake tightly in plas- 
tic wrap. 1 

Continued on page 46i 
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2001 by Hamilton Beach. 
The world's first computerized blender. 

People make mistakes. Computers don't. So if 
you've ever had a blending blunder (and who hasn't?), 
your troubles are over. 

Because now Hamilton Beach offers you a 
revolutionary new blender with a computer built right 
into it. 

No timing blunders. Ever turn a mousse into a mess 
because you over-blended? It can't fg 
happen with 2001. Timing is 
electronically controlled and 
computer-accurate. 

No speed blunders. A Blending Speed 
Guide right on the control panel tells you which 
of 200rs sixteen speeds is right for your recipe. 

No programming blunders. 2001 is 
amazingly simple to operate. But if, by chance, 
you slip up in your instructions, the 
computer will catch it. And warn 
you by blinking the Digital 
Display 

No recipe blunders. 
Recipes are going metric 
these days. 2001 is already       ^^*«t^ 
there. A touch of a finger "** 

converts metric recipes into English and vice versa. 
No clean-up blunders. All of 200rs controls are 

on a smooth, buttonless control panel that wipes 
clean instantly. 

2001. So advanced, so 
versatile, so easy to use, the only 

blunder you could 
■   IT    "^^   possibly make is not 

J       getting one soon. 

^HAMILTON BEACH 
/ New ideas. Old-fashioned quality 

0 1 7 3 4      S'M* T||| 
4 ti ' 8 •i 

ML -a* : : H-li 
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FIREPLACE 
EQUIPMENT 

The beauty of any fireplace is not 
only in its design, but in the tools, 
screens and accessories that set it off. 
Shown here are a few of Reich- 
man's many early American designs, 
crafted in wrought iron, and made to 
surely increase the attractiveness of 
your home. Ask to see the Reichman 
line at better fireplace equipment 
stores, or write today for the one 
nearest you. 

Andirons 

Custom Wrought 
Products 

Greentoum. Pa. 18426 

From the kitchen 
coiitiintcil from pw^e 44 

Craig Claiborne's 
chocolate macaroons 
I- roni Maida Hccittcr* 
INGREDIENTS 
5 ounces (1 cup) almonds, blanched or 

unblanched 
2 ounces (2 squares) unsweetened 

chocolate 
% cup granulated sugar 
5 liquid ounces egg whites (3-5 eggs) 
V2 teaspoon almond extract 
12 glaceed cherries, cut into halves, 

or halved almonds 

METHOD 
G Grind the almonds to a fine powder in 
a nut grinder, blender, or food processor. 
Place them in a large, heavy frying pan. 
Grind the chocolate—whole squares may 
be ground in a nut grinder, or chocolate 
may be chopped coarsely and ground in a 
blender or food processor. Add ground 
chocolate to the almonds. Add sugar and 
egg whites. Stir to mix—it will be thick. 
n Place frying pan over medium heat 
and, with a wooden or rubber spatula, stir 
constantly, scraping the bottom and sides. 
The mixture will become a little thinner; 
then, as the egg whites start to cook, the 
mixture will begin to thicken. Do not let it 
boil, and be careful that it does not burn. 
Cook the mixture, stirring constantly, until 
it starts to thicken to the consistency of 
soft mashed potatoes. It will take about 5 
minutes altogether. 
D Remove from heat and transfer to a 
bowl to stop the cooking. Add almond ex- 
tract and stir occasionally for about 10 
minutes until mixture is tepid. 
G With a pastry bag about 12 inches long 
and a #^8 star tube, press out rosettes of 
dough about 1 inch in diameter onto a 
12-by-15V2-inch foil-lined cookie sheet. 
Shape them moderately high and place 
them V2-I inch apart. (If the mixture was 
cooked long enough, it will not spread in 
baking; if cooked too long, dough will be 
stiff and hard to press through pastry bag.) 
G Place half a glaceed cherry or halved 
almond, cut side down, on each macaroon. 
Bake in a preheated 400° oven 12-13 min- 
utes, reversing cookie sheet front to back 
once to ensure even baking. The maca- 
roons will feel dry to the touch but will be 
soft and flexible. Do not overbake—they 
must remain soft and moist inside. Slide 
foil off cookie sheet and let stand 5-10 
minutes. Use a wide metal spatula to 
transfer cookies to racks to finish cooling. 
Makes 24 macaroons. 

'From Moido Heatlei's Book of Greol Cooties by Moido 
Heotler. Copyright © 1977 by Moido Heotter. Reprinted 
by  permission  of Alfred A.  Knopf,   inc. 

Nut bars 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  PASTRY 
1 cup unbleached all-purpose flour 
1 tablespoon granulated sugar 
V4 cup butter 

2 egg yolks, slightly beaten 
2 tablespoons water 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  NUT  FILLING 
2V2 cups nuts. grat-:d, walnuts or 

pecans or a mixture of the two 
1 cup granulated sugar 
2 tablespoons cold water 
1 tablespoon butter, melted 
1 teaspoon vanilla extract 
1 teaspoon almond extract 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  ICING 
2 egg whites 
1 cup confectioners sugar (pressed 

down a bft), plus 2 tablespoons, 
loosely packed 

Vz teaspoon almond extract 
1 teaspoon lemon juice, freshly squeezed 
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METHOD  FOR  PASTRY 
G Put flour and sugar together in a mix- 
ing bowl. Add butter and blend well until 
the texture becomes like cornmeal. 
G Beat egg yolks with water in a small 
bowl, then add to flour-butter mixture. Mix 
well and shape into a thick square. Put 
aside to rest or wrap in wax paper and 
store overnight in the refrigerator. 
METHOD  FOR  FILLING 
G  Put the nuts through a nut grater; mea- 
sure without packing down. Set aside in a 
bowl until needed. 
G Put sugar and water in a saucepan and 
let rest 15 minutes for water to be ab 
sorbed. Set over medium heat until it 
begins to simmer around the edges. Turn 
heat up and watch without stirring until 
the syrup boils briskly all over its surface^- 
G Begin to test for spinning a thread at 
this point by dipping a spoon in and, hold; 
ing it above the pan, tilting the spoon and 
letting the syrup fall back into the pan. 
When it falls off in 2 drops that run togeth- 
er and leave a thread, remove syrup from 
heat right away. 
G Pour the hot syrup into the nuts im- 
mediately, stir well. Add melted butter and 
flavorings. Stir well, set aside to cool. It 
will be a very soft batter, but will become 
stiff as it cools. It should be cool enough to > 
put on the pastry in about 25 minutes. 
METHOD  FOR  ICING 
G  Make the icing while the filling is cool- 
ing. Beat the egg whites just to soft peaks 
in a bowl and carefully add the confec- 
tioners sugar while stirring. Add almond 
extract and lemon juice. Beat for a few 
minutes with an egg beater—3 minutes or 
so, until icing is smooth. It is a very liquid 
icing. Set aside until needed. 
METHOD  FOR  ASSEMBLY 
G Lightly flour a clean surface and roll 
out the pastry dough in a neat square to 
about Vs-inch thickness. 
G  Remove the nut filling from the bowl 
with your hands and work it a bit in your 
hands to make it pliable if necessary. It 
should still be a bit warm. Flatten it out as 
much as possible, place it in the center of 
the rolled out pastry, and spread it out 
evenly to a size of 8 by 9V2 inches. If filling 
is very soft,  scrape  it out of bowl, and 
spread out with dinner knives. 
G Stir the icing well and pour it onto thej 

Continued on page 48" 
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Soft & mellow 
N 

Say it softly with light. With the warm steady 
radiance of genuine stained glass. 

Sears Lighting Boutique offers stained glass 
lamps in traditional Tiffany styles and Con- 
temporary patterns, too. The rich colors of 
our hand-crafted lamps spread a soothing light 
that's always soft and mellow and ready to set 
a mood. 

Our stained glass selection is just one of the 
many kinds of lighting we have to offer, all at 
attractive prices. For quality, selection and 
value come see what we have glowing for us at 
Sears Lighting Boutique. 

Available through all Sears stores... also 
available in catalog. 

^isfhtin 
loutique 

I® Sears. Roebuck and Co   1978 



1 he Christopher Columbus 

Once you've heard 
a Herschede, 

you wouldn't buy 
any other clock. 

You hear ihe quality. Finely-balanced 
mechanisms running in perfect pace. 
Then, it strikes. Deep, soft, tantalizing 
tones expand from the heart of a beau- 
tiful Herschede cabinet. For a color 
catalog of all Herschede clocks, from 
S6,270 down, send 50c to Herschede 
Hall Clock Co.. Box 825-C, Starkville, 
Mississippi 39759. Division of Arnold 
Industries.      _ 

(nikl medal winnini: clocks since 1S85 

From the kitchen 
contimiecl from page 46 

center of the filling, spreading It evenly. 
Take a stout dinner knife and cut the filled 
pastry into bars about 2^/2 by % inches. 
After cutting the pastry into pieces, the 
icing will run down into the cuts. Wipe the 
knife with a damp towel after each cut. 
Cut away the excess pastry and discard. 
n Push the tip of the dinner knife under 
the end of each cut bar and lift onto an 
ungreased cookie sheet, placing them 
about Vi inch apart. Place the filled cookie 
sheet in a preheated 325° oven, setting it 
on the lowest rack. You are mostly con- 
cerned with baking the pastry; the iced 
tops need not brown—they are much more 
attractive white. Watch closely, and bake 
only about 12-13 minutes. 
n Remove from oven and place cookies 
on a wire rack to cool. When cold, place 
in a clean tin box with a tight cover; store 
in a cool, dry place. These cookies keep 
well for a week or so. Makes about 36. 

Special sugar cookies 
INGREDIENTS 
Vs cup butter, room temperature 
% cup superfine granulated sugar, plus 

extra for sprinkling 
2 medium to large eggs, sligfitly beaten 
1 tablespoon milk 
2 cups all-purpose unbleachied flour, sifted 
2 level teaspoons powdered ginger 
Vz teaspoon single-acting baking powder 

(Mix 2 parts cream of tartar and 1 part 
baking soda. Use as needed) 

METHOD 
D Stir together butter and sugar in a 
bowl until the mixture is well blended and 
creamy. Add beaten eggs, stir well. Add 
milk, stir well. Sift together flour, ginger, 
and baking powder and stir into butter 
mixture until dough is well blended and 
soft, 5-8 minutes. To facilitate handling, 
spoon dough onto a platter or a round 9- 
inch heavy plate. Cover well with wax pa- 
per, chill in refrigerator overnight. 
n Lightly dust work surface and rolling 
pin with flour. Remove dough from re- 
frigerator and divide into 3 parts. Work 
with Vb at a time; return the rest to the 
refrigerator. Working quickly, shape the 
piece of chilled dough roughly and roll for- 
ward firmly with the rolling pin. Lift dough 
up and turn after each roll to prevent stick- 
ing and dust lightly with flour as needed. 
Roll out a bit thicker than a quarter. Cut 
shapes, close together, from the rolled 
dough with a cookie cutter dipped in flour. 
Use a knife if needed to lift cookies from 
surface onto ungreased cookie sheets. This 
dough is best when not rerolled, so bake 
the trimmings as they are on a separate 
sheet or press into tartlet pans. Sprinkle 
tops of cookies lightly with sugar. Bake in 
a preheated 375° oven 8-10 minutes, or 
until just lightly browned—do not over- 
bake. Transfer immediately to wire racks 
to cool, then store in a tightly covered tin. 
Makes 50 cookies. 

Spritz 
INGREDIENTS 
1 cup butter, room temperature 
¥2 cup superfine granulated sugar 
1 egg yolk, sligfitly beaten 
Vz teaspoon vanilla 
V2 teaspoon almond extract 
1% cups all purpose unbleached flour, 

sifted 
Vanilla sugar (sugar that has been in a 

jar with a vanilla bean) 

METHOD 
n Cream butter in a bowl until satiny 
smooth. Add sugar and stir until it dis 
solves. Add beaten egg yolk, stir well. Stir 
in vanilla and almond extracts. Gradually 
stir in the flour and mix until dough is 
smooth and well blended, 4-5 minutes, 
n Spoon the dough into a cookie press 
and form cookies in "0" and "S" shapes 
on an ungreased cookie sheet. Or use a 
pastry bag fitted with a fat, star tip. Set 
filled sheet wrapped with wax paper in a 
cool place for a few hours or overn'ght to 
become firmer—this helps cookies keep 
their shape while baking, 
n Or shape soft dough into 2 long bars 
2 inches wide, chill well. Slice into Vs inch 
slices, place on ungreased cookie sheet. 
D Bake in a preheated 375° oven 10-12 
minutes or until just slightly browned. 
Cool 2-3 minutes, then use a very thir 
spatula to transfer them to a wire rack tc 
cool completely. When cold, lightly press 
face of cookies on a saucer of vanilla sugar 
Store in a lined cookie tin in a cool dr> 
place. Makes about 50 cookies. 

Nut butter balls 
INGREDIENTS 
1  cup butter, room temperature 
'A cup superfine granulated sugar 
1 teaspoon vanilla 
1 teaspoon almond extract 
2 cups all-purpose unbleached flour, 

sifted 
2 cups pecans and lor walnuts, grated 
Vanilla sugar 

METHOD 
n Blend butter and sugar together until 
sugar dissolves and mixture becomes 
creamy. Stir in vanilla and almond extracts 
Gradually stir in flour to blend well. Ado 
grated nuts and stir until mixture becomes 
creamy and light gray in color, about 5 
minutes by hand, 3-4 with a mixer, 
n To facilitate handling, cover and chill 
dough in refrigerator 2 hours or overnight. 
Shape into balls using a Vz-teaspoon mea- 
sure and rolling dough quickly in palms ol 
hands. Place shaped dough on ungreased 
cookie sheet, bake in a preheated 350° 
oven 10-13 minutes. Do not overbake, 
cookies will be dry. They need not brown. 
Remove from oven, let rest on sheet 2-3 
minutes before transferring to wire rack tc 
cool. Let cool 15 minutes, roll each cookie 
in a small bowl of vanilla sugar. Place in,!a 
lined cookie tin, cover tightly, store in co|)l 
dry place. Makes about 48 cookies. ■     , 
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Now 
It's a satisfying 

decision. 
Like many people you may recently 

have switched to a lower tar cigarette, with 
milder flavor 

But as your tastes have changed, you 
may have found yourself reaching for a 
cigarette even lower in tan An ultra-low tar 
alternative that satisfies your new tastes 
in smoking. 

Then the decision is Now. 
Now has only 2 mg. tar And bear this 

in mind: todays Now has the most satisfying 
_^_^^ taste in any cigarette 

""•^  c^^ so low in tar. 

Now 
/i f9 

'I' 

N(M/ 

•"•«lW'"l«""f""« 

Only 2 mg tar. Significantly lower than 98% of all cigarettes sold. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

FILTER, MENTHOL: 2 mg. "tar", .2 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC method. 
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Does the 
liquid makeup 
you're wearing i 

feel like 
a mask? 

— y*f 

r Noyvr>i 
from Maybelline, 

a silky liquid 
makeup that 

really feels as 
good as it looks! 

Moisture Whip' Liquid Makeup 
^has a delicate feel - doesn t feel 

taut or dry. Continuous 
^A*.-iik.   moisturizing action 

helps keep skin 
supple, protected, 

glowingly fresh. 
in 6 fresh shades. 

WturcWH'^ 

'Moisture wmp' 
Liquid Makeup 

Fine make-up sensibly pnced 

Mystery and magic of gardening 
continued from page 20 

clothes protected the ladies, but the tight 
linen hose fashionable for the men can- 
not have kept out much damp. 

In my own garden, I have made a 
small oval mound about 2 feet high 
which creates an interesting diversion be- 
tween flat areas and helps to accentuate 
the movement of a patch designed to off- 
set the straightncss of a long, narrow 
plot, though I admit some visitors make 
snide remarks about the tumulus. Else- 
where I have created a turfed wall about 
3 feet high, with an angle carefully sloped 
to allow maximum comfort when lying 
out in the sun. I might have used a fence 
or hedge at this point, which divides off a 
final section of the plot, but—apart from 
using up a quantity of unwanted rubble 
as foundation—it really does provide an 
unusual feature. 

Some of the gardening elements popu- 
lar in the past are not much seen today, 
because they take too much time in our 
rushed existence; I am thinking of topi- 
ary and elaborate hedges, and of knots 
and parterres composed of low bushes 
needing regular clipping, like the fine ex- 
ample in the restored gardens of George 
Washington at Mount Vernon. But low 
edgings of box, santolina, or simi- 
lar shrublets for garden beds are less de- 
manding, and might be used more often 
in more or less formal layouts. We are 
perhaps keener to follow some of the in- 
spiration of the past in making paths and 
terraces of varied materials. We will find 
that the Elizabethans were specially keen 
on bricks used in a multitude of patterns, 
whereas the Oriental gardener would 
make mosaic patterns of brick frag- 
ments, tiles, pebbles, and so on. Besides 
these materials we can set large "stepping 
stones" among smaller ones as many 
Japanese paths show in imitation of a 
stream, while in purely decorative cor- 
ners or around beds or pools, cobbles 
have great possibilities. This is one 
sphere where modern materials like com- 
position stones and even concrete care- 
fully textured can hold their own with 
older ones. Texture is the operative 
word, for especially in the very small gar- 
den, every square inch counts, and the 
permanent patterning of such materials 
sets off the seasonal changes in the rela- 
tively few plants the small plot can ac- 
commodate. 

Although there are still plenty of fairly 
large gardens, the general trend, or cer- 
tainly in Europe, is toward small plots, 
tiny yards, roof gardens, and balconies. 
These, too, are really links with the past: 
It is clear that many of our ancestors 
gardened in equally small compass, with- 
in defensive walls, moated castles, tight- 
pressed towns. In crowded Pompeii, for 
instance, one might make a new window 
so as to enjoy a more fortunate neigh- 
bor's garden, or paint a floral scene on 
the wall behind a window box. 
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Whatever the size of the plot, what-| 
ever the inspiration for its design, the| 
urge to garden will out in most of us, andi 
I am sorry for those who get no pleasure I 
from gardening. "For"—to finish the 
quotation from Francis Bacon I used at' 
the start—"it is the greatest refreshment _ 
to the spirit of man." ■ 

New in the stores 
continued from page 32 

believe it. charmeuse. Tuck  them  into 
drawers, hang them from closets, or, and < 
this is extravagant, stack them in a straw 
basket like so many apples. Potpourri., 
$25 an ounce; sachets, two for $25 at 
fine department stores everywhere. r 

Everyone loves a present that's a "two-. 
in-one"—like   a   pretty   container   that 
holds  something  special.   Aliage  Four 
Seasons Pitcher is one piece of a group , 
of four porcelains by Estee Lauder. It's 
a small  milk  pitcher with a delicately 
painted scene of a country hillside com- \ 
plete with red barn and it's filled with ten 
ounces  of  new  Aliage  Foam"ng  Bath 
Grains, $22.50. The other pieces in the , 
collection include a soap dish and two 
cachepots, one for a candle and the olh- , 
er to hold a fragrant handful of Al;age ; 
Guest  Soaps,  each  shaped  like  a   tiny 
pear.  Find  them  at department  stores , 
across the country. 

For all the running you have yet to do, j 
remember that your feet and the way ' 
they feel affect the way the rest of your 
body performs. Rikcr Laboratories has 
just put out a nifty little lO-page booklet 
that outlines a daily program of gocd 
foot care. It's free with a stamped, self- 
addressed envelope to "Feet," The 3M 
Co.. Dept. HG. 135 West 50th Street, 
New York, N.Y. 10020. And here's an- 
other helper from Riker, a new complex- 
ion kit called Buf Beauty Basics. The 
Buf-Puf—a gentle nylon sloughing pad, 
now comes with its own soap and mois- 
ture cream, both developed by one of 
New York's top dermatologists. The set 
costs $9.95 and will be at drugstores 
and    department    stores    everywhere. 

PAULA RICE JACKSON 

Your fragrance and 
herbal almanac 
The sign: Sagittarius 
Circa: November 22-December 21 
Frankincense and myrrh were aromatic 
substances made from the gum resins of 
Boswellia and balsam trees. In ancient 
times, these solid perfumes for burning 
were as valuable as gold. Clove, cinna- 
mon, and nutmeg, for which Columbus 
sailed to America, come from trees also 
said to belong to Sagittarius. The green, 
woody fragrance of Carven's Ma Griffe 
and the exotic new floral Courreges, 
from Andre Courreges, both suit the 
forthright Sagittarians. Drakkar by Guyl 
Laroche has a warm spice note for men.'^ 

MARIA   REACH!, 

House   &   Garde 



DECEMBER 
HAPPENINGS 
'Christmas parades, tours, 
:rafts shows, ski races 

iere's a peek at what's going on around 
he country this month: Everyone loves 
I parade, and on Dec. 2 the Christmas 
parades begin. The following cities are 
ust a few that will be hosting Santas, 
lives, and Christmas characters that 
lay: Sacramento, Calif.; Baker, Ore.; 
^henix City, Ala.; Derby, Kans.; Lan- 
caster, Calif.; Centre, Ala. A nighttime 
•iver parade will take place near Demop- 
DHS, Ala., on the banks of the Thombig- 
Dee River. Lighted floatboats, fireworks, 
ind Christmas decorations are part of 
;he festivities. In San Diego, Calif., the 
Christmas parade will also take place on 
■he water, with lighted boats decorating 
Mission Bay, Dec. 9. For earlybirds, the 
innual Christmas parade in Beaufort, 
S.C, will be Nov. 23. 

At Oakleigh Museum in Mobile, Ala., 
candlelight tours through the ante-bel- 
lum home are planned for Dec. 2 and 3. 

I Decorations will be from the 19th cen- 
tury. In Houston, Tex., the houses in 
Sam Houston Park will be open for can- 
dlelight tours on Dec. 13, 14, 15. 

What's Christmas without a tree? In 
New York City, the tree goes up in 
Rockefeller Center and is lit the first 
week in December. On Dec. 10, in 5a??- 
ger, Calif., you can take a trip to see the 
"National Christmas Tree" in the giant 
sequoia park. Special speakers and a 
lighting display will be among the fes- 
tivities. Other trees to look for: in Hart- 
ford, Conn., over 100 handcrafted trees, 

, from miniatures to 5 feet in height, will 
be displayed in the Civic Center. Also 
in Connecticut: Mrs. Olive DuBois will 
construct her 11th annual miniature gin- 
gerbread village from scratch at the 
White Hart Inn in Salisbury. 

For many people, the "Nutcracker 
Suite" is synonymous with Christmas. 
There are performances in New York, 
Nov. 30-Dec. 31; Chicago, Dec. 15-31; 
Birmingham, Ala., Dec. 8-10; Hays, 
Kans., Dec. 10; and Houston, Dec. 21- 
23. 

In Philadelphia, the Christmas Carni- 
val and Winter Flower Show will take 
place Nov. 25-Dec. 3. Flowers are also 
on exhibit all month at Bellingrath Gar- 
dens in Theodore, Ala., where the poin- 
settias grow over 5 feet tall! 

If you're a skier, spend some holiday 
time at a cross-country ski race. A few 
races of special interest: Steamboat 
Springs, Colo., the junior competitions, 
Dec. 14 and 15; the World Cup Cham- 
pionship, Telemark, Wise, Dec. 20; do- 
mestic team competitions. Glens Falls, 
N.Y., Dec. 28 and Lake Placid, N.Y., 
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Dec. 30. On Dec. 31, jumping competi- 
tions will be held at Westhy, Wise, and 
Lake Placid, N.Y. 

San Franciscans can continue to en- 
joy the spirit of the Dickens fair on 
weekends through Dec. 23, while in Gal- 
veston, Tex., the "Dickens Evening on 
the Strand" will be held, Dec. 10. For 
more international flavor, "Christmas 
Around the World" will be the theme of 
exhibits around the country. Chicago's 
Museum of Science and Industry will 
host an exhibit from Nov. 25-Jan. 7 and 
in Seattle a similar show will run from 
Dec. 2-Jan. 2 at the Museum of History 
and Industry. 

Arts and crafts shows continue: the 
19th annual "Christmas Kaieidescope" 
arts and crafts festival, Sun Jose, Calif., 
Dec. 2; the 5th annual Christmas arts 
and crafts fair in Cullman, Ala., Nov. 
30 and Dec. 1; Crafts invitational, Seat- 
tle, Wash., Nov. 17-Dec. 31; the Christ- 
mas Crafts Exhibition and Sale, New 
Haven, Conn., Dec. 1-2?, and the Stutt- 
gart, Ark., arts and crafl.<, festival, Nov. 
24-25. The occasion for this last festival 
is the World Champion Duck Calling 
Contest, held in Stuttgart, Nov. 21-25. 

For what's going on in your area, con- 
tact your chamber of commerce or state 
department of tourism. ■ CLAIRE SCHOEN 

0 UNTIFUL  ALMONDS 

And what special treats those holiday parties will be if you've selected 
the finest ingredients available. 

When your recipe calls for almonds, buy the Bountiful brand. These fine 
California almonds come to you in our new KITCHEN KARION, 
vacuum packed in foil to retain that "just picked" i\avoT and "just packed" 
freshness. (Notice how conveniently the KITCHEN KARTON stores 
remaining almonds for future use.) 

Serve Bountiful brand California Almonds often and "Go Holiday" ih? 
year 'round! 

Available in: 
• Blanched Whole • Blanched Slivered • Diced Natural • Roasted Diced Natural 
• Sliced Natural • Natural Almond Meal. 

"Where Quality and Flavcr 
Grow Tosether." 

Ir-OOPSI  325 SOUTH HALE AVENUE 
B«rrpn<KM<-s.>Firms    FULLERTON. CALIF. 92631 U.S.A. 

%y mmim^ 

aU'i"^ ;;:■ .. 

I _ 

The   Cirrh of Freshness" 



SPEGAL BOOKS FOR 
SPECIAL INTERESTS 

For the art lover, nature lover, 
or gung-ho cook, gardener, 
craftsman, scholar, or anyone 
who enjoys a good read 

The book that makes a splendid Christ- 
mas present is the one that appeals to a 
person's particular interests or, when 
chosen carefully, will generate a whole 
new interest or avocation. Here are some 
that should do the trick. 

One of the handsomest books of any 
season, The Audubon Society Book of 
Wildflowers (Abrams, $37.50) by Les 
Line and Walter Henricks Hodge is "a 
basket of fresh wildflowers presented to 
the world, a spectacular bouquet of 181 
photographs... to represent every major 
habitat on Earth from the deciduous 
woodlands to the treeless barrens of the 
Far North." So say the authors, and 
spectacular is certainly the right word. 

Another beautiful book of flowers— 
this time in inventive, lovely arrange- 
ments you can duplicate in your home— 
is Decorating with Flowers (Abrams, 
$35). The ingenious arrangements were 
created by Ronaldo Maia and photo- 
graphed by Ernst Beadle in actual room 
settings. The text by Denise Otis, re- 
markably readable and full of informa- 
tion, explains why the particular flowers 
and containers were chosen and how to 
do the arrangements yourself or adapt 
them to your own circumstances. 

Around Christmas there are always 
collections by great photographers. 
Among this season's best: Avedon: Pho- 
tographs 1947-1977 (Farrar, Straus & 
Giroux, $50). A large-format book, in 
black and white, it represents the epit- 
ome of Richard Avedon's skill, with 
dozens of the outstanding fashion pho- 
tographs of the last three decades plus 
a cavalcade of celebrities—Hepburn, 
Baez, Loren, Tina Turner, Bette Mid- 
ler .. . If the Avedon photographs rep- 
resent the "to dream over world," then 
Walker Evans's show the world as it is. 
Walker Evans First and Last (Harper 
& Row, $29.95) presents the harsh- 
ly realistic—and beautiful—photographs 
spanning 45 years of the late photog- 
rapher's work. There is no text; the pic- 
tures speak for themselves; the message 
is clear, whether they be photographs of 
street scenes, slum houses, a poor family 
in a small Southern town, a series of por- 
traits or even inanimate objects such as 
a monkey wrench or pliers. . . . Flash- 
back! The SO's (Knopf, $12.95) is Eve 
Arnold's record of a raucous era. The 
All  books are available  through your local  bookstore.  Prices ore publishers*  suggested retail price. 
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famous are here and so are the infamous, 
as are revealing photographs of presi- 
dential candidates and their campaigns 
and candid looks at people from all 
walks of life. 

In Carnival in Rio (Hawthorn, 
$19.95), the gaudy, colorful, steamy, 
often sleazy, sometimes shocking pag- 
eant of Carnival week is caught tren- 
chantly by the brilliant camera work of 
Douglas and Lena Villiers and the per- 
ceptive text of Albert Goldman. 

Probably the most photographed city 
in the world, Paris can still be made ex- 
citing, vital, moving in the hands of a 
master photographer. This is exactly the 
case with The Joy of Paris (Vendome/ 
Viking, $ 17.95) by Bernard Hermann . .. 
Hemingway's Paris (Scribners, $14.95) 
by Robert E. Gajdusek will delight both 
Paris and Hemingway devotees. Scene 
after scene of the Paris Hemingway in- 
habited—his houses, his haunts, his fa- 
vorite racetracks and sporting arenas— 
are presented in lavish photographs with 
accompanying text consisting of quotes 
from Hemingway, from his writings, by 
friends, and by people who have written 
about him. 

Worth checking out*: Antarctica 
(Dutton, $29.95 until Jan. 1; then $35) 
by Eliot Porter. Portraits—the Photog- 
raphy of Carl Van Vechten (Bobbs-Mer- 
rill, $24.95). Painted Ladies (Dutton, 
$17.50) by Morley Baer, Michael Lar- 
sen, and Elizabeth Pomada. The "ladies" 
arc San Francisco house fagades. 

Theajis: fine, fun, fantastic 
Masterpieces of Primitive Art (Knopf, 
$30) with photographs by Lee Boltin, 
text by Douglas Newton off'ers, in full 
color, the superb Nelson A. Rockefeller 
collection—masks, animals, jewelry, ves- 
sels, human figures worked in precious 
metals, wood, cloth, feathers, shells. 

The Art of Natural History (Over- 
look Press, $49.50 until Dec. 31; then 
$60) by S. Peter Dance concentrates on 
realistic animal illustration from the 
cave paintings of prehistory to modern 
times. . . . The Illustrated Bird (Double- 
day/Dolphin, $6.95) edited by Maggie 
Oster concerns itself only with avian 
painting and sculpture and presents the 
works from primitive painters to great 
masters. Almost 30 species of birds are 
illustrated. 

For the budding collector: Prints: The 
Facts and Fun of Collecting (Dutton, 
$19.95; $10.95 paperback) by Randy 
Rosen is chock full of information on 
how prmts are made; how they differ; 
what determines their value; their care, 

framing, preserving; reference sources 
for authenticating and researching them. 

Worth checking out: The Arts of 
David Levine (Knopf, $25). The Arts of 
Japan (Kodansha International, 2 vols., 
$16.50 each) by Seiroku Noma. 

Architecture and the Decorative Arts 
Beyond Metabolism: The New Japanese 
Architecture (McGraw-Hill, $19.95) by 
Michael Franklin Ross features the work 
of the new wave of Japanese architects 
who came after the Metabolist move- 
ment and discusses the national and cul- 
tural climate that helped create these 
new ideas and explorations. A thought- 
ful, scholarly book, profusely illustrated. 

In the field of the decorative arts, sev- 
eral books recommend themselves as be- 
ing authoritative, well-illustrated, read- 
able. American Rugs and Carpets (Mor- 
row, $25) by Helene Von Rosenstiel. A 
historical survey of rugs, carpets, and 
other coverings that have graced Amer- 
ica's floors over the past 300 years. 
The Book of Tapestry (Vendome/Vik- 
ing Press, $35 until Dec. 31; then $40). 
Chosen from museums and private col- 
lections, works from the 12th century to 
contemporary abstractions. 

The Encyclopedia of the Decorative 
Arts 1890-1940 (Van Nostrand Rein- 
hold, $35) edited by Philippe Garner. 
All the movements of the first half of the 
20th century^—Art Nouveau, Art Deco, 
Modernism, Revivalism, Surrealism, In- 
dustrial Design, as interpreted through- 
out the world in furniture, interiors, 
jewelry, metalwork, graphics, fashion. 

Worth checking out: Dictionary of 
19th c. Antiques and Later Objets d'Art 
(Putnam, $22.50) by George Savage. 
The Oriental Rug (Harper & Row, $35) 
by Luciano Coen and Louise Duncan. 

Thoughts for food 
The cookbook everyone will want this 
year: Julia Child & Company (Knopf, 
$15; $8.95 paperback). Tying in with 
Mrs. Child's new TV series and contain- 
ing the recipes she will demonstrate, this 
book finds the French Chef demonstrat 
ing   recipes   from   many  parts   of  the 
world. 

Diana Kennedy, whose previous books 
on Mexican cuisine were smash hits, 
realizes a good thing when she hits on it. i 
Ergo: Recipes from the Regional Cooks • 
of Mexico (Harper & Row, $12.95) with 
120 new recipes which Ms. Kennedy 

Continued on page 56 
"When we went to press, many new books weren't reodi ' 
for review, but indlcotions are they merit checking du f 
at your local bookstore. Some are listed at the secttpr f 
ends. l! 



Celebration Sale N«j ^ 
LarZ-Boy Dealers Every ^ 

Golieiiiiiii^ 
ft ,       :.,-X^'> 

Because of fifty years experience, the 
Wall Reclina-Rocker'" chair by 
La-Z-Boy® has all the features you 
want in a recliner. It was designed to 
sit close to the wall to save space and 
give you luxurious sitting comfort. At 
a touch of the handle, the chair gently 
glides forward so you can rock and 
recline to your most comfortable po- 
sition. For even greater comfort the 
footrest operates independently from 

^^^^"^^iHllfM^^^^   ' 

929 -1979 
the reclining action. When you get 
up, a gentle touch returns the chair 
to the space-saving position. 
Wall Reclina-Rocker chairs are avail- 
able in styles to fit your decor, and a 
large selection of covers includes 
long-wearing, stain-resistant fabrics in 
Herculon* olefin fiber that provide 
lasting beauty for your chair. See 
the La-Z-Boy difference in the 
Wall Reciina-Rocker chair today. 

^mi 

I 

HERCULON 
TERED  TRADEMARK  OF 

HERCULES   INCORPORATED 

FOR   ITS  OLEFIN   FIBER. 

Chair Company 
Mon roe, M ieh igan 4816 



International Inspirations 
for American Flair. 

TheTilche Suite 
from the American-Standard 

International Group. 

It takes an international leader like American-Standard to combine this kind 
of European design excellence with the American preference for versatility. We start 
with the Tilche Suite, designed by Paolo Tilche, recognized as one of Europe's 
leading designers. Every curve, every line painstakingly defined to complement the 
design. But greater beauty lies in its adaptability, translating into bathrooms that 
reflect your style... your lifestyle. We can only begin to show you the possibilities. 

Oriental. Contemporary. Early American. The Tilche Suite. It inspires 
'^^.^' endless decors beautifully interpreted with American flair. 

^ 

The Tilche Suite. 
Curves and angles 
make it a pleasure to 
look at. Shown here in 
new Aegean Mist with 
a 24-karat gold plated 
Ultra Font faucet. The 
22" X 21" sculptured 
pedestal lavatory and 
unique toilet are avail- 
able in a wide range of 
decorator colors. 

All product names herein are 
trademarks of American Standard Inc 

Everything about this bathroom says "Now!" 
The uncluttered lines of the Tilche Suite. The 
fashionable color choice, Americana Brown, for 
all fixtures including the luxurious oval Ultra Bath. 
Noteworthy, the elegance of American-Standard 
24 karat gold plated fittings. 



Orient yourself to beautiful, relaxing sur- 
roundings in this truly international 
American-Standard bathroom. See how effort- 
lessly the Tilche Suite adapts to Eastern 
understatement and the outright glamour 
of our 6-foot Oval Pool. Fixtures and fittings 
in tranquil Gold, for a bathroom that's sump- 
tuous yet easy to live with. 

See the Tilche Suite (and all the inspired 
American-Standard choices) for yourself Call 
Toll Free 800-325-6400 for the location of 
the American-Standard showroom nearest 
you. In Missouri, call 800-342-6600. 

S AMERICAN-STANDARD 
Worlds leading name in plumbing fixtures and fittings. 

Early America revisited! And the Tilche Suite 
goes right along. It has the timeless simplicity of 
our Colonial heritage. Here, in new Bermuda Coral, 
it adapts to Early American with an ease that 
proves its versatility. 

More Exciting Bathroom Ideas! 
Yours with the American-Standard 
Home Book and Bathroom 
Planning Guide. 
Mail 82.00 to: 
American-Standard 
Bathroom Planning Kit. 
Depl.HG-128   • P.O. Box 2019 
New Brunswick, N.J. 08903 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

Phone 



Complete Hotel Services 

You'll fall in love with our island 
resort where the beach has more sea 
gulls and pelicans than people. 
Golf - Tennis - Dining 
Swimming - Fishing - Sailing 
Oceanfront Hotel Apartments 
Indian River Plantation Resort 
385 N.E. Plantation Road 
Hutchinson Island 
Stuart. Florida 33494 
(45 miles north of Palm Beach) 
Call Collect (305) 286-3700 

Special books 
continued from page 52 

culled by traveling throughout Mexi- 
co, interviewing chefs and housewives, 
snooping in restaurants and kitchens. .. . 
Marcella Hazan found her success with 
Italian cuisine. Ergo: More Classic Ital- 
ian Cooking (Knopf, $15). This one has 
220 new recipes with suggested menus 
to go with them. (For a sample, see page 
134.) 

One of the most unusual of the many 
new books on Oriental cuisine is Lilah 
Kan's Chinese Casserole Cookery 
(Workman, $8.95; $4.95 paperback), 
described by the publisher: "The first 
American book to present the ancient 
art of one-dish, family-style cookery tra- 
ditional to all Chinese cuisines. ... It is 
an alternative to the split-second show- 
manship and sometime hysteria of chop- 
ping and stir-frying." 

Yogurt is an ultra-popular food these 
days, but not everyone knows how to 
cook with it. Anne Lanigan in The 
Yogurt Gourmet (Quick Fox, $5.95) 
presents recipes from appetizers to des- 
serts—such tempters as apple and crab- 
meat appetizers, cauliflower souffle, cold 
apricot souffle—even tells how to make 
your own yogurt (frozen yogurt, too; 
without special equipment. 

The food processor has swept the 
country by storm and Mary Moon Hem- 

ingway and Suzanne de Lima, whose 
"Food Processor Magic" was one of the 
best books telling how to use it, now 
offer Food Processor Baking Magic 
(Hastings House, $12.95). These ladies, 
who teach the use of the processor, 
offer a sumptuous collection of breads, 
cakes, puddings, cookies, pastries. 

Today's newest out-of-the-closet ad- 
dict is the "choc-aholic" and if you've 
got some on your list, here's a gift 
they'll love: The Chocolate Lovers' 
Companion (Quick Fox, $6.95) by Nor- 
man Kolpas. Chocolate—its history, 
how it's made, its variations, nutritional 
value, and calorie-laden recipes. 

Worth checking out: From My Moth- 
er's Kitchen (Harper & Row, $10.95) 
by Mimi Sheraton. The Cook's Com- 
panion (Crown, $14.95) by Doris Mc- 
Ferran Townsend. The Chinese Cookery 
Encyclopedia (A & W, $14.95) by Ken- 
neth Lo. 

For busy hands 
Good do-it-yourself books give succinct, 
easy-to-follow instructions; provide illus- 
trated how-to's where necessary; and 
show pictures of the finished product 
that make it seem worthwhile to try 
them. Here are some that live up to these 
specifications: Maggie Lane's Oriental 
Patchwork (Scribners, $16.95)—12 de- 
signs for clothing, including coats, jack- 
et, shirt, caftan, inspired by clothing that 
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nas oeen worn m me urieni lor cen- 
turies. . . . The Needleworker's Constant 
Companion (Viking, $29.95) edited by 
Susannah Read. Hundreds of projects 
for dressmaking, knitting, crocheting, 
embroidery, general home sewing. . . . 

For needlepointers: Museum Master- 
pieces in Needlepoint (Houghton Mifflin, 
$14.95) by Brande Ormond. A challenge 
for the practiced needlepointer to recre- 
ate a Gauguin, Matisse, Van Gogh, or 
any of 9 other masterworks. . . . Oriental 
Images (Viking, $17.95) by Shirley 
Marein. Original designs inspired by 
Oriental art, with patterns graphed for 
needlepoint or ready to copy for em- 
broidery, rug hooking, applique, and 
patchwork. . . . Victorian Designs in 
Needlepoint (Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 
$10.95; $5.95 paperback) by Phyllis 
Kluger. Victorian patterns suggested by 
turn-of-the-century decorative art. Each 
design is accompanied by an illustration 
of its original work—an Aubrey Beards- 
ley flower, a Tiffany lamp. 

Miscellaneous crafts: If you're told to 
go fly a kite, you can make it with Kites: 
Sculpting the Sky (Pantheon, $4.95 pa- 
perback) by Tsutomu Hiroi. These kites 
are small works of art and would look 
smashing in a child's room or your 
heart-of-the-house room. . . . Quilting in 
Squares (Scribners, $12.95) by Kath- 
erine Fisher and Elizabeth Kay. How to 
make a quilt one square at a time. Tra- 
ditional and contemporary patterns. . . . 
Naturally Powered Old Time Toys (Lip- 
pincott, $12.95; $6.95 paperback) by 
Marjorie Henderson and Elizabeth Wilk- 
inson provides fun for the carpenter in 
the family, who can now make sun 
yachts, sail cars, monkey on a string, and 
other moving toys. 

Two beautiful crafts books that do not 
tell how to do it yourself, but show the 
indigenous crafts of the country and ex- 
plain their origin and techniques are 
Spanish Folk Crafts by MA. Pelauzy 
and Mexican Folk Crafts by Carlos 
Espejel   (Universe  Books,   $30  each). 

Worth checking out: A Gardener's 
Book of Needlepoint (Simon and Schus- 
ter, $9.95) by Meg Merrill, Jack Bodi, 
and Catherine di Montezemolo. Left- 
handed Crochet (Van Nostrand Rein- 
hold, $5.95) by Regina Hurlburt. 

How does your garden grow 
The Garden as a~Fine Art (Houghton 
Mifflin, $20) by F. R. Cowell describes 
gardens ranging from the dawn of civili- 
zation until today, chosen from all over 
the world and illustrated with old draw- 
ings, woodcuts, photographs. . . . Anoth- 
er garden history, lavishly illustrated, is 
The Garden (Viking, $22.50; Penguin, 
$11.95 paperback) by Julia S. Berrall. 
A lively presentation of fashions in gar- 
dening throughout the centuries. Many 
of the gardens shown can still be visited. 

Everyone with even the palest green 
thumb will find popular TV personality 
James Underwood Crockett's new book 
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Special books 
continued from page 56 

Crockett's Indoor Garden (Little, Brown, 
$17.50; $9.95 paperback) extremely 
helpful. Each chapter covers one month 
of the year and each entry provides com- 
plete cultural information on the plants, 
their requirements, care, method of 
propagation, history, and a list of varie- 
ties. 

Rewarding reading... 
The most discussed—and read—biogra- 
phy of the season will probably be Ar- 

thur M. Schlesinger, Jr.'s Robert Ken- 
nedy and His Times (Houghton Mifflin, 
$19.95). It makes fascinating reading 
whether you are a Kennedy admirer 
(Schlesinger is and it shows) or not. 

In A Distant Mirror (Knopf, $15.95), 
Barbara W. Tuchman examines the 14th 
century, particularly in France and Eng- 
land—a turbulent time, the countries 
torn apart by the Hundred Years' War, 
the Black Plague, the Papal Schism, and 
the slow death of the age of chivalry. In 
the hands of an adept such as Mrs. Tuch- 
man, the book is a prime example of how 
history can be made enthralling and as 

Bring your aching back 
to the Pollenex®Deep Heat 

Back Massager 
Two forms of doctor- 

recommended treatment in 
one electric appliance 

The Pollenex 
Deep Heat* 
Back Massager 
treats your ach- 
ing back with 
either penetrat- 
ing infra-red 
heat, soothing 
massage, or a 
combination of 
both. 

Doctors often 
recommend heat and massage 
to increase circulation and bnng 
fast^ temporary relief to backs 
achingf rom the painsof arthritis, 
neuritis, sprains and strains. 
The flexible "fingers" of the 
Deep Heat Back Massager de- 
liver thousands of relaxing pul- 
sations per minute. And because 
it covers an area of more than 
400 sq.    _^^* inches, it 
brings ^^ .y^]*-..^ benefits 
from ^  \   ..   j-^ the nape 

I of your 
neck to 
the base 
^of your 
\spine. 

Make yourself 
comfortable 

Enjoy a heat massage treat- 
ment in your favorite chair, or 
use the Deep Heat Back 
Massager lying down. Extra 
padding at the top gently 
cradles your neck for added 
comfort. 

Customize your comfort 
This 8-way comfort 

control lets you choose 
the combination of heat 
and massage you need. 
Pamper tender muscles 
with gentle massage. 
Later, work up to more 

m I vigorous massage. Add 
lv\ the heat level that feels 

best, or use heat alone. 
Underwriters /iT^ 
Laboratories /I la 
listed. \ ^L 

Get extra help for lower 
back pain 

So much relief for 
such a reasonable price 
All these 

benefits are 
yours for 
about $39. 
Your invest-/ 
ment is a   ( 
lasting one,^ 
t>ecause the^ 
Deep Heat 
Back Massager^ ^ 
is engineered for 
durability. 

The choice of the 
U.S. Olympic Committee 
The Deep Heat Back 

Massager, America's #1 selling 
back massager, is just one of the 
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health/massage appli- 
ances selected by the 

U.S. Olympic 
Committee for 

'^\  use in the 
\i;:\ U.S. training 
Is   sites. 
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the U.S. Olympic 
Committee 

The Deep Heaf 
Back Massager 

i iDii©n©v i 
Good feelings come 

from Pollenex 
For more information, write: 

Consumer Services 
Associated Mills, Inc./Pollenex 
209 South Jefferson 
Chicago, Illinois 60606. 

immediate as today's news. 
By the time you're through with Law- 

rence Durrell's The Greek Islands (Vik- 
ing, $25), you'll probably have your bags 
packed. There are very few people who 
can relate the past to the present in prose 
so seductive. He knows the islands thor- 
oughly, their history, mythology, their 
contemporary ambiance and conveys it 
all with humor and scholarship that 
never slips into pedantry—a joy to read. 

John Cheever has been a prolific— 
and marvelous—short story writer for a 
good many years and a collection of 61 
of The Stories of John Cheever (Knopf, 
$15), is a major literary event. Great 
for the bedside table. 

Worth checking into: E. M. Forster, 
a Life (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 
$19.95) by P. N. Furbank. 

... And ready reference 
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For every student and home library: the 
new Cosmopolitan World Atlas (Rand 
McNally, $29.95). It measures about 11 
by 14% so the maps are large and easy 
to read. The atlas includes a section of 
U.S. travel maps, tables of population 
figures, global views, environment maps. 

The reviews and articles by Walter 
Terry, dean of American dance critics, 
which span 40 years and are collected in 
I Was There (Dekker, $25) provide in- 
valuable research material for dance stu- 
dents (and aficionados). 

From us to you 
The editors of House & Garden have 
produced this year several books that we 
think will be of special interest to our 
readers. They are: House & Garden's 
Book of Remodeling (Viking Penguin, 
$35). Hundreds of innovative ideas for 
remodeling every room in your house, 
lavishly illustrated with before and after 
pictures and floor plans. . . . Decorating 
with Plants (Pantheon, $12.95). Over 
200 varieties of plants shown in rooms 
by top architects and interior designers. 
AH illustrations in color. . . . The House 
& Garden Book of Total Health (Put- 
nam, $11.95). Advice from 50 doctors 
and other experts for the whole family 
on how to have a healthy body, recipes 
from famous health spas, exercises, low- 
calorie entertaining, weight control. . . . 
Storage (Pantheon, $12.95). Solutions 
to every kind of storage problem imag- 
inable, with the simplest shelf to archi- 
tectural storage, where storage is an in- 
tegral part of the total design. . . . Solar 
Houses (Pantheon, $15.95; $8.95 paper- 
back) by Louis Gropp. 48 energy-saving 
houses across the country, over 130 easy- 
to-follow floor plans and diagrams, 
which give the layman a clear idea how 
the solar systems work in each house. 
You can order any House & Garden 
book by writing Conde Nast Books, 
P.O. Box 3308, Grand Central Station, 
New York, N.Y. 10017, enclosing check 
or money order for the price plus $1 for 
postage and handling. ■ 
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Kelvinator. 
Dishwashers with 
real scour power. 

Even the most stubborn baked-on 
tood is no match for Kelvlnotor's pot- 
scrubbing action. And you get it in 
both portable and built-in models. 
These super-capacity dishwashers also 
hove many additional features like our 
energy-efficient cool/dry cycle. Plus, 
Kelvinator's soft scrap disposer chops 
up bits of food washed from dishes 
and rinses the refuse 
down the drain. 

Portables are equipped with attrac- 
tive cutting-board tops and are easily 
converted to permanent installation. 
And this year, they're available in 
beautiful new natural colors. Built-ins 
come in the new colors too, plus there 
are many decorative front panel 
options to match your cabinets, 
wallpaper, anything you like. 

When it comes to clean, really clean 
means Kelvinator clean. 

Kelvinator. Today as always, committed to excellence. 
REFRIGERATORS • LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT • ELECTRIC & GAS RANGES • MICROWAVE OVENS • DISHWASHERS • ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS' 

FREEZERS • GARBAGE DISPOSERS • HUMIDIFIERS • DEHUMIDIFIERS 
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MONEY 
MATTERS By Paul Gross 

The corking-marriage gain plan 

Financial strategies for the two-paycheck family 

Go to any cocktail party these days, and 
chances are you'll find that almost ev- 
erybody there has a career. Couples, 
where both the husband and the wife 
work, are fast becoming the rule rather 
than the exception—thanks to inflation, 
women's liberation, and the American 
dream of getting further ahead. Accord- 
ing to some observers, this trend is the 
most significant social phenomenon in 
the United States today. In some cases, 
working couples reap psychological, as 
well as financial, rewards that benefit the 
family. On the other hand, working cou- 
ples also have to contend with a greater 
number of options and potential prob- 
lems than couples that have only one 
breadwinner. They may wade into a 
number of personal, tax, estate planning, 
insurance, and investment traps. And 
that's a shame, because it's fairly easy to 
work it all out. 

Your first step is to consider your fi- 
nances together. Agreeing on your goals 
and what each of you is prepared to do 
to achieve them is essential. 

Now for the nitty gritty. Taxes. Work- 
ing couples are taxed at a higher rate 
than they would be if they weren't mar- 
ried. For example, a married couple, 
each of whom makes $20,000 a year, 
generally pays 15 percent more in in- 
come taxes than they would as singles. 
So first, make sure that you grab every 
tax deduction that you can legally reach 
for. As obvious as that sounds, you 
would be surprised how many people 
overlook hundreds of dollars of tax de- 
ductions that they're entitled to—such 
as child care, children's medical costs 
and business related entertainment. And 
finally, don't overlook the cost of tax ad- 
vice because of your complicated in- 
comes. 
Tax strategies 
How to map out your tax strategy de- 
pends on the tax bracket each of you are 
in. Let's look at the two basic possibili- 
ties. In one case, you both make about 
the same amount of money. In the other, 
one spouse earns far more than the oth- 
er. If both you and your spouse make es- 
sentially the same salary, you should 
probably share as many deductions as 
possible. Hence, you should consider 
owning your home jointly so that you 
can both deduot the interest payments, 
property taxes, and so on. By the same 
token, you should also think about bor- 
rowing money jointly so that both of you 
can deduct the interest. 
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Sometimes it also pays for a couple 
who make essentially the same salary to 
file separate returns. For example, if one 
of you has been ill, while the other 
healthy, you might benefit from paying 
your taxes separately. Let's say that the 
spouse who had been ill racked up 
$2,000 in medical bills, which isn't all 
that uncomon these days. If you filed 
jointly, you would only be able to take a 
medical deduction of $800. Reason: un- 
der the tax code, you can only deduct 
medical costs in excess of 3 percent of 
your adjusted gross income. So, in this 
case, 3 percent of $40,000 equals 
$1,200, so that only $800 of your 
$2,000 expenses is in excess of this. How- 
ever, if you filed separately, the spouse 
who had been ill would be able to de- 
duct $1,400 in medical costs. That's al- 
most twice as much as what would have 
been deductible if they filed jointly. The 
math works out this way; 3 percent of 
$20,000 equals $600; and $2,000 minus 
$600 leaves $1,400. 

Alternatively, spouses who make the 
same salaries might consider a tactic of 
bunching up as many deductions as pos- 
sible into one year, and then taking the 
zero bracket deduction the next year. 
For example, you could bunch up your 
medical deductions by taking your an- 
nual physical and dental checkups in 
January and then again in late December, 
to push you over the 3 percent mark. 
That doubles your regular medical de- 
ductions for that year and at the same 
time you should also schedule any medi- 
cal work that has to be done in that year 
so that you could nail down as many 
medical deductions as possible. Then, 
the next year, you would—if possible— 
stay away from the doctor's and dentist's 
offices to avoid wasting medical deduc- 
tions. You can also bunch up charitable 
deductions, business-related expenses, 
and other deductible costs. If one spouse 
makes less than the other, filing jointly 
probably makes the most sense. The 
spouse that makes less pulls down the 
average income, and hence the tax 
bracket becomes lower. And since we 
have a graduated income tax system, the 
more you can lower your tax bracket, 
the better ofT you'll be. 
Wise investment 
Of course, the higher your tax bracket is, 
the more you should lean towards invest- 
ments that shelter or defer income taxes. 
For example, a municipal bond that car- 
ries a yield of 7'/2 percent gives you the 

equivalent of a regular corporate bond 
that yields 15 percent if you're in the 50 
percent tax bracket. By contrast, a sav- 
ings account that pays 5'/2 percent inter- 
est actually gives you 2-^-4 percent inter- 
est after taxes if you're in the 50 percent 
bracket. And if you think that's better 
than nothing, think again. Since inflation 
is clipping along at a much higher rate, 
you're actually losing money—albeit 
safely. You can also defer taxes on in- 
vestments such as stocks, real estate, cor- 
porate bonds that are bought at a dis- 
count, and deferred annuities. 

Because taxes gouge more and more 
out of what you make as your income 
rises, try to take advantage as much as 
possible of any fringe benefits you're en- 
titled to. For instance, take pension 
plans. The money earned by your contri- 
butions to your company's pension plan 
is sheltered from taxes until you with- 
draw it. In essence, it compounds tax 
free until you retire. While you will 
eventually have to pay an income tax on 
those earnings, you will get some special 
tax breaks. What's more, you will be in 
a lower tax bracket after you retire. That 
gives you a dramatic break. Let's sa/ 
that you and your spouse have a joint 
income of $40,000 a year. A.ssume fur- 
ther that your boss is the kind we all 
dream of having. He gives you a $1,000 
bonus every year. Moreover, he also 
gives you a choice of getting it as a de- 
posit in a special savings account that 
pays 10 percent interest a year or as a 
contribution to the pension plan—which 
also earns 10 percent a year. If you ever 
meet your dream boss, take the pension. 
It will be worth $98,350 in 25 years, 
while the savings account would only 
add up to $33,465. 

In fact, it sometimes makes sense to 
ask your employer for an increase in 
fringe benefits such as improved health 
insurance coverage instead of a raise. 
Employer-paid health insurance cover- 
age and many other benefits are tax free. 
Take health insurance. A good policy 
might cost $500 or more a year. If you 
were in the 50 percent tax bracket, you 
would need to earn $1,000 to buy that 
policy. Finally, if you are in a high tax 
bracket because of your joint incomes, 
you might also consider shifting some of 
your income to your children. They're 
probably in a much lower tax bracket 
than you are. You can give up to $3,000 
a year to each child ($6,000 if you make 
the gift jointly with your spouse). Any 
income earned by the money or securi- ' 
ties you give your children is their tax 
liability—not yours. And since they are ,' 
in a much lower tax bracket than you ] 
are, more of that income will stay in the 
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a mask? 

Now, 
from Maybelline, 

a soft cream 
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family and out of Uncle Sam's clutches. 
In fact, your children may not have to 
pay any taxes at all. Moreover, as loflg 
as you provide more than 50 percent of 
their support, you can continue to claim 
them as a dependent and hence take all 
of the appropriate deductions. The sweet 
part is thai the money you give your 
children can be used to pay for their 
education, weddings, or to give them a 
good start in life. 
Insurance— 
a matter of priorities 
A nimiber of working couples make the 
mistake of buying too much life insur- 
ance and not enough disability insur- 
ance. The fact of the matter is that while 
you do need some life insurance, you 
don't need as much as a couple where 
only one spouse works. Since both of 
you are working, there will always be 
some income coming in if one of you 
should die. 

Instead of spending too much on life 
insurance, you would be better olf invest- 

ing some of that money on disability in- 
surance. Consider; Your income will be 
reduced significantly, while your expens- 
es may rise dramatically—depending on 
the type of disability. Generally speak- 
ing, figure that you'll need enough disa- 
bility insurance to cover between one- 
halt to two-thirds of your current in- 
come. Of course, some of that disability 
income could come from the earnings 
on bonds, stocks, or real estate, which 
would mean that you'd need less disabil- 
ity insurance than you might otherwise 
have to get. 

Since disability insurance is fairly ex- 
pensive, you might consider getting a 
policy with a 6-month or one-year wait- 
ing period before the benefits start com- 
ing in. The longer the waiting period is, 
the cheaper the disability policy will be. 
Moreover, you probably have enough 
savings to tide you over lor the 6 months 
or a year if one of you were disabled. 

One final note: Make sure that the 
disability policy you buy will pay bene- 
fits for a disability that prevents you 
from working at your current job only. 
That way, if you're partially disabled 
and can work at another type of job or 
work part-time, the policy will continue 
to pay benefits. ■ 

How to save on double 
income taxes 

One of the greatest problems working? 
couples face is the tax man. As your 
income rises, so does the weight of 
taxes. Fortunately, there are some 
ways of deferring the taxes on your 
investment income to some time in 
the future when you'll be in a lower 
tax bracket—say, when you retire. 
What's more, deferring taxes on your 
income from investments will help 
them grow much faster than they 
might otherwise. Investments that are 
sheltered from taxes compound much 
more quickly because there's more 
working for you. Here's a quick guide 
to some tax dcterral investments. 

Tax shelters in real estate, oil and 
gas programs, and so on are probably 
the most glamorous investments 
around. Tax shelters are as complex 
an investment as you could care to 
make. Calling them a tax shelter is 
actually a mistake. They are actually 
tax-deferred schemes. At some point, 
you will be liable for taxes. 

Deferred annuities are like savings 
accounts in which the income earned 
is not taxed until you pull out the 
money. As with any kind of tax-de- 
ferral scheme, you benefit from the 
fact that the money earned by the an- 
nuity compounds tax free for a while 
—until you withdraw it. However, 
deferred annuities can also be fairly 
tricky. Some have huge front-end 
loads—management  and  sales  fees. 

The higher the front-end load, the 
less money you have working for 
you. What's more, many of the com- 
panies that don't charge a front-end 
load, will get you at the back end by 
charging you a fee when you with- 
draw your money. And finally, the in- 
terest rate paid by a deferred annuity 
will probably fluctuate. The compa- 
nies that offer deferred annuities only 
guarantee a minimum interest rate— 
usually 3 or 4 percent. 

Municipal bonds let you earn in- 
come that's sheltered from federal as 
well as state and local taxes. That's 
terrific. However, the money earned 
is sometimes difficult to reinvest in 
municipal bonds—which makes com- 
pounding difficult. What's worse, the 
value of the bond may fall. When in- 
terest rates rise, the prices of existing 
bonds fall. Here's why: Assume that 
you have a bond that you bought for 
$1,000 when it paid 8' 2 percent inter- 
est a year. Assume further that inter- 
est rates have since risen and people 
can now buy bonds that yield 9 per- 
cent a year for $1,000. Given those 
circumstances, all other things being 
equal, investors will demand the 
higher yielding bond—not yours, un- 
less its price falls to the point where 
it yields what a new bond does. In 
this case^ the bond you bought for 
$1,000 would have to fall to $900 be- 
fore it yielded 9'/2 percent. 
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TUB 
FUTURA 
IS NOW 
Right now! Ford Futura gives you advanced styling with the look of 
tomorrow today. A sporty coupe with all the style and flair that's just 
right for the life you're livin! You don't have to wait for the future to 
afford an expensive personal car. You're ready for Futura—now! 

Mowisa sporty wayof life  Futuici nintcti'^   tt    ittin   : i I mion ^(HLI'ny and 

an economical 2.3 litre overhead com engine with 4-speed manual transmission* 

Now means personal style. Add your own 
touch. Order your own personal Futura to 
your own personal taste. 

Now IS o flip-up open cm  locif . . . open 
up your roof and let the sunshine in. 

I 
Now means youve got youi own style, 
and weve got the cor to match. 

Now means luxury touches and high style, 
coming and going. Why not the optional 
touch of power windows? 

Now IS comfort. The luxury of 5-passenger 

roominess. 

FORD FAIRMONT 
FUTURA 

The future isn't someday, it's now. Why wait? Step into the 19 Futura-now! 
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The E.P.T.® In-Home Early 
Pregnancy Test is o privofe 
little revolution ony womon 
con easily buy at her drugstore. 

It is highly accurate. 
Millions ot women today in 
13 European countries use this 
testing method. Now its high 
accuracy rote hos been verified 
here in America by doctors 
who clinically confirmed the 
results of tests performed by 
women themselves in their 
own homes. 

That means you con confi- 
dently do this easy pregnancy 
test yourself— privately— right 
at home without waiting for 
appointments or delays. That 
simple difference is the result of 
many years of costly research. 
And it's worth every penny. 

At lost, early knowledge of 
pregnancy belongs easily and 
accurately to us all. It's simple. 
Fast. And there is no risk, no 
physical danger whatever, in 
doing it because a sample of 
your first morning urine is all 
thot's needed for the test. 

As soon OS you become 
pregnont, your body starts to 
produce a special hormone — 
HCG. Starting on the 9th day 
after the dote you expected 
your menstruol period to begin, 
there should be sufficient con- 
centration of HCG in your urine 
to give on occurote reading of 
pregnoncy. And that's oil there 
is to it. Follow the test directions 
with core, and three drops of 
urine con tell you quick!/ and 
easily what you wont to know. 

If you get o positive read- 

ing, you can assume you ore 
pregnont. Such positive preg- 
nancy readings in our clinical 
tests proved to be 97% accu- 
rate. If your reading is negative, 
your overdue period should 
begin soon. If o week passes 
and you still hove not storted 
menstruating, you should take 
o second E.P.T. test because 
there may not hove been suffi- 
cient HCG in your urine at the 
time of the first test, or you may 
hove miscalculated your 
period. Negotive readings 
on o first test ore about 80% 
occurote; on repeat testing 
one week later they ore 91% 
accurate. If your second test 
result is still negative and your 
period has not begun, we 
urge you to consult your doctor 
OS soon as possible. 

E.P.T. is very simple to do, 
but it is important that you fol- 
low the instructions carefully to 
insure on accurate reading. 

E.PT. Early Pregnancy Test 

gives women a new power, the 
power of time to help control 
the quolity of their pregnoncies. 

The first 60 days ore critical 
in fetal development. Improper 
nutrition, cigarettes, alcohol, 
even commonly used house- 
hold medications con be 
harmful in these crucial first 
60 days before most women 
even know for sure that they 
ore pregnant. Now with E.P.T. 
you con know. Now, when you 
coll your doctor, you hove the 
results of your test to report. 
And time is on your side at lost. 

w 
1  Put three drops of 
urine intothe test 
tube 

2. Add contents ot 
the plastic vial, 
shake and place test 
tube in holder It must 
remain undisturbed 
for two hours. 

3. After two hours if 
a dark brown ring Is 
visible in the mirror, 
that indicates an 
active pregnancy. 
Kit is not reusable. 

&UJ« in-home 
■ early pregnancy test 

^^K.^ 
iiM JidHana 

arly pregnancy test 
that women can do at home 

quickly, safely and very easily 



EVER NOTICE HOW 

I 
OF BRICK HOMES? 

A brick home makes a 
statement about you and your 
neighborhood. A statement of 
warmth. Permanence. Security. 
And beauty. 

And the best brick homes 
seem to be made of Acme Brick. 
They never need painting or 
washing. They stay cooler in 
summer, warmer in winter. Their 
insurance rates are generally 
lower because of their fire 
resistance. As an example, rates 
are at least $15.00 per month 
lower in Dallas and Houston than 
for homes with walls of other 
materials. 

When you add these 
advantages to a product that will 
never go out of style, is available in 
hundreds of colors and textures, 
and has built-in permanence, you 
can't lose. 

When you're ready to buy or 
build, call your local Acme Brick 
representative (listed in the Yellow 
Pages in most major cities) for our 
free booklet on how to get Acme 
all around advantages in your new 
home. Or write Acme Brick 
Homes, 2821 West Seventh Street, 
Fort Worth, Texas 76107. 

ACME BRKK.THE BEST THIHG 
TO HAVE AROUND YOUR HOUSE. 
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EARLY AMERIOXN 

DESSERTS 
Traditional custards and confections to revive for Christmas parties (see page 120) 

MARIS-SEMEL 

Nut siveet 
From "The Thirteen Colonies Cookbook" 
(Praei;er) 
INGREDIENTS 
2 cups maple sugar or brown sugar 
V4 cup water 
1 tablespoon butter 
1 cup hickory nuts or walnuts, broken 

into pieces 

METHOD 
n Combine sugar, water, and butter in a 
saucepan. Cook over low iieat until a candy 
thermometer indicates 238°, or until 
syrup dropped in cold water forms a soft 
ball. Add nuts. Remove pan from heat and 
stir until the candy is thick. Drop by spoon- 
fuls onto waxed paper and let harden. 

Almond custards 
From "Antique Desserts," Conslantia 
Books, P.O. Box 1137. Greenwich. Conn. 
06830. $2.95. 
INGREDIENTS 
2 cups heavy cream 
1 stick cinnamon 
3 ounces blanched almonds, ground 
1 teaspoon rose water 
V2 cup sugar 
1 egg, plus 5 egg yolks 
2 tablespoons brandy 

METHOD 
n Combine cream and cinnamon stick in 
a saucepan and bring to a boil. Remove 
cinnamon. Add almonds, rose water, and 
sugar. 
D Beat egg and egg yolks together in a 
separate pan, place over low heat, and 
add hot cream mixture, stirring constantly. 
Continue cooking and stirring until the 
custard coats a spoon. Stir in the brandy. 
Pour custard into small pots or glass 
dishes and chill. Serves 6. 

Macaroons 
From "Antique Desserts" 
INGREDIENTS 
V4 pound blanched almonds, ground 
%cup sugar 
1 tablespoon flour 
V4 teaspoon salt 
¥2 teaspoon rose water 
2 egg whites 
Confectioners sugar 
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Cliristmas desserts at Winterlhnr 

METHOD 
Q Mix together almonds, sugar, flour, and 
salt in a bowl. Beat in rose water and egg 
whites, one at a time, blending well after 
each, until the mixture forms a smooth, 
stiff dough. Fill a pastry bag with the 
dough and squeeze small rounds onto a 
baking sheet lined with brown paper. Dust 
with confectioners sugar. Bake in a pre- 
heated 350° oven 15 minutes or until firm. 
To remove macaroons from paper, cool, 
then moisten back of paper and lift off. 

Whiggs 
From "Antique Desserts" 
INGREDIENTS 
1 package active dry yeast 
VA cup warm water 
IV2 cups warm milk 
7 cups flour, sifted 
2 teaspoons salt 
1 egg, beaten 
V2 cup sugar 
V2 cup butter, melted 
V4 cup caraway seeds or comfits (made 

by cooking 1 cup granulated or raw 
sugar with 6 tablespoons caraway seeds 
over moderate heat until sugar melts 
and barely colors—spread thinly on 
buttered cookie sheets, cool, and break 
into pieces; beat with a hammer or 
heavy spoon to make a coarse powder 
for cooking) 

METHOD 
n Dissolve the yeast in the warm water 
in a large bowl and let sit 5 minutes. Add 
milk to the yeast mixture. Sift together into 
a bowl 6 cups of the flour and the salt and 
add to the yeast mixture. Stir in the egg, 
sugar, butter, and caraway seeds. Cover 
the bowl with a clean cloth, set in a warm 
place, and allow to double in bulk. 
n Stir dough down and beat in the last 
cup of flour gradually—add only enough to 
make a dough which can be kneaded. 
Place dough on a floured surface and 
knead well. Put in a buttered bowl and al- 
low to rise again until doubled. Roll dough 
out on a floured surface and cut into small 
wedge shapes. Place on buttered baking 
sheets and bake in a preheated 375° oven 
20-25 minutes. Makes about 48. 

Snowballs 
From "The Delectable Past"* 
INGREDIENTS 
2 egg whites 
4 tablespoons sugar 
Pie pastry (made with 2V2 cups flour) 
6 large baking apples, peeled and cored 
Sugar and cinnamon, mixed 
Drained, crushed pineapple or 

preserved fruit 
Confectioners sugar 

METHOD 
□ Beat the egg whites in a bowl unti 
they hold a soft shape. Add the sugar anc 
continue beating until the egg whites hole 
stiff peaks. 
n Roll out a thin square of pie pastry 
large enough to encase each apple com 
pletely. (It is best to complete each apple 
before rolling out pastry for the next one.! 
n Sprinkle each apple liberally with cin 
namon and sugar, spread meringue or 
the bottom of the apple, and set the apple 
in the center of its square of pastry. Fil 
the core with crushed pineapple or pre 
served fruit. Cover the apple entirely witt 
meringue about VA inch thick or thicker 
Bring the pastry up around the apple, snif, 
away any excess at the corners, and pinch 
them tightly closed. Bake the apples in ? 
preheated 450° oven 10 minutes. Re 
duce heat to 375° and continue bakinj 
40 minutes. While the apples are baking 
mix the confectioners sugar with enougt 
water to make a fairly thin icing. Wher 
apples are done, place a dab of icing ^ 
the top of each one and let it dribble dov»r 
the sides. Serve immediately. Serves 6. .1 

The Delectable Past." Copyright © 1964 by Esther B. AresK 
sprinted by permission of Bobbs-Merrill. Paperback, $7.95. 



The Cranberry Snifter 
An American Original 

-■;&■>'^^^^:•S^%^ 

The Cranberry Snifter is a 
uniquely American 
design, perfectly .^ 
matched to the fine 
liqueur for which 
it was designed. 

For Boggs 
Cranberry Liqueur, 
too, is an American 
original. Not too sweet 
Not too tart. 

Thc<iri^>mal ( raiilicrry Snifter, designed by Rudolph William Kluck, 
Sneeden's Landing, New York. 

A stavmchly independent 
taste, one might say. 

Which has made 
Boggs the choice of 
some of America's 
most independent 

sippers. Is one 
of them vou? 

HoggsCrunberry Liqueur, 40,'© 1978 
Uoltledby llcubltin, Inc.,Hartford,Ci. 

Boggs Cranberry Liqueur 
An American Original 
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WRAP UP 
CHRISTMAS 

More about the homemade presents and wrappings you'll find throughout this issue, 
plus instructions for making some of them 

Inventive new roles for your favorite 
decorations: classic cranberries and pop- 
corn are the star of the tree; ordinary 
fruits perform as sugar-glistened orna- 
ments or fragrant spice baskets; scraps 
of calico turn into puffy wr-iaths and 
candy-bearers; and ginger cookies, 
molded into moons and suns, orbit 
among the branches. Take your cues, 
below: 
Chubby cotton wreaths 'P"A'< '^'f) 
Cut seven to ten 5-inch circles from 
various calicos and ginghams. Baste 
around the edge of each circle, leaving 
long ends of thread for tying later. Place 
a puff of fiberfill in the center of each 
circle, pull the basting stitch tight, and 
tie to enclose the fiberfill. Thread all the 
puffy balls in a chain so that gathered 
ends are hidden, and form a wreath by 
tying at the top. Sew a loop of red thread 
on the back of the wreath for hanging 
and top with a velvet or calico bow.* 
Sugar-sparkled fruit <P"k'(' ^7) 
Collect small fruits—lady apples, tan- 
gerines, lemons, limes, small bunches of 
grapes, pears, kumquats. Dip each in egg 
white, then in granulated sugar. Set on 
waxed paper to dry. Use a darning nee- 
dle to thread satin ribbon, thin gold cord, 
or a double length of buttonhole twist 
through the stems or flesh of the fruit to 
make a loop for hanging. 
Popcorn and cranberry star ipu^i' 97) 
Cut 4 to 8 lengths of thin, stiff florist's 
wire. Bundle them together with a light- 
weight wooden stick (the type used in 
floral arrangements is ideal), and wrap 
another wire around the center to hold 
them together. Bend wires out into a star 
shape. Bend another length of wire into 

*You can order the cotton wreath and all 
the tree ornaments on page 94 from The 
Silo, Upland Rd.. RFD #3, jWew Milford, 
Conn. 06776. Add $1.50 to each order for 
postage and handling. Write for information 
on ornament workshops. Batik Santa, doll, 
horse, bird, by Carlita Hunt, $7. Batik cat 
and lion by Eloise Wilkinson, $4. Stuffed 
candy cane by Calico Patches, $3.50. An- 
tique lace ornament by Marilyn Emerson, 
$6.50. Iland-crochetedstar by Hildie Balazs, 
$3.50. Cotton wreath by Barbara Ballard, 
$3.50.Macrame ring by Sina Hunter, $3.50. 
Sequined and buttoned balls, by Shirley 
Gripp, small and Saturn shape, $2.50; medi- 
um, $3.50; large, $5. Fused glass bell by 
Pri.scilla Porter, $2.50. Ram by Kari L0n- 
ning, $300. 
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a flat spiral and string on cranberries like 
beads. Wire to the center of the star. 
Spear popcorn onto the wire star, and 
wire the stick onto the treetop. 

Orange and lemon spice 
baskets (pti.s.'e 113) 
To cut oranges and lemons into basket 
shapes, mentally divide the fruit into 4 
quarters. Cut a 90-degree wedge from 
each of the top quarters, leaving a Vi- 
inch space between them for a handle. 
Carefully and thoroughly, scoop out 
meat. To preserve the basket, set in a 
dish and dust with orris root (available 
at pharmacies) twice a day for 1 to 2 
weeks. (Baskets will last 3-4 days with- 
out being preserved.) Fill each basket 
with a different spice: cinnamon sticks, 
whole cloves, peppermint, ginger, anise, 
star anise, and lemon verbena. Fra- 
grances mingle on the tree. 
Herb wreath (page 99) 
Materials: 10-inch straw wreath from a 
florist, Christmas shop, or craft store; 
gardening shears; fern pins; florist's 
tape; florist's adhesive; thin wire. 
Herbs, dry and fresh: (Some herbs, such 
as santolina, work better fresh, since 
they are fragile when dry.) First lay- 
er: artemisias—cudweed, wormwood, 
southernwood. Silver King—plus santo- 
lina, germander, lady's-mantle flowers. 
Top layer: achillea, lavender, lamb's- 
ears, tansy, feverfew, pearly everlasting, 
globe amaranth. Tucked-in: rosemary, 
common thyme, lemon thyme, sage, 
oregano, marjoram, cinnamon sticks, 
and bay leaves. Vanilla beans, ginger, 
and whole nutmeg can also be used. And 
for even more Christmas spirit, add 
frankincense and myrrh. (If you don't 
have these herbs, create your own assort- 
ment.) 
Method: Gather fresh herbs in the morn- 
ing. Assemble all herbs on a large table 
to plan your design. Wrap wire around 
top center of wreath and twist a strong 
loop  for hanging.  Remember,  finished 

diameter of the wreath will be much 
wider. Tape dry herbs, and any herb that 
is small or hard to handle, in small indi- 
vidual bunches. Fill in outer edge of 
wreath, starting at the top and working 
clockwise, alternating herbs. For exam- 
ple, hold a dry bunch of Silver King in 
place with your thumb, add a fresh green 
bunch of germander, and anchor secure- 
ly with fern pins. Fill in inner circum- 
ference in the same way. The herbs reach 
out to each other, and the wreath grows 
wider and fuller. Pin on top layer of 
herbs, including herbal flowers. Tuck in 
remaining herbs, using fast-drying floral 
adhesive to add cinnamon sticks and ba> 
leaves. 

You can special-order a ready-made 
herb wreath (finished diameter, about 
14 inches) for $30 ppd. from Mary Lou 
Riddle, Stillridge Herb Farm, 10370 Rt. 
99, Woodstock, Md. 21163 (visits by 
appointment only, 301-465-8348). Al- 
low 6-8 weeks; cannot guarantee deliv- 
ery for this Christmas. Catalogue, 35^. 
Also visit Stillridge Herb Shop, 8129 
Main St., Ellicott City, Md. 21043. 
Scandinavian ginger cookie 
ornaments li>ages 96-97) 
Combine 2'4 cups sugar, % cup water, 
YH cup dark corn syrup, 114 teaspoons 
cinnamon. 2 teaspoons ground cloves,' 
and 1 tablespoon ginger in a saucepan. 
Place over moderate heat and stir until 
sugar is dissolved. Remove from heat, 
add V2 pound plus 2 tablespoons butter 
or margarine, and stir until cool. Dis- 
solve 1 tablespoon baking soda in 1 table- 
spoon water and add to mixture. Grad- 
ually add X cups flour and work in until 
dough is firm. To form each cookie, pat 
a l'/2-inch ball of dough between the 
hands until flat and slightly smaller than 
the mold. Dust lightly with flour and 
press dough into entire surface of the 
mold (here "Celestial Themes" stone- 
ware cookie molds by Hartstone. Order- 
ing information below). Turn mold up- 
side down and gently work dough out of 
the mold. Place on cookie sheet and bake 
in a preheated 350° oven 10 minutes. 
When cool, draw a needle threaded with 
buttonhole twist through the top of each 
cookie (not too close to the edge) to 
form a loop for hanging. Makes 30 
cookies. ■< 

Four "Celestial Themes" cookie molds 
Continued on page 74 
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an American Classic 
Hood ornaments 
are one easy way to tell 
Granada from Mercedes 
at a glance... 

GRANADA MERCEDES 

If you sometimes contuse (jianada with 
Mercedes, just check the hood ornaments. 
Two symbols ot two classics.      J^SH* 

Compare Granada's elegant style and 
clean, functional lines with far more ex- 
pensive cars, like Mercedes. 

Its ride is largely due to (iranadas in- 
dependent front suspension, with stahili/.er 
bar, and Hotchkiss-drive rear suspension. 

(icnerous amounts oi insulation help 
absorb noise and road vibration, 

(iranada surrounds you in luxury with 
your choice of rich cloth fabrics, supple 
vinyls and color-keyed carpetings. 

Before you pay a high price for luxury, 
pay a visit to your Ford Dealer. Ivxamine 
the new (iranada, an American classic. And 
if it still reminds you of that German clas- 
sic, remember to compare hood ornaments. 

Another way is to look at 
Granada's sticker price. 

FORD GRANADA 
FORD DIVISION 



' 'fm.^M-   ■ •■■ ■■'■«»©:■«» ■■ ■■ MG.TAB 
1.4 MG. NIC 1.1 MG. NIC I.I MG. NIC. 

1 of all 'tar' and nicotine disclosures in this ad is either FTC Report May 1978 or FTC Method. 
Of All Brands Sold: Lowest tar: 0.5 mg.'tar.' 0.05 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report May 1978. 
Golden Lights: Kings — 8 mg.'tar,' 0.7 mg. nicotine; 
lOO's —10 mg.'tar,' 0.9 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC Method. 



MG.TAR MG.TAR 
iOMGNIC. 1.3 MG. NIC t.r MG, N»C.        6.8 MG. NIC.        07 MG NIC. 

MGTAR 
14 MG, NIC 

MGTAR 
liMGNlC 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 



WHEN I WENT OFF THE PILL, 
MY DOCTOR SUGGESTED DELFEN FOAM'. 

"/ Joued the Pill when I was on it. But. like mani; 
women. I had to find another wat; to prevent pregnane^;. 
I didn't know which wai; to turn, so I asked 
mi; doctor. And he recommended Delfen. 
Now. I hue Delfen. It does everything 
I want it to do." 

Effective. More doctors recommend 
DELFEN * Contraceptive Foam than any 
other foam. It contains one of the most po- 
tent sperm-killing ingredients known. And 
has been proven effective in clinical tests. 

Easy. Delfen Contraceptive Foam is 
pleasantly easy to use. An applicator deliv- 
ers the correct amount of foam to give you 
coverage where you need it. And since it's 

ready to work immediately, with no waiting, Delfen 
doesn't interrupt your mood. 

Safe. Millions of women have used Delfen 
safely it's gentle to delicate vaginal tissues and 
non-irritating for most women. No wonder 
so many doctors recommend Delfen. Yet, 
you don't need a prescription for it. 
Remember, no method of birth control of any kind can 
absolutely guarantee against pregnancy For maximum 

protection, Delfen must be used according to directions. 

Delfen Foam. 
An effective alternative 

DELFEN to the Pill. 

* Trademark © 19780rlho Pharmaceutical Corporatioi} 



FOR PEOPLE WHO SLEEP TOGETHER 
BUT DON'T WANT 

TO WAKE UP TOGETHER. 
THE GE HIS *N HERS* CLOCK RADIO, 

Two people need two alarms. 
If he wants to set his at 6AM to go 
jogging, fine. She can set hers for later. 

That's what this great General Electric 
Electronic Digital Clock Radio is all 
about. You can set it for two different 
wake-up times. 
And it will wake 
each of you at 
these times every 
day, until it's 
reset or turned 
off. It wakes you 
to music. Or to a 
gentle tone alarm. 
Today's technology 
provides other 

THE NEW GE 'HIS 'N HERS' 
ELECTRONIC DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO 

great features. Like an easy-to-read time 
and alarm display that can be adjusted 
forward or backward. An earphone jack 
for private listening. A control to 
adjust the brightness of the time 
display for your comfort. 

It even displays 
the month and date 
at the push of a 
button. And because 
it's electronic, it's 
accurate and quiet. 

The GE -His 'N 
Hers' Clock Radio. 
With two separate 
wake-up times. 
Model 7-4685 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

December. 1978 73 



Wrap up Christmas 
conliniied jroin page 68 

(moon, sun, crescent moon. Saturn) 
with instructions and recipes, order $17 
ppd. from Cachet. 97 Central St.. Welles- 
ley. Mass. 02181; or buy directly from 
Patricia Moore. Aspen, Colo.; The Bent- 
wood. Chapel Hill. N.C.; The Gold 
Place. .Southfield. Mich. 

Pages 100-101 
Supper sack: A complete dinner is in the 
bag. Red wine, linguine, Parmesan, 
Romano and pesio with parsley. 
Fint-size shopping bags: (Perfect lor tiny 
gifts like jewelry, perfume, or, as shown, 
homemade potpourri). Measure the cir- 
cumference of a 2-by-4 block of wood. 
Cut paper (maps for a traveler, recipe 
pages for a cook) a little wider than this 
measurement, and about 2 inches higher 
than you want your finished bag to be. 
Fold the long edge of the paper under to 
form the top edge of the bag. and wrap 
around the block of wood, right side out, 
with bottom edge extending about an 
inch. Glue bag together, placing seam on 
the side. Fold paper extending from the 
block of wood as if you were wrapping 
a present: top flap down, sides in, bot- 
tom up. Glue. Slide bag ofl" block of 
wood. To make handles, cut a strip of 
tissue paper, roll and twist it between 
your fingers. Dab on glue to keep it from 
untwisting. Cut and bend into two han- 
dle shapes, gluing one to front and one 

to back of bag. Reinforce handles by 
gluing 2 thin strips of paper over handle 
ends. For authenticity, add fold lines to 
your bag, using a real bag as your guide. 
Fusta tower: Viva Italia! Red, white, and 
green pasta (from Pasta & Cheese, New 
York City; or make your own. Jan. '77 
House & Garden) in a glass jar, centered 
on a pizza pan, tied with ribbons. 
Ginger folk: Ginger people and assort- 
ed Christmas cookies in a big glass cook- 
ie jar, topped with a tartan bow and a 
sprig of evergreen. 
Crate of cookies: Pecan cookies* in a 
saucepan and mixed chocolate maca- 
roons". 
Trumpeting amaryllis: Ruby-red flowers 
last for about 3 weeks, bloom year after 
year at Christmas. Get yours at a florist, 
garden shop, hardware store. 
Calico candy man: Cut out two pieces of 
calico, using a gingerbread-man cookie 
cutter as your pattern. Sew a small pock- 
et to the back piece to hold candy canes, 
then sew back to front, right sides to- 
gether, leaving a small opening to turn. 
Stufl" lightly with fiberfill, stitch opening 
closed, and trim with rickrack. Add a 
face and buttons of felt. Hang from a 
rickrack loop. 
Crock of cheese: A spicy spread. 
Herb vinegar: A twig of lemon thyme in 
a bottle of white wine vinegar*. 
Wreath for Rover: Wrap inch-wide red 
satin ribbon around a 6-inch wreath of 
white plastic foam, securing each end 
with a staple in back. Then, using half- 

Atmos. 
The only clock in the world powered by air 

Tlie extraordinary Atmos draws its power 
directly from the air we breathe. The 
merest variations in air temperature are 
enough to kecji Atmos running silently, 
accurately, indefinitely. 

Prized by presidents and kings and 

notables around tiie world, the hancicrafted 
Atmos is a once in a lifetime gilt, a most 
important recognition award. 

For your free brochure, write the 
Atmos Clock Company, New Rochelle, 
New York 10810. 
Manufjcturtr's suggested retail price from $595,00. 

inch green grosgrain ribbon, wrap small 
dog biscuits to the wreath, again stapling 
ribbon ends in back. Add a bow to the 
top ol the wreath. Slip out biscuits to 
feed your pet. 
Lion centerpiece: A child's pull toy, 
crowned with a wreath, decorated with 
greens, a clothespin doll, a tiny train, 
miniature presents, and tiny gold balls. 
Lace-edged baby pillows: Buy a baby 
pillow. Sew a white cotton pillowcase for 
it, measuring 4 inches longer and wider 
than the pillow itself, with an overlap 
opening in back to slip the pillow in. To 
form the border, run a line of stitching 
2 inches in from the edge of the pillow- 
case. Stitch on lace—here, new lace that 
looks like old-fashioned crochet. 
Homemade chocolates: Make fresh dark 
chocolates', cook in tiny tin molds. 
Unmold and pack in a larger fluted 
mold. Wrap the entire assortment in 
clear cellophane, tie with a big white 
ribbon. (Molds are available at Manhat- 
tan Ad Hoc Housewares, 842 Lexington 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10021. house- 
wares departments, gourmet shops.) 
Presents for Fooch: Decorate a special 
box with your dog's name, line with tis- 
sue paper, fill with dog dish, biscuits, 
toys, rawhide chew sticks, and top with 
a big red pom-pom. 
Up-and-coming paper-whites: Half-fill a 
terra-cotta pot with soil, pebbles, or 
marbles. Add bulbs, pointed ends up, 
and continue covering until only aboujt 
'/2 of each bulb shows. Water. Place in a 
cool dark spot to root for a couple of 
weeks. When tops have sprouted a few 
inches, bring pots into the light. Tuck 
pots into berry boxes, surrounded with 
packing "straw" to give as presents. 
Star-wrapped oatmeal bread: Wrap 
bread" in tissue, tie with shoelaces. 
Fruitcake, and carrot pudding: Give 
pudding" in the same ceramic mold 
it's steamed in. Fruitcake* is plastic 
wrapped. 1 ie with ribbons. ■ 
Salt-crusted dilly bread: After its cello- 
phane wrapping is removed, bread on 
a ribbon-trimmed cutting board is ready 
to serve. 
Gifts for the galley: Wine vinegar spiced 
with 3 cloves of garlic and a lemon 
wedge pierced on a bamboo stick inside 
the bottle: after-dinner candied ginger 
in a wooden box; banana preserves* for 
pancakes, ice cream, toast; a wooden 
spaghetti spoon; a bundle of cinnamon 
sticks to scent a room; straw napkin 
rings; and Chinese prayer paper made 
into a note pad by punching holes at the 
top and tying with raffia. No need for 
wrapping paper—just collect paper bags 
in every size and shape, one for each 
gift. Fold tops of bags in various ways, 
make holes with a punch, and tie with 
lengths of colored silk ribbon. Label 
each bag if you like, and deliver them 
all in one big ribbon-tied sack, along 
with a big white orchid. , 

Recipes begin on page 40 \ 
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GOING PLACES \  ^ ^\ 
White water 
rafting on a sacred 
river in Nepal 
By William P. Rayner 
For a hundred miles and a drop of 
20,000 feet through the mountainous 
center of Nepal flows the Trisuli, a holy 
river. Its headwaters trickle from gla- 
ciers in the Himalayas in the west and 
eventually irrigate the Tarai jungle in 
the east where 2,500 years ago Siddhar- 
tha was born to imagine Buddhism. 
This noble river races down through 
mighty canyons, past villages whose pop- 
ulation still travels in dugout canoes and 
farms with wooden rakes and stone hoes, 
then fans out in the flat savannas to 
eventually unite with the holiest of the 
holy—the Mother Ganges. It is little 
traveled, but last November live of us 
decided to run about 100 miles of its 
white water in inflatable rubber rafts. 
The only time to navigate this violent 
flow is after the summer monsoon, from 
about the 15th of September to the mid- 
dle of December. 

We had stuffed our sleeping bags, a 
dry change of clothes, a flask of Bour- 
bon, a sweater, and a first-aid kit into 
2Vi-foot watertight duffel bags that re- 
sembled outsized hot-water bottles. We 

Continued on page 78 
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Tiger 
Tops 
Having 
partway 

come 
round 

the world to ride 
the rapids of the 
Trisuli, we were 
eager, in addi- 
tion, to do the 
other things that 
WEXAS could 
;irrange for us 
111 Nepal. One is 

I visit to Tiger 
I ops, a game 
Iddge in the 

I arai Jungle. 
After sightsee- 

ing in Katmandu following our river 
trip, we set out one morning on 
board a sturdy twin otter aircraft 
for a 45-minute flight. Out of its 
windows appeared a spectacular 
panorama of the Himalayan snow- 
capped peaks including Annapurna 
II, Ganesh, and Gauri Shankar, 
which rise some 26,000 feet into 
cobalt blue. Approaching the ex- 
treme western part of Nepal, near 
the Indian border, the mountains 
flatten out into the great savannas 
of the Tarai where the grass grows 
to 30 feet and the only efficient ma- 
chine for cruising through the cane 
is an elephant who sweeps aside the 
bamboo-thick reed with scythe-like 
motions of his trunk. We swooped 
down over the runway to warn the 
cattle off, then landed and taxied to 
a wooden ramp where six of these 
magnificent beasts were chewing 
their cuds. 

The lodge itself is located in the 
middle of the Royal Chitwan Na- 
tional Park, a huge 210-square-mile 
reserve which the Nepalese govern- 

Continued on page 82 

Counterclockwise: Taking dugout 
canoes to camp; Relaxing in camp by the 
Trisuli River; Readying for the rapids; 
Nyatapole temple, Bhaktapur; Hiranya 

Varna Buddhist Shrine, Petan. 

UTAH Some 
of the world's best 
skiing is in the U.S. 
By John Gibb 
From a 10,500-foot perch above the ski 
resort of Alta, Utah, I can survey a steep 
power-filled gully below. The morning is 
clear, sunny, and cold. After yet another 
snowstorm, Eddy's High Nowhere—one 
of Utah's steepest runs—is a challenge. 
I slide to the edge, then plunge into light, 
waist-deep powder and begin making 
turns. Snow swirls up over my shoulders. 
One hundred turns or so later, a rest. 
Tired leg and stomach muscles announce 
I'm not as fit as I thought. But the plea- 
sure floods back to see the S-turns track- 
ing the sheer slope behind me. Then on 
down the mountain, in and out of ever- 
greens in other powder-laden gullies. 
Once at the bottom the Alta lift system 
puts me back in the mountains in almost 
no time. I sample more trails ranging 
from the most trying to long, easy, deep- 
snow runs of just pure fun. 

Continued on page 84 

|B|^^ Greenbrier 
cooking course, 
airfare info, 
best-eat restaurant 
New at the Greenbrier, West Virginia's 
five-star spa-hotel in the mountains: the < 
first winter season with cooking courses. 
Julie Dannenbaum, director of Creative 
Cooking, Inc. of Philadelphia, teaches 
twelve five-day courses from December 
through March. Cost: $150 for the 
course plus $50 per day, which includes 
breakfast, dinner, and your room. 
Up in the air about all the new jet fares? 
TWA has boiled down all its budget fare 
information in seven separate fare cards. 
Each tells about the advantages, savings, 
qualifications, and restrictions for a 
specific fare. One new benefit: The 

Continued on page 158 



Theres good news tonight! After 11 p.m. you save 60% on Long Distance 
calls you dial yourself to other states. Just 20C (plus tax) can take you 1900 miles by 

phone (extra minutes only 15C apiece, plus tax). The savers chart 
below tells all. so chp it out for your wallet or post it near the phone. More than ever. 

Long Distance is the next best thing to being there. 

Save 60% on Long Distance after 11 p.m. 
I 
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OUINCj? PLACED, 
FINDING THINGS 
continued from page 76 
were also allowed to take a 6-by-l 8-inch 
World War II ammunition box in which 
cameras and more fragile equipment 
were stored. That was it lor tour days 
and nights. 

The trip itself had been arranged by 
the World Expeditionary Association 
(WEXAS) which specializes in organ- 
izing olTbeat journeys or "adventure hol- 
idays" as it calls them. Though a "pack- 
age trip," this river safari cannot be 
made in a routine way where everything 
is predictable or all the work performed 
by a crew. The labor of gathering wood 
for the night's campfire, of imloading 
gear and pitching tents, of washing dish- 
es and bailing ballast are part of the 
price we paid for this remarkable jour- 
ney. 

Michael Jaeger and Larry McCool, 
along with Lisa van Gruisen from Tiger 
Tops and the Nepalese guide Indra 
Thapa. had met us at 6 o'clock that first 
cool November morning in Katmandu's 
Malla Hotel. They had fitted out a mini- 
bus with two inflatable rafts and all the 
life-sustaining equipment we would need 
for the trip. The drive from Katmandu to 
the river's edge, where we would launch 
the 12-foot Mi wok and the 15-foot 
Shoshoni rafts, runs through the Mabar- 
ahat Valley in the foothills of the Hima- 

steps that go for thousands of feet up 
and down the sheer dills. Along these 
terraces we could see farmers sowing 
their winter crop of wheat. In the dis- 
tance: small villages with thatch roofed 
cottages clustered among banana trees. 
Nearby stretch bright yellow fields 
of mustard. Women march along the 
road dressed in long, red, pleated saris, 
bedecked in gold jewelry—the entire 
family savings—which is worn on holy 
days. And this, our first day on the Tri- 
suli, was considered the holiest day for 
women to bathe and so from all the sur- 
rounding villages they congregated by 
the sacred water of our river. 

Arriving at the river's edge, we pre- 
pared the rafts by securing the iron ribs 
to the inflated skin. The women aban- 
doned their rites to watch and giggle at 
the strangers in their British walking 
shorts and pink lite preservers as they 
prepared to dare rapids that would make 
toothpicks of their own dugout canoes. 

Michael tells us that if a raft capsizes 
to swim to the upstream side of the boat 
and hold on imtil the rapids are passed 
—then right the craft and carry on. We 
know it is wise to do just that because if 
someone is pinned between a boat and a 
rock the pressure can be up to 10.000 
poimds. But the pretty Nepalese women 
didn't understand a word of the warning 
and continued to giggle. We do under- 
stand. We don't giggle. 

The boats were ready with the duflfel 

ri.Tiv/ii.->   la.-^iicu   lu  iiiv;  iiicicii 
ribs with nylon parachute cord. Larry 
sat at the center, even with the gunnel, 
to man his 10-foot oars and guide the 
Miwok. Wc kneel on the canvas deck 
fore and aft to give it balance. Mike 
takes the controls of the Shoshoni and 
we push oH" to a chorus of women and 
children who follow us down the beach 
waving and laughing at our indiscretion. 
They are waiting for a show. They don't 
have to wait long. We hadn't been raft- 
borne for 10 minutes before hitting the 
first rapid. I'm clicking away on my wa- 
terproof camera recording their adieu 
when a chop hits the front of the boat 
and 1 am propelled through the air and 
into the holy Irisuli on this the holiest 
day of bathing. Ihey love it, which is 
more than 1 can say, even though the 
water is a surprisingly warm 60 degrees. 
Chagrined I climbed back into the boat 
sputtering. 1 resolved to rely on Fred 
Eberstadt—a professional photographer 
who is in the bigger .Shoshoni—to keep 
tabs on what he came half round the 
world to record, while 1 shall make my 
profession holding on to the gunnel lines 
that are provided for that purpose. 

Drifting downstream we hear a muf- 
fled sound not unlike that of a waterfall 
and the sound usually comes from 
around the bend in the river. The antici- 
pation of what is to be found just past 
the next dogleg starts the adrenalin run- 
ning well in advance of the event. The 

Continued on page HO ^ 

Christmas Presents from Christmas Past. 
Here are some brand new Christmas gift ideas 
that are centuries old. Ridgeway Wall and Mantel 
Clocks, reproductions of the classic clocks 
that have chimed in Christmas for more than two 
hundred years. Over 30 very individual styles 
to choose from. All handcrafted in Virginia 
from the finest solid woods and veneers. And 
fitted with precise West German movements. 

Many with lovely Westminster chimes. Others 
with calendar dials and etched glass doors. See 
and hear them now at your     ti., 
Ridgeway dealer. ^^-Jj____.^^ 

FREE: CLOCK STYLE HANDBOOK 
I k'lpsNiuiselect till I loik lo hrst umipk'nicntN'Oiir 
decor. Includes prii v i,iiii;i ^ list ol dealers.incJ details 
on free brass o\s nership pl.Ui   W iile Kidgewav Clocks, 
Div.of Gravels I urn. Co,   In.    D.pt. HC-7HVV, 
Kklgeuav, \'irginia 2414s, 
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Long after Christmas, 
they II remember the flowers you sent 

ISIot even our flowers last forever But we send them 
in something that will Like this handcrafted solid brass 
bowl. Brimming with a holiday bouquet designed 
exclusively for you. 

Only participating Teleflonsts can send your flowers 
so unforgettably. So call one in your neighborhood and 
ask for the '^Yule Love W bowl and 
bouquet. They're generally available 
from $15y plus service charges. And 
that's not very much to make   4SSs^ 
a gift of flowers last forever     %g^y 

TREFlJORtSr 

We give you flowers. And more. 



FINDING THINGS 
continued from page 78 

closer we get, the louder the sound and 
the faster the heart beats until the very 
roar drowns out all other noise. By then 
we have been committed to the rapids 
and are in the grip of the roar where all 
action become instinct. Commitment is 
the term white-water men use to isolate 
that moment when you line the craft up 
and go at it. After this point, there can 
be no change of mind, no turning back. 

must live with it. Before making this 
commitment, we inspect the rapids from 
the shore, search out the tongues (the 
entrance), note the hidden boulders, 
gauge the height of the haystacks (the 
chop created by the rapids), and plot a 
course of action. Is the commitment 
worth the candle? There is often the op- 
tion of portage. But Mike and Larry are 
experts at reading rivers—they have to 
be. 

After a morning of wet clothes and 
constant excitement, we had lunch on a 
sandy beach backed by an 800-foot cliff. 
At 1 o'clock we pushed off to tace the 

Presenting the GE toaster 
that broils and bakes. 

Versatility is what 
makes the GE Toast N 
Broil Toast-R-Oven 
toaster so great. 

It's a great broiler. 
This GE toaster has 

a separate broil setting that 
lets you broil steaks, ham- 
burgers and hot dogs. You 
can position the broil pan 
high or low to suit your 
needs. Its high walls help 
protect the interior from 
spatters...and the pan 
pops right into the dish- 
washer for easy cleaning. 

It's a great oven. 
The GE Toast-R-Oven 

handles dozens of small 
cooking jobs you'd hate to 
heat up your big oven for. 

The GE Toast 'N BroU Toast-RrOven* toaster. 

Like making hot snacks, 
warming leftovers, baking 
casseroles, ctwking frozen 
dinnersand appetizers. And 
used together with your big 
oven, it lets you cook dif- 
ferent dishes at different 
temperatures. Its thermo- 
stat controls the tempera- 
ture from 200° to 500° F. 

It's an automatic toaster. 
This toaster replaces 

old-fashioned vertical toast- 
ers. It toasts up to 4 slices 
of regular bread, both sides 
at once, then shuts off and 
rings a bell, automatically. 
It lets you top-brown or 
toast odd-size breads and 
rolls, corn-muffins or 
English muffins. 

(iK gives you broil and 
non-broil models. 

The model featured here 
is the T26. Other broil 
models are the TI14 and 
(two-slice) T23. The T104 
and (two-slice) T93B are 
GE's non-broil models. 

Whichever model you 
choose, once you own a 
Toast-R-Oven toaster from 
GE, you'll wonder how you 
ever managed without it. 

Other items made 
by General Flectric 
use DuPont Teflon* 
non-jtick coatings. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

largest we would see. Not all these rap- 
ids bear names, but there is one called 
"Upset," which I would just as soon for- 
get. It is where the Trisuli races through 
a gorge that has narrowed to about 30 
feet from 150 feet. In its center is a great 
boulder over which tons of water shed. 
Haystacks rise to 6 feet around it. The 
boulder must be avoided. We had rear- 
ranged ourselves in the boats, with 
Ebcrstadt joining me to photograph from 
the bow. A few minutes out, we hear a 
muffled roar around the bend, the adren- 
alin starts, the roar gets louder, Mike 
and Larry study the river and the larger 
Shoshoni is committed. Its stern flips up, 
its bow plunging at a 45-degree angle is 
swallowed up, engulfed in the white roar. 

There is no trace of it, no hint of 
progress, no telltale wake, for they have 
disappeared into the gorge. Because 
these rivers change from week to week, 
what was navigable last week may not 
be run today. A force four rapid ex- 
pands to a force six, boulders are cam- 
ouflaged, debris collects, new eddies 
form, and haystacks grow in size. 

Then we are sucked in to the slot. 
Fred and L sitting in the bow, are yelling 
our heads off (it helps to yell a lot) and 
no one is taking any pictures. We leave 
the boulder to starboard right on sched- 
ule, hit one haystack, are flooded, buck 
into another, take on 20 more gallons of 
water, hit another, and another, start to 
founder, and then are out. We see the 
other boat ahead. The force of the water 
had snapped an oar, but no one was hurt 
or overboard. Thank heaven. Next year 
I motor. 

About 4:30 that afternoon we made 
camp beside a tributary of the Trisuli 
that ran down through a ravine into the 
mother river. Where the little river flows 
into the larger, it forms a peninsula of 
powdered mica sheltered on all sides by? 
mountains covered with rhododendrons,; 
magnolia, oak, and pine. (Men in trucks*; 
had set up tents for us this first night. 
But after this campsite, the road ends 
and for the next three days we would be ■ 
totally   self-sufficient.   Those   who   like 
river   trips   but   don't   understand   the 
charm of riding rapids can motor with i' 
the tents and gear to this point and join ' 
the group for the calmer portion of the   I 
river.) 

It becomes cool in Nepal this time of » 
year (about 45 degrees at night rising to |i 
70 in the day), so sipping straight Bour- 
bon stretched out next to a fire, dressed 
in warm clothe* after six hours of clam- 
my life preservers and wet shorts is by 
contrast more luxurious than a private 
Gulfstream 2. Dinner consisted of steak, 
home fried potatoes, a kind of ratatouille 
made with eggplant, tomatoes, and on- 
ions, and, believe it or not, a caramel 
custard pie that Lisa had prepared ahead 
in Katmandu. Because the provisions 
were stored in two 5-foot lockers eacl^i 
containing 50 pounds of ice, all manne^ 
of fresh produce, eggs, vegetables, milk** 

Continued on page 82 
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TheCalifomia Showboat 
Starring Avoradbs and Ripe Olives 

It's the most entertaining couple on either side of the 
Mississippi. Cool, golden-green California Avocados and 
glistening black California Ripe Olives. This time, in a 
shrimp salad that's lightly dressed for lunch, midnite 

supper, or elegant first course. Just get your party 
and come on board. 

\. 

CalHornki Shrimp Boot Dressing 
'/2 cup mayonnaise 
2 Tbsp. tarragon vinegar 
1 Tbsp. parsley, finely chopped 
'/4 tsp. dill weed 
V^ tsp. salt 
'/4 tsp. onion powder 
Dash white pepper 

Yield: % cup 

2 California Avocados, 
halved and pitted. 

1 cup bay shrimp, fresh or fro/.en, 
7 oz. drained 

1 cup Pitted California Ripe Olives, 
drained and sliced into wedges. 

1 cup fresh mushrooms, thinly sliced 
Vs cup celery, minced 
2 Tbsp. green onion, finely chopped 
1 Tbsp. lemon juice 
Crushed ice (optional) 

Combine shrimp, olives, mushrooms, celery, onion and toss lightly 
with lemon juice. Cover and refrigerate. Mix dressing ingredients 
until smooth and creamy. Pour over salad. Toss lightly. Cover 
and refrigerate. Allow salad to marinate until well chilled, at 
least one hour. Before .serving, prepare avocado and top each half 
with equal portion of salad mixture, mounding high. Serve 
on bed of fresh lettuce.. .with crushed ice if vou like.      Serves 4. 
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Today, where the East touches the West. 
a nine thousand year old civilization still 

excites the spirit and creates a drink. 
a nectar, a dream  Izmira Vodka We bring it 

to America from Turkey so that you can 
live the feeling and the )oy of it with all of us. 

iZMiRA 
^^** Imported Vodka 

Try Izmira Vodka. You may never 
drink any other vodka. 
80 PROOF DISTILLED FROM WHITE BEETS 

IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY IZMIRA IMPORTS CO   NY   c. 1978 

GOING PLACES, 
FINDING THINGS 
cotitiiuii'd from page SO 

chickens, fruit, and meat were available 
to us. Everything was cooked over the 
big, gray iron-colored logs ol driftwood 
that flamed flamboyantly in the night and 
sent sparks up to meet the stars. We ate 
well and then crawled into our down 
sleeping bags and listened to the river 
splash. 

From day to day the river changed 
and grew wider. We left behind granite 
canyons with waterfalls that arch down 
a thousand feet to create beautiful rain- 
bows. Also behind us: the narrow sus- 
pension bridges that span the river from 
canyon-top to canyon-top, and the thick, 
rich foliage that overhangs the banks. 
There were no more watershoots and 
mammoth boulders. Instead, a wide, 
slowly flowing river that bathes the 
jungle's savanna on whose banks I 2-foot 
crocodiles take their ease. One morning 
—it was Thanksgiving Day in the States 
—we approached another great river and 
at the point it joined the Trisuli there 
were prayer flags strung from shore to 
shore above the confluence signifying 
the importance of the meeting. Mike in- 
forms us that we are going to make a 
stop here and pay our respects to Baba— 
a hermit—a Hindu of the Tantric sect 

whose ashram overlooks the two rr 
It was a bit ofl-putting to think of i 
ing this holy man of the Brahmin cl 
in a torn T-shirt, old walking shor 
and shoeless. Shouldn't we spruce i 
bit for the occasion? Not to worry. 
6-foot-tour and 260 pounds of Baba 
peared practically naked. 

This sage of 84 led us up the half-il 
walk to his ashram through orchard 
papaya, citrus fruit, bananas; nurse 
of beans, tomatoes, and herbs surroi 
ed by gardens of hibiscus, bougainvi 
jasmine, and daisies. There, a mo 
temple is sheltered by a single-tier 
goda roof and open on all sides. In 
four corners sit statues of the elepl 
god Ganesh. In the center is the o 
hearth where Baba prepares his ever 
meal. We sit down on the stone fl 
while the holy man ptjepares a pip* 
friendship on which We all took ti 
pufling only Ganesh knows what. 

like all who live by this river, Bab 
not so much close to nature as an i 
gral part of it, communes with it, v 
ships it each night between 1 I anc 
knows the name of the I 80 odd varie 
of birds that live there, knows the w 
of the spotted deer, the wild bear 
the sloth bear that roam these fore 
He, like all I saw who live by this ri 
knows how to radiate good will, 
knows and I too know that anyone v 
runs the holy Trisuli will never foi 
the experience. ■ 

Tiger Tops 
continued from page 76 

ment set aside in 1973 to protect the 
endangered tiger as well as other wildlife 
and flora. The hostelry itself consists of 
three main buildings, two of which are 
elevated on 15-foot stilts, housing large 
rooms at treetop level. Overhanging shut- 
ters shade windows which look out be- 
tween the branches of tall salwood trees 
onto expanses of surroitnding savanna 
grasslands. The main lodge, a great 
circular building where all social activ- 
ities take place, is constructed of hard 
salwood timber of a burnished hue, 
buttressed with heavy beams, and roofed 
in thatch. That first evening Dr. Mc- 
Dougal {the resident zoologist) screened 
a movie which gave us an idea of the 
bird and animal life we would be seeing: 
red deer, langor monkeys, the sloth bear, 
wild boar, leopards, and Royal Bengal 
tigers, which roam the forests along with 
180 varieties of birds, and two varieties 
of crocodiles. After the movie we dined 
on mulligatawny soup, koftos (Indian 
meatballs), a choice of saffron-flavored 
chicken or a lamb curry with hot or 
sweet chutney along with yogurt and 
spinach, and a delicious rice with black- 
eyed peas. We sat at round tables served 
by an army of men in short-sleeved bush 
jackets, then played some backgammon. 
Afterwards retired to our roost with 
kerosene lanterns for light and hot-water 
bottles for the feet. 
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The next morning the elephants M 
corralled below the veranda that fr( 
the rooms and we eased ourselves 
the high, cushioned seats (howdahs) 
a tour of the surrounding countrysid 
search of game. To me the most inter 
ing were the fowl; cranes, snipe, curl 
owls, terns, parakeets, doves, plov 
and the amazing Bromani duck 
mates for life, and lives in the Tarai 
tween October and April. To escape 
summer heat, it flies at altitudes of o 
16,000 feet through the Himala 
passes to nest in Outer Mongolia. 

Perhaps the best way to see the git 
variety of birdlife is by dugout can 
which glides the visitor from the lot 
up the Narayani River early in the mo 
ing to a special birdwatching camps 
HOW TO GO: We ilcw Pan Am^ fiom N 
York—London—New Delhi (flig 
daily except Wednesday and Saturdi 
and returned on Air India, which ha 
flight back to the U.S. through Lon^ 
daily except Saturday. Royal Nfi 
Airlines flies from New Delhi to 
mandu. WEXAS is a well-known Brilj 
organizer of adventure vacations, 
year it opened an oflice at 420 Lexingi 
Avenue, New York. N.Y. 1001 7 to td 
care of Americans who would like toj 
on its trips. The expedition the Rayq 
group took to Nepal takes 21 days 
costs .$1,925 plus roundtrip airfare ^| 
the U.S. to London. (Everyone onlj. 
trip flies to London and travels ffe 
there in a group.) The itinerary: 4 da 

Continued on page 



Because luggage ought to be more thari|MBt 
a place to put clothes. 
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Ellwood's unique pleated styling makes it easy to pack more clothes in less space 
Ellwood looks good, is easy to carry and stands up to punishment. 

Available in Biugundy and Chestnut. 

The Ellwood™Collection by Airway 

Pat. No. 3,987,875  Pat. No. 3,965,706  Pat. No, D 242,898 a product of Airway Industries, Inc. a 
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90 Stonestown Mall, San Francisco, CA 941<^^ ■^>-*T -■; l-^PI*f1 ICS 
509 Downtown Plaza, Sacramenfo; CA 958® 1 916/44'r-762D ^^ 

Town and Country Village. Sacramento. QA;95S2:i • 9,l6'488-7220 

SF/y/l 
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'    I   '   '■ Cooking 
can be a chore. 

or an 

'W^. 

The Thermador CMT-20 Micro Thermal Cooking System. 
,     We take you a step beyond Microwave by adding 
f conventional heat to Microwave speed. U 

\ We take an everyday task * 
and make it beautiful. Joyful. ' 

An art. 

'y^  Thermador ^ 
Jy  >w^'. The elegant difference.      /^' ^^^ 

<  'i 

^IV 

For informaiion andfiOmpleiewarranty details, see your Thermador dealer or write: Thermador, 5119 District Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90040 



The Jovan Nail Conditioning and Polishing Kit.    The Jovan Hot Oil Nail Treatment Kit. 
The finishing touch for brilliantly The unique home solution to nail 
beautiful nails. and cuticle problems. 

The Jovan Nail Conditioning and Polishing Kit 
actually smooths away the major cause of cracked 
and chipped nails, and conditions and buffs in a 

new, easy way. So easy that 
beautiful nails are only 3 simple 
steps away. Just 1) erase ridges 
and cracks with the Jovan Nail 
Smoother, 2) apply the Jovan Nail 

Conditioning Cream, 
3) then polish nails 
with the Jovan 

Nail Buffer. Suddenly 
and dramatically your 

nails look healthy and 
strong with a brilliant 

lustrous shine. 
Only $8.50. 

The Jovan Hot Oil Nail Treatment Kit restores a 
healthy, natural look to nails and cuticles that are 
dry, split or ragged. Designed for ease of use: 

1) Simply add hot tap water to the 
specially-prepared, protein- 
enriched Jovan Nail Oil. 2) Soak 
nails and cuticles 3-5 minutes. 
3) Push back softened cuticles 

with the uniquely 
designed Jovan 
Cuticle Care 

Stick. No other 
nail system will 

nourish, condition 
and beautify your 

nails and cuticles like 
the Jovan Hot Oil Nail Treatment Kit. 

Only $6.00. 

Come in for FREE demonstration in the 
downtown stores of Emporium and Capwells, Friday and Saturday. 

Dec. 8 & 9,11 to 3 

CAPWELLS/THE EMPORIUM 
From the nail care laboratories of )ovan. Inc., 

H7'^ N Michigan. Chicago. 1160611 © 1977, jovan, Inc 
& 



The Christmas spirit thickens. 
Go shopping at The Cannery; 
You'll love it like the Dickens. 

THE CANNERY® 
Just for the pleasure of it. 

Foot of Columbus overlooking San Francisco Bay. Shops, galleries, restaurants, mimes, jugglers,": 
musicians, artists and other delights in a landmark, pre-earthquake, restoration of an old brick cannery. 

Sf/U/lt 
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iStn^TiiiTili^ 
\11 that beautiful? 
inrgtQupheci photograph 

See? Yovx wood looks 
clean, mone beautiful. 

You're looking at clear proof that Pledge® With Pledge, the wood looks clean and more 
does more for the beauty of your furniture. beautifijl.\bu can see the grain. 

See the popular polish on the left? The Now, isn't it clear why you should change 
wood's not as beautiftil. to Pledge? 

But look on the right. Pledge cleans 01 11 
away dirt, fingerprints and smudges. Pledge oee clean natural beauty. 
highlights the beauty of the wood better. Everytime you dust. Natural   ' 

Wood Scent 

liiMllllilHM 



GOING PLACES, 
FINDING THINGS 

continued from page 82 

sightseeing in Katmandu and the Kat- 
mandu valley, 3 days river rafting, 4 
days at the Tiger Tops game lodge (you 
must be a party of four), 4 days in a 
tented camp not far from Tiger Tops, a 
day in India to see the Taj Mahal, and 
3 days traveling. Best time of year to go: 
November to March. See page 158 for 
the WEXAS brochure, which tells about 
this and other trips. ■ 

Utah skiing 
continued jrom page 76 

Many skiers call Utah's snow the light- 
est in the world. Alta, with its usual 40 
feet of snow every year, offers enough 
powder skiing to excite anyone. Look 
for runs like the Devil's Castle, Gun- 
sight, and Greeley Bowl. There are also 
intermediate and beginner trails. 

Alta lies 55 minutes by car or bus 
(regularly scheduled Utah Transit Au- 
thority buses connect most of the re- 
sorts), from Salt Lake City. An old 
mining   town   with   a   Western   flavor. 

\l 

The Lido Bowl, $56.00. matches the Lido Salt & Pepper Mill Set. Three-piece 
Holiday Dinner Set, $37.00. Available individually. (Dessert Plate not shown. $11.00) 
Florentine Bud Vase  $ 13.00. Symphony Centerpiece, $28.00. The Egg Server, $32.00. 

Essex Salt & Pepper Set, $23.00. All except the vase trimmed in 24-karat gold. 

LENOX 
CHINA-CRYSTAL 

The prices shown are suggested retail prices only. 
Lawrenceville, N.J, 08648 
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Alta's set in a national forest and has 
only four hotels. Both the Alta Lodge 
and the Rustler are congenial. The Gold- 
miner's Daughter is also pleasant. Eadi 
hotel has a restaurant, but I liked a smai 
inn. the Shallow Shaft. For dancing, takl 
the shuttle bus to the Tram Room disco 
at Snowbird—ten minutes down the 
canyon. A day's ski pass costs $7.50, 
terrific value. 

Snowbird,   Alta's  neighbor,  is  co 
pletely different. A cosmopolitan, almo! 
European ski area built in 1971   (Alta 
was  built  in   the   30s  and  has  hardly 
changed). Snowbird provides excelleni 
skiing with the flair of modern French 
resorts—skyscraper architecture and an 
efficient lift system at good value. Th« 
skiing terrain is excellent but there ai 
many other things to do at Snowbird b( 
sides skiing:  swimming, indoor tennii 
saunas.   Runs  for  the  pros:   Regulate 
Johnson.    Peruvian    Cirque,    and    th 
IVilhere Area. Also many intermedial 
and beginner trails. 

I stayed in the Iron Blosam Hotel in 
large comfortable room overlooking f 
slopes and ate at the Cliff Lodge. On f 
mountain, the restaurants are cafeteri 
style and have wonderful views. 

Park City is the third of the Big Thn 
Utah resorts. Much more a family arei 
with easier runs than Snowbird and Alt 
Park City caters to beginners, intcrmed 
ates, and young children. But there a 
several expert runs. Also there is nigl 
skiing. I stayed at Treasure Mountai 
Inn, but families will enjoy Park City 
assortment of rental condominiums pel 
haps instead of a hotel. 

There are several smaller ski areas i 
the state. One is Sundance, owned b 
Robert Redford. Worth the 90-mil 
drive from Salt Lake City. To stay sev 
eral days, go to Provo, twenty minut 
away. 

Tips about equipment to use in Utah 
Expert skiers usually have special "soft 
skies for powder (three top manufac 
turers are Miller, Molnar, and "th 
Ski"). They are extremely flexible an 
perform beautifully in powder, but no 
on packed trails. For would-be but in 
experienced skiers try a Fischer, K2, o 
Rossignol—good for both packed sno\ 
and powder. 

Besides ski equipment, there are othe 
good buys: cowboy hats from $2! 
rodeo shirts from $15, boots from $40 
Handmade Mormon quilts start at $20(1 

Remember to bring protection agains 
the sun and wind: The skiing in Utah ij 
very high (always over 7,000 feet), anij 
the sun is extremely strong, especially ii 
late spring when there is some of the bes 
skiing. 
HOW TO GO: United Airlines has dail; 
nonstop service to Salt Lake City fron 
San Francisco, Denver, Chicago, Nev 
York, Washington, plus direct flight 
from Kansas City, Boston. Also frop 
United: 3-7-day tours that include lodjg 
ing and discounts on lift tickets at Alta 
Snowbird, and Park City. ■ ; 
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Save $100 
)n the microwave oven that sets 
time, power and temperature. 

At a touch of your finger. 

Microwave cooking made easier than ever. Our 1 5 cu ft. microwave oven 
lets you program an entire operation at a touch of your finger. Nine power 
levels allow precise cooking control. There's a temperature sensor with LED 
readout that helps prepare meats, casseroles or vegetables and shuts the 
oven off when cooking is completed. Plus, a 99 minute electronic timer. We 
even include a detailed cookbook that shows you how to make delicious meals. 

When you buy it from us, we keep it working. And for additional service 
ask about our Assured Performance Plan. You get unlimited service at a 
small yearly charge. Microwave oven #5890. 

Sale 379.95. Reg 47995 
Sale prices effective November 24 through December 23. 
Use our convenient Time Payment Plan. 
At stores with major appliance departments. 
Prices slightly higher In Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico. 

LED-digital 
readout 

Time and Temp. 

I     • Power level 
i        selector 

• Nine power 
levels 

^■51978 JCPenney Co . Inc 

This 
is dCPenney 



CO^      NuTone 
Radio-Intercoms 

• Music 
throughout 
the house 

• Whole-house 
communication 

• Portable Plug-In Speakers 

In touch 
throughout the house 
Please send FREE information about the 
NuTone Radio-Intercoms. 

Name 

Street 

City 

County 

State Zip 

Nulbne 
Scovill 

Dept. HG-12, Madison and Red Bank Roads 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45227. 

Form 4651 
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Printed in U.S.A. 

HOUSE 
FIXER 

Home 
improvement 

ideas 

Greenhouse 
windows 
How to add shelf space 
and turn a sunny window 
into an indoor garden 

By Deanne Raffel 

What better way to grow plants and veg- 
etables year round than in an indoor 
window garden. Window space can be 
easily converted to gardening space by 
installing shelves across either a single 
window or several in a row. Here are 
four easy steps to an attractive window 
garden. 
Step 1: Take stock of your plants and 
plan the spacing and size of your shelves. 
Large pots will require wide shelves, and 
tall plants need growing room. A shelf 
1 2 to 1 5 inches below the ceiling works 
well for storage, since there is no direct 
light that high up. If you're planning a 
garden across several windows, span the 
entire space with a single board. 
Step 2: For shelving, common or knotted 
pine board (which is the least expensive 
grade) works well. Have it cut 5 inches 
wider than the span between the two 
standards. Choose a width of either 8, 
10, or 12 inches since these are the sizes 
brackets are sold in. Wipe knots with 
mineral spirits. Fill any holes and 
scratches with vinyl spackle or water 
putty, and cover the knots with cut 
shellac. Sand the entire shelf, slightly 
softening the corners. Finish with stain 
and varnish, or prime, and a coat or two 
of paint. 
.Step 3: Shelf hardware-—slotted metal 
standards and brackets—is sold in a vari- 
ety of finishes, but can be easily spray- 
painted another color. Install a standard 
on each side of the window casing. You 
will need one between each window if 
you are spanning several with shelves. 
Standards are sold in lengths up to 72 
inches and can be easily sawed or pieced 
to size. Mark the screw holes with a nail 
or awl. then drill pilot holes and attach 
with flathead, wood, or sheet metal 
screws. 
Step 4: Slip the brackets into the appro- 
priate holes. Some brackets have a 
knurled nut that needs tightening to se- 
cure it. Set the shelves on the bracket, 
moving them as far front as possible. 
Long shelves are extremely unwieldly, 
besides being heavy, so make sure you 
have help positioning them. Arrange 
your plants on the shelves, and you 
have a window garden. 

Plan a garden in a single window . .. 

FALZARAH 

.. . or arrange a wall-full of greenery 

Surface saver 
A new touch-up liquid for covering 
scratches and dents in wood, chipped 
surfaces on appliance finishes, gouges 
and scuffs in metal and leather, is Finish- 
Fix. It comes with an applicator, dries 
fast. There are six wood colors—walnut, 
deep red, brown and cherry mahogany, 
fruitwood and maple, black, and appli- 
ance white. $1.29. Finish-Fix, Inc. 2200 
W. State St., Fremont, Ohio 43420. 

Con tinned on page 90 

House  & Garden 



energy-j 
insulation 

Pella's Double Glass Insulation System, 
with its full 13/16" air space between 

panes, outperforms ordinary welded 
insulating glass ... yet it can actually 
cost less. Other important features 
that make up Pella's exclusive 

combination of advantages and 
options are described below.   _ 
All in all Pella has more to 

L offer than any other 
^ wood window 

available. 

,^'h 

^tif^ 

So easy to wash. Thanks 
to Pella's unique hinging 
system, the sash pivots 
straight out and moves to- 
ward the center of the frame 
providing plenty of room to 
clean outside glass from in- 
side the room. 

Aluminum exterior needs Instant privacy or stiade. 
no painting. Pella offers an Another energy-saving op- 
optional lacket of protective tion, the exclusive Slim- 
aluminum cladding in a shade® fits in the dust-free 
choice of colors outside, space between the panes of 
with the beauty and natural the Pella Double Glass In- 
insulation of wood inside. sulaiion System .... helps re- 

duce heat loss and solar 
heat gain. 

Only Pefia offers it ail. 

FREE. 16-page "Window & Door Ideas" book for tradi- 
tional and contemporary homes. Tells you everything 
you need to know about window types and how each 
works, window treatment In various architectural styles, 
and important considerations in window placement and 
selection. Also contains information on how to elimi- 
nate screen and storm chores, reduce fuel costs and 
outside maintenance. Because Pella Windows are 
unique, they're sold only through Pella Planning Cen- 
ters. The one closest to you is in the Yellow Pages 
under "windows". 

Please send me a copy of "Window & Door Ideas" 
□ I plan to build. Q I plan !o remodel. 
n I would like an appointment at the Pella Planning Center nearest 
me; have someone contact me. 

Name   

City 

State Zip 

Telephone 

Mail to: Pella Windows & Doors, Dep 
100 Main St., Pella. Iowa 50219. 
Also available throughout Canada. 
Coupon answered within 24 hours 

:o3L8, 

© 1979 Rolscreen C- 



.   .Theendqf . . 
the hand sandwich 
and the holy leaier. 

Now there's 
Press n Sand® from 3M. 
Each sheet has a 
strong, pressure-sensitive 
adhesive backing. 
Just press it onto your 
Sander and you're 
ready to sand. No clips, 
screws or ties to 
fumble with. 

What's 
more. 
Press 'n Sand 
lasts longer 
than ordinary 
power sanding 
sheets because 
the adhesive 
holds Press 'n 
Sand firmly 
in place over 
the entire 
surface. No 
wrinkles or 
loose, uneven 
edges means 
no ripping or tearing. 

Any power sander 
quickly converts to 
F^ess 'n Sand with 
a pad that holds each 
sheet 'til you're ready 

the most complete 
line of adhesive-backed 
abrasives made. And 
all at sandpaper prices. 
fVW 'J w ' lit' lift' nmjfe^' H 
Ix^ji^f^jjlll 3B^SlHMilll^uHBt9iidl 

%W^ 

to change 
it. Which 
may be quite 
some time be- 
cause Press 'n 
Sand reduces 
heat build-up 
and residue 
loading, too. 

Press 'n 
Sand is avail- 
able in discs 
and cut sheets 
in a wide 
range of sizes 
to fit most 

types of power or 
hand sanding tools. 
And you can get 
Press 'n Sand in your 
choice of abrasive 
grades, too. In fact, it's    takes theV,,^gnnd out of sanding 

Press n Z't '    ■ '   ;re registered TM s ol ihe 3M Company 

^ I 

Whatever the job, 
you'll find a complete 
line of 3M sanding and 
fix-up products, like 
Sand-Pak® with its new- 
look packaging, to 
help you do it faster 
and easier 

Boessh 
id 



Give your ferriy 
of these 

Amana. ref rige^ 
for Christmas. 

shown with stainress sleei 

end in the Holiday Spirit i4fff ana^ 
MODEL SDI-22B or SDI-25e 

shown wilh acrylic panels 
tor Ihe look of black glass 

will gN^ you decorator door panels. 
Choose the look of black glass ... the clean sheen of 
stainless steel .. . good wood — walnut or birch 
... or aluminum panels to cover with your own fabric 
or wallpaper. 

Except for you —nobody plays Santa like-Amana! 
So when you select  one of these Amana refrigerators 

this Christmas, Amana will give you the decorator 
door panels. 

And behind these handsome doors, you'll 
find all the famous Amana conveniences. 
It's completely Free-0'-Frost."'Has the 
"Refrigerator-within-a-refrigerator" that 
keeps meat fresh longer, because super 
cold air surrounds the outside, without 
drying the meat. 

Amana cantilever shelves you can arrange to fit your 
changing storage needs. Plus Stor-Mordoors that hold 
half-gallon milk cartons, instead of just quarts. 

Two separate controls for the freezer and 
refrigerator can be set independently. 
3-Position Energy Saver Control lets you TWt  ¥Wk 
adjust to the humidity in your home. ^J^  LU 

Designed for that "built-in" look. 
Frame kit that holds decorator panels is an extra cost 

itemon Model BC-20B-and standard on othermodelsshown. 
Choose any of these Amana refrigerators this Christmas 

—and Amana will give you decorator door panels—at no 
extra charge! Beautiful. 

See your Amana Retailer now! Offer expires 
December 24, 1978. 

Nobody plays Santa 
j^  like 

BACKED BY A CENTURY-OLD TRADITION OF FINE CRAFTSMANSHIP. 

Amana Refrigeration, Inc., Dept. 726, Amana, Iowa 52204   [ A Raytheon Company j 

December,  1978 89 



HOUSE hlXbK 
continued from page 86 

Air Humiditier 
Humidity tn Ircslicn dr\', heated air is a 
definite wintertime need. A humidifier 
you can attach to a house-wide warm-air 
heating system is the Good-Bye-Dry. It 
comes in a kit with ail the necessary 
plumbing and wiring parts and an instal- 
lation manual. You cut a rectangular 
opening in the warm-air supply duct of 
your heating system (template supplied) 
and mount the humidifier: next attach 
the self-tapping saddle valve to the near- 
est cold-water pipe, then plug in the 

I transformer to a 110-volt electric outlet. 
The humidifier has a 14-gallon-per-day 
capacity, enough for a house of 2,000 
square feet or less, maintains humidity 
at 30 to 35 percent automatically. 
$69.95. Comfort Enterprises, P. O. Box 
323, Leola, Pa. 17540. 

Shell shape 
Wall hung, this new bathroom lavatory, 
the Marmara, has a handsome shell 
shape. The one-piece faucet is a dual 
control for hot and cold water, the basin 
is vitreous china in three colors—mar- 
ble, oyster green, and oyster green (in- 
side)/blue (outside). With chrome 
plate fittings, the list price is $214. Also 
available with 24-carat gold fittings, a 
trap, and supplies, $519. American- 
.Standard, Inc., P.O. Box 2003, New 
Brunswick, N.J. 08903. 

..  "••til  
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in a collection that overflows with bedroom fashions of Fortrel® polyester/cotton no-iron percale. 
Dan River Classics. In the best stores. © 1978 Dan River Home Furnishing Products, N.Y., N.Y. 10018. 

DAN RIVER RUNS DEEP" 

Moisture barrier 
During the winter, with heat indoors and 
cold temperatures outside, warm, moist 
air is lil<ely to condense in the walls and 
framework of a house without a vapor 
barrier. Such moisture can reduce the 
effectiveness of insulation in walls and 
ceilings, cause exterior wall paint to blis- 
ter and stain. Here's a latex primer-seal- 
er paint, Insul-Aid, to apply to interior 
walls and ceilings to help guard against 
escaping vapor. .Since it is a latex base 
paint, it dries fast. $12.95 a gallon. Glid- 
den Coatings & Resins, 900 Union Com- 
merce BIdg., Cleveland, Ohio 44II 5. 

Touch 
lighting 

90 

To raise and lower room lighting, this 
new electronic light control. Dawn, 
needs only fingertip control. Touch it 
to turn light on and turn it off. It offers 
a choice of 0 to 100 percent illumina- 
tion and you hold the plate until it 
reaches the lighting effect you want. The 
touch plate, in gold or silver tone, is an 
oval set in a rectangular wall plate, which 
comes in brown, ivory, black, or white. 
For incandescent lighting up to 600 
watts, it fits a standard electrical wall 
box, is Underwriters Laboratories listed. 
$19.95, Leviton, 59-25 Little Neck 
Pkwy, Little Neck, N.Y. 11362. ■ 

House &  Garden 
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Natural gas is the most efficient of all the major 
energies And it gives you more for your money 

New gas water heaters make gas even more effi- 
cient. With thicker insulation and other energy-saving 
features. 

That's something to keep in mind when you're shop- 
ping to replace your old gas water heater 

Energy efficiency. America needs it Gas delivers it:' 

GAS: THE MOST 
iimi 

HEAT WATER. 

Tor more information write to American Gas Association, Dept, 1114- 8HG, ' S15 Wilsor BlvcJ   Arlington, 

Gas: The future belongs t ^f^Mf} 



TJirough rain, sleet and snoiv. the woman of 1909 always made sure her male got through. 

:   ! 

You ve come a long way baby. 

VIRGINIA 
SUMS 

Slimmer than the fat cigarettes men smoke. 

VIR 
SUN 

VIRGINIA 
SLIMS 

15 mg"tar;' 0.9 mg nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC Method. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined ■ 
Thai Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
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Bringing 
home 

House & Garden, 
December 1978 

The world is wearing running shoes. New diseoveries, 
new inventions, new technologies tumble over each 
other with ever-increasing urgency, affecting the way 
we eat, the way we treat our bodies, the way our 
babies are bom, the way we expect to live out our lives. 

Yet Christmas always comes—the fixed star to 
which we return year after year, grateful for its 
permanence, its faith. It's a season -as enduring in its 
myth and magic as the timeless Temple of Dendur or 
the treasures of Tutankhamuns tomb. But its based 
on the most immediate of nature s miracles, the birth 
of a child. 

In a time of scientific turbulence and complex 
human challenges, Christmas is a way station, a 
breathing space, bringing us back to the one 
affirmation of life all peoples of the world can share. 
In the words of the English novelist Elizabeth Bowen: 
"All that is dear, that is lasting, renews its hold on us; 
we are home again!' 

Here, some ideas to help you 
bring home the joy: To shed a 
pretty light on Christmas, carve 
out huge green apples and set a 
fat votive light in each one. A 
nice way to make interesting 
presents with plain paper: Cut 
out quilt motifs, page 113, and 
paste around top and sides of 
boxes. Inside the boxes, why 
not put layers of delectable 
cookies like the ones Edna 
Lewis bakes for her friends 
each year (page 98)? Her se- 
cret cookie topping: vanilla sug- 
ar, made by filling a pint glass 
jar with superfine sugar and one 
plump vanilla bean. To go with 
the cookies, apple cider wassail, 
Rockwell Staniford's warming 
combination of a gallon of natu- 
ral cider, a cup of old-fashioned 
brown sugar, 6 ounces frozen 
lemonade, 6 ounces frozen 
orange juice, a tablespoon of 
nutmeg, 6 cinnamon sticks, 
and, in a cheesecloth bag. 6 
cloves and 6 allspice berries. 
Simmer for 20 minutes, remove 
cheesecloth bag, and add a pint 
of light or amber rum. Serve 
warm. If your tree will live on 
outdoors after the holidays, you 
can decorate it right to its roots: 

NASA, METROPOLITAN MUS.  OF ART/BOLTIN 

Jim Goslee wraps the root ball 
with gold moire (page 109; or 
dress yours in a bottomle.ss bas- 
ket or a wraparound cachepot 
that comes in two handy halves 
you simply slide around the tree 
(page 104)—a neat way to hide 
the stand of a cut Christmas 
tree, too. And to trim the tree, 
what better ornaments than 
those you make yourself? Like 
strings of tiny hemlock cones; 
emptied, painted eggshells; 
small seashells tied with bits of 
raffia through their natural 
holes; or tiny baby socks striped 
red and white, filled with laven- 
der or potpourri and hung on 
ribbons from the tree. Or do as 
the volunteers from the Abby 
Aldrich Rockefeller Folk Art 
Museum did with Betty Ford's 
White House tree: String pop- 
corn, not with cranberries, but 
with dried red peppers; and 
make garlands of carpenters' 
wood-shavings, linked like 
chains. (For more do-it-yourself 
ornaments, see page 68). One 
of the prettiest ornaments we've 
seen: Queen Anne's lace, gath- 
ered in .summer, dried in silica 
gel, and studding a Christmas 
tree like snowflakes and stars. 

93 



ornaments oi 
fabric, lace.:^ 
'^nd crocheB 

Above: Handmade decorations on a holiday 
ree at The Silo. To make some of 
hese decorations, see page 68. 

Right: Swedish Christmas begins on 
Lucia Day. December 13. when 
little girls serve 
traditional cookies. Join 
the party, page 138. 
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!ural way, with 
orations you 

ike or bake you'- 
■^elf. Jennifer Gracie, 
12, and her brother 
Michael, 10, start 
their preparations 
two weeks before 

I Christmas, with an 
all-day baking binge. Cookie dougPi 
is pressed into stoneware molds, 
above, to make celestial ornaments, 
left and far left. Shimmering 
fruits are a modern-day version of 
sugar plums—lady apples, lemons, 
pears, oranges, and kumquats, bathed 
in egg whites, then sugar-dipped, 
to glisten and glow in the candle- 
light. Cranberry and popcorn ropes 
are strung from branch to branch, 
and the leftovers speared onto 
lengths of florist's wire, to make 
a tree-top star. Cookie molds by 
Hartstone. Oriental art and antiques 
from Gracie. Instructions for making 
cookies, popcorn star, and sugar- 
sparkled fruit, and ordering instruc- 
tions for cookie molds, page 68. 
WILLIAM  P,  STEELE 

Top the tree 
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Say it with 
cookies—that's 
what Edna Lewis 
(The Taste of 
Country Cook- 
ing, Knopf) does 
when she 
wishes friends a 
IVIerry Christ- 
mas. Here, nut 
butter balls, 
sugar-topped 

spritz, frosted nut bars, and crisp 
sugar cookies fill a tissue-lined box. 
On top, shiny ribbon and one of the 
old-fashioned gift tags that Mrs. 
Lewis collects. Her cookie-giving is a 
pre-Christmas ritual, eagerly antici- 
pated by friends. Above: Edna Lewis's 
iced nut bars, from an Austrian recipe. 
Below: Cut out ginger-flavored sugar 
cookie stars and dust with sugar just 
before baking. All recipes, page 46. 

W EDWARD OLEKSAK 
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agrant wreath a 
'arden herbs 

Christmas in the 
air—the natural 
scent of an 
aromatic herb 

^^ wreath that you 
can make. Mary 
Lou Riddle, left, 
ofStillridge 
Herb Farm, 
shows how: Just 
gather herbs, 
fresh and dried, 

and anchor them to a wreath of 
bundled straw using fern pins, below. 
Choose herbs for their color, scent, 
and sentimental meaning: lavender 
for purity, sage for health, thyme 
for bravery, rosemary for remem- 
brance, and bay leaves for victory 
and glory. Mrs. Riddle dots her 
wreath with pink globe amaranth, and 
cinnamon 
sticks here 
and there. 
Instructions 
for making 
your own 
wreath or 
ordering   "" 
one, page 68. 
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Supper sack by Penni Linck. Mini-bags, Joe Staiano. Pasta tower, Clare Ruthrauff. 
More about the presents on these pages, 
plus instructions for making some, page 68. 
Recipes, page 40. 

rumpeting amaryllis, Madderlake. Calico man, Bea Ryder. Cheese crock. Mary Cole 



Out of the bags, right: Gifts for the galley 

Under wraps: Assorted surpmes in ribbon- | g | 
tied sacks, by Vincent Wolf of PatinoWolf 



Light up your rooms with 

Christmas magic 

102 

Boxwood giirlaiids. ihrciuled throni^li pine cone wreaths, 
living spruce trees spending the hohduys 

in fireside baskets, and a howl of big 
North Carolina pine cones. By Harry Hinson 

J\ Christinas tree of split-oak laths, right, 
with baked Santas, braided wreaths, teddy bears in[ 

titty baskets. To make the tree, stack drilled     \ 
slats on a dowel secured in a tub of cement.      ; 

At The Silo. Shopping infortnation, page 202 



L^iviiig Christmas trees, above, contribute 
naturally to the festivities. On the banister, swags 

of laurel. By Virginia Saladino for the Peter Woods 

■/x grove of white poinsettias, below, brings 
a white Christmas south to 

Mr. and Mrs. Kemp ton Mooney's Georgia home. 
Extra glasses hold Christmas candles 

BEADLE 
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BEADLE 

iS atiiral Christmas trees. 
above and below, all spruced up with 

wraparound coverings in red burlap and red vinyl in 
Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel Shemin's Greenwich, 
Conn, house. Holly boughs tucked under 
the trees add more natural color. 
For more about the wraparounds by Noend. 
please see page 198 

I 



C/hristmas dinner—and it's all in the trimmings: 
iValnuts. giant gumdrops. and candy canes garnish 

evergreens that garland the mirror and 
the horn chandelier in John Rosselli's house. 

)ii the table, cyclamen nestle amid fresh frnit and greens 



J\. jeweled tabletop: On an 

RUSSELL VACMASTERS 

J\_ sprinkling of 
tiny bee lights, right. 

on baskets of holly and 
on the moss beneath the 

fishtail palms. 
By Renny Reynolds. 

The rest of the 
apartment's twinkle 

comes from the city lights 
outside the windows 

BEADLE 

IHth-centiiry inlaid marble 
table, boxes of semiprecious 
stones, silver plates, 
vermeil candlesticks, and. in 
the center, a sphere of rock 

( rystal surrounded by orchids. By Michael Taylor I 
Mrs. Thonuis Kempner for the 1977 Americail 

Conservatory Theatre (ACT} benefit in San Francisc 

t 
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Ligm up your rooms with Lhristmas surprises 
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White doves, white candles, white flowers: ieuikcry doves tuny 
white satin ribbons on the Christmas tree in Mr. and Mrs. 

Frederick Winship's apartment; candles shw in a collection oj 
silver candlesticks on the mantel and on the chandelier: 

and poinsettias gather around the piano. Tree by Leslie Land 
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7x tree encrusted with shimmer and gold, above, becomes 
the Christmas centerpiece for this all-red room. 

Behind the tree, an antique French figurine 
dressed for the occasion with a wreath 

and one red candle. By Barbara D'Arcy White 

TOM YEE 

J\. n espaliered tree on the table, below, 
hung with pine cones and tiny baskets for 

a natural brown and white Christmas. At eml 
place, dried fern placemats, and underfoov, 

a blanket of pretend snow. By Rodger Dobb\ 
(Hid Mrs. Joseph Knowhind fi>r .ACT 

KTarlands in the kitchen, left 
sizes of straw wreaths over the fireplace hood 
and another tied to the pot rack with big red   ' 

bows—the same red as the countertops. On the\ 
table, wooden gnomes peek out from under 
holly. By Mr. and Mrs. Brownlee Ciirrey 



±J^_P_[nk^nd gold Christmas: 
Three trees, their root halls 

wrapped in gold moire, are hung 
with gold ribbons, 

gold satin halls, and liny 
golden lights. More moire ropes 

off garlands of huckleberry 
leaves and holds the pine wreath 

in place against the mirror. 
Into this gilded setting, more 

gold—in fans and gold-wrapped 
presents—and sprays of 

pink flowers: tulips, rubrum 
lilies, nerines, and gerbera. 

Designed by James Goslee Assoc 
for David May 

WILLIAM P.  STEELE 
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Christmas tree 
scattered with sprin 
flowers on a table 
shimmering 

-A red and gold table with candied apples, vermeil 
pheasants, gold and red plates. On the wreath, clusters of 
pxracantha berries. B\ Bob Bell. Ardath Rouas tor ACT 

with silvery mesh. More flowers live in silver hud vases and\ 
celadon fish vases, and painted ones grow all over the 

walls of Betsy .Shaw's dining room. At each place, a tiny preset 



Ligm up your rooms with Lhristmas gardens 

J\ Christmas tree hung 
with a child's toys: 

furry animals, carved 
wood figures, gingerbread 

men. real birds' nests, 
and. at the top. a big 

paper star. For Christmas 
eve supper, a knee-high 

table set with earthenware 
apple crocks and terra-cott 

tree-trunk bud vases in a 
forest of flowers on cloth an 
screen. The menu: champagi 

and oyster stew and, for 
dessert, lots of presents to 

open. Patticake and Delilah 
Betsy Shaw's tniniature 
long-haired dachshunds 

can't wait 

unches of silk strawberries cluster with antique tassels and 
small red baskets on a red and green Christmas tree; 

cedar garlands run like leafy moldings along the walls; under tfie tree, 
red-and-green wrapped presents. By Jolui Bresver 

BEADLE 



CHKIb I MAb UN A bHULb KNG 

Greenery, fruit, spice, and 
easy craft ideas to keep your 
holidays in the green 

For as little as $200, you can f il 
your rooms with enough Christmas 
to satisfy all the senses. In this city 
living room, above, there's a 
fragrant mingling of evergreens, 
fresh herbs, a basket of foot-long 
cinnamon sticks, and carved-out 
oranges and lemons filled with 
spice (how to, page 68). The 
Christmas trees, one of which is 
trimmed with the spice baskets 
and popcorn swags, right, replace 
ficus trees that live all year long in 

Frank and Fernanda Gilligan's 
apartment. An old-fashioned quilt, 
top right, took over for a painting 
above the sofa, left, and melon- 
colored pillows got seasonal 
slipcovers of holiday green. On a 
round, skirted table (you could use 
felt), a basket full of green 
apples plus green apple candles. 
Room by Mario Buatta. Gene 
Davis painting from Fischbach 
Gallery. Quilt from The Gazebo. 
Shopping information, page 202 

KAREN   RADKAI 
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Presents decorated 
with quilt motifs 
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CHRISTMAS ON A SHOESTRING 

Evergreen, wreaths, and holiday 
flowers in a country house 
where Christmas is a natural 

\ 
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Fo those who think of Christmas 
as a refreshment, the simplest 
things are often the most appeal- 
ing. "I look forward all year to the 
peace and quiet of a Christmas in 
the country," says photographer 
Karen Radkai, who fills her rooms 
with wreaths and trees that wear 
nothing but the natural sheen of 
their needles. In the bedroom. 
above, a pair of evergreens fulfill 
a childhood dream—to sleep 
beside the Christmas tree, In the 
dining room, opposite page, 
bottom, another tree, wreaths, and 
a table with greens, pine cones, 
candles, and an early American 
version of Santa's sleigh. More 
wreaths hang on living room doors, 
opposite page, top. Another, sus- 
pended from the roof peak, is lit 
by four c^indles—one for each week j 
of Advent. Everywhere, Christ- 
mas roses   3 Radkai tradition. 
KAPK : PA; I 



A time to be 

ne of the most valuable 
legacies from the 1970s 
to the 1980s may be the 
spirit of optimism. As the 
new decade approaches, 
the prospects are stimu- 

lating, challenging, and yes, optimistic. 
Contrary to what most people believe, 
there is no population explosion; no 
energy crisis, no shortage of resources; 
pollution is not as bad as we think it is. 
Experts in many fields all agree that the 
1980s hold the most tremendous possi- 
bilities of hope and achievement for 
everyone. Ten years ago this could not 
have been said. At the beginning of the 
seventies, Lionel Tiger, the anthropolo- 
gist, began his and Robin Fox's book. 
The Imperial Animal with these obser- 
vations on the then current malaise: 

"This may be a time like the early 
Renaissance. Perceptions of humankind 
grow especially confused; structures of 
thought splinter apart; no theory of be- 
havior amply and believably helps us 
satisfy our deep curiosity about our- 
selves. The distemper in universities, the 
disbelieved assertions of shrill governors, 
the virtually total erosion of the forces 
of religion in intellectual life, the diffi- 
culty of sustaining energizing moral 
codes through whole communities . . . 
all shine from different bits of the same 
cracked mirror in which we view our- 
selves." 

In an interview with Dr. Tiger, I asked 
him whether he felt that the seventies 
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"We have a great 
concern for the 
impact of the 
environment on the 
health and species 
of our future...The 
reaHty is that we are 
heahhier, hving 
longer than at any 
other time in history" 

Dr. Philip Handler 
President 
National Academy of Sciences 

had not been so bad after all. He replied: 
"We've become much more self-con- 
scious and more skillful. We have clearer 
notions of the importance of population, 
we know about pollution, we're begin- 
ning to ask questions about the relation- 
ships between resources and growth." 

It is generally accepted that we are 
more aware, more open, more confident 
than we were ten years ago. We know 
more about all kinds of significant things; 
we are more sensitive to "vibes"; we are 
more tender and, in a paradoxical way, a 
tougher people. We've changed a lot. 
Though much still needs to be done, our 
air and water are cleaner. We have re- 
acted positively to confusing situations. 
Public opinion helped stop a war, and 
our strength as a nation brought us 
through Watergate and the near im- 
peachment of a President. We've told 
the establishment that they can't with 
impunity build nuclear plants or tear 
down Grand Central Station, that some- 
thing must be done to revise the tax 
structure. We've shown that there is a 
point where people resist. We've said 
that certain moral principles are impera- 
tive. Lionel Tiger proposes that our 
greatest accomplishment in the seven- 
ties was that "we successfully brought 
up our children, perhaps the largest crop 
of kids ever born, in apparently healthy 
ways, physically and psychologically." 

We took a "giant step for man" and 
have developed our technology to the 
point where colonization of the limitless 

"You see the earth as a 
bright blue and jl 
white Christmas tree        ^ 
ornament in the black sky. 
It's so small and so 
fragile—you realize 
that on that small spot 
is everything that 
means anything to you, 
all of history and 
music and poetry and art <. id 
death and birth and love" 

Russell Schweikar 
astronaut 

'\ 



outer spaces will be feasible in the eight- 
ies. Scientists say that late in the decade 
people will be living and working in 
space, either on hospitable planets— 
there are more than a hundred million 
earth-type planets in the universe—or in 
space stations. Travel to points in space 
VMII be far less traumatic for us than 
crossing the Atlantic was for our immi- 
grant ancestors a hundred years ago. 
I hey had very little hope of ever seeing 
their native lands again, whereas we will 
he able to shuttle back to what Buck- 
ininster Fuller calls "Mothership Earth" 
tin rocket-propelled spaceships, which 
will travel in a matter of hours and min- 
utes from Mars or Jupiter, running on 
legular schedule like airliners of today. 

Those of us born in this century have 
' lived through the most extraordinary and 

fastest moving change in all of history. 
For a man born belore the century be- 

AN OPTIMISTIC LOOK AT WHO WE ARE, 
AND WHERE WERE GOING 

BY MAEVE SLAVIN 

"We are very 
resilient.. .We survive... 
and keep moving 
along. There's a 
great deal of 
strength and 
resilience in the 
system and the 
long-term prognosis 
is very good" 

Dr. Leon Martel 
Executive Vi(:e-president 
Hudson Institute 

gan, a trip on the Concorde brought it all 
home: "I started out in horse-and-buggy 
days at 8 miles an hour, and—it seems 
unbelievable to me—but Fve flown 
across the Atlantic in V/i hours at twice 
the speed of sound. All in one lifetimei" 

Although we're still a world of sov- 
ereign states with different and some- 
times conflicting ideologies, the geo- 
graphic and cultural barriers are down. 
We can travel around the world within 
the same day. We can communicate with 
people in every country. We can watch 
events in distant lands as they are actual- 
ly happening. Satellites, which can pho- 
tograph recognizable images of individ- 
ual faces, also act as guardians of peace 
by their oversight of military installa- 
tions all over the globe. Computers have 
revolutionized our thinking apparatus. 
Data banks, like savings accounts, store 
increasingly vast amounts of informa- 
tion which, in the eighties, any home 
television set can plug into. 

Medical science has controlled and 
virtually eradicated killing diseases such 
as smallpox and leprosy, tuberculosis 
and devastating childhood diseases. The 
first test-tube baby has been born. Tech- 
niques for organ transplants have been 
perfected, organ regeneration can be 
foreseen. Individually, we take better 
care of ourselves, most of us are into 
nutrition and exercise. We watch our 
weight, live in healthier ways than we 
did a decade ago, and use our leisure 
more constructively. 

And yet, many of us consider our- 
selves pessimists, although just about 
everything we do is motivated by opti- 
mism. If the world is coming to an end, 
if not tomorrow then the day after, why 
do we have a child, why are we so con- 
cerned about our physical condition, 
why do we plan for our retirement, plan 
next year's vacation, build houses, take 
courses, vote for the politician who 
promises that the new administration will 
make everything better? 

The reason is very simple. Optimism 
may be an integral physical part of our 
makeup, and this has been investigated 
scientifically. Lionel Tiger's forthcoming 
book. Optimism: The Biology of Hope 
(Simon and Schuster, February 1979) 
studies the subject. "I became interested 
in optimism because I'm interested in 
biology," Dr. Tiger explained. "The 
neurophysiology of it possibly is that the 
brain secretes its own optimism-produc- 
ing opiates." These natural opiates affect 
our mood patterns. "An animal with a 
brain as big as ours must have something 
good to think about," Dr. Tiger asserts. 
Just as the environment and our bodies 
can suffer from the effects of air and wa- 
ter pollution, so can our behavior be pol- 
luted by excesses of pessimism. Ideas 
have the capacity to make us sad or 
happy. They change our bodies. Good 
news, about a friend, a political party, a 
scientific venture, can change a person to 
feel physically better. 

Continued on page 157 
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iniature 
'paintings 

at the 
extraordinary new 
East Building, 
a wonderful gift 
to the nation 
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visitors first impression is of 
an extravagance of space. To enter 
the new East Building of Washing- 
ton's National Gallery—the $95 
million addition given by the Mellon 
family* and opened in June, 1978 
—is a heady experience in itself. 
Architect I.M. Pei has created a 
towering world of marble and glass 
for this house of art, dominated by 
a giant Caldcr mobile. But the eye 
IS quickly seduced by the galleries 
that lead otf the central hall—sim- 
ple, human-scale rooms that allow 
people to relate to the art with an 
•Paul Mellon, Ailsa Mellon Bruce, and 
the   Andu-,v  W    Mellon   Foundolion 



intimacy that is in marked contrast 
to the monumental central space. 
And the art itself? An infinite va- 
riety, as these sample exhibitions 
(current or to come) attest: an in- 
stallation of David Smith sculptures: 
small French paintings: Matisse cut- 
outs; Edvard Munch, Modigliani, 
and American naive paintings: the 
Carracci family; Oceania; the con- 
noisseurship of Bernard Bcrenson. 
Paul Mellon wished his building to 
be "a delightful experience." His 
wish has become a joyous reality for 
us all. 

Left and above: Renoir's Head of a 
Dog, and Van Gogh's Farmhouse 
in Provence, from the Ailsa MeUon 
Bruce collection of smell Irench 
impressionists in the East Building. 
Opposite page, bottom: the main 

; entrance with its specially com- 
missioned Henry Moore sculpture. 
Other specially made nork.s: 
Calder's mobile, a Miro tapestry, a 

I Motherwell munil. Rosatisculptures. 
Left: Looking cast toward the 
Capitol heyijnd the soaring angles 

\ designed h\ l.M. Pei. 
I 19 
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x7uthentic 
/^V/Vholiday 
VyAXdecorations 

f^^/'^-J^ and Early 
American foods 
at the museum 
that makes 
a present of 
the past 

120 

Every year in Winter- 
thur, Delaware, the 
spirit of traditional 
Christmas is reborn. 
With authentic table 
settings and home- 
made ornaments, the 
Henry Francis Dii 
Pont Winterthur Mu- 
seum recreates the 
celebrations our 
American forefathers 
enjoyed, in rooms that 
date from the Colo- 
nial, Federal, and Em- 
pire periods, from over 
the entire Eastern 
seaboard. Decorations 
came from nature— 
fruit in tempting cen- 
terpieces, evergreens 
in unexpected places 
— and they were 
often designed to en- 
hance a festive ar- 
rangement of holiday 
food. The etching he- 
low inspired the sur- 
prises for a child's 
Christmas party in 
the farmhouse parlor, 
ri^ht: a holly tree 
centerpiece hung with 
cookies, surrounded 
by a tiny picket fence 
that shelters toy ani- 
mals. Also found in 
an early print were 
the ornaments used in 
the Windsor Tavern 
Room, left—sprigs of 
holly and boxwood set 
in each pane of the 
muntined window. 
Yuletide refreshment 
is a hospitable spread 
of nuts and spiced ale. 
For more Christmas 
cheer, turn the page. 

Above left: In a New 
England tavern of 1780- 
1820, Windsor chairs, 
pewter tankards and 
plates, an oak gateleg 
table, and a mahogany 
card table reproduce 
the cozy inn of an 
early etching. 
Right: The Kershner 
parlor, from a 1755 
Pennsylvania farm- 
house, decorated to 
delight a child. Red 
boot is in the Pennsyl- 
vania German tradition. 
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^aper 
^angels, 
pyramids 
of fruit on 

old-fashioned 
holiday tables 

Because holiday entertaining 
meant setting out the best. 
Early American Christmas 
tables brought together trea- 
sures from tar and wide. At 
Winterthur, combinations of 
domestic and imported an- 
tiques let us see how different 
styles mix to give these rooms 
their charm. The Queen Anne 
Dining Room, above, is set for 
an evening party, with center- 
pieces that are stately and de- 
licious: four pyramids of lady 
apples and grapes nestled in 

^m wm 

apples, pears, grapes, and a 
crowning pineapple. Pewter 
tankards and English pistol 
knives gleam beside pewter 
candlesticks; the blue and 
white upholstery on Queen 
Anne armchairs is warmed by 
the unusual tones of English 
glazed earthenware plates in 
Chinese patterns—no two 
alike. In the Georgia Dining 
Room, opposite page top. the 
candy tree centerpiece an- 
noimces the dessert course: 
plates of iced cakes, cookies, 
candv. and fruit. A Christmas 

angels  on   the  console  tabi i 
seasons the sunny room, anj 
the   white   damask   cloth    ' 
draped   with   swags   of   bw 
wood. On the table in the D 
Pont    Dining    Room,    nnh 
where the family once dinei 
Christmas color comes froi 
cones of green pears at eacj 
end of the table and two smal 
kumquat   trees   that   flank 
center bowl of apples, pea 
grapes, and the exotic pij 
apple. For a selection of 1 81 
century   recipes   that   mi§ 
have been served, please tii^ 

m 
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Opposite page: The Queen Anne Dining Room, from a 
;iouse in Derry, N.H. of about 1760, borrows its name 
from the chairs and graceful silver pattern. Above: Fur- 
niture in the Georgia Dining Room, from a IVlilledgeville, 

j Ga., house of about 1837, represents the flowering of 
j American Empire decorating-but the fruit jelly tree is 
I a Christmas idea popular among German settlers of the 
I early 19th century. Left: The Du Pont Dining Room 
j has an Aubusson carpet, Federal mahogany table, 
sideboard, and chairs, and woodwork from a 1733 
Centerville,- Md. house. Dessert is pots of creme 

I brulee, epergne dishes of candy on a mirror tray. 
Plates and pots are Chinese export porcelain. 

I Winterthur will give its Christmas tour from Dec. 12-31. 
For further information write Henry Francis Du Pont 
Winterthur Museum, Winterthur, Del. 19735 
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An embroidery garden 
^* [parterre de broderie) 

woven with Christmas 
flowers and wrapped like 
a present in a lattice 
house. It's like a trip to 
17th-century France- 
one of the eleven 
around-the-world 
gardens under glass at 
the Duke Gardens in 
Somerville, N.J. Left: 
Boxwood fleur-de-lis brim 
with tulips and poinsettias. 
Right: Poinsettias in a 
boxwood heart. The 
gardens are open daily, 
October 1 through June 1, 
12 to 4, by reservation. 
IQPST 
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flowers 
alijoiirfeet, 
and a gazebo 
ivhere 
its always 
summer 
\ magical escape from 
he everyday—that's 

A hat Mrs. Francis 
Carpenter wanted in 
her Massachusetts cot- 
tage, where David 
Barrett and four tal- 
ented artists worked 
miracles with paint. 
"You can't be unhap- 
py in this house," says 
Mrs. Carpenter. "It's 
always cheerful." In 
the living room, op- 
posite page, top, the 
floor was stripped, 
bleached, and stained 
green, then covered 
with a painted white 
"rug" with stenciled 
llowers and a border 
uf painted fringe. An 
eye-fooling kickback 
at one corner, opposite 
page, bottom, en- 
hances the illusion: 
Cjuests always try to 

turn the corner down." 
More imaginative ro- 
mance in the breakfast 
room, top left: Painted 
latticework on ceiling 
and doors to cabinets 
and kitchen, decorated 
with exotic birds and 
morning-glories give 
the small room the 
freshness of a gazebo. 

Far left, top: Green- 
sprigged "rug" pairs 
with summery fabric in 
the white living room. 
Far left, bottom: You 
can't straighten this 
rug though guests try. 
Left, top: Breakfast 
room table Dase is 
wood carved like a tree 
stump, painted white, 
Left, bottom: Painted 
ponies, geese, and 
swallows on garage 
doors make a "stable" 
at end of driveway. 
DAViO MASSEY 129 
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What Mrs. Carpenter likes best 
about her house is its originali- 
ty. "Each room is unique," she 
says. "People aren't used to 
trompe I'oeil though it's an old 
French decorating technique. 
I've lived with and loved it all 
my life; it's incredibly light and 
gay." In the luxurious tumble 
of twigs and flowers that unites 
the master bedroom and dress- 
ing-room/bath upstairs, paint, 
fabric, and wallpaper all con- 
tribute—but can you tell them 
apart? David Barrett used 
Brunschwig wallpaper on walls 
and ceiling of the dressing- 
room/hath, top left and riifhl. 

m 

fabric in the same pattern for 
slipcovers, curtains, and table- 
cloths. Then he freshened 
everything with lots of ruffled 
white organdy and dotted swiss 
—some real, some trompe 
I'oeil—and gave the space extra 
interest and privacy with a free- 
standing divider-closet. "The 
whole upstairs is my own re- 
treat," says Mrs. Carpenter, 
"and it's summer there when 
it's snowing in the rest of Mas- 
sachusetts." In the dressing 
room, top left and opposite 
page, closet doors arc painted 
to look like shirred fabric tied 
with   ribbon   hows;   the   free- 

standing closet is decorated on 
one  side  with  a  painted  twig 
etagere whose shelves hold a 
trompe-l'oeil basket and book, 
a   framed   picture,   a   vase  of 
flowers,   and   a  fat   white  cat { 
curled at its foot. The closet's ! 
other side, bottom right, faces 
the  bath  and   backs  a  vanity ; 
table with a built-in basin; real 
swags of fabric with a green- 
fringed border curtain off' the 
bath, top right, and frame win-, 
dows. In the bedroom, bottom 
left, trompe I'oeil is a decorat-i 
ing problem-solver:  An eight-% 
panel screen across storage and^' 
dormers provides the unbrokenjj 
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n llw brdrooiti, a [minted 
garden; in the dressing room, 
nn etagere thatisnt there 
wall the room was missing. Its 
sectioned panels, decorated 
with painted birds, twigs, and 
hanging Howcrs, create niches 
tor the skirted tables; its center 
panel looks like a curtain of 
labric hanging from tangled 
branches behind the bed—but 
it's really painted to match the 

tableskirts. Peeking out from 
behind the rullled pillows on the 
bed arc two more, painted right 
on the screen. "I think we're 
going to see more of this kind 
of decorating in the future," 
says Mrs. Carpenter. "The 
more people sec of it, the more 
they like it." 

Opposite page, clockwise from left: Trompe 
roeil closet doors, painted to look like 
shirred fabric, break up the pattern 
on dressing-room walls and ceiling, slip- 
covers, and curtains. Fringed fabric curtains 
off bathroom; sink stands against floating 
closet that divides dressing room in half, 
provides wall space for mirror and lamps. 
Center panel of painted screen in bedroom 
makes a headboard with trompe-l'oeil curtain 
and organdy pillows. Above: Twig and branch 
motif breaks into full force on the trompe- 
l'oeil closet door, painted like an etagere 
standing against more white fabric that 
seems to hang from an invisible tree. 
Trompe-l'oeil designed by David Barrett. 
Artists: Bruce Dilts (breakfast room), Caryl 
Hall and David Cohn (living room, bedroom); 
cabana and garage doors designed by George 
Davis. Shopping information, page 202. 
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[ESBAbove, snug conversati m center, two steps down, trimmed with 
mirror, lined with sailcloth sotas, defines living area in atr-purpose room. 
Top, right: Roof-high windows of cedar house capture sweeping bay views. 
If.fj-.H Bottom, right, differing t.oor levels and ceiling heights 
vary living, dining, kitchen argas of big room. Rear glass wall doubles light. 

If«fj-.H Right, glass-topped dm ig table built into carpeted floor recess has 
floor pads for seats. Built-in furniture unclutters and enlarges room. 
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N in a dynamic 
house designed 

for flexible living 
Hcrcs a house lor weekends on Fire 
Island that adapts to many needs, 
interests, and aetivities—and does it 
all in less than 1,700 square feet. 
Designer Horace Gillord planned it 
with glass walls fore and aft to ally 
it with the outdoors. But, while 
glass frames the active living space, 
sleeping rooms are located, for pri- 
vacy, downstairs. Topside, one great 
room, 27 by 27 feet, includes living 
and dining areas and the kitchen. 
Since they are on different levels, 
each also acts as an independent, 
self-contained room. Outdoors, two 
kinds of decks double living space: 
the front deck, bordering Great 
South Bay and the boating scene, 
and a rear deck, secluded by shrub- 
bery, a hideaway for sunning and 
alfresco meals. Because the 17-foot- 
high room and outdoor decks are 
linked by the floor-to-ceiling glass 
walls, they can be used separate- 
ly, or joined as one high, wide 
and handsome space. Yet within 
the space, materials are budget- 
minded, and easily maintained. 
Walls and ceilings are rough sawn 
cedar; furniture and storage is built 
in. Downstairs, a floor away from 
upstairs activity, are 3 bedrooms, 2 
baths, a quiet court. The most con- 
vincing proof the house is flexible to 
use comes from the owners—Patrick 
Travis, Bill Wall, Richard Barry, 
William Stockman. They occupy it 
in turns (a new way of affording a 
weekend house) and 
make different 

House plan 
on two floors. 
Building facts, 
page 202. 
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Dutch Coffee 
Get into the spirit of things with this 
luscious Dutch Coffee: Pour l'/2 oz. of 
Vandermint in a cup and fill with hot 
coffee. Top it off with whipped cream 
for a real "Dutch treat." Making it with 
Vandermint makes the difference. 

by\&ndermint. 
THE MINTED CHOCOLATE LIQUEUR 

FROM HOLLAND. ABOUT $12 A BOTTLE. 
Free Vandermint Booklet of Drink and Food Recipes: 

Vandermint Recipes, Box 1645, FDR Sta., NY., NY. 10022 

MtAL IN 
MINUTES 

MENU 
Grapefruit, cucumber salad 

Pasta shells with bacon, 
peas, and ricotta 
Amaretti cookies 

In her most recent book. More 
Classic Italian Cookini^, Mar- 
cclla Hazan describes her 
cooking as that ""in which the 
least complicated means arc 
used to achieve the most satis- 
fying results," and this menu 
lor four is one delicious exam- 
ple. Mrs. Hazan traveled all 
over Italy talking to good 
cooks and collecting recipes 
that retlect the style of each 
province — but she stresses 
that every cook can personal- 
ize a recipe. You might begin 
with the two here, paired for 
texture, flavor, and color con- 
trasts and just right for either 
lunch or supper; preparation 
tor the meal will take about 
30 minutes. 

.Set the peas for the pasta 
sauce out to thaw—or shell 
and start cooking fresh ones 
—while you peel and slice the 
cucumber, grapefruit, and 
radishes for the salad. Cut a 
bit of orange zest into fine juli- 
enne to add to it, if you like. 
You can assemble the salad 
before cooking the pasta, but 
wait until you're at the table 
to toss with salt, olive oil, and 
lemon juice. Mrs. Hazan finds 
that, unless you're using fresh 
peas, you can begin the sauce 
at the same time you start the 
water for the pasta. Saute the 
bacon and add the peas, toss 
cooked pasta with ricotta and 
butter in serving bowl, then 
pour sauce over all, toss once 
more with grated Parmesan, 
and serve. 

Grapefruit and 
cucumber salad 

Juice of V2 lemon, freshly 
squeezed 

Julienned zest of '/j orange 
(optional) 

METHOD 
n Place cucumber slices in 
salad bowl. Cut grapefruit slices 
in half, or, if they are very large, 
in 4 sections. Remove all seeds 
and place grapefruit in bowl 
with cucumber. Add radish 
slices to the bowl. Tear mint 
leaves into small pieces and 
add to bowl. Add orange zest. 
Dress salad with salt, olive oil, 
lemon juice. Toss thoroughly 
and serve at once. Serves 4. 

Pasta shells 
with bacon, peas, 
and ricotta 

INGREDIENTS 
V-f pound lean bacon, cut into 

narrow strips 
'6 of a 10-ounce package 

frozen tiny peas, thawed or 
1 pound fresh peas 
(unshelled weight) 

Salt 
1 -pound package small pasta 

shells or other pasta 
'/i pound ricotta cheese 
1 tablaspoon butter 
'.I cup Parmesan cheese, 

freshly grated 
Freshly ground black pepper 

METHOD 
n Put the bacon in a small 
saute pan or saucepan and cook 
over medium heat until it is 
very lightly browned and the fat 
melts. Do not let it become too 

Continued on page J58 
From "More Classic Itolion Cooking ' by 
Morcello Polini Horan and Victor Hozan. 
Copyrighl © 197a bv Morcello Polini Hozan 
and Vicfof Hazan. Repiinfed bv permis<ion 
ol  Allred  A    Kncpl.   Inc. 

i 

AduptccI from "More Classic 
luilian Cookiiifi" 
INGREDIENTS 
1 cucumber, washed and thinly 

sliced (peel only if waxed) 
1 small pink grapefruit, or 

' J average size 
5 or 6 small red radishes, well 

washed and thinly sliced 
A few fresh mint leaves 
Salt 
Olive oil 

Opposite page: Just the 
beginning of a table of 
traditional smorgasbord dishes 
and the best place to start- 
tasting the Ox Eye, right, a 
spicy appetizer, anchovies, 
beets, capers, and onion ring 
egg yolks. A little of each is 
mixed together and spread on 
buttered crisp bread. Tiny 
rye-bread sandwiches fill a 
hollowed loaf. Next to it, a bowl 
of sweet/sour mustard sauce 
for the marinated salmon, 
shown at top. More about the 
party, page 138. \l 
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ItfQsfes like real apricot. 
NoturQlly. 

Because it^ Leroux. 
Sip a Leroux Apricot and you'll think you've picked it off the 

tree. That's because only true fruit flavors and the finest of 
natural ingredients are good 

enough for Leroux International 
Liqueurs. Once you've tasted 
Leroux, no other liqueurs will do. 

The Leroux Apricot Sour. 
MIX VA OZ. lemon or lime juice, IV? oz. 
Leroux Apricot Flavored Brandy, 1 tsp. 
sugar, 1 oz. fresh orange juice. Shake, 
strain, garnish with orange 
slice and cherry. 

LefOuxPfnter notiohQl Liqueurs 
From France, Ifoly, U.S., Austria, and Denmark. 

yOjfxpof. For free recipes, write General Wine & Spirits, Box 1645 FDR Srotion, N.Y., N.Y. 10022 



This month in Wine & Food: International flavors for an American Christmas—tips from 
.1 master party-giver, a Swedish smorgasbord, a rustic Italian barbecue, a special French 
jinner, plus punches and potables for parties 

A Christmas feast with twenty-five different things to taste 

» V ^"" ^"' **" '^^ stops for Christmas, 
y ^ combine all the best holiday tradi- 
I> tions and foods in one huge, beauti- 

ful party as did Ulla Wachtmeister, wife 
of Count Wilhelm Wachtmeister, 

Sweden's ambassador to the United States. 
While the children at the party celebrated 
St. Lucia Day—usually December 13 and 
the beginning of the holiday season—with 
costumes, homemade gingerbread houses, 
and cookies, the adults were treated to a 
Swedish smorgasbord. Slim and blonde. 
Countess Wachtmeister walks with an 
athletic countrywoman's step hinting at 
the energy that propels her through enter- 
taining an average of 5,000 guests a year 

A buffet of hot and cold dishes works 
well for entertaining lots of people. The 
Christmas party serves 50 with very little 
tending by the hostess. Countess Wacht- 
meister thinks out the presentation of 
dishes in such a way that they continue to 
look well even after several helpings have 
been taken. The Eggs Gripsholm, a simple 
mixture of hard-boiled eggs in bechamel, 
is spread out on the serving plate, then 

r^, 

Ulla Wachtmeister 

Every party should have a 
liferent mood to fit the people, 

the season, the food 
H. 

rows of garnishes arranged over the top 
so each person gets a good supply of bacon 
and parsley as well as the main dish. 

Lots of ducks are roasted ahead of time, 
their breast meat carved off and sliced, then 
reassembled and "glued" back to the car- 
cass with chicken liver pate. The whole 
duck gets a thin icing of more pate 
and a glistening coat of aspic. Countess 
Wachtmeister surrounds one whole duck 
carved in this fashion with several more 
sliced and reassembled duck breasts. The 
leftovers make a wonderful soup—cook 
the bones and legs with aromatic vegetables. 

Aspic serves an important function at 
buffets. The aspic seals the food and pre- 
vents it from drying out while standing on 
the table. It also holds the shape of pates, 
making them easier to serve. The aspic 
reflects light and looks pretty—which is as 
important to Countess Wachtmeister, who 

* 

Swedish anchovies 
Matjes herring on ice with 
chopped onions, 
sour cream 
Boiled potatoes with dill 
Crisp, flat breads, 
wheat bread 
Butter pyramid 
Filled rye bread 
Marinated salmon, 
mustard sauce 
Ox eye 
Molded chicken pate 
Sliced cold ox tongue 
Glazed cold duck 
Liver pate 
Jellied pig's feet 
Smoked reindeer 
Tomato salad 
Sweet and sour 
red cabbage 

\ Lingonberries 
Eggs Gripsholm 
Mr Jansson's temptation 
Stuffed cabbage leaves 
Beef Lindstrbm 
Christmas ham 
Baked suckling pig with 
apples and prunes 
Small Swedish pancakes 
filled with vanilla cream 
and served with 
cloudberry jam 
Ginger cookies 
Aquavit/Red wine 

with an icing of butter and confectioners 
sugar spelling out God Jul (happy 
Christmas). 

A roast pig is not so exotic as you may 
think. Countess Wachtmeister found hers 
with a red ribbon around its neck at the 
supermarket for about $30. An 8-pound 
pig is no bigger than a large turkey and 
probably easier to cook. Just fit in a large 
roasting pan, sprinkle in and out with 
rosemary, and roast until crispy. 

A leek gratin is another favorite 
— layers of sliced leek, potato, 
and egg-milk mixture, seasoned 
with salt and pepper, topped with 
grated cheese, and baked until 

tender. Reheat when ready to serve. 
"I like to use simple ingredients to the 

best effect!' says Ulla Wachtmeister. And 
not only in her cooking. Her decorations 
come from the grounds around the 
Embassy as well as from her collections of 
things gathered from family and travels. 
Hollow tree stumps hold breads and 
support platters; evergreen boughs cover 
Christmas-red cloth ($1 a yard drapery 
fabric), and are frozen in ice around aquavit 
bottles: split logs hide warming candles 
turning her grandmother's copper pots 
into chafing dishes. A large block of ice 
frozen in a plastic gallon container keeps 
Swedish anchovies cold. Traditional 
Swedish straw goats wearing red ribbons 
line the table (legend says the Norse god 
Thor rode a goat). Comfortably large 
square wooden buffet plates are the booty 

is also a painter, as the taste. She gives 
even the butter a new dimension—shaped 
into balls and stacked in a pyramid, it is 
easy for guests to take what they need 
without disturbing the whole shape. 

A buffet offering so many choices is a 
good time to introduce meats or vegetables 
that might be unfamiliar. A ring of cold 
smoked ox tongue (also good hot with a 
Madeira sauce) surrounds a chicken 
mousse mixture of ground chicken and 
cream, spiced with soy sauce, and bound 
with just a touch of flour. Smoked reindeer 
brought especially from Sweden for the 
occasion sits down the table from a nu)re 
familiar and equally traditional ham- 
though even the ham is dressed for dinner 

Potato dishes are emphasized at ChrLstmas 
time and many are easily made ahead. 
One such is Mr. Jansson's temptation: 
Julienne potatoes and layer with thinly 
sliced onions and a few chopped Swedish 
anchovies in a baking dish. Top with pats 
of butter., a little oil from the anchovy can, 
and pour over heavy cream. Bake in a 
moderate oven until golden brown. 

from a trip to Haiti. Even the lighting is 
simple —candles, candles everywhere. Fat 
blue ones among the evergreen, white ones 
in cored, fresh apple candlesticks, more 
in modern metal candelabra. "We love 
color and candles and even light them for 
winter breakfasts." 

For recipes, seepage 144 
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Celebrate 
with a 

Swedish 
Buffet 
Glazed duck, 
marinated sulnion. 
Swedish pancakes 
with cloudberry jam. 
and other delectahk 
thinii.s to eat 

"You have to know how to 
handle a smorgasbord. Yon 
start with herring—but just 
a little bit with a piece o 
buttered potato—then tastes 
ot the cold meats and salads, 
and finally to the hot dishes." 
says Ulla Wachtmeister, wile 
of Sweden's ambassador to 
the United States and cham- 
pion party-giver. Logs on 
the table serve decorative 
and practical purposes— 
each pair supports a hot dish 
and hides warming candles 
between. To freeze bottles of 
spirits as Arvid Johansson. 
Countess Wachtmeister's 
butler and chief organizer, 
does (shown, right)—boil 
water to make it clear, cool, 
then pour aroimd bottles in 
milk cartons. Tuck in gieen- 
ery and freeze. Peel off car- 
ton. The aquavit or vodka 
will get syrupy, but not 
freeze. An extra touch— 
borrow the stopper from a 
decanter. Menu and recipes, 
page 144. 
Top, left to right: Hard to 
K'siM cookies. .W'ver-ciuiini; 
.sinorgMhorcl. Two kinds of 
herring, salmon, ox eye. 
Center, left to right: Aquavit 
witli greens mid crystal 
stopper. Duck "iced" witli 
chicken liver pate. Butter 
pyramid, liver pate. Chicken 
pate in aspic ringed hy 
sliced ox tongue. 
Bottom, left to right: Crepes 
with vanilla (ream and jam. 
Boiled potatoes soak up 
salty flavors. Pig's feet mold 
has parsley crown. Eggs 
Gripsholm arranged 
vertically—parsley, bacon, 
e^es. chopped egg while. 
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Share a rustic 

Italian 
Christmas 
ijj/w^  cooked in a flask, 
and a nu'xed i^iill of meats, 
sausages, squab, and quail, 
all cooked over an 
open hearth 
If there's no fireplace, the 
same meal can be cooked 
with conventional meth- 
ods. The recipes for a 
Christmas or New Year's 
Eve dinner are all from 
Giiiliano Bugialli's (he's 
assembling the grill, right) 
The Fine Art of Italian 
Cooking. "We sit down 
about 10 P.M. and don't 
get up from the table for 
hours! Food the next day 
is lighter; this is the big celebration 
meal." Menu and recipes, page 150. 

Above: The feast spread out in the 
home of Robert Nunnelley. 
Below: Cooking in the fireplace, left 
to right—beans, meat grill with pota- 
toes, and polenta. Inset: molded rice 
dessert. PFt-i^ 
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French 
Christmas 
DinneryAth 
Michel Guerard 
A ininceiir salmon in aspic, 
haron of rabbit with 
noodles and turnips, and an 
apricot-sauced baked 
apple for dessert 
\ festive finale to five days of cook- 
ing classes with Michel Guerard ir 
the Napa Valley—the meal balance? 
Lold/hot, crisp/tender, color/taste 

I he meal leaves your palate in awe. 
You feel as if you've been led down 
a garden path by Guerard's light 
clever, imaginative touch," sayj 
Michael James, who with his partner 
Billy Cross, brings The Great Chef; 
of France to The Robert Mondavi 
Winery each year. Recipes, page 155 

Left: Table loaded with orchids; 
settings from John Simmons, San 
Francisco. Below, Salmon in aspic, 
Guerard sampling wine, rabbit 
with halved kidney, apple with 
almond cream topping, fruit granite. 
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GOOD 
SPIRITS By Henry McNulty 

Toasting Christmas 
Calvados pate, pasta with Armagnac, an old-fashioned 
Wassail, and a frothy banana-rum shake 

Unbridled nostalgia is the usual recipe 
for Christmas celebrations, with a large 
part ot the time spent indulging in pure 
sentiment. Tradition lor the kids" sake I 
go along with, but the adult celebrant, 
having ceased peeping from behind 
mother's skirt, may be pardoned for 
wanting something gutsier in the way of 
feast and frolic. Ring a few daring 
changes on your kitchen carillon. Try 
some new Christmas food and drink 
ideas. 

Carol Adams, a talented painter from 
Oregon, as well as a talented cook, likes 
to give homemade gifts to her friends 
at Christmas. One of her specials is 
Ciflvados Pate. She uses 1 pound chicken 
livers sauteed in 3 tablespoons of butter 
until they are pink in the middle, then 
adds hair a cup chopped onions and 1 
small green apple, chopped. Cook until 
on'on is transparent and cool. Put in a 
food processor and add half a pound of 
butler, 2 tablespoons cream, I teaspoon 
lemon juice, 1 Vz teaspoons salt, pepper, 
and 4 tablespoons Calvados. Pour into 
the craziest mold you have and chill 
until firm. Serve with sliced green apples 
and a good rough, firm bread. 

Her other Christmas treat is Mar- 
malade in a Cand td Orange. Cut tops 
off 4 large oranges and scoop out the 
flesh as if you were going to make tiny 
jack-o'-lanterns. Leave the navel intact. 
Cover the shells with water, boil for 10 
minutes, and drain. Do this individually 
for each one. Cool them. Combine 6 
cups of sugar and 6 of water in a large 
pan with 6 tablespoons of glycerine that 
you have bought in a drugstore, making 
sure the ingred'ents all dissolve, then 
bring to the boil. Add the orange shells 
and lids and boil at 232° until medium 
thick. This could take 3 hours. Let the 
shells sit in the syrup, off the heat, over- 
night. Bring to the boil once more, be- 
ing careful not to burn the syrup. Let 
them cool unt 1 you can handle them, 
remove, and roll them in sugar. 

Next the marmalade filling. For this, 
boil 5 medium-sized whole oranges and 
2 small whole lemons for 40 minutes. 
Let them stand for 4 hours in the water, 
remove, drain and freeze the fruit. (This 
makes it easier to slice thinly into half- 
moons, either in the food processor or 
wi;h a sharp knife.) Bring the sliced fruit 
to a boil in 6 cups of sugar and 3 of 
water; cook for 20 minutes or until 
thickened. Add half a cup of lemon juice 
and 2 tablespoons of cognac. Let it set 
for  4   hours  before  pouring   into  the 

shells. Once you've eaten the marma- 
lade, the shells can be cut up for candied 
orange peel, or julienned and coated 
with bittersweet chocolate for a terrific 
dessert. 

You have probably never had a real 
Wassail, which might be as exotic a way 
to start your Christmas party as any oth- 
er you could dream up. Here is how you 
do it for a party of about 10. First bake 
6 apples, the normal way with brown 
sugar in the middle. Then put VA tea- 
spoon groimd nutmeg, 1 clove, Vi tea- 
spoon ground ginger, a blade of mace, 
an inch-long stick of cinnamon, 3 cori- 
ander seeds, and 3 cardamom seeds into 
a cup of water in a saucepan and bring 
to the boil. Add 2 bottles of medium dry 
sherry (dry, if you prefer), 3 table- 
spoons brandy, and a half-pound of 
granulated sugar. Heat all this slowly. 

Meanwhile, separate 6 eggs and put 
the whites and 3 of the yolks into your 
wassail bowl. When the sherry mixture 
is warm, add a cupful of the liquid to the 
eggs and mix well, repeating the process 
until you have added 5 cupfuls. The 
sherry should have reached nearly boil- 
ing point by this time. As soon as it starts 
to boil, pour it over the eggs, whisking 
the whole briskly to fluff the liquid up. 
Drop the baked apples into the wassail 
and serve. 

The old days in America were more 
casual from the d plomatic point of view 
than they are now, it seems, for when 
Thomas Jefferson was President, he 
asked his charge d'affaires in Rome to 
pop in to Naples some time to buy him 
a macaroni machine for Christmas at the 
White House. It is possible that old 
Thomas made his macaronis the way 
Beppc Bellini, the Florentine antiquary 
and gourmet, likes it, with Armagnac. 
The sauce for this exotic snack (you 
cook the macaroni normally) is made 
by first chopping 1 onion, half a carrot, 
half a stalk of celery, and 3 sprigs of 
parsley. Saute all gently in olive oil. In 
another pan, melt 2 tablespoons of butter 
into which you put 6 peeled tomatoes. 
When they begin to fall apart, pour in 
14 cup old Armagnac and cook for 5 
minutes. Put the onion, celery, etcetera, 
into this mixture. Simmer them together 
for 10 more minutes. Pour over 1'4 
pounds macaroni and toss with ground 
pepper and salt to taste. 

For fighting a rear guard action 
against starvation after the Christmas- 
feasting batde, you could serve Irish 
Coffee. 

There is a Hong Kong version that is 
quite complicated, but delicious. In a 
small saucepan, heat 6 teaspoons of 
sugar until caramelized. To this, you add 
3 cups of strong coffee (espresso, if you 
don't mind adding another nationality to 
this beverage), which you have brewed 
in advance, and a sprinkling of cinnamon 
with the peel of an orange (or 1 measure 
of Cointreau, if you prefer). Bring all 
this to a boil. At the same t-me, heat 2 
jiggers of brandy mixed with 2 of whis- 
key. Pour into 4 stemmed, tulip-shaped 
glasses enough coffee to fill each about 
halfway up. Divide the liquor mixture 
equally between the glasses. On top of 
the whole, you gently pour 2 teaspoons 
of heavy cream per glass. Ah-so—you 
have genuine Oriental Irish Coffee, be- 
gorrah. 

On the other hand, an authentically 
Irish version of this beverage from 
County Kildare (tortunately to be found 
at, and distributed to its lucky guests by, 
the Blackchurch Inn, right beside the 
Punchestown race course) is popular 
because, as the Irish say, "There's both 
atin' and drinkin' in't." This Irish version 
is a double measure of Irish whiskey, of 
course, used to top up I cup of strong 
black coffee in a tall, stemmed wineglass 
in which you have dissolved a teaspoon 
of sugar. Stir well. Add a tablespoon of 
heavy cream. Irish cream is so thick you 
need no artificial aids to make it float, 
but you may have to use an upside-down 
teaspoon over which to pour American 
cream to achieve the same result. 

A Haitian Cafe Diable could be your 
grand finale to the meal. Cut the peel of 
1 orange and I lemon into 4 ounces of 
rum with 6 lumps of sugar in a small 
saucepan and heat them. Separately heat 
another 4 ounces of the liquor, flame it, 
then drop in 1 cinnamon stick, and add 
to the first batch of heated spirit. As the 
flame dies down, pour in 3 cups of strong 
black coffee, blend the mixture, and serve 
in demitasses. 

For a .semi-freddo cocktail, put 2 
dashes each of Angostura and curagao 
into a blender, with a teaspoon of sugar 
dissolved in a bit of water. Add ice and 
4 ounces light rum. Blend until the ice 
is mushy. Spoon into a glass with the 
juice of 1 lemon. Add a twist of lemon 
peel. Serve with straws if you like. 

Four festive friends might enjoy a 
banana-rum milkshake. Peel 4 ripe ba- 
nanas, slice, and remove the center with 
its seeds. Poach them in lightly boiling 
water for 5 minutes. Cut and blend them 
in a mixer with 4 glasses of milk, 8 
teaspoons powdered sugar, 4 egg yolks, 
and 4 ounces white rum until you have 
a smooth, unctuous liquid. You can 
either serve this hot for the winter season 
or cold in summer. ■ 



The Bacardi rum cake. 
Nice. And easy 

( ^ 
.J BACARDLrum cake L. 

Cake: 
1 cup chopped pecans or walnuts 
1 18'/2 oz. pkg. yellow cake mix 
1 3% oz. pkg. Jell-O* Vanilla 

Instant Pudding and Pie Filling 
4 eggs 
'/2 cup cold water 
'/2 cup Wesson*' Oil 
'/j cup Bacardi dark rum (80 prooO 

Glaze: 
'/4 lb. butter 
'4 cup water 
1 cup granulated sugar 
Vi cup Bacardi dark mm (80 prooO 

Preheat oven to 325°F. Grease and flour 10" 
tube or 12-cup Bundt" pan. Sprinkle nuts over 
bottom of pan. Mix all cake ingredients together. 
Pour batter over nuts. Bake 1 hour. Cool. Invert on 
serving plate. Prick top. Drizzle and smooth glaze 
evenly over top and sides. Allow cake to absorb 
glaze. Repeat till glaze is used up. 
Glaze: Melt butter in saucepan. Stir in water and 
sugar. Boil 5 minutes, stirring constantly. Remove 
from heat. Stir in mm. 
Optional: Decorate with whole maraschino cherries 
and border of sugar frosting or whipped cream. 
Serve with seedless green grapes dusted with 
powdered sugar. 

For free booklet of recipes for entrees, desserts, snacks, hors 
doeuvres, drinks and punches, write: Bacaidi Imports. Inc , 
Dept, MHG, Bacardi BIdg., Miami, FL 3.1137 AMBER  L»8^^ 

'1/ 

BACARDI 

Made in Puerto Rico. 



As the head of Creative Services for 
Coming, I've traveled all over the 
countn,' for years, giving lectures and 
demonstrations, spreading the word 
about new products and accessories, 
dispensing tips on use and care, and 
cooking up recipe ideas. Yet I realize I 
could out-travel Gulliver and still only 
reach a small number of the homes in 

America that own Corning products. So starting now, I'll be 
talking to millions of you with this spe- 
cial column, which I hope you'll come to 
consider your column. I'd really like to 
hear from you. Here are some examples 
of what you'll be hearing from me. 

 "PC-rated Brandy Balls. 
Knowing how kids get their licks out of 
mixing bowls, I must warn you that this 
recipe is rated "PG." These Brandy Balls 
make marvelous homemade holiday 
gifts and keep wonderfully-especially 
when I pack them into Corning "Show-It-Air"glass cannis- 
ters. They show them off to their best advantage and have 
the added advantage of making lasting gifts in themselves. 

I3V2-OZ. package 
graham cracker crumbs 

1 cup confectioners' sugar 
Vi cup cocoa 
8 oz. finely chopped walnuts 

Blend by hand until pasty; then pinch off jjicces to shape 
•'i" balls. Place in Show-It-All containers and chill overnight. 
Makes 6 dozen. 

'1 cup corn syrup or 
licjuid brown sugar 

'/■) cup orange liqueur 
'/:3 cup brandy 

The 1\irkey Ti-ot. 
Here's a holiday turkey that trots from its main roasting in 
your microwave to a final 15 minutes in your regular oven at 
400°-emerging in a glaze of glorj'. The glaze is a blend of V2 
cup butter, '2 tsp. ginger, 2 tbs. each honey, brown sugar and 

water, heated till melted, then 
brushed on the turkey just 
before inserting in the regular 
oven. The entire Turkey Trot 
is performed in one Corning 
Ware* roasting pan that does 
all the steps: microwave to 
oven to table. And when the 
party's over... 

No elbow grease. 
Because your Corning Ware roaster is so hard and nonporous, 
it's easy to clean. You don't have to use metal scouring pads- 
in fact, you shouldn't! They just leave soft metal residue. 
Simply fill your roaster with detergent and water and walk 
awav. (Later you may lightly scrub bad burn-ons with plastic 
mesli.) It's so easy it may make you feel uneasy-but your 
conscience will be as clean as your Corning Ware pan. 

At your service, /our service,y •   - 

CORNING 
CORNELIUS O'DONNELL. CREATIVE SERVICES. DEFT. B-L CORNING GLASS WORKS. CORNING. N.Y. 14830 

CORMING V/ARE IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF CORNING GLASS WORKS. CORNING. M.Y 11830 

Swedish buffet 
continiiccl from page 139 

Ox eye 
INGREDIENTS 
5 3-ounce cans Swedish anchovy fillets, 

finely chopped 
'/2 pound beets, finely chopped 
V2 pound onion, finely chopped 
3 egg yolks 
Capers 
Swedish rye crispbread, butter 

METHOD 
n Place chopped anchovies in a ring in 
the center of a round platter. Surround 
with a ring of chopped beets, then with an 
outside ring of onion. Place egg yolks in 
the center of the dish in anchovy ring. 
Garnish with a thin ring of capers. 
n The first person to help himself stirs 
some of all ingredients together with serv- 
ing spoon. Take a small spoonful on your 
buffet plate to eat on buttered crispbread. 
Serves 6-8. 

Jellied pig^s feet 
(Syllii) 

INGREDIENTS 
4-5 fresh pig's feet, rinsed well and cut 

in halves lengthwise 
Salt, pepper 
Allspice 

METHOD 
n Place pig's feet in a saucepan of boil- 
ing salted water to cover and boil until 
tender, about %-l hour. Cut all meat from 
the bones and discard bones. Cut meat 
into very small pieces. Strain the stock and 
season with salt, pepper, and allspice. Re- 
turn meat to the stock, bring to a boil, and 
simmer until somewhat reduced. Pour mix- 
ture into a loaf pan and chill until firm. To 
serve, dip mold briefly into warm water, 
unmold onto a serving platter. Serves 6-8. 

Filled rye bread 
INGREDIENTS 
1 large loaf rye bread, round or 

rectangular, unsliced 
1 cup butter, softened 
1 bunch scallions, finely chopped 
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METHOD 
n Use a sharp knife to remove the top of 
the loaf of bread and set it aside. Cut out 
the inner part of the bread in one whole 
piece, cutting through bottom crust. Slice 
this thinly, as you would for sandwiches. 
Combine butter and scallions in a bowl. 
Spread this mixture over slices of the 
bread, top with another slice, then halve or 
quarter the sandwiches. Fill the hollowed 
"breadbasket" with these sandwiches and 
serve with the top of the bread decoratively. 
set to one side. Makes about 30-40 smalli 
sandwiches. 

Continued on page 146^ 
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L1.^ 

F'rcsh cheese! There's 
notliing hke it lor szood, 
wholesome e;Ui'!<i:. 

It's what kiaft promises 
in its Iresh-wrapped Cheddars 
and Colhys. Mi!d to sliarp- 
re<2;uhir wrap or traditional 
wax dipped-KRx\Fr' Cheddars 
and Coll)ys give an extra 
helping of flavor to salads, 
casseroles, all kinds of dishes. 
1 lie; 're the cheeses with the 
uagiiii symbol of freshness 
riglit on the package. 
l1uit\s freshnrs'   'or sure. 

America spells cheese KRAFT. 



Swedish buffet 
continued from pa^c 144 

Marinated salmon 
A special recipe for frozen salmon 
INGREDIENTS 
3-pound salmon, cut in half lengthwise 

while still frozen, but a bit soft 
1 cup coarse salt 
Fresh dill, chopped 
Mustard sauce (recipe below) 

METHOD 

n Place salmon halves side by side on a 
tray or baking sheet with the skin side 
down. Coat each half of the salmon with a 
layer of salt like a fine coat of snow. Leave 
in a fairly cold place 12 hours, then remove 
any salt that has not been absorbed into 
the fish and lift out the bones. Do not re- 
move the skin. Put the two halves together 
and place in the refrigerator in a sealed 
plastic bag another 12 hours or longer—it 
will keep in the refrigerator for up to a 
week. To serve, pat dry with paper towels if 
necessary, slice thinly, and arrange on a 
platter. Garnish with fresh chopped dill. 
Serve with mustard sauce. 

Mustard sauce 
INGREDIENTS 
2 tablespoons Dijon-style mustard 
1 tablespoon sugar 
1 egg yolk, lightly beaten 
Vi cup salad oil 
Salt, freshly ground black pepper 
2 tablespoons fresh dill, finely chopped 

METHOD 

n Mix together the mustard, sugar, and 
egg yolk in a bowl or blender. Gradually 
beat in the salad oil and continue beating 
until the sauce is thick and smooth. Add 
salt and pepper to taste and the fresh dill. 
Makes about %cup. 

Eggs Gripsholm 
INGREDIENTS 
10 eggs 
2 tablespoons butter 
2 tablespoons flour 
2 cups milk, heated to the boll 
Salt, pepper 
Pinch nutmeg 
V2 cup Parmesan cheese 
¥4 pound bacon, crisply cooked and 

chopped 
1 large bunch parsley, chopped 

METHOD 
n Boil the eggs in a saucepan 10 min- 
utes. Remove, submerge in cold water, 
and let cool. Meanwhile, melt butter in a 
heavy-bottomed saucepan over very low 
heat. Blend in flour and cook slowly, stir- 
ring, for about 2 minutes—do not let the 
mixture take on any color. Remove pan 
from heat, pour in hot milk all at once, and 
beat vigorously with a wire whisk. 
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□ Set pan over moderately high heat and 
stir with whisk until sauce comes to the 
boil and simmer 5 minutes, stirring. Re- 
move pan from heat, beat in salt, pepper 
to taste and the nutmeg. Mix in the Par- 
mesan cheese. 
n Shell the boiled eggs, reserve a few 
yolks to sieve, then chop the rest of the 
yolks rather coarsely. Dice the egg whites, 
reserving about V3 of them. Mix the 
chopped eggs into the sauce. Pour the hot 
egg mixture on a warm serving plate. Gar- 
nish on top with rows of chopped bacon, 
egg yolks, egg white, parsley. Serve hot. 

Beef Lindstrom 
INGREDIENTS 
1V4 pounds ground beef 
2 boiled potatoes, finely chopped 
2 egg yolks 
Vz cup cream 
2 pickled beets, finely chopped 
1 onion, finely chopped 
2 teaspoons capers, finely chopped 
Salt, white pepper 
Butter 
Parsley 

METHOD 
n Mix together ground beef, potatoes, 
egg yolks, and cream in a bowl. Add the 
beets, onions, and capers and stir to 
blend. Season with salt and pepper, then 
shape in small, rather thick round patties. 
Melt butter in a skillet until sizzling, add 
patties and brown them quickly, but do 
not overcook them. The patties should be 
very juicy, so will not need a sauce, but 
you may serve them with the pan juices. 
Garnish with parsley. Serves 6. 

Sweet and sour 
red cabbage 
INGREDIENTS 
2 tablespoons butter 
1 large head red cabbage, sliced finely 

into long pieces 
1 tablespoon light corn syrup 
2 apples, chopped 
1 onion, chopped 
Juice of 1 lemon 
V3 cup vinegar 
Salt, pepper to taste 

METHOD 
n Melt butter in a large skillet or sauce- 
pan, add cabbage and syrup and fry slowly 
while mixing. Add the apples, onion, lemon 
juice, and vinegar. Season with salt and 
pepper, cover, and cook over low heat 
about 1 hour, turning often. Add a little 
water if necessary while the cabbage 
cooks. Serve with ham and other meats. 

Baked suckling pig 
INGREDIENTS 
1 8-12 pound suckling pig 
Salt, pepper 
3 tablespoons dried rosemary 
3 pounds apples, halved 

Butter 
2 cans chicken consomme 
10 apples, halved in a sawed-tooth pattern 
1 pound prunes, pitted and cooked 

in water 

METHOD 

G Have the butcher prepare the pig for 
roasting. Scald the pig to release a bit of 
the fat, then wipe dry. Place in a large 
baking pan, season the interior of the pig 
with salt, pepper, and rosemary, and fill 
with apple halves. Butter the pig well and 
pour the consomme around it. Bake 20 
minutes in a preheated 425° oven, then 
reduce heat to 400°. Roast the pig about 
2 hours total, basting often with pan 
juices. If the skin bubbles, prick with a 
fork, and cover with foil when it is nicely 
browned to prevent burning. When it is 
done, remove pig to a serving platter. 
Serve with a whole apple in its mouth and 
surround with baked or poached apple 
halves (cook for about 5 minutes) filled 
with prunes. Serves 12-14. 

Stuffed cabbage leaves 
(Kdltloniar) 
INGREDIENTS 
8 large cabbage leaves 
2 teaspoons salt 
% pound ground beef 
'^ pound ground pork 
V2 cup cooked rice * 
1 egg 
2 teaspoons flour 
¥2 cup milk 
Pepper 
Butter 
1 tablespoon brown sugar or 

dark syrup 
Beef broth 
2 tablespoons flour 
2 tablespoons heavy cream 
Soy sauce to taste 

METHOD 
D Place  cabbage  leaves  in a  kettle  in 
water with 1 teaspoon salt, bring to a boil, 
and simmer about 4 minutes—do not over- 
cook the cabbage. Remove from water and 
drain well. Cut leaves in half. 
n Mix  together  in  a   bowl  the  ground 
meat, rice, egg, flour, milk,  1 teaspoon 
salt, and pepper.  Divide mixture evenly 
among the cabbage leaves, spreading it 
down the center and leaving a border all 
around. Do not overstuff the leaves. Fold 
the sides of leaves over meat, then roll up 
loosely, envelope fashion. 
n Melt butter in a baking pan, add the 
cabbage rolls, and pat on top with butter. 
Sprinkle with brown sugar or syrup. Bake 
in  a   preheated  350°  oven   50-60  min- 
utes, turning the rolls once to ensure even 
browning. Add a bit of water during cook- 
ing if the rolls look as if they might burn. 
Make a brown sauce of the pan juices, beef 
broth, flour; add cream and soy sauce to^- 
taste. Serve with boiled potatoes and ling-* 
onberries or cranberry sauce as well, if^ 
desired. Continued on page 148 • 



The tempting Mustard Mold 
Classiquc. Made special with 
KRAFT Real Mayonnaise. Sim- 
ple, yet elegant with your late- 
night holiday buffet. And just a 
sliver with roast beef or ham 
satisfies. With this lOc coupon, 
it's truly something to relish. 

MUSTARD MOLD CLASSIQUE 
1 envelope unflavored gelatin 

1/2 cup cold water 
1 cup KRAFl" Real Mayonnaise 

1/2 cup KRAIT Pure Prepared 
Mustard 

1/4 teaspoon salt 
1/4 teaspoon paprika 
1/2 cup heavy cream, whipped 

Lettuce 
Soften gelatin in cold water; stir 
over low heat until dissolved. 
Cool. Combine mayonnaise, mus- 
tard and seasonings. Gradually 
stir in gelatin. Chill until slightly 
thickened; fold in whipped 
cream. Pour into lightly oiled 1 qt. 
mold. Chill until set. IJnmold; sur- 
round with lettuce. Serve with 
iiaiii \Ji isjasi u^Li sii\.«>s aiiu 

relishes, if desired. 8 servings 

STORE COUPON 

Save 10** 
one 48 oz. jar of KRAFT real mayonnaise. 
To Hw groctr: You are authorized to act as our agent in redeemiiig 

j,tbjs coupon. We will reimburse ypu'tof the face value dt this 
iibupon plus 5t for handling each coupon, provitfed you and the 
Bustomer have complied with the Jel^sflfjhis offerrProof of 
purchase of sufficient product speSfieiJ-to" eover coupons re- 

; deemed must be.furnished upon request.,Pedemption through';' 
■ outsideagencies,brol(ers. etc., will not 1)6, , 

honored unless authorized by Kraff: The       ^'- ^— 

customer must pay any sales or Sirflilarta/     ■ • 
on product purchased. Coupon voib rl.use 
is prohibited: restricted or taxed. Good-only . 
where this offer is displayed pradvertisjed.    ' 
Cash redemption value of coupon 1/20<. 
Redemption on other than product speci- 
fied constitues fraud. Krjtt,-ltM:,.Rre P.O. 
Box 1600, Clinton, Iowa 52734;;!; 

REDEEM PROMPTLY; 

May 31,1979 

ONE COUPON PER ITEM PURCHASE 



ONCEJOU COULDN'T BUY 
CALIFDRNIAWINE IN A BOTTLE. 

UNLESS IT WAS INGLENOOK. 

Before Inglcnocik, when you bought 
wine you had to bring vour own bottle 

of consistent quality. That's why Inglenook 
became the first Cahfornia wine to be sold 
"exclusively in bottles!' 

Captain Niebaum understood that 
fine wine required more than just 
superior grapes. And after 100 years of 
making fine wine, we still understand. 

THE YEAR WAS 1879 and there 
was no such thing as a premium 
California wine. Because California 
wine wasn t even sold in bottles. You 
had to bring your own. 

Our founder, Gustave Niebaum, 
realized that no matter how much 
pampering the grapes received, without 
bottling there could 
be no guarantee 

^'-^i'V 

Inclemx>k \'inevards. Kuthcrlord, Napa Valley. California 

Celebrating 100 years oj Superior H'inemal^ing 

1879-1979 

Swedish buffet 
continued from page 146 

Christmas ham 
INGREDItNrS 
12-15 pound ham, pickled in orme 
24 allspice berries or peppercorns 
1 egg, well beaten 
Dry mustard 
Brown sugar 
1 cup fine dry bread crumbs 
2 tablespoons butter, softened 
7-8 tablespoons confectioners sugar 
Yellow food color (optional) 

METHOD 

n Place ham in a large kettle with enough 
water to cover. Add allspice. Bring to a 
boil and simmer 4-5 hours for a 12-pound 
ham, 5-6 hours for a 15-pound ham. Let 
ham cool in the water, then remove to an 
ovenproof platter or baking dish. Remove 
rind and cut away excess fat. Brush with 
beaten egg. Mix together equal parts of 
dry mustard and brown sugar and coat the 
ham with the mixture, then sprinkle bread 
crumbs over all. Bake in a preheated 350° 
oven 20 minutes, until nicely browned on 
the outside. Cool. If you want to decorate 
ham, whip together butter, sugar, and food 
coloring. Use to pipe "Happy Christmas" 
onto ham. 
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Glazed cold duck 
INGREDIENTS 
1 5-pound duck 
1 lemon 
Salt 
Chicken liver pate (recipe below) 
Aspic of chicken consomme and gelatin 
Whole ripe olives 
Parsley 

METHOD 
n Scald the duck to release some of the 
fat if desired, then pat duck dry and place 
on a rack in a baking pan. Rub the cavity 
of the duck with a cut lemon and rub the 
skin with salt. Place in a preheated 375° 
oven for IV2 to 2 hours, pricking the skin 
often and draining fat from the pan. The 
duck should be golden brown, juicy, and 
still slightly pink inside. Let cool. Cut out 
breast halves and slice into long thin 
slices. Replace on the duck, and follow 
the same method for the legs. Use a little 
liver pate to help hold the pieces in place, 
then cover the entire duck with a very 
thin coating of pate. Glaze with aspic and 
garnish with olives and parsley. 

Chicken liver pate 
INGREDIENTS 
2 tablespoons bread crumbs 
1 cup heavy cream 

V2 pound chicken livers 
1 small onion 
2 tablespoons flour 
2 eggs 
Salt, white pepper 
2 tablespoons butter, 

melted and cooled 

METHOD 
D Soften bread crumbs in the cream in 
a small bowl. Chop the chicken livers and 
onion very fine in the work bowl of a food 
processor. Mix together the bread crumbs, 
livers, onion, flour, eggs, and salt and 
pepper to taste in a bowl. Add the melted 
butter and blend well, 
n Pour the pate mixture into one large 
or several small buttered molds. Place the 
molds in a larger baking pan and pour in 
boiling water to come % up the sides of 
the molds. Bake the pat6 in a preheated 
350° oven 40-50 minutes. Let cool, then 
refrigerate. Unmold when cold. 

Swedish pancakes 
(f'Idltur) 
INGREDIENTS 
3 eggs, separated 
4 cups milk 
2 cups flour 
2 tablespoons sugar 
4 tablespoons butter, 

melted and cooled 
Vanilla cream (recipe below) 
Confectioners sugar ^ 
Cloudberry or raspberry jam 

METHOD 
□ Beat the egg yolks with the milk in a 
bowl. Whisk in t.he flour. Add the sugar 
and butter and let mixture stand 2 hours. 
Beat the egg whites until they hold stiff 
peaks, then fold into the yolk mixture. 
n Melt a bit of butter in a crepe pan or, 
if possible, a Swedish plattjarn griddle for 
small pancakes. Pour on a thin circle of 
batter, cook until it bubbles on top, then 
flip the pancake over to cook on the other 
side until golden brown. Continue with the 
rest of the batter; let pancakes cool. 
n Fill cooled pancakes with vanilla cream, 
place in an ovenproof serving dish, and 
run in a 325° oven for 10 minutes before 
serving. Sprinkle with confectioners sugar 
and serve with cloudberry or raspberry 
jam. 

Vanilla cream 
INGREDIENTS 
1 cup cream 
2 egg yolks 
2 tablespoons sugar 
2 teaspoons cornstarch 
1 teaspoon vanilla 

METHOD 
n Blend together cream, egg yolks, sugar, 
and cornstarch in a saucepan. Cook, stir- 
ring constantly, over low to medium heat 
until the sauce thickens. Let cool—when 
cool, stir in vanilla, then fill pancakes with 
the cream. ■ 
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Beautiful deal on beautiful French coppenivare! 
Each piece only $11.99 
(up to $24.99 retail value) 
when you buy two packages 
of Imperial'Margarine. 
Treat yourself to two things that can add 
to the pleasure of your cooking: Magnif- 
icent French copperware at a special low 
price. And creamy, buttery Imperial 
Margarine. 

Use the copperware to bake, saute, 
simmer, fry, and for serving. These im- 
ported pieces are oven-proof, dish- 
washer safe and aluminum lined. 

Send for one (or both) pieces today. 
just follow the directions in the coupon 
below. And save eight cents on the but- 
tery flavor of Imperial Margarine. It'll 
add full, rich creamy goodness to all of 
your holiday cooking. 

Imperial" Margarine Copperware Offer, 
P.O. Box 5551, 
Hicksville, NY 11816 

Here's my order for the copperware 
pieces checked helow: 
□ IVA- by 10'/4-in. rectangular casserole 
n 8-in. diameter saute pan 

For each one I enclose the Lever Uncondi- 
tional Guarantee statement cut from two Imperial 
Margarine 1-lb. packages, stick or soft form, plus 
check or money order for $11.99. (Allow 8-10 
weeks for delivery.) Offer expires July 31, 1979. 

Name   

Address  

City state up      i 
Tills offer is good in the fifty United Stales, Puerto Rico, and lo all members       | 

olltie U S Atmed Forces | 

_State_ _Zip- 

' Saves* ' 
on Imperial Margarine 
To Dealer We will rermburse you for the face value of this coupon, plus 5* for 
handling, provided that you and the consumer have complied wrth the terms of 
our coupon offer This coupon is good only when redeemed by you from a 
consumer at time of purchasing specified brand The consumer must pay any 
sales tax involved. This coupon is nonassignable Invoices proving purchase of 
sufficient stock of our brands to cover coupons presented must tie shown upon 
request. Coupons will not be honored and will be void if presented through 
outsrde agencies, brokers or others who arc not retail distributors of this brand, 
or who are not specifically authonzed by us lo redeem this coupon. Cash value 
1/20 of 1' Void rf prohibited, taxed or restricted. 
Lever Brothers Company Box 1385, Clinton. Iowa 52734 

Coupon Expires Dec. 3i. 1979. 
Limit one coupon per purchase 
Good only on Iraperis' ■ Warjariiie, 
Any other use constitutes fraud. 
Take this Lever coupon to your store. 

^ 



Italian Christmas Eve 
com in II eel fiotn page 140 

DINNER 

Leek pie 
Polenta 

Mixed meat and fowl roasted on a spit 
Boiled Tuscan beans 
Villa Antinori Bianco 

Villa Antinori Chianti Classico 

Molded rice pudding with fruit 

Leek pie 
INGREDIENTS  FOR  FILLING 
5 bunches leeks (about 20 leeks), rinsed 

well and sliced into rings 
3 tablespoons olive oil 
1 tablespoon butter 
Salt, freshly ground pepper to taste 
4 eggs 
6 ounces pancetta (salted, unsmoked 

bacon) or 3 ounces lean salt pork, 
rinsed plus 3 ounces boiled ham, 
chopped 

INGREDIENTS  FOR CRUST 
2 ounces compressed fresh yeast 

or 4 packages active dry yeast 
1 cup lukewarm or hot water (depending 

on the type of yeast) 
3 cups all-purpose flour 
2 eggs 
1 teaspoon salt 

METHOD  FOR  FILLING 
n Place leek rings in a large bowl of cold 
water for 10 minutes. Rinse several times 
to remove all grains of sand. Heat olive oil 
and butter in a large flameproof casserole. 
When butter is melted, add leeks and 
sprinkle with salt and pepper. Cover and 
cook very slowly until the leeks are soft, 
30-40 minutes, stirring frequently with a 
wooden spoon. Remove from heat and let 
leeks stand until cold, about 1 hour. 
METHOD FOR CRUST 
D Dissolve yeast in the lukewerm or hot 
water. Place flour in a mound on a board. 
Make a well in the flour, then pour in dis- 
solved yeast and add eggs and salt. Mix 
with a wooden spoon, incorporating flour 
from the inside rim of the well, little by 
little. When the dough is firm, start knead- 
ing. Knead until all but 2 tablespoons flour 
is incorporated, about 20 minutes. 
Sprinkle dough with the remaining flour 
and cover with a cotton dishtowel. Let 
stand in a warm place, away from drafts, 
until doubled in size, about IV2 hours. 
METHOD FOR ASSEMBLY 
n Break the 4 eggs into the casserole 
with the leeks and mix well with a wooden 
spoon. 
D Gently roll the dough into a large 
round, less than y2-inch thick. Fit dough 
into an oiled 10-inch springform pan, let- 
ting excess dough hang out over the edges, 
n Sprinkle  the  chopped  pancetta  over 

Reprinted by permission of Times Books from The Fine 
Art of Italian Cooking by Giuliono Buglolli. Copyright 
©  1977 by Giuliono Bugiolli. 
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the dough. Using a slotted spoon, fill the 
springform with the leeks. Most of the eggs 
will be picked up in the spoon, but the 
extra liquid given off by the leeks will stay 
behind in the pan, which would waterlog 
the crust. Cut off the dough around the 
edges of the pan with a knife. Turn the 
edges inward, over the leeks, to make a 
border. Sprinkle with abundant freshly 
ground pepper (the dish should be pep- 
pery), then place in a preheated 400° 
oven for 45-50 minutes. 
n Remove from oven and allow to cool 
15 minutes before opening the spring- 
form. Remove from springform and trans- 
fer to a serving dish. To serve, cut like a 
pie. It may also be eaten cold. Serves 12. 

Mixed meat 
and fowl 
roasted on a spit 
INGREDIENTS 
1 chicken, about 3'/2 pounds 
1 % pounds pork loin 
18-24 leaves sage, fresh or preserved 

in coarse salt 
Salt, freshly ground black pepper to taste 
12 quails 
3 squabs 
12 sweet sausages 
1 pound pork liver (optional) 
Vz pound caul fat 
¥4 cup bread crumbs 
3 tablespoons fennel seeds 
6 medium-sized bay leaves 
1 long, skinny baguette Italian or 

French bread, sliced in rounds 
(preferably underbaked so it will 
not have formed a browned crust) 

12-14 bay leaves 
1 cup olive oil 
Roast potatoes, optional. (In Italy 

potatoes are placed in a special 
pan placed under the skewer to 
catch the drippings and cook 
along with the meat) 

METHOD 
n Cut the chicken and pork loin each 
into 12 pieces. Place V2 sage leaf, salt, and 
pepper in cavity of each quail. Cut the 
squabs in quarters. Puncture sausages 
with a fork. 
n Prepare pork liver as follows: Soak the 
caul fat in a small bowl of lukewarm water 
for 10 minutes. Cut pork liver into 8-10 
pieces and set aside. Combine bread 
crumbs, fennel seeds, salt, and pepper in 
a large bowl and mix well. Carefully open 
the caul fat and spread it out on a board. 
Cut it into 8-10 pieces. Add the liver to 
the bowl and mix well, then place each 
piece on top of a piece of caul fat. Add 
Vz bay leaf to each piece and wrap com- 
pletely in fat. Fasten the caul fat to the 
liver with a toothpick, 
n Start the fire in your charcoal grill or 
improvise an open-air grill for your oven 
by putting 2 cups cold water in a very 
large stockpot or casserole, along with 1 
tablespoon   olive   oil   and   1   tablespoon 

coarse salt. You will rest the skewer on the 
stockpot and the steam from the water 
will keep the meat soft and moist. 
n Hold a long spit or skewer vertically 
and push each piece of meat onto it, draw- 
ing the first piece to the other end of 
the spit to make room for the others, ac- 
cording to the following pattern: chicken 
piece, Vz bay leaf, bread; pork loin piece, 
Vz sage leaf, bread; squab quarter, Vz bay 
leaf, bread; sausage, Vz sage leaf, bread; 
quail, Vz bay leaf, bread; optional pork 
liver piece, Vz sage leaf, bread. Continue 
this pattern until the spit is full. The bay 
leaf and sage should alternate, but it 
doesn't matter which is next to which 
meat. 
n Sprinkle freely with salt and pepper, 
then place the spit over gray coals or rest 
it on the stockpot in a preheated 375° 
oven. Cook very slowly, turning spit elec- 
trically or by hand, for about 1 hour (1 
hour, 15 minutes in oven), sprinkling the 
meat every so often with salt and brushing 
with olive oil (use a feather brush). In 
oven, turn about every 5 minutes. Remove 
meat from spit to serving dish and serve 
immediately. Serves 12. 

Tuscan beans cooked 
in a flask 
INGREDIENTS 
1 pound dried cannellini beans 
1 tablespoon flour 
2 ounces pancetta, boiled ham, or 

prosciutto, diced 
VA cup olive oil 
2 large cloves garlic, peeled 
5 or 6 leaves sage, fresh or preserved 

in coarse salt 
Salt, freshly ground pepper to taste 
3 or 4 whole black peppercorns 

METHOD 
D Soak the beans with the flour in a bowl 
of cold water overnight. Drain the beans, 
and put into a large, thick glass jar or 
wide-mouth wine flask. Add only enough 
cold water to reach about 1 inch above the 
beans. 
D Add the pancetta to the flask, along 
with the olive oil, garlic, and sage. Season 
with salt, pepper, and peppercorns. Place 
the flask in a stockpot or a large, decora- 
tive copper pan containing a large quantity 
of cold water. Set on a medium flame and 
simmer very slowly for 4-5 hours, with the 
following precautions: 
n Keep a saucepan of boiling water ready 
on a low flame so you can add it, little by 
little, to the stockpot when the water evap- 
orates to about half. Do not add cold water 
to stockpot, otherwise the flask will break. 
Do not add any liquid to the beans inside 
the flask while they are cooking. 
D Remove the stockpot from flame and 
let cool  10 minutes. Then remove flask 
from stockpot and transfer beans to serv- 
ing dish. Or, if you have used a flask with a ^ 
wide mouth, you can serve from the flask ^ 
itself. Serves 6-8, or—in this menu—12.     ^ 

Continued on page 152 '. 
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What a diamond ning,4^s for your finger, 
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Stoufe^ Side Dishes clo fo 
Stouffer's Spinach Souffle and Noodles Romanoff are just ; ^^^^ 

two of the 13 side dishes Stouffer s makes. To liven •s^. M 
up asimple meal. Or do justice toaspecial one. ^^^ ^ "- "^- 
^ Out'of^the'0rdinar>7dishes. Made with ;- "^ 
uncommon care. To be uncommonly good. •■^ 
That's why they're the great mealtime accessories.    "-    ^. 

' Stoufer's Side Dishes..  ' 
' I The great meamine accessories 



A little rice can turn ordinary 
meal the whole family will love, 
further and taste better. It even 

And you can use rice in many 
casseroles, desserts, mixed with 
whenever you want a quick and 
remember rice. Then see what's 

Chicken Caruso and Rice 
2 whole chicken breasts (about 1 Vi 

pounds), skinned, boned, and cut 
in thin strips 
Garlic salt and pepper 

3 tablespoons butter or margarine 
1 jar (151/2 ounces) spaghetti sauce 

(2 cups) 
1 teaspoon Italian seasoning 
2 cups sliced celery 
3 cups hot cooked rice 

Season chicken with garlic salt 
and pepper Saute in butter about 
2 minutes. Stir in spaghetti sauce 
and Italian seasoning; cover and 
simmer 10 minutes. Add celery; 
continue cooking until celery is 
tender crisp. Serve over beds of 
fluffy rice. Sprinkle with grated 

chicken into a delicious, hearty 
Rice makes your dishes go 
makes them look more appealing, 
different ways: as a side dish, in 
vegetables, even in salads. So 
easy, good-tasting meal — 
hiding in your cupboard. 

Parmesan cheese, if desired. Makes 
6 servings. 

I 1 
For more easy-to-make 
rice recipes, write to: 
Rice Council of America, Dept.H, 
Box 22800, Houston, Texas 77027 

Name- 

Street- 

City_ 

State- -Zip_ 

I I 
©Rice Council fur Market Development 1978 

Get the Rice out. 
Rice Council of America 

Italian Christmas Eve 
continued from page 150 

Molded rice pudding 
withi fruit 
INGREDIENTS FOR THE RICE MOLD 
3 cups milk 
1 cup raw rice, preferably Italian Arborio 
1 small piece vanilla bean 
Pinch salt 
1 tablespoon butter 
Zest of 1 large orange, grated 
2 eggs plus 1 egg yolk 
3 tablespoons plus 'A cup granulated 

sugar 
INGREDIENTS FOR FILLING 
6 medium-sized ripe plums, pitted and 

quartered 
3 ripe peaches, pitted and quartered 
2 ounces raisins 
4 tablespoons granulated sugar 
4 or 5 small pieces lemon zest 
VA cup red wine 
1 medium sized orange, sliced very thin, 

with peel left on 
VA cup rum 

METHOD FOR RICE 
G Put the milk, rice, vanilla bean, and sal' 
in a flameproof casserole. Stir over medi 
urn heat until mixture reaches the boiling 
point. Add the butter, stir for 1 minute 
more, then simmer very slow/ly until tfie 
rice is half cooked, about 10 or 12 min 
utes. Remove casserole from flame, 1e| 
rest 10 minutes, then drain rice in a col 
ander. Leave in colander until cold, 30-3J, 
minutes. 
METHOD FOR FILLING 
G Place the plums, peaches, raisins^ 
sugar, lemon zest, and w^ine in anothe 
flameproof casserole. Simmer on medium 
heat very gently for 15 minutes. Adc 
orange slices to the casserole and simms 
15 minutes more, then remove from flame 
and let rest until cool, about 20 minuteS;. 
METHOD FOR ASSEMBLY 
G Transfer the rice to a large bowl anc 
remove vanilla bean. Add orange zest, ther 
add eggs, egg yolk, and 3 tablespoon: 
sugar. Mix very well with a wooden spoor 
until all ingredients are well blendsd. Ar 
range % of the rice mixture around tht 
bottom and sides of a loaf pan that ha: 
been buttered and coated with about V 
cup sugar. 
n Fill the cavity with fruit, but no juice 
Reserve the fruit juice. Cover the frul 
completely with remaining rice and smootf 
with a spatula. Sprinkle with a little sugar 
then place loaf pan in a large roasting pan 
Pour 4 or 5 cups cold water into roastin} 
pan to improvise an oversized bagno marii 
(water bath). Place in a preheated 400' 
oven for 45-50 minutes, then remove loa 
pan and let cool for 15 minutes. Unmoic 
on a large ovenproof serving dish. 
G Warm the rum in a small saucepan fo 
30 seconds over a low flame and pour ove 
the mold. Flame it and serve immediately 
with reserved fruit juice in a saucebo^l 
Serves 8. Continued on page 15. 
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" scrar ■ * 
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# 

Scrungc Won't: 
• Won't scratch stainless stee 

Formica'^ countertops, 
chrome, even Teflon" 
surfaces. 

• Won't fall apart like 
steel pads. 

• Won't rust. 
• Won't splinter or 

hurt hands. 
• Won't be a soapy mess 

like steel pads. ^s^ 

Scrungc Will: 
• Will scour tough without 

scratching. 
• Will outlast stee! pads 

lOtol. 
• Will work with your favorite 

liquid detergent. 

• Will clean sinks, appliances, 
and countertops. 

Scrunge Scrubber-Sponge from 
itlohnson max 

©1978 S C Johnson & Son Inc 
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Christmas! 
^ Give all your 

home-loving friends 
i the present that 
recalls its joys 
the whole year through. 
Give them 

AHOUSE& GARDEN. 

t 
Order here and now with the 
postage-paid form bound in here 
and pay for your gifts after 
Christmas, if you prefer. 
(Remember to order a gift of 
House & Garden for yourself, too!) 

HOUSE & GARDEN 
Christmas Gift Subscriptions 
1 Year~12 Issues 
Your first Gift: $10   All others: $8 
Gift Cards Provided 

•."■•,;:>?'■.■;>:... 



talian Christmas Eve 
■oiumued from page 152 

Note: You may also make the filling with 
Iried fruit—the technique will be the same: 
NGREDIENTS 
D dried peach halves 
W dried apricots 
? ounces raisins 
J to 5 small pieces lemon zest 
i tablespoons granulated sugar 
1 \2 cups red wine 
2 fresh oranges, sliced very thin, with 

peel left on 

METHOD 
Z\ Soak the dried fruit in lukewarm water 
■or 20 minutes, then place in flameproof 
:asserole with raisins, lemon zest, sugar, 
and wine. Simmer very slowly for 25-35 
minutes. Add sliced oranges to casserole 
and simmer 10 minutes more. Proceed 
with rest of recipe. ■ 

French Christmas dinner 
continued from page 141 

DINNER 

Domaine Chandon Cuvee de Noir 
champagne 

Hans Kernel' Sehrtrocken 
(served in the lounge) 

Salmon aspic with lemon and 
green peppercorns with 

tomato cream sauce 
Robert Mondavi 1974 Fume Blanc Reserve 

Baron of rabbit with greens and 
snow peas 

Sterling Vineyards 1973 
Cabernet Sauvignon 

Robert Mondavi 1973 Cabernet Sauvignon 

Baked apples plumped with apricot 
filling and topped with almond cream 

Peach and raspberry granite 
Robert Mondavi 1976 Moscato D'Oro 

Coffee 

Salmon aspic with lemon 
and green peppercorns 

INGREDIENTS  FOR  SALMON  AND 
SEASONINGS 
1-pound piece salmon, skinned, filleted, 

and all bones removed 
1 cup dry white wine 
1 cup fish stock (recipe below) 
2 tablespoons parsley, minced 
2 teaspoons salt 
Va teaspoon pepper 
3 eggs 
5 lemons 
4-ounce jar pimientos, drained and 

diced small 
4 tablespoons green peppercorns, drained 
2 shallots, peeled and finely minced 
2 teaspoons fresh tarragon, minced 
2 teaspoons fresh chervil or parsley, 

minced 

Salmofi oipic and tomato cream sauce from Michel 
Guerofd s Cuisme Minceur. English tronslation copyright 
© 1976 by William Morrow & Co. Boron of rabbit and 
bolted apples odapted from Michel Guerofd s Cuisine 
Gourmonde, to be published in 1979 by William Morrow 
& Co.,  by  permission  of   the   publisher. 

December, 1978 

INGREDIENTS FOR CLARIFIED FISH 
ASPIC 
1 medium-sized onion 
1 leek, white part only, well washed 
3-inch piece celery 
2 fresh mushrooms, stems trimmed, 

rinsed 
1 tomato 
VA pound very lean ground beef 
4 teaspoons lemon juice 
2 teaspoons dried tarragon 
1 tablespoon fresh chervil or parsley, 

minced 
2 teaspoons salt 
Va teaspoon pepper 

2 egg whites, beaten lightly with a fork 
1 quart fish stock 
2V2 tablespoons gelatin (2V2 envelopes) 
Salt, pepper 
Tomato cream sauce, optional (recipe 

below) 

METHOD  FOR  SALMON  AND 
SEASONINGS 
n Cut salmon into strips about %-inch 
thick and %-inch wide. Marinate them in 
a flameproof dish with the white wine, fish 
stock, parsley, and salt and pepper for 
1 hour. 
D Boil the eggs for 8 minutes, cool them 

Continued on next page 

Bring your aching 
to a Pollenex® 

Whirloool Bath 

III ly 

The hydrotherapy 
treatment doctors often 

recommend 
The Pollenex*Portable 

Whirlpool Baths 
turn a hot bath 

into a spa ... a place of 
swirling waters. Many doctors 
have found It can bnng signifi- 
cant relief from pains of ar- 
thritis, neuritis, sprains and 
strains. The Whirlpool Bath's 
surging, aerated waters help 
stimulate circulation, to bring 
comfort to stiff joints, aching 
lower and upper back, throbbing 
arms and legs. They can even 
refresh your weary spirits, eas^ 
ing tensions and helping you 
relax. 
© 1978. Aiiociated Mills. Inc. 

The #1 selling line of 
portable whirlpool baths 

Pollenex 
offers 
more 
types of 
portable 
whirlpool 
baths 
than 
anyone. 
There's 
sure to be one 
with the size and 
power right for your needs. 

Choose from ourcompactand 
lightweight, powerfully efficient 

model, all the way 
to our top-of-the-line, 
7-speed model with 
our most power- 
ful motor and special 
attachments. 

Special 
attachments for 

special relief 
These 6 attachments and flex- 

ible hose can be used on any of 
our Whirlpool Bath models. 
Use them to direct hy- 
drotherapy ac 
tion to any part 
of your 
body that 
needs 
extra attention 
either above or below the water. 

They're so simple to use. 
And so safe 

The Pollenex 
Whirlpool 

Baths fit eas- 
ly on any 

standard 
bathtub 

and remove in an 
^„     instant for easy 
storage. They operate on regular 

household current. All models 
are Underwriters Laboratories 
double insulated listed, with all 
electrical parts outside the tub. 

A price for every pocket 
Pollenex 

Whirlpool 
Baths 
start at 
less than 
$80. The 
All-Ameri- 
can™, our 
uniquely 
lightweight, 
highly powerful model retails for 
around $100. Other models 
range up to $250. 

The choice of the 
U.S.Olympic Committee 

The Whirlpool Baths are 
among the many Pol- 
lenex products 
selected by the U.S. 

Olympic Committee 
\ for use in the U.S. 
K^ training camps. 

B   Selected by 
7 the U.S. Olympic 

Committee 

The Portable 
Whirlpool Bath 

Pollenexj 
Good feelings come 

from Pollenex 
For more information, write; 

Consumer Services 
Associated Mills, Inc./Pollenex 
209 South Jefferson 
Chicago, Illinois 60606. 
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French Christmas dinner 
continued from preceding page 

under running cold water, and shell. 
Separate yolks and whites and chop them 
separately. 
n Put baking dish over direct heat and 
bring the marinade to a simmer. Poach 
ih? salmon for 2 or 3 minutes, no more. 
Drain the fish on a dry cloth. Remove any 
fat and remaining bits of skin. 
n Peel the lemons, removing all the white 
P'th. Cut lemons into small dice, discard- 
ing as many of the white membranes as 
possib'e. and drain. 
MET'-'OD FOR CLARIFIED FISH ASPIC 
□ While salmon is marinating, prepare 
aspic: Cut onion, leek, celery, mushrooms, 
and tomato into pieces. Put vegetables in 
a nonaluminum saucepan and add the 
ground beef, lemon juice, tarragon, cher- 
vil, salt, pepper, and the egg whites. Stir 
in the fish stock and bring the mixture 
to a simmer. Cook at a low simmer 20 
minutes. 
G Soak the gelatin in a little water until 
it is soft. Add to the simmered stock and 
stir until completely dissolved. Taste for 
seasoning. 
n Line a fine mesh strainer with a damp 
cloth, set over a bowl, and slowly pour in 
the hot aspic. Let drain through the cloth 
into the bowl. Do not press on the vege- 
tables as this will cloud the stock, discard 
them. Place stock in the refrigerator and 
stir occasionally to prevent it from setting. 
Finish the preparation of the fish and sea 
soning, above. 
METHOD FOR ASSEMBLY 
n During the entire operation, the cooled 
aspic in the bowl must be kept cool and 
at the consistency of oil—just at the point 
of setting. Have ready the strips of salmon, 
chopped whites and yolks of egg, diced 
lemon and pimientos, green peppercorns, 
and, mixed together, the minced shallots, 
tarragon, and chervil. 
G Pour a small ladleful of aspic into a 
chilled lV2-quart oblong ceramic mold 
and sprinkle with a little of each of the 
chopped ingredients and herbs. Arrange 
a few strips of salmon, lengthwise, over 
them. Return the mold to the refrigerator 
until this layer of aspic has set. Repeat 
the operation, one layer at a time, until 
all the ingredients have been used up. 
ending with a layer of aspic. Cover the 
mold with foil and refrigerate 24 hours. 
To serve, dip the bottom of the mold 
briefly in hot water and unmold onto a 
chilled platter; or,,serve directly from the 
mold. Cut into slices V2-inch thick and 
serve with or without the tomato cream 
sauce. Serves 10. 

Tosnato cream sauce 

INGREDIENTS 
VM pounds firm ripe tomatoes, pseied, 

seeded, and chopped 
6 tablespoons fromage blanc (blend a 15- 

ounce jar of very fresh low-fat ricotta 
with 4 level tablespoons low-fat yogurt 
in a blender with a pinch of salt until all 
graininess is gone; refrigerate 12 hours 

before using) 
1 tablespoon creme fraiche (Sante brand, 

or mix equal parts sour and heavy sweet 
cream; cover loosely and let stand at 
room temperature 8-12 hours and 
refrigerate 24 more before using) 

1 teaspoon parsley, finely minced 
V2 teaspoon tarragon, finely minced 
1 tablespoon ketchup 
2 teaspoons armagnac or cognac 

(optional) 
Lemon juice 
2 teaspoons salt 
White pepper 

METHOD 
G Dice tomatoes not too coarsely and 
drain. Beat together with a whisk the fro- 
mage blanc and creme fraiche in a bowl. 
Add chopped herbs, ketchup, armagnac or 
cognac, and the lemon juice to taste, and 
whisk again. Stir in the diced tomatoes 
and season with salt and a good pinch 
white pepper. Store in a covered container 
in the refrigerator until needed. Serve in 
lettuce cups on the individual plates. 
Serves  10. 

Baron of rabbit with 
greens and snow peas 

INGREDIENTS 
V4 pound snow peas 
1V2 tablespoons coarse salt 
12 small new turnips with their tops 
V2 pound spinach 
Butter, room temperature 
Salt, pepper 
1 tablespoon sugar 
1 baron (saddle with 2 legs) of a Spound 

young rabbit 
Vt of an instant chicken bouillon cube, 

dissolved in Vs cup plus 2 tablespoons 
boiling water 

VA pound noodles 
2 slices bacon, coarsely diced and cooked 

METHOD 
G Blanch snow peas 1 minute in 1 quart 
boiling, salted water. Drain and refresh 
under running cold water. Cut away the 
greens of the turnips, saving the top 2 
inches of the leafy tops. Blanch these with 
the spinach for 1 minute in the same water 
and drain. 
G Peel the turnips, using a potato peeler, 
rinse them briefly, and place in a large 
saucepan. Cover turnips with 3 cups water, 
add 3 tablespoons butter, cut into bits, 
salt, pepper, and sugar. Cook, uncovered, 
for about 18 minutes, until all the liquid 
has evaporated; as the vegetable cooks, 
take care to swirl the pan frequently so 
that the turnips glaze evenly. 
G To cook the rabbit: Melt iy2 table 
spoons butter over medium heat in an 
ovenproof casserole, and brown the rabb't 
on all sides for about 4 minutes. Salt and 
pepper the rabbit, arrange the turnip 
greens and spinach around it, cover with 
a lid, and continue cooking for 5 minutes. 
Cut away the loin section of the rabbit, 
put on a platter, and keep it warm in a 
300° oven. Pour the chicken broth over 
the remaining part of the rabbit and con- 

tinue cooking, covered, for another 5 min 
utes. Remove the rest of the rabbit and 
greens to the oven and keep warm with 
the  loin. 
G Boil the rabbit cooking liquid over high 
heat to reduce by Va, then swirl in 2 table 
spoons butter, cut into small bits. Keep 
the sauce warm, but do not allow it to boil. 
G Cook noodles in boiling salted water 
until tender but still firm to the bite. Drain 
Toss with butter and turnips. Divide their 
between 2 hot dinner plates and garnish 
with bacon. Saute snow peas briefly ir 
butter just to heat through and divide with 
the greens between the plates. Bone awa^ 
the thigh meat from the rabbit and lay il 
over the greens. Remove the whole filetj 
from the loin section, cut them into thir, 
slices, and arrange them nicely over thej 
thigh meat. Season again with salt ani 
pepper. Serves 2. 
GUERARD'S TIPS: 
G Don't consider the turnip greens onl^ 
rabbit food! They are a clever and unusua, 
vegetable to accompany fowl and grillec^ 
fish. As for the turnips themselves 
you have only large ones (instead of th^ 
small new ones), they can be peeled ano 
cut into Vs-inch slices and sauteed in olivi 
oil with a clove of unpeeled garlic anc| 
some lardons of smoked pork. Also, th 
same turnips can be sliced paper thin an( 
fried into amusing "turnip chips." . 
G The cooking time for the rabbit mai 
seem short, and yet it is sufficient—over, 
cooking always causes a contraction ^\ 
hardening of meat. By gently undercook, 
ing the rabbit and allowing it to rest, yot 
will have meat that is supple, melting, an( 
creamy. Cook rabbit as the recipe directs; 
then leave on a warming shelf 35 minute; 
to "rest." Reheat gently in its casserolt 
when ready to serve. 

Baked apples plumped 
with apricot filling 

^^ 

INGREDIENTS 
4 whole dried apricots 
2 tablespoons dark rum 
8 almonds, blanched and split in half 

lengthwise 
3 tablespoons plus 1 teaspoon sugar 
4 large  tart  apples   (6-8  ounces  each 
3 tablespoons butter 
V2 cup water 
Almond cream, optional (recipe below) 
Confectioners sugar 
1 cup apricot puree sauce 

(see August 1978) 

1: 

1 

METHOD 
G If apricots are sticky, rinse them 0^ 
under cold running water and cut ther 
into coarse dice. Macerate the apricots i 
a small bowl for 1 hour in the rum wit 
half the almonds and a teaspoon of sugai 
G Gently peel the apples, leaving th 
stems on. Slice off the tops of the apple 
and reserve these little hats. Core th 
apples and stuff them with the fruit-i|l 
mixture. Place the filled apples in V 
enameled baking dish, sprinkle with tii 
macerating  liquid,  top  each  with  a  H 
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uiful of butter, and crown them witti 
r hats. Sprinkle on half the remaining 
II,  and   pour  the  water  around  the 

Place  the  pan  in a  preheated  450° 
■n for 30-40 minutes—the apples should 
tender but  not falling apart.  As the 

<-)\es cook, baste them with their juices 
i sprinkle with the remaining sugar. 
Remove   the  apples   from   the   oven, 
und almond cream on each, sprinkle 
h confectioners sugar, and pass under 
iri'heated broiler to brown lightly. Have 
idy 4 bowls or deep dessert plates. Pour 
jal amounts of apricot puree sauce into 
;h, and an apple garnished with a mint 
ig, and float remaining almond halves 
the sauce. Serves 4. 
Note: A nice substitute for the apricots 

d almonds in this recipe would be any 
J fruits in season: pitted cherries, straw- 
rries, or raspberries, for instance. 

^mond cream 
SREDIENTS 
ablespoons unsalted butter, 
room temperature 
cup pulverized almonds 

Icup confectioners sugar 
.'gg 
ablespoon cornstarcn 
ieaspoon dark rum 

ITHOD 
\ Cream the butter in a bowl or in a food 
'ocassor. Mix in the almonds and sugar. 
'id egg and beat 2 minutes to lighten the 
xture. Then mix in cornstarch and rum, 

■d the almond cream  is ready to use. 
3kes 8 ounces cream. 
JERARD'S TIPS: 

The almond cream will keep for a week 
the  refrigerator,  covered with  plastic 

ap. An easy and delectable dessert is 
■inch   slices   of  fine   brioche   (brioche 

.ousseline)  spread with a Ma-inch  layer 
this almond cream, sprinkled with con- 
:tioners sugar, and lightly browned in a 
J0° oven. The brioche should be served 
;ht away on a hot plate. ■ 

me to be alive 
mtinued from page 117 

"How does that idea of body interac- 
)n work? I do not pretend to know the 
iswer, but I know there is an answer, 
ne of the important advances of scien- 
ce understanding is that we can begin 

see the connection between social 
ocess and medical fact," emphasizes 
r. Tiger. "Freud predicted that even- 
ally central understanding of human 
;havior would depend on knowledge of 
e chemical transaction occuring in the 
■ain and the rest of the body." 
How is optimism defined? Lionel Tiger 

insiders it "a mood of benign expecta- 
on, a tonal, emotional assumption that 
lings are going to work out for the bet- 
r rather than for the worse. Almost by 
jfinition, it is a relatively nonrational 
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assumption, because if one knew for sure 
that things would work out well, one 
wouldn't have to be optimistic—one 
would know." 

Looking around at the state of the 
world, you well might ask what there is 
to be optimistic about. Surprisingly, 
much more than you might think. Many 
of the major problems we believe we 
have, in fact cither do not exist, have 
been exaggerated, or will, with time, 
solve themselves. The Hudson Institute, 
one of the most respected think tanks in 
the country, divides problems into two 
categories, certain and uncertain issues. 

The certain problems include popula- 
tion growth, food supplies, energy, clean 
air and clean water. These are all solv- 
able, in Hudson's view. The uncertain 
issues include the possibility of thermo- 
nuclear war; the possibility that some 
subtle, unforseen damage to the environ- 
ment is taking place which would make 
the earth uninhabitable at some future 
time; and issues relating to attitudes, val- 
ues, and morals. These are the real prob- 
lems we're going to have to face up to. 
The certain issues, in large part, take 
care of themselves. 

Population 
The Hudson Institute, which draws on 
the brain power of distinguished scien- 
tists and scholars in many disciplines, 
believes that the rate of growth of the 
world population peaked in 1970 and is 
on a gradual downward curve tapering 
off somewhere around 2176, by which 
time they anticipate a world population 
of about 10 billion, more than double 
the 1975 figure of 4 billion. However, 
within the next 200 years, the worldwide 
per capita income will have increased to 
almost twelve times what it is today. 

Ben Wattenberg, in his television se- 
ries The Search for the Real America, 
shown over PBS in mid-1978, also re- 
futed the population explosion theory. 
There is none, he said. The postwar baby 
boom was a blip on the otherwise steady 
trend toward smaller families. Between 
1945 and 1957, the average American 
family size increased from 2.4 to 3.7. "A 
funny thing happened on the way to the 
maternity ward," he said. "American 
fertility rates, which had been pushing 
up toward four children per woman, 
plunged to three, and in 1977 to 1.8 per 
woman—below replacement level." 

This trend to smaller families is not 
unique in the United States, Mr. Wat- 
tenberg said. "It's prevalent today 
throughout the entire developed world, 
in Japan and Australia and Western Eu- 
rope and Eastern Europe and Russia. 
While population growth and fertility 
rates are still high in the Third World, 
they're beginning to fall in most coun- 
tries including India, China, and Mexi- 
co." Population projections for the less 
developed countries currently see a birth- 
rate decline from 5.15 children per wom- 
an in 1975 to 2.98 in the year 2000. 

Continued on page 159 

Roll-on 
protection 

Shepherd casters do 
much more than make your 
furniture easy to move. 

They help protect your 
hardwood and vinyl floors 
from scrapes and scrat- 
ches. And your valuable 
carpets from wear and tear. 

What's more, Shepherd 
has casters of all kinds for 
almost any piece of house- 
+K>ld furniture you own. 

And you don't have to be 
a handyman either. Because' 
they're a snap to install. 

Use Shepherd casters to 
help protect any surface— 
and let the protection roll on. 

k 
Wherever hardware is sold 

-here and in Canada. 



Meal in minutes 
continued from page 134 

and cook them for a minute or so, stir- 
ring, so that they absorb some of the flavor 
of the bacon. 
□ If you are using fresh peas, shell them 
and cook in a small amount boiling water 
5-10 minutes, then add to the bacon, cook- 
ing them another minute or two. Remove 
pan from the heat. 
□ Bring 4-5 quarts water to a boil, add 
salt, and when the water has returned to a 
boil, but in the pasta. Put the ricotta into a 
warmed bowl from which the pasta will be 
served and mix it with a fork. Add the 
butter. 
n When the pasta is tender but firm to the 
bite, drain well and put in the serving bowl. 
Toss 2-3 times with the ricotta. Rapidly 
heat up the bacon and peas and pour en- 
tire contents of pan over pasta. Toss thor- 
oughly. Add grated cheese, 1 or 2 grind- 
ings of pepper, toss once more, and serve 
at once. Serves 4-5. ■ 

Greenbrier 
continued from page 76 

Super-Saver fare—which allows you to 
save up to half on domestic flights—now 
has the same minimum and maximum 
stay requirement as the international 
APEX fare. Result; You can now save 
on the portion of a European trip that 
begins within the U.S. 
Restaurant tip for travelers. Nick Gian- 
naris's Airport Inn on Route 11 at the 
Hagerstown Md., airport (right off In- 
terstate 81) is a very busy place all the 
time, regardless of plane schedules. In 
addition to excellent salads and fresh 
vegetables, Nick has a freezer truck 
drive from Baltimore daily with a fresh 
order of seafood. Crab is a specialty in 
Maryland and Nick's crabmeat cakes 
are very light and very moist. (He'll give 
you the recipe.) More super choices on 
Nick's menu: the seafood platter—crab 
imperial, stuffed flounder, shrimp, scal- 
lops in a light sauce. South African lob- 
ster tail—all tiny portions, all broiled. 
For dessert: a dense, honey-heavy wedge 
of baklava with just a little vanilla ice 
cream. For reservations call (301) 
733-8560. 
Skiers prepare to save money: Air France 
offers you one- and two-week trips with 
airfare, accommodations, breakfast, and 
half-price ski passes in six French ski re- 
sorts from traditional Chamonix to 
Marcel Breucr's high-rise resort called 
Flaine. You fly from the U.S. to either 
Geneva or Lyon, stay in a second-class 
hotel (just fine if you are there mainly 
to ski). The price for one week (based 
on two people to a room) is a reasonable 
$498. But two weeks is really a bargain: 
S610. The program's called "Ski 
France." Begins January 6 and runs 
through March 24—except for a pre- 
view two-week Christmas holiday that 
requires you to leave the United States 
Dec. 17. ■ N.R. 

Booklets to 
help you plan 
your trip 
To plan better vacations, here are some 
booklets that give you information about 
where to go and how to get there. Just 
fill out the coupon below and return it. 

1. River rafting is just one of ten Hima- 
layan Adventures described in WEXAS 
Discoverers. And there's plenty more: 
tent safaris in Africa, diving expeditions 
in the Red Sea. sailing trips down the 
Nile, and trans-Sahara treks. All the de- 
tails, plus reservation applications. 
2. British Airways Dollar-Stretching 
Holidays: a week in London for as little 
as $77 plus airfare. Also theatre tours 
like "Noel Coward's Weekend at the 
Savoy "; tours through Europe, the Mid- 
East, and the Mediterranean. 
3. Touring Canada describes 54 differ- 
ent trips you can take by car. Each tour 
lists directions, local events, and useful 
addresses. 
4. Air Canada's Yes Canada! '78 Tours 
lists fly/drive tours, motorhome tours, 
city tours, fishing vacations, and more. 
Take advantage of the "Canadapass" 
and get a car with unlimited mileage 
plus guaranteed rooms without reserva- 
tions in 57 cities across Canada. 
5. There are a number of reasons why 
people are Retiring to Ireland. Learn 
more about buying property, starting a 
business, taxation, health services, plus 
helpful information .sources. 
6. HRIs Director}' of the Leading Ho- 
tels of the World has listings of hotels in 
a range that includes Topnotch in Stowe, 
Vt., and the Mandarin in Hong Kong. 
All you need to know for over 100 de- 
luxe hotels in 23 countries. 
7. Princess Hotels Vacations '78 include 
Sports Holidays (tennis, golf, fishing), 
shorter Escape Holidays, and Honey- 
moon Holidays at any ot the 9 Princess 
Hotels in Bermuda, the Bahamas, Mex- 
ico, Monte Carlo, and the U.S. 
8. American Express 1978 Europe Tour 
Digest has 84 tours this year. Spend 
$449 for 9 days on your own in Spain or 
visit 7 countries in 22 days with a pro- 
fessional tour guide. 

9. Plan your vacation to Bermuda with 
the help of the Bermuda News Bureau's 
Vacation Kit. Ten brochures, with travel 
tips, hotel listings, a sportsman's guide, 
and an illustrated map. 
10. Eastern Steamship's S/S Emerald 
Seas cruises regularly for 3 and 4 nights 
from Florida to the Bahamas. 
11. The Virginia State Travel Service's 
Vacation Planning Kit can help you plan 
your vacation. Included: "Camping in 
Virginia," "Civil War Battlefield Parks," 
"Golf in Virginia," plus more. 
12. Carter's Grove Plantation, Williams- 
burg, Va., an 18th-century house on 600 
acres of land, has hosted George Wash- 
ington, Thomas Jefferson, and other 
famous Americans. Antiques reproduc- 
tions, plus fine example of Virginia 
architecture. 
13. Eastern Airline's The Real Florida:, 
you can wind surf, swim, play golf orj 
tennis, watch jai alai, or dog racing. 13 
tours, including fly/drive vacations.        , 
14. There are 45 islands and 150 hotelsj 
in the Florida Keys, with more than 
enough opportunities for fishing and 
other water sports. Read more in Florida 
Keys and Key West, a small kit whichi 
includes a detailed fold-out map of thej 
Keys. 
15. "Walt Disney World Plus"—6 
nights for as little as $98, excluding air- 
fare. It includes a car with unlimited 
mileage, admission to and transporta- 
tion within the Magic Kingdom, and ad- 
mission to 4 other parks. One of twelve 
tours in Eastern Airline's The Real Walt 
Disney World and Central Florida. 
16. Indian River Plantation: 195 acres 
on Hutchinson Island, Fla., with tennis, 
swimming, golf, fishing, and other resort 
activities. 
17. The Florida Keys. America's south- 
ernmost islands, have outstanding sport 
fishing. 
18. The Holiday inn in Plant City, Fla. 
is close to Walt Disney World, Cypress 
Gardens, and Busch Gardens. 
19. Bal Harbor, on Miami Beach, is a 
resort community with over 1,600 rooms 
and 149 shops and boiUiques. Spend a 
week, or come to live. 
20. South America: American Express 
1979 oft'ers 14 different vacations. Spend 
28 days in 8 countries with a profession- 
al tour guide or 8 days in one country on 
your own. 

Circle the number of each booklet you want. Add $1 for postage and 
handling. Do not send stamps. Allow up to 4 weeks for delivery. Mail 
to: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. I2A. Box 3579, Grand Central .Station, 
New York, N.Y. 10017. 
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Time to be ;ilive 
coniiiiiu'd from page 157 

Food 
Most of our worries about tood supply 
are based t>n an essay by an English 
economist, Thomas Malthus, which said 
that population increased exponentially 
and food supply increased arithmetical- 
ly, so that population would grow faster 
than its ability to feed itself. Dr. Roger 
Revelle, Professor of Population Policy 
at Harvard University, told Ben Wattcn- 
berg. "Ever since that essay was written, 
our human experience has demonstrated 
that Malthus was wrong. Food supply 
has increased exponentially, particularly 
in the very rich countries. The earth's 
capacity lor feeding human beings is 
very large.'" Dr. Revelle"s calculations 
show that ten times the present world 
population could be fed twice as well as 
the average diet allows today, using not 
some future technology, but present day 
agricultural technology. ""1 think it is 
fair to say,'" he explained, "that right 
now nobody on earth suffers from mal- 
nutrition or a deficiency of food, if he 
has enough money. The real problem in 
the world is not the problem of food, it's 
the problem of money." 
Energy 
The same element of cost and distribu- 
tion is as true of energy as it is of food. 
Dr. Leon Martel. Executive Vice Presi- 
dent of the Hudson Institute, says cate- 
gorically:   "There is no energy crisis. " 

He believes that supplies of fossil fuel 
will continue almost indefinitely, partic- 
ularly when the likelihood of additional 
reserves in developing countries is taken 
into account with the rich reserves of 
oil, shale, and still unmined coal. This 
is not even to discuss technologies which 
utilize the renewable energy of the sun, 
the wind, the tides, and geothermal, nu- 
clear, and other resources. 

The factor of increasing costs of fossil 
fuel helps both conservation and produc- 
tion. Dr. Martel says. When prices rise, 
consumers conserve, and demand goes 
down. On the other hand, producers see 
the possibility of earning more because 
of the higher price, so they are willing to 
spend more to extract the oil—or coal— 
as this process becomes more complex 
and therefore costly, because of the need 
to go deeper into the earth's surface. So, 
as production increases, the cycle re- 
peats itself. There is no question that the 
supply of oil and other fossil fuel is 
finite, but the period of availability is 
much longer than we have been led to 
believe. 
Pollution 
Our air and water are cleaner than they 
were ten years ago. U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency figures show a reduc- 
tion in the six-year period, 1970-1975, 
of 33 percent in dust, smoke, and mists 
suspended in the atmosphere, and a 15 
percent reduction in carbon monoxide. 
Environmental legislation sets the goal 
for clean rivers and lakes by 1983. None 

ol this is particular cause lor smugness. 
But things are appreciably better than 
they were. Ben Wattenberg noted that 
"in the early 190()s clogged sewers, ani- 
mal wastes, and uncollected garbage 
made New York City, in the words of 
one visitor, 'a nasal disaster.' " Dr. Phil- 
lip Handler, President of the National 
Academy of Sciences, told Mr. Watten- 
berg, "taken collectively |he was speak- 
ing of certain forms of radiation and air 
pollution], we have a greater concern 
for the impact of the environment on the 
health and future of our species than the 
facts actually warrant. The reality is that 
we are healthier, living longer, than at 
any other time in history." 
The economy 
Some economists are extremely gloomy 
about the economic forecast for the 
eighties, going so far as to predict a total 
collapse of the international monetary 
system. Leon Martel believes that we 
have to accept the fact that there are 
economic cycles, good and bad. Econo- 
mies do not remain static. However, he 
feels that a general economic collapse 
could only occur through a combination 
of factors. One or two factors alone do 
not cause a catastrophe. 

"If you had a continuing high inflation 
rate, coupled with a bad recession, com- 
bined with a run of bad luck in weather 
which caused worldwide crop failures, 
in addition to a large scale war, then 
collapse could occur, presumably. But 

Continued on page 199 

You never know if his boss is coining to dinner. You con'f fell 
when your uppity ounf will stay for o gloss of sherry. So cover 

yourself. Be prepared for ony occasion with our new 
*■ IP     crystal pattern. Dionnond Optic from West Virginia 
I ^ Gloss. With sparklers like these you con act rich 

'■■' without being rich. 

^^^\ /TD ^^^ never know if his boss i 
fl^l^r f" f% when your uppity aunt will s 
^*^^ ' .     '   ■ yourself. Be prepor 

YOURSELF """^S 
WITH DIAMONDS. 
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West Virginia Gloss Company 
Weston, West Virginia 26452 
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COUNTRY CURTAINS 
Ruffled Permanent Press 

TIERS 
25",30",36",40"  8.00 pr 

TIEBACKS 
45". 54", 63"     11.50 PC. 
72". 81". 90"      13.50 pr. . 

3.75ea. 

t.4^jmr, i B     H     SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

Country Curtain.s are a tradition . . . years of old-fashioned quality and 
conscientious service to thrifty homemakers. 2" ruffles in the finest blend 

I ;.">'„ colton/65'^, ixjlyester) . . . reminiscent of muslin . . . true country 
simplicity. Creamy epeshell or sparkling white. 78" wide/pr. 
Please specify eggshell or white. Send check, money order, or use Master- 
charge or DcinkAmericard. Sorry no COD's. Postage and handling: orders 
under $10 add tl.IO, $10 and over add $2.00. Mass. res. add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

COUNTRY CURTAINS 
Ar'IhKREDLl9NlNN ijf 

U,-|.l.   122.  Slo.kbridce,  Mass. 01262 

For   Personalized   Stationery 
Makes expensive looking raised letter 
impressions of any 3 line name & ad- 
dress on your PAPER & ENVELOPES 
(reversible). No inks, service or main 
tenance required. For home, office, 
clubs, etc. Print clearly, maximum 24 
characters per line. (For $1 1 95 
4 lines add $1.50.) -ll" — 
Desk Model (not shown) $14 95       sh.Dptni** 
Pa  res add 6% • Catalog 25c        each item 

POSTAMATIC   CO. 
Dept. HG-1278. Lafayette Hill, Pa.  19444 

FREE 
Catalog of over 120 
money saving kits for 
down- filled vests, 
parkas, comforters 
and more! 

Dept. HG 128 
Frostilne Circle 
Denver, Co. 80241 

60 

WOM FACTORY TO YOU- 
COLONIAL 

LADDERBACK 
Native 

Hardwood 

Height 42" 
Seat IZ'/j" X 14" 

Weight 10 lbs. 

Matching Arm 
Chair odd $3.00 to 
prices below. 
Fiber Rush Seat. 
All Woven by 
Hand-Old Fash- 
ioned? Sure! Eco- 
nomical? You Bet. 

Sanded-Ready to finish-$16.95 
Walnut—Maple—Pine 
Wood finish-S19.95 

Minimum Order,  2  Plec«ft 
Send check or money order. No C.O.O. 

U.F.S. Collecl-SOt lor ColaloQue 

MARION TRAVIS 
P.O.Box  292.   HGI2.  Statisulle. N.C.  28677 

GOURMET COOKb -ind GARDENERS ol the 
world unite' The fashionable and fun way to fix 
flapiacks or philodendrons is from behind 
Sedgeworth s colorful unisex one-size-fits-all 
aprons All have 2 Jumbo pockets, machine 
washable, handsomely personalized in bold 
white or royal blue initials. Debbie's 28'/2' bib 
style IS no-Iron poly/collon in lively blue, gold, 
green, tan. or brown. S4 98-makes a great gift 
Jacks 32'/!" awning stripes, ol rugged 100% 
cotton duckw/ad)ustable neckslrap-total com- 
fort in white with shades ot blue, brown or 
orange & yellow S8 50 Quality and styling are 
superb' Satisfaction Guaranteed 
TO ORDER Specify style and color apron(s). 
PRINT initials (up to 3) clearly For no initials 
write blank Extra letters 20 each Catalogue 
.50, freew/order Send checkor (UlC/VISAto: 

SEDGEWORTH'S 
Dept H-12,27RonaeleRo3() Medtord, MA02155 
Add St 25forstipg/MlgMAres add 5% Sales Tax 

Phone in CHARGE ORDERS (6171876-2400 

SHOPPING 
AROUND with Audrey 

Nichols 

Order merchandise by writing directly to shops, enclose check 
or money order. Add sales tax where applicable. Any unused 
item (not personalized) may be returned by insured niail for 
refund. Allow four weeks for delivery. 

NATURAL  BEAUTY 

Fresh   from    the    Maine 
woods. Fragrant Balsam 
fir   Christmas   wreaths 
handcrafted     by 
country   people   of 
coastal Maine are 
exceptionally 
thick  and   hand- 
somely    deco- 
rated with cones, 
nuts, berries, rein- 
deer   moss   and 
large   velvetina   rib- 
bon. About 22" diam- 
eter. Gift packaged with 
card and extra greens and 
cones   for  over  the   fireplace 
$15 ppd. Shipped UPS. The Christ- 
mas Greens Shop, HG12, Blue Hill, ME 04614, 

BEATRIX POTTER  SOAPS 

Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle, Peter Rabbit and Tom 
Kitten from exclusive collection of soap 
formulated for children. Super fatted with 
lanolin and sweet almond oil. Three for $9 ppd. 
Crabtree & Evelyn. Faneuii Hall Marketplace, 

Boston, 
MA 02109 

THE  STERLING TOUCH 

Elegant identity. Sterling silver labels on 
sterling chains are engraved with vodka, 
brandy, gin, scotch, rye, bourbon, 
burgundy, rum, whisky, port, sherry or left 
plain. 3'/2" wide. $11 ea. plus 500 
post. ea. Give style desired by letter. 
Mail or phone (212) 575-0723. Jean's 
Silversmiths Inc., HG12, 16 West 45th St., 
New York, NY 10036. 



LOTUS   DESIGN 
Creative accent. Stencil this 
antique quilt pattern on floor or 
walls. Kit includes two 13" by 
15" Mylar stencil sheets, three 
VI2" dia. brushes, six 1-oz jars Presto-DriTM japan paints, 
complete instructions. $42.45; stencils only, $14 Ppd. Color 
catalogue. $1, Adele Bishop, Box HG128W, Dorset, VT 05251. 

TREASURE CHEST 
Perfect little jewel box in 
silver plate. Has hinged lid 
and is lined in red plush. 
4" long. $37.50 
plus $2.50 post. Shreve, 
Crump and Low, HG12, 330 
Boylston St., Boston, MA 
02116. 

COOKIE  PEOPLE 
Santa and Mrs. Claus to 
adorn tree or mantelpiece 
are molded and painted by 
hand. Made of salt dough 
with hard varnish-like finish, 
they'll last indefinitely. 4" 
and4V2" tall. $11.95 pair 
H-pd. Free brochure. Irre- 
sistible. HG12, Co. Market 
BIdg., Faneuil Hall Market- 
place, Boston, MA 02109. 

CLEARLY  HANDSOME 
Acrylic designed  in a 9" square 
with  rounded  center  makes at- 
tractive planter or flower holder 
or stands alone as accent piece   ■ 
Durable, washable, can be pol- 
ished.   $19.95   plus  $1.50   post 
Visa,   MC   accepted.   Creative 
Products, HG12, Box 34, Lodi, 
NJ 07644. 

JACKET CLASSIC 
For warmth without weight 
Snowflake quilted nylon 34" 
topper, with 5 ounces of 
polyester fiberfill. Machine 
washable. Sizes S(10-12), 
M(14-16), L(18), XL(20-22). 
Oyster, navy, chocolate or red. 
$40 ppd. Johnny Appleseed's, 
HG12, Beverly, MA 01915. 

Mrs. H.-ilph I). It.iker 
83 Taylor Avenue 
hicago, Illinois 

<i06 1 2 

ADDRESS LABELS WITH NICE DESIGNS 
Your initial in Old English or Script; Also Pine, U.S. Flag, Gull, Palm, Rose, 
Saguaro, Zodiac & Happy Face To 20 letters per line, 4 lines, printed in 
black on gummed labels Specify initial or design. 

#DD = 500 white labels 1%" x %"  $3.50 
#GDD = 250 gold labels 1%" x %'   $3.50 
#DR = 500 white labels IV2' x W  $2.50 
#GDR = 250 gold labels IVz" x Vi"   $2.50 

Add 50' postage via 1st class or 40' via 3rd class. Useful 96 page Gift 
Catalog, 50' BRUCE BOUND, 212L BOUND BUILDING, BOULDER, CO 
80302.  Since 1956, thanks to you! 

First Edition 
ROYAL COPENHAGEN 

CHRISTMAS PLATE 
1908 

$1,400.00 ppd. 
All subsequent years of Christ- 
mas Plates available by return 
post. 
Royal  Copenhagen  Christmas 
Plate, 1978 $26.00 ppd. 
Bing & Grondahl Christmas 
Plate, 1978 $24.00 ppd. 

JOHN SINCLAIR LIMITED 
266 Glossop  Road        Sheffield,  England 

HAND-EMBROIDERED  CREWEL  FABRIC BY / 
THE   YARD   FOR   IMMEDIATE   DELIVERY ) 
That fabulous fabric from India you've • 
always yearned for, sensationally priced, f 
direct   from   the   Importer!   Multi-color ] 
wool  flowers hand-embroidered on  nat- ^ 
Ural   handwoven   cotton   for   draperies, I 
upholstery, slipcovers! » 

50" Wide       $14.00      yard ppd. ^ 
Ready-made 
Bedspreads 

Twin  $70 
Queen $90 

Full  $80 
Kins $100 

Table- 
cloths 

70*  round 
90*  round 

$50 
$60 

postpaid.   Money  back  ouarantec, 
stampn for sivatcli and color rataloa- 

276 Fifth Ave. Dept. GI28 
Nfiw  York.  N.Y.   lOOOl GURIAN'S 

^     POSTER    ^ 
ORK;innLS.a. 

<?24 Madison Avenue New York 10021 

CeZANNe. 20^8x16/8 in 
Green, orange, brown, white 
$20, plus sales tax.$150 for postage. 
Visa, MasterCharge.Am€x accepted. 

V$4Jo f new color catalogue-^^ 

Joao Isabel: 
It's the 
only    I 
name 

you 
want 
the best. 

RUSH 
FULL-COLOR CATALOG 

Enclosed IS S3 lor your catalog 
on ihe understanding it s refundable 

with my purchase 

Joio Isabel. Inc. 
Designers A Craftsmen in Brass 
120 East 32nd Street, Dept H 

New York. N.Y 10016 

PLEASE TURN  PAGE FOR 
..r.oc  cur^DDiM^   .pr.i 
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GIANT GRASS /. 
PLUMES & URNS :   '/ 
Plump, feathery, 'If 
five feet tall ',' 
arrangement. You /   ' 
may have seen these t      /y, 
giant, colorful bouquets ' I. 
before but not at ' 
this price. Bundle of // 
15 plumes in browns, ivory ' ,- 
andgoldis$10.95 + $2post.;        / 
25 plumes $14.95 + $3 post.;       • 
40 plumes $19.95 + $4 post.; 
For custom dyeing add $4 
and colors. HAND TURNED 
CERAMIC URNS available in your 
choice of ivory or earth gold color: 
• 105 (10" high) $ 6.95 + $2 post.; 
.106 (12" high) S 8.95 + $3 post.; 
• Ill (15" high) $19.95+ $5 post.; 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 
Tropical Plant Institute, Inc. Box 
21496. Dept 20. Ft Laud, FL 33335 

Portfolio: Dried flowers <t urrn J/;' 

^'^?^^ 

SHOPPINGAROUND 

Openly Oriental 
Kavorite periodicals are neatly stored (and 
cjsy to find) in a magazine rack with bamboo 
siyling Of sturdy metal, I7W x lOD x 15"H 
with distinctive arched center divider and tote 
handle. Order GBMR-17 . . . specify Koch 
brass or Contemporary nickel plate only 
$49,75 Shipped prepaid upon receipt of 
check 

AN  ANCIENT  COCK 
Very regal, from a 6th C. Sassanid silk 
in the Vatican Museum, he is surround- 
ed by an unlikely wreath of hearts! 
Softly done in a mellow medley of rusty 
reds. moss, ivory, black & brown on old 
dold. Handpainfed. SI2. Paternayan 
wool. 14x14. $40. Matching tassel wool, 
$S.,   Post.   &   Hdlg..   S2. 

MUSEUM  MASTERPIECES 
A unique collection of needlework 
spanning 20(X) years of world art. 
Catalog, design & stitch tips, $1. 

JANE WHITMIRE 
2353 S.  Meade St..  HG-12 

Arlington.   Va.  22202 
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ADJUSTABLE 

TV POLE 

Hold your portable 
TV right where you 
want it without ta- 

blesorstands. 
Takes    any 
width,   up  to 
14" deep, 17" 
high.    Brass 
tone  finish 
pole     has 
spring tension 

rod   to   adjust   to 
7'/? to 8>/2 ft. ceil- 
ing heights. Can be 
set HI or Low. Real 
space saver! 
Prompt Shipment 
Extension for higher 
ceiling, add $2.00. 

n4.99 
Plus $1.00 postage 
Writ* lor FREE catalog 

Dept.  312-8A. Wheat Ridge,  CO 80086 

what is the 
bear necessities? 
bears. 
bears. 
bears. 
bears. 
bears... 
bear collectables 
and bear usables. 

for polar bear canvas tote send '6.50 
which includes postage and handling to: 

the bear necessities 
P.O. box 988 
Plymouth, ma. 02360 

send name and address for mailing list 

VERSATILE 
COFFEE TABLE 

Finest Singapore cane 
and wood, natural for 
contemporary decors. 

Solid natural or light brown hardwood. 
Hand rubbed finish. 36" 1. by 18" w. by 16" h. 
$39. Shpg. $6. Visa, MC. West End Shop, 
hG12. Box 3216, 3029 N. Rampart St., 
New Orleans, LA 70177. 

I 

JOGGING  STICK 
Handsome 14" walnut finished baton wrapped in 

sterling silver at handle and tip is sure to be a 
favorite of joggers. "Run For Your Life" is inscribed on ■ 
the end of handle. Elegantly gift pouched in rich suede 
cloth. Reed & Barton. $16.95 ppd. The Ceiling Fan 
Gallery, HG12,108 East 82nd St., New Yorl<, NY 10028. 

NEEDLEPOINT KITS 
Museum Masterpieces. Coptic 
angel: blues, greens, tans on 

tweeded chocolate. Scythian 
Horse: blue, earth 

W^^p^      tones on paprika. ' 
*jS^^ Contemporary pillow: 
SM^       rich earth tones. 
^•^^     Hand-painted #12 monc 

canvas. Paternayan 
wool, needle. Ea. pillow kit 
$35 plus $2. Catalogue, 

design, stitch tips, $1. Jane 
Whilmire, HG12, 2353 

S. Meade, Arlington, 
VA 22202 



A GEM 
Beautiful jewelry box 

in a leaded glass. Fine line 
silk screen of the "summer 

lady" in exquisite detail graces the 
glass lid and reflects on   mirrored bottom for any eye 
latching effect. Approximately: 4" by 6". $11.98 plus $1.50 
Dost. Color catalogue 250. The Stage Shop, HG12, 
440 Great Road, Acton, MA 01720. 

=»ATTERN   PAINTING 
Use roller to paint wallpaper patterns on walls, ceilings, 
furniture, fabrics. No more steaming off old paper. Goes on in 
minutes. Use with any color, any paint. Each design applicator. 
$7.95. Add $1.50 post. Designs shown: #1269, 1252, 1319, 1209. 
Rollerwall, Inc., HG12, Box 757, Silver Spring, MD 20901. 

BATH   READING   RACK 
Great idea. Lucite rack features adjustable lectern, for 
magazine or mirror, tray for beauty aids. Mounts on tub or 
whirlpool. Adjustable frame, corrosion-free anodized aluminum. 
$39.95 plus $2 post. Dynamic Home Enterprises, Dept. C38, 
GPO 2073, New York, NY 10001. 

ENERGY  SAVING  QUILT 
Keep warm with down comforter (shown left). Light and fluffy 
down. Egyptian cambric cotton cover. Blue, gold, rose or natural. 
Single $125.50: double $176.50; queen/king $208.50. Ppd. 
Brochure and fabric samples, $1. Guddledown, HG128, 
87 Pleasant St., Yarmouth, ME 04096. 
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UNWIND IN ELEGANCE 
Glamour/Rest Both Pillow offers total re- 
laxation, total fashion. Six fashion shades 
add new look to your bathroom decor. 
Cushions and supports heod and shoulders. 
Choose from these sparkling colors: Navy 
Blue, Cerulean Blue, Sable, Cognac, White 
or Yellow. 16"x20". 4 suction cups hold 
pillow. Inflatable, adjustable. Indispens- 
able. $6.00. Add 504 for postage & han- 
dling. NJ resident add 5% tax. We ship 
promptly. 

MONEY BACK 
ll GUARANTtE 

QUAUTY 
PROOUaS 
SINCE 1951 

Send Check or Money Order to - 

Box GC New Providence, NJ 07974 

3-way 
switch 

the Walll 
Swinger 
a sleek swing arm 
at the fantastic 
price of    «19-»li 

Plus $2 shipping 
Pa. res. add 6% 

Extends a full 2 feet to put 
the light just where you 
want it. ll'/2" dia. white 
knubbed shade. Specify 
polished brass or old 
distressed  brass finish. 

ROBELIER 
Box   183,  G12-8 

VILLANOVA, PA 1908S 

ELEGANT LAMPS 
Hand cut crystal blocks and pendants em- 
bellish imported marble base and hand 
crafted Rogers gold castings to create a 
richness unbelievable at this price. Com- 
pletely electrified, 18" high. Pair, only 
$44.95. Shipping Chgs. Coll. Sorry no 
COD'S. BankAmericard or Master Charge 
welcome. Pa. res. add 6% 

Cat'iloff of unl(iue cn/stnl items, 2'tij 

LUIGI   CRYSTAL 
7332 Frankford Ave.. GI2-8, Phila., Pa. 19136 

ANTIQUE WOODEN 
BOBBINS! $3.98«.h 
Today's decor rage—real 19th cen- 
tury originals from the Yorkshire, 
England, textile mills. Collectors 
are paying twice the price, but we 
found a mill-full, cleaned them up 
a bit for you to treasure as Is or 
refinish. 9" hardwood bobbin, one 
end a metal spool, the other with 
inlays—most with a maker's name. 
Included with each, historical data 
plus metal cup for your candle. 
Or they can hold branches or dried 
flowers. Snap 'em up—when they're 
gone, they'll be gone forever! 
4896    Bobbin    Each $3.98 

Add $J. for posfoge 4 handling 
New York residents add taxes 

liiiiAN ^EHON 
Dept. GD3, 510 S. Fulton Ave. 

Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

Butcher 

34"   high   work   table 
36"   X   24".    S142.00 
48"   X   24".    $156.00 
60"   X   30".    $194.00 
or choose  30" dinlna: 

height table at 
same prices. 

Locking Shepherd 
Casters. 

$30.00 additional 

Two-Inch thick ^aple butcher block 
top, durable bench-construction 
frame. Sent express collect. In Illi- 
nois, add applicable taxes. Send 
check or money order, no C.O.D. s 
please. 
For complete catalog of exciting 
butcher block furniture, send 500 to: 

butcher block & more 
The Schoenhelt Company 

Dept.  HG-I28A,  1600 S.  Clinton, Chicago 60616 
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WE WILL SE.\D ORIENTAL RUGS 
SHOPPING AROUND 

ON APPROVAL FOR 
EXAMINATION IN 
YOUR OWN HOME 

• NO OBLIGATION TO BUY ' 

• NO DEPOSIT OR EXPENSE^ 
TO YOU 

• ONLY GENUINE HAND- 
MADE ORIENTAL RUGS 
FOR OVER 50 YEARS 

SEND   FOR   FREE   DESCRIPTIVE   LISTS,   COLORED  PLATES,  and 
KODACHROMES to help vou select runs you wish sent on APPROVAL 

larger!   Kclail   l-lock 

L Oirrrl  Intporlulions   Regular!: 

\Moderate  Prices 

!^tna)l  Mats  lo  Giant  CarpeU 

yXlie  No  Ki.k  Way 
lo  Buy  Orienlal   Itui:- 

"Oriental Rues - A Complete Guide" by 
Col. Charles W. Jacobsen. First and most 
comprehensive Oriental rug encyclopedia 
ever published. 480 pages with 250 plates, 
38 in full color - iJll.SO 

CHAS.W. JACOBSEN, Inc. 
401 S. SALINA ST.. DEPT. G 
SYRACUSE. N.Y. 13201 
315-471-6522 

GENTLEMEN'S   CHAIR 

Add distinction to any room with 
ttiis magnificent reproduction. The 
tali back and loose cushion assure 
utmost comfort. Made of Top Groin 
leather only (over 40 shades to 
choose from). Available in vinyl. 
Imperial Leather $609.55 

Shipping charges extra.  No  C.O.O. 

Bryan Robeson 
Dept.   HG-199,   Route  )0,   Ba«  793 

Hickory,   N.C.   28601 

UNIQUE TIMBRELITES 
Dramatic lighting handcrafted 

from 5 Biblical drums of unglazed 
pottery. Limited production. 

S 89.00 ppd. Full money back 
guarantee. For free detailed 

color catalog air mail to 
EPISRAEL 

18 Henrietta Szold       Haifa, 34721, Israel 
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ANOTHER YEAR 1978-79 

For Gathering selective quality 
and unique Dolls, Toys, 
Books, Games and Crafts 

for you. All and more to be 
seen in our 1 1 Room 
Toy Shop and in our 

General Catalog 
Be on our Mailing List 

Send Si.00 to: 

51 Mountain Path 
Manchester Center, Vt. 05255 

An idea 
whose 

time 
has 

come! 

The NEW 
PS 400 

A ball-point PEN for quick notes. A 
STAPLER for quick use 

Two-in one; couldn't be handier! 
The PS400. only $3.59 

Fbstage and hdlg. add 50c 
Complete with 2 pen refills 

1000 miniature staples. 

To reorder Ffen refills (Blue)  49ea. 
Staples (2000)  99ea. 

WITCO INC. 
BOX 770, MADISON SQ. STA. 

NEW YORK, NY. 10010 

HANDMADE QUILTS 
Friendship and quilts go hand in 
hand especially when lovingly con- 
structed by the "Plain People" of 
Pennsylvania. Made to your speci- 
fications in almost any color or 
pattern. Send $1 for brochure (re- 
fundable). The Quiltery, HG12. 
Benfield Rd., R.D. 4, Boyertown. 
PA 19512. 

MR. AND MRS. SANTA 
Handcrafted merry-looking dolls. 
Red flannel bodies; flesh felt heads 
afid hands. In redand white 
checked cotton seersucker. Mrs. 
has white cap, straw basket to 
hold cards, goodies. Set 7" $14 
plus $1.50 post.; 18" $28 plus 
$1.75. Annalee's Workshop, HG12, 
Box 446,  Meredith, NH 03253. 

BOAT BAG CARRY-ALLS 
Web handles, double bottoms. 
Navy, red, sand, avocado, blue, 
yellow, brown, orange, natural. 
19"xl8"x5", $19.30; 18"xl4", 
$16.60; 12"xl4", $14.30; 12"x 
9". $11.40; 12"xl2"x4", (single 
bottom), $11.30. Ppd. Free cata- 
logue. Port Canvas Co., Dock Sq., 
Kennebunkport, ME 04046. 

BEAUTIFUL REFLECTION 
Full-length standing mirror of 
"metal bamboo" glides quietly on 
casters to wherever you want It. 
The heavy plate glass mirror is 
adjustable. Overall 22" w. by 20" 
d. by 65" h. Specify Koch brass 
(B) or nickel (N). No. GRBSM-71. 
$250 ppd. St. Nicholas Boutiques, 
HG12, Santa Claus, IN 47579. 

LOVING NAME TIE 
Please grandfather with a hand- 
some polyester tie hand-painted 
with names (up to 15) of the chil- 
dren. Scatter design—white letters 
on navy, brown, green, wine. For 
three names $10 plus $1 post. Add 
500 each additional name. Butch 
Hoffer, Dept. B128, Box 7219, 
Beaumont, TX 77701. 

VICTORIAN ACCENT 
Lovely   heirloom   reproduction   of 
necklace. Genuine cameo slide on 
delicate    double-link    chain,    28" 
long. Pendant 1" d.,  ll^" w. An- 
tique  gold-plated   finish.   Remove, 
spinning fob and wear Grandpa's* 
old  watch.  $8  plus $1  post.  Old' j  ?'' 
Pueblo Traders,   HGDNE.  600 So..       '" 
Country Club, Tucson,  AZ 85716, > 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

QUOTABLE PILLOWS 
\musing suggested sayings or your 
)wn wording hand-painted on foam 
jtuffed duck pillows. 16" by 22". 
specify color: white, red, blue, 
;reen, beige, yellow or shocking 
5ink (contrast lettering). Washable, 
dipper, $17 ppd. Write for free cat- 
jlogue. Au Bon Gout, HG12, Box 
5557, Palm Beach, FL 33480. 

LIGHT A  LAMP 
Handcrafted solid brass oil lamp. 
Use on patio with kerosene to re- 
pel bugs; indoors with scented oils 
for a warm glow. A. 18"h. $18.95, 
B. 13"h. $12.95 (hurricane glass): 
C. 21"h. $29.95 (green trans- 
lucent globe). Ppd. Light My Way, 
Ltd., HG12, 533 Richmond Ave., 
Staten Island. NY 10302. 

LACE EDGED BEAUTIES 
Pretty 2" ruffles edged with 1" of 
val lace trim natural or white 50% 
cotton/50% poly curtains 78"w. 
per pr. Lengths: 20",25",30",36" 
$8; 45",54".63" $12; 72".81", 
90" $15 pr. Val., 12" by 72". $4. 
each. Add $2 post per order. Free 
catalogue. Country Curtains. 
HG121,   Stockbridge.   MA   01262. 

STOWAWAY 
Nothing like preparing now for 
Christmas. Ornament chest holds 
92 ornaments of three sizes; space 
for eight sets of lights, tinsel and 
other tree-trimming paraphernalia. 
27" by 17" by 12". Assembles 
easily. $10.50, two for $19.95: $1 
post. Write to Bruce Bolind, HG12, 
Bolind Bldg., Boulder, CO 80302. 

WORLD FAMOUS 
The Original DeLuxe, 1978 Monde 
Selection Gold Winner for "world's 
finest fruit cake." Custom-baked 
since 1896, filled with imported 
fruits and Texas pecans. Great gift 
idea. 2 lbs. $6.95; 3 lbs. $9.85; 
5lbs. $15.95. Ppd. Collin Street 
Bakery, HG12, Box 817, Corsicana, 
TX 75110. 
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GLASS HANG-UP 
Store stemware without fear of 
breakage. Brown plastic Glass 
Trax''^' strips adhere to any sur- 
face, hold any size glass. Come in 
10" pairs, hold 3-5 glasses ea. 10 
or more pairs $1 pr. 5 prs. $1.15 
ea., single prs. $1.25 ea. Add 500 
post. The Idea Center, HG12, 373 
Par.ott Dr., San Mateo, CA 94402. 

The Ultimate Storm Boot 
These will be the best storm boots 
you've ever owned. They fit over 
all your shoes, no matter what 
height heeL What's more, they 
have genuine suede and leather 
water-repellent uppers, a cozy wool 
pile lining, even non-slip crepe 
soles. Brown or black. Whole sizes 
6-10, Medium, to fit shoes sizes 
5V2-10 (please state shoe size and 
width). $45. 
Add $2.25 for postage. Order by 
mail, or phone 617-749-7830. Master 
Charge, Visa or American Express 
accepted. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Dept. ZS, Hingham, Mass. 02043 

Stores in Hingham, Acton, Duxbury, 
Lenox, Osterville, So. Hamilton, 
Massachusetts; Avon, Hamden, 

Ridgefield, Westport, Connechcut. 

Custom Printed Shirts 
We'll print your slogan up to 
30 letters on a quality t shirt or 
sweatshirt. All machine wash 
able. Navy or powder blue S-M 
L-XL. Specify color and size 
Add $2 extra for printing on 
both sides. 100% cotton. 
T-shirt $5.99 
Sweatshirt $7.99 

Dept. 312-8B, Wheat Ridge, CO 80036 

WICKER 
WONDERLAND 

Baby's own hasM to take bahy .inywhert. 
Handwoven natural palm leal is light I 
weight yet sturdy, 30" L x 16" W x 18" H. 
$29.95 plus $5,011 postaoc. 2-pc kudcl poly- 
ester filled liner & coverlet in yellow-white 
gingham. $14 95 (it ordered separatsly add 
$2.00 postage). 

BATH READER 
An important 
and pretty ac- 
cessory for the 
bathroom, con- 
venient space 
for magazines 
and two rolls 
of toilet tissue. 
Made of hand- 
woven rattan in 
lacy design 
10" X 4" x 18' 
high. $ 12.95 
plus $2.00 post- 
age. 

SEND 25C 
FOR NEW 
72 PACE 
CATALOG 

•-..•^•iSic^r 

WALL ALL 
Attractive 

ELEPHANT 
TOWEL 
RING 
H andwoven 
rattan with 
blight mar- 
ble eyes. 12" 
X 8' with 
hanging ring. 
$6.95 plus 
$1.00 post- 
age. Painted 
white or yel- 
I 0 w add 
$2.00. 

and practical 
com part m enticed wall 
rack keeps mail, notes, 
receipts, etc. at your fin- 
gertips. Handwoven of 
natural rattan, 7" x 18", 
$6.95  plus  $1.00  postage. 

SWIVEL RATTAN 
BAR STOOLS 

HiliulwovMi seatailil 
!)[< U stHint' rattan 
lets with latluii 
\\i.i|ipiii;;s fin- ap- 
Iie.iiaiKe and extra 
slieiiKtli. cdinis ill 
two seat heitilits; 
29" hrnh. $59.95 
plus $8 no pii.stauf; 
24" hls-li. $54.95 
PULS   fh 00   pnsfaKf. 

WICKER WALL 
LAMP 

Suspended from 
rat,an bracket with 
lacy natural wicker 
11" shade 9 ft rat- 
tan chain and fuDy 
electrified Painted 

white 
■ — yellow 

gieen. 
^        ' pink. 

* ^^ orange 
J. "■-     or blue 
-"--^ add 

" ^ r^     $2 00 

^IIBASKET House 
Route 10, Dept. HG12, Sutiosunno, N.J. 07876 
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Always the newest 
and most exciting ideas! UlilAN 

ROLLING SAUCER, better 
than ever—free wheeling 
sphere casters in gleaming 
white! Holds the heaviest 
pot, easy to move and 
turn for light. And not 
just a stand—a 2"-deep 
saucer that catches water, 
saves floors and rugs. 
Clear plastic, American 
made, inside diameter ni/2' 
4705     Rolling Plant 
S.-iucer    $6.98 

INGENIOUS TWO-IN-ONE BRUSH—quick and easy dusting 
in hard-to-reach spots—pleated lamp shades, wicker, 
narrow-slat blinds, moldings, carved furniture, 
wrought iron, shelf corners. Fine natural 
bristle on lacquered wood, from West 
Germany—one pointy brush, 
one blunt for every 
need. 91/2" long. 
9742     Brush     $3.98 

ICE-CRYSTAL CANDLEHOLQERS— 
glorious Goebel crystal, 

hand-crafted by world-famed 
Charlottenhiitte! Sparkling 

facets reflect candles' glow, 
create a fantasy world' 

3" high, 4V4" across, anr: 
heavenly-heavy. Each come . 

with a candle, takes standard 
candle-warmer refills 

You can actually use them 
as elegant warmers—rims are 

level for balance, serrated 
for air circulation. 

Fame-name quality, our own 
West German import. Boxed. 

9842 Candleholder Each $7.98 
9853     Set of 2 for $12.98 

HUMMEL MUSIC BOX, engraved 
with Baby's name and birth 
date. Appealing wall decor 
and soothing music—the gift 
that has everything! 
Pull the cord to hear Brahms' 
beloved Lullaby—a superb 
Swiss-crafted movement by 
world-famed Reuge. Adorable 
Hummel scene is framed in 
fine polished cherry wood, 
plaque is lifetime solid brass. 
Our own West German import, 
S'A" across, gift boxed. 
PRINT name and birth date. 
2284     Music Box    $17.98 I ^<:B4      MUSIC  DOX      *1/.90 

UlilAN^EHON 0ept.GD4  510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

Name. 

I Address. 

City- -State- 

Apt.. 

-Zip. 
EASY 4-STEP SHOPPING—SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 

1. PRINT your name and address above—don't forget zip code. 
2. Attach paper with name, number and price of item(s) desired. 
3. Add $1.25 each item for post. & hdlg.—NY residents add taxes. 
4. Enclose your check or money order—please, no cash, no COD's. 

CHARGE $10 or more. Master Charge or Visa/BankAmericard. 
^   Send card number, exp. date, Interbank number for Master Charge. 

SHOPPING 
AROUND .T 

LILLIAN VERNON 

CHAMPION  CARRYALL 
A personalized duffel that's tougfi 
enough for a load of books or packages 
and big enough for gym or beach gear. 
Makes a handy laundry bag, too. Navy 
denim with metal grommets, a nautical 
white cord. Stands 18" tall. American 
made. Red felt letters: print name or 
initials. #2002 $2.98; three $8.50. Add 
600 post. Lillian Vernon, GDE, 510 So. 
Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

DRAMA  FOR A  DESK 
Centurion inkwell in solid brass is exact replica of English 
antique, circa 1860. Weighty casting, 4V2" across, with classic 
acanthus-leaf motif, hinged dome. Inside a white porcelain- 
enameled metal inkwell useful for paper clips. White goose 
quill pen 11-13" long. #9946, $12.98 plus $1.50 post, Lillian 
Vernon, GDE, 510 So. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

GENUINE  DIAMOND 
A lovely delicate 14k gold ring with 2.5 pt. diamond, the 
exquisite Tiffany set- 
ting sweeps up to a V 
that shows off its 
glory and enhances 
every facet. It's 
superbly crafted in 
New England, made 
to love for a lifetime. 
#3409. In sizes4, 5, 6, 
7, 8. $24.98 plus $1. 
post. Lillian Vernon, 
GDE, 510 So. Fulton 
Ave., Mt. Vernon, 
NY 10550. 
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MURANO ANGEL 
Solid Venetian glass, her gown Mille- 
fiori motifs in rainbow of mosaic hues. 
Haloed head, arms, wings are crystal- 
clear with golden glints. About SVa" 
high. Each is handcrafted, gift boxed. 
For standard candle (not included). 
#4727 $13.98 plus $1 post. Lillian 
Vernon, GDE, 510 So. Fulton Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

LIFETIME ORNAMENTS 
Custom-engraved solid brass. A design 
for every age-for baby, teacher, loving 
couples. Polished, non-tarnish. Sizes 
vary 3-4" with design. Baby in crib 
(print name, date of birth). #1493 
$1.98 ea. plus 500 post. Lillian Vernon, 
GDE, 510 So. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, 
NY 10550. 

Famed for 27 years 
of quality and service! 

WOODEN SHADOWBOX 
has 36 individual niches 
for your tiny treasures, 
comes fully assembled 

with hooks, ready to hang! 
Natural wood finish, 
13%xl6y4x2" deep, 

niches 15/8-2%" wide, 
13/8-4" high, for all 

kinds of mini-collectibles. 
9367    Wooden 

Shadowbox    $11.98 

W-»UE 

THE CARDINDEX 
Has 200 coated-stock cards that slip 
)ff rods, slip on where wanted. Clear 
ndex tabs with big letters. Angled 
ack holds place as you write, dial. 
iV8x3'/2x2V4". Gift boxed. #9858 
;9.98; #457 100 refill $3.98; #458 
)0th $12.50. Add $1.30 post. Lillian 
/ernon, GDE, 510 So. Fulton Ave., 
AX. Vernon, NY 10550. 

BRASS ON  OAK 
^Working replica of 
antique 1860 English 
letter scale. Solid brass 
varnished base, lined 
niches. Guaranteed 
accurate for 1, 2- 
DZ., two '/2-OZ. 

weights. 7x378x372" h. 
#9319 $22.50 plus $1.50 
post. Vernon, GDE, 510 
So. Fulton, Mt. Vernon, 
NY 10550. 

DESIGNER  SET 
Exclusive gift for designers, artists, architects, draftsmen, 
students. Black leather case has twin zip compartments that lie 
flat when opened. Inside 12 pencils of costly quality in range of 

rainbow hues. 4 
soft-to-hard 

leads; 7 color 
pens, acrylic 

ruler 
(in./ 
cm.); 
45" cali- 

brated triangle; 
protractor; pen hold- 
er; sharpener; eraser. 
Personalized brass 
initials. #2250 772X 
474x172". $22.50 
plus $1 post. Vernon, 
GDE, 510 So. Fulton, 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

IT'S NOT A TOY! It's a precision-made xylophone with sound plates of a 
special silvery metal, electronically tuned! Superb gift for families who 
like to harmonize, for anyone who ever longed to be a music-maker! 12- 
note instrument by world-famed Bell Harmony jof West Germany, rugged 
12V2" tongue-and-groove frame of natural*wood, ^smoothly polished. Two 
weight-balanced mallets with solid natural wood heads. Gift-boxed with 
a guarantee, details of the tuning system and Hz. frequencies. 
9600     Precision Xylophone by Bell Harmony      $15.98 

uulANTEioii' Dept. CDS 510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

Name. 

Address - 

City- . State. 

. Apt.. 

-Zip- 

EASY 4-STEP SHOPPING—SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 
1. PRINT your name and address above—don't forget zip code. 
2. Attach paper with name, number and price of item(s) desired. 
3. Add $1.25 each item for post. & hdlg.—NY residents add taxes. 
4. Enclose your check or money order—please, no cash, no COO's. 

CHARGE $10 or more. Master Charge or Visa/BankAmericard. 
Send card number, exp. date, Interbank number forMasterCharge. 

December, 1978 
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An offer of 
pure honey 

in satin 
glass and black 

cherry. 

Natural wild-flower honey from the 
woodlands of horthern Michigan 
in a beautiful, 12 oz. Eye Winker 
Jar of satin glass. Sealed for fresh- 
ness with pure beeswax. Plus, a 16 
oz. jar for refills. 

With an old-fashioned 
wooden honey dipper 
hand-turned with care, 
from wild black cherry. 
A reminder of days 
gone by, but still the 
only practical way to 
handle honey. 

Wild-flower Honey Of- 
fer postpaid. Includes 
Forslunds full-color, 
100-page catalog ab- 
solutely free. 

Porcelamized Cast Iron Fry Pans. 
White interiors, please specify 
black, orange or light blue ex- 
teriors. 

Fry pan 6"       $ 8.95 
Fry pan 8" 13.95 
Fry pan 10" 24.95 
Fry pan 12" 29.95 

Shipping/handling add $3.50 
per piece. Master Charge and 
Visa accepted. Write for com- 
plete line, sets and special cus- 
tom colors available. Send $2.00 
for 52pg. illustrated cookware 
catalog to Dept. HG-12. 

iJaa^ai cJzanfoU XC 
668 Siith Avenue, New York, New York 10010 

Tel.  (212) 243-6660 

NEW CROP! FINE PAPER-SHELL 

PECANS 
THE GIFT OF GOOD TASTE! 

$19.95 

Catalog 
only 

$3.00 

Carl Forslund 
{Father and Three Sons) 
250 PEARL ST. NW HG 

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. 49503 

Fine quality paper shells Irom The Country 
Cupboard' The perfect gift for Christmas) 
Pecans from our huge groves are inspected and 
graded to insure freshness and quality 

ONE POUND MAMMOTH HALVES 
Big, meaty and flavorful pecan halves Packed 
in poly bag and gift boied ^>« CK II« 
We pay the postage S9*t>03 IDa 

WRITB FOR PRtCE LIST AND DISCOUNTS 

THE COUNTRY CUPBOARD 
A DIVISION OF MURRAH PECAN COMPANY 

437  WALL ST. / RICHLAND, GA. 31825 

RAJASTAN RUGS. Coprure the beguiling magic 
ond romance of the Orient into your home. Transform 
any drab oreo into a prestigious showpiece of re- 
fined elegance. Ideal for antique or ultro modern decor. 
Also as dramatic accent rugs over carpeting. Natural yarns 
only, painstakingly woven through to the back, by our old 
world techniques to ossure many years of rugged wear. 
Widely occlaimed as the lost greet decorating buy of our 
day. Guaranteed imported. FOR THE LAST TIME EVER AT 
THESE INCREDIBLE PRICES: approx. 3'x5' $19.95; 4'x6' 
$29.95; 6'x9' $69.95; 9'xl2' $119.95. Specify red, ivory, 
gold, blue or avocado background. If you order now, we 
will even pay the freight. Our rugs hove been copied but 
never reproduced. 43 years of renowned reliability. 
MosterCharge,  VISA,   Am.   Express accepted. 

INTERNATIONAL   RUG  CO. 
360  Amsterdam  Avenue New  York,   NY.   10024 

GREAT GIFT 

Chocolate 
Lovers 

Treat yourself to America's best 
ctiocolate recipes—pudding, pies, 
cakes, fudge, frosting and more- 
each one easy to make and chosen 
for its  rich,  chocolaty taste 

Also includes surprising nutri- 
tional and health facts, cooking 
hints, history, and the intriguing 
story of chocolate from beans to 
bars. $2.95  ppd. 

WYVERN ENTERPRISES,   Dept. lOOl, Box 745, Buffalo, N.Y. 14240 

PRETTY BUTTERFLIES 
Add color and interest to kitchen 
cabinets, chests, shutters with dec- 
orated drawer pulls. White porce- 
lain, IVi" dia., Va" deep. No two 
alike. Set of 4, with screws for 
easy installation. $4.95 plus $1.10 
post. Order from Artisan Galleries. 
HG12, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dal 
las, TX 75204. 

BE A CLONE 
Though science has hesitated, you 
can now be duplicated into a de- 
lightful 22" silk-screened rag doll 
with rainbow yarn hair, as shown. 
Face is transferred from your 
sharp, closeup photo, color or b&w 
(returned unharmed). $19.95 plus 
$2.45 post. Be A Clone, HGE-128C, 
99 Prince St., NY, NY 10012. 

ELEGANT END TABLE 
Even if you have no woodworking 
experience, you can build this 
table from an easy-toassemble 
kit. Solid 3^" Pennsylvania 
cherry, pre-cut, sanded smooth. 
Available assembled, finished in 
antique cherry. Color catalogue. 
$1. Emperor Clock Co., Dept. FS, 
Fairhope, AL 36532. 

YOUR FAMILY CREST 
Handsome   hand-engraved    rings. ; 
Choice of sterling silver, $99, 14K : 
gold, $225. Ppd. Send coat-of-arms 
or have it researched. A splendid i 
gift idea bound to become a prized ' 
keepsake. Free color catalogue. Or- r 
der from  Heraldica Imports,  Inc., ; 
HG12, 21 W. 46th St., New York, S 
NY 10036. 
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GIFT FOR GOLFERS 
Brighten up the game with person- 
alized golf tees. Ten day Christmas 
delivery service. You can get them 
in a hurry by using your credit card 
-call toll-free: 800-824-7888, (op- 
erator 90H). Box of 50 is $5.95 
plus 750 post. Or write to Jomar 
Industries, HG12, Box 368, Mt. 
Vernon, NY 10550. 

NAME ON A MEMO 
Personalized colorful layers of 
pink, green and yellow notes with 
your name in black letters. 600 
memo sheets in a crystal clear 
cube, 37/8" by 3%" by 3'/a": lets 
you pick one sheet at a time. Pleas^ 
print name. $3.99 ppd. Waltej- 
Drake, HG12, Drake BIdg., Colo* 
rado Springs, CO 80940. - 

House  &  Garden 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

RUSTIC PLAY HOUSE 

iturdy real Cedar Wood log cabin, 
or junior cowboys or dream house 
or girls. Lasts for generations of 
un, used outdoors. 4' by 5' by 
5'/2'. $66.95. 5' by 7' by S'/j'. 
f 118.95; with shutters and door, 
fl88.95. FOB Camden, NJ. Cedar 
Products, HG18, Box 84. North 
Baldwin. NY 11510. 

FELINE FANCIERS NEWS 

Cats Magazine is a monthly that 
features news and pictures about 
cats from domestic darlings to 
purebreds. There are poems and 
factual articles on the care and 
feeding of felines. $1.25 copy, 
$8.95 year ppd. Write to Cats Mag 
azine, HG 12, P.O. Box 83048, 
Lincoln, NB 68501. 

SOLDIER'S  EASE 

Elegant leather soldier's chair re- 
produced by master craftsmen. 
Solid mahogany arms, legs. Top 
grain leather In over 50 colors. 
42"h., 27"w., 30"d. $389.50 
(price subject to change). Shpg. 
chg. extra. Brochure, $1. Carolina 
Leather House, Inc., Dept. HG-55, 
Box 5023. Hickory, NC 28601.. 

SHUT EYE 

Sleep is king night or day when you 
don the mask; shuts out any flick- 
er of light that could disturb the 
psyche, the body's rest. Flexible 
foil and elastic bands so con- 
structed that it fits any cranium. 
$3.98 plus 400 post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG12, 67 Second St., 
San Francisco. CA 94105. 

STORAGE CASES 

Keep china, glasses ready to use. 
Four zippered plate chests; cup, 
glass chest; plus 44 separator 
pads. White quilted vinyl. For 12 
plates, cups, glasses. Plate or glass 
chests, each $5.99; cup chest 
$3 99; complete set $14.99. Add 
500 post. each. Holiday Gifts, 312- 
i8C, Wheat Ridge, CO 80036. 
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CREATIVELY YOURS 

There's a variety of stimulating 
ideas featuring maple hardwoods 
as country-style dining tables, 
work tables, mobile carts, shelv- 
ing, benches, counter tops. All are 
shown in a 44-page catalogue 500. 
From Butcher Block & More, HG12, 
1600 So. Clinton, Chicago, IL 
60616. 

I noAAif QMc{ A^cumd 

HAWAIIAN ' 
PINEAPPLE 
MACADAMIA  NUT CAKE 

One bite o1 this buttery 
cake IS like a trip to ttie 
Islandsi Ctiock lull ot 
luicy Hawaiian Pineapple 
and exotic Macadamia 
Nuts, it's our exclusive, 
original recipe like no 
other in the world The 
IV2-pound loaf cake 
comes bakery-lresh in a 
gold (oil gilt box. freezes 
nicely and slices neatly 
Available all year 

Order Gilt No   752 
$795 delv'd 

PEARSNAPPLES 

Over eight pounds ol our 
lustiliably famous Royal 
Riviera* Pears and Crisp 
Mountain Apples — the 
linest fresh fruit in the 
world, beautilully gift 
packed and sent with your 
personal greetings Per- 
fect arrival guaranleedi 
Order now lor delivery by 
Christmas. Available Nov. 
10 to Jan. 25. 

Order Gift No. 25 .... 
$1395 delvd 

TABLETOP 
CHRISTMAS! 
SPRUCE 

Give natural 
beauty and 
evergreen scent in a per- 
fectly formed, live minia- 
ture Christmas tree' 
About a foot tall, this 
lovely Dwarf Alberta 
Spruce comes prepolted 
and completely decorated 
with 20 chocolate Christ- 
mas bells and tiny pep- 
permint canes 
Available Dec 1 to Jan 5 

Order Gift No 812.. 
$1895 delv'd 

The Original, 

One-and-Only %iyftlica\ontliaub^ 
Since   1936,  America's favorite family club.  Month after month, a 
parade of the world's rarest and finest Iruit sent direct from the or- 
chard  Each gilt box with your greetings. All announced by a hand- 
some, gold-embossed Certilicate ol Membership, 

Christmas — Royal Riviera Pears 
Jan — Crisp Mountain Apples 
Feb — Royal Grapelruit 
March — Royal Oranges 
April — Hawaiian Pineapples 
May — Wild   n Rare' Preserves 

June — Home-Canned Fruil 
July — Giani KIWI Berries 
Aifgust — Exolic Nectarines 
Sept — Oiegold' Peaches 
Oct — Alphonse LaValle Grapes 
Nov — Royal Beurre* Bosc Pears 

3-Box Club Surprise them with gorgeous gift boxes for Christmas. 

January and February Gift No, 111..     $2895deivd 

5-Box Club Keeps coming and coming' Christmas, January, 
February, May and September. Q,„ ^^   ,^ ,        j^^g^ ^^,^^ 

8-Box Club Delight them to pieces again and again' Christmas, 
Jan , Feb , May, Aug , Sept , Oct. and Nov 

Gift No   151 $7795 delvd 

12-Box Club Flabbergasting' A gorgeous gift every single month 

Gift No  201 $11695 delvd of the year 

We guarantee your complete satisfaction in every respect... or your money back! 

Every year folks write to tell us fiow pleased their friends are with gifts from Harry 
and David Our "secret '' It's the personal touch that's part of every gift we make 
Harry and I grow our own fruit, bake our own cakes, put up 
our own preserves — even make our own baskets  K you 
could see the care with which our gifts are put together, 
you'd know why the quality is guaranteed. 

EASY TO ORDER Use the order blank 
below, or |ust send us your list   Enclose 
check or money order (No C 0 D 's please). 
Tell us how to sign your greetings for each 
gilt. All prices include delivery 

Send your 
orders to 

Box  501-L /  Medlord, Oregon 97501 
Order here or send us your list 

SHIP AS fklY 
GIFT TO  

STREET. 

CITY  

Ouanliiy Name ol Gill Gilt No Amounl 

s 

□ Ship 10 Arrive        1—I   Ship lo Arrive 
lor Christmas        I I  Week ol  

□    Use Card 
I enclose (Max  3V2- X 5 ■) 

Greetings to read 

Ordered by 

Address   

City   -State - -^ip 
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SOLID BRASS 
BOOKMARKS 

So elei^nnt 
to clip to the 
pape where 
you stopped 
leattinK- ATIS* 
Initials    ex- 

HANDSOME  CAR  DOOR  PLATE 
M;ikfs vour t-ar "specinl for you." 
A.lhoslvr IKHUI hack sticks alwve any 
.-ir dwr handle ino holes). Solid 
hrass with sHvor htiish. 5^" x in.". 
any initials smartly cnjrraved. Crviit 
on   the   dashboard,   too.   S2.SO   each. 

LIFETIME    POCKET   SCREWDRIVER 
Handiest uadRet ever! Only 2 in. long, 
fits on his or her keychaln . . . ready 
to open lids & litrhters. fix motors & 
lawnmowers. etc. 1001 uses! We 
smartly enjfrave owner's initials. Guar- 
;niteed lort'v<>r. m.Tdi- of -s.ili-i i^M.-aminK 
Sialnlpss   Stocl.   $5.O0   each. 

MARK OF  DISTINCTION 
Nobody but you can claim 
the ractiuei that bears your 
>olld brass ID plate. Expert- 
ly engraved with full name. 
Zap?^ to handle base with ad- 
fu>-lvo bond backinc. Wtn- 
nini: Mr., Mrs. gift. $3.00 
each. 

PROUD OF YOUR DOOR? 
Let us beautify and iden- 
tify your doorbell or door 
with    this   impressive    5 
in. solid brass nameplate. 
Your   name   smartly   en- 
eravcd    in    script.    Solid 
brass screws included. 
510.00 each. 

GOLFER'S LUCKY STYMIE MARKER 
J Lucky  is   the  golfer  who  has  this 
^ four-leaf clover (instead of a coin) 

to   mark   his   place   on   the   green. 
Brings  a   lucky   putt!   Solid   stain- 

4 less steel, guaranteed forever. Any 
„i^ eolfer s   name   expertly   engraved. 
p_-\ p-^jp price $5.00 each. 

Order these six products by mail direct from 

ELGIN   ENGRAVING   CO. 
EDWARDS   AVE. DUNDEE.    ILLINOIS   60118 

• Engraving Specialists 
•  Money  back  if  not delighted 

•  We pay postage,  ship in 48 hours 
•  Prices  include  en^ravine 

SHOPPING AROUND 

THE GOLDEN TOOTH 
Imagine your child's precious tooth turned into 
a gleaming gold keepsake by The Tooth Fairy! 
It's the perfect gift for child, parent or grand- 
parent' Send tooth, regardless of condition (we 
will rebuild) and a check or money order for 
$15 95 plus 50 cents postage and handling The 
Tooth Fairy will return it to you plated with 
genuine, 24K gold and attached to a gleaming 
15" neck chain   Satisfaction guaranteed. 

ific'TootltJain 
PO  Box 8067 "■   DeplHG12 

SI  Petersburg. Florida 33738 

S\\'I\'HUSG SUSAS 
CESTERPIHCE 
keeps it all in 
place, has 
concealed 
tiall bearing 
SLuii'ei. 

13" dia.: Unfinished 
SI4.95, Finished 

Ant. $19.95. 
Add S2 post, 

ca. 18" dia.: 
Unfinished 

$19.95, Finished 
Antique $29.95. 

Add S2.75 post. ca. 
ix»pt.G812-A, Box looo 
N. Conway. N.H. 03860 

Send for > our F RKE 72 I^agc. I-ull Color Catalog! 
Yield House 

DAMSH STYLE 
FULL   SIZE  LOUNGE  CHAIR 

F.uropean imported soltcl hardwood frame, 
walnut finish with authentic curved Dan- 
i>h arm.  28I/2" wide.   29" high. Thick 4" 
polyurethane   foam   seat   cushion,    22"   x 
22".   3"   thick   back   cushion.    17"   x   22". 
Vour   choice   of  expandable   supported   vi- 
nyl,   or   heavy   tweed   fabric.   Olive.   Tan- 
irerine.   Black.   Blue   or   Tan.   Or   furnish 
two  yards.   54"  wide,   your fabric.   Cush- 
ions  zippered.   fully welted reversible. 

S^-nd 75c for nample gwatchen and 
roniplete   Dantjfh   lit'ing   room   raliilof/ 

Shipped unassembled, 
easily set up in 10 minutes 

Shipfiini/^rharoZ/collf^ct.        549.95 
Si-ftd rbfck or money order. 

GENADA IMPORT.S 
Ocpt. J12. P.O. BOX204. Teaneck, NJ0766e 

S..I.   niti(i,„ls   'iilil   ifc,   taj-. 

STUDY 
INTERIOR 
DESIGIM 

• B.F.A. Degree Program 
• 3 Yr. Diploma Course 
• 4 Mo. Certificate Course 
• 6Wk. Summer Session 

Classes start Sept., Feb. and July 
Approved by Bd. of Regents of the Univ. 
of the State of N.Y. Send for Catalog Rll 

HOME STUDY COURSE STARTS NOW. 
Catalog cn 

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF 

INTERIOR DESIGN 
155 East 56th St., N.Y, 10022 

V _ 
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FINNISH SLIPPER 

Warmth and comfort in men's su- 
perwide slipper. Soft, woolly blan- 
ket cloth m rust/brown plaid. 
Lightweight foam rubber sole. One 
width for EE-EEEEE, 513. State 
shoe size. $12 plus $1.75 post. 
Free catalogue of over 100 wide 
size styles. Hitchcock Shoes, Inc., 
Dept. 106M, Hingham. MA 02043. 

CLASSIC TABS 

Perma Press natural color  100")^ 
preshrunk cotton homespun Ozna'J 
burg. 84"w. pr. Lengths: 30" $8,"' 
36" $8.50: 45" $9: 54" $10; 63'^Jl 
$11; 72" $12; 84" $13. Ties, $1 
pr. Add $2 post per order. Cata^l 
logue,   fabric  samples,   250.  Cur^ 
tain Corner, Dept. EG12, Paradise! 
Green, Stratford. CT 06497. 

POCKETS OR PATCHES 

Customize your clothes with pert 
pocket to needlepoint. Washable. 
Kit includes color design on #14 
canvas, approximately 5" by 6". 
cotton perle yarn, instructions and 
needle. Happy fun-foryoung mini 
gift. $5.95 plus 950 post. Harbour 
Gifts, HG12. 1070 Harbour Dr., 
Palmyra Harbour, NJ 08065. 

CUSHION-LIFT 

Need help getting up from yout! 
chair? Cushion-Lift" chairs and re-i jj 
diners have push button control./ 
Safely and slowly they lift you in or, 
out. For more information about; 
home trial and Medicare coverage 
write or call toll free: 1-800-558* 
2151. Ortho-Kinetics, HG12, Boxi k 
2000, Waukesha, Wl 53186. > i,ii 

W 
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CHEERS 

Party-perfect butterfly coasters In 
a tidy bamboo caddy. Each one 
has a different real butterfly im- 
bedded in plastic base. Ideal for 
your own home, as a hostess gift. 
Six in set $7.95 plus $2 post. 
Catalogue is 250. Fran's Basket 
House, Dept. HG12, Route 10, 
Succasunna, NJ 07876. 

^nm 

HANDY SEED  BUCKET 

Five gallon  bucket  is good  place 
to   store   up  to   25 
seed—makes it 
feeders. Perky 
plastic bucket. 
$9.95 ppd. Toll 
2276. MC/Visa. 

lbs.   of   bird 
easier   to    refilh « 
cardinal    adorns ftlg 
Cover,     handle, 

free:   1 800-52 ^'- 
Haugen Product* 

Inc.,   HG12,   Box   1986.   717   W. 
Huron St., Ann Arbor, Ml 48106.'* 

Hoi-ise Garden 

W 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

HE ROMANTIC LOOK 
mart windbreaker of rich velvet 
. fully lined in matching sateen, 
erfect for town, country, disco, 
reat look over pants or dresses. 
'ine, chocolate, navy, dark green, 
eige, or black. Sizes S(5-9), 
1(10-13) or L(1418). MC/BA/ 
isa. $59 ppd. PostiqueC, HG12, 
16 W.  89th  St.,   NY,   NY   10024. 

CUSTOM CANOPY 
Hand-tied fishnet canopy. Double 
thread, preshrunk, white or cream, 
four traditional patterns. Standard 
871/2 " by 56'/2" tester $125; give 
exact size for queen $150 or king 
$190. Fringed cream spread, 94" 
or 82" w., 112" I., $120. Ppd. Bro 
chure 250. Virginia Goodwin, HG12, 
Dilworth Sta., Charlotte, NC 28203. 

alAGICAL CHARM 

Scandinavian tradition brings 
3od luck to your kitchen with this 
charming" witch. Choose from 
;d, green, yellow, blue or black, 
he's 9" h. $7 plus $1.50 post. 
lA/Visa (incl. exp. date). Call toll 
ee: 1-800-521-5093. Bloomin' 
ttic, HG12, 418 So. Washington, 
oyal Oak, Ml 48067. 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
Ceiling fan circulates air with resin 
blades in woodgrain finish of wal- 
nut, oak or yellow, white. 44" blade 
span; ext. 12" from ceiling, $59.95; 
with light globe, $74.90. Add $7 
post. Call toll free: 800/824-7866, 
Op. 92-D. (Calif., 800/852-7757.) 
Georgetown Fan Co., HG12. Box 
2128, Denver, CO 80201. 

ORTABLE PET NESTS 
pecial design hollows in center, 
lade of non-chew polyester. Sty- 
tne pellet filling. Washes easily, 
otors: brown, blue, red. Buy larg- 
' for comfort for your pet. 17" dia. 
11.99; 24" $18.99; 31" $29.99; 
7" $39.99 Ppd. Wnte to Pet- 
ests. Suite E-50, 2134 Old Middle- 
eld, Moutain View, CA 94043. 
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WINDOW INSULATES 
Protect cellar windows from 
weather, debris; but let in light. 
Rigid clear Plexiglas covers wells 
40"l.; 12"h. Projects 16" (shown) 
$16.95. Add $4 post ($6 W. of 
Miss. R.) for up to 6 units. Other 
shapes, sizes available. Dilworth 
Man'jfacturing, HG12, Box 158, 
Honey Brook, PA 19344. 

ENJOY SOUND SLEEP AGAIN! 
Ixick out the disturbing noi.se . . . 
even .snorinj^ . . . that keeps you 
awake all niKht and robs you of re- 
freshing .sleep. Ear Di-um Silencers 
are .soft, pliable, with an easy-to-grasp 
safety flange. Slip them in every night 
and you'll sleep like a kitten. 
No. 124-Ear Drum SiUncars $2.98 

Mailing 3S« 

PLANT "NURSEMAIDS" 
Feed plants while away on vacation. 
Amazing wicks feed moisture to 
thirsty plants for up to 8 weeks. In- 
sert one end of wick in soil, other end 
in jar or glass of water. Will not rot 
or mildew   Set of 4. 
No. 200—Plant Nursemaids  $2.98 

Mailing 450 

\y''j 
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END SHIRT COLLAR "SQUEEZE" 
Collar-Extender button "loosens" 
tight shirt collars. Ends all-day "tug- 
ging." Expands collar up to '2 size 
larger for that "just right ' feeling. 
Invisible behind tie. Can be trans- 
ferred from shirt to shirt in seconds. 
No.  114-Collar-Eze (Set of 2) $1.29 

Mailing 35^ 

DENTURE REPAIR KIT 
Be prepared for an emergency. Fix 
breaks, cracks or loose teeth in den- 
tures. Avoid embarrassment when 
you're traveling. Kit includes mate- 
rial similar to that used by dentists. 
Instructions included. 
No.  121-Denture Repair Kit $3.98 

Mailing 75|; 

GET RID OF UNWANTED HAIR 
Amazing Lemos Permagon destroys 
hair roots almo.st in.stantly—one by 
one. No wire connections. Uses tiny 
batteries (imluded). Home use elec- 
trolysis method is the same system 
experts u.se to remove hair permanent 
Iv from face, arms, legs and body. 
No. 108—Lemos Permagon $14.98 

Mailing $1.00 

PAGE SIZE MAGNIFIER 
Page Magnifier is handy for looking 
up telephone or map directory list- 
ings, stock niarket reports. etc.^The 
whole page is magnified at one time. 
Wafer thin and meas-ures T x TO". 
Magnifies four-times (4X). 
No. 204-Page Magnifier $3.98 

Mailing 600 

BOSOM MONEY HOLDER 
Bosom Money Cache is your best pro- 
tection against purse-snatchers. Snaps 
onto the bra or slip straps. Holds 
folding money or other valuables. 
Plastic-linefi (o keep contents dry. 
With fold-over flap. Washable nylon. 
No. 141-Bosom Money Holder $2.98 

Mailing 450 

COUNT COINS FAST 
Sort, count and wrap pennies, nickels, 
dimes, quarters in seconds. Simply 
slide coins info 4 chamiels. Shows the 
totals as you go. No more fumbling 
with the wrapper. Real time-saver for 
merchants, cashiers, clubs, collectors, 
etc. Measures 4^2    x 6'4 '. 
No.  102-Coln Counting Tray $3.98 

Mailing 600 

No COD'S or Billing Add 6% Sales Tax in California 

Anthony Enterprises 67 second St.°*San Frandsco, C* 94105 

I 



«JAIURAL DECORATOR ACCENTS 

All ^u see here and much, much, more' 
An'unbelievable collection, with shells 
measuring 4", 5" and even 6" long, Irom 
around the world. $12.95 plus $3 P&H or 
250 shell collection S19.95 plus S4 P&H. 
Tropical Shell Institute, P.O. Box 21490 
Dept (H) Fon Lauderdale, Florida 33335. 

Portfolio on other shells / Si 

PKI^iM BEDE4 KEW 
(Hear crystal bobeches are 
sparkling with prisms to turn 
a candlestick, sconce, chande- 
lier into a rainbow. 
1 liolx'cho :IIHI 8- 
SM:' l)rLsnis. 

$650 
Post. $1.00 extra 
SI2.50 the set 

1 Bobedie and 8- 
-l^" ])ri.sin.s. 

$600 
Post. $1.00 extra 

$11.50 the set 

CRYSTAL CLASSICS   Oept.  HG.I28 
17  Orchard  arm   Road 

Port  Washington.   N.Y.   11050 

cbntckiA^ 

dorvt •van putt' 

16   «22 
$1 7. inci- slipping 

Quotable Pillows 
FOAM STUFFED DUCK PILLOWS 
WITH "OUOTE ' shown or saying 
ol your own creation. Choice 
oi colors' while, red, blue, 
yellow, green, shocking pink, 
or beige. with contrasting 
lettering Washable with 
zipper Specify color ^ choice 
and saying AU BON GOUT. INC . 
PO BOK 2557. Palm Beach. 
Florida, 33480 

H. 29" 
W. 281/2" 

Tin I.OVE LADY rhali tiives "sittiTip" 
loiulolt ami railiales e>e-ai)i)eal tx-auty. 
Zippered cushions arc iirethane foam & 
iiolvesttT filxT lille<I; seat cushion reveisi- 
l)le. 
Priced from SI97 depending on type fab- 
ric you select: $15-4 each in your fahric 
—send 7I2 yds. 54". Ship. Chgs. Extra. 
No C.O.D. Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
Seti'I ^2 for Catiitog and HeQucut Foim 
ff,f   h'in<l-sfl€Ct>'l   ftccoiiltitr   fabrics. 

^/l//// (^ff/h/h &. 

•Tt*'^ 

Roll Top Caviar Server 
Richly embossed English Silver- 
plated Caviar Server with Floral 
and Old English patterns, mount- 
ed on Regency style legs. Serve 
the caviar from the glass insert, 
keep it chilled with the ice reser- 
voir. Hinged dome closes until 
ready to serve. Complete with sil- 
ver plated caviar spoon and a jar 
of Icelandic Black Caviar 

Just5*|4^5p'"s 51 shipping 
Additional    spoons    $1.50    each. 
N.V.    State   residents   add   sales 
tax.   Visa   &   Master   Charge:   Ac- 
count   #,   expiration   date,   signs- 

"'^ ARLOR  SALES  LTD 
P.O. Box  109, Rockville Centre. N.Y.  11571 

HAPPY HANG-UPS 
Whimsical, full-color plaques to give to special 
friends One features a happy hippo and proudly 
declares "Dentists are open-minded people with a 
lot of pull in their communities " The other depicts a 
smiling adding-machme and the pun: "Accountants 
are important sumbodies with well balanced person- 
alities ' Both framed plaques are 9'/? x 12" and ready 
10 hang  Satisfaction Guaranteed, 
#HU-5006 Dentist S5.95 postpaid 
#HU-5007 Accountant S5.95 postpaid 

BILL COLLINGWOOD, Dept   HG-10. 
Box 294, South Miami, Florida 33143 

"The YOUnique Catalog" 25C or tree  wilh order 
Allow 2 weeks for delivery No CO D s please 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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CHARMING FRINGE 

Fluffy 1" giant ball fringe trims 
curtains 90"w. per pr. Natural or 
white, 50% cotton/50% poly. 
Lengths: 30", 36". 40" $9.25; 
45", 54", 63" $13; 72", 81", 90" 
$15.50 pr. Val., 10" by 80". $4.75. 
each. Add $2 post per order. Free 
catalogue. Country Curtains, 
HG12,    Stockbridge,    MA   01262. 

SHEEPSKIN VEST KIT 

Find out how easy it is to make this 
shearling vest. Trial stitching kit 
includes needle, thread, clamp, 
sheepskin sample, instructions, cat- 
alogue of shearling sheepskin gar- 
ment kits, $2 (refundable). Allen 
J. Valero. HG12, Failing Spring 
Hollow, RD 1, Box 199, Monroeton, 
PA 18832. 

LUXURIOUS SLEEPING 

Convert twin beds into king-size 
bed in seconds. Place comfortable 
polyurethane Span-A-Bed between 
twin beds. It fits so snugly you 
won't know it's there. Light and 
strong, 6' long by 14" wide, it rolls 
up for easy storage. $4.99 plus 
750 post. Holiday Gifts, 312-8D, 
Wheat Ridge, CO 80036. 

SCENTED CANDLES 

Thoughtful little gift for holiday 
giving, hostess present. Threl 
beautifully scented candles i I 
small apothecary jars packed i 
useful basket with real sprucl 
branches. Hollyberry, peppermlrl 
and balsam scents. $6.95; 2 setjj 
$13.50. Ppd. Seth & Jed, HGUl 
Great Barrington, MA 01230. 

SHOWER CURTAIN AID 
Seal end of shower curtain or liner 
tightly against wall so water won't 
leak out. Holding unit adheres per- 
manently to wall. Removable re- 
taining piece locks curtain edge 
firmly in place. $4.95 plus $1.25 
post. Hoyco Products, Inc., HG12, 
1162 Park Sq. BIdg., Boston, MA 
02116. 

GREEfJ THUMB'S DELIGHT 

Crystalaire greenhouse with Goth|i| 
arch design, redwood framinji 
Polyethylene covering, 12' modii 
$174.95; fiberglass, $344.95. F.O. 
Pre-cut, pre-drilled, ready to 
semble. Needs no foundation. Fri| 
catalogue. Peter Reimuller—fl" 
Greenhouseman, IJMP, 980-17f' 
Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95062. 

House &  Gard; 



SHOPPING AROUND 

ATTER PLAYERS 
scPlaying music box with Swiss 
jvement in solid walnut case, 
th 5 discs. $129.95 ppd. In- 
ides "Blue Danube," "Tales of 

Vienna Woods." Or choose 
)m 90 other tunes: lullabies, 
triotic, Christmas tunes, more, 
talogue, list, $1. World of Music 
xes, HG12, Avon, NJ 07717. 

CUDDLY  PAIR 
And baby makes two. Teddy bears 
of fine soft acrylic plush. Mama 
has Velcro'^^ paws so she can hold 
her little one firmly. Separate for 
child's play, reattach when play- 
time's over. Overall 10" h. Wash- 
able and safety-tested. $10 plus 
$1.25 post. Jelo, HG12, 171 
Granger Rd.,  Medina, OH 44256. 

^EAT GRABBER 
need to stoop, strain, climb 

icarious ladders with "EZ 
ach"  that  picks  up everything 

to 27" away. Scissor action 
Ids sponge, dust rag; has mag- 
tic tip to pick up pins. Of sturdy 
ch. $7.98 plus 500 post. Better 
lep Inc., HG12, New Providence, 
07974. 

?SSS^:.P^ 
TIME THIEF 
Is your pool robbing you of time? 
Average size Meyco safety pool 
cover takes two minutes to put on 
or remove. Keeps out dirt, leaves; 
children and pets are safe when 
you're away. Discourages algae. 
Custom made, any size. Write to 
Meyco Products, Inc., HG12, 225 
Park Ave.,  Hicksville,   NY   11801. 

E SAND DOLLAR 
ually known as the Holy Ghost 
ill. Hand-painted in choice of 
igull, beach scene, Christmas 
!ne. About 3" dia. As a tree or- 
nent $7.50; or as necklace on 
ain $8.50; on display easel 
.50. Ppd. The Cane Patch, HG12, 
"5 Kings Highway No., Box 

■2, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577. 

cember, 1978 

FIX-IT KIT 
Oh, those miserable moments 
when eyeglass frames part com- 
pany! To cope, a clever kit that 
helps get it all together: profes- 
sional optical screwdriver and an 
assortment of tiny frame screws. 
$2.29 plus 350 post. Anthony En- 
terprises, HG12, 67 Second St., 
San Francisco, CA 94105. 

renaissance angels! 
The look of classic masterpieces on 
your tree! Enchanting ornaments from 
Italy, delicately hand painted, and, 
happily, unbreakable composition! 

Set  of  6  different  designs  In  an- 
tique-y multihues, 2V*-2W high. 
8745    Angels     1 Set $5.98 

2 Sets $9.98 

Add 500 posf. It hdlg. NY retidents add opp/icab/e foxes. 

uiiiAN Htmn Dept. GD2 
510 S. Fulton Ave. 
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550 

BAKED TO ORDER, 
Shipped to Your Friends 

ORIGINAL 

"that   famou.s   Corsicana,   Texas 
.   Fruit Cake." .since   1896 

Enjoyed   throunhoiil   America 
and in  ISH foreign lands 

Servo and  give the only 
fruit  cake ever to win the 

j:   New  York Gourmet Society \ 
Award  for   Excellence 

Fp COLLIN STREET BAKERY j 
P.O. Boi 913, Corsicana. Texas 75110 . 

Please ship.  2 lb.;  3 lb;  5 lb. j 
□ Ship 10 me QShip to attached list, showine I 
addresses, siies, wanted dates □ Payment enclosed. Ot I 
charge to my □ MC □ Visa ' 

Card no     ■ 

Expires  . 

Signature   | 

NAME  

Tliero's still time to order tlii.s beau- 
tiful Christni.is eake for everyone 
on your gift list (pre-Cliristmas 
arrival fissured). Favored by hcst- 
esses for more than 81 years, the 
DrLu.ve is eustom-baked for you 
and mailed straight from our kitch- 
ens. Filled with juiciest imported 
fruits and rich Texas pecans — flavor 
so perfect wc guarantee it the hest 
you've ever boufiht, baked, or eaten, 
or money promptly refunded. 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

.ZIP. 

I ORDER NOW by coupon or letter    SENO GIFT LIST «ND 
. CHECK, OR CHARGE IT Holiday-packed, cake's colorful 
I history enclosed Tell us how to sign gift cards Postpaid; 

" I 2-lb . $6.95; 3-lb , $9 85; 5-lb . $15 95. Discount on 25 
cakes or more. 



A newer, longer cardigan from 
E.S. Deans that is as right for 
dressy daytime things as it is 
for your casual wear. Shajaed 
straight with a hemmed bot- 
tom, patch pockets and golden 
buttons. Soft lamb's wool. 
Natural, shamrock, navy or 
white. Sizes 34-42. $50. Add 
S2.25 for postage. Order by 
mail, or phone (617) 749-7830. 
Master Charge.Visa or American 
Express accepted. 
Send for our free catalog. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Dept. ZT, 1 iingham, Mass, 02043 

Stores in Hingham, Acton, Duxbury, 
Lenox, Osterville, So. Hamilton, 
.Massachusetts; Avon, Hamden, 

Ridgefield, and Westport, 
Connecticut 

DO-IT-YOURSELF 
FINE GRANDFATHER CLOCK KITS 

STARTING UNDER 

^200 
(including West 
German movement) 

• Heirloom quality 
• Solid V." hard- 

woods: black wal- 
nut, ctierry, ma- 
hogany, oak 

• Easy to assemble, 
parts pre-cut 

• Solid brass West 
German chiming 
movements 

• Money back 
guarantee 

• Factory direct 
prices 

• Prompt shipment 
MAtTt* CHAHOE and  •ANKAMERICAIIO/VltA 

Write lor FREE color catalog ACCEFTCO 

EMPEROR 
CIXK'K COMPANY 
woaias LAKCisT MANUFACTUIKR 

or CRANDfATHCII CLOCKS 
Dept 721   Emperor Industrial Park 

Fairhope. Alabama 36532 

;^*^-,^\r? 

CREATIVE   CANING 
KITS OF PRE-WOVEN CANE 

Save money—do it yourself—with natural 
cone for grooved chair seats, screens, 
stereo speakers, door ponels, heodboards, 
lampshades, room dividers. Decorotiva 
cone   kits   include   easy   Instructions   and 

materials. Cane in 3 sizes: 
$8.00;     18"x18"    $11.50; 
$16.75;   PBd.   (Co 
lax).     Stale    size. 

necessary 
12"xl2" 
24"x24" 
odd    6»/o 
check/m.o 

residents 
and    send 

to; 

T. I. E., g 
P.O.  Box   1121, 
2615  El  Camino 

San Mateo. Calif. 94403 
Send     25«     fot     CATALOGUE      Larger 
sheets  of  cane,  hand-coning  kit,  and 
other   cane   materials   available. 

Read This! It you want to BE A 

CLONE!" 
Science May Hesitate 
But    WE    DupUeate! 

• Get set for the thrill of the century—the 21st cen- 
tury! Have another you as you are cloned into a color- 
ful 21" rag doll. • Join the top celebrities who have 
given & received these fabulous creations. The ones 
you love will just love your originality. • TODAY 

~ SHOW & GOOD MORNING 
AMERICA, PEOPLE & GLAM 
OUR Magazines, & 100 ma 
jor newspapers have fea 
tured these fantastic dolls. 
ONLY $19.95 plus $2.45 ship 
pinp, handling ea. (NYcrs aiJt) 
sis tx.) Faces reproduced from 
your photos. Kainbow yarn 
hair, fanciful silk-screened 
overalls, as shown. TO ORDER: 
No need to write a letter. 
Just print name and address 
on back of photo(s) and in- 
clude check or Masterchargc 
or Visa (number S name). 

§ Send sharp, well-exposed, 
~ front face, close-up pholo(s), 
'"^ with face !','«" or larger, 

color or b4w (returned un- 
harmed). G'ft Certificates 
available immediately. 
'     Be A Clone. Dept. HG128C 
     99 Prince St., NVC 10012 

Satisfaction assured! One week money back guarantee. 

YOUR INITIALS 
IN 14K GOLD 

Your choice of two or three in- 
itials in 14K yellow gold on a 
stick pin, pendant with 18" 
chain, or a collar, lapel or tie 
tack. Shown actual size. Gift 
boxed. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Beautiful gift for all occasions. 

In Block $24.95   In Script $29.95 
Add 50' postage h tiandling 

Introductory Offer 

BUY TWO ITEMS OF YOUR 
CHOICE, GET 2nd ITEM FOR 

% PRICE 
Send Ctieck or Motitv Order 

SPECIFY INITIALS. ITEMS. AND 
BLOCK OR SCRIPT LETTERS 

GOLDCRAFT, INC. 
P O Box 20483 Dept HG 78 

Oklahoms City. OK 73156 

SHOPPING AROUND 

c rx^j^' -. 

THE FAMILY TREES 

"Trace your roots" with colorful 
family tree charts that resemble 
old manuscripts. Style A, "Our 
Family Tree" both sides of family, 
196 spaces. B, "Maternal Tree", 
134 spaces. C. "Paternal Tree". 
134 spaces. $3 ea. plus $1 post. 
Salem Print Co., HG12, Box 11522, 
Winston-Salem, NO 27106. 

FIREPROOF HEARTH   RUG 

All   Beta   yarn.   Protects  carpet 
floors  from   cinders,   rolling  loi 
Sponge      with      water/deterge ^ 
Semi-circular or rectangle. 2' by'i 
Gold, green,  brown or orange-jl 
low-tan. Visa/MC. $37.50 plus, 
post. The Fireplace And . . . IrJ 
HG12, 427 Wade Hampton  BlvJ 
Greenville, SC 29609. 

CREWEL FOR INTERIOR 

The total look for hand-embroid- 
ered wool flowers on handwoven 
cotton from India. Cover walls, 
ceilings, shades, sofa. 50" w. $14 
yd. ppd. Also ready-made bed- 
spreads, tablecloths. Send 500 in 
starYips for color catalogue, 
swatches. Gurian's Dept. G 128, 
276 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10001. 

GIFT or DISTir-JCTION 

The Executive Pointer is prized 
men and women at the top. C 
fountain-pen size; extends to ; 
for tracing on maps and cha 
Stainless steel telescoping roc 
sterling silver case, pocket (■ 
$15 plus $2.50 post. Shn 
Crump and Low, HG12, 330 Bo 
ton St., Boston, MA 02116. 

WALL   MURAL 

Beauty and power of original oil 
painting "Stallion in the Spring" 
by artist, Palmero, is captured in a 
24" by 36" full color mural. On 
heavy art paper; breathtaking for 
home or office wall. $3 plus 500 
post. American Consumer, Dept. 
PAL17, Caroline Rd., Philadelphia, 
PA 19176. 
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RAMP ALThRNAllvE 

For those unable to climb stj 
Porch-Lift* vertical wheelchair^ 
provides accessibility to bulldij 
Weatherproof units are UL" I 
will lift up to 93".  Locking | 
simple control switch. For inS 
tion:   American   Stair-Glide   6r 
Dept. EHG-128, 4001 E. 138ttill 
Grandview, MO 64030. 

House &  Go I 



SHOPPING  AROUND 

mnjLimyt!'.irMunm 
ASSIC COLONIAL 

otted two-inch brush fringe on 
nklefree polyester/cotton. Ecru 
white, 90" w. 24", 30", 36" 
.95; 45", 54", 63" $10.95; 72", 
" $13.95; tiebacks, pr. $1; 
"xll" val. $3.95. Add $2 post, 
order. Catalogue, swatches 250. 

rtain Corner at Paradise Green, 
'8-12, Stratford, CT 06497. 

AtJKET SUPPORT 

i all beds, frees feet from bed 
g weight. Lifts contoured, regu 
or electric blankets for room 
relaxing comfort. Holds bed 

reads, extra covers at the ready 
stic-coated steel arms fold in 
ibiy flat when bed is made 
98 plus $1 post. Better Sleep 
12, New Providence, NJ 07974 

UU CONTEMPORARYPIANS 

FULL COLOR 

;iting 96-page home plan book 
h 116 traditional and contem- 
ary plans for all budgets. Beau- 
lly illustrated, exteriors of all 
les. Plans for one- and two 
ry, multilevel. Gift idea. $4.95 
i- (Blueprints available.) Home 
nners. HGE8Z, 16310 Grand 
er, Detroit, Ml 48227. 

cember, 1978 

HANDSOME ACCESSORIES 

Handcrafted antiqued copper has 
jeweler's lacquer applied to pro- 
tect surface. English or Irish setter 
and pups hand embossed on 
wastebasket, 14"h. $26; matching 
letter basket, 5"h. $12. Free cat- 
alogue other designs, items. Greg- 
ory E. Hentzi, HG32, 59 Brown 
St..  Waltham,  MA 02154. 

HANDCRAFTED CHAi:; 

Early American style adds charm 
to kitchen, dinette, playroom. 
Sturdy native hardwood, hand- 
woven rush seat or the newest of 
the old cane. Seat is 17" by 14", 
35"h. Unfinished, $15.95; walnut, 
maple or pine finish, $19.95. 
U.P.S. coll. Marion Travis, HG12, 
Box  292,   Statesville,   NC  28677. 

CORLi t    , 

Coffee mill clock in antique brown 
finish, black cast iron top, stands 
111/2" h., 7" sq. base; $27.95. 
Skillet clock, 8" dia., satin black 
finish; $21.95. Ppd. Each runs 
about a year on one IV2V battery; 
white Roman numerals, hands. El- 
gin mowement. House of Webster, 
HG128, Rogers, AR 72756. 

Have A 
Meaventy Chrisfmas 

. . with an angel by ANNALEE. 
This appealing 10" cherub is de- 
signed especially for your treetop. 
Handcrafted of felt and cotton, 
with green and red wreath and 
candle lending a Scandinavian 
touch. Impish expressions created 
exclusively by ANNALEE. 

16.50  plui  $1.25  posfoge  &  handling 

Box HG 869, Meredith, N.H. 03253 

DON'T GET UP ... . 
LOOK UP! 
DUCHESS Boudoir Ceiling Alarm 
Clock. No more turning on lights or 
disturbing others. With HIGH TIME'"-'". 
a glance at your bedroom ceiling tells 
you the exact hour and minute, in 
big, easy-to-read numbers all night. 
The most useful and unusual de- 
signer clock in ivory case 5" x 3" x 5". 
$29.50 ppd 

Check or M.O. to: 

Central Process Co. 
p. O. Box 1726 HG 12 
Brooklyn, N. Y.  H202 

Cahiloijti,    Mr   irith   onl.r   ,n    SI.M   s.pamlely. 
.V)'   K,.<.   Add  Sides   Tu.r 

EIGHT VINTAGE TRACTORS 
COLLECTORS WILL TREASURE 

From the one-cylinder 1892 Froe- 
lich to the 1973 John Deere, the 
entire collection is a fascinating 
history of American farm equip- 
ment. Made of metal, and painted 
in authentic colors, each tractor 
is approximately 2" long. Great 
play-education gift for young- 
sters, too! 
■ SEND FOR FREE 
I GIFT CATALOG 

Set of 8   $12.95 
Plus  S2.00  postage 

Galleries 
2100  B-12 N.  Hoskcll   •    Dallas. TX 75204 

REMOVE HAIR 
PERMANENTLY 

You can now remove undesirable hair 
PERMANENTLY in the privacy of your 
own home. A simple electrolysis instru- 
ment called Perma Tweez enables 
everyone to enjoy the benefits of elim- 
inating the bothersome chores of re- 
peated shaving, depilatory use, wax- 
ings, forever Well over one million 
people like yourself found Perma Tweez 
an effective end to hair on the face, 
legs and body. 
Perma Tweez is so unique that a pat- 
ent was granted because it is the only 
electrolysis instrument that won't punc- 
ture the skin This feature has made it 
the choice of over 15,000 physicians 
as well as hospitals, government insti- 
tutions and university medical centers. 
Easy instructions make you expert in 
a few minutes. You'll save hundreds of 
dollars on salon electrolysis by doing it 
yourself. 

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

$16.95 Advertised 
Elsi'uherv   at   $19.95 

GENERAL MEDICAL CO., Dept. HG-161 
1935 Armacost Ave. 
West  Los Angeles,  Ca.  90025 

G   I  enclose S'6 95 in full ooymen' 
n   Mas'er   Charge     Z2   ^'^° 

Exp 
~   dare. 
{j COD requires S4,00 deoosii Bal- 

ance includes COD charges ond 
31 00   hondling 

Nr^me I 

Address—  

Store ZiD —I 
Mfr   of Pre-'   & Home Electrolysis Equip   j 



Tiff Uiniivd vtiitian plait' that's 
pui'v-r-ivvt fai' i'hristinas 

Now for the very first time, a 
limited first edition Christ- 
mas plate from Poole of Eng- 
land. "Santa's Helpers" are 
limited to ordy 10,000 num- 
Ixrcd |)ieees. The playful kit- 
tens are handpainted on 
hand-crafted stoneware and 
scnlptcd in dee|) bas-relief 
by internationally acclaimed 
Barbara Linlev Adams. 

ISSUE PKICE: $37.50 PPD.     ^"MtJ^w 
W lit.' for RICHARD'S >EVS SLETTER detailing 

(he finest new limited editions. 

KICHAKD'S  LIMITED EDITIONS 
I'.O. 11.1%. :i,%. HG 12. 6372 AIIIIM 

N.\.   (212) 336-6662 
il. Statt'ii   Islanir.  N.Y.   10304 

UuLsidv N.V.   (800) 221-0996 

CLEABlt lAStffUl 
An eleyanr njloral way '01 Ihe 

pioper piesenlalion ot voui own deii 
cacies Setwr youi deltctable it 
■ighis qiacetulty Ailh our English 
Builei Tray made ol eicepnonaliy 
durable tasi acrylrc 12 + 20 
Please specrly mrtrals 

ENGLISH eUTlER TRAT   >2340 
S32U0 

Check    money   order    Foi   MC    BA 
VISA   card   holders    order   by   phone 
toil FREE   800 621 83IS  Irn lllrnors 
call     800 972 83081     Please    add 
S2 50   postage   and   handlmg   Allow 
3 4 tfyeeirs tor delivery 

Oesrgners Carousel  Inc 
Oept GIja 
9206 Curtis Ct 
Upper Marlboro UD 20870 U)pp 

SHOPPING AROUND 

NEVER AGAIN COLD FEET! 
Keep your feet cozy, toasty warm 
Itke the gauchos of the pampas — 
with CORDERITOS, the overtheankle 
lambskin slipper within a slipper. 
Inner booties lined with lambswool 
fleece, outer ones have soft lambskin 
inside, fleece out. Great for apres ski 
or lounging at home. White only. 
State shoe size. $21.95/pair post paid. 

KENNER ENTERPRISES 
POB 1345, Bayville, NY 11709 

Dramatic Matiogany 
wood grain entiances beauty 

of any plant. Perfect for tiome 
or office. Use witfi or without 

liner. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

18in.   $17 12in.   $11 

14 in.   $13 Sin.   $ 7 
Inc. shipping. NO res. add sales tax 

Send check or money order to: 
Latin American Imports   *> 

47 Windsor Rd. Asheville, NC 28804 

J&D^^^Brauner 
PROFESSIONAL BLOCK 

12" thick solid block complete with knife 
rack. 34" high. 18"xl8", $160. 18"x24", 
$195. 24"x24", $225. Mail or phone 
orders. Am. Ex., Visa, Mas. Chg. N.Y., 
N.J., III., Wise, residents add tax. 
Shpg. chgs. col. Catalog $1. 
New York: 298 Bowerv. N.Y. 10012 (212) 477-2830 
Chicago: 1735 No. Ashland Ave.. Illinois r.0622 

(312) 276-1770 

BuTCHER BLOCI 
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REFRIGERATED CASK 
Holds one gal. of your favorite 
beverage in antique oak finished, 
thermoelectrically refrigerated cask 
of polyurethane. Stainless steel in- 
terior and fittings. l"w., 13"h.. 
14"d. Maintenance-free. $139.95 
plus $6 post. Call 312/395-2800. 
MC/Visa. Mini-Fridge Corp., HG12, 
319 Wall St., Lake Villa, IL 60046. 

FOR BATH, BOUDOIR 
Elegant vanity stool with plush 
cushion upholstered in washable 
vega vinyl: choice of white, gold 
or brown. Overall 22'/o" h. by 14" 
dia., seat 18" h. Specify Koch 
brass (B) or nickel (N), color. 
Order *GRVS-53. $37.50 ppd. St. 
Nicholas Boutiques, Dept. HG12, 
Santa Claus, IN 47579. 

PHOTO CALENDAR 
Choose your pin-up! Family, pet, 
baby, business product—any fa. 
vorite color photo blown up to 8'' 
by 10" and mounted on a 197*] 
desk and/or wall calendar. A glf. 
with real personal appeal. Sen 
photo. $2.99 plus 750 post. Valu«' 
Studios, HG12. 5300-21 Ave, 
Brooklyn, NY 11204. 

ORGANIZED PLUS 
Orderly charm for a busy desk to 
with this tortoise trio. Compar' 
nientized letter holder 11" by 5' 
by 5"h.; memo holder 7" by 5 
by 2"h.; pencil holder 3" by 3" b" 
5"h. Set of three $12.95 plus $' 
post. Catalogue, 250. Fran's Baf 
ket House, Dept. HG12, Rte. 1( 
Succasunna,  NJ 07876. 

CREATE ICE SCULPTURE 
Eight different molds, 8" to 9"h. 
Fill with water, freeze, unmold. 
Seal, dolphin, Christmas tree, 
mother and baby penguins, frog, 
polar bear, or duck. Each $7.50 
plus $1.75 post. Major credit cards 
acceptable. Gourmet's Delights, 
HG12, 111 Main St., Cold Spring 
Harbour, NY 11724. 

INITIALLED BELT 
Initials with 14K gold platfli 
matching frame are on a tortoi ' 
shell background. Belt is genuiii 
bonded leather with suede backini 
Black, brown or tan. Men's, IV 
w.; women's 1" w. Specify 2)ii 
tials, waist size. $6.95 plus^! 
post. Elite Sales Co., Dept. A12 
Box 33, Brooklyn, NY 11219. 

House & Gord | 



SHOPPING AROUND 

)G WITH A SMILE 
shirt for any guy and gal who has 
e stamina to get out every day 
id jog away. Could encourage 
m joggers to have a go at the 
/pular exercise. "Jogging Has 
lie" on white cotton. Sizes 34-36, 
1.40, 42-44 and 46-48. $5.98 
•d. Miles Kimball. 100 Bond St., 
ihkosh, Wl 54906. 

LEATHER SLIPPERS 
Imported styles for the family. 
Not sold in stores. Mule, opera 
styles with foam cushion insoles; 
mule, shearline throughout; collar 
shearline, including vamps. All with 
rubber heels, all ppd. Free folder. 
Bluebird Footwear, HG12, 9767 
Birnam St., Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada H4N 1K6. 

'f - V 

-c- 

VO BY TWO 
|Cks stay together through the 
. shing and drying process with 
ique plastic rings that keep 
jm paired. An easy solution to 
it dull hand sorting. Enough 
'ters for 24 pairs, $1.98 plus 

10 post. Anthony Enterprises, 
512, 67 Second St., San Fran- 
co, CA 94105. 

HAND CUT CRYSTAL 
Lovely pair of lamps with glass 
chimneys. Electrified for today's 
decor. Imported cut crystal. Rogers 
gold bases. 13" h. by 5" w. Pair 
$32.95 shpg. chgs. coll. MC, BA, 
Visa accepted. Catalogue 250. 
Write to Luigi Crystal. HG12, 7332 
Frankford Ave., Philadelphia, PA 
19136. 

■ DUPirJG SLEEP 
hocomfort pillow relieves mus- 

tension, backache, arthritis 
n. Machine-washable polyester 
in, 3 initials, poly fill. Ivory/ 
ite/pale pink/pale blue. With 
e $29.95; without lace $26.95. 
d $1.50 post. Free catalogue, 
r Sweet Dreams, HG12, 53 Yon- 
s   ^ve., Yonkers,  NY  10701. 

jlcember, 1978 

FOR ALE AFICIONADOS 
Replica of Coors beer case, $32.45. 
Foot of Ale 12 oz. glass, with stand, 
$21.45. Twin Foot of Ale 12 oz. 
glasses, with stand, $30.50. Half 
Yard of Ale 24 oz. glass, 18"h., 
with stand, $26.95. Set: 12 oz. beer 
mug, shot glass, $5.80. Ppd. Kar 
pinski Enterprises, HG12, Box 146, 
Franklin Park, IL 60131. 

PRESERVED GIAiX T^IPDN FERN 

■^»?^t 

TA&TIC GIFT! 

Once a living plant, these ferns ar| delicately preserved to maintain 
the texture, color and subtle beauf' of the living plant, Indefinately, 
with absolutely no care! Truly a miracle fern . . . you may have seen 
these preserved decorator delighfs before, but not at these prices. 
Each plant is potted in an ivory hand turned ceramic urn with detach- 
able macramae hanger! (Med., 2'6" & over, $12.95) (Lg , 3' & over 
$13.95) (X-Lg., 3'6" & over, $15,95) + $3.00 postage and handling 
each. Order more than one! (Med., $11.95) (Lg., $12.95) (X-Lg 
$14.95) + $3.00 P & H each. Tropical Plant Institute, Inc., P. o' 
Box 21496, Dept. 40, Ft.  Lauderdale,  PL 33335. Portfolio $1.00 

HAPPY HANG-UPS 
Whimsical, full-color tennis plaques One features 
an ace octopus and proudly declares "Tennis 
players are faultless people who get everything 
that's coming to them " The other humorously illus- 
trates the observation Marriage is like a tennis 
racket after the swinging times areover, the strings 
are still attached " Both framed plaques are 9'/? x 12" 
and ready to hang  Satisfaction Guaranteed 
#HU-4017 Ace Octopus $5.95 postpaid 
#HU-4016 Marriage  S5.95 postpaid 

BILL COLLINGWOOD, Dept HG-6, 
Box 294, South Miami, Florida 33143 

"The YOUnique Catalog" 25C or free w/th order 
Allow 2 weeks for delivery No C 0 D s please. 

RETURN 
ADDRESS 
LABELS 

1000 gummed economy labels piinted in black 
witb any name, address and zip code up to 4 
lines OideiS717Economy Labels, box of 1000, 
$1.00. Add 20C per set tot 
postage & handling. OCfl 

SELF 
STICK 

GOLD FOIL 
LABELS 

$198 
Gleaming gold foil labels stick to any clean, 
dry surface-no moistening. Handsome black 
printing and classic border. 1" x ]¥>". Oidei 
P6128 Gold Foil Labels, Sat of 250. just 
$1.98. Add 20C pet set for I Satisfaction 
postage and handling. I   Guaranteed 

Walter Drake 
J02C Drake BIdg. 

Colorado Springs, CO 80940 . 

The Luxury of Leather 
Natural finish top grain complements 

the superb craftsmanship ol our chair 
and ottoman which is designed foi 
comfort. Casters for easy mobilit.v' 
Your choice of four earthly colors o! 
tobacco, rust, chocolate, and dark 
chocolate. Order before Jan, 1, and 
receive a free matching pillow 
Chair H 35   W 36   D 40—5495.00 
Ottoman      H 17   W 29   D 24 —SISS.OO 

Set—5630.00 
s.ilixliu-tiiili   iliKinniliiil.   Shi,iiii:iii   .-/in,//.■,< 

i.rtiir   ,\..  r.(;.;<, 

Masters Designs 
Dept.   HG   12.   P.O.   Box   9021 

Tacoma,   Wash.  98409 

H.2 

FRESH  CHRISTMAS  HOLLY 
Deck the Halls with the choicest sprays of 
glossy green rich red berried English 
Holly! Ideal family, friends and business 
gifts. Cards enclosed. Money back guaran- 
tee.    ALL    PREPAID.    Shipped   by   air   any- 

By Air 
$,5.20 

By Air 
$17.30 

By Air 
JI7.3O 

By Air 

$27'i> 
By Air 

ens .ind  Holl.v 

HG.6      Chalet   Box".   Bounty   of 
holly plus .iromatfc Mt. 
'jrreen.s. pine cones and 
Variegated holly. 

HG-37 Loads of English Holl.v 
nlii-s Varieirated. big pine 
cones, choice aromatic 

n green.s 
ird.-    \' 
lll.Mll.i 

elc 
•d. 

Vis 

NORTHWEST CORNER  STORE 
LOHEViev*   7.   Wash.   98632 



r The brand new, 
old-fashioned 

ceilmg fan. 
$59.95 d 

We took $ 100 off the price. 
The wonderful old ceiling fan has re 
turned. At a fraction of the cost. And 
with new innovations. The 60 RPM 
speed provides inaeased efficiency 
of heating in winter, and cooling in sum 
mer Rus improved air circulation 
for your treasured house plants, 
with the gentle 
air movement The 
result: efficiency without 
distraction. \^ 
Light-weight, strong 
and beautiful. 
TTie Georgetown Ceiling Fan is authen- 
tically crafted of durable — yet surpris- 
ingly light —resin materials, for both 
beauty and strength You won't have to 
worry about mounting it on heavy sup 
port beams. The rich wood-grain blades 
span a fuU 44" in diameter Drop from 
ceiling to bottom of fan is 12" with lon- 
ger lengths available on request. 

Add a light globe, too. 
For only $14.95 more, you can have 

your Georgetown Fan with a distinc- 
tive 6-inch light globe, to add even 

more function and beauty. 
Satisfaction guanuiteed. 

The Georgetown Ceiling Fan is 
completely guaran- 
teed. If not satisfied, 
return for full re- 

fund, within 14 days. 
' Order by phone. 

Your fan comes to you complete and 
ready to install, as easily as any light fix- 
ture. Specify Walnut or Oak finish for 
woodgrain blades. Or solid decorator 
colors: Yellow or White. Call toll-fi'ee, or 
send check or money order for $59.95 
for each fan; $74.90 with light globe. 
Add $7 shipping and handling. Or 
charge to your Master Charge or Bank- 
Americard (include account number 
and expiration date.) 

Box 2128-HG12, Denver, Colorado 80201 
Call toll-free: (800) 824-7888 Operator 92-D. In Calif. (800) 852-7777 Operator 92-D 

Allow  4  Weeks  For  Delivery 

reserved Boston Fern 

Catalog Available - $1.00 

Once living, chemically treated 
to retain permanent beauty with 
absolutely no care. No water or 
light required. "Potted * in white 
plastic container with detachable 
hanger, its fronds spread to 3 ft. 
Send $14.9,5 for large (as shown) 
or SI2.95 for medium plus $3.00 
shipping by Master Charge. Visa 
(inc. exp. date), check, money- 
order or call toll-free 1-800,521- 
5093   Sorry   no  CCD. 

c<( I.V777)   /);,v( orvv.s 

BLOOMIN'  ATTIC 
HG12, 418 S. Washington St. 

Royal Oak, Michigan 48067 

r\ 

TRYABURKE 
ELEVATIINC; CHAIR 
FREE FOR A WEEK. 
The Burke Chair helps you all 
the way to a standing position— 
safely and gently. Send for a 
free catalog. Then, if you desire, 
select the recliner, rocker 
or contempo-       '. 
rary of 
your choice. 
And try it 
free for a 
week in your" 
own home. 

.\SK AiiOlT 

.MEDKARK 
COVER.\GE!| 

P.O. Box 1064, Depl. HG-1278 
Mission, Kansas 66202 

CALL TOLL-FREK 
1-800-255-4147 

Fantastic! Now anyone can BE AN 

ASTRONAUT! 
• Here's the most fabulous gift you can give young- 
sters or anyone who liked CLOSE ENCOUNTERS or STAR 
WARS: Our extra large 27" Astronaut rag doll with the 
recipient's VERY OWN face! • They'll love you for giv- 
ing them another them. And dreams of soaring through 
our starry universe seeking adventure unlimited. 

ONLY $24.95 plus $2.95 
shipping & handling ea. 
(NYers add sis tx.) Faces 
reproduced from your 
photos. 
TO ORDER: No need to 
write a letter. Just print 

name and address on 
back of ptioto(s) and 
include check.or 
Mastercharge or 
Visa   (number   i 
name). Send sharp, 
well-exposed,   front 

^■i face, close-up pho- 
W.' to{s), with face IVz" 

or larger, color or 
b4w (returned  un- 
harmed).  Gift Cer- 
tificates available 
'Timediately. 

Be in Astronaut 
Oept. HGAI23A 

99 Prince St., NYC 10012 
Phone: 212-925-8487 

High-guality, American made, silk screened rag dolls. 
Satisiaction assured! One week money back guarantee. 
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SHOPPING 
AROUND .Y 

TELEPHONE FOR 
LAST-MINUTE GIR 

PORTABLE PHONE 
Wireless Unifone is 
the cordless phone 
you carry around with 
you. Electronic 
circuitry eliminates 
wires. Long-range 
operation, to 1200' or 
more. Modern one piece with touch 
tone and rotary dial lines. System 
includes compact base unit, remote 
handset and battery charger storage 
stand. Perfect for people on the go. 
$650 ppd. Color catalogue $1 
(includes a $2 credit). Telephone: 
516/271-2100. The Telephone Store, 
HG12, 315 Walt Whitman Rd., 
Huntington Sta., NY 11746. 

BEDROOM   DRESS-UP 
Charming deep eyelet dust ruffle in 
natural or white Avril-polyester 
(50-50). Machine wash, no ironing 
needed. Drop lengths: 14", 18" or 
22". Twin or double $36; queen 
$40; king $45; sham $15. Add $2.50 
post. Color catalogue is free. 
Telephone: 914/725-3843. Colonial 
Maid Curtains, Dept. G12D, Lawn 
Terrace, Mamaroneck, NY 10543. 

CIRCUS  TROUPI 
"The Greatest Little 
Show on Earth" is 
marvelously dlvertini 
The flat lead pieces < 
handpainted, both 
sides, in Germany. 
Ringmaster, perform' 
ers, animals, section 
of the ring. Tallest 
piece 3V2" h. banner 
22 pes. in exclusive s 
$127.50 ppd. Toll-fre 
800/527-4535; TX: 
800/492-5270; Dallas 
233-1007. The Horchij 
Collection, Dept. 4031 
Box 34257, Dallas, 
TX 75234. 

House  &  G( 



CUSTOM  FRAMES 
Beribboned acrylic frames hand- 
trimmed in yellow, brown, green, 
blue or red. Specify vertical or 
horizontal. S'A" by S'A" (3x3 image) 
$9.95; eVs" by 5" (4^4x3) $11.95; 
6" by 8 " (4x6) $12.95. Add $1.25 
post. Free catalogue. Call 516/ 
487-1383. Zip Time Products, HG12,>. 
Box 203, Great Neck, NY 11022. 

COLONIAL PINE 
For spoon collectors. Handsome 
rack nestles 50, each in its own 
groove. 30V2" h, by 17" w. by 2" d. 
In easy kit $14.95; finished 
antique $19.95. Add $2.55 post. 
NH: 800/552-0320; East: 800/258- 
0332; So./MidW: 800/258-8920; 
West: 800/258-0375. Yield House, 
B812Z, North Conway, NH 03860. 

BASKETRY ART 
Imported hand-sculptured bamboo 
elephant from the artisans of Main- 
land China, Table-size, 8" tall, of 
hand-stripped woven bamboo. 
Ceramic liner Is 4V2" in diameter, 
4V2" deep. Hand-lacquered. Can be *^ 
planter, candy dish, centerpiece 
or vase. $39.50 ppd. Telephone 212/ 
237-0947. Merchant of the World, 
HG12, 106 Montague St., 
Brooklyn, NY 11201. 

DESK  INFORMATION 
nternational Diary: atlas, appointment 

book, executive almanac 
and gazeteer bound in 

burgundy simulated 
buffalo hide, 9x12". 

Three gold initials free. 
$20 plus $2.60 post. Cover 

of richly grained brown 
cowhide, brown silk moire 

lining, fits over Diary. Reusable. 
$25 plus $1,35. 703/548-0200. 

Britches of Georgetowne, HG12, 
1247 Wisconsin Ave. N. W. 
Washington, DC 20007. 

NOW-Bring the warmth of 
an old-fashioned Christmas 
into your home with... 

Christmas 
Crystals 

gift. Only $9.95 plus $1 postage-handling; 
30day money-back guarantee. Delivery 
by Christmas! Write or phone TOLL-FREE 
(800) 221-5645 Ext. 14. 

Hang Christmas Crystals® from your tree 
and discover hov^ bright your holiday can 
be!   Each  tear-shaped  Crystal-100% 
precision-cast acrylic and a full 2 x IVi 
inches across —contains over  ^^ .^ ^_ __ .^ __ ^_ ^_ — ^_ ^_ •— 
40 facets, reflecting all avail-  | CHRISTMAS CRYSTALS, DEPT.HG-14 
able light to dazzle your family  , 242 E.19TH SI, NEW YORK, N.V. 10022 
and friends. And you get ten of  I ,   „. . „.,-,_,   ^ ^ .      ,« j 
them —in a  luxurious wine-      Please rush Christmas Crystals' checked below; 30-day 
colored velvet-style pouch with  I money-back guarantee. Payment enclosed, or bill Am Exp/ 
golden drawstring. A unique  ■ Visa/Master Ch- Exp. Date  

— I ni-$9.95   n2-$18   a 3-$25 (Add $1 postg/handling) 

Flannel Sheets 

Warm sheets await you this winter 
with Flankettes, Long wearing, 
imported flannel sheets made of 
cotton. Ecologically sound, ma- 
chine wash and dry. 16 Colors 
it, & dk. pink, salmon, burnt or- 
ange. It. & dk. yellow. It. & dk 
green, aqua. It. & dk blue, It. & dk 
purple. It. & dk. brown, and white 
(samples available on request) 
Single $12, Double $13 50, Queen 
$14.50, standard pillow cases 
$6.00 pairplus$1.25shipping per 
sheet 10% discount for orders 
over 4 sheets. 

(617)738-9227 MC VISA accepted 
or write Dept. HG I 

Box 743 Brookline Village. Mass 02147 
Mass residents add 5% sales tax 

If you can't find 
the one you want... 
Perhaps we can. We hove over 
1000 active, inactive and obso- 
lete potterns. All of them ready 
for immediate delivery. 
We w/// o/so purchase diamonds, 

jewelry and silver for cosh. 

Julius Goodman & Son 
113 AAadison Ave • P.O. BOX 3195 

(901) 526-8528 • Memphis, TN 38103 

Carved ^urqiturS 
Elegant, impressive furniture; corved in 
the European manner. Many pieces copied 
from paloce originols. Furniture yoo can't 
find at corner store; completely uniaue. 
Shipped direct from factory to you. Send 
$1 for 80 page catalog, showing our vast 
selection; largest choice In all Americo. 
.Senil .HI 0(1 fi>r 80-p;iKe f.\T.'iLOG and free 
t.-ibric!.. \Vc will refund 
lir-t   111 

«2 on 

MAGNOLIA   HALL 
over. (Depl. G-128) Atlanta, Ca. 30327 

Call    (404t    256-4747 

PLEASE TURN 
MORP SHOPPING  ARO 

Catnip Kitty 
Kids love ttiis remarkable new toy be- 
cause the kitten is attactied to Mama 
Cat's Velcro® tongue and detaches easily 
tor play. Just reattach when playtime's 
over. Handcrafted by Dakin of surface 
washable genuine plush, non-allergenic 
and safety-tested. A guaranteed favorite 
or your money back. 
Spicily Catnip Kitty, $10.00 + $1.25 p 4 h. 

171 GRANGER ROAD 
MEDINA, OH 44256 
(216) 566-8085 

PAGE FOR 
lINn  BY TEI FPHONE 
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heavy 
sterling 

silver 
liquor 
labels 

...make 
excellent 

gifts! 

♦»_,^ 

Approximately 3V2" wide 
WITH STERLING SILVER 
CHAIN, to lend elegance to 
your or your hosts decant- 
ers Comes engraved 
VODKA, BRANDY, GIN, 
SCOTCH, RYE, 
BOURBON, BURGUNDY 
RUM, WHISKEY PORT or 
SHERRY   as well as 
lelt PLAIN 
Please specify by number 
lor choice of design 
Sterling Silver liquor 
label with sterling silver 
chain, (decanter not 
included) 
$11.00 ea. plus 50c 
mailing charge 
NYS residents add 
Sales Ian 

352 353 

IE Ail'C SILVERSMITHS, INC. 16 West 45th Street 
JCMIl O New York, New York 10036 Tel: OX 7-0367 

World's Largest Selection 

*"-    FURNITURE 
Hand carved o( 
sotid Honduras 
mafiogany Table 
topsot Italian 

■^ > % ^ -     marble- Shipped 
fn collect from 
Montgomery. 
Large choice ol 
covers & finishes 
Master Charge 
BankAmencard 

$239.95 ^ 

^syLsf Tabourette 
*''" $39.95 

Send $1 tor catalog and cenificate 
worth $2 on your first order 

z^^ ART HA cTW ^OUSE | 
1022 so. DECATUR ST. DEPT.(i I   ■?« 
MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA 36104 

Telephone (2051 264-3558 

Your 

DashelSk oioolens, 
I colorful clathing,rwnd : 
3   cratt^ decorator f 

t rar unoiog -aypntu lu pur u n 

vnercadi 
lOTTS 

b.TX 78212. 

White Christmas 
EIGHTH   IN   A   SERIES   OF 
LIMITED   EDITION   PLATES 

commemofoti'ng 

SONGS OF CHRISTMAS  •   1978 
Fond memories come to mind, as 

you look at this sculptured bas-relief 
scene, hand-pointed in full color, of 
three young carolers singing lustily in 
front of a holidoy-decoroted home, 
30 00 4    1.75 P & H. 

lickory House 
108 E. Main, Ottumwa, la 52501 

Dept. HG 12. Send for Collector catalog 
Toll free 800-247-1075 to order. 

PERSONALIZED 
GOLF TEES 

THE PERFECT XMAS GIFT 
FOR EVERY GOLFER 

Package of 50 GoH tees 
only $5.95 plus 75c post. 

Additional orders $ 4,95 plus 50c post, 

ORDERS SHIPPED IN 72 HOURS 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

All orders received by 
Dec 15 guaranteed for 
delivery before Xma>. 

24 tiour answering service 
Call now TOLL FREE 

800-824 7888 
witti Master Ct^arge or Visa 

Ask for Operator 90 
in Calif, call 800-852 7777 

orsend ctieck,  fkfl.C, VisaorM/C 
Acct # and exp. date to 

JOMAR INDUSTRIES, INC. 
Box 368 Dept. 24 

Mt. Varnon, N.Y, 10660 
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SHOPPING AROUND BY 
TELEPHONE FOR LAST-MINUTE GIFTS 

THE 

NEW' YOaKER 

MANHATTAN 
GEOGRAPHY 
Famous "New York 
er" poster by artist 
Saul Steinberg, 
depicting typical 
city dweller's 
near-sighted idea of U, 8. west of thie Hudson River. An 
imposing 42'/A" by 29V4" in white, green, orange and 
brown, $15 plus $1.50 post. Visa, MC, AE accepted. Color 
catalogue of important American and European art 
posters $4. Telephone: (212) 861-0422. Poster Originals, 
Ltd., Dept. HG12, 924 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10021. 

VERSATILE  TURTLE 
A solid brass piece from the Robinson 
collection, to use as ashtray or hiding 
place, on desk, patio or coffee table. 
Handcrafted, 5" long by 5" wide. $14 
ppd. Illustrated catalogue $3. Telephone: 
(205) 329-8481. Robinson Iron, HG12, 
Robinson Rd,, Alexander City, AL 35010. 

ANNUAL  GLASS   BELL 
First edition from Goebel of West 
Germany. Frosted glass girl at 
prayer sits atop clear crystal 
glass; 6" high. Gift boxed $30. 
Matching "celestial calling" 8'/2" 
1978 glass plate $45. Ppd. Free 
catalogue. MC/VISA accepted. 
Call toll-free: (800) 221-0996 
(NY: (212) 356-6662). Richards 
Limited Editions, HG12, 
Box 35, Staten Island, NY 10309, 

i^^ 



SOFT SCULPTURE  TV 
Be on TV. Your favorite photo 
(color or b/w) reproduced on 
fabric screen. Moire covered TV 
cushion 16'/2" by 12" by 1". 
$27.40; also have photo face on 
22" Clone, $22.40 or 27" Astro- 
naut, $27.90 Ppd. Dolls silk- 
screened. Immediate gift 
certificates call (212) 925-8487. 
Be on TV, HGE-128T, 99 Prince 
St., NYC 10012. 

GRACEFUL SERVICE 
iSix sterling silver fruit knives in sterling 
■silver stand. Stainless steel blades. 
'$100 plus $2.50 post. Free catalogue 
of silver gifts. Call (212) 875-3754. 
House of Tradition, HG12, 166 Lee 
Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11211. 

ENGLISH  WINE  TABLE 
Authentic reproduction of a fine antique, circa 1784. Mahogany 
is hand crafted, completely finished; soft, detailed leathery 
top. Dia. 13", 20" h. $19 plus $3 post. Color catalogue $2. 
MC/Visa/Diner's Club. 1-800-535-6876 (LA 504/891-4405). 

The Bombay Company, HG12, Box 
53323, New Orleans, LA 70153. 

ENERGY  SAVER 
Snug Sack covers from head to toe, 
leaves arms free. Machine-washable. 
Patchwork pattern. Tall (to 7') or 
med. (to 6') $30; small (up to 5'3") 
$25. Add $3 post. MC/V/AE. Call 
202/347-9500. Camalier & Buckley, 
G12, 1141 Connecticut Ave. N. W., 
Washington, DC 20036. 

COLONIAL OMAID CURTAINS 
Curtain and Bedspread Specialists since 1947 

BUY DIRECT 

Charming colonial curtains with 2" brush fringe 
sewn on noiron muslin in natural or white. 65% 
polyester, 35% cotton of unsurpassed quality. Ex 
tra wide 90"to the pair. 

24". 30"..%". 40"  8.50 Tiebacks 1.00 
45". 54". 6,3"        11.50 Valance 11" x 72"  4.00 
72", HI", 90" 14.50 

Dependable Service for Over 30 Years 

Order by phone   914/725-3843 

SdtisfacDon yuareinteed or your money back - add 
$2 50 post/hdig per order   No C O D s Plea^ send 
check, money order, or use your Master Charge or Visa 

N Y residents add sales lax 

[J Send Free Color Catalog   My order totaling $_ . is enclosed 

ADDKKSS 

C ITV 

osed I 

,Zip_ 

COI.ON1ALC7V1A[D CURTAINS [)epl  illilUunTerTaci- Mam^rotwck NY 11154! 

DOCTORS 
LA}NYERS 

Hand wrouglit copper waste baskets 14 ", 
$26 00; matcliing letter baskets 5'. 
$12.00; also bookends, $28.00. Avail- 
able with Caduceus, Scales of Justice, 
Club Emblem, College Seal with 3 ini- 
tials under the symbol. 

.SVnrf cheek nr MO. 

GREGORY   E.   HENTZI 
IS  East  Main  St..  Oept.   HG-30 

Warren.   MA  01083 
413-436-7168 

Write for Free Brochure o( Copper and 
Leather Goods. 

® Johnny Appleseed's 

"Frostline" 
Nylon Coat 
A beautifully shaped 
coat in the new 
longer length 
Lightweight yet 
toasty warm, 
thanks to triple 
layer insulation 
quilled nylon 
shell, fiberfill 
interlining.nylon 
lining. It is 
washable and 
quick-drying. 
Color choice 
Emerald Green. 
Snowcap 
While, and 
Navy. 
Sizes 8-20. 
$50.00 ppd. 
Free Catalog 
Johnny 
Appleseed's 
Box 7012, 
Beverly. Ma. 
01915 

Toll  Free  Number:  800-22S-0786 

From 
DENMARK 

Only 

$32.50 
ppd 

(III.  Res. 
add 5% tax) 

Dept. HG201W. 1st 
Dixon, III. 61021 
Use Master Charge: 
BankAmericard 

1978 
GRANDE COPENHAGEN 

CHRISTMAS PLATE 
Hans Chr'nlian Andirsen in 
statue with his home in back- 
ijround. So real to the little 
children they seem to hear 
their favorite Hans fairly-tale. 
Handmade, hand painted— 
maKnitioent in that special 
"Danish blue." 7" diameter. 
Order immediately. 
CALL TOLL FREE (Outside III.) 

800/435-7746: III. Res. 
815/284-6626 

FREE: COLLECTOR PORTFOLIO 

The Comfort Chair. 
Polistied chrome on tempered steel. 
A canvas sling with reversible foam cushion.       y 
A t»ol< pocket on each side. / 
Warm colors of natural, chocolate or rust. j 
(With several chairs you can mix or match.)       ; v 
Easy assembling. -.„..,. 
$60. each plus 10% shipping (UPS). ^ 
Mass. residents add 5% tax. . 
MC/VISA. 617 566-5707. ^-^^ 

Yellocu Trace Galleraies. 
1614 Beacon Street, Brookllne, MA 02146 

^ 



COUNTRY CHARM Picture . . . 
Early American Appliances 
AUTOMATIC ', ' . t- 
ELECTRIC RANGE . . . 

Juitientic CAST IRON repro- 
duction from original patterns. 
Combined with the Early Ameri- 
can charm of this handsome 
antique is the convenience of 
fully automatic oven and burner 
controls, and an easy-care por- 
celain top. Coffee mill uniquely 
houses clock, oven timer and 
minute minder. Fits modern 
range space. Prices start at 
J675.00,plus freight charges. 

CAST IRON WALL OVEN 
Front IS CAST IRON with 

handsome scroll design. The 
18" oven IS fully insulated and 
porcelain lined. Hearth door 
conceals all controls, clock and 
timer. Available In right or left 
hand door models. Price 

$395.00, plus freight charges. 

Made and Sold Only by 

THE HOUSE OF WEBSTER 
ff'*' "Old Fashioned Gifts" 

BOX HG128       ROGERS, ARK. 72756 

and You! 

Quality Backed 
by 35 Years 
of Skilled 

Craftsmanship. 

Send 25( for your 
"COUNTRY CHARM" 

Appliance Folder 
and Gift Catalog. 

S?^Vh^^- 
LEATHER  SOFA 

(ireated by ma.slercraft.snu'n 
' from the very fine.st materi- 
al,-. The ultimate in style and 
eomfort. Available in over 
.SO eolor> of Premium Top 
Grain Leather. Matrhing 
pieees .-hown in brochure of 
fine leather furniture. H ,30 
W 89 1) .38 
PRICE  (subject  to cl)ange)  $1024.50 

S/.r;i|..i,»   ,/i.i.^.'«   rjirn.   .Vo   COD. 
.^< I'd   >I.ilfl   Inr   hfochurr 

Hickory, N.C. 28601 (704-322-4478) 
Dept. HG-56        P.O. Bo» 5023 

COFFEE WIZ 
FOR 
AFICIONADOS 
OF THE 
NOBLE BREW 
from the Andes, 

c offee capital of the 
world, a new and 

Mm revolutionary 
secret for 

making full-bodied, unbe 
lievlieuably rich coffee The 
most gorgeous you've ever 
lasted' Coffee Wiz extracts 
the flavor of the bean, but 
leaves behind sediment and 
bitter oils By first resting the 
ground coffee m cold water 
harsh elements never enter 
the brew or your cup Perfect 
coffee everylime More con 
venienl.   economical,  loo 

Send $19.95 plus SI post 
& handling NJ res add 5% 
sales tax 

ABBEY INDUSTRIES 
P O Box 543 
Sparta, NJ 07871 

LIFETIME BUSINESS 
CARD PAPERWEIGHT 

A regular business card approximate- 
ly 2V2"x3'/2" can now be permanent- 
ly etched in brass finished metal, then 
mounted on Italian marble. Any busi- 
ness person would be happy to re- 
ceive this attractive paperweight for 
his desk. Just send a business card 
with order. $4.98 plus $1.00 shipping. 
Mass. residents add 5% Sales Tax. 
Send  .25e for full  color catalog. 

Till' .Sla^<' Slop 
440 Great Road, HG-12 

Acton, Mass. 01720 

FLIP LITE 
NEVER LOSE YOUR LIGHTER AGAIN 

Unique cigarette lighter designed to 
be inserted Into any soft pack. Flicks 
up  to  reveal  cigarettes  and  snaps 
stiut to protect them. 

Adjustable flame. Approx. 1000 
lights per filling of butane gas. 

$4.50 
Send check or M.O. to: 

IFA   IMPORT-EXPORT   CO. 
4 0-17    77    St. 

Jackson   Heiglits,   N.Y.   11373 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

ff^fiyt,       /.J^: 

ELEGANT ENSEMBLE 

Schiffli embroidery in white, blue, 
pink, lime, cocoa, red or gold on 
white dacron organdy called 
"Grace", Spread: twin, $45; full 
$52.50. Canopies: twin $31; full 
$33. Tiers: 80" by 36" L: $14; 80" 
by 45" L: $16 Ppd. Free catalogue. 
Courtney House, HG 12, Skippack 
and Butler Pikes. Broad Axe, Pa 
19002. 

WORKING WALL PHONE 

American country phone with oak- 
finished wooden wall box skillfully 
handcrafted. Modern components 
Inside. Standard jack, ready to plug 
in. Guaranteed. $89.95 plus $7.50 
post. Christmas orders accepted. 
Call collect: 401/847-6398. AE/ 
Visa/MC/Diner's. Newport Tele- 
phone Co., HG12, Box 782, New- 
port, Rl 02840. 

T=.   T ». i.m- ■ - '<S\ 

: f(>r>^- 

STACKED IN A STAND 

Four splendid solid oak tables for 
buffet, snacking, writing. Each is 
19"w., 15"d., 25"h. All 4 tables in 
set fold flat into carrying stand 
that's 19"w., 18y4"d., 30i/4"h. 
overall. $149 plus $12 post. UPS. 
MC/AE/V. Catalogue $1. J&D 
Brauner, Inc., HG12, 1735 No. 
Ashland Ave., Chicago,  IL 60622. 

NAVAJO REPLICA 

Harmonious blend of ivory ground 
with rust, gold and brown accents. 
2' by 3' $19.95; 3' by 5' $34.95; 
4' by 6' $49.95: 6' by 9' $89.95 
Ppd. Other designs, also Oriental 
and Scandinavian rya rugs m full 
color catalogue $1. Peerless Im- 
ported Rugs, GE128, 3028 No. 
Lincoln  Ave.,  Chicago,   IL 60657. 

CHIf/' ■ ■ . TIAL 

Big bold chimney Initial adds an 
elegant touch to your home. Also 
great under gable, on the garage 
door; indoors on fireplace, or recre- 
ation room wall. Satin black baked 
enamel; rustproof. Specify initial. 
24" $31.95; 16" $14.95. Add $1 
post. Bruce Bolind, HG12, Bolind 
BIdg., Boulder, CO 80302. 

LET THERE BE PEACE 

Crystal thimble commemorates 
"1978 Peace on Earth." Country 
church is hand cut by Austrian 
schooled Raimundas Lapsys. 
Signed, dated edition limited to 
5,000. $9.95 plus 500 post. Ord^f 
*2214. Downs' Collectors Shov* 
case, Dept. 1412Z, 6048 W. B^- 
lolt Rd., Milwaukee, Wl 53219.    ■ 

House  &  Gorden | 

b 

It 



SHOPPING AROUND 

IPISTMAS TRADITION 

; "Nativity" by Sebastian. A 
idcrafted miniature of Cerama- 
ne painted in fine detail, of the 
ne in the manger. 5Vt" by 
,". $75 ppd. Credit cards ac- 
)ted. Free brochure of other 
tinctive figurines. Lilyan's Col- 
tiques, Dept. HG12, P.O. Box 
i, Uniondale, NY 11533. 

NGHAM CHECKS 

chine washable 65% Dacron, 
% cotton. Blue, gold, pink, red, 
iwn or orange. 72"w. to pr. 
igths: 24" $6, 30" $6.50, 36" 
50, 45" $8.50, 54" $10, 63" 
I, 72" $12. Val. $3; tiebacks $1. 
in spread $26, full $28. Add $2 
;t Mather's, HG12, 31 E. Main 
, Westminster, MD 21157. 

WARNING 
PROTECTED  BY 

FLKTRONIC 
fc«    tLijixxngiU— 
ALARM SYSTEM 

HO'S TO KNOW 

rglars or other would-be male- 
tors will bypass premises hav- 
: a warning decal advertising an 
rm system. Self-adhesive vinyl 
ckers are bright yellow and 
sen. Set of four. $1.98 plus 350 
St. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 

Second St., San Francisco, CA 
105. 

■cember, 1978 

FOR COLLECTOPS 

Tree ornaments, 3%" dia., by Cor- 
ning Glass Works. "Currier & Ives" 
(left) set of 6, $19.95. "Christmas 
Past" (right) set of 4, $13.95. 
Both, $29.95. Ppd. Backgrounds 
are blue, silver, cream, snow white. 
In plastic containers for safe stor- 
age. Churchman and Co., HG12. 
Box 419, Big Flats, NY 14814. 

FIREPLACE COOKER 

Roast chestnuts, pop corn, grill 
sandwiches and fry eggs in cooker 
to use in or outdoors. Easy to 
hang. Campers will love it! Black 
steel, 24"l., wooden handle. 
$14.95. With polished and lac- 
quered solid brass lid, $19.95. Add 
$1.50 post. Laco, Ltd., Dept. HGE, 
Box 933, Darien, CT 06820 

HAPPY HANG-UP 

Noted cartoonist's whimsical illus- 
trations and messages displayed 
in 9'/2" by 12" black with gold in 
lay frame. A "happy hang-up" for 
home or office. $5.95 ppd. #HU- 
5007. Other plaques in catalogue. 
250 (free with order). Bill Colling- 
wood, Dept. HGE-2, Box 294, 
South Miami, FL 33143. 

THECmAIOGFOR 
COOKSAND 
GOURMETS 

WE HAVE THE lAST WORD IN 
COOKWARE AND GOURMET GOODIES 
EVERYTHING FROM ARTICHOKE 
PIATES TO ZABAGLIONE POTS! 
Send 25C tor our colorful 104 p.ige catalog 

Colonial  Garden  Kitchens 
Dept. HGLC. 270 W. Merrick Road 
Valley Stream,  N.Y.  11582 
Please rush me my new Gourmet Caialoq 
I enclose 25C 

OVER 25 YEARS OF 
SERVICE&EXCELLENCE 

CAVALIER 
PANT BOOT 

KRAUSOr^^'^/, 
"like wearing 
gloves on your 
leef 

$24 

Add$1 95 
p&h 

each item 
satisfaction guaranteed 

Handsomely crafted in genuine glove 
Leather, Smooth, no-seam vamp. ad), 
buckle strap Resilient ribbed sole and 
1" heel. BROWN, BLACK. WHITE, NAVY, 
WINE, CARAMEL, BONE 
Comb, sizes: 
6-10y2N,5-10'/2M& W. 

With 2" covered heel and platform sole 
in CAMEL. BLACK. BROWN, BONE, 
NAVY. Full & half sizes. 6-9 + 10 N, 
5-9-(-10M&W. $25 

OLD PUEBLO TRADERS 
Dept. HGDCV 

600 S. Country Club, Tucson, AZ 85716 
Send SI for our latent Fashion Catalogue 

(refundable with fjnl purchase). 

makes it easy to be your 
own Interior Decorator! 
AVOID COSTLY DECORATING MISTAKES. Create 
miniature settings for every room in your 
fiouse before spending a cent for a piece of 
furniture, a yard of fabric, a roll of wall- 
paper, or a bucket of paint. Think fiow mucti 
you can save if you really plan before you 
buy. Over 150 different turniture combina- 
tions for every room. Sofas, chairs, sec- 
tionals tables, chests, beds, piano, fireplace, 
etc. Decorate furniture, walls, windows, with 
your own fabric and paint samples.Includes; 
3-D miniature furniture of solid styrene. 
Graph Board, Walls, Windows, Doors, all to 
exact Vi" scale. Design and instruction book 
included. Created by Adele E. Behar, ASID. 
Guaranteed. Only M.9S (we pay postage). 

Plan-It-Kit, Inc. 
Dept. HG-12, Box 429, Westport, Ct. 06880 

The 
English 

Wine Tabic 

4^ - wine Stable 
\ ii 

Ouri English 

(c. 1784) * is an authentic 
reproduction of a fine old 
English antique, hand craf- 
ted of mahogany with soft, 

detailed leathery top. A 
traditional favorite in Eng- 

land for over 200 years. 
Priced directly from our 
factory at an astonishing 
$19. $38 for two. Please 

add $3 each for shpg. and 
handling. Dimensions: 20 

high, 13   diameter. Natural- 
ly your satisfaction is 

guaranteed. To expedite 
your order, telephone us or 
send check or money order 

or charge MC/BA-VISA, 
DC. Please incl. your exp. 
date. Send $2 for our full 
color product publication. 
The Bombay Company 

P.O. Box 53323 
Dept. HG12 

5256 Magazine St. 
New Orleans. La. 70153 

Telephone: 504/891-4405 
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Tradition & Service 

1 

i 

4 
1 

An elegant and very 
practical serving bar and 
cart. Hand finished solid 
mahogany. Bronzed 
casters available. Lift-off 
tray 30"x18", 30" high. 
$44. Casters $3 additional 
(please add $6 for 
shipping). Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Send check or 
charge VISA or MC 
(include exp. date please) 
or call us for prompt 
service 

Serve with tradition! 

Ci]^1^^«/Q^ 
$44. 

P.O. Box 3216, 3029 N. Rampart St. 

New Orleans, U 7017715041945-6650 

SHOPPING AROUND 

RUGS and TAPESTRIES 
Ou oUn of fii 
p«r(rc( wilb any dfcor. roi 
clud^   are  lovely  Onrnuls.  Navajoi.  Scan 
dinavian Ryaj   Colonials, and European 
upeitnei for rramint. wall hanftint. 
needlework, etc. 

IJ and upejlne. ue   i.-r,.,,,,), danieil Scm- No. 
:\:,r, l""xlo' Jii.ii.'i. 2"'.\ 
20" t^.K Shipped Prepalil 

Salisfaclion 
Guaranteed 

Send $1.00 for our 
New Color Catalog 
Wide lancr of tlyles. 

tiles, and prices 

■Kl'JS S'. Lincoln Ave. • Chlc.iKo. IL 80657 
Pl'M.   HG.112 (.'llL')   472-4848 

West   coast   nhowroam;   73-890   El   Paaco, 
Palm   Desert.   CA   112260   (714)   346-2430 

PEERLESS 
IMPORTED 
RUGS 
IVTABLl^HID  IVSa 

YOUR FAVORITE 
PHOTO BECOMES 
A WORK OF ART! 

Decorole a wall 
showing the good 
times of your 
ife with photo 

murol?. Con be 
made from your favorite photo, slide, 
magazine or any picture of o fraction 
of the price.  Mokes  o greot gift. 

14 < 16 $6.50 
20 X 24 10.50 
20 X 30 12.50 
24 X 36   15.50 

.\Mv color photo i-aii Iv 
enlarged, mounted and 
ininicil in walnut tor only 
iwiie the price shown 
->lus J.^i.iiii Ul'S Sliiiipiiii;. 

Laminating   UD  to   2'   x   3'     $4.00 

BLACK & WHITE >» « Z"       »3.so 
BLOWUPS TOO! t ',\: I | il; f.lo 

Add   50c   3rd Class  Delivery 
P..t --*.^* S j«'eii (J" b»4h 0' cnoio  »'i 
C^to* rclu'neO unft*«"i*0 S«'^tf cheek Mil 
O- M O N y 'tfC^nft MM appl>c»Ble M'es 
lai iirov(«'v]ii.(]«O'nefi*ti<e.aiMl>a0'<>* 

W^ Sc^r«c'oO ■ 

Depl.  HG  128,  Congers,  N.Y.  10920 

The piinciples of 
evaporation em- 
ployed In the 
original WINE 
BRIQUE have 
been used since 
antiquity to bring 
wine to Its Ideal 
temperature. To 
use, simply fill 
the WINE 
BRIQUE with 
cold water for 
ten minutes so 
the natural clay 

can absorb it. Empty, and 
place your bottle of wine In It. 

$13.00 ppd. — MC, Visa, or 
check, money order. Fla. res- 
idents add 4%  tax. 

FOUR WINDS IMPORTS 
1515 E. Silver Sp.ings Blvd. 

Suite 245E 
Ocala, Fla. 32670 

A bracelet for the woman who has 
everything but 
her keys. Instead of digging 

through your 
purse every time you cant find your 
keys, wear one of these. A Port-a-Key* 
bracelet It's beautifully handcrafted. 
And best of all, it keeps your keys at 
your fingertips. To order yours, send 
check or money order for $3,95 plus 
75C postage and handling to TWIVI En- 
terprises. Dept. HG 12-8, P.O. Box 266, 
Wilton. Ct., 06897. 

GRACEFUL FASHION 
Easy-care polyester blouse with 
deep choir-boy yoke in front and 
back. The long string tie can be 
detached. Made by Siretto. Have 
it in cream or peach, 6 to 16. $40 
plus $2.25 post, per order. Free 
color fashion catalogue will be sent 
on request. The Talbots, Dept. KL, 
Hingham, MA 02043. 

Im 
5(? use^ to 

^^"i^ 4ense 

tm cafm 

5 nervous 

AH,  SO 
Terse comment on life is sure to 
bring a smile to a friend's face. 
Or you may need the reminder. 
Gold and marble color background, 
black lettering. Laminated wood 
plaque, 6" by 8", is ready to hang. 
$1.98 plus 500 post. Write to Cad- 
lyn's, HG12, Box 35249, Phoenix, 
AZ 85069. 

CLOSET EXPANDER 
Make closets do double duty with 
closet space expanders. Hang an 
expand-a-bar from existing rod (no 
installation, no tools). It expands 
from 16" to 28", adjusts to de- 
sired length. $5.95; two $11.50. 
Add 750 post. each. Write to Bruce 
Bolind, HG12, Bolind Bldg., Boul- 
der, CO 80302. 

THE  UNUSUAL GIFT 
Grandparents, parents, will love 
fit together the pieces of a 8" 
10"   jigsaw   puzzle   that's   mai 
from  favorite  baby  picture.   Senj 
print   or   negative,   color   or   b& 
(returned  unharmed). $4.50 ppi 
or (add $2 for rush order) Amerl 
can Studios, HG12, La Crosse, 
54601. 

CLOVER FOR LUCK 
Stainless steel four leaf clover i 
the golfer's choice for markin 
stymies on the green. A lucky put 
is almost a sure thing after thi 
clover is placed on the green. 3/1: 
dla. Have name expertly engravec 
$5 (bpda Elgin Engraving Co 
HG12, 944 Edwards Ave., Dundee 
IL60118. 

» 

> 

NEVER TO RETURN 
For the female who has unwante 
hair on face, arms, legs, we pri 
pose Perma Tweez. Battery ope 
ated device removes hair perrp 
nently and with professional ir 
suits, does not puncture sHii' 
$16.95 ppd. General Medical Cc 
HGE-85, 1935 Armacost Ave., ;\i 
Los Angeles, CA 90025. 



SHOPPING AROUND 

HELL NIGHT LIGHT 
eate an atmosphere of soft, nat- 
al beauty from the sea with a 
iique sea urchin light. Takes 7 
m bulb. 5" H. Has sturdy little 
ack base. Also white sea biscuit 
cciel. Christmas special. $10.95 

two for $21. Add $1 post. 
Iiling Enterprises, Inc., HG12, 
)x 1573, Titusville, FL 32780. 

PORCELAIN DOLL 
Appealing doll has hand-painted 
porcelain face and hands, flaxen 
hair, soft body dressed in calico 
with lace and ribbons. Display 
among antiques, or give to a little 
girl. She's 14" tall. $14.98 plus 
$1.50 post. American Consumer, 
Dept. PD0A19, Caroline Rd., Phil- 
adelphia, PA 19176. 

In White or Eggshell 
poly/cotton with 
Wine, Navy, Moss 
Green, Soft Gold, or 
Brown trim. 36", 40", 
$24. 45", 54", $26. 
63", 72", $30. 84", 
90", $35. 

WILLIAMSBURG. VA: 
4 miles West on Rte, 60       327 

Shoppcs on Wythe Green 

•THE FINEST TAB CURTAINS- 
TO ORDER BY MAIL; 

Master Charge BankAmericard/VISA 
Telephone (617) 746-6116 Monday-Friday Only 
Add sales tax for MA {b%). PA (6%). VA (4%). 

Add $2.00 for shipping and handling 
Send check or money order to: 

P.O. Box 899, Plymouth, Massachusetts 02360 

Color Catalog Free Fabric Samples $3 
Custom sizes. 

Showrooms Open Tuesday-Saturday 10-5 
Order "In Person" at: 

PLYMOUTH 
Court Street IRte  3A) 

LEXINGTON: 
7 Meriam Street 

PHILADELPHIA. PA 
Chestnut Hill 

8139 Germantown Ave, (Rie 422) J 
Picture this! Now YOU can 

BE ON TV 

ILL-YEAR DESSERTS 
ne-of-a-kind cookbook combines 
de   variety   of   fruitcake   ideas, 

I her delicious desserts usually 
r   holidays.    Light,   dark   types; 

luits and nuts, or fruits only, 
elpful hints, easy step-bystep 
rmat. Si/," by 8". $3.95 plus 
D0 post. K S L Associates, HG12, 
ox 24335, Washington, DC 20024. 

THRONE CHAIR 
Elaborate "pierced carvings" in the 
Belter manner, with swirls, flowers, 
curlicues. Cut in solid wood, remi 
niscent of European palace origi 
nals. 37" w. by 31" d. by 47" h 
Choice of fabrics. $499.95 exp 
coll. Catalogue and swatches $1 
Magnolia Hall, HG12, 726 An 
dover, Atlanta. GA 30327. 

Ever imagine yourself on TV? Now you can have your 
home graced by our charming, soft-sculpture TV dec- 
orative cushion. And reproduced on the fabric screen 
—YOUR OWN favorite photo. The TV is covered in an 
exciting moire fabric v»ith a fascinating wood-grain 
look. It measures a big 16'/2"w x 12"h x 7"d. 
ONLY $24.95. Add $2.45 shipping & handling per set. (NYers 
add sales tax.) Pat. Pending 

10 ORDER; No need to write a letter, lust print name and 
address on back of photo(s). Include check or Mastcrctiarge 
or Visa (number & name). For best results, send sharp, well- 
exposed photo(s), any sire, or 35mm. slide(s). Color or bSw. 
If not proportioned as TV screen we will crop. Returned un. 
harmed. Gilt Certificates available immediately. ©1978 

BE ON TV Oepf.    HGA1287 
99 Prince St.. New York, N.Y. 10012, Phone: 212-925 8487 
Satisfaction assured!  One week money back guarantee. 

2-Way 
PET 

DOOR 

OWN COMFORT 
1st like grandmother used to 
ave, a selection of soft and snug 
jmforters in a variety of cover- 
gs: down-proof satins, or non- 
Od cottons, all a joy to see—and 
luggle under! Send for free sem- 
es and information to Alden Com- 
irt fVlills, HG12, Box 55, Piano, 
< 75074. 
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POSTURE CORRECTION 
Patented PiPeer Shoulder Brace® 
gives evenly distributed support for 
sagging shoulders instantly. Ven- 
tilated 3ply material, arm bands 
softly padded. No fitting, men give 
chest size, women bust size. $7.95 
plus 750 post. Piper Brace, HG- 
128SH, 811 Wyandotte, Kansas 
City, vio 64105. 

/ ,/ lull lied tynv 
, I ihiiir. Your III t 
I iiiiiiilctelu pro- 

. I Uil He ciitniot be 
Imniied or chuknl 
111 hove Ins tail 
^hemeil off. 

FlexPort 
Why be a doorman for your pet? flex- 
Port ends scratched doors and whining. 
Keeps out flies, wind, roin. Gives you 
and pet complete freedom. Soft plastic 
triangles close gently ond tightly. Easily 
installed. Send for free ' 
folder. Or phone (603)- 
448-1641. 

TUREN, INC. 
Etna Road 

Dept. HG12 
Lebonon.N.H.03766 

FAMILY TREE 
CHARTS 

"Trace Your Roots". 
FULL COLOR! Size 17" x 22" 
Printed on antique parchment 

Ideal gift for all ages. 
Easy to fill out, perfect for framing. 

CREATE A PRICELESS HEIRLOOM. 

3.00 each  Add $100 to total 
"Imnrwdiale Dcliucry"    order for postage. 

'Olir ^rimlln Xv\'*^ '(■ 

Slyte A ■•Our Tdn^ily Trtt ' i iM tji h. 
Shows BOTH sides of family. 

1% labeled spaces in correct order. 

*»*»"'^^^-' 

jH.xx>.oi-'V. 

Style B "Maternal Family Tree" 3.00 each 
Shows MOTHER'S side of tamily, 
134 labeled spaces in correct order 

Style C "Paternal Family Tree" 3.00 each 
Shows FATHER'S side of family. 

134 labeled spaces in correct order. 
order from:   SALEM PRI^^■ COMPANY 

Shipped in I   P.O. Box 11522 Depl.HGia 
siurdy lubes    Winston-Salem, N.C. 27106 
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NEW, UNIQUE, EASY TO ASSEMBLE 

KNOCK DOWN FURNITURE 
Set-up or knock 
down without tools 
in just minutes 

CHAIR SHOWN... 
ONLY $99.95* 

Beautifully finished and 
detailed, wilti choice of 6 
wood gram finishes or 
'2 solid colors with 
matching decorator 
/ip-on upholstery. 

Easy to follow set- 
up instructions. 
No tools needed! 
Fully guaranteed. 
Many pieces to 
choose from— 
Chairs, Tables, 
Bookcases, etc. 

Send 25« for full color brochure to: 

HOLIDAY PRODUCTS,/nc. P.O.Box 1238 Key West,Fla.33040 
':   .;"■     ^'oping. handling and postage 

SHOPPING AROUND 

A WREATH  OF  RED  PEPPERS 
FOR CHRISTMAS 

Choose the round wreath or a fourfoot-long 
garland. For sophisticated decor there's little 
to equal bright chili pepper pods ripened to a 
ruby red in the Southwestern sun. A color ac- 
cent to equal Autumn leaves. Imagine either 
-vreath  or garland  beckoning at your window 

I   doorway. 
CHRISTMAS WREATH, 18" Diam.    $15.95 ppd. 
GARLANDS, 4 FT. long $15.95 ppd. 

.-1   fr, r   rnolikhook   With   !/0"r   t^rfl. r   I, tin   how 
~/ Ih.flf      ritiItU-     peppTM     mnkr     ..fiiOJy    dJKhrg. 
Ine ^l'i^l,r,h,iro-    or    rh.rk   nrrrpU.t. 

QLD I^EXDCO ^HOP 
Patio #2 SANTA   FE.   N  M    87501 

A new and excitine collection of flow- 
ers in exclusive limited editions! The 
"First Edition Rose" is hand silk- 
screened on your choice of white or 
black lucite. The ideal accessory for 
wall arrangements; a lovely spot of 
natural beautv on your desk or coun- 
tertop. Red Rose measures 9x12 and 
is a unique and rreati\e gift for that 
special  someone 
We offer our First Edition Rose at 
We offer our First Edition Rose at 
$9.95 + $1.50 postage & handling. 
Specify choice o1 Black or White lu- 
cite, Clear lucite hofder. $2.50. (N.Y. 
resident*! add sales tax.) Send fcr 
free  catalog. 

SCREEN   ARTS   CO. 
Dept. HG-12.  7400 Phillips Rd. 

Saugerties.   N.Y.   12477 

BIG COUm PHOTO VALUES 
^^   .,^        Enjoy the btauty of 
^H^-^      professional quality 

FULL COLOR photos. 

t ONLY 

SELECT FROM 

U  18walletsplusFREE5x7 
n Three 5x7 plus 6 wallets 
n One 8x10 enlargement 
n 24 mini-wallet prints 

Send your favorite color photo or negative 
(returned unharmed). Wonderful for swap- 
ping or as gifts for family or friends. 

GIANT 3 ft X 2 ft B & W 
Photo Poster made from 
your favorite snapshot 
Original photo returned un- 
harmed. 

$3.95 
QUALITY GUARANTEED! 

Add 500 postage & handling per selec- 
tion. Add an additional 500 for super- 
rush first class service. Poster rush 
$1.50. NY residents add NY sales tax. 

VALUE STUDIOS Inc. 
HG12,   5300  21st  Ave.,   Brooklyn,  N.Y.   11204 

HEATEoiHy 
ATHRO MUFF 

TEMPORARILY RELIEVES ARTH- 
RITIC PAIN In Hands, Fingers, and 
Wrist Joints. Provides warmth to 
exercise   painful   arthritic   Joints. 
May t>e used on elbows, knees, 
ankles, and feet. 
Add $2.00 for postage 
Louisiana Residents 
Add 3% State Sales Tax 
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER 
No C.O.D.s Please... 

Mail to DISCOVERIES 
Dept. HG-12 P.O. Box 15127 
Baton Rouge, La. 70895  
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LEDY AND THE GENERAL 

Early Pennsylvania Dutch water- 
color adapted to needlepoint. Co- 
lonial colors on a rich russet back- 
ground. Kit; hand-painted #13 
mono canvas, Persian wool yarn 
needle, directions. Finished 7l^" 
by 9V4". For pillow or to frame. 
$21.95 ppd. Of Two Minds, HG78- 
12, Box 172, Groton,  MA 01450. 

FOOT WARMING 

A smart suede bootie with fluf 
shearling lining on the whole i 
side. Small drawstring lets yc 
adjust fit at ankle. Handmade 
England. Natural color. Whole size 
510, medium width. $29 pli^ 
$2.25 post, per order. Free cok 
catalogue. The Talbots, Dept. K 
Hingham,  MA 02043. 

RARE FINDS 

Unique set of four different im- 
ported Chinese teas packed in col- 
orful tin canisters is paired with 
a bamboo tea strainer, all for 
$17.95. An elegant 19"l. black 
jade necklace, $25, matching 
bracelet, $20. Add $1 post. Free 
brochure. Gladys Knobel. HG12. 
Box 62, Hubbard Woods, IL 60093. 

BE AN ASTRONAUT 

Space enthusiasts will love 
for giving them this big 27" si 
screened rag doll. Their very o^ 
face is reproduced on fabric frc 
a sharp, close-up photo, color 
b&w (returned unharmed). $24. 
plus $2.95 post. Be An Astronef 
HGE-128A, 99 Prince St., N 
York,  NY  10012. 

TWO GIFTS IN ONE 

Dual-purpose pewter candlestick 
and candy dish from Scandinavia. 
One way it holds a candle, turn it 
over and the candlestick base is a 
candy dish. 3" h. by 4" dia. Needs 
no polishing. $29.95 plus $2.50 
post. Silver 'n Things, HG12, Box 
30, Bowling Green Sta., New York, 
NY 10004. 

BAY SCALLOPS 

Tasty delights are whole bay s( 
lops vacuum packed in 7 oz. < 
with 4 oz. of scallops. No refr.ig 
ation needed and there's enoi' 
in each can for two portions. $2 
ppd. Free recipe folder Incl. Qr 
hostess gift. Arlor Sales, Hp 
Box 109, Rockville Centre, 
11571. ? 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

RKY AND PRACTICAL 
Unusual handwoven rattan pieces 
add a lively touch to your bath- 
room. Elephant towel ring is 10" 
h. by 8" w. Lined soap dish is 
5'/2" by 334" h. Elephant ring 
$6.95: soap dish $5.95: both for 
$10.95. Add $1 post. Catalogue 
25cl. Fran's Basket House, HG12, 
Route 10, Succasunna, N.J. 07876. 

IfTO HAVE AND TO FOLD 
|Space saving table made in Europe. 
JSolid beechwood with oiled walnut 
•veneer. Closed, 9" by 30"; one 
iside up, 37" by 30"; fully opened, 
£5" by 30", it seats eight. 30" h. 
$99.95. Exp. coll. Assembled. Send 
500 for Danish catalogue. Genada 
Imports, HG12, Box 204, Teaneck, 
NJ 07666. 

TIPS TO TOP 
Top your nails with 22K gold fin 
ished fashion nails for a golden 
glow that shines and shines. Mold 
ed; easy to put on, take off, tuck 
away. One gold nail in jewelry box 
$5; two for $8. Add 800 post. 
Larry Mathews Cosmetics Co.. 
Dept. RS-23A, 380 Madison Ave., 
New York, NY 10017. 

..RYSTAL CLEAR ACRYLICS 
HAND DECORATED PICTURE FRAMES. Available in 3 x 3" -11.20.4v. x 
3" -13.20. 4x6"-14.20 Specify horizontal or vertical Post. paid. Choose 
yellow, green, blue, brown or red ribbon 
HANGING PLANTER/TERRARIUM. Perfect for cuttings, dried flowers, 
much more Measures 7 x 7 x 2%" - 8.50. (Plants and gravel not included.) 
Post  Paid 
BIG NUMBER ONE for that special person Order plain or personalized 
(up to 9 letters) Stands 5 Inches high. Plain - 7.50 Personalized 10.50. 
Post   Paid g^^p pQpi pp^^ CATALOG 

ZIP TIME PRODUCTS   P.O. BOX 203  GREAT NECK, NY. 11022 
N Y S  Residents add sales tax  Mastercharge—Visa accepted. Include number-expiration date 

OPPORTI .MTV 
to stock up on a supply of ele- 
gant name and address labels. 
The set  includes  250  black on 
gold  l'/2"x'/2" script Initial  ad- 
dress  labels  [To 20  letters  per 
line, 4 lines] and 125 matching 
gold initial 1x1" envelope seals. 
We use them to personalize ev- ,,^ 
erything—stationery,   checks,   to 'WS' 
identify   books,   $3.50    |    post ,   ' 
500    1st   class,   40?   3rd   class 
96P gift catalog, 50e. Bruce Bu 
lin^, 212  Bolind BIdg.,  Boulder 
Colo,80302. (Since 1956, Thanks 1 
To  You!) 

The Holmes Stereoscope 
Invented in 1859 by Oliver Wendell 

Holmes, our hand-crafted Stereoscope 
is a handsome reproduction of his fa- 
mous instrument. 

It is superbly made of solid wood, 
with a rich walnut finish. All fittings are 
solid brass and a silk screened design em- 
bellishes the velvet-edged, brass hood. 
The Holmes Stereoscope makes a deco- 
rative addition to any home. 

This Victorian Masterpiece is your 
window on the past. You, your family 
and guests will enjoy 62 lifelike 3-D 
pictures taken between 1859 and 1920. 
See gold miners on the Chilkoot Pass, 
Times Square in 1859, visit the Paris 
World's Fair, see the Cardif Giant, the 
San Francisco earthquake, Buffalo Bill, 
peek at Victorian risque, and MUCH, 
MUCH MORE I 

You may use additional views which 
you may find in dusty attics, cellars 
and antique shops. 

The optional pedestal display base 
has a spun brass pedestal, a wood base 
with a felt bottom and a museum-type 
brass plate which says: 

The Holmes Stereoscope 
Invented 1859 

by Oliver Wendell Holmes 

A fuU Bipply of the Holinri SleRotcopei - Ihe moil populv form 
of iniifument ■ with the tmpioiremcnit which hmc been added by 
Mr. Batei ihe mtnufacturei. wiU tlwiyi be foi ub ai wholeuk 
and at ictaiL 

Theie Steieotcopet. onpnally uiorilcd by Or. Oliver WendtU 
Hotmci, and highly iccommended by hun. ate uitequalked for tecinf 
Sureotcopic Picturci (o the beti advtniafr. The thade foi Ihe eyei 
deludes aU ealernaJ and URflunding bfht. and the fbdinf rcil at- 
Icrwi an adjuttmenl to any focal distance feqused. by near ot far 
>i|h>cd p<m>i». 1^,^^ 1^,1 

24 HOUR SERVICE - 
for Master Chg, Visa/Bank Amer., or C.O.D. 

CALL NOW, TOLL FREE-800-824-7888 
Ask for Operator No. 19 — HG-12 

In California - 800-852-7777 
In Alaska and Hawaii-800-824-7919 

OR: Fill out this coupon and send it with 
your check, money order, or Master Charge 
or Visa/Bank Americard account number. 

YOU LOVE IT OR YOUR MONEY BACK! 

STEREO CLASSICS STUDIOS 
145 Algonquin Parkway- HG-12 
Whippany, New Jersey 07981 

n In your stereoscope set you get:   1. The hand-crafted Stereoscope, 
2. 62 old-time 3-D views, and 3. The 20 page illustrated booklet, 
"The Story of the Stereoscope", ALL FOR $19.95 plus $1.50 
postage and handling. $ 

D The optional pedestal display base is only $6.95. 

D P.S.      If you already have a stereoscopie, the 62 views and the 
booklet alone are only $6.95 plus $1.00 pstg & hdlg. 

NO RISK I   You love it or your money back 1                         Sub-total 

we BUY old stereoscopes, views               Sales tax, where applicable 
and stereo cameras.                                                                               __ . . 
„              .                         .,  ^,                                                                     TOTAL Restoration parts available. $ 

D   Payment enclosed 

Mnmn 

Charge my: D Master Charge 

Acct   No 

_,        ..     Exo. Date 

DVisa/Bank Americard 

Signature (required for charge card orders). 

December, 1978 
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WOOD STOVE 
Limited Edition 

MODEL D ROADSTER 

This is our new- 

est stove, ideal 
for den or family 

room. The driv- 

er's compart- 
ment is a bakingi 
oven,the hood is 

a grill. The front 
doors when open 

make a fireplace, ^    C^ 

and the headlights light up when the doors are closed. 

Manufactured   by 

Dulude Energy Systems, Inc. 
37  Middleboro Road,  Box   18 
East Freetown,  Mass.  02717 

STATIONERY 
be-iulilully made and personalized with your name and 
address in choice ol color Chestnut Brown, Spring 
Green, Ebony Black, Crimson Red, or Royal Blue Both 
letters and envelopes ol exquisite quality are printed, 
and delivered without catalog hassles No more 
shopping lor paper, embossers, or labels' Please send 
name, address, choice of color, along with $22 % (50 
lelters/25 env) or $28 95 (100 letters/50 en«) plus 
Jl W P&H Co  Res  6% lox   to ^. 

DOWN COMFORTS 
^eaa^i^ RE-COVERED 
... in   axquiiite   down-proof   satins,   loffctos. 

IVoof cemfottt recovered, loo. And OLD 

FEATHERBEDS converted into cloud-soft, feather- 

fluff, heirloom comforts by ALDEN secret proc- 

>    ess. ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 

Mail  Order Only.  No salesman  will  call! 

ALOEN COMFORT MILLS-HGR'Box 55, Piano, TX 75074 

Write -p.. samples of coverings, lestimoniols, and 
for. . ^"^^    descriptive folder today. No obligation. 

For that hard-to-tit window 
that every house has , a curtain 
with a rod pocket top and bottom. 
Made of DuPont's Oacron' Ninon, 
this timeless panel can be gathered 
to fit any window width, no matter 
how narrow or wide Available in 
both white and eggshell in these 
special sizes 
W  L 
40" X 20" $2 60 
40" X 26" 2 80 
40" X 30" 3 00 
40 X 36" 3 10 

W  L 
40" X 45" 
40" X 50" 
40" X 54" 
40" X 63" 

400 
440 
460 
480 

40 X 40" 3 50  40' x 72" 5 (M 

Qft{rttie)iHmse(])iledm 
Skippack & Butler Pks Broad Axe, PA 19002 

^H We pay delivery. You save dollan.  ■ 

Miniature Wood 
Furniture Kits 

standard Doll 
House Scale 1" 1' 

Buiiflmg your own 
miniature furniture 

IS easy, fun to do 
and saves you 

money too' 20 
great kits priced 

S2 95toS14 95 

Send for our 
,    COLOR 
CATALOG 25c 

Look for Realife 
ivliniatures at Hobby, 
Craft and Toy Stores 

everywhere. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

SS^ 
Manufactured m the U '-i A b/ 

SCIENTIFIC MODELS INC. 
340RH Snyder Ave Berkeley Heights, N J 07922 

NATURAL APPROACH 
Bothered by the fatty bulges and 
lumps often called "cellullte"? Au 
Natural formula is a blend of tw/elve 
natural herbs, minerals, vitamins. 
It's designed to help solve such 
problems. 30day supply $7.95: 
90-day $19.95. Add $1 post. 
Herbal Concepts, HG12, 385 Bay 
Rd.. Easton, MA 02334. 

THE CLADDAGH   RING 
Friendship  and  peace symbolizec 
in ring. Gold: ladies': 18K $73.60 
14K   $50.60:   9K   $31.85.   Men's 
18K     $130:     14K     $78.20:     91" 
$50.60.    Sterling    silver    ladies' 
$7.80:   men's:  $8.90.   Ppd.  Coloii 
catalogue, $1. Stephen Faller (Ex3 
ports) Ltd., Dept. HG12E, IndustriO 
al Estate, Mervue, Galway, Ireland] 

KEEP  IT CLEAN 
Keep your Venetian blinds free of 
dirt with this efficient little tool. 
Double-duty design does two slats 
at a time on both sides. Dip in 
suds and foam pads do the clean- 
ing with one wipe. $2.98 plus 650 
postage. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG12, 67 Second St., San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94105. 

FOR BUSY PEOPLE 
Pocket-size Biorhythm charts ti 
carry along for all situations. De 
signed to indicate when you wil 
be at your best physically, emo 
tionally, intellectually; and shov 
your critical days. Send rompleti 
birth date. Full year $5.95 ( 
months, $3.93 ppd. Bio Scopi 
HG2,  Box 3535, York, PA 17402 

ENERGY SAVE- 
Instant hot water from a tankless 
water heater. Great for second 
house, boat, 13" by ll'/ii" by 
5716". Has dial for continuous hot, 
warm, or cold water. Gas model, 
(LP bottle or propane) $129.95; 
electric $119.95. General Mail 
Corp., HG12, 25 Valley Dr., Green- 
wich, CT 06830. 

•    .      \"'\\  DESK 
Name   means  tomorrow.   Oriental 
style blends with  any decor. 30'| 
h./d. by 55" w. Oriental fruitwoodj 
teak, burl, pearl white, white olivti 
ash, antiqued Chinese Red finisfif 
Desk    $346.45;    chair    $126.- 
Shpg.  chgs.  extra.  Catalogue 
Bryan Robeson, HG-224, Rte. 19| 
Bob 793, Hickory, NC 28601. 

House &  Garrdeil 



SHOPPING AROUND 

(^ ^ 

^     .-T- 

^      ^-^ 

N ORNAMENTS 
ike your tree really merry this 
ristmas and for many Christ- 
ases. Colorful little wood orna- 
;nts, double-sided, sure to de- 
ht all. Handmade in Germany, 
:es vary 3%" to 4". Set of six 
.95, two $16.50 ppd. Unique De- 
;n Studio, Dept. 12E, Box 2315, 
St bideSta., Providence, Rl 02906. 

GIFTS OF LOVE 
Monogrammed love lockets, gold- 
plated, hand-polisfied. Pendant 
style, 2'/2" long on 24" designer 
cord chain; bracelet model, 1%" 
long. Free engraving up to three 
initials. Each $10; two $18.50. 
Add $1.50 post. Garland Studios, 
HG12, Box 788, Cooper Union Sta- 
tion, New York, NY 10003 

L POTTY PLANTER 
rn your bathroom into a garden 
ot by replacing tank top with a 
iekiy designed planter that's self- 
itering. Wicks absorb fresh tank 
iter. Fits standard tanks. White 
ly. Plants not included. $11.95 
js $1 post. Gabriel Rogers Com- 
ny, Dept. HG12, Box 5131, 
;stport, CT 06880. 

END WALL BUMPING 
When driving into your garage, be 
sure your car is in the same spot 
every time. Marker hangs from 
ceiling as a stopping guide. Easy 
to install. Height adjusts for dif- 
ferent model cars. $6.95; two for 
$11.95. Ppd. Ginny Garage Guide, 
HG12, P.O. Box 602, Mentor, OH 
44060. 

I 

:Y BRACELET 
id key hunting woes with Port-a- 
y" bracelet. No more digging 
rough purse when you wear this 
litation pearl, beaded handcraft- 
stretch bracelet that keeps them 
your fingertips. $3.95 plus 

't post. Free color brochure. TWM 
iterprises, Dept. HGP, Box 266, 
ilton, CT 06897. 

-mber, 1978 

MAJESTIC FIGURINE 
Cockatoo of superb craftsmanship, 
17" tall. Of simulated porcelain in 
alabaster white. Distinctive fea- 
tures of the crested bird are me- 
ticulously detailed; the head feath- 
ers, the massive beak and body 
plumage. $19.95 ppd. The Wise 
Owl, HG12. 155 No. Ridgeland, 
Oak Perk. IL 60302. 
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Select Your 

LOQ 
4 , A* .4 

Use your custom plan or select one of ours. 
Treated and hand-peeled Cedar or Lodge Pole 
Pine log honnes and cabins with "EXTRA" 
insulation from $3,900.00. We manufacture Kits 
for any log structure. Brochure/Plan book 
$3.50.   Dealership  information  package  $5.00. 

* "EXTRA" Insulated Log Homes * 

'Wlidemess Log Homes 
Route 2. HGN128, Plymouth, Wis. 53073 

PLEASE SEND 
□ Plan Book $3.50      □Dealership Information Pack $5.00 

Name  

Street. 

Town_ 

State- .2.p. 

Malachite 
Gem of Central Africa 

Natural grass-green mjljchiie, each piece wpth unique 
patterns  created   during  its (ormalton  in  the earth's 
crusl      This beautiful gem  has been  used  m jewetry 
since the days of Ancient Egvp' 
VA" carved egg pendant set m 14k gold i54 95 ea 
'/4"'egg pendant with 16" I 4k gold chain      174 95 ea 
Carved hen si/e egg with acrylic stand t60 00 ea 
Includes'posiage  and  handling.  Hawaii  residents add 
4% tax- 
Send   check,   money   order, 

R & K ASSCKIATES 
PO  BOX 25771 
HONOLULU, HAWAII  96825 

SAVE 
YOUR 
HEART' 

RENTAL-PURCHASE Program Available 
Your STAIR GLIDE" installs easily and in less 
than 2 tioufs- No marring walls or stairway. No 
special wiring required- Sttipped directly from 
factory within 4 days STAIR-GLIDEV the 
nation's largest selling stairway lift' UL LISTED 

USED BY THOUSANDS: CARDIAC PATIENTS. 
ARTHRITICS. SENIOR CITIZENS. RE- 
STRICTED PHYSICAL ACTIVITES. POST 
OPERATIVES ..and household convenience, 
(outdoor models available) 
WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE AND NAME 
OF   DEALER   NEAREST   YOU 

AMERICAN STAIR-GLIDE* CORP. 
4001 East 138lh. Dept   HG1?8 

L Grandvlew. Missouri 64030 J 

SQUIRREL PROOF 
BIRD FEEDER 

terrace or outsiae windowSi 

Unique tilt-action design guarantees 
the feeder to be squirrel proof. Dome 
keeps food dry & provides slieiter. 
Removeable food hopper for easy 
refilling. Completeiy weatherproof 

14" dome/8" Food hopper $17.95 
12" dome/8" Food hopper $15.95 

Add $2.00 forpostage& handling. 
N.Y.S. residents add sales tax. 

BOB WARREN 
P.O. Box 81 - Dept. HG12 
Greenpoint, N. Y. 11222 



GIVE YOUR UFE ACOLOR UFTI 
Use the tools that Decorators use... 
The House & Garden Color pack contains 
everything you need to simplify your color de- 
cisions. In it you'll find: 

THE 1979 HOUSE 6 GARDEN GOLORSl 
Now there are FIFTY... In the new larger size: 
3V2" X 41/2" On the back of each: Manufacturers 
who match products to that color 

DECORATORS SPEAK ADOUT GOLOIL^ 
Dozens of hints and how-to's on choosing and 
using color in your house 

EVERnHING VISIDIY RACKAGED 
in this new clear box Color Cards can be removed 
... spread them out, discover new color ideas 
new color combinations. Carry all the colors 
with you. or just take the ones you need 
for your current project Turn each 
card over and see who makes 
what in each color 

^^<=^HCy^VO>USETHEAA 

PRODUa CAIEGORIES: 
Bath Equipment, Bath Accessones, Carpeting, 
Bed & Bath Linens, Dinnerware, Fabrics, 
Glassware, Housewares & Cookware, Lamps, 
Paint, Appliances, Tabletop Linens, Wallcoverings, 
Resilient Floonng, Curtains & Draperies, 
Furniture, Window Blinds. 
THE HOUSE Cr GARDEN COLOR RACK 1979 
It will make your life so much easier'! 

SPECIAL ADVANCE OFFER: 
$5.00 (After January 1st: $7.50] 
ONLY AVAILABLE THROUGH THIS OFFER 

A CONDE NASI GROUP MAGA; 

III 

TO: House & Garden, Dept. CP 79, P.O. Box 1910, 
Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017 

Enclosed is my check money order For  
House & Garden Color Pack(s) (" $5 00 each Contains 
• The 50 House & Garden Colors, listing manufacturers. 
• Tips on how to choose & use color in decorating your home 
• Directory of products in House & Garden Colors 
(Orders will be filled within 4-6 weeks ) 

TO: House & Garden, Dept. CP 79, RO. Box 1910, 
Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017 

Enclosed is my check money order For  
House & Garden Color Pack(s] (« $5 00 each Contains 
• The 50 House & Garden Colors, listing manufacturers 
• Tips on how to choose & use color in decorating your home 
• Directory of products in House & Garden Colors 
(Orders will be filled within 4-6 weeks.) 

Name. 

Address. 

City  .State. .Zip. 

Name. 

Address. 

City  .State. .Zip. 



SHOPPING AROUND 

:BRASS IDENTITY 
Stop racket mixup and theft with 
solid brass name plates that have 
adhesive bonded backs. Stick the 
plate at the end of the racket han- 
dle so there'll be no mIx-up. Print 
names. Expertly engraved. $3 each 
ppd. Elgin Engraving Co., HG12. 
944 Edwards Ave., Dundee, IL 
60118. 

HOME LAYOUT SYSTEM 
Amateur decorators can achieve 
perfect room layouts and avoid 
buying any wrong pieces for 
the space available. 105 mini 
pieces, all accurately scaled, to 
move about on the mylar grid 
sheet; no gluing, cutting. $8.95 
ppd. Plan View. HG12, Suite 6, 
1  Brook St., Scituate, MA 02066. 

ALBUM STORAGE 
Compact chrome cabrnet holds 
200 records. Ten compartments 
styled in attractive ArtDeco, plus 
three storage levels and a mirrored 
shelf. 24"w. by 22"h. by 10"d. 
Chrome plated sturdy steel con- 
struction. $59.95 plus $5 post. 
MC/Visa. Leslie Laboratories, 
HG12, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444. 

;ember, 1978 

WRITING PLEASURES 
Fanciful designs on assortment of 
notes from Anita Beck. Portfolio 
holds 20 notes in six different pat 
terns. Available in collections of 
either "Birthday," "General" or 
"Thank you." Specify. Portfolio 
$3.50 plus $1 post. Anita Beck, 
HG12, 3409 W. 44th St., Minneap- 
olis, MN 55410. 

PLATING RENEWAL 
Deposit new silver on copper, brass 
or bronze where the original plat- 
ing has worn away. Use Silver Plus 
to polish sterling but it does not 
deposit new silver on sterling 
pieces. 4 oz. bottle, $5.98 plus 
850 post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG12, 67 Second St., San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94105. 
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LOVELY COMPLEMENT 
Reflect the beauty of your home 
with a distinctive oval mirror. It's 
set in a handsome frame of hand- 
woven white wicker, adds to the 
decor of any room. 19" wide by 
28" high. $34.95 plus $6 post. 
Write for catalogue 25*. Fran's 
Basket House, Dept. HG12, Route 
10, Succasunna, NJ 07876. 

HIGH FASHION 

British Sherlock Holmes Style 

SOFT PLUSH WQOLOV^E 
in fashion fall colors 

Classicaliy  Toilored  Collar 
and  Placquet 

Molching   Horn  Buttons 

Colors'   CAMEL,  NAVY, 

HUNTER,  BROWN,  BLACK, 

RUST,  GREY. 

Sizes 
SMALL  (5 9) 

MEDIUM  (10-13) 
LARGE  (14-18) 

Price: $89.00 plus 3.00 
postage and   handling 

Send  check  or  money order  to; 
POSTIQUE  -  HG12 
216 West  89th  St., 

New   York,   N.Y.   10024 

Sa//sfocf(on  Gijaron^seS 

Master Charge & 
BonkAmericord  Accepted 

Midi Length 

Colonial Gingham Cape Cods 
Ttiese are ttie same aultienlic gmgtiams as featured 
in our store Our customers love the extra tullness 
(78" wide) and the perky 3" ruffles Available in red/ 
while, blue/white, yellow/white, green/white, pink' 
white, or brown/white Polyester and cotton Perma- 
Press Tne checks are ' J " 

ORDERS SHIPPED PROIVIPTLYi 

COLONIAL CLASSIC CATALOG 
featuring   the   top   quality   curtains   and 
accessories   carried   in   our   store   — 25C 

I includes fabric samples I) 

24",., 8.00 
30"     9.00 
36"   10.00 
45"...'.-.  11.50 
54"   12.50 
63"  13.50 
72"   14.50 
Val.54x11    4.95 
Ties, pr.     1.00 
Check orM O .or 
Master Charge or 
Visa Add 12 ship 
ping Money Back 
Guaranteed' 

CURTAIN CORNER,   Paradise Green, Dept. G8-12, Stratford, CT 06497 y 

BUY WHOLESALE 

;;4S3 SOFA 
Outside:   L86"   034"   H32" 
Inside: L64"  D21"  H16" 
Arm  Height  26" 
(#452 Loveseat Available) 

"The World is Our Market" 
"You can get what you have 
been looking for . . . value 
durability, comfort and quality." 
Send $2.00 for catalog of pieces 
we manufacture at wholesale 
prices. Also, available 178 page 
catalog of all types of fine furni- 
ture at discount prices. Send 
$5.00 refundable with first pur- 
chase. Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

National Furniture 
and Fabric Sales 

P.O.   BOX   2314 
Manufacturinc 
Division, Hish 
Point,   r<orth 
Carolina  27261 

WOOD-BLOCKS 
(FOR POSTER OR BLOW-UP) 

Sensational Offer—Send us your favor- 
ite poster, black & white or color neg- 
ative. Polaroid photo, and in two weeks 
you will receive your poster or blow-up 
mounted and sprayed ready to hang. 
Makes a great gift. Just mail check or 
money order for $19,95 for negative 
or photo blow-up (24" x 36"), or 
$15.25  and  your  poster  to 

R. & "W. Art Frames 
Dept. HG12, P. O. Box 6531 
Glendale, California 91205 

Unique Slack Hanger 
- Streamline Design 

Perfect for knits or wovens — and 
engineered to last generations. Vt" 
steel rod with deluxe chrome finish 
and non-slip rubber sleeve. Stream- 
line design makes it easy to place 
and remove slacks without taking 
the hanger off the rod. 
Set of six hangers, $6.95 plus $1.50 
for postage and handling. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 

STERLING ENGINEERINGS MFG.CO. 
Dept. 26, P.O. Box 538, 173 Gilligan Street 

Wiikes-Barre, Pennsylvonio 18703 
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lloiiK'Npuii llsiialiuro 
Attractive     curtoins,     coarse-textured     un- 
bleaclied  100% cotton, ttiat go so well with 
country antiques —  folk art  —  barn  siding. 
Hand wast^able.  Cope Cod ruffled,  tiebacks 
incl.   70"   wide   a   pr.   30"   I.   $7,   36"   $8, 
45" $8.50, 5-1" $9.50. 63" $10.50. Volance 
53.50.   Pincti  pleated draw drapes  too.  Add 
S2   post.   &   tiandling.   Md.   res.   add   5%. 

Free Brochure on request, but send 

$1 for full Catalog with SO swatches 
Quo\i>i and Salnlaclion Since  1890 

MATHER'S 
31  E. Moin St., C12-8, Weslmintler, Md. 21157 

FAMILY CREST RINGS 

Ring #11.  IBxHrnm top, 
solid 14k gold      $225.00 
sterling silver $99.00 

WE WORK IN THREE BASIC WAYS 
1. If you do have a coat of aims, lUSt send 

us a ptiotostat or picture of it and that 
is what we engrave. 

2. If you do not have a coat of arms send 
us your name and we'll look it up for 
you at no extra cost, or you may check 
it against our list (see below), 

:i. If you  wish  you  may design  your own 
coat of arms 

SEND FOR OUR FREE COLOR CATALOGUE 
If. in addition to our free catalogue you 
wish to get our booklet containing over 
20.000 names for which we have records 
of coats of arms and for which this lewelry 
is available, plus instructions on "how to 
design your own coat of arms". SEND US 
$1.00  (deductible from first order). 

Remember, this jewelry is also available 
with  any coat of arms,  or any other em 
blem or design you may send us 
HERAIDICA  IMPORTS,   INC.,   Oept.   HG12 
21 WEST 46th ST. NEW YORK. N.Y. 10036 

4|^ 
Cup  Caddy 

Holds 3-ounce paper cups In a smoke- 
tint cylinder that fills from the top, 
features a weighted base to prevent 
tipping.   Youngsters  can  easily   help 
themselves  Caddy is 8V2 " tall, heavy- 
wall polystyrene and steel. With cups. 
6982-6-Brown Cup Caddy   .    . $6.9e 
6986-6-White Cup Caddy  .         $6.98 

V^rUe For New Free Gitl Catalog' '   :.^K'' ^9 Miles Kimball 
129  Bond  St ,  Oshkosh,  Wl  54906 

SHOPPING AROUND 

/f9^/^'te/F^Hs/«'^r»^^j^'^^#»^y^-^;?*^ 

Authentic Scondinovion < 

\ For    fabric    somples   end    brochure 
deicribing   comforters   ond   related 
Items  -  send  $1.00  (refundable)  to .^l 

CUDDLEDOWN ^ 
Deot. HG   , 87 Picosont Street, 

Yormouth, Maine 04096 U 

Send today for my FRKK 
fact filled, inforinative 
COLOR CATALOG 

rull size, home gardener, (ju.ilitv 
alifornia REDWOOD RrcnlKni-rs 

95 I Hi:i:.STANl)INC. MODE1.S. 
1 r \V Til ANIl llOMI'S'   1>, M34 

THI-. C.HKl.NHOl'SKMANCIo 
980 17th Ave. Dept.ll-M. 
Santa Cruz, Calif. 95062 

For rnnailion Pricts & rnlolos. write 
IViniiillfr. I.ld . IJI"'I ViclicrH Wiiv 

Hulimonil. DC   vliVIJ:! 

Ci  f; _:-; ••   q 

» .Adjusts 111 SI/OS I s 111:: I 
» Caploss     wcielis loss than 2 o/ 
» Slavs on without slipping 
» No siN liiii; neoclod 
* Hniullird      natural look 

PLUS      Moncv hack. Irv-athomc 

GUARANTEE 
I or I Rl I  inloniialion 

«illi no obligation -  write 

WIGS ^ PcuA 
687 Belmont St    Dept    38 

Brockton. MA   02403 

OLD-FASHIONED STYLE 
An easy toassemble distinctive pi- 
ano stool with glass ball feet in 
brass legs. The seat swivels, ad- 
justs to higher or lower. Rich dark 
walnut finish. With back, 37" high, 
$84.95 plus $5.50 post.; without 
back, $74.95 plus $4 post. E. H. 
King, HG12, Box 623, Cooper 
Square,  New York.  NY  10003. 

GREAT WAY TO RELAX 
Tropichair is handcrafted in super- 
strong ivory macrame of iilS line 
100% combed cotton. Dark cedar 
wood supports are capable of hold- 
ing up 1000 lbs. Portable. Easy to 
hang in or out of doors. 3'/l>'h. by 
13^'w. by 2'd. $185 plus $15 post. 
Palmaire Products Co.. HG12, 
Box  362,   Port   Ewen,   NY   12464. 

ZODIAC MATES 
Astrological compatibility prints 
link you and your partner's signs 
along with a compatible descrip 
tion of your relationship. Earthtone 
print 9" by 12", list birth signs 
of both. All combinations of zodiac 
signs available. $3.98 ppd. Daco 
Sales. HG2, 1330 Lincoln Ave., 
San Rafael, CA 94901. 

MINI SiOOL 
Upholstered to floor; top filled with 
urethane foam, polyester fiber-' 
fill, semi attached. 18"xl8"xl8". 
(Also midget, maxi.) From $73.10 
depending on fabric; 3 yds. your 
54" fabric $65.10. Shpg. Chgs. 
extra. Catalogue, swatches request 
form $2. Hunt Galleries, Inc.,' 
HG7812, Box 2324, Hickory, NO 
28601. 

HANDMADE HANG-UPS 
Complement your prized hanging 
plants with handsome and sturdy 
macrame hangers. An attractive ad- 
dition to your home, and a useful 
gift. Natural color. Double holder 
4'4" I. $18.95; single 3' holder 
$11.95. Ppd. (plants not incl.) Kafs 
Krafts Co., HG12, Box 71, Lynn. 
MA 01903. 
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IMPORTED BOBECHES 
Watch the radiant glitter when you 
slip these elegant crystal wax- 
catchers over candle. Each bo- 
beche Is 3" dia., has 1" opening 
for candle. Order design by letter 
in any quantity or combination. .6 
in set. $7.95 ppd. Crystal Classics, 
Dept. HG128, 17 Orchard Farm 
Rd.,  Port Washington,  NY  11050. 

House & Garden 



SHOPPING AROUND 

SLAND DELICACIES 

lative fresh fnjits in jellies/jams. 
:ocktail mixes for Blue Hawaii/Chi 
;hi/Ma Ta, 8 oz. $5. Guava/papa- 
a-pineapple/passion fruit, 3—23/i 
z. $5. Same three plus coconut 
yrup/macadamla nuts $6.50. As- 
orted 12 $8.50. Ppd. Paradise 
'antry, HG12, Box 25276, Honolu- 
j, HI 96825. 

HER VERY OWN 

Cotton duck apron has two large 
pockets. Red and white or green 
and yellow. Name is stitch appli- 
qued in calico. Machine washable. 
Personalized adult $14, child $10; 
plain adult $10, child $6. Ppd. 
Free catalogue. Susan's Accesso- 
ries, HG128, 505 Dorchester Dr., 
River Vale, NJ 07675. 

/r\ 

;EAD BLOOD PRESSURE 
lelfmonitor   blood   pressure   with 
ransistorized,  portable Kinlen 

j Hemo-Sphyg'^'.     Easy,     accurate 
eadings   without   a   stethoscope. 

(Requires  no  electrical  outlet.   30- 
jlay  money  back  guarantee.   $59 
|)lus $2.50 post.  MC/Visa.  Kinlen 
Company,   HG128HE,   811   Vi^yan- 
lotte, Kansas City, MO 64105. 

LONG STEMMED BEAUTY 

Unusual hand blown crystal egg 
vase holds a red silk rose, will keep 
real flowers fresh for two weeks. 
Stands 11" tall. May also be used 
as terrarium, candle holder. $9.95. 
Order 2 at $8.95 ea.; 4, $7.95 ea. 
Plus $1.95 post. MC/Visa. Call 
716/753-1772. Good Morning 
Farm, HG12, Stow, NY 14785. 

BEAUTY SECRET 

Many glamorous women count on 
Hollywood Wings for improving 
:heir appearance. Flesh-textured 
'abric treated to adhere to the skin. 
Moisten and press over furrows. 
Remove with warm water. Box of 
30 $3; 250 $7.50: 500 $13. Add 
aOs: post. Wings, HG12, Box 413, 
Trenton, NJ 08608. 

Oe-ember   1978 

COLLECTOR'S DELIGHT 

Little Drummer Boy figurine and 
candle holder, so adorable you can 
almost hear the rata-tattat of his 
tiny drum. Fine bisque porcelain, 
beautifully handpainted. 41/2" t3"- 
Gift boxed. $5.98 plus $1 post. Or- 
der from The J.H. Schuler Co., 
Dept. 475, 1649 Broadway. Han- 
over, PA 17331. 

Classic Italiao Marble 
Directly imported from 
Rome, 4 beautifully de- 
signed Travertine marble 
table accessories. Light, 
creamy color. Let the 
touch of marble accentu- 
ate any room. Masterful 
individually; distinctive as 
a whole set. 
Ashtray     $15.95 
Candelabra  $17.95 
Desk Organizer .,  $14.95 
Pyramid    $22.50 
Set    $65.35 

Send check or nnoney 
order to: 
Tlvoll Marble Imports 
Box 10-86 
Fort Lee, NJ 07024 

$2.50 each Post. & Hand!. 
4 v^eeks delivery 
N J Res ockJ 5% Sales Tax 

Festive Fruitcakes 
A oneof-a-kind cookbook with a variety of year-round fruit- 

cakes. Some light, others dark, some with lots of fruits ^     ,y. 
and nuts, others just fruit and some with a little .' Vf, 

of both. Superb for holidays, brunch, that 
special lunch or as a delightful snack 

Send $3.95 plus 50 cents' 
handling and postage to 

Kae Lucas, c/oKSL-H, 
P.O. Box 24335, 

Washington, D.C. 
20024. 

THE TWO  LIVING CELLS 
MALE-FEMALE 

L 

Original Design by Amend. 
The first biological jewelry ever de- 
signed for you —handcrafted. An 
awareness to the symbol of life. A 
consciousness of the male/female 
cells. Male cell: 1'/i" long; female 
cell: 1 Ya " round. A loving gift for each 
other. 

INTRODUCTORY  PRICE: 
$40. each In Sterling Sliver, $50. the 
pair. PPD. $175. each in 14K Gold, 
$250 the pair. PPD. 

fChains not included.) 

E  E  DESIGNS CO. 
Solem Road Pound Ridge, N. Y   10576 

(813)  894-1422 

N. y.  Res. Add Sales Tax 

.>«eJ 

f\ 

^ 
'^lik^ 

TWO CRYSTAL CANDLEHOLOERS 
Unique gift of contemporary art hand 
mouth blown pure crystal created by 
skillful craftsmen. Will be delivered 
in unbreakable carton, each candle- 
holder measures 2'/2" x 2V2" x 
23/i". Price $13.95 for both, add 
$2.00 post. Ontario residents add 
sales tax. Cynthia Productions, P.O. 
Box 263, Etobicoke, Ont., Canada 
M9C4V3. 

-r_ 

STRONGITE   SALE   AT  $35. 
The famous Strongite Tiffany 
6-prong setting in 14K white or 
yellow gold. Mounted with the 
popular Strongite imitation 
diamond with an Unconditional 
Lifetime Guarantee. Order today, 
(include ring size) only S35 plus 
$1.00 for postage and handling. 

FREE color catalog. 
|ThG oTRONGITE C0.Oept3T,2West47thSt.,NewYori(.NY 
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Tab Curtains 
Colonial Charm or Contemporary Style 
both compatible with Interior's Oznaburg 
Tab Curtains- Choose either plain or 
trimmed with a colorfast 1 'Crosgrain 
ribbon to match your decor. Williamsburg 
Blue. Colonial Green, Cranberry, Navy 
Blue Bright Red, Chocolate Brown, or 
Orange. 

(Includes 3'TAB) 80'wideto the pair 

LENGTHS 30--36-       45*-54-       63--72- 
pair SIO.OO Sll.OO        S13.00 
1'Grosgrain ribbon added to sizes, 
pair S16.50 518.50        S20.00 

hatme Mee Interiors 
10 VVjter SI , M.ittjpo.sctl. Mj   02730 
^«--s(617) 758-9077.^^^ 

CH£CK OH MONEY ORDf H 

MASTER CHARGE    BANKAME81CAHD   VISA 

A,i(i S2 pojiage *"0 n8ndll'^9   Ma« ■-i.di-nts add 5^ ■ ii"! ta' 

FROM THE ROBINSON COLLECTION 

CUSTOM    MAIL   BOX 
The pineappk'. colonial s.vmbol of liospiial- 
Ity. Is tlie focal jjoini of this sturdy cast 
Iron mailbox. The shaft is made from an 
original design used as a hltchlnu post be- 
fore the Civil War. A 24" long steel base 
is provided for a permanent installation in 

concrete. 72" tall overall, 
I8I/2" X 6V2" wide mailbox, 
105 Lbs., black enamel fin- 
ish. ¥290.00 freight In- 
cluded, Send for our com- 
nlete catalog of cast iron 
fountains, urns, and statuary. 
S3.00. 

Robinson 
Iron 
Robinson Road 
Alexander Citv Alabama 35010 
Telephone (205) 329-8481 

ATRA* ELITE 
by GILLETTE 

Prestige version 
of America's fa- 
vorite razor. 
24 Kt. gold plat- 
ed with a spe- 
cially treated 
rosewood color 
Birch handle. 
It rests in its 
own heavy 
gauge stand. 
ATRA's ELITE has 
an exclusive 
"slide out" trav- 
el tray ideal for 
overnights. 
ATRA^ELITE is 
fully guaran- 
teed. 

Send $12.50 plus $1.50 post. 
SY   rit.   add   talei   lar. 

D & G ENTERPRISES 
Dept. HG12 

P.O. Box 5142, FDR P.O. 
NY, NY 10022 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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SEW YOUR OWN 
Chic Aztec vest to make in down, 
$23.95 or polyester fill, $18.95. 
Add $2.30 post. Just one of 120 
kits for home, camping and rain 
gear. Carefully detailed instruc- 
tions. Free color catalogue. Phone: 
(303) 451-5600: ext. 900. Frost- 
line Kits, HGo98, Frostline Circle, 
Denver, CO 80241. 

PURSE ACCESSORY 
Pretty and practical Venetian style 
gold-embossed leatherette lipstick 
case has handy mirror on cover to 
insure perfect lipstick application. 
Only 31/4" long. Choose red, green, 
white, blue, brown or black. $5. 
Add $1 post. Davia Imports, HG12, 
743 Tamarack Dr., San Rafael, CA 
94903. 

ROOMIER  ROCKER 
New larger Bentwood, finished 1= 
dark walnut with natural han 
woven cane back and seat. 41"H 
by 38"d. by 22"w. Easily assem 
bled and easily disassembled fc, 
compact moving. $79.95 plus $1 
delivery anywhere U.S.A. except I-' 
and AK. Love's, HG12, 426 Mai: 
St., Stoneham, MA 02180. 

TRAY AND COASTERS 
Wicker tray and six matching 
coasters have colorful real butter- 
flies laminated under spill-proof 
surface. Lacy background, green 
leaves. Tray, 11" dia. Coasters, 
31/8" dia. Set, $11.95 plus $1 post. 
Free catalogue. Graves Gifts, Dept. 
HG12, 295 Cheek Lane, Graham, 
NC 27253. 

CHERISHED KEEPSAKES 
Preserve the baby shoes of your 
children in Dresdenite, a china-like 
finish. Doesn't chip, fade, peel 
or shatter. Hand-decorated with 
name, birth date. Over 20 deco- 
rator shoe-display items in free 
color brochure. Memory Lane Sales 
Corp., HG12, 80 School St., Water- 
town, MA 02172. 

LE NEEDLEPOINT 
One of the most unique collection 
of exclusive hand-painted needli 
point canvases you'll find 
where! Fabulous color catalogu 
features over 100 exciting projectij 
Send $2 for catalogue (deductiblj 
with first order). School of Needl^ 
point, HG12, 70 Middleneck Rd 
Great Neck, NY 11021. 

YOU BE THE STAR 
Animated personalized moving pic- 
ture flick from sharp photo. Send 
name of "star." Kit comes with 
instructions for easy put-together. 
4" by 2". 40 regular frames $2.95: 
80 deluxe $9.95 Ppd. With free 
animated Christmas '78 message. 
Copymotion, HG12, Box 5173, 
Grand Central Sta., NY. NY 10017. 

LOVABLE PRIMITIVES 
Colorful cat lithographs combine 
contemporary flair with charm of 
primitives. Each print signed by 
artist Bruce Wallace, featured in 
national art publications. Full-color 
image 16"x20" on 20"x24" linen- 
weave stock. BA/Visa/MC. $12.50 
ppd. Turtle Bay Galleries, Dept. 
E-12, Box 25, Roxbury, CT 06783. 

COIN  DECOR 
If you're an avid coin saver here' 
a way to make use of them. "Coir 
by-number" shows how. Kit: glu< 
hardware, 23'/2" dia. mountin 
plaque. Requires 532 pennies, 28 
dimes for horse head (not inc/.; 
$39.95 plus $2 post. Assemblftc 
$150. Bruce Bolind, HG12, Bolin 
BIdg., Boulder, CO 80302. 

House  &  Garde 



SHOPPING AROUND 

POSEMEDALLION 
Hand-painted fine chinaware fea- 
tures Rosemedaliion pattern. Color 
ful peaches, flowers, butterflies, 
birds, ancient figures. Coffee cup & 
saucer set $8: round plate 10" dia.. 
$8.50. Post, minimum $2.50. Free 
catalogue. China Palace Enterprise 
Co., Dept. 12748, Box 7024, Min 
neapolis, MN 55407. 

MEXICAN HAMPER TRIO 
Decorative, practical: use them 
for wastebaskets, laundry, toy 
storage, tall dried ferns, even as 
end tables. Covers and strong side 
handles. Sizes 13"x21", 16"x23" 
and 19"x24" in set. $18.95 plus 
$5 post. Catalogue is 250. Fran's 
Basket House, HG12, Rte. 10. Suc- 
casunna, NJ 07876. 

• VO  IN  ONE 
Cosmetic case: cotton canvas one 
side, reverses to waterproof brown 
vinyl. Zippered, 7" by 6". Inside, a 
large tote, 20"w. by 14Vl."d. When 
not in use, folds into case. Brown/ 
tan with rust/green accents. 
$15.98 plus 750 post. B. Zimmer- 
man, HG12, 420 E. 23rd St., New 
Yurk, NY 10010. 

EXTRA-LARGE 
Don't travel without this durable 
nylon garment bag that's suited 
especially for tall and big men. 
Lots of room for large size apparel. 
Navy. Full zipper speeds packing. 
Roomy 45" by 27"l. $10.95 ppd. 
The KingSize Co., HG12, 5288 
King-Size BIdg., Brockton, MA 
02402. 

■    VIC  HOiJSinG   KITS 
Half-log design using precut cedar 
or Lodge Pole pine. Space for 6" 
fiberglass  batt  insulation  in   wall 
cavities.  $3900   up.   Kit   includes 
everything  needed  to  build.   Bro- 

ichure shows 11 models. $3.50; or 
[dealership package $5. Wilderness 
I Log Homes, Route 2,  HGNE-128, 
I Plymouth, Wl 53073. 
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FLOWER SPLENDOR 
"First Edition Rose" from a new 
collection of flowers in exclusive 
limited editions. Hand silkscreened 
Red Rose design on black or white 
Lucite background, 9" by 12". 
$9.95 plus $1.50 post. Clear Lucite 
holder $2.50 extra. Screen Arts 
Co., HG12, 7400 Philips Rd., Sau- 
gerties, NY 12477. 

CONVERT YOUR FIREPLACE NOW ! 

Hearthstove 
BY SIERRA 

Warm your hearth and home 
with the Sierra Hearth stove—by 
SIERRA.    Gives you proven 
SIERRA efficiency with the relax- 
ing graciousness of a visible fire. 
SIERRA'S controlled draft, 
firebrick-lined heavy plate steel fire- 
box provides all-night, all-day 
warmth with a minimum of fuel. 
And a maximum of safe, clean com- 
fort.   VYCOR self-cleaning glass 
window by Corning is more stable 
at high temperatures than oven-glass, 
and actually improves heat transfer 
to youi home.   Less than $450 at 
your dealers (or add $20 shipping 
from manufacturer/distributor). 

Send for free literature on the 
SIERRA line of stoves. 

Heats 
up to 
1600 
sq. ft. 

SIERRA Hearth stove features these 
exciuslves: 
• Unique machine-fitted spark-free 

fuel door of solid cast iron as- 
sures airtight closure. 

• Non-skid pedestal base, with ash 
fender. 

• Deep-space inner dimensions 
with heat-retainer installation 
holds more fuel, takes 22" logs. 

• Front slope design and VYCOR 
window radiates more heat into 
room. 

• In black matte finish.   SIERRA 
Earth Brown or SIERRA Moun- 
tain Green colors available at 
slight additional cost. 

Box 346, Harrisonburg, VA   22801 
'The better stove — much imitated, never surpassed." 

/<?^ 

GI3SS H3ng-Up — The super space saving 
way to store & display all your stem glasses & 
mugs, GLASS TRAX^*^ are plastic sinps with run- 
ners that hold any size stemmed glass or mug up- 
side down — adhere lo any surface — install in 
seconds. Strips come in 10" pairs which hold 3-5 
glasses each Ten or more pairs are $1 per pair, 
five pairs. $1 15 each: single pairs, $1,25 each. 
Add 50t lor post,/hdlg, MONEY BACK GUARAN- 
TEE. Send check or M.O to THE IDEA CENTER. 
Dept.HG12, 373 PARROn DRIVE, SAN MATEO, 
CALIF. 94402. 

HAPPY HANG-UPS 
Whimsical, full-color plaques to give to special 
friends One features a smiling airplane and proudly 
declares "Pilots are just plane people with a special 
air about them " Theother depictsagrinningadding- 
machine and the observation: "Accountants are 
important sumbodies with well balanced person- 
alities " Both framed plaques are 9 Vjxl 2" and ready 
to hang  Satisfaction Guaranteed 
#HU-5005 Pilot  S5.95 postpaid 
#HU-5007 Accountant $5.95 postpaid 

BILL COLLINGWOOD, Dept   HG 2, 
Box 294, South Miami, Florida 33143 

"The YOUnique Catalog   25C or free with order 
Allow 2 weeks for delivery  No C O D s please 

Worthwhile 
Books from Old 
Family Libraries 

Elegantly bound leather sets and 
single volumes of famous authors. 

Color plate books • fore-edge 
paintings • rare books • atlases, etc. 

Send SI 00 lor 

'jm.'^artneld 
45 W 57th St. New York, N.Y.  10019 

(212)   PL3-1830     est.   1937 

Open Monday to Saturday 
9:30 AM to 5: 30 PM 

^ ^^^^■FREE DISPENSER 

FREE ENVELOPE SEALS 
WITH EACH ORDER 

^ :::: --^  .„. 

ADDRESS  LABELS  IN 
FREE  DISPENSER 

Self-Sticking   lobels  dispense  with  eose 
ready  to apply.  No  moistening  needed. 
Up  to  4   lines  in   rich   black.   FREE   EN- 
VELOPE SEALS with eoch order. Deluxe 
2V.i"   Lg.   Money   bock   guarantee.   500 
labels  per  order. 

WHITE     GOLD    CLEAR 
1   Order    $2.95     $3.95     $  4.95 
3  Orders  (Mixed 
copy  OKI              $7.95     $9.95     $11.95 

Specify:  Plain (  )  Initiol  (  ) Zodiac (  ) 

Add 25« per order Posl/Hdig. 
(Col.  res.  add 6%) 

Send  to; 

LABELS  UNLIMITED 
Dept.  HG-10,   182  Poul  Dr., 

Son   Rafael,   CA   94903 
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LIQUOR   DISPENSER 
Beautifully hand made! Walnut 
stained pine top & bottom. A cork 
closure secures the hand blown, 
hand cut glass. Solid brass spigot. 
(Holds 40 oz.) Specify: Old Whis- 
key. Bourbon. Scotch. Vodka, Gin. 
$39.50 ea.  plus $2.50 post, to 

GIFTMAKER 
Box 15084, Orlando, FL 32858 

ANTIQUE COPPER 35" 
FIRE z^ EXTINGUISHER 

LAMPS 

Limited 

Number 

Available 

Genuine turn 
of the century 

chrome 
plated copper 

base. 

Famous "Fire- 
Dome" shade 
in stained and 
leaded acrylic. 
Retail Price: 

$298.00 

SPECIAL DIRECT OFFER-$149.00 
Plus shiopins S. handling charge—$6.00 

(Add 6"o sales tax in Calif, only—$8.94) 

No COD'S or Billing. 

14 Day Money Bock Guarantee 

Send Check or Money Order To; 

DYNALITE, INC. 
r/,263 Valley Blvd. 

La Puente,  CA 91744 

HEIRLOOM STENCILS 

by AdeteSi^Aop. 

'0^^m^ 
Thest elegjnt. exclusive Adele Bishop designs 
make today's proiect. tomorrow's heirloom. 
First complete stencilers" catalog for major 
home decorating protects includes kits with 
the most comprehensive stenciling course ever 
offered, her ov^n large professional brushes. 
PrestoDri • lapan paints, only available from 
Adele Bishop Catalog describes the definitive 
stenciling book - The An ol Deioralive Sren- 
(.iling Send J1 00 for full color catalog. 

Adele Bishop, Inc Dept  HG. Dorset, Vt 05251 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

RECIPE DRAWER 
Keep recipes in drawbar that's easy 
to attach beneath kitchen cabinet. 
Inclutdes 25 tabbed subject divid- 
ers, moveable backstop, mounting 
screw^s. 12" by 6" by 4". Holds 
over 1,000 3x5" cards (not incl.). 
Gold, white, avocado plastic. 
$10.95 plus $1 post. Bruce Bolind, 
HG12, Bolind BIdg., Boulder, CO 
80302. 

TELEPHONE TIMER 
Keep tabs on excessively long 
phone calls and cut bills by 35%. 
Red light warning flashes after 2'/) 
minutes signalling that initial time 
period is approaching. $12.95 
ppd.; includes special 10-day 
Christmas delivery. Jo Mar Indus- 
tries, Dept. HG12, 460 So. Tenth 
Ave.,  Mt. Vernon, NY 10550. 

QUILT PATTERN BOOKS 
Aunt Martha's pattern books give 
accurate pattern cutting guides, 
yardage requirements and com- 
plete directions for making 98 dif- 
ferent award winning quilts. All in 
6 pattern books for $5, sent ppd.., 
Write to Homecraft Services, Dept. 
HG1278, 1441 Atlantic, KansasJ 
City, MO 64116. 

■TT't 
BEAUTY IN A JAR 
Sweeten the air with a lifetime ar- 
rangement of miniature roses. Dis- 
played in 5" glass decanter it's 
ideal for any room, gifts. Fragrance 
guaranteed 3 years. Yellow, red, 
pink, lavender, white, blue, or 
orange. $5.88 ea., 3 for $15. Ppd. 
Letz Enterprise, HG128, 705 War- 
wood Ave.,  Wheeling,  WV  26003. 

T-SLEEPER 
A knee-length bottomless garment 
of softest combed cotton. Hangs 
loose for comfort. White or blue. 
S(34), M(36 38), L(40-42), XL(44- 
46 for over 180 lbs. and/or over 
6 ft.). $8, three $18; long sleeves 
$10, three $25. Ppd. Write to Witt- 
man Textiles, HG12, Hobe Sound, 
FL33455. 

MINIATURE FOREST 
The majesty of a redwood forest in 
miniature. Lovely fern-like plant 
sprouts to life from a California 
redwood burl. Just needs subdued 
light. Nature buffs will love it. Fas 
cinating for home or office. $5.9f 
ppd. Redwood Country, HG1278 
3070 Jackson St., San Francisco 
CA 94115. 

HOLIDAY BRILLIANCE 
Full lead crystals precisely cut, 
highly polished, for sparkle on tree, 
in windows. Imported from Austria. 
About 3/j" Five designs: octagon, 
globe, snowflake, heart, teardrop. 
Nylon threads. Five m set $9.95; 
two sets $17.95. Ppd. MC/Visa. 
The Idea Place, HG12, Box 451. 
Thiensville. Wl 53092. 

CARPET REPAIR KIT 
Cutting tool with center pivot 
screw, 2 blades, 6 adhesive discs, 
instructions. Works like cookie cut- 
ter on damaged portion, cuts re- 
placement plug from remnant or 
hidden area. For all except hand- 
woven/Oriental. $14.95 ppd. Hil- 
lary, HG12, Suite 201, 1600 So. 
Hanley Rd., St. Louis, MO 63144. 

SNAPSHOT DISPLAY 
Locate any of 500 photos with . 
turn of the dial. Clear Lucite Fotc 
Roll has 100 double-sided window 
for photos up to 3Vi" t>y 5" 
Photos slip in, no mounting. $4.9 
plus 750 post. 60-window refill S« 
$1.50. American Consumer, Dep' 
RPH 51. Caroline Rd.. PhiladelplHi 
PA 19176. 
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SHOPPING  AROUND 

TURAi    L>   'J' 

"Little Natural" for perfect wig 
[Easy to handle, adjusts even to 
ill heads. Never bulky looking. 
s than  2 oz.,  capless design. 
d hair sample for color, or pick 
from free full-color brochure. 

5ti.95   ppd.   Write   to   Wigs   by 
I la, HG12, Dept. 38A, Brockton, 
I  02403. 

HOW TIME FLIES 

If you're an antique collector lucky 
enough to have a calendar from 
1906, use it in 1979. Days, dates 
of the two years correspond exact- 
ly. Or have a 1906 replica, 11" by 
17", on quality paper with illustra- 
tions. $5.95 ppd. Stuart Frederick 
Publications, HG12, Box 380, Mil- 
waukee, Wl 53201. 

mmsmimBm 

CHEN SCALE 

fligned with the serious cook In 
this handsome and  rugged 

s|e weighs almost anything— 
T 10 oz. to 24 lbs. Removable, 
-rust pan, easy-to-read calibra- 
s, white base. Accuracy guar 

ied. $29.95 ppd. Paprikas 
s    Importer,     HG105,     1546 

9ond Ave., New York, NY 10028. 

LABEL IT YOURS 

Print name and address cleanly 
and clearly on stationery, books 
with unique printer of tough plas- 
tic. Comes with protected inking 
system, ink supply. Send name & 
address (up to 4 lines); specify 
script or Gothic type. $7.95 ppd. 
Combo Products Co., HG12, Drawer 
V, Cortez, CO 81321. 

'■ PUZZLER 

S ling silver puzzle ring made 
*] 1 secret design created in the 
2 ic East. Four interlocking 
^ :1s intricately fashioned in sep- 
i e patterns to form single band. 

try to fit it together (then read 
iictions). Sizes 3-8 (specify). 

i >0 ppd. Postamatic Co., HG- 
' 8,   Lafayette   Hill,   PA   19444. 

■ oer, 1978 

LIGHTING APPEAL 

Light will sparkle from an attrac- 
tive crystal hurricane globe and 
solid brass candle holder. Authen- 
tic with candle, $19; or updated 
with electrified candelabra base 
socket (shown), on-off switch on 8' 
cord, $21. Ppd. Globe, 12"h., by 
5'/2"w. Robelier, HG12, Box 183, 
Villanova, PA 19085. 

Solid Maple 
Duck Boards 

Made of VB" 

unfinished 
solid maple 
Ideal for under 
plants, w/indow 
sill extensions, 
wall hung for 
kitchen 
utensils, 
standing plat- 
forms and 
storage areas 

Duck Boards Duci< Shelves 
7x7 $ 6 95 6'J X 18 $4 95 

13x13 9 95 6'2 X 24 5 95 
18x18 13 50 9'6 X 18 6 25 
18x24      15 50      9';>x24     6 95 

Send check or money orders 
No C O D  s 4 to 6 weel<s delivery 

Pa  residents add 6% sales tax 
Add $2 50 for postage and handling 

Write For Free Catalog 
DUCK BOARDS 
3600 Liberty Ave 

Pittsburgh. Pa   15201 

Needlepoint 
News 

Whelticr you're an expen or juM a 
hcginner, if needlepoint interests 
you. so will Needlepoint News. 

Every issue features: 
• Onginal patterns and designs • 

• Solid informalion on new techniques • 

• Designer interviews • 

• News and photos from needle- 
pointers and shows around the counlr> 

• Tell-il-like-il-is book reviews • 

• New ways to use needlepoint • 

• Lots and lots of graphs • 

Needlepoint News makes you a more 
creative needlepointer 

Needlepoint News 
Dept   DW, Box 668 

Evanston. Illinois 60204 
Picisc st'nd mc Needlepoint News. Pjsriic 
enclosed for one >ear S7 (Kll 6 issues). iwo>Cd 
il.l (X)(I2 issues). Outside ol IISA. add S2/s 

Cm /Stale/Zip  

Always A FRESH GARDEN LOOK WITH SILK FLORAL 
ARRANGEMENTS BY NANCY ANNE. Skillfully 
designed to complement your decor, Nancy adds 
artistry to your environment. Compatible with 
traditional and contemporary. Send color swatches 
tn match. Up to 4 colors. Dried additions add charm. 
Available if specified. Each nested in own basket. 
Skillfully packaged for protection. Overall size 
approx 14x14", Send $50 ppd. No COD. Larger 
arrangements, special orders accepted. Write, 
Nancy Anne Originals, 41 Findlay Ave.,HG1 
Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530. 

DOLL   HOUSE   PILE   RUG   KIT 
Like the finest Oriental rugs for your home, this 
doll house rug is worked in the turkey knot 
stitch—simply twc backstitches—to create its 
plush pile. Worked in deep blue with green, creme. 
gold and rose accents, it is at home in contem- 
porary or Early American settings. Also available 
in rose tones on a creme background with blue- 
green accent. 7^U" x IIV2" (includes fringe 1. 
Kit includes handpainted # 13 mono canvas. 
100'^/ Persian wool yarn, needles, and complete 
directions. $19.95 Ppd. Specify colors. To com- 
plement your rug or any room setting, is our 
textured stencil wallpaper in deep blue with rust 
on a creme background. Each sheet: QV^" x 13"; 
75c Ppd. Order together or separately. Mass. 
residents add 5 ""^ sales tax. Check or money 
order to: 

OF  TWO   MINDS 
Bo« 172, Dept. HG78-12, Groton. MA 01450. 

MALE  FASHION 
BIKINI BRIEFS .... 

constructed of sturdy 100% cotton Isnit 
and shrink resistant. Designed in full 
cut with flat, double stitch finish for 
comfort and long wear. 
Avail, in these dye-fast colors: White, 
Blue, Brown, Green. Specify Small, Me- 
dium. Large. 3 for $9.95 PPD. 1 Doz. 
ONLY $37.95 PPD 
FREE  GIFT  .... 

VALUABLE PEN-CIGARETTE  LIGHTER 
with order of  1  doz. or more. 

Check or M.O.: 
IFA  Import-Export Co. 

40-17 77th St. 
Jackson Heights, N.Y.  11373 

NY.  Res. Add Sales  Tax 

Ct)risitma£i (l^rnamcntsf 
iip Corning 

Choose from the charming 
"Christmas Past Collection" or 
the traditional "Currier & Ives 
Collection". All ornaments are 
.31/^" dia. in lovely muted tones. 
Hurry! Quantities limited. 
"Christmas Past" package of 4 $13.95 ppd; 
"Currier & Ives" package of 6 $19.95 ppd; 

or $29.95 ppd. for both Collections. 
New York residents please add sales tax. 

Cfjurctjman & Company P.O. Box 419 
Big Flats, New York  14814 
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MUSSER 
TREES, SHRUBS & 
GROUND COVERS 

FREE CATALOG 
A complete listing of Evergreen and 
Hardwood Seedlings and Trans- 
plants, Landscape Ornamentals, 
Rhododendron, Rooted Cuttings, 
Ground Covers, Container-Grown 
Plants, plus money-saving Special 
Offers. 

Buy direct from grower 

Please send FREE CATALOG to: 

NAMF 

AnnRFSS 

riTY 

STATE 71P 

MUSSER 
9R-M Indiana, Pa. 15701 

Pleose don't forget 

to nnention 

HOUSE & GARDEN 
when writing to our advertisers. 

CLEANS AND 
DEODORIZES 
DOG STAINS 
• Removes Spots • Saves Rugs 
• Restores Colors • Cleanses 
Other Floor Areas • Aids "House- 
breaking" • Moneyback Guarantee 
8oz. $1.10, Pt. J1.80, Qt. $2.75, 
Gal.   $8.80.    Add 60t  postage. 

Send    for   Helpful I 
"Housebreaking"  Hints J 

At finest stores or write us 
CONSOLIDATED   CHEMICAL   COMPANY 
1719 S. Halsfed, Cliicago, III. 60608 

HI 

NURSERY 
CATALOG 

Big  72-pagc  caialosj   has 
humlreds of  trees and 
shrubs. Sirawberries. rasp- 
berries, early dwarf fruii 
irees. grapes, roses, shade 
trees, perennials, asparagus and nilici 
vegetables. Send  for Kelly's new  FR1£E Spring 
Nursery Catalog Today! 
KELLY BROS. NURSERIES,  INC. 
812    Maple St . Dansviile, NY 14437 
□ Yes. Rush My FREE Kelly Catalog to 
PLEASE PRINT 

Name- .  

Address- 

-Zip- 
(No catalogs to AR, CA, OR. WA) 

GARDENER'S fD 
NOJES By James Fanning     .^^ 

Winter wonders 
Care for live Christmas trees, 
preventing snow damage, 
the truth about poinsettias 

Living trees 
There are two kinds of living Christniiis 
trees—those that are brought indoors 
for a brief display before being planted 
out, and those that stay indoors year- 
round. Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel .Shcmin. 
whose Christmas decorations are shown 
on page 104, really know what they're 
about when they bring living trees in- 
side, since Mr. .Shcmin is a professional 
horticulturist and nurseryman. He rec- 
ommends Norway and Colorado .spruce, 
and Fraser and Douglas fir, as trees to 
be brought inside for future outdoor 
planting, and points out that the shorter 
time spent inside, the better for the tree. 
A 10-day sojourn indoors is about as 
long as any outdoor tree should be ex- 
pected to take, with careful attention to 

New Nocnd cachepot comes in two halves 
watering and misting throughout that 
period. When it comes to year-round in- 
door trees, Mr. Shcmin recommends 
the Norfolk Island pine (Araiuaiia 
hcterophylla)—formally shaped, with 
branches in regular tiers. 

But whether your living Christmas 
tree is a regular houseplant or scheduled 
to become part of the outdoor landscape, 
its roots—in tub, flowerpot, or balled- 
and-burlapped—can be a problem. Mak- 
ing the bottom of the plant look festive 
indoors is easy with Noend's wraparound 
cachepot. This durable bottomless cylin- 
der, in two parts for easy placing and 
available in red burlap or red or white 
vinyl, fits around roots and saucer and 
may be lifted at any time for watering. 
A 19-by-81/2-inch Noend is priced at 
$18 postpaid; the 24-by-12-inch size— 
big enough to go around a galvanized 
tub—is $27. Ask about them at your lo- 
cal garden supply shop or write Noend, 
P.O. Box 70, Abington, Pa. 19001. 

Stop snow damage 
The snow months are beginning, and 
those of us who have choice fastigiate 
(narrow-upright) evergreens should be 
taking steps to avoid their being dam- 
aged by ice and heavy snows. The pro- 
cedure is very simple, actually. All you 
have to do is tie the upright branches in 
toward the center of the plant with gar-' 
den twine. In the case of Irish juniper 
or any other slender-branched evergreen, 
the twine may simply be spiralled 
around the plant from bottom to top— 
making sure it is firmly tied at both 
ends, of course. An external covering of 
burlap or some similar material is a lot 
of extra work and it's not really neces 
sary as long as the branches are held in 
so that they cannot bend under the 
weight of snow. 

No cause for alarm 
Now that houseplants have been moved 
indoors for the winter, the usual con-j 
tingent of viewers-with-alarm may be^ 
expected to issue warnings about "poi 
sonous" indoor plants. The ever-popula^ 
poinsettia is usually singled out as th^ 
subject for potential harm, even thougl]; 
responsible authorities continue to poin^ 
out that the plant is incapable of caus-^ 
ing anything worse than a minor skir- 
irritation. The American Association ol. 
Nurserymen has gone to the trouble of 
checking records of poison control cen- 
ters throughout the U.S. and can fine 
iu> report of a fatality attributable to i 
houseplant. Tho.se of us who love anc 
respect our plants will continue to folloM- 
the only rule that makes sense: Don' 
sit on the cactus! 
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Record breakers 
The Guinness Book of World Record.\ 
gives  a  good  bit  of space  to  record] 
breaking flowers,  fruit,  and vegetable; 
of all kinds. Prize winners at local gar* 
den shows, 4-H club displays, and stat/ 
and   county   fairs   are   all   eligible   fo 
possible inclusion in future volumes o 
the Guinness book. Of course it's to( 
late now to try for the  1978 volume 
but it's not too early to plan a try fo 
future years. Information about makinji 
entries may be had from Grace's Gar 
dens,   8  Autumn  Lane,  Hackettstown 
N.J. 17840, for the 25<t needed for post 
age. Jane Grace, who operates Grace' 
Gardens, also compiles a list of specialt; 
fairs and festivals throughout the U.S. 
covering such events as the  Rutabag 
Festival in Askov, N. Mex. and Ohio 
Pumpkin Festival. This list is priced « 
$1. from the same address. ■ 

House  &  Garde 



Time to be alive 
continued from page 159 

we are very resilient. We survive a lot of 
had luck, and bad management, all kinds 
of disasters, and keep moving along. 
However, this would not be true of a 
nuclear war, or a major environmental 
disaster. Short of these, there's a great 
deal of strength and resiliency in the 
system, and the long-term prognosis is 
still very good." 

So, there it is, all these things we've 
worried so much about haven't turned 
out to be so disasterous after all. Never- 
theless, even so benign a forecaster as 
Buckminster Fuller warns that by 1985, 
mankind will be facing what he calls our 
"final exams." If we fail—in other 
words, if there should be a nuclear war 
or an unprecedented environmental up- 
heaval—the earth will become a waste- 
land. But, if we pass, wrote Dr. Fuller in 
an article 2025 If . . . "words like poli- 
tics, war, weapons, debt will be only of 
historical significance." Such topics will 
seem irrelevant to the psychically im- 
proved society of the future. He con- 
cluded with this great burst of optimism. 
"We're in for the greatest revolution in 
history. If it's to pull the top down and 
it's bloody, all lose. If it's a design sci- 
ence revolution to elevate the bottom 
and all others as well to unprecedently 
new heights, all will live to dare spon- 
taneously to speak and live and love the 
truth, strange though it often may seem." 
His final exams are the equivalent of the 
Hudson Institute's uncertain issues, for 
which they believe greater efforts are im- 
perative. The SALT talks, last year's spe- 
cial UN session on disarmament and 
New York's Riverside Church convoca- 
tion on disarmament are only some of 
the places where arms control is being 
discussed. The whole question of non- 
proliferation of nuclear arms with strict 
controls and limitations is highly critical, 
and the input of public pressure is very 
much needed to back up political action. 

The complex, subtle, and still un- 
known effects on the ecology and the 
environment probably will have to be 
left to the experts. But again, the public 
can exercise effective vigilance and de- 
mand an accounting of the extent of 
studies and controls now underway. 

Moral and spiritual matters largely 
rest on the character of individuals who 
make up society, and there is consider- 
able evidence that most of us, on various 
intellectual levels, are very much more 
concerned about religious values than we 
were ten years ago. Lionel Tiger asserts 
that we have a basic, biological need for 
positive symbols. We need .some sort 
of symbolic structure, ideals—political 
ideals, moral ideals, esthetic ideals. In 
the seventies, we found that our leaders 
fell short in leadership qualities. In the 
eighties, we may have to generate our 
own ideals. Where shall we find them? 
They already exist. 

Continued on page 202 

Can't wait to get outside? 
It's time to write Wayside 

Wayside's new 1979 Catalog offers fine shrubs, perennials, 
flowering trees, fruit trees, berries, ground covers, roses, 
bulbs and accessories. Beautifully illustrated, 152 
pages in full color. Detailed cultural information 
makes it a valuable addition to your gardening 
library. There's a charge of only $1.00 for the 
catalog which contains a refund certificate 
of $1.00 that you may use on any order. 

SEND COUPON TODAY! 

Wayside TGardens 
180 Garden Lane, Hodges, S.C.  29695 

I enclose $1.00 for new catalog 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY  

STATE ZIP. 

For relief of dull panes. 

Hang Glassmasters' hand-made Art Glass in your windows. 
The rich colors of our butterflies, birds, racing yachts and 
more won't fade. We guarantee them for 50 years! 

We're in fine gift stores everywhere. C^tJ^A^^MktL^tk£f 
Write for a list of stores in your area.     |IJi<im#y iiw^ir %Wtw 

^^^^   ■ Our An aitu It mtd* bfulMul 

qku/mA/ter/, oept. HBH. 

 t U ffiatf* btautHul 
fo ttMr b*»utHut. W* 9u«r«nf«« It. 

154 West 18th Street. N.Y., N.Y. 10011 
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or^i30Tsj:.'cS 
Manufacturers of fine furniture 

For a portfolio of tables and cabinets, send one dollar to 
Dept. HG-12,  Gordon's, Inc., Johnson City, Tennessee 37601. 

The tunc tional simplic ity dni\ 
impptCcible workmanship long 
irionlilied with fine Orient.i! 
luiMi'-hings cUe rit hiy evident m 
Henrcdon's Pdn Asian 
bedroom, dininn and 
occ.isiona! collection. This 
arnioire, tor instance, can be 
ada[)ted to house TV or stereo. 
Other cabinets feature Interior 
lighting, glass shelves and 
,il( cihol icsisi.inl mixing 

Miri.ic (•s Sec ihi' many ways 

Henredon translates ageless 
Oriental themes in furniture for 
today by sending $2.00 for 
brochure to Henredon, Dept. 
C-128. Morganton, NC 28655. 

Henredon 
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BEST IN 
BOOKLETS 
Marvelous ideas to help yon plan and 
shop are in the booklets below, and 
they're yours for the askinf>. You can or- 
der them directly from House & Garden 
—send for the ones you want today. Just 
fill out and return the order coupon, 
circling the number of each booklet 
desired, enclose $1 for postage and han- 
dling, plus any additional charge as indi- 
cated next to the booklet number, and 
we'll see to it that your booklet requests 
are filled as quickly as po.ssible. Do not 
send stamps. Coins, check, or money 
order may be used. 

Building and 
Remodeling 
1. SIMPLE SYSTEMS FOR WOOD STAIN- 
ING AND FINISHING. If you view wood 
staining and finishing as messy and time- 
consuming, this booklet is a must, You'll 
learn how to prevent wood surT^CeS 'from 
yellowing, how to stain finished and previ- 
ously finished wood, and how to make a 
complicated chore into one that is crea- 
tive and rewarding. Deft, Inc. 25C 

2. SAVE ENERGY AND CUT FUEL COSTS 
with the help of an Arrow heavy duty' 
staple gun. Brochure, "How To Button Up 
Your Home," discusses why and where ■ 
you should insulate, weather stripping, 
storm doors, and how to determine the 
proper insulation and the tools you need. 
Arrow Fastener. 350 

Decorating 
3. 18TH-CENTURY PORTFOLIO OF ENG- 
LISH-STYLED FURNITURE. An exciting 
collection of reproductions or adaptations 
of the most outstanding designs of up-- 
holstery and cabinetry from Queen Anne 
to Sheraton. Each style is made in the 
characteristic wood of the period and fin- 
ished to develop the ultimate depth and 
beauty. Henredon Furniture Ind. $1 

4. WINDOWS   BEAUTIFUL-VOLUME   VI. 
A complete and authoritative book on win- 
dow treatments. Room-setting photos in 
color, examples of most popular types of 
treatments, styles suitable for various 
rooms, ideas for common and problem 
windows, how-to for measuring and sew- 
ing basic treatments. Dozens of ideas all 
included in this most recent volume. 
Kirsch Company. $1.95 

5. COLLECTORS EDITIONS. This cata 
logue is an assemblage of wall clock de- 
signs and antique reproductions for those 
who appreciate excellence. Each clock 
must be of collectable quality in design, 
execution, and the excellence of its move- j 
ment in order to be included in this group, i 
Howard Miller Clocks. $1 
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6 FURNITURE PORTFOLIO, belect trom 
ihis full line of handcrafted furniture or 

the Amana Furniture Shop create your 
.n specific designs. In addition to the 

h isic pieces shown, Amana produces a 
kill line of period furniture. Price list en- 
closed. $1 

7. TRADITIONAL FURNITURE FOR CON- 
TEMPORARY LIVING. The refined coun 
try" look of Hickory's Cambridge Collection 
is in keeping with today's less formal inte- 
riors. Timeless Queen Anne, Tudor, and 
Chippendale themes act as striking ac- 
cents in any room. Hickory Chair Com- 
pany's catalogue. $2 

Eating and 
Entertaining 
8. "COOKING WITH WINE"-a delightful 
compilation of prize-winning recipes. 
Ideas for everything from appetizers 
through dessert, including cocktails and 
coolers. An informative section discusses 
the history and properties of wine cookery. 
Holland House Brands. 5O0 

9. AN  INVITATION  TO  HAVE  FUN   .  .  . 
"The Bacardi Rum Party Book." Colorful 
booklet gives recipes for drinks, punches, 
snacks, and entrees. Such delectables as 
Confetti Punch, Flaming Shish Kebab and 
a traditional favorite, "Hot Rum Toddy." 
Glossy recipe file cards, too. Bacardi Im- 
ports, Inc. 

10. NEW/ SALAD WHEEL SPINS AROUND 
FOR DRESSING IDEAS! One side of the 
wheel reveals 10 classic dressing recipes 
such as Caesar, Creamy Garlic, Thousand 
Island. On the flip side, there are 10 extra 
special recipes such as Yogurt Fruit, Cit- 
rus Mustard, Jewel, and Hawaiian dress- 
ings. You'll want to try one. The salad 
wheel is available from Hellmann's/Best 
Foods real mayonnaise. 750 

11. "COOK WITH LOVE" and find out for 
yourself. Here are some recipes to get you 
started on your love affair with Amaretto 

di baronno, the original amaretto. These 
32 pages of scrumptious recipes and 
tempting photographs are brought to you 
from Foreign Vintages, Inc. 

12. "LIQUEURS AND BRANDIES." Book 
let gives recipes for using the variety of 
liqueurs and brandies offered by Bols. 
Featured is information on creating 
"Pousse Cafe"—(striped wonders made 
with a series of liqueurs floated on top of 
each other). Or try any of the many other 
Bols taste treats. 

13. ENJOY THESE DELICIOUS FOOD 
AND DRINK RECIPES from Meyers' Rum. 
Brochure gives directions for preparing 
Meyers' Original Eggnog, Rum Cake, Ba- 
nana Daiquiri, Pina Colada, Rum 'N O.J., 
and several other delicious punch bowl 
and party drinks. 

Potpourri 
14. THE RIGHT TOY FOR THE RIGHT 
AGE. This little booklet offers valuable 
information concerning children. While 
still enjoying such favorites as puzzles, 
playbooks, and magnetic spelling toys, 
Playtools from Piayskool, Inc., can help 
make playtoys a learning experience. 
Piayskool, Inc. 

15. UNIQUE 14-KARAT GOLD OVERLAY 
JEWELRY. Beautiful booklet reveals the 
story of Krementz gold overlay jewelry 
and why it's different. Learn about the in- 
teresting process of producing gold over- 
lay material and how it compares with 
the finest handcrafted gold jewelry in the 
world. Krementz & Co. 

16. THE SEIKO QUARTZ DESIGNER 
CLOCK COLLECTION combining Quartz 
accuracy with a new dimension of ele- 
gance. Choose a travel alarm clock with 
a synchronized second hand or a modern 
wall clock from the 54 designs pictured. 
Clock dimensions and features are shown 
in this handsomely illustrated color cata- 
logue. Seiko Time Corp. $1 

-Order coupon for booklets- 
December, 1978 

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money or- 
der, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add $1 
for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery. 

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. 12 
Box 3579, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017 
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I enclose $_ 

3$i 

11 
4$ 1.95 

12 
5^1 

13 
6$i 

14 

7$2 

15 
850^ 

16$i 

-SI for postage and handling of my request for booklets 
-for booklets circled requiring payment 
-is my total remittance 

MR. 

Name MRS.. 
MISS 

Address  
(Please  Print) 

City- -State- -Zip #. 
Ofler  expires 3/15/79 

mf 
.- xr^ 

statement Required by 39 U.S.C. 3685 showing the 
Ownership. Management and Circulation of HOUSE & 
GARDEN, published monthly (12 issues), for October 1. 
1978. Publication No. 252420 Annual subscription price 
$10.00. 

1. Location of known oS&ce of Publication is 350 
Madison Avenue. New York. New York 10017. 

2. Location of the Headquarters or General Business 
Offices of the Publishers is 350 Madison Avenue. New 
York. New York 10017. 

3. The names and addresses of the publisher, editor 
and managing editor are; Publisher. Ralph F. Timm, 
350 Madison Avenue. New York. NY. 10017: Editor, 
Marv Jane Pool. 350 Madison Avenue, New York. N.Y. 
10017; Managing Editor. Coralee Leon, 350 Madison 
Avenue. New York, N,Y.  10017. 

4 Owner; The Conde Nast Publications Inc.. 350 
Madison Avenue. New York. New York 10017. Stock- 
holder; Through intermediate corporations to Advance 
Publications. Inc.. S. I. Newhouse. sole voting stock- 
holder. 

5. Known bondholders, mortgagees and other security 
holders owning or holding 1 percent or more of total 
amount of bonds, mortgages or other securities are; 
None. 

6. Extent and nature 
of circulation 

Average No. Copies Single Issue 
each issue during nearest to 

preceding 12 months filing date 
A. Total no. copies printed        1.292.477 1.371,150 
B. Paid circulation 

1. Sales through dealers 
and carriers, street 
vendors and counter 
sales 

2. Mall subscriptions 
C. Total paid  circulation 
D. Free distribution by 

mail, carrier or other 
means, samples, com- 
plimentary, and other 
free  copies 

E. Total   distribution 
F. Copies not distributed 

1. Office use. left- 
over, unaccounted 
spoiled after printing 

2. Returns from 
news  agents 

G   Total 

430.911 
620.010 

1.050,921 

19.370 
1,070.291 

209.832 
1,292,477 

470.000 
619.889 

1.089.889 

25.120 
1.115 009 

11.141 
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.371.150 

December, 1978 

' 1. I certify that the statements made by me above 
are correct and complete. J^ „ , u r- t-i™™ (Signed) Ralph F. Timm 

8 For completion by publishers mailing at the regu- 
lar rates (section 132.121 Postal Service Manual). 39 
U.S C. 3626 provides in pertinent part: "No person who 
would have been entitled to mail matter under former 
section 4359 of this title shall mail such matter at the 
rates provided under this sub.section unless he files an- 
nually with the Postal Service a written request for 
permission to mail matter at such rates."       ^ ^   , 

In accordance with the provisions of this statute. I 
hereby lequest permission to mall the publication 
named in the first paragraph at the phased postage 
rates presently authorized by 39 U.S.C. 3626. 

(Signed) Ralph F. Timm. Publisher. 
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SHOPPING 
INFORMATION 

PRICES APPROXIMATE 
State and local taxes additional. 
^Consult your interior designer 

or department store decorating service. 

COVER 
Upholstered chaise: 60" long. $1,244. At 
lord & laylor. NYC 10018.^ 
Wool durrie rug: 8' x 10'. $1,280. From 
Rosecore Carpet*. NYC 10022. 
Ceramics on mantel: Cabbage-leaf plates 
(2nd, 4th. from left): 6" d.. $10.50 ea. Com- 
plete dinner service available. At Cache- 
Cache. NYC 10021. Lettuce leaf plates (1st. 
.^rd. and 5th from left): IVi" x 6'/2". Oven- 
proof. $16. ea. At Bailey/Hiiebner at Henri 
Bendel. NYC 10019. 
"Trudi" teddy bear: $45. At FAO Schwarz. 
NYC 10022. 
Child's antique rocking chair: c. 1890. $1 85. 
At America Hurrah. NYC 10021. 
Wicker hamper: 28" x 18" x 18" h. $35. At 
Bailey/Hiiebner   at   Henri   Bendel.   NYC 
10019. 
Wooden mantelpiece: 7414" x 6VA" X 54" h. 
$3,200. Mesh firescreen with brass fittings: 
$75. Brass-handled steel fire tool set: $310. 
Firegrating: $45. All at Dannv Alessandro, 
NYC 10021. 
Evergreen wreath: From Renny. NYC 
10021. 
"Lacquer Red" latex acrylic paint: By De- 
voe & Raynolds, div. Grow Chemical. 

LIGHT UP ROOMS 
Page 103, bottom left 
Tree decorations: One of a kind baskets by 
Kari LOnning. $8-$ 15. Small basket with nap- 
kin and gingerbread man by Betty Tuach 
and Charlotte Reynders. $3.50. Wreaths, 
$2.50. Egg carolers by Joy Gaiser, $3.50. 
Birds nests, $3.50. Authentic international 
eggs by Elizabeth Hill. $4-$8. Baked elves, 
teddy bears, woman, stocking, Christmas 
tree by Suzanne Maiorano, $3-$6. Baked 
Santa and children by Pat Chase, $6. Add 
$1.50 to each order for postage and han- 
dling. At The Silo, Upland Rd., RED #3. 
New Milford, Conn. 06776. 

CHRISTMAS ON SHOESTRING 
Pages 112-113 
Pillared glass-topped cocktail table: 36" x 
48" X 12'/2" h. Clear acrylic legs. Chrome 
trim.  $1,710. Designed by Albrizzi. From 
LCS*. NYC  10021. 
Red lacquer boxes: Rectangular,  WVi" x 
4'/2" X 2VA" h., $38. Oval, 7'/2" x SVA" X 2" 
h.. $18. .Striped plate,  10" d., $20. All at 
Diane Love. NYC  10021. 
"Two Oranges" acrylic on canvas: 70" x 
83".   By   Gene   Davis,   1977.   $8,000.   At 
Fischbach Gallery, NYC 10022. 
"Schoolhouse" quilt: 70" x 72". One of a 
kind. c. 1 880. $650. At The Gazebo, NYC 
10021. 
White ceramic platter:  $35. Glass battery 
jar with candle: $10. Both at Bailey/Hueb- 
ner at Henri Bendel, NYC 10019. 
Woven  brown  and  beige  rug  (used  as  a 
throw): From Stark Carpet*, NYC 10022. 

PAINTED WONDERS 
Pages 126-131 
Living room floors: Stripped, bleached and 
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stained   bv   Schrager   Floor   Decor,   NYC 
10021. 
Bedroom fabric: "Primavera" glazed cotton 
chintz: 54" wide. 36" repeat. $21  a vard. 
From Brunschwig*, NYC 10021. 

BUILDING 
DATA 

Materials and equipment used 
in the house on page 132 

ARCHITECT: Horace Giflford 
CONTRACTOR: Steve Molzon 
SIZE OF HOUSE: approximately 1.700 square 
feet 
SIZE OF LOT: 63 by 145 feet 
LOCATION: Fire Island Pines, N.Y. 

STRUCTURE 
Foundation: Cedar posts jetted in place. 
Framing:  Standard  wood  construction  of 
2-by-6-inch framework of walls, floors, and 
roof; vertical steel pipe truss. 

EXTERIOR OF HOUSE 
Exterior walls: Vertical rough sawn cedar 
board siding. 
Roof: Built up bituminous coated roofing 
paper. 
Insulation: In walls, fiberglass batts; in ceil- 
ings, rigid board insulation. 
Windows: Aluminum frame, bronze finish, 
fixed glass panels by Miller Industries, Inc. 
Casement windows by Andersen Corp. 
Skylight: Ventarama Skylight Corp. 
Doors:  'Mildor'  aluminum  frame,  bronze 
finish sliding glass doors by Miller Indus- 
tries, Inc. 

INTERIOR OF HOUSE 
Interior walls and ceilings: Rough sawn ce- 
dar boards; exposed cedar beams. 
Floors: Wall-to-wall carpet. 
Lighting fixtures:   Between  ceiling  beams, 
custom-designed cedar box fixtures for in- 
candescent bulbs. Dimmer controls. 
Fireplace: Cast iron, Franklin stove type, 
by Portland Foundry. 
Furnishings: Pillows, baskets, table setting 
of place mats, napkins, glass goblets, knives, 
forks, and spoons from Bloomingdales; 
plants from The Sea Flower. 
Hardware: Simon's Hardware, Inc. 
Music sy.stem: Record player turntable, BRS 
by Fisher; tuners, by Fisher. Two speakers 
on ceiling. 
Kitchen   and   bathroom   cabinets:   Cedar 
boards matching walls. 
Cabinet   countertops:   Custom   design:   in 
kitchen, butcher block; in bathrooms, white 
plastic laminate. 

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
AND APPLIANCES 
Appliances: Double, stainless steel kitchen 
sink by Elkay Mfg.. Inc.. undercounter 
oven, undercounter dishwasher, refriger- 
tor-freezer by General Electric Co.. 'Ken- 
more' four-burner gas counter cooktop by 
Sears. 
Heating system: Gravity furnace below liv- 
ing-room floor. Electric wall heaters in each 
room by^in^r^. '^^ermostat by Honey- 
well. 

Time to be alive 
continued from page 199 

A man who found a source of inspira- 
tion within himself under conditions of 
extreme suffering and privation, is Vicej 
Admiral James Bond Stockdalc. now 
president of the Naval War College. In 
1965. the Admiral, then a navy fighter 
pilot aged 41, was shot down over North 
Vietnam, breaking his leg when his 
parachute landed him in a village. Half: 
of that time he was in solitary confine- 
ment in a tiny cell, held down by leg 
irons. He kept his sanity and he kept his 
honor, and the way he did it was by 
delving into the store of memories of 
literature and philosophy he acquired 
as a student at Stanford University. 

"The classics teach you," he wrote 
afterward, "that all organizations since 
the beginning of time have used the pow- 
er of guilt, that cycles are repetitive, and 
that this is the way of the world. I be- 
lieve that a good classical education andi| 
an understanding of history can prepare 
you best to determine the rules you 
should live by. In 1965, I was crippled 
and I was alone. The one thing I came to 
realize was that if you don't lose integ-i|| 
rity, you can't be had and you can't be 
hurt." Integrity goes with optimism. As 
Lionel Tiger puts it. "an animal with aj 
brain as big as ours needs to feel good] 
about itself." 

There's so much at stake: The fin^l' 
exams or uncertain issues involve the 
survival of the earth as we know it. An- 
other thinking man of action, the astro- 
naut Russell Schweikart, in a paper read 
to the Lindisfarne Association, a group 
which studies planetary culture, de 
scribed the earth as seen from the moon:; 

"The astronaut looks back and he sees 
the Earth not as something big where he 
can see the beautiful details, but now he 
sees the Earth as a small thing out there, 
And the contrast between that brigh 
blue and white Christmas tree ornament 
and the black sky, that infinite universe, 
really comes through, and the size of it, 
the significance of it. It is so small and so 
fragile that you can blot it out with your 
thumb, and you realize that on that small 
spot, that little blue and white thing, is 
everything that means anything to you 
—all history and music and poetry and 
art and death and birth and love, tears 
joy, games, all of it on that little spot out 
there that you can cover with youi 
thumb. And you realize, from that per 
spective, that you've changed, thai 
there's something new there, that the re- 
lationship is no longer what it was." 

Lionel Tiger observed that one of the 
most optimistic stimuli for optimism i 
optimism itself. There's everything to b« 
optimistic about in the years ahead. In- 
cluding—^perhaps if not for all of us 
then for our children—the opportunit) 
to stand in space and to look back at th^i 
blue and white Christmas tree ornameB 
which contains everything we believe ic 
be precious. ■ » 
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WORLD* G\RPErS 
"Now a surface covering 
that combines the ruggedness 
of hard floor coverings 
with the versatihty and 
warmth of carpet into 
an everlasting new look." 

Presenting a unique and different surface 
covering. Whether the ageless beauty of 
mountain stone in PRECIOUS STONES, or 
the classic appeal of hand-formed brick 
masoniy in YORKTOWNE, Living Carpet 
gives the look of natural materials in vivid 
three dimension. 

It's a real cost saver. Enjoy the charm of stone 
or brick and not its' discomfort. Living Carpet 
is soft to touch and saves energy as well as 
offering greater accoustical value. And you 
get this unique decorating medium for a 
fraction of the cost of the much more 
expensive hard surfaces. 

Engineered "tough as stones", Living 
Carpet gives long and lasting comfort 
underfoot. We constructed Living Carpet for 
maximum durability. The tight level loop 
surface of 100% ANSO nylon 
is guaranteed for 5 years 
against wear. 

Protected with Scotchgard Carpet Protector 
and 3-M Brand Static Control. This carpet 
resists soU and will need fewer cleanings. 
Living Carpet is even backed with ActionBac 
for greater strength and ^ 
protection irom mold /SjCOtCtigard 
and mildew. 3^ static control 

W®RLD"CARPETS 
, , . It's easier to live with. 
For more information and nearest dealer 
write WORLD CARPETS, DALTON, GA 30720. 
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